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Preface

1998 ends the first decade of KR conferences; it also marks the 50-year anniversary of the world's first stored program

digital computer (built in Manchester). Knowledge representation and automated reasoning techniques have progressed

greatly in the meantime, but there remain many significant challenges for our field.

This volume contains the papers presented at the Sixth International Conference on Principles of Knowledge Repre

sentation and Reasoning. The KR conferences have established themselves as the leading forum for timely, in-depth

presentation of progress in the theory and principles underlying the representation and computational manipulation of

knowledge.

The traditional very high standard of papers has been maintained at KR'98. To acknowledge this, we decided to make a

best paper award, based primarily on paper content but also on the presentation of the paper at the conference. (For the

outcome, see the KR'98 website, http:/www.kr.org/kr.) We received 155 extended abstracts from a record 35 countries.

The 55 papers we were able to include in the conference come from 19 countries.

The field of KR&R, at least as presented at this conference, seems more diverse than in previous years. The diversity is

also represented in the record number of colocated events to be adjoining KR'98. These span the subareas (Description

Logics, Nonmonotonic Reasoning, Formal Ontology, Verification and Validation), and also applications of KR (Interac

tive Multimedia Systems). A panel session was organized by Lin Padgham to explore the commonalities among these

aſcaS.

We were able to enlist three invited speakers for KR'98. Hector Levesque, the IJCAI-85 Computers and Thought

lecturer, undertook to tell us “What Robots Can Do”; Maurizio Lenzerini chose to speak on a topic central to the KR

conferences over the years, “Description Logics and Their Applications”; while Katharina Morik chose to address the

very important topic of “How to Tailor Representations to Different Requirements.”

Anthony G. Cohn

Program Co-Chair

Lenhart Schubert

Program Co-Chair

Stuart C. Shapiro

Conference Chair
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Description Logic Framework for Information Integration

Diego Calvanese, Giuseppe De Giacomo, Maurizio Lenzerini, Daniele Nardi, Riccardo Rosati

Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica

Università di Roma “La Sapienza”

Via Salaria 113,00198 Roma, Italy

{calvanese , degiacomo, lenzerini, nardi , rosati}Qdis . uniroma1. it

Abstract

Information Integration is one of the core

problems in distributed databases, coopera

tive information systems, and data warehous

ing, which are key areas in the software de

velopment industry. Two critical factors for

the design and maintenance of applications

requiring Information Integration are concep

tual modeling of the domain, and reasoning

support over the conceptual representation.

We demonstrate that Knowledge Represen

tation and Reasoning techniques can play an

important role for both of these factors, by

proposing a Description Logic based frame

work for Information Integration. We show

that the development of successful Informa

tion Integration solutions requires not only

to resort to very expressive Description Log

ics, but also to significantly extend them. We

present a novel approach to conceptual mod

eling for Information Integration, which al

lows for suitably modeling the global con

cepts of the application, the individual infor

mation sources, and the constraints among

different sources. Moreover, we devise in

ference procedures for the fundamental rea

soning services, namely relation and concept

subsumption, and query containment. Fi

nally, we present a methodological framework

for Information Integration, which can be ap

plied in several contexts, and highlights the

role of reasoning services within the design

process.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing interest in

Information Integration, whose goal is to access, re

late and combine data from multiple sources. Indeed,

Information Integration is one of the core problems

in distributed databases, cooperative information sys

tems, and data warehousing, which are key areas in

the software development industry (Wiederhold, 1996;

Knoblock & Levy, 1995; Widom, 1995; Hull, 1997).

Early work on integration was carried out in the con

text of database design, and focused on the so-called

schema integration problem, i.e. designing a global,

unified schema for a database application starting

from several subschemata, each one produced indepen

dently from the others (Batini, Lenzerini, & Navathe,

1986). More recent efforts have been devoted to data

integration, which generalizes schema integration by

taking into account actual data in the integration pro

cess. Here the input is a collection of source data sets

(each one constituted by a schema and actual data),

and the goal is to provide an integrated and reconciled

view of the data residing at the sources, without inter

fering with their autonomy (Ullman, 1997). We only

deal with the so-called read-only integration, which

means that such a reconciled view is used for answer

ing queries, and not for updating information.

Data integration can be either virtual or materialized.

In the first case, the integration system acts as an in

terface between the user and the sources (Sheth & Lar

son, 1991; Hurson, Bright, & Pakzad, 1994), and is

typical of multidatabases, distributed databases, and

more generally open systems. In virtual integration

query answering is generally costly, because it requires

accessing the sources. In the second case, the sys

tem maintains a replicated view of the data at the

sources (Gupta & Mumick, 1995; Inmon, 1996), and

is typical, for example, both in information system

re-engineering and data warehousing. In materialized

data integration, query answering is generally more ef

ficient, because it does not require acessing the sources,

whereas maintaining the materialized views is costly,

especially when the views must be up-to-date with re
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spect to the updates at the sources (view refreshment).

In the rest of this paper, we do not deal with the prob

lem of view refreshment.

There are two basic approaches to the data inte

gration problem, called procedural and declarative.

In the procedural approach, data are integrated in

an ad-hoc manner with respect to a set of prede

fined information needs. In this case, the basic is

sue is to design suitable software modules that ac

cess the sources in order to fulfill the predefined infor

mation requirements. Several data integration (both

virtual and materialized) projects, such as TSIM

MIS (Chawathe, Garcia-Molina, Hammer, Ireland, Pa

pakonstantinou, Ullman & Widom, 1994; Ullman,

1997), Squirrel (Zhou, Hull, & King, 1996; Hull &

Zhou, 1996), and WHIPS (Hammer, Garcia-Molina,

Widom, Labio, & Zhuge, 1995; Wiener, Gupta, Labio,

Zhuge, Garcia-Molina, & Widom, 1996) follow this

idea. They do not require an explicit notion of inte

grated data schema, and rely on two kinds of software

components: wrappers that encapsulate sources, con

verting the underlying data objects to a common data

model, and mediators (Wiederhold, 1992) that obtain

information from one or more wrappers or other me

diators, refine this information by integrating and re

solving conflicts among the pieces of information from

the different sources, and provide the resulting infor

mation either to the user or to other mediators. The

basic idea is to have one mediator for every query pat

tern required by the user, and generally there is no

constraint on the consistency of the results of different

mediators.

In the declarative approach, the goal is to model the

data at the sources by means of a suitable language, to

construct a unified representation, to refer to such a

representation when querying the global information

system, and to derive the query answers by means

of suitable mechanisms accessing the sources and/or

the materialized views. This is the idea underly

ing systems such as Carnot (Collet, Huhns, & Shen,

1991; Huhns, Jacobs, Ksiezyk, Shen, Singh, & Can

nata, 1993), SIMS (Arens, Chee, Hsu, & Knoblock,

1993; Arens, Knoblock, & Chen, 1996) and Informa

tion Manifold (Levy, Srivastava, & Kirk, 1995; Kirk,

Levy, Sagiv, & Srivastava, 1995; Levy, Rajaraman, &

Ordille, 1996). The declarative approach provides a

crucial advantage over the procedural one: although

building a unified representation may be costly, it al

lows maintaining a consistent global view of the infor

mation sources, which represents a reusable compo

nent of the Information Integration systems.

We adopt a declarative approach to integration, and

argue that two critical factors for the design and main

tenance of applications requiring Information Integra

tion are the conceptual modeling of the domain, and

the possibility of reasoning over the conceptual rep

resentation. We demonstrate that Knowledge Repre

sentation and Reasoning techniques can play an im

portant role for both of these factors, by proposing a

Description Logic (Borgida, 1995; Donini, Lenzerini,

Nardi, & Schaerf, 1996) based framework for Informa

tion Integration. In particular, our work provides the

following main contributions:

(1) We use Description Logics for the conceptual mod

eling of both the global domain and the various

sources. Since the development of successful Infor

mation Integration solutions requires specific modeling

features, we propose a new Description Logic, which

treats n-ary relations as first-class citizens. Note that

the usual characteristic of many Description Logics

to model only unary predicates (concepts) and binary

predicates (roles) would represent an intolerable limit

in our case.

(2) We provide suitable mechanisms for expressing

what we call the intermodel assertions, i.e. inter

relationships between concepts in different sources.

Thus, integration is seen as the incremental process of

understanding and representing the relationships be

tween data in the sources, rather than simply produc

ing a unified data schema. The fact that our approach

is incremental is also important in amortizing the cost

of integration.

(3) For an accurate description of the information

sources, we incorporate in our logic the possibility of

describing the data at the sources in terms of a set

of relational structures. Each relational structure is

defined as a view over the conceptual representation,

thus providing a formal mapping between the descrip

tion of data and the conceptual representation of the

domain.

(4) Our representation framework is equipped with in

ference procedures for the fundamental reasoning ser

vices, namely concept and relation subsumption, and

query containment. Indeed, we make use of the first

decidability result on query containment for a Descrip

tion Logic with n-ary relations (Calvanese, De Gia

como, & Lenzerini, 1998). Based on these reasoning

methods, we present a methodological framework for

Information Integration, which can be applied both in

the virtual and in the materialized approach.

In comparing our framework with other declarative

approaches, we observe that in both Carnot and

SIMS, reasoning is based on formalisms, Cyc (Lenat
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& Guha, 1990) and LOOM (MacGregor, 1991) respec

tively, that are undecidable. Information Manifold

uses the Classic (Patel-Schneider, McGuiness, Brach

man, Resnick, & Borgida, 1991) Description Logic at

the conceptual level, and extends it with conjunctive

queries at the logical level. While this Description

Logic is polynomially decidable, it cannot fully capture

neither n-ary relationships among the various classes

of data in the domain, nor the intermodel assertions,

nor many interesting inferences on such assertions.

Compared with the procedural approaches, which have

been designed to cope in a more flexible way with

the heterogeinity and the dynamics of the sources, our

methodology for incremental schema integration based

on intermodel assertions combines the advantages of a

conceptual representation with the necessary flexibil

ity to deal with changes in the domain. In particular,

the ability of reasoning over both the conceptual rep

resentation and the relational structures can be prof

itably used in designing mediators with verifiable spec

ifications.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de

scribe in more detail our framework for Information

Integration based on Description Logics. In Section 3

we present the particular Description Logic we use in

the framework. In Section 4 we illustrate how the rea

soning techniques associated with our logic are used to

improve the design and maintenance of the Informa

tion Integration system. Finally, Section 5 concludes

the paper.

2 THE FRAMEWORK

In our approach to Information Integration, we refer

to the architecture depicted in Figure 1, in which three

layers can be identified:

• a conceptual layer called the Domain Model,

which is constituted by an Enterprise Model and

one Source Model for each data source;

• a logical layer", constituted by the Source

Schemas and the Materialized View Schema,

which describe the logical content of source data

stores and of materialized view store, respectively;

• a physical layer, which consists of the data stores

containing the actual data of the sources and the

integrated materialized views.

"Here the term “logical” is used according to the

database terminology, where it denotes a description of

data in terms of structures managed by DBMSs (e.g., re

lational tables), which are at a more abstract level with

respect to the physical organization of data.

The methodology for Information Integration de

scribed in Section 4, and the reasoning techniques il

lustrated in Section 3, support the incremental build

ing of the conceptual and the logical representations.

The designer is provided with information on various

aspects, including the global concepts relevant for new

information requirements, the sources from which a

new view can be defined, the correspondences between

sources and/or views, and a trace of the integration

steps.

We describe now the structure of the conceptual and

logical layers, which constitute the core of the pro

posed integration framework. The actual formalisms

we adopt, and the associated reasoning techniques are

described in the next section.

2.1 THE CONCEPTUAL LEVEL

The Enterprise Model is a conceptual representation

of the global concepts and relationships that are of in

terest to the application. It corresponds roughly to

the notion of integrated conceptual schema in the tra

ditional approaches to schema integration. However,

since we propose an incremental approach to integra

tion, the Enterprise Model is not necessarily a com

plete representation of all the data of the sources but

it provides a consolidated and reconciled description

of the concepts and the relationships that are impor

tant to the enterprise, and have already been analyzed.

Such a description is subject to changes and additions

as the analysis of the information sources proceeds.

The Source Model of an information source is a con

ceptual representation of the data residing in it, or at

least of the portion of data currently taken into ac

count. Again, our approach does not require a source

to be fully analyzed and conceptualized.

Both the Enterprise Model and the Source Models

are expressed by means of a logic-based formalism

(see Section 3) which is general and powerful enough

to express the usual database models, such as the

Entity-Relationship Model, the Relational Model, or

the Object-Oriented Data Model (for the static part).

The inference techniques associated with the formal

ism allow for carrying out several reasoning services

on the representation.

Besides the Enterprise Model and the various Source

Models, the Domain Model contains the specification

of the interdependencies between elements of different

Source Models and between Source Models and the

Enterprise Model. The notion of interdependency is

a central one in our approach. Since the sources are

of interest in the overall architecture, integration does

not simply mean producing the Enterprise Model, but
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Figure 1: Architecture for Data Integration

rather to be able to establish the correct relationships

both between the Source Models and the Enterprise

Model, and between the various Source Models. We

formalize the notion of interdependency by means of

so called intermodel assertions (Catarci & Lenzerini,

1993), which provide a simple and effective declara

tive mechanism to express the dependencies that hold

between entities (i.e. classes and relationships) in dif

ferent models (Hull, 1997). We use again a logic-based

formalism to express intermodel assertions, and the as

sociated inference techniques provide a means to rea

son about interdependencies among models.

2.2 THE LOGICAL LEVEL

Our approach requires that each source, besides being

conceptualized, is also described in the Source Schema

in terms of a logical data model (in our case the Rela

tional Model) which allows for representing the struc

ture of the stored data. Such a structure is specified

in terms of a set of relation definitions, each one ex

pressed by means of a view (i.e. a query) over the con

ceptual representation of the source (i.e. the Source

Model). Suitable software components, called wrap

pers, implement the mapping of physical structures

to logical structures (see Figure 1). More precisey,

a wrapper is able to access a source and transform

the data therein into a form that is coherent with the

logical specification of the source.

In the case where the integrated data (or por

tions thereof) are materialized, the Materialized View

Schema provides a description of the logical content

of the materialized views constituting the Materialized

View Store. Similarly to the case of the sources, each

portion of the Materialized Views Schema is described

in terms of a set of definitions of relations, each one

expressed in terms of a query over the Domain Model.

A view is actually materialized starting from the data

produced by wrappers by means of suitable software

components, called mediators (see Figure 1). Again,

a discussion on mediators is outside the scope of the

present paper. In the case where a virtual approach

is adopted there are no Materialized Views, and the

data are provided by the mediators at query process

ing time.

A more detailed discussion on wrappers and mediators

is outside the scope of this paper.

3 REPRESENTATION AND

REASONING

In this section we present the formalism that we use

for describing data both at the conceptual and the log

ical level, and we illustrate the basis of the reasoning

techniques associated with the formalism.
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3.1 REPRESENTATION AT THE

CONCEPTUAL LEVEL

We use for the conceptual level a specific Description

Logic, called TMCTR, which includes concepts and n-ary

relations”. TCR is inspired by the languages intro

duced in (Calvanese, De Giacomo, & Lenzerini, 1995;

De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1995, 1994; Catarci & Lenz

erini, 1993), and is a natural extension of Description

Logics (Donini et al., 1996; Calvanese, Lenzerini, &

Nardi, 1994; Borgida, 1995) towards n-ary relations,

which are extremely important in our context.

We assume to deal with a finite set of atomic rela

tions and concepts, denoted by P and A respectively.

We use R to denote arbitrary relations (of given ar

ity between 2 and n,mar), and C to denote arbitrary

concepts. Concepts and relations are built according

to the following syntax, where i and j denote compo

nents of relations, i.e. integers between 1 and n,mar, n

denotes the arity of a relation, i.e. an integer between 2

and nmar, and k denotes a nonnegative integer:

R

C

T, P | ($i/n: C) | -R |R1 Tl R2

T1 |A|-C | C. T. C., |3|$i]R (< k[$i]R)

Concepts and relations must be well-typed, which

means that (i) only relations of the same arity n can be

combined to form expressions of type R1 ſl R2 (which

inherit the arity n), and (ii) i < n whenever i denotes

a component of a relation of arity n.

The semantics of the TPCR constructs is specified

through the usual notion of interpretation. An inter

pretation T = (A*, *) is constituted by an interpreta

tion domain A* and an interpretation function ºf that

assigns to each concept C a subset C* of A*, and to

each relation R of arity n a subset R* of (A*)", such

that the conditions in Figure 2 are satisfied. We ob

serve that T1 denotes the interpretation domain, while

Tn, for n > 1, does not denote the n-cartesian prod

uct of the domain, but only a subset of it, that covers

all relations of arity n. As a consequence, the “-”

construct on relations is used to express difference of

relations, rather than complement.

A TCR conceptual model M (i.e., either the Enter

prise Model or one of the Source Models) is constituted

by a finite set of intramodel assertions, which express

knowledge on the relations and concepts in M, and

have the form

L C L' L = L'L Z L' L # L'

*Domains, i.e. sets of values such as integer, string, etc.,

can be easily included in T}CTR.

with L., L' either two relations of the same arity or two

concepts.

An interpretation T satisfies an intramodel assertion

L C L' (resp. L = L') if Lº C L'+ (resp. L4 = L"),

and it satisfies L. Z L' (resp. L # L') if 1 does not sat

isfy L E L' (resp. L = L'). An interpretation satisfies

M, if it satisfies all assertions in M.

To specify knowledge on the conceptual interrelation

ships among the sources and/or the enterprise, we

use intermodel assertions (Catarci & Lenzerini, 1993),

which have essentially the form of intramodel asser

tions, although the two relations (concepts) L and L'

belong to two different conceptual models M, Mj.

Intermodel assertions can be either extensional, which

express relationships between the extensions of the re

lations (concepts) involved, or intensional, which ex

press conceptual relationships that are not necessarily

reflected at the instance level. Formally, an intermodel

assertion over two conceptual models M, M, (i # j)

is an assertion of one of the following forms

L Eert L' L Zert L'

L =ert L' L #ert L'

L Eint L' L Zint L'

L =int L' L #int L'

in which L and L' are either two relations with com

patible signatures or two concepts belonging to Mi

and M, respectively.

An interpretation T satisfies an extensional inter

model assertion L Cert L' (resp. L =ert L') if Lº C

L* (resp. Lº = L'º), and it satisfies L. Zeze L'

(resp. L #ert L') if 1 does not satisfy L. Cert L'

(resp. L =ert L'). Hence, interpretation of extensional

intermodel assertions is analogous to the one of in

tramodel assertions.

Instead, intensional intermodel assertions are inter

preted by first taking the intersection of the relations

(concepts) L, L' with both Tn, and Tng (T1, and

T13). Formally:

1. Let C, C' be concepts belonging respectively to

Mi, Mj. Then, an interpretation 1 satisfies

the intensional intermodel assertion C Cint C"

(resp. C =int C') if

C* n Ti, nt, c Cºn Ti, n Ti,

(resp. Cºntin[i, - Cºnti,mTL). Moreover,

1 satisfies C Zint C" (resp. C #int C') if 1 does

not satisfy C Eint C" (resp. C =int C").
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T; c (AT)"

PT c T#

(—R)? – Tá \R+

(R1 ſh R2)* - R{n R;

($i/n: C)* =

Tf = A4

A1 C A+

(-C)? = A1 \ CT

(C1 T C.)? - C{ ſ C;

(B($i]R)* = {d e A* |3(d1, ..

(< k[$i]R)* = {d e A* ||{(d1, ..

{(di,..., da) e Tí | d, e C*}

., da) e R4. d, = d}

., da) e Rí |d, = d}| < k}

Figure 2: Semantic rules for TPCR (P, R, R1, and R2 have arity n)

2. Let R, R' be relations (of the same arity n) be

longing respectively to Mi, Mj. Then, an inter

pretation T satisfies the intensional intermodel as

sertion R. Cint R' (resp. R =int R') if

R* n Tai n Tn, c R* n Tn, n Tn,

(resp. R* nTri n'Taj = R*n Tn, n Tng). More

over, 1 satisfies R. Zint R' (resp. R. #int R') if 1.

does not satisfy R. Cint R' (resp. R =int R').

A Domain Model (DM) W is an (m -- 2)-tuple

(Mo, M1, ..., M.m, 9) such that: (i) Mo is the En

terprise Model; (ii) each Mi, for i e {1, ..., m}, is

a Source Model; (iii) g (for “glue”) is a finite set of

intermodel assertions. We assume that 9 always in

cludes for each i e {1, ..., m} the following assertions:

T1: Eert T10, and Tn, Cert Tno for each n such that

a relation R of arity n appears in Mi. An interpreta

tion 1 satisfies W if it satisfies all the intramodel and

intermodel assertions in W.

3.2 REPRESENTATION AT THE

LOGICAL LEVEL

We express the logical level in terms of a set of re

lation schemas, each describing either a relation of a

Source Schema, or a relation of the Materialized View

Schema. Such relations are connected to the DM by

characterizing each relation schema in terms of a non

recursive Datalog query over the elements of the DM,

i.e. a query of the form:

q(x) + body1(x, y1) V . . . V body,(x,ym)

where each body;(x, y,) is a conjunction of atoms, ei

ther R(t) or C(t) (where t and t are variables in X.y.)*,

“Our approach is applicable also when constants are

used in the queries.

with R., C relations and concepts over the DM. The

arity of q is equal to the number of variables of X.

We observe that the atoms in the queries are arbi

trary 120? relations and concepts, freely used in the

assertions of the schema. This distinguishes our ap

proach with respect to (Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, &

Schaerf, 1991, 1998; Levy & Rousset, 1996), where no

constraints can be expressed in the schema on the re

lations that appear in the queries.

Given an interpretation 1 of a DM MV, a query q for

W of arity n is interpreted as the set q+ of n-tuples

(ol, ..., on), with each oi e A*, such that, when sub

stituting (ol, ..., on) for (r1, ..., zn), the formula

By1.body1(x, y1) V . . . V Byrn.body,n(x, yn)

evaluates to true in T. If q and q' are two queries (of

the same arity) for W, we say that q is contained in q'

wrt W, if q+ C q” for every 1 satisfying W.

3.3 REASONING

The typical kinds of reasoning services needed at the

conceptual level in order to support the designer in ap

plying the integration methodology presented in Sec

tion 4 (e.g., checking whether the DM is consistent,

checking whether a relation or a concept is satisfiable

in the DM, checking subsumption between relations

or concepts in the DM) can be reduced to checking

satisfiability of the DM. The reasoning tasks can in

particular be exploited for computing and incremen

tally maintaining the concept and relation lattice of

the DM, or more generally the lattice of all concept

and relation expressions.

The expressiveness of 12CR, required for capturing

meaningful properties in the DM, makes reasoning a
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CONTRACT0 C ($1: Cliento) ſi ($2: Depto) ſi

($3: Serviceo)

REG-ATo C ($1: Cliento) ſi ($2: Depto)

PrDepto C Depto

REG-AT1 C ($1: Client 1) ſ. ($2: Dept.)

PROMOTION1 C REG-AT1

LOCATION1 C ($1: Dept.1) ſ. ($2: String)

Dept., C 3's "LOCATIONI[$1].T2

CONTRACT2 C ($1: Client?) Ti ($2: Dept.) T

($3: Service2)

Dept1 =-2t PrDepto

REG-AT1 Cert REG-ATO

Client 1 =... Cliento T. Bº'REG-ATo($1].PrDepto

Cliento ſi Bè'CONTRACTo($1].T.,

B**PROMOTIONI[$1].T2

Client? C. Cliento Ti 32°CONTRACToſ31].T2

Dept2 Cert Depto

Service.2 ext Serviceo

Client 1 =int Client2

Dept1 =int Dept2

Figure 3: Domain model (($i/n: C) is abbreviated by ($i: C))

complex task. We have devised a sound and complete

procedure to decide the satisfiability of a DM which

works in worst-case deterministic exponential time in

the size of the DM. Indeed, this worst-case complexity

is inherent to the problem, therefore reasoning with re

spect to a DM is EXPTIME complete. The inference

method works in two steps: first, reasoning on the

DM is reduced to reasoning on a knowledge base ex

pressed in the Description Logic CTQ (De Giacomo &

Lenzerini, 1996); then reasoning procedures for CTQ,

based on the correspondence with Propositional Dy

namic Logics, are exploited.

For reasoning at the logical level, we provide suitable

techniques for query containment. In particular, we

have developed an algorithm for deciding query con

tainment with respect to a DM, which exploits a re

duction to unsatisfiability in CTQ, and which extends

the one in (Calvanese, De Giacomo, & Lenzerini, 1997;

Calvanese et al., 1998) to deal with both intramodel

and intermodel assertions.

3.4 EXAMPLE

Figure 3 shows a DM, W = (Mo, M1, M2, G), that

represents an enterprise and two sources containing in

formation about contracts between clients and depart

ments for services, and about registration of clients

at departments. Symbols subscripted by i refer to

model Mi. The intramodel assertions in Mo, M1, M2

are visualized in Figure 4, using Entity-Relationship

diagrams, which are typical of conceptual modeling

in Databases and are fully compatible with TMCR.

Source 1 contains information about clients registered

at public-relations departments. Source 2 contains in

formation about contracts and complete information

about services. The Enterprise Model provides a rec

onciled conceptual description of the two sources. Note

that, in this example, such reconciled description is not

complete yet: e.g., the relation PROMOTION is not mod

eled in Mo (recall that our approach to integration

is incremental). The various interdependencies among

relations and concepts in the Enterprise Model and the

two Sources Models are represented by the intermodel

assertions on the right-hand side of Figure 3.

As for the logical level representation, suppose, for ex

ample, that the actual data in Source 1 are described

by a relational table Tablel having three columns, one

for the client, one for the department which the client

is registered at, and one for the location of the depart

ment. Such a table is specified in terms of the DM by

means of the query:

Table1 (t, y, z) – REG-AT1 (r, y) A LOCATION1(y,z)

Using the reasoning services associated with 120?, we

can automatically derive logical consequences of the

DM. For instance, we can prove that the assertion

PROMOTION, Ce, REG-ATo Ti ($2: PrDepto) is a logical

consequence of W. Observe that, although Mo does

not contain a relation PROMOTION, the above assertion

relates PROMOTION1 to Mo in a precise way.

Next, consider, for instance, the following queries

posed to Mo:

q1(z, y) – Cliento(r) A CONTRACTo(z, y, z)

q2 (r, y) – Cliento(r) A CONTRACTo(z, y, z)^

REG-ATo(r, w) A PrDepto(w)

q2 is obviously contained in qi. However, taking into

account the assertions in W, we can also derive that

q1 is contained in q2 wrt W.

4 THE METHODOLOGY

We outline a methodology for Information Integration,

based on the techniques previously described, which

can be applied in the context of both virtual and mate

rialized data integration. The proposed methodology
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Figure 4: Enterprise and source models in Entity-Relationship diagrams

focusses on the conceptual layer of the system. Once

the knowledge about this layer is available, one can

exploit reasoning to support various aspects related

to the other layers. We shall discuss various kinds

of information that the designer can obtain through

the reasoning services on the knowledge base, but the

problems arising in the design of the logical and phys

ical levels of the system are outside of the scope of

the present paper. The methodology deals with two

scenarios, called source-driven and client-driven. The

former applies whenever the design of the system is

accomplished in a top-down fashion by incrementally

adding new sources of data; the latter arises when the

design is developed bottom-up to satisfy the requests

for data by the user applications.

4.1. SOURCE-DRIVEN INTEGRATION

Source-driven integration is triggered when a new

Source or a new portion of a source is taken into ac

count for integration. The steps to be accomplished in

this case are:

(1) Source Model construction. The Source Model cap

turing the concepts and the relationships of the new

source that are critical for the enterprise is produced.

Since in a typical setting, sources already exist, this

task may be accomplished through a reverse engineer

ing activity (Batini, Ceri, & Navathe, 1992). How

ever, it is worth stressing that the Source Model is

really meant to capture the semantics of the domain,

independently of the organization of the data recorded

in the physical structures. To this end, our approach

provides a very expressive modeling language, which,

as already pointed out, embodies the features of the

most popular data models. In addition, in our formal

ism, it is possible to reason about the Source Model.

Once a formalization of the model in terms of TPCR

is provided, checking several interesting properties of

the model becomes possible, and can be used to help

correctness and optimality of the design. We refer

to (Calvanese et al., 1994) for a discussion on using the

inference techniques associated to Description Logics

during Source Model construction.

(2) Source Model integration. The Source Model is

integrated into the Domain Model. This can lead to

changes both to the Source Models, and to the Enter

prise Model. It is worth recalling that our approach

to integration is mainly declarative: the most impor

tant efforts during source integration are thus devoted

to single out and to specify the intermodel assertions

relating the Enterprise Model and the Source Models,

rather than producing a unified conceptual represen

tation. More precisely, the step of Source Model inte

gration is characterized by the following activities:

• Structural and semantic conflicts involving the

Source Model under analysis are detected and

solved.

• Intermodel assertions between the Source Model

and the Enterprise Model, and between different

sources, are added to the Domain Model.

The activity of conflict resolution in our framework

can be carried out by relying on the large body of work

developed in database integration. More specifically,

in our framework, the basic structural and semantic

conflicts are very similar to those arising in the Entity

Relationship Data Model. An example of structural

conflict is represented by the situation where the same

concept is represented as a class in one model and as a

relation in another model. The principles for resolving

such conflicts are now well established (Batini et al.,

1992). Other types of conflicts are dealt with in the

Quality Analysis step.

The specification of intermodel assertions and the

derivation of implicit relationships by exploiting the

reasoning techniques, represent the novel part of the

methodology. The most common intermodel asser

tions are those specifying the relation between ele
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ments in one Source Model with elements in the En

terprise Model. However, also assertions relating el

ements in different Source Models are of importance.

For example, inferring that the set of instances of a

relation in source S, is always a subset of those in

source S; can be important in order to infer that ac

cessing source S, for retrieving instances of the relation

is useless. We point out that the possibility of express

ing relationships between concepts in different sources

is a distinguished feature of our approach.

Intermodel assertions can be roughly classified as fol

lows:

• Subsetting assertions, that are used to state that

a certain concept or relation in the Source Model

is a subset of another concept or relation in the

Enterprise Model (or in another source). These

assertion have the form Li Cert L';.

• Definition assertions, that are used to completely

characterize the set of instances of one concept

in a model in terms of the set of instances of a

concept in another model.

• Completeness assertions, that are used to state

that the set of instances of a concept or relation in

the Enterprise Model can be obtained as the union

of different concepts or relations in the various

sources. A special case of this type of assertions

is the one stating that a certain concept in the

Enterprise Model is fully captured by a concept

in one Source Model.

• Synonym assertions, that are used to state that

different symbols in two models denote in fact the

same concept. These assertions have the form

Li =int Lj.

• Homonym assertions, that are used to state that

the same symbol is used to denote different con

cepts in different models. These assertions have

the form Li žint Lj.

It is important to observe that the possibility of us

ing complex concept and relation expressions in the

context of intermodel assertions greatly enhances the

expressive power of such assertions, and is another dis

tinguished feature of our approach. Moreover, the pos

sibility of reasoning about intermodel assertions pro

vides support and guidelines to the designer of the

Domain Model, as pointed out in the discussion on

the step of quality analysis. Finally, we note that the

usage of intermodel assertions is required also to rea

son about queries which is addressed in client-driven

integration.

(3) Quality analysis. The goal of this step is to verify

that the quality requirements are met by the Domain

Model. In particular, the reasoning capabilities of our

approach allow for dealing with several quality factors,

such as:

Consistency of the Source Model in isolation.

• Redundancy, by identifying equivalent concepts.

• Readability, by pointing out relationships that are

implicit in the model.

• Accessibility, which amounts to verifying which

data are available in the Materialized View Store,

which data can be extracted from the sources, and

which are indeed needed from external sources.

• Believability, which amounts to verifying whether

the data available in the materialized views or pro

vided by a source are consistent and complete.

It is worth noticing that, depending on the result of

the evaluation of the quality factors, a restructuring of

both the Source Model and the Enterprise Model may

be required.

(4) Source Schema specification. The Source Schema,

i.e. the logical view of the new source or a new por

tion of the source (expressed as a collection of queries

over the corresponding Source Model) is specified. The

source schemas are used in order to determine the

sources relevant for computing answers to queries, by

exploiting the ability to reason about queries. Notice

that, the actual logical design of the sources is outside

the scope of the integration system. Therefore, the for

cus here is on the specification of the sources at the

logical level.

(5) Materialized View Schema restructuring. This step

is done only in Materialized Data Integration. As we

said before, the Materialized View Schema is speci

fied in terms of a set of relational tables, each one

described as a query over the Domain Model. On the

basis of the description of the new source, an analysis

can be carried out on whether the Materialized View

Schema should be restructured and/or modified in or—

der to better satisfy quality criteria. Again several

quality factors can be evaluated by exploiting reason

ing, which, in this case, essentially amounts to query

containment. Although the design of the Materialized

View Schema is outside the scope of the present work,

we point out that this task can be effectively supported

by the reasoning services about the representation of

the logical schemata in terms of queries.
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4.2 CLIENT-DRIVEN INTEGRATION

The client-driven design strategy refers to the case

when a new query (or a set of queries) posed by a

client is considered. The query is expressed in terms

of the domain model, and the reasoning facilities are

exploited to analyze and systematically decompose the

query and check whether its components are subsumed

by the views defined in the various schemas. There

fore, the central reasoning service for query analysis is

query containment checking.

In Materialized Data Integration, the analysis is car

ried out as follows:

(1) We verify whether and how the answer can be com

puted from the materialized views. This problem is

known as the query rewriting problem, which amounts

to find a way to rewrite the original query in terms

of the relations in the Materialized View Schema. Al

though we do not have a method for automatically

rewriting the query, we can exploit query containment

checking in order to support the designer in this task.

(2) In the case where the materialized views are not

sufficient to compute the answer to a query, the idea

is to verify whether the answer can be obtained by

materializing new concepts represented in the Domain

Model. It is interesting to observe that this is again

an instance of the query rewritinng problem, where

one aims at expressing the query in terms of the rela

tions in the Sources. In this case, query containment

helps to identify the set of subqueries to be issued on

the sources and to extend and/or restructure the Ma

terialized View Schema (see step 5 of source-driven

integration). Different choices can be identified, based

on various preference criteria. E.g., in (Levy et al.,

1995) minimization in terms of the number of sources

is proposed, based on the observation that accessing a

Source is the most expensive part of the process. In

fact, by exploiting the information available through

the intermodel assertions, we can accommodate differ

ent kinds of constraints, that are related to the above

mentioned quality factors. For example, we can opti

mize with respect to believability, or interpretability,

possibly combining different factors.

(3) In the case where neither the materialized data nor

the concepts in the Domain Model are sufficient, the

necessary data should be searched for in new sources,

or in new portions of already analyzed sources. The

new (portions of the) sources are then added to the

Domain Model using the source-driven approach, and

the process of analyzing the query is iterated.

In Virtual Data Integration, the basic problem is to

determine whether and how the answer can be com

puted from the data in the analyzed sources, falling

into case (2) or (3).

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the fundamental fea

tures of a declarative approach to Information Inte

gration based on Description Logics. As pointed out

in the previous sections, there are a number of issues

that deserve further investigation, and in particular:

• How to exploit the knowledge about the concep

tual level in the design of wrappers and mediators.

• Designing automatic methods and techniques for

the query rewriting problem, arising in the client

driven integration.

We are currently studying the above issues within the

ESPRIT Project DWQ (Foundations of Data Ware

house Quality) (Calvanese, De Giacomo, Lenzerini,

Nardi, & Rosati, 1997), where we are using the pre

sented framework in the context of data warehouse

design.
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Abstract

Perhaps the simplest and most common method

of dealing with incomplete knowledge in AI sys

tems involves working with a third truth value

standing for “unknown.” By extending the ordi

nary two-valued truth tables in the obvious way,

what is known about complex logical formulas

can be efficiently calculated as a function of what

is known about the atomic ones. While this form

of reasoning can be shown to be sound, it is noto

riously incomplete in classical logic. In this pa

per, we extend this reasoning method to include

quantifiers and equality, and show that efficiency

and soundness are preserved. We also show that

for a wide class of first-order formulas in a certain

normal form, the method is also complete. Fi

nally, we prove that in the propositional case, ev

ery formula can be converted to a logically equiv

alent one in this normal form, and conjecture that

this remains true in the first-order case.

1 INTRODUCTION

From the very beginnings of AI, the dream of getting a ma

chine to exhibit common sense was linked to deductive rea

soning:

We shall therefore say that a program has com

mon sense if it automatically deduces for it

self a sufficiently wide class of immediate conse

quences of anything it is told and what it already

knows. —John McCarthy in [14]

Since then, the enthusiasm for deduction has been tempered

somewhat by what has been discovered about its compu

tational difficulty. Regardless of how one feels about the

relevance of complexity and computability theory to AI,

for knowledge bases (KBs) large enough to hold what is

presumed to be necessary for human-level common sense,

deduction would have to be extremely efficient. Recent lo

cal search based methods like GSAT [17] do show some

promise on large KBs, but so far (1) they are restricted to

constraint satisfaction tasks not deductive ones, and (2) they

work only on problems that can be formulated in a propo

sitional language.'

To the best of our knowledge, there is so far only one logi

cally correct (sound and complete) deductive technique ef

ficient enough to be feasible on KBs of this size: the de

duction underlying database retrieval. In KR terms, this

amounts to what was called vivid reasoning in [11]. In log

ical terms, the requirements for this form of reasoning are

clear: every relevant atomic formula must be known to be

true or known to be false. That is, the KB must be equiv

alent to a maximally consistent set of literals. In addition,

this set of literals must be readily computable. In the propo

sitional case, one obvious way of ensuring this is to store

the positive ones in a database and infer the negative ones

using negation as failure. With every atom known true or

known false, it then follows that every formula can be “ef

ficiently” (in a sense to be discussed later) determined to be

true or to be false by evaluating it, that is, by calculating its

truth value as a function of the truth values of its constituent

atOInS.

But this requirement for complete knowledge is very strict.

It would certainly be desirable to allow some atomic for

mulas to be unknown, with the understanding that other

formulas would need to be unknown as well. Allowing

arbitrary disjunctions (or existential quantifications) in the

KB would obviously require a very different method of rea

soning. A less radical move, which still allows incomplete

knowledge, is to consider a KB that is equivalent to a finite

consistent set of literals, not necessarily maximal. Unfortu

nately, although this is a trivial extension to the above, we

can already see that it will not work: for the special case of

a KB equivalent to the empty set of literals, the formulas

'Converting first-order reasoning problems into propositional

ones remains a possibility (as done in [8], for example), but con

sider that for KBs with (say) 10° unique names, even a single bi

nary predicate would generate far too many atomic propositions.
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that would need to be known are precisely the valid ones.

Computing these is co-NP hard in the propositional case,

and even if we accept the argument that it may still be fea

sible in practice (perhaps because the query will always be

small, or for reasons like those discussed in [7]), there is no

escaping the fact that it would be undecidable in the first

order case.

So it appears that even a seemingly insignificant increase in

expressive power, allowing for the most basic form of in

completeness in the KB, already makes deduction too hard.

Despite this, it is precisely this form of incomplete knowl

edge that we will attempt to handle in this paper, suitably

generalized to deal with quantifiers and equality. What we

will prove is this:

1. when an evaluation-based reasoning procedure is ap

plied to incomplete KBs of the above sort, it remains

efficient and always provides logically sound answers;

2. for a wide class of queries in a special normal form

(WF), it also provides logically complete answers

(and hence is logically correct);

3. we conjecture (and prove in the propositional case)

that this special normal form entails no loss of expres

sive power, in the sense that every query can be equiv

alently expressed as a formula in MJF.

We need to clear about one thing at the outset: there is no

free lunch. If the evaluation-based reasoning procedure is

logically correct and efficient, then converting a formula

into MJF will be computationally intractable. In the first

order case, if my conjecture is correct, it must be undecid

able!

So the conversion to normal form is not something we

would want to do online. The application we have in mind

is this: assume we have a knowledge-based program (prob

lem solver, planner, whatever) that must use a very large ex

ternal KB for some task. Embedded within the program are

a number of queries to the KB, that is, a number of places

where the program needs to know whether or not some

thing is true. In an offline manner, we ensure these queries

are in MJF (perhaps by hand) before even approaching the

KB. Once this is done, we can run the program that uses

our deductive procedure with confidence, since we know

it will efficiently generate answers that are logically sound

and complete.

One caveat: even if we perform this conversion to MJF by

hand, it might still be the case that the NJP is exponentially

longer than the original query. We do not see this as a major

problem. In the intended application, like with databases,

we expect the query to be so small compared to the size

of the KB that a worst-case exponential blowup (and the

work this entails) is less of a concern. We will also end up

assuming that within a first-order query, the depth of nest

ing of quantifiers is small relative to the size of the query.

Note that these assumptions need not hold in a more math

ematical (or “puzzle-mode”) setting. There, the query (the

theorem to be proved) might be about the same size as the

KB (the given axioms), and the depth of quantifiers might

be significant. For our application, think something like:

depth of quantifiers < 4, length of query < 18 terms, and

length of KB ~ 10° terms.

In the next section we discuss evaluation-based reasoning

in general terms. In Section 3, we proceed with the devel

opment in detail for a first-order logic with equality, and

state the main results. Finally, in Section 4 we draw some

conclusions and describe some future work.

2 EVALUATION-BASED REASONING

The reasoning procedure we have in mind (for KBs with

both complete and incomplete knowledge) is one that de

cides whether a formula is true or false, by evaluating it,

reducing knowledge of complex formulas to knowledge of

the ground atomic formulas, A. Throughout, we will use 0

to mean “known to be false,” 1 to mean “known to be true,”

and to mean “unknown.”

Given an assignment V e [A → {0, 1, }}] telling us which

atoms are known, we extend the assignment to all boolean

formulas in the obvious way:

1. V[-o] = 1 – V[o].

2. V[o. A 3) = min{V[o], V[3]}.

This is merely a compact way of expressing the 3-valued

truth tables first presented by Kleene [6]:

Disjunctions, implications, and equivalences can be han

dled as abbreviations. We will sometimes also use the log

ical constant TRUE, with V[TRUE) = 1.

To handle quantification, assume we are given a finite set

H of constants (intuitively, those names mentioned in some

KB), and we define

3. VIvrol-mm (VIo:)

Here of is the result of replacing free a by c in o., and Hº is

the union of the constants in H, those mentioned in o, and

one new one outside of H and not mentioned in o. Thus,

*If we were to allow for inconsistent KBs as well, we would

have a fourth truth value, as in [1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 16], among many

others. From an efficiency point of view, nothing is gained by this

move, so we forego it for simplicity.
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to evaluate War.o., we evaluate a finite set of its instances

where the r ranges over the constants in the given H, over

the constants mentioned in a, and over one new constant

that is neither in H nor in o. We handle existentials as ab

breviations.

Finally to handle equality formulas, we use the simplest

possible scheme (for ground atomic ones):

4. V[t = t'] = 1 if t is identical to t', and 0 otherwise.

So all that is left to completely determine a V function is

the set H and the value of V on atomic formulas. We will

show how to get these from a given KB in Section3.3. Then,

using these four rules, we can evaluate any closed formula,

that is, how to compute what is known about the formula as

a function of what is known about instances of its atoms.

Ofcourse it remains to be seen whether this 3-valued eval

uation scheme is any good. This is what is addressed in

Sections 3.4 and Sections 3.5.

We should be clear about what we mean by correctness. We

will want to talk about making deductions from a set of for

mulas S (the KB), and getting the correct answer (0, 1, or

}) for a class of formulas T (the potential queries):

Definition 1: Let S, T C C, and let fe [C – {0, 1, #}].
Then

• f is logically sound wrt S for Tiff for every a € T,

if f(a) = 1 then S E o, and if f(a) = 0 then S E -a;

• f is logically complete wrt S for Tiff for every a € T,

if S = a then f(a) = 1, and if S = -o then f(a) = 0;

• f is logically correct wrt S for T iff it is both sound

and complete.

We will see below (after we establish some properties of

quantifiers and equality) that whenever we begin with an

evaluation function that is logically sound for atomic for

mulas, it will end up logically sound for all formulas. But

this will not be the case for logical completeness: it is a well

known property of multi-valued logics [18] that classically

correct answers for atoms do not guarantee correctness for

all formulas.

Observe, for example, that we would want VIp V -p) to

be 1 even when V[p] = }. contrary to what we have above.

This has suggested to some authors that perhaps tautologies

and their negations need to be filtered out separately in the

evaluation (as in [20] and in supervaluations [19]).

But the problem is not merely with tautologies. Suppose

we have that V[p] = }, V[q] = 1 and V[r] = 0 (where e.g.

KB = {q, -r]). Let a be the formula

(q ^ (−r. A p)) V (→p A (→r A q)).

Then, we get V[o] = }. whereas completeness requires a

value of 1 (since KB E a). There is, however, a tautology

hidden here: if we convert a to CNF, we get

[q ^ -r A (p V →p)],

which gives a value of 1, after we filter out the tautologous

clause.

But consider the dual of a; [(-q V r V p)A (−q V r V-p)].

For logical completeness, this should get value 0, although

again V returns }. Moreover, the formula here is in CNF,

and there are no hidden tautologous clauses to remove.”

However, observe that the clause (-q Vr) is derivable from

these two by Resolution, and if we were to conjoin this new

clause to the formula, logical equivalence would be pre

served and V would now return the correct answer, 0. This

is the idea behind the normal form we will introduce later.

Notice that (p V →p) (or any other valid formula) is an un

usual query to appear in a knowledge-based program. We

couldn't possibly want our program to do one thing when it

was true, and another when it was false, for instance. The

formula ought to be known, arguably, but only for logical

reasons, not because of anything in the KB. Similarly, the

formula o above ought to be known, but its truth is hidden

in a logical puzzle. Our conversion to normal form insists

on unpacking these logical puzzles within the query, and

making explicit what we are asking regarding the KB. One

way of saying this is that a disjunction in a query must not

be entailed unless one of the disjuncts in the query is, or

equivalently, the conjuncts in a query must not together en

tail anything that is not already entailed by one of them.

This is what is behind our notion of “logically separable”

below.

A few words on the efficiency of the above treatment of

knowledge. If the query does not use quantifiers, V will

ask for the value of an atom a linear (in the size of the

query) number of times. So non-quantified queries are

handled efficiently, assuming atoms are. But for quanti

fied queries, the situation is less clear. Consider one like

Earl . . . Brn(pi A . . . A pn), where the pj are atoms whose

arguments are among the ri. Even if we imagine a KB that

is a simple database (a finite set of ground atoms) that uses k

constants, the obvious way of handling this requires looking

at all k” vectors of constants, clearly infeasible for the sort

of large k we are considering." In actual database systems,

queries like this can be formulated, but they are handled

in practice using a number of optimizations such as sort re

strictions on variables (so that not all constants need be con

sidered for every variable), and bottom-up relational oper

ations (like merge, join, and project). These types of opti

mizations will be available to us as well, and coupled with

our assumption that n is very small, we take it that quanti

*We could convert the formula to DNF and remove the com

plement of tautologous clauses, and that would work here, but not

in the first-order case. See below.

“The worst case complexity of this problem does not look

good, but is not an issue here.
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fied queries can be handled efficiently (or as efficiently as

can be expected), assuming again that atomic queries are.

3 FIRST-ORDER KBS AND QUERIES

We start with a standard first-order language C with no

function symbols other than constants and a distinguished

equality predicate. We assume a countably infinite set of

constants C = {ci, c2, ...} for which we will be making a

unique-name assumption.

3.1 QUANTIFIERS AND EQUALITY

Because we will be considering KBS and queries that use

equality, we will end up wanting to compute the entailments

not just of the KB, but of 8 U KB, where we have:*

Definition 2. The set & is the axioms of equality (reflexitiv

ity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution of equals for equals)

and the (infinite) set of formulas ((c. # cy)|i # j}.

Note that because we are making a unique-name assump

tion for infinitely many constants, we will not be able to

finitely “propositionalize” first-order KBs, despite the lack

of function symbols. We will use 0 to range over substitu

tions of all variables by constants, and write off as the re

sult of applying the substitutions to o. We will let p range

over atoms whose arguments are distinct variables, so that

p0 ranges over ground atoms. We will use Wo to mean the

universal closure of cy. When S is finite, AS stands for the

conjunction of its elements (and the logical constant TRUE,

when S is empty). Finally, we will use e to range over

ewffs, by which we mean quantifier-free formulas whose

only predicate is equality.

Before discussing KBs and queries, we need to establish

how the quantifiers and substitution behave. First we define

the notion of a standard interpretation:

Definition 3: A standard interpretation of C is one where

= is interpreted as identity, and the denotation relation be

tween C and the domain of discourse is bijective.

The following is easy to show:

Lemma 1: A standard interpretation M has the following

properties:

• M H &;

• M H e6 iſf8 H e6;

*To make the presentation here general and self-contained, we

use ordinary first-order logic, with additional axioms for equality.

But perhaps a better approach is to use a logical language like

that presented in [9, 13] where equality is a special primitive, and

the language includes “standard names” (in addition to constants

and function symbols), for which the unique-name assumption is

inherent in the semantics.

• M H Vr.o. iff for every c e C, M H of.

We get the following theorem:

Theorem 2: Suppose S is any set of closed wſfs, and that

that there is an infinite set of constants that do not appear

in S. Then & U S is satisfiable iff it has a standard model.

Proof: Suppose we are given a model M of 8 U.S. We

will show how to construct a model M' that is standard. We

assume without loss of generality that the domain of M is

countable, and because of 8, infinite. We begin by parti

tioning this domain into equivalence classes relative to the

interpretation of = in M. The domain of M' will be these

classes, the interpretation of = in M' will be the identity re

lation, and for any predicate Q, the interpretation of Q in

M' is formed by taking the interpretation of Q in M and

moving to the corresponding tuples of equivalence classes.

Finally, to interpret a constant in M', we take the equiva

lence class of its denotation when the constant appears in S;

otherwise, for the remaining countably infinite set of con

stants, we assign them in M' systematically to the remain

ing countably infinite set of equivalence classes, in such a

way that each class is denoted by some constant. Then, it

only remains to be shown that M' E S. More generally,

we can show that if p is a mapping from variables to the

domain of M, and pu' is the corresponding assignment to

equivalence classes for M', then for any formula o all of

whose constants appear in S, we have that M, p H o iff

M', p.' E a. This is done by induction on the length of a. L.

This is like Herbrand's Theorem (with C being like the

Herbrand Universe) except that S is not required to be in

prenex form, can contain arbitrary alternations of quanti

fiers (which would otherwise introduce Skolem functions)

etc. Note that this is not simply the Skolem-Lowenheim

Theorem either, since the theorem is false when S mentions

every constant, as in the set {3.r. P(r)} U {-P(c)|c e C}.

This is an example of a satisfiable set that has no standard

model. As a trivial consequence of the theorem, we get

Corollary 3: If S is finite and & U S E of for every c e C,

then & US E War.o.

Proof: If & US # Vr.o., then & US U {-Vr.o.) is satis

fiable, and since S is finite, by the Theorem, has a standard

model M. Then, by Lemma 1, for some c, M H →o: , and

so & US # of. I

The second theorem concerns substitutions by constants:

Theorem 4: Let S be a set of closed wſfs, let a be a wffwith

a single free variable r, and let H* be a set of constants

containing those in S, those in o., and at least one constant

in neither. Then for every constant de C, there is a constant

ce H* such that & US H of iff & US H of.
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that if c and d are two

constants that do not appear in S or o, then

& US E a iff & US E of .

To prove this, first let + be any bijection from C to C. Leto."

mean o with c replaced by c'. Let S" mean {o" |o e S}.

Finally, for any interpretation M, let M mean the inter

pretation exactly like M except that the denotation of c in

M" is changed to that of c” in M. Then, we can prove by

induction that for any cº, and any assignment to variables pu,

M. p. E a iff M, p H o'.

Now to prove the theorem, suppose that & US H oft, and

suppose that M is any interpretation such that M = 8 U.S.

We will show that M H of. To do so, let # be the bijection

that swaps c and d and leaves all other constants unchanged.

Then (8 U.S) = (8 U.S), and so M E (8 U.S.)". By the

above, we get that M H &US and so M' H oft. Applying

the above again, we get that M H (oj)", and so M H of,

which completes the proof. I

It is this theorem that will allow us to restrict our attention

a finite set of constants in H" when we do substitutions, as

we will show below. Note that the theorem is false if H*

contains just the constants in S and o. For example, let a

be P(r), and S be {Vz(z # a D P(z))}. In this case, the

only constant in S or a is a, and & US # oi, but & U S R

o;. The theorem is also false if H* does not contain the

constants in o. For example, let a be R(r, b), and S be

{Vy.V2.(y = z) → R(y,z)}. Here, 8 US H of, but for

every other constant c, 8 US # af.

3.2 KNOWLEDGE BASES

Since we are considering a KB containing equality, vari

ables, and universal quantifiers, we will not be able to do

simple retrieval to find out what is known about the atoms.

For example, let 3 be the formula

Wrvywz.(4: # y A z = a) D R(r, z, y).

If KB contains 3 then we want R(b, a, a) to be known. So

we must first be clear about the form of KB we will be using:

Definition 4: We call a set S of formulas proper if & US

is consistent and S is a finite set of formulas of the form

W(e D p) or W(e D →p).

We will be interested in KBS that are proper. Observe that

as a special case, we can represent any finite consistent set

of literals as a proper KB: simply replace pſ' (or its com

plement) by V(e D p) where e is of the form A(ri = ci).

We can also represent a variety of infinite sets of literals,

as the formula 3 does above. We are free to characterize

some of the positive instances of p by using V(e D p), and

leave the status of the rest open. We can do the same for

negative instances. We can also make a closed world as

sumption about a predicate if we so choose, by using both

V(e D p) and V(→e D →p), for some e and p.

It might appear that proper KBs are overly restrictive, and

ought to be easy to reason with. It is worth remember

ing that deciding whether a proper KB entails a formula is

recursively unsolvable, unless the formula is restricted in

some way, as we intend to do.

Although proper sets are not the same as sets of literals, they

can be used to represent them in the following way:

Definition 5: Let S be any finite set of V(e D a) formulas

as above, but not necessarily consistent. Define

Lits(S) = {a 0 |V(e D a) e S, & H e6}.

Then we get the following:

Theorem 5: Let S be a finite set of formulas of the above

form, and let M be any standard interpretation. Then

M = S if M H Lits(S)

Proof: For the only-if direction, observe that &US entails

every element of Lits(S). Thus, because M H S and by

Lemma 1, M = 8, it follows that M = Lits(S).

For the if-direction, assume that M H Lits(S), and suppose

that W(e D a) e S, where a is either p or −p. Assume that

for some 0, M H e6. Then by Lemma 1, & E eff, so off e

Lits(S), and M H off. Since this works for any 0, and the

model is standard, we get by Lemma 1 that M H W(e D a),

and so M satisfies S. L.

So S and Lits(S) are satisfied by the same standard interpre

tations (although there will be non-standard interpretations

where they diverge). As corollary, we get

Corollary 6. Let S be as above. Then & US has a standard

model iff Lits(S) is consistent.

Proof: The only-if direction is immediate.

For the if-direction, let M be the standard interpretation

whose domain is the constants C, where each constant is

interpreted as itself, where = is interpreted as identity, and

where any predicate Q is interpreted as the set of tuples

{& Q(6) e Lits(S)}. Since, Lits(S) is assumed to be con

sistent, we get that M H Lits(S), and so M H & US by the

Theorem. ||

3.3 ATOMIC QUERIES

Now we want to define how atomic queries will be handled

for proper KBs. We will use the fact that V has already

been defined for closed ewffs, and (by a simple induction

argument) satisfies the following:
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Lemma 7: V[eó] = 1 iff & H e6.

This establishes that V is logically correct for ewffs.

Definition 6: For any proper KB, the atomic evaluation

associated with KB is the function V where the H (for han

dling quantifiers) is the set of constants mentioned in KB,

and such that for any ground atom pff

1 if there is a V(e D p) e KB

such that V[e6] = 1

if there is a V(e D →p) e KB

such that V[e6] = 1

otherwise

V[p0] = { 0

}

This function is well-defined, in that, if there were formulas

W(el D p), W(ez D →p) e KB such that V[e 10] = V[e20) =

1, we would have by Lemma 7 that & E el 6 A e26, and so

8 U KB = p& A-p6, violating the consistency of 8 UKB.

Furthermore, the function (as a procedure) runs in time that

is no worse than linear in the size of the KB. Given the

considerations discussed in the previous section, this settles

the efficiency question as far as we are concerned: using the

evaluation V associated with a KB, arbitrary closed queries

can be answered efficiently.

We now turn to the correctness of V.

3.4 SOUNDNESS OF QUERY EVALUATION

We begin by showing that the evaluation associated with

a KB always returns logically correct answers for atomic

queries.

Theorem & For any proper KB, the evaluation associated

with KB is logically correct for ground atomic queries wrt

8 U KB.

Proof: For soundness, assume that V[p0] = 1. Then by

Lemma 7, we have that & E e6, where V(e D p) e KB,

from which it follows that & U KB = p(). The case when

V[p6] = 0 is analogous. For completeness, assume that

& U KB E p3. It follows that

& U KBU (V.A(r; = ci) D-p}

is inconsistent, for the appropriate variables and constants.

This set therefore has no standard models, and by Corol

lary 6, Lits(KB) U {-p6} is inconsistent. Thus, pó e

Lits(KB), from which it follows that V[p0] = 1. The case

when & U KB = -pô is analogous. ||

Next we show that the evaluation associated with a KB al

ways returns logically sound answers for any query:

Theorem 9: Suppose KB is proper. Then the evaluation

associated with KB is logically sound for any closed for

mula wrt & U KB.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the

query. The only tricky case is when the query is Vr.o. If

V[Vr.a.] = 0, then for some c e H*, V[of] = 0, and so

by induction, 8 UKB E →oº, and so & U KB E –Vr.o. If

V[Vr.o.] = 1 then for every c e H*, V[of] = 1, and so

by induction, for every c e H*, 8 U KB E of. Then, by

Theorem 4, we have that for every c e C, & U KB E of,

and by Corollary 3, 8 UKB = Vr.o. I

As a simple consequence of this soundness, we also have

that when the KB happens to have complete knowledge of

some set of predicates, the evaluation is logically complete:

Corollary 10. Suppose KB is proper, and that for every 0

and every p taken from some set of predicates, 8 UKB H p?

or 8 UKB = -p6. Then the evaluation associated with KB

is logically complete wrt KB for any closed formula that

uses just those predicates.

Proof: First observe that V[a] # } for any query us

ing just those predicates (by induction on the length of the

query). If&uKB = a, then since KB is proper, 8UKB #-o,

and so by soundness, V[a] # 0 and so VIa) = 1. The case

where 8 U KB = −lo is analogous. ||

This theorem shows that for complete knowledge repre

sented as above, evaluation provides an efficient and log

ically correct deductive reasoning procedure.

However, as we already argued, we cannot expect to have

logical correctness when knowledge is incomplete. In the

next section, we show that we do get it for the special case

of queries in normal form.

3.5 NORMAL FORM

This is the normal form we will be using:

Definition 7: A set S of closed formulas is logically

separable iff for every consistent set of ground literals L,

if LU (o) is consistent for every a e S, then L US has a

standard model.

Definition 8: The normal form formulas MJF is the least

set such that

1. if a is a ground atom or ewff, then o e MJF;

2. if a e NJP, then -o e MJF;

3. if S C MJF, S is logically separable, and S is finite,

then AS e MJF;

4. if S C MP, S is logically separable, and for some o,

S = {o: |c e C}, then Wro e Nºſ.

Before explaining how the definition works, we prove the

main theorem:
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Theorem 11: Suppose KB is proper. Then the evaluation

associated with KB is logically complete for any normal

form formula wrt & U KB.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the

query. For atoms, ewffs, and negations, the argument is

clear.

For conjunctions (other than ewffs), if & U KB = (a A 3)

then & U KB = a and & U KB E 3, and so by induction

V[0] = 1 and V[3] = 1, meaning V[o. A 3) = 1. If on

the other hand, 8 U KB E →(0. A 3) then & U KBU (a, 3}

has no standard models. By Theorem 5, Lits(KB) U {a, 3}

has no standard models either. Since (a A 3) e.V.P, either

Lits(KB) U {o} or Lits(KB) U {3} is inconsistent, and has

no standard models. By Theorem 5, either & U KBU (a)

or & U KBU (3} has no standard models. By Theorem 2,

& UKB = -lo or 8UKB = −3, and so by induction, V[0] =

0 or V[3] = 0, implying V[o. A 3) = 0.

For quantifications, if & U KB E Vr.o. then for every c,

& U KB = af, and so by induction, V[of] = 1, and then

V[Vr.o.) = 1. If on the other hand, 8 UKB = -Vr.o. then

& U KBU (Vir.o.) has no standard models. By Theorem 5,

Lits(KB) U {Vr.o.) has no standard models either. Since

Wr.o e NJP, for some c e C, Lits(KB) U {o}} is inconsis

tent, and has no standard models. By Theorem 5, for some

ce C, & U KBU (a: } has no standard models. By Theo

rem 2, for some c e C, & U KB = -loº, and therefore by

Theorem 4, for some c e H*, & U KB F -oº. Then, by

induction, we have that for some c e H*, V[of] = 0 and

so VIV.c.o.] = 0. L.

This theorem shows that as long as the query is in normal

form, we have an efficient deductive reasoning procedure

for first-order KBs with incomplete knowledge that is guar

anteed to be logically correct. In other words, we can eval

uate a query to determine if it or its negation is entailed, and

always get answers that are logically correct.

3.5.1 Examples of normal form

So see how the definitions of logically separable and normal

form work, it is best to start with the propositional case (and

ignore “standard” in the definition). Notice that any literal

will be in normal form. If L and S are both consistent sets

of literals and LUS is inconsistent, then they contain com

plementary literals, and so LU (p} is inconsistent for some

pe S. It follows that S is logically separable, according to

the definition. So if S is a finite consistent set of literals (in

cluding the empty set), AS e MJF and -/\S e MJF. Thus

MP contains all non-tautologous clauses and their comple

ments. On the other hand, {p, -p} is not logically separa

ble since {q, p, -p} is inconsistent, but {q, p} and {q, -p}

are both consistent. So NT does not contain tautologous

clauses and their complements.

Now the next question is which conjunctions of non

tautologous clauses will be in normal form. Consider the

set S = {(pV-q), (-ip V r)}. Let L be {q, -r]. Then LUS

is inconsistent, but both LU ((pV-q)} and LU ((-p V r)}

are consistent, so S is not logically separable. But consider

S’ = SU ((-q V r)}. In this case, it can be shown that any

consistent set of literals that is inconsistent with S' will also

be inconsistent with one of the clauses in S'. The result is

that AS' e MJF and -AS' e MJF. As we will see more gen

erally below, to guarantee separability in the propositional

case, it is sufficient that a set of non-tautologous clauses be

closed under Resolution.

To see what work this constraint will do, observe that for

any KB and any o and 3, we have that

if KB E (a A 3), then KB E a and KB E 3.

This suggests that if V gets the correct value for a and 3,

it will get the correct value for (a. A 3). But the following

does not hold in general:

if KB E →(a A 3), then KB E →o or KB = −3,

for example, as above when KB = {q, -r], a = (p V-q),

and 3 = (-\p V r). However, the above property does hold

when the query is in M.P., and this will give us completeness

for all normal form queries.

In the first order case, the considerations are similar, with

universal quantification behaving somewhat like infinite

conjunction. For any KB and any a we have that

if KB E Vr.o., then KB E of, for every c.

But the following does not hold in general:

if KB E →Wr.o., then KB E →o: for some c.

A simple example is when o is the formula

(→ P(+) A Hy. P(y)),

or expressed in terms of existentials, when the query is

Br(P(r) V Vy.— P(y)). This existential is entailed by the

empty KB, but no substitution instances are (nor, for that

matter, are disjunctions of substitution instances). The im

plication is that even if V gets the correct value for every

of, it need not get the correct value for Vr.o. The definition

of NT rules out such formulas as queries.

One subtlety in the definition is the requirement for the

model of L U S to be standard. When S is finite, as in

the case of conjunction, this imposes no additional con

straint. But its importance can be seen from the example

of a above. Here S = {a} |c e C}, and when LU (o: }

is consistent for every c, L US does unfortunately have a

model: it is a non-standard one where P(c) comes out false

for every c, but Hr. P(x) comes out true. However, S is

not logically separable, since L US cannot have a standard

model, as S itself does not have one. Consequently, neither

Vac.o nor its negation are in normal form, as desired.
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3.5.2 The expressive range of MJF

As a final topic, we consider the expressive range of MJF.

We can prove that in the propositional sublanguage, the re

striction to normal form is without loss of expressive power:

Lemma 12. Suppose S is a finite set of ground clauses that

is closed under Resolution, in the sense that

If a e S, 3 e S, and o and 3 resolve to Y, then

either Y is tautologous or there is a 6 E S such

that 6 C Y.

Then S is logically separable.

Proof: Suppose that LU S is inconsistent for some con

sistent set of literals L. We will show that for some a € S,

LU {o} is inconsistent. Let {di, d2, ..., d. } be a Resolu

tion refutation of L US, with no tautologies, and with all

uses of L moved to the end. Because L is consistent, there

must be at least one clause of S used. So there will be some

k, 1 < k < n, where dº is derivable using only the clauses

in S, and dº uses just the literals in L to get to the empty

clause. Thus, L U {dk} is inconsistent. Since S is closed

under Resolution, there is an o E S, such that a C dr, and

so LU (o) is inconsistent too. I

Theorem 13. In the propositional sublanguage, for every

a E C, there is o'e MJF such that H (a = o').

Proof: Consider the following operation on of convert

a to CNF, and starting with this set of clauses, run Reso

lution repeatedly on the resulting clauses, deleting any tau

tologous or subsumed ones until no new clauses are gen

erated. Call the (finitely many) resulting clauses A. Since

each element of A is non-tautologous, as noted above, A C

M37. Further, A is closed under Resolution, and so by the

Lemma, A is logically separable. Now let o' be AA. Then,

o' e MJF, and E (a = o'), which completes the proof. L.

The formula o'e MJF used in the proof of this theorem is

in what is called Blake Canonical Form (BCF) [2]. Using

later terminology (due to Quine), it is the conjunction of the

non-tautologous prime implicates of a. Note, however, that

while M37 includes BCF, it goes beyond it, in that it is closed

under negation, and has formulas of arbitrary alternations of

A and V. As a very simple example, suppose that o and 3

are in BCF and share no atoms. Then it is easy to show that

{-a, -3} is logically separable, and so (a V 3) e M.P.

I have as yetbeen unable to prove or disprove that the above

theorem generalizes to the first-order case. To see some

of the complications, consider, for example, the formula

Br.— R(a, r) A R(r, b) as a query. This is in prenex form,

has a matrix that is both in CNF and in DNF, and does not

appear to involve hidden valid formulas or their negations.

This seemingly innocuous formula is not in Wºº, however.

To see why it presents difficulties, suppose we have a KB

where Lits(KB) is {− R(a,a), R(b,b)}. Although this KB

does not entail any instance of the query, by reasoning by

cases with R(a,b), we can see that it entails the existential."

Clearly we would not be able to perform the deduction in

this case by finding an appropriate substitution, and so our

evaluation-based reasoning method fails on this formula.

It is not, however, a counterexample to the first-order ver

sion of the above theorem because there is a formula equiv

alent to it that is in NJ. It is easiest to start with the dual,

War. R(a, r) V → R(r, b). Observe that this formula is logi

cally equivalent to

Wr.(R(a, r) V → R(r, b)) A (R(a,a) V → R(b,b))

which, with some effort, can be shown to be in M.P. So the

negation of this formula is an existential that is equivalent

to the query and is in NJ.'

Although I cannot prove that every first-order formula has

an equivalent normal form variant, it is useful to consider

some special cases guaranteed to be in normal form. For

example, we have

Theorem 14: If S is proper, then AS e.V.F.

Proof: It is not hard to see that S C MJF. To see that

S is logically separable, suppose that for some consistent

set of literals L., L U S has no standard model. Then by

Theorem 5, LULits(S) has no standard model. Thus, there

is a 6 e Lits(S) whose complement is L. This implies that

LU {V(e Do)} is inconsistent, for the appropriate e. I

Another special case is as follows:

Definition 9: Two literals are conflict-free iff either they

have the same polarity, or they use different predicates, or

they use different constants at some argument position.

Theorem 15: If all the literals in a are conflict-free, then

a e V.P.”

Proof: (sketch) Put a into a prenex CNF form. It suf

fices to show that if we have clauses Y1, ..., Yn, all of

whose literals are conflict-free, then the set of instances of

{Y1, ..., Yn) is logically separable. ||

"This is variant of the “3 block problem” discussed in [15]. In

our case, from the given KB, we know that the r in question must

be a or b, but we cannot say which.

"Observe that the conversion to.V.P required conjoining a non

subsumed entailed clause to the universal formula, as we do with

the BCF. To prove the theorem, it would suffice to show that only

finitely many such clauses, perhaps with new variables and equal

ities, are ever required.

*A literal appears in a if the corresponding atom appears

within the scope of an appropriate number (odd or even) of nega

tion operators.
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As a further special case of this theorem, if we have a query

where every predicate letter appears only positively or only

negatively, we are guaranteed to be in normal form, and so

to get logically correct answers.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have not proposed a new way of doing de

ductive reasoning. Rather, we have proved some properties

of an existing and well known method (in the propositional

case, at least) for efficiently dealing with incomplete knowl

edge: to determine whether or not a formula is known, we

evaluate it, reducing the question to what is known about

(instances of) its atomic components. Of course, other more

general methods do exist for handling incomplete knowl

edge efficiently, and our results say nothing about the sort

of incomplete knowledge that arises from disjunctions or

existentials in a KB. For these, one needs to use a more

complex deductive procedure to guarantee efficiency, such

as the one described in [9, 16]. I suspect that similar com

pleteness theorems could be proved about that system as

well.

The results here can be thought of as one possible approach

to the expressiveness / tractability tradeoff [12], especially

for large KBs: we allow a very limited (but arguably, quite

useful) form of incompleteness in the KB, but to preserve

tractability, we insist that the query be in a certain normal

form.

In my opinion, it is not useful to think of the results here

as suggesting some sort of two-phased approach to reason

ing with incomplete knowledge: first, perform query opti

mization by putting the query into WJF, and second, perform

evaluation-based reasoning. The first phase is too difficult

to do in an online automated way. A good analogy is with

programs that terminate properly. We would not expect a

system that executes programs to first filter out those pro

grams that run forever. Rather, we make it our responsi

bility to write programs that terminate properly, and where

necessary prove (by hand, usually) that they terminate be

fore even submitting them for execution.

As to future work, I believe that it would not be overly dif

ficult to generalize our KB to include predicates that are

defined in terms of more basic ones (in a stratified way),

preserving both correctness and efficiency. Incorporating

Skolem constants (null values) in the KB is another possi

ble extension. It would also be useful to characterize other

easy-to-check special cases of normal form queries. But

the more pressing open question, perhaps, is the expressive

range of these queries: does every closed formula have an

equivalent normal form? Should the normal form defined

here be shown to be less than fully general, the obvious next

step would be to look for a more expressive one that remains

tractable.
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Abstract

Default reasoning is used to enrich a body of

information with plausible conjectures. The

ability to draw such conjectures facilitates

decision making in the absence of complete

information so rather than remaining inde

cisive a reasoning agent can fill in missing

information on the basis of its default ex

pectations. Eaten is an object-oriented de

fault logic system implemented in Ctt. It

calculates not only all the Reiter extensions,

but also the justified, constrained and mod

ified extensions of a given default theory via

the construction of a process tree. Its perfor

mance is enhanced via the use of stratifica

tion.

One of the problems with default logics in

general, and Erten in particular, is that if

the original default theory changes due to the

acquisition of new information then it must

not only recalculate all the extensions from

scratch, but it is incapable of adding new in

formation that is inconsistent with the set of

facts because it does not possess belief revi

sion capabilities.

In this paper we provide a computational

strategy for revising a default theory. This

strategy creates the same set of extensions

that a complete recalculation of extensions

from the updated set of facts would result in.

Erten is currently being augmented with the

proposed strategy. The essential idea of the

strategy is that it guides the minimal pruning

of the process tree, from which the new ex

tensions are subsequently constructed. This

method can be thought of as a form of process

tree repair. Nothing is gained in the worst

case because the whole process tree might

Grigoris Antoniou

School of Computing and Information Technology

Griffith University

QLD 4111, Australia

gaOcit.gu.edu.au

necessarily be lopped off, i.e. pruned back to

the root, and then a whole new process tree

constructed from scratch. But since default

logic is computationally expensive, it is abun

dantly clear, that there exist numerous cases

where there is a substantial computational

saving to be made by pruning. Furthermore,

almost nothing is lost by trying to prune from

a computational point of view because it can

be immediately determined if the whole pro

cess tree should be lopped. It is noteworthy

that the stratification of default rules can not

only improve the generation of a process tree

from scratch, but it can also improve the per

formance of the revision strategy!

1 INTRODUCTION

Nonmonotonic Reasoning was introduced to overcome

several difficulties that arise when an agent's knowl

edge is incomplete. Techniques in nonmonotonic rea

soning provide mechanisms that allow the agent to

make useful defeasible conjectures which would not be

derivable using classical logic. For instance, nonmono

tonic conjectures are often based on the absence of

information, e.g. if want to locate my copy of Ulysses

and I am unaware that a friend has taken the liberty of

borrowing it without asking, then it would be reason

able to conjecture that it is still on my bookshelf where

I left it. Such default conjectures are defeasible, and

more defeasible than the information I strongly believe

to be the case, such as James Joyce is the author of

Ulysses. Nonmonotonic reasoning is used in a wide

variety of applications; from the common database to

the more sophisticated intelligent information system.

The conjectures are made in the face of incomplete

ness on the understanding that if new information is

acquired that is in conflict with them then they should
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no longer be taken into consideration. Despite this un

derstanding surprisingly little work has been done on

building computational models for revising nonmono

tonic theories.

For default logic Williams and Foo (25) developed a

theoretical framework for changing a default theory,

but almost no work has been conducted on developing

computational strategies for implementing the revision

of default logic theories.

In this paper we develop a strategy for revising a de

fault theory. The proposed strategy can be readily

modified to revise several variants of default logic, for

example, constrained, modified and defaults with pri

ority. The proposed algorithms are currently being

used to augment Ecten a default reasoning system (9)

[3] which was developed under the umbrella of the CIN

project; a project seeking to develop an intelligent in

formation management toolkit [4]. The project's aim

is to build an integrated, domain-independent tool for

default reasoning and belief revision which will be fully

accessible on the WWW26]. We intend to apply the

System in various applications which require reason

ing with incomplete and changing information. Such

forms of reasoning are typically required in decision

making based on semi-structured or unstructured in

formation. Also, representations using default rules

are well suited as a compact representation language

for program specifications, and as a language for re

quirements engineering (since the representation of

conflicting information is supported) [16].

2 DEFAULT REASONING

Default logic [19] provides a formal theory of reason

ing based on default rules, and it is is one of the

most prominent approaches of nonmonotonic reason

ing. One of the main problems with its applicabil

ity is that it is computationally harder than classical

logic [17, 12). One of the most promising ways of eas

ing this problem and developing powerful implemen

tations is to split a default theory into smaller parts

and compute extensions in a modular, “local” way.

One approach is to use stratification of default theo

ries [5, 6, 7] which splits a default theory in a way that

preserves extensions. Stratification is based on the fol

lowing idea: If the consequent of a default 6 may be

used by another default 6', then seek to apply 6 before

6'. This way we obtain information about potential or

derings of defaults. Using this idea, a powerful system

for default reasoning was developed at the University

of Kentucky [8]. A similar idea was presented in [21].

The strategy for revising a default logic theory pre

sented in this paper provides a sound theoretical foun

dation for revising the extensions generated by the de

fault reasoning system Earten.

2.1 DEFAULT LOGIC

We assume that the reader is familiar with the nota

tion and basic notions of classical logic. In this paper

we restrict attention to propositional default theories,

as does Cholewinski; a generalization to closed defaults

in first-order logic is straightforward. A propositional

signature is determined by a set of propositional atoms

U. For a formula p, the set of propositional atoms

occurring in p is denoted by Prop(p). This notion

extends to sets of formulae in a natural way.

A default 6 has the form **** with propositional

formulae p, tºl, ...,vn, X (n > 1). Ø is the prerequi

site preſó), W1, ..., wºn the justifications just(6), and

X the consequent cons(6) of 6. A default theory T is

a pair (W, D) consisting of a set of formulae W (the

set of facts) and a countable set D of defaults. In this

paper we consider finite sets D of defaults (which is

acceptable from the practical viewpoint, of course).

Let 6 = +++++ be a default, and E a deductively

closed set of formulae. We say that Ö is applicable to

E iff p e E, and -Wºl, ... , -lºn Z E.

Let T = (W, D) be a default theory and II =

(60, ..., 6,...) a finite sequence of defaults from D with

out multiple occurrences (modelling an application or

der of defaults from D). We denote by II(k) the initial

segment of II of length k (k < m + 1), and by Def (II)

the set of defaults occurring in II.

• In(II) = Th(WU {cons(3) | 6 occurs in II})".

• Out(II) = {−1|, | p e just(6), 6 occurs in II}.

• II is called a process of T iff Ök is applicable to

In(II(k)), for every k < m.

• II is successful iff In(II) ſh Out(II) = 0, otherwise

it is failed. Note that in case II is successful, every

justification iſ of a default in II is consistent with

In(II).

• II is closed iff every default that is applicable to

In(II) already occurs in II.

"where Th(M) denotes the deductive closure of the set

M of formulae.
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In N Out

In U (X}
N(6) Out U (-\pi, ..., -iºn)

Figure 1: The Expansion of a Node in the Process Tree by Erten

It was shown in [2] that Reiter's original definition of

extensions is equivalent to:

A set of formulae E is an extension of a default

theory Tiff there is a closed and successful process

II of T such that E = In(II).

2.2 STRATIFICATION

Let D be a finite set of defaults. A function p as

signing a natural number to every default from D is a

stratification function, iff for any defaults 6,6' e D the

following condition holds:

If Prop(cons(5)) n Prop(6') # 0

then p(6) < p(6')*.

An alternative, equivalent description of this property.

If Prop(cons(5)) n Prop(pre(6')) # 0

then p(6) < p(6').

If Prop(cons(5)) ſh Prop(just(6')) # 0

then p(6) < p(6').

If Prop(cons(5)) ſh Prop(cons(6')) # 0

then p(6) = p(6').

By assigning a number to each default, p decomposes

D into layers (strata) D1, ..., Dk of ascending value

under p. We denote by Stratume=k (D) the stratum

D, such that p(6) = k for all Ó e Di. A default the

ory T = (W, D) is called stratified iff W is consistent,

Prop(W) n Prop(cons(D) U just(D)) = 0, and there

exists a stratification function for D.

*where Prop(6) denotes the set of all propositional

atoms occurring in 6.

Essentially, a stratified function is based on the idea

that should the information provided by the default

ð be used by the default 6', then we should seek to

apply 6 before 6'. The following result from [5] shows

that decomposition of a set of defaults according to a

stratification function preserves the extensions.

For example, consider the following defaults:

r:-p
true : : true : true

ði = É,6, = **, 3, - , 64 =—.

Q s –p

According to the definition of a stratification function,

62 and 63 make use of information in the consequent

of 61 and 64 (because of the propositional atom p),

but not vice versa. So, p(62) and p(Ö3) may be strictly

greater than p(61) and p(64), but certainly not less. On

the other hand, by definition, p(61) must equal p(64).

Thus one possible stratification function is:

p(61) = p(64) = 1, p(62) = p(63) = 2.

This function creates two strata. Another stratifica

tion function is

p'(61) = p'(64) = 1, p'(62) = 2, p'(63) = 3

which creates three strata. The algorithms used in

implementations seek to decompose a default theory

into as fine a strata as possible. In our example, p' is

preferable to p. The discussion of these algorithms is

beyond the scope of this paper.

Regarding implementation, Cholewinski proposed a

more sophisticated way of computing extensions than

the linear order provided by a stratification function

[6]. Instead, he used the precedence information pro

vided by the definition of stratification to define a par
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Figure 2: Changing a Default Theory

Prune Process

Tree

tially ordered set. This way, the extensions of some

strata can be computed in parallel, and this can lead to

a drastic improvement in performance. For example, if

we consider Reiter's default logic and take T to consist

of the defaults 61 = ###, 6. - #,6, = HR, 6, =

**, then 61 and 64 must be applied and in the

same stratum, but there are no further constraints on

the application of 62 and 63. Therefore they should be

treated independently from one another, essentially in

parallel.

Stratification is the main underlying principle in our

implementation of a default reasoning system. The

prototype, Erten, implemented in Ctt is described in

the next subsection.

2.3 EXTEN

Erten uses an intelligent forward chaining presentation

of the default logics that reduces the search space to

that of backward chaining (3, 9), i.e from the naive n!

to 2". The core algorithm is given below:

Generate New

Process Tree

Regenerate

Process Tree

Set of New

Extensions

PROCEDURE Compute-Ext(II, Drest, Dout)

BEGIN

NotClosed := false;

M := {6 eDrest I pre (6) eIn (II)} = {61, ...

IF M = 0 THEN

IF IsClosed (II, Dout) THEN

ext := ext U (In (II)}

, Ön};

FI

ELSE

FOR i := 1 TO n D0

Drest := Drest - {6,);

IF In(II) / Out (II) THEN

Compute-Ext (II o 6, , Drest, Dout);

NotClosed := true;

FI;

Dout

END;

IF NotClosed = false AND

IsClosed (II, Dout)

THEN ext := ext U (In (II)}

FI

FI

END

:= Dout U (6.)

The initial call of Compute–Ert uses the empty pro

cess for II, the set of all available defaults D for Drest,

and the empty set for Dout. The variable eart collects

all extensions of T.
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The following remarks are in order. First, if a default

ô, is applicable at the current node of the process tree,

then it is deleted from the set of available defaults

Drest.

Once a default rule, 6, is blocked it will remain blocked

even if further defaults are applied since In(II) grows

monotonically with II, therefore we do not lose any

extension by removing it from the set of available de

faults. The only catch is that when we are testing for

the closure of a process, we must test the applicability

of the ‘dropped' defaults from Dout.

Consider the example T = (W, D), where W = 0 and

D = {óo = triº, 6, - tr}+, 6. - trºit, 63 - trºid).

The process tree is found in Figure 1. To illustrate

how the procedure works, let us discuss part of the

generation of this tree.

First the leftmost path is generated, leading to an ex

tension. Then we look for an alternative, so we have

to backtrack by two stages; then we can apply 63 in

stead of 62. Note that, by definition of Compute–Eict,

62 g Drest (which currently is empty), yet we have

to check it for not being blocked (which is true in our

case). If we had omitted this test then we would have

concluded wrongly that Th({a, b, d}) is an extension.

3 CHANGING DEFAULT

THEORIES

Changing a default theory in our context amounts to

pruning the process tree. Previously blocked defaults

may become applicable as a result of the pruning. Con

sequently the pruned tree must subsequently be sub

jected default rule closure.

Contracting facts may lead to the inapplicability of a

previously applied default rule because its prerequisite

may have been removed in the contraction. Adding

facts may block a default rule rendering it inapplica

ble because newly introduced facts may be in conflict

with default rule justifications and consequents, which

in turn may lead to the prerequisites of previously ap

plicable defaults being blocked. Adding a fact that is

inconsistent with the current set of facts will involve

both the contraction and addition of facts, and may

lead to the inapplicability of defaults due to problems

with prerequisites, justifications and/or consequents.

In keeping with the principle of Minimal Change a

minimal pruning is desirable. It is easily shown that

a unique minimal pruning exists, and that our pro

posed strategy produces the unique minimal pruning.

In particular, our algorithms minimally prune a given

process tree. i.e. the process tree is not pruned be

yond the nodes that represent the first default that

was previously applied that is not sanctioned by the

change to the default theory at its current position in

the process tree (it may of course become applicable

after the application of other defaults).

Although motivated by the AGM paradigm, the revi

sion strategy decribed herein lies somewhat outside it

mainly because AGM operators are not designed for

default theories but classical theories. Furthermore

from a more practical point of view an epistemic en

trenchment [11] (or a system of spheres(13) may not

be derived from the order in which the default rules

were applied during the construction of the process

tree in a natural way.

3.1 CHANGING THE FACTS

The proposed strategy performs the minimal pruning

of a process tree. The pruned process tree can then be

used to generate the set of new extensions. We pre

sume the existence of a belief revision algorithm that

can revise the facts W, such as an adjustment [23],

maxi-adjustment [24], or conditionalization [20]. In

this section we provide an algorithm for determining

the set of new extensions without the need to recalcu

late them from scratch in general.

Essentially nodes are checked in the process tree for

continued validation under the pressure of change. In

other words, the strategy determines the largest sub

tree of the process tree that could exist under the new

root (the changed facts W), i.e. the subtree from the

old root that would be a subtree of the new root's pro

cess tree if the extensions were calculated from scratch.

Since II(k) for all k are already computed the sub

tree validation process can be performed top-down,

bottom-up or by using a more efficient strategy akin

to a binary search. These strategies are also available

for AGM revision [24] and possibilistic logic [?] as well.

There are four cases of change to consider:

• contraction of information,

• denial of information,

• incorporation of consistent information, and

• incorporation of inconsistent information.

Although contraction and denial are related, denial is

the stronger. Contracting a fact, a, from the set of

facts, W, alone may not be enough to stop a from it

reappearing as a default fact after the applications of
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defualts in D. Denial ensures that such a fact is not

in any extension.

3.1.1 Contracting Information

By contraction we mean the removal of a sentence a

from the set of facts of the default theory. This does

not necessarily mean that a will not included in ex

tensions of the updated default theory, since it might

be reintroduced by the application of defaults. In fact

a may end up being included in all extensions of the

updated theory.

Formally, given a default theory T = (W, D) we define

T – a = (W. , D). In the following we discuss how

the extensions of the updated default theory may be

computed while maintaining part of the calculations

made for the extensions of T.

The contraction of information from W may result in

prerequisites of generating defaults of a particular ex

tension being lost, and so default rules can be rendered

inapplicable. Contracting information can never ren

der default rules inapplicable due to interference with

justifications or consequents, therefore when the pro

cess tree is being pruned one must only check the sat

isfaction of prerequisites. Of course removing informa

tion may mean that other previously blocked defaults

can be used to generate the new extensions from the

pruned process tree.

Procedure for contracting of

1. Perform W = W., using an appropriate contrac

tion Strategy.

2. For each branch in the process tree explicitly re

tract W – W. from In(II(k)), and then find the

largest k such that In(II(k)) H Pre(Ös).

3. Generate new extensions from the pruned process

tree by checking all other defaults not used so far

in a given process for success.

3.1.2. Denying Information

Denial is a stronger form of deleting a in which we

prevent o from being included in any extension of

the updated default theory. A natural way to en

sure that contracted information, say a, is not rein

troduced via the application of a default rule whilst

generating the new extensions is to add its negation

to Out(II). This can clearly be achieved by adding -o

to all default justifications. Ecten can represent de

faults with multiple justifications. Formally: Given a

default theory T = (W, D) and a formula a, we define

T-6 = (W.,{*-* | **a e D)).

An alternative less appealing approach would be to

add a new default rule Hºa and either insist that it

be used to generate all extensions using any number

of techniques. For variants of default logic in which

processes may fail #" can be used. Constrained

default logic is an example of a default logic where

processes cannot fail.

We adopt the first solution which is more in the spirit

of standard default logic. -

Procedure for denying of

1. Perform W = W., using an appropriate contrac

tion strategy.

2. Add -cy to every default's set of justifications.

3. For each branch in the process tree explicitly re

tract W – W., from In(II(k)), and find the largest

k such that In(II(k)) H Preſök).

4. Generate new extensions from the pruned process

tree by checking all other defaults not used so far

in a given process for success.

Example:

Consider the default theory T = (W, D) with facts

a, b

and defaults

true :ô1 = rue : p

p

true62 = p

-p

6, = **
Q

q ^ b : a + r

64 = +---
Q — 7"

true : —b

Ö5 = —.

5 —b

T has two extensions:

• El = Th({a, b, p, q, r}) which is generated, among

others, by the process III = (61,63,64)".

*This default was suggested by an anonymous reviewer.

*Erten ensures that the process tree is pruned in a way

that no two processes include exactly the same defaults.
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• E2 = Th({a, b, -p}) which is generated by the

process II2 = (62).

Now suppose that we wish to deny b. First we remove b

from the facts using an existent belief revision strategy.

Then we turn to the two previous extensions E, and

the associated processes II;.

• III can be preserved up to the length of 2. Note

that Preſö4) is no longer derivable since b no

longer exists. Next we check whether further de

faults can be applied. In our case 65 is applica

ble and gives us the extension of the updated de

fault theory E = Th({a, p, q, -b}). A part of this

extension has been preserved from the previous

computation of E1.

• II2 can be fully preserved, but can be extended

(step 4 in the procedure above) by the default 65

to give us the extension E = Th({a, -p, -b}).

3.1.3 Incorporating Information Consistent

with the Extension

When we wish to add a formula a to a default theory

T = (W, D) such that WU{a} is consistent, we simply

need to add a to W: T+0 = (WU{a}, D). The effect

is that o is included in all extensions of the T + a.

Procedure for expanding with of

1. Perform W = W U {a}.

2. For each successful branch in the process tree find

the largest k such that Th(In(II(k)) U {o}) ſh

Out(II(k)) = 0.

3. Generate new extensions from the pruned process

tree by checking all other defaults not used so far

in a given process for success.

3.1.4 Incorporating Information Inconsistent

with the Extension

In this case it is not sufficient to just add a to W

since this would lead to a default theory with one triv

ial (inconsistent) extension. Instead we need to revise

W with a using a belief revision strategy: T + q =

(WI, U (a), D). The effect is again that o is included

in all extensions of the updated default theory.

Procedure for revising with a .

1. Perform W = WI, using an appropriate contrac

tion strategy.

2. For each successful branch in the process tree up

date In(II(k)) = Th(In(II(k)) – {W = Wi.,)) U

{o}), and find the largest k such that InſſI(k)) ſh

Out(II(k) = 0 and In(II(k)) H Preſós).

3. Generate new extensions from the pruned process

tree by checking all other defaults not used so far

in a given process for success.

Example:

Consider the default theory T = (W, D) with facts

a, b

and defaults

6, = ** P
p

3. – Tºtº
-p

/\ a .6, = + a : q

Q

—p : —q Ab

6, = Thi-Hº
-q

—b : r A

6, = −1/+.
r

T has two extensions:

• E1 = Th({a, b, p, q}) which is generated by the

process III = (61, 63).

• E2 = Th({a, b, -p, -q}) which is generated by the

process II2 = (62, 64).

Now suppose that we wish to revise by -b. First we

remove b from the facts using an existent belief revision

strategy, and add -b. Without loss of generality we

assume o is retained in the revision process. Then

we turn to the two previous extensions Ei and the

associated processes II;.

• III can be preserved fully. Since 65 is appli–

cable, III can be extended and leads to the

extension of the updated default theory E =

Th({a, -b, p, q, r}). A part of this extension has

been preserved from the previous computation of

E1.

• II2 can be preserved up to length 1, since the jus–

tification of 64 is no longer consistent with the new

In(II(1)). The default 65 is not applicable, so the

extension we obtain is Th({a, -p, -b}).
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\

3.2 CHANGING THE DEFAULT RULES

Addition and deletion of defaults are carried out as

usual set operations on the set of defaults D. In the

following we discuss how the extensions of the updated

theory can be computed.

Procedure for adding a default rule 6:

1. For each closed and successful leaf in the process

tree apply 6, and check for success.

2. Generate new extensions by checking all other de

faults not used so far for success.

Procedure for removing a default rule 6, from a suc

cessful process II:

1. For each branch find II(k).

2. Generate new extensions from II(k) by checking

all other defaults not used so far for success.

3.3 RESULTS

The strategies described in the previous section pro

vide a sound basis upon which to build algorithms for

changing a default theory. Theorem 1, below, shows

that the strategy preserves the set of extensions.

Theorem 1: Let 8 and 8' be the set of eatensions

for the default theories (W, D) and (W", D'), respec

tively. The set of eactensions generated for (W", D')

via the strategy for pruning the process tree generated

for (W, D) is precisely 8".

Theorem 2 below demonstrates that stratification can

be used to identify the defaults that can be ignored af

ter the pruning of the original process tree when gen

erating the new extensions from the pruned tree.

Theorem 2: Let T = (W, D) be a default theory. Let

p be a stratification function for T. If the least stratum

in p of default rules pruned from a branch of a process

tree for T is i then all default applications of default

rules in strata strictly less than i are preserved by the

pruning strategy.

This result shows precisely how the performance of

the generation of the new extensions from the pruned

Process tree can be improved using the stratification

*ction. The stratification function remains in tact

*\e ever the default rules are static, e.g. if the facts

are changed. The stratification function must be recal

culated when the default rules are added or removed.

Stratification plays a similar role in revising all the

variants of default logic currently implemented in Er

ten, i.e. justified [15], constrained [10], and modified

[15].

Finally, Theorem 3 below, says that the proposed

strategy for pruning the process tree is minimal.

Theorem 3: Let P and 'P' be the process trees for

the default theories (W, D) and (W", D'), respectively.

The process tree pruning strategy results in the largest

subtree from the root in P contained in P'.

Theorem 3 establishes that given a process tree the

proposed pruning process is the best one can hope for.

Pruning is dependent on the order of application of the

default rules in building the original process tree. How

drastically a process tree is pruned will depend some

what on how late in the construction of the original

process tree the effected default rules were applied. If

stratification is used then this typically means that the

process tree will be modified less if defaults that rely

on the firing of numerous other defaults are the ones

that are in conflict with the new information rather

than defaults with weaker constraints, or with prereq

uisites satisfied by the facts.

4 DISCUSSION

One of the problems with default logic is that if the

original default theory changes due to the acquisition

of new information then not only must the new ex

tensions be calculated from scratch, but default logic

alone is incapable of adding new information that is

inconsistent with the set of facts because it does not

possess belief revision capabilities.

In this paper we provided a computational strategy

for revising a default theory. The strategy is currently

being used to augment an existing default logic system

implemented in C++, and to develop a new system in

Java. Both systems build a process tree, the closed

and successful leaves of which are extensions. The es

sential idea of the revision strategy is that it guides the

system to the minimal pruning of a process tree. We

established that the proposed pruning strategy pre

serves the set of extensions of the new default theory,

and we demonstrated that stratification can be used

to improve computational performance by identifying

the defaults that can be ignored during the building

the new extensions from the pruned process tree.
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Abstract

In this paper we consider the integration of

three desirable properties in formalisms for

action and change, namely representing and

reasoning about (I) metric time, (II) alter

native ways the world can develop relative

to a specific choice of actions, and (III) al

ternative choices of actions. A language is

presented that integrates these three aspects,

and a translation to predicate calculus is pro

vided. The central idea is to introduce nar

ratives, that is chronological descriptions of

what happens in the world over time, as ob

jects which can be manipulated within the

logic and to provide operators for reasoning

about the properties of narratives.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to consider what it means

to represent and reason about action structures such

as sequences and narratives as objects in a logical lan

guage. Representing action structures as objects en

ables reasoning hypothetically about different choices

of actions and their results. More concretely, this pa

per presents a logic, called the narrative logic (NL

for short) for reasoning about action structures called

narratives. The core of NL, that is the representa

tion of actions and their effects, stems directly from

Sandewall's PMON logic (24, 6]. From there, NL in

herits a metric time structure and thereby provides a

rich representation of temporal relations. On top of

this PMON core, NL provides reasoning about differ

ent narratives, and the different ways the world can

develop for a specific narrative. This is achieved by

reifying two important concepts in PMON, namely the

concept of an action schedule (that is narrative) and

the concept of a development (that is a sequence of

states over time). The combination of these features

– explicit time, support for reasoning about alterna

tive narratives and about alternative developments of

a narrative – is what makes NL a novel and inter

esting formalism, suitable as a foundation for theories

about plans and explanations.

When reasoning about action and change, branching

time is one way to view time and actions and how

they relate. In situation calculus [16, 22 (SC for

short), the predominant event-based branching for

malism, time is seen as generated by the execution

of actions. There is an initial situation (denoted So),

and the execution of an action in a situation results

in a new situation, which yields a branching temporal

structure (Fig. 1 (a)). A situation is denoted by a term

constructed from the corresponding action sequence,

e.g. result(Fire, result(Load, So)). The strength of

this view is that it supports reasoning about alterna

tive action sequences. In particular, action sequences

are first-order objects and can for instance be quan

tified over. Thus, one can state such things as “if

I load the gun and fire, the turkey will be dead”:

-Holds(alive, result(Fire, result(Load, So))). State

ments about situations in general are also possible.

For instance, the fact that there is some sequence of

actions (plan) that results in a situation where a con

dition (goal) G holds can be stated as Es (G(s)|^er(s)).

Here, s is a situation variable and er(s) is a condition

that the situation is reachable from the initial situation

So. The weakness of SC is that there is no underlying,

independent notion of time which actions can relate to.

This makes it difficult to express nontrivial temporal

properties of and relations between actions, such as

partially ordered or overlapping action occurrences.”

*Although metric time can be added on top of the

branching structure [20, 23], the underlying branching

structure still enforces strong restrictions on how actions

can be temporally related. In particular, the timing and

ordering of actions needs to be complete.
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b)

a 1 0.2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 1: (a) Branching time structure formed by ex

ecution of actions where the nodes are situations; and

(b) linear time structure and action occurrences.

A second way is to separate the notions of time and

action, which is the case in narrative-based approaches

[12, 2, 24]. Time is represented as a linear struc

ture (for instance the integers), and the occurrence

of an action is represented by connecting the action to

the temporal structure with a special relation, like in

occurs(2,5, Load) and occurs(7,9, Fire) (Fig. 1 (b)).

The pros and cons of this approach are more or less

complementary to the ones of situation calculus. Ex

pressing temporal properties and relations is straight

forward, but action structures (narratives) become

meta-logical objects (logical statements), and reason

ing about alternative narratives has to be done in

terms of reasoning about alternative theories or log

ical statements. For instance, the statement “if I load

the gun and fire, the turkey will be dead” has to be

formulated T A o H −Holds(10, alive) or T = (o =>

-Holds(10, alive)) where a specifies what actions oc

cur (Load and Fire) and T define action laws (among

other things). Thus, it is to some extent possible to

reason hypothetically about narratives, but when it

comes to general statements such as the plan existence

formulation mentioned in connection with SC above,

then one has either to use second-order quantification

or to go outside the logic and state that “there is a

consistent o of the form X such that TA o H G".

Besides notions of time and actions, reasoning about

action and change usually involves a notion of state,

that is what facts are true or false at a specific point in

time. This is commonly represented with a holds rela

tion between fluents (temporally dependent properties

or relations) and situations or time-points. The states

over a certain branch or line of time can be consid

ered to form a development. In figure 1, each branch

is associated with one (partial) development, and the

narrative with one development.

However, given a specific action sequence or narrative,

the world may develop in alternative ways due to dif

ferent initial states and non-deterministic results of ac

tions, and in the case of narratives, due to incomplete

information regarding the timing and duration of ac

tions. In many reasoning tasks it is important to be

able to explicitly reason about these alternative devel

opments of the world, for instance in plan synthesis

(given observations of some initial state and a goal,

find a sequence/narrative that necessarily leads to the

goal) and explanation (given an observation of some

state at a later time point, find a sequence/narrative

that might have lead to that state). The keywords

here are “necessarily” and “might”. Neither the sim

ple branching time nor linear time models presented

above supports this form of reasoning, as there is only

one development for each actions sequence/narrative.”

Consequently, there are problems with the aforemen

tioned SC formulation of plan existence. It has been

shown that if one introduces incomplete initial infor

mation or nondeterministic effects of actions, then this

formulation sometimes states that there is a plan when

actually there is none [10]. The root of the problem is

that it is not possible to formulate a condition that

the plan should work for all potential initial states

and nondeterministic results; instead, the formulation

says “for each different combination of initial condi

tions/nondeterministic outcomes, there is a plan”.

In order to deal with the reasoning problems men

tioned above appropriately on the object level, one has

to view actions sequences/narratives as entities having

multiple parallel developments (Fig. 2). By quantify

ing over developments (either explicitly or with modal

operators) one can distinguish between what must and

what might be the result of a specific choice of ac

tions. Dynamic logic (21) is a polymodal formalism

with a branching temporal structure similar to the

one of SC, which distinguishes between necessary and

possible results of actions. Davis's [5] and Levesque's

[15] versions of SC involve explicit theories of knowl

edge, and the knowledge operators there can be seen

as “necessary”-operators. These two formalisms yield

structures resembling Fig. 2 (a). Karlsson's SC version

[10] does not have explicit modalities, but instead ax

iomatizes the existence of situations corresponding to

each possible state in order to make both “necessary”

and “possible” properties hold as intended. A note

worthy feature of the above-mentioned SC versions is

that they introduce a type for action structures (se

quences, conditionals etc) which is separate from situ

ations, and reasoning about alternative action choices

is done in terms of this type. Each action structure

can be considered to be mapped to a set of develop

ments. With a type for action structures, whether the

underlying temporal structure is branching or linear

*Naturally, the different logical models of a situation

calculus or narrative-based theory might represent differ

ent world developments. However, in each model there is

only one such development, and syntactically it is not pos

sible to construct statements that refer to multiple parallel

developments.
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should no longer be of importance for the ability to

reason about different choices of actions.

Figure 2: Branching (a) and linear (b) time structures

with multiple parallel developments.

The narrative logic (NL), is a product of the insight

that the key to reasoning about alternative choices of

actions lies in the representation of action structures

as objects and not in the underlying temporal struc

ture, be it branching or linear. It is a formalism that

has linear time and narratives as first-order objects

associated with multiple developments. The fact that

there is an independent notion of time enables a richer

representation of temporal relations than is possible

with event-based branching time. NL is based on the

PMON entailment policy [24, 6) which has been proven

correct for worlds with non-overlapping actions with

context-dependent and non-deterministic effects. The

central objects of NL are narratives, which have the

following properties.

1. Narratives are terms in the logic, and can be quan

tified over and manipulated like other kinds of

terms.

2. Narratives encode explicit assumptions or restric

tions on what actions occur in the world.

3. These restrictions may be partial. For instance,

the exact timing and duration of actions need not

be specified.

4. These restrictions are local; typically, they con

cern specific intervals of time. Other types of lo

cality, such as geographical locality, are possible

but will not be considered in this paper.

5. Narratives can be incrementally extended to cover

additional parts of the time line. Thus, narratives

are dynamic entities, suitable for reasoning about

alternative futures or pasts and for representing

the beliefs of an agent in a dynamic environment.

6. Given a specific narrative, the world may develop

in alternative ways due to incompleteness in the

narrative (timing and duration of actions), differ

ent initial states and non-deterministic results of

actions. Thus, a narrative corresponds to a set of

developments, as in Fig. 2 (b).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 presents the syntax of NL and gives some examples.

Section 3 shows how NL statements can be translated

to predicate calculus and illustrates this with part of

the examples from section 2. Section 4 presents some

properties of narratives and and discusses applications,

and section 5 presents some conclusions.

2 THE SURFACE LANGUAGE NL

In this section, the surface language NL is introduced.

The different constructs of the language are presented

together with their intuitions. In the next section,

a translation from NL to predicate calculus (PC) is

provided (where an induction axiom and four develop

ment existence axioms are second-order).

The basic types of NL are J for fluents, A for actions,

T for time-points (non-negative integers) and S for

temporal designators. The variable symbols f, a, t

and s will be used for these types, respectively.

Narratives are constructed using narrative components

that specify what actions occur, and temporal des

ignators. The latter specify the time interval of the

narrative component. Furthermore, they are used for

temporal relations between actions. Notice that tem

poral designators are of a type S which is different

from the time-point type T. This is due to point 3

in the introduction; narratives are partial restrictions,

and permit variations of the timing of actions. If time

points (T) had been used, the timing of all actions

would have been totally fixed, and thus identical in all

developments of the narrative. To provide a possibil

ity to refer to fixed time-points in a narrative, there is

a function Q that turns a time-point into a temporal

designator.

Definition 1 A temporal designator se S is a term

of the form Sn, n e N (for unfized designators),

Qt, t e T (for fired designators) or si + 82 (or al

ternatively to keep a term-like syntaz: PLUS(s1, s2)).

An ordering constraint c e C is a term of the form

(s = 8'), (8 × 8'), (8 × 8'), (-c), (c. A ca), (c, V ca)

or T for true (or alternatively: EQ(s, s') etc.).

Definition 2 A narrative component n e M is either

a variable n or a term of the form D(s, s', a) (single

action) or J(n1, ..., ne, c] where k > 0 (J stands for

“join").

The join operator combines subcomponents and re

lates them temporally (c is an ordering constraint).

Definition 3 Let s, s' be temporal designators, f a

fluent, V e {T, F} and a an action. A holds statement

º
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is of the form H(s, f), a do statement is of the form

D(s, s', a), and a reassignment statement is of the form

R(s, s', f, V). A temporal statement is of the form s =

s', s 3 s' or s 3 s'.

The H construct refers to the truth value of a particular

fluent at a particular time point, and D to the occur

rence of a particular action. The R construct denotes

that the value of a fluent f is reassigned to the truth

value V during the given interval (s, s']. It is used ex

clusively for specifying the effects of actions. Notice

the overloading of the D symbol and the temporal re

lations. They are used both for terms and statements;

however, it should always be clear from the context

what is intended.

A development is characterized by what actions occur

and what fluents hold over time, and how temporal

designators are mapped to time-points. The Law con

struct is used for stating axioms regarding the effects

of actions on fluents. These, together with the prin

ciple of persistence (fluents only change due to the

effects of actions) and a restriction that action occur

rences may not temporally overlap, determine the set

of (well-behaved) developments.

Definition 4 A law statement is of the form

Lawſ Vs, s'.D(s, s', a) => f (1)

Alſo: => V, (A, R(s, s', fis, Vijk))^3. )))

where of is a boolean combination of holds statements

at time s and 3: (optional) is a logical combination

of temporal statements and holds statements referring

to fluents fie which specifies what holds in the interval

(s, s') and the length of this interval.

Example: The following are laws for a loading and a

firing action.

Lawſ Vs, s'.D(s,s', LOAD)=>R(s,s',LOADED,T)) (2)

Law(Vs, s'.D(s,s',FIRE)=> (H(s,LOADED)=> (3)

R(s,s',LOADED,F)AR(s,s',ALIVE,F)))

These general laws are then used for reasoning about

specific narratives. Relative to a narrative, the world

may develop in many different ways (see point 6 in the

introduction). Therefore, NL has two operators of a

modal character.

Definition 5 A narrative consequence statement is of

the form Nec(s, s', n, o) (necessary consequence) or

Pos( 8, 8', n, o) (possible consequence) where s, s' are

temporal designators, n is a narrative component, and

o is a logical combination of holds, do, temporal, and

narrative consequence statements.

Essentially, Nec( 8, 8', n, o ) states that for each de

velopment where the set of actions occurring within

[s, s'] are exactly those in n and nothing is assumed

about what occurs outside [s, s'], it is the case that

o holds. That is to say, o is an inevitable conse

quence of the action occurrences in the narrative com

ponent n. A formal definition is given in section 3.2.2.

Pos( 8, 8', n, o ) is defined as -Nec(s, s', n, -o).

Erample: Given the laws (2), (3) above, the state

ments (4), (5) below are true. They state that if the

gun is first loaded and then fired and no other action

occurs in the interval (Q0, S4], then it is a necessary

consequence that the unfortunate turkey that is the

target will die (-H(S4, ALIVE) holds in all develop

ments), but if only the fire action occurs, then it is

possible that the turkey will survive (H(S3, ALIVE)

holds in some developments).

Nec( Q0, S4, Jſd(S1,s2,LOAD),D(S3,S4,FIRE), (4)

(@0<S1)^(S23s3)], -H(S4, ALIVE))

Pos( Ö0, S3, J[D(s1,s2,FIRE), (5)

(@0<S1)^(S23s3)], H(S3, ALIVE))

Informally, the truth of these statements can be justi

fied as follows. Regarding (4), D(S1,s2,LOAD) and (2)

imply H(S2,LOADED), and the principle of persistence

implies H(s3,LOADED). Then, D(S3,S4,FIRE) and (3)

imply -H(S4, ALIVE). Regarding (5), assume a devel

opment were -H(Q0,LOADED) A H(Q0,ALIVE) is true.

By persistence, -H(S1,LOADED) is the case, and there

fore D(S1,s2,FIRE) has no effects according to (3). So,

by persistence H(S3,ALIVE) holds in this particular de

velopment. Therefore, H(S3,ALIVE) is a possible con

sequence.

Nec and Pos operators can also be nested, and nesting

implies a gradual extension of a narrative (point 4 in

the introduction). To make nesting of Nec and Pos

operators meaningful, we need to refine the semantics

of the Nec operator given above. For that purpose, we

introduce the concept of a partial development, that

is an equivalence class of developments that are equal

within some given time segments. As the restrictions

imposed by a narrative component on developments

only concern a segment of time and nothing is as

sumed outside this segment, a narrative component

can be seen as specifying a set of partial developments

that are defined only over the associated time segment.

Further, if the narrative component is applied to an

existing partial development, then the narrative com

ponent can be considered to extend that partial devel

opment to also include the associated temporal seg

ment in a way that satisfies the restrictions encoded

in the narrative component. Often, a partial develop
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ment can be extended in more than one way, so an

extension results in a set of new partial developments.

Consequently, nesting of Nec and Pos operators implies

a gradual extension of a set of partial developments.

One starts with a set containing only the empty par

tial development (that is not defined for any temporal

segment), then applies the narrative of the outermost

operator which will result in a set of partial develop

ments defined for the time segment of the outermost

operator, and then applies the next operator to that

set, and so on.

Based on the concept of a partial development, we

can now give the following (informal) semantics for

the Nec operator applied in the context of a partial

development. The expression Nec(s, s', n, o ) states

that for each new partial development that can be ob

tained by extending the given partial development over

[s, s'] in such a way that the set of actions occurring

within [s, s'] are exactly those in n, it is the case that

the statement a holds. For Pos, just replace “for each”

with “for some” above.

Erample: Consider the following statement.

Nec(Q0, s2, J[D(s1, s2,LoAD), (@0<S1)],

Nec(s2, s4, J[D(s3,S4, FIRE),(S2s S3)], (6)

-H(S4, ALIVE)))

Eq. 6 states that whenever the loading action is ex

ecuted, proceeding by executing the firing action in

evitably results in the turkey's demise. That is to say,

any partial development where the gun is loaded can

only be extended with the gun being fired in such a

way that the turkey dies. Notice the structure of the

statement: the last argument of the outer Nec con

sists of the inner Nec statement, which in turn has

-H(S4, ALIVE) as its last argument.

Informally, the truth of (6) can be justified as follows.

Take any partial development of the outermost narra

tive. The only action occurrence in the temporal seg

ment (@0,s2) is D(S1,s2,LOAD). From D(S1,s2,LOAD)

and (2) follows H(S2,LOADED). Now extend that par

tial development according to the inner narrative. As

H(s2,LoADED) already holds, it follows from persis

tence that H(s3,LOADED) is true. Then, D(S3,S4,FIRE)

and (3) imply -H(S4,ALIVE).

The Nec and Pos operators can be mixed with each

other, and logically combined with holds, do and

temporal statements. Finally, consistency of a nar

rative, i.e. the narrative corresponds to some pos

sible development of the world, can be stated as

Pos(s, s', n, T).”

*Notice that narrative consistency is a property of ob

Observe that there is a large degree of freedom in

the temporal relations of a narrative component. It

is easy to construct narrative consequence statements

Nec(s, s', n, o ) where actions in the narrative com

ponent n are not constrained to occur inside the given

time segment [s, s']. The Within operator characterizes

those components that actually do have their actions

within the assigned time segment.

Definition 6 A narrative verification statement is of

the form Within(s, s', n) (all actions in n start and end

within the interval defined by s, s').

The concept of a theory is defined as follows.

Definition 7 An NL theory TL is a finite set of law

Statements.

Finally, HNL denotes the consequence relation be

tween an NL theory and a logical combination of narra

tive consequence (Nec and Pos) and verification state

ments o. The definition of HNL is presented in section

3, and is based on a translation from NL to predicate

calculus. In section 4, we return to properties and

applications of the formalism.

3 A TRANSLATION TO PC

In this section, a translation from NL to second-order

predicate calculus is outlined. This implies that both

a proof theory and a semantics are indirectly provided.

The concept of a development, that is to say a precise

description of what happens and holds in the world

over time, plays a central role. The elements of this

translation are as follows.

1. Narratives and developments are defined as first

order objects in PC.

2. A specification of the set of well-behaved develop

ments is given in PC. A well-behaved development

is one that obeys the action laws and the principle

of persistence.

3. Next, the relation between narratives and devel

opments is specified in PC. The concept of a nar

rative describing a development is defined.

4. A function for translating narrative logic state

ments to PC statements is defined.

5. Finally, a consequence relation is defined for NL

based on this translation.

jects in an NL theory, and not of the NL theory itself. Yet,

there is a strong analogy: logical consistency means that a

theory has models, and narrative consistency means that

a narrative has developments.
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Points 1-3 constitute the base theory TB of NL, and

to this the translation of an NL theory TL is added

(point 4).

3.1 BASE THEORY

The base theory TB consists of the axioms presented

below, and unique names and (optionally) domain clo

sure axioms.

3.1.1 Narrative

A narrative is basically a sequence of interval- and nar

rative component pairs.

Definition 8 A narrative m e M is a term of the

form 6 (for the empty narrative) or E(m, 81, s2, n) (the

narrative m extended with the component n over the

interval [81, s2]).

There is an induction axiom over narrative compo

nents (we utilize the fact that any join Jún 1,..., nr., c.

can be rewritten Jūni,Jſ...,T),c]). JIT] is the empty

narrative component.

WPI(ws, s', aſP(D(s, s', a))] A P(J[T])^

wn, n', cſP(n) A P(n') => P(J[n, n', c])) => (7)

wn[P(n)]

3.1.2 Developments

Developments specify what actions occur and what flu

ents are true or false over time. Developments have

the status of composite first-order objects in the PC

translation, and the four components of a development

define what actions occur, what fluents are true, what

fluents might change, and how temporal designators

are mapped to the time line in that particular devel

opment.

Definition 9 A development 6 e A is a tuple

(d, h, o, v) e (1) x * x 0x V) where

• the relation D(d, t, t', a) characterizes what ac

tions occur;

• the relation H(h, t, f) characterizes what fluents

hold;

• the relation X(o, t, f) characterizes what fluents

might change due to reassignment;

• the function V(v, s) characterizes the values of

designators s. The co-domain of V is T.

When referring to the individual d, h, o and v com

Ponents of a development 6, the notation 64, 5’, 60

and 6" is used. Thus, the fact that an action occurs

in the development 6 is written D(6*, t, t', a), and that

a fluent holds and is occluded is written H(6", t, f)

and X (6°, t, f), respectively. Finally, the value of a

temporal designator in 6 is obtained from V(6", s).

Four second-order development existence axioms de

fine the set of developments.” They state that for each

possible instantiation 4 of the D predicate, there is a

corresponding d e 12 and so on for H, X and V.

Wººdvt, t', aſp(t, t'a) = D(d, t, t', a.) (8)

Vºhwt, f(f(t,f) = H(h, t, f)] (9)

wº-owt, f(f(t, f) = X(o, t, f)] (10)

vºſ (vtſ?(Q(t)) = t|A (11)

Vs, s'ſp(s + s') = f(s) + P(s")) =

Evſw'sſº (v, s) = V (v, s)]]

Observe that (11) implies that Wv, tſW(v, Q(t)) = t|,

that is to say Q has the intended meaning. *

3.1.3 Well-behaved developments

Each development tuple 6 = (d, h, o, v) represents a

specific instantiation of the H, D and X relations and

the V function. However, only a subset of these combi

nations represent well-behaved developments; namely

those that satisfy the action laws and the principle

of persistence. The predicate Wb determines this sub

set. Wh is a first-order version of the PMON entailment

policy [24, 6). In short, Wb states that a development

should (a) satisfy the action laws (Law is generated

from the Law statements; see 3.2.4), (b) have all action

occurrences sequentially ordered, (c) have a minimal

extension of occlusion (X), and (d) change may only

occur at occluded timepoint-fluent pairs (GB is exclu

sive or). It is points (c) and (d) that formalize the

principle of persistence. X occurs in the translation

of reassignment statements which are used for the ef

fects of actions, and points (c) and (d) simply restrict

the change of fluents to those cases when the fluent

actually is influenced by an action. We assume the

“A parallel can be found in Baker's second-order situa

tion existence axiom [3]. This axiom, used for obtaining a

correct minimization of change, states that for each possi

ble truth assignment for fluents, there is a situation where

Holds realizes this assignment.

*In addition, notice that the relation/function associ

ated with a specific development component can be en

coded as a set of pairs of natural numbers if the sets of

actions, fluents and designators are countable. Thus, the

cardinalities of the different sets of (equivalence classes of)

development components are 2*, the same as for the real

numbers.
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:

*.
--

*

convention that free variables (such as 6 below) are

always universally quantified over.

Wb(6) = {

(2) Law(6)^

(b) Seq(6*)^

to-Bo Mºſº (ºf). Kºſ)]^, (12)
—wt, f(X(6°, t, f) => X(o', t, f)]^

Law((6*, 6", o', 6"))]^

(d) wf, t| H(6*, t, f) e H(6", t-i-1, f) E”

X(6°, t-i-1, f)]}

The sequentiality condition is defined as follows.

Seq(d) =

Vti, ti, ai, t2, tº, a2ſ

(D(d, ti, ti, al.) => t.1 < tº)A (13)

(D(d, ti, ti, a 1) /\ D(d, t2, tº, a2) =>

(tº S. tz V tº < t1 V

(t1, ti, a 1) – (t2, tº, a2)))]

3.1.4 Relating narratives to developments

A narrative component describes a set of develop

ments, namely those well-behaved developments that

contain the same actions as the narrative component

in the associated time segment. A predicate De for

malizes this relation. It requires that all ordering con

straints in the narrative component hold (Cn) and

that actions occur in the assigned interval if and only

if they are present in the narrative component (In).

De(s, s', n, 6) =

{Cn(n, 6) A V(6", s) ~ V(6", s')^

wt, t', aſ (V(6", s) < t < V(6", s')w (14)

V(6", s) < t < V(6", s')) =>

(D(6*, t, t', a) = In(6, t, t', a, n))]}

The In predicate formalizes the presence of an ac

tion inside a narrative component. Notice that the

action a is associated with two time-points t, t' which

are matched against the temporal designators in the

narrative component.

I (6, t, t', , D(8, ', ) =

ºº - Wºvº..”...) (15)

In(6, t, t', a, Jin 1,..., ne, c]) =

".# t,; 0,º (16)

The Cn predicates state that the temporal constraints

specified in a narrative component/ordering constraint

hold. Let C e {^, V} and R. e {=, s, <}.

Cn(6, Jíni, ..., ne, c]) =

(A,Cn(6, ni))^ Cn(6, c) (17)

Cn(6, D(s, s', a)) = (V(6", s) < V(6", s')] (18)

Cn(ó, T) = T (19)

Cn(6, (-c)) = (-Cn(6, c)] (20)

Cn(6, (c. CC2)) = (Cn(6, c1)CCn(6, c2)] (21)

Cn(6, (si Rs2)) = (V(6", s1)RV(6", s2)] (22)

Erample: The narrative component in (4) yields the

following:

De(@0, S4, J[D(S1,s2,LOAD), D(S3,S4,FIRE),

(@0<s1)^(s23s3)), 6) =

{0 < V(6", s4)A

(0 < V(6", s1) A V(6", s2) < V(6", s3)A

V(6", s1) < V(6", s2)A

V(6", s3) < V(6", sq))^ (23)

Wt, t', aſ( 0 < t < V(6", sq)V

V(6",0) < t < V(6", s4)) =>

[D(6*, t, t', a) =

((t, t', a) = (V(6", s1), V(6", s2), LoAD)V

(t, t', a) = (V(6", s3), V(6", S4), FIRE))]]}

Finally, there is a predicate Eq that represents that

two developments are equal in the time intervals cov

ered by a narrative. Recall the discussion about par

tial developments in section 2. A partial development

is an equivalence class of complete developments that

are equal within some temporal segments. Eq defines

when two complete developments belong to the same

equivalence class given a specific narrative.

Eq.(61, 62, 6) (24)

Eq.(61, 62, E(m, s, s', n)) = {

V(6;, s) - V(6;, s) /\ V(6;

Eq(61,62, V(6}, s), V(6#, s'

Eq.(61, 62, m)}

') - V(6}, s')^ (25)

)

Eq.(61, 62, ti, t2) = {

Vt, t', aſtī ‘ t < t < t 2 =>

(D(6?, t, t', a) = D(63, t, t', a)^

Et"D(6?, t, t', a) = Et"D(63, t, t', a))^

Et"D(6?, t”, t', a) = Et"D(63, t', t', a))]A (26)

Vt'ſ ti < t < t =>

Vf{H(6ft, t', f) = H(6}, t', f)]^

Vf(X(6?, t', f) = X(63, t', f)]^

vs(V(óż, s) = t = V(6;, s) = t']]}

3.2 TRANSLATION FUNCTION

This subsection presents the translation [], from NL

statements to predicate logic statements. The super

script 6 and subscript m are function arguments that

refer to the development and narrative expressions

º
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that form the context of the translation. The logi

cal connectives and quantifiers are translated in the

obvious way. Whenever a new variable is introduced,

it is assumed to be fresh.

3.2.1 Basic statements

The translation from basic NL statements to predicate

logic statements is straight-forward; H to H, D to D, R

to H and X, and temporal designators to V, as follows

(R e {=, 3, 3}).

[si Rs2]. - V(6, s1)RV(6, s2) (27)

[H(s, f)]% = H(6", V(6", s), f) (28)

[D(s, s', a)]. - D(6*, V(6", s), V(6", s'), a) (29)

[R(s, s', f, T)]. -

(H(ó”, V(6", s'), f)A (30)

WtſW(6", s) < t < V(6", s') => X(6°, t, f))

[R(s, s', f, F)], -

(-H(6*, V(6", s'), f)A (31)

wt|V(6", s) < t < V(6", s') = X(5°, t, f))

The translation of R is of special interest. Reassign

ment implies that the fluent f is true/false at the end

of the interval (s, s'], and that f is not subject to

persistence within the interval (s, s'].

3.2.2 Narrative consequence statements

The translation of the Nec operator is as follows;

Pos(s, s', n, o) is defined as -Nec(s, s', n, -o).

[Nec(s, s', n, o]]% =

wó'I(Eq.(6,6', m) A Wö(6') a De(s, s', n, 6')) = (32)

Ialánssºn)

This definition states that for each development 6' such

that (a) 5’ is equal to 6 in the temporal segments in

m, (b) 6' is well-behaved, and (c) the set of actions

occurring within [s, s'] in 6' are exactly those in n and

the ordering constraints in n are satisfied, the trans

lation of a in the context of 6' and E(m, s, s', n) must

hold. Compare this to the informal definition of Nec

that was given in section 2. Condition (a) above corre

sponds to the condition in the informal definition that

the new partial development should be an extension of

the given partial development.

Ezample: The translation of (4) is as follows, where n

is the narrative component in question.

V6, 62(Eq.(6,62, e) A Wh(62) A DeſG0, S4, n., 62) =>

-H(§, V(63, S4), ALIVE) (33)

3.2.3 Narrative verification statements

The Within operator is defined as follows.

[Within(s, s', n)]. =

V62(Eq.(6, 62, m) A Wh(62) A Cn(62, n)) =>

Wt, t', aſ Inſ32, t, t', a, n) =>

V(63, s) st 3 t' < V(6;, s')]]

(34)

3.2.4 Law statements and NL theories

For an NL theory TL = {Law( ol), ..., Lawſ as )},

the translation function is defined as follows:

[T]. - (Law (3) = (A ſo.1%) (35)

Example: The laws in (2), (3) yield the following defi

nition of Law:

Law(6) = vs, s'ſ

D(6*, V(6", s), V(6", s'), LoAD) =>

(H(6*, V(6", s'), LoADED)^

WtſW(6", s) < t < V(6", s') =>

X(6°, t, LOADED))]^

D(6*, V(6", s), V(6", s'), FIRE) =>

H(6*, V(6", s), LoADED) =>

(-H(6", V(6", s'), Alive)A

vtſW(6", s) < t < V(6", s') =>

X(6°, t, ALIVE)]^

-H(6", V(6", s'), LoADED)/\

WtſW(6", s) < t < V(6", s') =>

X(6°, t, LOADED)]).]

The following theorem makes it possible to obtain a

more convenient formulation of what is occluded than

the statement about minimal occlusion provided in the

definition of Wö (12(c)).

Theorem 1 Let T = TB A[TL) be a translated theory.

Then the definition of Wb (12) is logically equivalent

to a sentence

Wb(6) = {

(a) Law(6)^

(b) Seq(6*)^

(e) Vf, tx (6°, t, f) = A(6, t, f)]^

(a) Vf, t| H(6", t, f) e H(6", t-i-1, f) =>

X(6°, t-i-1, f)]}

(37)

where A(6, t, f) is defined entirely in terms of D, H

and comparisons between temporal, fluent and action

terms.

Proof (sketch). In action laws, R only occurs posi

tively (1), and due to the translation of R (30), (31),

Y will only occur positively inside the definition of

Law that results from the translation (35). Thus,
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it is possible to reformulate (35) after translation as

V6, mſlaw (6) = (Vf, t|A(6, t, f) => X(6°, t, f)] A B)],

where B constitutes the occlusion-free parts of the

laws. Thus, if A(6, t, f) = X(5°, t, f) then 6° is mini

mal; there can be no o' that satisfies the condition in

(12(c)) as any such o' that is smaller than 6° would

fail to satisfy A(6, t, f) => X(o', t, f).

Example: The action laws in (36) yield the following

definition of X.

Vf, t|X(6°, t, f) = Es, s', aſ

V(6", s) < t < V(6", s')A

D(6*, V(6", s), V(6", s'), a)A

((a = LOAD A fe (LOADED})\/

(a = FIRE A H(6", V(6", s), LoADED)^

fe {LOADED, ALIVE}))]]

(38)

3.2.5 Consequence relation

Finally, the consequence relation HNL between an NL

theory TL (Law statements) and a logical combination

of narrative consequence (Nec and Pos) and verifica

tion (Within) statements o is as follows. TB denotes

the base theory.

TL =wl a iff Te A V6, mITL}}, E V6Io]; (39)

Example: If TL is taken to be the laws (2–3)

and o is taken to be the narrative consequence

statement (4), then a consequence proof can be

made as follows, using natural deduction. Start

with TB and the translation of TL, that is to say

(36), as premises. Next, show the translation of

(4), that is to say (33), which is a universally

quantified conditional, by assuming Eq.(d1,d2, e) A

Wb(d2) A De(@0, S4, n, d2) for arbitrary developments

di, d2. Now, from De(@0, S4, n, d2) one can infer

the right-hand-side of (23) instantiated with d2, which

states that the only action occurrences in the given

time segment are D(dž, V(d;, S1), V(d;, S2), LOAD)

and D(dž, V(d;, s3), V(d;, S4), FIRE), which occur in

that order. From the above, Wh(d2), the defini

tion of Wb (12) and the law statements (36) can

then be inferred H(d;, V(d;, S2), LOADED) as an effect

of D(dž, V(d;, S1), V(d; , S2), LOAD). Further, with

the aid of (38), one can infer wt|V(d;, S2) < t <

V(d;, s3) => →X(d3, t, LOADED)] and, with the aid of

(12(d)), H(dº, V(d;, S3), LOADED). From the latter

one can in addition infer -H(d}, V(d;, S4), ALIVE) as

an effect of D(dž, V(d;, S3), V(d;, S4), FIRE). As we

have now shown the conditional for arbitrary di, d2,

we can infer the universal (33).

Notice that the proof did not involve any reference to

the second-order axioms (8)-(11). They do come in,

however, in proofs for non-consequence, where they

can be used to construct developments that serve as

counter-examples.

4 PROPERTIES AND

APPLICATIONS

Besides supporting hypothetical reasoning, the fact

that narratives are objects in NL permit us to state

properties of, and relations between, narratives, and

in addition defining different kinds of operations.

Theorem 2 Let TL be an NL theory, and let n1,

n2, n5 be narrative variables (universally quan

tified). Then the conditions Within(s, s', n1),

Within(s', s", n2) and Within(s", s", ng) imply the

following equivalences.

Nec(s, s', n1, Nec(s', s”, n2, o )) =

Nec(s, s”,J(n1, n2,T], a ) (40)

Pos(s, s', n1, Pos(s', s”, n2, o )) = (41)

Pos(s, s”, Jſn1, n2, T), a )

Nec(s, s', n1, Nec(s", s", ng, o)) = (42)

Nec(s", s", ng, Nec(s, s', n1, a ))

Pos(s, s', n1, Pos(s", s", na, o )) = (43)

Pos(s", s”, ns, Pos(s, s', ni, o, )

Nec(s, s', n1, o ) A Nec(s, s', n1, o') = (44)

Nec(s, s', n1, a A o')

Pos(s, s', n1, a ) V Pos(s, s', ni, o') = (45)

Pos(s, s', n1, a V o')

Proofs. Each of the equivalences can be proved

by translating them to PC, and proving them using

TB, the translation of TL and the translations of the

Within-conditions as premises, and 6 and m as the cur

rent development and narrative terms. of denotes the

translation of o.

Equivalence (40) is translated to

W6"[(Eq(6, 6', m) A Wh(6') A Deſs, s', ni, 6')) =>

W6"[(Eq.(6', 6", E(m, s, s', ni) A Wh(6")A

De(s', s”, n2, 6")) => oft.) =

vº (E46. 6', m)AWb(6')ADe(s, s”, Júni, n2,T], 6')) =>

oft].

From left to right: 1. Assume the left-hand-side of the

equivalence. 1.1. Assume that (Eq.(6, di, m)^Wb(d1)/\

De(s, s”, J|n 1, n2, T), di)) holds for some arbitrary di.

From that assumption and the def. of De and the

Within-conditions, it follows that Deſs, s', n1, di) and

De(s', s”, n2, d.1). From the def. of Eq, it follows that
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Eq(d1,di, E(m, s, s', n1)). Now, both the outer and

inner antecedents of assumption 1 are true for d1, so

we can infer až. Exit subproof 1.1 and generalize to

W6'ſ(Eq.(6, 6', m) AWb(6') A De(s, s', Jſni, n2,T), 6')) =>

off). End of subproof 1.

From right to left: 2. Assume the right-hand-side of

the equivalence. 2.1. Assume (Eq.(6, di, m)AWö(d1)^

De(s, s', 711, di)).

2.1.1. Assume (Eq.(d1,d2, E(m, s, s', n1)) A Wb(d2)^

Deſs', s", 712, d2)).

From Eq(6, di, m), Eq(d1,d2, E(m, 8, s', n1)) and the

def of Eq. it follows that Eq.(6, d2, m). Wh(d2)

is already given. From De(s, s', n1, di), the def.

of Eq and Eq(d1,d2, E(m, s, s', n1)) it follows that

Deſs, s', n1, d2), and from that, De(s', s”, n2, d2) and

the def. of De it follows that De(s, s”, Jſn1, m2, T), d2).

Now, the antecedent of assumption 2 is true for d2,

so we can infer oft. Exit subproof 2.1.1 and 2.1, and

generalize, and we have Vö'[(Eq.(6, 6', m) A Wö(6') A

Deſs, s', ni, 6')) => Vö"[(Eq.(6', 6", E(m, s, s', ni)). A

Wb(6") A De(s', s", n2, 6")) => aff, j. End of subproof

2. Consequently, the equivalence holds.

Equivalence (42) is translated to

W6'ſ(Eq.(6,6', m) A Wh(6') A De(s, s', ni, 6')) =>

W6"[(Eq.(6', 6", E(m, s, s', ni) A Wb(ó") A

De(s", s", n5, 6")) => oš,)] =

W6'[(Eq.(6,6', m) A Wö(6') A De(s", s”, na, 6’)) =>

W6"[(Eq(6', 6", E(m, s, s', na)) A Wö(ó") A

De(s, s", n1,6")) => oš,).

From left to right: 1. Assume the left-hand-side of

the equivalence. 1.1. Assume (Eq.(6, di, m)AWö(d1)^

De(s", s", ng, di)).

1.1.1. Assume (Eq.(d1,d2, E(m, s", s", na)) A Wh(d2)

ADe(s, s', n1, d2)). From the definition of Eq,

1.1. and 1.1.1. it follows that Eq.(6, d2, m).

Wb(d2) and De(s, s', n1, d2) are already in 1.1.1.

Eq(d2, d2, E(m, s, s', n1)) follows from the defini

tion of Eq. From Eq.(d1,d2, E(m, s”, s", na)) and

De(s", s”, ng, di) it follows that Deſs", s", ng, d2).

Thus, both the outer and the inner antecedents in

assumption 1 are true for d2. Therefore, we can

derive of... Exit subproofs 1.1.1. and 1.1. and

generalize, and we have Vö'[(Eq.(6, 6', m) A Wö(6') A

De(s”, s”, na, 6’)) => Vö"[(Eq.(6', 6", E(m, s, s', na)) A

Wb(5") A De(s, s”, ni, 6")) => off, j. End of subproof

1. From right to left is exactly the same; just switch

the narrative and temporal terms.

Equivalence (44) is translated to (Vö'[(Eq.(6, 6', m) A

Wb(6') a De(s, s', n1, 6')) => of]]A (Vö'[(Eq.(6, 6', m) A

Wb(6') a De(s, s', ni, 6')) => (o')}]]) =

w8'ſ(Eq.(6, 6', m) A Wö(6') a De(s, s', ni, 3)) =>

(aſ a (o')3)]] and should be obvious.

The remaining equivalences (41), (43), (45) follow im

mediately from (40), (42), (44) respectively and the

definition of Pos(s, s', n, o ) as -Nec(s, s', n, -o).

An important potential application of a formalism that

supports reasoning about alternative choices of actions

is to formalize higher-level reasoning tasks such as ex

planation and planning. Both the concept of an ex

planation and the concept of a plan can be readily

formalized in NL, as illustrated by the following defini

tions. Explanation is the task, given some observation

o, at an initial time 81 and some observation 3 at a

later time 82, to find a narrative n that explains how

£3 came about.

Expl{o, 3, 81, 82, n) def
46

Pos(s1, s2, n, o A 3) A Within(81, 82, n) (46)

For instance, the death of the turkey can be explained

as follows.

Expl H(@0,ALIVE), -H(S3,ALIVE), @0, S3,

J[D(S1,s2,FIRE),(Q0<S1)^(S2ss3)]) (47)

However, a resurrection of the turkey would be inex

plicable.

–3nſExpl/-H(S0,ALIVE), H(S3,ALIVE),

S0, S3, n)] (48)

Similarly, plan synthesis is the task, given some obser

vation o at an initial time 81 and some goal 3 at a

later time 82, to find a narrative n that is guaranteed

to achieve the goal.

Plan(o, 3, 81, 82, n) deſ

Nec(s1, s2, n, a = 3) A Pos(s1, s2, n, T)^ (49)

Within( 81, 82, n. )

For instance, the following is a plan for killing the

turkey that will work independently of the initial state.

Plan(T, -H(S4, ALIVE), S0, S4,

J[D(S1,s2,LOAD),D(S3,S4,FIRE),

(so-S1)^(s23s3)])

(50)

More elaborate definitions involving, for instance, pref

erences between explanations or plans and constraints

on the contents of explanations and plans are also

possible. Further, the fact that plans are composite

objects in NL facilitates the description of operations

such as merging or modifying plans.

It has been argued [23] that deduction-based plan

synthesis, i.e. plan synthesis as a deductive exis

tence proof (like in SC), does not require any con

sistency checks. It should therefore be preferable to

abduction-based plan synthesis, i.e. plan synthesis
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as finding a sentence that entails the goal (like in

most narrative-based approaches) and that has to be

checked for consistency. Yet, notice that the def

inition of a plan above involves a narrative consis

tency condition Pos(s1, s2, n, T). Narratives in NL

are richer objects than action sequences in SC and

can involve ordering constraints, and it is possible to

construct narratives (e.g. J[(S1382)^(S2<S1)]) that

do not describe any possible development of the world.

The same relation holds also for abduction-based ap

proaches (and the operator-based approaches that are

common in the planning literature): totally ordered

plans (sequences as in SC) are consistent by virtue of

their form (provided the actions involved are consis

tent) whereas partially order plans can contain non

satisfiable ordering constraints and therefore have to

be checked for (logical) consistency. Therefore, it is

doubtful whether anything is gained in terms of effi

ciency by formulating plan synthesis deductively in

stead of abductively.

Nevertheless, a formalism like NL can be of great

value for representing plan synthesis and other rea

soning tasks. Further, it can be valuable as a com

pact representation of procedural information, that is

information of what actions to execute to solve spe

cific tasks. For instance, (50) provides a procedure for

killing turkeys. With such knowledge explicitly repre

sented, an agent does not have to construct a plan from

scratch each time it wants to kill a turkey, and in par

ticular it does not have to infer details of the plan such

as what holds at what time-point. Further, by extend

ing NL narratives with operations for, for instance,

tests and conditional choices, NL could serve as a lan

guage for formalizing task execution languages such as

Firby's RAPS [8], and even for reasoning about tasks

(e.g. planning) in such a language. How to do this is

an interesting direction for future work.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In order to provide a suitable foundation for theories

about such things as plans and explanations in dy

namic environments, there are a number of features

that are desirable in a formalism for action and change.

First, there is often the need for metric time, and

for expressing nontrivial temporal properties and re

lations. Second, it is desirable to have support for

reasoning about alternative choices of actions, and to

consider such choices as objects in the logic. Third,

the alternative ways the world can develop relative to

a specific choice of actions should also be represented

on the object level. As we stated in the introduction,

these three features have been integrated in NL, and it

is the introduction of narratives as objects that makes

this integration possible. Narratives are entities that

are separate from the underlying metric time struc

ture, and this makes it possible to encode rich tem

poral relations. Due to the narrative-time separation,

it should in principle also be possible to change the

underlying temporal structure (e.g. to intervals) with

out any major modifications. Further, the fact that

narratives are objects in NL makes it possible to ac

tually reason about narratives as opposed to reasoning

within a specific narrative which is the case in most

other narrative-based formalisms. The encoding of the

Nec and Pos operators in terms of quantification over

developments makes it possible to reason about neces

sary and possible consequences of a narrative.

It has previously been shown that event-based branch

ing time is not always sufficient for reasoning about

alternative choices of actions [10]. In this paper, we

have shown that it is not necessary for that purpose

either. Actually, we claim that the temporal structure

is of secondary importance for the ability to reason

about alternative action choices.

NL is defined as a macro language, which is then

mapped down to a PC theory and complemented with

a number of PC axioms (some of them second-order).

Its basis in standard logic is one of many things that

distinguishes NL from the work of Pelavin [19], which

is the only work with somewhat similar intentions that

we are aware of. Other related work, besides what is

mentioned in the introduction, includes approaches to

combining linear and branching time, such as work by

McDermott (17), Sandewall [24], and efforts to bridge

the gap between existing narrative-based and branch

ing event-based formalisms [18, 13, 4}. Finally, the

solution to the frame problem in NL is an implemen

tation of the PMON entailment policy (24, 6). PMON has

formally been shown to be applicable to worlds with

non-overlapping actions with duration and context

dependent and nondeterministic effects, and has re

cently been extended to deal with ramification [9],

qualification [7] and concurrency [11].
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Combining Narratives
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Abstract

A theory is elaboration tolerant to the extent that

new information can be incorporated with only

simple changes. The simplest change is con

joining new information, and only conjunctive

changes are considered in this paper. In gen

eral adding information to a theory should of

ten change, rather than just enlarge, its conse

quences, and this requires that some of the rea

soning be non-monotonic.

Our theories are narratives—accounts of sets of

events, not necessarily given as sequences. A

narrative is elaboration tolerant to the extent that

new events, or more detail about existing events,

can be added by just adding more sentences.

We propose a new version of the situation calcu

lus which allows information to be added easily.

In particular, events concurrent with already de

scribed events can be introduced without modi

fying the existing descriptions, and more detail

of events can be added. A major benefit is that

if two narratives do not interact, then they can be

consistently conjoined.

1 OBJECTIVES OF SITUATION

CALCULUS

The logical approach to AI ([McC59] and [McC89]) is to

make a computer program that represents what it knows

about the world in general, what it knows about the situ

ation it is in, and also its goals, all as sentences in some

mathematical logical language. The program then infers

logically what action is appropriate for achieving its goal

and does it. Since 1980 it has been widely known that non

monotonic inference must be included. The actions our

program can perform include some that generate sentences

by other means than logical inference, e.g. by observation

Tom Costello

Computer Science Department

Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94.305

of the world or by the use of special purpose non-logical

problem solvers.

Simpler behaviors, e.g. actions controlled by servomecha

nisms or reflexes can be integrated with logic. The actions

decided on by logic can include adjusting the parameters

of ongoing reflexive actions. Thus a person can decide to

walk faster when he reasons that otherwise he will be late,

but this does not require that reason control each step of the

walking."

Situation calculus is an aspect of the logic approach to AI.

A situation is a snapshot of the world at some instant. Sit

uations are richº objects in that it is not possible to com

pletely describe a situation, only to say some things about

it. From facts about situations and general laws about the

effects of actions and other events, it is possible to infer

something about future situations. Situation calculus was

first discussed in [McC63), but [MH69) was the first widely

read paper about it.

In this formalization of action in situation calculus, there

are at least three kinds of problem—narrative, planning

and prediction. Of these, narrative seems to be the simplest

for humans. A narrative is an account of what happened.

We treat it by giving some situations and some events and

some facts about them and their relations. Situations in a

narrative are partially ordered in time. The real situations

are totally ordered”, but the narrative may not include full

information about this ordering. Thus the temporal rela

tions between situations need only be described to the ex

tent needed to describe their interactions. Situations oc

curring entirely in different places give the most obvious

examples, but even actions by the same person in the same

place may not interact as far as the inferences we draw. If

*Thus we protect our flank from the disciples of Rod Brooks.

*Though rich, situations are still approximate, partial objects.

The idea will be developed elsewhere.

*Hypothetical situations need not be totally ordered; the situ

ation where Oswald missed Kennedy is neither in the past nor the

future.
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we state that the traveler on certain flight reads a book and

also drinks a Coca-cola, we humans don’t need to know

any temporal relations between the two events unless they

interact.

In situation calculus as it was originally envisaged (and has

been used,) events (mainly actions) in a situation produce

next situations, e.g. s' = Result(e, s). The original the

ory did not envisage more than one event occurring in a

situation, and it did not envisage intermediate situations in

which events occur. However, rarely did people write ax

ioms that forbade" these possibilities; it's just that no-one

took advantage of them.

Our present formalism doesn't really change the basic for

malism of the situation calculus much; it just takes advan

tage of the fact that the original formalism allows treat

ing concurrent events even though concurrent events were

not originally supposed to be treatable in that formalism.

Gelfond, Lifschitz and Rabinov [GLR91) treat concurrent

events in a different way from what we propose here.

In a narrative, it is not necessary that what is said to

hold in a situation be a logical consequence (even non

monotonically) of what was said to hold about a previous

situation and known common sense facts about the effects

of events. In the first place, in stories new facts about sit

uations are often added, e.g. “When Benjamin Franklin

arrived in London it was raining”. In the second place, we

can have an event like tossing a coin in which neither out

come has even a non-monotonic preference.”

In interpreting the following formalizations, we regard sit

uations as rich objects and events as poor. In fact, we are

inclined to take a deterministic view within any single nar

rative. In principle, every event that occurs in a situation

and every fact about following situations is an inevitable

consequence of the facts about the situation. Thus it is a

fact about a situation that a coin is tossed and that it comes

up tails. However, such facts are only occasionally conse

quences of the facts about the situation that we are aware

of in the narrative.

Perhaps narrative seems easy, since it is not yet clear what

facts must be included in a narrative and what assertions

should be inferable from a narrative. We have however a

basic model that handles some of the more basic features.

--"

*Reiter [Reig'3] did write such axioms.

*Nevertheless, some narratives are anomalous. If we record

that Junior flew to Moscow, and, in the next situation mentioned,

assert that he is in Peking, a reader will feel that something has

been left out.

We want to introduce a concept of a proper narrative, this is a

narrative without anomalies. The fluents holding in a new situa

tion should be reasonable outcomes of the events that have been

reported, except for those fluents which are newly asserted, e.g.

that it was raining in London when Franklin arrived.

2 ELABORATION TOLERANT

REASONING

A formalization of a phenomenon is elaboration tolerant

to the extent that it permits elaborations of the description

without requiring completely redoing the basis of the for

malization. In particular, it would be unfortunate to have

to change the predicate symbols. Ideally the elaboration is

achieved by adding sentences, rather than by changing sen

tences. Often when we add sentences we need to use some

form of non-monotonic reasoning. This is because we of.

ten want to add information that we would previously have

assumed was false. Unless we use non-monotonicity we

would get inconsistency. In this paper we concentrate on

the easier case when there is no need for non-monotonicity.

Natural language descriptions of phenomena seem to be

more elaboration tolerant than any existing formalizations.

Here are the two major kinds of elaboration tolerance that

we examine in this paper.

2.1 NON-INTERACTING EVENTS

Allowing the addition of a description of a second phe

nomenon that doesn't interact with the first. In this case

the conclusions that can be drawn about the combined nar

rative are just the conjunction of the conclusions about the

component narratives. To infer the obvious consequences

of events we need to assume that some other events do not

occur. In this paper, a major novelty is that we do not as

sume that no other events occur. We only state that there

are no events that would cause an event in our narrative to

fail. Thus a narrative about stacking blocks will state that

the only block moving actions" are those mentioned. A

block stacking narrative will not say that no traveling events

occur. Nor will a narrative about traveling makes claims

about what block stacking events happen. This allows non

interacting narratives to be consistently conjoined.

Previous proposals could not conjoin two narratives, as

they either assumed that the events that happened were

picked out by the result function, or they assumed that the

only events that occurred were those mentioned.

2.1.1 DETAIL OF EVENTS

We can add details of an event. On the airplane from Glas

gow to London, Junior read a book and drank a Coca-Cola.

If we make the assumption that other relevant events do

"More precisely, no other actions that would move the blocks

mentioned in the narrative occur. Other blocks might be stacked

in Baghdad, if our narrative is about New York. Perhaps a theory

of context, that would interpret a statement about all blocks in our

narrative, as a statement about all the blocks in New York could be

used here.
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not happen, we can elaborate by adding another event, so

long as it is compatible with what we have said. However

the notion of relevant must be formalized very carefully, as

is apparent when we elaborate a particular event as a se

quence of smaller events. “How did he buy the Kleenex?

He took it off the shelf, put it on the counter, paid the clerk

and took it home.” A narrative that just mentions buying

the Kleenex should not exclude this particular elaboration.

Moreover, if we elaborate in this way, we don't want to

exclude subsequent elaboration of component events, e.g.

elaborating paying the clerk into offering a bill, taking the

change, etc. Our formalism allows details of an event to be

added by conjoining extra sentences.

3 MODIFYING THE SITUATION

CALCULUS

Formalisms such as the situation calculus of McCarthy and

Hayes [MH69], and the event calculus of Kowalski [KS97]

have been used to represent and reason about a changing

world c.f [ShaQ7]. Neither of these formalisms is exactly

what is needed to represent the kind of narratives we wish

to consider.

The situation calculus in its most limited version does not

allow us to represent what events occur explicitly—rather

every sequence of events is assumed to occur. We can spec

ify that a particular sequence of events occurs by introduc

ing a predicate, actual true of just the sequence of situa

tions that occur". This is not ideal, as it forces us to decide

what events happened earlier, before we name the events

that happen later.

For this reason we use a modified situation calculus, adding

a new predicate Occurs(e, s), that states what events oc

cur. Thus, rather than the function Result(e, s) serving two

purposes, stating that e occurred at 8, and designating the

resulting situation, we split these two functions. We keep

Result(e, s), but it now only denotes the result of doing

e in 8 when e Occurs at s. If e does not occur, then the

value of this function is an arbitrary situation”. This adds

an event calculus style of presentation to the underlying

situation calculus formalism. In particular, it allows us to

specify a sequence of events, without making any claims as

to what other events may have happened in the meantime.

3.1 OUR ONTOLOGY OF SITUATIONS

Reiter has suggested that the situations in the situation cal

culus be defined axiomatically. He suggests the following

"Pinto and Reiter [PR95] actually do this.

*We could choose instead to make Result a partial function,

but this introduces the difficulties of partial functions.

four axioms”

S0 : Vs.-s 3 So

Va, s,s'.s 3 Result(a, s') = (s = s' V s 3 s')

P: va, a', s, s'. Result(a, s) = Result(a', s') →

a = a' A s = s.'

Ind: V6.(p(So) A (Va.d5(s) → p(Result(a, s)))) →

Vs.gp(s).

which determine equality of situations, relative to equality

of events or actions. These axioms are categorical, that is

relative to an interpretation of equality of actions, there is a

unique model of situations.

Rather than use these axioms, which state that no other sit

uations exist between s and Result(a, s), we choose to say

that situations can be ordered by a < predicate, which is a

strict partial order, which we axiomatize as follows.

Wa, s.s < Result(a, s),

Vs, s', s”.s 3 s' → -(s' < s), (1)

Vs, s, s', s”.s < s' A s' < s” — s < s”

The predicate 3 is similar to the future(s, s') predicate,

introduced by [MH69], which is true when s' is in the fu

ture of s. We find it useful to write this in infix notation,

and to use s sº s' as the non-strict version. It also is useful

to write s 3 s' < s” for s 3 s' A s' < s”.

4 SPECIFYING THE EFFECTS OF

EVENTS

In the situation calculus it is usual to specify the effects of

actions by writing effect axioms, like",

Vs. Holds(Loaded, s) → Holds(Dead, Result(Shoot, s)).

If we move to a formalism that allows other events to occur

between s and Result(e, s), then this way of specifying

change needs to be adjusted. It is possible that something

might occur in the time between s and Result(Shoot, s)

that causes the event to have a different result. For this

reason it seems natural to allow the preconditions, those

things that hold on the left hand side, to mention properties

of all times between s and Result(Shoot, s).

In previous versions of the situation calculus the precondi

tions for an event were always modeled as a set of fluents,

namely those fluents that had to hold at s, for the event to

have an effect at Result(a, s). If we allow other things to

*Reiter's notation differ from ours, he uses do(a, s), while we

use Result(a, s). We use < s' as a shorthand for s 3 s'V's = s”.

Reiter writes < as C.

*As is customary in Logical A.I. we write Holds(Dead, s)

without saying who is dead. We can suppose the events occur in

a context and lifting rules exist to make this Dead(Victim) in

an outer context. The outer context may contain further precondi

tions, like that shooter is present.
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happen during an event, we cannotjust specify the precon

ditions that must hold at the beginning of the event.

Consider a plane journey from Glasgow to London. It is

necessary that the plane be in working order for the entire

flight. It is also necessary to be in Glasgow at the beginning

of the flight, but clearly, there is no need for this precondi

tion to persist for the entire flight. It is necessary to have

a ticket, until the airline steward takes it from you. This is

an example of a precondition, “having a ticket” that must

hold neither just at the moment the event starts, nor for the

entire duration.

Consider another example from the Yale Shooting Prob

lem. In order to successfully shoot a person, the gun must

be loaded when the trigger is pulled, but the target must re

main in the cross-hairs until the bullet hits. We represent

the fact the target is in the cross-hairs by aimed. Thus we

Write:

Vs. Occurs(Shoot, s) A Holds(Loaded, s)A

Vs".s s s” A s” < Result(Shoot, s) →

Holds(Aimed, s”) ) —).

Holds(Dead, Result(Shoot, s)).

A possible objection to this example is that if the target

arrives in the cross-hairs at any time before impact and re

mains in the path of the bullet, then they will be killed. In

this case we write,

Vs. Occurs(Shoot, s) A Holds(Loaded, s)/\

Bs1.si < Result(Shoot, s) A Vs".s, s s”A —).

s" < Result(Shoot, s) → Holds(Aimed, s”)

Holds(Dead, Result(Shoot, s)).

However, both these examples show the need for precondi

tions to be richer than a statement of what properties hold

just when the event occurs. What possible properties can

occur as preconditions is important because we wish to

know what kinds of axioms can occur as effect axioms.

Before we consider how to represent preconditions, we re

call how we represented all possible preconditions earlier.

If we wish to introduce a predicate that can parameterize

all effect axioms in the old-fashioned situation calculus can

write **,

Va., f, g.Changes(a, f, g) deſ Vs. Holds (g, s) —

-(Holds(f, s) = Holds(f, Result(a, s))

following [Cos97]. g is a predicate on fluents that encodes

the preconditions. Parameterizing all effect axioms allows

us to minimize effect axioms easily.

However, as we want to have preconditions that can extend

over the duration of the event, we need more than one set

of fluents. For this reason we allow as preconditions, two

ºws will slightly abuse notation and write Holds(q, s) for

(ºf 90ſ") → Holds(f', s)), when g is a predicate on fluents.

sets of fluents. The first set need only hold at the start of an

event, while the others must persist for the entire event.

It might seem that this does not model preconditions that

need hold for only part of the duration of the event. How

ever, we can model these by using other defined fluents.

Thus we can write that “It is necessary to have a ticket, un

til the airline steward takes it from you.” using a new fluent

Fi defined by

Vs. Holds(F1, s) = Holds(Has(Ticket), s)V

Holds(Takenby(Steward, Ticket), s).

This fluent should hold for the entire” duration of the

flight. HoldsD(f, s, e) is a shorthand for vs'.s 3 s' <

Result(e, s) → Holds(f, s').

We can write “It is necessary that the plane be in

working order for the entire flight” using the fluent

WorkingOrder,

Vs, l, l', t. HoldsD(WorkingOrder, s, Fly (l, l', t))^

HoldsD(F1, s, Fly(l, l', t))) →

Holds(at(l'), Result(Fly(l, l', t), s))

We can add “It is necessary to be in Glasgow” at the be

ginning of the flight”

Vs, l, l', t. Holds(at(l), s)A

HoldsD(WorkingOrder, s, Fly (l, l', t))^

HoldsD(F1, s, Fly(l, l', t))) →

Holds(at(l"), Result(Fly(l, l', t), s))

Now that our preconditions are represented as two sets",

rather than one, we redefine Changes as follows:

ve, f,g,9. Changes(e, f,g,9.) "H

Vs.(Vfi.g3 (fi) → Holds (fi, s))^

(Vfl .gi (f1) —). HoldsD(f1, s, e)) —).

-(Holds(f, s) = Holds(f, Result(e, s)))

We find it useful to introduce a predicate Succeeds(e, f, s)

defined as,

Egi, g3.Changes(e, f, g1, 92)^ (2)

Holds(ge, s) A HoldsD(91, s, e).

Frame Axioms

We usually would write a frame axiom for a fluent, say

On(A, Top(B)), block A is on the top of block B, and an

action, in this case Shoot as,

Vs. Holds(On(A, Top(B)), s) =

Holds(On(A, Top(B)), Result(Shoot, s)).

*The entire duration is taken to be up to, but not including the

endpoint. It is sometimes natural that the endpoint should not be

needed as a precondition.

“We write the general formula with a variable l for Glasgow.

“Here we assume that we have a fluent function –, such that

Vs, f. Holds(f, s) = - Holds(-f, s). In the absence of the fluent

function -, we would need four sets, two for positive fluents and

two for negative fluents.
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However, since Result no longer encodes what events oc

curred, we need to say something like, “if no event that

could change the fluent On(A, Top(B)) occurred in the

interval between s and s' and On(A, Top(B)) held at s

then On(A, Top(B)) will hold at s’.” It is notable that this

needs the notion of Changes that we introduced above.

Thus we write,

Frame Axiom :

Vs, s', f.s 3 s'A

s", a.s 3 Result(a, s”) < s' →

-(Occurs(a, s”)A —).

Succeeds(a, f, s”))

(Holds(f, s) = Holds(f, s'))

(3)

This will generate all of our frame axioms if we mini

mize Changes, varying Succeeds and Holds, and allow

ing the domain to vary as in [Cos98b, Cos98a). We do

not consider using non-monotonic reasoning to minimize

Changes here, as we wish to stress other issues. Thus we

explicitly axiomatize the result of the minimization, much

in the same way as Reiter[Rei'91] uses an explanation clo

sure axiom and an explicit statement of what events can

change what fluents.

4.1 WHAT EVENTS OCCUR2

Before we consider combining narratives, we address

a problem that arises in our new formalism that was not

present in the earlier versions of the situation calculus.

Even frame axioms like this are not enough to allow us to

carry out the simple reasoning we could carry out in pre

vious versions of the situation calculus. We also need to

know that certain events do not occur.

Consider the following example of moving a block. We

have the action that moves a block, but to move a block

successfully it must be clear. For instance if someone else

puts another block on top of the block we are moving to,

then our action will fail.

Thus our only effect axiom is the following one, which

states moving block a onto block c succeeds, if a and c

are clear for the entire duration, and a is not equal to c.

Vs, a, c, e, l.

a # c A e = Move(a, Top(c))^

l # top(c) A HoldsD(Clear(Top(a)), s, e)A

Holds(On(a, l), s)A

HoldsD(Clear(Top(c)), s, e)

Holds(On(a, Top(c)), Result(e, s))^

(l # Table — - Holds(On(a, l), Result(e, s)))

->

For this example we need some other facts about the world,

these are given in an Appendix. We are also told that the

only block that is not on the table is A, which is on B, and

that the action of moving A to the top of C occurred at the

situation S0.

Va, l. Holds(On(a, l), S0) =

(a = A A l = Top(B)) V (a # A A l = Table),

Occurs(Move(A, Top(C)), S0).

We can now write our frame axiom, which in this case is,

Vs, s', a, c.s s s'A

vs", a', e.e = Move(a, Top(a'))^

s < Result(e, s”) < s' A a # c →

Occurs(e, s”)^ )
Succeeds(e, On(a, Top(a')), s”)

Holds(On(a, Top(c)), s) = )
Holds(On(a, Top(c)), s')

This states that a block a is on a block c in a situation s

if and only if a is on c in s', so long as there is no event

e, of moving moving a to Topſa'), which occurs, and is

successful.

Some writers like to think that if an event that might change

a fluent f occurs, but fails, then the fluent f should be un

determined. We can weaken our frame axiom, so that even

if the event of moving a block a' to a fails, then our block

a might not be clear. We write this as,

Vs, s', a, c, a', c', b'.(ss s/A

Vs", a'.s s Result(a, s”) < s' →

Occurs(Move(a, a'), s") A Hgi, ge.

Move(a, a'),

On(a, Top(c)), g1, gz

Holds(On(a, Top(c)), s) =

—). ( Holds(On(a, Top (c)), s'). )

-h

Changes (

In general we shall prefer the stronger frame axiom.

We wish to prove that

Holds(On(A, Top(C)), Result(Move(A, Top(C)), S0)),

however, we can only prove the weaker,

Ve.e = Move(A, Top(C))^

HoldsD(Clear(A), s, e) A HoldsD(Clear(C), s, e) →

Holds(On(A, Top(C)), Result(e, S0))

Thus, we need to prove that A and C remain clear during

the move action in order to show that the action is suc

cessful. To show that they remain clear we need to use

our frame axiom. But, all we can prove is that the A

block remains clear if there is no successful move action

Move(b1, Top(A)) that occurs, and whose result is before

Result(Move(A, C), S0). As we allow situations before

S0, we can imagine that there was a move in progress that

placed a block on C just after S0.

Thus we explicitly state that no action that might put some–

thing on A or C occurred in the interval”, save of course

*We need to state that no event whose result lies in the interval
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the action of putting A on the top of C.

Ws,b1, e.e = Move(b1, Top(A)) →

Occurs(e, s) A S0 s Result(e, s)

T \s Result(Move(A, Top(C)), S0)

Vs, bi, e.e = Move(b1, Top(C)) A (s # S0 V b # b1) →

Occurs (e, s) A S0 < Result(e, s)

T \s Result(Move(A, Top(C)), S0)

We can now prove that

Holds(On(A, Top(C)), Result(Move(A, Top(C)), S0)),

as the above principal allows us to prove that A and C are

clear for the entire interval.

We cannot prove that C remains on the Table however,

as there may be events that put C on top of other blocks.

These events will not make C unclear, so they do not block

the action of putting A on C. To prove that C remains on

the table we would need,

Occurs(Move(C, r), s)^

Vs, r.- S0 < Result(Move(C, r), s)

< Result(Move(A, C), S0).

It is notable that there was no need to state that no other

actions occurred. It sufficed” to say that no other events

occurred that might cause a precondition of an event in our

narrative to fail. The notion that we need only state that

certain events did not occur becomes very important if we

wish to axiomatize domains in a way that will later allow

them to be conjoined. In fact, the motivating property for

developing this new axiomatization was to allow separate

axiomatizations, that do not interfere with each other, to

be conjoined. This is not possible in the old-style situation

calculus, as we explicitly list the sequence of actions that

occurs. It is also not possible if we state that the only events

that occur are those mentioned, as is sometimes done in

narrative reasoning.

The reasoning that we did was not significantly more

difficult than the usual reasoning in the situation calcu

or at the endpoints, thus the use of s. Sometimes, especially

when we are checking preconditions of events, we will only need

to show that nothing had an effect strictly before the end, and this

we will only need to show <. When we try to use inertia we will

need to show the 3.

*In this paper we state that the other events do not hap

pen monotonically. These statements can be inferred non

monotonically from sentences that tell which occurrences and

what fluents are explicitly stated to occur and hold in our nar

rative, and the axiomatization of Changes. A fluent is relevant if

it is a precondition or an effect of a stated event that occurs, or if

the fluent's value is stated in the narrative. This gives us a notion

of what the relevant fluents and events are in terms of what fluents

and events are explicitly given in the narrative. We then state that

no other events occur that would change the effects of the relevant

fluents. We avoid explaining this reasoning, as the machinery we

\ currently use is quite complex.

lus. We needed to check a few more conditions, namely

that blocks remained clear, but strategies, such as goal

regression[Rei') 1] continue to be effective.

4.2 EVENTS WITH MULTIPLE EFFECTS

In general an event may have more than one effect. The

preconditions for each effect may differ, thus preconditions

may be parameterized by the effect. Furthermore, each ef

fect may occur at a different time.

4.2.1 Extending Result

If there is more than one effect of an event e, we

write Result(e, s) for the time of the main effect, and

Result(e, f, s) for the time of the effect of changing f.

For instance, flying from Glasgow to London has as its

resulting situation the situation where you arrive in Lon

don. However, another effect of this event is to no longer

have your ticket, as the air-hostess takes it from you. The

situation where she takes the ticket off you is picked out by

Result(Fly(Glasgow, LHR, TI), takenby(Steward, ticket), s).

At this situation, the fluent Has(ticket) is also made false.

We use other situations like the time the airline-steward

takes your ticket, rather than explicit times, as explicit

times, like all numerical values are less natural—the num

bers are hard to get. The statement that you no longer have

your ticket after the air-hostess takes it is very intuitive,

while the statement that your no longer have your ticket

after n minutes, for some definition of n is not.

4.2.2 Implied events

We can deal with events having multiple effects at differ

ent times by stating that certain events trigger other events.

Thus we might write,

Vs, l, l'.occurs (Fly(l, l', Ticket), s) →

occurs(take(Steward, Ticket), s).

This is an alternate way to model the notion that the airline

steward takes your ticket during the flight.

We now consider narratives in two domains. One concerns

stacking blocks, the other a plane journey. We show that

we can axiomatize these two narratives separately, but in

such a way that their conjunction is consistent.

5 GLASGOW, LONDON, MOSCOW AND

NEW YORK

The object of this section is to give narratives illustrating

the treatment of concurrent events in two cases. The first

is when two sub-narratives do not interact, and the second
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is when they do. The first sub-narrative is ordinary block

stacking (as discussed in many situation calculus papers),

and we suppose the stacking to be done by a person called

Daddy in New York.

In the second sub-narrative, the actor is named Junior, and

he wants to fly from Glasgow to Moscow via London. The

story is taken from earlier web-published but widely cir

culated manuscripts [McC92] discussing how circumscrip

tion could be used to treat an unexpected obstacle to a plan,

and [McC95] how narratives should be represented. This

story is also used by Shanahan in [Sha')7] in Chapter 10 as

an example to motivate a use of context.

These two sub-narratives do not interact, and thus give an

example of our first goal, a treatment of non-interacting

narratives that can be conjoined consistently.

Because we want to treat interacting events, we make life

more complicated for Junior. If he loses his ticket, he must

wire Daddy in New York for money. Daddy, who normally

indulges Junior, has to interrupt his block stacking and sell

a block in order to get the money to send Junior. In this part

of the narrative we have an example of adding details to an

event. We state the event of Junior getting money occurs,

we also give a sequence of events, Daddy stacking blocks

until block3 is clear, then selling block 3, receiving money

and sending it to Junior. The sequence realizes the single

event of getting money. We show that both statements are

consistent with each other, and the explanation can be con

sistently conjoined onto the narrative that mentions only

the first event.

The following uses the axiomatizations of traveling and

commerce and blocks-world in the Appendix. In the text

we only give those axioms that are particular to the story.

We give axiomatizations of both the narratives where Ju

nior loses his ticket, and contacts Daddy who sends him

money, that Daddy raises by selling a block (In New York,

blocks are made of Gold). Naturally Daddy has to clear

the block before selling it, so the narratives interact in a

non-trivial way.

Narrative 1

In this narrative Junior doesn't lose his tickets, Ti and T2

and gets to Moscow without asking for help. Daddy stacks

blocks in New York. There is no interaction, and noth

ing is said about the time relations between the two sub

narratives.

Holds(At(J, Glasgow), S0)

Occurs(Fly(Glasgow, LHR, TI), S0)

Dest(T) = LHR A Source(T) = Glasgow

Holds(Has(J, T,), S0) (4)

Dest(T2) = Moscow A Source(T,) = LHR

Holds(Has(J, Te), S0)

Result(Fly(Glasgow, LHR, TI), S0) < S1

We should be able to infer:

Holds(At(J, LHR), S1)

To infer this we need to know that,

Vs', e.S0 < Result(e, s') <

Result(Does(J, Fly(Glasgow, LHR, TI)), S0) →

-(Occurs(e, s') A Succeeds(e, Has(J, T,), s'))

That is, no event occurs that would cause Junior to lose

his ticket before he has to give it to the air-hostess". We

actually state the following stronger fact”, that no events

that would cause Junior to no longer have a ticket occur,

save of course flying from Glasgow.

Vs', e.(t = T V t = T,)^

(e # Fly(Glasgow, LHR, TI) vs' # S0)A (5)

S0 < Result(e, s') < S1 —

-(Occurs(e, s') A Succeeds(e, Has(J, t), s'))

When Junior is in London, inertia, and the instance of the

above axiom with t = T2, gets us that Junior still has the

ticket to Moscow. As for the ticket to London, we would

infer that he does not have it as we brought up the fact that

a ticket is used up when one takes the flight the ticket is

for. That is certainly a part of the knowledge of anyone

who travels using tickets. Thus someone who had traveled

by bus would infer it about airplane travel. Indeed it could

be inferred from more general principles about commerce,

e.g. that a seller doesn't want to allow the buyer to get an

arbitrary number of what he has a paid for one of. However,

anyone who travels has the more specific information and

doesn't need to infer it from general principles about com

merce. Indeed he may never have formulated any general

principles about commerce.

Occurs(Fly(LHR, Moscow, Te), S1) (6)

Result(Fly(LHR, Moscow, Te), S1) < S2

We wish to infer,

Holds(At(Junior, Moscow), S2)

Again we need to know that no bad events occur, that is,

Junior doesn't lose any tickets.

Vs', e.(e # Fly(LHR, Moscow, T2) V s' # S1)^

S1 < Result(e, s') < S2 —º (7)

-(Occurs(e, s') A Succeeds(e, Has(J, Te), s'))

We call these sentences Nar1.J., that is the sentences from

4 to 7. Now we begin Daddy's life as a block stacker.

"If we wished that the air-hostess took Junior's ticket at an

other time, we might use our three argument version of result and

Write,

Vs', e.S0 < Result(e, s') <

Does(J, Fly(Glasgow, LHR,T)),

Has(J, T,), S0

-(Occurs(e, s') A Succeeds(e, Has(J, T, ), s')).

*Whether or not the stronger fact is warranted depends on

Result

whether we wish to state that no event that might cause Junior

to lose his ticket happens, or no event that does cause Junior to

lose his ticket happens.

s
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We have no 3 relation between the situations S0 and S0'

and know nothing of their temporal relations. If we as

serted S0 < S0' < S1, then we could conclude that Ju

nior still had the tickets in S0'. Also asserting S0 = S0

would do no harm to the conclusions drawn about either

sub-narrative.

Holds(At(D, NY), S0')

Holds(Has(D, A1), S0')

Holds(Has(D, Ae), S0')

Holds(Has(D, As), S0')

Holds(On(As, Top A1), S0')

Vb. Holds(Clear(b), S0') = b # A1

Holds(On(A1, Table), S0') (8

Holds(On(Ae, Table), S0') )

Occurs(Does(D, Move(As), Table)), S0')

Result(Does(D, Move(A3, Table)), S0') < S1’

Occurs(Does(D, Move(Ae, Top A1)), S1')

Result(Does(D, Move(Ae, Top A1)), S1') < S2'

Occurs(Does(D, Move(As), Top Ag)), S2’)

Result(Does(D, Move(As), Top Ag)), S2’) < S3'

We also need to know that no other actions that would in

terrupt the block stacking” occur.

Vs', e, a, b.S0' < Result(e, s') < S3'A

(s’ # S0' V e = Move(As), Table))^

(s' # S1’ Ve = Move(Ae, Top A1))/\ (9)

(s’ # S2’ Ve = Move(As), Top Ag)) →

-(Occurs(e, s') A Succeeds(e, On(a, Top(b)), s'))

We call the sentences from 8 to 9 Nar1D We now notice

that if B is the axiomatization of blocksworld in the Ap

pendix, and T is the axiomatization of traveling, then

BAT A Nar1D A Narl J H

Holds(On(As, Top Ag), S3')A

Holds(On(As, Table), S1’)A

Holds(At(J, LHR), S1)^

Holds(At(J, Moscow), S2)

(10)

Thus we can derive the obvious conclusions of our narra

tive. We further note that the two narratives are consistent.

S3' #

T

S2 At(J.M) S2’ [2]

Fly(L.M) Tl [3]

Fly(G,L) 3

SO At(J,G) SO'ſ L1

Narrative 2

In this narrative Junior loses the ticket and sends a telegram

to Daddy asking for money. Daddy, who normally indulges

“If we wish to restrict this to block stacking in New

York we would add a conjunct Holds(In(a, New York), s') A

Holds(In(b, New York), s') to the left hand side of the

implication.

Junior, sells a block and sends Junior the money, who buys

a London-Moscow ticket and goes on to Moscow.

We chose a telegram rather than a telephone call, because

we would not want to tell about a telephone call as a se

quence of statements by Junior and Daddy but rather to

regard its result as a joint action, e.g. an agreement that

Junior and Daddy would do certain actions.

Note also we haven't treated what Daddy now knows as

the result of the telegram. It seems that treating knowledge

and treating agreement are similar in their requirement for

treating intentional entities. The intentional state that Ju

nior has requested that Daddy send him the money is not

merely that Daddy knows that Junior wants Daddy to send

him the money. Also the agreement is likely to have some

thing like a bit of narrative as an argument, e.g. a set of ac

tions that Junior and Daddy will do with only partial time

relations between the actions.

Here we include sentences 4 and 5. Up to here, narrative 2

is the same as narrative 1. We will also need the sentences

8 and 9.

Occurs(Loses(J, Te), S1) (11)

This contradicts 7, which stated that no event that lost

the ticket happened before S2. We want to regard los

ing the ticket as something that happens to Junior rather

than as something he does. That's why we don't write

does(J, lose ticket(LHR, Moscow)). The bad conse

quences of doing the latter would arise when we get around

to writing laws that quantify over voluntary actions. We

will use some of the same names now for situations that

are different than in narrative 1.

Result(Loses (J, Te), S1) < S2

-Holds(Has(J, Cash), S2) (12)

Occurs(Does(J, Telegraph(D, Request Send Cash)), S2)(13)

Here we intend to have two explanations for what happens

next. One is the simple observation that Daddy does sell

a block, and send the money to Junior. This is a simple

sequence of events, like we detailed earlier.

However we also know that as a dutiful father, Daddy will

get money to Junior. Thus we can predict the event of

Daddy getting money to Junior. Here we are treating Daddy

as if his actions were determined by our inputs. Sometimes

it is useful to describe people in that way. In more elaborate

narratives we would need to reason about Daddy mental

processes, but for this case we can treat him as an automa

ton.

The following axiom characterizes what Daddy does when
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he receives a request from Junior.

Happens(Gets(J, Cash)),

Vs. Holds Receives(D, Telegram-from
Result

(J, Request Send Cash)), s

S3.5 = Result(º Telegram-from ) (14)

(J, Request Send Cash)), S2

This is an example of a triggered action, as we have the

defining rule for Holds(Happens(e), s),

We, s. Holds(Happens(e), s) = Occurs(e, s).

We now state that the money arrives before S3, when Ju

nior buys the ticket.

Result(Gets(J, Cash), S3.5) < S3

We now give the other facts about occurrences.

S3' =

from 4 to 5 and 8 and 9 and l l to 15.

Nar2 =

-Holds(Has(J, Te), S2)^

Holds(Has(D, Cash), S4')^ (16)

Holds(Has(J, Cash), S3)^

Holds(Has(J), Te, S4)^

Holds(At(J, Moscow), S5)

Most interestingly we can derive the occurrence of a trig

gered action:

Nar2 A Dep A U H (17)

Occurs ( gets (J, Cash), S3.5 )

We have two explanations for Junior receiving the money,

the gets event, and the send event. We cannot tell which

happens first, or if they happen simultaneously. Thus our

formalism allows us to add detail of an event without con

tradiction.

5.1 ELABORATIONS

Result(Does(J, Telegraph(D, Request Send Cash)), S2) Interpolating unconnected situations and events into a nar

- Holds(Has(D, Cash), S3')

Occurs(Does(D, Sell As), S3')

Result(Does(D, Sell As), S3") < S4'

Occurs(Does(D, Send(J., Cash)), S4")

Result(Does(D, Send(J., Cash)), S4') < S3

Occurs(Does(J, Buy ticket(Te)), S3)

Result(Does(J, Buy ticket(Te)), S3) < S4

Occurs(Does(J, Fly(LHR, Moscow)), S4)

Result(Does(J, Fly(LHR, Moscow)), S4) < S5

We also need to know that no events occur that would divert

the money in the meantimes between these events and the

result of the previous events.

vs', e.(e # Does(D, Send(J. Cash)) vs' # S4')^

Result(Does(D, SellAs), S3") sº

Result(e, s') < S4' → (15)

Occurs (e, s')^

T \ Succeeds(e, Has(D, Cash), s')

vs', e.(e # Does(J, Buy ticket(T)) V s' # S3)^

Result(Does (D, Send(J., Cash)), S4') <

Result(e, s') < S3 →

Occurs (e., s')A

T \ Succeeds(e, Has(J, Cash), s')

vs', e.(e # Fly(LHR, Moscow, T.) V s' # S4)^

Result(Does (J, buy ticket(Te)), S3) <

Result(e, s') < S4 —”

Occurs (e, s')^

T \ Succeeds(e, Has(J, T,), s')

We now consider the consequences of narrative two. Let

Nar? be those sentences directly above and the sentences

rative does not harm the conclusions. For example, we

could put situations S0.5 and S0.7 between S0 and S1,

and suppose that Junior reads a book on the airplane dur

ing the inner interval. The previous statements about what

holds when Junior arrives in London should still seem ok.

Indeed we have that when we add

Occurs(Read(J., Book), S 1.5)

AS1 < S1.5 × Result(Read(J., Book), S 1.5) < S2

Vs. Holds(Intelligent(P), Result(Read(P, Book), s))

we can conclude all our previous sentences, plus some

more about Junior's intelligence, something we earlier did

not have an opinion about.

In our second narrative, after S2 we have two possible ex

planations of how Junior gets the cash to buy his ticket.

One explanation is that Daddy always gets cash to Junior.

We also have the more detailed explanation that Daddy

sells A3 and sends the proceeds to Junior. The more de

tailed explanation is an elaboration of how Daddy got them

cash to Junior. If is worth noting that both explanations can

co-exist in our narrative without inconsistencies.

5.2 ELABORATION OF NARRATIVES

Suppose we are asked, “How did Junior fly from Glasgow

to London?” and want to respond with facts about tak

ing a taxi to the airport, presenting his ticket at the check

in counter, going to the gate, getting on the airplane, tak

ing his assigned seat, etc. We can add this additional nar

rative with its intermediate situations, and we can throw

in reading the book if we like. There is no reason to

discard Occurs(Does(J, Fly(Glasgow, LHR, Tl)), SO).
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We merely have a redundant way of reaching the same con

clusion. This is allowed in our formalism, and this property

is demonstrated by the two ways in which we describe how

Daddy gets the money for Junior.

However, we would like a sentence relating the more de

tailed narrative to the less detailed narrative, i.e. of assert

ing that one realizes the other. For this we will at least need

narratives as objects, and this has not yet been introduced.

Note that the relation Elaborates(N2, N1), when we get

around to introducing it, will not be like the relation be

tween a subroutine call and the subroutine. N1 will not in

any sense be the definition of N2. N2 could be realized in

a number of ways, only one of which corresponds to N1.

5.3 PLANNING AND PREDICTION

We would like to treat the circumstances of the previous

narrative from the point of view of planning. In that case

we need to be explicit about the consequences of actions

and other events. The difference between planning and nar

rative is that in narrative we know that events and actions

will succeed. This allows us to make assumptions we oth

erwise could not make. We can also assume that all the

important effects of actions are mentioned. When we plan

we need to show that we have taken into account all the

important effects.

Let us consider the purposes of Junior and Daddy and pre

dict what actions they will take and what the outcome will

be. Of course, Junior losing the ticket will be an unpre

dicted event. We just throw it in, but then we should be

able to predict what Junior and Daddy will subsequently

do. This seems more difficult than either planning or pred

ication.

5.4 PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Reality may be regarded as the deterministic limit of non

determinist approximations. In what a human or robot can

know about the world many events are not inevitable. In

any human account, it did not have to be raining when Ben

jamin Franklin first arrived in London. Indeed, maybe it

wasn't. Even if the world is deterministic, any achievable

description of it is nondeterministic. Elaborations of par

ticular narratives sometime remove some of the nondeter

minism by accounting for the causes of particular events

and for fluents holding in the results of these events.

Therefore, it may be worthwhile to regard the world as de

terminist and suppose that every event has causes whether

we know them or not. Thus any particular nondeterminism

is potentially eliminable.

Wumight be supposed that quantum mechanics vitiates these

*\derations, but we don't think it requires modifications

on the common sense level. Free will in a determinist world

is discussed in [MH69].

5.4.1 REMARKS

We have always felt that the careful classification of the

ways in which events can overlap is unnecessary for almost

all common sense reasoning. We think this article shows it.

Moreover, it is also usually unnecessary to combine con

current events into compound events as do Gelfond, Lifs

chitz and Rabinov [GLR91).
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APPENDIX

BLOCKSWORLD

Our blocks world has 4 sorts, situations s, blocks b, loca

tions l and actions a. These are all disjoint.

We have a situation constant S0, other situation constant

Sn and Sn' for various n's, a set of block constants

A1, ..., An, ..., where n E w and one block location con

stant Table. We also have constants A = A1, B = A2 and

C – A3.

All blocks are unique, but we do not postulate domain clo

Sutc.

As # Ag|i # j

*http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/narrative.html

We have block locations”, which are the Top of a block,

or are the Table.

Vl.3b.Top(b) = l V l = Table

All distinct block location terms denote distinct locations.

Vb,b'Top(b) = Top(b) → b = b'

Vb.Top(b) # Table

We have a function from actions and situations to situa

tions, Result(a, s), and a function from blocks and loca

tions to actions, Move(b, l), which gives the action where

block b is moved to location l.

All distinct action terms are distinct.

Vb,b', l, I'. Move(b, l) = Move(b', l') — b = b'A l = l'

We have the foundational axioms for situation calculus we

considered earlier.

We have fluents, Holds(On(b, l), s) which states that b

is on location l in situation s, and Holds(Clear(l), s).

Holds(Clear(l), s) is fully defined in terms of On.

Vl, s. Holds(Clear(l), s) =

(Bb.Vb'.l = Top(b) A –Holds(On(b", Top(b)), s))v

l = Table

We now add the obvious definition of Changes for

Move(b, l) actions. That is, there is a change in On(b, l')

and On(b, l) when g2 contains On(b, l') for an l' not equal

to l, and l # Top(b), and gi contains Clear(l) and

Clear(top(b)).

Vb, b', l, l', gi, ga.

Changes(Move(b, l), On(b’, l'), g1, ga) =

l # 1' Al # Top(b) A b = b'A

(b = b'A g(−On(b', l')))V

(b # b'A g(On(b', l')))

G(Clear(l)) A G(Clear(l'))

A

This concludes the axiomatization of blocksworld, we

could add domain constraints, but this is not necessary for

the reasoning we do in this paper. We now present an ax

iomatization of traveling, followed by an axiomatization of

buying selling and sending and receiving.

TRAVELING AND COMMERCE

Our events are flying, doing actions, getting, receiving and

losing. Our actions are selling, sending, telegraphing. Dis–

tinct event terms are distinct. We have two people con–

stants, Junior and Daddy. We have among our objects Cash,

*These are not the same as geographical locations like New

York or London. We use l to range over both, which is

unfortunate.

s
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a message (Request Send Cash), cities, including Lon

don, Glasgow and Moscow. We also have tickets, and func

tions which yield destination Dest and source Source of a

flight, given a ticket for that flight. We have unique names

for all fluent terms, and thus for all the terms that can ap

pear in fluents. Our fluent forming functions are At which

takes a person and a place, Has which takes a persona and

a thing, Happens, which takes an event, and the earlier flu

ents of On and Clear. Our sorts are disjoint, and the sorts

of variables are to be inferred by their use.

Vs, P, l, t. Holds(At(P, l), s) A Source(t) = 1/\

Dest(t) = l'A

(ws'.s 3 s' < Result(Fly (l, l', t), s) →

Holds(Has(P, t), s')) →

Holds(At(P, l'), Result(Fly(l, l', t), s))^

-Holds(Has(P, t), Result(Fly (l, l', t), s))

This is equivalent to

Vl, l', t, P.

Changes(Fly(l, l', t), Has(P. t), 91, g2) 4–

Source(t) = 1 A Dest(t) = l'A

g2(At(P, l)) Agi (Has(P, t))

As this is the only effect axiom for flying, we can change

this to the equivalence.

Vl, l', t, P. 91, 92.

Changes(Fly(l, l', t), Has(P, t), g1, gz) =

Source(t) = 1 A Dest(t) = l'A

g2(At(P, l)) Agi (Has(P, t))

Vs, P. o.-Holds(has(P, o], Result(lose(P, o], s))

This immediately gives,

Vs, P, g1, gz, o.Changes(Lose(P, o], Has(P, o], g1, gz)

as any set of preconditions is sufficient. We add the obvi

ous axioms that describe Changes for the following effect

axioms using the same method.

Vr, P. s. Holds(Happens(Receives(P',

Telegram-from(P, r))),

Result(Does(P, Telegraph(P', r)), s))

Happens(Gets (J, Cash)),

Receives(D, Telegram-from(J,
Result Request Send Cash)), s

Vs, P. o. Holds(Has(P, o), s) A Holds(Clear(o), s) →

Holds(Has(P, Cash), Result(Does(P, Sell(o)), s))

Vs, P. o. Holds(Has(P, o), s) A Holds(Clear(o), s) —

-Holds(Has(P, o], Result(Does(P, Sell(o)), s))

Vs, P, P', o. Holds(Has(P, o], s) →

Holds(Has(P", o], Result(Does(P, Send(P', o]), s))

Vs, P. Holds(Has(P, Cash), Result(Gets(P, Cash), s))

Vs. Holds
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How (Not) To Minimize Events

Michael Thielscher"
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Abstract

When drawing conclusions about narratives,

minimizing—to a reasonable extent—the oc

currence of events is crucial. We argue that

unguided minimization is insufficient in case

events are causally connected, for it easily

fails to distinguish unmotivated event occur

rences from those that have a cause. Two

solutions are offered, the first of which has

the advantage of being straightforwardly re

alized but on the other hand has a restricted

range of applicability. Our second solution

overcomes these restrictions but requires two

uncommon and novel features. First, event

occurrences are identified as fluents, which

allows to adapt a recent causality-oriented so

lution to the Ramification Problem so that

if an event is caused by another event then

the former is obtained as indirect effect of

what caused the latter. Second, volitional ac

tions and natural events which have no cause

inside the reasoning context, are furnished

with a special cause, namely, the reaching of

the time-point at which they take place. We

present both a high-level narrative descrip

tion language and an axiomatization based

on a novel Fluent Calculus in which is real

ized this solution to the event minimization

problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

Commonsense reasoning about narratives requires, in

one way or the other, to minimize the occurrence of

events. For otherwise none of the intended and intu

itive conclusions can be drawn. Suppose, for example,

we are told that adding hot water to a mug contain

ing a tea bag produces tea, and furthermore that a

robot first places a tea bag into the empty mug and,

* On leave from Darmstadt University of Technology.

then, pours hot water into it. The expected conclu

sion would be that the robot has tea afterwards. This,

however, does not follow until we explicitly exclude

the occurrence of a variety of events, such as the robot

emptying the mug in between the two actions, some

one stealing the tea bag out of the mug, or a falling

tile striking the mug while water is being poured etc.

Any of these events falsifies the intended conclusion,

and their non-occurrence does not follow per se from

the narrative. Hence additional measures need to be

taken to conclude, by default, that none of these nor

any other intervening events materialize.

As long as events are mutually independent, mini

mizing them wrt. a given formalized narrative in a

reasonable fashion is straightforward. Once we have

to consider causal dependencies among events, how

ever, finding a good general minimization strategy be—

comes a non-trivial challenge. In particular, simple

global minimization is insufficient in that it may fail

to produce the intended and intuitively expected con

clusions. Let us illustrate this point with two simple

examples, where we borrow basic notions and nota

tions from the Event Calculus variant of [Shanahan,

1996). The occurrence of an event e at time t is

represented by the atomic expression Happens(e, t),

and minimization is achieved by circumscribing pred

icate Happens in a set of formulas which axiomatize

a narrative."

Example 1 Suppose a robot walking towards a wall

will collide with it provided the robot does not stop

beforehand. Ignoring precise values for distance and

speed etc., let the formula

Happens(walk, t) A - Happens(stop, t + 1) (1

D Happens(bump, t + 2) )

encode this knowledge. Consider, now, a narra

tive which consists of the sole fact that the ro–

bot starts walking towards the wall at time t = 5,

*It should be stressed, however, that the problems we

elaborate in the following are of general nature and so do

also emerge in other than this specific approach.

.

*

.
º
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that is, Happens(walk, 5). What would one ex

pect to happen? Since nothing indicates that the

robot stops walking at time t = 6, the natural

conclusion would be that -Happens(stop, 6), hence

Happens(bump, 7). Minimizing Happens in the for

mula N = Happens(walk, 5) A (1), however, does

not suffice for this entailment. Rather it results in

two kinds of models, one with the intended course

of events and one where the opposite is true, viz.

Happens(stop, 6) and -Happens(bump, 7).

Example 2 Suppose that if the left hand side of a

table is lifted but not the right hand side, then soup

spills out of a bowl sitting on the table; the same hap

pens if the right hand side only is lifted:

Happens(lleft, t) = - Happens(lright, t) (2)

D Happens(spills, t)

Suppose we are told that the left hand side of the ta

ble is lifted at time t = 2, i.e., Happens (lleft, 2).

Then we should expect soup spilling out rather than a

magical simultaneous lifting of the right hand side. As

before, however, circumscribing Happens yields two

indistinguishable kinds of models and so does not al

low this conclusion.

In both our two scenarios, unguided minimization does

not yield the reasonably expected conclusions because

it is too weak a minimization strategy.” In the fol

lowing section, we show how a more elaborated min

imization strategy is obtained by formally introduc

ing the general distinction between actions (which

are volitional, i.e., involve a free-will decision) and

natural events. This strategy resembles the widely

used frame/non-frame categorization (Lifschitz, 1990)

in the context of the Ramification Problem (Ginsberg

and Smith, 1988a), which is employed to distinguish

caused from unmotivated indirect effects. The attrac

tion of this categorizing events as either natural or

volitional actions lies in its being straightforwardly re

alizable. By employing this minimization strategy a

number of problems are resolved, including our intro

ductory ones. Yet it is still crucial that the domain

being modeled meets certain assumptions regarding

mutual independence of events, namely, that natural

events do not interfere and that actions are necessarily

causally independent.

In Section 3, we assess these assumptions by present

ing a scenario which involves only natural events and

*It is worth mentioning that the more sophisti

cated so-called chronological minimization (Shoham, 1988]

would solve our first but not the second example, be

cause the two conflicting events, Happens(lright, 2) vs.

Happens(spills,2), are in no chronological order. Like

wise, in the approach of [Stein and Morgenstern, 1994] an

**nt can only motivate, as it is called, another event if the

latter occurs at a later time-point, i.e., not concurrently. So
Whis **on of motivation, too, does not help us detecting

* unintended model in Example 2.

yet where some but not all events may be caused by

others. Furthermore, we argue that even from the

commonsense point of view actions are not necessar

ily causeless, namely, in case they are reflexive (hence

not volitional), or in case of normative rules, stating

that an action ought to be performed under certain

circumstances. A universally applicable event mini

mization strategy therefore requires the incorporation

of a suitable notion of causality by which it is generally

possible to tell apart caused from unmotivated event

occurrences.

Actually this general problem shows a striking simi

larity to the necessity of distinguishing caused from

unmotivated indirect effects as part of the broader

Ramification Problem. Research in this context has

recently produced several successful approaches which

appeal to causality (e.g., [Elkan, 1992; Geffner and

Pearl, 1992; Lin, 1995; McCain and Turner, 1995;

Thielscher, 1997). In Section 4, we show how these

results can be exploited to successfully address the

problem considered in the present paper. The con

ceptually crucial step towards this end is to identify

event occurrences with fluents. This allows us to in

terpret formulas like (2) as so-called state constraints,

which then give rise to indirect effects. The problem of

deriving the right event occurrences thus becomes part

of the Ramification Problem, and so we can adapt, for

instance, our causality-based approach of Thielscher,

1997] to provide a solution. We present a high-level

narrative description language in which is realized this

solution to the event minimization problem. In Sec

tion 5, we furthermore illustrate how this solution can

be axiomatized by a novel use of Fluent Calculus tech

niques. We conclude in Section 6.

2 ACTIONS VERSUS

NATURAL EVENTS

The reason for global minimization failing to produce

the intended conclusions in the introductory exam

ples becomes apparent when we analyze the specifi

cations (1) and (2) from a purely logical perspective.

The constraint in (2), for instance, logically entails this

formula:

Happens(lleft, t) A - Happens(spills, t)

D Happens(lright, t)

This explains the existence of the unintended model,

i.e., where -Happens(spills, 2) is assumed and

Happens(lright, 2) follows. Similarly, formula (1) is

equivalent to the implication,

Happens(walk, t) A - Happens (bump, t + 2)

D Happens(stop, t + 1)

sanctioning the unintended model obtained in Exam

ple 1.
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These observations indicate that both the two speci

fications (1) and (2) just contain insufficient informa

tion to rule out the respective anomalous model. In

fact, the reason for us rejecting some of the minimal

models is that we employ additional domain knowl

edge to the effect that some events, like the spilling

of the soup, may be the natural consequence of cer

tain circumstances while other events, like the lifting

of the table, require a volitional act. In other words,

the occurrence of the latter depends on a deliberate,

free-will decision of some agent. Whenever a conflict

needs to be resolved, we seem to prefer the occurrence

of a natural event rather than postulating the perfor

mance of an action which the narrative does not neces

sitate. This argument also applies to Example 1: The

robot bumping at the wall is a natural consequence

of its walking towards it, whereas the robot stopping

beforehand involves the explicit decision to act.

The distinction between actions on the one hand and

natural events on the other, provides the basis for a

refined strategy for event minimization in case causal

dependencies are to be taken into account. If a domain

description includes knowledge as to the category to

which each event belongs, then minimization can ex

ploit this knowledge in order to rule out any unmoti

vated action. What is especially appealing is that this

solution to our two introductory example problems

can be straightforwardly realized, e.g. in the approach

of [Shanahan, 1996) as follows: We first introduce two

predicates A. Happens(e, t) and E. Happens(e, t). The

former is to be used whenever e is an action, the lat

ter whenever e is a natural event. Let N be a set of

formulas formalizing the course of events in a narra

tive, then by using priority circumscription (Lifschitz,

1987), written CIRC(N; A Happens > E. Happens],

A Happens can be minimized with higher priority

than E_Happens.” This circumscription policy reflects

our intention to prefer minimization of action perfor

mances over the occurrence of natural events.

Example 1 (continued) In accordance with the

above proposal, we rewrite (1) as follows:

A Happens(walk, t) A-A Happens (stop, t + 1)

D E-Happens(bump, t + 2)

which reflects the fact that both walking and stop

ping are actions while the robot's bumping at the

wall is a natural event. Suppose again that the ro

bot walks towards the wall at time t = 5, which

is now represented by the fact A. Happens(walk, 5).

Then our refined circumscription policy yields the

intended conclusion that -A Happens (stop, 6) and,

hence, E_Happens(bump, 7).

*In order that the various foundational axioms which

involve Happens need not be rewritten, the formula

Happens(e, t) = A_Happens(e, t) VE_Happens(e, t) should

be added after circumscribing, in N, the new predicates.

Example 2 (continued) We rewrite (2) as follows:

A Happens(lleft, t) = -A Happens(lright, t)

D E-Happens(spills, t)

Suppose again that the left hand side is lifted at

time t = 2, now represented by A. Happens (lleft, 2).

As above, our refined circumscription policy yields

the intended conclusion that -A Happens(lright, 2)

and, hence, E-Happens(spills, 2).

3 INTERACTING EVENTS,

REFLEXIVE ACTIONS,

AND NORMATIVE RULES

Categorizing the underlying events as either actions

or natural events provides a minimization strategy so

phisticated enough for both our two example scenarios

discussed in the introduction. As regards the gen

eral range of applicability, a closer examination re

veals two fundamental assumptions which an applica

tion domain needs to satisfy in order for this strategy

to guarantee the intended results. First, there must

never be a priority between two natural events un

less one of them, but not the other, is triggered by an

action that is known to take place. Second, actions

themselves need always be independent both of each

other and of natural events. That is to say, an action

is never caused by the performance of another action

nor by the occurrence of a natural event or any other

circumstances. As long as a domain complies with

these assumptions, the distinction between volitional

actions and natural events provides a suitable mini

mization policy. We again stress that the value of this

strategy lies in its being amenable to straightforward

integration into existing approaches.

On the other hand, the aforementioned basic as

sumptions are not of universal nature. Consider,

as an example for interfering natural events, the

three events tile falls (a tile falls from the roof),

tile hits plant (the tile breaks a rare plant in the

yard), and tree-falls (a tree falls down). Suppose

the falling tile hits the plant unless, curiously enough,

the tree falls down at the very same time, crossing the

trajectory of the tile:

E. Happens(tile falls, t)

A-E Happens(tree falls, t)

D E-Happens(tile hits plant, t)

What should be concluded e.g. from the sole fact that

E. Happens (tile-falls, 2) 7 Obviously, the tile hit

ting the plant is much more likely in this case than

the tree falling at the very time. Since, however,

all three involved events are natural, categorization

based minimization does not arrive at this conclu

sion. Rather it produces an additional model where

-E. Happens(tile hits plant, 2) and, consequently,

E. Happens (tree-falls, 2) hold. This illustrates that

&
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natural events may interfere without the explicit per

formance of any action.

Regarding the second requirement for the applicability

of the categorization-based approach, consider, e.g.,

actions which are reflezive. These may well be the nat

ural consequence of events. If, for example, we touch

the working hot plate of a stove, then this causes us

to involuntarily withdraw our hand. Nonetheless this

withdrawing our hand cannot in general be considered

a natural event because it may of course be a volitional

act in other situations. The assumption that actions

are always independent both of other actions and of

events in general, does also not apply in case one in

tends to reason with normative rules, stating that an

action ought to be performed in specific situations.

The design of a robot's behavior might be given as set

of such rules. Then again categorization-based min

imization can no longer be guaranteed to distinguish

action occurrences that are to be expected and those

which a narrative does not necessitate.

4 EVENT MINIMIZATION

AND CAUSALITY

Due to its formal elegance, categorization-based event

minimization can be easily realized in existing frame

works. We have seen how this strategy solves the

problem of unintended models whenever the distinc

tion between actions and natural events is guaranteed

to always help telling apart events whose occurrence

admits a causal explanation. The spilling of the soup

in Example 2, for instance, is a natural event caused

by the lifting of the table on the left hand side, while

the latter does not have the ‘capability’ of causing the

volitional action of lifting up the right hand side of the

table. On the other hand, in the preceding section we

have met examples where our principle of categoriza

tion turned out too weak to identify event occurrences

which are caused. Much like we have just argued, we

can say that the tile's falling from the roof may cause

the event that the plant breaks but cannot cause the

simultaneous falling of the tree. And yet the two lat

ter events both are natural, hence indistinguishable by

the categorization principle. It therefore seems that a

universal solution to the problem of unintended mod

els resulting from event minimization needs to directly

appeal to the notion of causality.

Fortunately, there is no need to start from scratch to

this end. A ready approach is furnished by an exist

ing solution to a related aspect of a different problem.

Namely, the situation we arrived at shows a striking

similarity to the problem of deriving undesired indi

rect effects in the context of the Ramification Prob

lem (Ginsberg and Smith, 1988b). Generally, indirect

effects of actions, or of events, are not explicitly repre

sented in some effect specification but follow from gen

eral laws, so-called state constraints, which describe

certain state-independent relations among fluents." A

well-known challenge in this context is to select only

the intended ones among all the potential indirect ef

fects a state constraint suggests from a purely syn

tactic perspective. A categorization principle has

been proposed as a solution to this problem, too,

(see [Lifschitz, 1990) and is widely used (e.g., del

Val and Shoham, 1993; Brewka and Hertzberg, 1993;

Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994; Sandewall, 1995)—but it

just as well turned out applicable to a certain extent

only (Thielscher, 1997). Recent research results on

the Ramification Problem show how this limitations

can be overcome by directly appealing to causality

(e.g., [Elkan, 1992; Geffner and Pearl, 1992; Lin, 1995;

McCain and Turner, 1995; Thielscher, 1997). In the

following, we exploit these results for the development

of a causality-based solution to the problem of deriving

the wrong event occurrences.

In order that this can be done, we first have to resolve

an apparent fundamental difference between events on

the one hand, and (indirect) effects—updates of value

assignments to fluents—on the other hand. A small

but conceptually crucial step achieves this: Event oc

currences are identified as fluents. That is to say,

each state of the world is also characterized by the

events which currently happen, if any. By this we

adapt the actions-as-fluents paradigm, which has been

propagated, for instance, in [Lin and Shoham, 1992;

Große, 1994; Thielscher, 1995). To emphasize this

shift, we will write event fluents using the sym

bol happens instead of Happens. Relations among

events, like the one formalized in equation (2), can now

be considered state constraints, which supposedly hold

in all states, e.g.”

happens(lleft) = −happens(lright)

D happens(spills)

Becoming state constraints, relations among event

occurrences may give rise to indirect effects. If,

for instance, happens(lleft) becomes true, then

this additionally causes the indirect effect that

happens(spills) according to the aforementioned

constraint. Of course we need means to avoid the alter

native conclusion that this constraint instead triggers

the indirect effect happens(lright). In this way the

key problem of the present paper has become part of

the Ramification Problem, and so is amenable to the

existing causality-based techniques developed in that

context. In particular, we can, and will, adopt our

“A fluent is an atomic property (of some object) which

may change in the course of time.

*Relations among events which refer to different time

points, like the one formalized in equation (1), cannot

be reformulated solely by means of state constraints but

by combining those with effect propositions (see below).

Event occurrences triggered by such relations are then ob

tained as a combination of indirect and so-called delayed

effects.
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theory of causal relationships (Thielscher, 1997) and

combine it with the events-as-fluents paradigm. The

resulting theory is first presented as a formal, high

level narrative description language in the spirit of A

(Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993] or 8 [Kakas and Miller,

1997] etc. Thereafter, in Section 5, we show how this

theory can be axiomatized on the basis of a novel vari

ant of the Fluent Calculus.

Fluents are the only basic entity of domain descrip

tions in our language; events, and hence actions, are

just a particular kind of fluent. As opposed to most

“ordinary' ones, event fluents have, however, a spe

cial characteristics: They are not subject to the com

monsense law of persistence, which states that usually

the value of a fluent “tends to persist,’ i.e., is stable

unless an actual event effects a change. Event flu

ents are different in that they “tend to disappear.” In

this way event occurrences are always forced to have

a cause. Following standard terminology, we call mo

mentary all fluents of the latter kind, as proposed in

[Lifschitz and Rabinov, 1989). The other fluents we

call static. Each momentary fluent has a designated

default value, which it takes on unless, for an instant,

something causes a different value.”

A state is composed of assignments of values to fluents.

The atomic statement that a certain fluent f is of

value v, written f=v, is called a fluent expression. If

f is a binary fluent with the domain {false, true},

then we abbreviate f-false by -f and f-true

simply by f. One more notation will be useful for

later purpose: If S is a set of fluent assignments, then

by Slye, we denote the set which is identical to S

except for fluent f possessing value v.

Fluent expressions can be considered the underlying

atoms for constructing fluent formulas using the stan

dard logical connectives. The notion of fluent formulas

being true in a state S is then based on defining a flu

ent expression f=v to be true if and only if f=v e S.

State constraints are fluent formulas which have to be

satisfied in all states that are possible in a domain.

Domain descriptions include propositions which spec

ify the direct and indirect effects of events. The for

mer are given by effect propositions, which indicate

circumstances under which certain fluent changes are

effected when moving on from one state to the next.

An example is the effect proposition

happens(spills) A stain=small

effects stain=large

meaning that if soup spills out with the tablecloth

already being lightly stained, then the situation gets

worse during the next state transition. Our language

*In what follows, we assume for the sake of uniformity

that all momentary fluents be binary with the value domain

{false, true} and false being the default. This is just

for the sake of clarity of presentation.

supports the specification of non-deterministic effects,

as in

happens(spills) A stain=none

effects stain=small stain=large

meaning that the spilling soup will produce either a

small or large stain on a clean tablecloth.

Indirect effects of events are described by causal rela

tionships (Thielscher, 1997), such as

happens(lleft) causes happens(spills)

if -happens(lright)

which indicates that if happens(lleft) occurs

as direct or indirect effect of a state transi

tion, then this triggers the additional, indirect ef

fect happens(spills), provided -happens(lright)

holds. Notice a crucial difference between the specifi

cations of direct and indirect effects: Cause and effect

in effect propositions refer to two consecutive states,

and to one and the same state in causal relationships.

Definition 1 A domain description consists of

1. a set 35 = 37, U 37m of static and momentary

fluents, each of which is associated with a non

empty domain;

2. a set of effect propositions of the form

C effects E1 |... En

where the condition C is a fluent formula and

the (alternative) effects E, all are finite (possibly

empty) sequences of fluent expressions (n > 0);’

3. a set of causal relationships of the form

e causes g if p

where e, g (the effect and the ramification, re

spectively) are fluent expressions and the contezt

$ is a fluent formula;

4. a set C of fluent formulas, called the state con

straints.

A state is a set of assignments f:v such that to each

f € 37 is assigned a value of its domain. A state S

satisfies C iff each constraint is true in S.

Intuitively, an effect proposition C effects E1 ...|En

means that if C holds in some state, then exactly one

of E1, ..., En materializes in the next state. Thus

disjunction is interpreted as exclusive; inclusive dis

junction can of course be obtained by simply mov

ing from, say, two alternatives e1 |ez to three, viz.

e1 |ez |e 1, e2. The intuitive meaning of a causal rela

tionship e causes g if P is that if e occurs as (direct

"If some E, is empty, then one possibility for what

happens if C holds is—nothing.

§

t

º

º
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or indirect) effect and context $ holds, then the in

direct effect g is additionally obtained. For causal

relationships whose context is a logical tautology we

use the short-hand form e causes g.”

Example 2 (continued) Consider the two static flu

ents £, = {clock, stain} with the natural numbers

and {none, small, large} as the respective domain

(where the latter indicates how badly the tablecloth

is stained, if at all). Consider further the three mo

mentary (hence binary) fluents frn = {happens(e) :

e e {lleft, lxight, spills}}. Then the following

components together constitute a domain description.

• The state constraint,

happens(lleft) = −happens(lright) (3)

D happens(spills)

• The corresponding causal relationships,

happens(lleft) causes happens(spills)

if -happens(lright)

happens(lright) causes happens(spills)

if -happens(lleft)

(4)

• The effect propositions,

happens(spills) A stain=none

effects stain=small stain=large

happens(spills) A -stain=none

effects stain=large

clock=t effects clock=t + 1

clock=1 effects happens(lleft)

(5)

The last but one effect proposition is a representa

tive of all instances where t is a natural number.

The very last proposition formalizes the initiation

of a lleft action at time 2.

The effect proposition in (5) with condition clock=1

illustrates how causal chains of events are initiated:

Wolitional actions or natural events which common

sense prefers to consider causeless” are caused just by

"Causal relationships are typically rooted in state

constraints but provide additional causal information.

In Thielscher, 1997] we have shown that it is not necessary

to draw up causal relationships by hand. Rather these can

be fully automatically extracted from a given set of state

constraints plus suitable knowledge as to which fluents have

the potential to causally affect what other fluents. Later

on we will discuss this point in greater detail.

*While the universal causal law stipulates that every

thing has a cause, common sense always considers only a

fraction of the whole universe and, hence, only a fraction

of the entire history of events. Anything whose cause lies

outside this fraction is considered causeless.

reaching the time-point at which they occur. Obvi

ously, the fluent clock is crucial for this purpose, and

so we assume it to be contained in any domain descrip

tion. The time structure underlying our approach is

left-bound, linear, and discrete; a challenge for future

research is the generalization to continuous time and

change.

Next we define the notion of successor states, which

are obtained according to underlying effect laws

and causal relationships. Since we allow for non

determinism, a state may admit several possible suc

cessors. We begin by defining so-called preliminary

successor states, in which all direct effects have been

accounted for but which require further investigation

to accommodate possible indirect effects.

Definition 2 Consider a domain description with

static and momentary fluents P, and Jºm, respec

tively; effect propositions &; and state constraints C.

Let S be a state satisfying C, then any state S'

which obtains as follows is called a preliminary suc

cessor of S : For each C effects E1 ... [En E & such

that C holds in S, select one E. (1 < i < n). Let E

be the entire set of assignments thus obtained. Then

S' consists of

1. all assignments in E,

2. all assignments fiefalse for f € Jºm such that

E contains no assignment for f,

3. all assignments fºu e S for f € 37, such that

E contains no assignment for f.

Put in words, the preliminary successors are obtained

by first making a selection among the alternative out

comes of all applicable effect propositions and, then,

by realizing all these effects, by setting all unaffected

momentary fluents to their default value, and by let

ting all unaffected static fluents persist.”

Example 2 (continued) Consider this state:

S(1) = {-happens(lleft), -happens(lright),

happens(spills), clock=1, stain=none)

Of the effect propositions in (5) three are applicable,

“It is noteworthy that in case of contradictory effect

propositions the resulting set of assignments may be incon

sistent in that it contains some f-vi together with f-v2

such that v1 # v2. Then this set is not a state, hence

does not constitute a preliminary successor according to

the definition. States therefore may admit no preliminary

and also no successor states at all.
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namely,

happens(spills) A stain=none

effects stain=small stain=large

clock=1 effects clock=2

clock=1 effects happens(lleft)

The topmost proposition being indeterminate, we ob

tain two preliminary successor states, viz.

{ happens(lleft), -happens(lright),

-happens(spills), clock=2, stain=small}

{ happens(lleft), -happens(lright),

-happens(spills), clock=2, stain=large)

Notice how the momentary fluent happens(spills) is

automatically set to its default value, false. Notice

further that neither of the two preliminary successors

satisfies the state constraint (3), for we have not yet

considered the possibility of indirect effects.

In order to account for indirect effects, preliminary

successors are taken as starting points for ‘causal prop

agation,” that is the successive application of causal

relationships until overall satisfactory successor states

obtain (Thielscher, 1997). Formally, causal relation

ships operate on pairs (S, E), where S denotes an

intermediate state, in which some but not yet all indi

rect effects have been realized, and where E contains

all direct and indirect effects computed so far:*

Definition 3 Consider a pair (S, E) consisting of a

state S and a set of fluent expressions E. A causal

relationship e causes g if f is applicable to (S, E) iff

* A –g is true in S and e E. E. Its application yields

the pair (Slo, E|2).

That is to say, a causal relationship is applicable if

the associated condition ºf holds, the particular in

direct effect g is currently false, and its cause e is

among the current effects. If R is a set of causal rela

tionships, then by (S, E) → R (S', E') we indicate that

there is a (possibly empty) sequence of elements of R

so that the successive application to (S, E) results in

(S', E'). It is easy to verify that if S is a state and E

is consistent (i.e., contains no double assignments to

fluents), then (S, E) →R (S', E') implies that S" is a

state and E' is consistent, too.

Now suppose given a set of fluent expressions S as

the result of having accounted for all direct effects E

via the given effect propositions. This preliminary

successor S may violate the state constraints. Ad

ditional, indirect effects are then accommodated by

(non-deterministically) selecting and (serially) apply

ing causal relationships until a state satisfying all state

constraints obtains.

*For a clarification of the crucial role of the second com

ponent, E, as well as for further details we suggest to con

sult [Thielscher, 1997].

Definition 4 Consider a domain description with

causal relationships R and state constraints C. Fur

thermore, let S be a state satisfying C. A state T is

a possible successor state of S iff there exists a prelim

inary successor S' obtained through direct effects E

and such that

1. (S', E) → R (T, E") for some E', and

2. T satisfies C.

Example 2 (continued) Starting off from the two

preliminary successors of our state S(1) from above,

on the basis of the causal relationships and state con

straints (4) and (3), respectively, we obtain two possi

ble successor states, viz.

{ happens(lleft), -happens(lright),

happens(spills), clock=2, stain=small}

{ happens(lleft), -happens(lright),

happens(spills), clock=2, stain=large)

Both these two successor states are obtained by appli

cation of the causal relationship

happens(lleft) causes happens(spills)

if -happens(lright)

It applies as −happens(lright)^ -happens(spills)

holds in the respective preliminary successor state, and

on account of happens(lleft) being among the direct

effects.

Obtaining the intended result by applying causal re

lationships to accommodate indirect effects depends,

to state the obvious, on a suitable set of these rela

tionships. This set should be complete in that it cov

ers all indirect effects that reasonably follow from the

state constraints, and, in particular, it should be sound

in that it does not sanction indirect effects which do

not follow from the standpoint of causality. Our two

causal relationships of equation (4), for instance, con

stitute such a suitable set. Notice, however, that from

a purely syntactical point of view state constraint (3)

suggests additional, unintended causal relationships,

such as

happens(lleft) causes happens(lright)

if -happens(spills)

Precisely this is the motivation for employing causal

relationships, which convey more information than the

mere state constraints. In (Thielscher, 1997] we have

argued that causal relationships need not be drawn

up all by hand but can be automatically generated on

the basis of additional domain knowledge as to poten–

tial causal influence of some fluents upon others. In

its simplest form, this knowledge is formally provided

by a binary relation T on fluents, called influence ira–

formation. If (fi, f.) e T, then this is intended to

denote that a change of fi’s value potentially causally
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affects the value of fa. In our running example, the

suitable influence information is to let T consist of

the two elements (happens(lleft), happens(spills))

and (happens(lright), happens(spills)). That is to

say, the events lleft and lzight may causally af

fect the event spills but not vice versa, nor do they

mutually interfere. If applied to the state constraint

of equation (3), the two causal relationships (4) are

obtained. For further details we refer the reader to

(Thielscher, 1997].”

The formal definition of successor states completes

the crucial part of our narrative description language.

What remains to be done is to introduce observation

statements and, then, to give a precise notion of mod

els, which are histories, and of entailment. Reflect

ing the intention to never consider event occurrences

without a cause, we require that each momentary flu

ent takes on its default value at the initiation of a

history. In so doing we employ the general principle

of initial minimization (see, e.g., [Shanahan, 1995b;

Thielscher, 1996). It is further assumed that the clock

always shows the right time.

Definition 5 A formal narrative is a domain de

scription augmented by a set of observations, which

are expressions of the form [t] F where t is a time

point and F a fluent formula. A history is an infinite

sequence of states S(0), S(1), S(2), ... Such a history

is a model of a formal narrative iff

1. each momentary fluent is false in S(0),

each S(t+1) is a successor state of S(t) (t - 0),

clock=te S(t) for each t > 0, and

for each observation [t] F, fluent formula F is

true in state S(t).

An observation is entailed if it holds in all models.

Example 2 (continued) Let us add to our example

domain description the effect proposition

clock+0 effects happens(spills) (6)

Consider the narrative consisting of the resulting do

main description plus the observation that initially the

tablecloth is not badly stained, i.e.,

[0]-stain=large (7)

Then any model must have initial state

S(0) = {-happens(lleft), -happens(lright), (8)

-happens(spills), clock=0, stain=v}

**The method described in (Thielscher, 1997) is origi

nally defined only for state constraints over two-valued flu

ents, but the generalization is straightforward. An unsat

isfactory property is that this method may yield different

sets of causal relationships for semantically equivalent state

constraints. Following a suggestion by Javier Pinto, inde

pendence of syntax is achieved by processing the prime

implicants of a set of constraints.

where v is either none or small. Following (6),

a spills event occurs at time t = 1. According

to the topmost two effect propositions in (5), this

event in turn produces a small or a large stain in

case stain=none e S(0), and a large stain in case

stain=small e S(0). Hence the narrative entails

[2] stain=small V stain=large (9)

Now, according to the bottommost effect proposition

in (5), a lleft event occurs at the same time, which,

as we have seen, has the indirect effect of yet another

spills event. Therefore, knowing that (9) holds in

all models, we see that our narrative also entails

[3] stain=large

As an important feature our notion of entailment sup

ports explanatory reasoning, i.e., reasoning backwards

in time, as far as incomplete knowledge of static flu

ents is concerned. For instance, if the observation

[2] stain=small were added to the example narrative

from above, then it is easy to see that the observation

[0] stain=none would be entailed.

What cannot be plainly derived from a narra

tive are events which are not caused by what is

known to happen. For instance, if the observation

[2]-happens(spills) were added to our example nar

rative, then the latter would admit no models at all

because the observation cannot be explained without

granting a new causeless event. Additional means are

needed to abduce a suitable explanation, e.g., that a

lright event occurs at time t = 2 in addition to the

lleft event.

This property of our high-level language and semantics

carries over to the axiomatization to be presented in

the next section. If it concerns values of static fluents,

an explanation for observed facts will be deductively

derivable. Abduction will be required to explain ob

servations by uncaused event happenings.

5. A FLUENT CALCULUS

AXIOMATIZATION

Having presented a high-level language for describ

ing and reasoning about narratives, we will now il

lustrate a way of axiomatizing narratives described

in this language so that our specific notion of entail

ment becomes entailment in classical logic and, hence,

the reasoning can be carried out by fully automated

deduction. Just like our narrative description lan

guage does it, the resulting axiomatization success

fully copes with the problem of causally connected

events. We restrict ourselves to deterministic domains,

i.e., where all states admit a unique successor state.

Due to lack of space, we illustrate the axiomatization
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merely by example. General correctness wrt. the no

tion of entailment in our high-level language is proved

in [Thielscher, 1998a).

Our axiomatization is based on a novel use of Flu

ent Calculus, which was introduced in [Hölldobler and

Schneeberger, 1990) and so christened in [Bornscheuer

and Thielscher, 1997]. While historically the Fluent

Calculus arose from approaches to the Frame Prob

lem using non-classical, linear logics, in [Thielscher,

1998b) we argue that it can alternatively be viewed

as a development of the Situation Calculus in order

to cope with both the representational and the infer

ential aspect of the Frame Problem, without leaving

classical logic. The key to this new Fluent Calculus

is to reformulate successor state axioms [Reiter, 1991]

applying the principle of reification, which means to

use terms instead of atoms as the formal denotation

of statements. To be more specific, reification in the

Fluent Calculus means not only to denote single fluent

value assignments fiev as terms (which we will write

as (f, v)), but also conjunctions of them. Required to

this end is a binary function, denoted by the symbol

“o ” and written in infix notation, by which conjunc

tion is reified. The great advantage of so doing is that

term variables can occur in state descriptions to indi

cate incomplete knowledge of the state at hand, as in,

e.g., the specification

Hz, w (So = (clock, 0) o (stain, v) o z A v # large]

which says that of state So it is merely known that

clock=0 holds and that stain=large is false.

Central to the Fluent Calculus variant of Thielscher,

1998b) is a function State(s) which assigns to each

situation a state term. This allows to rewrite successor

state axioms to so-called state update azioms. These

are of the form A[s] D TſState(Do(a, s)), State(s)),

where A[s] describes the conditions on situation s

under which the state associated with s is updated

according to T to become the state associated with

situation Do(a, s).

A most interesting feature of this new Fluent Calcu

lus is that by a slight modification it can be adapted

from its branching time structure, which is typical for

the Situation Calculus, to linear time, which brings it

closer to the Event Calculus. The basic idea is to let

the function State range over time-points instead of

situations. For instance, the following is an assertion

about the initial state by which is axiomatized obser

vation (7) of our example narrative at the end of the

preceding section:

Bz, w (State(0) = (stain, v) o z A v # large]

The binary function which reifies the logical conjunc

tion needs to inherit from the latter an important

property. In logical conjunctions the order is irrele

vant in which the elements are given. Formally, order

ignorance is ensured by stipulating the laws of asso

ciativity and commutativity, that is,

Vz, y, z. (2 o y) o z = z o (yo z)

Vz, y. 2 o y = y o z

It is convenient to also reify the empty conjunction, a

logical tautology, by a constant denoted 0 and which

satisfies

Vz. z o 0 = 2

The three equational axioms, jointly abbreviated AC1,

in conjunction with the standard axioms of equality

entail the equivalence of two state terms whenever

they are built up from an identical collection of rei

fied fluents.”

A new feature required for our solution to the event

minimization problem is the notion of momentary flu

ents. These are declared using a unary predicate

Momentary(f) in conjunction with a binary predicate

Default Value(f, v) determining the default value v of

fluent f. A third predicate, InDomain(f, v), is used

to specify domains for the fluents. For our running ex

ample, adequate definitions of these three predicates

are the following:**

Momentary(f) = f = happens(e)

Default Value(f, v) = f = happens(e) A v = false

InDomain (f, v)

= f = happens(e) A (v = true V v = false)

V f = clock A Bt. v = t

V f = stain A

(v = none V v = small V v = large)

The above being domain-dependent axioms, we now

introduce two foundational axioms which define the

space of possible states. First, in a state to each fluent

must be assigned a value of its domain:

Ev. InDomain (f, v)

D Bz, v' [State(t) = (f, v') oz A InDomain(f, v')]

Second, no two values shall be assigned to the same

fluent:

State(t) # (f, v) o (f, v') o z

In order to increase readability of statements about

states, we introduce a predicate Holds(f, v, s) as an

*The reader may wonder why function o is not ex

pected to be idempotent, i.e., V2. 2 o z = z, which is yet

another property of logical conjunction. The (subtle) rea

son for this is given below.

“In what follows, variables will be denoted by (possibly

primed) lower-case letters. The particular variable t shall

range over the natural numbers, including 0. Free vari

ables in formulas are assumed universally quantified. For

the sake of readability, we will furthermore use a variable e

which can be replaced by either of our three events lleft,

lright, or spills.
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abbreviation, meaning that fluent f has value v in

state s :

Holds(f, v, s) = Hz. s = (f, v) o z

A simple use of this macro is to ascertain that time

and the value of the fluent clock coincide:

Holds(clock, t, State(t))

Effect propositions are axiomatized by implications of

the form A[s] D Effects(f, v, v', s), where A[s] is a

specification of the conditions that must be satisfied in

state s in order that fluent f changes its value from v

to v'. For example, the three effect propositions

happens(spills) effects stain=large

clock=t effects clock=t + 1

clock-1 effects happens(lleft)

are axiomatized as follows:

Holds(happens(spills), true, s) A Holds(stain, v, s)

D Effects(stain, v, large, s)

Holds(clock, t, s) D Effects(clock, t, t + 1, s)

Holds(clock, 1, s) A Holds(happens(lleft), v, s)

D Effects(happens(lleft), v, true, s)

In addition, a foundational axiom ensures that each

momentary fluent changes to its default value if cur

rently it enjoys another value and if no effect proposi

tion implies its getting a non-default value:

Momentary(f) A Default Value(f, v) A Holds(f, v', s)

A v # v' A-(Effects(f, v', v", s) A v # v")

D Effects(f, v', v, s)

The effect propositions are assumed to constitute a

complete description of what changes when moving

from one state to the next. In order to reflect this as

sumption, we circumscribe the predicate Effects, and

so solve the representational aspect of the Frame Prob

lem. The crucial next step is to solve the inferential

aspect, too.

Taken together, the single effects can be viewed as a

sound and complete set of constraints on two terms r

and u in which are conjoined, via “o”, the assignments

that terminate to hold and the assignments that are

initiated, respectively. These terms are then employed

for updating the current state so as to arrive at the

successor. Updating means that all unaffected fluent

value pairs remain untouched in the new state. Thus

the inferential Frame Problem gets solved. The defin

ition for r and t is as follows:

Effects(f, v, v', State(t))

r = (f, v) o z sChange (t, r, t) E (f, v') oz'

t = (J, U') o z

= Ez, z'

If only direct effects were to be considered, then the

concept of successor states could now be modeled by

the elegant schematic implication State(t) = r o z D

State(t+1) = zou. Incidentally, this scheme is the rea

son for not stipulating that o be idempotent. For if

it were, then, given that State(t) includes the fluent

value assignments r, the equation State(t) = r o z

would be satisfied if z is substituted by State (t).

Hence equating State (t + 1) with z ou would not

guarantee that all assignments in T terminate.

In addition to the direct effects, ramifications need

to be accounted for. The definition of how to ob

tain successor states therefore employs the predicate

Ramify(s, e, s') as introduced in [Thielscher, 1997),

which is meant to be true if the successive application

of causal relationships to (S, E) eventually results in

a pair whose first component, S', satisfies the domain

constraints—where s, e, and s' are reifications of S,

E, and S', respectively. With this predicate, to be de

fined below, the following foundational axiom models

the definition of successor states according to Defini

tion 4:

Change(t, r, t) A State(t) = r o z A Ramify(zo w, v, s)

D State(t + 1) = s

The definition of Ramify can be directly adopted

from Thielscher, 1997) as being the transitive clo

sure of a predicate Causes(s, e, s', e'), which in turn

is meant to be true iff there is an instance of a causal

relationship which is applicable to (S, E) and whose

application yields (S', E')—where s, e, s', e' are reifi

cations of S, E, S', E'. The causal relationships in our

example domain, c.f. equation (4), are thus suitably

axiomatized as follows:

Causes(s, e, s', e')

= Br, e = (happens(lleft), true) o z

A Holds(happens(lright), false, s)

^ s = (happens(spills), false) o y

A s'= y o (happens(spills), true)

^ e' = e o (happens(spills), true)

V Ba. e = (happens(lright), true) o z

A Holds(happens(lleft), false, s)

^ s = (happens(spills), false) o y

A s'= y o (happens(spills), true)

^ e' = e o (happens(spills), true)

Transitive closure cannot be expressed in first-order

logic, which is why predicate Ramify is defined using

the standard way of encoding transitive closure by a

second-order formula:

Ramify(s, e, s') =

Possible(s') A VII.

Vai, el. II(s1, e1, e1, e1)

A

Val, e1, e2, e2, ss, es

| [II(s1, e1, e2, e2) A Causes(sz, e2, ss, es)

D II(s1, e1, ss, es)]

D

II(s, e, s', e')
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That is, Ramify(s, e, s') is true iff s' satisfies the state

constraints and there is some e' such that (s, e, s', e')

belongs to the transitive closure of Causes.

What remains to be axiomatized are the state con

straints of a domain description, which in our example

looks as follows:

Possible(s)

Holds(happens(lleft), true, s)

ſº Holds(happens(lright), false, s)

D Holds(happens(spills), true, s)

This completes our axiomatization. We refer to

(Thielscher, 1998a) for a proof of general correctness—

wrt. our narrative description language—of axiomati

zations based on the ideas illustrated here. Let us just

mention the following specific result:

Theorem 6 Let X be the conjunction of all Flu

ent Calculus formulas above. Then CIRC(X; Effects]

entails

Holds(stain, large, State(2))

6 CONCLUSION

Coming from the observation that straightforwardly

minimizing events in narratives is insufficient in case

of causal dependencies among events, we have pro

posed two refined minimization strategies. The first of

which exploits the distinction between two categories

of events, namely, volitional actions vs. natural events.

The range of applicability of this approach has been

discussed, and we have then developed a general solu

tion which helps telling apart caused event occurrences

by directly appealing to the notion of causality.

Our first, categorization-based minimization strategy

is particularly appealing because it can be easily in

tegrated into existing approaches, which we have il

lustrated with the Event Calculus axiomatization of

[Shanahan, 1996). For our second, more general strat

egy we have identified event occurrences with flu

ents, which then has allowed us to apply an existing

causality-based solution to the Ramification Problem.

We have presented a high-level narrative description

language and a novel Fluent Calculus axiomatization

in which is realized this solution to the event mini

mization problem.

Regarding related work, we first note that arguments

in favor of the theory of causal relationships as a solu

tion to the Ramification Problem, and a through com

parison to other approaches, can be found in the ar

ticle (Thielscher, 1997]. In particular, there we have

argued that excluding uncaused indirect effects, and

not minimizing change, is the real issue of dealing with

ramifications. This is especially crucial in case of so

called stabilizing state constraints (Thielscher, 1998c).

As for comparisons with existing event minimization

strategies, it has already been mentioned that chrono

logical minimization (Shoham, 1988) is not applicable

to specifications like (2), i.e., which involve concurrent

events. This argument applies to Motivated Action

Theory (Stein and Morgenstern, 1994), too.

Our novel Fluent Calculus appears to be related in

several interesting respects to the Event Calculus, in

particular to the variant of [Shanahan, 1995a), where

an explicit notion of state is used. A detailed com

parison of the two is an important aspect of ongoing

research.

Finally, we should stress that reasonably minimizing

events is of great importance not only for reasoning

about narratives, where it is a mere convention that

events do not happen unless they follow from what

has been said. It is also essential for setting up plans:

Suppose a planning goal be to produce a stain in the

tablecloth. A reasonable plan would be, say, to lift up

the left hand side of the table on which the bowl of

soup is located. Yet this plan can be concluded suc

cessful only under the assumption that no intervening

agent lifts the right hand side simultaneously. Gen

erally, it is difficult if not impossible to devise plans

that are perfectly reliable in reality. Assuming away

disturbing events for which there is no indication that

they will occur, is therefore the only way to come up

with plans which at least by default can be concluded

to achieve a goal. Of course things may not turn out as

expected when a plan is being executed. Agents there

fore need to constantly update, e.g. by abduction, their

knowledge about the actual course of events.
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Abstract

In recent years, much work was devoted

to the study of theoretical foundations of

Disjunctive Logic Programs and Disjunctive

Deductive Databases. While the semantics

of non-disjunctive programs is fairly well

understood the declarative and computa

tional foundations of disjunctive program

ming proved to be much more elusive and dif

ficult. Recently, two new and very promising

semantics have been proposed for the class

of disjunctive logic programs. Both of them

extend the wellfounded semantics of normal

programs. The first one is the static seman

tics proposed by Przymusinski and the other

is the disjunctive wellfounded semantics pro

posed by Brass and Dix. Although the two

semantics are based on very different ideas,

we show in this paper that they turn out to

be very closely related. In fact, we show that

it is possible to restrict the underlying lan

guage of STATIC to get D-WFS. We also

show how to use this characterization for an

implementation based a circumscriptive the

orem prover.

1 Introduction

Recently, considerable interest and research effort has

been devoted to disjunctive logic programming, dis

junctive deductive databases and to various extensions

of non-monotonic formalisms ensuring a proper treat

ment of disjunctive information.

There are good reasons justifying this extensive re

search effort. In natural discourse as well as in vari

Partially supported by the National Science Founda
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Helsinki University of Tech. University of California
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ous programming applications we often use disjunctive

statements. One particular example of such a situation

is reasoning by cases. Other obvious examples include:

• Approacimate information: for instance, an age

“around 30” can be 28, 29, 30, 31, or 32;

• Legal rules: the judge always has some freedom

for his decision, otherwise he/she would not be

needed; so laws cannot have unique models;

• Diagnosis: only at the end of a fault diagnosis we

may know exactly which part of some machine

was faulty but as long as we are searching, differ

ent possibilities exist;

• Biological inheritance: if the parents have blood

groups A and 0, the child must also have one of

these two blood groups (example from [Lip?9]);

• Natural language understanding: here there are

many possibilities for ambiguity and they are

represented most naturally by multiple intended

models;

• Reasoning about concurrent processes: since we

do not know the exact sequence in which certain

operations are performed, again multiple models

come into play;

• Conflicts in multiple inheritance: if we want to

keep as much information as possible, we should

assume disjunction of the inherited values (BL93].

Formalisms promoting disjunctive reasoning are more

eapressive and natural to use since they permit di

rect translation of disjunctive statements from natu

ral language and from informal specifications. The

additional expressive power of disjunctive logic pro

grams (EG93, EGM94, EG96] significantly simpli

fies the problem of translation of non-monotonic for

malisms into logic programs, and, consequently, facil

itates using logic programming as an inference engine

Teodor C. Przymusinski"
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for non-monotonic reasoning. Moreover, extensive re

cent work devoted to theoretic and algorithmic founda

tions of disjunctive programming suggests that there

are good prospects for eartending the logic programming

paradigm to disjunctive programs.

However, the issue of finding a suitable semantics for

disjunctive programs and databases proved to be far

more complex than it was in the case of normal, non

disjunctive programs'. Quite recently, however, two

new and very promising semantics have been proposed

for the class of disjunctive logic programs. Both of

them extend the wellfounded semantics of normal pro

grams. The first one is the static semantics proposed

by Przymusinski in [Prz95) and the other is the D-WFS

semantics proposed by Brass and Dix in [BD94]. The

two semantics are based on very different intuitions

and are constructed by completely different means.

While D- WFS is defined as the least semantics that

is invariant under certain natural program transforma

tions, the static semantics is obtained by first translat

ing a logic program into a belief theory in the Autoepis

temic Logic of Beliefs (AEB) and then constructing its

least static earpansion (defined as the least fixed point

of a natural monotonic operator).

This paper is devoted to an in-depth study of the re

lationship between the two semantics. In spite of the

fact that the two semantics attempt to provide a mean

ing for arbitrary disjunctive programs based on very

different ideas, they turn out to be closely related. It

is fairly easy to show that the static semantics satis

fies the abstract properties on which the definition of

D-WFS is based and therefore it is always at least as

strong as D-WFS. However, because of the fact that

the two semantics are defined using quite different lan

guages, with a much richer language allowed by the

static semantics, it is easy to give examples showing

that, in general, the two semantics are different.

However, it turns out that when they are restricted to

a common language, which we call data base logic, the

two semantics become entirely equivalent. This funda

mental result uses a nice and powerful characterization

of STATICDBL, the static semantics restricted to the

language CDBL. We consider this result to be quite

significant. The D-WFS semantics (BD94) is based on

the idea of generating the smallest “well-behaved” dis

junctive semantics, i.e., the smallest semantics which

satisfies some intuitive and natural structural proper

ties. On the other hand, the static semantics [Prz95)

is based on viewing disjunctive logic programs as spe

The book by Minker et. al. (LMR92] provides a de

tailed and well-organized account of the extensive research

effort in this area. See also [Dix95, Min96].

cial epistemic theories in which (introspective) beliefs

are based on minimal model entailment (circumscrip

tion). The original papers (BD94, Prz95 (see also

[Prz98, BD98a, BD98b) contain a thorough discus

sion of the two semantics, compare them to other se

mantics and argue that they both represent natural

and intuitive semantics for disjunctive programs. Our

main result shows that as long as both semantics are

restricted to the common language they become iden

tical and therefore combine the benefits of both seman

tics. Consequently, this discovery constitutes yet one

more powerful argument in favor of the two semantics.

Our main result not only clarifies the declarative

meaning of the two semantics. It turns out that it

also allows us to further clarify their procedural se

mantics by establishing new computational results.

Namely, recently one of the authors [Niegób, NieQ6a)

introduced a novel method for implementing circum

scription (with fixed and varying predicates) which has

polynomial space complexity and is able to handle cir

cumscriptive reasoning also in the case when the set

of premises has a large number of minimal models.

Our second main result shows how this method can be

nicely adapted for the computation of the D-WFS and

static semantics.

Our results are obtained by using the characterization

of least static expansions from [BDP96) and a charac

terization of D-WFS contained in [BD98a).

The paper is organized as follows. In the next Sec

tion 2 we recall the definition and basic properties

of disjunctive logic programs and semantics as well

as the modal framework of the autoepistemic logic of

beliefs (AEB). In Section 3 we briefly recall the se

mantics D-WFS and STATIC. We introduce in Sec

tion 4 the restricted language CDBL with non-nested

beliefs, database logic, and characterize the least static

expansion in this language — this defines the seman

tics STATICDBL. We then show, using our charac

terization, that STATICDBL coincides with D-WFS:

STATICDBL (P) = D-WFS(P). In Section 5 we con

sider how to use our characterizations for an efficient

implementation based on methods introduced recently

by Niemelä in [Niegbb, Niegóa]. Related approaches

are discussed in Section 6. We end with the conclu

sions in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

We introduce in this section the necessary notions used

throughout the paper. In Subsection 2.1 we consider

disjunctive programs and semantics, while in Subsec

tion 2.2 we introduce the modal framework of the au
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toepistemic logic of beliefs.

2.1 Disjunctive Logic Programs and Their

Semantics

We consider instantiated programs over some fixed

finite language C containing the binary connectives

V, A, 4–, the unary connective not and the falsum L.

We write Atc for the set of all atoms different from L.

Definition 2.1 (Logic Program P, heads(P))

A logic program P is a finite set of rules of the form

A1 V . . . V Aº ‘- B1 A . . . A Brm A not C1 A . . . A not Cn,

where the A/B/C, are C-atoms different from L, k >

1, m > 0, n > 0. We allow empty conjunctions: they

are considered as abbreviations for not L (the verum).

We identify such a rule with the pair consisting

of the following set of atoms A := {A1, ..., Ak},

and the set of atoms and not -atoms Body :=

{B1, ..., Bm, not C1, ..., not Cn}, and write it as

A – B A not C.

We write heads(P) for the set of all atoms occuring

in rule heads in P.

By pure disjunctions we mean disjunctions consisting

solely of positive or of negative literals.

The set heads(P) captures with a simple syntactical

condition atoms that are possibly true. This condition

is used later to derive literals not A, namely if A is not

contained in heads(P"), where P' is a transformed

program obtained from P.

The general problem now is to define a semantics for

the class of all disjunctive logic programs. A semantics

usually is given by a set of intended models. An even

more general notion is given by

Definition 2.2 (Operator h-, Semantics Sr.)

By a semantic operator h- we mean a binary relation

between logic programs and pure disjunctions (i. e. dis

junctions of the form Al V... V An or -A1 V. . . V-Any

which satisfies the following three arguably obvious

conditions:

1. If P K J and W C º',then P K º'

(Right Weakening).

2. If A – true e P for a disjunction A, then P H- A

(Necessarily True).

3. If A g heads(P) for any C-atom A, then P K -A

(Necessarily False).

Given such an operator H- and a logic program P, by

the semantics SL(P) of P determined by Hº we mean

the set of all pure disjunctions derivable by HQ from P,

i.e., S. (P) := {1} | P K tº.

It will become clear later why we represent negative

disjunctions by -A1 V . . . V-An and not by not Al V

... V not An. Note that any of the known semantics

in logic programming induces such a formal notion of

semantics.

2.2 The Logic of Autoepistemic Beliefs

The language of AEB is a propositional modal lan

guage CAEB obtained by augmenting the classical

propositional language C with a modal operator B,

called the belief operator. The atomic formulae of the

form BF, where F is an arbitrary formula of CAEB,

are called belief atoms. The formulae of C are called

objective. Any theory T in the language CAEB is called

a belief theory. Observe that arbitrarily deep levels of

nested beliefs are allowed in belief theories.

We assume the following two simple axiom schemata

and one inference rule describing the arguably obvious

properties of belief atoms:

(D) Consistency: -Bl

(K) Normality: B(F - G) → (BF – BG)

for any formulae F,G

(N) Necessitation Rule: Ér for any formula F.

The first axiom states that tautologically false formu

lae are not believed. The second axiom states that if

we believe that a formula F implies a formula G and

if we believe that F is true then we believe that G is

true as well. The necessitation inference rule states

that if a formula F has been proven to be true then F

is believed to be true.

Definition 2.3 (Derivability from CAEB)

For any belief theory T, we denote by CnAEB (T) the

smallest set of formulae of the language CAEB which

contains the theory T, all the (substitution instances

of) the arioms (K) and (D) and is closed under both

standard propositional consequence and the necessi

tation rule (N). We say that a formula F is deriv–

able from theory T in the logic AEB if F belongs to

CnAEB(T). T is consistent if the theory Cn AEB (T)

is consistent.

In the presence of axiom (K), the axiom (D) is equiv

alent to the axiom

º
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(D') Restricted Consistency: BF → -B-F

for any formula F.

stating that if we believe in a formula F then we do

not believe in - F. Moreover, it is easy to see that

the axioms imply that the belief operator B obeys the

distributive law for conjunctions (see [Prz95).

(C) Distributivity wrt Conjunctions: For any

formulae F and G:

B(F A G) = BFA BG (1)

The most important notion in the sequel is that of a

minimal model:

Definition 2.4 (Min. Models in CAEB, [Prz95)

By a minimal model of a belief theory T we mean

a model M of T with the property that there is no

smaller model N of T which coincides with M on

belief atoms BF. If a formula F is true in all

minimal models of T then we write: T =min F and

say that F is minimally entailed” by T.

The intended meaning of belief atoms BF is based on

predicate minimization:

BF F is minimally entailed

F is true in all minimal models.

Accordingly, beliefs in AEB can be called minimal

beliefs (see [Min82, GPP88) and [McC80). As in

Moore's Autoepistemic Logic, also in the Autoepis

temic Logic of Beliefs the intended meaning of belief

atoms is implemented by defining plausible sets of be

liefs that an ideally rational and introspective agent

may hold, given a set of premises T.

Definition 2.5 (Static AE Expansion, [Prz95])

A belief theory Tº is called a static autoepistemic ex

pansion of a belief theory T if it satisfies the following

fired-point equation:

T° = CnAEB(T U {BF : To Hmin F}),

where F ranges over all formulae of CAE.B.

It turns out that every belief theory T in AEB has

the least (in the sense of set-theoretic inclusion) static

*For readers familiar with circumscription, this

means that we are considering predicate circumscription

CIRC(T; C) of the theory T in which atoms from the ob

jective language are minimized while the belief atoms BF

are fixed, i.e., T Hmin F = CIRC(T; C) H F. In other

words, minimal models are obtained by first assigning arbi

trary truth values to the belief atoms and then minimizing

objective atoms. See also [YY93].

expansion Tº which has an iterative definition as the

least fired point of the monotonic” belief closure oper

atOr:

WT(S) = Cn AEB(TU (BF : S =min F}),

where S is an arbitrary belief theory and the F’s range

over all formulae of CAEB.

3 The semantics D-WFS and STATIC

In this section we review briefly the semantics D-WFS

and STATIC to make the paper self-contained.

3.1 D-WFS

The semantics D-WFS was originally defined ([BD94,

BD98b) as the weakest semantics he which is invariant

under certain natural transformations Trans : P H.

Trans(P) mapping logic programs into logic programs.

Theorem 3.1 (D-WFS, [BD98b)

There erists the weakest semantics Sº which satisfies

the properties of Generalized Principle of Partial Eval

uation (GPPE), Elimination of Tautologies (TAUT),

Non-Minimal Rules (NMIN), Positive and Negative

Reduction (REDT, REDT). Moreover, this seman

tics is consistent (i.e. it does not derive a literal A

and its negation -A) and closed under logical con

sequences (as a set consisting of pure disjunctions).

We call it the Disjunctive Wellfounded Semantics, or,

briefly, D-WFS. It coincides with the wellfounded se

mantics WFS for normal and with GCWA for positive

disjunctive programs.

It remains to illustrate the properties mentioned.

TAUT: Delete a rule A – B A not C with Aſh B # 0.

NMIN: Delete a rule A — B/\not C if there is another

rule A' – B' A not C" with A' C A, B' C B, and

C’ C C.

RED": Replace a rule A — B A not C

by A – B A not (C ſh heads(p)).

REDT: Delete a rule A — B A not C, if there is a

rule (A’ –) with A' C C.

GPPE: Replace a rule A — B A not C where B con

tains a distinguished atom B by the k rules

AU (A, \{B}) — (B \{B}) U.B. A not (CUC)

*Strictly speaking the operator is only monotone on the

lattice of all theories of the form TU Muel where T is fixed

and Mbel ranges over all sets of belief formulae.
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where A, 4– B. A not C; (i = 1,..., k) are all the

rules with B E Ai.

The last rule has been introduced for disjunctive pro

grams independently by Sakama/Seki and Brass/Dix

in [SS94, BD94]. It allows us to get rid of positive body

atoms. Given a program rule, we are free to select a

specific positive occurrence of an atom B and then re

solve this rule with all other rules that contain B in

their heads (this set of rules constitutes the definition

of B). Thus we replace the original program rule with

a set of new rules. GPPE also covers the degenerate

case when the atom B to be replaced does not appear

in any head: then the whole rule is simply deleted.

In fact, we discovered later ([BD98a) that our set

of transformations is also confluent and terminating.

This is of special importance, because given a program

P, we can just apply our transformations in an arbi

trary order and eventually reach a normal form res(P).

From this normal form res(P), we can immediately

read off the semantics as follows

- B.A. C. p with (A –) e res(P) or

P hºp.wrs up iff { B-A e \! and A £ heads(res(P)).

This is also the best method to really compute D-WFS

for small examples and we will use it in the sequel.

However in order to link D-WFS with a theorem prover

and also with STATIC, we need a completely different

characterization. This is a very technical characteri

zation and had been stated in [BD98a). It is similar

to the Gelfond/Lifschitz translation and uses the no

tion of reducing a program P with respect to a set of

disjunctions Dis:

Definition 3.2 (P/Dis)

Let P be a disjunctive logic program and let Dis be

a set of pure disjunctions. Let P/Dis be the program

obtained from P by doing the following reductions for

all not C and C. V... V Cº.

• if -C e Dis, then remove all occurrences of

not C,

• if C1 V . . . V Cº e Dis then remove all rules that

contain {not C1, ..., not Cº.) in their bodies.

P/Dis is obviously a slight generalization of the

Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation. While the latter is

defined relative to a set N C Atc in such a way that

P/N is always positive, our P/Dis still is a disjunctive

program containing possibly the not -atoms. In fact,

the GL-transform can be obtained from our transform

by setting P/N = P/Disn where Disn := NU (→X :

X e Atc \ N}.

Definition 3.3 (SEMO)

Let P be a disjunctive logic program over C. We define

a set Dis(P) of pure disjunctions as follows

Dis(P) := Dist(P) U Dis-(P) where

Dist(P) is the following set of disjunctions

{A1 V... V Ak : P/Atc H A1 V... V AR }

and Dis (P) is the following set of negative literals

{-A : P/Disn Emin -A for allN C Atc

s. t. N = Dist(P)}

Here, the series D, defined by Dm+1 := Dis(P/Dn)

grows monotonically and eventually gets constant. We

define SEM0ſ P) to be the limit of this series.

The underlying idea in the last definition of a seman

tics SEMO is to use P/Atc (i.e. we just delete all rules

containing negative literals) for deriving positive dis

junctions and to use P/Disn (i.e. we set all negative

literals outside N to true) for deriving negative literals.

Fmin stands for the usual notion of “truth in all min

imal models” where minimal is used classically. Note

that since P/Disn is just a positive disjunctive pro

gram, this notion coincides with that introduced in

Definition 2.4 because no belief-atoms occur.

Let us briefly comment on the occurrence of the set N

in the Dis (P) Definition 3.3. Suppose we have the

program “AV B –, C – not A/\not B”. Obviously of

all our transformations only REDT can be applied and

leads to the program “A V B –” which constitutes the

normal form. Therefore not C is derivable in D-WFS,

because it does not appear in heads({A V B –}).

Now if we remove the proviso “N H Dist(P)” in the

definition of Dis" (P), then we also have to consider

No := 0, which implies that -C would not be included.

This proviso therefore guarantees that only those N C

At c that are compatible with Dist(P) are considered.

Theorem 3.4 (D-WFS = SEMo, ([BD98a)))

D-WFS is complete with respect to SEM0:

D-WFS(P) = SEMo(P) for all P.

3.2 STATIC

Here we show how the general framework introduced

in Subsection 2.2 can be naturally used to define a

semantics for disjunctive logic programs.

Of course, any disjunctive logic program in the sense

of Definition 2.1 can be seen as a theory in CAEB by

º
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replacing not simply by −. Unfortunately, this would

not give the right interpretation of the 4–-arrow used

in logic programming (there, usually, contrapositions

are not allowed) and it would also not correspond to

the various meanings of negation-as-failure.

But it turns out that a precise meaning of negation by

default can be captured by appropriate translations of

a disjunctive logic program into a belief theory. In our

approach this meaning will be defined by

translating not F into the formula B-F in AEB

thus providing not F with the intended meaning of

“-F is minimally entailed” or “F is false in all min

imal models”.

Definition 3.5 (Belief-Programs)

A belief-program is a (finite or infinite) set of clauses

of the form:

Al V... V Ak {– B1 A... A Brn A B-Cl A. . . A B-C,

where A, 's, B, 's, and C, 's are C-atoms and k > 0.

Therefore any disjunctive logic program P in the

sense of Definition 2.1 can be translated into a

special belief theory in CAEB – the associated

belief program. The meaning of not is given

by not F = F is false in all minimal models =

-F is minimally entailed.

Thus STATIC can be seen as a semantics for disjunc

tive logic programs in the sense of Definition 2.2:

Definition 3.6 (STATIC)

Given a logic program P, we translate it into a be

lief program, compute the least static eſtpansion and

consider all formulae of the form A1 V . . . V An or

B-A1 V . . . V B-Am true in it. Their re-translations

A1 V . . . V An resp. -A1 V . . . V-Am constitute the

set of derivable pure disjunctions: we call this set

STATIC(P).

While arbitrary belief theories do not necessarily have

consistent least static expansions, belief programs do.

In fact, they can be characterized nicely as follows

([BDP96):

Theorem 3.7 (Least Static Expansion in CAEB)

Every belief program P in AEB has the least static

erpansion, which is consistent. It is obtained as the

least fired point P* of the following monotonic belief

closure operator WP, which assigns to a set S the

closure

Cn(PU (B(-p) A . . . A B(-p)) → B(−q. v ... v -q,):

S =min -p1 A . . . A -pa - (-qi V. . . V-qn)}),

The sequence {P"}, defined by P" := 0, Pºt' :=

Up(Pº), P := Usº W p(P’), is monotonically in

creasing and has a unique fired point P* = P =

V P(P^), for some ordinal A. For finite theories P

the fired point P* is reached after finitely many steps.

4 A Restriction of STATIC and its

equivalence to D-WFS

We start by considering an example illustrating a set

ting where STATIC is stronger than D-WFS.

Example 4.1 (STATIC is stronger than D-WFS)

Let

Pi : a V c – not d

C {— not c

d 4— C

Now STATIC concludes —a but D-WFS does not. Let

us explain why.

The normal form res(P) is obtained by applying

GPPE to the third clause (replacing c). Thus res(P)

consists of the first two clauses and the following two

clauses d – not c and d V a 4– not d. Consequently, by

our characterization of D-WFS in terms of the normal

form, all atoms are undefined.

For STATIC we have to consider the corresponding

belief theory. Due to the (K)—axiom we have B-c —

B-d in that belief theory. Together with the second

clause we have c – B-id. Therefore, if we look at

the first clause, a has no chance to be true in minimal

models: B-d does not hold (because then both Bc

and B-c would hold). Therefore B-d holds, but then

c must also hold and a need not to hold.

The last example shows that the (K)-Axiom in

STATIC is powerful enough to use contrapositives and

thus it is stronger than D-WFS. The idea to restrict

STATIC is to replace (K) by a weaker axiom and also

to work in a language where there are no nested beliefs.

4.1 STATIC in a restricted language CDBL

As for CAEB we start with an objective language C

and augment it by belief atoms of the form BF where

F is a positive or negative formula from C: this gives

us the language CD BL. Thus, CD Bl-formulae do not

contain nested beliefs.

Definition 4.2 (Formulae Derivable in CDBL)

For any belief theory T, we denote by Cn DBL(T) the

smallest set of formulae of the language CDBL which

contains the theory T, all the (substitution instances

of) the arioms (C) and (D") and is closed under both
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standard propositional consequence and the necessi

tation rule (N). We say that a formula F is deriv

able from theory T in the logic DBL if F belongs to

Cn DBL (T). A belief theory T is consistent if the the

ory Cn DBL(T) is consistent.

As before, we call a theory Tº a static autoepistemic

erpansion, if it satisfies

Tº = CnDBL(T U {BF : To Fmin F}).

Our next theorem shows that the least static expansion

of a belief program in CDBL is consistent and can be

computed as follows:

Theorem 4.3 (Least Static Expansion in CDBL)

Every belief program P in DBL has the least static

eſtpansion, which is consistent. In addition, the set

of pure disjunctions contained in this least earpansion

is already contained in the least fired point P* of the

following monotonic belief closure operator VP, which

assigns to a set S the closure

Cn(PU{-B-qi V . . . V-B-qk:SH qi V... V qi )

U{B(−p. V. . . V-pn) :SFmin-pi V. . . V-pn}),

where Cn denotes the consequences of propositional

logic and the pi, qi are objective atoms. The sequence

{Pº), defined by P" := 0, Pºt' = V p(Pº), P :=

Usº W p(P”), is monotonically increasing and has a

unique fired point P* = P = V P(Pº), for some or

dinal X. For finite theories P the fired point P* is

reached after finitely many steps.

Proof. (Sketch): It is easy to show that the op

erator is monotonic and thus has a least fixed-point

P*. However, it is also immediate that this fixpoint

is not the least static expansion, simply because not

all necessary belief atoms are contained. Note that in

the construction only the most simplified belief atoms

were added: instead of adding B(qi V . . . V qi) the

disjunction -B-q1 V . . . V-B-qk was added thereby

applying axiom (C), (D') and (N). It is important to

note that the belief program P used in the construc

tion just contains belief atoms of the most simple form:

B(-q1). This implies that the real least static expan

sion is obtained by “closing” Pº under the axioms (C),

(D') and (N). This only introduces new beliefs of the

form B(p) where q is a (positive or negative) formula

such that B(6') (where p' is a subformula of ºp) is al

ready present. Thus it has no effect on the set of pure

disjunctions. D

The last theorem gives rise to a semantics STATICDBL

in the same way as STATIC was introduced in Defini

tion 3.6. This means that STATICDBL (P) is a certain

set of pure disjunctions. In fact we have the follow

ing corollary which will be used later to establish the

equivalence of D-WFS and STATICDBL:

Corollary 4.4 (STATICDBL)

The set of pure disjunctions contained in the least

static erpansion in CDBL is already obtained as the

least firpoint of the following simplified closure opera

tor V',(S)

Cn(PU{-B-qi V . . . V-B-qk:SE qi V . . . V qs)

U{B(-p) :SH-min-pi }),

Corollary 4.4 follows from Theorem 4.3 because the

corresponding belief theory does not contain any ax

ioms that relate belief atoms B(p V q) with B(q) and

B(p)! If this were the case, then the last characteri

zation (which only uses belief atoms of the form B(p)

where p is a negated atom) would certainly be differ

ent from the one in Theorem 4.3, because there much

more belief atoms (those where p is a disjunction of

negated atoms) are contained. Therefore the choice of

the underlying axioms for CDBL is very important.

4.2 STATICDBL coincides with D-WFS

We aim to reformulate the characterization of D-WFS

given in Theorem 3.4 in order to bring it closer to

minimal entailment Hmin of Definition 2.4 which is

used in Lemma 4.4.

As we are considering disjunctive logic programs where

we do not have belief atoms but not (p) atoms, min

imal entailment means that not (p) atoms are fixed

and all objective atoms are minimized. This is just to

facilitate notation: fixing not (p) atoms is completely

equivalent to fixing B(-4) atoms.

To capture the notion of minimal entailment used in

Definition 3.3 we strengthen the notion of models for a

disjunctive logic program P by requiring that a model

I (a set of atoms and formulae not (q))) of P has to be

NAF-consistent for P, i.e., it must satisfy the following

condition:

If P = a1 V. . . Van, then Bi e {1, ..., n}, not (a;) g I.

For example, {A, C, not A, not B} is not a NAF

consistent model of P = {AVB –, C – not A^not B}

but {A, C, not A} is. However, the latter is not a min

imal model of P.

If the operator Dis employed in the characterization of

Theorem 3.4 is modified in the following way, D-WFS

is captured using normal minimal entailment but with

.

•
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respect to NAF-consistent models. We denote this en

tailment relation by Hmin(N).

Dismin(P) = {A1 V . . . V Ak|P H A1 V . . . V Ak} U

{-A |P Fmin(N) –A}

We denote by SEM, (P) the semantics which is ob

tained by iterating this operator and propagating the

results as in SEMO in Theorem 3.4. This gives us ex

actly D-WFS.

Theorem 4.5 SEMo(P) = SEM, (P).

The theorem can be proved by establishing the follow

ing two propositions.

Proposition 4.6 For any set of atoms {A1, . . . , Ak},

P/Atc H A1 V . . . V As iff P = A1 V . . . V Ak.

Proposition 4.7 For any disjunctive logic program P

and propositional formula @,

P/Disn Hmin (p for all N C Atc with N = Dist(P)

iff

P Fmin(N) ©.

Theorem 4.8 (STATICoal = D-WES)

STATICDBL coincides with D-WFS.

Proof. (Sketch): We have to compare the construction

of D-WFS based on Hmin(N) and the construction of

STATICDBL based on Corollary 4.4.

While in the first construction every step is split into

deriving certain disjunctions and doing certain pro

gram transformations (to prepare the next step), the

latter is given by applying an operator and getting

larger and larger theories.

It is easy to see that the program transformations

of the first construction are simulated in the latter

method by the introduction of the belief atoms: new

belief atoms restrict in the next round the set of min

imal models used to derive negative disjunctions. To

be more precise, the first transformation in Defini

tion 3.2 is captured by adding B(-C) in the defini

tion of the operator W' in Corollary 4.4. The second

transformation in Definition 3.2 is simulated by adding

-B-Cl V... V-B-Cs. NAF-consistent models are

nothing else than arbitrary minimal models (as used

* the construction of Corollary 4.4) satisfying the ad

^\tional constraints formalized by the belief atoms.

\a tact, in the limit we get the same results. []

5 Towards an Implementation

The results established in the previous sections show

interesting connections between minimal entailment

and the D-WFS and STATIC semantics. They im

ply that D-WFS (and thus STATICDBL) can be im

plemented using iterative minimal model reasoning

with a fairly standard notion of minimal entailment

Fmin(N) (which is standard circumscription but over

NAF-consistent models). In this section we demon

strate how this can be done by exploiting directly

the new characterization of D-WFS in Theorem 4.5.

Then we discuss how the required notion of mini

mal entailment Fmin(N) can be implemented using

a new tableau method developed for circumscrip

tion [Niegob, Niegóa, BFN96). An interesting feature

of the method is that it enables an implementation

technique for D-WFS which works in polynomial space.

This is important when dealing with larger programs.

The idea is that D-WFS is implemented as an itera

tive reduction on disjunctive logic programs. The re

duction starts with the original program P and leads

to a reduced program P’ with the property that ev

ery query can be answered from this program with one

theorem prover call. This can be seen as a compila

tion (or a partial evaluation) of the program leading

to a smaller program from which all queries can be

answered.

The reduced program is obtained as a “fixed point” of

a reduction operator RD (-) which is derived from the

operator used in SEMc.

RD(P) = {A – B A not C" | A – B A not C e P.

P/Atc # C1 V . . . V Cn where

C = {C1, ..., Cn),

C" = {C e C | P #min(N)-C}}

Now let P be the limit of the (monotonically decreas

ing) series of programs Po, P, ... where Po = P and

P+1 = RD(P). Hence, the reduced program P' is

obtained by

• removing each rule such that not C1, ..., not Cn

are all the negative body literals and C1 V. . . VC,

is classically entailed by those rules of the remain

ing program with no negative body literals and

• removing all not (C) for which -C is minimally

entailed by the remaining program

until no reduction is possible. It can be established

that P = P/D, for all i = 0, 1, ... Then we have the

following theorem.
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3.

Theorem 5.1 SEM, (P) = Dismin(P").

The theorem combined with Proposition 4.6 implies

that a positive query can be answered using a classical

theorem prover and those rules of the reduced program

not containing negative body literals, i.e., A1 V . . . V

As e D-WFS(P) iff P*/Atc = A1 v . . . v. As but for

negative queries minimal model reasoning is needed,

i.e., -A e D-WFS(P) iff P’ =min(N)-A.

The series of reductions is straightforward to imple

ment" if decision procedures for classical entailment

and minimal entailment Fmin(N) are available.

decision procedure for classical entailment and mini

mal entailment Hmin(N) is available. The latter proce

dure can be implemented using a new tableau method

for circumscription presented in [NieQ6b, NieQ6a).

Next we explain briefly the main ideas in the method.

Standard tableau methods deciding whether a query

follows (classically) from a set of premises can be seen

as systematic attempts to construct a counter-model,

i.e., a model where the premises are true and the query

false. Each open branch in the tableau presents a po

tential counter-model and a tableau proof is found if

all branches can be closed indicating that there are no

counter-models. In principle, it seems that tableau

methods can be easily extended to handle minimal

model reasoning by accepting as counter-models only

minimal models of the premises. Technically this is

more complicated because it is not straightforward to

decide whether a model provided by an open branch

is a minimal model of the premises without actually

considering exponentially many other models. We il

lustrate the difficulties with the program P

a1 V b1 4-, ..., an V bri 4–, (2)

(11 – Glo, . . . , Oln 4- Q n-1

and the task of deciding whether -ao is minimally

entailed by the program. A tableau method like

that in [Nie96b, Niegoal starts with the negation of

the query and generates one counter-model M =

{ao, ..., an}. The problem is to decide whether this

is a minimal model of P. A brute-force method would

examine all 2" — 1 models that are smaller than

M. In [NieQ6b, Niegóa] an alternative approach is pro

posed by devising a novel characterization of minimal

models which makes it possible to test whether a model

is a minimal one independently of other models using

one theorem prover call. The method can handle

standard circumscription with fixed and varying pred

icates and for the notion of minimality in disjunctive

*See KURL: http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/DLP/

systems/dwfs-mm. html>.

programs it leads to the following characterization of

minimal models. A model (a set of atoms and not (q)

atoms) of a program P is a minimal one iff

PUN(M) = A A . . . A An (3)

where A1, ..., An are the (ordinary) atoms in M and

N(M) = {−A | A is an (ordinary) atom, A Z M)U{not C e

For example, given the program P. (2) and the model

M = {ao, . . . . an), N(M) - {-b1, ..., -bn} and

the minimality of M can be determined by verifying

whether PUH-b1, ..., -ibn} = ao A . . . A an holds. It is

a trivial task for an efficient classical theorem prover

to decide that this is not the case implying that M is

not a minimal model of P and that -ao is minimally

entailed by P.

In order to extend the method from standard mini

mal model entailment to Emin(N) the only change is

to require that only NAF-consistent models are ac

cepted. The test for NAF-consistency can be imple

mented using the following observation: a model is

NAF-consistent for P iff

P # Ci V . . . V Cin (4)

where not C1, ..., not Cm are all the not (@) atoms in

the model. Hence, a model of P is a NAF-consistent

minimal model of Piff the conditions (3) and (4) hold

for the model.

Example 5.2 Consider the program P

a V b –

C 4— not a

d *— not b

e *— c /\d

f {— not e

f *— not a A not b /\ not c

and models M1 = {a, not b, c, d, e) and M2 =

{a, not a, not b, c, d, e). For Mi the condition (3) fails

as N(M1) = {−b, -f, not b) and, e.g., PUN(M1) # c.

For M2, N(M2) = {−b, -f, not a, not b) and the con

dition (3) holds but (4) does not as P = a V b. In

fact, there are no NAF-consistent minimal models of P

where e is true and, hence, P Emin(N)-e. Thus when

deriving the reduced program P.", not e is removed.

Similarly, the last rule is removed since a Vb Vc is clas

sically entailed by the rules without negative literals.

As mentioned in the beginning of the section, the tech

nique outlined above enables a polynomial space imple

mentation of D-WFS . This is because both classical

entailment and minimal model entailment Hmin(N) can
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be implemented in polynomial space. For the latter a

polynomial space bound can be realized by developing

the tableau one branch at a time and performing the

minimality and NAF-consistency tests using a polyno

mial space classical theorem prover. When the two en

tailment relations can be decided in polynomial space,

similar space bounds clearly hold for computing the

reduced program and for query-evaluation, as well.

6 Related Work

Meanwhile some systems for disjunctive logic

programming semantics exist or are in develop

ment. Besides systems for computing the clas

sical stable semantics (IGL88, GL90), D. Seipel

(Seið4]) implemented a system (<URL: http:

//www-info1. informatik.uni-wuerzburg. de/

database/Dislog/introduction. html>) for com

puting various variants of the disjunctive semantics

contained in [LMR92].

A group in Vienna (T. Eiter, G. Gottlob, N. Leone)

is currently building a system called dlv (ELM"97].

This is a knowledge representation system, based on

disjunctive logic programming, which offers front-ends

to several advanced KR formalisms and implements

the disjunctive stable semantics. The system runs in

polynomial space and single eſtponential time, and is

able to efficiently recognize and process syntactical

subclasses of disjunctive logic programs which have

lower computational complexity than the general case

(like, e.g., programs with head-cycle free disjunction

or stratified negation).

Implementation of D-WFS and its extensions is one

of the main goals of the DisDoP project, under

taken by the Artificial Intelligence Research Group

at the University of Koblenz (J. Dix and U. Fur

bach) ([ADN97a, ADN97b), see also Khttp://www.

uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/DLP/>). In contrast to the

other approaches just mentioned, it aims at extending

certain theorem-proving calculi (restart model elimi

nation and hyper tableau calculi) for disjunctive logic

programming.

Finally, we refer to [DFN97], which contains a col

lection of nonmonotonic system descriptions (includ

ing some handling disjunction) and to the following

webpage which is actively maintained and contains in

formation on various logic programming systems that

concentrate on non-monotonic aspects (different kinds

of negation, disjunction, abduction etc.): <URL: http:

//www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/LP/>.

7 Conclusion

While the semantics of non-disjunctive programs is

fairly well understood and there exist several imple

mentations of the best known semantics (wellfounded

semantics and stable semantics), the declarative and

computational foundations of disjunctive program

ming proved to be much more elusive and difficult.

However, the recent introduction of the two new,

promising semantics for the class of disjunctive logic

programs, namely, the static semantics proposed by

Przymusinski [Prz95) and the D-WFS semantics pro

posed by Brass and Dix (BD94, BD98b), seems to sig

nificantly enhance our understanding of the theoretical

and algorithmic aspects of disjunctive logic programs.

Both semantics extend the wellfounded semantics of

normal programs and have very natural and regular

features analogous to those shared by the wellfounded

semantics. Although the two semantics are based on

very different ideas, they turn out to be closely related

as we have just shown. We note that also the disjunc

tive stable semantics can be captured in our frame

work (this has been shown in [BD97 for a specific set

of transformation rules).

In this paper we conducted a detailed study of the rela

tionship between the static and the D-WFS semantics

in the class of disjunctive logic programs. We proved

an equivalence result showing how to restrict STATIC

to get D-WFS.

Subsequently, we demonstrated the applicability and

importance of the above theorems by using them to de

vise an implementation technique building on a novel

method for circumscriptive reasoning. An implemen

tation based on this technique has been developed in

the DisLoP-project” at the university of Koblenz.
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Abstract

In this paper, we extend Gelfond and Lifschitz's

answer set semantics to prioritized extended

logic programs. In such programs, an ordering

on the program rules is used to express prefer

ences. We show how this ordering can be used to

define preferred answer sets and thus to increase

the set of consequences of a program. We de

fine a strong and a weak notion of preferred an

swer sets. The first takes preferences more seri

ously and satisfies reasonable principles for pri

ority handling in rule based systems, while the

second guarantees the existence of a preferred

answer set for consistent programs. We show that

strong preference on answer sets does not add on

the complexity of the principal reasoning tasks,

and weak preference leads only to a mild increase

in complexity.

1 Introduction

Preferences among default rules play an important role in

applications of nonmonotonic reasoning. One source of

preferences that has been studied intensively is specificity

[27, 35, 36]. In case of a conflict between defaults we tend

to prefer the more specific one since this default provides

more reliable information.

Specificity is an important source of preferences, but not

the only one. In the legal domain it may, for instance, be the

case that a more general rule is preferred since it represents

federal law as opposed to state law [29]. In these cases

preferences may be based on some basic principles regu

lating how conflicts among legal rules are to be resolved.

Also in other application domains, like model based diag

nosis, configuration or decision making, preferences play a

fundamental role and their relevance is well-recognized.

Prioritized versions for most of the existing nonmonotonic

Thomas Eiter

Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen

Institut für Informatik

Arndtstraße 2, D-35392 Gieſsen

Germany

eiter @informatik.uni-giessen.de

formalisms have been proposed, e.g., prioritized circum

scription [16], hierarchic autoepistemic logic [19], prior

itized default logic [24, 5, 1], prioritized theory revision

[3, 25], or prioritized abduction [11]. Somewhat surpris

ingly, preferences have received less attention in logic pro

gramming. This may be explained by the fact that for a long

period, logic programming was mainly conceived as a logi

cal paradigm for declarative programming. However, in the

recent past, it has become evident that logic programming

can also serve as a powerful framework for knowledge rep

resentation, cf. [13, 2]. If logic programming wants to suc

cessfully stand this challenge, it must provide features like

preference handling which have been recognized as indis

pensable in the context of knowledge representation.

In this paper we consider extended logic programs under

answer set semantics supplied with priority information,

which is given by a supplementary strict partial ordering

of the rules. This additional information is used to solve

potential conflicts; that is, we want to conclude more than

in standard answer set semantics. On the other hand, un

less the program with the given preference information is

unsatisfiable (in a sense to be made precise) we want to

conclude only literals that are contained in at least one an

swer set. The best way to achieve these goals is to use the

preferences on rules for selecting a subset of the answer

sets, which we call the preferred answer sets.

Our approach is based on the following two main ideas.

The first is that the application of a rule with nonmono

tonic assumptions means to jump to a conclusion, and this

conclusion is yet another assumption which has to be used

globally in the program for the issue of deciding whether a

rule is applicable or not. The second is that the rules must

be applied in an order compatible with the priority infor

mation. We take this to mean that a rule is applied unless it

is defeated via its assumptions by rules of higher priorities.

This view is new and avoids the unpleasant behavior which

is present with other approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section recalls
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the definitions of extended logic programs and introduces

basic notations. Section 3 introduces two basic principles

for preference handling in rule based nonmonotonic sys

tems, reviews some approaches to prioritized default logic

and demonstrates that they fail to satisfy the principles. In

Section 4, we then present our approach, by introducing

the concept of preferred answer sets. We demonstrate the

approach on a number of examples, and investigate in Sec

tion 5 its properties. The existence of preferred answer sets

for consistent programs is not guaranteed. We define in

Section 6 also a weak notion of preferred answer sets. In

tuitively, the strong notion of answer sets takes preferences

more seriously, which may lead to a situation in which the

priorities are incompatible with the answer set condition;

this is avoided in the weaker notion. In Section 7, we ad

dress complexity issues. Section 8 discusses further related

work and concludes.

Due to space limitations all proofs are left out. They are

contained in the full version of the paper which is available

from the authors.

2 Preliminaries and Notation

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic con

cepts of logic programming; see [21] for background. In

the present paper, we focus on extended logic programs,

which have two kinds of negation, as described in [15].

As usual, let C be an underlying countable first-order lan

guage. Unless stated otherwise, C is the language gener

ated by the program or rule base under consideration.

A rule r is a formula

c - a1, ..., an not b1, ..., not brm (1)

where the ai, by and c are classical literals, i.e., either posi

tive atoms or atoms preceded by the classical negation sign

−. We denote by head(r) the head of rule r. The sym

bol not denotes negation by failure (weak negation), while

- denotes strong negation (sometimes called explicit nega

tion). We will call al.,..., an the prerequisites of the rule

and use preſr) to denote the set of prerequisites of r. A

rule is called prerequisite-free, if n = 0.

A rule base R is a (possibly infinite) collection of rules;

an extended logic program (logic program or program, for

short) P is a finite rule base.

As usual, a rule (resp. rule base, program) is ground, if

no variable occurs in it; a rule base (resp., program) is

prerequisite-free, if all rules in it are prerequisite-free.

For a rule base R, we denote by R’ the ground instanti

ation of R over the Herbrand universe of the language C.

Moreover, we denote by Lits the set of all classical ground

\\\erals of C.

We say a rule r of the form (1) is defeated by a literal £, if

6 = b, for some i e {1, ..., m}, and we say it is defeated

by a set of literals X, if X contains a literal that defeats r.

Let us recall the definition of the answer set semantics for

extended logic programs [15]. Answer sets are defined in

analogy to stable models [14], but taking into account that

atoms may be preceded by classical negation.

Definition 2.1 Let R be a collection of ground rules, and

let X C Lits be a set of ground literals. The reduct of R

with respect to X (for short, X-reduct of R), denoted R',

is the collection of rules resulting from R by

• deleting each rule which is defeated by X, and

• deleting all weakly negated literals from the remaining

rules.

This reduction of R is often called Gelfond-Lifschitz reduc

tion, after its inventors [14].

Definition 2.2 Let R be a collection of ground rules with

out weak negation. Then, Cn(R) denotes the smallest set

S C Lits of ground literals such that

1. S is closed under R, i.e., for any rule a 4– a 1, ...

in R, if a1, ..., an e S, then a E S, and

; Cln

2. S is logically closed, i.e., either S is consistent or S =

Lits.

Definition 2.3 Let R be a collection of ground rules. De

fine an operator YR(X) on the sets X of ground literals as

follows:

on(X) = Cn(R^).

Then, a set X of ground literals is an answer set of R iff

X = YE(X).

The collection of answer sets of R is denoted by AS(R).

For an arbitrary logic program P, the collection of answers

sets AS(P) is given by AS(P) = AS(P’).

A ground literal L is a consequence of a program P under

answer set semantics, denoted P = L, iff L is contained

in all answer sets of P. For more on answer sets, consult

[15]. -

3 Why Existing DL-Approaches Do Not

Work

Different prioritized versions of Reiter's default logic [31]

have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [24, 5, 1, 32,9].

We will show that all of them suffer from weaknesses and

thus cannot serve —via the standard translation from ex

tended logic programs to default theories—as a satisfactory

specification of preferred answer sets.
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3.1 Principles for priorities

Before discussing these approaches, we want to formulate

two principles which as we believe should be satisfied by

any system which is based on prioritized defeasible rules.

Since we want our principles to cover different approaches

like default logic, prioritized logic programs, etc. we use in

this section the generic terms belief set (for extension, an

swer set, ...) and prioritized theory (for prioritized default

theory, prioritized logic program,...) in our formulations.

The first principle can be viewed as a meaning postulate for

the term “preference” and states a minimal requirement for

preference handling in rule based systems:

Principle I.

Let B1 and B2 be two belief sets of a prioritized the

ory (T, <) generated by the (ground) rules R U (di)

and R U (d2}, where d1,d2 # R, respectively. If di

is preferred over d2, then B2 is not a (maximally) pre

ferred belief set of T.

In this context, a rule r is said to generate a belief set B,

if the prerequisites of r are in B and B does not defeat

r. It is hard to see how the use of the term “preference

among rules” could be justified in cases where Principle I

is violated.

The second principle is related to relevance. It tries to cap

ture the idea that the decision whether to believe a formula

p or not should depend on the priorities of rules contribut

ing to the derivation of p only, not on the priorities of rules

which become applicable when p is believed:

Principle II.

Let B be a preferred belief set of a prioritized theory

(T, <), r a (ground) rule such that at least one prereq

uisite of r is not in B. Then B is a preferred belief

set of (TU (r}, 3') whenever 3' agrees with < on

priorities among rules in T.

Thus, adding a rule which is not applicable in a preferred

belief set can never render this belief set non-preferred

unless new preference information changes preferences

among some of the old rules (e.g. via transitivity). In

other words, a belief set is not blamed for not applying rules

which are not applicable.

We will see that each of the existing treatments of prefer

ences for default logic, described in [24, 5, 1, 32,9], vio

lates one of these principles.

3.2 Control of Reiter’s quasi-inductive definition

The first group of proposals [24, 5, 1] uses preferences to

control the quasi-inductive definition of extensions [31]: in

each step of the generation of extensions the defaults with

highest priority whose prerequisites have already been de

rived are applied. This leads to situations where the pre

ferred extensions do not take seriously what they believe.

It may be the case that a less preferred default is applied

although the prerequisite of a conflicting, more preferred

default is believed in a preferred extension. As we will see,

this leads to the violation of Principle I.

The mentioned approaches differ in technical detail. We do

not want to present the exact definitions here. Instead, we

will illustrate the difficulties using an example for which all

three approaches obtain the same result.

Example 3.1 Assume we are given the following default

theory:

(1) a b/b

(2) true :-b/-b

(3) true : aſa

Assume further that (1) is preferred over (2) and (2) over

(3). This default theory has two Reiter extensions, namely

E1 = Th({a, b}), which is generated by rules (1) and (3),

and E2 = Th({a, -b}), which is generated by rules (2)

and (3). The single preferred extension in the approaches

mentioned above is E2. The reason is that the prerequi

site of (2) is derived before the prerequisite of (1) in the

construction of the extension. The approaches thus violate

Principle I. |

3.3 Rintanen's approach

Rintanen [32] uses a total order on (normal) defaults to in

duce a lexicographic order on extensions.

Call a default rule r = a,b/b applied in a set of formulas E

(denoted r e appl(E)), if a and b are in E. An extension

E is then preferred over extension E", if and only if there is

a default r e appl. E) \appl"E") satisfying the following

condition: if r" is preferred over r and r'e appl"E"), then

r' e appl{E).

Unfortunately, also this approach leads to counterintuitive

results and to a violation of our principles.

Example 3.2 Consider the following default theory, which

is similar to the one in Example 3.1:

(1) a b/b

(2) true : -a/-la

(3) true : a/a

'We assume that the reader knows the basic concepts of stan

dard default logic [31]; informally, a default rule a:b/c corre

sponds to the clause c – not-b, a.
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Again (1) is preferred over (2), and (2) over (3). The default

theory has two Reiter extensions, namely E1 = Th({-a})

and E2 = Th({a, b}). Intuitively, since the decision

whether to believe a or not depends on (2) and (3) only,

and since (2) is preferred over (3), we would expect to con

clude -a, in other words, to prefer E1.

Rintanen, however, prefers E2. The reason is that in E2

default (1) is applied. Belief in a is thus accepted on the

grounds that this allows us to apply a default of high prior

ity. This is far from being plausible and amounts to wishful

thinking. It is also easy to see that Principle II is violated:

El clearly is the single preferred extension of rules (2) and

(3) in Rintanen's approach. Adding rule (1) which is not

applicable in El makes E1 a non-preferred extension.

4 Prioritized Programs and Preferred

Answer Sets

In this section, we present our approach for incorporating

priorities into extended logic programs. In this approach,

priorities are specified like in other approaches by an or

dering of the rules. This ordering will be used to test if an

answer set is constructed by applying the rules in a proper

order. However, and this is the salient point of our ap

proach, the proper order of rule application will not be en

forced during a quasi-inductive construction of an answer

set, but will rather be ensured in a separate additional con

dition which requires a dual reconstruction of the answer

set. Our approach derives from the following two underly

ing ideas:

(1) Applying rules with default negation means to jump

to conclusions, and any such a conclusion has to be

used globally throughout the program when the appli

cability of a rule is tested.

(2) Rules must be applied in an order compatible with the

priorities. It appears that this is intuitively the case

if each rule whose prerequisites are true and whose

assumptions are not defeated by the rules with higher

priority, is applied.

4.1 Prioritized extended logic programs

We start with the syntactical part of our framework.

Definition 4.1 A prioritized rule base R = (R, 3) is a

pair where P is a rule base and < a strict partial order on

R. In particular, R is a prioritized (extended) logic pro

gram, if R is an (extended) logic program.

Kecall that a strict partial order is an irreflexive and tran

Swe relation. The order < is used to express preference

information: ri < r2 stands for “ri has higher priority than
**

T2 .

We use here a partial order rather than a total order on

the rules, which is appropriate for different reasons. The

first reason is that in some scenarios it may be unwanted

or even unnatural to specify an order between rules. A sec

ond reason is that, as rules represent their ground instances,

we can pass easily from a program P with variables to its

ground instantiation P’ while the intuitive meaning of pri

orities on rules is preserved. E.g., if we have rules such that

r1 < r 2, then by passing to the ground instances, the natu

rally induced partial order says that every instance of r1 has

higher priority than any instance of r2, while no priorities

are given between the instances of r1 and of r2, respec

tively.

If we adopt the view that rules should be applied one at a

time, then a partial ordering < on the rules is a represen

tative of all possible refinements of 3 to total orderings.

However, not all total orderings are intuitively acceptable.

It is natural to assume that in any totally ordered rule base,

some rule has highest priority. This reflects the view of pro

ceeding from most important to less important matters, and

means that infinitely decreasing chains r1 > r2 > r3 > . . .

of rules are excluded. Formally, this amounts to the con

dition that the ordering < on R is well-founded. Any such

ordering is called a well-ordering.

Each total ordering of a finite set is trivially a well-ordering,

while this is not true for infinite sets. It is well-known that

each well-ordering < of a set M corresponds by its order

type to a unique ordinal number ord(3), and thus to a (pos

sibly transfinite) enumeration mo, m1, ..., mo, ... of the

elements in M, where a is an ordinal number such that

0 < 0 < ord(3); we use the notation (M, 3) = {ma}<

for this. Moreover, every well-ordering < induces on every

nonempty subset M! C M a unique well-ordering <'. For

a background on well-orderings, see e.g. [34].

Definition 4.2 Let P = (P. 3) be a prioritized logic pro

gram. Then, the ground instantiation of P is the prioritized

rule base P’ = (P", «") where 3’ is the relation on P"

satisfying r < r iff r! and r, are instances of rules r1

and r2 in P, respectively, such that r1 < r2.

Note that in general, the relation <" in (P", «") is not a

partial ordering; this happens if the priorities < are not con

sistent, in the sense that ground instances of rules may lead

to a priority conflict. E.g., if we have rules r1 : p(r) –

q(r, a) and r2 : p(b) – q(y, T) where r < rº, then the

rule rà p(b) – q(b,a) is a common instance of r1 and

r2, which raises the contradicting priority rā ‘" ra. Such

contradictions can be effectively recognized from (P. 3),

however, and we thus may assume that K" is in fact a par

tial order. Moreover, it is easy to avoid such conflicts, by
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tagging rules with dummy literals such that common rule

instances are not possible.

Definition 4.3 A full prioritization of any ordered ground

rule base R = (R, 3) is any pair R' = (R, 3') where 3'

is a well-ordering on R compatible with <, i.e., r1 < r2

implies r1 <' r2, for all r1, r2 e R. By J P(R) we denote

the collection of all full prioritizations of R. We say that

T is fully prioritized, if JP(R) = {R}, i.e., R coincides

with its unique full prioritization.

Every well-ordering <' which refines < is compatible with

the priority specification, and if some answer set is accept

able under <', it should be acceptable under < as well; we

thus will define the concept of preferred answer set under

this credulous view of priorities.

4.2 Preferred answer sets

We will first formulate the criterion which an answer set

must satisfy in order to be preferred, given a fully priori

tized rule base R = (R, 3).

Recall that in the definition of answer sets, the case of rules

with weak negation is reduced to a particularly easy special

case, namely to rules without weak negation. Similarly,

there is a special case where it is particularly easy to check

for an answer set A whether a full prioritization (R, 3) was

taken into account adequately: ground rule bases R with

out prerequisites, i.e. collections where the bodies of all

rules contain only weakly negated literals. In this case, we

simply have to check whether each rule in R whose head is

not in A is defeated by the consequences of applied rules

of higher priority.

To model this, we associate with each fully prioritized

rule base R of prerequisite-free ground rules an operator

CR 2* → 2". An answer set A satisfies the prior

ities, in case it is a fixpoint of CR. In the construction of

CR (A), rules are applied in the order of their priorities. In

each step, the head of the current rule r is added to the col

lected literals, if (1) r is not defeated by literals collected

so far, and (2) it is not the case that head(r) e A yet r is

defeated in A. Note that condition (2) is necessary to avoid

situations where a rule defeated in A nevertheless increases

the priority of a different derivation of its head through an

other rule. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 4.4 Let R = (R, 3) be a fully prioritized rule

base of prerequisite-free ground rules, S a set of literals,

and let R = {ro). We define the sequence So, 0 < 0 <

ord(3), of sets So C Lits as follows:

So =

Ug-o Sa if ra is defeated by Ugº, Sa or c e S and

ro is defeated by S,

Use, Sa U (c) otherwise,

where c = head(ro). The set CR (S) is the smallest set of

ground literals such that

(i) U., cord(2) So GCR (S), and

(ii) CR (S) is logically closed.

Note that for a = 0, Ugº, Sa = 0 holds. Moreover,

for each successor ordinal a + 1, the definition of Soil

can be simplified by replacing Ugºal, Sa with Sa; the

above definition is uniform and more succinct, however.

The sequence Sa monotonically increases and converges

to Uacoratº) So.

CR is not meant to return consequences of R. It may well

be the case that a rule ro is applied in the production of

CR (S) although the rule is later defeated by some less pre

ferred rule ra, i.e., a « g. However, if some answer set A

of R is a fixpoint of CR, then we can be sure that all pref

erences in 3 were taken into account adequately, that is, a

rule whose head is not in A is defeated by a more preferred

rule applied in A. We therefore define preferred answer

sets as follows:

Definition 4.5 Let R = (R, 3) be a fully prioritized rule

base of prerequisite-free ground rules, and let A be an an

swer set of R. Then A is the preferred answer set of R, if

and only if CR (A) = A.

Let us check that the use of the term “the" preferred answer

set is justified in Definition 4.5.

Lemma 4.1 Let R = (R, 3) be a fully prioritized rule

base of prerequisite-free ground rules, R possesses at most

one preferred answer set.

In the case of a rule base R of arbitrary ground clauses,

we perform a reduction which can be viewed as dual to the

Gelfond-Lifschitz reduction: given a set of ground literals

A, we eliminate rules whose prerequisites are not in A and

eliminate all prerequisites from the remaining rules. This

yields a rule base of prerequisite-free ground rules R' =

(R', 3'), together with an ordering <' that is inherited from

T. We then can check whether a given answer set is a

fixpoint of Cº.

Intuitively, our construction amounts to guessing provable

prerequisites and checking whether the assumption that ex

actly these prerequisites hold is possible under the priori

tized interpretation of rules.

Definition 4.6 Let (R, 3) = {ro) – be a fully prioritized

set of ground rules, and let X be a set of ground literals.

Let ‘R = (*R,” <) be the fully prioritized set of ground

rules such that *R is the set of rules obtained from R by
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1. deleting every rule having a prerequisite 6 such that

{ % X, and

2. removing from each remaining rule all prerequisites,

and* is inherited from « by the map f : *R → R, i.e.,

r; * r if f(r) < f(r), where f(r') is the «-least rule

ra in R such that r" results from r by step 2.

It is easily seen that ** is indeed a well-ordering on ‘R.

The definition of ** may look somewhat involved, but we

have to respect a possible clash of rule priorities due to Step

2 of the reduction.

With these definitions, we are prepared for generalizing the

notion of preferred answer sets to arbitrary programs:

Definition 4.7 Let A be a set of ground literals. A is a pre

ferred answer set of a fully prioritized set of ground rules

F = (R, 3), if A is a preferred answer set of "R.

A set of ground literals A is a preferred answer set of a

prioritized logic program P, if A is a preferred answer set

for some R e PP(P’).

The collection of all preferred answer sets of R (resp. P)

is denoted by PAS(R) (resp. PAS(P)).

Notation. For convenience, we introduce an operator AR

as follows: AR (X) = Cx; (X). An answer set is then

obviously preferred if and only if it is a fixpoint of AR. In

other words, A is a preferred answer set iff it is a fixpoint

of Gelfond and Lifschitz's operator YR (see Definition 2.3)

and a fixpoint of AR.

Here is a first simple example. More examples will be

discussed in the following sections. For simplicity, un

less specified otherwise we will assume that the rules in

each example are ordered by the numbering of the rules,

i.e., rules with lower numbers are preferred over those with

higher numbers.

Example 4.1 Let us consider the classical Tweety exam

ple, but impose some preferences on the rules as in Sec

tion 1:

(1) peng(tweety) —

(2) bird(tweety) —

(3) -flies(r) – not flies (r), peng(r)

(4) flies (r) — not-flies(r), bird(r)

As mentioned above, P has two answer sets: A1 =

{peng(tweety), bird(tweety), -flies(tweety)} and

A2 = {peng(tweety), bird(tweety), flies(tweety)}.

Notice that P* contains besides (1) and (2) the rules (3)

and (4) instantiated with r = tweety, and the inherited

ordering <' on P’ is already a well-ordering. Thus, P’ =

(P", «") is fully prioritized.

Let us first check whether A1 is a preferred answer set.

First, we have to determine the dual reduct "P". It con

tains the reduct of all four rules. Now, let us determine

Ap. (A1). It is not difficult to see that A1 is indeed recon

structed in this process; consequently, the answer set A1 is

preferred.

On the other hand, let us compute Xp. (A2). The dual

reducts *P" and “P” coincide, and XP. (A2) = A1.

Hence, A2 is not preferred. - |

5 Properties of Preferred Answer Sets

In this section, we show that the preferred answer set ap

proach has several appealing properties, which make it par

ticularly attractive.

First of all, we show that the problems with existing DL

approaches discussed in Section 3 are resolved in our ap

proach.

Example 5.1 Consider the logic programming version of

the example we used in Section 3.2 to demonstrate the vio

lation of Principle I in the first group of DL-proposals:

(1) b — not-b, a

(2) -b — not b

(3) a 4– not-ha

The program has two answer sets: A1 = {a, b} and A2 =

{a, -b}. As intended, A2 is not preferred since Ap (A2) =

A1. The single preferred answer set is A1. |

Example 5.2 Let us turn to the problematic example for

Rintanen's approach. Also this case is handled adequately:

(1) b – not-b, a

(2) -a – not a

(3) a 4– not-na

We obtain the two answer sets A1 = {-a} and A2 =

{a, b}. The answer set A1 is preferred: "'P contains

merely rules (2) and (3), and A1 is fixpoint of Ap. On the

other hand, A2 is not preferred since Ap (A2) = {b, -a).

This is exactly what we expect. |

The desired behavior of our approach on the problematic

examples for the other approaches is not incidental. In fact,

it satisfies the Principles I and II which we have introduced

above, as we demonstrate next.

We start by showing that our approach captures a natural

and intuitive idea about preferences. Recall that a rule r is
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applied in A exactly if preſr) C A and r is not defeated in

A.

Proposition 5.1 Let R = (R, 3) be a fully prioritized rule

base of ground rules, and let A € AS(R). Then, A is

a preferred answer set of R, if and only if for each rule

r € R such that preſr) C A and head(r) # A, there is a

rule r" e R generating A such that r" < r and head(r')

defeats r.

We can also show that the behavior observed in Exam

ples 5.1 and 5.2 is not incidental; our approach actually

satisfies the desired principles introduced in Section 3.1.

Proposition 5.2 The preferred answer set approach satis

fies Principles I and II as described in Section 3.1.

The following property, which is easily verified, confirms

that our reduction of partial orders to full prioritizations

works as intended.

Proposition 5.3 Let 31 and <2 be partial orders on a pro

gram P such that 32 refines <1, i.e., 31 C <2. Then,

TAS(P. 32) C PAS(P. 31).

Thus, as desired, removing priorities between rules does

not affect a preferred answer set of a program and adding

additional preference information can never lead to the loss

of a conclusion.

Proposition 5.4 Let R be a collection ofground rules, and

let A € AS(R) be an answer set. Then, there exists some

well-ordering < of R such that A e PAS(R) where R =

(R, 3).

An immediate consequence of this property is that prior

itized logic programs are a conservative generalization of

extended logic programs.

Corollary 5.5 Let P = (P. 3) without priorities, i.e., 3 is

empty. Then, PAS(P) = AS(P).

Another property is that an inconsistent answer set is insen

sitive to any rule ordering.

Proposition 5.6 Let P = (P. 3) be a prioritized program

such that J P(P) # 0. If A = Lits is an answer set of P,

then Lits is the unique preferred answer set of P.

Preferred answer sets are not always unique, even for to

tally ordered programs.

Example 5.3 Consider the following program:

(1) b – not-b, a

(2) c 4– not b

(3) a 4– not c

This program has two answer sets: A1 = {a, b} and A2 =

{c}. Both are preferred.

On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that there are also

programs that have answer sets but for which no preferred

answer set exists.

Example 5.4 Consider the following program:

(1) c 4– not b

(2) b – not a

The single answer set of this program is A = {b}. How

ever, CAp(A) = {c, b} and thus A is not preferred.

Two views seem possible here: one might say that this is

exactly what is expected in a situation like this; the prior

ities cannot be satisfied and thus the prioritized program

should be considered inconsistent. This corresponds to a

rather strict interpretation of the meaning of priorities.

However, one might also argue that the preference infor

mation should help us in selecting an answer set from all

existing answer sets, but never render an otherwise consis

tent program inconsistent. In the next section, we show

how this view of relaxing priority information can be im

plemented in our approach.

6 Weakly Preferred Answer Sets

We now propose a relaxation of our approach that gives us

exactly the preferred answer sets whenever they exist and

some approximation, called weakly preferred answer sets,

in the other cases. Of course, we want weakly preferred

answer sets to be answer sets. Note that these requirements

are incompatible with our two principles as simple exam

ples demonstrate (to see that Principle II is incompatible

add the rule a 4– c with highest priority to the program of

Example 5.4; an example demonstrating violation of Prin

ciple I is contained in the full paper). We trade in this sec

tion satisfaction of our principles for consistency of the se

mantics.

The basic idea is to consider in the comparison of answer

sets the degree to which preferences are violated. Intu

itively, the degree depends on how much of the current pri

ority information has to be changed in order to obtain a pre

ferred answer set. To measure this appropriately, we need

a suitable notion of distance between two well-orderings of

the same set.

With an eye on our application, we may consider the dis

tance from a well-ordering < 1 of a set M to another well

ordering <2 of M as the number of pairs m, m' such

that m ×1 m' but m' <2 m, i.e., the number of viola

tions (or inversions) of the ordering <2 in 31. For ex

º

*
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ample, consider M = {a, b, c, d) and the two orderings

c <1 a <1 d 31 b and a <2 b 32 c <2 d, then the

pairs (c, a), (c,b), and (d, b) are the inversions of 32 in

<1. What we want to do is basically count these inversions.

This leads us to the following definition.

Definition 6.1 Let 31 and <2 be well-orderings of the set

M with corresponding enumerations (M, 31) = {ro) 2,

and (M, 32) = {sg}<2, respectively. For 3 < ord(<2)

let Va(<1, 32) denote the well-ordering induced by 31 on

the set

{ra ra ‘l 83, 83 <2 ra) G. M.

Then, the distance from 31 to <2, denoted d(<1, 32), is

defined as the ordinal

XC

3.<ord(<2)

d(<1, ‘2) = ord(V3(<1, K2, )).

The definition of d(<1, 32) involves ordinal arithmetic,

which may be less familiar to the reader; see e.g. [34] for a

detailed treatment. Informally, addition o + 3 of ordinals

amounts to appending an ordering of type 3 to an ordering

of type o. Note that ordinal arithmetic generalizes famil

iar integer arithmetic to the infinite, and has there different

properties. E.g., 1 + w = w, which is different from w -- 1:

hence, addition of ordinals is not commutative in general.

The value of d(<1, 32) is indeed well-defined, as every el

ement of the infinite sum is an ordinal and the sequence is

well-founded; for such sums, the result is an ordinal [34].

Intuitively, ord(V3(<1, 32)) is the number of violations of

the priority of the element sº which is at position 3 in 32,

and d(<1, 32) counts in a way all these violations. Count

ing them is easy if the underlying set M is finite, while it

is not in the infinite case. The problem is that in the latter

case, the order in which a collection of ordinals is summed

matters in general; the result may even be undefined. Our

selection in the definition of d(<1, 32) is driven by our ap

plication, and sums the violations in order of decreasing

position with respect to the violated ordering <2.

Clearly, d(<, 3) = 0 holds for any well-ordering <, while

symmetry does not hold in general. If we wish, we can

make the distance symmetric by choosing the smaller of

d(<1, 32) and d(<2, 31). Or, we cast d(<, ‘') to its asso

ciated cardinal; this is sufficient to make the distance sym

metric for our application. In particular, for finite distance

values, symmetry is automatically given.

Proposition 6.1 Let 31, 32 be well-orderings of the same

set M such that d(<1, 32) < w is finite. Then, d is sym

metric on (<1, 32), i.e., d(<2, 31) = d(<1, 32).

Corollary 6.2 On the full prioritizations of a ground rule

base, the distance measure

d'(<1, <2) = card(d(<1, <2)),

where card(a) is the cardinal associated with the ordinal

o, is symmetric.

Note that using d" is particularly useful, if we want to avoid

a fine-grained distinction of priority violation and we are

only interested whether a finite or infinite number of prior

ity violations is present; d'(31, 32) is either finite or No,

the smallest uncountable cardinal.

It can be checked that d verifies all axioms of a standard

metric in the finite case, i.e., d(<, 3) = 0, d(<1, K2) =

d(<2, 31), and d(<1, 3) < d(<1, 32) + d(<2, 3).

With the above notion of distance from one well-ordering

to another, we can weaken the definition of preferred an

swer sets as follows.

Definition 6.2 Let R = (R, 3) be a partially ordered

ground rule base, and let A € AS(R). The preference

violation degree of A in R, denoted pudº (A), is the mini

mum distance possible from any full prioritization of R to

any fully prioritized rule base 'R' = (R, K') such that A is

a preferred answer set of R".

Moreover let pud(R) = minae.As R) pudR (A) be the

preference violation degree of R.

For any answer set A of a prioritized program P =

(P. 3), the preference violation degree of A in P, de

noted pudp(A), is defined as pudp(A) = pudp. (A), and

the preference violation degree of P, denoted pudſ?), is

pvd(P) = pud(P").

Note that pudr (A) is indeed well-defined. This is a conse

quence of Proposition 5.4, which says that for every answer

set A there exists a total ordering of the rules such that A is

preferred.

Based on the definition of preference violation degree, we

formalize the concept of weakly preferred answer sets as

follows:

Definition 6.3 Let P = (P. 3) be a prioritized logic pro

gram. Then, an answer set A of P is a weakly preferred

answer set of P if and only if pudp(A) = pud(P). By

WAS(P) we denote the collection of all weakly preferred

answer sets of P.

The following results are easily verified.

Proposition 6.3 Let P = (P. 3) be a prioritized logic pro

gram. If PAS(P) # 0, then PAS(P) = WAS(P).

Preferred answer sets are just those with preference viola

tion degree zero.
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Proposition 6.4 Let P = (P. 3) be a prioritized logic pro

gram. If AS(P) # 0, then WAS(P) # 0.

In particular, whenever P has a unique answer set, this set

will be weakly preferred.

7 Computational Complexity

In this section, we address the issue of computing preferred

and weakly preferred answer sets, and analyze the com

plexity of the main computational tasks in this context.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic con

cepts of complexity theory; [18, 26] are good sources. For

a background on complexity results in logic programming,

refer to [33, 10, 8). In our analysis, we focus on the case of

finite propositional (ground) prioritized programs.

Due to space limitations we can only list the major re

sults without proofs and thorough discussion. These can

be found in the full paper.

Of course, since extended logic programs without prior

ities are a special case of prioritized programs, all lower

complexity bounds for answer sets of extended logic pro

grams carry over to preferred answer sets. In particular,

by the complexity results on the stable models of a gen

eral propositional logic program P [22, 23, 4} and the ob

vious correspondence between the preferred answer sets of

the prioritized program P = (P. 3) where 3 is empty (cf.

Corollary 5.5) and the stable models of P, we obtain that

deciding whether a prioritized program has a preferred an

swer set is NP-hard, and, moreover, that inference of a lit

eral from all preferred answer sets of a prioritized program

is a co-NP-hard problem.

Natural questions are now whether preferred answer sets

are harder than answer sets in general and, moreover, how

the complexity is affected if we have programs with a par

ticular priority ordering. We have proven the following the

Orem.

Theorem 7.1 Let P = (P, ≤) be a prioritized finite logic

program, and let A C Lits. Then, deciding whether A €

TAS(P) is polynomial (more precisely, complete for P).

Indeed, for a full prioritized P, it is easily seen that the

test is polynomial. We have to check whether A is an an

swer set of P, which is well-known polynomial, and that

Xp(A) = A, where Ap (A) = CAP(A). The dual reduct

*P is clearly computable in polynomial time, as is, given

*P and A, the set Cap(A). For an arbitrary P, it suffices

to consider a refinement of 3 to some full prioritization <!

in which informally all rules that are not applied in A and

possibly harm the reconstruction of A are ordered to the

rear (discussed in detail in the full paper).

However, for the consistency problem, we have the follow

ing result.

Theorem 7.2 Given a finite propositional prioritized pro

gram P = (P. 3), deciding whether PAS(P) # 0 is NP

complete. The problem is NP-hard even if 3 is a total order

and P does not involve strong negation.

A literal L is a consequence of a prioritized program P,

denoted P = L, if L belongs to every preferred answer

set of P. The set of all consequences of P is denoted by

Cn(P).

Theorem 7.3 Given a finite propositional prioritized pro

gram P = (P. 3) and a literal L, deciding whether P = L

is co-NP-complete. The problem is co-NP-hard even if 3

is a total order and P does not involve strong negation.

As discussed in Section 6, for a fully prioritized program

T = (P. 3) the value pudp(A) amounts to the smallest

number of switches of neighbored rules in 3 such that A

is a preferred answer set of the resulting program P’ =

(P. 3'); Moreover, we know from Proposition 6.4 that such

a switching is always possible.

For the smallest number of switches, [PIP is an obvious

upper bound. This bound can be tightened to

s = |P|–1+|P|–2+...+1 = |P(P|–1)/2 = O(|PI*),

which is the maximal number of switches performed by

bubble sort when it sorts the input ordered by 3 into 3'.

The problem of computing pudp(A) can be rephrased as

deciding whether pvdp(A) is smaller than a given bound

k. If a procedure for solving this problem is available, then

we can actually compute pudp(A) in a binary search over

[0, s). As it turns out, deciding whether pvdp(A) < k is a

problem in NP. Thus, we can compute pudp(A) by mak

ing O(log |Pl’) many calls to an NP oracle.

The value of pud(P) can be computed similarly, if a sub

routine solves the problem whether pvd(P) < k holds; also

the latter problem is in NP. We thus obtain the following

result.

Proposition 7.4 Given a finite propositional prioritized

program P = (P. 3) and A € AS(P), computing

pvdp(A) is in FA. (O(log n)], i.e., possible in polyno

mial time with O(log n) many oracle queries, where n is

the input size. Moreover, also computing pud(P) is in

FA (O(log n)].

We say that a literal L is a weak consequence of a priori

tized program P, denoted P =w L, if L belongs to every

weakly preferred answer set of P. We denote by Cnu (P)

the set of all weak consequences of P. We have proven the

following result.
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Theorem 7.5 Deciding, given a finite prioritized proposi

tional program P = (P. 3) and a literal L, whether P =,

L is AſO(log n)]-complete. Hardness for A'(O(log n)

holds even if 3 is a total order and P does not have strong

negation.

The inference problem P =w L can be solved as fol

lows. First, compute pud(P) and then query an NP ora

cle whether some answer set A with pudp(A) < pud(P)

exists such that L ºf A. It can be seen that the oracle is

in NP. Hence, a logarithmic number of NP oracle calls

suffices, and the problem is in AſO(log n)].

In the full paper, we also address the complexity of comput

ing an arbitrary preferred (resp. weakly preferred) answer

Set.

8 Related Work and Conclusion

Apart from the approaches in the context of default logic

which we have reviewed in Section 3, several approaches

treating preferences in the context of logic programming

have been described in the literature.

Kowalski and Sadri. In [20], Kowalski and Sadri have

proposed to consider rules with negation in the head as ex

ceptions to more general rules and to give them higher pri

ority. The main achievement is that programs whose sin

gle answer set is inconsistent become consistent in the new

Semantics. The approach can hardly be viewed as a sat

isfactory treatment of preferences for several reasons: (1)

Preferences are implicit and highly restricted; the asym

metric treatment of positive and negative information in

this context seems unjustified from a knowledge represen

tation perspective. (2) Fewer conclusions are obtained than

in the original answer set semantics, contrary to what one

would expect when preferences are taken into account.

It is, therefore, more reasonable to view Kowalski and

Sadri's approach as a contribution to inconsistency han

dling rather than preference handling.

Pradhan and Minker. In [28] Pradhan and Minker show

how priorities can be used to combine different potentially

conflicting databases. Preference information is used to de

termine the information which has to be given up in the

merging process.

There are two major differences between this and our work:

(1) Pradhan and Minker consider Datalog databases only,

that is, neither explicit negation nor negation as failure is

admitted. Our approach is thus more general. (2) The

underlying preference relation is a relation on atoms, not

on rules as in our case. While this appears to be adequate

for merging Datalog databases we strongly believe that the

more fine grained distinctions which are possible in our ap

proach are necessary for many knowledge representation

problems.

Buccafurri et al. An approach that is closer in spirit to

ours is ordered logic programming [7]. An ordered logic

program is a set of components forming an inheritance hi

erarchy. Each component consists of a set of rules. Rules

lower in the hierarchy have preference over those higher

up in the hierarchy since the former are considered more

Specific. There are two main differences between ordered

logic programs and our approach: (1) The preferences of

ordered logic programs are predefined through the inheri

tance hierarchy. (2) Ordered logic programs use only one

kind of negation, the distinction between negation as failure

and classical negation is not expressible in the language.

Brewka. In the article [6], one of the authors of the

present paper has described a prioritized version of the

well-founded semantics for extended logic programs. In

that paper, the preference information was expressed in the

logical language and could thus be derived dynamically.

Here we used an additional ordering relation outside the

language. However, the representation in the language is

not much more difficult and can be done along the lines of

[5].

Zhang and Foo. In two subsequent papers [38, 37],

Zhang and Foo have presented a framework for prioritized

logic programs which at the syntactical level is very close

to ours. Also in that framework, priorities are expressed

by a strict partial ordering on the rules. However, the sim

ilarity is at the surface, since the approach to the seman

tics followed by Zhang and Foo is fundamentally different.

Their semantics is operationally defined, in terms of a (non

deterministic) reduction of the initial prioritized program

T', which is reduced to an extended logic program P(P),

whose answer sets are preferred answer sets of P; the pre

ferred answer sets of P are the answer sets of all programs

P to which P may be (nondeterministically) reduced.

In general, Zhang and Foo's concept of preferred answer

set is different from ours. Indeed, it is easy to see from the

definitions that if the program without priorities has an an

swer set, then also the prioritized program has a preferred

answer set. In this respect Zhang and Foo's notion is closer

to our weakly preferred answer sets than to preferred an

swer sets. However, their concept does not coincide with

weakly preferred answer sets either. Several examples il

lustrating the different behavior are contained in the full

paper.

Gelfond and Son. In a recent paper, Gelfond and Son

have also tackled the problem of adding priorities on de
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faults in the language of extended logic programs [17].

Their approach admits the specification of preference over

rules in the object language. Rules are divided into definite

rules and default (defeasible) rules. While definite rules

must be strictly obeyed, default rules may be ignored if rea

sonable in a given context. The semantics of the language

is defined in terms of a transformation of any program P

into an extended logic program tſP). The transformation

is basically a meta-interpreter for programs.

Gelfond and Son point out that their approach is different

from ours, and that it leads in general to different results.

In particular, an answer set of a prioritized program may be

generated which does not correspond to an answer set of

the original, non-prioritized program. This cannot happen

in our approach.

Delgrande and Schaub. In [9] Delgrande and Schaub

have presented another approach for adding priorities to de

fault theories. A set of default rules D, a background clas

sical theory W, and a preference ordering < (which is a

strict partial ordering) on the default rules are transformed

into a standard default theory T = (D', W"), by naming

the defaults and introducing special purpose predicates.

Schaub and Delgrande's approach is different from ours.

This can be illustrated by the default theory in Example 3.1

from Section 3.2 where Schaub and Delgrande select the

extension E2 = Th({a, -b}), which shows that Principle I

is violated.

Several issues remain for further work. One such issue

is the extension to a syntactically and semantically richer

framework,e.g., rules with disjunction in the heads [30, 15].

Another possible extension are constructs for expressing

dynamic preferences in the object language. As we have

briefly mentioned above, there are no principal obstacles to

extending our approach in this direction.

Finally, we plan an experimental implementation of pre

ferred and weakly preferred answer sets on top of the de

ductive reasoning system dlv [12].
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Abstract

In this paper we investigate updates of knowl

edge bases represented by logic programs. In

order to represent negative information, we

use generalized logic programs which allow

default negation not only in rule bodies but

also in their heads.We start by introducing

the notion of an update Pép U of a logic pro

gram P by another logic program U. Subse

quently, we provide a precise semantic char

acterization of P (P U, and study some basic

properties of program updates. In particular,

we show that our update programs generalize

the notion of interpretation update.

We then extend this notion to compositional

sequences of logic programs updates P. (BP2B

..., defining a dynamic program update, and

thereby introducing the paradigm of dynamic

logic programming. This paradigm signifi

cantly facilitates modularization of logic pro

gramming, and thus modularization of non

monotonic reasoning as a whole.

Specifically, suppose that we are given a set

of logic program modules, each describing a

different state of our knowledge of the world.

Different states may represent different time

points or different sets of priorities or perhaps

even different viewpoints. Consequently, pro

gram modules may contain mutually contra

dictory as well as overlapping information.

The role of the dynamic program update is

to employ the mutual relationships existing

between different modules to precisely deter

mine, at any given module composition stage,

the declarative as well as the procedural se

mantics of the combined program resulting

from the modules.
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1 Introduction

Most of the work conducted so far in the field of

logic programming has focused on representing static

knowledge, i.e., knowledge that does not evolve with

time. This is a serious drawback when dealing with

dynamic knowledge bases in which not only the earten

sional part (the set of facts) changes dynamically but

so does the intensional part (the set of rules).

In this paper we investigate updates of knowledge

bases represented by logic programs. In order to rep

resent negative information, we use generalized logic

programs which allow default negation not only in rule

bodies but also in their heads. This is needed, in par

ticular, in order to specify that some atoms should

became false, i.e., should be deleted. However, our

updates are far more expressive than a mere inser

tion and deletion of facts. They can be specified by

means of arbitrary program rules and thus they them

selves are logic programs. Consequently, our approach

demonstrates how to update one generalized logic pro

gram P (the initial program) by another generalized

logic program U (the updating program), obtaining as

a result a new, updated logic program PGD U.

Several authors have addressed the issue of updates

of logic programs and deductive databases (see e.g.

[9, 10, 1]), most of them following the so called “in

terpretation update” approach, originally proposed in

[11, 5). This approach is based on the idea of reduc

ing the problem of finding an update of a knowledge

base DB by another knowledge base U to the prob

lem of finding updates of its individual interpretations

(models"). More precisely, a knowledge base DB' is

considered to be the update of a knowledge base DB

by U if the set of models of DB'coincides with the set

'The notion of a model depends on the type of consid

ered knowledge bases and on their semantics. In this paper

we are considering (generalized) logic programs under the

stable model semantics.
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of updated models of DB, i.e. “the set of models of

DB" = “the set of updated models of DB". Thus,

according to the interpretation update approach, the

problem of finding an update of a deductive database

DB is reduced to the problem of finding individual

updates of all of its relational instantiations (models)

M. Unfortunately such an approach suffers, in gen

eral, from several important drawbacks”:

• In order to obtain the update DB' of a knowl

edge base DB one has to first compute all the

models M of DB (typically, a daunting task) and

then individually compute their (possibly multi

ple) updates Mu by U. An update MU of a given

interpretation M is obtained by changing the sta

tus of only those literals in M that are “forced”

to change by the update U, while keeping all the

other literals intact by inertia (see e.g. [9, 10).

• The updated knowledge base DB' is not defined

directly but, instead, it is indirectly characterized

as a knowledge base whose models coincide with

the set of all updated models Mt of DB. In gen

eral, there is therefore no natural way of comput

ing” DB' because the only straightforward can

didate for DB' is the typically intractably large

knowledge base DB" consisting of all clauses that

are entailed by all the updated models Mt of D.B.

• Most importantly, while the semantics of the re

sulting knowledge base DB' indeed represents

the intended meaning when just the eatensional

part of the knowledge base DB (the set of facts)

is being updated, it leads to strongly counter

intuitive results when also the intensional part of

the database (the set of rules) undergoes change,

as the following example shows.

Example 1.1 Consider the logic program P :

P: sleep – not tw_on

watch_tv — tw_on

tv_on —

whose M = {tv_on, watch_tv} is its only stable

model. Suppose now that the update U states that there

is a power failure, and if there is a power failure then

*In [1] the authors addressed the first two of the draw

backs mentioned below. They showed how to directly con

struct, given a logic program P, another logic program P'

whose partial stable models are exactly the interpretation

updates of the partial stable models of P. This eliminates

both of these drawbacks (in the case when knowledge bases

are logic programs) but it does not eliminate the third,

most important drawback.

* In fact, in general such a database DB' may not exist
at all.

the TV is no longer on, as represented by the logic

program U :

U : not tw_on — power_failure

power_failure —

According to the above mentioned interpretation

approach to updating, we would obtain MU =

{power failure, watch_tw} as the only update of M

by U. This is because power failure needs to be

added to the model and its addition forces us to make

tv_on false. As a result, even though there is a power

failure, we are still watching TV. However, by inspect

ing the initial program and the updating rules, we are

likely to conclude that since “watch_tw” was true only

because “tv_on” was true, the removal of tv_on"

should make “watch_tv." false by default. Moreover,

one would eaſpect “sleep” to become true as well. Con

sequently, the intended model of the update of P by U.

is the model M, a (power failure, sleep).

Suppose now that another update U2 follows, described

by the logic program:

U2 : not power failure —

stating that power is back up again. We should now eſt

pect the TV to be on again. Since power was restored,

i.e. “power failure” is false, the rule “not tw_on —

power failure” of U should have no effect and the

truth value of “tv_on” should be obtained by inertia

from the rule “tv_on — ” of the original program P.D

This example illustrates that, when updating knowl

edge bases, it is not sufficient to just consider the truth

values of literals figuring in the heads of its rules be

cause the truth value of their rule bodies may also

be affected by the updates of other literals. In other

words, it suggests that the principle of inertia should

be applied not just to the individual literals in an inter

pretation but rather to entire rules of the knowledge

base.

The above example also leads us to another impor

tant observation, namely, that the notion of an update

DB' of one knowledge base DB by another knowledge

base U should not just depend on the semantics of the

knowledge bases DB and U, as it is the case with inter

pretation updates, but that it should also depend on

their syntar. This is best illustrated by the following

even simpler example:

Example 1.2 Consider the logic program P:

P: innocent — not found guilty

whose only stable model is M = {innocent}, because

found guilty is false by default. Suppose now that the
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update U states that the person has been found guilty:

U : found guilty — .

Using the interpretation approach, we would obtain

MU = {innocent, found guilty} as the only update of

M by U thus leading us to the counter-intuitive conclu

sion that the person is both innocent and guilty. This is

because found guilty must be added to the model M

and yet its addition does not force us to make innocent

false. However, it is intuitively clear that the interpre

tation M, = {found guilty}, stating that the per

son is guilty but no longer innocent, should be the only

model of the updated program. Observe, however, that

the program P is semantically equivalent to the fol

lowing program P' :

P': innocent —

because the programs P and P' have exactly the same

set of stable models, namely the model M. Neverthe

less, while the model Mu = {innocent, found guilty}

is not the intended model of the update of P by U it is

in fact the only reasonable model of the update of P'

by U. D

In this paper we investigate the problem of updating

knowledge bases represented by generalized logic pro

grams and we propose a new solution to this problem

that attempts to eliminate the drawbacks of the pre

viously proposed approaches. Specifically, given one

generalized logic program P (the so called initial pro

gram) and another logic program U (the updating pro

gram) we define a new generalized logic program PGDU

called the update of P by U. The definition of the up

dated program PGPU does not require any computation

of the models of either P or U and is in fact obtained

by means of a simple, linear-time transformation of

the programs P and U. As a result, the update trans

formation can be accomplished very efficiently and its

implementation is quite straightforward".

Due to the fact that we apply the inertia principle not

just to atoms but to entire program rules, the seman

tics of our updated program P (P U avoids the draw

backs of interpretation updates and moreover it seems

to properly represent the intended semantics. As men

tioned above, the updated program PéPU does not just

depend on the semantics of the programs P and U, as

it was the case with interpretation updates, but it also

depends on their syntaa. In order to make the meaning

of the updated program clear and easily verifiable, we

provide a complete characterization of the semantics

of updated programs P (P U.

*The implementation is available from:

http://www-ssdi. di. fot. unl. pt/"jja/updates/.

Nevertheless, while our notion of program update sig

nificantly differs from the notion of interpretation up

date, it coincides with the latter (as originally intro

duced in [9] under the name of revision program and

later reformulated in the language of logic programs in

[10]) when the initial program P is purely ertensional,

i.e., when the initial program is just a set of facts. Our

definition also allows significant flexibility and can be

easily modified to handle updates which incorporate

contradiction removal or specify different inertia rules.

Consequently, our approach can be viewed as introduc

ing a general dynamic logic programming framework

for updating programs which can be suitably modi

fied to make it fit different application domains and

requirements.

Finally, we extend the notion of program updates to

sequences of programs, defining the so called dynamic

program updates. The idea of dynamic updates is very

simple and quite fundamental. Suppose that we are

given a set of program modules P., indexed by different

states of the world s. Each program P. contains some

knowledge that is supposed to be true at the state s.

Different states may represent different time periods

or different sets of priorities or perhaps even differ

ent viewpoints. Consequently, the individual program

modules may contain mutually contradictory as well

as overlapping information. The role of the dynamic

program update 65 (P. : s e S} is to use the mutual

relationships existing between different states (as spec

ified by the order relation) to precisely determine, at

any given state s, the declarative as well as the proce

dural Semantics of the combined program, composed

of all modules.

Consequently, the notion of a dynamic program up

date supports the important paradigm of dynamic

logic programming. Given individual and largely in

dependent program modules P. describing our knowl

edge at different states of the world (for example, the

knowledge acquired at different times), the dynamic

program update 6B {P. : s e S ) specifies the exact

meaning of the union of these programs. Dynamic

programming significantly facilitates modularization

of logic programming and, thus, modularization of

non-monotonic reasoning as a whole. Whereas tradi

tional logic programming has concerned itself mostly

with representing static knowledge, we show how to

use logic programs to represent dynamically changing

knowledge.

Our results extend and improve upon the approach ini

tially proposed in [7], where the authors first argued

that the principle of inertia should be applied to the

rules of the initial program rather than to the individ

º
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ual literals in an interpretation. However, the specific

update transformation presented in [7] suffered from

some drawbacks and was not sufficiently general.

We begin in Section 2 by defining the language of gen

eralized logic programs, which allow default negation

in rule heads. We describe stable model semantics of

such programs as a special case of the approach pro

posed earlier in [8]. In Section 3 we define the program

update P (P U of the initial program P by the updat

ing program U. In Section 4 we provide a complete

characterization of the semantics of program updates

P (P U and in Section 5 we study their basic proper

ties. In Section 6 we introduce the notion of dynamic

program updates. We close the paper with concluding

remarks and notes on future research.

2 Generalized Logic Programs and

their Stable Models

In order to represent negative information in logic pro

grams and in their updates, we need more general logic

programs that allow default negation not A not only

in premises of their clauses but also in their heads.”.

We call such programs generalized logic programs. In

this section we introduce generalized logic programs

and extend the stable model semantics of normal logic

programs [3] to this broader class of programs”.

The class of generalized logic programs can be viewed

as a special case of a yet broader class of programs in

troduced earlier in [8]. While our definition is different

and seems to be simpler than the one used in [8], when

restricted to the language that we are considering, the

two definitions can be shown to be equivalent".

It will be convenient to syntactically represent gener

alized logic programs as propositional Horn theories.

In particular, we will represent default negation not A

as a standard propositional variable (atom). Suppose

that K is an arbitrary set of propositional variables

whose names do not begin with a “not”. By the propo

sitional language Ck generated by the set K we mean

the language C whose set of propositional variables

consists of:

{A : A e K} U (not A : A e K}.

*For further motivation and intuitive reading of logic

programs with default negations in the heads see [8].

"In a forthcoming paper we extend our results to 3

valued (partial) models of logic programs, and, in particu

lar, to well-founded models.

'Note that the class of generalized logic programs dif

fers from the class of programs with the so called “classi

cal" negation [4] which allow the use of strong rather than

default negation in their heads.

Atoms A e K, are called objective atoms while the

atoms not A are called default atoms. From the defi

nition it follows that the two sets are disjoint.

By a generalized logic program P in the language

Ck we mean a finite or infinite set of propositional

Horn clauses of the form:

L - L1, ... , Ln

where L and Li are atoms from Cz. If all the atoms L

appearing in heads of clauses of P are objective atoms,

then we say that the logic program P is normal. Con

sequently, from a syntactic standpoint, a logic pro

gram is simply viewed as a propositional Horn theory.

However, its semantics significantly differs from the

semantics of classical propositional theories and is de

termined by the class of stable models defined below.

By a (2-valued) interpretation M of Cx we mean any

set of atoms from Cz that satisfies the condition that

for any A in K, precisely one of the atoms A or not A

belongs to M. Given an interpretation M we define:

M+ = {A e K. : A e M)

MT = {not A : not A e M) =

= { not A : A £ M}.

Definition 2.1 (Stable models of generalized

logic programs) We say that a (2-valued) interpre

tation M of Cx is a stable model of a generalized logic

program P if M is the least model of the Horn theory

PU M ;

M = Least(PUMT),

or, equivalently, if M = {L : L is an atom and PU

M- H L}. D

Example 2.1 Consider the program:

c – b e – not d

d – not e

a – not b

not d – not c, a

and let K = {a, b, c, d, e). This program has precisely

one stable model M = {a,e, not b, not c, not d}. To see

that M is stable we simply observe that:

M = Least(PU {not b, not c, not d}).

The interpretation N = {not a, note, b, c, d) is not a

stable model because:

N # Least(PU (not e, not a)). D

Following an established tradition, from now on we

will be omitting the default (negative) atoms when
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describing interpretations and models. Thus the above

model M will be simply listed as M = {a,e}. The

following Proposition easily follows from the definition

of stable models.

Proposition 2.1 An interpretation M of Cx is a sta

ble model of a generalized logic program P if and only

if

M = (A : A ex and #-A)

and

- P

M P (not A : A ex and iſ - notA),

where # denotes the Gelfond-Lifschitz transform (3)

of P w.r.t. M. []

Clearly, the second condition in the above Proposition

is always vacuously satisfied for normal programs and

therefore we immediately obtain:

Proposition 2.2 The class of stable models of gener

alized logic programs eartends the class of stable models

of normal programs (3). D

3 Program Updates

Suppose that K is an arbitrary set of propositional

variables, and P and U are two generalized logic pro

grams in the language C = Cx. By K we denote the

following superset of K:

K = KU (A7, AP, AF, Au, Aº A e K}.

This definition assumes that the original set K of

propositional variables does not contain any of the

newly added symbols of the form AT, Ap, AE, AU, A.

so that they are all disjoint sets of symbols. If K con

tains any such symbols then they have to be renamed

before the extension of K takes place. We denote by

C = CE the extension of the language C = Cx gener

ated by K.

Definition 3.1 (Program Updates) Let P and U

be generalized programs in the language C. We call P

the original program and U the updating program. By

the update of P by U we mean the generalized logic

program PDU, which consists of the following clauses

in the eaſtended language C:

(RP) Rewritten original program clauses:

AP – B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (1)

AP – B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (2)

for any clause:

A — B1, ... , Bm, not C1, ..., not Cn

and

not A – B1, ... , Brn, not C1, ..., not Cn

respectively, in the original program P. The

rewritten clauses are obtained from the original

ones by replacing atoms A (respectively, the atoms

not A) occurring in their heads by the atoms

AP (respectively, AE) and by replacing negative

premises not C by CT.

(RU) Rewritten updating program clauses:

AU 4– B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (3)

AU − B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (4)

for any clause:

A — B1, ... , Bm, not C1, ..., not Cn

and, respectively,

not A – B1, ... , Bm, not C1, ..., not Cn

in the updating program U. The rewritten clauses

are obtained from the original ones by replacing

atoms A (respectively, the atoms not A) occurring

in their heads by the atoms AU (respectively, A5)

and by replacing negative premises not C by CT.

(UR) Update rules:

A – AU AT — AU, (5)

for all objective atoms A e K. The update rules

state that an atom. A must be true (respectively,

false) in Pê U if it is true (respectively, false) in

the updating program U.

(IR) Inheritance rules:

A – AP, not AJ AT - AE, not AU (6)

for all objective atoms A e K. The inheritance

rules say that an atom A (respectively, AT) in

P (B U is inherited (by inertia) from the original

program P provided it is not rejected (i.e., forced

to be false) by the updating program U. More pre

cisely, an atom A is true (respectively, false) in

PGB U if it is true (respectively, false) in the orig

inal program P. provided it is not made false (re

spectively, true) by the updating program U.
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(DR) Default rules:

AT – not AP, not AU not A – AT (7)

for all objective atoms A e K. The first default

rule states that an atom A in P (P U is false if it

is neither true in the original program P nor in

the updating program U. The second says that if

an atom is false then it can be assumed to be false

by default. It ensures that A and AT cannot both

be true. []

It is easy to show that any model N of P(DU is coher

ent, i.e., A is true (respectively, false) in N iff AT is

false (respectively, true) in N, for any A e K. In other

words, every stable model of P (P U satisfies the con

straint not A = AT. Consequently, AT can be simply

regarded as an internal (meta-level) representation of

the default negation not A of A.

Example 3.1 Consider the programs P and U from

Erample 1.1:

P: sleep — not tw_on

watch_tv — tw_on

tv_on —

U : not tw_on — power_failure

power_failure —

The update of the program P by the program U is the

logic program PGD U = (RP) U (RU) U (UR) U (IR) U

(DR), where:

RP: sleepp – tw_on- tv_on P –

watch_twp — tw_on

RU : tw_on; e-power_failure

power_failurety –

It is easy to verify that M = {power_failure, sleep)

is the only stable model (modulo irrelevant literals) of

P (P U. []

4 Semantic Characterization of

Program Updates

In this section we provide a complete semantic char

acterization of update programs P (P U by describing

their stable models. This characterization shows pre

cisely how the semantics of the update program PGPU

depends on the syntax and semantics of the programs

P and U.

Let P and U be fired generalized logic programs in the

language C. Since the update program PºpU is defined

in the extended language C, we begin by showing how

interpretations of the language C can be extended to

interpretations of the extended language C.

Definition 4.1 (Extended Interpretation) For

any interpretation M of C we denote by M its erten

sion to an interpretation of the extended language C

defined, for any atom. A € K., by the following rules:

A-e Āf *ff not A e M

Ape M. iff E A – Body e P and M H Body

Aſ e M iſ 3 not A – Body e P

and M H Body

Au e M iſ 5A – Body e U and M H Body

Aſ e M if 3 not A – Body e U
and M H Body. D

We will also need the following definition:

Definition 4.2 For any model M of the program U

in the language C define:

Defaults[M] =

{not A : M H -Body, V(A – Body) e P U U};

Rejected|M|=

{A – Body e P : 3 (not A – Body' e U)

and M H Body'}

U

{not A – Body e P := (A – Body' e U)

and M H Body'};

Residue(M) = P U U – Rejected|M|. []

The set Defaults|[M] contains default negations not A

of all unsupported atoms A, i.e., atoms that have the

property that the body of every clause from P U U

with the head A is false in M. Consequently, negation

not A of these unsupported atoms A can be assumed

by default. The set Rejected|M| C P represents the

set of clauses of the original program P that are re

jected (or contradicted) by the update program U and

its model M. The residue Residue(M) consists of all

clauses in the union PU U of programs P and U that

were not rejected by the update program U. Note that

all the three sets depend on the model M as well as

on the syntax of the programs P and U.

Now we are able to describe the semantics of the up

date program P (B U by providing a complete charac

terization of its stable models.
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Theorem 4.1 (Characterization of stable mod

els of update programs) An interpretation N of

the language £ = Ce is a stable model of the update

P (P U if and only if N is the extension N = M of a

model M of U that satisfies the condition:

M = Least(P U U – Rejected|M| U Defaults(M),

or M = Least(Residue(M] U Defaults|[M]),

equivalently. D

Example 4.1 Consider again the programs P and U

from Erample 1.1. Let M = {power_failure, sleep).

We obtain:

Defaults[M]={not watch_tw, )

Rejected|M|={tv_on —}

sleep — not tw_on

watch_tw — tw_on

not tw_on — power_failure

power_failure —

Residue(M) =

and thus it is easy to see that

M = Least(Residue(M) U Defaults [M]).

Consequently, M is a stable model of the update pro

gram P (P U. D

5 Properties of Program Updates

In this section we study the basic properties

of program updates. Since Defaults[M] C

MT, we conclude that the condition M =

Least(Residue(M) U Defaults(M) clearly implies

M = Least(Residue(M) UMT) and thus we imme

diately obtain:

Proposition 5.1 If N is a stable model of P (P U

then its restriction M = NIC to the language C is a

stable model of Residue(M]. D

However, the condition M = Least(Residue(M] U

Defaults|[M]) says much more than just that M is

a stable model of Residue(M). It says that M is com

pletely determined by the set Defaults|[M], i.e., by

the set of negations of unsupported atoms that can be

assumed false by default.

Clearly, if M is a stable model of P U U then

Rejected|M] = 0 and Defaults|[M] = MT, which im

plies:

Proposition 5.2 If M is a stable model of the union

PUU of programs P and U then its extension N = M

is a stable model of the update program P (P U. Thus,

the semantics of the update program P (P U is always

weaker than or equal to the semantics of the union

PU U of programs P and U. D

In general, the converse of the above result does not

hold. In particular, the union PUU may be a contra

dictory program with no stable models.

Example 5.1 Consider again the programs P and U

from Erample 1.1. It is easy to see that P U U is

contradictory. []

If either P or U is empty and M is a stable model of

PU U then Rejected|M] = 0 and therefore M is also

a stable model of P (P U.

Proposition 5.3 If either P or U is empty then M

is a stable model of P U U iff N = M is a stable

model of P (P U. Thus, in this case, the semantics of

the update program PepU coincides with the semantics

of the union PU U. D

Proposition 5.4 If both P and U are normal pro

grams (or if both have only clauses with default atoms

not A in their heads) then M is a stable model of PUU

iff N = M is a stable model of Pºp U. Thus, in this

case the semantics of the update program P (P U also

coincides with the semantics of the union P U U of

programs P and U. D

5.1 Program Updates Generalize

Interpretation Updates

In this section we show that interpretation updates,

originally introduced under the name “revision pro

grams” by Marek and Truszczynski [9], and sub

sequently given a simpler characterization by Przy

musinski and Turner [10], constitute a special case

of program updates. Here, we identify the “revision

rules”:

in(A) —

out.(A) —

in(B), out(C)

in(B), out(C)

used in [9], with the following generalized logic pro

gram clauses:

A — B, not C

not A – B, not C.

Theorem 5.1 (Program updates generalize in

terpretation updates) Let I be any interpretation

and U any updating program in the language C. De

note by Pi the generalized logic program in C defined

by

P = {A – : A e I} U (not A – : not A e I}.
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Then j is a stable model of the program update Pi (B

U of the program Pi by the program U iff J is an

interpretation update of I by U (in the sense of ſºl). []

This theorem shows that when the initial program P is

purely extensional, i.e., contains only positive or nega

tive facts, then the interpretation update of P by U is

semantically equivalent to the updated program PGPU.

As shown by the Examples 1.1 and 1.2, when P con

tains deductive rules then the two notions become sig

nificantly different.

Remark 5.1 It is easy to see that, optionally, we

could include only positive facts A – in the program

Pi thus making it a normal program. []

5.2 Adding Strong Negation

We now show that it is easy to add strong negation —A

([4], [2]) to generalized logic programs. This demon

strates that the class of generalized logic programs is

at least as expressive as the class of logic programs

with strong negation. It also allows us to update logic

programs with strong negation and to use strong nega

tion in updating programs.

Definition 5.1 (Adding strong negation) Let K.

be an arbitrary set of propositional variables. In or

der to add strong negation to the language C = Cx; we

just augment the set K with new propositional symbols

{-A : A € K}, obtaining the new set K*, and consider

the extended language C* = Cx-. In order to ensure

that A and —A cannot be both true we also assume, for

all A e K, the following strong negation arioms, which

themselves are generalized logic program clauses:

(SN1)

(SN2)

not A – – A

not –A – A.

Remark 5.2 In order to prevent the strong negation

rules (SN) from being inadvertently overruled by the

updating program U, one may want to make them al

ways part of the most current updating program (see

the nett section). D

6 Dynamic Program Updates

In this section we introduce the notion of dynamic pro

gram update (B: P : s e S} over an ordered set P

= { P. : s e S} of logic programs which provides an

important generalization of the notion of single pro

gram updates P (P U introduced in Section 3.

The idea of dynamic updates, inspired by [6], is simple

and quite fundamental. Suppose that we are given a

set of program modules P., indexed by different states

of the world s. Each program P. contains some knowl

edge that is supposed to be true at the state s. Differ

ent states may represent different time periods or dif

ferent sets of priorities or perhaps even different view

points. Consequently, the individual program modules

may contain mutually contradictory as well as overlap

ping information. The role of the dynamic program

update (B {P, : s e S} is to use the mutual relation

ships existing between different states (and specified

in the form of the ordering relation) to precisely de

termine, at any given state s, the declarative as well

as the procedural semantics of the combined program,

composed of all modules.

Consequently, the notion of a dynamic program up

date supports the important paradigm of dynamic

logic programming. Given individual and largely in

dependent program modules P, describing our knowl

edge at different states of the world (for example, the

knowledge acquired at different times), the dynamic

program update 6B {P, : s e S specifies the exact

meaning of the union of these programs. Dynamic pro

gramming significantly facilitates modularization of

logic programming and, thus, modularization of non

monotonic reasoning as a whole.

Suppose that P = {P. : s e S} is a finite or infinite

sequence of generalized logic programs in the language

C = Cx, indexed by the set S = {1, 2, ... , n, ...}.

We will call elements s of the set SU (0} states and we

will refer to 0 as the initial state. If S has the largest

element then we will denote it by mar.

Remark 6.1 Instead of a linear sequence of states

SU{0} one could as well consider any finite or infinite

ordered set with the smallest element so and with the

property that every state s other than so has an imme

diate predecessors — 1 and that so = s – n, for some

finite n. In particular, one may use a finite or infinite

tree with the root so and the property that every node

(state) has only a finite number of ancestors. D

By K we denote the following superset of the set K of

propositional variables:

K = KU ( AT, A., A., A.P., A.E., reject(A.),

reject(AI) : A e K, se SU (0}}.

As before, this definition assumes that the origi

nal set K of propositional variables does not con

tain any of the newly added symbols of the form

AT, A, A., A.P., A.E., reject(As), reject(AI) so that

they are all disjoint sets of symbols. If the original

language K. contains any such symbols then they have

to be renamed before the extension of K takes place.
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We denote by C = C; the extension of the language

C = Cx generated by K.

Definition 6.1 (Dynamic Program Update) By

the dynamic program update over the sequence of

updating programs P = {P. : s e S} we mean the logic

program ÚP, which consists of the following clauses

in the extended language C.

(RP) Rewritten program clauses:

AP = B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (8)

AE, B1, ... , Bm, CT, ... , C. (9)

for any clause:

A — B1, ... , Bm, not C1, ... , not Cn

respectively, for any clause:

not A – B1, ... , Bm, not C1, ..., not Cn

in the program P., where s e S. The rewrit

ten clauses are simply obtained from the original

ones by replacing atoms A (respectively, the atoms

not A) occurring in their heads by the atoms

AP, (respectively, AP.) and by replacing negative

premises not C by CT.

(UR) Update rules:

As – AP.; A. 4- AP. (10)

for all objective atoms A e K and for all s e S.

The update rules state that an atom. A must be

true (respectively, false) in the state se S if it is

true (respectively, false) in the updating program

P.

(IR) Inheritance rules:

As — As_1, not reject(As—1);

A. - A 1, not reject(A. 1) (11)

reject(A. 1) – AP,

(12)

reject(As–1) - AE.;

for all objective atoms A e K and for all s e S.

The inheritance rules say that an atom A is true

(respectively, false) in the state se S if it is true

(respectively, false) in the previous states – 1 and

it is not rejected, i.e., forced to be false (respec

tively, true), by the updating program P. The ad

dition of the special predicate reject, although not

strictly needed at this point, allows us to impose

later on additional restrictions on the inheritance

by inertia (see Section 6.2).

(DR) Default rules (describing the initial

state):

Ao , (13)

for all objective atoms A € K. Default rules de

scribe the initial state 0 by making all objective

atoms initially false. []

Observe that the dynamic program update UP is a

normal logic program, i.e., it does not contain default

negation in heads of its clauses. Moreover, only the in

heritance rules contain default negation in their bod

ies. Also note that the program ÚP does not con

tain the atoms A or AT, where A € K., in heads of

its clauses. These atoms appear only in the bodies of

rewritten program clauses. The notion of the dynamic

program update 6Bs'P at a given state se S changes

that.

Definition 6.2 (Dynamic Program Update at a

Given State) Given a fired state s e S, by the dy

namic program update at the state s, denoted by GB, P,

we mean the dynamic program update UP augmented

with the following:

Current State Rules CS(s):

A – As AT – AI
s not A – A.

(14)

for all objective atoms A € K. Current state rules

specify the current state s in which the updated

program is being evaluated and determine the val

ues of the atoms A, AT and not A. In particular,

if the set S has the largest element max then we

simply write éPP instead of €3maz?. []

Mark that whereas for any state s UP is not required

to be coherent, 6B,? must be so.

The notion of a dynamic program update generalizes

the previously introduced notion of an update P B U

of two programs P and U.

Theorem 6.1 Let P and P2 be arbitrary generalized

logic programs and let S = {1,2}. The dynamic pro

gram update 6B(Pi, P2} = {B2 (P1, P2} at the state

maa: = 2 is semantically equivalent to the program up

date P (P P2 defined in Section 3. []
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6.1 Examples

Example 6.1 Let P = {Pi, P, P3), where P, P.

and P3 are as follows:

P : sleep – not tw_on

watch_tv — tw_on

tv_on —

P2 : not tw_on — power_failure

power_failure —

P; ; not power_failure —

The dynamic program update over P is the logic pro

gram ÚP= (RP)u(RP,)u(RPA)U(UR)0(IR)u(DR),

where

RP : sleepp, tv_on

watch_twp, *-tv_on

tv_on P. H.

RP, tv_onſ, -power failure

power_failureP, e

RP, power failureſ,

and the dynamic program update at the state s

is {B, P = UP U CS(s). Consequently, as in

tended, 6B, P has a single stable model M1 =

{tv_on, watch_tv}; 6B2? has a single stable model

M2 = {sleep, power_failure} and 6B P = GB3? has

a single stable model Ma = {tv_on, watch_tw} (all

models modulo irrelevant literals). Moreover. GB272 is

semantically equivalent to Pi (B P2. []

As mentioned in the Introduction, in dynamic logic

programming, logic program modules describe states

of our knowledge of the world, where different states

may represent different time points or different sets of

priorities or even different viewpoints. It is not our

purpose in this paper to discuss in detail how to ap

ply dynamic logic programming to any of these appli

cation domains”. However, since all of the examples

presented so far relate different program modules with

changing time, below we illustrate how to use dynamic

logic programming to represent the well known prob

lem in the domain of taxonomies by using priorities

among rules.

Example 6.2 Consider the well-known problem of

flying birds. In this erample we have several rules
-*

*In fact, this is the subject of our ongoing research. In

particular, the application of dynamic logic programming

to the domain of actions is the subject of a forthcoming

paper.

with different priorities. First, the animals-do-not

fly rule, which has the lowest priority; then the birds

fly rule with a higher priority; the penguins-do-not-fly

rule with an even higher priority; and, finally, with

the highest priority, all the rules describing the actual

taconomy (penguins are birds, birds are animal, etc).

This can be coded quite naturally in dynamic logic pro

gramming:

P. : not fly(X) — animal(X)

P2 : fly(X) — bird(X)

P; ; not fly(X) — penguin(X)

P. : animal(X) — bird(X)

bird(X) — penguin(X)

animal(pluto)

bird(duffy)

penguin(tweety)

The reader can check that, as intended, the dynamic

logic program at state 4, i.e. (B, {P}, P., P., P.), has

a single stable model where fly(duffy) is true, and

both fly(pluto) and fly(tweety) are false. []

Sometimes it is useful to have some kind of a back

ground knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is true in every

program module or state. This is true, for example, in

the case of strong negation axioms presented in Sec

tion 5.2, because these axioms must be true in every

program module. This is also true in the case of laws

in the domain of actions and effects of action. These

laws must be valid in every state and at any time (for

example, the law saying that if there is no power then

the tv must be off).

Rules describing background knowledge, i.e., back

ground rules, are easily representable in dynamic logic

programming: if a rule is valid in every program state,

simply add that rule to every program state. However,

this is not a very practical, and, especially, not a very

efficient way of representing background rules. Fortu

nately, in dynamic program updates at a given state

s, adding a rule to every state is equivalent to adding

that rule only in the state s:

Proposition 6.1 Let GP, P be a dynamic program

update at state s, and let r be a rule such that VP, E

T', re P. Let 'P' be the set of logic program obtained

from P such that P, e P' and

vi A s, P = P – {r} e P' if P e P

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sta

ble models of GB. Prestricted to K and the stable mod

els of GP, P’ restricted to K. D

Thus, such background rules need not necessarily be

added to every program state. Instead, they can sim
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ply be added at the state s. Such background rules are

therefore similar to the axioms CS(s), which are added

only when the state s is fixed. In particular, consid

ering the background rules in every program state is

equivalent to considering them as part of the axioms

CS(s).

A more detailed discussion of the formalization and us

age of background knowledge will appear in the afore

mentioned forthcoming paper on the application of dy

namic logic programming to the domain of actions.

6.2 Limiting the Inheritance by Inertia

Inheritance rules (IR) describe the rules of inertia, i.e.,

the rules guiding the inheritance of knowledge from

one state s to the next state s'. In particular, they

prevent the inheritance of knowledge that is explicitly

contradicted in the new state s'. However, inheritance

can be limited even further, by means of specifying

additional rules for the predicate reject.

One important example of such additional constraints

imposed on the inertia rules involves filtering out from

the current state s' of any incoherence (inconsistency,

contradiction) that occurred in the previous state s.

Such inconsistency could have already existed in the

previous state s or could have been caused by the new

information added at the current state s'. In order to

eliminate such contradictory information, it suffices to

add to the definition of reject the following two rules:

reject(As–1) – A. 1 reject(A. 1) — As–1

Similarly, the removal of contradictions brought about

by the strong negation axioms of 5.1 can be achieved

by adding the rules:

reject(As–1) — –As–1 reject(–As—1) — As–1

Other conditions and applications can be coded in this

way. In particular, suitable rules can be used to enact

preferences, to ensure compliance with integrity con

straints or to ensure non-inertiality of fluents. Also,

more complex contradiction removal criteria can be

similarly coded. In all such cases, the semantic char

acterization of program updates would have to be ad

justed accordingly to account for the change in their

definition. However, pursuance of this topic is outside

of the scope of the present paper.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We defined a program transformation that takes two

generalized logic programs P and U, and produces the

updated logic program P (P U resulting from the up

date of program P by U. We provided a complete

characterization of the semantics of program updates

P (P U and we established their basic properties. Our

approach generalizes the so called revision programs

introduced in [9]. Namely, in the special case when

the initial program is just a set of facts, our program

update coincides with the justified revision of [9]. In

the general case, when the initial program also con

tains rules, our program updates characterize precisely

which of these rules remain valid by inertia, and which

are rejected. We also showed how strong or “classical”

negation can be easily incorporated into the framework

of program updates.

With the introduction of dynamic program updates,

we have extended program updates to ordered sets

of logic programs (or modules). When this order is

interpreted as a time order, dynamic program up

dates describe the evolution of a logic program which

undergoes a sequence of modifications. This opens

up the possibility of incremental design and evolu

tion of logic programs, leading to the paradigm of dy

namic logic programming. We believe that dynamic

programming significantly facilitates modularization of

logic programming, and, thus, modularization of non

monotonic reasoning as a whole.

A specific application of dynamic logic programming

that we intend to explore, is the evolution and main

tenance of software specifications. By using logic pro

gramming as a specification language, dynamic pro

gramming provides the means of representing the evo

lution of software specifications.

However, ordered sets of program modules need not

necessarily be seen as just a temporal evolution of a

logic program. Different modules can also represent

different sets of priorities, or viewpoints of different

agents. In the case of priorities, a dynamic program

update specifies the exact meaning of the “union” of

the modules, subject to the given priorities. We in

tend to further study the relationship between dy

namic logic programming and other preference-based

approaches to knowledge representation.

Although not explored in here, a dynamic program

update can be queried not only about the current state

but also about other states. If modules are seen as

viewpoints of different agents, the truth of some As in

{B P can be read as: A is true according to agents in a

situation where the knowledge of the GB P is “visible”

to agent s.

We are in the process of generalizing our approach

and results to the 3-valued case, which will enable us
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to update programs under the well-founded semantics.

We have already developed a working implementation

for the 3-valued case with top-down querying.

Our approach to program updates has grown out of our

research on representing non-monotonic knowledge by

means of logic programs. We envisage enriching it in

the near future with other dynamic programming fea

tures, such as abduction and contradiction removal.

Among other applications that we intend to study are

productions systems modelling, reasoning about con

current actions and active and temporal databases.
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Abstract

This paper presents a method for reason

ing about spatial objects and their qualita

tive spatial relationships. In contrast to ea:

isting work, which mainly focusses on reason

ing about qualitative spatial relations alone,

we integrate quantitative and qualitative in

formation with terminological reasoning. For

spatioterminological reasoning we present the

description logic ACCRF(T)) and define an

appropriate concrete domain D for polygons.

The theory is motivated as a basis for knowl

edge representation and query processing in

the domain of deductive geographic informa

tion systems.

1 Introduction

Qualitative relations play an important role in formal

reasoning systems that can be part of, for instance,

geographic information systems (GIS). In this context,

inferences about spatial relations should not be consid

ered in isolation but should be integrated with formal

inferences about structural descriptions of domain ob

jects (e.g. automatic consistency checking and classifi

cation) and inferences about quantitative data. In our

opinion, the abstractions provided by qualitative spa

tial relations can be interpreted as an interface from

a conceptual model about the world to quantitative

spatial data representing spatial information about do

main objects. The combination of formal conceptual

and spatial reasoning serves as a theoretical basis for

knowledge representation in GIS and can be used to

solve important application problems. Continuing our

work presented in [11] and [13] we demonstrate the

importance of terminological inferences with spatial

relations in the domain of map databases and spatial

query processing. In order to answer a query, concept

terms are computed on the fly and must be checked for

consistency. Furthermore, we assume that computed

concept terms must be automatically inserted into the

subsumption hierarchy of a knowledge base.

For formalizing reasoning about spatial structures

many theories have been published (see e.g. [27) for

an overview). Ignoring decidability, Borgo et al. [5]

have developed a first order theory of space which for

malizes different aspects such as mereology etc. An al

gebraic theory about space has been proposed in [21].

The well-known RCC theory [6] also formalizes quali

tative reasoning about space. While first axiomatiza

tions used first-order logic, recently, the spatial rela

tions used in RCC have been defined in terms of intu

itionistic logic and propositional modal logic [4]. Al

though qualitative reasoning with RCC can be used in

many applications, in GIS also conceptual knowledge

combined with quantitative data has to be considered.

Therefore, another approach is required.

In order to adequately support decidable reasoning (i)

about qualitative relations between spatial regions and

(ii) about properties of quantitative data, we extend

the description logic ACC(D) [2]. The main idea of

our approach is to deal with spatial objects and their

relations using predicates over concrete domain ob

jects (see below for a formal introduction) and to deal

with knowledge about abstract domain objects using

the well-known description logic theory. Although de

scription logics in general, and ACC in particular, are

known to be strongly related to propositional modal

logics 26, 7], it is not clear how Bennett's modal logic

can be extended to handle conceptual modeling and

quantitative data.

Extending the work on ACC(T)), we have developed a

new description logic called ACCRP(D) [16] in order

to provide a foundation for spatioterminological rea

soning with description logics (RP stands for role def

initions based on predicates). The part of our theory

dealing with spatial relations is based on a set of topo
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logical relations in analogy to Egenhofer [8] or RCC

8 [22]. The goal was to develop a description logic

that provides modeling constructs which can be used

to represent topological relations as defined roles. In a

specific domain model, roles representing topological

relations can be defined based on properties between

concrete objects which, in turn, are associated to in

dividuals via specific features. Thus, ACCRP(T)) pro

vides role terms that refer to predicates over a concrete

domain. With these constructs ACCT&T’(T)) extends

the expressive power of ACC(D) (for a comparison,

see [16]). However, in order to ensure termination of

the satisfiability algorithm, we impose restrictions on

the syntactic form of the set of terminological axioms.

Although modeling is harder, the restrictions on ter

minologies ensure decidability of the language.

In contrast to our earlier work presented in [13], [10]

and [14] where topological relations are used as prim

itives in the sense of logic, we extend the treatment

of topological relations with respect to terminological

reasoning. Thus, the theory presented in this paper

allows one to detect both inconsistencies and implicit

information in formal conceptual models for spatial do

main objects (for a longer introduction, see [16], [18],

[12], and [11]).

The paper is structured as follows. In the second sec

tion we introduce the language ACCRP(T)). Unfortu

nately, without restrictions the satisfiability problem

for ACCT&T’(T)) is undecidable. We give a proof in the

second section. Afterwards, we discuss the notion of

a restricted terminology. A proof for the decidability

of the satisfiability problem for restricted ACCRP(D)

terminologies is sketched. Section 3 discusses an ex

tended example for applying ACCRP(T)) to spatioter

minological reasoning. The conclusion in Section 4

demonstrates the general significance of ACCRP(T))

by pointing out its applicability to other important

reasoning problems such as terminological reasoning

about temporal relations.

2 The Description Logic ACCRP(T))

The description logic ACC(D) as defined in [2] sup

ports the representation of concrete knowledge by in

corporating concrete domains. The concrete domain

approach can be used to integrate conceptual knowl

edge with concrete spatial knowledge. However, to

define meaningful spatial concepts, it is also necessary

to represent qualitative spatial relations and to exploit

their various properties for reasoning. Since quan

tification over these spatial relations is also needed

for modeling with a description logic formalism, they

should be represented as roles. Furthermore, the for

malism has to ensure that knowledge about qualitative

relations is represented in a way that is consistent with

quantitative spatial knowledge. In this section, the de

scription logic ACCRP(D) is introduced. ACCRP(D)

extends ACC(D) by a role-forming operator which is

based on concrete domain predicates. The new oper

ator allows the definition of roles with very complex

properties and provides a close coupling of roles with

concrete domains.

2.1 The Formalism

First, the concept language is introduced. Concrete

domains are defined by Baader and Hanschke [2] as

follows.

Definition 1. A concrete domain D is a pair

(AD, PD), where AD is a set called the domain, and

‘DD is a set of predicate names. Each predicate name

P from PD is associated with an arity n, and an n

ary predicate Pº C Aſh. A concrete domain T} is

called admissible iff (1) the set of its predicate names

is closed under negation and contains a name for Ap,

(2) the satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of

predicates is decidable.

In the following we define role and concept terms in

ACCRP(D).

Definition 2. Let R and F be disjoint sets of role and

feature names', respectively. Any element of R U F is

an atomic role term. A composition of features (writ

ten fife. . . ) is called a feature chain. A simple fea

ture can be viewed as a feature chain of length 1. If

P e PD is a predicate name with arity n + m and

u1, ... ,un as well as v1, ... ,wn are feature chains,

then the expression H(u 1, ..., un)(v1,..., v.m.). P (role

forming predicate restriction) is a compler role term.

Let S be a role name and let T be a role term. Then

S = T is a terminological ariom.

Definition 3. Let C be a set of concept names which

is disjoint to R and F. Any element of C is a concept

term (atomic concept term). If C and D are con

cept terms, R is a role term, P e PD is a predicate

name with arity n, and u1, ... , un are feature chains,

then the following expressions are also concept terms:

C T D (conjunction), C L D (disjunction), -C

(negation), H.R.C (erists restriction), VR.C (value re

striction), and Hul, ..., un, P (predicate erists restric

tion). For all kinds of exists and value restrictions, the

role term or the list of feature chains may be written

in parentheses. Let A be a concept name and let D

be a concept term. Then A = D is a terminological

axiom as well. A finite set of terminological axioms T.

"In the following, the notion feature is used as a syn

onym for feature name.
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is a terminology or TBor if no concept or role name in

T appears more than once on the left hand side of a

definition and, furthermore, if no cyclic definitions are

present.

We can now assign a meaning to ACCRP(D) concept

terms by giving a set-theoretic semantics as usual.

Definition 4. An interpretation T = (A+, +) con

sists of a set A1 (the abstract domain) and an

interpretation function *. The sets Ap and A1 must

be disjoint. The interpretation function maps each

concept name C to a subset C* of Az, each role

name R to a subset R* of Arx A+, and each feature

name f to a partial function f° from A1 to AD UA1,

where f*(a) = a will be written as (a, r) e f*. If

u = f; . . . f. is a feature chain, then u" denotes

the composition f# o . . . off of the partial functions

f, . . . . ff. Let the symbols C, D, R, P, u 1, ... , urn,

and v1,...,vn be defined as in Definition 2 and 3, re

spectively. Then the interpretation function can be ex

tended to arbitrary concept and role terms as follows:

(C F D)? := C+ n D+

(C L. D) = C4 U D+

(-C)? := Az \ C*

(H.R.C)* := {a e A1 |3b e Az:

(a, b) e R*, be C*}

(VR.C)* := {a e A1 |vb e Az:

(a, b) e R* → b e C*}

(Hui, ..., un-P)* := {a e A1 Bri,..., rn e Ap:

(a, a 1) e uí,..., (a, ra) E uí,

(r1, ..., rn) e Pº)

(B(u,..., un)(v1,...,vn).P)* =

{(a, b) e A1 × AT

3a 1, . . . . ºn V1, . . . . /m e AD :

(a, ri) e uí,..., (a, rn) e uí,

(b, y1) e vſ. ..., (b, yºn) e vſ.

(r1, ..., rn, y1,...,vn) e P’)

An interpretation T is a model of a TBox T iff it sat

isfies A* = D* for all terminological axioms A = D

in T. A concept term C subsumes a concept term D

w.r.t. a TBox T (written D = + C), iff D+ C C* for

all models 1 of T. A concept term C is satisfiable

w.r.t. a TBOx T iff there exists a model 1 of T such

that D* A ().

The basic reasoning service for a description logic for

malism is computing the subsumption relationship.

This inference is needed in the TBox to build a hier

archy of concepts w.r.t. specificity. Subsumption and

satisfiability can be mutually reduced to each other

since C →T D iff C T -D is not satisfiable. The fol

lowing definition introduces the assertional language

of ACCT&T’(D), which can be used to represent knowl

edge about individual worlds.

Definition 5. Let OD and OA be two disjoint

sets of object names. If C is a concept term,

R a role term, f a feature name, P a predicate

name with arity n, a and b are elements of OA

and T, and T 1, ...,tn are elements of OD, then

the following expressions are assertional arioms.

a : C, (a, b): R., (a, ar); f, (r1, ..., rn): P

A finite set of assertional axioms is called A Boa.

An interpretation for the concept language can

be extended to the assertional language by addi

tionally mapping every object name from OA to

a single element of AT and every object name

from OD to a single element from AD. We as

sume that the unique name assumption does not

hold, that is a = bº may hold even if a # b.

An interpretation satisfies an assertional axiom

a : C iff a” e C*, (a,b) : R iff (a”, b%) e R*,

(a, r): fiff f*(a+) = z*,

(r1, ..., rn) : P iff (af, ..., ri) e Pº

An interpretation is a model of an ABox A w.r.t. a

TBox T, iff it is a model of T and furthermore satisfies

all assertional axioms in A. An ABox is consistent

w.r.t. a TBox T iff it has a model.

The ABox consistency problem is to decide whether

a given ABox A is consistent w.r.t. a TBox T. Sat

isfiability of concept terms can be reduced to ABox

consistency as follows: A concept term C is satisfiable

iff the ABox {a : C} is consistent. In the next section

we show that the reasoning problems just introduced

are undecidable if the full logic ACCRT(T)) is consid

ered.

2.2 Undecidability of the Full Logic

In the following we prove the undecidability of rea

soning in ACCT&T’(T)) if no restrictions are posed on

terminologies. The undecidability of the satisfiability

problem is shown and this implies subsumption and

ABox consistency are also undecidable.

Theorem 6. The problem whether an ACCRF(D)

concept term C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBor T is unde

cidable.
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Proof. The proof works by reducing the Post Corre

spondence Problem (PCP) to the satisfiability prob

lem for ACCRF(D) concept terms and is similar to

the reduction given in [3]. The PCP is defined as fol

lows. Given a nonempty finite set S = {(l, r.); i =

1,..., m}, where the l, and r, are words over an alpha

bet X, a solution of S is a sequence of indices iſ , ..., is

with k > 1 such that the left concatenation witH

l, . . . li. and the right concatenation wr = ri, ri,

denote the same word. The PCP is known to be un

decidable if X contains at least two symbols (20).

For the reduction, the words over X are encoded as nat

ural numbers which are then represented as concrete

domain objects. The elements of X are interpreted as

digits of numbers at base B, where B := |XX| + 1. Tº

denotes the nonnegative integer at base 10 which the

(nonempty) word w represents at base B. w - T is a

1 – 1-mapping from XX* into the set of nonnegative in

tegers. Concatenation is encoded as an operation over

natural numbers that can be captured by a concrete

domain predicate: If vºw is the concatenation of two

words v, we XX", then T = U + Bl" + T, where |w is

the length of the word w.

Now for every instance S of the PCP, an ACCRP(D)

concept C(S) can be defined whose models have an

infinite tree-like structure that encodes the set of possi

ble solutions of the PCP instance S. Additionally, the

concept is defined in a way such that it is satisfiable if

and only if none of the possible solutions in fact is a so

lution. Hence, if the satisfiability of the concept C(S)

could be decided then one would be able to decide the

satisfiability of the PCP. S. Since this is impossible,

the satisfiability problem for ACCRP(T)) concept

terms must be undecidable. Let l, r, wi, wr and

f 1,..., frn be attributes and R be a role name, then for a

given instance S of the PCP we define a concept C(S):

C(S) ==wl.zero-p ſi Hwr.zero-p ſı (1)

ſ!" I Bwl, f, o wi.cnstr-p} ſi (2)

T!". Hwy, f, o wr.cnstr-p; T (3)

VR. Tºll Hwy, f, owl.cnstr-p; T (4)

VR. T." i =wr, f, o wr.cnstr-p; ſi (5)

VR. Ewl, wr. notequal-p (6)

R =E(wl, wr)(wl, wr). trans-p

The predicates used in the definition of C(S) are de

fined as follows (l, and r, are the words used in the

definition of the PCP problem, see above):

trans-p(a, b, c, d) := a 3 c A b & d

zero-p(a) := a =

cnstr-p}(a,b) = b = 1 + a B"

cnstr-p}(a,b) = b = F + a B"

notequal-p(a,b) := a # b

To complete the proof of theorem 6, we need to prove

the following proposition.

Proposition 7. The concept C(S) is satisfiable if and

only if the PCP S has no solution.

Proof. It has to be shown that (i) if C(S) is satisfiable

then S has no solution and (ii) if S has no solution

then C(S) is satisfiable.

The first point can be seen by examining the defini

tion of C(S). If C(S) is satisfiable then there exists an

interpretation I with C(S)* A (). As intended, this in

terpretation encodes all possible sequences that could

be a solution of the PCP. S. It has the form of an

infinite tree. Each node (abstract object) in the tree

has m successors. The edges (attributes) to these suc

cessors are labeled with fi to frn, respectively. The

edges represent single indices and the nodes represent

sequences of indices defined by the labels of the path

from the root node. The role R is used as a “univer

sal role” to propagate concepts to every node in the

tree: every node in the tree is an R-role filler of the

root-node. In lines 4 and 5, predicate-operators which

use the predicate cnstr-p are propagated to every node

in the tree. These concepts enforce the successors of

each node. The concepts in lines 2 and 3 do the same

for the root node. Each node in the tree has concrete

fillers of the w! and wr attributes. These fillers are

enforced by the concept terms in lines 1-5. The fillers

of these attributes encode the two concatenations that

are defined by the index sequence which the node rep

resents. Line 6 enforces that for all objects in the tree

the fillers of ul and wr (and thus the concatenations

for all possible sequences) differ. From this it is clear

that the concept C(S) can only be satisfiable if the

PCP S has no solution.

To prove the second point we give an interpretation

with C(S)* A () for a given PCP S for which it is

known that no solution exists. This interpretation has

the same structure as described above.

Ar = {a, i > 0, 0 < j < m'};

Vi > 0, 0 < j < m':

• - - - fă(a)) = d. i4-1 j+m-i-m-1 :

wf(a) = 0), (i,j)

f{(a,) = di-H 1 jºm,

wf (a,) = p(i,j),
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where ºpt and @., are two recursively defined concate

nation functions (concat concatenates words and ||

denotes the floor function):

©1(0,0) = 6

©, (0,0) = 6

(b1(i,j) - concat(ºbl(i. - 1, lj/ml), l, 11-(m-L/mi))

Ør (i,j) - concat(ſ), (i - 1, lj/ml), ry-1-(m-L/mi).

[]

As already noted, in [3] a similar proof is used to

prove the undecidability of subsumption for ACC(D)

extended by a transitivity operator for roles. The

proof given there differs in that it uses a concept which

is satisfiable if and only if the corresponding PCP

has a solution. A transitive attribute is used to dis

tribute concepts to any node. This cannot be done in

ACCRPGT). However, with a role-forming predicate

operator we can define a transitive role and, therefore,

we have to use a different proof strategy (see [17] for

further details).

The new role-forming operator plays an important role

in the definition of the concept C(S). As already noted,

the complex role R is used as a universal role, i.e. it

connects the root node of the tree to all other nodes.

Using value restriction over R, a concept term which

contains exists restrictions creating new succeeding

nodes is propagated to every node of the tree. It is

this mechanism that enforces the infinite tree struc

ture of the model of C(S). In the following section a

set of restrictions for terminologies is developed. The

idea is that these restrictions prohibit the definition of

“dangerous” concepts such as C(S).

2.3 Restricted Terminologies

The analysis of the concept C(S) at the end of the

last section gives a first idea on how to avoid undecid

ability. Complex roles seem to cause problems if they

are used in certain combinations with exists and value

restrictions. A more thorough analysis reveals that

there exist at least two options for restricting the lan

guage such that reasoning becomes decidable. First,

restrictions could be posed on the structure of the con

crete domain predicates. This is not very promising

since all interesting applications, e.g. modeling spatial

or temporal relations, require fairly complex predicate

definitions. There is strong evidence that reasoning in

ACC'R'P(T)) will be undecidable if appropriate predi

cates are defined. Second, some critical combinations

of concept-forming operators could be restricted. We

will pursue the second approach. Before we can intro

duce our structurally restricted terminologies, we have

to make some technical definitions.

A concept term C is said to be unfolded w.r.t. a TBox

Tiff none of the concept and role names used in the

concept term occur on the left side of any termino

logical axiom in T. Any concept term can be trans

formed into an unfolded form by iteratively replacing

concept and role names by their defining terms. This

algorithm terminates since the terminology is required

to be acyclic. Any unfolded concept term can then

be transformed to an equivalent one in negation nor

mal form (NNF). An unfolded concept term is said to

be in NNF iff negation occurs only in front of concept

names. The transformation to NNF can be done by it

eratively applying transformation rules that propagate

the negations “down” to the atomic concepts. For ex

ample, -(C ſl D) has to be transformed to -C L –D.

We omit details since the transformation rules are the

same as for ACC(D) [2]. We are now ready to define

restricted terminologies.

Definition 8. A concept term X is called restricted

w.r.t. a TBox T iff its equivalent X’ which is unfolded

w.r.t. T and in NNF fulfills the following conditions.”

(1) For any subconcept term C of X’ that is of the

form VR1.D where R1 is a complex role term, D does

not contain any terms of the form HR2. E where R2 is

also a complex role term.

(2) For any subconcept term C of X’ that is of the

form ER 1. D where R1 is a complex role term, D does

not contain any terms of the form VR2.E where R2 is

also a complex role term.

(3) For any subconcept term C of X’ that is of the

form VR.D or ER. D where R is a complex role term,

D contains only predicate exists restrictions that (i)

quantify over attribute chains of length 1 and (ii) are

not contained inside any value and exists restrictions

that are also contained in D.

A terminology is called restricted iff all concept terms

appearing on the right-hand side of terminological ax

ioms in T are restricted w.r.t. T. An ABox A is called

restricted w.r.t. a TBox T iff T is restricted and all

concept terms used in A are restricted w.r.t. the ter

minology T.

Consider for example the following three very

simple terminologies that are already in unfolded

NNF. None of them is restricted because they

all violate one of the above conditions. Let C

and D be concept names, Ra be an atomic role

term, Re be a complex role term, f be a feature,

and u be a feature chain with a length greater than 1.

*For technical reasons, we assume that a concept term

is a subconcept term of itself.
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T1: {C = VR.E.R.D},

T2: {C = B.R.Eu.P},

T3: {C = v R.V.R.E.f.P}

We can now examine the decidability of the standard

reasoning problems with respect to restricted termi

nologies of ACCRF(T)).

Theorem 9. The ABor consistency problem for re

stricted ACCRT'(T)) ABores is decidable.

We prove this by giving an algorithm which is sound

and complete.

2.4 The Tableau Calculus

The algorithm is a standard tableau-based one as it is

used for first order or modal logics as well as other

description logics. To decide the satisfiability of a

concept C, the algorithm starts with an initial ABox

Ao := {a : C} and then iteratively applies completion

rules creating one or more descendant ABoxes. Thus,

rule application constructs a tree of ABoxes ſ. Fi

nally, either all ABoxes that are leaves of ſ happen

to be contradictory which means that C is not satisfi

able or a non-contradictory ABox is obtained to which

no more completion rules are applicable. In the lat

ter case, the ABox mentioned is called complete and

defines a model for C. The purpose of the comple

tion rules can be understood as making implicit facts

explicit. The algorithm can be considered as a step

by-step model construction.

The rule set is an extension of the one used for decid

ing ABox consistency in ACC(D) (see [2]). Before the

rules can be given, some technical terms need to be

defined. Let A be an ABox, R be a role term, a and b

be object names from OA, Y be a symbol that is not

element of O.D., u be a feature chain flo. . . of k, and let

u1, ... ,un and v1,...,vn be arbitrary feature chains.

For convenience we define three functions as follows:

filler A(a, u) :=

a where a e OD such that

Eb1, .... bk–1 e OA:

((a, b1): fle A, ..., (bk-1, t) : fº e A)

^ if no such aſ exists.

chain A(a, T, u) := {(a, c.1): fl, ... , (ck–1, r) : fr)

where the c1, ..., cº-1 e OA are not used in A.

filler? A (a, b, R) :=

true if (a, b) : R e A

true if R is of the form

=(u 1, ..., un)(v1,..., v.m.). P and

Ea. 1, ..., rn, y1,..., yn E OD such that

filler A(a, u) = + 1 A ... A filler A(a, un) = r^

filler A(b, v 1) = y. A . . . A filler A(b, vrn) = ynA

(r1, ..., rn, y1,..., Um) : P e A

false in all remaining cases.

An ABox A is said to contain a fork (for a feature f)

if it contains the two axioms (a, b) : f and (a, c): f,

where a and b are either both from OA or OD. A fork

can be eliminated by replacing all occurrences of c in A

with b. We assume that during rule application forks

are eliminated as soon as they appear. Before any rules

are applied to initial ABox A0, fork elimination also

takes place. The completion rules can now be defined.

Definition 10. The following completion rules will

replace an ABox A by a single ABox A' or by two

ABoxes A' and A" (descendants of A). In the

following, C and D denote concept terms, R denotes

a role term, and P denotes a predicate name from

q2D. Let f 1, ... if n denote feature names, and u1,

. ,um as well as v1,...,vn denote feature chains, a

and b denote object names from OA.

Rſ. The conjunction rule.

Premise: a C T De A, a C # A V a D # A

Consequence: A' = AU (a : C, a D}

RL. The disjunction rule.

Premise: a C L De A, a C # A A a D # A

Consequence: A' = AU (a : C}, A" = AU (a : D}

REC The exists restriction rule.

Premise: a H.R.C e A, -3b e OA:

(filler? A(a, b, R) A b : C e A)

Consequence: A' = AU ((a, b) : R , b : C}

where be OA is not used in A.

RVC. The value restriction rule.

Premise: a VR. C. e A, Bb e OA :

(filler? A(a, b, R), A b : C Z A)

Consequence: A' = AU (b: C}

REP The predicate exists restriction rule.

Premise:

a : Hu 1, ..., un:Pe A, -3a;1,..., rn e OD:

(filler A(a, ul) = + 1 A ... A filler A(a, un) = rm A

(r1, ..., rn) : P e A)

Consequence:

A' = AU ((r1, ..., rn): P} U
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chain A (a, a 1, ul) U . . . U chain A (a, rn, un)

where the objects ar, € OD are not used in A.

Rr=P. The complex role rule.

Premise:

(a, b) : E(u 1, ..., un)(v1,..., v.m.). Pe A,

-Er 1, ..., rn, y1,..., Um e OD:

A filler A(a, un) = Tr. A

^ filler A(b, vrn) = yn A

(filler-4(a, u1) = r A ...

filler A(b, v 1) = y. A . . .

(r1, ..., rn, y1,..., yºm) : P e A)

Consequence:

A = AU ((r1, ..., rn, y1,..., yºn): P}U

chain A (a, T1, ul) U ... U chain A (a, rn, un) U

chain 4(b, yì, vi) U ... U chain A(b, yºn, vºm)

where the objects ar, e OD and y, e OD are not used

in A.

RChoose The choose rule.

Premise:

a : V(E(u 1, ..., un)(v1,..., vºn). P). Ce A,

Hb e OA, T1: . . . . a n. 1/1. . . . . /m E OD:

^ filler 4 (a, un) = T, A

^ filler-4(b, vrn) = yin A

(filler 4 (a, u 1) = + 1 A . . .

filler A (b., v.1) = y. A . . .

(r1, ..., rn, y1,..., ſm) : P # 4 A

(r1, ..., rn, y1,..., Um) : P # 4)

Consequence:

A = AU ((a 1,..., rn, y1,..., yºn): P},

A" = AU ((r1, ..., rn, y1,. . . . yºn): P}

The notion of a contradictory ABox still needs to be

formally defined.

Definition 11. Let the same naming conventions be

given as in Definition 10. Additionally, let f be a fea

ture. An ABox A is called contradictory if any of the

following clash triggers are applicable:

Primitive Clash: a C e A, a -C e A

Feature Domain Clash: (a, t) : f e A, (a, b): f € A

All Domain Clash: (a, ar) : f e A, a Vf. C e A

Concrete Domain Clash:

(r",..., rº') : Pi e A, ..., (r",..., rº') : Pºe A

and the corresponding conjunction Al- P,(r")) is not

satisfiable in D. This can be decided because D is re

quired to be admissible.

Similar completion rules can also be found in algo

rithms for related languages such as ACC(T)). The

clash triggers are identical to those of ACC(D). The

new completion rules are Rr-P and RChoose. The use

of the related function is also new and is necessary be

cause the new role-forming operator is introduced. In

the following we will discuss only the novelties as com

pared to the rules needed for ACC(D). First, consider

the rule RVC. The use of the related function is neces

sary because not all role fillers might appear explicitly

as constraints of the form (a, b) . R. If R is a complex

role then b could be an R role filler of a, although

there is no constraint of the above form. Two objects

can be related simply because a predicate holds over

the concrete fillers of feature chains starting from a

and b, respectively. This can be seen by considering

the semantics of the role-defining operator. The two

possible types of role fillers (explicit and implicit) are

both captured by the related function.

The meaning of the rule RrëP is straightforward. If

it is known that two objects are related via a com

plex role, we can immediately create concrete objects

as fillers of those feature chains being used in the def

inition of the complex role. It is then also known that

the predicate used in the definition of the role holds

over the newly created concrete objects and thus ap

propriate constraints can be added. This is what RrëP

does.

The meaning of RChoose can be understood as follows.

If a set of feature chains is used in the definition of

a complex role R and (loosely spoken) there are the

appropriate concrete fillers for two objects a and b

for all the feature chains in this set, then b might be

an R role filler of a. But unless there is an explicit

constraint which states that the predicate P used in

the definition of the role R holds (or does not hold),

we do not know if this is really the case. So, if there

is no such constraint, we have to try both alternatives

and test whether P holds or does not hold. If any of

these two alternatives is the wrong one, we will end

up with a concrete domain clash in the corresponding

branch of the ABox tree ſ. Like RL, an application

of RChoose creates a branch in ſ.

A full proof of the soundness and completeness of the

algorithm given above can be found in [16]. Sound

ness of the algorithm follows from the local soundness

of the completion rules. Completeness can be proven

by showing that any complete ABox computed by the

algorithm defines a model for the initial ABox Ao.

However, proving termination is less straightforward.

The restrictions posed on terminologies are required to

ensure that all satisfiable concepts from the language

are also satisfied by at least one finite model. If this

finite model property does not hold, termination of the

tableau algorithm can not be guaranteed.

We give a short sketch of the termination proof and

then motivate the definition of the restrictions on con

cept terms. Each ABox that is computed by the appli

cation of completion rules can be mapped to a forest,

i.e. a collection of trees, in the following way: Each ele

ment of OA that is already present in A0 is the root of

a tree. The edges and further nodes of the trees corre

spond to role filler relationships and abstract objects,

respectively. But only the explicit role filler relation
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ships introduced by the rules R=C, REP and Rr-P are

taken into account. The number of the trees obviously

doesn't grow during rule application. It can be shown

that (i) infinite rule application implies infinite growth

of at least one of the trees in at least one sequence of

forests” and (ii) that there exist upper bounds for the

degree and the depth of all the trees. From this it fol

lows that the algorithm terminates. The restrictions

on concept terms ensure the existance of the upper

bound for the depth of the trees. For the detailed ter

mination proof see [16].

As already noted at the end of section 2.2, in the case

of unrestrictedness there are concept terms which are

only satisfied by infinite models. To shed more light

on details about the restrictions given in Definition 8,

it is necessary to analyze how these concepts would be

treated by the tableau calculus given in this section.

Using a value restriction over a complex role VR. C.,

a concept term C = H.R. D can be “propagated” to

an object ol. Then, the application of the REC rule

creates an object oz with (ol, oz) : R. The concept

term D can be crafted in a way such that concrete

objects are generated as fillers of some attributes of

02. This leads to the inference of a new role filler re

lationship between another object and the newly cre

ated object oz. Again a value restriction is used to

propagate an exists restriction along the role filler re

lationship just inferred to the object oa. Thus, a cycle

is obtained. To prevent this, one has to prevent the

generation of concrete fillers for the attributes of oz.

Concrete objects are only created by the rules REP and

Rr=P. The rule RBP can only be applied if there is a

concept-forming predicate operator inside the concept

term D. The rule RrëP can only be applied if the con

cept term C contains an exists restriction quantifying

Over a complex role. Summarizing, concept-forming

predicate operators inside of value restrictions quan

tifying over complex roles and also nestings of value

and exists restrictions which both quantify over com

plex roles have to be prohibited. Further elaboration

yields the restrictions given in definition 8.

Corollary 12. The subsumption problem and the sat

isfiability problem for ACCRPOD) concept terms are

decidable w.r.t. terminologies for which the considered

concept terms are restricted.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 9 together with the

reduction of subsumption to satisfiability and of satis

fiability to ABox consistency (see Section 2.1). Please

note that if the concept terms C and D are restricted

w.r.t. a terminology T, then the concept term C ſi -D

*A sequence of forrests corresponds to one path in Y.

disjoint touching s-overlapping

A. A

t—contains s_contains

Figure 1: Elementary relations between two regions

A and B. The inverses of t-contains and s_contains as

well as the relation equal have been omitted.

is also restricted w.r.t. T since the set of restricted con

cept terms is closed under negation. []

In order use ACCTRT(T) for knowledge representation

in general and for spatial reasoning in particular, an

admissible concrete domain must be defined. This will

be discussed in the next section.

3 A Concrete Domain for Polygonal

Space

Rather than dealing with arbitrary point sets in R*, we

restrict the predicates for the spatial domain to the de

scription of polygons because efficient algorithms (e.g.

the simplex procedure) are known for the polygon in

clusion and polygon intersection problems. In accor

dance to Definition 1 we define the concrete domain

Tºp as consisting of a set Ape of polygons and a set

‘ppe of predicate names. Polygons are defined as usual

as a list of polylines, i.e. polygons describe point sets

that are not necessarily internally connected.

3.1 Predicates for Qualitative Spatial

Relationships

The set PD, contains the names of eight ele

mentary binary predicates (equal, disjoint, touch

ing, strictly-overlapping, tangentially-contains/

tangentially inside, strictly-contains/strictly inside)

representing spatial relationships as illustrated in

Figure 1. In analogy to Egenhofer [8] or RCC-8 [22]

we have given a formal definition of the elementary

relations in [11]. The definition is based on the

interior, the complement and the boundary of spatial

objects (point sets). The interior of a set X is defined

to be the union of all open sets in X. The boundary

of a polygon, i.e. the intersection of the closure of

the interior and the closure of the complement of

an object, is defined by the “border polyline” of the

polygon.

For convenience, we extend the set ºpp, by names for

so-called composite predicates consisting of disjunc

tions of elementary predicates. For instance, in this
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paper we use the universal relation spatially-related

and the relation generally inside (g_inside = t inside

V s—inside V equal). We define one-place predicates

which are denoted as srp where sr is an elementary or

composite predicate and p is a concrete object repre

senting a polygon constant.

3.2 Satisfiability of Conjunctions of

Predicates

The admissibility criterion for T2P concerns the sat

isfiability of finite conjunctions of (possibly negated)

predicate terms. Negated unary and binary terms

can be resolved into disjunctions of elementary spatial

predicates by simple syntactic transformations because

the elementary predicates are mutually exclusive and

exhaustive. Therefore, we can restrict our analysis to

conjunctions of unnegated binary terms V- ep’ (r, y)

where 1 < k < 8 and epº e & P.

Consistency of a conjunction of binary predicate terms

is usually considered as a binary constraint satisfaction

problem. In this view, a conjunction is represented as a

constraint network whose nodes are defined by variable

names and whose edges are labeled by relation sets

representing disjunctions of relations between a pair

of nodes. A standard technique for deciding the satis

fiability of such a network is the 3-consistency or path

consistency method that is based on a composition ta

ble. This table defines the composition of spatial rela

tions, for instance it has to hold that s—insideos-inside =

s—inside (see above). In other words, a composition

table directly encodes so-called 3-consistent or path

consistent spatial relations between three regions, e.g.

s_inside(A, B) A s—inside(B, C) =>s-inside(A, C).

However, in general, path consistency is not a sufficient

criterion for consistency. Thus, an additional step

is required to ensure global consistency. Algorithms

for solving these constraint problems are discussed in

[15] and [19, 24]. According to Nebel and Renz (19,

24), the worst case complexity depends on the relations

(disjunctions of base relations) actually encountered in

a constraint network. The problem of achieving global

consistency is in N P. However, Nebel and Renz (19,

24 showed that for certain subsets of &p global consis

tency is equivalent to path consistency. These findings

can be used to speed up the verification of consistency

(Ladkin and Reinefeld [15] also discuss speedup tech

niques).

Grigni et al. [9] consider objects that are internally

connected regions in the plane and propose two no

tions of satisfiability, relational consistency and realiz

ability. First, a conjunction may violate the so-called

relational consistency criterion which is identical to

the global consistency of a (spatial) constraint network

(see above). The full form of satisfiability is called re

alizability and is related to planarity. A relationally

consistent conjunction may violate realizability if pla

nar regions are declared to be disjoint from one an

other (for examples see [9]). Thus, according to their

semantics (regions are internally connected), there are

conjunctions of predicates that are relationally consis

tent but not realizable in the plane.

In our approach, the geometric relationship between

two concrete polygons (or its border polylines) directly

corresponds to the qualitative spatial relationship of

the objects. Hence, topological reasoning can be real

ized by inference processes based on composition ta

bles when all spatial relations implicitly given by con

crete polygons are computed (non-concrete spatial ob

jects are not assumed to be internally connected). The

work of Renz [23] shows that, in the case of regions

that are not necessarily internally connected (open

set semantics), satisfiability of RCC-8 constraint sys

tems implies realizability. Thus, an algorithm for the

concrete domain satisfiability test can be divided into

three main steps:

1. Negated predicate terms are replaced by the

corresponding disjunction of elementary predi

cate terms. Afterwards, every conjunct con

sists of either a single term Sr(r, y) or a disjunc

tion V-1s,(r,t) with sr, sri e &T&, 1 < k <

8, and all sri (ac, y) are involved with the same

pair of objects. For instance, -g-inside(ac, y) is

replaced by t-contains(t, y) V s-contains(r, y) V

s-overlapping(t, y) V touching(r, y) V disjoint(x, y).

Furthermore, for each conjunct a new conjunct

representing the inverted relation term is added.

For example, for the term t-contains(t, y) we add

t_inside(y, r).

2. The one-place predicates sr. introduce concrete

polygons. With the help of standard algorithms

from computational geometry we compute the

topological base relation between each pair of con

crete polygons. In accordance to our definition of

the spatial relations, this problem basically can be

reduced to the intersection test for two polygons.

For each pair of polygons, the topological infor

mation is added to the constraint system with a

corresponding predicate. From now on, concrete

polygons are treated as variables.

3. In the third step, relational consistency is veri

fied. Thus, a globally consistent solution must be

computed (path-consistency may be realized as a

pruning step). If no globally consistent solution

can be found, return “not satisfiable”, otherwise

return “satisfiable.”
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Figure 2: A sketch of the northern part of Germany

with polygons for Germany (p1), Northern Germany

(p5), the federal states Schleswig-Holstein (p4) and

Hamburg (p2). Polygon p2 is touching på and p3 is

t_inside p2.

In summary, we showed that the concrete domain P is

admissible. The next section discusses the application

of the algorithm using an application example.

3.3 Examples for Spatioterminological

Reasoning

How can conrete domain predicates be used to sup

port spatioterminological inferences? First of all, as

an ontological commitment we assume that each do

main object is associated with its spatial representa

tion via the attribute has area. We would like to define

predicates that restrict the role fillers for has area to

be specific spatial regions. For instance, without being

told explicitly, the inference system should automati

cally classify a region in Hamburg also as a Northern

German region (see Figure 2).

For instance, the one-place predicate g-insidep can be

used as follows. Using the concept-forming predicate

operator Ef . P (see above), we define restrictions for

fillers of the feature (or attribute) has area of a re

gion in Northern Germany, for a district of the city of

Hamburg, etc. The restrictedness criterion (cf. Defini

tion 8) for the following two TBox axioms is trivially

fulfilled because they contain no nested exists or all

quantifiers.

northern-german-region = 3 has area. g. inside,

district-of-hh = 3 has area . g inside, ſ.

3 has area. -equal,

In the concept northern-german-region existential

quantification for has area is used to constrain the

filler to be any polygon that is g_inside of p5 which

defines the area of Northern Germany (see Fig

ure 2). In other words: The concept denoted by

H has area . g insider, subsumes every region of North

ern Germany whose associated polygon is g_inside of

ps. Therefore, district_of_hh is automatically classified

as a subconcept of northern-german-region. By anal

ogy, we define the concepts for the federal states Ham

burg and Schleswig-Holstein. We would like to empha

size that both concepts are subsumed by the concept

northern-german-region.

federal-state_hh = german-federal_stateſ.

= has-area. equal,

federal_state_sh = german-federal stateſ

E has area equal,

These simple examples can already be represented

with ACC(D). However, in many cases, restrictions

about spatial relations have to be combined with ad

ditional conceptual restrictions. Thus, there is a need

to quantify over roles that are defined based on pred

icates over a concrete domain. For example, how can

we define a concept that describes a district of Ham

burg that touches the “Federal State Hamburg” from

the inside? Note that it is not sufficient that the corre

sponding district polygon (e.g. p3 in Figure 2) is inside

any polygon that is equal to the state polygon (e.g. p2).

The domain object that refers to the polygon p2 with

the feature has area must also be subsumed by the con

cept federal state_hh. We can adequately express this

restriction with the help of the role-forming predicate

restriction (H (f)(f). P). For modeling spatial relations

we use role axioms for declaring corresponding roles

in the TBox. The following TBox axioms also fulfill

the restrictedness criterion because the nested concept

terms employ only the Bf . P constructor.

is_t-inside = 3 (has_area)(has-area). t—inside

hh_border district = district_of_hh ſi

E is t_inside. federal_state_hh

The concept hin_border-district is discussed as an exam

ple for the use of the role-forming predicate restriction

introduced by is t_inside. The associated polygon of

any individual that is a member this concept has to be

in the t_inside relationship with another polygon that,

in turn, is referred to by an instance of the concept

federal-state_hh.

While the subsumption relationships discussed above

are quite obvious, the advantages of TBox reasoning

with spatial relations become apparent if we assume

that the following axiom is computed by other compo

nents and added to our TBox (e.g. imagine a scenario

employing machine learning techniques). The restrict

edness criterion is fulfilled.

spatially-related = 3 (has-area)(has-area). spatially-related

is touching = 3 (has-area)(has-area). touching

unknown = district_of_hh ſi

3 spatially-related . federal-state_hh ſi

B touching . federal state-sh
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If the polygon of district_of_hh touches the polygon of

federal-state-sh, then the polygon of district_of_hh is

also t-inside the polygon of federal_state_hh. There

fore, it can be proven that unknown is subsumed by

hh-border district (see the next section). The spatial

constellation defined by the concept unknown could

also be characterized as a “Hamburg border district

to Schleswig-Holstein.”

If district_of_hh had been defined without the term

B has area. -equal, unknown would not have been

subsumed by hb-border-district because an abstract in

dividual whose associated polygon had been equal to

p2 would have been a member of unknown but not a

member of hn-border-district (for h-border-district the

equal relation is eliminated by the constraint satisfac

tion process). A more detailed discussion of this exam

ple and the interaction between ACCRP(D) and the

domain DP can be found in [18].

4 Conclusion

Based on the description logic ACCRP(D), we have

shown how spatial and terminological reasoning can

be combined in the TBox. Thus, the fruitful research

on description logics has been extended to cope with

qualitative spatial relations and quantitative spatial

data. One of the main ideas is to introduce the notion

of a role which is defined based on properties of con

Crete objects. The abstract domain is used to repre

sent terminological knowledge about spatial objects on

an abstract logical level. The concrete domain (space

domain) extends the abstract domain and provides ac

cess to spatial reasoning algorithms. If required, even

quantitative data (conrete polgyons) are considered by

applying algorithms known from computational geom

etry. Techniques for spatial indexing can easily be in

tegrated.

We admit that the ACCRP(D) restrictedness crite

rion for terminologies does impose tight constraints on

modeling spatioterminological structures. However, in

a specific application, many interesting concepts can

be represented in a TBox with the additional advan

tage of having a decidable satisfiability algorithm. Our

approach for testing satisfiability of finite conjunctions

relies on current work in qualitative spatial reason

ing theory [24]. Considering the topological spatial

relations, it becomes clear that another instance of

ACC'R'P(D) can deal with temporal relations. Similar

constraint satisfaction algorithms known from the lit

erature (e.g. [15]) can be employed. Future work will

reveal the relationship between ACCRP(D) and, for

instance, the temporal description logic developed in

[1]. Although this approach does not impose restric

tions on terminologies, it does not provide facilities

for expressing value restrictions over spatial relations.

This is not a problem in ACCRP(D) as long as the ter

minology fulfills the restrictedness criterion. Defined

qualitative relations that are “grounded” in quantita

tive data provide a bridge to conceptual knowledge

and support more extensive reasoning services to be

exploited for solving practical problems.
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A model for reasoning about

bidimensional temporal relations

Philippe Balbiani"

Abstract

This paper introduces the rectangle algebra

as the power set of the set of the pairs of

atomic relations which can hold between two

rational intervals. It goes on proving that

the question of the consistency of a rectangle

network which constraints are preconvex is

decidable by means of the path-consistency

method in time polynomial in the length of

the network.

1 Introduction

Temporal and spatial dependencies between data con

stitute the reason for existence of several problems in

computer science : geographical information systems,

natural language understanding, specification and ver

ification of programs and systems, temporal and spa

tial databases, temporal and spatial planification, etc.

Those who tackled these problems proposed numerous

models for reasoning about time and space, the objects

they considered as well as the relations between these

objects distinguishing one of these models from the

others. As an illustrative example, the model of the

intervals proposed by Allen [1] is without doubt the

better known model for reasoning about time whereas

the model of the regions proposed by Cohn, Cui, Ran

dell [7] is surely the best known model for reasoning

about space.

On the interval's side, the objects are the rational in

tervals. Allen, Hayes [2], van Benthem [3] and Lad

* balbiani(Qlipn.univ-paris13.fr, Laboratoire d'informa

tique de Paris-Nord, Institut Galilée, Univer

sité Paris-Nord, Avenue Jean-Baptiste Clément, F-93430
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' condotta Girit.fr, farinas Girit.fr, Institut de recherche

en informatique de Toulouse, Université Paul Sabatier, 118

route de Narbonne, F-31062 Toulouse Cedex.

Jean-François Condotta' Luis Fariñas del Cerro!

kin [8] introduced the first-order theory of intervals

and proved that this theory is decidable and pos

sesses the quantifier elimination property. Allen [1]

introduced the interval network as a set of relational

constraints between a finite number of interval vari

ables and proposed a path-consistency algorithm for

deciding the consistency of these interval networks.

Ligozat [9] and Nebel, Bürckert [10] proved that the

question of the consistency of an interval network

which constraints are preconvex is decidable by means

of the path-consistency method in time polynomial in

the length of the network.

On the region's side, the objects are the regions of a

topological space. Clark [5] [6] and Cohn, Cui, Ran

dell [7][11] introduced the first-order theory of regions

but it is not known if this theory is decidable or pos

sesses the quantifier elimination property. Nebel [12]

introduced the region network as a set of relational

constraints between a finite number of region variables

and proved that the question of the consistency of a

particular class of region networks is decidable in time

polynomial in the length of the network.

The possible applications of the previous theories —

interval algebra and region algebra – are numerous.

However, we have no choice but to observe that : the

interval algebra is about time and has nothing to say

about space whereas simple relations like “r is on the

left of y " or “r is below y " cannot be defined in

the region algebra. That is the reason why this paper

introduces a model for reasoning about bidimensional

temporal relations. The objects of this model are the

rational rectangles which sides are parallel to the axes

of some orthogonal basis in a 2-dimensional Euclidean

space. The relations between these objects are the 13×

13 pairs of atomic relations which can hold between

two rational intervals.

In the section 2, this paper presents the first-order the

ory of rational rectangles and relates it with the first
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order theory of rational intervals. In the sections 3, 4

and 5, it introduces the rectangle algebra as the power

set of the set of the pairs of atomic relations which can

hold between two rational intervals. In the section 5,

it goes on proving that the question of the consistency

of a rectangle network which constraints are preconvex

is decidable by means of the path-consistency method

in time polynomial in the length of the network.

2 Models

This section is devoted to the semantical analysis of

the relationship between rational intervals and rational

rectangles.

2.1 Interval models

According to Allen, Hayes [2] and Ladkin [8], an in

terval model is a relational structure of the form M =

(1, m) where 1 is a nonempty set of “intervals” and m

is a binary relation on 1 such that :

1

• m o mT * om C m.

© 7m O n E m O 7m O m.

• m ſh m-4 = 0.

• m and mT' are serial.

1 1

• m Um om Um o mT" o mT" o m is the universal

relation on 1.

The meaning of r m y is “the right end of r and the left

end of y are equal”. Let = = (m^* o m) n (mo m ').

The meaning of z = y is “the ends of r and y are

equal”. The reader may easily verify that : = is re

flexive, symmetrical and transitive. M is normal when

= is the identity relation on 1. Remark that Int(Q)

– the set of the rational intervals — is a normal inter

val model. The set of the interval models is a category

which morphisms are the usual homomorphisms be

tween relational structures : given two interval models

M = (1, m) and M' = (1", m'), a morphism of M to

M' is a mapping h of1 to T' such that, for every r, ye

T, if r m y then h(z) m' h(y) and h is an isomorphism

when h is bijective and such that if h(r) m' h(y) then

2 m y.

2.2 Rectangle models

A rectangle model is a relational structure of the form

.M = (R, m1, m2) where R is a nonempty set of “rect

angles” and, for every i e {1,2}, m, is a binary rela

tion on R such that (R, mi) is an interval model. The

meaning of r ml y (respectively : z m2 y) is “the right

side of r and the left side of y are on the same vertical

line” (respectively : “the top side of r and the bottom

side of y are on the same horizontal line”), see fig. 1.

For every i e {1,2}, let = = (m, o mi)n (m, o mº').

The meaning of r = 1 ſ =2 y is “the vertices of z and

y are equal”. It is easy to verify the following conclu

sion, for every i e {1,2}: =; is reflexive, symmetrical

and transitive. For every i e {1,2} and for every r €

T, let = (r) = {y : z = y). For every i E {1,2}, let

T =, = {= (r): a e R}. M is normal when =1 ſ =2

is the identity relation on R and =1 o =2 is the univer

sal relation on R. Observe that Rec(Q) — the set of

the rational rectangles – is a normal rectangle model.

The set of the rectangle models is a category which

morphisms are the usual homomorphisms between re

lational structures : given two rectangle models M =

(R, m1, m2) and M' = (R', m', mº), a morphism ofM

to M' is a mapping h of R to 'R' such that, for every

i e {1,2} and for every c, ye R, if r m, y then h(z)

m; h(y) and h is an isomorphism when h is bijective

and such that if h(r) m h(y) then r mi y.

2.3 From intervals to rectangles

Let M1 = (11, m1) and M2 = (T2, m2) be interval

models. Let R = T1 x 12 and, for every i e {1,2}, m.

be the binary relation on R defined in the following

way : (+1, r2) m (y1, y2) iff r, m, yi. The reader may

easily verify that :

Proposition 1 (R, m , mº) is a rectangle model.

(R, mi, mº) is called rectangle model on M1 and M2.

It is easy to verify that, for every i e {1,2}, (r1, r2)

= (y1, y2) iff ri = y;. All this goes to show that : If

.M1 is normal and M2 is normal then (R, mi, mº) is

normal.

2.4 From rectangles to intervals

Let M = (R, m1, m2) be a rectangle model. For every

i e {1,2}, let T. = R =, and m; be the binary relation

on 1, defined in the following way : =; (+) m; = (y)

iff r m, y. It is easy to verify that, for every i e {1,2}:

Proposition 2 (T., mº) is an interval model.

For every i e {1,2}, (T′, mſ) is called interval model

on M with respect to i. The reader may easily verify

that, for every i e {1,2}, E' (r) = = (y) iff r =;

y. From all this it follows that, for every i e {1,2}:

(Ti, mº) is normal.
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>

Figure 1: mi and m2

2.5 Isomorphism

Let M1 and M2 be interval models, Rec(M1, M2) be

the rectangle model on M1 and M2 and, for every i

e {1,2}, M$ be the interval model on Rec(M1, M2)

with respect to i. We omit the elementary proof of the

following conclusion, for every i e {1,2}:

Proposition 3 IfM is normal then Mi and M! are

isomorphic.

Let M be a rectangle model, for every i e {1,2},

Inti(M) be the interval model on M with respect to

i and M' be the rectangle model on Inti (M) and

Int2(M). The reader may easily verify that :

Proposition 4 If M is normal then M and M' are

isomorphic.

Incidentally, we must not forget that, for every count

able interval model M : If M is normal then M and

Int(Q) are isomorphic. All this goes to show that, for

every countable rectangle model M : If M is normal

then M and Rec(Q) are isomorphic.

3 Algebras

This section introduces the rectangle algebra as the

power set of the set of the pairs of the atomic relations

which can hold between two rational intervals.

3.1 Interval algebra

3.1.1 Atomic relations

According to Allen [1], interval algebra has 13 atomic

relations :

4.int - {p, m, O, S, d, f, pi, mi, oi, si, di, fi, eq}

Relation Symbol Reverse Meaning

x

precedes p pi N.

x

mects in mi Y.

x

overlaps o oi X.

x

- - H
starts s si y

x

during d di H–

x

finishes f fi 5

H
equals cq cq y i

Figure 2: Atomic relations in the interval algebra

which constitute the exhaustive list of the relations

which can hold between two rational intervals, see

fig. 2. According to Bessière, Isli, Ligozat [4] and

Ligozat [9], these atomic relations are arranged in as

cending order and this ascending order defines a lattice

called interval lattice (see fig. 3) whereas the inter

val algebra is defined as the power set of Aint. The

atomic relations of Aint will be denoted by the letters

A, B, C, D whereas the sets of such atomic relations

will be denoted by the letters R, S, T, U.

Allen and Hayes [2] have observed that the 13 atomic

relations of the interval algebra are definable by means

of the binary relation m together with the fundamental

operations of intersection, composition and reverse.

Example 1 The atomic relation p corresponds to the

relational expression m om while the atomic relation

d corresponds to the relational expression (mi o mi o

m) ſh (mo m o mi).

3.1.2 Convex relations

Convex relations are those relations in 2^* which cor

respond to intervals in the interval lattice.
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© unstable relations

O stable relations

Figure 3: The interval lattice

Example 2 The conver relation {m, o, s, fi, eq} cor

responds to the interval [m, eq].

It is easy to verify that the class of convex relations in

2^* is stable for intersection.

3.1.3 Preconvex relations

According to Ligozat [9], unstable relations are those

atomic relations in Aint which correspond to black cir

cles in the representation of the interval lattice. The

preconvex relations in 2* are defined by induction

in the following way :

• For every convex relation R in 2*, R is a pre

convex relation in 2^*.

• For every preconvex relation R in 2^* and for

every unstable relation A in Aint, R \{A} is a

preconvex relation in 2*.

Example 3 The preconver relation {p, o, s, si, fi, di}

is obtained from [p, si) by removing the unstable rela

tions m and eq.

As well, the reader may easily verify that the class of

preconvex relations in 2^* is stable for intersection.

3.2 Rectangle algebra

3.2.1 Atomic relations

Rectangle algebra has 13 × 13 atomic relations : Arec

= {(A, B) : A, B e Aint) which constitute the ex

haustive list of the relations which can hold between

two rational rectangles. These atomic relations are ar

ranged in ascending order in the following way : (A, B)

– (C, D) iff A 3 C and B 3 D. This ascending order

defines a lattice called rectangle lattice whereas the

rectangle algebra is defined as the power set of Arec.

The sets of such atomic relations will be denoted by

the capital letters R, S.

The reader may easily verify that the 13 × 13 atomic re

lations of the rectangle algebra are definable by means

of the binary relations (m, eq) and (eq., m) together

with the fundamental operations of intersection, com

position and reverse.

Example 4 The atomic relation (p, d) corresponds to

the relational erpression ((m, eq)o (m, eq))o (((eq, mi)o

(eq, mi) o (eq., m)) ſh ((eq, m) o (eq., m) o (eq., mi))).

3.2.2 Saturated relations

Saturated relations are those relations in 2*** which

are obtained through the Cartesian product of two re

lations in 2*.

Example 5 The saturated relation {(p, m), (p, s), (p,

d), (o, m), (o, s), (o, d)} corresponds to the Cartesian

product {p, o] × {m, s, d}.

It is easy to verify that, for every relation R, S, T, U

in 24 n : (R × S) n (Tx U) = (Rn T) x (Sn U).

Consequently, the class of saturated relations in 2*

is stable for intersection.
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3.2.3 Convex relations

Like in 2*, convex relations are those relations in

2**** which correspond to intervals in the rectangle

lattice.

Example 6 ((p, s), (p, d), (p,f), (p, eq), (m, s), (m, d),

(m, f), (m, eq)} is a conver relation that corresponds

to the interval [(p, s), (m, f)]. The conver relation “the

right side of r is on the left of the left side of y" corre

sponds to the interval [(p, p), (p, pi)] whereas the conver

relation “the top side of r is below the bottom side of

y” corresponds to the interval [(p, p), (pi, p)].

We omit the elementary proof of the following conclu

sion, for every atomic relation A, B, C, D in Aint, if A

< C and B 3 D then :

Proposition 5 [(A, B), (C, D)] = [A, C] x [B, D].

Consequently :

Proposition 6 The class of conver relations in 2****

coincides with the class of the relations which are ob

tained through the Cartesian product of two conver re

lations in 2*. Moreover, every conver relation in

2*ree is saturated.

All this goes to show that the class of convex relations

in 2^* is stable for intersection.

3.2.4 Preconvex relations

The preconvex relations in 2**** are defined by induc

tion in the following way :

• For every convex relation R in 2^*, R is a pre

convex relation in 2*.

• For every preconvex relation R in 2* and for

every unstable relation A in Aint, R\({A}x Aint)

is a preconvex relation in 2*.

• For every preconvex relation R in 2^* and for

every unstable relation B in Aint, R\(Aint x {B})

is a preconvex relation in 2*.

Example 7

{(p, o), (p, d), (m, o), (m, d), (o, o), (o, d)} is a preconver

relation that is obtained from [(p, m), (s, d)] by remov

ing the relations (s, m), (s, o], (s, s), (s, d), (p, m),

(m, m), (o, m), (p, s), (m, s), (o, s).

It may be asserted that, for every preconvex relation

R, S in 2* and for every unstable relation A, B in

Aint :

Proposition 7 (R × S)\({A}x Aint) = (RV (A})xS

and (R × S) \ (Aint x {B}) = R x (S \{B}).

Consequently :

Proposition 8 The class of preconver relations in

2**** coincides with the class of the relations which

are obtained through the Cartesian product of two pre

conver relations in 2*. Moreover, every preconver

relation in 2^* is saturated.

From all this it follows that the class of preconvex re

lations in 2^* is stable for intersection.

4 Composition

This section introduces the composition of two rela

tions in 2* on the basis of the composition of two

relations in 2*.

4.1 Interval composition

Composition between atomic relations in Aint is de

fined through the table of composition of Allen [1].

Example 8 do p = {p} and o o mi = {oi, si, di}.

Composition between relations in 2^* is defined in

the following way : R o S = U{A o B : A e R and B

e S). Incidentally, we must not forget that the class

of convex relations in 2^* and the class of preconvex

relations in 2^* are stable for composition.

4.2 Rectangle composition

Composition between atomic relations in Aree is de

fined in the following way : (A, B) o (C, D) = (A o

C) x (Bo D).

Example 9 (d, o] o (p, mi) = {p} x {oi, si, di} =

{(p, oi), (p, si), (p, di)}.

Composition between relations in 2^* is defined in

the following way : R o S = U{(A o C) x (B o D) :

(A, B) e R and (C, D) e S}. We omit the elementary

proof of the following conclusion, for every relation

R, S, T, U in 24 in :

Proposition 9 (R × S) o (Tx U) = (Ro T) x (So U).

Consequently, the class of convex relations in 2*r-e

and the class of preconvex relations in 2* are stable

for composition.

s:
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5 Networks

This section introduces the rectangle network as a set

of relational constraints between a finite number of

rectangle variables and goes on proving that the ques

tion of the consistency of a rectangle network which

constraints are preconvex is decidable by means of the

path-consistency method in time polynomial in the

length of the network.

5.1 Interval network

An interval network is a structure of the form (n, R)

where n > 1 and R is a mapping of (n) x (n) to the set

of the relations in 2** such that, for every i e (n),

Rii = {eq} and, for every i, je (n), Rji is the converse

of Rij. Let (n, R) be an interval network :

• (n, R) is path-consistent when, for every i, je (n),

Rj # 0 and, for every i, j, k e (n), Rijo Rjk D

Rik.

• (n, R) is consistent when there exists a mapping

r of (n) to the set of the rational intervals such

that, for every i, j e (n), there exists an atomic

relation A in Aint such that A e Rij and r, and

r; satisfy A in the rational interval model.

• (n, R) is convex (respectively : preconvex) when,

for every i, je (n), Rij is a convex (respectively :

preconvex) relation in 2^*.

According to Allen [1], the path-consistency method

– which consists in successively replacing, for ev

ery i, j, k e (n), the constraint Rik by the constraint

(Rijo Rjk) ſh Rik – is not complete as a decision pro

cedure for the issue of the consistency of an interval

network. Incidentally, we must not forget that, ac

cording to Ligozat [9] and Nebel, Bürckert [10], for

every interval network (n, R), if (n, R) is preconvex

and path-consistent then (n, R) is consistent.

5.2 Rectangle network

A rectangle network is a structure of the form (n, R)

where n > 1 and R is a mapping of (n) × (n) to the set

of the relations in 2**** such that, for every i e (n),

Rii = {(eq., eq)} and, for every i, j e (n), Rji is the

converse of Rij. Let (n, R) be a rectangle network :

• (n, R) is saturated when, for every i, je (n), Rij

is a saturated relation in 2^*.

• (n, R) is path-consistent when, for every i, je (n),

Rij # 0 and, for every i, j, k e (n), Rijo Riº D

• (n, R) is consistent when there exists a mapping

r of (n) to the set of the rational rectangles such

that, for every i, j E (n), there exists an atomic

relation A in Aint and there exists an atomic rela

tion B in Ain't such that (A, B) e Rij and ri and

r; satisfy (A, B) in the rational rectangle model.

• (n, R) is convex (respectively : preconvex) when,

for every i, je (n), Rij is a convex (respectively :

preconvex) relation in 2*.

Like in 2*, the path-consistency method is not com

plete as a decision procedure for the issue of the con

sistency of a rectangle network. If (n, R) is saturated

then there exists an interval network (n, S) and there

exists an interval network (n, T) such that, for every

i,j e (n), Rij = S, x T. j. Moreover :

• If (n, R) is path-consistent then, for every i, j e

(n), Rij # 0 and, for every i, j, k e (n), Rijo Rjk

D Rik. Consequently, for every i, je (n), Sij #

W, T, # 0 and, for every i, j, k e (n), (Six Tj) o

(Sjk × Tjk) 2 (Sik X Tik), (Sijo Sjk) × (Tijo Tjk)

D (Sik × Tik) and Sij O Sjk 2 Sik and Tijo Tjk

D Tik. Consequently, (n, S) and (n, T) are path

consistent. Reciprocally, it is easy to verify that if

(n, S) and (n, T) are path-consistent then (n, R)

is path-consistent.

f

n

• If (n, R) is consistent then there exists a mapping

r of (n) to the set of the rational rectangles such

that, for every i, j e (n), there exists an atomic

relation A in Aint and there exists an atomic rela

tion B in Aint such that (A, B) e Rij and ri and

r; satisfy (A, B) in the rational rectangle model.

Let y be the mapping of (n) to the set of the ra

tional intervals such that, for every ke (n), yk is

the projection of r s onto the horizontal axis and

z be the mapping of (n) to the set of the rational

intervals such that, for every ke (n), z, is the pro

jection of ack onto the vertical axis. Consequently,

for every i, j e (n), there exists an atomic rela

tion A in Aint such that A e Sij and y, and y;

satisfy A in the rational interval model and there

exists an atomic relation B in Ain't such that B

e T3 and z, and z; satisfy B in the rational in

terval model. Consequently, (n, S) and (n, T) are

consistent. Reciprocally, it is easy to verify that

if (n, S) and (n, T) are consistent then (n, R) is

consistent.

From all this it follows that, for every rectangle net

work (n, R) :

Proposition 10 If (n, R) is saturated then there er

ists an interval network (n, S) and there erists an in
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terval network (n, T) such that, for every i, j e (n),

Rij = Sj x T. j. Moreover, (n, R) is path-consistent

(respectively : consistent) iff (n, S) and (n, T) are

path-consistent (respectively : consistent).

All this goes to show that, for every rectangle network

(n, R) :

Proposition 11 If (n, R) is preconver and path

consistent then (n, R) is consistent.

Consequently, the question of the consistency of a rect

angle network which constraints are preconvex is de

cidable by means of the path-consistency method in

time polynomial in the length of the network.

6 Conclusion

To close our study of 2^*, we mention some questions

that remain unsolved :

• The first-order theory of rational intervals is de

cidable and possesses the quantifier elimination

property. Prove or disprove that the first-order

theory of rational rectangles is decidable and pos

sesses the quantifier elimination property.

• The class of preconvex relations in 2^* is the

maximal tractable class that contain all the 13

atomic relations in Aint. Prove or disprove that

the class of preconvex relations in 2^* is the

maximal tractable class that contain all the 13× 13

atomic relations in Arec.
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Abstract

This paper presents a formal theory for reason

ing about motion of spatial entities, in a qualita

tive framework. Taking over a theory intended

for spatial entities, we enrich it to achieve a theory

whose intended models are spatio-temporal enti

ties, an idea sometimes proposed by philosophers

or AI authors but never fully exploited. We show

what kind of properties usually assumed as desir

able parts of any space-time theory are recovered

from our model, thus giving a sound theoretical

basis for a natural, qualitative representation of

motion.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a theory for representing and reasoning

about motion in a qualitative framework. A lot of work has

been devoted to the representation of space in the past few

years, as spatial concepts pervades many domains of AI.

Part of these works have focused on the building of theo

ries for reasoning about incomplete and/or imprecise infor

mation as such theories would be more easily exploited than

the traditional quantitative models (widely used in robotics

for instance). For that purpose, in what is called “Qualita

tive Spatial Reasoning” (QSR), a lot of models make use

of regions of space as their ontological primitives rather

than the points of traditional geometry (for a general pre

sentation, see [Vieu, 1997]). This ontological shift im

poses to build new theories for most spatial and geomet

rical concepts. Several studies have been devoted to the

building of mereo-topological theories on that basis (for in

stance the well-known RCC theory [Randell et al., 1992];

see also [Fleck, 1996),[Asher and Vieu, 1995] and for a sur

vey of mereo-topology [Varzi, 1996]), as mereo-topology

(essentially, the modeling of connection and part-hood) is

regarded as the basis of common-sense geometry.

Very little work has been done on motion in such a qualita

tive framework. Even works done under the banner of so

called "qualitative physics” usually make use of the classi

cal quantitative model of kinematics. Motion is thus usu

ally represented in a Newtonian/Cartesian framework (Ra

jagopalan and Kuipers, 1994],[Hays, 1989). Other studies

focus more on related aspects, for instance |Forbus, 1983,

Davis, 1989] insist more on the concept of dynamic pro

cess, and [Shanahan, 1995, Hartley, 1992] on default rea

Soning in metric spaces that are not really clearly character

ized. Motion is nonetheless a key notion in our understand

ing of spatial relations; indeed, changes of state in RCC has

been analyzed through transition graphs in which the rela

tions form so-called “conceptual neighborhoods”, via po

tential motion. Only certain changes are allowed, assum

ing continuous change between relations (this means spatial

changes are restricted to the edges of such graphs). Conti

nuity is the central notion here, but remains implicitly as

sumed without a formal definition; only the work of Gal

ton [Galton, 1993, Galton, 1997) has begun to address what

continuity implies for a common-sense theory of motion.

Still, this kind of work characterizes continuity as a set of

logical constraints on the transitions in a temporal frame

work and does not add much insight to the already exist

ing transition graph (it is more descriptive than explana

tory), and falls short of an explicit, generic characterization

of spatio-temporal continuity.

We present here a mereo-topological model in which the

primitive entities are spatio-temporal regions, on which we

define both spatio-temporal and temporal relations. These

entities can be interpreted as the trajectories of physical ob

jects and events. Such an approach is not entirely new since

Russell [Russell, 1914] or Carnap [Carnap, 1958] had al

ready suggested it, for reasons analyzed in [Simons, 1987],

and Hayes has begun to show the use that could be made of

such objects for common-sense reasoning [Hayes, 1985b,

Hayes, 1985al; mainly, the homogeneity of a theory which

treats events and objects at the same level has an interest

ing expressive power, and directly addresses the problem
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of objects identity through time. We show that a qualita

tive notion of continuity can be expressed in such a the

ory, which allows for a full characterization of conceptual

neighborhoods of spatial relations. Section 2 presents the

topological theory (of Asher& Vieu) we take as a basis, sec

tion 3 and 4 present our extension to that theory, along with

the definition of continuity within the theory and a presen

tation of how we recover conceptual neighborhoods from

this general definition. Section 5 shows how to define some

common-sense concepts related to motion.

2 THE TOPOLOGICAL BASE

In this section we take over the theory of topological con

cepts presented in [Asher and Vieu, 1995], which is shown

to be consistent and complete with respect to a certain class

of models, and which has at least the same expressive power

as RCC8 [Randell et al., 1992]; both theories are based on

the work of Clarke [Clarke, 1981]. The main difference be

tween them is that RCC8 does not distinguish between open

and closed regions whereas Asher and Vieu's theory does.

It is not obvious that the results we present here could be

demonstrated in RCC, because of this difference. More

over Asher and Vieu's theory has been thought as a spatio

temporal theory from the beginning, although this aspect

has never been much exploited by the authors (not even

in a formal account of motion verbs in [Asher and Sablay

rolles, 1995]). Objects of this theory can be interpreted as

the spatio-temporal referents of physical objects or events,

or regions of space. Figure 2 shows the classical intended

2D spatial interpretation of some relations that can be de

fined from the primitive relation C (connection), while Fig

ure 1 shows an illustration ofhow a Spatio-temporal relation

is to be intuitively understood. Here the “spatial” dimen

sion of an entity is a part of the horizontal axis while the

temporal evolution of the entity is shown along the vertical

axis. Space could of course be 2- or 3-dimensional, and this

Figure is only one example of what our intended models are.

We will now present the topological axioms from [Asher

and Vieu, 1995]. For the sake of clarity, in the following,

universal quantifiers scoping over whole formulas are omit

ted. Upper case symbols stand for predicates, lower case

ones for variables or constants. The symbol = stands for

definition. We use a first order language with equality.

A 2.1 Cra:

A 2.2 Cry — Cyr

A 2.3 (V: (Czar – Czy) → a = y)

A lot of relations can be defined on that sole basis, we will

make use of the following (see [Asher and Vieu, 1995] for

the formal definition): P (part of), PP (proper part of), O

Time

SpaceOxy p

Figure 1: A Spatio-Temporal Interpretation of O(verlap)

(a)

§ 3 - e.
DC(d,b) EC(d,b) TPP(a,b) TPPi(a,b)

(a)

PO(d,b) EQ(q,b) NTPP(a,b) NTPPi(a,b)

Figure 2: A 2D Spatial Interpretation of Topological Rela

tions

(overlap), PO (partial overlap), EC (external connection),

TP (tangential part), NTP (non tangential part), TPP and

NTPP and the converse relations TPPT" and NTPPT' (also

written TPPI and NTPPI), cf Figure 2. The following are

existence axioms of classical operators [Asher and Vieu,

1995]:

A 2.4 wavy-z Vu(Cu3 - (Curvcuy))

(sum, noted a ty)

A 2.5 Vrây -Cyr — Ex Vu(Cu3 – Ev (-Cvr/\Cvu))

(complement, noted – c.)

A 2.6 Ea. Wu Cua:

(existence of a universe, noted a”)

A 2.7 Ory — H. Wu(Cuz – Hu (Pva APvyACvu))

(intersection, noted a y)

A 2.8 Wray Vu (Cuy — Be (NTPv4 ACvu))

(interior, noted ix)

D 2.1 (closure); cr = -i(-r)

A 2.9 c(a^) = a”
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The topological operators are constrained in a classical

way:

D22 OPP = (ir = r) (definition of an open)

A 2.10 (OPr A OPy A Ory) →OP(r, y)

The authors also define a few useful notions:

D2.3 SPry = -Cercy

D24 CONr = -(Brijra(r = r +12 A SPrirº))

(self-connectedness)

(separateness|Vieu, 1991])

D2.5 ATP = −3yPPyr (atomicity)

We define quasi-atoms, whose only proper parts are their in

teriors:

D 2.6 QATr = ATir A -OPr

and “generalized” atoms, which can be atoms or quasi

atOnS:

D 2.7 GATT = ATr v QATE

and are conceptually close to atoms (the only difference be

ing that they can include part of the closure of an atom).

3 TEMPORAL RELATIONS

The mere topology we have introduced is quite general

and does not imply a spatio-temporal interpretation; in or

der to do so it is necessary to capture a notion of tem

poral order between entities of the theory. The kind of

properties we want are related to the assumptions already

made about those entities: they are extended in a primi

tive space-time so that temporal relations actually bear on

the spatio-temporal entities themselves, and not on time ex

tents. Thus our temporal relations are close to event log

ics (see e.g. Kamp [Kamp, 1979]), which are quite simi

lar to interval-based temporal logics (see vanBenthem [van

Benthem, 1995] or Galton [Galton, 1995] for a general pre

sentation), with the difference that two objects can be dif

ferent and still be contemporaneous. However these logics

are often based on two primitives, < for precedence, and ei

ther inclusion or overlap. If we want to keep the topologi

cal distinction between connection and overlap made on the

spatio-temporal entities, we need to have topological con

cepts on the temporal level as well (and Varzi [Varzi, 1996]

has shown this is not possible with only overlap or inclu

Sion, i.e. mereology). This distinction is part of Allen's

common-sense theory of time [Allen and Hayes, 1985) and

Galton [Galton, 1993] has shown it is necessary to account

for continuous motion. But Allen's theory assumes self

connected intervals and Galton assumes the existence of

both instants and intervals. We believe however that none

of these hypotheses are necessary and keep a more general

model where entities can be disconnected; it is moreover an

ontologically more parsimonious (assuming only extended

entities) model which turns out to be quite practical. We

thus introduce a relation of temporal connection × (inter

preted in much the same way as a temporal 'C') besides the

obvious 3. For readability's sake, and to distinguish them

from the spatio-temporal relations, temporal relations are

infixed.

A 3.1 r & y → y ≤ a. (symmetry)

A 3.2 a 3: ..r (reflexivity)

A 3.3 r > y → - r < y

(incompatibility between 38 and <)

A 3.4 a 3 y → -y < a. (antisymmetry of 3)

A 3.5 (a 3 y A y > - A : < t ) — r < t

(composition ofx and <)

From this we can define the intuitive relations:

D 3.1 : C, y = y:(; * r → : 3 y)

(temporal inclusion)

D 3.2 roſy = 3:(; C / A : C, r)

(temporal overlap)

D 3.3 (r = y) = + c, y A y C, r

(temporal equivalence)

The transitivity of « can be derived from A3.2 and A3.5

and its irreflexivity from A3.3 and A3.2. The relation < is

therefore a strict partial order. Figure 3 gives an illustration

of the temporal relations between spatio-temporal entities.

Time

x & y w 6 y

w 3 y

y

z - y

z & y
x x < z.

Space

Figure 3: Temporal Relations Illustrated

We can derive all the axioms of other systems based on 3

and (C, or a ) (cf. Ivan Benthem, 1995, Aurnague and Vieu,

1993, Kamp, 1979) from the previous axioms, which are

much inspired by [Aurnague and Vieu, 1993]. We can also

define a notion of temporal connectedness:
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D 3.4

CON, r = -(Br, Brºſ. = r +12 A -(c., a crº)))

We can moreover impose the linearity of the underlying

temporal order by stating that there must be a relation (<

or X) between two temporally self-connected entities (and

only in that case since the theory allows for the sum of arbi

trary entities, therefore not necessarily self-connected). The

following axiom indeed eliminates branching time models.

A 3.6 (CON, r A CON, y) → (r. 3 y V r > y V y < r )

4 SPATIO-TEMPORAL INTERACTIONS

4.1 LINKS BETWEEN TIME AND SPACE-TIME

The links between spatio-temporal relations and temporal

relations have yet to be defined. Some axioms were defined

in the same perspective in Vieu, 1991], using a “tempo

ral overlap"relation, but were not part of a larger motion

theory'.

A 4.1 Cry — r > y

time-connected)

(two connected entities are also

The models must not be temporal only, so Cands are differ

ent (4.2) and there is at least two temporally ordered entities

(4.3).

A 4.2 Ha:3y r > y A -Cry

A 4.3 Eray r < y

The interaction between + and < and 3 need to be specified:

A 4.4 (+ 3 y A : < y) → (r-t) < y

A 4.5 (++y) × < *-* r * : V y >< 2

In order to define relations between parts of trajectories that

can vary through time, we now define a notion of “temporal

slice”, i.e. the maximal part corresponding to a certain time

extent (Figure 4).

Time

Space

Figure 4: Illustration of a Temporal Slice

'The axioms of [Vieu, 1991) are theorems of our theory.

D 4.1 TSry = Prº A Vs (P: y A - c, r) → Per)

In order to prevent the proliferation of arbitrary entities, we

only impose the existence of a slice of an entity when it tem

porally intersects another (so that we state only the exis

tence of meaningful temporal parts, corresponding to tem

poral interaction between other entities). Thus we want:

war, iſ waſ – Hu (TSuw A u C, y)) (l)

Since (wo y → Bu(u C, u /\ u C, y)), it is enough to state

the following axiom:

A 4.6 y C, w — Bu (TSuu /\ u = y)

and (l) then is a theorem, along with the following ones:

Th 4.1 Pry – 3: (TS: y A : = , r)

(there is a temporally equivalent slice for all parts of an en

tity)

Th 4.2 (TS.ry A TS: y A r = <) → r = 2

(this t-equivalent slice is unique)

We will note uſ, the part of u corresponding to the “life

time” of y when it exists (that is when y C, w).

Models for the base theory of Asher & Vieu are presented

in [Asher and Vieu, 1995]. We present here the properties

that a sub-part of P(R*) needs to be a model of our theory;

lack of space precludes the presentation of the proof of the

consistency of each axiom with respect to this model, which

in most cases is rather straightforward. The construction

can be easily generalized to show that equivalent parts of

T(IR”) or P(R') are models of the theory. At this stage we

do not show the kinds of model with respect to which there

is semantic completeness, we merely introduce a model that

shows the consistency of our theory.

Let's consider a subset J C P(IR*). Asher and Vieu have

shown in [Asher and Vieu, 1995) the consistency and com

pleteness of their theory with respect to a certain kind of

structure. Models for our own theory will have some of

these properties, which we present now.

Consider a topological space & . Objects of the theory de

note elements of a set J C P(&). The interior and clo

sure operators are noted “int” and “cl” (in our case & will

be IR” with a classical topology). The operator U" and ſh"

are union and intersection operators preserving the “regu

larity” of interiors and closures:

r U" y = r U y U int (cl (a Uy))

r ſh" y = a ſhy ſh cl(int(rſ y))

In order to satisfy the axioms of the topological part of the

theory, elements of J must verify the following conditions:

i. if \eſ and YeJ and int(\ ſh Y) + (), then X ſ."

Y E.P. (The intersection ſh" of two elements of J is in

J if it has a non empty interior).
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ii. if X EJF and YeJ , \ U* Yeſ. (The union of two

elements of J is in J)

iii. 8 E.P.

iv. if Yeſ and Y # 8 then (C(X)/s)eſ (if the com

plement of X is not empty, it is in J)

v. Regularity: the interior of an element of J is not

empty and “full” (int(cl\)) = int(\)) and is in Jº,

its closure is regular (cl(int (Y)) = cl(X)) and be

longs to JP.

The interpretation of the relation of connection in this class

of models for any variable assignation g, is as follows:

ICryl, -true iff [r], n [v], # O.

Now let's have a look at the added constraints on our mod

els. Let p (V) be the projection of \ EJF on the temporal

dimension:

p. (X) = {a e R/ Eb e IR, (b, a) E \}

We give the following interpretation to the primitives < and

X. Let q be an arbitrary variable assignment:

[r 3 y, = 1 iff there is a e IR, be IR et c e IR such that

(a,c) éirl, and (b, c) e Iul,

[r yl, - 1 iff for all real numbers a,b,c,d. ([a, b) e

[r], A (c,d)e [],) → b & d

We add the following constraints:

o) for all Ye J and Ye J such that p, (X) C p. (Y) we

have also Y ſh (IR x p (V)) ef

This constraint is easily compatible with the others,

since Yſ (IR x p (X)) has a non-empty interior since

Y and X (and therefore IR x p (Y)) have non-empty

interiors.

9) there are X E J and Ye J such that for all (a, b) e X

and (c,d) e Y, b - d.

7) there are Ye J and Ye J such that p (V)ſp (Y) # ()

et X ſ. Y = ()

The constraint a, 3, ) are necessary because of (respec

tively) axioms A4.6, A4.3 and A4.2.

4.2 CONTINUITY

We have already mentioned the importance of continuity in

our intuitive understanding of motion (motion is a percep

tually continuous spatial change), and how this notion per

vades a lot of work on spatial relations, the most obvious

being the transition graphs (of RCC8 [Randell et al., 1992],

e.g.), without being given a generic formal characteriza

tion. The continuity we have in mind (along with other

authors in QSR) is different from the mathematical sense

where arbitrarily fine distinctions can be made about space

and time. We want something closer to intuition and at the

same time covering the properties shown to be necessary for

a theory of motion. The continuity we propose can be de

fined within the theory without stating separately the pos

sible transitions, contrarily to what Galton does in [Galton,

1993]+, and this provides a more general characterization

of qualitative continuous change; it is thus moreover much

easier to check the consistency of such a theory. Infor

mally, we propose to consider a spatio-temporal individual

as qualitatively continuous if it is temporally self-connected

and if it doesn't make spatial “leaps” (corresponding to a

Sudden gain or loss of parts, or a sudden translation), that is

if no part of an entity can be temporally connected to a slice

of that entity but not spatio-temporally (a counter-example

of this is illustrated in Figure 5, where the non-continuity of

w corresponds to a qualitative “horizontal" jump; this figure

also illustrates theorem 4.3 below and the entity : can be ig

nored at this stage of the discussion). This can be expressed

Time

W=x-Hu-HV

Space

Figure 5: Entity w is not Continuous.

as follows:

D 4.2

CONTINUw =CON, w A Wavu((TSru A r > u

A Puu) — Cru)

We will present now what we recover from the intuitions

about continuous change. We will compare spatio-temporal

relations between two contemporaneous slices of two “con

tinuous” individuals at two different moments, in order to

compare the results with RCC conceptual neighborhood

graph. Figure 6 shows an example of what this means: dur

ing : 1, the corresponding slices of r and y are disconnected,

later on, during tº the corresponding slices of r and y “Spa

tially” overlap, i.e. every temporal slices of a and y overlap

during £2, which could be expressed as

Ospry = Ory A. C. (a y); this way, we can define all

“spatial” relations corresponding to those definable in RCC

(it is to be noted that DC is already equivalent to DCsp). We

*Moreover we express the continuity of transition for any en

tity whereas Galton focused on rigid objects, a concept which can

not be expressed in a topological theory, and which eliminates

some transitions such as NTPP to −.
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Time

- - - - - i

t i

x/z1 yſz1 z1

!
i l

Figure 6: Purely “Spatial” Relations

Space

found that impossible transitions correspond to the impos

sible transitions of the conceptual neighborhood graph of

RCC8, with one exception: if the theory allows for atoms,

continuity as defined here cannot apply to them since they

have no parts *. Some transitions are moreover only pos

sible between closed entities (a property which is assumed

for RCC classical conceptual neighborhoods, since the the

ory cannot distinguish open and closed entities). In order

to recover Figure 5, it suffices to demonstrate the following

theorems (every time we mention a transition between two

RCC relations they have to be understood as their purely

spatial counterparts in our framework):

i) A continuous transition between DC and O is impossi

ble (thus a continuous transition between DC and PO

or TPP or NTPP or TPPI or NTPPI or “=" is impossi

ble).

ii) A continuous transition between EC and NTP or TP is

impossible (and thus NTPP and TPP and =).

iii) A continuous transition between PP and PPT' is im

possible (so that no transition from TPP or NTPP to

TPPI or NTPPI is possible)

iv) A continuous transition between PO and NTPP is im

possible. PO being symmetric, the impossibility of a

PO/NTPPT' is proved at the same time.

This way, the only remaining possibilities are the transition

of Figure 7.

The non-continuity of a DC++O transition

Th 4.3 (TSrw A Pyw A DCzz A Ospy: A r > y) →

—CONTINUw

*The problem of atoms should be dealt with separately since it

is not clear what properties they should have; few authors have ad

dressed those questions, but we think it is rather natural for atoms

to be left out in what is presented here.

TPP NTPP

z (G),

2

<--> <-->x >{<->

O. O. TºYS W T

\\ _ _x

DC EC PO

TPP, NTPP

Figure 7: RCC8 Conceptual Neighborhoods

This says that a direct transition from DC (i.e. -C) and O

cannot be continuous (see Figure 5). (Proof: easily, (with

u = y : :) -Cru et r > u, and this proves w's non

continuity). The hypotheses of this theorem imply that x

and y are closed (although in a non obvious way).

The non-continuity of a TP/NTP++EC transition

This can be shown if we assume the entities involved to

have only non-atomic temporal parts (that is if we assume

r and y are GATs):

Th 4.4

(TSrw/\Pyw/ECr:ATPy: A r > y A –GAT(r) A

–GAT(y)) → -CONTINUw

More easily (and more generally), we also have:

Th 4.5 (TSrw A Pyu A ECr: A NTPP,py: A r > y) →

—CONTINUu.

(No continuous transition between EC and NTP).

See Figure 8 for the illustration of theorem 4.4. If r or y are

generalized atoms, a +y is still consistent with the definition

of continuity. Note that the theorem mentions EC, which

gives the intended result, given that EC, p →EC. The defi

nition of NTPP,pay departs a little from the other “purely”

spatial relation since we may want it to hold on temporally

closed intervals, and thus it cannot entail NTPPry. We get

around this by stating

NTPP,pry = y:(; c. (ir) →NTPPrſ, y.

The non-continuity of a PP-PPT' transition

Observing that: PPr: -, -Cr(–2) and PPT'yz -

(Oy(–2)VECy(-2)) and using the previous theorems with

–2 or c(–3) in place of z, we show that there cannot be a di

rect continuous transition between PP and PPT' (see Figure

9).

The non-continuity of a PO4- NTPP transition

We have (see Figure 10):

Th 4.6 (2 = 211: A TSyu A NTPP,py: A Prw A

PO.prz. A r > y) → -CONTINU(w)
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Time

Space

Figure 8: PP/EC Transition

Time

Space

Figure 9: PP/PP-' Transition

Indeed, considering u = r–2, we have u > y and -Cuy.

Time

Space

Figure 10: NTPP/PO Transition

To sum up this section, we have given a formal char

acterization of the conceptual neighborhood graph that is

usually taken as an intuitive reality for RCC-like theories.

We go further than Galton who had only listed extensively

(in a different spatio-temporal setting) what this transitions

should be in a limited case. We did this by defining spatial

relations corresponding to the standard intended interpre

tations, even though theories differ as to what their exact

models are. We have also shown the necessity of the dis

tinction between open and closed regions and why we have

chosen Asher and Vieu's topological framework.

5 MOTION CLASSES

5.1 REPRESENTING MOTION CLASSES

This section is dedicated to showing how the theory can be

used to represent certain types of motion. This has been

inspired from a study of some motion verbs [Muller and

Sarda, 1997, and puts the expressive power of the theory

to the test. We insist on the fact that we have restricted our

Selves to the topological aspects of such motions and that

the representations are consequently to be understood as a

partial definition only of the semantics of those verbs, and

as a guide for an intuitive (but formal) definition of mean

ingful topological motion classes.

In order to do so, we need to introduce a few preliminary no

tions. First, we define another spatio-temporal partial over

lap as an overlap which is not spatial only (a slice of x has

to be completely out of y at some time):

D 5.1 STPOry =Ory ^ -(a = r y) A -(y = y.º.)

Th 5.1 STPOry – BuſTSur A –Cuy)

A few other definitions are needed:

D 5.2 LOCry = 3:(TS: A Psy)

(a slice of x is part of y)

D 5.3 TEMP_IN.j =LOCry A STPOry

(x is “temporarily” a part of y)

We define relations equivalent to Allen's relations on inter

vals [Allen and Hayes, 1985] (note that = <, already exists

as = , «):

D 5.4 MEETry = i < j} ^ 4 × y

D 5.5

STARTa y = a Cry A V: (; ~ r → ; * /) A -ly Ct r

D 5.6

FINISHry = 1 g, \, A V:(4 × < − y < :) A -yCr r

D 5.7 O, ru = ray A Eu(STARTuy A FINISHur)

D 5.8

DURINGry = a C, y A –FINISH ry A -STARTry

The converse relations can be defined in an obvious

way, and will be noted MEET, . START, FINISH, O, , ,

DURING, . We can now very simply express different mo

tion classes, such as those mentioned in the beginning of the

section. We assume for all those motions that the entities

involved (intuitively, the arguments of a motion event) are

continuous, without writing it each time in the definition.
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The first argument corresponds to an entity : that “tem

poralize” the relation: the relation holds between r, and

!/s, r and y being two other spatio-temporal regions. At

a later stage, we could build a theory of physical objects

where r and y would be the trajectories of two objects and

2 would be another entity giving the temporal extent of the

relation (e.g. the spatio-temporal extension of an event).

None of these interpretations are necessary to understand

the following given relations, which are defined indepen

dently of any assumption about entities except that they are

spatio-temporally extended. We define six classes of mo

Time

yºu |\x/

y/u x/u

LEAVE HIT REACH Space

Time

----------------

* *

---------

x/u i t y/u V,
- x/u t

u y/u i -

yºu] ' ',
t *

- *

i t %

CROSS
Space

ExternAL INTERNAL

Figure 11: The Six Motion Classes

tion, named LEAVE, REACH, HIT, CROSS, INTERNAL

and EXTERNAL; intuitively, each of these classes could

be instantiated by the following motion verbs: LEAVE,

REACH, HIT and CROSS correspond to the topological

behavior of the corresponding verbs, INTERNAL corre

sponds to verbs such as “to drive around (the country)” and

EXTERNAL to verbs such as “to avoid” (see Figure 11).

D 5.9

REACH:ry =TEMP IN+/, / A FINISH(r), y):

D 5.10

LEAVE:ry =TEMPLINA/, / A START(a), y):

D 5.11 INTERNAL:..ry #PP), !/.

D 5.12

HIT:ry =ECa/, / Avri, y, [(Priºr, APV, V, AECriy)

– (FINISHr 12 AFINISHylz)]

Time

/y
uſy v/y y

Space

Figure 12: An Example for Time and Space-Time Compo

sition

D5.13 EXTERNAL:ry = -Crºy,

D 5.14

CROSS:ry = 3:1, s2(3 = -11: A MEET:1:2 A

REACH: ry A LEAVE:ºry)

5.2 REASONING ABOUT MOTION CLASSES

5.2.1 Combining Motion and Temporal Information

To be able to reason efficiently about spatial qualitative

models, it is customary to use and implement composi

tion tables, which are dedicated to more specific deduc

tions than generic first-order theorem provers. To reason

about motion, different paths can be followed. We show

in Table 1-2 a composition of temporal and spatio-temporal

information between two entities, following the pattern:

((Riry A Motion(y, u, v)) → Rouſ, ty.), Ri and Motion

being the entries in the table and R2 being the correspond

ing result. This table takes as input information about the

class of motion (Motion) and a temporal relation R1 be

tween the entity that determine the temporal extent during

which the relation holds and any other entity (we choose to

express this second piece of information with an Allen re

lation). The result is a spatio-temporal relation R2 between

the arguments (u and v) “during” the other entity (x) *. Fig

ure 12 illustrates the kind of situation corresponding to the

table, where R1 is O, and Motion is LEAVE.

All entries of this table are theorems of the theory; entries

assuming u and v are continuous are marked with a (c); we

also assume entities are all GATS (see section 2). Space

doesn't allow us to present the proofs here.

“We considerthe cases of relations similar to RCC8, for the re

lation holding between uſ, and "/... the resulting relation is a dis

junction of one of the previously defined relations.
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PO PO

Table 1: Combining Motion and Temporal Information (1).

PO, TPP, DC, EC, PO

NTPP

Table 2: Combining Motion and Temporal Information (2).

5.2.2 Combining Motion and “Static” Information

Obviously, even though all objects are considered as having

histories, we perceive our environment with respect to ob

jects we regard as “static” and defining some kind of frame

of reference. Thus motion is often considered as the mo

tion of an entity relative to one or more given (often im

plicitly), “static” entities in a frame of reference. Thus we

present now the combination of information about objects

of a known environment (intuitively the spatio-temporal

referent of locations in a frame of reference) and motion in

formation. We will assume that some regions (correspond

ing to locations) bear the same relation to each other “dur

ing” any other entity. This means, that the relation R1 in

the Tables 3-4 is to be read as Riy, ºft. A vu(v C.

u →Riy, A.) (this is what was meant by “purely” spatial

relations, namely that the same relation holds between all

respective temporal slices of those entities, cf section 4).

Thus, from Riy, ºft, and Motion(u, x, y), we can deduce a

relation R2 such that R24/.3%. Figure 13 shows an exam

ple entry of the table, where Motion is LEAVE and R1 is

DC. The result can be DC, EC or PO. This is obtained sim

ply by combining the entries of Tables 1-2 with a composi

tion table for topological relations. As the temporal infor

Time

x/u

Space

Figure 13: An Example of Location and Spatio-Temporal

Combination

mation makes use of the continuity hypothesis, this is also

only valid assuming that hypothesis. We want to point out

at this stage, that we use those relations only as a means of

comparison and that they do not really express as such all

the information we want to convey when dealing with mo

tion. It can be seen from the tables that (PO, TPP, NTPP) is

a common result for very different motion relations (such

as LEAVE and CROSS); we mainly wanted to focus here

on why this theory is a good starting point for a theory of

motion.

LEAVE HIT REACH

R1/Motion

DC., DCECPo pºcro. DCECPo
PP

EC., DC.EC.PO || DC,EC.PO, DC,EC, PO

TPP,

NTPP-1,

TPP

PO, DC.EC.PO, DC.EC,PO, DC.EC,PO,

TPPNTPP TPPNTPP TPP, NTPP

TPP., DC.EC.PO || DC,EC DC,EC.PO

NTPP, DC.EC.PO | DC DC.EC,PO

F. PO EC PO

TPP, PO.TPP. POTPP, PO.TPP,

NTPP NTPP NTPP

NTPP, PO.TPP, PO.TPP, POTPP,

NTPP NTPP NTPP

Table 3: Composing Motion and Location Information (2).

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented here an original relational theory com

bining space and time to achieve a theory of spatio-temporal

entities and thus a qualitative theory of motion. It is possi

ble to define a notion of qualitative spatio-temporal conti

nuity within the theory which gives a rigorous basis to in

tuitions that seemed reasonable to admit about most RCC
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l Otion

DC.

- A

A

NTPſ. All

TPP, PO.TPP, NTPP

NTPP

PO.TPP,

NTPP

NTPP, NTPP

Table 4: Composing Motion and Location Information (2).

like theories of space, namely the admissible transitions be

tween qualitative spatial relations, in a more unified and

general framework than [Galton, 1993]. The expressive

power of the theory allows for the definition of complex

motion classes such as those expressed by motion verbs in

natural language. This complexity is in itself a problem

if one is to reason about such representations, so we have

given a few examples of the kind of reasoning that can be

of interest about motion relations and that can be demon

strated within the theory. It is to be noted however that “mo

tion” ranges over a wide set of phenomena and it should be

expected that varied courses of action can be followed in

the task of automating reasoning about it, depending on the

kind of task one is interested in (it can be qualitative reason

ing about physical objects, such as [Hayes, 1985a, Davis,

1989) or representing natural language expressions; another

area where it can be used is high-level vision systems deal

ing with natural language descriptions of spatial changes

[Fernyhough et al., 1998, Borillo and Pensec, 1995]). Be

sides we can now try to extend our theory to geometrical

concepts (such as orientation and distance). Some work

is now also needed to characterize completely the models

of the theory (and then prove completeness with respect to

those models).
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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the usefulness

of preprocessing part of the input of a given

problem to improve the efficiency. We extend

the results of [Cadoli et al., 1996) by giving

sufficient conditions to prove the unfeasibility

of reducing the on-line complexity via an off

line preprocessing. We analyze the problems

of diagnosis (Peng and Reggia, 1986], plan

ning [Bylander, 1991], reasoning about ac

tions (Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993], and be

lief revision [Williams, 1994]. We analyze

other problems from various fields.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many problems in Artificial Intelligence (and in

Knowledge Representation in particular) are computa

tionally hard to solve. An observation that may lead

to a reduction of the complexity is that often these

problems have a property: the input is divided in two

parts, where one of them is known long before the rest

of the input. In such cases, it makes sense to do some

computation on the first part of the input to speed

up the solution of the problem when the second part

arrives. This computation made in advance is said

preprocessing, or compilation. Another case in which

a preprocessing is useful is when there are many in

stances of the problem to be solved that share part of

the input (i.e. there are many instances for which part

of the input is common). In such cases, the prepro

cessing of the shared part is useful if it decreases the

cost of solving each single instance. We call the part

of the input we preprocess fired part, while the rest of

the input is called varying part. When the complexity

of the problem decreases thanks to the compilation of

the fixed part, we call the problem compilable.

The general idea of preprocessing part of the input

data has been widely used in many areas of com

puter science. For example, in computational ge

ometry the techniques for geometric searching (cf.

|Preparata and Shamos, 1985, Chap. 2) use a costly

preprocessing phase to speed up the on-line behavior.

In AI, a clear example of a problem with a

fixed/varying part pattern occurs in the diagnosis field.

Suppose we have a set of possible faults, and a set of

rules that, given a fault, determine which (observable)

effects will occur. In diagnosis of physical systems,

the set of faults is the set of possible malfunctioning

parts, while the effects are the (observable) abnormal

behaviors of the system. The problem is to determine

a minimal explanation (a minimal set of faults) that

explains a given set of effects. It is reasonable to as

sume that the physical system (and its description in

terms of faults-effects rules) is known in advance, and

thus a preprocessing of it is in many case affordable

(even if it is very expensive), in order to obtain a more

efficient algorithm to find a diagnosis when a set of

effects occurs.

Recently, several papers [Cadoli et al., 1995,

Gogic et al., 1995, Kautz and Selman, 1992] focused

on techniques to prove that problems can (or cannot)

be compiled. The precise formalization of compilabil

ity is given in (Cadoli et al., 1996).

What’s new. In this paper, we give new

sufficient conditions to prove that problems are

not compilable, and apply them to the prob

lems of diagnosis (Peng and Reggia, 1986], plan

ning [Bylander, 1991], and reasoning about actions

(Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993]. Some problems of belief

revision [Williams, 1994] will be proved to be compil

able.

We also show the generality of these sufficient con

ditions by applying them to problems from database

theory (Chandra and Merlin, 1977), network analysis
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and design (Garey and Johnson, 1979), software engi

neering [Ntafos and Hakimi, 1979), and graph theory

(Karp, 1972).

Outline. The paper is organized as follows: in the

next section, we report the basic concepts of compil

ability, as defined in (Cadoli et al., 1996). In Section 3

we show some new sufficient conditions to prove that a

problem is not compilable. The other sections contain

the analysis of various problems from the point of view

of compilability.

2 DEFINITIONS

In this paper we consider propositional formulas, (di

rected) graphs, and languages. We assume that the

basic definitions of these concepts are known. Prob

lems are represented by languages (as usual) over an

alphabet X. The length of a string a e XX* is denoted

||r||. The problem of diagnosis, which we will use to

illustrate the rationale of compilation, is defined as fol

lows.

Definition 1 The problem Minimal Diagnosis (md)

is: given a set of faults F, a set of effects M, a function

e: F — P(M), a set of observed effects M'C M, and

an integer k, decide if there eaſists a set F" C F of size

at most k, such that Uſer, e(f) P M'.

We illustrate this definition with an example that will

be also useful for explaining the concepts of compil

ability.

Example 1 A car may overheat for (at least) four

causes: the water pump is broken, the sensor is bro

ken, the relay does not work, or there is not enough

water in the radiator. Each of these faults generates

an overheating. They may have other effects: if the

water pump is broken, the radiator is not heat, while

a fault in the sensor or the relay causes the fan not to

turn on. On the contrary, the only effect of not having

enough water in the radiator is the overheating'.

The set of faults and manifestations are defined as fol

lows.

F

M =

{pump, sensor, relay, water}

{overheat, fan-off, no heat-radiator}

The function e, expressing the effects of faults, is de

fined as follows.

e(pump) = {overheat, no heat radiator}

'Some of the facts reported here are true, but since we

are not really expert about cars, the reader should not try

to repair cars following such diagnostic rules.

e(sensor) = {overheat, fan-off}

e(relay) = {overheat, fan-off}

e(water) = {overheat}

If the observed effects are M' = {overheat, fan-off},

then the minimal diagnoses are {sensor} and

{relay}. Thus, there erist diagnoses of size

k = 1. On the contrary, if the observed effects

are M' = {overheat, fan-off, no heat radiator},

then the minimal diagnoses are {pump, sensor} and

{pump, relay}, thus there is no diagnosis of size less

or equal than k = 1.

In this paper we are concerned with problems whose

input can be divided in two parts. One part is accessi

ble off-line, that is, we can preprocess it. This part is

called fixed part. The rest of the input is called vary

ing part. In the example of diagnosis, we can spend

much time of computation on the description of the

physical system, while once a set of effects occurs, we

want to obtain a diagnosis very quickly (in real time,

if possible).

Formally, problems whose input is composed of two

parts can be represented by sets of pairs of strings

= {(r, y)}, where the first element of each pair is

the fixed part of the input. In the case of diagnosis,

the first part of the input is the description of the

system, while the varying part is the set of observed

effects. Since the function e represent the description

of the system, while M' and k depend on the observed

effect, we express Minimal Diagnosis as a problem of

pairs of strings as follows.

{(e, (M', k)) | BF' of size at most k,

such that U e(f) D M'}

fe Fº

md =

We do not write F and M for the sake of simplicity,

and assume that F and M are simply the domain and

the co-domain of the function e.

We remark that “fixed” is different from a more com

mon concept of computational complexity, “constant”.

In computational complexity, the word “constant”,

when refers to a string, means that the string will

always be of small length. On the contrary, “fixed”

means that the part of the input will be known to the

preprocessor, while the varying part is not. A fixed

part, in our definition, may be arbitrarily large. This

holds both in cases in which the fixed part is known

in advance and in cases in which many input instances

share the same fixed part.

In order to formalize the concept of preprocessing, we

recall the definitions of polysize functions, compilable
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classes and reductions. These concepts have been in

troduced in [Cadoli et al., 1996), where more examples

and motivations are provided. A function f is called

polysize if there exists a polynomial p such that for all

r it holds |f(x)|| < p(\r |), that is, the size of the

result of f is bounded by a polynomial in the size of r.

Our intuitive notion of compilability states that a

problem S can be reduced into a simpler problem by

preprocessing only its fixed part. Given a complexity

class C, we introduce the class of problems compilable

into C, denoted by compC. The class we mostly use is

compF, which contains all the problems that become

polynomial, once the preprocessing is done.

Definition 2 A language of pairs of strings” S C

XX" x XX" belongs to compC if and only if there erist

a polysize function f and a language of pairs S' such

that for all ar, y E XX" we have that

1. (r, y) e S iff (f(r), y) e S'.

2. S' E C.

Notice that no restriction is imposed on the time

needed to compute f, but only on the size of the re

sult. This definition can be represented in terms of a

computing machine as in Figure 1.

yes/no
S'

Figure 1: The compC machine.

This machinery captures our intuitive notion of com

pilability into C of a problem S with fixed and varying

parts. We process off-line the fixed part r, obtaining

f(r). Now we can decide (f(r), y) e S" with an al

gorithm in C. The whole process is convenient if the

latter is easier than deciding (r, y) e S. In this paper

we use mainly the class compF, that is the class of

problems that can be solved in polynomial time after

a preprocessing of the fixed part. The condition that

f must be polysize is due to the fact that the fixed

part aſ of the input may be arbitrarily large. If a were

small, there would be no problem in having f(r) of

exponential size. Since a may be large, the condition

*In the sequel we omit the two words “of strings”: in

the sequel, languages of pairs are always languages of pairs

of strings.

ensures that the result of the preprocessing f(r) will

be of reasonable size.

Let us show how the idea of compilation can be used

in the scenario of Example 1.

Example 2 Consider the diagnosis problem of Er

ample 1. The problem can be solved by considering

each possible set F" C F with size at most k, and

verifying whether the effects of F′ includes M'. In

our eacample, we should check each subset of F =

{pump, sensor, relay, water}.

The complerity of the problem can be reduced via a

compilation of the function e. Since e is known much

in advance, we can preprocess it. The result of the

compilation is a table, whose rows are pairs (set of

manifestations, minimal size of diagnosis). When ap

plied to the problem of the car, the result of the com

pilation is the following.

{overheat}

{fan-off}

{no heat radiator}

{overheat, fan-off}

{overheat, no heat radiator}

{fan-off, no heat radiator}

{overheat, fan-off, no heat radiator}

The table can be built by considering each possible

F' C F and then calculating its effects. This is very in

efficient, because we need to consider each possible F".

However, this is done during the compilation phase,

and thus we are not very concerned about efficiency.

When a set of manifestation occurs, the problem can

be solved by a single check in the table. If the set

of manifestations is for example {overheat, fan-off},

the size of the minimal diagnosis can be determined by

looking up the table for a row whose first element is the

set {overheat, fan-off}. Since the second element of

the row is 1, there is a diagnosis of size 1.

Note that the table has been calculated during the com

pilation phase, only knowing the function e. The so

lution of a specific instance of the problem can then be

determined very efficiently. In this case, we were able

to build the table because M was small. In general,

such a table requires 2" rows, where m is the num

ber of possible manifestations. While an earponential

running time may be considered affordable during the

compilation phase, it is always impossible to store an

eaponential-size table.

So far, we have defined when a problem is compilable.

What is missing is a way to prove that a problem is

not compilable. Let us consider how this is done for
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general problems (without a fixed/varying part pat

tern). The usual way to prove intractability (that is,

the non-membership in the class P) of a problem is to

give a polynomial reduction from an NP-hard prob

lem to it. Since language of pairs of strings can also

been seen as problems of strings, this definition can be

specialized for languages of pairs.

Definition 3 A polynomial reduction from a language

of strings R to a language of pairs (of strings) S is a

pair of polynomial functions (r, h) such that, for any

r e XX* it holds re R iff (r(r), h(r)) e S.

This is the obvious specialization of the usual defini

tion of polynomial reduction to the case in which the

target language is a language of pairs. The following

is the specialization of the definition of hardness. We

use these definitions in the next section.

Definition 4 A language of pairs S is C hard if any

language R in C can be polynomially reduced to it.

The NP hardness of a problem proves that the prob

lem is not polynomial. However, the NP hardness of

a problem of pairs S does not suffice to show its in

compilability: an NP hard problem may be very well

compilable into P. On the converse, the main aim of

compilation is to solve NP hard problems in polyno

mial time, using a preprocessing of part of the input.

In order to obtain a class of reductions that preserve

the compilability property and are powerful enough to

allow the definition of complete problems, we intro

duce the notion of comp reduction:

Definition 5 A comp reduction between two problems

of pairs A and B is a triple (f1, f2, g) such that fi and

f, are polysize functions, g is a polynomial function,

and for every pair of strings (c, y) it holds

(r, y) e A iff (fi (ar), g(f2(r), y)) e B

If there exists a comp reduction between two problems

of pairs A and B we say that A is comp reducible to B.

Intuitively, A is comp reducible to B if 1) the fixed part

of B can be obtained from the fixed part of A using

a polysize function (fi), and 2) the variable part of B

can be constructed using both a polysize function (f2)

applied to the fixed part of A, and a polynomial-time

function (g) applied to the variable part of A. These

reductions satisfy all the basic properties of reductions.

Indeed, if C is a class of the polynomial hierarchy (e.g.

P, NP), we have that:

Theorem 1 The comp reductions are transitive and

compatible” with the class compC.

Therefore, it is possible to define a notion of complete

ness for compC.

Definition 6 Let B be a language of pairs. B is

compC-hard iff all problems A € compC are comp re

ducible to B.

Using the above definition we can find hard prob

lems. Nevertheless, for many natural problems

the non-compilability proofs appeared in the lit

erature [Kautz and Selman, 1992, Cadoli et al., 1997,

Cadoli et al., 1995, Gogic et al., 1995) cannot be

rephrased as proofs of complyP hardness. For exam

ple, the problem of diagnosis introduced in the last sec

tion is not comply P hard. However, we can prove its

incompilability (its non-membership in compF), using

the non-uniform classes and reductions. For languages

of strings, the non-uniform classes were introduced by

Karp and Lipton [1980]. The extension for languages

of pairs is given in [Cadoli et al., 1996), where the non

uniform compilability classes are also compared with

Karp and Lipton's classes.

Definition 7 A language of pairs S belongs to nu

compC (non-uniform compC) if there erists a poly

size function f and a language of pairs S' such that

for all (r, y) we have that:

1. (r, y) e S iff (f(t, y|), y) e S';

2. S" e C.

In order to prove the non-compilability of problems,

the concepts of nucomp reduction and hardness are

defined.

Definition 8 A nucomp reduction (non-uniform

comp reduction) between two problems of pairs A and

B is a triple (f1, f2, g) such that fi and f2 are poly

size functions, g is a polynomial function, and for each

pair (a, y) it holds

(r, y) e A iff (fi (ar, ly|), g(f2 (a., |y|), y)) e B

We say that A is nucomp reducible to B if there exists

a nucomp reduction from A to B. The definition of

hardness follows.

Definition 9 A problem of pairs B is said nucompC

hard (non-uniform compC hard) if any problem in nu

compC is nucomp reducible to it B.

*For the definition of compatibility see [Johnson, 1990,

pg. 79].
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Now, from [Cadoli et al., 1996 it follows that a nu

comply P hard problem cannot be compiled into P, un

less II; = X', (that is, unless the polynomial hierarchy

collapses).

The concepts defined in this section might look com

plex. However, what is really needed for understand

ing the sequel of the paper can be summarized in the

following small box.

S is in compF => S can be compiled into P

S is nucomplyP hard => S cannot be compiled into P

A problem S can be compiled into P if it can be solved

with a polynomial algorithm, after preprocessing part

of the input.

The nucomply P hardness of a problem is the way to

prove that a problem cannot be compiled into P. How

ever, this requires to prove that there is a nucomp

reduction from a previously proved nucompNP hard

problem. This is not simple. The proofs of nucomplyP

hardness (the nucomp reductions) are usually complex

and hard to find. In the next section we give some suf

ficient conditions to prove the nucomplyP hardness of

problems.

3 MONOTONIC POLYNOMIAL

REDUCTIONS AND DIAGNOSIS

In this section we give new sufficient conditions for

proving the nucomplyP hardness of problems. These

conditions are based on the concept of monotonic poly

nomial reductions, which are particular polynomial

reductions from languages of strings to languages of

pairs. The use of monotonic reductions greatly sim

plifies the proofs of incompilability. The proofs of nu

complyP hardness that can be found in the literature

[Cadoli et al., 1995, Cadoli et al., 1997) are often long

and complex. We show in the sequel how the proofs

based on monotonic reductions are instead very simple

and intuitive.

A proof of NP hardness of a language S is usually a

polynomial reduction from a (previously) proved NP

hard problem R to S. Suppose, for example, that we

have proven the NP hardness of a language of pairs S

by means of a polynomial reduction from the problem

3sat. We state the following definition.

Definition 10 A polynomial reduction (r,h) from

3sat to a language of pairs S is said to be monotonic

if, for any two sets of clauses III and II.2 over the same

alphabet, with III C II2, it holds

(r(III), h(III)) e S + (r(II2), h(III)) e S (1)

It can be proved that, given a monotonic polynomial

reduction, one can build a proof of nucomplyP hard

ness for the problem S.

Theorem 2 If there exists a monotonic polynomial

reduction from 3sat to a problem of pairs S, then S

is nucomplyP hard.

As a result, in order to prove that a problem S is not

compilable, it suffices to find a polynomial reduction

from 3sat to S, and then to prove that this reduction

has the property of monotonicity (1). This is useful,

because often there already exists a proof of hardness

of the problem S that uses a reduction that can be

easily proved to be monotonic.

The following theorem, and its proof, shows how this

result can be applied to the problem of diagnosis. The

inputs of the problem are the set of all the possible

faults and effects F and M, the function e, the set of

the observed effects M' and the number k. The set of

possible effects, faults, and the function e are the fixed

part (since it is determined by a static analysis of the

system to be diagnosed), while the set of the current

effect (that is, the abnormal behavior to be analyzed)

and k are the varying part.

Theorem 3 The problem md is nucompNP hard (and

thus it is not in compF).

Proof. The problem md has been proved to be

NP hard via the following reduction from 3sat

[Allemang et al., 1987). Without loss of generality, as

sume that the given set of clauses III contains all the

clauses ri V-2; for each aſ; in the given alphabet. The

set of faults F is equal to the set of literals of the al

phabet, and the set of effects M is equal to the set of

clauses. The function e is defined as

e(f) = { m the clause m contains the literal f}

Finally, the set of current effects M' is equal to M,

and the number k is equal to the number of atoms in

the considered alphabet.

Now, consider two sets of clauses III and II.2 over

the same alphabet, with III C II2. The instance

(r(III), h(III)) is built as in the previous construc

tion. The instance (r(II2), h(III)) has new effects (the

clauses in II2\III), and the function e is modified ac

cordingly. However, these new effects need not to be

explained (since the set of the current effects is the
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same of the previous case), thus a diagnosis of size k

exists for the second instance if and only if it exists for

the first one. D

Note an interesting feature of this kind of proofs:

we do not need to prove that the given reduction

works, that is, we do not need to prove that a set

of clauses is satisfiable if and only if the corresponding

diagnosis problem has a solution of size less or equal

than k. This can be proved elsewhere (in this case,

in [Allemang et al., 1987). All we have to do is to

prove that this reduction is monotonic. This is proved

just by comparing two similar instances of the prob

lem of diagnosis (completely disregarding the instances

of 3sat).

Of course, not all the proofs of NP hardness use a

reduction from 3sat. Giving an appropriate definition

of monotonicity of a reduction from the problems node

cover, clique, eacact cover, three-earact cover, one can

prove that the existence of a monotonic reduction to

a problem implies the nucompNP hardness of it.

Definition 11 A reduction (r,h) from Node Cover

(nc) or clique to a problem of pairs S is said to be

monotonic if, for any two sets of edges El C E2 over

the same set of nodes N, it holds

(r((N, E1), k), h((N, E1), k)) e S <>

(r((N, E2), k), h((N, E1), k)) e S

The monotonic reductions from no and clique have the

same property of the monotonic reductions from 3sat.

Namely, they prove the nucomplyP hardness of prob

lems.

Theorem 4 If there eacists a monotonic polynomial

reduction from in nc or clique to a problem of pairs

B, then B is nucomplyP hard (and thus it does not

belong to compF, unless the polynomial hierarchy col

lapses).

The above theorem is useful for reductions whose start

ing point is a problem on graphs. For problems of sets,

we give the definition of monotonic reduction using the

problem Exact Cover (ec).

Definition 12 A reduction (r,h) from the problem

Eract Cover (ec) or Three-Eract Cover (x3c) to a

problem of pairs B is said to be monotonic if, for any

two subsets S1, S2 of W, with Si C S2, it holds

(r(S1), h(S1)) e B 3 (r(S2), h(S1)) e B

These monotonic reductions have the same property

of the other monotonic reductions.

Theorem 5 If there eacists a monotonic polynomial

reduction from ec or x3c to a problem of pairs B, then

B is nucomplyP hard (and thus it does not belong to

compF, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses).

4 PLANNING

STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] is a formalism for

expressing planning problems. In the last years, it has

been mainly used for studying the theoretical complex

ity of planning.

A STRIPS planning problem is a 4-tuple (P, O, T, G),

where P is a set of conditions, O is the set of opera

tors (actions that can be performed to accomplish the

goal), T is the initial state, and 9 is the goal.

The conditions are facts that can be true or false in

the world of interest. A state S is a set of conditions,

and represents the state of the world in a certain time

point. The conditions in S are those representing facts

that are true in the world, while those not in S repre

sent facts currently false.

The initial state is a state, thus a set of conditions.

The goal is specified by giving a set of conditions that

should be achieved, and another set specifying which

conditions should not be made true. Thus, a goal G is

a pair (M, N), where M is the set of conditions that

should be made true, while V is the set of conditions

that should be made false.

The operators are actions that can be performed to

achieve the goal. Each operator is a 4-tuple (p, m, o., 3),

where p, m, o, and 3 are sets of conditions. When

executed, such an operator makes the conditions in a

true, and those in 3 false, but only if the conditions in

q) are currently true and those in m are currently false.

The conditions in p and m are called the positive and

negative preconditions of the operator. The conditions

in o and 3 are called the positive and negative effects

or postconditions of the operator.

Given an instance of a STRIPS planning problem

(P, O, T, 9), we define a plan for it as a sequence of

operators that, when executed in sequence from the

initial state, lead to a state where all the conditions

in M are true and all those in M are false. More de

tails about the definition of STRIPS can be found in

[Fikes and Nilsson, 1971) and [Bylander, 1991].

The instances of a STRIPS planning problem have a

clear fixed-varying part pattern. The set of conditions

and operators are the fixed part of the input, since they

represent the general description of the world. It is

very likely that we need to solve many planning prob

lems w.r.t. the same world. Consider, for example, a
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robot that delivers the mail on a floor of a building.

After delivered the first mail, it is necessary to find a

new plan to deliver the second one, etc. Even if we

formalize the problem in such a way the goal is to de

liver all the mail of the day, the day after there is a

need of a new plan, as the new mail to be delivered

is different. This example shows that, given a general

description of the world (conditions and operators), it

is likely that there are many planning problems that

differ only for the initial state and the goal.

As a result, STRIPS planning is a problem for which

compilation may be useful. The fixed part of the in

put is composed of P and O, where a compilation is

allowed, while the varying part is composed of the ini

tial state T and the goal 9.

The problem analyzed here is PLANSAT+: given a

STRIPS instance such that all the operators have only

positive postconditions, decide whether there exists a

plan. This problem has been proved NP complete by

Bylander [1991]. We prove that Bylander's proof is

monotonic. First of all, a STRIPS problem is expressed

as a language of pairs as

PLANSAT+ = {((P, O), (T, G)) there exists a plan}

Bylander's reduction is from 3sat. Let III be a set

of clauses, each composed of three literals, over the

alphabet X. For each variable in X there are two con

ditions T, and F. There is also a condition C; for

each clause in III. For each variable there are two op

erators (0, {F}, {T}, 0) and (), {T}, {F}, 0). There

is also an operator for each literal of each clause. If

the literal is r, in the clause Y; then the operator is

({T}, 0, {C}}, 0), otherwise it is ({F}, 0, {C}}, 0). The

initial state is empty, while the goal is G = (M, W),

where M = {C} | Y; e II}. As in the example of di

agnosis, there is no need to prove that this reduction

works. We trust Bylander.

Given two set of clauses of three literals III and II2

such that III C II2, the result of r(II2) differs from

r(III) only for the fact that there are new conditions C,

corresponding to the clauses Yj e II2\III. Moreover,

there are new operators with C; as postcondition.

Let us compare (r(III), h(III)) and (r(II2), h(III)).

The new conditions have no effect on the existence

of a plan, since a. they are not precondition of any

operator, and b. they are not part of the goal. As a

result, if a plan contains some of the new operators,

then they can be removed from the plan. This reduced

plan still leads to a state in which the goal is satisfied,

because the new operators do not affect the precondi

tions of the old operators, neither they make true or

false the conditions of the goal.

This proves that the given reduction is monotonic,

thus the problem PLANSAT+ is nucomplyP hard, and

thus it cannot be compiled into P.

5 REASONING ABOUT ACTIONS

In this paper we consider the language A which ex

presses domains of actions. A detailed description

of A is given in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993), where

more examples are also provided. For the sake of com

pleteness, we recall here the syntax of A, with a short

explanation of the semantics.

There are two nonempty sets of symbols, called fluent

names and action names. Fluents are facts that can be

true or false. They are called “fluents” because their

value may change over time. A fluent expression is a

fluent name possibly preceded by the negation symbol

−. If F is a fluent expression and A1, ..., Am are action

names, then

F after Al; ...; Am

is a value proposition. Such a proposition means

that after the execution of the sequence of actions

Al; ...; Am the fluent expression F becomes true. If

m = 0, the above statement is written

initially F

This expresses the value of a fluent in the initial state.

An effect proposition is an expression of the form

A causes F if P , ..., Pºn

where A is an action name and F. P. , ..., Pºn are flu

ent expressions. It means that the action A, when

performed, makes the fluent expression F true, if the

fluent expressions P , ..., Pºn are true. The fluents

Pl, ..., Pin are called preconditions, while F is the ef

fect or postcondition of the proposition.

A domain description is a set of value and effect propo

sitions.

A model of a domain description is a pair (initial state,

transition function), where the transition function is a

function that expresses how the states change in re

sponse to actions. We do not formally give the seman

tics of A here. The problem of interest is the entail

ment: D = V holds if and only if all the models of D

are also models of V, where D is a domain description

and V is a single value proposition.

The problem of entailment D E V in A is proved to

be conP complete in [Liberatore, 1997b). Since a sin

gle domain description D may be queried many times

w.r.t. several different propositions V, it makes sense
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to compile D once, if this simplifies the problem. Thus,

it is worthwhile to analyze entailment in A w.r.t. our

framework of compilation: the domain description D

is the fixed part of the input, while V is the varying

part.

For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we only

consider NP problems. This does not prevent us

from analyzing the problem of entailment in A. In

deed, D = F after Al; ...; Am if and only if D U

{-F after Al; ...; Am) is not consistent, and consis

tency in A is NP complete. As a result, if we can show

that the problem of consistency of DU (V} (where V

is a value proposition) is compilable (where D is the

fixed part) then the problem of entailment is compi

lable, and vice versa. Indeed, what we prove is that

the problem of deciding the consistency of a domain

description with a value proposition is not compilable.

In terms of languages of pairs, the problem can be

formalized as:

Asat = {(D, V) | DU (V} is consistent}

The reduction that proves NP hard the problem of

consistency given in [Liberatore, 1997b) is not mono

tonic. Consider the two set of clauses III = {r} and

II2 = {1, -ar) which are built on the same alphabet.

We have

r(III) = { initially - F. A causes F if r}

r(II2) = { initially -F. A causes F if r,

A causes F if -ar)

h(III) = −F after A

Thus r(III) U {h(III)} is satisfiable while r(II2) U

{h(III)} is not. As a result, the reduction is not mono

tonic.

We give now a monotonic reduction. Let III be a set of

clauses, each composed by three literals. The functions

r and h are defined as follows. For each clause Yi =

li, V. li. V lis there is an action Ai.

r(III) = { initially -F} U

U {A, causes F if -l, , -li, -l,)

l;1 Vl.2 Vlis EIII

h(III) = −F after A1;...; An

where III = {^1,..., Yn}

This is indeed a reduction from 3sat to Asat.

Theorem 6 The set III is satisfiable if and only if

r(III) U {h(III)} is consistent.

We can also prove that the given reduction is mono

tonic. Let II2 be a set of clauses over the same alphabet

of III, and such that III C II2. The function r on II2

gives:

r(II2) = { initially -F} U

U {A, causes F if -li, , -li, , -li, )

ni-li, Vl.2 Vlis ET12

That is, there are some new effect propositions:

for each Yi e II2\III there is a proposition

A causes F if -li, , -li, , -la.

However, these new actions do not affect the con

sistency, since a. there is only one effect proposition

for each Ai, and b. there is no value proposition in

which A, appears. In semantical terms, such new ef

fect propositions only modify the transition function

but not the initial state. This implies that the consis

tency is not affected.

In this case, we needed to find a monotonic reduction.

However, we did it in two steps: first we found the

reduction, and afterwards we proved that it is mono

tonic. These steps are easier than finding a nucomp

reduction.

6 BELIEF REVISION

So far we proved only “negative” results, that is,

we showed problems for which a compilation does

not give a gain in efficiency. In this section we an

alyze the problem of iterated belief revision. Due

to the lack of space, we omit the definitions and

the proofs. The basic model we refer to is that

of ordinal conditional functions, as can be found,

for example, in [Williams, 1994]. The results pre

sented here can be easily extended to other revision

operators (Boutilier, 1993, Nayak, 1994, Spohn, 1988,

Nayak and Foo, 1997].

The formalism is the following: there is a current

knowledge base K and an ordering of plausibility (the

ordinal conditional function) that associates a number

to each interpretation. This knowledge base K has

to be revised with a sequence of revising formulas"

Pl, ..., Pºn. The problem we are interested in is to de

termine whether K, revised according to Pi, ..., Pºn,

implies another formula Q. This problem is A. com

plete [Liberatore, 1997a).

The result of the revision may be queried many times

w.r.t. several formulas Q. As a result, it is worthwhile

“Technically, we assume that the plausibility of each of

these formulas is 1.
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to compile K and Pl, ..., Pºn if this allows for more

efficient algorithms.

We can prove that, given K and Pl, ..., Pºn, there ex

ists a polynomial size formula K' such that K, revised

with Pl, ..., Pºn, implies Q if and only if K' H Q

This is a proof of compeoNP membership of the prob

lem. We can determine K’ from K and Pl, ..., Pºn,

during the compilation, and then the problem reduces

to K' H Q, which is in col\P. As a result, the compi

lation reduces the complexity from A', to conP. Note

that it is impossible to do any better, since deciding

H Q is already a coxP complete problem (this argu

ment can be used to prove that the problem is comp

coNP complete).

7 OTHER APPLICATIONS

In this section we show that several problems from var

ious fields cannot be made tractable by preprocessing

part of the input.

7.1 STEINER TREE

The Steiner Tree problem is defined as: given a graph

G whose edges are labeled with integers, a number k

and a set of nodes N', decide whether G has a subtree

of weight less or equal than k that contains all the

nodes of N'.

This is a classical problem of graph theory, and is

used to formalize problems of deciding whether a set

of points can be connected without exceeding a cer

tain cost. For example, in network design, one wants

to know if a set of nodes in a network will remain con

nected with a given probability (given the probability

of failure of the edges). The graph and the weight of

the edges are in general fixed (they depends on the

structure of the network), while one may ask about

the reliability of the network w.r.t. many possible sets

of nodes. Thus, the variable part is the set of nodes

that the tree must connect.

7.2 NETWORK FLOW

This problem is defined as: given a graph and a collec

tion of disjoint source-sink pairs {(s1, ti), ..., (sk, tr.)},

decide if there exists a set of k disjoint paths, each from

si to ti.

This problem deals with the ability of a network to

support a given traffic. The set of source-sink pairs

represents the set of nodes that want to communicate,

and thus they are the varying part of the problem.

7.3 REQUIRED PAIRS

The definition of this problem is: given a graph G,

a set of pairs {(s1, ti), ..., (st, ti)}, two nodes s and t

and an integer k, decide if there exist a set of k paths

from s to t such that for any pair (si, ti) there is a path

containing both si and ti.

This problem comes from program testing. To certify

a program, one must test all the execution sequences

in the program. Even for small programs, the number

of them can be extremely large. A compromise is to

test only a subset of the execution sequences. Ask

ing that a pair of nodes are together in at least one

path is equivalent to ask for a test set that ensure that

two segments of code interact in the correct way (see

|Ntafos and Hakimi, 1979) for a more detailed expla

nation). A given program must be tested many times,

thus it would be useful to compile its structure in order

to speed up the search of test sets.

7.4 HAMILTONIAN CYCLE

The classical problem of Hamiltonian Cycle is: given

a graph, decide if there exists a cycle that contains

each node exactly once. Here we consider the problem

in which we request that the cycle contains exactly a

subset of nodes N' C N.

The problem Hamiltonian Cycle is a formalization of

problems in which one must visit a set of points, min

imizing the total distance traveled. One can hardly

see a fixed and a varying part in this problem. How

ever, the variant in which only a subset of nodes must

be reached is a typical example of a problem with a

fixed and a varying part: the positions of the points

(and thus the underlying graph) is fixed, while the set

of points that must visited may change from time to

time. An example is that of the traveling salesman

who has to visit a subset of the cities, or a postman

who has to deliver mail only to a subset of people that

live in a city. If this is the case, one can afford a long

preprocessing time on the graph, if this make easier

the finding of the Hamiltonian Cycle.

7.5 CONJUNCTIVE QUERY

Given a conjunctive query in the relational calculus,

and a set of relations, the problem is to decide whether

the query is true.

This is the decision problem derived from a problem

that occurs in relational database systems: given a

query, find the tuples that satisfies it. In practical set

tings, there is a set of typical queries that occur often,

while the specific database is not known in advance. In
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this case it makes sense to compile the query in order

to allow a fast answering.

Note that Theorem 7, proving the incompilability of

this problem, is not in contrast to a result well known

to databases researchers, that proves that Conjunc

tive Query can be solved in logarithmic space (thus

in polynomial time) if the query is constant. This is

a good opportunity to remark the difference between

“constant” and “fixed”. When we say that part of the

input data is constant, we mean that this part will be

small, or that we are not interested in analyzing the

complexity when the size of it becomes large. Instead,

when part of the input is fixed, we mean that it can be

arbitrarily large but we can afford a long preprocessing

on it, because either it is known in advance, or there

will be many input instances with the same fixed part.

7.6 SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM

The problem of subgraph isomorphism is defined as:

given two graphs G and H, decide if there exists a

subgraph of G that is isomorphic to H.

This problem is not compilable, either if the fixed part

is the “big” graph, or the “small” one. We conjec

ture that the graph isomorphism problem (given two

graphs, decide if they are isomorphic) is compilable

into P.

Theorem 7. The problems: Steiner Tree, Network

Flow, Required Pairs, Sub-Hamiltonian Cycle, Con

junctive Query, and Subgraph Isomorphism are nu

complyP hard, and thus they cannot be compiled into

P (unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses).

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown how the framework of

compilation can be used for many problems of Artifi

cial Intelligence. Indeed, we shown that it is theoreti

cally impossible to reduce the complexity of diagnosis,

planning, and reasoning about actions via a precom

pilation of part of the input. A positive result is the

reduction from A', to conP of iterated belief revision.

The negative results are obtained by employing the

concept of monotonic polynomial reduction. The tech

nique of monotonic polynomial reductions is useful for

proving the non-compilability of problem. We proved

the generality of the method by applying it to some

problems coming from various fields.
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A PROOFS

In this appendix we report the proofs of two of the

theorems stated in the text. The first is Theorem 2,

which state that the existence of a monotonic reduc

tion from 3sat to a problem implies its nucomplyP

hardness. Then, we prove the nucompNP hardness

of the Steiner Tree problem.

Theorem 2 If there eacists a monotonic polynomial

reduction from 3sat to a problem of pairs S, then S is

nucomplyP hard.

Proof. Suppose there exists a monotonic polyno

mial reduction (r,h) from 3sat to B. We prove

that there exists a nu-comp reduction fi, f2, g

from the problem +3sat (which is compNP hard: see

(Cadoli et al., 1996) to B.

Let ||[I]| denote the size of II (that is, the size of

the string used to represent it), and Var(II) be the

number of atoms in it. Furthermore II, n is the set of

all the clauses of three literals over a set of variables

{r1, ..., rm).

Let fl, f2, g be defined as follows

fi (s, m) = r(IIn)

fe (s, m) = 6
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g(a, II) = h(IIU {rvar(II)+1 V-rvar(II)+1,...,

r|III V -TIII)})

Let II' = II U (rvarſii)+1 V -rvar(II)+1,..., rn V

-Timli). Using the fact that (r,h) is a monotonic poly

nomial reduction we have that

(r, II) e 43sat iff II is satisfiable

iff II' is satisfiable

iff (r(II'), h(II')) e B

iff (r(IIvar(II)), h(II')) e B

iff (r(II,III), h(II)) e B

But r(II,III) - fi (r., ||[I]|) and

h(II') = g(a, II), thus (r, II) e #3sat if and only if

(f1(z, [[II]|), g(f2(+, [II]|), II)) e B. []

Theorem 8 Steiner Tree (st) is nucomplyP hard.

Proof. The reduction given by Karp in A.D. 1972 is

not monotonic. The proof is by means of a reduction

from Node Cover. The problem is that the instance of

the Node Cover problem must be a graph with labels

on edges, and this is not allowed by Theorem 4. How

ever, with few changes the proof can be made mono

tonic.

Let S = {S1,..., Sm} be a generic instance of the

problem x3c. Let US = {u1, ..., un). The corre

sponding instance of the problem st is

N = {no} U.SU {(ui, Sy) | use Sj}

E = {(no, Sj)} U {(Sj, (u, Sj))} U

{{(us, Sy), (us, S.))}

w : w((no, Sj)) = 3ln

w((Si, (us, Sj))) = 0

w(((ui, Sy), (us, S.))) = 1

{no} U {(us, Sj)}

ln” + XXp(u) – 1)

where l is the number of all the possible subsets of

three elements of a set of m elements, and p(u;) is the

number of sets in which ui is present.

N' =

k =

Suppose there exists a subset S' C S such that US' =

US and S, ſh S. = 0 for each Sj, S, e S'. A Steiner

tree in the graph above is the following.

T = {(no, Sy) | S, e S') U {(Sj, (u, S,)) | S, e S").

U{((us, Sy), (us, S.)) | Sj e S")

It is easy to see that this tree has weight

3In n/3+ XXp(u) – 1) = k

Suppose there exists a Steiner tree T of weight less or

equal than k. We define

S’ = {S, (no, S,) e T}

First of all, we have |S| < n/3: otherwise, the weight

of the tree would be greater than k, as one can easily

prove.

We have also US' = U.S. The node no is the root of

the tree (we recall that the graph is direct). Given an

element u, each node (u, S,) must be reached by the

tree, thus it must be the case that

(no, Sy), (S, , (us, Sj)) e T

or (no, S.), (S: , (us, S.)), ((us, S.), (us, Sy)), ...,

((u, Sr.), (uſ, Sj)) e T

In the first case, u, e S, and S, e S'. In the second

one, ui e S. and S. e. S". Thus in both cases u, e.

US'.

Now, since |S"| < n/3 and US' = US, it must be also

that the sets in S' are mutually disjoint.

The monotonicity of this reduction is not trivial

to prove. Let S2 be a set of sets of elements

in {u 1, ..., un) such that S C S2. The instance

(r(S), h(S)) is that of the previous construction. The

instance (r(S2), h(S)) has some new nodes S. and

(ui, Ss) for each S. E S2\S and ui e S., and the

corresponding edges. Since the weight of the tree and

the set of nodes to reach are the same, it follows that

a Steiner tree for the instance (r(S), h(S)) is also a

Steiner tree for (r(S2), h(S)).

The hard part of the proof is to show that if the

instance (r(S2), h(S)) has a Steiner tree of weight

at most k, then the same holds for the instance

(r(S), h(S)). This is proved by showing that the

Steiner tree for (r(S2), h(S)) does not contain the new

nodes. Informally, the Steiner tree for (r(S2), h(S))

may have at most n/3 nodes of the type S. Suppose

that one of these nodes corresponds to a set S, e S2\S.

Since the tree must also contain all the nodes (us, Sy),

it follows that each node (u;, S-) must be linked to all

the corresponding nodes (u;, Sj). This makes a total

weight of p(ui). As a result, the total weight of the

tree is greater than k. D
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Abstract

We present an approach for compiling a de

vice into a propositional sentence (in nega

tion normal form) and then show how to an

swer interesting diagnostic queries based on

such a device compilation. We present two

key results about our compilation approach,

which makes it of interest to the diagnostic

community. First, the complexity of answer

ing diagnostic queries — which includes find

ing minimum-cardinality diagnoses — is lin

ear in the size of the device compilation. Sec

ond, and more importantly, the size of the de

vice compilation depends on the device struc

ture in a precise way. In particular, if the

device structure contains no cycles, the com

pilation is shown to be linear in the size of

the device. In general though, the size of the

device compilation is shown to be exponen

tial only in wº: the width of the graph repre

senting the device structure. Therefore, our

approach seems to be among the first model

based approaches for compiling devices that

offer formal guarantees on the size of the de

vice compilation.

1 Introduction

Compiling devices for the purpose of answering diag

nostic queries has been receiving continued interest in

the model-based community. The basic idea here is to

divide computational work into two phases: off-line

and on-line. In the off-line phase, one generates a

compiled representation of the device and then uses

that same representation in the on-line phase to an

swer multiple diagnostic queries. For such a compila

tion to be useful, however, it is typically expected that

the computational complexity of answering queries in

the on-line phase is low — say, linear in the size of

the compiled representation — and that the overhead

involved in such computation is also relatively low.

Although a well-accepted theory exists for model

based diagnosis [12, 4), no such theory seems to ex

ist for compiling devices. Most proposals for compi

lation are ad-hoc techniques for enhancing the perfor

mance of various model-based diagnosis systems. An

exception to this, however, seems to be the compila

tion approach proposed by de Kleer [6]. According to

this approach, a device is modeled using a set of log

ical sentences and is compiled in an off-line phase by

computing the prime implicates of the sentences con

stituting the device model. Given such implicates, one

can generate in the on-line phase all the minimal con

flicts corresponding to any given observation by simply

traversing the device implicates.

This approach is marked by its elegance, but it has

proven not to be practical for two reasons. First, com

puting conflicts is only a first step in answering diag

nostic queries and it remains to be seen whether fur

ther steps can be accomplished in linear time. Second,

the compiled representation itself (the device prime

implicates) tends to be exponential, therefore defeat

ing the purpose of compilation. In addition, there does

not seem to be a good way of predicting whether the

compiled device will be of a manageable size or not.

This in turn calls for a theory that can predict the

size of the compiled device in terms of some device

properties.

Our goal in this paper is to address this particular

problem. Specifically, we present a new compilation

approach which is marked by two features: (1) the sim

plicity of its on-line phase which can be performed in

time linear in the size of the compiled representation;

and (2) the formal guarantees it offers on the compu

tational complexity of the off-line phase, namely, on

the size of the compiled device in particular.
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Figure 1: On the left, a device with two observables A and C — that is, variables about which we plan to collect

observations. On the right, a compiled system description that can be used to answer diagnostic queries about

the collected observations.

According to our approach, a device is compiled into

a propositional sentence in negation normal form [1];

therefore, the guarantees we offer are on the time to

generate, and the space to store, such a propositional

sentence. The device itself is represented using a clas

sical system description — that is, a set of proposi

tional sentences [12, 4) — and the result of compi

lation is referred to as a compiled system description

(CSD). An example device and its compiled system

description are shown in Figure 1. We will discuss the

structure and properties of compiled system descrip

tions at length in Section 3, after having motivated

further the process of device compilation in Section 2.

We then turn in Section 4 to the on-line phase of our

compilation approach where we discuss linear time op

erations for answering diagnostic queries. Section 5 is

dedicated to the off-line phase of our approach: We

discuss the compilation algorithm (which is based on

a reduction to computing logical consequences [3]) and

present our guarantees:

1. If the device structure contains no cycles, then the

compiled system description can be generated in

linear time and can be stored in linear space."

2. More generally, the time to generate a compiled

system description, and the space to store it, are

shown to be exponential only in w”: the width of

the graph representing the device structure.

This means that compiling devices for the purpose of

answering diagnostic queries can be achieved under the

same guarantees that one finds in computations based

on belief and constraint networks which are popular in

*Assuming the number of inputs per component is a

Constant.

the probabilistic and constraint-satisfaction communi

ties.

2 Compiling a Device

Consider the simple device shown in Figure 1 which

has one input A and one output C. The circles enclos

ing A and C declare these variables as being observ

ables; that is, device variables about which we plan

to collect observations. Given that each one of these

variables could be either on or off, we have a total

of four possible device observations: A A C, A A -C,

-A A C and -A A →C. Our task; compute the set

of minimum-cardinality diagnoses given any of these

observations. Informally, a diagnosis is a sentence of

the form [-jokx A [-]ok Y, which is consistent with

the device model and the given observation. Here, [-]

means that the negation sign is optional. A minimum

cardinality diagnosis is a diagnosis which has a min

imum number of negation signs (faults). The for

mal definitions of a device model, a diagnosis, and a

minimum-cardinality diagnosis will follow later.

If we were to solve this problem using our compila

tion approach, we would proceed as follows. First, we

would model the device using a set of propositional

Sentences:

A = {

We would then pass this model A and the set of ob

servables A and C to our diagnostic compiler which

would generate, in an off-line phase, the propositional

sentence shown in Figure 1. This sentence alone, as

we shall show, is sufficient to answer all queries of the

form:

okX D A = -B,

okY D B = -C ſ
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed diagnostic

compiler.

1. What is the minimum number of possible faults

given some observation about A and C7

2. What is the minimum-cardinality diagnoses in

such a case?

For example, if the observation is A A -C, then the

minimum number of faults is 1 and the minimum

cardinality diagnoses are okx A-ok Y and -ok). Aok Y.

The architecture of our proposed compilation ap

proach is shown in Figure 2. The shaded boxes are

those involved in the off-line phase: Given a system

description and a set of observables, output a CSD.

Once we have a CSD and a system observation, the

CSD evaluator can then be invoked to answer the nec

essary diagnostic query in linear time. The CSD evalu

ator will be discussed in Section 4. In the next section,

we discuss the structure and properties of the propo

sitional sentence representing a CSD.

3 Compiled System Descriptions

In the rest of this paper, a system description refers

to a set of propositional sentences A which are con

structed from two disjoint sets of atoms: The assum

ables, denoted A, and the non-assumables, denoted

P. Intuitively, assumables are atoms that represent

the health of components while non-assumables are

all remaining atoms. For the device in Figure 1, the

assumables are okx and ok Y and the non-assumables

are A, B and C. System observables are a subset of

the non-assumables and are denoted by O.

If X is a set of atoms, then an X-sentence is one

which is constructed from atoms in X only, and an X

instantiation is a conjunction of literals which contains

exactly one literal for each atom in X. The cardinality

of an instantiation 3, denoted Card(3), is the number

of negative literals appearing in 3.

Given the notion of an instantiation, a candidate di

agnosis can then be defined as an A-instantiation,

and a system observation can be defined as an O

instantiation.

The diagnoses corresponding to a system description

A and a system observation o are all candidate diag

noses that are consistent with AU (a) [12, 4). We

denote such a set by Dg(AU (a)). In general, we will

use Dg(3) to denote the set of candidate diagnoses

consistent with any sentence 3.

A main objective of diagnostic reasoning is to obtain

information about the set Dg(AU (o)). In this paper,

we focus on two pieces of information:

1. The minimum cardinality of diagnoses in the set

Dg(AU (o)); and

2. the set of diagnoses in Dg(A U (o)) that have a

minimum cardinality.

Our goal is to obtain this information by operating on

a device compilation in linear time.

We are now ready to provide a formal definition of a

device compilation:

Definition 1 (Compiled System Description)

Given a system description A, assumables A and ob

servables O, a compiled system description, denoted

CSD(A, A, O), is an (AU O)-sentence satisfying the

following properties:

1. A H CSD(A, A, O); and

2. for any (A U O)-sentence Y, A H Y only if

CSD(A, A, O) H Y.

That is, a compiled system description is a sentence

which encodes all the information that the system de

scription encodes about the assumables and observ

ables — nothing more, nothing less! A key property

of a compiled system description is that it only men

tions assumables and observables. That is, no atom in

P \O can appear in the compiled system description

CSD(A, A, O).

As it turns out, a compiled system description is all

that is needed to compute the set of diagnoses and,

therefore, to answer the necessary diagnostic queries:
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Theorem 1 Dg(A A {o}) = Dg(CSD(A, A, O) A dy

for any O-instantiation o.

In order to ensure that we can answer diagnostic

queries in linear time, however, we will insist on gener

ating compiled system descriptions in a specific form

known as decomposable negation normal form [1].

Definition 2 A sentence Y is in negation normal

form (NNF) if the negation operator appears only nert

to atoms in Y. Moreover, a negation normal form Y

is decomposable iff no atoms are shared between any

conjuncts that appear in Y.

Figure 1 depicts graphically a sentence in decompos

able negation normal form: ((-A V →okx) A (-C V

-ok Y)) v ((-ok XV A) A (→okY V C)). Note that the

negation operator appears only next to atoms in the

sentence. Moreover, there are no common atoms be

tween the conjuncts -A V - ok X and -C V -ok Y, nei

ther there are any common atoms between the con

juncts -okX v A and -ok Y V C.”

We will typically depict negation normal forms using

rooted, directed graphs as shown in Figure 1 (the chil

dren of a node are shown below it in the graph). Each

non-leaf node in the graph represents a conjunction or

a disjunction of its children and each leaf node repre

sents a literal.

4 Using CSDs to Answer Diagnostic

Queries

We now turn to the process of answering diagnostic

queries based on a compiled system description in de

composable NNF, which is the task of the CSD eval

uator in Figure 2. The evaluator performs three op

erations: conditioning, cardinality-computation, and

diagnosis-enumeration. The first operation conditions

*To appreciate the computational value of the decom

posability property, consider testing satisfiability as an ex

ample. It is easy to verify that such a test can be performed

in time which is linear in the size of an NNF if the NNF is

decomposable. In particular:

1. if o is a literal, then o is satisfiable;

2. if a = a1 V... V on, then a is satisfiable iff some of

is satisfiable;

3. if a = 01 A... A on, then a is satisfiable iff every as

is satisfiable.

Case 3 above does not hold in general since each of two

sentences may be satisfiable but their conjunction may not.

However, if the two sentences do not share any atoms, then

their satisfiability is enough to guarantee the satisfiability

of their conjunction.

the CSD on a given system observation and is dis

cussed in Section 4.1. The second operation must

be performed if we want to compute the minimum

number of faults; it requires the first operation and

is discussed in Section 4.2. The third step must

be performed if we want to compute the minimum

cardinality diagnoses; it requires the first two steps

and is discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1 Conditioning

Conditioning is the process of eliminating any refer

ence to observables in a compiled system description

while preserving all the information it encodes about

the assumables.

Definition 3 (Conditioning) Let Y be an (A UO)

sentence and let o be an O-instantiation. The condi

tioning of Y on o, written Y o, is obtained as follows.

For each atom O in O:

- if O appears positive in Q, replace every occur

rence of O in Y with true;

- otherwise, replace every occurrence of O in Y with

false.

Figure 3 depicts two possible conditionings of the sen

tence in Figure 1 (we have converted -false to true

and -true to false in this figure). Conditioning on

A A-C leads to the sentence in Figure 3(a), which is

equivalent to -okX V -ok Y. Conditioning on A A C

leads to the sentence in Figure 3(b), which is equiva

lent to true. The properties of conditioning are best

illustrated by the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Let Y be an (A UO)-sentence and let a

be an O-instantiation. Then

1. Y| 0 is an A-sentence;

2. YA o entails Y | 0; and

3. for any A-sentence 3, YAo H 3 only if Y o H 3.

That is, by conditioning a compiled system description

Y on an observation o we are eliminating any reference

to the observables from Y while maintaining all the in

formation that Y encodes about the assumables. This

leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 3 Dg(CSD(A, A, O) o) = Dg(A U (o))

for every system observation o.

That is, by conditioning a compiled system description

on an observation we generate a propositional sentence
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Figure 3: Conditioning a compiled system description.

that mentions assumables only and that characterizes

all the diagnoses corresponding to the given system

description and observation. Therefore, the sentence

contains all the information needed to answer diagnos

tic queries.

Consider the compiled system description in Fig

ure 1 and its conditioning on two possible observa

tions shown in Figure 3. The sentence in Figure 3(a)

results from conditioning on A A →C and is equiva

lent to -okX V →ok Y. Moreover, -ok X V - okY and

A U (AA-C} characterize the same set of diagnoses:

okX A -lok Y, -ok). A ok Y and - ok X A -lok Y.

To summarize, the first step performed by a CSD eval

uator when answering a query about some observa

tion o is to condition the compiled system descrip

tion CSD(A, A, O) on a, leading to the negation nor

mal form CSD(A, A, O) o. If each observable in O

occurs only once in the compiled system description

CSD(A, A, O), then conditioning CSD(A, A, O) on o

can be done in time which is linear in the size of obser

vation o. In the worst case, however, this conditioning

can be done in time which is linear in the size of the

compiled system description CSD(A, A, O).

4.2 Cardinality Computation

Consider the set of diagnoses Dg(Y| Q) characterized

by a compiled system description Y that is conditioned

on observation o. Our goal in this section is to com

pute the minimum cardinality of Y | 0:

Card(3).minmCard Or j =

6|a)=a º

This cardinality is nothing but the minimum number

of possible faults given that we have observed o. Con

sider the compiled system description Y in Figure 1

and the Observation o = A A -C. The conditioned

sentence Y | a is given in Figure 3(a) and it char

acterizes three diagnoses okx A -ok Y, -ok). A okY

and -ok). A -lok Y, which have cardinalities 1, 1 and

2, respectively. Therefore, the minimum cardinality

of Y o is 1, which is also the minimum number of

possible faults given the observation o.

Computing the minimum cardinality of a sentence can

be performed in linear time if the sentence is in de

composable negation normal form:

Theorem 4 Given that Yı V Y2 and Y. A Y2 are in

decomposable NNF:

__ſ 0, if Y is a positive literal;
1. mCard(Y) = { 1, if Y is a negative literal.

2. mCard(). V Y2) = min(mCard(yì), mCard(Y2)).

3. mCard(Yı A Y2) = mCard(Y1) + mCard(Y2). I.

All of the above cases are straightforward, except pos

sibly for the last one which follows because decompos

ability ensures that Yi and Y2 share no atoms. Figure 4

illustrates this computation for the sentences in Fig

ure 3. The proof of this theorem is given in [3], where

pseudocode is also given for computing cardinalities of

nodes in a decomposable negation normal form that is

represented as a rooted, directed graph.

Armed with conditioning

and cardinality-computation, we can now answer in

linear time any query of the form: What is the mini

mum number of possible faults given a system obser

vation of To answer this query, we simply condition

the compiled system description Y on the observation

o, leading to Y |o, and then compute m6'ard(Y| 0).

The previous query is important for at least two rea

SOnS:
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Figure 4: Computing minimum cardinality.

1. It is required for computing minimum-cardinality

diagnoses as discussed in the following section.

2. It can be used to decide whether the system is

exhibiting an abnormal behavior. Specifically, if

mCard(y | c.) > 0, then we know that there is

at least one fault and, hence, the observation o is

inconsistent with the system normal behavior.

If mCard(y | oy = 0, however, then we know that the

observation o is consistent with the system normal be

havior. Consider Figure 4(b) where m6'ard(y | 0) = 0.

This zero cardinality implies that the candidate diag

nosis okx A okY is consistent with the system descrip

tion and observation since this is the only candidate

diagnosis with zero cardinality. Therefore, the obser

vation A A C in this case does not imply a system

failure.

4.3 Diagnosis Enumeration

If mCard(y | 0) > 0, we know that we have at least

one fault. Our goal in such a case is to enumerate

all diagnoses that have a minimum number of faults,

which we denote by mDg(y | c.). The formal definition

of this set of diagnoses is:

{3 : 3 e Dg(y | c.) and Card(3) = mCard(y | c.)}.

This set of diagnoses can be computed quite efficiently

given that the sentence Y| 0 is in decomposable nega

tion normal form. Before we show how this can be

done, however, we need to introduce some definitions:

- Given a sentence Y, Atoms(Y) denotes the atoms

that appear in Y.

- Given a sentence Y which contains atoms A,

mInst(Y) denotes the set of minimum cardinality

A-instantiations that are consistent with Y.

For example, if Y is a D b, then there are three

instantiations of {a, b} that are consistent with Y,

but only one of them, a A b, has the minimum

cardinality. Therefore, mInst(Y) = {a A b) in this

Case.

- Given a set of instantiations I and a set of atoms

A, Ertend(I, A) denotes the set which results

from replacing each instantiation 3 in I with 3/\{3'

where 3' is the conjunction of all atoms in A that

do not appear in 3.

For example, if I = {−okx A okZ, -okYA okZ}

and A = {okX, ok Y, ok2}, then Ertend(I, A)

equals {-ok X A ok? A ok Y, -okYA okZ A okX}.

Given these definitions, we are now ready for enumer

ating the minimum cardinality diagnoses. This is given

by the following theorem:

Theorem 5 Given that Yı V Y2 and Y1 A Y2 are in

decomposable NNF:

1. minst(n) = {Y} if Y is a literal.

2. If Y = At Yi, then mInst(Y) =

{A, : 3; e. mºto) -

3. If Y = V, Yi, then mInst(n) =

U Extend(minst(Yi), Atoms(n)).

mCard(yi)=m Card(y)

Moreover, mDg(Y) = Ertend(mInst(Y), A). I

According to this theorem, we can enumerate mini

mum cardinality diagnoses using a recursive procedure
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which visits each node of the decomposable NNF only

once. The enumeration process is similar to that of

computing disjunctive normal forms, with the follow

ing exceptions:

1. The consistency of A, 3, is not checked in Case 2.

Intuition: Decomposability ensures that no atoms

are shared between the conjuncts 3i, therefore,

/\; 3, must be consistent.

2. A disjunct is ignored in Case 3 if its cardinality is

higher than the cardinality of one of its siblings.

Intuition: Disjuncts that do not have a minimum

cardinality will contribute terms that will only be

included in diagnoses that are not minimal; there

fore, these terms can be safely ignored.

3. After we enumerate the minimum cardinality in

stantiations of a disjunct Y; in Case 3, and before

we union them with the instantiations obtained

from its siblings, we extend them so they mention

every atom that appears in Y.

Intuition: Each instantiation in mInst(Y) must

mention all the atoms appearing in Y.”

We provide in [3] pseudocode for an algorithm that

enumerates minimum cardinality diagnoses based on

Theorem 5. For computing mDg(Y), the complexity

of the algorithm is shown to be linear in the size of the

decomposable negation normal form Y and quadratic

in the number of minimal diagnoses in mDg(Y).

5 Generating Compiled System

Descriptions

In the previous section, we provided algorithms for

answering key diagnostic queries based on a compiled

system description. The algorithms are linear in the

size of a compiled system description which means

that on-line diagnostic reasoning can be very efficient

if one can generate reasonably-sized compiled system

descriptions.

We now turn to the process of generating a compiled

system description. That is, given a system descrip

tion A, assumables A and observables O, we show

how to generate a sentence in decomposable negation

normal form that satisfies the conditions stated in Def

inition 1. Once we obtain such a sentence, we can then

use the CSD evaluator discussed in the previous sec

tion to answer diagnostic queries in linear time.

*Note that a term 3 in a disjunctive normal form of Y

does not necessarily mention all atoms appearing in Y.

We will generate a compiled system description by re

ducing the problem to that of generating a logical con

sequence.

Definition 4 (Consequence[3]) Let A be a system

description, A be the assumables and o be a sentence

that does not mention assumables. The consequence of

a with respect to A and A, denoted Cons?(o), is an

A-sentence satisfying the following properties:

1. A U (a) H. Cons? (a); and

2. for any A-sentence 3, A U (a) H 3 only if

Cons? (a) = 3.

Intuitively, the consequence of a with respect to A and

A is the logically strongest A-sentence which can be

concluded from A and cy. In the context of diagnosis,

the consequence of o is the logically strongest conclu

sion we can draw about the health of the system given

that we have observed o about the system.

We have presented an algorithm for computing logical

consequences in [3], which is guaranteed to generate

consequences in decomposable negation normal form.

As it turns out, the computation of a compiled sys

tem description can be reduced to that of computing

a logical consequence as the following theorem shows:

Theorem 6 (Compilation)

CSD(A, A, O) = Cons?uo(true). I

This theorem follows immediately from Definitions 1

and 4. It basically says that we can compile the sys

tem description A with respect to assumables A and

observables O by computing the logically strongest

(A UO)-sentence entailed by A.

An implication of this theorem is that the compu

tational complexity guarantees that apply to conse

quences also apply to compiled system descriptions.

The time and space complexity of computing conse

quences is shown in [3] to be exponential only in wº:

the width of the system structure. To explain this

guarantee further, we need to explain what we mean by

a system structure and, consequently, what we mean

by a structured system description.

A system structure is a directed acyclic graph which is

induced by including a node for each variable in the

system, and then extending an arc from variable X

to variable Y iff X represents the input of a compo

nent whose output is Y. Figure 5 contains an example

device with the graph representing its structure.

A component description is a set of propositional sen

tences that describe the behavior of a component. A
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Figure 5: A device with its structure represented using a directed graph.

component description must satisfy some formal con

ditions that are stated in [3], which are meant to en

sure that the description does nothing but describe the

component. For example, the only atoms appearing

in a component description must be those represent

ing the inputs/outputs of the component in addition

to assumables.

A structured system description is then a system struc

ture and a set of component descriptions. In Figure 5

for example, AA, AB, ..., A E are meant to be compo

nent descriptions.”

Our computational results in [3] can be summarized as

follows. Given a structured system description with

structure g and component descriptions A = U Ai,

and given a system observation o, we can compute a

negation normal form which is equivalent to the con

sequence Cons?(o) in time and space that are expo

nential only in the width of the directed graph G.

Moreover, if no assumables are shared between

component descriptions, our results then guarantee

that the computed negation normal form is also

decomposable.”

The width of a graph w” is a measure of the graph

connectivity and is well known in the probabilistic

and constraint-satisfaction communities since it un

derlies the computational complexity of some influ

ential algorithms for belief and constraint networks

[8, 7, 5, 10, 9, 11]. The less connected the graph is,

the smaller that w" is. In particular, if the system

structure contains no undirected cycles, then w” is the

maximum number of parents per node, which corre

sponds to the maximum number of inputs per device

component. In such a case, the size of a compiled sys

tem description is exponential only in the number of

“We view a device input as a component with one out

put and zero inputs.

*This condition can always be maintained but at the ex

pense of adding auxiliary variables to the system structure.

Further details can be found in [3].

inputs that a component has (typically assumed to be

a constant) and linear in all other aspects of the device.

It is important to note, however, that the width of a

device structure may be small even if the device con

tains cycles. For example, the structure of an n-bit

adder has a width of 4 and this width is independent

of the number of bits n. Therefore, the size of a com

piled n-bit adder grows linearly in n even though its

structure is not cycle free. Table 1 depicts some con

crete numbers showing the sizes of negation normal

forms that result from compiling adders using a LISP

implementation of our diagnostic compiler.

Table 1 implies that an on-line system for diagnosing a

6-bit adder needs to include only a propositional sen

tence in decomposable NNF which has 208 nodes and

446 arcs, in addition to a CSD evaluator.

Table 2 depicts a number of systems drawn from the

benchmark circuits proposed in [2]. The number of

components in each circuit is given, in addition to the

size of the maximal clique obtained when compiling the

device. The size of the maximal clique is an indication

of the device structure width." The compilation algo

rithm is exponential in the size of cliques and is linear

in the number of such cliques. This is why we could

not compile the first circuit in Table 2. The other three

circuits, however, were compiled and the size of each

resulting compilation is shown in the table.

"It is only an indication because of the following. Our

algorithm converts a device structure into a jointree, a tree

over sets-of-nodes known as cliques. There is more than

one jointree corresponding to a particular structure, and

each of these trees has a maximal clique size si. The struc

ture width is 1 – mini si. However, our algorithm is not

guaranteed to generate the best jointree (that is, the one

with the minimal si). Hence, the size of our maximal clique

does not necessarily correspond to the structure width.
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Table 1: Compiling n-bit adders.

Number of Bits || Number of Nodes Number of Arcs

1 34 59

2 68 134

3 103 212

4 138 200

5 173 368

6 208 446

Table 2: Compiling digital circuits.

System || Number of Components | Max Clique || Number of Nodes (k) || Number of Arcs (k)

c432 196 22 - -

C499 243 10 5 24

C880 443 10 11 28

c1355 587 10 10 37

6 Conclusion

We have described an approach for compiling devices

which is marked by two characteristics: (1) the sim

plicity and linear complexity of its on-line phase; and

(2) the computational complexity guarantees it offers

on the off-line phase — the size of a compiled system

description in particular. Although our compilation

approach does not improve on the known computa

tional complexity of diagnostic reasoning, it proposes

a technique that has major implications on the prac

tice of model-based diagnosis.

By separating diagnostic computations into off-line

and on-line phases, one achieves three key objectives.

First, most of the computational overhead is pushed

into the off-line phase which needs to be performed

only once, therefore, allowing for efficient on-line diag

nostic systems. Second, this separation reduces the

software/hardware demands of the on-line diagnos

tic system which needs to include only a CSD and

its evaluator — as we have seen, a CSD has a rela

tively simple structure and its evaluator could be a

very simple piece of software. Third, and most impor

tant practically, a CSD evaluator is so simple that it

lends itself to cost-effective implementations on mul

tiple software/hardware platforms. In our experience,

this has been the most important practical aspect of

our compilation approach since it allowed us to im

plement, quickly, real-world systems on various soft

ware/hardware platforms. We developed one diagnos

tic compiler on a LISP/Windows platform. But we

could then deploy on-line diagnostic systems on any

software/hardware platform for which a CSD evalua

tor can be made available.

What makes our compilation technique especially

practical is the guarantees it offers on the size of a

compiled system description. Such guarantees stand

behind the success of many influential algorithms

in the probabilistic and constraint-satisfaction liter

atures. We are unaware of any other model-based

compilation approach for answering diagnostic queries

which offers similar guarantees on the time to generate,

and the space to store, a compiled system description.

Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1

Let 3 be a candidate diagnosis. We want to show that

AU{o} # -3 precisely when CSD(A, A, O)^o # -3.

It suffices to show that A U (o) H- -3 precisely when

CSD(A, A, O) A o H −3. It also suffices to show that

A H →o V -3 precisely when CSD(A, A, O) H →o V

-3. Note that -o V-3 is an (A UO)-sentence.

Suppose that A E →o V-3. Then CSD(A, A, O) H

–o V-3 by Part 2 of Definition 1.

Suppose that CSD(A, A, O) E →o V -3. Then A H

—io V-3 by Part 1 of Definition 1. I

Lemma 1 Let Yi and Y2 be (AUO)-sentences and let

o be an O-instantiation where A ſh O is empty. Then

1. (Y| A Y2) o = (Yi | 0) A (Y2 o).

2. (Y| V Y2) |o = (Y| |o) V (Y2 o).

3. (−Y) || 0 = -(Y| || 0).

4. a o is valid. .
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Proof of Theorem 2

1. This follows immediately since each O-literal in Y

will be replaced by either true or false in Y | 0.

2. The proof is by induction on the structure of Y:

(a) Base case: Y is a literal.

If Y is an A-literal, then Y| 0 = Y and Y^0 =

ºy.

If Y is an O-literal, then either

- a E Y and, hence, YA o = 0 and Y | 0 =

true; or

- o H −Y and, hence, YA o = false and

ºy || 0 = false.

In either case, YA o H Y| 0.

(b) Inductive step: Y = Y, A Y2.

Assume that Yı A o H Yi o and Y2 A o H

72 o. Then Yı A Y2 A o H (Y| | Q) A (Y2 o)

and Y. A Y2 A a H (Y| A Y2) || 0 by Lemma 1.

Therefore, YA o H Y| 0.

(c) Inductive step: Y = Y V Y2.

Same as Part (b).

3. We will first show that w = Y | 0 only if there ex

ists a world w' which agrees with w on A (written

w' -A wy and w' F Y A a.

The proof is by induction on the structure of Y:

(a) Base case: Y is a literal.

If Y is an A-literal, then Y | a = Y. Suppose

w H Y o. Then w = Y. There is clearly

a world w' -A w such that w = 0. Such a

world must then satisfy w! H YA o.

If Y is an O-literal, then either

– o H Y and, hence, Y A a = 0 and Y | 0 =

true; or

- o H −Y and, hence, YA o = false and

'Y a = false.

In either case, the property holds.

(b) Inductive step: Y = Y, A Y2.

Assume the property holds for Yi and Y2.

Suppose w H Y o. Then w = (Yi A Y2) || 0,

w H (Y| || 0) A (Y2 | 0), w H Yi o and

w H Y2 o. By the induction hypothesis,

there exists w! ~A w such that w' H Yi A a

and there exists w” -A w such that w" H

^2 A a. Note that w" and w” must agree on

A by definition and must also agree on O

since they both satisfy o. Hence, there must

exist a third world w" which agrees with w'

and w” on A U O. Moreover, for this world,

w" H Yı A Y2 A o and w'" H Y A o.

(c) Inductive step: Y = Y V Y2.

Assume the property holds for Yi and Y2.

Suppose w H Y| 0. Then w H (Yi V Y2) o,

w = (Y| || 0) V (Y2 o), w H Yi o or

w = Y, o. By the induction hypothesis,

there exists w! ~A w such that w! H Yi A a

or there exists w! ~A w such that w' H Y2/\o.

Therefore, we have w' H (Y| A oy V (72 A dy,

w' H (Yi V Y2) A o and, hence, w! H Y A o.

Suppose now that 3 is an A-sentence and that

^ A o H 3. We want to show that Y o H 3. It

suffices to show that w = Y o only if w H 3.

Suppose that w = Y | c. By the property we

proved above, there exists a world w' - A w such

that w' E Y'A o. Moreover, w' H 3 by our sup

position. Given that w' -A w and since 3 is an

A-sentence, we must have w H 3. .

Proof of Theorem 3

We want to show CSD(A, A, O) o # -3 precisely

when CSD(A, A, O)/\o # -3 for any candidate diag

nosis 3. It suffices to show that CSD(A, A, O) o H

-3 precisely when CSD(A, A, O) A o H −3.

Suppose that CSD(A, A, O) o H −3. Then

CSD(A, A, O) A o H −3 follows from Part 2 of Theo

rem 2.

Suppose that CSD(A, A, O) A o H −3. Then

CSD(A, A, O)|o H −3 from Part 3 of Theorem 2. I
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Abstract

In this paper we present contributions to

wards a logical theory of diagnosis for sys

tems that can be affected by the actions of

agents. Specifically, we examine the task of

conjecturing diagnoses to explain what hap

pened to a system, given a theory of system

behaviour and some observed (aberrant) be

haviour. We characterize what happened by

introducing the notion of explanatory diagno

sis in the language of the situation calculus.

Explanatory diagnoses conjecture sequences

of actions to account for a change in system

behaviour. As such, we show that determin

ing an explanatory diagnosis is analogous to

classical AI planning with state constraints

and incomplete knowledge. The representa

tion scheme we employ provides an axiomatic

solution to the frame, ramification and qual

ification problems. Exploiting this represen

tation, we show that determining an explana

tory diagnosis can be achieved by regression

followed by theorem proving in the database

describing what is known of the initial state

of our system. Further, we show that by ex

ploiting features inherent to diagnosis prob

lems, we can simplify the diagnosis task.

1 INTRODUCTION

Given a theory of system behaviour and some observed

aberrant behaviour, the traditional objective of diag

nosis is to conjecture what is wrong with the system,

(e.g., which components of the device are behaving ab

normally, what diseases the patient is suffering from,

* Much of this research was performed while the au

thor was a doctoral candidate at the University of Toronto,

Canada.

Xerox PARC

3333 Coyote Hill Road

Palo Alto, CA 94301

mcilrait@parc.xerox.com

etc.). Each candidate diagnosis consists of a subset of

distinguished literals that are conjectured to be true

or false in order to account for the observation in some

way. Different criteria have been proposed for deter

mining the space of such candidate diagnoses. Within

formal accounts of diagnosis, two widely accepted def

initions of diagnosis are consistency-based diagnosis

(e.g., (Reiter 1987), (de Kleer et al. 1992)), and abduc

tive explanation (e.g., (de Kleer et al. 1992), (Poole

1988), (Console and Torasso 1991), (McIlraith 1994)).

Such research has historically focussed on static sys

tems. Recently, some researchers have advocated ex

tending diagnostic problem solving (DPS) to enable

reasoning about actions, under the argument that DPS

is purposive in nature and that systems operate within

and are affected by agents'.

In this paper we focus upon one aspect of diagnosing

such dynamic systems. In particular, given a theory

of system behaviour and some observation of (aber

rant) behaviour, our concern is with the task of conjec

turing diagnoses to explain what happened to the sys

tem (i.e., what actions or events occurred to result in

the observed behaviour) (e.g., (Cordier and Thiébaux

1994), (McIlraith 1994a)). Knowing or conjecturing

what happened is interesting in its own right, but it

can also help to further constrain the space of possible

states of the system. In so doing, conjecturing what

happened assists in the prediction of what is wrong

with a system, as well as predicting other relevant sys

tem behaviour. Compared to our traditional notion of

what is wrong diagnoses, knowing what happened can

more accurately capture the root cause of system mal

function rather than its manifestations, thus providing

for the identification of future preventative as well as

prescriptive actions.

In the spirit of previous foundational work in model

*An agent could be another system, a robot, a human,

Or nature.
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based diagnosis (MBD) (e.g., (Reiter 1987), (Console

and Torasso 1991), (de Kleer et al. 1992)), this pa

per presents a logical characterization of the diagnosis

task. We take as our starting point the existing MBD

research on characterizing diagnoses for static systems

without a representation of actions (e.g., (de Kleer et

al. 1992), (Console and Torasso 1991), (Reiter 1987)).

Next, we exploit a situation calculus representation

scheme previously proposed by the author (McIlraith

1997a) that enables the integration of a representation

of action with the representation of the behaviour of

a static system. With this representation in hand, we

provide a logical characterization for the task of deter

mining what happened to a system. The characteriza

tion is presented in the guise of earplanatory diagnosis.

The distinguishing features of our characterization are

afforded in great part by the richness of our rep

resentation scheme which provides a comprehensive

and semantically justified representation of action and

change. In particular, our representation provides an

axiomatic closed-form solution to the frame and ram

ification problems, thus capturing the direct and in

direct effects of actions in a compiled representation.

This is critical to the ability to generate explanatory

diagnoses efficiently. Further, our representation pro

vides a closed-form solution to the qualification prob

lem, thus identifying the conditions underwhich an ac

tion is possible. It is interesting to note that when we

are dealing with incomplete knowledge of our initial

state, conjecturing an action or sequence of actions

also requires conjecturing that its preconditions are

satisfied, which in many instances serves to further

constrain our search.

As we show in the sections to follow, our character

ization establishes a direct link between explanatory

diagnosis and planning, deductive plan synthesis, and

abductive planning. As a consequence of a complete

ness assumption embedded in our representation, we

can exploit goal-directed reasoning in the form of re

gression (Waldinger 1977) in order to generate diag

noses. This completeness assumption also provides for

an easy mapping of our situation calculus representa

tion to Prolog. While explanatory diagnoses can be

mathematically characterized in an analogous fashion

to plans, an important distinction of explanatory di

agnoses is that they can be refined to exploit features

of our diagnosis problem that have no meaning in the

context of planning. Indeed, we use diagnosis-specific

attributes to define variants of explanatory diagnosis

to deal with the challenges of incomplete knowledge

and large search spaces.

2 REPRESENTATION SCHEME

2.1 SITUATION CALCULUS LANGUAGE

The situation calculus language in which we axioma

tize our domains is a sorted first-order language with

equality. The sorts are of type A for primitive actions,

S for situations, and D for everything else, including

domain objects (Lin and Reiter 1994). We represent

each action as a (possibly parameterized) first-class

object within the language. Situations are simply se–

quences of actions. The evolution of the world can

be viewed as a tree rooted at the distinguished ini

tial situation So. The branches of the tree are de

termined by the possible future situations that could

arise from the realization of particular sequences of ac

tions. As such, each situation along the tree is simply

a history of the sequence of actions performed to reach

it. The function symbol do maps an action term and

a situation term into a new situation term. For ex

ample, do(turn-on-pnp, So) is the situation resulting

from performing the action of turning on the pump in

situation So. The distinguished predicate Poss(a, s)

denotes that an action a is possible to perform in situ

ation s (e.g., Poss(turn-on-pnp, So)). Thus, Poss de

termines the subset of the situation tree consisting of

situations that are possible in the world. Finally, those

properties or relations whose truth value can change

from situation to situation are referred to as fluents.

For example, the fluent on(Prmp, s) expresses that the

pump is on in situation s.

The dialect of the situation calculus that we use in

this paper is restricted to primitive, determinate ac

tions. Our language does not include functional flu

ents, nor does it include a representation of time, con

currency, or complex actions, but we believe the results

presented herein can be extended to more expressive

dialects of the situation calculus (e.g., (Reiter 1996)).

2.2 DOMAIN REPRESENTATION

In this section we overview the representation scheme

we use to characterize the system we will be diagnos

ing. The scheme, proposed in (McIlraith 1997a), in

tegrates a situation calculus theory of action with a

MBD system description, SD (de Kleer et al. 1992).

The resulting representation of a system comprises

both domain-independent and domain-specific axioms.

The domain-independent axioms are the foundational

axioms of the discrete situation calculus, X found (Lin

and Reiter 1994). They are analogous to the axioms

of Peano arithmetic, modified to define the branching

structure of our situation tree, rather than the number

line. The domain-specific axioms, T specify both the

s
;

-
-

s
-
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behaviour of the static system, and the actions” that

can affect the state of the system, as well as those ac

tions required to achieve testing and repair. Together

they define our situation calculus representation X =

2found A T.

The domain-specific axioms composing T result from

application of a procedure proposed in (McIlraith

1997a) that compiles a typical MBD system descrip

tion, SD and a set of axioms relating to the precondi

tions and effects of actions into a representation that

provides a closed-form solution to the frame, ramifica

tion and qualification problems. The resulting domain

axiomatization T =T.^Taomain ATssATAPATUNAA

TDCA A Tso is described below. The representation

is predicated on an explicit causal ordering of fluents

and an a completeness assumption. The assumption

states that all the conditions underwhich an action a

can lead, directly or indirectly, to fluent F becoming

true or false in the successor state are captured in the

axiomatization of our system.

We illustrate the representation scheme in terms of a

small portion of a power plant feedwater system (McIl

raith 1997) derived from the APACS project (Kramer

et al. 1996). This simplified example models the fill

ing of a vessel either by the operation of an electrically

powered (Pwr) pump (Prmp), by manual filling, or by

a siphon that was started by the pump or by manual

filling. For notational convenience, all formulae are

understood to be universally quantified with respect

to their free variables, unless explicitly indicated oth

erwise. For a more thorough description of this rep

resentation scheme, and for a more extensive example

please see ((McIlraith 1997a) and (McIlraith 1997)).

Every domain axiomatization, T comprises the follow

ing sets of axioms.

S

Tº A Taomain A Tss A TAP A TUNA A TDCA A Tso

The set of state constraints relativized to situation

So, T}, capture what is implicitly true about the ini

tial ãab. They can be acquired from a typical

MBD system description, SD as described in (McIl

raith 1997a). In our simple example, T}, is as follows

-AB(Pwr, So) A -AB(Prmp, So) A on(Prmp, So)

D filling(So) (1)

manual-fill(So) D filling(So) (2)

-(on(Prmp, So) A manual-fill(So)) (3)

The set of domain constraints, Tiomain is as follows.

Pwr # Pmp (4)

*Actions can be performed by agents: a human, another

system, or nature.

The set of successor state axioms, Tss is composed

of axioms of the following general form, one for each

fluent F.

Poss(a, s) D (F(do(a, s)) = p F] (5)

where PF is a simple formula” of a particular syntac

tic form. Intuitively, a successor state axiom says the

following:

Poss(a, s) D (fluent(do(a, s)) =

an action made it true

V a state constraint made it true

V it was already true

A neither an action nor a state constraint

made it false].

The following axioms compose Tss for our example.

Poss(a, s) D (on(Prmp, do(a, s)) = a = turn-on-pnp

V (on(Prmp, s) A a # turn-off-pnp)] (6)

Poss(a, s) D [AB(Pwr, do(a, s)) = a = pur-failure

V (AB(Pwr, s) A a # aur-pwr A a # pwr-fir)](7)

Poss(a, s) D [AB(Pmp, do(a, s)) =

a = p.mp burn-out

V (AB(Pmp, s) A a # pmp-fir)] (8)

Poss(a, s) D (manual-fill(do(a, s)) =

a = turn_on_manual-fill

V (manual-fill(s)

A a # turn-off-manual-fill)] (9)

Poss(a, s) D (filling(do(a, s)) =

a = turn_on_manual-fill

V (manual-fill(s) A a # turn-off-manual-fill)

V [(a # pur-failure

A (−AB(Pwr, s) V a = aur-pwr

V a = pur-fir))

A (a # prºmp burn-out

A (−AB(Prmp, s) V a = pmp-fir))

A (a = turn-on-pnp

V (on(Prmp, s) A a # turn-off-pnp))]

V (filling(s) A a # stop_siphon)] (10)

Axiom (6) states that if action a is possible in

situation s, then the pump is on in the situation

*A simple formula only mentions domain-specific pred

icate symbols, fluents do not include the function symbol

do, there is no quantification over sort situation, and there

is at most one free situation variable.
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resulting from performing action a in situation 8

(i.e., on(Prmp, do(a, s))) if and only if the action a is

turn-on-pnp, or the pump was already on in s and a

was not the action turn-off-pnp.

The set of action precondition axioms, TAP is com

posed of axioms of the following general form, one for

each action prototype A in the domain.

Poss(A(£), s) = IIA (11)

where IIA is a simple formula with respect to s, cap

turing the necessary and sufficient conditions for pro

totype action A(f) to be executable in situation s.

Poss(stop_siphon, s) = (-manual-fill(s)

A -lon(Prmp, s)) (12)

Poss(pmp-fir, s) = -lon(Prmp, s) (13)

Poss(pmplºurn-out, s) = on(Prmp, s) (14)

Poss(turn-on-manual-fill, s) = -lon(Prmp, s) (15)

Poss(turn-on-pnp, s) = -manual-fill(s) (16)

Poss(turn-off-pmp, s) = on(Prmp, s) (17)

Poss(turn-off-manual-fill, s) = manual-fill(s) (18)

Poss(pwr-failure, s) = (19)

Poss(pwr-fir, s) = Poss(aur-pwr, s) = true (20)

Finally, we provide a possible set of initial conditions

for our system, Tso. These constitute the explicit as

pect of the initial database. Note that in general we do

not have complete knowledge of the initial state of our

system. This makes the task of diagnosis all the more

challenging. In this example, we do not know initially

whether the pump and power are operating normally.

We also do not know whether the vessel was filling in

the initial state.

on(Prmp, So) A -manual-fill(So) (21)

TUNA and TDCA are the unique names axioms for

actions and the domain closure axiom for actions, re

spectively.

This concludes the description of our representation

scheme. Before advancing to issues of diagnosis, we

note (Reiter 1998) that our proposed situation cal

culus representation can be viewed as an executable

specification because it is easily realized in Prolog by

exploiting Prolog's completion semantics and simply

replacing the equivalence connectives characteristic of

axioms in Tss and TAP by implication connectives.

The Lloyd-Topor transformation (Lloyd 1987) must

then be applied to convert this theory into Prolog

clausal form. Later in this paper, we will advocate

using Waldinger's notion of regression to rewrite ax

ioms of our representation and simplify computation.

This type of regression rewriting is precisely achieved

by Prolog's backwards chaining mechanism.

3 PRELIMINARIES

With our representation in hand, we turn our attention

to the task of diagnosis. In this section we introduce

the framework for performing diagnosis relative to our

representation. For our purposes we adopt the onto

logical and notational convention of the MBD litera

ture and view the systems we are diagnosing as com

prising a number of interacting components, COMPS.

These components have the property of being either

abnormal or normal in a situation. We express this

property in our situation calculus language using the

fluent AB. For example, AB(Pmp, s) denotes that the

pump component is abnormal in situations. Note that

the use of AB is not mandatory to the contributions

of this paper. Once again, following the convention in

the MBD literature, we define our diagnoses relative

to the domain-independent concept of a system (de

Kleer et al. 1992), adapted to our situation calculus

framework.

Definition 1 (System)

A system is a quadruple (X, HIST, COMPS, OBS)

where:

• XX, the background theory, is a set of situation cal

culus sentences describing the behaviour of our

system and the actions that can affect it.

• HIST, the history, is a sequence of ground ac

tions (a1, ..., ak] that were performed starting in

So.

• COMPS, the components, is a finite set of con

stants.

• OBSF, the observation, is a simple formula com

posed of fluents whose only free variable is the sit

uation variable s, and which are otherwise ground.

Example 1

In our power plant eacample above, X is our ariom

atization X found A T and COMPS = {Pmp, Pwr}.

The observation, OBSF could be filling(s), for ez

ample. HIST could be empty, i.e., [ ], or perhaps

[turn-on-pnp).

4 EXPLANATORY DIAGNOSIS

In this section we introduce and formally character

ize the notion of an explanatory diagnosis which con

jectures what happened to result in some observed

(aberrant) behaviour. Given a system, (X, HIST,

COMPS, OBSF), the objective of explanatory diag

nosis is to conjecture a sequence of actions, ſo 1,..., on)
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such that our observation is true in the situation re

sulting from performing that sequence of actions in

do(HIST, So).

Definition 2 (Explanatory Diagnosis)

An explanatory diagnosis for system (X, HIST,

COMPS, OBSF) is a sequence of actions E = [o.1,

..., on] such that,

• X, H Poss(HIST. E., So)*

A OBSF(do(HIST. E., So)).

Thus, E is an explanatory diagnosis when the observa

tion is true in the situation resulting from performing

the sequence of actions E in situation do(HIST, So),

and further that the preconditions for each action of

the action sequence HIST : E are true in the appro

priate situations, commencing at So.

The problem of determining explanatory diagnoses is

an instance of temporal explanation or postdiction

(e.g., (Shanahan 1993)), and is related to the classi

cal AI planning problem. In particular, identifying

the sequence of actions composing an explanatory di

agnosis, E is analogous to the plan synthesis problem,

and thus is realizable using deduction on the situa

tion calculus axioms. According to (Green 1969), a

plan to achieve a goal G(s) is obtained as a side ef

fect of proving Arioms H Es.G(s). The binding for

the situation variable s represent the sequence of ac

tions. In our case, Arioms H Es.G(s) is analogous to

X = Es.OBSF(s). As such, our representation enables

us to generate explanatory diagnoses deductively, just

as we could deductively generate a plan in the situation

calculus. Note that the task of generating explanatory

diagnoses is analogous to plan synthesis in the pres

ence of state constraints – a challenging problem. Our

representation scheme eliminates the additional chal

lenges presented by state constraints by providing a

domain axiomatization that a priori solves the frame,

ramification and qualification problems.

Example 2

Continuing with our power plant eacample, given the

system (X, [], {Pwr, Prmp}, -filling(s)), the sequence

of actions ſpur-failure] constitutes one example of

an explanatory diagnoses for the system. Another ear

planatory diagnosis for our system is [turn-off-pnp).

*Notation:

HIST. E is an abbreviation for [a 1, ..., ak, a 1, ..., on].

do([a1, ..., a.m.], s) is an abbreviation for

do(am,(do(am–1,(do(a.m.–2,0..., (do(a1, s)))))))).

Finally, Poss(ſal,..., anj, s) is an abbreviation

for Poss(a1, s) A Poss(az, do(a1, s)) A ...

A Poss(an, do(ſal,..., an–1], s)).

Observe that for certain problems there can be an in

finite number of sequences of actions that constitute

explanatory diagnoses. For example, the following Se

quences of actions also constitute valid explanatory

diagnoses for our example system:

ſpur-failure, pur-fir, pur-failure],

ſpur-failure, aur-pwr, pur-failure],

[turn-off-pmp, pur-failure, turn-on-pnp),

and so on.

Definition 2 is not sufficiently discriminating to elimi

nate these, clearly suboptimal explanatory diagnoses.

We must define a preference criterion. Probability

measures, even simple order of magnitude probabili

ties have provided an effective preference criterion for

many applications of MBD (de Kleer 1991). Likewise,

in the case of determining explanatory diagnoses in

the context of the situation calculus, probabilities will

serve us well in identifying preferred explanatory di

agnoses. Unfortunately, probability measures are not

always available and the correct treatment of probabil

ities in our situation calculus framework is only now

being developed. In this paper, we limit our discus

sion to what we refer to as a chronologically simple

preference criterion.

In our chronologically simple preference criterion, we

prefer diagnoses that are relativized to situations

reached without performing any extraneous actions.

Note that this preference criterion is syntactic in na

ture, relying on the notion of a primitive action as a

unit measure.

Definition 3 (Simpler)

Given a sequence of actions HIST = [o.1, ..., on],

define ACTS(HIST) to be the set {0,1,..., on), and

LEN(HIST) to be the the length of the sequence of

actions composing HIST.

Thus, given HISTA = [al, ..., an and HISTB

= [bi, ..., bn), situation SA = do(HISTA, So) is

simpler than situation SB = do(HISTB, So) iff

ACTS(HISTA) C ACTS(HISTB) and

LEN(HISTA) < LEN(HISTB).

Definition 4 (Chronologically Simple Diag.)

E is a chronologically simple explanatory diagnosis

for system (X, HIST, COMPS, OBSF) if E is

an explanatory diagnosis for the system, and there

is no earplanatory diagnosis E such that situation

S = do(HIST. E., So) is simpler than situation

S = do(HIST. E., So).

We might further distinguish this criterion to pre

fer chronologically simple explanatory diagnoses com

prised solely of actions performed by nature.
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Finally, observe that the characterization of explana

tory diagnosis just presented assumes that E and

OBSF occur after HIST. While this assumption is

not critical to characterizing explanatory diagnoses, it

acts as a form of preference, facilitating computation

of E.

5 EXPLOITING REGRESSION

In the previous section, we provided a characterization

of explanatory diagnosis. We observed that comput

ing an explanatory diagnosis for system (XX, HIST,

COMPS, OBSF) is analogous to generating a plan

to achieve a goal OBSF(s) starting with axioms X.

and situation do(HIST, So). At first glance, the gen

eral problem of computing explanatory diagnoses does

not look very promising for at least three reasons: the

second-order induction axiom in X found, the potential

incompleteness of the initial database, and the poten

tially large size of the situation search space. In this

section, we show how diagnoses can be computed by

exploiting regression (Waldinger 1977). We are able to

exploit regression as a direct result of the embedded

completeness assumption inherent in our representa

tion scheme. In this context, regression is a recursive

rewriting procedure that we use to reduce the nest

ing of the do function in situation terms, or to elimi

nate the Poss predicate. We show that generating ex

planatory diagnoses reduces to regression followed by

entailment with respect to the initial database. Com

putationally, the merit of regression is that it searches

backwards through the situation space from the obser

vation rather than searching forward from the initial

database. Under the assumption that the observation

consists of fewer literals than the initial database, re

gression will make for more efficient search. Observe

that Prolog's backwards chaining mechanism achieves

the substitution performed by regression.

Following directly in the spirit of previous work by Re

iter ((Reiter 1991), (Reiter 1992)) and more recently

(Reiter 1998) on the exploitation of regression for plan

ning and query answering, we first define two regres

sion operators, Tº" and RPoss.

Definition 5 (Regression Operator R.") Given a

set of successor state arioms, Tss composed of ar

ioms of the form Poss(a, s) D [F(do(a, s)) = p F],

Tº"[W], the repeated regression of formula V with re

spect to successor state arioms TSS is the formula that

is obtained from W by repeatedly replacing each fluent

F(do(a, s)) in V by PF, until the resulting formula

makes no mention of the function symbol do.

For example,

Tº"[on(Prmp, do(turn-on-manual-fill, do(turn-on-pnp, So))]

= 'R' [(turn-on-manual-fill = turn-on-pnp)

V (on(Prmp, do(turn-on-pnp, So))

A (turn-on-manual-fill # turn-off-pmp))]

Tº "[false V (on, (Prmp, do(turn-on-pnp, So)) A true)]

Tº"[(turn-on-pnp = turn-on-pnp)

V (on(pmp, So))^(turn-on-pnp # turn-off-pnp))]

= true

We can similarly define a Poss regression operator over

the set of action precondition axioms, TAP. This re

gression operation rewrites each occurrence of the lit

eral Poss(a, s) by IIA as defined in the action precon

dition axioms.

Definition 6 (Regression Operator RPoss)

Given a set of action precondition arioms, TAP com

posed of arioms of the form Poss(A(£), s) = IIA,

T'Poss(W) is the formula obtained by replacing each oc

currence of predicate Poss(A(£), s) by IIA. All other

literals of W remain the same.

Reiter proved soundness and completeness results for

regression applied to a theory with no state constraints

(Theorem 1, Theorem 2, (Reiter 1992)). In the the

orem below, we prove soundness and completeness

results for our representation scheme which includes

state constraints. The theory XXinit mentioned in the

theorem below is a subset of X containing only infor

mation about the initial situation, and no information

about successor situations. It also excludes the induc

tion axiom of X, found.

Theorem 1 (Soundness & Completeness)

Given

• X init, a subset of the situation calculus theory XX,

such that Xinit = XXUN's A Tso A T.2, ^ Taomain A

TUNA,

where XUNs is a subset of X found containing the

set of unique names arioms for situations.

• a sequence of ground actions, s_HIST such that

Xinit A R (R poss [Poss(s_HIST, So)]] is satis

fiable.

• Q(s), a simple formula whose only free variable is

the situation variable s.

Suppose S = do(s_HIST, So), then

• X H Q(do(s_HIST, So)) iff

Xinit H Tº: [Q(do(s_HIST, So))],

• X H Poss(s_HIST, So) iff

XXinit H R"[R poss(Poss(s_HIST, So)]],

.
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• XX/\Poss(s_HIST, So)AQ(do(s_HIST, So)) is sat

isfiable iff Sinit ATR"[R poss(Poss(s_HIST, So)]] A

Tè"[Q(do(s_HIST, So))] is satisfiable.

Thus, assuming situation s is a possible situation and

exploiting regression, Q(s) holds at situation s iff its

regression is entailed in the initial database. The

beauty of Theorem 1 is that it enables us to gener

ate explanatory diagnoses via regression followed by

theorem proving in the initial database, without the

need for the second-order induction axiom in X found.

£From these results, we can characterize explanatory

diagnosis with respect to regression.

Corollary 1 (Expl. Diagnosis w/ Regression)

The sequence of actions E = [o 1, ..., ok] is an er

planatory diagnosis for system (XX, HIST, COMPS,

OBSF) iff

• X init H R*(RPos,[Poss(HIST. E., So)]]

A R*[OBSF(do(HIST. E., So))].

6 EXPLOITING THE TASK

In the previous section we showed that we could ex

ploit regression to simplify the computation of ex

planatory diagnoses. A remaining source of difficulty

in generating explanatory diagnoses is that our search

space may be large and our initial database may be in

complete. An incomplete initial database both under

constrains our search problem, and precludes us from

using certain planning machinery, such as STRIPS

(Fikes and Nilsson 1971), that assumes a complete or

near-complete initial database (Lin and Reiter 1995).

In this section we show how to exploit features of di

agnosis problems to further assist in the generation of

explanatory diagnoses. In particular, we propose to

1) make assumptions regarding our domain, 2) relax

our criteria for explanatory diagnoses, and 3) verify

rather than generate diagnoses. An additional means

of simplifying our computational task is to use likeli

hoods of actions and action sequences to foc's search

for explanatory diagnoses. Detailed discussion of this

option is beyond the scope of this paper.

6.1 ASSUMPTION-BASED DIAGNOSES

In diagnostic problem solving it is common to make

further assumptions that are consistent with what we

know of the world. For example, we may assume that

in the absence of information to the contrary, com

ponents are operating normally, or certain properties

hold of the world. To support such assumption-based

reasoning, we define the notion of an assumption-based

explanatory diagnosis.

Definition 7 (Assumption-based Expl. Diag.)

Given an assumption H(S) relativized to ground sit

uation S such that

• So 3 “S < do(HIST. E., So),

• X A H(S) is satisfiable, and

• X. A H(S) = Poss(HIST, So).

An assumption-based earplanatory diagnosis for system

(XX, HIST, COMPS, OBSF) under assumption H(S)

is a sequence of actions E = [o 1, ..., ok] such that,

• X. A H(S) = Poss(HIST. E., So)

A OBSF(do(HIST. E., So)).

In Example 2 of the previous section, we did not have

complete information about the initial state of our sys

tem. It could actually have been the case that obser

vation -filling was true in So, i.e., -filling(So), but

since it was not entailed by XX, the empty action se

quence was not proposed as a valid explanatory diag

nosis, and we were forced to conjecture a sequence of

actions to account for our observation. If we assume

-filling(So), then the empty sequence of actions is

indeed an assumption-based explanatory diagnosis.

In generating explanatory diagnoses, we may want

to make a priori assumptions about the world, con

join these assumptions to our theory and then try

to compute our explanatory diagnoses. For exam

ple, we may wish to assume that all components

are operating normally in So. This would be

achieved by making H(S) in our definition above

equal to Acecoups -AB(c, So) (i.e., -AB(Pmp, So)

A -AB(Pwr, So)). Similarly, we may wish to assume

that the observation, OBSF is true in do(HIST, So).

In our example above, this would mean assuming

-filling(So). In other instances, we might want H(S)

to equal a what is wrong diagnosis that we are cur

rently entertaining, relativized to a previous situation,

e.g., AB(Prmp, So).

In still other instances, we may not want to fix our

assumptions a priori but rather make the minimum

number of assumptions necessary to generate a chrono

logically simple explanatory diagnosis. Such assump

tions might be limited to a distinguished set of literals

which the domain axiomatizer considers to be legiti

mately assumable (e.g., AB fluents). There might also

be a partial ordering on such assumables fluents.

“Notation: The transitive binary relation < defined

in X found further limits our situation tree by restricting

the actions that are applied to a situation to those whose

preconditions are satisfied in the situation. Intuitively, if

S 3 s', then s and s are on the same branch of the tree with

s closer to So than s'. Further, s' can be obtained from s

by applying a sequence of actions whose preconditions are

satisfied by the truth of the Poss predicate.
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The distinction regarding when we make our assump

tions affects the machinery by which we compute

assumption-based explanatory diagnoses. If assump

tions are made prior to computation we simply conjoin

the regression of the assumption to the initial database

and use regression and theorem proving as we would

for generating normal explanatory diagnoses. When

assumptions are interleaved with computation, gener

ating an assumption-based explanatory diagnosis re

quires abduction.

In a theorem prover, abduction is generally imple

mented as proof-tree completion, i.e., by resolving

dead-ends of proof trees with abducible literals. To

generate an explanatory diagnosis, an abductive the

orem prover would attempt to prove OBSF(s). If an

attempted proof failed because it dead-ended on a lit

eral or literals that were assumable, then these would

be abduced and the proof continued. We have not yet

implemented such an abduction engine for our situa

tion calculus system. It is interesting to note that in

the context of planning, (Shanahan 1997) has used ab

duction to implement a partial order planner for the

event calculus. In contrast to the deductive approach

of the situation calculus, this planner abduces actions

and the relative order of certain actions.

6.2 POTENTIAL DIAGNOSES

In addition to making assumptions to help complete

our theory, we can also facilitate computation by relax

ing the criteria for defining an explanatory diagnosis.

To this end, we observe that the requirement in Def

initions 2 and 7 that X = Poss(HIST. E., So) may

be too stringent in the case of an incomplete initial

database. That is, it may not be reasonable to require

that we know that an action is possible in a situa

tion that is incompletely specified. We may prefer to

consider explanatory diagnoses, where the theory al

lows us to consistently assume that the preconditions

for HIST or for HIST : E hold, but not necessarily

that they are entailed by our theory. To this end, we

propose the following alteration to our definition of

explanatory diagnoses, Definition 2. A comparable re

finement can be made to our definition of assumption

based explanatory diagnosis, Definition 7.

Definition 8 (Potential Explanatory Diagnosis)

A potential erplanatory diagnosis for system (XX,

HIST, COMPS, OBSF) is a sequence of actions E

= [o 1,..., ok] such that,

• X. A Poss(HIST. E., So) is satisfiable, and

• X A Poss(HIST. E., So) H

OBSF(do(HIST. E., So)).

Note that HIST is a sequence of actions that we know

to have been performed.Thus, the preconditions for

each of the actions in HIST are true in the correspond

ing situations. This provides us with further informa

tion concerning the truth values of fluents at various

situations, helping to constrain our search.

6.3 VERIFYING LIKELY DIAGNOSES

To further address the problem of generating explana

tory diagnoses, we propose exploiting domain infor

mation and maintaining a library of (assumption

based) explanatory diagnoses, indexed by observations

and/or situation histories. With candidate diagnoses

in hand, the problem of computing explanatory diag

noses reduces to a verification problem, rather than

a generation problem. Given a system (XX, H IST,

COMPS, OBSF), and a candidate diagnosis E, such

that S = do(HIST. E., So), we are interested in verify

ing that E is indeed a diagnosis of the system. Verify

ing a candidate diagnosis is simply a query evaluation

problem. It can be accomplished by regression and

theorem proving in the initial database, as per Theo

rem 1 above.

Example 3

Given the system (X, [ ], {Pwr, Pmp}, -filling(s)),

and the candidate diagnosis E=[pwr-failure], E can

be verified to be an erplanatory diagnosis with respect

to the system by evaluating the query

Tº"[R poss(Poss(do(pwr-failure, So))]]

A Rºſ-filling(do(pwr-failure, So))]

with respect to the initial database, XXinit.

7 RELATED WORK

This work has been influenced by formal character

izations of diagnosis for systems without an explicit

representation of actions (e.g., (de Kleer et al. 1992),

(Reiter 1987), (Console and Torasso 1991)) and by Re

iter’s work on the frame problem and the problem of

temporal projection (Reiter 1992) and (Reiter 1998).

Aside from previous work by the author (e.g., (McIl

raith 1997), (McIlraith 1997a)), research to date has

not explicitly addressed the problem of integrating a

rich representation of actions into diagnostic reason

ing. As such, there is little related work that exploits

a comprehensive representation of action.

A recent notable exception is Thielscher's work on dy

namic diagnosis (Thielscher 1997). Thielscher's basic

representation is similar in spirit to ours, though he

does not use the situation calculus and he does not
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exploit an axiomatic solution to the frame, ramifica

tion and qualification problems. Like us, he adopts the

basic MBD ontology, employs an action theory to rep

resent actions, and represents certain state constraints

causally to capture the indirect effects of actions as dic

tated by the system description of the device. Where

he differs is in the actual task he is performing, and

the assumptions he makes. To use terminology dis

cussed here, he is computing what is wrong diagnoses.

Given an action history and some observed aberrant

behaviour, Thielscher conjectures that certain compo

nents must be abnormal to account for the observed

behavior. He is not conjecturing actions. To simplify

computation, he assumes that all components are ini

tially normal, and he uses a priori likelihood of fail

ure to select most likely candidate diagnoses. While

his paper examines what is wrong diagnoses, rather

than what happened diagnoses, clearly the two are in

timately related. (McIlraith 1997) discusses the inter

relationship between these two types of diagnosis in

the context of the situation calculus framework de

scribed here.

The research on temporal diagnosis and diagnosis of

dynamic systems originating in the diagnosis research

community (e.g., (Brusconi et al. 1995), (Console et

al. 1994), (Hamscher 1991), (Friedrich and Lackinger

1991), (Lackinger and Nejdl 1991), (Dressler 1994))

and in particular (Cordier and Thiébaux 1994) is also

loosely related. (Brusconi et al. 1995) recently pro

vided a characterization of temporal abductive diag

nosis together with algorithms for computing these di

agnoses under certain restrictions. Building on ear

lier work (Console et al. 1994), they decouple atem

poral and temporal diagnoses, using SD to represent

the behaviour of the atemporal components and tran

sition graphs to represent the temporal components.

The later work uses temporal constraints to represent

the temporal components. Also related is the work

on event-based diagnosis by (Cordier and Thiébaux

1994). Their work is similar in motivation to our work

on explanatory diagnosis, viewing the diagnosis task

as the determination of the event-history of a system

between successive observations. While this work is

related, the representation of action is impoverished.

It does not provide a comprehensive representation of

the preconditions for and the effects of actions, nor

does it address the frame, ramification and qualifica

tion problems. In particular, their notion of actions

is simply an explicit transition systems. This is suffi

ciently expressive for their application but the lack of

a compact representation proves problematic.

In the area of reasoning about action, research on tem

poral explanation and postdiction has an interesting

relationship to this work (e.g., (Crawford and Ether

ington 1992), (Baker 1991)). Of particular note is

Shanahan's research (Shanahan 1993). While Shana

han also proposes the situation calculus as a repre

sentation language for axiomatizing his domain, he

does so without an axiomatic solution to the frame

and ramification problems. As such these problems

must be addressed coincidentally with generating ex

planatory diagnoses. In contrast, our characterization

of explanatory diagnosis, with its axiomatic solution to

the frame and ramification problems, enables simpler

characterization and computation of temporal expla

nation.

8 SUMMARY

The results in this paper provide contributions to

model-based diagnosis and knowledge representation.

Our concern in this paper was, given a system that

affects and can be affected by the actions of agents,

and given some observed (aberrant) behaviour, how

do we capture the notion of what happened, i.e., how

do we go about conjecturing a sequence of actions that

account for the behaviour we have observed.

We addressed this problem by providing a mathemati

cal characterization of the notion of explanatory diag

nosis in the context of a rich situation calculus repre

sentation, proposed in (McIlraith 1997a). Our char

acterization made apparent the direct relationship of

explanatory diagnosis to the planning task, and in par

ticular to Green's notion of deductive plan synthesis.

However, generating explanatory diagnoses is actually

akin to planning in the face of state constraints and

a potentially incomplete initial database. Our repre

sentation scheme addressed the challenges presented

by state constraints by providing an axiomatic a pri

ori solution to the frame, ramification and qualifica

tion problems. This enabled us to extend Reiter's re

sults on the soundness and completeness of regression

and to show that we can generate explanatory diag

noses by regression followed by theorem proving in

the initial database. A remaining difficulty was that

our initial database is often incomplete. Exploiting

features of diagnosis problems, we proposed the no

tions of assumption-based and potential explanatory

diagnosis, to allow for the conjectured sequences of

actions that constitute a diagnosis to be predicated on

some other assumptions we choose to make about the

world. Finally, we proposed exploiting a library of

precomputed likely diagnoses, indexed by context and

observations. This enabled us to verify, rather than

generate explanatory diagnoses.

In our dissertation work (McIlraith 1997), we have also
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addressed the complementary problem of conjecturing

what is wrong diagnoses. In future work we examine

the application of GOLOG procedures (Levesque et al.

1997) to diagnostic problem solving.
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Abstract

The technical problem addressed in this paper is,

given two rule systems for consequence relations

X and Y, how to construct Y-approximations of

a given X-relation. While an upper Y

approximation can be easily constructed if all Y

rules are Horn, the construction of lower Y

approximations is less straightforward. We

address the problem by defining the notion of co

closure under co-Horn rules, that can be used to

remedy violation of certain rules by removing

arguments. In particular, we show how the co

closure under Monotonicity can be used to

construct the monotonic restriction of a

preferential relation. Unlike the more usual

closure under the rules of M, this co-closure

operator supports the intuition that preferential

reasoning is more liberal than monotonic

reasoning. The approach is embedded in a general

framework for comparing rule systems for

consequence relations. A salient feature of this

framework is that it is also possible to compare

rule systems that are not related by metalevel

entailment.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE

Nonmonotonic reasoning is the process of ‘tentatively

inferring from given information rather more than is

deductively implied’ (Makinson, 1994). Nonmonotonic

reasoning can thus be said to be more liberal than

monotonic reasoning. Correspondingly, the set of

arguments accepted by a nonmonotonic reasoning agent

(also called a consequence relation, and defined as a subset

of LXL, where L is the language) can be divided into a

deductive or monotonic part and a nonmonotonic part. Let

us call the function which maps an arbitrary consequence

relation to its monotonic core the monotonic restriction.

Although the notion of monotonic core has been

considered before (Stachniak, 1993), it does not seem to

occupy a central place in the theory of nonmonotonic

consequence relations, and operators to construct the

monotonic core of a given relation have not been defined

before.' Kraus et al. (1990) define a monotonic closure

operator, which however maps a consequence relation to a

monotonic superset (and may therefore be called the

monotonic extension). The operator seems to be inspired

by the Horn form of the rules they consider. However, as

we show in this paper even with Horn rules it is possible

to apply them in the reverse direction to remove

arguments from the consequence relation.

Another aspect we clarify in this paper is the role of

metalevel entailment between rule systems. For instance,

we have that all the rules of P are rules of M, hence all

monotonic consequence relations are preferential. In our

view this is a special case of a more general phenomenon,

namely that P-semantics encodes more information than

M-semantics, because it has to distinguish more

consequence relations. However, the presence of metalevel

entailment does not, by itself, indicate whether this extra

information is used to establish a more liberal or rather a

less liberal form of reasoning.

Moreover, metalevel entailment is not even a necessary

condition for one rule system to be more liberal than

another. This will be demonstrated by defining a variant of

P that is incomparable to it wrt. metalevel entailment

(each system includes a rule that is not a rule of the other

system), yet clearly and unambiguously axiomatises a less

liberal form of reasoning than P. In fact, failure to relate

these rule systems by an existing comparison criterion

was the original motivation for this paper.

1.2 AN EXAMPLE

Consider two reasoning agents NM and CNM, which

differ only in the way they handle contradictory

information: while NM infers everything from

contradictory premisses, CNM refuses to draw any

conclusions from them. For all other premisses they agree

on the consequences. It follows that the set of CNM

'i.e. operators that work directly on the consequence relation (rather

than on its semantic characterisation).

º

*
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Figure 1. NM is a more liberal reasoner than CNM.

arguments is a subset of the set of NM-arguments (Figure

1). For instance, both NM and CNM infer b from p, but

while NM infers anything (including b) from patib,

CNM considers those premisses to have no consequences.

Notice that NM and CNM can predict each other's

behaviour and hence, in a sense, employ the same

information in their reasoning. Specifically, CNM can

reconstruct X’s behaviour by the rule if I don't infer

anything from given premisses, NM will infer everything

from them; if on the other hand I do infer some

consequences, NM will infer exactly the same'. In other

words, CNM drops conclusions without dropping

information.

As indicated in Figure 1 NM does not conclude f from

ba—f, i.e. NM considers ba—if to be contradictory. Since

NM does conclude f from b it follows that NM is a

nonmonotonic reasoner. Now consider two other

reasoning agents M1 and M2, neither of which accepts an

inference from 0 to 3 without treating OA-ſ} as

contradictory premisses (from which they, like NM, infer

everything). This means that neither M1 nor M2 can

reason exactly like NM: if they want to keep the inference

from b to f they should, unlike NM, consider ba—f

contradictory, while if they follow NM in not considering

ba—f contradictory they should drop the inference from b

to f. As it turns out, M1 takes the first option and hence

infers everything from ba—f, while M2 drops the

inference from b to f(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Upper and lower approximations of NM.

Clearly, M1 is strictly more liberal than NM and M2 is

strictly less liberal than NM. Furthermore, NM is

perfectly able to predict the behaviour of both M1 and

M2, but neither M1 nor M2 can exactly reproduce NM's

behaviour. M1 cannot predict NM, because NM treats the

arguments from b infer f and ‘from p infer b' differently,

while M1 treats them in the same way. Although M2 and

NM agree on what they consider contradictory, M2 does

not know for what non-contradictory oa-B NM accepts

the argument ‘from 0 infer 3’. In both cases, information

has been dropped that cannot be reconstructed. Notice that

— compared to NM – M1 drops information to infer

more conclusions, while M2 drops information to infer

less conclusions. Also, note that M1 and M2 cannot

reproduce each other's behaviour.

In these examples NM embodies the prototypical

nonmonotonic reasoner, who is willing to infer f from b

by default, at the same time accepting ba—if as an

exceptional but not contradictory circumstance (the reader

may want to read ‘it is a bird’ for b, ‘it flies' for f. and ‘it

is a penguin’ for p — note that the inference from p to b

is treated as a deductive inference by all reasoners). In

contrast, M1 and M2 are classical monotonic reasoners,

who are unable to deal with such default inferences: they

either accept the exception ba—f as being non

contradictory and drop the default inference (M2), or else

reconstruct the default inference as a deductive inference,

turning the exception into a contradiction (M1).

It is easy enough to define a closure operator constructing

M1 from NM. In this paper we define a co-closure

operator constructing M2 from NM. As M2 represents the

monotonic core of NM, this operator stays close to the

intuition that NM jumps to conclusions'. We will also

explain why CNM may be considered a more conservative

form of reasoning than NM, even though there is no

closure operator to map NM to CNM or vice versa.

1. 3 APPROACH

In this paper we will address the issues mentioned above

by introducing a concept of reduction that is similar to its

counterpart in computational complexity theory. If X and

Y are rule systems, we define a reduction of X to Y as a

function f mapping consequence relations to consequence

relations, such that x satisfies the rules of X iff f(x)

satisfies the rules of Y. A reduction establishes a

correspondence between X-reasoners and Y-reasoners, such

that any X-reasoner can predict the behaviour of the

corresponding Y-reasoner. This correspondence then

establishes a relation between X and Y; for instance, it

may map any X-relation to a Y-relation that is a subset or

superset. It can also be used to investigate the relation

between rule systems that are incomparable by metalevel

entailment.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The formal

preliminaries are given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces

reductions, and the derived notions of extension and
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restriction, and applies these to various rule systems. In

Section 4 we discuss the main implications of this work.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The formal background of this paper is rooted in the work

on abstract consequence relations that are axiomatised by

metalevel rules (Gabbay, 1985; Makinson, 1989; Kraus et

al., 1990). Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor have char

acterised several sets of such metalevel rules in their

Seminal paper (Kraus et al., 1990), the most important of

which are M for monotonic or deductive reasoning, P for

preferential reasoning, and C for cumulative reasoning.

These rule systems are related by metalevel entailment: an

axiomatisation of P is obtained by adding the rule of Or

to C, and therefore all rules of C are entailed by P (see

Definition 1 below). Similarly, M is axiomatised by P

augmented with the rule of Monotonicity.

2.1 THE METALANGUAGE

In this section we define the metalanguage used for

formulating rule systems. We mostly follow the

terminology and notation of (Kraus et al., 1990); readers

familiar with that paper may want to skip this section.

Throughout the paper L is a propositional language over a

countable set of proposition symbols, closed under the

usual logical connectives. We are furthermore given a set

of propositional models U, and a satisfaction relation H c

UXL that is well-behaved with respect to the logical

connectives and compact. As usual, we write H 0 for

Vme U: mEO, for arbitrary oe L. Note that U may be a

proper subset of the set of all truth-assignments to

proposition symbols in L, which would reflect prior

knowledge or background knowledge of the reasoning

agent. Equivalently, we may think of U as the set of

models of an implicit background theory T, and let Ho.

stand for ‘O is a logical consequence of T.

2.1. 1 Syntax

The metalanguage for reasoning about consequence rela

tions is a restricted predicate language built up from a

unary metapredicate H in prefix notation (standing for

validity with respect to U in L) and a binary metapredicate

H. in infix notation (standing for an unspecified relation of

consequence). In referring to object-level formulae from L

we employ a countable set of metavariables O., 3, Y, 6,

..., and the logical connectives from L act as function

symbols on the metalevel. Metalevel literals are atomic

formulae or their negation; instead of —(Fo) we write H

o, and instead of —(O. H. 3) we write o W. B. Formulae of

the metalanguage, often referred to as rules or properties,

are of the form Pl,...,P, / Q for n20 (usually written in an

expanded Gentzen-style notation), where P\,...,P, and Q

are literals. Intuitively, such a rule should be interpreted as

an implication with antecedent Pl,..., P., (interpreted

conjunctively) and consequent Q, in which all variables

are implicitly universally quantified. A rule system is a

set of such metalevel rules, denoted by abbreviations in

boldface capitals.

2.1.2 Semantics

Consequence relations provide the semantics for this

metalanguage, by fixing the meaning of the metapredicate

F. Formally, a consequence relation is a subset of LXL.

They will be used to model part or all of the reasoning

behaviour of a particular reasoning agent, by listing a

number of arguments (pairs of premiss and conclusion)

the agent is prepared to accept. A consequence relation

satisfies a rule whenever it satisfies all instances of the

rule, and violates it otherwise, where an instance of a rule

is obtained by replacing the variables of the rule with

formulae from L. A consequence relation satisfies an

instance of a rule if, whenever it satisfies the ground

literals in the antecedent of the rule, it also satisfies the

consequent. A consequence relation satisfies a negated

ground literal if it does not satisfy the unnegated ground

literal. Finally:

• a ground literal HO is satisfied whenever the

propositional formula from L denoted by O. is

true in every model in U;

• a ground literal or H B is satisfied whenever the

pair of propositional formulae from L denoted by

o, and 3 is an element of the consequence

relation.

It is customary to ignore the distinction between the

metalanguage and its semantics by referring to a particular

consequence relation as H and writing p F q instead of

(p,q)e F. If X is a rule system, a consequence relation

satisfying the rules of X is called an X-relation. Rule

system X entails rule system Y if every X-relation is a

Y-relation.

2. 2 RULE SYSTEMS

In this section we introduce the rule systems considered in

this paper.

2.2.1 The systems C, P and M

Among the rule systems studied by Kraus et al. (1990) are

the following.

DEFINITION 1 (Rule systems C, P, and M). The

rule system C (for cumulative reasoning)

consists of the following rules:

Reflexivity: O. H. O.

E O. , O.

Left Logical Equivalence++++

Ho. — 3 , Y H. O.

Y H- 3

O. H. 3 , o, a 3 H. Y

O. H. Y

Right Weakening:

Cut:
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O. H. 3 , O. H. Y

Cautious Monotonicity: 0 aſ H. Y

The rule system P (for preferential reasoning)

consists of the rules of C plus the following

rule:

O. H. Y., 3 H. Y
Or: ovſ H. Y

The rule system M (for monotonic reasoning)

consists of the rules of P plus the following

rule:

Ho — 3 , 3 H. Y

Monotonicity: O. H. Y

The axiomatisations of C, P and M have been chosen

such that they can be obtained from one another by adding

or deleting rules. Consequently, Mentails P and Pentails

C. Note that Cautious Monotonicity and Left Logical

Equivalence are redundant in M, since they are implied by

Monotonicity.

The main result of (Kraus et al., 1990) is a characterisa

tion of these rule systems in terms of the following

semantics (with slight changes of terminology):

DEFINITION 2 (Cumulative, preferential and

monotonic structures). A cumulative structure is

a triple W = (S,l,<), where S is a set of states, l:

S→2" is a function that labels every state with a

nonempty set of models, and < is a binary

relation” on S. A state se S satisfies a formula

Oſe L iff for every model melſs), m = O.; the set

of states satisfying O is denoted by [C]. The

consequence relation defined by W is denoted by

Hºw and is defined by: O. Fw B iff every state

minimal (wrt. 3) in [o] satisfies 3.

A preferential structure is a cumulative structure

(S,l,<) where every label l's) is a singleton, and

< is a strict partial order (i.e., 3 is irreflexive and

transitive).

A monotonic structure is a preferential structure

(S,l,2}), i.e. the preference relation is empty.

The intermediate level of states allows the same model to

appear at several points in the ordering.

2.2.2 The system CP

In order to capture the behaviour of the reasoning agent

CNM from the introduction of this paper, who refuses to

draw any conclusion from contradictory premisses, we

introduce the following rule system.

7 . - - - - -

** is not necessarily a partial order, but it should satisfy a certain

‘smoothness condition', which is for instance satisfied if 3 does not

have infinite descending chains.

DEFINITION 3 (Consistent preferential reason

ing). The rule system CP consists of the rules of

P with the exception of Reflexivity, and

additionally the following two rules:

o H. O. , O. H. — 3

3 H 3

EO.-->-ſ3

O. H. (3

A consistent preferential structure is a preferential

structure W = (S,l,<). The consequence relation

defined by Wis denoted by Fw and is defined by:

o, Fw B iff (i) [o]=2, and (ii) every state

minimal in [O] satisfies 3.

Consistent Reflexivity:

Consistency:

Similar forms of reasoning have been considered in the

literature before (e.g. Benferhat et al., 1992). The system

CP is included here mainly for the sake of argument;

however, we will briefly pause to comment on one of its

possible applications.

Consistent preferential reasoning was studied in (Flach,

1995) as a model for a certain kind of induction called

confirmatory induction, which is a form of closed-world

reasoning based on the assumption “objects that I haven't

seen behave like objects I have seen’. In this form of

reasoning o H 3 is interpreted as “observations O. confirm

inductive hypothesis 3', and the rule of Consistency

means that contradictory observations do not confirm any

hypotheses. Apart from being intuitively justifiable, this

enables the unification of confirmatory induction with

explanatory induction, where a hypothesis is required to

entail the observations unless they are contradictory.

Clearly, in the presence of Consistency, various properties

such as Supraclassicality (from Ho->[3 derive O. H. 3) are

too strong; this is remedied by replacing Reflexivity with

the weaker rule Consistent Reflexivity. Consequently, P

and CP do not entail each other. Notice that consistent

preferential structures consist of the same information as

preferential structures, but this information is used in a

different way by the addition of condition (i). For a proof

of the completeness of CP with respect to consistent

preferential structures see (Flach, 1995; 1996).

2.3 CLOSURES AND CO-CLOSURES

We introduce some new terminology, drawing upon an

analogy with logic programming. This analogy is revealed

by viewing the formulae from the object language L as

ground terms in a Herbrand universe. Consequence

relations then correspond to Herbrand interpretations

(restricted to the metapredicate F) of the metalanguage,

whose rules can be easily transformed to clausal notation.
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2.3.1 Closure under Horn rules

DEFINITION 4 (Definite rules, indefinite rules,

and denials). A rule Pl,..., P. ſ Q is called

1. definite if all of Pl,...,P, and Q are positive

literals;

2. indefinite if at least one of Pl,...,P, is a

negative literal and Q is a positive literal;

3. a denial if all of Pi,..., P., are positive literals

and Q is a negative literal.”

This exhausts all the possibilities: the case that at least

one of Pi,..., P, is a negative literal and Q is a negative

literal can be rewritten to case 1 or case 2.

EXAMPLE 1. All of the above rules are definite,

except the added CP-rules: Consistent

Reflexivity is an indefinite rule, and Consistency

is a denial.

As is well-known, with a set of definite rules D one can

associate an immediate consequence operator, which maps

a set of arguments A to its immediate consequences under

D, as follows (groundL(D) stands for the set of ground

instances of rules in D over the Herbrand universe L):

TD(A) = {Q | Pi,...,P, / Q is a definite rule in

groundL(D) and Pl,...,P, is satisfied by A}

We will make use of the following proposition, well

known from logic programming theory.

PROPOSITION 1 (Horn closure). Let D be a set

of definite rules. The intersection of any set of

D-relations is also a D-relation. The smallest D

relation containing a given set of arguments is

unique and equal to the intersection of all D

relations containing the given arguments, and

also to the least fixpoint of the immediate

consequence operator TD, starting from the given

arguments. |

The latter construction is called the D-closure of the

original set of arguments. As a denial does not produce

positive consequences, Proposition 1 also holds for sets of

definite rules and denials, jointly called Horn rules.

Although they don't use the above terminology, Kraus et

al. define, for each rule system they consider, a

corresponding closure operator. Thus, these closure

operators use the metalevel rules (which are all Horn) to

derive further arguments. For instance, the M-closure

operator will turn a preferential consequence relation into a

monotonic superset. Intuitively, the M-closure arises

*For determining whether a rule is definite, indefinite or a denial,

literals with the built-in' predicates H and # can be ignored.

from the assumption that the default rules employed by

the preferential reasoner are actually without exceptions.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider Figure 2. NM violates

Monotonicity because b H. f while ba—f W. f. The

M-closure operator will add ba—if H f by virtue

of Monotonicity. Furthermore, assuming that

NM is a P-reasoner we already have ba—if H →f

by Reflexivity and Right Weakening. In a next

iteration the M-closure operator will therefore add

ba—if H fa—f by virtue of Right And (a derived

rule of M). Finally, we obtain ba—if F 6 for all

öe L because of Right Weakening, i.e. ba—if is

contradictory. Notice that in general it is

insufficient to close off under Monotonicity only

(see Example 5 for a counter-example).

2.3.2 Co-closure under co-Horn rules

A less common but in the context of this paper very

useful dual of the above is obtained if we consider

complements of consequence relations, and view o' W 3 as

a ‘co-positive' literal and O. H. B as a ‘co-negative' literal.

DEFINITION 5 (Co-definite rules, co-indefinite

rules, co-denials, and co-Horn rules). A rule

Pl,..., P., / Q is called

1. co-definite if exactly one of Pl,...,P, is a

positive literal, and Q is a positive literal;

2. co-indefinite if at least two of Pl,...,P, are

positive literals and Q is a positive literal;

3. a co-denial if all of Pi,...,P, are negative

literals and Q is a positive literal;

4. co-Horn if it is either co-definite or a co

denial.

EXAMPLE 3. Left Logical Equivalence, Right

Weakening, Monotonicity, Consistent Reflex

ivity and Consistency are co-definite; Cut,

Cautious Monotonicity and Or are co-indefinite;

and Reflexivity is a co-denial.

We can thus define an immediate co-consequence operator

given a set of co-definite rules CD, which operates on a

set of arguments A and computes the set of immediate co

consequences of A (arguments to be removed from A)

under CD.

CTCD(A) = {P –P,..., P.,P/Q is a co-definite rule

in groundL(CD) and –P),...,-P, and

—Q are satisfied by A}

The following proposition is the dual of Proposition 1:

PROPOSITION 2 (Co-Horn co-closure). Let CD

be a set of co-definite rules. The largest CD

relation contained in a given set of arguments is
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unique and equal to the union of all CD-relations

contained in those arguments, and also to the

complement of the least fixpoint of the

immediate co-consequence operator CTCD,

starting from the complement of the given

arguments. |

The latter construction is called the CD-co-closure of the

original set of arguments. It is the main technical tool for

obtaining the results in the next section.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider again Figure 2. The co

closure of NM under Monotonicity will remove

b H. f. since ba—if ºf is satisfied by NM.

3. COMPARING RULE SYSTEMS

We now come to the main part of the paper. Section 3.1

defines reductions between rule systems, and the

conditions under which these may establish extensions or

restrictions. The relations between P and M and between

P and CP are studied in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3. 1 REDUCTIONS, EXTENSIONS AND

RESTRICTIONS

We want to characterise the difference in information

encoded in rule systems X and Y, or equivalently in the

semantics characterising them. Generally speaking, a

semantics for X has two purposes:

1. to distinguish between different X-relations, and

2. to distinguish between X-relations and non-X

relations, i.e. to answer the decision problem is

x an X-relation?’

The idea of a reduction is to find a rule system Y and a

mapping f such that this latter decision problem is

equivalent to the decision problem “is f(x) a Y-relation?"

(Figure 3). We may lose the distinction between some of

the X-relations in the process, in which case the X

Figure 3. A reduction of X to Y.

semantics encodes more information than the Y

semantics. Assuming that all Y-relations are images under

f (otherwise the Y-semantics would need additional

information to characterise those Y-relations not in the

co-domain off), we may say that f encodes the difference

in information encoded in X and Y.

DEFINITION 6 (Reduction). Given two rule

systems X and Y, a reduction of X to Y is a

function f mapping consequence relations to

consequence relations, such that (i) x is an X

relation iff f(x) is a Y-relation; (ii) every Y

relation is the f-image of an X-relation. If such a

mapping exists we say that X reduces to Y. If in

addition Y reduces to X, we say that X and Y are

reduction-equivalent, otherwise X properly

reduces to Y.

Notice that the relation reduces to' is a pre-order (it is

reflexive and transitive).

3.1. 1 Reductions between Horn systems

The M-closure as defined by Kraus et al. is not a reduction

of anything else than the empty set of rules to M, since it

maps any consequence relation into a monotonic superset.

In general, a reduction of X to Y must be strong enough

to transform X-relations into Y-relations, but not so

strong that it transforms non-X-relations into Y-relations.

Clearly, the M-closure is too strong in this sense. There

is, however, a way out by taking the difference between

the P-closure and the M-closure.

THEOREM 3 (Horn reduction). Let X and Y be

two rule systems, such that Y entails X. If every

rule of X and Y is Horn, then X reduces to Y; if

in addition X does not entail Y the reduction is

proper.

Proof. If X and Y are Horn, then the closure of

H under X and Y is well-defined and denoted by

Hºx and Fy, respectively. Consider the following

function:

f(H-) = Hºy — (H-x– F )

We will prove that festablishes a reduction of X

to Y. If H is an X-relation then H = Hºx and thus

f(H ) = Hºy. On the other hand, if F violates a

rule of X because of W. B and O. Hºx 3, then the

inference is removed from Fy and thus f( F )

violates the same rule of X. Clearly f maps onto

the whole of Y because Y-relations are mapped

onto itself.

If X does not entail Y there are more X-relations

than Y-relations, hence there is no reduction of

Y to X.

Notice that both X and Y are required to be Horn — we

cannot use the construction in the proof of Theorem 3 to

reduce a non-Horn system to a Horn system.
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3.1.2 Extensions and restrictions

Once we have established a reduction of X to Y, we may

want to investigate the relation between X-relations and

the Y-relations they are mapped to.

DEFINITION 7 (Extension and restriction). Given

a reduction of X to Y, its restriction to the set of

X-relations is called a semi-reduction of X to Y.

A semi-reduction is an extension (restriction) if it

maps every consequence relation to a superset

(subset); we say that X extends to (restricts to)

Y. The extension (restriction) is proper if in

addition X properly reduces to Y.

The relations ‘extends to' and “restricts to' are partial

orders, but X may both extend and restrict to Y (we will

see below that this is the case for P and M).

o H. 3

Monotonicity Right Weakening

Y F. 3 o' H 6

Monotonicity

Y H 6

Right Weakening

(a) Right Weakening

o, F 6 B E 6

MonotonicityN Or

y H. § 0. v B F 6

<!,
Y v 3 H 6

(b) Or

o H. 3 o, a BH &

Monotonicity Monotonicity

Cut

Y H B o F 8 Y a 3 H 6

Y H 8

(c) Cut

Figure 4. Confluence of Monotonicity with rules of P.

COROLLARY4. C properly extends to P, and P

properly extends to M.

Proof. We can use Kraus et al.'s P-closure as an

extension of C to P, and their M-closure as an

extension of P to M. |

As we have argued before, this closure approach

establishes a relation between P and M which is

intuitively unsatisfactory because it deems preferential

reasoning more conservative than deductive reasoning. In

the next section we define a reduction of P to M that is

intuitively more appealing.

3.2 COMPARING P AND M

It is straightforward to obtain a dual to Theorem 3 which

relates co-Horn rule systems by means of their co

closures. Such a result would however have limited

practical importance, since none of the rule systems

considered in this paper are co-Horn. However, note that

Monotonicity is a co-definite rule; we will show that the

co-closure under Monotonicity yields a restriction of P to

M, without further help of the rules of P.

3.2.1 The restriction of P to M

The following Lemma provides the key insight.

LEMMA 5. The co-closure under Monotonicity of

a P-relation is an M-relation.

Proof. Clearly the co-closure under Monotonicity

of any consequence relation is a subset that

satisfies Monotonicity. We will show that the

removal of arguments will not introduce

violations of rules of P.

For Reflexivity, O. H. O. would be removed if

HY-> 0 and Y W. O. for some Y, but this is

impossible if H is preferential (use Reflexivity

and Right Weakening).

For Right Weakening, suppose O. H. 3 and

F3–6. O. H. 8 would be removed if FY->0 and

Y W. 6 for some Y, but then we would also have

Y W. 3 by Right Weakening, hence o F ſ would

be removed, preventing the violation of Right

Weakening.

For Or and Cut an analogous argument holds (see

Figure 4).

Finally, Left Logical Equivalence and Cautious

Monotonicity are implied by Monotonicity. E.

It should be noted that the dual of Lemma 5 does not hold:

if we would close off a preferential relation under

Monotonicity only, the resulting relation may violate

some rule of P. Monotonicity by itself does not fully

characterise the difference between a P-relation and its M

extension.

**
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EXAMPLE 5. Consider the preferential structure

with states sººt-ºu such that s satisfies a, b, -ic

and -id, t satisfies a, -b, c and —d, and u

satisfies a, b, c and d. We thus have a H. b and

cab H. d, but a y d, c \, b, and c \, d.

Suppose now Ec->a, then closing off under

Monotonicity adds c H. b but not c H. d. The

resulting relation violates Cut and is therefore

not an M-relation.

We will now show that there is a reduction of P to M of

which the co-closure under Monotonicity establishes the

semi-reduction.

THEOREM 6. Pproperly restricts to M.

Proof. Let H be an arbitrary consequence relation,

let Fr denote its P-closure, and let FM denote

the co-closure under Monotonicity of F.

Consider the function g defined as follows:

FM: if H- p = H.

g(H-) = -

H- otherwise

We will prove that g establishes a reduction of P

to M. If H satisfies P then H = Hºp and therefore

g(H ) = H'Mr which satisfies M by Lemma 5. On

the other hand, if F violates a rule of P then Fr.

# F, hence g(H ) = H. violates M.

Since P does not entail M there are more P

relations than M-relations, hence there is no

reduction of M to P.

Finally, we have that P-relations are mapped to

subsets, which means that the semi-reduction is a

restriction.

The reduction g in the proof of Theorem 6 is admittedly

not very elegant — note however that g(H ) = FM — (Fr.

— F) doesn’t work because co-closure under

Monotonicity may remove violations of P. In any case,

the importance of this result is that we have obtained an

alternative way of relating P and M, by defining the M

restriction of a P-relation as its co-closure under

Monotonicity.

3.2.2 Semantic characterisations

For completeness we also give semantic characterisations

of the above semi-reductions of P to M. The M-extension

of a P-relation is obtained by throwing out every state

which represents an exception to a preferential argument

(the preference order becoming obsolete in the process)."

“Similar results have been obtained by (Stachniak, 1993; Benferhat et

al., 1996).

THEOREM 7 (Semantic characterisation of

extension of P to M). Let H be a preferential

relation characterised by the preferential structure

(S, l, 3), and let H be characterised by the

monotonic structure (Sºl, Ç) with

S’ = S – (se S s satisfies oA-ſ} for some of H B)

H is the M-extension of H-.

Proof. For every argument O. F. 3 we have that

every state in Sº satisfies O-3, hence F^ is a

superset of F. Since F’ is monotonic and FM is

the smallest monotonic superset of F, we have

F' = FM; we will prove that F" c FM. -

Suppose therefore O. F.' [3; we will prove that

O. H.M. B. If O. H. 3 then clearly O. FM 3; so

suppose of K B, i.e. there exist states in S

satisfying OA-3. Since O. H.' ſ all such states

have been removed from S — that is, for every

state se S satisfying OA-ſ} there are 6,8e L such

that 6 F 8 and s satisfies 6a–8. Let A denote the

conjunction /\(6–8) over these 6,8e L, then we

have OA-3 H →A, hence by a valid P-derivation

O. H. A->|3. On the other hand we have 6 H e for

each of these 6,8e L, therefore true H 6–8

hence true H. A. Finally, we have O. F.M A->|3

and O. HM A, and thus O. H.M. B. |

The M-restriction of a P-relation is obtained by ignoring

the preference order.

THEOREM 8 (Semantic characterisation of

restriction of P to M). Let H be a preferential

relation characterised by the preferential structure

(S, l, 3), and let H be characterised by the

monotonic structure (S. l. (2), F * is the M

restriction of F.

Proof. As before we denote the M-restriction of

F by FM. Clearly F" is a subset of F. Since H."

is monotonic and FM is the largest monotonic

subset of F, we have F’ c FM'; we will prove

that H^ = FM.

Suppose therefore that O. W.' [3; we will prove

O. W.M. 3. If O. K. 3 then clearly O. K.M. 3; so

suppose O. H. B. Since O. F. B there exists a state

in S (non-minimal in [0]) satisfying OA-3. It

follows that OA-3 || |3, hence Y }M 3 for every

Y such that Eola-B->Y due to the construction

of the co-closure under Monotonicity — in

particular O. W.M. B.

As a general conclusion we may say that the relation

between P and M is ambiguous (at least on purely formal

grounds), since P both extends and restricts to M. Our

intuition that P establishes a logic of 'jumping to

conclusions' must therefore be rooted in pragmatics. We

will return to the issue in Section 4 below.
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3.3 COMPARING P AND CP

The relation between P and CP is of interest, because

neither of these rule systems entails the other. We show

that they are still comparable within our framework.

THEOREM 9. Prestricts to CP, and CP extends

to P.

Proof. A bijection between the set of P-relations

and the set of CP-relations is established by the

fact that their semantic structures take the same

form. So let (S,l,<) be a (consistent) preferential

structure defining the P-relation F and the CP

relation F". These two consequence relations

only differ in arguments with premisses O. that

are unsatisfiable in S: such premisses are

uniquely defined by O. H. —O or alternatively

O. W.' O. We can then define the following

functions:

h1(F) = H – {(0.3) | O.Be L and O. F. -0.)

h;(F’) = H' U ( (o.ſ3) | O.,ſ}e L and O. W.' O.)

It is easy to show that these functions define

reductions from P to CP and from CP to P,

respectively. The corresponding semi-reductions

establish a restriction of P to CP and and

extension of CP to P, respectively. |

This result unequivocally establishes P as a more liberal

form of reasoning than CP.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have proposed the notion of reducibility

between rule systems in order to characterise their

difference. A reduction of X to Y, if it exists, shows that

X-semantics has more degrees of freedom than Y

semantics. It also constructs a ‘Y-approximation’ for a

given X-relation. We have demonstrated that this notion

is more general then metalevel entailment or closure

operators by applying it to rule systems that don't entail

each other.

In our framework the relation between M and P is

inherently ambiguous: by throwing away exceptions to

defaults we construct an M-extension of a preferential

relation, by throwing away the defaults themselves we

construct an M-restriction. While the latter reduction is

the reason for saying that preferential reasoning jumps to

conclusions that are not deductively justified, our

framework provides no formal reason for preferring the M

restriction over the M-extension as the canonical reduction

of P to M. This can of course be seen as a shortcoming

of our framework, but it seems to be very hard to explain,

in a semantics-independent way, why it is more natural to

construct a monotonic structure from a preferential one by

throwing away the preference order rather than removing

exceptional states.

In the literature the emphasis has been on extensions

through closure operators. This suggests a tendency to

view metalevel rules as uni-directional inference rules,

used to expand a given set of arguments (cf. the question

‘What does a conditional knowledge base entail?” (Kraus et

al., 1990; Lehmann & Magidor, 1992)). However, we

have shown that, even if a rule like Monotonicity is a

definite rule, it may be sometimes more natural to apply

its contrapositive. In other words, such rules are not

primarily inference rules, but rather rationality postulates

constraining reasoning behaviours. Any consequence

relation satisfying a particular rule system is considered

rational with respect to the reasoning form axiomatised by

that rule system. A logically stronger rule system puts

more constraints on possible reasoning behaviours — but

this doesn't, by itself, indicate whether the extra rules lead

to a more or rather less liberal form of reasoning.

Our perspective may also clarify the situation with respect

to the rule of Rational Monotonicity, as studied by

Lehmann and Magidor (1992).

Rational

o, aſ H. Y

Monotonicity:

The system R consists of P extended with Rational

Monotonicity. Since Rational Monotonicity is an

indefinite rule, there is no R-closure operator (there may

be several smallest R-relations containing a given

consequence relation F). From the metalevel viewpoint

this is a perfectly natural situation: our metarules are

rationality postulates, which may be simply too weak to

fully prescribe the behaviour of a reasoning agent. On the

other hand, from the connective viewpoint such

indefiniteness is clearly unsatisfying, and Lehmann and

Magidor go at great lengths to define the notion of

rational closure (a preferred superset of H. satisfying R).

However, notice that Rational Monotonicity is a co

definite rule, hence we may investigate its co-closure.

Now, if Rational Monotonicity were independent of the

rules of P in the same way as Monotonicity is

independent of the rules of P (Lemma 5), it would follow

that P actually restricts to R, and we could define rational

‘closure' of an arbitrary consequence relation as closure

under P followed by co-closure under Rational

Monotonicity. We leave the investigation of this

conjecture as future work.
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Abstract

We show how to construct for any consistent

weighted default knowledge base a canoni

cal quasi-probabilistic model, or KT-measure,

which may then be exploited for default rea

soning. This is achieved through a uniform

minimal iterated update process which is in

spired from Spohn's revision procedure and

normality maximization techniques like sys

tem Z. The resulting consequence relation,

which is also linked to entropy maximiza

tion, satisfies Lehmann's rationality postu

lates, Halpern and Koller's invariance princi

ples, as well as standard inference desiderata,

like inheritance to exceptional subclasses.

1 INTRODUCTION

Conditional inference strategies based on normality

maximization have been quite popular in the formal

ization of default reasoning. Examples are rational

closure (LM 92], system Z [PEA 90], specificity min

imization (BCDLP 93], and elementary hyperentai

ment/normality maximization (WEY 93,95), which -

modulo cosmetic changes - have turned out to be

equivalent for finite propositional default sets. Their

basic strengths are the natural and transparent seman

tic foundations, the acceptable computational proper

ties, the construction of a canonical ranked model, as

well as the satisfaction of some standard desiderata,

like specificity or defeasible chaining. A serious draw

back, however, is their inability to handle implicit in

dependence assumptions, in particular the violation of

inheritance to exceptional subclasses.

There are at least two ways to attack this problem.

One possibility, reminiscent of more traditional ap

proaches, is to use sophisticated prioritization tech

niques, like conditional entailment [GP 92). How

ever, the ad hoc handling of independencies in such

purely preference-based approaches leaves us with

out a proper semantic underpinning, i.e. without

even a modest guarantee for correct behaviour. The

other possibility is to exploit a well-established, proven

methodology, and to take a probabilistic viewpoint.

The resulting additional complexity is largely com

pensated by the better grasp of the dependency issue.

Accordingly, in recent years, probabilistic and quasi

probabilistic approaches to default reasoning have be

come increasingly popular [PEA 89]. Semantic trans

parency, intuitively fitting results and the opportunity

to exploit significant portions of the large and sophis

ticated tool set of classical probability and decision

theory have backed this trend.

The probabilistic route to defeasible inference offers

two distinct but related strategies for representing de

fault knowledge. The first one is to refine the clas

sical probabilistic framework and to model defaults

through infinitesimal (LM 92, WEY 95] or asymptoti

cally parametrized conditional probability constraints

(GMP 90, BGHK 97]. The second one is to adopt,

right from the beginning, a coarse, semi-qualitative

perspective and to try to express defaults directly by

constraints on ranking measures, a kind of order-of

magnitude probability distributions (SPO 88, PEA 90,

BCDLP 93, WEY 91, 94). But of course, this consti

tutes only the first step. The main task consists in

finding appropriate default inference notions exploit

ing these semantic paradigms. The obvious starting

point here are the standard probabilistic reasoning

strategies.

A well-known and very powerful probabilistic inference

technique is entropy maximization (ME). It amounts

to prefer those measures with the highest entropy, i.e.

the least information content (w.r.t. the uniform prior

distribution). If we want to pick up a single most plau
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sible representative from a closed convex set of proba

bility distributions, there are several results indicating

that ME might be considered “optimal” (SJ 80, JAY

83, PV90], as long as additional information - beyond

elementhood in the given set - is not taken into ac

count.

There have been several attempts to exploit entropy

maximization for default reasoning, for instance ME

for parametrized probability measures (GMP 90], the

random worlds account [BGHK 97], and ME for non

standard distributions, i.e. admitting infinitesimal

probabilities (WEY 95). All these approaches agree

on finite propositional default sets, where they usu

ally produce reasonable results. Nevertheless, in the

context of default inference, entropy maximization ap

pears to be a rather opaque and cumbersome numeri

cal procedure, difficult to handle in practice, which is

computationally and conceptually less appealing than

constructive prioritization techniques like system Z,

conditional entailmen, and their relatives. Further

more, the necessity to translate inherently vague state

ments like defaults into specific hyperprecise - with

infinitesimal bounds - conditional probability con

straints, and the resulting sensitivity to seemingly ir

relevant modifications of the default knowledge base,

constitute a serious drawback.

What we are looking for is a sufficiently natural, trans

parent, and constructive - de jure or de facto - coun

terpart of ME within the ranking measure framework,

which would combine a canonical Z-like construc

tion with an ME-style quasi-probabilistic justification.

With system Z" (GMP 90], this has only been achieved

for the very restricted class of minimal core sets, i.e.

default knowledge bases where the corresponding set

of material implications is logically irredundant. We

are going to extend these results and present an adven

turous - verifying the full set of Lehmann's rational

ity postulates - but well-motivated and representation

independent direct implementation or approximation

of the minimal information paradigm within a semi

qualitative, quasi-probabilistic context.

Put in a nutshell, the idea is to adopt a dynamic

epistemic perspective. Starting from the observation

that ranking measures may be used to represent epis

temic valuations, we construct, level by level, through

a uniform minimal iterated revision process inspired

by Spohn's update procedure for k-rankings (SPO 88],

a canonical ranking measure model of any given finite

consistent graded default knowledge base.

We start with the kit-measure semantics for graded

default conditionals and describe a Spohn-type revi

sion strategy for these valuations. Next we introduce

our general nonmonotonic inference framework and

discuss the exceptional inheritance paradox. It moti

vates a particular default reasoning philosophy which

we call the minimal epistemic construction paradigm.

Within this context, we are going to implement our

maximal uniformity and minimal update principles to

define and justify a new default entailment concept,

system J7. We investigate the inferential features of

this approach and illustrate it with several examples.

To conclude, we take a look at its relation with ME

based default inference and other competing proposals.

2 RANKING MEASURE MODELS

Ranking measures are coarse-grained probability-like

valuations R : B → V measuring the degree of implau

sibility (disbelief, surprise) of propositions or world

sets. They were introduced in [WEY 91.94] as a nat

ural semantic tool for interpreting default knowledge.

According to the corresponding quasi-probabilistic de

fault philosophy, a necessary - although not necessar

ily sufficient - truth or acceptance condition for de

fault conditionals p => ü is R(-vºlº) > 0, that is

R(p A wº) < R(p A -l) or R(p A -l) = co. In this

paper, where we are dealing with finite propositional

default knowledge bases, we may restrict ourselves to

standard KT-ranking measures, i.e. whose range con

sists of the positive reals together with infinity.

Definition 2.1 (Standard KT-measures)

The map R : B → R* is called a standard kit-ranking

measure on B iff

• B C 2" is a boolean set system on W # 0,

• Riº, - ([0, coj, 0, co, +, ×),

with r < x + r = r + co = Co.

• R(AUB) = M in { R(A), R(B)},

R(W) = 0, R(W) = Co.

• If Vi e I, R(A) = co,

then R(U{A, i e I}) = Co (coherence).

The corresponding standard conditional kT-measure

R(|) : B x 8 — Riº, is given by

• R(B|A) = R(B ſi A) – R(A), for R(A) # co,

R(B|A) = co, for R(A) = Co.

A kit-measure R is said to be continuous iff
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• R(U{A, i e I}) = Inf{R(A) | i e I}.

Ro is the uniform kit-measure on B, i.e. Roſ A) = 0

for all A # 0.

The kit-measure concept subsumes the k- and T

ranking notions advocated in [SPO 88, PEA 90) and

[BCDLP 93] for iterated belief revision or default rea

soning. k-measures are just standard KT-measures

taking only integer values and verifying continuity.

However, it turns out that some default entailment

strategies, in particular system J7, require rational

non-integer values. T-measures or possibility measures

are isomorphic to continuous standard KT-measures

as long as we assume probability-like (multiplicative)

conditioning and values in the real - not rational - unit

interval.

We slightly prefer the kit-measure framework because

it is more general, because our work stands in the

tradition of the k-calculus, and because we want to

avoid fuzzy-theoretic connotations and possible con

fusions with probability values. Another important

point is that, for most purposes, KT-measures may

be restricted to rational - although not integer - val

ues. However, because the rational numbers are not

closed under Vr, rational-valued kit-measures usually

do not correspond to rational-valued possibility mea

sures, even if we assume finiteness and probability-like

conditioning.

KT-measures can be interpreted as order of magnitude

probabilities in the following sense. Let P : B → [0, 1]

be any nonstandard probability distribution, i.e. ad

mitting infinitesimal values 8 (0 < e < ... < 1/3 ×

1/2 < 1). Then, if P is coherent (as above), we may

associate with Pa KT-measure RP, where RP(A) is de

fined to be the standard part - i.e. the closest real num

ber, if it is bounded, and co, otherwise - of log, (P(A)).

We are now going to exploit these quasi-probabilistic

valuations to interpret propositional default condi

tionals. Let C be a language of propositional logic

with countably infinitely many propositional variables

Po, P1, P2, .... To obtain a more fine-grained represen

tation of default knowledge in the context of the KT

measure framework, for each rational number a > 0 or

a = co (to keep the language countable), we introduce

a graded default conditional =>". If a = 1, we may

drop the index. The default p =>" b is roughly in

tended to mean “if p, then we may normally expect tº

with strength a”. C(=>) = {2 =>" | | p, tº e C, 0 < a.)

is the corresponding countable conditional language.

Let W = 2^ be the set of all C-interpretations

(worlds), H C W x C be the classical satisfaction rela

tion with w EP, iff w(i) = 1, and H be the correspond

ing entailment relation over C. For each XX C C, we set

W(XX) = {w e W | Wº e X w. E p}. Furthermore, we

abbreviate W({p}) by W(p) and R(W(-p)|W(t)) by

R(-p||). Also let B = Bc = {W(p) | p e C} and K?

be the set of all standard KT-measures on B.

Definition 2.2 (RT-semantics)

The satisfaction relation E^* C K P × C(=>) between

KT-measures R e KP and sentences p =>" the C(=>)

is defined by

• R =*" p =>" tº if R(-p|wh) > a.

For A C C(=>), we set KP(A) = {R e Kºp |R E*"

A}. Let H^* be the monotonic entailment relation over

C(=>) induced by E^", i.e. A H^* 6 iff KP(A) C

KP(6).

3 RANKING MEASURE UPDATES

KT-measures may be seen as epistemic valuations

quantifying the degree of disbelief in propositions,

or alternatively, the degree of belief in their comple

ments. For instance, R(-A) > a or R E^* T =>" A

may mean that A is believed to degree a at least.

In what follows, we are going to be particularly

interested in kT-measure updates, which are at the

core of our default reasoning strategies.

Within the quasi-probabilistic minimal change

paradigm, the canonical approach for revising ranking

measures with constraints of the form R(-A) > a, i.e.

strengthening belief in A to the entrenchment level a

at least, is Jeffrey-conditionalization - as far as needed

and possible - for KT-measures (SPO 88,90). The

idea here is to modify R only as much as necessary

to satisfy R(A) > a., which is achieved by uniformly

shifting A, and possibly - A. In fact, this is just

what cross entropy minimization, the best-motivated

probabilistic update notion (SJ 80], would suggest

when translated into the KT-measure context. For

what we have in mind, it is enough to consider

consistent revision, i.e. to assume R(-A) = 0. We

simplify the definitions accordingly.

Definition 3.1 (J-conditionalization, as needed)

Let R be a KT-measure on B, A € B, R(-A) = 0

and a E [0, coj. Then R[A > aJ is the unique

KT-measure R on B s.t. R*(A) = mar{R(A), a],

R" (B|-A) = R(B|-A), and R (BIA) = R(BIA) if

Cl < OO.

Assuming R(-A) = 0, we obtain R[A > aJ, the con

sistent strength-a-revision of R with -A, by uniformly
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shifting A upwards - making it less plausible - until

R*(A) reaches [a, col. That is, we only change what

has to be changed to ensure that R (A) > a. If the

constraint is already verified, RIA 2 a] = R. For

convenience, we also consider a simple instance of L

conditionalization [GOP 96].

Definition 3.2 (L-conditionalization) R(A + a) is

the unique kit-measure R" on B s.t. R*(A) = R(A) +

a, R*(BIA) = R(B|A) if a 3 co, and R (BI-A) =

R(BHA).

The goal of R(A + a) is not to induce a minimal de

gree of disbelief in A, but to change it by a fixed

amount a. It may be interpreted as the aggrega

tion of R with independent evidence of strength a for

-A. L-conditionalization is easier to handle than J

conditionalization because the construction order is ir

relevant in consistent contexts. It is easy to see that

both notions are closely linked.

Theorem 3.3 (J/L-Equivalence)

Let U{A, i < n} # W. Then, for each J

conditionalization-sequence [Ao 2 ao] ... [An 2 an),

there is a unique sequence of pi e [0, ai) with RoſAo 2

ao]...[A; 2 a..] = Roſao + po)... [A; + pi] for each

i < n. Conversely, for every L-conditionalization

sequence [Ao + ao]...[An + anj, there is a unique se

quence of pi with Roſ/Ao + ao]...[A; + ai] = RoſAo 2

po)... [A → p) for each i < n.

Given a non-covering set of propositions S C B, i.e.

whose complements may be consistently believed, we

are interested in those kit-measures R on B which

are accessible from the uniform valuation Roby (con

sistent) iterated variable-strength updates Roſ40 +

ao]...[An + anj with A; e S, as 2 0. This notion of

constructibility will be of central importance for our

default inference concept.

Definition 3.4 (Constructibility)

Let {A, i e i) C B and U{A, i e I} # W. A stan

dard KT-measure R on B is called constructible over

S = {A, i e I} if there are a finite subset {ij | j <

n} C I and aj > 0 s.t. R = Roſ4; +ao]... [A, + anj.

Let Constr(S) be the set of those kit-measures which

are constructible over S.

4 DEFAULT ENTAILMENT

How may we extract - within the KT-measure frame

work - reasonable defeasible conclusions from finite

sets of facts XX C C and defaults A C C(=>) 2 For

our purposes, the following approach has just the right

level of generality.

Definition 4.1 (Preferred model set function)

1 : 2°º) → 2^* is called a preferred model set func

tion over C(=>) if T associates with every A C C(=>)

a KT-model set T(A) s.t.

• T(A) C K P(A), and

• T(A) = 0 implies K. P(A) = 0.

Note that this approach is more general than the ab

stract framework proposed in [HK 95), because we do

not require T to be globally semantical w.r.t. E*".

Definition 4.2 (Globally semantical)

A preferred model set function 1 is called globally se

mantical w.r.t. KP if there is a function F with

T(A) = P(KP(A)).

Although this property is certainly desirable, we may

want to allow the knowledge base A to convey more

information than our basic KT-measure semantics is

able to grasp, e.g. implicit independence assumptions

encoded in the global syntactic structure of A. In

fact, as we are going to see, this is even necessary to

deal with the so-called exceptional inheritance para

dox. But there is another principle, which we do not

want to give up.

Definition 4.3 (Locally semantical)

A preferred model set function T is called locally se

mantical w.r.t. KT iff there is a function 7 with

T(A) = f({KP({p =>" th}) | p =>" the A}).

That is, only the chosen global set configuration, not

the local syntactic representation of the individual de

fault items, should influence the default conclusions.

Every preferred model set function 1 defines a default

inference relation H-4 c 2°(*) x C for finite knowl

edge bases X U A. By keeping A C C(=) fixed, we

obtain a corresponding inference relation H-3, c 24'x C

on C.

Definition 4.4 (Default entailment)

Let X. C C, A C C(=>) be finite, and o be a conjunction

of XX's elements.

• X U A K-4 iff Y. Hº, º iſſ

VR e T(A), R(-\}|a) > 0.

It is obvious that hº is always a preferential conse

quence relation in the sense of [KLM 90]. If T(A) is

a singleton set, H-4 is also rational. In addition, hº

satisfies the following variant of the defeasible modus

ponens principle.
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• DMP : {p} U{p =>" |} U A K-4 5.

However, this framework is still too unspecific to en

force desirable inheritance or irrelevance reasoning

patterns, like defeasible chaining or inheritance to ex

ceptional subclasses. So, we have to look for suitable

specific 1. Of particular interest are of course those

inference notions which can be characterized in purely

kt-semantical terms, i.e. where T is globally semanti

cal w.r.t. KP and T(A) only depends on KP(A). Nor

mality maximization (WEY 95), for instance, whose

simplest variant picks up the infimum of all kT-models,

is globally semantical.

Definition 4.5 (Normality maximization)

Normality marimization entailment hº’ is defined

by the preferred model set function

TNM (A) = {Infſk P(A))}.

Unfortunately, these simple-minded semantic-based

approaches cannot reasonably deal with some noto

rious desiderata like the following general version of

inheritance to exceptional subclasses.

Inheritance to exceptional subclasses (EI)

For logically independent p, b, tº € C,

• {p, -wh) U {p => tº, p => l'}}- \b'.

This fundamental pattern doesn't present any prob

lems for most traditional, rule-oriented default for

malisms, like Reiter's default logic. However, it turns

out to be a slingshot for all purely semantic-based

conditional approaches to default reasoning. These

are discarded by the following impossibility theorem,

which has been presented in a slightly different form in

[WEY 95). It immediately follows from the fact that

sº => *, p => l')) = KP({p = p, p => (p →

tº')}).

Theorem 4.6 (Exceptional inheritance paradox)

Let T be a preferred model set function over C(=>)

which is globally semantical and validates EI. Then,

for logically independent p, th, tº € C, we have

• {p, -l) U{2 = b, p = }'}}~* F.

This result trivializes plausible inference from excep

tional premises like p A →th. Possible ad hoc solutions,

like syntactic restrictions - e.g. stating EI only for

p, º, º' with disjoint variable sets - or the requirement

of explicitly stated independence assumptions (BDP

94] - extending the language accordingly and forcing

the user to do most of the work himself-strongly con

flict with the original intentions and intuitions of de

feasible inference. And of course, we do not only want

to realize EI, but also to exploit implicit independence

assumptions in general, and in a systematic way. For

us, this result clearly shows that constraints on rank

ing measures cannot fully grasp the intended meaning

of defaults, because they prevent an intuitively correct

handling of implicit independence assumptions.

5 REVISION ENTAILMENT

Our strategy for extracting additional meaningful in

formation from a default knowledge base A is to inter

pret defaults in a dual way. On one hand, following the

static reading, they define the set KP(A) of admissible

epistemic kT-models. But on the other hand, they also

indicate or reflect which epistemic processes, i.e. ev

idential aggregation or revision steps, may have built

up these models. This more dynamic reading of A sees

defaults not only as ranking measure constraints but

also as individual evidence items or evidence declara

tions guiding iterated update processes.

Let A = {p, =>" tº i < n} C C(=>) be a finite set

of defaults and AT = {p, — tº i < n} be the cor

responding set of material implications over C. Then

each KT-model R of A represents a belief state which

supports every pi → tº € AT’ with strength as at

least, i.e. R(p; A -li) > ai > 0. Note that, be

cause AT H iſ iff R(-vº) > 0, we may interpret A" as

an explicit propositional belief set associated with the

epistemic measure R.

The basic idea behind our epistemic construction phi

losophy is to assume that the explicit beliefs p, —

wbi E AT have been added successively with appropri

ate strengths p, so as to let the resulting KT-measure

R = Roſpo A -bo + po)... [2n A -lºn + pn] eventually

validate A.

Based on this interpretation, we are now going to

present a nonmonotonic entailment strategy exploit

ing constructibility and allowing inheritance to excep

tional subclasses. The idea is to prefer those epistemic

KT-models R of A which result from a (minimal) iter

ated update process starting with the uniform measure

Ro and proceeding by variable strength revision with

the explicit implications in AT’, i.e. by shifting their

complements. That is, we concentrate on those kT

models which are constructible over the exceptional

proposition pi/\-wº, of A. The epistemic construction

paradigm for default reasoning is based on the follow

ing minimal requirement for preferred choice functions.

i.

-:

3.
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Epistemic Construction principle

A preferred model set function 1 for KT-measures

should satisfy T(A) C TJ(A), where TJ(A) = KP(A)ſ.

Constr(SA) and SA = {W(p A -l) | p =>" the A}.

It follows from the existence of J7-models for consis

tent finite A, which we are going to construct in the

next section, that KP(A) # 0 implies TJ(A) # 0.

Consequently, TJ is a preferrred model set function

and we may use it to define the most unspecific in

ference concept based on the epistemic construction

paradigm. This approach was first discussed, in a

slightly different formal framework, in [WEY 96].

Definition 5.1 (J-entailment)

The inference notion Hº' = H-47 is called J-entailment.

The main advantages of J-entailment are its simplic

ity, its robustness, and its validation of the standard

inference patterns, among them inheritance to excep

tional subclasses. In fact, because TJ (A) = TJ ({p =>

wº, p => l'}) = {Roſp A-1} + pſp-A-W' + q}|1 < p, q},

it follows for R e TJ(A) that R(-\"|p A -l) > 0, i.e.

{p, -l) U {#2 -> th, p E” tº'} Hº! w!'.

On the other hand, J-entailment also has some major

disadvantages. In fact, with its many degrees of free

dom - recall that constructibility is the only preference

criterion - and the resulting excessive cautiousness, it

may also block some desirable conclusions. The main

problem is that this epistemic construction approach

doesn’t attempt to minimize the update process be

yond restricting the propositional building blocks to

SA = {p A-1 | p =>" the A}. So we are looking for

ways to strengthen the epistemic construction princi

ple by a minimal construction requirement.

Consider for instance A = {T = p, T => p V | }.

Here, we have TJ(A) = {Roſ- p +pſ-p A-1, +q) | p >

1, q > 0}. A first step towards implementing minimal

ity would be to set q = 0, because any admissible shift

ing of -ºp automatically guarantees the satisfaction of

the second default as well. A second step would be to

do normality maximization and to choose the minimal

p. The “minimally constructible” model therefore ap

pears to be Roſ-p + 1], which in our example turns

out to be the absolute minimum of TJ (A).

But note that being minimal in TJ (A) is neither nec

essary nor sufficient for what we understand by mini

mal constructibility. The main idea is rather to shift

propositions only insofar as these shiftings turn out

to be justified when looking at the resulting full kT

construction. In particular, the amount of unmoti

vated, redundant shifting should be minimized. That

is, we want to focus on those models which are suffi

ciently grounded or justified. This is made more pre

cise by the following definition.

Definition 5.2 (Justifiable constructibility)

A kit-model R of A = {p, =>" tº i < n} is called

justifiably constructible over A iff R = Roſp; A -l, +

p; i < n] and for each 0 < p , R(-iº, pi) = a, . Let

TJJ (A) be the set of all justifiably constructible models

over A.

Within a justifiable construction, the proposition p A

-th may only be shifted upwards if some corresponding

KT-measure constraint R(-wº, pi) > a. - with p, A -l,

being logically equivalent to p A -lº - is eventually

minimally realized, i.e. as an equality constraint. If,

on the other hand, its satisfaction is a side-effect of

other shifts, p A → p shouldn’t be moved itself. There

shouldn’t be any unmotivated, redundant shifts. In

the example above, Roſ-2 + 1) is the only justifiably

constructible kT-model. Note however that a default

base A may well possess a whole family of justifiably

constructible models. Because, as before, it can be

shown that KP(A) # 0 implies TJJ(A) # 0, we get

another default entailment concept, still quite robust,

but considerably stronger than H-'.

Definition 5.3 (JJ-entailment)

The inference notion Hº'º' = Hº' is called JJ

entailment.

JJ-entailment is of particular interest because of its

close links to robust variants of ME-based default in

ference. This relationship is discussed in greater detail

in a companion paper to this one (WEY 98]. Because

TJJ usually picks up many preferred models, for most

A. Hº! will not satisfy rational monotony. However,

for some purposes, e.g. decision theoretic considera

tions, a canonical & T-model might be preferable.

There are two ways to obtain such a model of A. The

simplest one is to consider T'''"(A) = {Inf(I'"(A))},

i.e. h "' followed by normality maximization (taking

the infimum of all justifiably constructible models).

Unfortunately, the resulting model itself may not be

constructible over A and precious independence infor

mation may be lost by taking the infimum. In what

follows, we are therefore going to take another road

and propose a canonical Z-like shifting construction.

6 J7-CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we are going to set the foundations for

a new entailment concept aimed at combining the min

imal epistemic construction paradigm, as implemented

by system JJ, with the philosophy of rational closure,
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as implemented by system Z. Suppose, we have a finite,

consistent set of parametrized defaults

• A = {p, =>" iſ, i < n} C C(=>).

Each default pi =>* * induces a kit-measure con

straint R(p; A thi) + ai < R(p, A -llä) and enacts a

permission to shift S = p, A -whi. The idea is to con

struct, through a minimal and uniform iterated up

date process, a canonical kT-model of A, which will

be called the JZ-model of A and be denoted by

• J/(A) = Roſs, + p. i < n],

where 0 < pi. An important ingredient of this model

construction process is relative normality maximiza

tion. Assuming existence, it associates with every kT

measure R and default set A the minimal kT-model

R' of A above R. More formally, if {R' | R < R' €

KP(A)} # 0 (R < R' iff for all A, R(A) < R/(A)),

the relative normality maximization of A above R is

defined by

• NM(R, A) =Min{R' e KP | R < R' e KP(A)}.

The general structure of the J7-construction procedure

is as follows. By induction, we are going to construct

a sequence (R' | j <s + 1) of kit-measures with

• R9 = Ro and Rjt’ = R][S. + p. | i € Ij],

where Io U... UI. = I = {i i < n} is a partition

of the default indices and (p; i < n) a sequence of

weakly positive rational numbers. Let I2; = U{In

p < j} and Aj = {p, =>* th; e A i ; 123}. Aj is

the set of those constraints which have not yet been

taken into account by R. If we understand the J7

construction as an approximation process integrating

the constraints level by level, a desirable requirement

for the R' appears to be

• Rºy = NM(R), A,) E** A.

Although R' doesn't have to be a model of A – Aj,

i.e. the closed, already considered constraints, Rºy.

the smallest model above R' of Aj, i.e. the open, not

yet considered constraints, should satisfy A. Because

R*** = NM(R***, 0) = NM(R***, A, 11), this en

sures that

o Rs 4-1 E** A.

On a more general level, the J7-construction strategy

is based on three major guiding principles. Their exact

meaning is illustrated by the construction algorithm.

1. Justifiable constructibility.

The KT-construction should be justifiably con

structible, there should be no unmotivated shifts.

That is, J/(A)(p. A lº) + ai = J/(A)(p, A-w,) for

p; > 0.

2. Bottom up constraint satisfaction.

The weakest still open constraints p, =>" tº,

should be considered first. That is, we should

start by trying to shift those S, for which the

lower bounds Rºvy (p. A lº) + as for p, A -u, are

minimal.

3. Uniformity maximization.

Shifting should proceed as uniformly as justifiabil

ity permits. That is, for each j < n, (p, i e I;)

should be as close to 0 as possible.

The first requirement means that we are looking for

a strengthening of system JJ, which is known to be

backed by a robust variant of the maximum entropy

paradigm for default reasoning. The second princi

ple helps to guarantee that the process is well-founded

and that later shiftings will not invalidate constraints

satisfied at earlier stages. The third stipulation im

plements the classical symmetry, no commitment or

equal opportunity conceptions. Taken together, these

desiderata will guide, if not determine, our epistemic

construction procedure

Now, we are ready to give the details of the induc

tive J7-construction process. At stage 0, we start

with R" = Ro, Izo = 0, Ao = A and Rºy =

NM (Ro, A) E^" A. At stage j + 1, by induction, we

already have obtained R = Roſs, + p. i e Iz,], I23,

Aj, and we know that R&M = N M(R), Aj) =** A.

Now, there are two tasks to achieve. First, we have to

determine Ij. Secondly, we must find the appropriate

p; for i e I, .

Following the bottom up principle, we are going to put

into I, the indices in I — Iz; of those constraints whose

realization requires the least update efforts. So, let

• f = Min{Rºy (2, a wº) + a lig Iz,}, and

• I = {i ? Iz; | Rºy (2: A wº) + a = f; }.

Before we are going to propose specific p, for i e Ij,

we have to see whether, or to what extent, the con

straints R(p; A lº) + a sº R(p, A -lli) for i e Izj41

are preserved when passing from Rºw to Rºº. Let

S = p, A-ū, and S. = p, Ali. Because Rºx. S R}º,

it is enough to verify that R&M (8) = Rºſs) for

i e Iz;11. By induction and definition, we know
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that for h : j + 1 and i e Ih, Rºy (S) = f', - a.

Furthermore, for h 3 h' and p # Izh, Rºy (SP) >

Rºy (Sp) > f > f –ai. It also follows from our con

struction strategy that the Rºx. may only change over

U{S, | p g Iznº). Consequently, because there is no

way to modify the value of S; at higher levels h", we get

Rºw (S) = Rºy (S) = f', -ai, Rºw H^* A-Ajri,

by induction, together with Rºº, Hº" A, 11, by defi

nition, therefore ensure that Rº E** A.

What remains to be done is to choose the shifting co

efficients p, for i e I; in a way which guarantees jus

tifiable constructibility and maximal uniformity. Here

again, we proceed by induction. First, we consider

the smallest w s.t. for all i e I, NM (R) (S. + w |

i e I;], A341)(Si) > fj. Set wo = w and Vo =

{i e I; NM(R'(S. + wo i e I;), A, 11)(S) =

f;}. Given we and V, we take the smallest w s.t.

NM(R'(S. + wo i e Vo)...[S. + we i e V.][S. + w

i e I; – (Vo U... UVF)], A341)(S, ) 2 fj for all i e Ij.

Set wrº-1 = w and Vºf 1 = {i e I; – (Vo U... U Vº) |

NM(R)(S, + wo | i e Vo)... [S. + wº | i E V,)(S, +

wp:#1 | i e I; – (Vo U... U Vº)], Aj41)(S) = f; }. Ob

viously, the w; are decreasing. The procedure stops if

I; – (Vo U... U Vº) becomes empty or we = 0. The pi

are now determined as follows.

• If i e Vºn, then p = win.

• If i e I; – (Vo U... U Vº), then p = 0.

That is, we set Rºt' = R (S. +wo i e Vo)... [S, +wn

i e Vº). Note that for i e Vºn and p = win > 0,

we have Riº (S) = f;. On the other hand, if i e

I, -(V0 U...UV), we get p = 0, with Rºº (S) > f .

Consequently, we have justifiable constructibility. By

keeping the pi uniform as far as justifiability permits,

we also realize a maximal amount of uniformity. R**'

therefore seems to be an adequate candidate for the

role of the single most preferred element of KP(A).

Definition 6.1 (JZ-model)

JZ[A] = R*** is called the canonical JZ-model of A.

It might be interesting to see whether there is an

axiomatic characterization of the J7-model based on

some set of plausibility postulates, analogous to what

has been achieved for entropy maximization.

7 SYSTEM J7

The justifiably constructible and maximally uniform

KT-measures resulting from the J7-construction pro

cess over finite consistent A can be used to define a

powerful new default inference notion over C(=).

Definition 7.1 (System J7)

Let IJz(A) = {JZ[A]}. Then the inference relation

F-74 = F-4” is called JZ-entailment.

It immediately follows from our definitions that each

H-34 satifies the full set of Lehmann's rationality pos

tulates.

Theorem 7.2 (Rational inference)

Let A C C(=>) be finite. Then Hºº is a rational con

sequence relation.

H-'” does not satisfy classical consistency preservation

for H-4 on C (A consistent), because each contingent

p verifies p hºr, F, but not p H. F. However,

it validates a similar requirement which seems more

adequate for conditional approaches.

Theorem 7.3 (Consistency preservation)

Let X C C, A C C(=>) be finite and a be a conjunction

of Y. 's elements. Then Y. U A Fºº F iff A H^* a = F

Another important type of inference principles, con

cerned with language dependence and irrelevance rea

soning in the probabilistic context, has been discussed

in [HK 95]. The corresponding invariance features for

default inference turn out to be valid for system J7 as

well.

Theorem 7.4 (Representation independence)

Let C', C" C C be two sublanguages of propositional

logic and f : C'(=>) → C"(=>) be a faithful embedding,

i.e. for all p, tº e C", f(p/\!) = f(p) A f(t), f(-p) =

-f(p), f(p => /*) = f(p) => f(wº), and p H ºb iff

f(p) H f(b). Let f(X) = {f(r) | r e X}. Then

• X U A F-74 w iff f(X) U f(A) H-4 f(b).

Whereas the above result also holds for normality max

imization entailment, this is no longer true for the next

property, which deals with the handling of independent

language fragments.

Theorem 7.5 (Minimum irrelevance)

Let C", C" C C be two sublanguages of propositional

logic with disjoint sets of propositional variables. As

sume XX' U (wh) C C', A' C C'(=>), XX" C C'', A" C

C”(=>), and Y." UA" º'” F. Then

e XX' U YE” UA' U A" F-22 up iff XX' U A' F-22 th.

Recall that in probabilistic reasoning, entropy max

imization satisfies minimum irrelevance, but fails to

adher representation independence, which is seen by
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some authors as a serious drawback.

The intentions and construction techniques behind

system JZ exhibit some obvious similarities with nor

mality maximization, also documented by our deno

tation). But there is also a more substantial link be

tween these approaches. In fact, for every finite default

knowledge base A, there is a H^"-equivalent A" which

produces the same conclusions for Hº'º as A for Hº".

Theorem 7.6 (Reconstruction)

Let A = {p, =>" tº i < n} C C(=>) and B(A) be

the set of all boolean combinations of pi, º, in normal

form, which is finite. Set A" = {p, =>" tº V V |

i < n, the B(A)}. Then JZ[A"] = NM (Ro, A) and

3 = Hº".

This result also demonstrates that we cannot have left

equivalence w.r.t. H^". But note that this opens the

road for inheritance to exceptional subclasses.

• {-g} U{T => p, T = }} }…"? wº, but

{-p} U{T => p, T => (p → p)} %’” p.

8 EXAMPLES

To get a feeling for how JZ-entailment works, we are

going to take a closer look at some benchmark exam

ples which we consider interesting for conceptual or

technical reasons. For each example, we shall state

the - presumably desirable - presence or absence of an

inference pattern X U A Hº'º b, indicate the set of all

shiftable parts S(A] = {p A -ll | p => tº E A}, deter

mine the approximation sequence (R' i < s−1), iden

tify the canonical J7-model, and validate or invalidate

XX Kºź wb. To achieve better readability, we denote the

C-formulas by upper case letters A, B, P, Q. We also

assume that A, B, P, Q are logically independent. In

fact, w.l.o.g., we may interpret them as propositional

variables. Because the following list is in no way meant

to be exhaustive, the reader is invited to compute the

JZ-construction for his or her favourite default reason

ing pattern. We start with an instance of inheritance

to exceptional subclasses.

1. Exceptional inheritance :

{A} U {A => P, P = Q, A => →(), P => B} - B,

S(A) = {AA - P, A A Q, PA –Q, PA – B},

R* = RoſPA-Q+1][PA -B -- 1],

RoſPA-Q+1][PA -B +1][AA =P + 2}[A A Q + 2),

JZ[A](-B|A) = 1, i.e. X U A H-94 B.

The J7-model is in fact the only justifiably con

structible kit-model of A.

2. Redundancy :

{-A, -P}U {T = A, -A = P, -A => P v Q} % Q,

S(A) = {−A, -A A -P -A A - PA-Q},

R* = Roſ-A + 1),

Roſ-A + 1][-A A -P +1][−AA -PA-Q+ 0),

JZ[A](-Q|-A A-P) = 0, i.e. Y. UA 4.9% Q.

In the next example, we are only interested in the JZ

construction. Let S = (A v B) A (PV Q).

3. Nested crossing :

{T = -(SAA), T = -(SAB),

T = −(SAP), T => →(S A Q},

S(A] = {SA A, S A B, S A P, S A Q},

Roſs AA+ 1/2][SAB+ 1/2][SA P+ 1/2][SAQ 4 1/2],

The uniform shifting of the four shiftable propositions

stops as soon as the threshold 1 is reached. Note

that here we have an infinite number of justifiably

constructible KT-models. Next comes another blow

against naive normality maximization.

4. Geffner’s example :

{A, B, P}U {A = Q, P = Q, A A B => −Q} %, Q, -Q,

S(A] = {A A-Q, PA -Q, A A B A Q},

R* = Roſa A-Q+ 1][PA-Q + 1),

Roſa A -Q+1][PA-Q+1][A A B A Q + 2),

JZ[A](Q|A A P A B) = J/(A)(-QA A P A B) = 0, i.e.

X U A Wº% Q, -Q.

Because A A B and P are unrelated, there is no rea

son to prefer either Q or -Q. The following example

is very useful to exhibit the difference between quasi

probabilistic approaches with, and simple preference

based accounts without a proper independence notion.

5. Anti-prioritization :

{A V (PA Q)} U {T => → P, T = −Q,

(A VP) => →A, (A V Q) = −A} % A, -A,

S(A.) = {P, Q, A},

R* = RoſP +1][Q + 1),

RoſP + 1][Q +1][A + 2),
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JZ[A](A|AV (PA Q)) = J7(A)(-A|A V (PA Q)) = 0,

i.e. X U A Wº% A, -A.

We shall come back to this example when discussing

the relationship of system J7 with other default for

malisms. The remaining inference pattern, forward

chaining, holds for classical defeasible inheritance for

malisms, but usually fails for quasi-probabilistic ap

proaches, like system J7, which allow backwards prop

agation of evidence.

6. Forward chaining :

{A} U {A => P, P = Q, Q => B, A => → B) HQ Q, - B.

However, it is possible to obtain a rule-based variant

of system J2 which verifies this pattern.

9 J7, MEETS ME

Entropy maximization is a very well-behaved infer

ence rule for choosing a most plausible estimate from

a closed convex set of probability distributions. To

gether with its relativized version, cross entropy mini

mization, it is completely characterizable by some rea

sonable general desiderata for probabilistic inference

policies (SJ 80, PV90). Additional support comes from

concentration and large deviation theorems based on

combinatorial and uniformity arguments (JAY 83,VCC

81, JAE 95].

To exploit this inference technique for default reason

ing, we first have to translate the given default knowl

edge base A = {2, ->" tº i < n} C C(=>) into a

suitable probabilistic notation. The main idea is to

express the defaults pi =>" tº by conditional proba

bility constraints of the form P(-iº, pi) < 8", where

e is an arbitrary but fixed positive infinitesimal num

ber, i.e. 0 < e < ... < 1/3 & 1/2 < 1. Alternatively,

we may see 6 as a parameter converging towards 0

(GMP 90). Let A = {P(-\,\pi) 3 s” i < n}.

Furthermore, for the sake of convenience, let Co be a

sublanguage of C restricted to finitely many variables

with A C Co(=>). But note that all our considera

tions are independent from the exact choice of Co. It

is easy to see that Aſ defines a closed and convex

set of (standard or nonstandard) probability distribu

tions over Bc,. These can be represented by finite

tuples + with XXzi = 1 and 0 < a. Entropy maxi

mization means maximizing –XXr, log(r) under these

additional constraints. Let ME(Af) be the entropy

maximal model of Af. Then the ME-based default in

ference relation Hº" can be defined as follows (GMP

90, WEY 95] (independently from Co).

Definition 9.1 (ME-inference)

Let X U (wh) be a finite subset of Co and o be a con

junction of XX's elements.

Y. Hº!" iſ iſ lim.-,0M E(A')(-vºla) = 0,

X, F-AF iſ iſ ME(Af)(-vºla) is infinitesimal.

On sufficiently simple - although unrealistic - default

sets, it easily follows from the definitions and the re

sults on sytem Z" that system JZ agrees with ME

inference.

Theorem 9.2 (Minimal core sets)

If A is a finite consistent minimal core default set, i.e.

AT is logically irredundant, then Hº = & B.

In fact, the relationship is even closer than that. For

the default knowledge bases A discussed above, we can

show that the kit-measure RMe(AP) associated with

the nontandard probabilistic ME-model M E(Aſ) is

exactly the J7-model of A. An interesting consequence

of this observation is that k-rankings - which pick up

integer values - are not fine-grained enough to capture

ME-inference on a semi-qualitative level (cf. nested

crossing).

However, system J.7 may also disagree with ME in

some contexts, and it does so for good reasons. There

are instances where the quantitative character of ME

strongly conflicts with our qualitative intuitions about

what should, or shouldn’t affect the defeasible conse

quences of some given A. For instance, we may con

sider a variant of the nested crossing example where we

replace P, Q by the four propositions P, Q, P, Q'. Al

though this doesn’t seem to affect the qualitative char

acter of the problem, it turns out that RM E(PA Q|S)

suddenly changes from 1/2 to 0, whereas Ryz(PAQ|S)

keeps the original value 1/2. This behaviour is even

better illustrated by the following example.

• A = {T => A, T => B, T = A A B}.

Then JZ[A] = Roſ-A+ 1/2][-,B+1/2][−AV-B+1/2],

whereas ME(A) = Roſ-AV-B+1]. Therefore, we have

{-A} UA Wºº B but {-A} UA Hº"? B.

A major problem with H-"* is its sensitivity to small

changes - within the same order of magnitude - of the

conditional probability bounds. For instance, given

0 < ri, let A. = {P(-w, p.) < r <" | i < n}. Then,

M E(Af) and ME(A.) may support completely dif

ferent conclusions (cf. nested crossing). In addition,

the lack of representation independence of ME also af

fects the corresponding default inference notion H-"*.
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10 COMPARISONS

There are many competing default formalisms based

on alternative but similarly sophisticated ranking or

prioritization procedures. An exact comparison would

require lengthy technical considerations, which are be

yond the scope of the present paper. So, we are going

to restrict ourselves to some general remarks and illus

trative examples. We begin with a look at the compar

ative strength of the epistemic construction entailment

relations. Let Hº be standard preferential entailment

[KLM 90]. Recall that Hº" is equivalent to system Z.

Obviously, we have Hº C Kº' c K-7" c Kºº, Hº'º'".

Hº", Hº'", F-74 and Kº’” are all incomparable with

ENM.

JZ-entailment itself is orthogonal to Hº" but also

to prioritized accounts, like conditional entailment

[GP 92], default counting proposals, like lexicographic

closure (BCDLP 93], and strong belief function ap

proaches, like LCD-inference (BSS 95). Whereas all

these default formalisms are preferential consequence

relations, only lexicographic closure verifies rational

monotony. A very interesting competitor is LCD

entailment. Not only does it validate the usual infer

ence desiderata, it also has - although rather different

in practice - a similar flavour as system JZ. It was

originally developed in the context of belief function

theory, but can be easily translated into our frame

work.

Nevertheless, all the traditional prioritized accounts

are haunted by their ad hoc handling of priorities,

which doesn't take into account implicit independen

cies in a systematic way. Furthermore, the computa

tion of the overall hierarchical structure is usually done

at the beginning, there is no dynamic incremental pri

oritization as for system JZ. The Anti-prioritization

example illustrates well the problems of many priori

tized approaches.

We know that the JZ-model is RJ z = RoſP +1][Q +

1][A + 2). It follows that Ryz(A|A V (PA Q)) =

RJ2(−A,A V (PA Q)) = 0. This seems reasonable

because A and P A Q are - in a basically equivalent

way - second degree exceptional. Conditional entail

ment and lexicographic closure, on the other hand, are

showing a more asymmetric behaviour. They always

prefer the violation of several defaults of lower prior

ity to the falsification of any default of higher priority.

Consequently, both will defeasibly infer -A.

Although the LCD-approach also stays ambiguous in

this example, it does so in a stronger, different way.

Whereas system J2 requires RJz (A) = RJ2 (PA Q),

LCD doesn’t seem to make any statements about the

relative positions of A and P A Q. Now suppose, we

add a further default (B V (PA Q)) => →B. Then

Ryz (A) < Ruz(B), which seems plausible. But this

preference fails to hold for LCD. One reason for its

problems is the different handling of single - as A or B

- and conjoined - as PA Q - exceptional propositions.

Of considerable interest is also coherence closure (TP

95), a simple ranking-based proposal. It implements

normality maximization together with the requirement

that worlds which violate less defaults than other ones

- w.r.t. C - automatically should get a lower rank. It

follows that this approach handles the redundancy ex

ample in a different way than system JZ. Furthermore,

it also doesn’t satisfy - mutans mutandum - the epis

temic construction principle. In fact, coherence closure

cannot deal with independencies in a probabilistically

coherent way. The reason is that it doesn’t sufficiently

take into account the strength of the violated defaults.

11 CONCLUSIONS

System JZ is a new quasi-probabilistic default in

ference notion based on the uniform minimal iter

ated update construction of a canonical kT-model

from any graded default knowledge base. It satisfies

all of Lehmann's rationality postulates, Halpern and

Koller's invariance principles, as well as the usual de

fault reasoning patterns, in particular inheritance to

exceptional subclasses.

System JZ seems particularly appropriate if we are

looking for a canonical model, e.g. for decision-taking,

if we are interested in the automatic extraction of im

plicit independencies from a default knowledge base,

and if we want to detect and drop redundant informa

tion. System JZ is also closely linked to ME-based de

fault inference, but easier to handle and less sensitive

to quantitative effects. Although it doesn't fully share

neither the simplicity nor the computational features

of system Z, it still constitutes a successful implemen

tation of its construction philosophy in the context of

order-of-magnitude probabilities and the minimal in

formation philosophy.
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Abstract

A decade ago, Pointwise Circumscription was

proposed as a tool for formalizing common

sense. In this paper, we revisit some of its uses

and examine some cases in which it does not

yield the intended behavior. Specifically, we ex

plore the cases in which unsatisfiability may re

sult from the presence of multiple minimal mod

els (for McCarthy's Circumscription). Then, we

present a form of circumscription, called Point

Sensitive Circumscription, that is a generaliza

tion of McCarthy's Circumscription and Lifs

chitz's Generalized Pointwise Circumscription.

We illustrate how Point-Sensitive Circumscrip

tion handles these cases without losing the con

trol over selective fine-grained variance of pred

icates and functions. Last, we compare the two

tools and their potential uses in formalizing The

ories of Action.

1 INTRODUCTION

Pointwise Circumscription, devised by Lifschitz in (Lif

schitz, 1987) and (Lifschitz, 1989), is a nonmonotonic

method defined along the intuitions of Circumscription

(McCarthy, 1986) with superior control of the minimiza

tion process. Since its debut, it has been used in formal

izing Common Sense problems and solutions, such as in

(Doherty and Lukaszewicz, 1994), formalizing some En

tailment Classes in the theory of Features and Fluents (cf

(Sandewall, 1994)), and in (Amir, 1997), using Pointwise

Circumscription to formalize the system of (Lin and Reiter,

1994). It was argued in (Lifschitz, 1987) and (Doherty and

Lukaszewicz, 1994) that Pointwise Circumscription has the

power to be a tool for formalizing solutions for the Frame

Problem.

In this paper, we show that there are cases in which Point

wise Circumscription requires the intended model to be a

minimum, rather than merely minimal (sections 2,3). We

present a form of circumscription, called Point-Sensitive

Circumscription, that is a generalization of McCarthy's

Circumscription and Lifschitz's Generalized Pointwise Cir

cumscription (sections 4,5.1). Point-Sensitive Circum

scription allows us to get a consistent theory where Point

wise Circumscription fails to do so, while maintaining sim

ilar control over the minimization process. For Point

Sensitive Circumscription, we allow a varied range of

point-wise-ness (the removal of elements of the minimized

predicate separately), but maintain the same control over

selective fine-grained variance of predicates and functions.

We give semantics for our approach and demonstrate the

different behavior using examples from the literature (sec

tion 5).

In this paper, we use the following two conventions: (1) the

relation p < q between two propositions refers to the usual

ordering of Boolean values (false < true), with p < q

allowing p = q; and (2) the relation P × Q between two

predicates with same arity refers to the strict subset relation

(regarding P, Q as the relative sets of elements).

2 POINTWISE CIRCUMSCRIPTION

2.1 CIRCUMSCRIPTION

McCarthy's Circumscription (McCarthy, 1980) is one of

the first and major nonmonotonic reasoning tools. Since

its debut, the nonmonotonic reasoning line of work has

expanded and several textbooks now exist that give a

fair view of nonmonotonic reasoning and its uses (e.g.,

(Brewka, 1991), (Antoniou, 1997), (Brewka et al., 1997),

(D.M. Gabbay, 1994), (Sandewall, 1994), (Shanahan,

1997)). The motivations for nonmonotonic reasoning vary

from formalizing Common Sense reasoning through Elab

oration Tolerance and representation of uncertainty to Be

lief Revision. We do not expand on these motivations

further here, but section 5 gives an example of the Com
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mon Sense application, and the reader may look at (Shana

han, 1997),(McCarthy, 1998),(Pearl, 1990) and (Antoniou,

1997) for further details in these directions.

McCarthy's Circumscription formula (McCarthy, 1980)

Circ(A(P, Z); P; Z] =

A(P, Z) A Vp, z (A(p, z) => →(p < P))

says that in the theory A, with parameter relations and

function sequences P, Z, P is a minimal element such that

A(P, Z) is still consistent, when we are allowed to vary Z

in order to allow P to become smaller.

Take for example the following simple theory:

T = block(B1) A block(B2)

Then, the circumscription of block in T, varying nothing, is

Circ(T; block;] = T AVP (Tiblock/p) => -(p < block)]

which is equivalent to

Circ(T; block;] = Wr (block(r) + (r = B; V & = B2))

By minimizing block we concluded that there are no other

blocks in the world other than those mentioned in the orig

inal theory T.

2.2 POINTWISE CIRCUMSCRIPTION: THE

FORMULA

Pointwise Circumscription was first proposed in (Lifschitz,

1986) and then expanded in (Lifschitz, 1987) and (Lifs

chitz, 1989). In (Doherty and Lukaszewicz, 1994) it was

demonstrated that Pointwise Circumscription can be used

to formalize various logics of action' in the framework of

Features and Fluents (Sandewall, 1994). These logics in

clude OCM (Original Chronological Minimization), PCM

(Prototypical Chronological Minimization), PCMF (PCM

with Filtering), CMON (Chronological Minimization of

Occlusion with Nochange Premises) and CMOC (Chrono

logical Minimization of Occlusion and Change).

The general idea behind Pointwise Circumscription is to

capture the minimization idea of Circumscription (Mc

Carthy, 1980), (McCarthy, 1986), while making the cir

cumscription on different subsets of the domain for differ

ent stages of the minimization process.

The basic case for Pointwise Circumscription is the for

mula

A(P) A Wr-[Pr A A(Xy(Py A a # y))]

(where we minimize the subscript P again, varying noth

ing), intuitively saying that we remove one element at a

'Some of the formalizations needed filtering.

time. One of the benefits of such an approach is the first

orderedness of the circumscription formula. This property

disappears, though, in the most general form, which we use

below.

For Pointwise Circumscription, let A(S1, ..., Sn) be a sen

tence in which each Si is a predicate symbol or a function

symbol (in particular, it can be a 0-ary function symbol, i.e.,

an object constant). We want to minimize one of the pred

icate symbols from this list, Sio (Thus, Sio corresponds to

P, and the other members of the list correspond to Z in the

notation used above). Let us write EQV(P,Q) (“P and Q

are equal outside V”) for

EQv(P,Q) # wr(-Vr => (Prs Qr)) (1)

for P, Q predicates or functions, and V a predicate, all with

same arity. The Pointwise circumscription of Sio in A with

S; allowed to vary on V, is, by definition,

A(S) Avrs-Sor A -s, r A /\ EQV.(si, S.) A A(s))
i=1

(2)

Here, S stands for S1, ..., Sn, 8 is a list s1, ..., sn of pred

icate and function variables corresponding to the predicate

and function constants S, and XzuV. (z,w) (i = 1,..., n)

is a predicate without parameters that does not contain

S1, ..., Sn and whose arity is the arity of Sio plus the arity

of S. We denote (2) by CPw(A; Sio; S1/V1, ..., Sn/VA).

2.2.1 An Intuitive Explanation of Pointwise

Circumscription

The Pointwise Circumscription formula (2) has the prop

erty that we remove a from So while varying S (recall that

S is the list of predicates/functions S1, ..., Sn) in each of

the Vºr separately, fixing all the other parts of the domain,

at that time.

In other words, the bracketed part of the formula says that,

in the process of removing a from Sio, we allow only some

parts of S to change. These parts are determined by Viz

by saying that only where Via is TRUE si may be different

from S. (recall that EQV, (si, Si) means that si is equal to

S; outside XuV. (z, u)).

2.3 SEMANTICS FOR POINTWISE

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

In (Lifschitz, 1987), Pointwise Circumscription was given

semantic interpretation.

Take, without loss of generality, io = 1. For a model M

of A(S), let |M| be the associated universe, and for every

term, function or predicate a, a^' is the realization of a in

M.
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Definition 2.1 Let M1, M2 have the same universe U,

and let & e U*, where k is the arity of S. We say that

M1 <$ M2 iſf

1. K* = K** for every function or predicate con

stant K that is not in S,

2. for any i = 1,..., n, sº and s". coincide on

{m |-V." (ć, m)}

3. S^*(£) = S^*(£).

Proposition 2.2 ((Lifschitz, 1987)) Let M be a model of

A(S).

M H CPw [A; Si; S1/V1, ..., Sn/Vn] <=>

VM' e [A(S)] V6 e |M|*

—(M' <$ M A M £8 M')

Other words, M H CPw [A; S1; S1/V1, ..., Sn/V, iff for

each & e |M|*, M is minimal relative to <$.

3 A COUNTER-INTUITIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we discuss only one simple example.

Let A(P) = (P(X) v P(Y)) A X # Y. For this sim

ple language (the only predicate is P, and there are exactly

two object constant symbols, X, Y), we get the Pointwise

Circumscription formula

A(P) A Vrp-[Pa A -pa A EQver (p, P)A A(p)].

Assume that for all r, (VPa.) = True, so that p is allowed

to differ from P with no limitations. We get the further

simplified Pointwise Circumscription formula

A(P) A Wrp-[Pr A-pr A A(p)].

Let C = CPw[(P(X)v P(Y))^X # Y; P; P/Xr.True).

Proposition 3.1 C H FALSE.

PROOF

CPw[A(P); P; P/Xr.True} =

A(P) A Vrp-[P(+) A-p(r) A A(p)] =

A(P)A

Vrp-[P(+) A-p(r) A (p(X) v p(Y)) A X # Y]

=>

A(P)A

WD– | P(X) A -p(X) A (p(X) v p(Y)) A X # Yv

P(Y) A -p(Y) A (p(X) v p(Y)) A X # Y

Araw- | P(X) A →p(X) A p(Y) A X # Yv

P(Y) A →p(Y) A p(X) A X # Y

Let pr= {X}, py = {Y} be two possible values of p.

Then, from the formula on the last line, we get

P(X) A-p(X) A p(Y) A X # Yv

4(P)^VP py/A-ºx, Ax Zy
=>

P(X) A →p, (X) Ap, (Y) A X # Yv

P(Y) A →p, (Y) A pr(X) A X # Yv

*(*)^T | p(x)^-ºx)ApºAx Ayv

- P(Y) A-py(Y) A py(X) A X # Y

A(p)a

FALSEV

P(Y) A (TRUE => X # Y) A X # Yv

P(X) A (TRUE => X # Y) A X # Yv

FALSE

-h

Apa-(P(y) v P(X)) A X # Y] =

P(X) v P(Y) A X # YA

—[(P(Y) v P(X)) A X # Y] =

FALSE

This proposition reveals a limitation of Pointwise Circum

scription, i.e., the requirement, in some cases, that P be a

minimum rather than minimal”.

This conclusion is supported by the semantics given by Lif

schitz (proposition 2.2 above). Let U = {z, y} be the set

of elements in the universe. Let Mx, My, Mxy, Mo be

the models with universe U, with X, Y interpreted to r, y,

respectively, and the following interpretations for the pred

icate P:

PMx = {x} PMy = {Y}

PMxx = (XY) PM = 0

Figure 1 below displays the different models for A(P).

Mo MX My Mxy

p C) P P P

, , ||[,] . . . . [...]||[ ]

Figure 1: The four models of A(P) with universe U =

{r, y}.

There are exactly two elements in U, and thus there are

two partial orders <*,<w between the models. In order to

check these partial orders, we first notice that the first two

*Here minimum refers to an object that is smaller (in terms

of the given partial order relation) than all other objects, while

minimal refers to objects for which there is no smaller object.
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conditions of definition 2.1 are met by any pair of models

from the four examined above. Using the third condition,

we get the obvious Mo sº Mx <!' MXy, Mxy £9 Mx,

Mo sº. My sº Mxy and Mxy £º My. We also get

the somewhat less obvious Mo sº. My sº Mx, Mx £"

My, Mo sº Mx <! My and My £9 Mx.

Examining the conditions of proposition 2.2 for each one

of the models, we reveal the following:

• Mo # C because Mo # A(P).

• Mx # C because My H. A(P) and My sº Mx

and Mx £” My.

• My H C because Mx H A(P) and Mx <! My

and My £º MX.

• Mxy # C because Mx H A(P) and Mx <* Mxy

and Mxy £w Mx.

Thus, again, there is no model that satisfies C. Figure 2

below displays the two orders on models.

<-- - - ‘’--a

<>-- Cº- >* - both directions

Figure 2: The orders <* and <''. The different colors rep

resent the different orders.

4 POINT-SENSITIVE

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

4.1 THE FORMULA

We present Point-Sensitive Circumscription, a modified

version of Pointwise Circumscription in which the mini

mized predicate is minimized according to a minimization

domain. This minimization domain may be a point and

may be the complete set of elements. We preserve the abil

ity to select/vary parts of the theory/domain dynamically.

It is important to notice at this point that Lifschitz already

proposed a global circumscription that has some control

over the varied domain (see formula (14) in (Lifschitz,

1987)). We shall compare that proposal with Pointwise Cir

cumscription and Point-Sensitive Circumscription in sec

tion 5.

We use similar notations to those used in section 2. Let

A(S1, ..., Sn) be a sentence in which each Si is a predicate

symbol or a function symbol (in particular, it can be a 0

ary function symbol, i.e., an object constant). We want to

minimize one of the predicate symbols from this list, Sio.

In addition to the definition of EQV in (1), let us write

LSR(P,Q) (“P is smaller than Q in the region R", or Pſ)

R g Q ſh R) for

LSR(P,Q) #

Vr(Ra: => (Pz => Qz)) A Br(Ra: A –Pr A Qz)

(3)

for P, Q predicates or functions, and R a predicate, all with

same arity. The simplest example is where R is uniformly

true, in which case LSR. (P,Q) = P g Q.

The Point-Sensitive Circumscription of Sio in A with Si

allowed to vary on V, and Sio minimized using R, denoted

CPs[A; Sio/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/Vn), is, by definition,

A(S) A Wars-(LSR.(sio, Sio) A Å EQV. (si, S.) A A(s))

i=1

(4)

where S stands for S1, ..., Sn, 8 is a list 81, ..., sn of pred

icate and function variables corresponding to the predicate

and function constants S, and XzuP(r, u), XzuV;(r, u)

(i = 1,..., n) are predicates without parameters that do not

contain S1, ..., Sn and whose arity is the arity of Sio plus

the arity of Sio and Si, respectively (here Ra: = XuR(r, u),

Via = \uV;(z, u)).

4.1.1 An Intuitive Explanation

The bracketed part of the Point-Sensitive Circumscription

formula (4) says that, in the process of making Sio smaller,

we use R to define what “smaller” means and we allow

only some parts of S to change. These parts are determined

by Ra and Viz by saying that s; may be different from S.

only where Viz is TRUE (recall that EQViz (si, Si) means

that si is equal to Si outside Xu(Vi(z,w))) and that we ac

tually care if sio is smaller only where Ra is TRUE.

Notice that the only difference between the Point-Sensitive

Circumscription formula (4) and the Pointwise Circum

scription formula (2) is in the first component of the brack

eted formula. In that part, we changed the term Sioz A

-sior (in (2)) to LSR. (sio, Sio) (in (4)).
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It is also important to notice that even for the cases where

R is uniformly TRUE (in these cases, a is used only in

the second component in the formula in parentheses), the

second component is actually a conjunction of formulas,

all using z. Therefore, although we do not require that r be

removed from the predicate Sio, we do require that the vari

ance of the different predicates/functions (including Sio) be

correlated with aſ as an index.

4.2 SEMANTICS FOR POINT-SENSITIVE

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

We follow the lines of (Lifschitz, 1987) with regard to the

semantics for our Point-Sensitive Circumscription.

Take, without loss of generality, io = 1. For a model M

of A(S), let |M| be the associated universe and, for every

term, function or predicate a, a” is the realization of a in

M. We write the corresponding definition to 2.1.

Definition 4.1 Let M1, M2 have the same universe U,

and let & e U*, where k is the arity of S1. We say that

M1 <$ M2 (a strict partial order) if

1. K* = K** for every function or predicate con

stant K that is not in S,

2. for any i = 1,..., n. Sº and Sº coincide on

{m |-V." (š, m)}

3. LSR(k)(Sí", Sí") (R(S) = AuR(£, u)).

Let [A(S)] be the set of models of A(S). The following

proposition says that every model of the circumscription

formula for A(S) is minimal in [A(S)] according to all of

the orders <$, and vice versa.

Proposition 4.2 (Semantics) Let Me [A(S)].

M H CPs[A; S1/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/V.) <E

VM' e [A(S)] V6 e |M|*-(M' <$ M)

PROOF For the forward direction, let us take M H

CPs[A; S1/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/Vn). Assume that M' e

[A(S)] M' <$ M for some & e |M|*. Then

LSR(e)(Sí", Sí"), by definition 4.1 (requirement 3).

Takes to be S^*, the sequence of predicates/functions in

terpreting S (the sequence of predicate/function constant

symbols) in M'. For a = 8 (£ picked above), we get that

the following are true in the model M:

• LSR(s) (s1, S1), because s = (s1, ..., sn) (that is our

notation), and the way we picked 8 (s.t., s1 = SM'

and LSR(g)(Sí" , Sí")),

• A(s), because s = S^* and M' H A(S), and

• A 1 EQV.(si, S.), because of definition 4.1 (re

quirement 2).

This contradicts M H CPs[A; S1/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/Vn),

because we found r and s that satisfy the bracketed part of

formula (4).

The reverse direction works by the same method. If M

is 3-minimal for every & e |M|*, but does not satisfy

formula (4), then there are s, a such that LSR(s)(s1, S1) A

A 1 EQV.(si, S.).A.A(s). But then we can build a model

M' with the same universe, taking all the constants other

than those in S to be the same, and the constants of S take

the values of s.

For M', we show now that M' <* M. We follow the

conditions of definition 4.1 one by one.

1. is satisfied by the construction of M'.

2. is satisfied because s satisfies the second component

of the bracketed part of the CPs formula.

3. is satisfied because s satisfies the first component of

the bracketed part of the CPs formula.

We have found a model M' with M' <* M. Contradic

tion.

Lemma 4.3 For & e |M|*, 3 is a strict partial order

over models of C.

PROOF Irreflexivity is simply because LSR(P,Q) is ir

reflexive (R ſh P 9: Q ſh R). It is now enough to prove

transitivity. Let M.M.M. with same domain, and

& e |M||*. Assume Mi <$ M2 and M2 <$ M3. We

prove the conditions for M1 <$ M3 one by one.

1. For K not in S, K*1 = K*2 = K*3.

2. For every i e {1, ..., n}, sº,sº coincide on

{m | –V." (ć, m)}, and Sº,Sº coincide on

{m | –V.”(£, m)}. Since V* = W.” (recall that

Xr, uV;(r, u) is a formula that contains no element

from S), sº,sº coincide on {n –V." (ć, m)}.

Thussº ysº coincide on {n -VA, (§, m)}.

3. LSR(k)(S^*, Sº) and LSR(k)(S^*, Sí"), and

thus (transitivity of 3) LSR(k)(Sí" 2 s^*).

Thus we proved all three requirements for M1 <$ M3

and transitivity is proved. Assymetry follows from transi

tivity and irreflexivity. In
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Recall that our notation is Ra: = XuR(r, u) and that R is

used to control the domain for the comparison of the min

imized predicates. Intuitively, the following proposition

says that if we always restrict the comparison of the mini

mized predicates to the same domain and there are finitely

many models to the original theory, then the circumscrip

tion is satisfiable.

Proposition 4.4 Let A be a satisfiable theory with finitely

many models, and let Rx = Ry for all c, ye |M|*. Then,

CPs(A; S1/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/VA) is satisfiable.

PROOF Assume there is no model M that satis

fies CPs[A; S1/R; S1/V1, ..., Sn/VA). Then, there is no

model M in [A(S)] such that VM' e [A(S)] V8 e

|M|* -(M' <$ M). Take $o e |M|*. Since [A] is

finite and <$9 is a strict partial order, there must be at least

one minimal element M for <$0 from the models of A.

If a minimal model M1 of 38° is not a minimal element

according to some <$1, then <$1 has a minimal model

M2 <$1 M1. Since M2 is not minimal according to all

of the «'s, there is yet another model M3 that is smaller

according to yet another 3°.

Since there are finitely many models, if we continue

such a chain of models, we will eventually end up

with a cycle. Without loss of generality assume that

the cycle is M1, M2, ..., M.n, M1. But then we get

LSR(e.)(S^*, S^*),...LSR(s)(S^*, Sº). Now we

use the fact that R($1) = R($2) = ... = R($n) and

get that LSR(k)(S^*, Sí"), ...LSR(s)(S^*, S^*).

Therefore, using the transitivity of LSR(s) we get

LSR(k)(S^*, Sí"), contradicting the irreflexivity of

LSR(s).

Last, we find out the following proposition.

Proposition 4.5 1. McCarthy's Circumscription is

equivalent to Point-Sensitive Circumscription with

R = TRUE and V = TRUE.

2. Lifschitz's Generalized Pointwise Circumscription is

equivalent to Point-Sensitive Circumscription with

Ra: = Xr'(z = z').

PROOF

1. CPs [A; SI/TRUE, SI/TRUE, ..., Sn/TRUE) =

A(S)^Vrs-(LSTRUE(s1, S1)^/\! 1 EQTRUE(si, S.).A

A(s)) si is allowed to differ from S1 with no limitations.

Since LSTRUE(81, S1) = (81 Ž S1) we get the simplified

Point-Sensitive Circumscription formula

A(S) A Vs-[si < SI AA(S)]

which is exactly McCarthy's Circumscription formula.

2. CPs[A; S1/Rar; S1/V1, ..., Sn/V.) is, by definition,

A(S) A Wars-(LSR, (s1, S1) A /\! 1 EQV.(si, S.) A

A(s)). Let Ra: = Ar'(ir = r"). Then,

LSR, (P,Q) is Vr'(Ra:(r') => (Pr' => Qr')) A

Br'(Ræ(r') A -Pr' A Qr') which is equivalent to - Pr A

Qar. Thus, we get CPs[A; S1/Ræ; S1/V1, ..., Sn/VA) =

CPwſA; Sio; Si/Vi,..., Sn/Vn).

5 EXAMPLES USING POINT-SENSITIVE

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

We examine two applications of Point-Sensitive Circum

scription. First, we shortly re-examine the example from

section 3. Then, we review one application of Point

wise Circumscription for the formalization of Prototyp

ical Chronological Minimization (PCM), which is one

known solution to the Frame Problem (for some ontologi

cal classes"). Finally, we examine this application with the

proposed Point-Sensitive Circumscription and with Gener

alized Global Circumscription (as proposed in (Lifschitz,

1987) (formula (14))).

5.1 MULTIPLE MINIMAL MODELS

Let us first recall the example from section 3. Let A(P) =

(P(X) v P(Y)) A X # Y. Let (Ver) = TRUE for all

ar, so that p is allowed to differ from P with no limitations.

Let R = TRUE, so that LSR.(P,Q) = (P 9. Q). We get

the simplified Point-Sensitive Circumscription formula

A(P)A Vp-[p < PA A(p)]

which is exactly McCarthy's Circumscription formula.

Thus, for A(P) = (P(X) v P(Y)) A X # Y, we get the

following result (contrary to proposition 3.1 for the Point

wise Circumscription case):

Proposition 5.1 CPs[A(P); P/R; P/Ar.True) is equiva

lent to

(Vr(P(r) + r = X)) V (Vr(P(r) + r = Y)) A X # Y

PROOF First, notice that By theorem 4.5,

CPs[A(P); P; P/AT.True) is in fact equivalent to

A(P) A Vp-ſp < PA A(p)]. At this point, all we need to

notice is that we got McCarthy's Circumscription which is

known to have the required equivalence. -

Let us now re-examine the situation as seen by the seman

tics of proposition 4.2. Let U = {r, y} be the set of el

*See (Sandewall, 1994).
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ements in the universe. We explore the same models dis

cussed in section 3, Mx, My, Mxy and Mø. Figure 3

below displays the two orders < *, ** on models.

Figure 3: The orders <^ and <'.

5.2 PCM USING POINTWISE

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

Doherty and Lukaszewicz (Doherty and Lukaszewicz,

1994) examined various solutions to the Frame Problem,

implementing them using either McCarthy's Circumscrip

tion or Lifschitz's Generalized Pointwise Circumscription

(formula (2) above). We briefly review some of the theory

of Features and Fluents (Sandewall, 1994) and one of the

solutions that was examined in (Doherty and Lukaszewicz,

1994), namely, PCM, for which Pointwise Circumscription

was used.

5.2.1 The general theory for PCM

The language C(FL) is a sorted first-order language with

equality. There are two domain independent sorts, T for

time points (t, s are variables of that sort) and J for propo

sitional fluents (f, g are variables of that sort), which are

functions from time to truth values. We include the predi

cate symbols Holds, Clip of type T x ſ and the predicate

symbols <, sº of type 7 x T (total orders on time points).

Let Tc = ToBs U TscD U Tun A denote the set of for

mulas in C(FL) corresponding to the given scenario de

scription, where ToBs are the observation axioms (e.g.,

Holds(f, s)), Tscd are the schedule axioms (a form of

“effect axioms”) and TUNA are the appropriate unique

name axioms for the fluent constants. TPER denotes the

set containing the two persistence axioms

Vft. Holds(t,f) => [Holds(t + 1, f)VClip(t + 1, f)]

Vft.-Holds(t,f) => [-Holds(t + 1, f)VClip(t + 1, f)]

PCM is defined roughly as follows (see (Sandewall and

Shoham, 1994) for more details): Interpretations I <pcm

I' iff |I| = |I' (the objects are the same) and there is to

such that

1. for all t < to, R(t) = R'(t) (the fluents are identical

in I and I' before to) and

2. breakset(I, to) C breakset(I", to) (the fluent-value

changes from to — 1 to to in I are a subset of the ap

propriate changes in I").

Then the set of models for PCM is Spcm(T) =

Min(<pcm, [T])).

For the logic of PCM, we include the follow

ing. Let T(Clip, Holds) denote the theory

Tc U TPER. Let V(t,f) = At'f'.[(t,f) -

(t', f') v t < t'] and U(t,f) = At'f'.[t < t']. Then,

CPw (T(Clip, Holds); Clip; Clip/V, Holds/U] is

T(Clip, Holds)A

Vt, f.Vclip, holds.-[Clip(t,f) A –clip(t,f)^

EQv(t,f) (Clip, clip) /\ EQU(t,f) (Holds, holds)A

T(clip, holds)]

(5)

The intention is that when minimizing Clip at time t for

fluent f, the only part of Clip's extension that will vary is

the point (t,f) itself or (t', f') for t' > t and arbitrary f'.

In addition, Holds is varied only for time points t' > t.

5.2.2 YSP: global minimization and nondeterministic

actions

Let us examine a variant of the Yale Shooting Scenario

(YSS) ((Hanks and McDermott, 1986)). Assume that there

are two turkeys, Turkey 1 and Turkey2. As a result of the

gun's being shot, exactly one turkey dies. For this, we have

the propositions ALIVE1, DEAD1, ALIVE2, DEAD2,

LOADED. Initially, both turkeys are alive, and the gun

is LOADED. We have the action sequence of waiting and

then shooting.

obs1 [0, oo)(ALIVE1 - -DEAD1)

obs1 [0, coy(ALIVE2 - -DEAD2)

obs3 [0]ALIVE1, ALIVE2, LOADED

scd1 |s|LOADED → [s, t)ALIVE1 := TF

obs4 [s]LOADED → [s, t)ALIVE2 ++-ALIVE1

scd2 0 < s < t

(6)

scd1 says that, given that at time s the gun is loaded, then

between s and t, Turkeyl either dies or stays alive (as a

result of the shooting action). obs4 then says that in the

.
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process of executing the turkeys (the time frame [s, t), one

turkey stays alive iff the other dies” (notice that we had

to write obs4 as an observation because of the cues of the

language). One of the intended results of applying (5) is

that the turkeys are still alive at time s, but this is not what

we get. Applying (5) yields two minimal models with

obs3

obs3

M1 H

M2 E

[s]ALIVE1

[s]-ALIVE1

The reason for the unintended minimal model is the insis

tence on minimizing one fluent at a time, while not allow

ing other changes for other fluents for the same time point.

One proposed solution might be to minimize change for all

the fluents at once for a given time point. For this solution,

we set the policy V to be

V(t,f) = At'f'.[t < t']. (7)

Trying to use (7), we now encounter the problem discussed

in section 3, i.e., that in the presence of fluents that are

minimized in a circular fashion (i.e., minimizing P while

varying Q and vice versa), the minimal models must agree

on the involved predicates.

There are two intended minimal models for this scenario,

one in which Turkey 1 is eventually dead, and another

in which Turkey2 is eventually dead. But 3 (******)

prefers Turkey2 to be dead, and <^*W*) prefers

Turkey2 to be dead. Thus, neither is a minimal model, and

Pointwise Circumscription incurs inconsistency.

5.3 COMPARING SOLUTIONS

It is important to note that the problems we describe above

do not affect the findings of (Doherty and Lukaszewicz,

1994), because these problems fall outside the ontological

class that the formalization of (Doherty and Lukaszewicz,

1994) tried to formalize, namely the ontological class

Kp-IAez. This class assumes that there are no observa

tions outside the initial state. For the purposes of (Do

herty and Lukaszewicz, 1994), a domain constraint such as

DEAD1 + -ALIVE1 is an observation for time points

later than 0. Thus, to include this more advanced class, we

need filtering”.

Using Point-Sensitive Circumscription, we can do better

than that. Let the range for comparison be controlled

by R(t,f) = Xt'f'[t' = t . As a result of apply

ing the circumscription policy (7) to theory (6), we get

“Meaning that exactly one turkey dies.

*Notice that our example (6) is in K-IAenr.

CPs(T(Clip, Holds); Clip/R; Clip/V, Holds/U] =

T(Clip, Holds)A

Vt, fyclip, holds-(LSRG f)(clip, Clip)^

EQv(t,f) (Clip, clip) A EQU(t,f) (Holds, holds)A

T(clip, holds)]

(8)

This formula minimizes Clip for each time point for all flu

ents together (rather than per fluent). We get the following

two minimal models

M1 H obs3 (t1]-ALIVE1, DEAD1,

—ALIVE2, DEAD2, LOADED

M2 H obsä (t1]ALIVE1, -DEAD1,

—ALIVE2, DEAD2, LOADED

which is exactly the outcome we wanted.

We do not claim that Point-Sensitive Circumscription can

formalize the entire K-IA ontological class, but that it can

take you farther than Pointwise Circumscription can. In

more precise terms, we showed that Point-Sensitive Cir

cumscription can simulate PCM in some cases that are

outside Kp – -IAer (the class treated by (Doherty and

Lukaszewicz, 1994)). A hint that Point-Sensitive Circum

scription may be able to simulate the ramification as given

in the semantics of (Lin and Reiter, 1994), was given in

(Amir, 1997).

Last, let us examine another proposal made in (Lifschitz,

1987), namely, an expanded version of Global Circum

scription:

CircaſA; P; Z/V] =

A(P, Z) A Voz-[EQv(2, Z) A A(p, 2) A p < Pl

This is a reduced version of CPs (taking R = TRUE

V(t,f) = V, we get CPs = Circa) in which we can not

use different domains V, for different points in the mini

mization. In the example above, it is essential to vary the

fluents only for time points later than the current time point.

Therefore, this proposal is not enough for the representa

tion of the preference needed above.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In the context of Theories of Action, Pointwise Circum

scription is sufficient if we restrict ourselves to determinis

tic actions and to cases in which there are no domain con

straints and no action's effects are dependent on other ac

tions’ effects.

We showed that Pointwise Circumscription does not yield

the right conclusions for some cases in which there are mul

tiple minimal models (for McCarthy's Circumscription).

This is due to the “point-wise-ness” of that form of circum

scription. We described Point-Sensitive Circumscription,
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a generalization of both McCarthy's Circumscription and

Lifschitz's Pointwise Circumscription, and showed that it

is useful for Theories of Action. Point-Sensitive Circum

scription allows us to choose our degree of “point-wise

ness” (as suggested by the fact that both Circumscription

and Pointwise Circumscription are its special cases) by

controlling the domain used for the comparison of pred

icates. Since most uses of Pointwise Circumscription to

date (e.g., (Doherty and Lukaszewicz, 1994)) refer mostly

to the last property (variance control) rather than the first

one (“point-wise-ness”), Point-Sensitive Circumscription

is a useful substitute.
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Abstract

A previous paper introduced the nonmono

tonic formalism of causal theories, along with

a general method for representing action do

mains in it. Here we show that causal ac

tion theories provide a basis for effective au

tomated planning. To this end, we define

several properties plans may have, such as

executability, determinism, and validity. We

then identify a class of causal action theo

ries for which (i) there is a concise transla

tion into classical logic, and (ii) the models

of the resulting classical theories correspond

to valid plans. These results enable satisfi

ability planning (in the sense of Kautz and

Selman) on the basis of action formalizations

that include indirect effects of actions (ramifi

cations), implied action preconditions (quali

fications), concurrent actions, and other fea

tures of action domains. Causal theories rep

resenting the large blocks world and logis

tics planning problems from [Kautz and Sel

man, 1996] are solved comparatively quickly,

demonstrating the effectiveness of our ap

proach.

1 INTRODUCTION

The language of causal theories is a simple nonmono

tonic formalism, intended for representing the condi

tions under which facts are caused. The formalism

was introduced in [McCain and Turner, 1997), along

with a general method for representing action domains

as causal theories. In the current paper, we describe

an implemented approach to satisfiability planning

[Kautz and Selman, 1992, 1996), which is based on a

translation from the “definite” subclass of causal the

ories into classical propositional logic. This approach

to planning is noteworthy for two reasons. First,

it is based on a formalism for describing action do

mains that is more expressive than the STRIPS-based

formalisms traditionally used in automated planning.

Such features, for example, as indirect effects of actions

(ramifications), implied action preconditions (qualifi

cations), and concurrent actions are easily represented

in causal theories." Secondly, our experiments sug

gest that the additional expressiveness of causal the

ories comes with no performance penalty in satisfia

bility planning. Specifically, in this paper we show

that the large blocks world and logistics planning prob

lems used by Kautz and Selman [1996) to demonstrate

the effectiveness of satisfiability planning can be con

veniently represented as causal theories and solved in

times comparable to those that they have obtained.

Because causal theories are more expressive than tradi

tional planning languages, we must consider the pre

liminary question of when a sequence of actions is a

valid plan for achieving a goal G in an initial situa

tion So. A valid plan has two fundamental properties:

sufficiency and executability. Roughly speaking, a suf

ficient plan will always achieve G if carried out starting

in So, and an executable plan can always be carried out

starting in So. We will make these ideas precise, in the

setting of causal action theories.

We must also consider how to find valid plans by the

satisfiability method. Assume that T is a classical

propositional theory describing the worlds that are

“causally possible” for an action domain. In satisfi

ability planning, a plan is obtained by extracting the

sequence of actions from a model of T that satisfies

both the initial state So and the goal G. We will call a

plan obtained in this way a causally possible plan, be

cause what we know in this case is simply that there

is at least one causally possible world in which the

*For more on the expressiveness of causal theories, see

[McCain and Turner, 1997, Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998,

Lifschitz, 1997, McCain, 1997, Turner, 1998].
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plan achieves G starting in So. In order for satisfia

bility planning to be sound, we must guarantee that

the causally possible plans are in fact valid. Accord

ingly, we define a subclass of definite causal theories,

called “simple,” and show that their translations into

classical logic are suitable for satisfiability planning.

That is, the plans obtained from the models of their

translations are not only causally possible, but also

deterministic, and thus, as we will show, valid.

The main contributions of the paper are (1) to provide

a theoretical foundation for satisfiability planning on

the basis of causal theories, and (2) to present exper

imental evidence that the approach is relatively effec

tive. More specifically, we define a family of funda

mental properties a plan may have: causally possible,

deterministic, sufficient, executable. We say a plan is

valid if and only if it is sufficient and executable. We

prove that every causally possible, deterministic plan

is valid. We then identify a class of “simple” causal

theories suitable for satisfiability planning. Simple

causal theories have a concise translation into classical

logic, and, as we prove, the classical models yield valid

plans. Simple causal theories are very expressive, thus

enabling planning with respect to a wide variety of ac

tion domains. We also provide experimental evidence

that this planning approach can be very effective on

classical problems, by solving, comparatively quickly,

the large blocks worlds and logistics planning problems

from [Kautz and Selman, 1996).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews

the syntax and semantics of causal theories, and de

fines a concise translation from definite causal theories

into classical logic. Section 3 illustrates our method of

formalizing action domains in causal theories. Sec

tion 4 defines plan validity and related notions for

causal action theories. Section 5 defines the class of

simple causal theories, and presents the main theorem

showing that satisfiability planning is sound for sim

ple theories. Section 6 describes an implementation of

satisfiability planning with causal theories. Section 7

reports experimental results on the large blocks world

and logistics planning problems from [Kautz and Sel

man, 1996]. Section 8 consists of the proof of the main

theorem. We conclude briefly in Section 9.

2 CAUSAL THEORIES

2.1 SYNTAX

Begin with a language of propositional logic, whose

signature is given by a nonempty set of atoms. (In

application to formalizing action domains, atoms are

taken to represent propositions about the values of flu

ents and the occurrences of actions at specific times.)

Assume that the language includes a zero-place logi

cal connective True such that True is a tautology. Let

False stand for - True. A literal is an atom or the

negation of an atom. For any literal L., L. denotes its

complement. We identify an interpretation with the

set of literals true in it.

By a causal law we mean an expression of the form

q => p (1)

where p and iſ are formulas of the underlying propo

sitional language. By the antecedent and consequent

of (1), we mean the formulas (p and "p, respectively.

We emphasize that (1) is not the material conditional

(p D ºp. The intended reading of (1) is: Necessarily,

if p then the fact that iſ is caused. Thus, we may say

that (1) describes a condition under which wb is caused.

By a causal theory we mean a set of causal laws.

2.2 SEMANTICS

For every causal theory D and interpretation I, let

D' = {tl| : for some 4, b => p e D and I H 6).

Main definition. Let D be a causal theory. An in

terpretation I is causally explained according to D if

I is the unique model of D'.

As discussed in [McCain and Turner, 1997], this defini

tion reflects a principle of “universal causation”: every

literal that is true in a causally explained interpreta

tion I according to D is required to be caused in I ac

cording to D. Intuitively, when D describes an action

domain, the interpretations that are causally explained

according to D correspond to the world histories that

are causally possible according to D. For a more help

ful introduction to the causal theories formalism, see

[McCain and Turner, 1997].

2.3 LITERAL COMPLETION

A causal theory D is definite if

• the consequent of each causal law in D is either a

literal or False, and

• every literal is the consequent of finitely many

causal laws in D.

Notice that, due to the first condition, an interpre

tation I is causally explained according to a definite

causal theory D if and only if I = D'.

In this paper, we will be particularly interested in defi

nite causal theories, because they have a concise trans

lation into classical propositional logic.
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Let D be a definite causal theory. By the literal com

pletion of D, denoted by lcomp(D), we mean the clas

sical propositional theory obtained by an elaboration

of the Clark completion method [Clark, 1978), as fol

lows. For each literal L in the language of D, include

in loomp(D) the formula

L = (61 V . . . V dºn) (2)

where pi, ..., bn are the antecedents of the causal laws

in D with consequent L. (Of course, if no causal law

in D has consequent L, then (2) becomes L = False.)

We will call formula (2) the completion of L. Also, for

each causal law of the form q => False in D, include

in loomp(D) the formula - p. We will sometimes refer

to causal laws with consequent False as constraints.

For example, let D1 be the causal theory (in the lan

guage with exactly the atoms p and q) consisting of

the causal laws

p => p, - q => p, q => q, -q => -q, q => False.

Causal theory D1 is definite, and loomp(D1) is

{p = p V -q, -p = False, q = q., -q = -q, -q}.

The following proposition generalizes slightly a result

presented without proof in [McCain and Turner, 1997].

Proposition 1 An intepretation I is causally ex

plained according to a definite causal theory D if and

only if I is a model of loomp(D).

Proof. Assume I = D'. Then for every literal Le I,

(i) there is a formula p such that b => L belongs to D

and I H (p, and (ii) there is no formula p such that

q = L belongs to D and I H (p. It follows that for

every literal Le I, (i) I satisfies the completion of L,

and (ii) I satisfies the completion of L. That is, I

satisfies the completion of every literal in the language

of D. Similarly, since False # D', we can conclude

that I satisfies every formula in lcomp(D) obtained

from a constraint. So I is a model of loomp(D). Proof

in the other direction is similar. D

Let D be a causal theory, T a set of formulas, and @ a

formula. We write

T HD q, (3)

to say that p is true in every model of T that is causally

explained according to D.

The following corollary suggests an approach to query

evaluation for definite causal theories.

Corollary 1 Let D be a definite causal theory, T a

set of formulas, and Ó a formula. T HD q if and only

if loomp(D) UT U {-4} is unsatisfiable.

3 CAUSAL ACTION THEORIES

3.1 C (F,A,T) LANGUAGES

When representing an action domain by a causal the

ory, it is convenient to describe the underlying propo

sitional signature by means of three pairwise-disjoint

sets: a nonempty set F of fluent names, a set A of

action names, and a nonempty set T of time names

(corresponding to the natural numbers or an initial

segment of the natural numbers). The atoms of the

language C (F,A,T) are divided into two classes, de

fined as follows. The fluent atoms are expressions of

the form f such that f € F and t e T. Intuitively,

f, is true if and only if the fluent f holds at time t.

The action atoms are expressions of the form at such

that a e A and t, t-1 e T.” Intuitively, at is true if

and only if the action a occurs at time t.

An action literal is an action atom or its negation. A

fluent literal is a fluent atom or its negation. A fluent

formula is a propositional combination of fluent atoms.

We say that a formula refers to a time t if an atom of

the form at occurs in it.

An C (F,A,T) domain description is a causal theory

in an C (F,A,T) language.

3.2 EXAMPLE DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS

To illustrate our approach to action formalization, we

will represent a “falling dominos” domain and a “pen

dulum” domain. (For a gentler introduction, see [Mc

Cain and Turner, 1997].) These examples demonstrate

interesting expressive possibilities of causal theories.

Both descriptions are definite, and, as we will see, suit

able for satisfiability planning.

3.2.1 Dominos Domain

We wish to describe the chain reaction of dominos

falling over one after the other, after the first domino

is tipped over.

Let the fluent names be Up(1), ..., Up(4), and let the

single action name be Tip. Identify time with the nat

ural numbers 0, ..., 4.

Here, as usual, we assume that facts about the occur

rences of actions are exogenous to the causal theory.

We express this assumption by writing the following

schemas, where A is a meta-variable for action names.

(Throughout, t is a meta-variable for time names.)

At => At (4)

-At => -At (5)

*As you might expect, the expression t-1 stands for

the name of the successor of the number named by t.

º

:

:

!

º
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Schema (4) says that the occurrence of an action A at

a time t is caused whenever A occurs at t. Similarly,

schema (5) says that the non-occurrence of A at time t

is caused whenever A does not occur at t.

We also typically assume that facts about the initial

values of fluents are exogenous, by writing the schemas

Fo => Fo (6)

-Fö => →Fo (7)

where F is a meta-variable for fluent names.

The fluent names Up(1), ..., Up(4) will be designated

inertial. For inertial fluents we write the following

schemas, where I is a meta-variable for inertial fluent

nameS.

It /\ Itti E- Iºl (8)

- It A -It 1 => -Itti (9)

The first schema says that whenever an inertial fluent

remains true from one time to the next, its truth at

the latter time is caused. The second schema is similar.

Taken together, these schemas solve the frame problem

for inertial fluents.

We describe the direct effect and action precondition

of the Tip action by writing

Tip, => → Up(1)*H (10)

- Up(1): A Tip, => False. (11)

So Tip is the action of tipping over the first domino.

It can only be done if the first domino is standing up.

We describe the chain reaction mechanism as follows,

where d is a meta-variable ranging over numbers 1, 2, 3.

Up(d), A - Up(d),H => -Up(d+1)*12 (12)

Notice that this schema does not mention an action.

It describes dynamic change involving three distinct

time points. Roughly speaking, if domino d falls in

the interval from t to t+1, then domino d-H1 is caused

to fall in the interval from t-i-1 to t+2.

Let D2 be the causal theory given by schemas (4)–(12).

Let I be the interpretation shown below.

Tipo -Tipi -Tip2 -Tips

Up(1)o e - Up(1)1 - Up(1)2 - Up(1)3 -Up(1)4

Up(2)0 Up(2)1 e - Up(2)2 -Up(2)3 - Up(2)4

Up(3)o Up(3)1 Up(3)2 e - Up(3)3 - Up(3)4

Up(4)o Up(4)1 Up(4)2 Up(4)3 • - Up(4)4

Interpretation I specifies, for all actions a and times t

such that t+1 e T, whether or not a occurs at t, and,

for all fluents f and times t, whether or not f holds

at t. The only action occurrence is Tip at time 0. One

easily verifies that I = Dž. The four literals preceded

by bullets appear in D; due to the domain specific

schemas (10) and (12). The other literals appear due

to “standard schemas” (4)–(9). Hence, I is causally

explained according to D2.

3.2.2 Pendulum Domain

As a second example, we will formalize a dynamic do

main from (Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998). In this

domain there is a pendulum. In the course of nature

(i.e., in the absence of interventions), the pendulum

bob swings back and forth from right to left. How

ever, at any time the agent can intervene to change

the course of nature by holding the bob in its cur

rent location. So long as he continues to hold it, the

bob remains where it is. When he no longer holds it,

the bob resumes its natural course, swinging back and

forth from right to left.

In formalizing the Pendulum domain, we will use a

single action name Hold and fluent name Right. We

will identify time with the natural numbers 0, ..., 4.

The effects of the action Hold are specified straightfor

wardly by writing

Hold, A Right, -> Right,a (13)

Hold, A -Right, => - Right,11. (14)

The behavior of the pendulum in the absence of inter

ventions is described by writing

Right, A →Right, i => - Right,H. (16)

Like schemas (8) and (9) for inertia, schemas (15) and

(16) describe a course of nature. Here the course of na

ture is dynamic rather than static, but otherwise there

are clear similarities between the two pairs of schemas.

Both pairs allow for the possibility that the course of

nature may be overridden by the effects of actions, and

both achieve this without mentioning facts about the

non-occurrence of actions as preconditions.

In essence, schemas (15) and (16) solve the frame prob

lem for the dynamic fluent Right in the same way that

(8) and (9) solve the frame problem for inertial fluents.

Let D3 be the causal theory given by schemas (4)–(7)

and (13)–(16). Let the interpretation I be as follows.

- Holdo Holdi Hold?

Righto -Right - Right,

-Holds

One easily verifies that I = D3. Hence, I is causally

explained according to D3.
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4 PLANNING WITH CAUSAL

ACTION THEORIES

In this section we define fundamental notions related

to planning, in the setting of causal action theories.

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description. By an

initial state description we mean a set So of fluent lit

erals that refer to time 0 such that (1) for every fluent

name Fe F, exactly one of Fo, -Fo belongs to So,

and (2) So WD False. Intuitively, an initial state de

scription specifies an initial state that occurs in some

causally possible world, i.e., a causally possible initial

state. By a time-specific goal, we simply mean a fluent

formula. Notice that a time-specific goal may refer to

more than one time. By an action history we mean

a set P of action literals such that, for every action

name A e A and time t such that t+1 e T, exactly

one of At, -At belongs to P. Every interpretation in

cludes exactly one action history.

We will define when an action history P is a valid

plan for achieving a time-specific goal G in an initial

state So. This definition rests on the more fundamen

tal notions of sufficiency and executability, which we

also define. We define two other properties of plans,

more naturally associated with satisfiability planning.

One is determinism. The other is discussed next.

4.1 CAUSALLY POSSIBLE PLANS

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description, So an ini

tial state description, and G a time-specific goal. An

action history P is a causally possible plan for achiev

ing G in So if

So U PH/D –G.

This condition says that there is, intuitively speak

ing, some causally possible world in which G can be

achieved by executing P in initial state So.

Corollary 1 yields the following proposition.

Proposition 2 Let D be a definite C (F,A,T) domain

description, So an initial state description, and G a

time-specific goal. An action history P is included in

a model of loomp(D) U So U (G} if and only if P is a

causally possible plan for achieving G in So.

This proposition guarantees that every plan obtained

by the satisfiability method is causally possible. Unfor

tunately, this is a rather weak guarantee. For example,

in a nondeterministic “coin tossing” domain, a causally

possible plan for having the coin lie heads at time 1,

after lying tails at time 0, is simply to toss the coin at

time 0. We can make this precise, as follows. We use

a single fluent name Heads, a single action name Toss,

and two times, 0 and 1. We designate Heads iner

tial. The causal theory D4 for the action domain is

represented by standard schemas (4)–(9), along with

domain specific schemas (17) and (18) below.

Toss, A Headstºl => Headstill (17)

Toss, A -Heads#1 => -Heads#1 (18)

Take So = {−Headso}, G = Heads, and P = {Tosso}.

One easily checks that the interpretation So UPU (G}

is causally explained according to D4. Hence, P is a

causally possible plan for achieving Heads, in So. On

the other hand, P is also a causally possible plan for

achieving -Heads, in So, since So U P'U (-G} is also

causally explained according to D4.

4.2 SUFFICIENT PLANS

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description, So an ini

tial state description, and G a time-specific goal. An

action history P is a sufficient plan for achieving G

in So if

So U P HD G.

Intuitively, according to this definition, G will be

achieved whenever P is done starting in So.

Sufficiency does not say anything about whether P can

be executed in So, so it is not surprising that some

sufficient plans are not valid. In fact, even plans that

are both causally possible and sufficient can fail to be

valid. Here is an example, again involving coin toss

ing, along with a second action of truly saying that

the coin lies heads. We have a single fluent name,

Heads, two action names, Toss and TrulySayHeads,

and three times, 0, 1 and 2. Again Heads is inertial.

The causal theory D5 for this action domain is rep

resented by standard schemas (4)–(9), together with

domain specific schemas (17) and (18) from D4, and

one additional domain specific schema, shown below.

TrulySayHeads, A -Heads: => False (19)

Take So = {−Headso}, G = Heads2, and let P consist

of Tosso, - TrulySayHeadso, - Tossi, TrulySayHeads, .

So the plan is to toss the coin and then truly say

heads. There is exactly one model of So U P that is

causally explained by D5–namely, the interpretation

So UPU (Heads, Heads2}. Therefore, P is a suffi

cient, causally possible plan for achieving Heads2 in So.

That is, roughly speaking, there is a causally possible

world in which doing P in So achieves Heads2, and,

moreover, in any causally possible world in which P

is done in So, Heads2 is achieved. Nonetheless, P is

not a valid plan. Intuitively, the problem is that P is

not executable in So-it could be that the coin comes
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up tails after the initial toss, in which case the agent

cannot truly say heads at time 1.

4.3 EXECUTABLE PLANS

We next define when a plan is executable in an initial

state. Unfortunately, this condition is less convenient

to state and check than the previous ones.

Let D be an £(F,A,T) domain description. For any

time name t e T, let TIt = {se T: s st}. Given a

set X of C (F,A,T) literals, and a time name t, we

write X|t to denote the set of all literals in X that

belong to the restricted language C (F,A,Tt).

Let P be an action history and So an initial state de

scription. We specify when Pt is executable in So

by the following recursive definition. P0 is erecutable

in So. (Note that P10 = 0.) For all times t-i-1 e T,

P|t+1 is executable in So if the following two condi

tions hold: (i) Pit is executable in So, and (ii) for

every causally explained interpretation I that satisfies

Soup|t, there is a model of It U Pit--1 that is causally

explained. Finally, we say that P itself is erecutable

in So if, for every time t e T, Pit is executable in So.

So a plan P is executable if all of its prefixes are. Recall

that a prefix Pit completely specifies all action occur

rences before time t, and that Pt--1 specifies in addi

tion the action occurrences at time t. Thus Pt-F 1 is

executable, roughly speaking, if Pit is and, no matter

the state of the world after executing Plt, the actions

specified by P for time t can then be performed.

For example, consider more closely why the plan P

from the last example is not executable in So. Re

call that initially the coin lies tails. The prefix P1 is

executable in So. That is, it is possible to toss and

not truly say heads at time 0. But prefix P2 is not

executable in So. Intuitively, it may not be possible

to truly say heads at time 1. More precisely, notice

that the interpretation I obtained from So U P1 by

adding -Heads, - Tossi, - TrulySayHeads, -Heads2 is

causally explained according to D5, yet no model

of II.1 UP12 is causally explained. This is because

no causally explained interpretation satisfies both

-Heads, and TrulySayHeads.

4.4 VALID PLANS

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description, So an ini

tial state description, and G a time-specific goal. An

action history P is a valid plan for achieving G in So

if it is both sufficient and executable.

The next proposition shows that valid plans are

causally possible.

Lemma 1 Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain descrip

tion and So an initial state description. If an ac

tion history P is executable in So, then there is model

of So U P that is causally explained according to D.

Proof Sketch. The definition of the executabil

ity of P in So provides a basis for constructing a

causally explained interpretation I such that, for all

times t e T, I satisfies So U Plt. D

Proposition 3 Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, So an initial state description, and G a time

specific goal. If P is a valid plan for achieving G in So,

then it is a causally possible plan for achieving G in So.

Proof. By Lemma 1, since P is executable in So,

some model I of So U P is causally explained. Since

P is sufficient for G in S0, So U P HD G. Hence, I sat

isfies G, which shows that So U P 7/D →G. D

4.5 DETERMINISTIC PLANS

We will define one more class of plans, the determinis

tic plans. We will show that if a plan is causally pos

sible and deterministic, it is valid. This is a key result

in our approach to satisfiability planning. In Section 5

we will introduce the class of simple C (F,A,T) do

main descriptions, and show that for them all causally

possible plans are deterministic, and thus valid.

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description, P an ac

tion history, and So an initial state description. For

every time t, Pt is deterministic in So if for all

fluent names F and times s st, So U Pt HD F, or

So U Pt HD -F. We say that P is deterministic in So

if for every time t e T, Pt is deterministic in So.

Thus a plan P is deterministic if all of its prefixes are.

Recall that a prefix PIt is a complete specification of

action occurrences for all times before t. Prefix Pit is

deterministic if, roughly speaking, performance of the

actions in Pit starting in So would completely deter

mine the values of all fluents up to time t.

This definition yields a strong lemma.

Lemma 2 Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description

and So an initial state description. If an action his

tory P is deterministic in So, then at most one model

of So U P is causally explained according to D.

Proof. Let I and I' be causally explained mod

els of So U P. Consider any fluent atom F. Since

P is deterministic in So, so is Pt. Since both I and

I' satisfy So U Plt, it follows that they agree on F.

Hence I = I’. []

The converse of Lemma 2 does not hold. P may fail
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to be deterministic in So even when there is at most

one causally explained model of So U.P. We illustrate

this with another coin tossing example. Take a sin

gle fluent name, Heads, and three action names, Toss,

TrulySayHeads and TrulySayTails. Identify time with

the natural numbers. Once more we designate Heads

inertial. The domain description D6 is represented by

standard schemas (4)–(9), together with domain spe

cific schemas (17), (18) and (19) from D5, and two

more domain specific schemas, shown below.

TrulySayTails, A Heads: => False (20)

TrulySayHeads, E TrulySayTails, => False (21)

Due to (21), exactly one non-toss action occurs at ev

ery time in every causally possible world. Moreover,

by (19) and (20), whenever truly say heads occurs,

the coin lies heads, and whenever truly say tails oc

curs, the coin lies tails. Thus, each causally possible

world is completely determined by its initial state and

the actions that are performed in it. For instance, let

So = {−Headso} and consider the plan P in which the

agent initially tosses and concurrently truly says tails,

and forever after truly says heads and does not toss.

Although exactly one model of So U P is causally ex

plained, P is not deterministic. This is because P1

is not deterministic. That is, tossing and concurrently

truly saying heads at time 0 simply does not determine

the state of the coin at time 1.

Proposition 4 Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, So an initial state description, andG a time

specific goal. If P is a causally possible plan for achiev

ing G in So and P is also deterministic in So, then P is

a valid plan for achieving G in So.

Proof. Since P is a causally possible plan for achiev

ing G in So, some model I" of So UPU (G} is causally

explained. By Lemma 2, no other model of So UP is

causally explained. Since I* satisfies G, P is sufficient

for achieving G in So. To show that P is executable

in So, we prove by induction that for all times t, Pt is

executable in So. The base case is trivial. For the in

ductive step, we show that P|t--1 is executable in So.

By the inductive hypothesis, Pt is executable in So.

Thus we can complete the proof as follows. Assume

that I is a causally explained model of So U Pt. Notice

that both I and I* satisfy So U Plt. Since P is deter

ministic in So, so is Plt, and it follows that I*|t = It.

Since I* also satisfies Pt --1, we're done. []

Of course the converse of Proposition 4 does not hold,

since valid plans need not be deterministic.

5 SATISFIABILITY PLANNING

WITH CAUSAL THEORIES

In this section, we consider how to restrict definite

C (F,A,T) domain descriptions so that the causally

possible plans are deterministic and thus, by Propo

sition 4, valid. To this end, we introduce the class of

“simple” C (F,A,T) domain descriptions.

5.1 SIMPLE DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS

A definite C (F,A,T) domain description D is simple if

it has the following three (yet to be defined) properties:

it is inertially unambiguous, adequately acyclic, and

respects the flow of time.

5.1.1 Inertially Unambiguous

Let F* denote the set of all fluent atoms that re

fer to nonzero times. Causal laws in D of the form

4. A L = L, where Le Ft or Le F*, and 4 is any

£(F,A,T) formula, will be called inertia-like laws.

Note that this definition covers not only causal laws

obtained from standard inertia schemas (8)–(9) but

also, for instance, causal laws such as those obtained

from schemas (15)–(16) in the Pendulum domain D3,

which describe a dynamic course of nature. This def

inition also covers causal laws such as those obtained

from schemas (17)–(18) in the coin-tossing domains.

Although these causal laws express the direct nonde

terministic effect of the coin-tossing action, they have

a form similar to that of inertia laws.

We say that D is inertially unambiguous if it includes

no pair of inertia-like laws

© A Fººl => Fºll (22)

* A - F.H => →F41 (23)

such that the formula q ^ p is satisfiable.

This exclusivity condition on p and ºp is the only

non-syntactic component of the definition of a sim

ple domain description. Notice that the pairs of

laws represented by schemas (8)–(9) for inertia and

schemas (15)–(16) in the Pendulum domain satisfy this

condition.

5.1.2 Adequately Acyclic

The proper atom dependency graph of D is the directed

graph defined as follows. Its nodes are the atoms of

the language of D. Let D' be the causal theory ob

tained from D by (i) deleting all causal laws whose

consequent is False, and (ii) replacing each inertia-like

law q ^ L => L with the causal law p => L. For each
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causal law in D", there is an edge from the atom that

occurs in the consequent to each atom that occurs in

the antecedent. We use the proper atom dependency

graph to define an ordering on F" as follows. For all

A., A' e F*, A 3D A' if there is a nonempty path

from A' to A. (So the edges in the graph point down

ward in the ordering.) We say that D is adequately

acyclic if the ordering <D on F" is well-founded.

Intuitively, this condition restricts cyclic causal de

pendencies between fluents, while allowing cycles that

arise due to causal laws related to inertia.

5.1.3 Respects the Flow of Time

We say that D respects the flow of time if every causal

law in D satisfies the following two conditions.

• If the consequent refers to a time t, then the an

tecedent does not refer to a time later than t.

• If the consequent is a fluent literal that refers to

time t, then every action atom in the antecedent

refers to a time earlier than t

Notice that the description D2 of the Dominos domain

is simple, as is the description D3 of the Pendulum

domain. The coin-tossing domains D4, D5 and D6 are

not, because they are not inertially unambiguous.

5.2 SIMPLE DOMAIN DESCRIPTIONS

YIELD VALID PLANS

Here is the main technical result related to simple do

main descriptions. Its proof is postponed to Section 8.

Proposition 5 Let D be a simple C (F,A,T) domain

description, So an initial state description, and G a

time-specific goal. If P is a causally possible plan for

achieving G in So, then P is a valid plan for achiev

ing G in So.

From this result, along with Propositions 2 and 3, we

obtain the following characterization of satisfiability

planning with simple C (F,A,T) domain descriptions.

Theorem 1 Let D be a simple C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, So an initial state description, and G a time

specific goal. An action history P is included in a

model of

lcomp(D) U So U (G}

if and only if P is a valid plan for achieving G in So.

For effective satisfiability planning, we must of course

also require that the simple C (F,A,T) domain descrip

tion be finite, with F, A, and T finite as well.

6 SATISFIABILITY PLANNING

PROGRAM

Given a finite signature and a set of schemas repre

senting a finite, definite causal theory, it is straightfor

ward to instantiate the schemas to obtain the repre

sented (ground) causal theory, form its literal comple

tion, and convert it to clausal form. We have written

a Prolog program to carry out these tasks. It includes

a procedure named load file/1, which reads in a file

such as the one displayed in Figure 1 for the Pendu

lum domain, and writes out in clausal form the literal

completion of the causal theory. In the input syntax,

fluent atoms f are represented as h(f,t), and action

atoms at are represented as o (a, t). The symbols h

and o are read as “holds” and “occurs,” respectively.

% File: pendulum

:- declare_types type (fluent, [right]),

type (action, [hold]), type (time, [0...4]),

type (atom, [h (fluent, time), o (action, time)]).

:- declare variables var (A, action),

var (F, fluent), var([T, T1], time).

domain specific schemas

o(hold,T) & h(right,T) => h(right, T1)

where T1 is T+1.

o(hold, T) & -h (right,T) => -h (right, T1)

where T1 is T4-1.

-h (right,T) & h(right,T1) => h(right, T1)

where T1 is T4-1.

h(right,T) & -h (right, T1) => -h (right, T1)

where T1 is T4-1.

7.

% standard schemas

o (A,T) => o (A,T).

h (F,0) => h (F,0).

-o (A,T) => -o (A,T).

—h (F,0) => -h (F,0).

Figure 1: Example Input File for the Planning System

After load_file/1 has processed the domain descrip

tion, planning problems are posed by calling the pro

cedure plan/0, as shown in Figure 2. The procedure

plan/0 reads in an initial state description So and a

time-specific goal G, converts them to clausal form,

and adds them to the clause set obtained from the

domain description.” The resulting clause set is sim

plified, as in [Kautz and Selman, 1996]*, and submit

ted to the satisfiablity checker rel-sat (Bayardo and

Schrag, 1997]. If loomp(D) U So U (G} is satisfiable,

rel-sat finds a satisfying interpretation and plan/0 dis

plays it, answering “yes.” The plan P can be read off

from this display. By Theorem 1, if D is simple, P is

guaranteed to be a valid plan for achieving the goal G

starting in initial state So. If rel-sat fails to find a sat

*As illustrated in Figure 2, the initial state descrip

tion So can be replaced by a set T of formulas referring

only to time 0 such that T HD p, where p is the conjunc

tion of the members of So, and yet T HAD False.

“Steps: subsumption, unit propogation, subsumption.
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isfying interpretation, plan/0 answers “no.” Since the

solver rel-sat is systematic, we know in this case that

G cannot be achieved starting in So. In either case,

the time spent in the solver rel-sat is reported.

| ?- load_file (pendulum).

7. 9 atoms, 28 rules, 16 clauses loaded.

yes

| ?- plan.

enter facts and goal (then ctrl-d)

| : h (right,0).

| : -h (right, 2) & h(right,4).

|:

0. right

Actions: hold

1. right

Actions:

2. -right

Actions: hold

3. -right

Actions:

4. right

Elapsed Time (cpu sec): 0.01

yes

Figure 2: Planning Session with Pendulum Domain

7 LARGE PLANNING PROBLEMS

Here we report on the performance of our approach

when applied to the large blocks world and logistics

planning problems from [Kautz and Selman, 1996).

As far as we know, the results obtained there com

pare favorably with the best current general-purpose

planning systems. We obtain comparable results.

7.1 BLOCKS WORLD PROBLEMS

The four blocks worlds planning problems from [Kautz

and Selman, 1996] are characterized below.

Blocks World A. 9 blocks. Requires 6 moves.

Initial state: 2/1/0 4/3 8/7/6/5

Goal state: 4/O 7/8/3 1/2/6/5

Blocks World B. 11 blocks. Requires 9 moves.

Initial state: 2/1/0 10/9/4/3 8/7/6/5

Goal state: O/4/9 7/8/3 1/2/10/6/5

Blocks World C. 15 blocks. Requires 14 moves.

Initial: 2/1/0/11/12 10/9/4/3/13/14 8/7/6/5

Goal: 13/O/4/9 14/12/7/8/3 11/1/2/10/6/5

Blocks World D. 19 blocks. Requires 18 moves.

O/11/12 10/9/4/3/13/14 8/7/6/5 18/17/16/15/2/1

16/17/18/13/0/4/9 14/12/7/8/3 11/1/2/15/10/6/5

Our input file representing Blocks World D is dis

played in Figure 3. We adapt the “operator split

ting” approach used by Kautz and Selman. Instead

of axiomatizing an action Move(b, l', l), they axioma

tize three “component” actions, which we can write:

Pickup(b), Takefrom(l"), Putat(l). Their axioms are

based on Schubert’s “explanation closure” [1990), aug

mented with state constraints. In comparison, we in

troduce names for only two components of the move

action: Pickup(b), Putat(l). (When moved, a block is

taken from where it currently is.) We also do not in

troduce a fluent Clear(b). Kautz and Selman include

in their description a number of state constraints that

we omit.” Preliminary experiments indicated that ad

ditional state constraints in our blocks world descrip

tions increase solution times on larger problems.

One can easily verify that the causal theory repre

sented in Figure 3 is simple. The main complica

tion, compared to our descriptions of the Dominos and

Pendulum domains involves action atoms, which are

largely irrelevant in determining whether a descrip

tion is simple. Here we include a family of action

atoms that are “true by default” rather than exoge

nous. Thus, for example, the action NoFickup is as

sumed to occur, roughly speaking, and we describe

the conditions under which it is caused not to occur—

whenever PickUp(B) occurs, for some block B. These

auxiliary “inaction” atoms are used to stipulate that a

pickup action occurs if and only if a putat action does.

7.2 LOGISTICS PLANNING PROBLEMS

The logistics domain is due to Veloso [1992). Kautz

and Selman studied three large logistics planning prob

lems. Due to space constraints, we do not describe

them, nor do we display an example input file.

The logistics domain is more complex than the blocks

world domain. It includes several kinds of actions that

can occur concurrently. Our description of the logis

tics domain does not use operator splitting (which is

not generally applicable to concurrent actions). Pre

liminary experiments indicated that, in constrast to

the blocks world, logistics domain descriptions should

include a variety of state constraints in order to get

consistently good performance. We note that the lo

gistics domain description used in our experiments is

simple, and thus suitable for satisfiablity planning.

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experimental results on these planning prob

lems, we report the size of the clausal theory ob

tained from the literal completion of the causal action

*Their state constraints still do not rule out all “phys

ically impossible” states. This is in accordance with the

usual practice in describing action domains for planning.

Roughly speaking, one need only say enough to guarantee

that no “illegal” state can be reached from a legal one. In

tuitively, this is adequate because planning problems are

posed in part by specifying a legal initial state.
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:- declare_types type (block, [0..18]), type (location, [block, table]),

type (fluent, ſon (block, location)]), type (action, [pickup (block), putat (location)]),

type (inaction, [nopickup, noputat]), type (time, [0..18]),

type (atom, ſo (action, time), o (inaction, time), h(fluent, time)]).

:- declare_variables var ( [B, B1], block), var ( [L, L1], location),

var(F, fluent), var (A, action), var (X, inaction), var([T, T1], time).

% state constraints: the first two allow concise input of initial state and goal

h (on (B, L),0) & h(on (B, L1),0) => false

h (on (B, L), 18) & h (on (B, L1), 18) => false

h(on (B,B),T) => false.

% direct effects of actions

o(pickup(B),T) & o (putat (L),T) => h(on (B, L),T1)

h(on (B, L),T) & o (pickup (B),T) => -h(on (B, L), T1)

% explicit action preconditions

o (pickup (B),T) & h(on (B1, B),T) => false

o(putat (B),T) & h(on (B1,B),T) => false

o (pickup(B),T) & o (putat (B), T) => false.

where B \-= L, B \== L1, L Q& L1.

where B \== L, B \;== L1, L Q& L1.

where T1 is T+1, B \

where T1 is T+1, B \

where B =\= B1.

where B =\= B1.

o (pickup(B),T) & o (putat (table),T) & h(on (B, table),T) => false.

% at most one move action at a time

o (pickup(B),T) & o (pickup(B1), T) => false

o (putat (L),T) & oGPutat (L1),T) => false

o (pickup (B),T) => -o (nopickup, T).

o(nopickup, T) & -o (noputat,T) => false.

% standard schemas

h(F,0) => h (F,0). —h (F,0) => -h (F,0).

h(F,T) & h (F, T1) => h (F, T1)

—h (F,T) & -h (F,T1) => -h (F, T1)

o (A,T) => o (A,T). -o (A,T) => -o (A,T).

where T1 is T4-1.

where T1 is T41.

o(X,T) => o (X,T).

where B @ K B1.

where L (0& L1.

o (putat (L),T) => -o (noputat, T).

-o (nopickup, T) & o (noputat,T) => false.

Figure 3: Input File for Blocks World D

Table 1: Satisfiability Planning with Causal Theories

Sizes are for clausal theories obtained, via literal com

pletion, from causal action theories (after simplification).

Time in seconds in solver rel-sat on Sparcstation 5.

Table 2: Kautz and Selman Problem Descriptions

Here we establish the benchmarks—the results for the

clausal theories used in [Kautz and Selman, 1996), with

solution times obtained in the same manner as in Table 1.

| Instance || Atoms | Clauses | Literals | Time [Instance || Atoms | Clauses | Literals | Time]

BW A 383 2412 5984 || 0.13 BW A 459 4675 10809 0.20

BW B 934 6241 15903 || 0.81 BW B 1087 13772 31767 1.4

BW C 2678 18868 48704 || 35.2 BW C 3016 50457 | 114314 66.3

BW D 5745 41726 108267 620.0 BW D 63.25 | 131973 || 2941 18 1052.0

LOG A 1643 9205 20712 3.7 LOG A 1782 20895 42497 2.5

LOG B 1760 10746 24134 8.4 LOG B 2069 295.08 598.96 9.8

LOG C 2300 14450 32346 || 25.0 LOG C 2809 48920 990.90 32.3

theory—in terms of numbers of atoms, clauses and lit

eral occurrences, after simplification—and time spent

in the solver, following the reporting methodology of

[Kautz and Selman, 1996]. Solution times are averaged

over 20 runs of the solver rel_sat on a Sparcstation 5,

using different random number seeds. Table 1 displays

statistics for finding plans by our method.

For the sake of comparison, we performed the cor

responding experiments on the problem descriptions

from [Kautz and Selman, 1996], again using the solver

rel-sat on a Sparcstation 5." The results appear in Ta

*Kautz and Selman considered two kinds of descrip

ble 2. Bayardo and Schrag (1997) showed that, for the

clausal theories of Kautz and Selman that we consider,

tions of the logistics domains (both in classical proposi

tional logic): one based on intuitions underlying the plan

ner Graphplan (Blum and Furst, 1995); the other obtained

by first describing the domain as in explanation closure,

then eliminating all action atoms. In this second case, a

satisfying interpretation does not include an action history.

Rather it provides, as it were, a refinement of the planning

problem. That is, the satisfying interpretation can be un

derstood as an initial state and goal which together specify

completely the values of all fluent atoms. In our reported

results, we refer to the first kind of description. We note

in comparison that the solver rel-sat takes longer for each

instance of the second kind of description.
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their solver rel-sat outperforms both of the solvers—

one systematic, one stochastic—used in [Kautz and

Selman, 1996].” Notice that in all cases except Logis

tics A our solution times are better.

Finally, in order to show that a plan is optimal (in

the number of time steps), it is necessary to show that

no shorter plan exists. For this purpose it is essential

that a systematic solver be used. In Table 3, we re

port on the performance of our approach for this task,

again using the solver rel-sat. For each problem, we

report the time to fail to find a plan one step shorter

than the optimal plan. Notice that, for these planning

problems, the time needed to fail is comparable to the

time needed to succeed.

Table 3: Proving Plans Optimal: Satisfiability Plan

ning with Causal Theories. Here, in each case, the do

main description includes one time step less than needed

for a solution. Time reported is number of seconds required

for solver rel_sat to determine unsatisfiability.

| Instance || Atoms | Clauses | Literals | Time

BW A 281 1741 4211 0.04

BW B 788 5246 13276 0.43

BW C 2420 17033 4.3865 21.6

BW D 5343 38795 || 100544 || 374.2

LOG A 1354 7378 16595 2.2

LOG B 1498 8908 20026 31.3

LOG C 1946 11924 26710 54.8

8 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5

We begin with the main lemma.

Lemma 3 Let D be a definite C (F,A,T) domain de

scription that is inertially unambiguous and adequately

acyclic. Let P be an action history and So an ini

tial state description. At most one model of So U P is

causally explained according to D.

Proof. We proceed by the method of contradiction.

Suppose that two distinct causally explained interpre

tations I and I' satisfy So U P. Let X be the set of

atoms on which I and I' disagree. Notice that X is

a nonempty subset of Ft, since I and I' differ, and

yet agree on all atoms not in Ft. Let X’ consist of

the members of X that are minimal (among mem

bers of X) with respect to the ordering < D. Notice

that X" is nonempty, since X is nonempty and <D

restricted to X is well-founded. Finally, let Fºll be a

"On the other hand, for their description of the logistics

domain in which the action names are eliminated, their

stochastic solver (properly tuned) is faster than rel-sat.

member of X' whose time subscript is minimal (among

members of X'). Without loss of generality, assume

that I H F11 and I' H →Fºll. Since I = D* and

I' = D", there must be a pair of causal laws p => Fºl

and b => → Fºll in D such that I H (p but I' # p, and

I # / but I' E ºp. It follows that I and I' differ on

at least one atom A that occurs in ºp. Thus, A € X

and also A 3D F11. Consequently, by the minimal

ity of Fºil, A is F11. Since D is adequately acyclic,

(p => Fºll must be of the form (22), and so can be

written p' A Fºll => Fºll. Since I H (p, I H ºp'. A sim

ilar argument shows that ºp => → Fºll has form (23),

and can be written º' A - Fºll => → Fººl, with I' E l'.

Because D is inertially unambiguous, I' cannot sat

isfy both ºp' and ºp'. Hence I' # ºp'. (We complete

the proof by showing that I' H ºb'.) We have already

shown that the only atom in 4 on which I and I' differ

is F11, which is to say that the only atom in Ö' A Fººl

on which I and I' differ is Fºll. Since D is adequately

acylic, we know Fºll does not occur in ºp'. So I and I'

agree on all atoms in ºp', and since I H ºp', I'H ºp' as

well. Contradiction. []

Let D be an C (F,A,T) domain description. For any

t e T, let DIt be the causal theory in the restricted lan

guage C (F,A,Tt) consisting of all causal laws from D

in that language.

Observe that if D is a simple C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, then, for every time t, DIt is a simple

C (F, A, Tlt) domain description.

Lemma 4 Let D be a simple C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, So an initial state description and P an ac

tion history. For all t e T, if I is a model of So U Pt

that is causally erplained according to D, then IIt is

the unique model of So U Pit causally explained accord

ing to Dt.

Proof. Clearly It is a model of So U Plt. Given

that D respects the flow of time, one easily verifies

that (DIt)" = D'It. Since I = Dº, Ilt = D'It. So

I|t = (DIt)", and we've shown that I]t is a model

of So U Plt that is causally explained according to D|t.

We know that DIt is simple since D is, so we can con

clude by Lemma 3 that I]t is unique. D

Lemma 5 Let D be a simple C (F,A,T) domain de

scription, So an initial state description, and P an

action history. If D has a causally eaplained interpre

tation satisfying So U P, then P is deterministic in So.

Proof. We need to show that, for all times t e T, Pt

is deterministic in So. Proof is by induction on t. The

base case is trivial. By the inductive hypothesis, Pt is

deterministic in So. Assume that I and I" are models
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of So U Pit--1 that are causally explained according

to D. We need to show that I]t 4-1 = I"|t-i-1, which

follows easily from Lemma 4. D

Proposition 4 and Lemma 5 yield Proposition 5.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper provides a theoretical foundation for satisfi

ability planning with causal theories. In our approach,

action domain descriptions expressed as causal theo

ries are translated into classical propositional logic. As

we show, the classical models of the translation corre

spond exactly to the “causally possible” world histories

according to the causal theory. Following Kautz and

Selman, we then find plans by extracting them from

models obtained by satisfiability checking.

In order to establish a basis upon which to judge the

soundness of this approach to planning, we define a

family of fundamental properties a plan may have:

causally possible, deterministic, sufficient, executable.

A plan is valid if and only if it is sufficient and exe

cutable. We observe that the plans obtained by the

satisfiability method may, in general, fail to be suffi

cient or executable. They are only guaranteed to be

causally possible. We show though that any causally

possible plan that is deterministic is also valid.

We identify a class of “simple” domain descriptions

for which the satisfiability method is applicable. Sim

ple domain descriptions have a concise translation into

classical logic. Moreover, we show that for such do

mains, the causally possible plans are deterministic

and thus valid.

We describe an implemented satisfiability planning

system based on these ideas, and provide experimen

tal evidence that the approach can be computationally

effective, by solving hard classical planning instances

from [Kautz and Selman, 1996] comparatively quickly.

These developments are particularly noteworthy be

cause of the expressive potential of simple causal the

ories, as illustrated by the Dominos and Pendulum do

mains presented in this paper. Thus, future applica

tions of satisfiability planning with causal theories may

address extensions to classical planning involving such

features as concurrent actions and dynamic worlds.
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Abstract

By using an example from a robot navigat

ing domain, we argue that to specify declar

atively the behavior of an agent, we need to

have a formal and explicit notion of “quality

plans.” To that end, we propose the following

three domain independent measures of plan

quality: a plan is said to be A-minimal if none

of the actions in it can be deleted and have

it continue to be a plan; it is said to be B

minimal if none of its segments can be deleted

and have it continue to be a plan; and it is

said to be C-minimal if none of its segments

can be replaced by a single action and have it

continue to be a plan. We show that given a

plan, checking if it satisfies any of these three

measures, and if not transforming it into one

that does, can be done in polynomial num

bers of plan tests. We also show how these

three notions of plan minimality can be ax

iomatized naturally and straightforwardly in

the situation calculus and, as a result, show

their relationships with STRIPS triangle ta

bles. Finally, we show their applications in

the declarative specifications of agents' be

haviours.

1 Introduction

Consider the classical SRI robot domain ([4]) where

the robot can perform various chores such as deliver

ing a bagel to someone in an office environment. Con

sider the requirement “close any doors that you open”.

There are many possible interpretations for this re

quirement. The easiest one is to take it as a “restore”

goal of ([16]), which amounts to the constraint: if ini

tially a door is closed, then by the end of the plan

the door is still closed. But as Bacchus and Kabanza

[2] note, this constraint is often too weak because it

allows plans that leave some doors open longer than

necessary.

To overcome this problem, Bacchus and Kabanza pro

pose the following constraint: if the robot opens a door

at any point of her plan, then at the next point in time,

she must go through the door, and at the next point in

time after that, she must close the door. While does

the right thing for the version of the robot domain con

sidered by Bacchus and Kabanza in [2]", it does not

work in general as it presupposes that the robot is able

to close a door immediately after she has gone through

it. For example, suppose that in order to open or close

a door, the robot's hand must be empty. Then in order

to go through an initially closed door while carrying

an object, the robot will have to first find an appropri

ate place to deposit the object. Similarly, in order to

close a door after going through it while carrying an

object, she has to find a place to deposit the object as

well. Thus, in a domain like this, an arbitrarily long

time may elapse between the moment that the robot

opens a door and the moment that she close it again.

This is where a formal notion of “high quality” plans

can help: a more general solution along the line of

Bacchus and Kabanza's is to require that after the

robot has gone through an initially closed door, she

must set out immediately to close it, that is, the next

segment of the robot plan must be one that achieves

“closed(door)” without any unnecessary actions, i.e. a

“high quality” plan for “closed(door)”.

There are many possible interpretations for what

counts as a high quality plan. In this paper, we shall

study three conceptually simple, computationally ap

pealing, and domain independent ones. At the present

time, we are not advancing any of them as the ultimate

criteria of quality plans, if there is any such one, rather

'In this domain, the robot can always open and close a

door as long as she is next to the door.

º

~
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we are using them to illustrate the need for having an

explicit and formal notion of quality plans.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec

tion, we lay out a general framework for studying plan

quality. Then in section 3 we define three measures of

plan quality and prove some results about their worst

time complexity. In section 4 we axiomatize them in

the situation calculus and relate them to regression

([10, 12) and the STRIPS triangle tables ([3]). In sec

tion 5 we return to the robot domain and show how

the aforementioned requirement about the statuses of

doors can be axiomatized. In section 6, we discuss

Some related work, and finally in section 7, we make

some concluding remarks.

2 Vocabularies and Notations

We assume the following vocabularies:

• A set A of actions.

• A set G of goals.

• The set S.A of finite sequences of actions in A. In

particular, the empty sequence [] is in S.A.

• A binary predicate Plan on S.A x G. For any

a € S.A and any g e 9, Plan (a, g), read “a is a

plan for g”, means that the sequence of actions

a can be successfully executed in the (implicit)

starting situation to achieve the goal g.

In the following, for any o, Y and $ in SA, and any

natural number n, we let a, " to stand for the result of

replacing the n-th subsequence Y in a by §. If there are

no such subsequence, then we let a "be a . For exam

ple, using the Prolog list notation for finite sequences,

we have

a b c dº" = (bcd),

a b c dº. = [a b c d,

a b c dº,” = a a d,

a b c a b d ...” = [a b c b d

where a, b, c, d e A, [] is the empty sequence.

3 Measuring plan quality

The usual measure on plan quality is based on the idea

that the best plan is the shortest:”

*Implicit in this definition is the assumption that each

action have equal cost. This will also be the assumption

that we will make in the rest of this paper. The extension

to the more general case should be straightforward.

o is an optimal plan for g if it is plan for g

and there does not exist another plan Y for g

such that the length of Y is smaller than that

of O.

In this paper we shall not concern ourself with optimal

plans, for several reasons. Firstly, optimal plans are

expensive to check and hard to generate. Secondly,

optimality is a global notion. The information con

tained in a given suboptimal plan may have no help at

all in “transforming it” into an optimal one: the prob

lem is just the same as a fresh optimal plan generation

problem. Computational issues aside, optimal plans

are often not what we want for the purpose of speci

fying agents' behaviors, as we shall see in section 5.

Instead, in this paper we shall investigate the following

three tractable and local measures of plan quality that

are wearker than the notion of optimality:

1. A-minimality: a plan is A-minimal if none of the

actions in it can be deleted and have it continue

to be a plan.

2. B-minimality: a plan is B-minimal if none of its

segments can be deleted and have it continue to

be a plan.

3. C-minimality: a plan is C-minimal if none of its

segments with lengths greater than 1 can be re

placed by a single action and have it continue to

be a plan.

Formally, we have:

Definition 1 Let a be a plan for g. We say a is A

minimal if there do not eacist an action o E A and a

number n such thatº

plan for g.

We say a is B-minimal if there do not erist a sequence

of actions Y e S.4 and a number n such that off" is

not identical to o but is a plan for g.

is not identical to a but is a

We say a is C-minimal if there do not exist an action

a € A, a sequence of actions Y e SA with length

greater than 1, and a number n such that oft." is not

identical to a but is a plan for g.

We want to point out that these three measures are

by no means the only local and tractable (see below)

ones. In particular, it is interesting to notice that C

minimality can be generalized in various ways. For

instance, instead of aſ...", if we consider o;" for all &

whose length is less than that of Y, then C-minimality

will be the same as optimality.
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We now proceed to show some properties of these three

minimality measures. The following proposition is im

mediate.

Proposition 1 Let a be a plan for g. If a is B

minimal, then it is also A-minimal. If a is C-minimal,

then it is also B-minimal, provided the empty sequence

is not a plan for g.

It is not hard to see that there may be A-minimal but

not B-minimal plans, and similarly there may be B

minimal but not C-minimal plans.

Let a be a finite sequence of actions. We call testing

if Plan(a, g) hold a plan test for a with respect to g.

For typical action specifications given by, for example

ADL [11] or basic action theories (see below), if the

starting situation is complete, then plan tests for a

fixed goal can be done efficiently.

For all three versions of plan minimality, checking if

a given plan is minimal, and if not, transforming it

into a minimal one can be done in polynomial number

of plan tests. Thus if plan tests are tractable, as we

believe they often are, so will be the plan minimality

teStS.

Proposition 2 Given a o € S.A with length n and a

goal g, testing if a is an A-minimal plan for g can be

done in O(n) number of plan tests for action sequences

whose lengths are no more than n.

If a is a plan for g but not an A-minimal one, then

an A-minimal one can be constructed from o in O(n°)

number of plan tests for action sequences whose lengths

are no more than n.

Proof: There are only n actions in a , so testing if any

of them can be deleted can be done in O(n) number

of plan tests. More precisely, consider the following

Prolog-like rules:

aMinimal (X, []) :- plan (X, g).

aMinimal (X, [a Y]) :- append (X,Y,Z),

not plan (Z, g), append (X, [a], X1),

aMinimal (X1, Y).

where append(X1, X2, X3) if the list X3 is the re

sult of joining the lists X1 and X2. Clearly, a is an

A-minimal plan for giff the query aMinimal(ſ), o] re

turns “yes”. The desired complexity result then fol

lows from this program.”

If o is not A-minmal, then we can repeatedly eliminate

redundant actions one by one until none can be deleted

*Notice that append can be implemented in such a way

(e.g. through pointers) that it takes only constant time.

anymore. Since there are only n actions, and finding

one to delete takes O(n) plan tests, so in the worst

case, it takes O(n°) plan tests. Again, more precisely,

consider the following Prolog-like rules:

aMinimal (X, [], X) :- plan (X, g).

aMinimal (X, [a Y], Z) :- append (X,Y, Y1),

plan (Y1, g), alſinimal ([], Y1, Z).

aMinimal (X, [a | Y], Z) :- append (X, Y, Y1),

not plan (Y1, g), append (X, [a], X1),

aMinimal (X1, Y, Z).

Now given the query a Minimal(ſ), o, X), the X

returned, if any, will be an A-minimal plan for g. E.

Proposition 3 Given a a E S.A with length n and

a goal g, testing if a is a B-minimal plan for g can

be done in O(n°) number of plan tests for action se

quences whose lengths are no more than n.

If a is a plan for g but not a B-minimal one, then a

B-minimal one can be constructed (from a ) in O(n°)

number of plan tests for action sequences whose lengths

are no more than n.

Proof. Similar to last proposition except now there

are O(n”) segments to consider. In

Proposition 4 Let A be finite and of size m. Given

a o E SA with length n and a goal g, testing if a is a

C-minimal plan for g can be done in O(mn”) number

of plan tests for action sequences whose lengths are no

more than n.

If a is a plan for g but not a C-minimal one, then a

C-minimal one can be constructed (from a ) in O(mn”)

number of plan tests for action sequences whose lengths

are no more than n.

Proof. Given a plan a of length n, there are (n − 2)”

segments with lengths greater than 1 to consider. For

each of the segment, checking if it can be replaced by

a single action takes O(m) plan tests. So checking

C-minimality takes O(mn”) plan tests.

If a plan is not C-minimal, then since finding a

segment and an action to replace it takes O(mn”)

plan tests, and we need to do such substitution at

most n times because each substitution will decrease

the length of the plan by at least 1, it takes at

most O(mn”) plan tests to transform the plan into a

C-minimal one. El

These results are for the general case. For action the

ories that permit regressions, we can show some more
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concrete results. In this paper we shall consider action

specifications that are given as basic action theories [8]

in the situation calculus.

4 Plan quality in basic action theories

As far as the effects of actions are concerned, basic ac

tion theories have the same expressive power as ADL

[11]. However, these action theories go well beyond be

ing just a language for specifying the effects of actions.

They are logical theories that can be used to reason

about plans and planning processes. They can also be

easily extended to include various domain constraints

and control information (7, 6]. Before introducing ba

sic action theories, we first briefly review the situation

calculus, and define some necessary notations.

4.1 The situation calculus

Our version of the situation calculus [9] employs a

many sorted second-order language. We assume the

following sorts: situation for situations, action for ac

tions, fluent for propositional fluents, and object for

everything else.

We use the following domain independent predicates

and functions:

• A distinct constant So denoting the initial situa

tion.

• A binary function do - for any action a and any

situation s, do(a, s) is the situation resulting from

performing a in s.

• A binary predicate H - for any propositional flu

ent p and any situations, H(p, s) is true if p holds

in 8.

• A binary predicate Poss - for any action a and

any situation s, Poss(a, s) is true if a is possible

(executable) in s.

• A binary relation C on situations - for any situ

ations s and s', s C s' if s' is the resulting situ

ation of doing one or more actions in s. In the

following, we consider s C s' to be a shorthand

for s C s' V s = s'.

We'll have a few other special predicate and functions,

and will introduce them when they are needed.

We shall assume the following foundational axioms (cf.

[14]):

So # do(a, s), (1)

do(a1, 81) = do(a2, 82) D (a1 = az A si = 82), (2)

(VP)[P(So) A (Wa, s)(P(s) D P(do(a, s)))

D (vs)P(s)), (3)

-s C So, (4)

s C do(a, s') = S C s'. (5)

The first two axioms are unique names assumptions

about situations. They eliminate cycles, and avoid

merging. The third axiom is second order induction.

It amounts to the domain closure axiom that every

situation has to be obtained from the initial one by

repeatedly applying the function do. The last two ax

ioms define C inductively.

By our foundational axioms, for any situation s, there

must be a unique finite sequence of actions a such that

s = do(o, So), where for any s', any action a, and any

sequence L, we define:*

d d

do([], s') eſ s', do([a]|L), s') ef do(L, do(a, s')).

This means that by our foundational axioms, the set

of situations is isomorphic to the set of finite sequences

of action. This isomorphism will be the logical basis

on which properties of plans are axiomatized in the

situation calculus.

4.2 Fluent formulas

We will find it convenient to talk about fluent formu

las, which are generalizations of those in [15]. Infor

mally, a fluent formula is a situation calculus formula

with situation terms suppressed. Formally, we define

them as follows:

1. Any formula that does not mention a situation

term is a fluent formula.

2. If F is a n-ary fluent, and ti,...,tn are object

terms, then F(t1,...,tn) is a fluent formula.

3. If p and p are fluent formulas, aſ an object vari

able, and p a fluent variable, then - p, p V (p,

(VT).p and (VP).0 are fluent formulas. (Other

connectives such as A, D, E, and H can be de

fined as usual.)

For example, A1 # A2, on(block1, block2), (Wp)(p D p)

are fluent formulas, where A1 and A are action con

stants and on a binary fluent.

“We write e1 deſ e2 if e1 is considered to be a shorthand

for e2.
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Given a fluent formula p and a situation term S, we

define H(p, S) to be a shorthand for a situation cal

culus formula according to the following rules:

H(p, S) deſ p, provided p does not mention

any situation terms

H(-2,S) *-H(2,S),

H(evo, S) = H(2,S) v H(0,S),

H((vr)2,S) * (vr)H(2,S),

H(ºpes, * (vp)H(2,S).

For example,

H(A: # A, s) * A, #4,

def

H(on(B1, B2) V clear(B2), s) =

H(on(B1, B2), s) v H(clear(B2), s),

H((vr)|clear(r) = -(3)on(y,z), s) *

(Va.)[H(clear(r), s) = -(Hy)H (on(y, r), s)).

4.3 Plans and minimal plans

We now proceed to axiomatize the three versions of

plan minimality in the situation calculus.

First of all, we take a goal to be a ground fluent for

mula. Secondly, instead of finite sequences of actions,

we consider situations. Because of the isomorphism

between situations and finite sequences of actions that

we mentioned above, we don’t lose anything by doing

this. This change of ontology is important here be

cause situations are first class objects in the situation

calculus, while finite sequences of actions are not. Fi

nally, we make explicit the starting situation in which

a plan is to be executed. Therefore, instead of a binary

Plan predicate, we extend it to a ternary one: for any

goal g, situations s1 and 82, Plan(g, s1, s2) if the se

quence of actions that takes s1 (the starting situation)

to 82 (the goal situation) is executable in si and makes

g true afterward:

Plan(), si,s}) = H(0, s.) As Es, a

(Va., 8)[s] [I do(a, s) C 82 D Poss(a, s)).

Corresponding to the three versions of plan minimality

defined earlier, we have the following three macros:

Aminimal(g, 81, s2) deſ Plan(g, s1, s2) A

(Va., s)[31 C do(a, s) [I s2 D

-Plan(g, S1, del(s2, S, do(a, s)))],

Bminimal(g, s1, s2) deſ Plan(g, s1, s2) A

(ws', s”)[s] [s' C s” [ sº D

-Plan(g, S1, del (s.2, s', s"))],

Cminimal(g, s1, s2) deſ Plan(g, 81, s2) A

(va, s', s”, s”)[s] [s' C s” C s” [ sº D

-Plan(g, s1, repl(s2, s', s”, a))],

where for any situations s, 81, s2, del(s, s1, s2), the sit

uation resulted from deleting the segment of s between

s1 and s?, is the unique situation that satisfies the fol

lowing axioms:

-(s1 E s? Es) D del(s, s1, s2) = s, (6)

si Cs2 D del(s2, s1, s2) = 81, (7)

si Cs2 C do(a, s) D

del(do(a, s), S1, s2) - do(a, del(s, S1, 82)), (8)

and for any situations s, s1, s2, and any action a,

replſs, s1, s2, a), the result of replacing the segment

between s 1 and s2 in s by the action a, is the unique

situation that satisfies the following axioms:

-(81 C 82 C s) D replg, sl, s2, a) = 8, (9)

81 C 82 D repl(s2, 81, 82, a) = do(a, 81), (10)

s1 C s? C do(b, s) D

replad(b, s), 81, s2, a) = do(b, repl" s, si, s2, a)). (11)

In the following, we shall denote by Tºmin the set of

axioms (6)– (11).

4.4 Basic action theories

A basic action theory D is one that has the following

form: (cf. Reiter [13] and Lin and Reiter [8]):

TX = X U Dss U Top U Duna UT'so,

where

• X is the set of the foundational axioms (1)–(5).

• Tss is a set of successor state axioms, one for each

fluent F, of the form:

Poss(a, s) D H(F(£), do(a, s)) = H(PF(£, a), s),

(12)

where PF(£, a) is a fluent formula whose free vari

ables are among iſ, a. Intuitively, a successor state

axiom for F defines the truth value of F in a suc

cessor situation in terms of the truth values of

fluents in the current situation.

• Tap is a set of action precondition axioms of the

form:

Poss(A(f), s) = H(WA(£), s), (13)
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where A is an action, and VA (f) is a fluent for

mula whose free variables are among f.

• Tuna is the set of unique names axioms for ac

tions.

• Tso, the initial database, is a finite set of first

order sentences of the form H (p, So), where p is

a ground fluent formula.

Basic action theories are computationally appealing

because they permit reasoning by regression:

Definition 2 (Regression) Let T) be a basic action

theory. Let g be a fluent formula, and o an action

term of the form A(t). The regression of g over a (un

der TX), written R(g, o], is the fluent formula obtained

from g by replacing every erpression of the form F(ii)

in it by Pr(ii, A(t)), where ºf is as in the successor

state ariom (12) for F.

The following is the fundamental property of regres

sion:

Proposition 5 Let T) be a basic action theory, then

T = (Vs). Poss(o, s) D H(g, do(o, s)) = H(R(g, o], s).

The proof of a proposition similar to this one can be

found in (Reiter [14]).

4.5 Minimal plans under basic action

theories

We now show how to check if a given plan is a minimal

one using regression under a basic action theory.

Given a basic action theory D, a goal g, and a finite

sequence of actions [o 1, ..., on], let

9n-H 1 - 9,

ge = R(gr.11, ok) A VA(t), for 1 < k < n

where ak = A(t) for some action A and tuple t. and

VA is as in (13) in D.

The intuition behind gº is that it is the condition un

der which the sequence of actions [ok, ..., on] can be

successfully executed to achieve the goal g:

Lemma 1 Under the basic action theory D, we have:

(Vs).H (gk, s) = Plan(g, s, do(ſok, ..., on], s)).

Proof. By the definition of Plan, we need to prove

the following equivalence under D:

(Vs). H(gk, s) =

H (g, do(ſok, ..., on), s)) A Poss(ſok, ..., on), s),

where Poss(ſak, ..., on], s) is defined as follows:

Poss([], s) deſ true,

def

Poss(3, 31, ..., 3,...], s) =

Poss([31,..., 3,m), do(3, s)) A Poss(3, s).

We prove this by induction on k, with k = n + 1 as

the base case, which is trivial:

(Vs). H (ga11, s) = H(g, do([], s)) A Poss([], s).

Inductively, assume that we have

(Vs). H (gk, s) =

H(g, do(ſok, ..., on), s))^ Poss(ſok, ..., anj, s),

for 1 < k = m × n + 1. We show that this is the case

for k = m – 1 as well. Assuming that on-1 is A(t),

we have

H(gm–1, s) =

H(VA(t), s) A H (R(gm, om-1), s) =

Poss(a.m.–1, s) A H (R(gm, am–1), 8) =

by the basic property of regression

Poss(am–1, s) A H (gm, do(am–1, s)) =

by the inductive assumption

Poss(om-1, s) A Poss(ſom, ..., on], do(om-1, s)) A

H(g, doſſom, ..., anj, do(om-1, s))) =

Poss(ſom-1,..., on], s) A H (g, do(ſom-1,..., on), s)).

This proves the inductive step, thus the lemma. In

The sequence of fluent formulas gi, ..., gn- 1 captures

the essence of the triangle table [3] of a plan: g: is es

sentially the i-th kernel of the plan. Just as STRIPS

uses kernels to control plan execution, we can use these

fluent formulas to check various notions of plan min

imality. We show here how this can be done for B

minimality. Similar results hold for A-minimality and

C-minimality.

Theorem 1 Let T) be a basic action, g a goal, and

(a1, ..., on] a finite sequence of ground action terms.

Under DU Dmin, we have:

Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., on], s)) D

Bminimal(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., on], s)) =

{ /\ -H(gy, do(ſo 1,..., a.k.), s))}.

0<k< n, k+23.j <n-F1

Proof. It is more convenient to prove the following

equivalent sentence:
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Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., on], s)) D

–Bminimal(g, s, do(ſo 1, ..., on], s)) =

{ V H(gj, do(ſo 1,..., a.k], s))}.

0<k.<n, k+23 j<n+1

Suppose Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., on], s)).

=>:

Assume

-Bminimal(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., on], s)).

Then by the definition of Brminimal, there must be

two situations s' and s” such that

s E s' C s” E do(ſo 1,..., on], s)

and

Plan(g, s, del(do(ſo 1,..., on], s), s', s”)).

By our foundational axioms in XX, there must be 0 <

i < j < n such that

s' = do(ſo 1,..., d.), s), s” = do(ſo 1,..., a j], s)

By Train, this means that

del(do(ſo 1,..., on], s), s', s")) =

do(ſal,..., ai, aj41,..., onl, s).

Therefore

Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., oi, ajº 1, ..., on], s))

Thus

Plan(g, si, do(ſoj4-1,..., on], si))

where

s: = do(ſo 1,..., oil, s).

So by Lemma 1, we have H (gy11, si). This completes

the proof of “=>”.

<=:

Assume that for some 0 < k < n, and k+2 < j < n+ 1,

we have

H(gj, sk),

where sk = do(ſo 1, ..., ok], s). By Lemma 1, we have

Plan(g, sk, do(ſay, ..., on], sk)).

Together with Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1, ..., on], s)), we have

Plan(g, s, do(ſo 1,..., ok, a j, ..., on), s).

Since

del(do(ſo 1,..., on], s), se, s”)) =

do(ſal,..., ok, aj, ..., on), s),

where

s" = do(ſo 1,..., a j-1], s),

we conclude that – Bminimal(g, s, do(ſo 1, ..., on], s)).

This completes the proof of “4=”. In

5 The door please, Shakey

To show the usefulness of a logical formalization of

plan quality, we now return to the robot domain that

we discussed earlier in the paper. Our aim is to make

precise the requirement “close those doors that you

open.” As we mentioned, there are several ways to

interpret this requirement. We start with the easiest,

taking it as a “restore” goal of [16]:

(Vd).H (closed(d), So) D H(closed(d), Send), (14)

where Send = do(or, So), a the given plan, and

closed(d) a fluent meaning that door d is closed.

Axiom (14) says that if a door is initially closed, then

after the plan is done, it must still be closed.” As

we discussed earlier, this constraint is often too weak

as it allows plans that leave a door open longer than

necessary, even if we insist on a being, for example, an

optimal plan.

There are several ways to strengthen this constraint.

One is to require the robot to immediately set out to

close an initially closed door right after the last time

she went through it:

(Vd, s).{s C Send A H(through(d), s) A

(ws')ſs C s' C Send D -H(through(d), s')]} D

(381)(8 Esi E Send A (15)

Bminimal.(closed(d), s, s1)),

here through(d) is a fluent which is true right after the

robot has gone through door d and false at all other

times. Notice that we use Brminimal in the above

axiom to stand for “quality plans”. Alternatively, one

can use Aminimal, Crninimal, or any other measure

one might have. In general, the stronger the measure,

the tighter the resulting constraint will be. However,

one needs to be careful here not to use a measure that

is too strong as to make the constraint unsatisfiable. In

particular, one should not insist on using optimal plans

here. For instance, consider the following scenario:

• initially the robot is in room r1 and she needs to

deliver the object that she's holding to location l2

in room r2:

• the rooms r1 and r2 are connected by door d,

• the robot's hand needs to be empty in order to

close a door;

*One should look at this axiom in conjunction with pos

sibly other constraints such as the executability of the plan

or.
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• at door d, the nearest place that the robot can

put down an object is the location l 1 in room r1.

It can be seen that for a scenario like this, there is

no plan o' that will achieve the goal of having the ob

ject at location l2 and satisfy at the same time the

constraint (15) with Brminimal replaced by a formula

corresponding to optimal plans: as soon as the robot

enters room r2, she needs to go back to room r1 be

cause the optimal plan for closing door d requires the

robot to put down the object that she's holding at

the nearest location which happens to be in room r1.

This is the reason that we mentioned earlier in section

3 when we argued for the need of suboptimal plans.

Notice that axiom (15) requires the robot to close a

door as soon as possible the last time she goes through

it, but leaves open what to do with the door at other

times. To be more stringent, a user may require that

every time the robot opens a door in order to go

through it, she has to close it as soon as possible: for

any door d, and any action a in the plan, if −closed(d)

becomes true after o is performed, then as soon as

through(d) becomes true, the next segment of the plan

should be a plan for closed(d):

(Vd, s, a).[do(a, s) C. Send A -H(closed(d), s) A

H(closed(d), do(a, s))] D

(Bs')[do(a, s) C s' E Send A H(through(d), s')]^

(ws'){do(a, s) C s' E Send A H(through (d), s') D

(Bs")[s' C s” C Send A

Bminimal.(closed(d), s', s”)]} (16)

Constraint (16) is a generalization of that in [2] except

that we do not require the robot to go through a door

as soon as she opens it. To do that, we would have

to axiomatize why the robot needs to go through the

door in the first place, which is, while something worth

doing, beyond the scope of the present paper."

Of course, a formal specification of desirable be

haviours is only the first step. More difficult ques

tions concern formal properties of the specifications

and methods to generate plans that satisfy them. This,

we believe, is where the advantage of working under

the situation calculus, in particular basic action theo

ries, comes in. For instance, for the robot domain, it

can be shown that if there is a plan that satisfies (14),

then there is also a plan that satisfies (15).

*For instance, if the robot is trying to carry an object

to another room, then after she opens the door, the next

goal should be going through the door to the other room

while carrying the desired object.

6 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, the most closely related

work is that by Foulser, Li, and Yang [5]. They con

sider what they call the plan merging problem: given

that “knowledge is available about what operators can

be merged, and for each set of these operators, what

the merged operators are... finding and analyzing

methods for computing the optimal plan” (page 156,

[5]). On the one hand, our work complements that in

[5] in that we built into our definitions what opera

tors can be “merged.” For instance, according to B

minimality, sets of mergeable operators are identified

with linear segments of the given plan, and the merged

operator is the empty sequence (or the idle “wait” op

erator). On the other hand, our emphasis is different

than that in [5]. Given a plan o', while Foulser, Li,

and Yang would look for the optimal, e.g. B-minimal

“subplan” of a , we are only concerned with obtaining

a B-minimal subplan, i.e., for us, one B-minimal plan

is as good as any other ones.

Our work is also related to that by Ambite and

Knoblock [1] who propose a planning strategy that di

vides the planning process into two steps: initial plan

generation, and plan refinement. While much of [1]

is about domain specific rules that would transform

a given plan into a “better” one, we are mainly inter

ested in domain independent measures here. It would

be an interesting future research topic to see how use

ful a domain independent notion of plan quality such

as one of those studied here would be to a planning

strategy such as Ambite and Knoblock's.

7 Concluding remarks

We have argued for the need of a formal notion of plan

quality other than the usual notion of optimal (short

est) plans. In particular, we have proposed three lo

cal, tractable, and increasingly restrictive measures of

plan quality, and studied their properties. We have

provided a logical formalization for them in the situa

tion calculus, show their relationships with regression

and STRIPS triangle tables, and explore their possi

ble applications in the formal specifications of robots'

behaviours.

This work is part of our project on using the situation

calculus to formalize control knowledge in planning,

and is motivated primarily by the robot navigating

example discussed above. There are many possible di

rections for future work. One of them is to use the

situation calculus to provide a full declarative specifi

cation of the robot's desirable behaviors in the navi

gating domain.
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Abstract

The paper investigates the characterisation

of vague concepts within the framework of

modal logic. This work builds on the su

pervaluation approach of Fine and exploits

the idea of a precisification space. A simple

language is presented with two modalities:

a necessity operator and an operator ‘it is

unequivocal that’ which is used to articulate

the logic of vagueness. Both these operators

obey the schemas of the logic S5. I show how

this language can be used to represent logical

properties of vague predicates which have a

variety of possible precise interpretations. I

consider the use within KR systems of num

ber of different entailment relations that can

be specified for this language. Certain vague

predicates (such as “tall’) may be indefinite

even when there is no ambiguity in mean

ing. These can be accounted for by means

of a three-valued logic, incorporating a def

initeness operator. I also show the relation

ship between observable quantities (such as

height) and vague predicates (such as “tall')

can be represented via axioms involving pre

cise comparative relations (such as “taller').

I consider how Williamson’s ‘logic of clarity'

can be combined with the semantics for un

equivocality and how the clarity operator can

be related to observables.

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural language descriptions are pervaded by the use

of vague concepts of a variety of different kinds. Per

haps the most often cited cases are predicates such as

‘tall', where it is not clear exactly how high a person

or object should be to count as being tall. Here the

vagueness is associated with the problem of reconciling

a qualitative concept with a continuous range of pos

sible measurements. In more subtle cases it may not

even be clear what objective facts are at stake. (Con

sider the meaning of “disaster’ in the sentences ‘The

eruption of Krakatoa was a disaster’ and “The best

man's speech was a complete disaster'.) Often the use

of a seemingly simple concept may involve different

kinds of vagueness at the same time. For instance, in

a sentence such as “This frog is green' the word ‘green'

is vague not only in that there may be borderline cases

of green (a yellowy green or a dark browny green) but

also because the frog may have a yellow belly, black

eyes and a pink tongue. Hence, ‘green' in some cir

cumstances means predominantly green rather than

green all over. Although the different types of vague

ness share certain properties, it is implausible that all

these phenomena could be accounted for by a com

pletely uniform logical analysis.

Vagueness is often thought of as a deficiency of nat

ural language: it is imagined that if vague concepts

were replaced by clearly defined concepts the resulting

precise language would be superior to existing natural

languages. Against this view it may be argued that

vagueness actually increases the utility of language be

cause it enables one to make true statements without

having to use the extremely cumbersome descriptions

that would be needed to make them completely pre

ClSe.

In constructing AI knowledge bases, researchers have

typically attempted to eliminate vagueness from con

cepts by precise definitions. However, vagueness poses
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an extremely serious threat to this enterprise. Since

ordinary language concepts are vague it is very easy

for contradictions to occur because of slight differences

in the intended meaning of different occurrences of

predicates in a set of axioms. In the construction of

large axiomatised ontologies (Guha and Lenat 1990)

this problem is especially acute. I believe that a log

ical treatment of vagueness can be particularly useful

in preventing inconsistency arising in this way. Sim

ilar problems also occur when one attempts to com

bine information from two or more different databases

(Lehmann and Cohn 1994).

In this paper I shall show that by a suitable logical

treatment of vagueness it is possible to safely combine

data and axioms where the meanings of predicates may

vary from instance to instance. Moreover, I shall show

that it is possible to do this without completely enfee

bling inference capabilities. Whether or not vagueness

is a defect or a asset, the ability to manipulate vague

concepts would certainly be very useful in a wide range

of KR&R systems.

1.1 RELATION OF THE PRESENT

APPROACH TO PREVIOUS WORK

In computer science the approaches to vagueness that

have received the most attention are those based on

multi-valued logics (Lukasiewicz and Tarski 1930).

Fuzzy logic (Zadeh 1965, Zadeh 1975, Goguen 1969,

Dubois and Prade 1988) can be regarded as a gener

alised multi-valued logic. An extensive discussions of

the pros and cons of fuzzy logic can be found in (Elkan

1993). In accord with Elkan, I suggest that fuzzy logic

may be an appropriate formalism for modelling the re

lation between continuous valued observables and the

meanings of vague qualitative predicates; however, it

is not suitable as a formalism for carrying out logical

reasoning. This is primarily because propositional op

erators whose values are determined purely in terms of

the fuzzy truth values of their arguments cannot take

account of either logical or domain-specific constraints

holding among the argument propositions.

Another approach to vagueness was given by Fine

(1975) in terms of supervaluations. The idea is that

vague expressions are associated not with a single ex

tension but with a set of different possible extensions.

This can be modelled by means of a Kripke-style pos

sible worlds semantics (Kripke 1959). In a recent

book by Williamson (1994), it is argued that vague

ness should be regarded as a epistemic phenomenon

and proposes a modal treatment of vagueness rather

different from that of Fine. This paper also takes a

model-theoretic approach incorporating and extending

a number of previous ideas. However, whereas previ

ous models were proposed mainly in support of philo

sophical thesis about vagueness, I shall be concerned

with the management of vagueness within AI knowl

edge bases. Consequently, my concern is to specify a

formal language within which logical dependencies be

tween vague expressions can be represented and which

provides a complete inference mechanism.

1.2 VAGUENESS, UNCERTAINTY AND

GENERALITY

I distinguish sharply between vagueness and un

certainty." Although they are both associated with

lack of precision of information and may both be re

garded as properties of propositions, the two proper

ties are complementary rather than parallel. The more

uncertain a proposition is, the less likely it is to be

true; but the more vague it is the more likely it is to

be in some sense true. In other words by stating in

formation in terms of vague concepts we may be more

certain about our claims. Another common misunder

standing is that generality and disjunctive information

are a form of vagueness or of uncertainly. For instance

one might (wrongly) regard the statement “I am in

my twenties' as more vague than ‘I am 29' but al

though the first sentence is less specific it is not at all

vague (and both are — or were — equally certain):

being vague (but just as certain) I would say “I am ap

proaching 30'. Generality and disjunction are similar

to vagueness in that they are ways of making certain

(or at least more certain) claims regarding situations

about which we do not know all the precise details.

In this paper I shall assume that the state of the world

is completely determinate in terms of certain precise

objective measurements that can always obtained for

any given objects in any given situation. These de

termine the truth of all precise propositions and also

indirectly determine the validity of inferences which

involve vague concepts. The content of this assump

tion will be made precise by means of a formal (possi

ble worlds) semantics. I also assume that vagueness is

confined to the predicates of the language. This means

that there are no vague objects” or nominal terms and

the logical operators are also taken to be completely

definite.

*The subject of uncertainty has also received much at

tention from AI researchers (see e.g. (Shafer and Pearl

1990)).

*The logic of vague objects is likely to be very different

from that of vague predicates. A theory of vague spatial

objects can be found in (Cohn and Gotts 1996).
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2 PRECISIFICATION SPACES AND

SUPERVALUATIONS

The supervaluation theory of vagueness proposed by

Fine (1975) is based on the idea that expressions of

a language which includes vague expressions can be

assigned different semantic values according to differ

ent possible ways in which the vague expressions can

be interpreted.* Each such interpretation is called

a precisification. The simplest model of this is to

identify each precisification with a classical two-valued

truth-assignment to the atomic propositions of the lan

guage. Precisifications are then treated just like pos

sible worlds in a Kripke semantics. Fine's semantics

has been elaborated and clarified by Pinkal (1995).

2.1 MODELS FOR NECESSITY AND

UNEQUIVOCALITY OPERATORS

Fine's analysis of vagueness assumes we can specify a

set of admissible precisifications. These are associated

with valuations of atomic propositions which are taken

to reasonably accord with natural intuitions about the

meaning of vague concepts. Of course, from a purely

formal point of view one cannot distinguish between

reasonable and unreasonable valuations but Fine takes

admissibility as a primitive notion restricting the range

of possible models. Whilst this is perfectly coherent it

presents methodological problems in that it obscures

the relationship between valuations and analytic con

straints on predicate meanings. Such constraints are

assumed to be dealt with before the model theoretic

analysis begins. By contrast I impose no constraints

on precisifications — they are associated with arbi

trary valuations. This enables necessary constraints

to be modelled axiomatically in the logic rather than

treated as restrictions imposed from outside. Thus, I

identify validity with truth which is guaranteed in arbi

trary valuations, not just in those that are admissible.

Within this more general framework the concept of

an ‘admissible' precisification can easily be introduced

as being one satisfying some necessary theory, 6: we

say that “p is true for all admissible precisifications’

corresponds to the condition that 6 — q is true for

arbitrary valuations.

A formal language for knowledge representation will

typically be used to specify theoretical as well as fac

tual relationships. In my analysis of vagueness, the

difference between these two types of proposition will

*The term 'supervaluation' appears to originate with

van Frassen, who used this kind of semantic structure to

model the phenomenon of presupposition which occurs in

natural languages (van Frassen 1968, van Frassen 1969).

be important and it will be useful to explicitly distin

guish them both syntactically and semantically. To do

this I employ the modal logic S5 (see e.g. (Hughes and

Cresswell 1969)). This enables theoretical information

to be represented by formulae of the form D 4 (factual

formulae will not contain modal operators). In order

to articulate the logic of vagueness I introduce into

the language the modality U meaning “unequivocally'

and its dual S (where Sq = -U-q) meaning “in some

sense’. Thus, for example, UP → SQ asserts that if

P is unequivocally true (i.e. true under any reasonable

interpretation) then Q is in some sense true (i.e. true

under some reasonable interpretation). This extended

language will be called S5U.

As a model for an intensional logic of vagueness, within

which the necessity modality can used to specify ana

lytic truths, I employ a Kripke semantics in which each

“world' is indexed by a pair (w, p), w being a member

of a set of possible worlds W and p being a member

of a set of precisifications P. I shall refer to the se

mantic entity referred to by a pair (w, p) as a point.

Each point is associated with a classical valuation of

formulae which do not contain modal operators.

An S50 model is a structure (W, P., I, R., 6), where I

is a set of individual constants, R is a set of relation

symbols and 6 is a function from W x P × P to tuples

of elements of I. I write (w, p) |H 4 to mean that p is

true at (w, p). For an atomic proposition R(r1, ..., zn)

I specify that

(w, p) IH R(a 1,..., zn) iff (a 1, ..., rn) e 6(w, p, R)

The truth-conditions of the Boolean truth functions

and quantifiers can then be specified in the usual way:

(w, p) |H (o. A 3) iff (w, p)|H o and (w, p) |H 3

(w, p) IH (a V 3) iff (w, p) IH o or (w, p) |H 3

(w, p) || -p iff (w, p) / (p

(w, p) || Varð(z) iff (Vi e I){(w, p) IH (p(i)}

The semantics for quantification is based on the simpli

fying assumption that the domain of quantification (I)

is constant for every world/precisification point (w, p).

This is probably not realistic. A more adequate theory

would need a more complex semantics with variable

domains and would need to address problems of identi

fying counterpart individuals at different worlds. Such

considerations are beyond the scope of the present pa

per.

The truth-conditions for the necessity an unequivocal

ity operators are as follows:

(w, p) IH [] p iff (Wu e W){(u, p) IH (p}

(w, p) H Up iff (Va e P){(w, q) IH (p}
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A formula @ is valid in this semantics if it is forced

at every world/precisification in every model. I write

Hssu (b.

The proof theory of this language can be specified in at

least two different ways. One method is to fist trans

late formulae of S5U into purely 1st-order formulae.

By reifying propositions and the indices of the seman

tic points and propositions, a condition (w, p) IF Ø

can be represented by a formula holds(w, p, p). The

semantics conditions for the connectives in S50 can

easily be specified as axioms constraining the holds re

lation. Given that I am assuming a constant domain

of quantification for every point (w, p), quantifiers oc

curring in p can be moved outwards to operate on the

holds relation. The meaning of the modal operators

can be expressed directly by quantification over the

index variables. For unmodalised formulae the indices

will be fixed constants wo and po denoting the the ‘ac

tual' world/precisification.

Alternatively, we may want to formulae the proof the

ory within the object language of S5U. To do this we

add to a proof procedure for 1st-order logic the usual

S5 schemata and the rule of necessitation for each of

the two operators [] and U. For completeness we will

also need additional schemata expressing logical in

teractions between the two different modalities. The

most obvious of these is the commutation schema,

[] Uq) → UD (p. (Com)

Segerberg (1973) gave a ‘2-dimensional” modal logic

which is very similar, although rather more expressive

than my logic S5U. This includes an axiom equivalent

to

DU([]o V U6) - (DUo V CU9) (Orth)

which enforces a property pertaining to the orthog

onal nature of the two modalities. The complete

ness proof given by Segerberg strongly suggests that

these schemata provide a complete axiomatisation of

S5U. However, Segerberg's system contains addi

tional schemata involving other modal operators and

it is possible that these induce further properties of []

and U, which must be axiomatised for completeness.

By means of well-known theorems of S5 together with

the commutation schema it is easy to show that there

is a finite number of ‘modalities’ in S50 — i.e. a finite

number of logically distinct strings of the symbols -,

[], (), U, and S. For example, it is fairly easy to show

that

D S D (p → S D (p.

All the distinct modalities which do not include nega

tion are shown in Figure 1 (arrows indicate entail

ment). Each has a negated counterpart, so that the

total number of modalities is 22. S5 also has the prop

erty that any formula can be systematically reduced to

an equivalent formula within which no modal opera

tor occurs within the scope of an other modal opera

tor. This reduction allows all S5 formulae to be trans

formed into a relatively simple normal form (MCNF –

see (Hughes and Cresswell 1969)) and forms the basis

of decision procedure for S5 theoremhoood. It may

be possible to establish a similar though considerably

more complex normal form for S5U. This would be

very useful for automated theorem proving.

S[]

[] —- DS—- S

N_2 \,
*- none - S ()

/ N /
U —- U()—- ()

\,z^

Figure 1: Distinct modalities in S50

º

N.

2.2 CONTRAST WITH MULTI-VALUED

APPROACHES

The S5U semantics means that every classical the

orem is unequivocally true even if it contains vague

predicates. Thus

Essu U(tall(John) V-tall(John))

and

Essu U-(tall(John) A -tall(John)).

This is because each precisification/world is associated

with a purely classical valuation, which makes every

classical theorem true. By contrast, classical theo

rems involving vague predicates are generally not valid

in many-valued or truth-functional logics, where the

truth-value of a conjunction or disjunction is deter

mined solely by the semantic value of the argument

propositions. In such a logic, if tall(John) is not def

initely true or false then it will have some indefinite

truth value and so will -tall(John). It may also be
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that thin(John) is also indefinite and has the same

semantic value as tall(John). Hence, in such a case

the tautology -(tall(John) A -tall(John)) must have

the same truth value as the contingent proposition

-(thin(John) A —tall(John)).

2.3 PRECISIFICATIONS AND

PREDICATE SENSES

A precisification space is an abstract structure exhibit

ing the ways in which a language can be made precise

in different ways. In the case of a real learnable lan

guage this space must be determined by the different

possible interpretations of specific expressions. Since

I am assuming that object names and logical opera

tors are perfectly precise, the possible interpretations

of any expression must be determines by the possible

interpretations of its constituent predicates.

Consider the natural language predicate ‘z is a mur

derer'. Although some necessary and sufficient proper

ties of a murderer are uncontroversial, other properties

are open to debate. Thus there is a wide variety of pos

sible precise definitions of murderer. For instance one

definition would be that: a murderer is a human be

ing who has intentionally killed another human being.

However, some people (e.g. certain strict vegetarians)

might contend that a human being who intentionally

kills any kind of animal is also a murderer.

To be more specific about the relationship between

“killer' and ‘murderer' we could stipulate that if some

one is a murderer in any sense then they are unequiv

ocally a killer:

DVæſ (S murderer(z)) → Ukiller(x)] .

but in the opposite direction we might have the weaker

implication

DVrſ killer(z) → (S murderer(r))].

If we then give axioms specifying the meaning of these

concepts there will be certain analytic facts that we

are sure should be true whatever precise sense they

are given. For example:

DU(killer(z) → Byſkilled(a, y)))

DU(murderer(z) → Byſhuman(y) A killed(z, y)))

Other axioms will only apply to some but not all in

terpretations of vague predicates:

DSV.cſmurderer(r) + Hyſanimal(y) A killed(r, y)]].

Sometimes to specify properties of vague predicates it

may be useful to introduce artificially sharpened ver

sions of these predicates. Thus, if we wanted to use

‘murdererl’ in a sense which is sharper than the vague

predicate ‘murderer', we might use the following axiom:

DVrſmurderer1(z) → (S murderer(r))] A

DVr[(U murdererer(r)) → murderer1(c)]

and define murderer.1 by

DUVrſmurderer.1(z) → Byſhuman(y) A killed(z, y)]].

Equivocal predicates may include those that are obvi

ously ambiguous, having two or more quite separate

meanings rather than a cluster of similar meanings.

One way to distinguish certain ambiguous concepts is

to say that there is no case to which it applies in every

sense. Thus we could write

- Q HrſU nut(x)]

to say that there is no possible situation in which there

is something that is unequivocally a “nut” (nothing is

both a nut of the edible variety and of the mechanical

variety).

As well as vague and ambiguous predicates, most

knowledge bases will contain a large number of pre

cise predicates, whose meaning is not in question. The

sharpness of certain predicates can be attested by ax

ioms such as

DVr|(Sinteger(r)) → (U integer(z))] .

It should be clear form the various examples given in

this section that the S5U language provides an expres

sive representation for describing the logical properties

of vague predicates. Especially those whose vagueness

consists in them having a cluster of related meanings.

2.4 VALIDITY DEFINED USING THE

MODAL DEFINITELY OPERATOR

Within a precisification semantics such as S5U it is

possible to define the relation of entailment among

vague propositions in a number of different ways.

Philosophical examination of this semantics has often

sought to demonstrate that some particular definition

is correct. However, from the point of view of describ

ing possible inferences within a database containing

vague information, it is not necessary to adopt a sin

gle definition of entailment. Many kinds of entailment

can be defined in terms of the unambiguous property

of validity and each of these tells us something different

about the logical relationship between propositions.
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Some of the more useful possible definitions of entail

ment are the following:

O (b1, ..., ºn Hlocal *p iff

Fssu U((b1 A ... A br) → p)

o ©1,..., ºn Hglobal *!) iff

HSBU (Udi A ... A Udºn) → Unb

O ©1,..., ºn Farguable tly iff

HSBU S((b1 A ... A pn) → p)

• *1,..., bn Hreliable b iff

HSSU (Sºl A ... A Sºn) — Up

O ©1 3 - - - 5 (bn Fs-reliable wb iff

HSBU (Sö1 A ... A Sqn) → Sip

* @1,..., ºn Fco-reliable b iff

HSBU S(q), A ... A pn) → Unb

O ©1,..., ºn Fco-s-reliable w!, iff

HSBU S(51 A ... A pn) → Sil,

Philosophers (Fine 1975, Williamson 1994) have been

most concerned with the first two definitions of va

lidity. So-called ‘local' validity means that under-any

interpretation where the premisses are true the conclu

sion is also true. However, because U satisfies the rule

of necessitation and the T schema, Hssu Up holds

just in case HSSU ºp; so, for formulae not containing

modalities, local validity is equivalent to classical va

lidity.

To avoid this reduction of entailment in vague lan

guages to classical validity, it has been argued that

an appropriate characterisation of valid entailment in

vague languages is that if the premisses are unequiv

ocally true the conclusion is also unequivocally true.

This has been called ‘global' validity and is strictly

weaker than local validity (the former is derivable from

the latter by the K schema).

What I call “arguable' validity is perhaps the weakest

useful entailment relation. A sequent is arguably valid

if the corresponding implication is valid under some in

terpretation. If we move the S operator inwards in the

Schematic theorem corresponding to arguable entail

ment we get ((U p1 A ... A U (pm) → S p). Thus to

show that a sequent is arguably valid we only need to

show that if all the premisses are “unequivocally’ true

then the conclusion is ‘in some sense' true. This form

of entailment is suitable for query applications, where

we are interested in whether a vague query might pos

sibly be a consequence of some vague data. Ideally

a procedure which tests for arguable validity would

also give further information about what senses of the

query and database facts make the entailment valid.

The user could then assess the reliability of the infer

ence.

‘Reliable' entailment on the other hand is very strong.

It makes valid only those arguments such that how

ever the premisses are interpreted, the conclusion is

unequivocally true. This notion of entailment might

be useful in certain safety critical applications where

we want to take some action only if an entailment must

hold whatever interpretations are given to vague con

cepts in the premisses and conclusion.

The remaining three entailment relations are weaker

than ‘reliable' but are similar in that we only as

sume that the premisses are ‘in some sense' true. For

‘s-reliable' entailment we only require that some sense

of the conclusion is implied whatever sense is given

to the premisses. In “co-reliable' and ‘co-s-reliable' we

assume that, although all the premisses are only true

‘in some sense’, they are all interpreted consistently.

Thus the S operator acts on the conjunction of pre

misses rather than each premiss separately.

Notice that, when we are concerned with ‘reliable' and

‘s-reliable' entailment, two separate database facts o

and 3 are not equivalent to the conjunction o A 3.

This is because we assume that uses of a predicate

within a single formula are consistent; whereas, two

distinct formulae which share one or more vague pred

icates may be true for different interpretations of these

predicates.

2.5 THE SORITES ARGUMENT

I now consider the famous sorites paradox which is

perhaps the best known example of the way that

vagueness seems to defy logical analysis. Detailed

accounts may be found in (Black 1970, Burns 1991,

Williamson 1994). The original example of this para

dox concerns the question of how many grains of sand

constitute a ‘heap' ('sorites’ is Greek for heap) but I

shall consider the directly analogous case of the bald

man (which will be of more relevance to many aca

demics).

Assume we have a theory in which arithmetic addition

is defined. The following argument is then classically

valid:

1. Varſ(num-hairs(z) = 0) → bald(r))

2. Vavy((bald(a) A (num-hairs(y) = num-hairs(r) +

1)) → bald(y)]

3. ... Varſ(num-hairs(a) = 10,000,000) → bald(r))

Precisification semantics enables one to avoid this
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paradox because in border-line cases we can say that

a person is “bald' under some interpretations of this

concept but not under others. One can then weaken

the second premiss to say: if an n-haired man is bald

under all reasonable interpretations of “bald’ then an

(n + 1)-haired man is bald under at least one reason

able interpretation of “bald':

Vavyſ(Ubald(r) A (num-hairs(y) = num-hairs(r)+1))

— S bald(y)

Under this interpretation, the argument is not valid

according to the semantics for U given above.

This analysis is perhaps not a complete solution of the

paradox. One might argue that if someone with n hairs

is bald “in some sense’ then someone with n + 1 hairs

must be bald in some (slightly weaker) sense. So the

paradox re-emerges with respect to the predicate “...

is bald in some sense'. It may be argued that fuzzy

logic gives a better account of sorites-style paradoxes

because it allows the degree to which someone is bald

to increase monotonically as hairs are lost (see e.g.

(Goguen 1969). However, other problems with fuzzy

logic were noted above (section 2.2).

3 ANALYTIC AND

OBSERVATIONAL VAGUENESS

The S5U semantics given in section 2.1 assumes that

every precisification assigns classical truth values (true

or false) to every atomic predicate. This model gives

a good account of vague concepts that correspond to a

cluster of precise concepts, each having definite truth

conditions. However, there are also cases where there

seems to be no ambiguity in the meaning of the word

but nevertheless there is indeterminacy as to when the

concept should be applied. For instance, the predicate

tall(w) does not seem to have a variety of senses, al

though there is no specific height which qualifies a per

Son as being tall. In judging the truth of a proposition

such as tall(John) it seems perfectly reasonable to say

in certain cases that its truth is indefinite. Of course

different judges might still quibble about what was an

indefinite case.

In S50 we can say that a proposition is indefinite in

that it is neither true in every sense nor false in ev

ery sense: -U ºf A Sq). However we cannot say that

a proposition is indefinite in every sense. This moti

vates the construction of a three-valued precisification

Semantics.

3.1 THREE-VALUED PRECISIFICATION

SPACES

In a three-valued precisification model (Fine 1975,

Pinkal 1995), a precisification is associated with a func

tion mapping each atomic predicate and each tuple of

arguments to a value in the set {t, f, i) (true, false and

indefinite). A precisification which only assigns the

values t and f is called complete. If a precisification p

assigns the value t whenever q assigns t and f when

ever q assigns f, then we write p > q and say that p

eartends q.

Fine suggests that one should constrain the space of

precisifications P by what he calls the Resolution Prin

ciple (RP) requiring that whenever an atom indefinite

at a precisification there is an extension of that precisi

fication which makes it true and another that makes

it false. In formal terms this means that for any pre

cisification p e P and any atomic proposition A, if

[A]p = i, then there must exist precisifications q, r e P

such that q > p, r > p, [A] = t and [A], = f. RP

means that all maximal elements of P are complete.

A further suggested constraint is that there should be

a minimal precisification po of which every world is an

extension.

If RP is dropped and we consider models which have

arbitrary sets of valuations we get a very general se

mantics within which a wide variety of operators can

be defined. Such models will not be explored here

but they may well prove useful in modelling aspects of

vagueness, lack of knowledge or uncertainty.

Fine investigates a number of ways in which the se

mantics of complex propositions should be determined

by a 3-valued precisification space. The simplest pro

posal is that the truth value of a complex proposition

at a precisification p is determined by the truth val

ues assigned according to 2-valued classical logic to all

complete extensions of p. Specifically, p is true at p if

it is true at all complete extensions of p; p is false at p

if it is false at all complete extensions of p; otherwise

q is indefinite. This is very plausible semantics for

propositions involving only classical connectives. Fine

also suggests that a definiteness operator D can be

added to the language. He gives two possible semantic

specifications for this operator. One is that the truth

of a formula Dºp depends only on the value of p at the

minimal (i.e. most indefinite) world po:*

iff po IF Ö

According to this specification, the truth of D4 is con

p|H Dó

“Under this definition, D is essentially the same as

Pinkal's ‘E’ operator.
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stant over all precisifications.

Fine also suggests a more complex semantics, within

which a proposition may be definite at some precisifi

cations and not at others. This involves treating the D

operator as a 3-valued truth functional operator whose

truth-table is given in Table 1. The table also shows

how the Boolean connectives can be treated as truth

functional except in the case of a conjunction o A 3

of two indefinite propositions. Here the truth value of

the conjunction is not a simple truth-function of the

values of the conjuncts because, even though a and 3

may be indefinite, it may be impossible for them to

be true together (e.g. o might be ‘John is tall' and 3

‘John is not tall’). To make this precise, we stipulate

that when [o]p = i and [3]p = i, then: ſo. A 3|p = i

iff there is some precisification q > p (q is an exten

sion of p) such that [a] = t and [3] = t otherwise

[o. A 3]p = f.

Ó -q, o, A 3 t i f q Dq)

t f t | t i f t t

i i i i iſf f i f

f t f | f f f f f

Table 1: Truth tables for - and A and D.

It should be noted that the D operator is semanti

cally very different from the U operator. Dø is true

at a world/precisification just in case p is true at that

world/precisification, whereas Uq is true at a world

if p is true at that world for every precisification. At

the semantic level it is easy to combine both opera

tors into a single language. We just replace the 2

valued precisification space of S5U with the 3-valued

space. In the combined language we can say things

like S(-D tall(John) A -D-tall(John)), meaning that

‘in some sense John is neither definitely tall nor defi

nitely not tall'.

The object-level proof theory of this language is some

what problematic. However, the semantics can easily

be described in classical 1st-order logic in a similar

fashion to the method suggested in section 2.1. This

provides an indirect way of testing validity.

4 OBSERVABLES AND

VAGUENESS

The three-valued precisification semantics allows one

to model predicates which are vague even when their

interpretation is unequivocal. However, it does not

provide any means for specifying the way in which the

justification for applying a vague predicate depends on

the state of the world. In this section I examine how

the truth of a vague qualitative concept may depend

on the value of some continuously variable observable

parameter. To do this I consider a language which

contains, as well as predicates (which may be more

or less vague) functions corresponding to the values of

observable properties.

4.1 OBJECTIVE MEASURES AND

POSSIBLE WORLDS

It is plausible that the meanings of vague concepts de

pend to some extent on objective measurements. To

formalise these I introduce a class of entities which

will be called observables. These can be regarded as

types of measurement which can be applied to objects.

Each observable has a fixed arity, which is the number

of objects to which it applies. To make the model the

ory simpler I shall assume that we have only monadic

and dyadic observables. Examples of observables are

height and weight (monadic) and distance (dyadic).

I consider each possible world to be associated with

a complete assignment of real values to every n-ary

observable for each n-tuple of arguments. Thus each

world will assign a height and weight to each object

and a distance to each pair of objects. This semantics

for precise observables can readily be combined with a

precisification semantics for vague predicates. A model

for a vague language with observable functions is then

a Structure

M VLo - (W, P. I, R., 6, Oi, o 1, O2, 02,) *

where: (W, P., I, R., 6) is a precisification model of the

kind described in section 2.1; O1 is a set of names

of monadic observables; a 1 is a function from W x

O x I to real numbers; O2 is a set of names of dyadic

observables and a 2 is a function from W x Ox I x I

to real numbers.

Note that unlike the valuation of relations, the val

uation of observable functions does not depend on

the precisification. Thus these functions are objective

(non-vague) properties of the world.” The possible

values of observables will normally be constrained by

a theory 6 obs, which may be regarded as a formalisa

tion of physical laws. Thus the observable distance

might be axiomatised to be a Euclidean metric.

*One could easily add vague functions to the language

also. These would have values that could vary between

different precisifications for the same world.
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4.2 PREDICATE MEANINGS

In a setting where there is no uncertainty about the

state of the word and no controversy regarding the

sense of a concept, the justification as to whether a

tuple of objects satisfies some predicate will appeal

to the values of observables evaluated with respect to

those objects. To model these justification conditions

one may axiomatise precise predicates by specifying

their necessary connections to observables.

For vague predicates the situation is more complex.

Some vague predicates are uncontroversially linked

with a single observable. In such a case the predi

cate may still be vague because the cut-off value for

the predicate may be debatable. An example of this

is the predicate tall. We can assume that this is de

termined purely by the observable height. (Of course

some argument might arise in comparing heights when

one person has a stoop or curly hair. However this kind

of vagueness is best modelled with the U operator and

can be separated from that which occurs even when the

height measurement is uncontroversial.) Many vague

predicates will depend upon more than one observable.

For example whether a person is ‘big' may depend on

both their height and weight. A tall person might be

described as big even if lighter than a shorter person.

On the other hand if the tall person were only mod

erately tall but extremely thin one would be reluctant

to call him “big”.

Another problem is that concepts such as tall are rel

ative to a class. Thus a tall child is not as tall as a

tall woman. This phenomenon is undoubtedly a sig

nificant feature of natural vague concepts however it

will not be tackled in the current paper.

4.3 COMPARATIVES AND THE

PROPERTIES OF VAGUE CONCEPTS

Despite the fact that the applicability of a vague pred

icate such as tall is indeterminate, comparative rela

tions which seem to be derived from these predicates

may be completely determined by observables. For in

stance the relation taller could be defined in terms of

height as follows:

D(Vrvyſtaller(r, y) → (height(z) > height(y))))

Here the truth of the mathematical comparative rela

tion “P” is determined directly by a model of the form

of M VLO.

It is also clear that willingness to ascribe the predicate

tall to a person increases the greater their height; so,

if any reasonable judge calls one person tall, then she

must regard all taller people as tall:

UD(Vavy((tall(r) A taller(y,z)) → tall(y)})

Axioms involving comparatives provide a straightfor

ward and very general way of constraining the mean

ings of vague concepts.

5 THE LOGIC OF CLARITY AND

THE ‘DISTANCE' BETWEEN

WORLDS

Williamson (1994) proposes that vagueness should be

described by means of a propositional operator, C,

where C p is read “It is clear that ºp'. The meaning

of this operator is defined relative to a possible worlds

semantics in which there is a metric over the set of

possible worlds giving a ‘distance' between any two

worlds. We then say that a proposition C 4 is true at

a world w (i.e. q is clearly true at w) just in case p is

true at all worlds within a certain distance of w. This

distance is taken as providing a margin of error which

ensures that p is clearly true since it is true not only at

the actual world w but at all worlds which differ from

w by some small amount. In this section I look at

the relationship between Williamsons's logic of clarity,

precisification spaces and observables.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the distance be

tween possible worlds is determined by observables and

that the margin of error required for an atomic propo

sition to be “clearly’ true will vary according to the

meaning of its predicate. Thus each predicate can be

associated with a metrical function of observables and

a margin. Together these constitute a relevant mea

sure for that predicate. It is implausible that the pre

cise specification of this measure is a fixed property of

the predicate. Rather these will vary according to a

spectrum of ways in which the predicate could be inter

preted. Moreover, one might expect that each distinct

predicate would be associated with its own space of

measures. However, Williamson considers an ideali

sation of this picture in which, within a given model,

the certainty of all predicates is determined by a single

metric and margin on the possible worlds.

The fact that we do not need separate measures for

each predicate may seem odd; but the notion of a

metric is very general and can encompass distance

within a multi-dimensional space of possible variations

of atomic predicates.

Williamson considers specifying the semantics of C

in terms of fired margin models. Such a model is a
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quadruple (W, d, o, []), where W is a set, d a metric"

on W, o a non-negative real number, and [] is a map

ping of formulas to subsets of W such that for all for

mulas (p, wh:

• [-º] = W — [6]

• [d A WI = [dº] ſh [tº]

• [C (p) = {w e W:

(Va e W)[(d(w, r) < 0) → a € [0]]}

Under these conditions it can be shown that C be

haves exactly as the [] operator of the modal logic S4.

However, Williamson argues that this operator is to

strong in that it obeys the schema [] p → [][] (b. This

would rule out the possibility of second-order vague

ness as exemplified by a claim such as ‘John is clearly

tall but not clearly clearly tall’.” In order to allow

for non-redundant iteration of C, this operator can be

interpreted in terms of a variable margin model where

[C (b) = {w e W:

(36 × 0(Va e W)[(d(w, r) < 6) – a e [d]]}.

If validity is identified with truth in all such models

then C is constrained by exactly the same schemata

as the [] operator of the modal logic KT. Since the

schemata K and T are intuitively correct properties

of any plausible clarity operator and any refinement of

the idealised semantics could only weaken the logical

properties of C, Williams argues that KT provides an

adequate specification of the logic of clarity.

The semantics of clarity is orthogonal to the idea

of precisification in that to evaluate C p at a some

world/precisification, we look at the valuations for a

predicate at a neighbouring worlds with respect to the

same precisification. To take account of this model

theoretically, one could generalise the notion of pre

cisification to include a measure on possible worlds as

well as valuation on predicates. Since models include

arbitrary precisifications, every possible combination

of predicate valuations and measures will correspond

to a point in the precisification space. The reason that

measures are considered part of precisifications is that

I take them to be part of the sense ascribed to a pred

icate. Hence if we combine C with the unequivocality

operator U, the U operator asserts that a proposition

is true for every assignment and every measure (not

just every assignment for a fixed measure).

By adding measures to a precisification model (either

the simple S5U model or the 3-valued version) one can

construct a semantics within which U and C (and in

the 3-valued case also D) are definable. This we can

*i.e. it satisfies the usual definition of a metric.

"I am not really sure how much sense this makes.

say things like “The eruption of Krakatoa was clearly a

disaster in every sense’. This means that for every pre

cisification the proposition ‘The eruption of Krakatoa

was a disaster' is true for every possible world which is

within the required margin of similarity of the actual

world (the appropriate margin being dictated by the

precisification).

The logic of C can also be related to the values of ob

servables. Since the distance measure between possible

worlds is determined by observables, in a language in

cluding observable functions it is possible to constrain

the behaviour of the clarity operator to take account

of this dependence. One way to do this is in terms

of comparatives. Analogously to the example given in

section 4.3 one could state the following axiom ensur

ing that if someone is clearly tall according to some

precisification then every taller person is also clearly

tall:

UD(Vavy((Ctall(r) A taller(y, a.)) → C tall(y)])

6 CONCLUSION

This paper has drawn on previous work in philosoph

ical analysis of vagueness in order to construct for

malisms which may prove useful for handling vague

concepts within AI knowledge bases. Although the

semantic models I have presented are not completely

original, they seem to be little known to AI researchers.

This is perhaps because they have hitherto been de

veloped principally for the exposition of philosophical

arguments rather than for practical purposes. Con

sequently, in order to specify useful representation

languages for dealing with vague information, certain

modifications are required.

By the seemingly trivial generalisation of precisifica

tion spaces to include all arbitrary valuations of re

lations rather than just ‘admissible' ones I have pro

vided a logically neutral model structure within which

analytic (i.e. necessary) properties of both vague and

sharp predicates can easily be stated. I have suggested

that philosophical debates concerning the correct defi

nition of entailment within a vague language are irrel

evant to KR. Moreover each of variety of possible en

tailment relations can yield useful information about

possible inferences among propositions involving vague

concepts.

I have distinguished the vagueness that occurs where

a predicate has a cluster of different senses from the

vagueness associated with the lack of a clear cut off

point for a qualitative predicate with respect to con

tinuously variable objective measurement. I believe

that these different kinds of vagueness require quite
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distinct model theoretic treatment but can neverthe

less be incorporated within a single, albeit rather com

plex, semantics. Further elaboration of the details of

this semantics is the subject of ongoing work. My ap

proach contrasts with that of other treatments (such

as fuzzy logic) where different types of vagueness (and

sometimes also uncertainty) are treated uniformly. I

think that my analysis suggests that such an assimi

lation is unlikely to give a satisfactory of the various

aspects of vagueness.

Vagueness is an extremely subtle phenomenon which

is very hard to get hold of within a logical framework.

Consequently there are likely to be many deficiencies

in the semantical models I have proposed. Neverthe

less I believe that my semantic analysis is in many

respects correct and can provide a framework which

will enable AI systems to take account of certain im

portant aspects of vagueness. I also believe that a

satisfactory account of vagueness is essential to the

solution of many crucial problems in AI. Vagueness is

a fundamental property of natural languages and con

sequently must be taken seriously in any KR system

that attempts to manipulate natural concepts.
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Abstract

Communication using natural language is

remarkably efficient, by allowing reuse

(through the use of generative devices) of a

finite vocabulary to describe a potentially in

finite set of situations. This vocabulary reuse

contributes to words having many related

senses (polysemy). Further, meanings can be

relatively vague or precise; in other words,

varying in their degree of specification of

meaning. I suggest that these problems can

be addressed by developing a knowledge rep

resentation which makes explicit the notion

of granularity. As the grain size changes, we

may fold certain distinctions, or split mean

ings more finely. In this paper, I formalize a

theory of granularity and demonstrate how it

can be applied to problems of meaning rep

resentation. Such a theory requires a world

model which provides a rich sortal differen

tiation of entities based on the distinctions

made by natural language, including the rep

resentation of meronymic structure and reifi

cation. Granularity will be represented in

terms of structural operations defined as ab

stractions. I illustrate how this applies to

problems of polysemy and vagueness in nom

inalizations, where splitting and folding of

meanings are particularly evident.

1 INTRODUCTION

Natural language provides us humans with a very pow

erful means of describing the world as we experience

it. Communication using natural language is remark

ably efficient, by allowing reuse (through the use of

generative devices) of a finite vocabulary to describe

a potentially infinite set of situations. This vocab

ulary reuse contributes to words having many related

senses (polysemy). Further, meanings can be relatively

vague or precise; in other words, varying in their de

gree of specification of meaning. If every aspect of a

word's meaning were made explicit in everyday com

munication, communication would become very inef

ficient. These properties of natural language commu

nication, polysemy and vagueness/underspecification,

pose challenges for knowledge representation, in par

ticular for lexical semantics, where the meanings of

words have to be represented.

Lexical ambiguity in natural language can be viewed

as falling into two disjoint categories: homonymy and

polysemy. A lexically ambiguous word is polysemous

iff it has multiple semantically related meanings. If a

word has meanings which are semantically unrelated,

those unrelated meanings are called homonymies. For

an examples of polysemy, consider (1a-b). In (1a), the

bottle refers to bottle as a container; in (1b) it refers

to the contents.

(1a) Mary broke the bottle.

(1b) Mary finished the bottle.

For another example of polysemy, consider (2a), in

which the nominalization is ambiguous at least be

tween a process reading (2b) and a result reading of

an object created (2c). (The term “nominalization” as

used here means a noun or noun-headed constituent -

such as a noun phrase - which can denote something

event-like.) The result reading can be replaced by an

ordinary count noun where one exists, but a count

noun can’t be used in the process reading.

(2a) The painting lasted three hours.

(2b) The painting/*picture lasted three hours, because

they had to stop work that evening.

(2c) The painting/picture lasted three hours, because

it was so flimsy.
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In both (1) and (2), the shift in meaning involves

some inferential path which relates the default mean

ing to the meaning expected by the predicate (e.g.,

“break”/“finish” in (1)). Clearly, the inferential paths

involved in these examples encode some notion of per

spective shift.

It is worth noting that perspective shifts can also re

sult in information being lost. This is seen in each

of (3a-c) (adapted from [Pustejovsky 95), where the

nominalization appears to denote both a process and

a result object:

(3.a) The house's construction was finished in two

months.

(3b) John's construction of the roof frame for the house

was done yesterday.

(3.c) John's construction of the roof frame for the house

was done yesterday, and even though it took seven

hours to get done, when it was done, it looked real

good.

Such readings are underspecified with respect to

whether we are dealing with a process or a result ob

ject.

There are numerous other cases where perspective

shifts across basic ontological categories can occur, as

when we shift from describing a meeting in terms of

(say) a time interval to a description in terms of spe

cific instants, as in (4a) (from [Pianesi and Varzi 96]),

or from a description of a pencil point as a point to its

being a surface, as in (4b) (from [Asher and Vieu 95]);

(4a) That's how they met: at a certain point, John

asked the waiter to invite her at his table; the nert

moment she was sitting in front of him.

(4b) The point of this pencil is actually an irregular

surface with several peaks.

It is clear, then, that the examples in (1-4) all involve

a shift in perspective. Shifts in perspective, in turn,

reflect efficiencies in reasoning processes. Collectively,

these examples suggest that it may be helpful to view

efficiencies in language as a reflection of efficiencies in

reasoning processes. Such efficiencies are very closely

related to Hobbs' notion of “granularity”: [Hobbs 85]

suggests that in the course of reasoning we conceptu

alize the world at different levels of granularity, and

that in a particular reasoning process we distinguish

only those things that are relevant to that process. As

[Hobbs 85) puts it, “our knowledge consists of a global

theory together with a large number of relatively sim

ple, idealized, grain-dependent, local theories, interre

lated by articulation axioms.” In any given situation,

a granularity is determined, allowing the local theory

to be selected. Since the local theory has a smaller,

less complex ontology than one which would obtain if

all predicates were always relevant, there is more hope

of exploiting computationally tractable reasoning pro

ceSSes.

In what follows, I will show how problems of poly

semy and underspecification can be addressed by a

theory of reasoning which makes explicit the notion

of granularity. The overall idea is that as the grain

size changes, we may fold certain distinctions, or split

meanings more finely. This idea complements exist

ing work, providing a foundation for looking at prob

lems in natural language semantics in terms of a the

ory of reasoning processes. In current approaches to

semantics for natural language processing, cases of

meaning shift like (1-2) are handled by some form of

type coercion, involving, e.g., lexical rules defined over

typed feature structures (Briscoe and Copestake 91],

or [Pustejovsky 95 building it into the combination

operations (e.g., function application) used to assem

ble phrases and sentences out of words. Thus, a system

would have “container/contents” rules. The account

I propose here does not seek to supplant these tradi

tional rules; rather, I suggest that such rules are part of

a more general inferential process involving granular

ity shifts. However, I go beyond previous approaches

to address cases like (3) as well in terms of granularity

shifts. Thus, in applying a theory of granularity to

problems of lexical semantics, I will characterize the

representational requirements in more abstract ways,

providing a relatively problem-independent classifica

tion of the inferential procedures needed.

For reasons of space, I confine myself here to illus

tration of this idea with respect to problems of poly

semy and underspecification in nominalizations, such

as (2) and (3). This allows us to focus on the repre

sentation of event structure in the ontology, which al

lows us to make relatively precise certain key distinc

tions we have described informally, such as “event”,

“process”, “result”, “process or result”, etc. The ex

tension to (4a) will follow from this; the extension

to (4b) requires some analysis of mereotopology (cf.

[Asher and Vieu 95), which we leave to future work.

In order to analyze the above phenomena, we have to

first represent some of the distinctions which natural

languages make of the world, which we take up in the

next section.

2 ONTOLOGICAL DISTINCTIONS

FOR NATURAL LANGUAGES

Following (Bach 86], let us define a join relation U in R

over the entities in D, so that if q1 and q2 are entities,

q1 U q2 is also an entity. (For convenience, terms given
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a definition in our ontology will be boldfaced, except

when it's obvious that it's the technical sense that's

intended.) The inclusion ordering relation -, which

defines a join semilattice over the set of entities, is:

Definition 1 (inclusion) W(q1, q2) q1 + q2 = q1 U

q2 = q2

Among the sorts of entities are time periods and in

dividuals. Instants will approximated as very short

time periods (of course, alternative approaches, e.g.,

treating instants as primitive and defining intervals in

terms of them, [Dowty 79), are clearly possible). Both

objects and eventualities are subsorts of individu

als.

Eventualities are further subdivided into the Vendler

[Vendler 67] sorts of states, processes (activities),

accomplishments, and achievements (the latter

three subsorts will be called events). As a notational

device, we will use sortal variables q1, q2 to stand for

entities, t 1, t2 for time periods, r, y for individuals, v 1,

v2 for eventualities, e for events, p for processes, s for

states. Processes differ from other events in that

if a process p (like John's walking) occurs in period

t, it must also occur for every proper sub-period of t

(this definition excludes gapped processes). Accom

plishments are events e of which the primitive pred

icate culminate(e, t) can hold. (Intuitively, an event

culminates in tº if at the end of t the event has fin

ished.) Achievements are instantaneous accomplish

ments (instants here are very short periods). Both ac

complishments and achievements are defined so that if

they occur over a time period t they may not occur in

any other time period t 1 such that t 1 - t.

In addition to representing individuals and time pe

riods as subsorts of entities, we will also explicitly

represent sets as another subsort of entities. This is

needed, at the very least, to represent propositions.

A proposition p is usually conceived of as the set of

possible worlds where p is true. Here, a proposition

will be represented as denoting a set of times, namely,

the set of times in which the content of the proposi

tion is true. As such, propositions can be viewed as

abstract individuals representing sets, and we there

fore include abstract individuals as a further primi

tive category. Facts (found in factive expressions such

as John admits that Mary came, or John admits to

the fact that Mary came) are simply true propositions

(following (Zucchi 93).

Associated with a set S will be a special kind of ab

stract individual called an individual correlate "S

of the set, which is essentially an individual stand

ing for that set. The concept of an abstract individ

ual is relatively well established (e.g., [Chierchia 82],

[Link 83], [Hwang and Schubert 93], [Krifka 87], etc.).

Summation operators have of course been discussed

elsewhere in the literature, e.g., [Link 83], [Krifka 87],

[Landman 89]. For reasons of space, I forego a com

parison here with these earlier works (see [Mani 97b)

for more discussion).

I now introduce one specialized inclusion relation:

Definition 2 (aspectual inclusion)

V(v1, v2) v1 - w v2 = v1 - v2 and v1 is an aspec

tually salient part of v2

By introducing the term “aspectually salient”, I am

recognizing that the inclusion relation might be dense,

in that an event may be broken down into an infi

nite number of parts, corresponding to the dense lin

ear ordering of the real numbers. In some instances,

we only want to consider subparts which relate to as

pectual substructure of the event. Thus for example,

an accomplishment event which is an event of build

ing a house can be broken down into two aspectually

salient parts, a preparatory process and a resulting

state. The resulting state overlaps with the event, and

can of course extend beyond it.

Now, I will define a ternary relation first described by

[Pustejovsky 95]:

Definition 3 (exhaustive ordered part-of (eop))

V(v1, v2, v3) eop(v1, v2, v3) =

v1 -w v3 A v2 -w v3 A event-meets(v1, v2)

/\v3 = v1 U v2

A(Vv4 if v4 -w v3, then v4 – v.1 V v4 – v.2)

Thus for example, an accomplishment event a 1

which is an event of building a house will have a

preparatory process p1 and a resulting state sl re

lated by eop(p1, sl, a 1). For another example (from

[Pustejovsky 95) the event el of killing can be viewed

as having a process (call it killing-act) p1 and a re

sulting state (call it being-dead) sl, related to e1 by

eop(p1, s1, e1).

The eop definition relies on the following auxiliary defi

nitions (here occurs - for events - and holds –for states

- are treated as primitives):

Definition 4 (happens) V(v, t) happens(v, t) =

(i) v is an event and t is the marimal interval over

which occurs(v, t) or (ii) v is a state and t is the

marimal interval over which holds(v, t)

Definition 5 (event meets) V(v1, v2, t 1, t2)

event-meets(v1, v2) =

happens(v1, t 1) A happens(v2, t2) Ameets(t1, t2)
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Figure 1: Ontological Distinctions

Here, for any ti, t2, meets(t1, t2) iff ti ends before t2

starts, with no other period in between. In somewhat

more precise terms (derived in part from [Allen 81],

[Allen 83], [Allen 84]):

Definition 6 (meets) V(t1, t2) meets(t1, t2) =

B(t1e, t2s) such that t1 ends at t1e and t2 starts at t2s

and t1e precedes t2s and Vt3, (t3 precedes t1e) V (t2s

precedes t?)

Finally, we introduce an informal definition which says

that r is the result object associated with an eventual

ity if it takes the patient role in the eventuality and it

is around during the time of the result state associated

with the eventuality:

Definition 7 (eventuality result-object (ero))

V(v, r) ero(v, r) =

B(s, p, t2, ti) such that happens(v, t2) A eop(p, s, v) A

patient(v)(c) A holds(s,t 1) A erists-at(z, t1)

The sorts we have enumerated here are ordered by the

sortal ordering relation C. All the sorts, along with C,

are shown in Figure 1.

3 ANALYSIS USING

TYPE-SHIFTING OPERATORS

Now that we have represented certain key distinctions

in our ontology, we are in a position to analyze the

linguistic examples we began with. As mentioned ear

lier, cases of meaning shift are treated in contemporary

approaches as involving some form of type coercion.

Prior to characterizing these in terms of granularity,

however, I will first provide a type-shifting analysis

based on the ontological distinctions introduced in the

previous section.

Before launching into this account, let me state cer

tain assumptions. I assume that the meanings of nat

ural language sentences can be represented by logi

cal expressions, each of which has a denotation in

a world model. These logical expressions represent

ing the meanings of sentences will be called “logical

forms”. I will have to assume that the reader has a ba

sic familiarity with the lambda calculus (Church 41],

as well as the use of categorial grammars and type

theoretic representations for the semantics of natural

languages (see [Dowty 79]). Finally, it may be helpful

if the reader has some familiarity with Davidsonian

semantics [Davidson 67], [Davidson 69], [Parsons 90],

though it is not essential.

Now, let's return to (2) above. I will assume that there
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is a basic reading of a nominalization corresponding to

a N constituent (i.e., a noun-headed constituent which

combines with a determiner like the), as denoting a set

of events. Thus, the noun construction has the logical

form (5a), and the N construction has the logical form

(5b), where the arguments are filled (i.e., “saturated”)

from context.

(5a) \e Xr Ay [constructing(e) A agent(e)(y) A

patient(e)(r))

(5b) Aej(r, y)

patient(e)(r))

Now, in many situations, (5b) is a perfectly satisfac

tory representation of the meaning of (the N) con

struction. Consider what happens when the grain size

shifts, causing the meanings to be split more finely.

We can define a type shifting operator which shifts

the meaning from an event to a process:

(6) x = AQXp3(e, s)[Q(e) A eop(p, s, e)]

Applying this operator to (5b), we get the logical form

for the process reading (which we illustrated in (2b)),

where the nominalization denotes a set of processes:

[constructing(e) A agent(e)(y) A

(7) Api(e, c, y)[constructing(e) A agent(e)(y) A

patient(e)(r) A eop(p, s, e)]

Likewise, we have a type-shifting operator 0:

(8) 0 = AQAz=e(Q(e) Aero(e, 2)]

6 extracts the result object meaning (as was illus

trated in (2C)) when applied to (5b), and this is shown

in (9):

(9) Azi(e, c, y)[constructing(e) A agent(e)(y) A

patient(e)(r) A ero(e, 2)]

Note that although there are three possible polysemies:

process, result object, and result state, we never

get a three-way polysemy in a single use: we either

have process/result object (the construction), or we

have process/result state (the destruction). Given a N

expression like destruction, w extracts the result state

meaning when applied to (5b).

(10) w = AQXs=(e, p)(Q(e) A eop(p, s, e)]

Next, we turn to the cases of underspecified readings

of “process or result” in (3). Here, we define an un

derspecification operator:

(11) p = AQAeſe = 0x9 U 799]

The result of applying pi to (5b) is (12a), which when

expanded to (12b), reveals that it denotes a set of in

dividual correlates of the set of processes and re

sult objects denoted by the process and result object

readings, respectively:

(12a) pixe5(r, y)[constructing(e) A agent(e)(y)

A patient(e)(a))

(12b) Aelſe l = ApHſe, s, r, y)[constructing(e)

A agent(e)(y) A patient(e)(r) A eop(p, s, e)]

U Az=(e, r, y)ſconstructing(e) A agent(e)(y)

A patient(e)(1) A ero(e, 2)]]

Likewise, there is another underspecification operation

which folds processes and result states:

(13) w = AQAeſe = "AQ U"wo

Finally, we have an underspecification operator which

folds events and propositions:

(14) S = AQAeſe = "theQ U "compC)]

where the = APue(P(e)] maps one-place predicates to

individuals, t is the usual iota operator, and comp =

APBeſP(e)] maps one place predicates to times.

It is worth noting that underspecification over indi

viduals (such as individual processes or results) is but

one of a variety of different forms of underspecifica

tion that have been studied in the literature, including

underspecified scope representations [Reyle 93]. The

approach to underspecification described here applies

only to underspecification over individuals.

4 GRANULARITY

Now, I will try to make good on my promise to charac

terize type shifting operators in terms of more general

inferential processes involving changes in granularity.

In order to do so, however, I must first flesh out a the

ory of granularity. Once I have done that, I will return

in the next section to the linguistic phenomena.

As mentioned earlier, (Hobbs 85] suggests that in the

course of reasoning we conceptualize the world at dif

ferent levels of granularity, and that in a particular

reasoning process we distinguish only those things that

are relevant to that process, making other things in

distinguishable for all practical purposes. In particu

lar, Hobbs defines an indistinguishability relation such

that two domain entities r and y are indistinguishable

iff for all relevant predicates p, p(r) is true iff p(y)

is true. The particular level of granularity determines

which predicates are relevant. Thus, a theory in which

temperatures are distinguished to the nearest degree,

can, via an indistinguishability relation, be mapped

to one in which temperatures are distinguished to the

nearest 10 degrees (e.g., in the fifties). In any given sit

uation, a granularity is determined, allowing the local

theory to be selected. When the grain size shifts, cer

tain “articulation axioms” are used to map to another

local theory.
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In general, a mapping which induces a change in gran

ularity can be considered a special case of an abstrac

tion (Giunchiglia and Walsh 92], which we will con

sider here to be a total, surjective function from formal

languages C1 to C2. I restrict myself here to abstrac

tions where the source and target language are the

same language C (though there will be lots of appli

cations - outside the scope of this paper - where the

languages are different formal languages). I will write

Jº to mean an abstraction which uses a function 7

to map a source logical form to an equivalent (deno

tationally identical) target logical form, both drawn

from the same language C. Likewise, let Jº (or Jº)

mean an abstraction which maps a source logical form

to an entailed (or entailing) target logical form. As a

notational convention, I will drop the entailment su

perscript if it isn't specified. The notions of equality

of abstractions (based on extensional equality of op

erators), identity, composition and inverse are similar

to those defined in (Giunchiglia and Walsh 92 (cf. pp.

370–71), for reasons of space, these are excluded here.

As (Giunchiglia and Walsh 92] also point out, Hobbs’

notion of granularity can be represented in terms of a

granularity abstraction which we define here as:

Definition 8 (granularity abstraction) An

abstraction P. is a granularity abstraction ºff

(i) J. maps individual constants in C to their equiva

lence class under the in distinguishability relation ~ in

C. (Thus, for any individual r in C, Jºº (r) = x(r)

where k(r) = {y such that a ~ y}.)

and

(ii) ſº maps everything else, including the predicates

in C, to itself.

Note that granularity abstractions may be particularly

prone to lose information, since elements which are

indistinguishable (given the context) are collapsed.

For problems of natural language semantics (which

(Giunchiglia and Walsh 92] do not address), it is im

portant to establish whether applying an abstraction

to a logical form which is then combined with another

logical form is the same as applying the abstraction to

the result of the combination of the two logical forms.

If it is the same, then the abstraction preserves com

positionality. I will call such an abstraction endocen

tric, defined as follows:

Definition 9 (endocentric abstraction)

Given logical forms a, 3 in C, and a binary combi

nation operator + which forms new logical forms, an

abstraction P, is endocentric iff

(i) Jº, (a + 3) = P, (a) + 3

or

(ii) P, (a + 3) = P, (3) + a

Among the abstractions we will introduce and exploit

are meronymic abstractions:

Definition 10 (meronymic abstraction) An

abstraction P, is a meronymic abstraction iff Vo in

C,

(i) a denotes an entity q1, and J., (o) denotes an en

tity q2 such that q2 = q1

Or

(ii) a denotes a set of entities Q1, and J., (o) denotes

a set of entities Q2 such that W42 in Q2 =q1 in Q1

such that q2 =< q 1

Similarly, we can represent sortal abstractions,

whose definition is identical to Definition 10, except

that C is used instead of -. To distinguish meronymic

from sortal abstractions, and to indicate their direc

tion, we will introduce another subscript, e.g., 34,.

It is worth noting that a meronymic abstraction which

maps an individual to its equivalence class under the

indistinguishability relation ~1, defined below, is a

granularity abstraction.

Definition 11 (indistinguishability under ")

V(r, y)r < 1 y = r < "{r, y} and y = ''{r, y}

The nature of the entailment varies with the abstrac

tion. For granularity abstractions, we have upward en

tailment =>; for sortal abstractions c P, we have down

ward entailment <=. In other cases, the entailment, if

any, depends on the specifics of the logical form and

the abstraction operator.

Finally, we introduce a notion of grain size:

Definition 12 (relative grain size) V(o, B) in C,

a is finer-grained than 3 iff there is an abstraction

RJ, such that R.J., (a) = 3 and either

(i) R =<

* R =c

5 TYPE SHIFTING OPERATORS

AND ABSTRACTIONS

We now return to the analyses of Section 3, but this

time with a characterization of meaning shifts in terms

of abstractions. We can define a family of meronymic

abstractions &Jºy, 4ſ, and 44., where the operators

X, 0, and w are as defined earlier in (6), (8) and (10).

None of these abstractions are endocentric, as the asso

ciated operator takes an event-selecting predicate and
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returns a process- (or result-object or result-state) se

lecting predicate. In other words, each of these three

operators returns a functor which takes a more spe

cific argument; and so, an abstraction using another

operator which expects the same sort of argument as

X, 6, or w won’t be able to combine with any of the

results yielded by these three abstractions.

The meronymic abstraction 4.J. is endocentric, since

the operator p (defined in (11)) yields an individual

which is more general than its input individual and so

can combine with a wider variety of functors (e.g., both

process and result-object selecting functors) than the

input individual. Further, it is a granularity abstrac

tion under the indistinguishability relation ~1. - Fº

is part of a family of endocentric meronymic granu

larity abstractions which apply to nominalizations, in

cluding 3.J.; and 47; .

At this point, one may ask what has been gained by

characterizing the type-shifting operators above as ab

stractions. We first address underspecification. It is

useful to characterize underspecification over individ

uals as an abstraction instead of merely a type shift,

because granularity seems clearly involved - in particu

lar, the concept of indistinguishability (e.g., Defini

tion 11), which is absent from type shifting, obviously

applies.

The case for characterizing polysemy in terms of gran

ularity is not very striking, but nevertheless there are

intuitively appealing grounds for doing so. Let's say

the grain size shifts, so that the discourse shifts from

talking about an event to talking about a part of the

event (causing, in our view, the meaning of polyse

mous nominalizations describing the event to become

more fine-grained). Type shifts in themselves have no

representation of the current “level of abstraction” of

the discourse (and consequently of the reasoning pro

cesses), whereas the granularity characterization offers

the concept of grain size. Tracking the grain size, in

turn, can help constrain reasoning processes, as re

vealed in investigations of research on “task-oriented”

dialog (e.g., [Grosz 77]).

The final reason for viewing these operations as ab

stractions is methodological. In thinking of them as

abstractions and formalizing them, we are forced to

specify a meta-theory of these operations, which can

provide for an improved modularity in our reasoning

systems. Such a meta-theory tells us how expres

sive the language for representing abstractions needs

to be, provides a classification of abstraction, speci

fies what particular form abstractions can take, what

their truth-conditional properties are, and what their

effect on compositional structure is. Except for the

first question, the others have been directly addressed

in this paper.

6 RELATED WORK

This formalization of abstractions originates in the

work of (Giunchiglia and Walsh 92], who consider ab

stractions to be mappings between formal systems,

which consist of a language L, inference rules D, and

axioms W. The abstractions defined here correspond

roughly to what they call “L/W invariant” abstrac

tions, where the axioms are not distinguished from

the well-formed formulas of the language. There are

several major points of difference, however. First of

all, the discusssion in (Giunchiglia and Walsh 92] in

cludes a syntactic classification of abstractions based

on the structure of terms in the logical form lan

guage. For example, they distinguish Predicate Ab

stractions, which map predicate names, Domain Ab

stractions which map constants and function symbols,

and Propositional Abstractions, where the number

of arguments of a predicate can be decreased or in

creased. Such a syntactic classification is not useful

for natural language logical forms unless the logical

forms are canonicalized in some form, e.g., in the form

of a Davidsonian representation where event predicate

symbols are monadic. Second, our abstractions are of

special interest to phenomena like natural language,

where composition plays a critical role. Finally, we

classify the set of abstractions in terms of particular

types of inferential paths, including those involving C

and -3, making such abstractions very appropriate as

inference mechanisms in ontologies.

A formalization of granularity was proposed by

[Hobbs 85). As we have pointed out earlier, following

Giunchiglia and Walsh, Hobbs' notion of granularity

shifts corresponds to a special class of granularity ab

stractions, some of which have been exemplified in this

paper. There are also several other accounts of gran

ularity shifts. [Euzenat 95) discusses granularity oper

ators, which are mappings on relations in a ontology.

In our case, abstractions have been defined as map

pings among logical forms, with different kinds of ab

stractions being characterized in terms of their deno

tations. His account exploits complex relations which

are disjunctions of other relations, which in our frame

work would correspond to individual correlates of

the sets corresponding to the complex relations. Fi

nally, in contrast to Euzenat's approach, which postu

lates a number of fundamental algebraic properties of

granularity operators, our approach is based on having

abstractions specify explicitly their truth-preserving

properties.

Finally, there are references to the idea of granular

ity in other work. For example, [Pianesi and Varzi 96]
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discuss degrees of temporal granularity in event struc

ture. The abstraction which shifts the perspective of

meeting from (say) time intervals to specific instants,

as illustrated in (4a), is characterized in their work

in terms of a “minimal divisor” on structures corre

sponding to sets of events, where temporal differences

within the divisor are neglected. It may be char

acterized in our approach in terms of a sortal ab

straction. [Asher and Vieu 95) discuss perspective

shifts in spatial domains; the shift of perspective in

(4b) of “a pencil point” from a point to a surface

could be characterized in terms of abstractions, but

it first requires some representation of mereotopology

(cf. [Asher and Vieu 95), which we will examine in

future work.

7 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The motivation for this work is not entirely theoreti

cal. In binding a NLP system to an application, the

meanings of natural language expressions have to be

mapped in a variety of different ways. A particular

module may choose to collapse certain distinctions or

to fill in and elaborate more detail for a particular

application program. Providing a theory character

izing these mappings can remove a degree of adhoc

ness and task-dependence in the design of the seman

tics/pragmatics interface in a wide variety of differ

ent tasks involving NLP, e.g., the business of con

structing database queries, filling templates, generat

ing a translation into a different natural language, and

translating commands into directives to a simulation

[Moore et al 96).

The goal of developing robust ontologies capable of

being used for inference in a variety of applications

remains a challenge, since the concepts which need

to be represented in different domains vary greatly,

and the merging of disparate ontologies can be a

formidable task. Nevertheless, several trends sug

gest that we are making progress towards this goal.

First, standards have been evolving for knowledge

exchange (e.g., [Gruber 93) among different ontolo

gies, as well as layered architectures for develop

ing ontologies (e.g., [HPKB). Second, there has

also been progress on standardization of ontologies

[ANSI). Third, progress has been made in terms

of a meta-theory of primitives used in knowledge

representation systems (Guarino 94a), (Guarino 94b].

Fourth, there have emerged several large-scale ontolo

gies (Mikrokosmos], [CYC), where a significant degree

of reuse across applications is the norm rather than the

exception. Fifth, relatively fine-grained thesauri such

as [WordNet) (see also [Euro-WordNet) continue to be

used in different applications, although their use is not

entirely problem-free. Finally, interesting techniques

have been developed (e.g., [Knight and Luk 94]) for

semi-automatic merging of diverse ontologies. All this

suggests that some day in the forseeable future we will

have rich large-scale semantic resources available, that

can be reused across applications.

When used for lexical semantics, such a resource has

the potential to give rise to massive ambiguity, unless

we can develop generative theories which allow for dy

namic determination of the set of relevant meanings by

constraining our inferential processes to certain sub

ontologies. Abstractions, defined as they are as onto

logical operations, provide a generative mechanism for

deriving new granularity-shift-related meanings

This approach to granularity may be particularly use

ful in tying more fundamental concepts in an ontology

to more domain-specific ones. For example, a natu

ral language front-end to a battle simulation system

(e.g., [Moore et al 96) may map words like attack or

approach to complex sequences of actions in the tar

get simulation system (e.g., Attack Checkpoint Charlie

at 1500). To reuse lexical information across multiple

applications, it may be desirable to integrate a gen

eral English lexical semantic ontology (where attack

may have several meanings, e.g., related to military

or medical situations, etc.) with an ontology for the

application (where attack maps to a particular bat

tle simulation action). If the attack is to begin at a

particular time (e.g., Platoon 6, launch an attack at

0900 hours), the event structure of the general mean

ing (i.e., that attacks are processes) is relevant. A

simulation may treat attacks as instantaneous events,

akin to achievements, and military units like Platoon

6 as primitive (point) objects, simplifying the speci

fication of an attack, or it may be more fine-grained,

treating attacks as involving a non-infinitesimal time

interval, and units as having component objects, in

cluding soldiers, vehicles, etc. (which may in turn be

realized as geometric shapes on a map). These map

pings can be characterized as abstractions, which may

be reused in different ways for an NL system which

must talk to several different simulations (a not un

common situation).

There are also other cases where this approach

may bear particular fruit. For example, a particu

lar (transfer-based) machine translation system (e.g.,

[Nagao 87) may represent just enough word mean

ing in the source language to disambiguate its possi

ble translations in a target language; a more interlin

gual approach focused on problems of translation di

vergences at the semantic level (Dorr 93a), [Dorr 93b),

[Dorr et al 94] may use fairly abstract representa

tions of meaning, such as Conceptual Structures (CS)

[Jackendoff 83], [Jackendoff 90], [Jackendoff 91] (see
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also [Zwarts and Verkuyl 94]). In applying my ap

proach, a particular semantic representation of swim

used in a semantic-transfer oriented lexicon might be

decomposed into more “abstract” semantic represen

tation used in more “interlingual” lexicons. We may

define (as in [Mani 97b) an endocentric abstraction

which maps swimming into a particular kind of go

ing event, which in turn allows certain path and man

ner incorporation translation divergences (Talmy 85],

[Barnett et al. 94) (e.g., swim across the river ~

(French) traverser la riviere a la nage) to be resolved.

Thus, the same semantic lexicon could be used for mul

tiple theoretical approaches.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has illustrated how a theory of reasoning

processes based on the notion of granularity can be

used as a foundation to analyze certain problems in

natural language semantics. Efficiencies in language

use, reflected in phenomena of polysemy and under

specification, are viewed as mirroring efficiencies in

underlying reasoning processes. The overall idea is

that we may fold certain distinctions, or split meanings

more finely, as the grain size changes, in order to carry

out the inferences needed to communicate. As such,

the paper shows one way in which further synergy be

tween the fields of knowledge representation and natu

ral language semantics can be achieved. The synthesis

of ideas presented here is intended to stimulate further

discussion, and is fairly open-ended in scope. In the

future, we expect to continue to develop the theory,

and applying it to problems of lexical semantics in the

domain of spatial relations, in particular, exploiting

current work in mereotopological representations.
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Abstract

Using intuitions from the temporal reason

ing community, we provide a generaliza

tion of the PMA, called the modified PMA

(MPMA), which permits the representation

of disjunctive updates and the use of integrity

constraints interpreted as causal constraints.

In addition, we provide a number of syntactic

characterizations of the MPMA, one of which

is constructed by mapping an MPMA update

of a knowledge base into a temporal narrative

in a simple temporal logic (STL). The result

ing representation theorem provides a basis

for computing entailments of the MPMA and

could serve as a basis for further generaliza

tion of the belief update approach for reason

ing about action and change.

1 Introduction

Recently, much effort has been invested in applying

the belief revision/update (BR/U) paradigm to the

domain of reasoning about action and change. In a

similar vein, much effort has been invested in applying

temporal logics (TL) to reasoning about action and

change. Unfortunately, there have been few attempts

at trying to bridge the gap between the two paradigms

by analyzing one approach in terms of the evaluation

methodology of the other, or by applying solutions

generated in one paradigm to similar open problems in

the other paradigm (although, see [10, 20, 3, 24, 22).

We believe that there is much to be gained by a cross

fertilization of the two paradigms and in this paper,

we will try to do just that.

We begin by noting that much of the recent research in

the temporal reasoning paradigm has focused on two

issues: 1) proper representation of non-deterministic

Witold Lukaszewicz

Ewa Madalińska-Bugaj

Institute of Informatics

Warsaw University

Warsaw, Poland

actions [18, 21, 15), and 2) proper representation of the

indirect effects of actions, where the use of causal or

fluent dependency constraint approaches has received

a great deal of attention [17, 19, 13, 23]. On the other

hand, the BR/U approach applied to reasoning about

action and change, does not appear to have reached

any satisfactory consensus on the proper approach to

disjunctive update and is continually plagued with an

inability to represent casual constraints in terms of

standard integrity constraints.

Beginning with the PMA, we will apply techniques

from the TL paradigm resulting in a generalization of

the PMA, called the modified PMA (MPMA), which

permits the representation of disjunctive update to

gether with integrity constraints interpreted as causal

constraints. In addition, we provide a number of syn

tactic characterizations of MPMA with integrity con

straints and show that a very simple temporal logic,

STL, which is a fragment of a 1st-order temporal

logic described in [4, 13 with origins from the Fea

tures and Fluents framework [21], can be used to com

pute entailments of the MPMA with integrity con

straints. The representation theorem we provide opens

up the possibility of additional generalizations of the

BR/U paradigm applied to reasoning about action and

change.

Another interesting result of this work is the discov

ery that several existing approaches to reasoning about

action and change [15, 23, 13], suffer from a form of

syntactic sensitivity which we call the redundant atom

anomaly, where if one is not careful about the syn

tactic form of consequents to action or causal rules,

certain arguably unintuitive direct and indirect effects

of action invocation may result. In the paper, we point

out the problem using MPMA, and provide a remedy

which can also be applied to the temporal logics which

suffer from similar problems.

The generalization to the PMA can succinctly be de
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scribed as the relativization or weakening of the mini

mal change policy to a subset of atoms in the language

rather than to all atoms. The technique is similar to

the use of varied predicates in circumscription or the

use of an occlusion, release, or noninert predicate in

the temporal logic paradigm. The proposed solution

to the use of integrity constraints is to view them as

causal constraints representing fluent dependency in

formation as described in Gustafsson & Doherty [13],

where the technique was used to deal with the ramifi

cation problem.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we

introduce the PMA and discuss some well known crit

icisms associated with its use as a formalism for reason

ing about action and change. In Section 3, we modify

the PMA, by relativizing or weakening the minimal

change policy built into the definition of distance be

tween interpretations. We discuss the redundant atom

anomaly and provide a means of automatically prepro

cessing updates to remove redundancy and choose the

atoms to be excluded from the minimal change pol

icy. A syntactic characterization of MPMA in terms of

eliminants is considered along with an analysis of the

MPMA in terms of the Katsuno and Mendelzon [14]

postulates. In Section 4, we introduce the simple tem

poral logic, STL, a fragment of a highly expressive

logic used to reason about temporal narratives. In Sec

tion 5, we reformulate the MPMA in STL and provide

a representation theorem. A decision procedure for

MPMA in terms of STL is then provided. In Section 6,

we extend the MPMA with integrity constraints rep

resented as causal rules or dependency constraints.In

Section 7, we provide a comparison with related work

and in Section 8, conclude with a discussion.

Due to page limitations, proofs are excluded, but may

be found in Doherty et al. [6], an extended version of

this paper which also includes an additional syntac

tic characterization of the MPMA in terms of a Dijk

stra semantics based approach together with a corre

sponding decision procedure, and additional compar

isons with related work.

2 The Classical PMA

We present the classical PMA semantics, originally de

veloped by Winslett [25, 26, 27].

2.1 The Language Coma

We start with a language Coma of classical propo

sitional logic based on a finite fixed set ATM =

{p, q, r, ...} of atoms. Formulas are built in the usual

way using the connectives A, V, -, -, -, T (truth) and

L (falsity). If o and 3 are formulas and p is an atom,

then we write oſp – 3) to denote the formula which

is obtained from o by replacing all occurrences of p by

£3. A literal is an atom or its negation.

2.2 Semantics

Interpretations are identified with maximal consistent

sets of literals. For any formula o, we write o to

denote the set of all models of a, i.e. interpretations

satisfying o. A formula o is said to correspond to an

interpretation u iff o |= u. To construct such a for

mula, it suffices to take the conjunction of all literals

occurring in u. Similarly, a formula o is said to cor

respond to a finite set of interpretations (ul, ..., un)

if |o |= {u 1, ..., un). To obtain such a formula, it

suffices to take the disjuncion 31 V . . . V 3.1, where, for

each 1 < i < n, 3, is the formula corresponding to

us. For instance, the formula corresponding to the set

{{p, -q}, {p, q}} is (p/\-q) V (p/\q) which is equivalent

to p.

Definition 1 Let w, v be two interpretations. The

distance between w and v, written DIST(w, v), is a

set of atoms that have different truth-values in w and

tl.

For instance, the distance between we {p, q, r, -s} and

v = {q, s, -p, -r} is {p, r, s).

Definition 2 The update of an interpretation w by a

set of interpretations V, written w x V, is the set of

those elements of V that are closest to w, i.e. whose

distance to w is minimal. More formally:

w = V = {v e V: there is no v' e V such

that DIST(w, v') c DIST(w, v)}. m.

For instance,

if w = {−p, -q} and V = {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}},

then w = V = {{p, -q}, {q, -p}}.

Definition 3 The update of a set of interpretations U

by a set of interpretations V, written U → V, is given

by

U × V = U w k V. E.

weU

In the classical PMA, the update KB + a of a knowl

edge base KB by a formula o is identified with the

formula corresponding to the set of interpretations

|KB |*||a|.
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2.3 Examples

Example 1 Let ATM = {p, q}, KB = p and o =

p V q. Then | KB |*|o |=

{p, -q}* {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}} U {p, q}~

{{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}} = {p, -q}U {p, q}.

Thus KB + o is the formula (p A-q) V (p A q) which is

equivalent to p.

Example 2 Let ATM = {p, q}, KB = −p A -q and

o = p V q. Then | KB |*|o |=

{-p, -q}* {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}} =

{{p, -q}, {q, -p}}.

Thus KB + o is the formula (p A -q) V (−p A q).

3 The Modified PMA

A number of researchers ([1], [11]) have observed that

the classical PMA may lead to unintuitive results, par

ticularly when disjunctive update is involved. To see

this, reconsider Example 1. If all we know about the

world is p and the effect of an action performed is

pV q, then the description of the new state of the world

should be p V q rather than p. If p was accepted as the

description of the new state, then this would imply

that our knowledge about the current state makes an

unpredictable action predictable. Example 2 also illus

trates an undesirable phenomenon: updating a knowl

edge base by the inclusive or results in the exclusive

or. What these two examples have in common is the

fact that if an action effect follows from the database,

the action will have no effect. The culprit in both

cases is the fact that the PMA minimal change policy

should be relaxed somewhat, but in a principled man

ner. This is the insight gained from the TL community

and incorporated in current solutions to similar prob

lems.

In order to incorporate a relaxed minimal change pol

icy for the PMA, we will change it in two ways. Firstly,

the distance between two interpretations will always be

relativized to a chosen set of atoms. Intuitively, this

set represents atoms that are allowed to vary their val

ues during the action execution. Secondly, the update

of an interpretation w by a set of interpretations U

will be defined as those elements of U whose distance

to w is the empty set. We call this new form of the

PMA the modified PMA and we denote it by MPMA.

The details follow."

"The motivation behind MPMA will become clear when

Definition 4 Let w and v be two interpretations and

suppose that P is a set of atoms. The distance between

w and v wrt P is DIST(w, v) – P. m.

For instance, the distance between {p, q, r, -s} and

{q, s, -p, -r] wrt {p} is {r,s}.

Definition 5 The update of an interpretation w by a

set of interpretations V wrt a set of atoms P, written

w”V, is the set of those elements of V whose distance

to w wrt P is 0. In

Definition 6 The update of a set of interpretations

U by a set of interpretations V wrt a set of atoms P,

written U +” V, is given by

U P V = U w ºf V. m.

weU

In the modified PMA, the update KBºo of a knowl

edge base KB by a formula o wrt a set of atoms P is

identified with the formula corresponding to the set of

interpretations | KB |*||a|.

Example 1 (continued) To properly deal with

this example, the atoms p and q should be allowed

to vary. |KB|*{Pº) |o |=

{p-q}*** {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}}U

{p, q}*** {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}}=

{{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}} U {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}}

= {{p, -q}, {q, -p}, {p, q}}.

Thus KB,tºo is the formula (pa-q)V(q^-p) v(p,\g)

which is equivalent to p V q. El

Example 2 (continued) As before, the variable

atoms should be p and q. We leave it to the reader

to check that KB (Pº) a = p V q. m.

It should be noted that the MPMA need not preserve

consistency. For instance, if ATM = {q}, KB = -q,

o = q and P = 0, then KB ºf a = L. However,

as we shall see in the next section, the consistency

preservation is guaranteed if variable atoms are prop

erly chosen.

3.1 Determining Variable Atoms

In this section we discuss the fundamental question:

how can one provide a mechanism to determine vari

we provide its syntactic characterization in Section 3.2.

A policy similar to MPMA is mentioned by Winslett,

but rejected as not representing minimal change. MPMA

also reflects similar minimization policies used in the TL

paradigm as we will show.
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able atoms which can be applied automatically and

still guarantee intuitively reasonable conclusions?

Consider a knowledge base KB and an update formula

o. Since o represents effects of a performed action,

all atoms occurring in o. are potential candidates for

variable atoms. However, one should be cautious. The

reason is that some atoms from o may be redundant.

For example, if o is p V (p A q), then a = p and so q

should not be considered as a variable atom.

Example 3 Suppose that ATM = {p, q}, KB = -p/\

q and o = p. Taking p as the only variable atom, we

get KB (P o = p A q.

Suppose now that we introduce a redundant atom to

o, replacing a by its equivalent o' = (p A q) V (p A-q).

Taking p and q as variables, we obtain KB.") o' = p.

This result is clearly undesirable. In

This is an example of what we call the redundant atom

anomaly. It appears to be a flaw that several for

malisms [15, 17, 13], based on the use of an Occlusion

or Release predicate, succumb to. Occlusion and

Release have the role of distinguishing variable fluents

from non-variable fluents. In fact, it can be shown

that other causal formalisms such as Thielscher [23]

suffer from the same flaw when syntactic rules are not

preprocessed to remove redundant atoms. Semantic

approaches toward modeling action effect axioms such

as Sandewall [21], where a full trajectory normal form

(FTNF) is generated from a model-theoretic descrip

tion, do not suffer from this problem because there

are no redundant atoms in the normal form. On the

other hand, the claim that the FTNF can be replaced

with a logically equivalent formula does not appear to

be correct for those logics dependent on the use of an

Occlude predicate, where the choice of occluded flu

ents is dependent on syntax.

Definition 7 Let o be a formula. An atom p occur

ring in o is said to be redundant for o iff oſp – T =

aſp – L].” In

As follows from the above definition, an atom is redun

dant for a formula iff the logical value of the formula

does not depend on the logical value of the atom.

Our choice of variable atoms is to identify them with

the set of non-redundant atoms for the update for

mula. This poses the question of how these atoms are

to be selected. Definition 7 is rather impractical from

the computational point of view. Below, we present a

*Recall that olp – Tj (resp. oſp – L]) is the formula

obtained from a by replacing all occurrences of p by T

(resp. 1).

generally more efficient method based on the notion of

the Blake canonical form of a formula. Our discussion

follows Brown [2].

We start with preliminary terminology.

A term is either T, L, or a conjunction of literals in

which no atom appears more than once. A formula is

said to be in disjunctive normal form (DNF, for short)

if it is a disjunction of different terms.” It is well

known that each formula can be constructively trans

formed into its equivalent in DNF. We say that a term

tl absorbs a term to if either ti is T, or t2 is L, or ti

is a subterm of tz. For instance, the term p absorbs

the term p A q. Let o be a formula in DNF. We write

ABS(0) to denote the formula obtained from o by

deleting all absorbed terms. Clearly, o and ABS(q)

are equivalent.

Two terms are said to have an opposition if one of

them contains an atom p and the other the atom - p.

For instance, the terms -q ^ r and q ^ s have a single

opposition, in the atom q.

Suppose that two terms, ti and t2, have exactly one

opposition. Then the consensus of ti and t2, written

c(t1, t2), is the term obtained from the conjunction

ti A tº by deleting the opposed atoms as well as any

repeated atoms. For example, c(-q ^ p, q ^ r) is p A r.

Let o be a formula. The Blake canonical form of a,

written BCF(o), is the formula obtained from a by

the following construction.

(1) Replace o by its disjunctive normal form. Denote

the resulting formula by 3.

(2) Repeat as long as possible:

If 3 contains a pair ti and t2 of terms whose con

sensus exists and no term of 3 is a subformula of

c(t1, t2), then 3 . F 3 V c(t1, t2).

(3) Take ABS(3). This is BCF(o).

The following results can be found in Brown [2].

Theorem 1

(1) Formulas o and BCF(o) are equivalent.

(2) All atoms occurring in BCF(0) are non-redundant

for o. I

*In the logical literature DNF is often defined as a dis

junction of terms where a term is understood as either T,

or L or any conjunction of literals. Note, however, that we

can always restrict ourselves to terms in which no atom ap

pears more than once: each repeated occurence of an atom

p can be removed from a term, whereas any term including

p and -p can be replaced by L.
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Example 4 Let o be (-p/\q)V(p/\r/\-s)V(p/\-s/\-q).

Since o is in disjunctive normal form, 9 = 0. After

performing step (2), the result is,

(-p/\q) V (p/\r A-s) V (p A -s A-q) V (r. A q ^ -s). (1)

Since ABS((1)) = (1), the formula (1) is the Blake

canonical form of a. º.

As we noted in the previous section, the MPMA

need not preserve consistency. However, if all non

redundant atoms of the update formula are considered

as variable atoms, consistency preservation is assured.

In the sequel, we write atm(o) to denote the set of all

atoms occurring in a formula O.

Theorem 2 For any knowledge base KB # L and

any formula o ż L., P = atm(BCF(o)) implies KB+”

o # L. E.

3.2 Syntactic Characterization of the MPMA

In this section, we present a syntactic characterization

of the MPMA. We start with some terminology.

Let p be an atom and suppose that o is a formula. We

write Ep.o. to denote the formula oſp – TVoſp – L].

If P = {pi, ..., pn} is a set of atoms and o is a formula,

then H.P.O. stands for Epi . . . Epn.cº.

A formula of the form HPo, where P = {p, ...,p,n},

is called an eliminant of {p, ..., pn} in o. Intuitively,

such an eliminant can be viewed as a formula repre

senting the same knowledge as o about all atoms from

ATM – P and providing no information about the

atoms in P. The reader interested in a detailed theory

of eliminants should consult Brown [2].

The following result, which easily follows from the def

inition of an eliminant, provides its semantical charac

terization.

Theorem 3 Let o be a formula and suppose that P

is a set of atoms. Then |BPo |=

{u : exists welo such that DIST(w, u)—P = 0}. m.

We are now ready to provide a syntactic characteriza

tion of the MPMA.

Theorem 4 Let KB, o and P = atm(BCF(o)) be a

knowledge base, a formula and a set of atoms, respec

tively. Then KB ºf a = o A BP.K.B. m.

Theorem 4 clearly shows how the MPMA works. First,

we select the atoms that may vary their values when

the action corresponding to the update formula o is

performed. Next, we weaken the knowledge base KB

by eliminating all those variable atoms. Finally, we

strengthen the knowledge base B.P.K B by combining

it with the update formula.

3.3 Computing the MPMA

In view of Theorem 4, all we need to compute the

MPMA is the ability to compute eliminants. The fol

lowing method can be found in Brown [2].

Let o be a formula and suppose that P = {p, ...,pr}

is a set of atoms. The eliminant BP'o is the formula

obtained by the following construction.

(1) Replace o by its disjunctive normal form ti V. . . V

tn, where ti, ..., tr. are terms. Denote the result

ing formula by 3.

(2) From each ti (1 < i < n), remove all occurrences

(both positive and negative) of p1, ..., ps. If dur

ing this process all literals have been removed

from some term tº, stop and return T as BP.o.

Otherwise, return the resulting formula as BP.o.

Example 5 Let 0 = (p → q) A (−q V r). We compute

Eq.o. Converting o into its disjunctive normal form,

we get 3 = (−p A -q) V (→p A r) V (q ^ r). Eliminating

the atom q, we finally obtain -p V (→p A r) V r which

is equivalent to −p V r.

Example 6 This is a classical example from

Winslett (25). We have two atoms, b and m, standing

for “a book is on the floor” and “a magazine is on

the floor”, respectively. KB = (b A-m) V (→b A m).

The update formula o is m. Since o is already in

the Blake canonical form, the only variable atom is

m. We first compute Em.K.B. KB is already in

disjunctive normal form. Eliminating all occurrences

of m in KB, we get b V →b which is equivalent to T.

Hence, KB +” o is m ^ T which is equivalent to m. m.

3.4 Properties of the MPMA

Katsuno & Mendelzon [14] proposed eight postualtes

which, as they claimed, should be satisfied by each up

date operator. In this section, we analyse the MPMA

in the context of these postulates.

Let K B be a knowledge base and suppose that o is an

update formula. In what follows, we shall write KBro

as an abbreviation for KB ºf a, where P is the set of

all atoms occurring in the Blake canonical form of a.

Katzuno and Mendelzon set up the following postu

lates:
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(1) KB + o implies o.

(2) If KB implies o, then KB + o is equivalent to

K. B.

(3) If both KB and o are satisfiable, then KB o is

also satisfiable.

(4) If KB1 = KB2 and o 1 = 0.2, then KB1 x 0.1 =

KB2 * oz.

(5) (KB + c 1) A oz implies KB + (ol A a 2).

(6) If KB # of implies oz and KB oº implies o 1,

then KB ºr ol = KB # 02.

(7) If KB is complete, i.e. has at most one model,

then (KB+o])^(KB+02) implies KB - (01 Vo2).

(8) (KB, V K B2) * o = (KB, * oy V (KB2 * o).

We have already seen (Example 1 (continued)) that

postulate (2) does not generally hold in MPMA. This

is also the case as regards postulates (5), (6) and (7).

To see that (5) does not generally hold, take ATM =

{m, b}, KB = -m. A b, oi = −b V m and a2 = b V m.

(KB+o])/\o.2 = (-\b V m)A (b.V m) = m. On the other

hand, KB + (ol A oz) = KB + m = b A. m. Clearly,

m does not imply b A. m. We claim that our result is

intuitively plausible. Let us interpret b and m as “a

book is on the table” and “a magazine is on the table”,

respectively. KB states that initially the magazine is

not on the table and the book is on it. o. 1 corresponds

to the action “remove the book from the table or put

the magazine on it (or perform both these subactions

together). It is obvious that the updated knowledge

base should be −b V m. If we take the conjunction

of the new knowledge base and o.2, we will obtain m.

On the other hand, ol A oz is equivalent to m, which

means that the action it corresponds to is “put the

magazine on the table”. Now, if we apply this action

to our original knowledge base, the updated knowledge

base should be m ^ b.

It turns out that the following weaker form of postulate

(5) holds for MPMA:

Theorem 5 If atm (BCF(q1)) C atm(BCF(q1 A

oz)), then (KB + ol) A oz implies KB - (ol A oz).

Intuitively, Theorem 5 states that postulate (5) holds,

provided that the action corresponding to on Ao 2 may

vary every atom that can be varied by the action cor

responding to o 1.

To see that (6) need not hold, suppose that ATM =

{b, m}, KB = -b. A m, oi = (b v m) and oz = T.

KB + ol = b V m implies oº. Similarly, KB + o-2 =

-b A m implies o 1. On the other hand, KB + o-1 and

KB + o-2 are not equivalent. We leave it to the reader

to check that the interpretation of the atoms b and m

as “a book is on the table” and “a magazine is on the

table”, respectively, makes our result plausible.

The following weaker form of postulate (6) holds for

the MPMA:

Theorem 6 Let atm(BCF(o 1)) = atm(BCF(q2)).

If K B + ol implies oº and KB + q2 implies o 1, then

KB # o 1 = KB # 02. E

Intuitively, Theorem 6 states that postulate (6) holds,

provided that the actions corresponding to a 1 and oz

may vary exactly the same atoms.

To see that (7) need not to hold, suppose that ATM =

{b, m, n}, KB = m ^ b A n, a1 = (b. A m) V n and

o:2 = (b A-m) v n. It is easily verified that (KB =

o 1) A (KB + 0.2) = 01 A oz which is equivalent to n.

On the other hand, a 1 Voz reduces to b V n, when the

redundant atom m is eliminated. So, KB - (ol V oz)

is equivalent to (b V n)^m which is not a consequence

of n. We leave it to the reader to check that our result

is plausible if the atoms b, m and n are interpreted as

“a book is on the table”, “a magazine is on the table”

and “a newspaper is on the table”, respectively.

The following version of postulate (7) holds for the

MPMA:

Theorem 7 If atm(BCF(q1) C atm(BCF(ol Vo2))

and atm(BCF(q2) C atm(BCF(on Vo2)), then (KB+

o 1) A (KB oz) implies KB - (ol Voz)." In

Intuitively, Theorem 7 says that postulate (7) holds,

provided that the set of variable atoms of the action

corresponding to o 1 and the set of variable atoms of

the action corresponding to o 2 are both subsets of the

set of variable atoms of the action corresponding to

O 1 V C.2.

The remaining postulates of Katsuno & Mendelzon

hold for the MPMA:

Theorem 8 The MPMA satisfies postulates (1), (3)

(4) and (8). In

4 A Simple Temporal Logic

Since our primary concern in this section is to com

pare the knowledge-base update and temporal logic

“The assumption that KB is complete is not necessary

here.
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approaches to reasoning about action and change, we

will only be concerned with action scenarios specified

in terms of an initial state description S, a formula

o, describing an effect of an action executed in S and

a resulting state description S'. This will correlate

with an initial KB, an update formula o added to the

KB, and the resulting KB. The above restrictions al

low us to work with a very simple pseudo-temporal

logic, referred to as STL. Actually, STL is the classical

propositional logic which simulates a fragment of the

1st-order temporal logic in Doherty (4, 13], restricted

to two time-points.

4.1 The Language Catl

Given the language Coma, based on a set of atoms

ATM, we define the language Ceti as that of classical

propositional logic over ATMsu, where

ATM.a = {p': pe ATM} U

{p"; p e ATM}U {O”: p e ATM}.

In other words, in the language Ceti, each atom pe

ATM is replaced by two copies p' and p". In addition,

for each atom p e ATM, we introduce an auxiliary

atom O". Intuitively, p' and p" represent the values

of p in the initial state and in the resulting state, re

spectively. The atom OP informally states that p is

occluded, where occlusion plays the role of releasing an

atom from keeping its value persistent from the initial

state to the final state.

By an I-formula (resp. R-formula) we mean any for

mula constructable using the atoms of the form p'

(resp. p"). For any formula o e Coma, we write o'

(resp. o.") to denote the result of replacing each atom

symbol p in o by p' (resp. p").

The following straightforward result will be useful.

Proposition 1 For any o e Cpma and any 3 e Coma,

a E (3 iff o' E 3", where E denotes the entailment

relation of classical propositional logic. -

Let a be an R-formula and suppose that pſ,..., pſ:

are all the atoms occurring in o. We write Occlude(0)

as an abbreviation for OP” A . . . /\ OP".

4.2 Action Scenarios

Action scenarios, or narratives, are often used in the

TL paradigm to represent sequences of action occur

rences and observations together with a set of timing

constraints which provide a partial or total order on

the action occurrences. One then proposes an entail

ment policy, views the narrative as a theory and de

duces facts about the narrative. Below, we provide

a lightweight version of scenarios appropriate for our

two state sequences.

Definition 1 (STL State Description) An

initial state description is any I-formula. In

Definition 2 (STL Action Description) An ac

tion description is the conjunction o A Occlude(o),

where a is any R-formula. In

Definition 3 (Action Scenario) An action sce

nario A is the conjunction o A 3, where o is an initial

state description and 3 is an action description. E.

4.3 The Minimization Policy

The minimization policy for STL is based on the

PMON policy introduced by Sandewall [21] and in

vestigated and extended in Doherty et al. (4, 5, 13].

A nochange ariom, written NCA, is the conjunction

/\ —OP → (p' ++ p").

pe ATM

Intuitively, the nochange axiom states that the value of

each non-occluded atom persists from the initial state

to the resulting state.

Given the language Csti, we write OCC to denote the

set of all atoms of the form OP.

We are now ready to state the minimization policy.

Given an action scenario A we will use the following

filtered preferential entailment policy:

NCAA Circ(A: OCC),

where Circ(T; P represents the standard second-order

circumscription axiom which minimizes the predicates

P relative to the finite formula T. In other words,

we minimize the atoms of the form OP relative to

the action description conjoined with the initial state

description, and then filter with the nochange axiom

NCA. Since the predicates we minimize are actually 0–

ary ones, CircíA; OCC) is reducible to propositional

logic. Consequently, any efficient decision procedure

for classical propositional logic will suffice for comput

ing preferential entailment.

Definition 4 (Preferential Entailment) Let A be

an action scenario and suppose that a e Csil. We say

that o is preferentially entailed from A in STL, written

Asstio, iff NCAACIRC(A; OCC] E o, where H de

notes the entailment relation of classical propositional

logic. -
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5 Reformulating the MPMA in STL

In this section, we provide a reformulation of the

MPMA in terms of STL.

Definition 5 Let KB € Cpma and a € Coma be a

knowledge base and an update formula, respectively.

An action scenario A corresponding to KB and o is

given by

A = KB' A a"A Occlude(a).

Example 7 Suppose that KB = p and a = p V q.

The action scenario corresponding to KB and o is

p' a (pºv q") a OPA Oº. m.

5.1 Proving Equivalence between MPMA

and STL

Theorem 9 Assume that the language Coma is based

on a set of atoms ATM. Let K B e Carna and a €

Coma be a knowledge base and an update formula,

respectively. Suppose that o is in Blake canonical form

and let P be the set of all atoms from ATM occurring

in o. If A is an action scenario corresponding to KB

and o, then for any formula 3 E Cpma

KB ºf a H 3 if Al-esta B". In

5.2 The Decision Procedure for MPMA

Theorem 9 provides the basis for a simple decision pro

cedure for computing the MPMA using STL.”

Let Coma and Csil be the languages used to describe

knowledge base update and action scenario queries,

respectively. Given an MPMA update query

KB ºf a H 3,

where KB and o are formulas in Coma and o is in

Blake canonical form, we first translate the update

KB ºr o into a corresponding action scenario A, and

we translate the query 3 in Coma into its correlate 3'

in Csel. We then solve the equivalent problem

NCAA CIRCA: OCC) E 3'

using a decision procedure for classical propositional

logic.

Example 8 Let ATM = {p, q}, KB = p A q and

o = -q. We use Theorem 9 to show that p is entailed

*For an on-line implementation of a restricted first

order version of STL, called TAL (Temporal Action Logic),

see http://www.anton.ida.liu.se/vital/vital.html.

by KB,tºo. An action scenario corresponding to KB

and o is A = p! A q ^ -q" A O'. It is easily checked

that CIRCLA, OCC) = p"Aq' A-q"AO” A-OP and so

NCAA CIRCLA, OCC) = p! A q' A-q" A Oº A-Op A

(p' - p"). Since NCAA CIRCLA, OCC) H p", we

conclude that KB (*) o H. p. m.

6 The MPMA and Integrity

Constraints

In this section, we provide a means of extending the

MPMA operator for integrity constraints. To deal

with integrity constraints in the framework of the

classical PMA, it has been proposed in Katsuno &

Mendelzon [14] that one define such an extension by

KBK (AAIC), where * denotes the classical PMA op

erator and IC is the conjunction of the set of integrity

constraints under consideration. Unfortunately, as has

been observed by many researchers (see for instance

Herzig [11], this solution is very problematic. To show

this, we use a classical example in Herzig [11], origi

nally due to Lifschitz [16].

Example 9 There are three atoms swl, sw? and l

standing for “switch 1 is up”, “switch 2 is up” and

“light is on”, respectively. The integrity constraint

IC = l – (swl — swº). We would like to update

the database KB = l A swl. A sw? with the update

formula o = -swl. It is well known that describing

the problem with the classical PMA as

KB (o. A IC),

will not provide intuitive results. The new knowl

edge base has two models, wi and wz, given by

{-swl, -l, sw2} and {-swl, l, -sw2}, respectively.

The model wa is obviously an unintended one.

It is interesting to note that using this solution, but

replacing the PMA with the MPMA, gives the same

two models. E.

The problem which is well understood by now is that

integrity constraints must include fluent dependency

information in one form or another. In this paper, we

shall employ causal rules as described in Gustafsson &

Doherty [13]. These are expressions of the form

(2)

where o and 3 are formulas, referred to as an antede

cent and a consequent of the rule, respectively. A rule

of the form (2) has the following intuitive interpreta

tion:

o X 3

(1) The formula o – 3 holds in both the initial and

the updated knowledge base.
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(2) If -o held in the initial knowledge base and o.

holds in the updated knowledge base, then there

is a cause for 3 to hold in the updated knowledge

base.”

Recall that in the MPMA we minimize change, ex

cluding from the minimization the atoms occurring in

the update formula. In the MPMA with integrity con

straints we, in addition, exclude from the minimiza

tion the atoms occurring in the consequents of active

causal rules, where a rule is said to be active iff its

antedecent changed its truth-value from False to True

during the update.

Example 9 (continued) To encode causal informa

tion contained in IC, we introduce two rules: (swl —

sw?) > l and -(swl — swº) > -l. Suppose we

want to check whether wiz- {-swl, -l, sw2} should

be considered as a model of KB updated by - swl un

der the integrity constraints IC and the above causal

rules. Denote by u the only model of KB A IC A

[(swl — sw?) → l] A [-(swl — swº) → -l], i.e.

w = {l, swl, sw2}." Note that the antecedent of the

rule -(swl — sw2) > -l has changed its value from

False to True during the update. Therefore, we are

allowed to ignore the atom l while minimizing change.

The atom swl is also ignored since it occurs in the up

date formula. On the other hand, the atom sw? has

the same value in both u and wi. Accordingly, wi is to

be viewed as an intended model of the considered up

date. Consider now the model wa = {-swl, l, -sw2}.

It is readily checked that we are allowed to ignore swl

and l while minimizing change. However, the mod

els u and wi still differ in the atom sw?. Acordingly,

w2 should not be viewed as the intended model of the

considered update. E.

We now formalize the above idea.

Definition 6 A causal rule o X 3 is said to be active

wrt a pair of interpretations (w, v) iff the truth-values

of o in w and u are False and True, respectively. E.

Definition 7 Let w and u be two interpretations and

suppose that o is a formula in Blake canonical form.

Assume further that CR = {o, X 6,) is a set of causal

"That is, if -o held in the initial knowledge base and

o holds in the updated knowledge base, we are allowed to

change the values of atoms occurring in 3 to guarantee that

this formula holds in the updated knowledge base.

"If K B is a knowledge base, IC is a formula repre

senting integrity constraints and the set of causal rules is

U. 1 {o, X 3, ), then the original knowledge base should be

considered not as KB, but rather as KBAIC A/\|_1(a, -

3).

rules such that all 3, 's are in Blake canonical form. Let

P be a set of atoms given by P =

atm(a) U U{atm(3) : ai > 3; is active wrt (w, u)}.

The distance between w and u wrt o and CR is

DIST(w, u) – P. m.

Definition 8 Let o and CR be as in Definition 7.

The update of an interpretation w by a set of interpre

tations V wrt o and CR, written w ko,C R V, is the set

of those elements from V whose distance wrt o and

CR is 0. In

Definition 9 Let o and CR be as in Definition 7.

Let K B be a knowledge base and suppose that IC

is a formula representing integrity constraints. Let U

be the set of all models of KBA ICA T(CR), where

T(CR) denotes the formula A. (o; + 3,) and let V

be the set of all models of o AICAT(CR). The update

of KB by a wrt IC and CR, written KB #1C,c Ro, is

given by

KB + 1c,c R a = U w ko,CR V. E.

weKBAICAT(CR)

6.1 STL and Integrity Constraints

To represent the MPMA with integrity constraints in

STL, we first slightly generalize the notion of an action

scenario.

Let CR = {0, S 3, : i = 1,..., n} be a set of causal

rules. We write Trans(CR) to denote the formula

n

A(o! – 3) A /\(oft — 3")^
i–1 i–1

/\(-o! A off – Occlude(3)).
t=1

Definition 10 An action scenario under integrity

constraints IC and a set of causal rules CR is the con

junction IC” AIC*ATrans(CR)^o A3, where a is an

initial state description and 3 is an action description.

Definition 11 Let KB, o, IC and CR be a knowl

edge base, an update formula, a formula represent

ing integrity constraints and a set of causal rules,

respectively. An action scenario A corresponding to

KB, o, IC and CR is given by

A = KB' AIC'Ao"AOcclude(d)AIC*ATrans(CR).
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Theorem 10 Let KB, o, IC and CR be a knowledge

base, an update formula, a formula representing the

set of integrity constraints and a set of causal rules,

respectively. Suppose that o and all consequents of

causal rules are in Blake canonical form. If A is an

action scenario corresponding to KB, o, IC and CR,

then for any formula 3 e Cpma

KB *IC,CR O. E 3 iff Alºst 3R.

Practically, the theorem shows that we have pro

vided an alternative syntactic characterization and im

plementation of MPMA with integrity constraints in

terms of STL. Since STL is a very restricted version

of a richer temporal logic TAL [4, 13], it would be

straightforward to provide additional generalizations

to MPMA, based on intuitions from TAL.

7 Comparisons with Existing Work

In this section, we compare our approach with that

of Herzig [11], whose work is most closely related to

ours. Additional comparisons and observations are

made with del Val and Shoham (24) and Sandewall [22]

in Doherty et al. [6].

7.1 Herzig

Herzig [11] provides a sound and complete decision

procedure for the PMA by constructing an equivalent

presentation of the PMA in terms of conditional logic.”

A syntactic characterization of an update w x U of

an interpretation w by a set of interpretations U is

provided in terms of a conditional operator > where

A > C is read as a hypothetical update: "if the current

database is updated with A then C follows”. Herzig

proves the following proposition:

Proposition 1 (Herzig [11]) Let KB, A and C be

classical. Then KB = A H C iff KB E A > C. m.

Herzig then shows how the conditional A > C can be

rewritten to a classical formula using normal forming

which together with the proposition above provides the

decision procedure.

In Section 8 of his paper, Herzig sketches how one

might deal with integrity constraints by introducing a

new update operator which after careful analysis can

be shown to be quite similar in spirit to the MPMA

operator presented in this paper. Although similar in

*A relationship between the PMA and conditionals has

also been studied in Fariñas del Cerro et al. [7, 8, 9) and

Grahne [12].

concept, Herzig's decision procedure is still based on

translating update queries into conditionals and then

translating via normal forming to a classical formula.

In addition, instead of computing one PMA update,

he is forced to compute 2" classical PMA updates per

query, where n is the number of atoms dependent on

any of the atoms in the update formula.

To show the relation between the MPMA update op

erator ** and Herzig's new update operator, written

*IC,DEP, we will use Example 9 which is also used in

Herzig [11], but with the atoms renamed.

In addition to the integrity constraint IC, one must

also include fluent dependency information in one form

or another. Herzig does this in the following manner:

He first specifies a dependency function, DEP, from

atoms to sets of atoms such that p e DEP(p), for each

atom p. In addition, DEP(p) may contain atoms other

than p. Intuitively, q e DEP(p) means that updates

concerning p may change the truth-value of q. For a

formula A, DEP(A) stands for Upearina) DEP(p).

In the example, DEP(l) - {l, swl, sw?},

DEP(swl) = {sw1, l}, and DEP(sw2) = {sw2, l}.

The dependence function DEP encodes the change

dependency inherent in a causal reading of IC and

represents a fluent dependency graph.

An update operator kic,DEP under a set of integrity

constraints IC and a dependence function DEP is

then defined by

KB Kic,DEP A = V (KB - B)|A ICA A

BeCTX(A)

where * is the classical PMA operator and CTX(A)

is {ll A . . . A la : l = p, or l; = -p;} if DEP(A) =

{pi,..., pn}. So, for example, if A = -swl

and the function DEP is as specified above where

DEP(swl) = {swl, l}, then

CTX (swl) = {swl Al, swl A -l, -swl Al, -swl A -l}.

This means that if the cardinality of DEP(o) is n then

the cardinality of CTX (a) is 2".

The role of CTX(A) is central to the approach and

essentially does the job that the set P of atoms in the

MPMA operator ** does together with the eliminant

H.P. KB, or that the OCC atoms together with the

NCA axiom plays in the translation to STL. Taking

the disjunction of PMA updates of KB with each of

the formulas in CTX(swl), has the effect of generating

the same models as one would with the eliminant of

KB where P = {sw1, l}. It can easily be shown that

KB *IC,DEP -swl = KB *IC,CR -swl,
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where,

KB = l A swl A sw?,

IC = (swl — swº) – l,

and

CR = {(swl — swz) > l],

|-(swl — swº) > -l]},

or the translation into STL where,

A = KB' AIC AIC” a -swl"A O’” A Trans(CR).

The advantage of using the latter is that the decision

procedure is much more efficient and that the depen

dency information included in DEP is implicit in the

expansion of the abbreviation >.

Herzig's new update operator can be also used for the

empty set of integrity constants by putting IC = T. It

turns out, that the operator #T,DEP is just the MPMA

operator, with the set of variable atoms identified with

the set of all the atoms occurring in the update for

mula.” More precisely:

Theorem 11 For each KB and A

KB-T,pep A = KB ºf (A)

where P = atm(A). In

8 Discussion

We have demonstrated the benefits of applying in

tuitions derived from research on action and change

in the temporal reasoning community to the BR/U

paradigm. The result is a generalization of the PMA

to MPMA which handles disjunctive updates and in

tegrity constraints interpreted as causal constraints.

We have provided a number of syntactic characteriza

tions of the MPMA and shown how an MPMA query

can be mapped into a query of a temporal narrative

represented in STL, a simple temporal logic for reason

ing about action and change. Since STL is the proposi

tional fragment of a highly expressive 1st-order tempo

ral logic, it should be straightforward to generalize the

results described here to the 1st-order case, where it

has already been shown that the circumscription for

mula associated with the minimization policy in the

full first-order version of STL is reducible to a first

order formula. An additional generalization would in

clude the modeling of iterated belief update in MPMA

"This means that Herzig's new update operator does not

distinguish between redundant and non-redundant atoms

occurring in the update formula. In consequence, it is syn

tax dependent and may lead to counterintuitive results (see

Example 3).

in terms of narratives with more than two timepoints.

Because the minimization policy associated with STL

is similar to many other current approaches using tem

poral logics, we also believe that additional general

izations to the BR/U paradigm such as distinguishing

between observations and action effects, or concurrent

update can be added to MPMA or at least fully un

derstood in this context.
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Abstract

We can reason about theories, as well as in them.

Many natural phenomena can be captured by

theories, often by introducing a modality, true

just of the theory. Rather than treat these phe

nomena as the sentences true in this modality,

we can treat the entire theory or modality as

an object. This point of view was proposed

by McCarthy, who proposed calling these reified

modalities contexts.

Contexts, viewed as theories or modalities, have

structural properties, and associated natural

structural operations, such as union and inter

section. These structural properties are most

naturally captured by an algebra, reminiscent of

dynamic algebra. This algebra has a set of op

erations that can be applied to contexts to form

new contexts.

We introduce an algebra, reminiscent of dynamic

algebra, but which acts on modalities, not rela

tions. This algebra allows the construction of

modalities from simpler modalities. We use the

natural correspondence between a modality and

the underlying accessibility relation to make this

connection. Thus the operations on modalities

are induced by operations on the underlying re

lations which respect the properties required of

modalities.

It becomes possible then to have a larger space of

modalities than those that are explicitly named.

We add quantifiers that range over modalities, so

that we can state propositions like, “no context

with the property P exists”, or “all contexts obey

Q”. We give an axiomatization of these quanti

fiers which we show is complete with respect to

a natural semantics.

Anna Patterson

Computer Science Department

Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94.305

1 PUTTING MODALITIES

TOGETHER

1.1 MODALITIES

Modal operators are widely used to capture intensional

aspects of knowledge, belief, temporality and action.

They capture the notion that there may be different

viewpoints from which a particular phenomena can be

seen. These different vantage points can be agents

beliefs, points in time, differing stages of knowledge, or

different conterts.

A unifying semantics for these notions was proposed

by Kripke. The essential idea is that a new syntactic

operator, D, is semantically modeled by a set of possi

ble worlds, W, and an accessibility relation on worlds

R. Each world is given an assignment to propositional

atoms', and the truth condition for Dø at a world w,

is defined as the truth of q in all worlds accessible from

u).

A natural extension of this idea is to allow more than

one modality. One popular use of multi-modal sys

tems is to have modalities which represent the beliefs

of each member of a set of believers. (Halpern 1995)

provides a recent overview of this approach. It is then

customary to label each modal operator with a dis

tinguishing subscript. If D sally denotes the beliefs of

Sally, and D Harry, the beliefs of Harry, then if Sally

believes that Harry believes that Sally likes Harry, we

would write, DsallyD Harry Likes(Sally, Harry).

'Alternately, each world can have an associated first or

der structure, or even a non-standard semantical structure,

such as a three valued model. The choice of a propositional

valuation is only for simplicity as most of these results ex

tend readily to richer valuation functions.
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1.2 MAKING NEW MODALITIES FROM

OLD

In this paper, we ask the broad question “What modal

ities should exist” and “Given that we already have a

certain set of modalities, what other modalities must

also exist”. Thus, we differ from previous work on in

dexed modalities in that we are interested in studying

the structure of modalities themselves, not in stating

facts that require multiple modalities for their expres

S1On.

We can imagine that we have the two modalities D sally

and DHarry that we considered earlier. It seems ob

vious that there is a set of beliefs that they share.

This set of beliefs seems to be a well behaved modal

ity. Other modalities are the union of the beliefs, the

propositions they do not believe, and many others.

One way of posing the question of what other modali

ties might exist, is to ask “What would a system that

quantified over modalities look like?” We first present

a simple system that allows us to quantify over modal

ities, but gives us no way to generate these modalities.

We then look at natural ways to generate modalities,

using some notions from dynamic algebra.

1.3 IDENTITY CONDITIONS ON

MODALITIES

As well as a theory of what modalities exist, we also

need an identity criterion for modalities. We take the

most obvious criterion, ertensionality. That is, we

consider two modalities equal if they agree on all sen

tences.

, def

c = c = for all ºp.Deq = De, ºp

We consider what structural properties this decision

has on the underlying relations. We show it identifies

all bisimilar models.

1.4 PLAN OF PAPER

We first look at Kripke models, which provide the basic

model theory of modalities.

We give a sound and complete axiomatization for arbi

trary universes of relations. This gives a simple system

which allows quantification over modalities, but which

does not have any closure conditions on what modali

ties should exist.

We then suggest three operators that make new modal

ities from old modalities. Therefore our universe of

modalities will include all modalities definable using

these operations. We give an axiomatization of these

operators that we show is sound and complete for uni

verses that include all first order definable functions on

modalities. This shows that these three operators are

sufficient to define all first order definable functions on

modalities.

To prove this theorem we have to characterize all first

order definable functions on modalities. We consider

when the modalities Kripke models define are equiva

lent. This needs the notion of bisimulation. We then

look at what functions on the relations in Kripke mod

els give rise to functions on modalities. We then prove

a theorem which characterizes the first order definable

functions on relations that give rise to functions on

modalities. We show that the syntactic class of first

order definable functions on modalities can be cap

tured by our three operations on modalities.

We conclude by looking at previous related work in AI,

and suggesting some natural uses for the operators we

have introduced.

2 MODALITIES AND RELATIONS

We now state the standard definitions of Kripke struc

tures, and review how Kripke models can give a se

mantics to a normal modality.

2.1 KRIPKE MODELS

We define propositional modal languages in the usual

way.

Definition 1 A propositional modal language over a

set P of propositional atoms is the smallest set of for

mulas containing each element of P, and -ºp, p A wº,

D p, where p and tº are formulas.

We can define the other propositional connectives, V,

— , =, and the modal operator Öq = -D-4 in the

usual way.

Definition 2 A Kripke structure for propositional

modal logic over a set P of propositional atoms is a

triple (W, R, V) where W is a non-empty set (the set

of worlds), R is a binary relation on W and V is a

function assigning to every world a set of propositional

atoms from P.

Definition 3 The satisfaction relation E for K =

(W, R, V), a Kripke structure over a set of proposi

tional atoms P is a relation between worlds and modal

formulas. We define this relation inductively over the
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structure of a formula. Thus, for any w e W.

w, K = p. E pe V(w)

w, K E → p = w, K # p

w, K = p A tº = w, K H 2 and w, K H wº

w, K = D p = Wu'e Wu, Rw' implies w', K E p

For the definition of negation we read, w, K # p as

“it is not the case that w, K = p”.

Definition 4 Let K = (W, R, V) be a Kripke struc

ture, then a formula p is satisfied in K if and only

if Hw e W. w, K E p. A formula p is valid in K,

written K = 0, if and only if Vu E. W. w; K = p.

A formula p is valid if and only if p is valid in all

Kripke structures.

3 QUANTIFICATIONAL MODAL

LOGIC

We look at quantifying over modalities in a modal

logic. For simplicity, we start with the propositional

case of the modal logic K* with multiple modalities.

We extend multi-modal K to also allow modal vari

ables, which we write as subscripts, such as Ör. We

write modal constants normally, as Çc, for the con

stant c. We then extend this language to consider

quantifiers over modalities or contexts. We do not

allow quantification over objects as our language is

propositional. We also do not allow quantification over

propositions as our language is not second order in this

respect.

Later we use an alternate notation, ist(c,d), where c

plays the role of a modal constant or subscript. This

allows a more traditional syntax in some respects.

3.0.1 Syntax

The symbols of our language, denoted Lc.P include a

countable set of propositional letters P, a countable set

of modal constants C, and a countable set of modal

variables which we denote by r, and y; where je w.

We also include symbols for the usual classical connec

tives, A and -, the modal symbol D, parentheses) and

(, and lastly the quantifier symbol V. We use p → V,

as an abbreviation for -(d) A -l) as usual.

The set of formulas of our language is the smallest set

containing

• All propositional letters, P.

*classical propositional logic plus the modality D with

modal distribution and necessitation

• If d and W are formulas, then (4) A wº) and (-tſ)

are formulas.

• If q is a formula, and i is a modal constant, or a

modal variable, then (Diº) is a formula.

• If q is a formula, and r is a modal variable, then

(wr.t) is a formula.

In the above definition, the formulas q, and tº are sub

formulas of the resulting formula, furthermore, the

sub-formula property is transitive. We say an occur

rence of a variable r is bound in a formula @, if it is

contained in a sub-formula of 6, of the form Vr."b. We

assume variables are renamed to avoid clashes in the

usual way. We say an occurrence of a variable r is free

in a formula if it is not bound. We call a formula with

no free variables a sentence.

3.1 SEMANTICS

The usual semantics of modal logic we just presented

and is based around a set of worlds, and a binary rela

tions over worlds. For multi-modal models we need a

set of binary relations over worlds, one for every modal

constant. Hence every modality is associated with a

relation, which we call its accessibility relation. We

also have a valuation function, that is a function that

assigns a set of propositional atoms to each world.

Definition 5 A structure for propositional quantified

modal logic over a set P of propositional atoms is a

quadruple (W, U, V, A) where W is a non-empty set

(the set of worlds), U is a non-empty universe of bi

nary relations on W and V is a function assigning to

every world a set of propositional atoms from P and

A is an assignment function from modal variables and

constants to elements of U.

We often denote the accessibility relation of A applied

to constant c, as Ae, similarly Ar for modal variable r.

We write A; to mean that i is either a modal constant

or variable.

The semantics of quantified modal logic, i.e. our lan

guage LCP, is defined as follows.

Definition 6 The satisfaction relation E for S =

(W, U, V, A), a structure for quantified modal logic over

a set of propositional atoms P is a relation between

worlds and quantified modal formulas. We define this

relation inductively over the structure of a formula.
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Thus, for any we W.

w, S =w p = p e V(w)

w, S =v -ó = w, S #y dº

w, S =v Ø A b = w, S Ew d and w, S =v wº

w, S =v D, b = Wu'.wA, w" implies w', S =w ºf

w, S =v Vr.d E VR e U.w, S(A[R/r]/A] =v 4,

where S[A[R/r]/S] is the structure S ercept that A

has been replaced with A[R/r] where A[R/r] is like A

with the possible difference that it assigns the relation

R to the variable r.

Definition 4 lifts naturally to our definition of satis

faction in the quantified modal logic setting. For the

remainder we use those terms as defined.

We have placed no restrictions on the universe of re

lations U. We now ask the question, what relations

should be included in the universe U.

3.2 JUST CONSTANTS

We can follow the lead of first order logic by con

sidering all non-empty domains of relations possible.

For quantified modal logic this is not an appropriate

long-term solution because our domains should satisfy

certain closure conditions. That is a relation can be

constructed from other relations using natural opera

tions that we define in Section 3.7 such as union. This

means that we can construct a relation by unioning

two relations in the universe but find that its union

does not exist in the universe. We would like our uni

verses to be closed under all appropriate operations,

but first we need to study the simple case of universes

and determine what are the “appropriate operations”

for combining modalities.

As a starting point, we give an axiomatization of the

case where there is no restriction placed upon the uni

verse of relations.

3.2.1 Axiomatics

The following are the axioms and rules of our minimal

system, which we call W. We assume a Gentzen style

system for concreteness.

All valid principles of propositional logic

H. D., (q → p) → (D;q) → Diº) Modal Distribution

H dº

H []; g,

Necessitation

T H tº

T H Wir."

provided that a does not occur free in T

T H Wir."

T H lºſi/r]

of substituting each free occurrence of r by i

where upſi/r) is the result

We define logical derivation in the standard way, and

denote it Hv. We say T Hv Ø, read, Ø is a valid conse

quence of T, if, for all models S = (W, U, V, A) and for

all worlds w in W, that satisfy each formula in T, it is

the case that w, S =w dº. We now show soundness and

completeness for this basic case.

Theorem 7 If q is a sentence in Lc,P, then Hv Ø im

plies Fv (b.

Proof: We show that the axioms are satisfied in all

models and that the rules of inference preserve validity.

Let S be an arbitrary quantified modal logic model i.e.

some S = (W, U, V, A).

We have one non-propositional axiom.

• D, (4) — wh) → (Did — D, wh). We show this is

satisfied in all models, by deriving the right-hand

side from the definition of the left hand side and

the definition of Ey.

First assume that S models D, (q → p) which

expands to w, S =v D,(q → p) =

Ww'.wA;w' implies w', S =v (q → p)

By the definition of entailment of — this gives,

Ww'.wA;w' implies

(w', S =v 4 implies w', S =v wb)

We now assume the left part i.e.

Ww'.wA;w' implies w', S =v ć,

to obtainWu'.wA;w' implies w', S =v wº

Discharging our assumptions gives

w, S =v Di (d) — wh) →

(Wu'.wAiw' implies w!, S =v b) →

(Wu'.wA;w' implies w', S =v wt)

Which by the definition of — and D gives

w, S =v D, (4) — wh) → w, S =v D, b → Dith.

We have two quantifier rules.
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• Our inductive assumption gives us that T Ew ºb.

Hence, in all models S where T is satisfied, tº is

satisfied. We also given that r does not occur

in T; hence the Ar component of any satisfying

world in S is never referenced when satisfying T.

Therefore any Ar will suffice. This is just the

condition under which T =v wr.th.

• Our inductive assumption gives us that T Ev

Vac.up. Hence, in all models S the worlds w where

T is satisfied, War." is satisfied. The definition of

satisfaction for V gives us that w, S =v T implies

WR E U.w, S =v wº. But we note that this implies

that in particular the interpretation of i, can be

used, giving w, S(A[iſr]/A] =v wº. This is equiv

alent to w, S = {{i/z), for each free occurrence of

ar, as required.

We now show the other rules preserve validity. We

assume the assumptions logically entail the premises

and derive the conclusion from the assumptions.

• Propositional rules. Immediate.

• Nec: If p is true without assumptions, then it is

true in all world/model pairs. Therefore, it is true

in all worlds in a particular model. In that model,

we have Diº, as it is true in all i accessible worlds.

Theorem 8 If p is a sentence in Lc.P and T is a set

of sentences of Lc,F, where T Ev ć, then T Hyd

Proof. It suffices to show that every consistent set XX

of sentences has a model. We take any consistent set

of sentences XX, and extend it to a maximal consistent

set of sentences X'.

We then add a countable number of new modal con

stants C" = {c.|ne w}, as witnesses for every existen

tial. A countable number suffices as our language LCP

is countable. This gives the new set of sentences, XX",

in the language LCuc, P. We note that X" is a maxi

mal consistent set, as we chose each constant to be a

witness for an existential that was already completely

defined.

We now construct a model M = (W, U, V, A), from this

set of sentences XX" and show that this model contains

a world w that satisfies all of the sentences in XX.

First we construct a function I from which M will be

defined:

Let s, s' denote finite sequences of modal constants

and denote concatenation by . The empty sequence

is denoted € and the singleton sequence is denoted by

its element.

We now define I’.

© I'(e) - x;"

• I'(c) = {2 | Depe XX") where c e CUC".

• I'(c. s') = {2 | Depe I'(s')} where c e CUC"

We can associate with a set of sentences A its set of

maximal consistent extensions of A. Thus I(s) returns

this set of maximal consistent extensions of I'(s). I

and I" are deeply related for p e I’(s) if and only if

Vw.we I(s) implies p e w. We need this correspon

dence when appealing to the construction of M in the

completeness proof.

From left to right we only use that I(s) is the maxi

mal consistent extensions of s. From right to left we

use the property of intersection and maximal consis

tency to conclude that if I'(s) is a theory (i.e. logically

closed) then it is equal to the intersection of its max

imal consistent extensions. To show that I'(s) is a

theory we need that it only obeys necessitation and

distribution. For this we use induction and the base

case that XX" is closed under these rules.

Construction of W: We take as our set of worlds

W, the union of the range of I. This means each

world is a maximal consistent set of sentences.

Construction of A: We construct Ac for each c e

CUC" as the relation, {(w, w')|3s.we I(s)/\ w' e

I(c. s)}.

Construction of U: We take as our universe of rela

tions U = {Ac|c e CUC'}.

Construction of V: V(w) if and only if p e w.

At this juncture technically, we must show M is a

quantified modal model by showing that W and U are

non-empty. W is non-empty by construction and that

U is non-empty follows from the non-emptiness of W.

Finally we need to show that the restriction of this

model M = (W, V, U, A), to the constants in C is a

model of XX.

We show this by induction on the structure of sen

tences in X". We show that every set of sentences

w in I(s), is satisfied in M at w by showing that

Vw.v.).[ye w if and only if w, M Ev Y]. As we are do

ing our induction on sentences, rather than formulas,

we will need to use the fact that we introduced suffi

cient witnesses so that every existential had a witness.
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• Y = p. We immediately get that p e w if and only

if w, M Ev p because w, M =w p if and only if

pe V(w) and our structure is defined such that

pe w if and only if p e V(w).

• Y = q ^ ºb. We have by assumption that Ó e

w if and only if w, M =v () and iſ € w if and

only if w, M Ev W. Since w is a set of maximal

consistent set of sentences then Ó A tº are in w and

by definition of Ev and the hypotheses we have

that w, M =v ć A wº.

• Y = -0. We have that p ºf w if and only if

w, M #y ºp. By the definition of satisfaction in

a model w, M =v -ó, and because w is maximal

consistent -q, E w.

• Y = Ded. We need that Deº e w if and only if

w, M =v Ded). We assume that d e w if and only

if u),M Fw (b.

The satisfaction condition for w, M Ev Deſp is

Ww'.wAcw' implies w'M Hy p.

Let s be any sequence such that we I(s). Then,

consider s' = c s. By construction d e w! €

I(s') if and only if wac w', therefore all accessible

worlds model 5, hence w, M Ev Ded). Our induc

tion hypothesis gives us that all accessible worlds

w' have Ó as an element.

Now Deq must be in w; if it were not then -Ded

would be in was w is maximal consistent. How

ever, we have shown that Ó e w' for all accessible

w' hence - Deº cannot be in whence Ded must

be in w.

• y = Wr.d. We need that Vr.d e w if and only if

w, M =v Vr.0. We assume that Ó e w if and only

if w,M Fv (b.

The satisfaction condition for w, M Ev Vr.d is

that VR e U.M.(A[R/r]/A] =w d.

As w is complete and consistent if War.d e w and

-ºſc/r] e w for some c, then we could derive

a contradiction. Since w contains @ſc/r] for each

ce CUC", we can apply our induction hypothesis

and the definition of satisfaction in a model to

conclude that Wr.0 € w implies w, M =v Vr.0.

If w, M =v Vr.d, then have VR e

U.M (A[R/r]/A] =v 4, whence we apply our

induction hypothesis and consistency to conclude

that Vac.d e w.

XX" -> X hence M above suffices. In

3.3 ALL UN-NESTED MODAL

FORMULAS

We now return to our question. What should the uni

verse of modalities look like. In order to determine

the correct closure conditions, we would like to know

something about possible operations under which the

universe should be closed.

We are going to consider what operations on modali

ties should exist.

3.3.1 Test

A simple way of making modalities is to make a modal

ity from a modal formula.

If B is a modal propositional formula without modal

ities then we can define Qi. Boq, as

©, Boq = (Ö; b) A B (1)

Before we get carried away defining operations, we

must ensure that each operation actually satisfies the

properties of a modality.

We show that this Test operator always defines a

modality. We must show that we do not imply that

©; Bo L, as this denies a theorem that for all i Di T. If

we substitute L for d in the above we see that so long

as «»; L is false, C, B2L will be false. We also get that

the boxed form of the operation obeys necessitation

and modal distribution which can be checked simply

by expanding the definitions.

3.3.2 Union

Other ways of defining new modalities suggest them

selves. Perhaps the most natural of these is to allow

the definition of a new modality in terms of combining

two old modalities via union.

Thus, given modalities, Ö1 and <>2, we can allow our

selves to make their union as follows,

©1U20 = <>1q V Ö26 (2)

Again due to a similar argument KXTU20 will not be

false unless one of the original modalities is false. The

boxed form of this union operation obeys necessitation

and modal distribution. This can be checked simply

by expanding the definitions.

3.3.3 Intersection and Negation?

However, it is worthwhile noticing that

©1n20 = <>16 A Q26
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does not define a new modality, nor does

©–14 = -K×16.

The second can be shown by noting that -K×1-(pV-p)

is equivalent to D1p V →p, which is valid by necessita

tion. Therefore Ó-1-(pV-p) is true for all modalities

©1, but we have that -3-1-(p V →p) – a contra

diction. Therefore adding the above definition would

render the system inconsistent.

The definition of Qinz does not define a modality un

less C1q → Q2d or vice-versa. In this case it yields

the stronger. If there is a p such that Ö14, A Q2-(p,

then we have Qinzº V -d, but not Qinzº or Qinz-6,

which is inconsistent with modal distribution.

3.4 NESTED BELIEFS

Another natural operation to add is to allow nested

modalities in the defining formula. Thus we could

allow the definition of a modality corresponding to

Sally's opinion of Harry's beliefs.

3.4.1 Composition

©ryº E ©y Ord, (3)

Again due to a similar argument Cryd will not be

false unless one of the original modalities is false. The

boxed form of this union operation obeys necessitation

and modal distribution. This can be checked simply

by expanding the definitions.

3.5 OPERATIONS AND UNIVERSES

Adding these operations means that universes for

quantified modal logic would have to be closed under

these operations. For if not then we might have two

modalities <>, and <>, without their union or compo

sition.

Therefore we now consider a system which corresponds

to the universe of relations being closed under union,

intersection with the worlds that satisfy a property,

and relational composition i.e. composition of two bi

nary relations R and S, is defined as , Vr y.S.; R(r, y) =

Bz.R(r, z) A S(z, y).

We call the derivability relation with these new axioms

1, 2 and 3 Hy.

Definition 9 We extend the satisfaction relation Ev

for S = (W, U, V, A), a structure for quantified modal

logic inductively over the structure of the additional

formulae and denote the ertension Ev. Thus, for any

we W.

w, S =v <>, p2 = w, S =v <>, 5 Ap

w, S Fw °ruv = w, S Fv ©rd or w, S Hv ©yº

w, S Fv Qry = w, S Fv Qwºrd

Definition 10 A quantified modal model M =

(W, U, V, A) is closed if the set U is closed under all

first order definable functions f on modalities.

A function f: 20% ") — 2% º') is a first-order de

finable function on modalities if there is some function

g such that g((W, R, V)) = (W, f(R), V).

The annotation about the induced function g is that f

must not be a relation, nor must it must take Kripke

structures with the same theory to Kripke structures

with a different theory. We saw before that intersec

tion of modalities (although first-order definable) is

not a function on modalities.

Definition 11 We say that Ø is valid under Ev, de

noted Ev (p, if for all closed quantified modal models

M = (W, U, V, A) and all worlds we W, w,M =v (b.

Theorem 12 If q is a sentence in Lc P, then HV 4,

implies b is valid under Hv.

Proof Outline: We need to check the new axioms.

The axioms involving modal sentences can be seen to

be true by considering the truth conditions. E.

Theorem 13 If d is a sentence in Lc,p and Ev ć,

then HV 4,

The proof relies on some technical material about what

constitutes a function on modalities that is presented

in the next section. In particular we need to show

that every first order definable function on modalities

is representable by our three operations, union, com

position and i: B7.

Proof: We add sufficient constants, with definitions,

so that we have a constant corresponding to every ev

ery point in the free algebra of the introduced opera

tions. We need to show that each of these constants

is correctly interpreted. That is we need to show that

the function I we defined in the proof of Theorem 8

correctly models sequences containing the newly de

fined modal terms. We show this by showing that we

can find a set of worlds which models the modality.

We assign these by induction on the terms i.

• i = (j: B?) , s This is assigned the set, I(j s) ſh

{w"|Be w' e W}.
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• i = (juk).s This is assigned I(i) = I(j.s)UI(k-s).

• i = (j; k) s This is assigned I(i) = I(k - (j s)).

Now that we have interpreted all the new constants,

we need to check that they are interpreted correctly.

This follows immediately from their construction.

We then need to show that this structure we have de

fined is closed under first order definable functions on

modalities.

We use Corollary 18 in the next section.

By construction all modalities constructed from U,

c: B? and c; c' are in our structure, thus Corollary 18

lets us conclude that our structure is closed under all

first order definable functions on modalities.

The rest of the proof follows as before. I

3.6 BISIMULATION

We now introduce a notion, bisimulation, that we will

use to define equality of modalities. In order to re

late the syntactic question of when two modalities are

true of the same formulas to the semantic question of

a relation between accessibility relations we consider

bisimulation.

Van Benthem showed the close connection between

bisimulation (or more precisely p-morphisms) and de

finability in modal logics (1983). Using the classical

transformation of modal formulas to first order formu

las, he showed that a first order formula is preserved

under bisimulation exactly when it is equivalent to the

translation of a modal formula. We use this result to

determine when the two Kripke models are extension

ally equal. A key part of checking that a function on

relations lifts to a function on modalities is recognizing

that equal modal structures are sent to equal modal

Structures.

Definition 14 Let K = (W, R, V) and K’ =

(W’, R', V') be two Kripke structures over proposi

tional atoms P, then K is bisimilar to K’, K - K', if

there is a relation S C W x W’ such that

• Vu E W =w' e W’ such that w Sw', and

• Vu'e W’ Hw e W such that w S w', and

• r S y implies V(r) = V'(y), and

• r S y implies Wr' e W. & R r" – (By e

W’. y R' y' A r" S y'), and

• r S y implies Wy' e W’. y R' y' → (3r' e

W. r R r" A r" Sy).

This notion of bisimulation captures exactly that two

models agree on all modal sentences.

Theorem 15 ((Benthem 1983)) Two Kripke

structures M and N are bisimilar, M - N if and

only if

(M = 0 if and only if N = 0) for all modal formulas

(b.

We use this theorem in the next section as our identity

condition on first order relations. We need the identity

condition on relations that corresponds to extensional

equality on modalities, as we wish to consider what

functions on modalities exists, in terms of their char

acterization as functions on relations.

Thus Kripke structures agree on all modal formulas

if and only if they are bisimilar. Thus any function

on from Kripke structures to Kripke structures is a

function on modalities if and only if it maps bisimilar

structures to bisimilar structures.

3.7 FIRST ORDER TRANSLATIONS

The propositional modal language we have introduced

may be embedded into first order predicate logic, by

the following standard translation, where pſy/r) is the

result of replacing all free occurrences of r by y in p.

(p)" = P2:

(→ p)" = -(p)"

(p A wº)" = (p)" A (wº)"

(Dp)" = Vy(R(r, y) → (p)"[y/4])

for some new variable y

In fact, only two variables are needed. We then have

the following theorem.

Theorem 16 ſ(Benthem 1983)] A first order formula

is (equivalent to) a translation of a modal formula if

and only if it is invariant for bisimulation.

In the next section we use this theorem to show that

our new operators can define all first order modalities.

3.8 DEFINABLE RELATIONS

We now ask what definable functions f on relations

give rise to functions on modalities g((W, R, V)) =

(W, f(R), V)). If we define a new Kripke model, by

generating a new binary relation on worlds, when does

this definition map Kripke models that have the same

theory to Kripke models with the same theory?

The answer to this can be derived from the previ

ous theorem—the only formulas that are invariant for
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bisimulation are those that are equivalent to modal

formulas. In this case it suffices to be able to find a

formula ºſq] such that (W, R', V) = <>0 if and only if

(W, R, V) E iſo/q].

Theorem 17 Let K = (W, R, V) be a Kripke struc

ture over propositional atoms {p, ... pn).

Let v. W — 2tp: "P") range over valuation functions

and let Pl, ..., Pn be unary predicates on W, such

that (p;)" = P(+).

For all S C W x W,

Wv.(W, S, v) + (W, R, v) implies

Wv.(W, f(R), v) tº (W, f(S), v),

if and only if, there is a modal formula up in the modal

language with atoms p1, ..., pn, q, such that

("(q))" = Hy. f(R)(r, y) A Q(y)

where q is a new propositional letter, with (q) = Q(r)

and = is equivalence in first-order classical logic.

In fact, W can be chosen so that every occurrence of q

in th(q) is scoped by an even number of negations, and

A does not occur outside any pair of modalities that

bind q.

Proof: <= We are given an equivalence, and we need

to show that a definition f preserves bisimulation. To

show that (W, f(R), V) + (W, f(S), V) it suffices to

show that they agree on all modal formulas. We prove

this by induction on formulas. As we have proved

the equivalence for arbitrary q we can use it for ar

bitrary formulas p. This gives us truth conditions

for statements of the form (W, f(R), V) E Öp in

terms of (W, R, V) E V (p/q). Thus we can reduce

the truth of all formulas in (W, f(R), V) to the truth

of formulas in (W, R, V). We can similarly reduce the

truth of all formulas in (W, f(S), V) to the truth of

the same formulas in (W, S, V). As by assumption if

(W, R, V) - (W, S, V) then these models agree on all

formulas. Therefore the new models agree, and are

thus bisimilar, as required.

=> We are given that f preserves bisimulations and

need to show that there exists a formula ºb. As f pre

serves bisimulations, Hy.f(R)(r, y) A Q(y) is preserved

thus by Theorem 16 is thus equivalent to a modal for

mula, as required.

Syntactic Characterization To see that q is scoped

by an even number of negations in tº is suffices to note

that Q occurs only positively in the right hand side

of a formula equivalent to ("ſq))". This means q must

not occur negatively in an essential way.

Finally using the fact from Example 3.3.3 that new

modalities can not be defined by conjoining modalities,

there are no two modalities that scope q that are in

the scope of the same conjunction. E.

Corollary 18 First order definable functions from

Kripke models to Kripke models are eractly those that

are definable using our three operations r, y, z Uy and

r: B?.

We get this from the syntactic considerations of tº in

the proof above.

4 OTHER WORK

4.1 MCCARTHY'S APPROACH

McCarthy (1993) introduced the notion of a context

as a formal object. He argued that contexts should

objects in a theory. This led him to introduce the

modality, ist (c,d), which states that a formula @ is

true in a context c.

McCarthy saw contexts as capturing the unstated fea

tures of an utterance. He thought these features could

be made more explicit by showing how contexts were

related. His proposal was to characterize these rela

tions by writing sentences that relate one context to

another, lifting axioms. If p being true in a context

c implied that tº was true in a context c', he would

write, ist (c., 6) → ist(c', w).

While McCarthy was developing the idea of con

texts a student of his, Guha (1991) applied the ideas

to Cyc (Lenat 1995, Guha and Lenat 1992). In Cyc

contexts were used to capture “microtheories”, or

sets of facts about a particular domain. This com

partmentalization of information is useful when data

sources from different producers need to be merged,

cf. (Farquhar et al. 1995).

Independently Giunchiglia (1993) introduced the no

tion of a multi-language system. Based on intuitions

from proof theory, he attempts to capture how pat

terns of reasoning in different languages can be inte

grated. Giunchiglia et al. (1993) address issues of non

omniscient belief, while our contexts are all logically

closed. Clearly there is a clear relationship between

how patterns of reasoning are related, and theories are

related.

4.2 QUOTING APPROACHES

Montague (1963) showed that modal logic cannot be

mimicked by a naive quoting machinery if the under

lying language is sufficiently powerful. This might be
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thought to render such approaches impossible, but

Attardi and Simi (1995b) have developed a system

that avoids these problems. They call their syntac

tic modalities, viewpoints. The key idea of Attardi

and Simi is to use reflection principles added to a stan

dard first order logic with names for terms. They show

that useful reasoning can be done in consistent theo

ries, while allowing self reference etc., but blocking the

paradoxes of Montague.

While quoting approaches are natural to a certain ex

tent, the difficulties that avoiding paradoxes raise jus

tify other approaches, which draw on other intuitions.

4.3 MODAL APPROACHES

Montague (1970) considers introducing modalities as

objects in a system extending Montague Grammar, a

version of intensional higher order logic. Naturally,

his modalities are non-extensional. This led him away

from considering structural properties, as his interests

lay in the application of these ideas to natural lan

guage. Contexts in natural language are intensional,

according to many linguists.

Ohlbach, while looking at more efficient ways of rea

soning in modal logics (Ohlbach 1988), considered rep

resenting modalities in a first order language by reify

ing the worlds, and explicitly introducing the accessi

bility relation. This led him to consider contert logics

(Ohlbach 1989). His interest lay mainly in the extra

expressive power this gave over standard modalities.

Shoham (1991) considered a class of modal operators

each of which characterized a context. He considered

many possibilities for uses of contexts, and gives a set

of 14 possible axioms for contexts, as a benchmark

for comparison. Buvač, Buvač and Mason (1995) have

looked at modal logics with these operators and the

additional assumption that each operator has com

plete information about how the other operators be

have. That is, their systems assume, D1D24,WD1-D26.

This axiom does not seem justified, even for the ap

plications they consider. There is no reason why a

database should have complete information about the

contents of other databases. This limitation has been

noticed by (Attardi and Simi 1995a).

(Buvač 1996) considers a simple notion of quantifi

cation Over contexts, which corresponds to our first

completeness theorem, with the assumption D1 D2 p V

D1–D26, and a 5 like assumption that multiple modal

ities may always be reduced to a single modality.

Similar systems to this (Gabbay and Nossum 1997)

based on fibering one logic over another

(Gabbay 1996) have been proposed. Our focus

is on the role quantification over structures should

play, an issue that is not the primary focus of fibering.

(Akman and Surav 1996) provides a survey of formal

approaches to contextual reasoning.

A related area outside AI is the study of pro

gramming constructs that are safe for bisimulation

(Glabbeek 1990, Glabbeek 1993, van Benthem 1993,

Hollenberg 1996). Van Benthem (1993) proves that

a first order formula @(r, y) is safe for bisimulation

if and only if it is expressible by means of atomic

transactions, tests of modal formulas, and the oper

ations of relational composition and union. These

correspond closely to the functions we propose that

make new modalities. The functions we found, with

another second order function, recursion, are safe for

bisimulation in this sense. These constructs were orig

inally developed in the framework of Dynamic Logic,

(Pratt 1990). The functions we consider are also

suggested by (Catach 1988) as ways of making new

modalities.

Bisimulation, and its relation to non

wellfounded set theory are explored in detail in

(Barwise and Moss 1996). Non-wellfounded set

theory has also been considered as a natural

model of situation theory (Barwise and Perry 1983)

which bears much similarity with context

(Akman and Surav 1997, van Benthem 1997), though

is more focussed on natural language. Barwise and

Moss (1996) show that non-wellfounded set theory,

based on bisimulation, is a very natural model of

modalities. Thus bisimulation is a unifying theme

between the areas of programming constructs, non

wellfounded set theory, situation semantics, and our

theory of context.

5 CONCLUSION AND

APPLICATIONS

We have presented a sound and complete model theory

for a quantificational logic of contexts. We began by

considering models which included arbitrary universes

of relations. This gave a simple system which allowed

quantification over modalities, but which did not have

any closure conditions on what modalities should exist.

We then looked at some operations that seemed natu

ral on accessibility relations such as union, intersection

and complement. We saw that some operations were

not functions from modalities to modalities. The op

eration intersection can take two modalities and form

a relation which does not behave as a modality.

Operations that allow us to take the union of con
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texts and test a context for satisfaction of given state

ment do define functions on modalities. These opera

tions are very natural in combining knowledge sources,

and considering the knowledge in common of different

sources. Taking the union of two modalities results in

the intersection of their theories.

Another valid operation on modalities is the relational

composition which naturally models the beliefs that

one agent has about another. New modalities of this

sort are natural when we consider multiple agents.

We then suggested that our universe be closed un

der these three operators that make new modalities

from old modalities. Therefore our universe of modal

ities includes all modalities definable using these oper

ations. We gave an axiomatization of these operators

that we show is sound and complete for universes that

include all first order definable modalities.

We then showed that these three operators are suf

ficient to define all first order definable functions on

modalities. To prove this theorem we characterized all

first order definable functions on modalities. We con

sidered when modalities are equivalent. This needed

the notion of bisimulation. We then look at what func

tions on the relations in Kripke models give rise to

functions on modalities. We then proved a theorem

which characterizes the first order definable functions

on relations that give rise to functions on modalities.

We showed that the syntactic class of first order defin

able functions on modalities can be captured by our

three operations on modalities.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a new semantics,

called Local Models Semantics, and use it to

provide a foundation to reasoning with con

texts. This semantics captures and makes

precise the two main intuitions underlying

contextual reasoning: (i) reasoning is mainly

local and uses only part of what is potentially

available (e.g. what is known, the available

inference procedures), this part is what we

call context (of reasoning); however (ii) the

context may change and there is compatibil

ity among the reasoning performed in dif

ferent contexts. We validate our semantics

by formalizing two important forms of con

textual reasoning: reasoning with viewpoints

and reasoning about belief.

1 INTRODUCTION

Contexts are an important topic in many research

areas, for example in the semantics of natural lan

guage, in computational linguistics, and in cognitive

Science. Lately, contexts have been independently pro

posed in (Giunchiglia, 1993) and (McCarthy, 1987)

as an important means for formalizing (certain forms

of) reasoning. In (Giunchiglia, 1993) contexts are

seen as a tool for formalizing the locality of reason

ing, while in (McCarthy, 1987) contexts are seen as

a way for solving the problem of generality. Coher

ently with these two proposals, contexts have been

used in various applications, e.g. in the integration of

heterogeneous knowledge and data bases (Farquhar,

Dappert, Fikes and Pratt, 1995; Mylopoulos and

Motschnig-Pitrik, 1995), in the formalization of rea

soning about beliefs (Giunchiglia, 1993; Giunchiglia

and Serafini, 1994), and in the formalization of rea

soning with viewpoints (Attardi and Simi, 1995).

Chiara Ghidini

DISA - University of Trento,

Via Inama 5,38100 Trento, Italy

ghidiniQcs. unitn. it

Despite the pletora of different approaches, formaliza

tions, and applications, two are the main intuitions

underlying the use of context in reasoning (and also

in the other research areas). We state these two intu

itions as the following two principles:

Principle 1 (of locality): reasoning uses only part

of what is potentially available (e.g. what is

known, the available inference procedures). The

part being used while reasoning is what we call

context (of reasoning);

Principle 2 (of compatibility): the context may

change. However, there is compatibility among the

reasoning performed in different contexts.

The goal of this paper is to describe and motivate a

new semantics, called Local Models Semantics (LMS),

which formalizes the two principles listed above, and

that we propose as a foundation of contextual reason

ing. In Section 2 we give two motivating examples. In

Section 3 we present LMS and discuss how it formal

izes the principles of locality and compatibility, plus

other intuitions. In Section 4 we formalize the two ex

amples introduced in Section 2. Finally, in Section 5

we compare LMS with other frameworks proposed in

the past. We end with some concluding remarks (Sec

tion 6).

2 TWO MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

The first example is about reasoning with viewpoints,

the second is about reasoning about belief. These ex

amples highlight how the semantics and methodology

developed in this paper can be applied, suitably gen

eralized, to the modelling of two important problems:

the federation of heterogeneous data or knowledge

bases (first example) and multiagent systems (second

example).
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2.1 VIEWPOINTS

Consider the scenario of Figure 1. There are two ob

servers, Mr.1 and Mr.2, each having a partial view of

a box. The box consists of six sectors, each sector pos

sibly containing a ball. There cannot be balls hidden

from the view of an observer. The box is “magic” and

observers cannot distinguish the depth inside it. We

have two contexts, each context for what an observer

sees and the consequences that it is able to draw from

it.

º
Mr. is sº. 2

Figure 1: The Magic Box.

Locality: Both Mr.1 and Mr.2 have the notions of a

ball being on the right or on the left. However these

two notions are different and we may have a ball which

is on the right for Mr.1 and not on the right for Mr.2.

Furthermore Mr.2 has the notion of “a ball being in

the center of the box” which is meaningless for Mr.1.

Compatibility: Mr.1 and Mr.2’s views are view

points of the same box and, therefore, there must be a

correspondence between them. Figure 2 gives all the

views and possible combinations of compatible views

of Mr.1 and Mr.2. We can describe this situation

by listing all the possible compatible pairs (exactly as

they are represented in Figure 2), or we can describe

Mr. 2 viewsMr.1 views

Figure 2: Compatible Views of Mr.1 and Mr.2.

it more synthetically, and possibly also less precisely.

For instance we can have a description like: “if Mr.1

sees at least a ball then Mr.2 sees at least a ball”.

Notice that the most straightforward formalization

would be a direct axiomatization of the box as a two

dimensional grid. Mr.1 and Mr.2's views could then

be easily constructed by projecting the grid in two one

dimensional views. Locality and compatibility would

be guaranteed by construction. However this approach

is based on the hypothesis that we have a complete de

scription of the world (the box in this case), and that

we can use it to build views of the world itself. This is

not always the case. Quite often we have only partial

views and we can only reconstruct a partial compati

bility among them. An important application domain

where this may or may not be the case is the devel

opment and integration of data or knowledge bases.

Thus in a relational, possibly distributed, data base

there is (what is assumed to be) a complete descrip

tion of the world, and views are built by filtering out

and appropriately merging together part of the avail

able information. On the other hand, a federation of

heterogeneous data or knowledge bases, possibly devel

oped independently, can be seen as a set of views of an

ideal data base which is often impossible or very com

plex to reconstruct completely. The work in (Serafini

and Ghidini, 1997) starts from this observation, fur

ther develops the semantics defined in this paper, and

gives foundations to the various kinds of federation de

scribed in, e.g., (Farquhar et al., 1995; Mylopoulos and

Motschnig-Pitrik, 1995).

2.2 REASONING ABOUT BELIEF

Consider now the situation of two agents, a and b with

a having beliefs about the beliefs of b (see Figure 3).

We have again two contexts, one for what a believes

and one for what b believes.

(b)

Figure 3: a has Beliefs About the Beliefs of b.

Locality: a and b have different beliefs about the

world. Furthermore, a has the notion of “b believing

something” which b does not have.

Compatibility: The level of compatibility depends

on the situation. We may, for instance, have that a's

beliefs about b's beliefs are correct, in which case if a

believes that b believes p then b believes (b. Another

situation is when a's beliefs about b's beliefs are com

plete, in which case if b believes 4 then a believes that
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b believes q). A taxonomy of the possible forms of be

lief about belief is introduced in (Giunchiglia, Serafini,

Giunchiglia and Frixione, 1993).

The presentation of a multiagent system as a set of

contexts, each context representing an agent, was first

advocated in (Giunchiglia et al., 1993). In this ap

proach the reasoning capabilities of an agent, its in

teractions with the other agents, and its beliefs about

the beliefs of the other agents can be directly mod

elled as properties of the context representing the

agent. A specification given in this way has proper

ties of modularity and incrementality which are miss

ing in other frameworks. The specifications developed

in (Giunchiglia et al., 1993) were axiomatic and set

theoretic. This paper highlights how this approach

can be given a semantic foundation which maintains

modularity and incrementality.

3 LOCAL MODELS SEMANTICS

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the situation

with two contexts (the generalization to any enumer

able set of contexts does not present conceptual diffi

culties). Let us restrict ourselves to (classes of) first

order models and let us suppose that L1, L2 are the

two first order languages used to describe what is true

in the two contexts. Let M, be the class of all the

models (interpretations) of Li. Let C,

C c 2W, X 2W2,

be a compatibility relation (for {L1, L2}). Let us call

m e M, a local model (of Li) and c e C a (compatibil

ity) pair (for {L1, L2}). Notationally, if c is a pair, we

write c1 and c2 to mean its first and second element,

respectively; and c; to mean its i-th element, with i

possibly equal to 1 or 2.

A model is a compatibility relation which contains at

least a pair and does not contain the pair of two empty

SetS.

Definition 3.1 (Model) A model (for {L1, L2}) is

a compatibility relation C such that:

1. C # 0;

2. (0,0) g C.

In the following we write C to mean either a compat

ibility relation or a model. The context always makes

clear what we mean. Figure 4 gives a graphical rep

resentation of the construction we perform. We start

from L1, L2. Then, we associate each of them with a

set M, CM, of local models. Usually M, c M. For

instance, in the magic box scenario, if there is only

one ball in the box, then all the local models (for both

Mr.1 and Mr.2) which allow zero, two or three balls

must be discarded. Finally, we pair local models in

side compatibility pairs. The resulting compatibility

relation is our model. For instance, we can construct

a local model for each view in Figure 2 and then build

a compatibility relation which contains the pairs con

structed as follows: as first element take a singleton

set containing a model formalizing a view of Mr.1, as

second element take a singleton set containing a model

formalizing a view compatible with the chosen view of

Mr.1. Notice that linking local models inside a com

patibility relation may force us to throw away some of

them. For instance, considering the local models for

Mr.1 which allow for only one ball forces us to throw

away all the pairs and corresponding local models for

Mr.2 which allow for zero balls.

Figure 4: Model for {L1, L2}.

A contert C., with i = 1, 2, (in a model C) is (formally

defined as) the set of local models m e M, allowed by

C, in symbols

C = {m : me c, with c e C}.

Notice that defining a context as a set of models (in

stead of, e.g., a single model) allows us to formalize

it as a partial object, as explicitly required in, e.g.,

(Giunchiglia, 1993; McCarthy, 1987). This is a key

difference with possible worlds, which are complete ob

jects (in the sense that a formula is either true or false

in a world). The advantages of having contexts as par

tial objects are easily seen. Consider for instance the

example of Section 2.2. In this case we may impose

that a is uncommitted to whether b believes q simply
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by having ºf true in some local models of the context

for a and false in others. A similar observation applies

to compatibility pairs. For instance, in the example of

Section 2.1, we can impose a compatibility constraint

which says that if Mr.1 sees at least a ball then Mr.2

sees at least a ball. In this case we have in the same

compatibility pair local models for Mr.1 with a ball

on the left and models where this is not the case, and

analogously for Mr.2.

We can now say what it means for a model to satisfy a

formula of a language L. Let H be the (classical) sat

isfiability relation between local models and formulas

of Li. Let us call H., local satisfiability. Notationally,

let us write i: @ to mean p and that p is a formula of

Li. We say that p is an Li-formula, and that i: @ is a

formula or, also, a labelled Li-formula. This notation

and terminology allows us to keep track of the context

we are talking about. Then we have the following:

Definition 3.2 (Satisfiability) Let C be a model

and i ; b a formula. Then, C satisfies i : p, in sym

bols C E i : p iff, for all c e C, c, E i : p, where

c; H i: ) if, for all me c, m H., (b.

Intuitively: a formula of the context C is satisfied

by a model C if all the local models in C, satisfy it.

A model C satisfies a set of formulas T, in symbols

C = T, iff C satisfies every formula i: © e T.

The notions of model, context and satisfiability given

above formalize the principles of locality and compat

ibility in the following sense:

Locality: Everything is local. First of all, the lan

guage is local: not only do we have a language for

each context, but, also, there is no notion of a not la

belled Li-formula (p being satisfiable. We always talk

of satisfiability of formulas in context, i.e., of labelled

Li-formulas. Second, the notion of satisfiability is lo

cal: the satisfiability of a (labelled) formula is given

in terms of the local satisfiability of the formula with

respect to its context. Third, the structures we con

sider to test local satisfiability are local: contexts have

their own, generally different, domains of interpreta

tion, sets of relations, and sets of functions.

Compatibility: Via compatibility, contexts mutually

influence themselves. Compatibility has the structural

effect of changing the set of local models defining each

context. It forces local models to agree up to a certain

extent. On one extreme the two contexts have two in

dependent views of the world. In this case we have a

compatibility relation which is the empty set and there

is no compatibility between what holds in the distinct

sets of local models. On the other extreme the two

contexts describe the same world. In this case all the

languages are the same, and for every local model in

a context there is a corresponding compatible iden

tical local model in the other context. Furthermore,

the compatibility relation is the identity mapping. In

this case all the contexts are a replication of the same

context and we are in the classical situation of one

language and one notion of satisfiability and truth.

The notion of validity is the obvious one. A formula

i: ) is valid, in symbols H i. (), if and only if all models

satisfy i: p. -

What is more interesting is the notion of logical conse

quence which must take into account the fact that as

sumptions and conclusion may belong to distinct lan

guages. Let T3 be a set of labelled Lj-formulas, and

c; be an element of a compatibility pair. Notationally,

we write cy H T, to mean that c, H j: Y for every

j: Ye Tj.

Definition 3.3 (Logical Consequence) A formula

i: p is a logical consequence of a set of formulas T =

Uj=1,2 ſ; , in symbols T H is b, if and only if, for all

models C, for all c e C, if for all j e {1,2}, j ż i,

c; H Tj, then for all m e ci, if m H., T, then m = }

Intuitively: take a formula i : p. Take a set of as

sumptions T and, among them, isolate the set of as

sumptions T, with j ż i. Take all the pairs whose

local models in C, satisfy Tj (and throw away all the

others). Consider now the local models in C, of the

remaining pairs. T H i : p if in these remaining lo

cal models all the local models which satisfy I", locally

satisfy (p. Essentially, the idea is that the formulas in

T; prune away compatibility pairs, while the formulas

in T; prune away local models in C.

Notice that the notion of logical consequence defined

above reduces to the classical notion of logical conse

quence in the case of a single language.

4 THE TWO EXAMPLES —

FORMALIZED

4.1 VIEWPOINTS

Let us start by defining L1 and L2. Let P = {r, l}

and P2 = {r, c, l} be two sets of propositional con

stants (intuitively, r, c, l stand for ball on the right, in

the center and on the left, respectively). Li and L2

are defined as the smallest set containing Pi and closed

under the propositional connectives, and the smallest

set containing P, and closed under the propositional

connectives, respectively. Notice that L1 (L2) can de

scribe all the views of Mr.1 (Mr.2) but that, for in
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stance, L1 cannot describe the situation with a ball in

the center (that is, a possible view of Mr.2).

L1 and L2 have the usual Tarskian propositional se

mantics. The local models of L1 are (univocally de

fined by the following sets of formulas):

m1 = {−l, -r] m2 = {l, -r]

m3 = {−l, r} mA = {l, r}.

The local models of L2 are:

m1 = {−l, -c, -r] m2 = {l, -c, -r]

m3 = {−l, c, -r] mA = {l, c, -r]

m3 = {−l, -c, r} me = {l, -c, r}

m7 = {−l, c, r} ms = {l, c, r}.

Let us construct a model for the magic box by impos

ing the following compatibility constraints:

1. if Mr.1 sees at least a ball then Mr.2 sees at least

a ball;

2. if Mr.2 sees at least a ball then Mr.1 sees at least

a ball;

3. Mr.1 and Mr.2 both see a box, or neither does.

The key notion in defining a compatibility relation is

the identification of the set of Li-formulas which are

satisfied in all the local models in ci. Let us write 6(c)

to mean such a set. 69(ci), with i = 1, 2, characterizes

the kind of compatibility imposed by a pair.

Definition 4.1 (A model for the magic box) A

model C for the magic boa is a compatibility relation

such that, for all c e C

if l Vre 6(c1) then l V c V re 6(c2); (1)

if l V c V re 6(c2) then l Vre 6(c1); (2)

c1 # 0 iff c2 # 0. (3)

Equation (1) models constraint 1. In fact, if Mr.1 sees

a ball then this ball can only be on the left or on the

right. In either case l Vre 6(c1), for all c. Further

more, in this case Mr.2 sees a ball in one of the three

possible positions, and, therefore, l V c V r € 6(c2).

A similar explanation can be given for Equation (2).

Constraint 3 is more interesting. Equation (3) says

that Mr.1 and Mr.2 have a model of the box only if

they see it, and that this must hold for both of them,

or for neither.

Example 4.1 Many models satisfying Definition 4.1

can be constructed. Let us consider the model(s)

whose pairs only contain at most singleton sets. It

is easy to see that in these models, if Mr.1 sees no

balls then Mr.2 sees no balls, formally, 1: -l A-r E

2: -l A -ic A →r. To prove this, let us consider all the

pairs (c1, c2) such that c1 satisfies 1: -l A-r. From

Definition 3.3 we must show that every c2 satisfies

2: -l A –ic A →r. Suppose that there exists a c2 such

that c2 does not satisfy 2: -l A –ic A →r. c2 contains

(at most) a propositional local model. Therefore, c2

satisfies 2: l V c V r and l V c V re 6(c.2). From Equa

tion (2) we obtain l V r € 6(c.1). c1 is a propositional

model and it cannot satisfy both 1: -l A-r and 1:l Vr.

Thus c1 = 0. By Equation (3), c2 = 0 as well. This

cannot be possible for Definition 3.1. Therefore the

hypothesis that cz does not satisfy 2: -l A –ic A →r

must be false. Thus 1: -l A-r E 2: -l A –c A →r. In

a similar way, we can also prove the vice versa, that

is, 2: -l A –ic A-r E 1: -l A →r. Furthermore, it can

be shown that, in Definition 4.1, Equation (3) can be

substituted with the following equation

—l A-r e 9(c) iff —l A –ic A-r e 9(c2) (4)

which states exactly the two facts proved above. It is

easy to notice that Equations (1), (2), (4) directly cap

ture, as pairs with only singleton sets, all the compat

ible views in Figure 2 (Equation (4) capturing the one

at the top). As a consequence the model which con

tains all the possible pairs containing only singleton

sets is the model which directly formalizes the com

patible views in Figure 2. The pairs in this model are

as follows:

({{-l, —r}}, {{-l, -c, -r}}),

({{l, -r]}, {{l, -c, -r]}),

({{l, -r]}, {{-l, c, -r]}),

(((,,), (i.e.:)

All the models whose pairs contain only singleton sets

are subsets of this model.

4.2 REASONING ABOUT BELIEF

Let us start by defining La and Lb. La and Lb are

two first order languages. La contains a predicate B

and a term “p” for every formula @ e Lt. B(“@”)

intuitively stands for “b believes (p”. To make things

more concrete, let us suppose that b has beliefs about a

young student, named Paul. To this extent, let us add

an individual constant p (which stands for Paul) and

two unary predicates S and Y (intuitively meaning “to

be student” and “to be young”, respectively) to L5.

La and Lt have the usual Tarskian Semantics. The

local models of La are pairs (doma, Ta), where: doma

is the domain of interpretation of a, and Ta maps every

term “p” to a constant do e doma, and the predicate
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B to a relation RB Coloma. The local models of Lt.

are pairs (domb, Tb) where: domb is the domain of

interpretation of b, and T5 is an interpretation function

mapping the individual constant p to a constant d, e

domb and the predicates S and Y to the relations

RsColomb and Ry Colomb, respectively.

The key part in the construction of models of reasoning

about the belief is the definition of the relation existing

between the beliefs of b and the beliefs of a of the form

B(“p”). To this extent let us introduce the following

notation: Let T be a set of Lt-formulas. We write

B(“T”) to mean the set of La-formulas B(“p”) such

that p belongs to T. Let T be a set of La-formulas.

We write BT" (“T”) to mean the set of Lt-formulas (p

such that B(“@”) belongs to T.

Let us define a model with a correct and complete

with respect to b's beliefs. In this case “b believes p”

belongs to a's beliefs iff (p belongs to b's beliefs.

Definition 4.2 (A Model for reasoning about

belief) A model C for reasoning about belief is a com

patibility relation such that, for all c e C

6(c) (5)

6)(ca.) (6)

BT"(“O(ca)”) c

B(“0(c)”) C

(5) models the soundness of a; (6) models its com

pleteness. Let us explain (6) ((5) can be explained

analogously). Take 0(c), that is all the Lº-formulas

which are true in cº. 6)(ch) is the set of the beliefs of

b, at least for what concerns c (taking a belief to be a

formula which is true in all local models). Take now

the set of a's beliefs about the actual beliefs of b, that

is B(“6(c)”) (again restricted to c). Then for a to be

complete (but not necessarily correct) we must have

that B(“0(c)”) is a subset of its beliefs, in symbols

B(“O(c.)”) C 0(ca).

Example 4.2 Suppose that a believes that b believes

that Paul is a student and suppose that b believes

that every student is young. Does a believe that b

believes that Paul is young? Formally, we want to

verify whether a: B(“Y(p)”) is a consequence of the

two axioms a: B(“S(p)”) and b; Vir.S(r) D Y(r). All

models C (and all ci) satisfy a: B(“S(p)”) (being this

formula an axiom). From the definition of satisfiabil

ity B(“S(p)”) e 6(ca) for every ca. From Equation

(5), S(p) e 6(c) for every cº and thus C satisfies

b: S(p). All models C satisfy b : Vir.S(T) > Y (r).

From the definition of satisfiability, every local model

of Lt in C satisfies War.S(r) D Y(r). Local models are

classical models, thus they satisfy S(p) D Y(p) and,

therefore, Y(p). It follows that C satisfies b : Y(p),

i.e. b : Y(p) e 6(cp). By applying Equation (6) we

obtain a B(“Y(p)”) e 69(ca), i.e. the model satisfies

a: B(“Y(p)”). This completes the proof.

It is important to notice that B is a predicate. Its

extension are the formulas it holds on. It is natural

to ask what is the relation between the semantics pro

posed here and other approaches, e.g., possible worlds

semantics, where belief is formalized as a modal op

erator. Section 5 provides an informal but detailed

comparison between Local Models Semantics and pos

sible worlds semantics in general. Limited to belief,

we start by observing that the extension of B and the

beliefs of b are defined independently, and that Equa

tions (5) and (6) only provide a posteriori compati

bility constraints. This feature is (in part, see also

Section 5) the semantic counterpart of the modular

ity and incrementality hinted in Section 2 and dis

cussed at the proof-theoretical level in (Giunchiglia

et al., 1993). It allows us to define the kind (and qual

ity) of a's beliefs about beliefs by playing with equa

tions like Equations (5) and (6). For instance, it can

be shown that LMS scales up very naturally from very

strong forms of non-omniscient belief up to omniscient

belief, and that it allows for a very elegant treatment

of bounded beliefs. Technically, it is possible to prove

completeness and correctness results with the proof

calculi for belief (modeled as contextual reasoning) de

scribed in (Giunchiglia and Serafini, 1994; Giunchiglia

et al., 1993). (These proofs are not given here for

lack of space.). The proof calculi presented in these

two papers (and others) can be proved equivalent with

the various normal and non normal modal logics, e.g.,

those described in (Fagin and Halpern, 1988). All

these results sound as follows. Take a modal logic XM

and the corresponding logic for contextual reasoning

Xc. Then

Hxx, b iff HXc a: b.

In other words, a (or, in the case of a hierarchy of

agents, the agent at the top of the hierarchy) proves

the same set of theorems as the modal logic under con

sideration. The logic for reasoning about belief defined

in this section allows for no nesting of B, and makes

B weaker than the modal operator of modal K.

5 OTHER FRAMEWORKS – A

COMPARISON

The obvious, most studied, framework to start from

is possible worlds semantics. Both LMS and possi

ble worlds semantics allow for multiple objects (mod

els or worlds) and have a notion of local satisfiability

(to a local model or to a possible world). However
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there are also some important differences. First, in

possible worlds there is a unique language which de

scribes what is true in all the worlds and there is no

notion of truth of a labelled formula. This is the case

also for the extensions of possible worlds semantics

aimed at formalizing local reasoning (see, e.g., (Fagin

and Halpern, 1988)), where localization is achieved by

adding a new modal operator to the language. Second,

worlds are not (Tarskian) models, the key difference

being that possible worlds allow for the use of modal

operators. The satisfiability of a formula containing

a modal operator is defined in terms of the accessi

bility relation, which must therefore be given before

defining satisfiability in a world. The notion of satis

fiability in a world is a function of the model of which

the world is part. This is not the case for LMS where

each local model has its own notion of satisfiability,

and where the model and its structure influence only

the set of local models under consideration. The hy

pothesis of using a single unique global language and

of being able to describe a priori the structure of the

model under consideration is very useful and works in

many situations. It does not seem to work in those

cases where there is no global scheme describing the

system, e.g., the federation of heterogeneous data or

knowledge bases or multiagent systems.

In the last few years various semantics for contextual

reasoning have been proposed. Most of them are based

on possible worlds semantics. As far as we know, the

first attempt is described in (Giunchiglia, Serafini and

Simpson, 1992). In this work there is a notion of la

belled formula and of (local) satisfiability to a set of

(local) possible worlds. This semantics works well for

contextual logics equivalent to modal K or stronger.

Its main limitation is that it is not clear how to ex

tend it to other logics, e.g., non normal modal logics

or logics for reasoning with viewpoints.

Guha, in his PhD thesis (Guha, 1991) informally de

scribes a semantics for reasoning with context. Under

standing Guha's informal definitions is a non-trivial

task. Some of the main ideas seem the following.

There is a single global language from which it is possi

ble to extract the (local) languages of all the contexts.

There seems to be a notion of satisfaction of labelled

formulas, and a notion of labelled formulas being

meaningless in a context. There is distinguished sym

bol ist, whose intuitive meaning is “is true”, which

seems treated as a modal operator. Guha's semantics

has been partially formalized in the work by Buvac

and his co-authors (see for instance (Buvac and Ma

son, 1993)). Buvac's semantics seems to have the same

features and defects as the semantics in (Giunchiglia

et al., 1992), with the further complication that, start

ing from a single language, there is a lot of work to do

in order to achieve locality. In particular the formu

las of the global language which are meaningless in a

context must be treated as such (this is done using

Bochvar three valued logic).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a new semantics,

called Local Models Semantics, and proposed it as a

foundation for reasoning with context. LMS formalizes

the two general principles underlying contextual rea

soning, namely the principle of locality and the prin

ciple of compatibility. In this paper we have shown

how LMS can be used to model two important forms

of contextual reasoning, namely reasoning with view

points and reasoning about belief.
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Abstract

Recently, several authors have proposed ex

tensions to the language of the Situation

Calculus in order to deal with concurrent

actions. Two important problems have

been recognized when modeling these ac

tions. First, the precondition interaction

problem, which arises when some action can

or cannot be performed depending upon what

other actions, if any, are performed concur

rently. The second problem, the effects in

teraction problem, arises when a set of con

currently executed actions have effects that

are different from the conjunction of the ef

fects of each individual action. In this ar

ticle, we discuss the second of these prob

lems; namely, the effects interaction prob

lem. First, we show that straightforward ax

iomatizations are not amenable to solutions

based on policies of minimal change, due to

the presence of unwanted minimal models.

Then, we discuss alternative approaches to

solve this problem. We advocate for an ap

proach in which the interaction is decom

posed along the temporal dimension, allow

ing the use minimal change and the elimina

tion of spurious models.

1 INTRODUCTION

We explore the problem of modeling concurrency in

theories of action within the framework of the Situa

tion Calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969). Our work

is based upon the premise that primitive actions are

instantaneous. Actions with durations can be mod

eled as pairs of actions. Thus, the action “pour a cup

of coffee” would be modeled with the start and the

end of the pouring action. With each such action,

one associates a fluent that is true while the action

is in progress. As a consequence of treating actions

with duration in this manner, problems like Allen's

door-latch problem (Allen 1991) can be represented in

terms of sequential actions. However, this way of mod

eling actions with durations, in a branching time lan

guage, introduces problems of its own. In particular,

assume that one wants to model an action with du

ration that has an upper bound on its duration. To

do this properly, one must ensure that in no path (in

the branching structure) the action is started and not

ended, or ended at a time that violates the duration

upper bound. This problem is addressed in (Baier and

Pinto 1998).

Primitive, instantaneous actions, when executed con

currently, may interact in two different ways. Firstly,

there is precondition interaction, that arises when ac

tions can or cannot be performed, depending upon

whether other actions are performed concurrently. In

general, this interaction arises when the actions re

quire resources that might not be available if the ac

tions are executed in parallel. For example, if there

is one paint brush and two painters, then the actions

of each painter painting interact, and they cannot be

performed simultaneously.

Secondly, the effects of concurrently executed actions

may also interact. In turn, this interaction can arise in

two ways, as cancellation or as synergy (Pinto 1994).

Cancellation is the phenomenon by which two actions

cancel each other's effects when performed concur

rently. For example, if a door is pushed and pulled

at the same time and with the same force. Synergy

arises when actions that are performed concurrently

produce effects that neither action would have if per

formed in isolation. For example, lifting both ends of a

table simultaneously has the effect of raising the table.

In this article, we focus our attention on the second

type of interaction. A possible approach to deal with
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the precondition interaction problem is currently under

development.

The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we

present the formal foundations of the concurrent Sit

uation Calculus. In section 3, we present the general

structure of theories of action with concurrency. This

structure is a straightforward extension of the style of

axiomatization proposed by Reiter for theories without

concurrency (Reiter 1991). In section 4 we define, in

precise terms, the notion of interacting effects within

the models of a theory of action. Later, in section 5,

we show that the minimal change models of theories of

action (as defined in section 3), in which there are in

teracting effects, do not have a single minimal model,

leading to spurious minimal models. In section 6 we

discuss approaches to solve this problem. In particu

lar, we advocate for a solution in which the interacting

effects are decomposed along the temporal dimension.

This leads to axiomatizations in which trigger actions

are used as intermediary agents of change. Finally, in

section 8 we present our conclusions.

2 FORMAL FOUNDATIONS

We assume familiarity with the basics of the Situation

Calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969), and with Reit

er's monotonic solution to the frame problem (Reiter

1991). Our work is based on the concurrent Situation

Calculus (Pinto 1994; Reiter 1996), which extends the

Situation Calculus with a sort for concurrent actions.

Concurrent actions are treated as sets of atomic ac

tions.

The concurrent Situation Calculus is a second order

language with sorts A, C, S and D for atomic ac

tions, concurrent actions, situations and domain ob

jects. The sort of the variables and constants used

in the examples should be obvious from the context.

There is a distinguished initial situation denoted with

the constant So. The function do takes a concurrent ac

tion and a situation and yields another situation. Flu

ents are predicates that take one argument of type sit

uation, and represent properties that are static within

a situation, but that may change between situations.

Also, we have the predicate Poss, which takes a con

current action and a situation, and should hold when

the concurrent action is executable in the situation.

The foundational axioms for the concurrent Situation

Calculus are:

(VQ).{q}(So) A (Vs, c) (q)(s) D q(do(c, s)))) →

(Vs) (p(s), (1)

do(c1, si) = do(c2, s2) D cl = ca. As = s2, (2)

-is 3 So, (3)

s 3 do(c,s') = Poss(c,s') As 3 s'. (4)

Concurrent actions are treated as sets of primitive ac

tions. Thus, E is used as a relation between atomic ac

tions and concurrent actions. We write a € c to mean

that action a is part of the concurrent action c.

As discussed later, a domain axiomatization only in

cludes axioms describing preconditions for atomic ac

tions. For non-atomic actions, we have:

Poss(c,s) = (Va)[a e c D Poss({a},s)]. (5)

This axiom embodies the assumption that actions can

be performed concurrently, if and only if all the com

ponent actions can be performed individually. In gen

eral, this is not correct, since there are actions that

can be performed concurrently, but not individually

and vice-versa.

In the following section we describe how to write theo

ries of action based on the language of the concurrent

Situation Calculus. Our approach is based upon Reit

er's monotonic solution to the frame problem.

3 DOMAIN AXIOMATIZATION

A domain axiomatization is divided in several sets of

axioms. First, we have a set TH of axioms that only

mention terms of sort T2. Also, we have a suitable

set of unique names axioms (Tina, which we omit) for

terms of sorts A and D. The other sets of axioms are

described below.

Action Precondition Axioms

The set Three of action precondition axioms for atomic

actions, each of the form":

Poss({al(x)},s) D q'a, (x, s), (6)

where a (x) is an A term, and paſ (x, s) is a formula

simple on s. A formula is simple on a situation term sy,

if it does not mention any situation terms, other than

si, and does not quantify over s (Reiter 1991). Thus,

preconditions for actions are formulated as necessary

conditions for Poss. If we assume, as we will, that there

are no qualification state constraints (Lin and Reiter

1994), we can apply Clark's completion to obtain a

complete characterization of Poss.

"We write x to denote a tuple of domain variables (i.e.,

variables of sort D).
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Example: Let us consider the following variant of

the soup bowl example from (Gelfond, Lifschitz, and

Rabinov 1991): There is a bowl filled with soup, the

bowl can be lifted from either of two sides (left and

right). If the bowl is lifted from one side only, then

the soup spills. If the bowl is lifted from both sides

simultaneously, then there is no spillage. To model

this example, we have the action constants Liftſ, and

Lift,. There are three fluents lifted, lifted, and spilling.

The action precondition axioms for the actions in this

domain are:

Poss({Lift|}, s) D -lifted;(s), (7)

Poss({Lift, ),s) D -lifted, (s), (8)

The assumption that these preconditions for perform

ing actions are not only necessary, but also sufficient,

leads to transforming each implication (7)-(8) into

an equivalence (Clark's completion). A more general

treatment of preconditions goes beyond the scope of

this article”.

Direct Effect Axioms

The set T.ſ of effect axioms. These axioms are re

stricted to specify only the effects that are a direct

consequence of the action, regardless of what other

actions, if any, are performed concurrently.

Since Poss only takes concurrent actions as first pa

rameter, these axioms have a slightly different syntac

tic form from Reiter's effect axioms (Reiter 1991). A

positive direct effect axiom is of the syntactic form (9),

while a negative direct effect axiom is of the form (10).

Poss(c, s) AA e cAG;(x,As) D f(x, do(c, s)), (9)

Poss(c,s)^A e ca GF(x,As) D-f(x, do(c,s)). (10)

Here, G; and Gy denote qualifications for the effects

of an action on the fluent f.

Now, all the effect axioms can be compiled together

in one positive and one negative general direct effect

axiom of the forms (11) and (12).

Poss(c,s)^{f(x,c,s) > f(x, do(c, s)), (11)

Poss(c,s)^Y, (x,c,s) D-f(x, do(c.s)). (12)

If there are no positive (or negative) effect axioms for

a fluent f, then the formula Y; (x,c, s) (or Y; (x,c, s) for

the negative case) is the atom False.

*For a more general treatment of qualifications for ac

tions see (Lin and Reiter 1994).

Example (cont.): For the example, we have:

Poss(c,s) A Lift; e c D lifted (do(c, s)),

Poss(c,s) A Lift, e c D lifted, (do(c, s)).

The Initial Situation

A set of axioms, Tso, characterizing the initial situation

So.

Example (cont.): The initial situation for the exam

ple is characterized with:

-lifted (S0) A -lifted, (S0) A-spilling(S0).

Successor State Axioms

Reiter's monotonic solution to the frame problem leads

to the derivation of a set of successor state axioms (one

per fluent in the language). In the absence of state

constraints (i.e., if Tic, below, is empty), the succes

sor state axioms for a fluent f would be derived from

(11)-(12) along with the erplanation closure assump

tion (Schubert 1990):

Poss(c,s) D [f(x, do(c, s)) = Y; (x,c, s) V

13

f(x, s) A-Y, (x,c,s). (13)

These axioms state necessary and sufficient conditions

for fluents to change after some possible action is per

formed. This solution was originally proposed for theo

ries of actions without concurrency and without state

constraints. This work was extended to theories in

which state constraints are present (Lin and Reiter

1994; Pinto 1994). These results show that Reiter's so

lution is not always applicable. In particular, in (Pinto

1994), it is shown that the approach is not directly ap

plicable when there are constraints such as (15), below.

If X denotes a theory formed with the previous sets of

axioms, we will write R(X) to denote the theory X ex

tended with the successor state axioms.

Ramification State Constraints

A set T. of ramification state constraints (Lin and

Reiter 1994). In general, ramification constraints are

of the form:

\P(x, s), (14)

where \'(x,s) is a simple formula. We assume that

constraints are written as clauses. Also, it might be

convenient to write these clauses as implications.
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Example (cont.): For this domain we have:

spilling(s) = (-lifted;(s) A lifted, (s) V

lifted;(s) A-lifted, (s)] (15)

Thus, this constraint states that spilling holds if and

only if a single side of the bowl is lifted.

4 INTERACTING EFFECTS

In the following discussion, we assume a theory of ac

tion Xrc, composed of axioms T1, Tuna, Three, Teff, Tre

and Ts), as in the previous section, in addition to the

foundational axioms of section 2.

At an informal level, we say that there is interaction

between the effects of actions when there is some con

current action that either:

• has effects that are not present when the sub

actions are performed individually (synergy), or

e does not have effects that some of its sub-actions

have when performed individually (cancellation).

The example with the bowl of soup is a case where

there is cancellation of effects. Performing Lift to

gether with Lift, cancels the spilling effect that each

action would have, if performed by itself.

In order to simplify the following discussion, we as

sume that fluents are propositional (i.e., they only take

a situation argument). However, it is straightforward

to extend the analysis below to the more general case.

In what follows, we use Oa, Oc and O, to denote assign

ment functions from free variables of sort A, C and S

to objects of the corresponding sorts. Before we can

formalize the notion of effect interaction, we need the

following:

Definition 4.1 (Model Similarity) Let X, be a

theory of action, and O, be an assignment function

from free situation variables to situations. We say that

two models, M and M' of Xre are similar with respect

to o, (s) if:

e M, M' have the same universe, and differ only

in their interpretation of fluents,

• for any fluent f:

M,o, E f(s)

if and only if

M', o, E f(s).

Definition 4.2 (Synergy) Synergistic effects arise

in a set My, of models of a theory of action Xre, with

respect to a fluent f, when there is a model M in Mz.,

and assignment functions O, and Oc such that:

1. In the model M, there is a concurrent action that

makes the fluent f change in some situation:

M, O, O, H Poss(c,s) Aab(f, s, c).

where ab(f, s, c) is a shorthand for:

f(s) = -f(do(c, s)).

2. For any model M' in Ms., similar to M with

respect to o,(s),

M",o,o, H ab(f, s, c).

3. For some model M" in Ms., similar to M with

respect to o,(s), there is no assignment Oa, such

that:

M",o, oc, Oa H a e c A ab(f, s, (a)).

Intuitively, condition 1 states that there is a model and

situation o,(s) in which f changes when the action

o, (c) is performed. Furthermore, condition 2 states

that f must change in the models in Mz. I.e., there

is no model in My, similar to the first one with respect

to o,(s), that does not change f when the concurrent

action is performed. Condition 3 states that synergy

arises. I.e., the change arises with the concurrent ac

tion oc(c), but that there is no single action in O. (c)

that forces f to change.

Definition 4.3 (Cancellation of Effects)

Cancellation of effects arise in a set My, of models

of a theory of action Xre, with respect to a fluent f,

when there is a model M in Mx., and assignment

functions O, Oa and Oc such that:

1. In the model M, the fluent f does not change

when some concurrent action is performed:

M,o, o, E Poss(c,s)/\-ab(f, s, c).

2. For any model M' in Mr., similar to M with

respect to O,(s),

M',o,o H −ab(f, s, c).

3. For some model M" in Mx, similar to M with

respect to o,(s):

M",o, oc, Oa H a e cA ab(f, s, (a)).
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Intuitively, condition 1 states that there is a model in

Mx, and situation in which f does not change when

some specific concurrent action is performed. On the

other hand 2, ensures that f must not change. I.e.,

there is no model in Mr., similar to the first one with

respect to o,(s), that changes f when the concurrent

action is performed. Condition 3 states that an effect

has been canceled. I.e., there is a primitive action,

that is included in the concurrent action, mentioned

above, after which the change arises.

Example (cont.): As mentioned before, the bowl of

soup example is a case of cancellation. Indeed, if Xbowl

is the theory of action for that example:

2-bowl H Poss({Lift, Lift,}, So) A Lift € {Lifti, Lift,},

Xbowl # ab(spilling, So, {Lift }),

Xbowl # -abſspilling, So, {Lift|}),

and

Xbowl H →ab(spilling, So, (Lifti, Lift,)).

From here, it is straightforward to verify that the con

ditions for cancellation are present in the set of first

order models of Xbowl (they are also present in the min

imal change models of Xbowl.

Observations

The definitions for synergy and cancellation given

above are based on comparing the results of perform

ing a concurrent action c, and the results of perform

ing some primitive sub-action a, where a € c. However,

more general definitions can be given by comparing the

results of performing a concurrent action c and the re

sults of performing some other concurrent action c',

such that c' g c. It is not hard to rewrite the defini

tions. But, we kept the definitions presented here for

simplicity of exposition.

Notice that, as motivated by many examples, synergy

and cancellation are properties that we would like our

theories to exhibit. Therefore, after solving the frame

problem, we would like the resulting theories to exhibit

these properties as well. The result that we show, is

that if the minimal models of a theory of action exhibit

synergy or cancellation, then the theory must admit

more than one minimal model. Thus, there might be

spurious minimal models.

5 MINIMAL CHANGE POLICIES

In the previous section we presented a formal char

acterization of the interaction between the effects of

actions. Up until now, we have assumed that the the

ory of action includes axioms describing necessary ef

fects, along with axioms establishing ramification state

constraints. It is well known that these axioms are

not enough to characterize change, and that some ap

proach to derive non-change should also be considered,

in the form of frame arioms or by some other means.

A common approach to complete the specification of

the theory of action is to incorporate the assumption

of minimal change. This minimal change policy can be

formalized with the use of circumscription (McCarthy

1986), as in (Baker 1989; Shanahan 1997). Also, in

some cases this assumption can be realized by using eſt

planation closure (Schubert 1990), which leads to the

formulation of successor state axioms (Reiter 1993).

This latter approach results in a theory in which the

effects of actions are completely characterized, given

complete knowledge about the state in which they are

performed.

Here, we argue that an approach based on minimal

change cannot properly characterize change in theories

of the form discussed in the previous section, in which

there is interaction between the effects of actions.

The following definition (based on (Lin and Reiter

1994)) characterizes minimal change models:

Definition 5.1 (Minimal Model) A model M of a

theory of action Xr is minimal relative to O,(s) iff there

is no other model M' of Xre, similar to M with respect

to o,(s), such that:

• For any assignment oc, and any fluent f:

if M,o, or H Poss(c, s) A-abſf, s, c),

then M',o,or H. Poss(c,s) A-lab(f, s, c).

• There is an assignment oc, and a fluent f, such

that:

M,O, O. H. Poss(c,s) Aab(f, s, c),

but M',o,or E Poss(c,s) A-lab(f, s, c).

Also, we say that a model is minimal, if it is a minimal

model relative to situation os(s), for any assignment

Os.

The following definition is inspired in the notion of

well-foundedness defined in (Lifschitz 1994):

Definition 5.2 (Well Foundedness) Let X, be a

theory of action, we say that Xx is well founded if for

any model M" and assignment function os there eaſists

a model M similar to M' with respect to a situation

o,(s), which is also minimal relative to O,(s).
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Theorem 5.1 Let X-rr be a well founded theory of ac

tion, composed of the foundational avioms of section 2,

along with arioms T1, Tuna, Three, Teff, Tc and Tso, as

in section 3. If cancellation of effects or synergy arise

in the set of minimal models of Xre, then Xre does not

have a unique minimal model.

Proof Let us assume that Xre is a theory of action in

which cancellation of effects arise (the proof for syn

ergy is similar). Thus, let M", o, o, and Oa be as in

definition 4.3, and let us assume that M" is minimal.

In this model, we have:

M",o, oc, oa H Poss(c, s) Aa e c A ab(f, s, (a)),

and

M",o,o, E -ab(f, s, c).

Now, we can build a model M" similar to M" such

that for any fluent g:

M',o, oc, Ca H g(do({a}, s)),

iff M",o,oc, on H g(do(c, s)).

This assignment satisfies the state constraints, other

wise M” would not satisfy the state constraints either.

Given this construction:

M',O, O., Ca H -abſf, s, {a}).

From the well-foundedness of Xre, it follows that there

will be a minimal model M" relative to o,(s), in which

the abnormality is not present.

An alternative to this proof considers the necessary ex

istence of ramification constraints, responsible for the

interaction between effects. For illustrative purposes,

we provide a sketch for this alternative proof. We can

differentiate the direct effects of actions from the in

direct effects, derivable as ramifications of the direct

effects and the state constraints in Tºc. Without the

set Tºc of ramification constraints, there can be no in

teracting effects. Indeed, it is easy to see that, in this

case, the change that is produced by a concurrent ac

tion is simply the conjunction of the changes produced

by the individual actions. Therefore, if f is the fluent

that changes due to synergistic effect interaction (the

argument for cancellation is similar), then Tºc along

with Ti and Tuna, must entail a formula of the form:

li(s)/\ ... A la(s) D f(s),

where li (s)... ln(s) denote fluent literals. Also, we have

assumed that f changes positively. Therefore, after

the concurrent action is performed, all lifluent literals

are made true, and each li is a direct effect of a primi

tive action in the synergistic concurrent action. From

here it follows that, given the definition of synergy,

some action has some, but not all, the l;'s as direct ef

fects. Therefore, this action would have a disjunction

of literals as a ramification, without having any of its

disjuncts as a direct effect. From here it follows that

there will be several minimal models.

Example (cont.): According to the previous result,

the soup bowl example cannot have a single minimal

model. Indeed, one minimal model is the intended one.

That is, the model in which lifted, is true in a situation

do(c, So) if and only if Lift, belongs to c. For instance,

we would have a model in which:

spilling(do({Lift|}, So) A lifted (do({Lift|}, So))^

-lifted, (do({Lift|}, So)).

However, there is also a minimal model in which:

-spilling(do({Lift|}, So) A lifted (do({Lifti), So))^

lifted, (do({Lifti), So)).

Thus, in this second model, lifting the left side of the

bowl has the effect of lifting both sides. It is not diffi

cult to verify that there is a minimal model in which

this holds. On the other hand,

-spilling(do({Lift, Lift,), So) A

lifted,(do({Lift : Lift, ), So)) /\ lifted, (do({Lift * Lift,} * So)).

is true in all minimal models.

6 DEALING WITH INTERACTING

EFFECTS

Why is the presence of interacting effects a problem?

If one wants to build a theory of actions in the pres

ence of concurrency, it would be inconvenient to spec

ify the direct effects of all possible concurrent actions;

in particular, modularity would be lost if every new

action that is incorporated in the model required a re

formulation of the effect axioms for concurrent actions.

Therefore, it would be desirable that these effects be

derivable from the direct effects of the atomic actions

that are performed as part of the concurrent action.

However, as the previous result states, if the effects

of actions interact, an axiomatization of the style pro

posed in section 3, along with a minimal model seman

tics, fails to characterize the intended models.

How can we proceed? In situations like the one illus

trated by the soup bowl example, it is very clear which

model is the intended one. At this point, there are a
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few alternatives. Clearly, one can argue that there is

not enough information built into the theory in order

to single out the right model. In fact, one can add

causal information, and state that lifting one side of

the bowl cannot make the other side move, but can

cause a spill. This causal information can be used to

filter unwanted models. Therefore, in this approach

the theories of action would be extended with explicit

causal arioms. This extension would need to be ac

companied by a more sophisticated minimal model se

mantics. Approaches based on this idea have been

used in order to solve the ramification problem. For

instance, see (Lin 1995; Thielscher 1997).

A second alternative is to use a categorization based

approach. For example, we can define a stratification

for the fluents. In the example, we could define lifted

and lifted, to be in one stratum, and spilling can be

placed in another stratum. Then, we can prefer models

where persistence in one stratum is preferred to per

sistence in another. In this case, each stratum would

correspond to a separate category. This categorization

of fluents is also used to deal with the ramification

problem. For example, in (Lifschitz 1990; Brewka and

Hertzberg 1993; del Val and Shoham 1993).

A third approach, which we pursue here, is based on

the observation that the proposed theory fails to char

acterize the nature of the reality being modeled. Thus,

we propose an alternative approach to modeling situ

ations in which the effects of the individual actions

interact. This approach is based on the observation

that indirect effects of actions may arise because of

the existence of intervening events. For instance, if

one side of the bowl of soup is lifted, then there is an

event, Spills, which is triggered by the lifting action.

The Spills event is triggered in an intermediate state in

which only one side of the bowl is lifted, and yet spilling

is not true. Therefore, modeling the problem in this

form implies changes in the way the problem is axiom

atized. In particular, because some of the state con

straints originally proposed might be violated. This

approach has the following advantages:

• In many cases, the nature of the problem that is

modeled is such that the intermediate states ex

ist, probably with a very short time span. For in

stance, in the soup bowl example, it is not unrea

sonable to consider the existence of an intervening

state where spilling is not true and only one side

of the bowl is lifted. This intervening state will

have a very short duration and will trigger the

event Spills. Therefore, introducing an intermedi

ate state seems to be a more accurate portrayal

of the phenomenon.

• Minimal change approaches are still applicable.

The problem that was described in the previous

section does not arise. In fact, constraints respon

sible for interaction are replaced by a triggering

axiom, (see below) and new effect axioms. In this

approach, minimization of change is only meant

to deal with the frame problem.

• The conditions on triggered events are expressed

in terms of the truth values of fluents, as opposed

to the actions that are performed. For example,

independently of what actions are involved, if only

one side of the bowl is lifted, and spilling is not

already true, then Spills will occur. This is inde

pendent of what other actions might be present in

the model. Therefore, the axiomatization remains

modular.

Natural Actions and Triggers

In order to handle triggers, we extend the language of

the Situation Calculus with the notion of natural ac

tions (Pinto 1994; Reiter 1996). Natural actions are

not regular agent actions. Instead, they are actions

that arise due to the nature of the world. One charac

teristic of these actions is that they must occur (i.e.,

they are triggered) whenever they are possible. Thus,

we need:

(Va,s). Poss({a},s) A natural(a) D occurs(a,s). (16)

I.e., if a natural action is possible, it must occur. There

are several ways in which occurrences can be modeled

in the Situation Calculus. One approach is to consider

that there is a single branch or narrative line in the

tree of situations, such that the actions that occur fall

in that branch (Miller and Shanahan 1994; Pinto and

Reiter 1993). An alternative is to consider occurrences

as constraints that limit the situations that can be

considered legal, as in (Pinto 1998). Here, we use a

simplified version of the latter approach. We define

the predicate legal for situations, such that:

(Vs). legal(s) = (s P. So A

(Vs', c, a) [s' <s A occurs(a,s') A (17)

do(c, s') <s D a e cl).

Thus, a situation is considered legal if all the actions

that lead from So to it are possible (expressed with the

s > So literal), and if all occurrences within the branch

So —s are present in the branch. Therefore, to reason

with occurrences, we focus on the situations that are

legal.

Notice that the predicate occurs, as well as the predi

cate Poss, is not a fluent, since it is not used to describe
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the state of a situation. Rather, it is used to constraint

the dynamics of the world. Naturally, the state of a

situation might determine the truth of occurs, affect

ing, indirectly, the dynamics of the world.

Later on, we will make use of the notion of situation

stability. Situations in which natural actions are pos

sible are not considered to be stable, thus, motivating

the introduction of the predicate stable C S with the

definition:

stable(s) = -(Ha).natural(a) A Poss({a}, s). (18)

Furthermore, we introduce the predicate leads C C x

S x S with the definition:

leads(c, s,s') = s 3 do(c, s) ~ s' A stable(s') A

((Vs) s 3 si < s' D-stable(s))^

((Vci, si,a) do(c,s) < do(ci,s) <s' Aa e ci D

natural(a)).

(19)

This latter predicate relates a situation s and an action

a to the stable situation that results after all natural

actions triggered by a in s are performed. The third

conjunct on the right side of the equivalence requires

that all intermediate situations be unstable. The last

conjunct establishes that the resulting stable situation

be reached by performing only natural actions.

Triggers and interacting effects.

As mentioned in the sketch of the proof of theorem

5.1, the interactions between effects arise because of

the presence of ramification constraints. Our proposal

is based on the hypothesis that the ramification con

straints can be decomposed along the temporal dimen

sion. What this means is that some constraints hide a

process that can be modeled at a higher level of detail.

For instance, a constraint of the form:

li(s)/\l, (s) D 1ſs). (20)

where li, l, and l represent some fluent literals, might

be used to model a causal relationship between these

literals. Since causality cannot be captured with im

plication alone, problems arise. One possibility for de

composing this type of constraint is to introduce new

events as intermediate causes. Thus, instead of writing

a constraint like (20), we propose to introduce some in

termediate natural action Al in the language, and add

the following axioms:

natural(A), (21)

li(s) Alz (s) A-l(s) D Poss({A}, s), (22)

Poss(c,s) AAI e c D 1ſdo({Ai}, s)). (23)

Furthermore, it is convenient to assume that the nec

essary conditions for the truth of Poss are also suffi

cient. Thus, converting sets of implications like (22)

into equivalences.

Under these conditions, the interaction of effects, due

to the original state constraints, is converted into a

triggered effect. Synergy or cancellation due to state

constraints can be handled in this manner in many

important cases, as described in the next section.

Example (cont.): In the soup bowl example, we can

replace the ramification constraints with the precon

dition axioms:

-lifted;(s) A lifted, (s) A-spilling(s) D Poss({Spills},s),

lifted;(s) A-lifted, (s)/\-spilling(s) D Poss({Spills}, s),

lifted;(s) A lifted, (s) A spilling(s) D Poss({Nspills}, s),

-lifted;(s) A-lifted, (s) A spilling(s) D Poss({Nspills}, s),

Along with the requirement:

natural (Spills) A natural(Nspills),

and the effect axioms:

Poss(c,s) A Spills e c D spilling(do(c, s)),

Poss(c,s) ANspills e c D-spilling(do(c, s)).

Here, we have added two different natural actions, one

that results in spillage, and the other that stops it.

Our proposal to decompose ramification state con

straints in the temporal dimension, by the introduc

tion of new natural actions with their derived triggered

effects, is based on the following observations:

• In our everyday lives we function under the

common-sense assumption that actions are deter

ministic. Non-determinism, in this context, arises

because of lack of knowledge of the state of the

world, or for lack of control regarding the actions

that are performed.

• In physical domains, such as the bowl with soup

example, one can accurately predict the direct ef

fects of actions.

• Indirect effects of actions arise because the action

creates the conditions for these indirect effects to

arise. In general, these effects can be considered

to arise subsequent to the performance of the ac

tion.

Our view is based on the last observation. Synergy

or cancellation arises because of the indirect effects of
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one or more actions. Thus, this approach is applicable

in settings where these observations hold.

The applicability of this approach can also be judged

by comparing it to other approaches to formalize the

same phenomena. In the following section, we propose

the alternative of treating the set Tºc of ramification

constraints as causal rules, inspired by the work of Lin

(1995, 1998). Then, we show how these causal rules

can be translated into natural actions and triggered

effects in a mechanical manner.

7 CAUSAL RULES

7.1 PROPOSITIONAL FLUENTS

In this section we discuss some preliminary results re

garding the applicability of this approach to handle ef

fects interactions in theories with concurrent actions.

For simplicity, we assume that all fluents are proposi

tional. Thus, fluents are predicates that only take a

single argument of sort S.

We start with a theory of action Xre, as before. The

theory includes the set Th of axioms (1)–(5), along with

a set Th of domain specific axioms (that only mention

terms of type T), a set Three of action precondition

axioms of the form (6), a set T.ſ of direct effect axioms

like (11)-(12), a set Tºc of ramification state constraints

of the form (14), and a set of axioms Tso that describe

the initial situation (a simple formula applied to So).

As mentioned earlier, a set of state constraints are not

enough to characterize change in the presence of con

current actions and interaction between effects. What

we need is more refined causal information. We will

assume that each state constraint in the set Trc is writ

ten as a causal implication.

Now, we take a theory of action Xrc and mechanically

derive a new theory Xmaſ. The steps that are followed

to derive this new theory are the following:

1. Each axiom in The should be written as a causal

rule, such as:

li(s)/\ ... A la(s) D 1ſs). (24)

The implication symbol will be interpreted as a

causality operator, and not as logical implication.

Therefore, the syntactic form of these axioms is

very important. We should use another operator

for causality, and rewrite the rules with this new

operator. Given the space limitations, we are not

able to pursue this in detail. Instead, we appeal

to the reader's understanding.

How this step is achieved depends crucially on the

domain of application. All causal rules of the form

(24), with the same literal on the right-hand side

can be compiled together in a single causal rule of

the form:

qb)(s) D 1(s). (25)

For notational convenience, we write Tc(s) as the

conjunction of all the formulas in Tc, leaving s

free. We will assume that there are no axioms in

T.ſ in which the literal l is falsified.

Our interpretation of these causal rules corre

sponds roughly to what Lin has called dynamic

causal rules (Lin 1998).

These causal rules will not be part of the resulting

theory Xmaſ, but are used in the steps below.

. The original language is extended with one new

action constant per causal rule. The Three axioms

are extended with action precondition axioms of

the form (one axiom per causal rule (25)):

q}(s) D Poss({A}, s),

where A is a new action constant. Let T., denote

the extended set. Also, Tina is extended for these

new action constants, leading to Tºa

. The axioms T.ſ are extended with a new effect

axiom for each new action Al:

Poss(c, s) AA e c D l'do({Ai}, s)).

Let T} denote the extended set of axioms.

. Xre is extended with a new set of natural axioms,

for each new action symbol added to the language

in the previous step, we add:

natural(A).

We will assume that these are the only natural

actions. This assumption can be formalized by

a minimization of the extension of this predicate.

Given the simple form of these axioms, we can

simply write: natural(a) = a = Ali Va = A12.... Let

That be a singleton set with this complete specifi

cation for natural.

. The axioms Ts, are extended with a T.(So), that

is, for each state constraint (vs) P(s) in Tºc, we

add 'P'(S0) as an axiom. Let T. denote the ex

tended set of axioms about So.

. The theory X.nal is given by the foundational ax

ioms of the situation calculus, axioms about nat

ural actions (16)-(19), and Ti, T., T}. Thee, That

and T. -
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The theory X.nal is of a form such that we can apply Re

iter's approach to derive a monotonic solution to the

frame problem. Indeed, except for the axioms about

natural actions, the structure of the axiomatization is

a standard one. Furthermore, the axioms about natu

ral actions do not interfere with the changes that are

direct consequence of actions. Therefore, we can ob

tain successor state axioms for all fluents of the do

main. Let R(X.nat) be the theory obtained from X.nal

following Reiter's approach.

7.2 SOME PROPERTIES

Previously, we described how Xre can be transformed

into a theory R(X.nat). What properties does the re

Sulting theory have with respect to the original one?

First, does the resulting theory entail the state con

straints for legal situations? The answer is no, thus:

T(2na) # (Vs). legal(s) D T.(s).

T.(s) is the conjunction of the constraints (26)-(27)

applied to s. For example, consider the theory Xre:

Three: Poss({A}, s),

Tºff: Poss({A}, s) D fi (do({A}, s)),

Trc: fi(s) D f(s), (26)

f;(s) D f(s), (27)

Tso: -fi (So) A →f, (So) A-f;(S0).

The theory that results from applying the previous

scheme leads to a new theory in which the new action

constants Afz and Afs are introduced. After deriving

the successor state axioms, we obtain a theory R(X.nal)

that includes the following axioms:

natural(a) = a = Afz V a = Aſs,

Poss({A}, s),

Poss({Afz},s) = f(s) A-f(s),

Poss({Afg},s) = f;(s) A-f;(s),

Poss(c,s) D fi (do(c, s)) = A e c Vf (s),

Poss(c,s) D f. (do(c, s)) = Aſ2 e cV f:(s),

Poss(c,s) D f(do(c, s)) = Afa e cV f(s),

-fi (S0) A →f, (S0) A → f, (S0).

Clearly:

7&(2na) H. f. (do({A}, So))^ -f2(do({A}, So).

Thus, violating the original state constraint (26).

However, we do have the following:

Tè(2na) H (Vs). leads({A}, So, s) D T.(s).

In general:

Proposition 7.1 Let Xre be a theory of action, as in

the previous sections, and let R(X.nat) be the theory that

results from the application of the steps described ear

lier. Then:

T(X.nat) H (Vs). stable(s) A legal(s) D T.(s).

The proof of this proposition is fairly direct. If the

state constraints were violated in a given situation,

then the situation would not be a stable one, prompt

ing for some natural action to occur in it.

If Xre is a theory of action, and if one wants to know

whether some fluent f holds after performing an action

A in some situation S, one simply tries to find out

whether:

2rc H So 3 SAf(do({A}, S)).

However, in theories with natural actions, such as

T(X.nat), this question becomes:

T(X.nat) H (vs). leads({A}, S, s) D f(do({A}, s)).

Thus, we are interested in stable changes. Now, we can

define abnormality with respect to stable situations as

follows:

ab" (f, s, c) Folef

stable(s) A leads(c,s,s')^{f(s) = -f(s')]

Another property of R(X.nat), in relation to Xrc, is that

there is a natural correspondence between the models

of R(X,tal) and the minimal models of Xrc. If M" is a

model of R(X.nat), then there must be a minimal model

M of X,x, such that for each abnormality abt in Mt

there is an abnormality ab in M.

In order to know whether some fluent becomes true af

ter performing some action in an stable situation, we

must find an stable situation after the action is per

formed. If fluents are propositional and finite in num

ber, and the theory is consistent, it is not hard to show

that this stable situation must exist. However, this is

not true for theories with non-propositional fluents.

7.3 NON-PROPOSITIONAL FLUENTS

If the language has non-propositional fluents, the ex

istence of a stable situation, after an action is per

formed, is not guaranteed. Indeed, assume a theory

Xre in which Tºc has a state constraint such as:

f(x, s) D f(s(x),s),

along with an A and an effect axiom:

Poss(c,s)/\A € c D f(x,do(c, s)).
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and an initial situation specification with:

(Vx) -f(x, s).

It is not difficult to build a theory X, with these

axioms such that R(X.nat) will have models in which

leads(A, So, s) is identically false.

However, there are many cases in which we can guar

antee the existence of stable states after performing

any action. For instance, we can take stratified sets

of causal rules. The definition of stratification is simi

lar to the one used in logic programming (Apt, Blair,

and Walker 1987). Thus, we can define a number

ing scheme in which each fluent receives a number. A

set Tºc is considered stratified if there is a numbering

scheme in which, for each causal rule, the numbers

assigned to the fluents in the antecedent, are strictly

smaller that the numbers assigned to the fluent in the

consequent. It is not difficult to show that if the set

The is stratified, a translation would yield a theory in

which stability is guaranteed.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article we have discussed the problem of formal

izing theories of action and change for worlds in which

instantaneous actions can be executed concurrently.

We showed that axiomatizations in which the effects

of concurrently executed actions interact, due to the

presence of state constraints, admit multiple minimal

models. This result holds for theories in which there is

a single intended minimal model. The existence of this

unwanted models leads to the conclusion that there is

relevant information about the dynamics of the world

which is not present in the original axiomatization.

In order to deal with this problem, we propose the

use of natural actions as primitive elements in the ax

iomatization of physical domains. Thus, an axioma

tizer should directly encode domain knowledge using

axioms about natural actions, as opposed to writing

state constraints, from which the axioms about natu

ral actions could be mechanically obtained. However,

the mechanism proposed allows one to have a better

understanding of the applicability of the approach. We

believe that an approach to modeling based on the

characterization of triggered or natural actions should

be more natural (sic). The advantages of this approach

are:

• We can use a standard minimal-model semantics.

In particular, this allows to use Reiter's mono

tonic approach to deal with the frame problem.

• The axiomatization is modular with respect to the

modeling of actions. One does not need to spec

ify what are the effects of actions in combination

with other actions that might be performed con

currently. Instead, intervening actions are trig

gered depending on the state of the world (inde

pendently of the manner in which the state was

reached).

Also, we discuss an approach to deal with interacting

effects based on the interpretation of ramification state

constraints as causal rules. This approach depends

crucially upon the syntactic form in which the state

constraints are written. Thus, the results that are

obtained are different depending upon how the rules

are written. For instance, the constraint fi(s) D f(s)

would lead to a theory of action that would not be

equivalent to one in which the constraint were writ

ten as f(s) D fi(s). However, assuming that the rules

are written with their intended causal interactions in

mind, they can be translated to the approach based

on triggered events.

The research that is presented in this article is closely

related to research on ramification and causality. In

particular, there are interesting relationships to the

work of Lin (1995, 1998), Thielscher (1997), Baral and

Gelfond (1997) and Gustafsson and Doherty (1996).

For future research, we would like to explore this rela

tionship.
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Abstract

We address the problem of characterizing

goal-directed robotic behavior using a logic

of actions and change. Our approach is based

on distinguishing two kinds of actions: pro

cedural actions which are defined in a mecha

nistic way, and goal-directed actions which are

performed through a process involving tries,

possibly failures, and corrective action and

new tries until the goal has been reached.

(The definition of procedural actions may

be done external to the logic, for example

through differential equations, or through a

conventional programming language). For

both kinds of actions, the logic expresses ex

plicitly whether the action succeeds or fails.

Each execution of a goal-directed action is

also characterized by a number of breakpoints

where some sub-action has been completed

and a new sub-action for getting to the de

sired goal is selected. The logic is used for

characterizing the selection of sub-actions at

breakpoints, and the success or failure of the

goal-directed action in terms of the success

or failure of the sub-actions.

The article describes how goal-directed ac

tions can modelled by an extension of exist

ing results on logics of actions and change.

The article's web page

The web page mentioned at the top of this page will be

permanently maintained with information pertaining

to the present article. It is used for the annex that will

be mentioned below, and we plan to keep it updated

with links to additional, relevant information.

1 Topic and approach

The purpose of the present work is to characterize the

behavior pattern of deliberated retry in logicist terms.

Deliberated retry is where an agent pursues goals by

trying actions or action sequences that are likely to

achieve the goal, and where the agent responds to fail

ure by trying an alternative plan or action sequence.

(We identify plans with action sequences). The paper

proposes a first-order theory using a narrative time

line approach in which each model is a history of the

world where the agent's successive actions exhibit de

liberated retry. This work is intended to be used in the

design of autonomous agents, and in particular in our

WITAS project which is concerned with the control

system of an intelligent airborne vehicle (UAV).

A logic of this kind must of course build on existing

work in logics of actions and change, but it also im

poses some specific requirements on the host logic. In

particular, it must allow for the characterization of

the success and failure of actions, for external events

that influence the execution of an action, and for the

description of actions on different levels of resolution.

The present section discusses these requirements on

the host logic.

1.1 Goals vs high-level actions

We shall consider goals as the end states of particular

kinds of actions, namely goal-directed actions. There

fore, the question of characterizing goal-directed be

havior is reduced to the question of how goal-directed

actions are decomposed into procedural ones. By this

approach we avoid the need to introduce goals as a

separate type of entities, and we open for the possibil

ity (although it will not be used in the present paper)

of having goals and actions on several levels.

A goal-directed action is then viewed as an open-ended

process: the robot sets out to achieve a certain goal, for

example to find and retrieve a particular object, or to

obtain more fuel. It chooses certain lower-level actions

which are likely to achieve the goal, but these lower ac

tions may succeed or fail; if they fail then the robot

diagnoses the error and tries to achieve the same goal

in some other way. At the lowest level in this struc

ture one finds the procedural actions, but above them
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there is a structure of goal-directed actions, possibly

on several levels. They are related and held together

by decision-like entities and other events, for example

decision to try, faults, diagnoses, and decisions about

retries. In some cases this structure will be quite sim

ple; in other cases it may be very complex.

The problem addressed here is how such goal-directed

behavior can be characterized in a logic of actions and

change. We propose an extended action logic whose

expressive power is sufficient for this purpose. Con

cretely, the characteristic property of this logic of ac

tion and change is that for a well chosen axiomatiza

tion of a scenario, the models represent exactly those

histories where the robot exhibits the appropriate,

goal-directed behavior. In that sense, the proposed

logic is a characterization of goal-directed behavior.

An immediate consequence of this approach is that

we need a logic that can represent concurrent actions,

since the high-level goal action and the low-level pro

cess action are by definition concurrent.

One limitation of the present article is that we

only consider the relationship between lower-level and

higher-level actions inside the deliberative layer. In the

end it will be necessary to deal with influences from

external events, the deliberative layer, and concurrent

events in an integrated fashion, requiring a closer inte

gration with the earlier work, but we begin here with

the simpler case where the latter two aspects are omit

ted for the time being.

1.2 Defining actions on the level of hybrid

processes

Besides the requirement that our logic must be able

to express concurrent actions, we also want it to be

able to express continuous and hybrid change (hybrid

= combination of continuous and discrete). Although

it is maybe not strictly necessary, we introduce this re

quirement for two reasons. First, since the continuous

level description of the world if often needed for defin

ing when actions actually succeed or fail. Secondly,

since we intend the logic to be used for autonomous

robots where the capability for continuous-level rea

soning is needed anyway, so we must make sure that

the logic we are using doesnot inherently preclude such

applications.

The continuous or hybrid level may be character

1zed by sets of differential equations which are asso

ciated with applicability conditions, so that different

equations are stated to apply in different segments

of the state space at hand. In earlier papers, we

have shown how to import this representation into a

logical framework [Sandewall 1989a) and how to com

bine it with specifications of the effects of actions

[Sandewall1989b]. More recently, we have also shown

how to relate high-level and low-level definitions of ac

tions in such a framework, and in particular how to use

the hybrid-level action description for defining success

and failure of actions (Sandewall 1996, Sandewall 1997].

Those papers complement the work reported here.

Concretely speaking, there are quite a number of in

tervening events that may cause the failure of an ac

tion in a physical world. For example, consider an

intelligent UAV that is to fly over traffic scenes, and

that is required to ‘understand’ what happens in those

scenes, and to take appropriate action towards certain

goals, for example for assisting one or more cooper

ating ground vehicles in their missions. This applica

tion involves actions that are performed over periods of

time (for example, “follow that car”, “accompany the

cooperating car to its destination”, or “find a place sat

isfying certain conditions”. Reasons why such actions

can fail include the actions of the ground vehicles, ob

structions to vision or to communication, restrictions

on fuel or other resources in the UAV, etc.

The articles that were cited above describe methods

for relating the hybrid-level specification of an action

to any number of environmental events which may in

fluence or distract it, and for relating the global, pre

condition/postcondition type description of the action

to the one on the hybrid level.

From the point of view of the hybrid specification of

the action, it makes no difference if it is stopped be

cause of an intervention by a person who commands

the robot (which counts as an external event as mod

elled in our earlier work), or because the delibera

tive layer at some point realized an upcoming danger

and decided on an interrupt. Therefore, we can now

address the question of modelling high-level behavior

that reasons about and uses the success and the failure

of subordinate actions.

2 Representing success and failure

A logic for characterizing goal-oriented behavior must

be able to express that an action has succeeded' or

'failed', since a very important aspect of such behav

ior is that the agent should try again when one at

tempt to achieve the given goal has failed. We obtain

our logic by extending an existing, narrative time-line

logic" with a few additional constructs. The present

section describes this logic in reasonably precise terms

while omitting some of the routine an tedious details.

2.1 Standard Time and Action Logic

The following is the basic notation that we inherit from

earlier work. Three primary predicates are used. The

predicates H for Holds and D for Do are defined as

follows. H(t, p) says that the “propositional fluent”

'A first-order, multi-sorted logic where time, repre

sented by real numbers, is one of the sorts.
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(*) p holds at time t. In other words, p is reified

and H(t, p) is the same as p(t) in the case where p is

atomic. D([s, t), a) says that the action a is performed

over exactly the closed temporal interval [s, t). Open

and semiopen intervals are denoted (s,t), [s, t), and

(s,t) as usual.

Non-propositional fluents are also admitted, using the

notation H(t, f : v) where f : v is the proposition say

ing that the fluent f has the value v. Fluent-valued

functions are allowed, and one of their uses is to define

fluents for properties of objects. Thus ageof(p) may

be the fluent for the age of the person p, used as in

H(1998, ageof(john) ; 36).

The third predicate, X is pronounced occludes and is

used for characterizing exceptions from the assumption

of continuity of the value of fluents. Continuity in

cludes persistence as a special case, for discrete-valued

fluents. X(s, f) expresses that at time s, the value

of the fluent f is not required to be continuous or to

persist.

In all cases, s and t are timepoints (usually s for start

ing time and t for termination time) and a is an action.

In narrative time-line approaches, each model of the

axioms characterizes one possible history in the world,

not a tree of possible histories. Alternative histories

are represented by different models”. Therefore, a

timepoint t is sufficient for identifying the state of the

world at time t in the present model.

Several earlier publications by ourselves and others

in our group have used the notations [t]p and [s, ta

for what is here written H(t, p) and D([s, t), a), respec

tively. The change is made in order to emphasize more

strongly that we are dealing with a fairly standard

first-order logical theory.

2.2 Ontology for invocation and success

Since the performance of a goal-directed action in

volves trying lower-level actions which may succeed

and fail, and to proceed accordingly, we need a no

tation for dealing with the applicability, success, and

failure of actions.

The following notions will be used. To a first approx

*We have previously tried to maintain a terminological

distinction between fluent as a function from timepoints

to corresponding values, and a feature as a formal object

that designates a fluent. With that terminology, the p and

f that occur in the second argument of H are features,

not fluents. Similarly, the functions inv, app, and fall that

will be introduced later in this section, are functions from

actions to features. However, since it is so common to use

the word 'fluent both for the function and its designator,

we follow that practice here.

‘However, it also appears that the it is straightforward

to generalize the time domain so that it also accounts for

the case of branching time.

imation, in vocation of an action causes it to begin its

erecution, which ends with either success or failure.

However, the matter is complicated by the require

ment to represent that it is sometimes impossible to

execute an action. In our approach, invocation of an

action is possible at any time, but the invocation does

not necessarily lead to the execution of the action. In

particular, it does not if the action is inapplicable by

definition (for example, turning on the light in a room

where there is no light) or if the action is already ex

ecuting. The latter condition means that the same

action can not execute over two overlapping but non

equal intervals of time.

Once an execution does execute, it must either succeed

or fail. The distinction between success and failure is

done on the following pragmatic grounds: planning

goal achievement is done using the assumption that

actions succeed, and using knowledge about their re

sults when they do succeed. The case where an action

fails is dealt with on a case-by-case basis once the fail

ure has occurred.

Each action has a temporal duration, which must be

an interval that is greater than a single point except

for some specific cases defined below. Note, in par

ticular, that when an action is not applicable, it is

considered not to execute; it is not considered to fail

instantly. (The reasons for these ontological choices

will be briefly explained below).

2.3 Syntax for invocation and success

Two representations will be used for the expression of

success, failure, and applicability of actions. In one,

we use specially constructed fluents; in the other, vari

ants of the D predicate that distinguish between action

success and action failure. The former representation

is considered as the basic one, and the latter is intro

duced as abbreviations or 'macros'.

The following are three functions from actions to

propositional fluents:

inv, where H(s, in v(a)) says that the action a is in

voked at time s. At all other times, H(s, in v(a)) is

false.

app, where H(s, app(a)) says that the action a is ap

plicable at time s.

fail, where H(t, fail(a)) says that the action a termi

nated with failure at time t. H(t, fail(a)) is false at

all times when the action is not executing, or when it

is executing but not terminating, or when it is termi

nating successfully.

In addition, we need one function from propositional

fluents (properly speaking, propositional features) to

actions:

test, where test(p) or test(f : w) is an action that is
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always applicable, whose duration is always instanta

neous (expressed by D([s, s], test(p))), and that satis

fies

H(s, fail(test(p))) — -H(s, p)

In other words, test(p) succeeds at time s iff p is true

at S.

The following abbreviations are introduced:

G(s, a) for H(s, in v(a)): the action a is invoked (“go”)

at time s

A(s, a) for H(s, app(a)): the action a is applicable at

time s

D,([s, t), a) for D([s, t), a) A -H(t, fail(a)): the action

a is executed successfully over the time interval [s, t):

it starts at time s and terminates with success at time

t.

Dr([s, t), a) for D([s, t), a)AH(t, fail(a)): the action a is

executed but fails over the time interval [s, t); it starts

at time s and terminates with failure at time t.

De([s, t), a) for Buſſ)([s, u), a) A t < u]: the action a is

being executed; the execution started at times and has

not been terminated before time t. (It may terminate

at t or later).

D,(s, a) for G(s, a)/\(-H(s, app(a))v3s'Et(D([s', t), a)A

s' < s < t ); the action a is invoked at time t but it

is either not applicable, or already executing at that

time. (This is the case where invocation of the action

does not initiate an execution).

For both Ds and Df, s is the time when the action was

invoked, and t is the exact time when it concludes with

success or failure.

2.4 Axiomatic characterization

The following set of axioms characterizing the obvious

properties of these relations is an adaptation of the

axioms reported in [Sandewall 1996). The adaptation

is because we here introduced in v, app, and fail as

the basic notions, whereas previously the relations G,

Ds, etc were considered as basic.

S1. If an action is being executed, then it must have

been invoked and be applicable and non-executing at

invocation time:

D([s, t), a) — H(s, inv(a)) A-D, (s, a)

This implies:

D([s, t), a) — H(s, inv(a)) A H(s, app(a))^

-Hs'=t(D([s', t), a) A s' < s & t)

S2. If an action is invoked, then it is executed from

that time on, unless it is inapplicable, already execut

ing, or composite:

H(s, inv(a)) — Etſs < t A D([s, t), a)]

VD, (s, a) V Composite(a)

The predicate Composite will be introduced in subsec

tion 2.7; for the present context it can be taken as

always false. The reason for excluding this case in this

axiom is that for composite actions, there are some

additional obstacles where the invocation of an action

does not result in its execution.

S3. An action can not take place during overlapping

intervals:

D([s, t), a A D([s', t'], a) A s 3 s' < t — s = s' A t = t'

S4,S5. Actions of the form test(p) are always applica

ble, and instantaneous:

H(s, app(test (p)))

D([s, t), test(p)) — s = t

S6. All other actions execute over extended periods

of time: never immediately, except for actions of the

form test(p):

D([s, t), a) — s 3 t V Hpſa = test(p)]

S7. Actions only fail at the end of their execution:

H(t, fail(a)) — EsſD([s, t), a)]

S8. Definition of success for actions of the form test (a):

D([s, s], test(p)) — (H(s, fail(test (p))) — -H(s, p))

Several of these axioms capture desirable properties di

rectly. For others, all the consequences are not imme

diately obvious. One useful consequence is the follow

ing theorem, previously mentioned in [Sandewall1996)

for a somewhat different axiomatization:

Theorem 1 In any model for the armom S3, let

{[s; , t)} be the set of all intervals such that

D([s, , ti), a) for a specific action a. Then there is some

ordering of these intervals such that s; 3 s,4-1 and

t; 3 s, 41 for all i.

Proof. Suppose the proposition does not hold, and

choose an order of the pairs such that si < s, 11, and

where each pair only occurs once. Also, choose j so

that either si = 8,11, or s, 3 s, 4.1 × ty. If no such j

is to be found, then the ordering already satisfies the

condition in the proposition.

However, the case si = s.j41, t, # ty+1 contradicts

axiom (S3). The case si < s, 11 < t , also contradicts

axiom (S3). This concludes the proof. QED.

The value of this observation is that through it, it

makes sense to use the feature fail(a) for character

izing the success or failure of an action with extended

duration. If theorem 1 were not to hold, then it would
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not be clear from H(t, fail(a)) which invocation the

failure referred to. This consideration is also the rea

son for the choice manifested in axiom Sl: if an action

a is invoked while it is already in the midst of execut

ing, then it is not represented as “failing", since this

would confuse matters with respect to the already ex

ecuting instance. Instead, we use the convention that

it is invoked, possibly applicable, but it does not get

to execute from that starting time.

We also obtain at once:

Theorem 2 In any model for the artoms S1 – S8, if

D([s, t), a) and H(u, fail(a)) for some u in (s,t), then

t = u. Conversely, if D,([s, t), a), then H(u, fail(a))

does not hold for any u in (s,t).

Informally, we can think of each model in dynami

cal terms as a possible history in the world being de

scribed, and what this theorem says is that if an action

is invoked and begins to execute, then if H(u, fail(a))

becomes true at some timepoint u during the execu

tion, the action halts and ends with failure, and if

it is able to proceed until its normal ending without

H(u, fail(a)) becoming true at any time, then it ends

with success.

Any use of this logic will naturally be concerned with

the effects of actions. In the Features and fluents ap

proach and its successors, this is specified using ac

tion laws, which in particular make use of the occlu

sion predicate, and in combination with assumptions

of persistence.

2.5 Examples

As an example of the use of this notation, here is the

formula stating that a condition 2 guarantees that an

action always succeeds:

H(s, p) A G(s, a) — Bt{D,([s, t), a)]

Ordinary action laws specify the action's effects when

it succeeds. They are therefore written as usual and

with Ds on the antecedent side: if preconditions ap

ply and the action is performed successfully, then the

postconditions result.

As another simple example, consider the case of ac

tions which are described in terms of a precondition,

a prevail condition, and a postcondition, where the

postcondition is at the same time the termination con

dition for the action (Sandewall and Rönnauist 1986].

The prevail condition must be satisfied throughout the

execution of the action; if it is violated then the action

fails. Simple pre/post/ prevail action definitions can

be expressed as follows, if pa is the precondition of the

action a, wa is the postcondition, and tha is the prevail

condition:

A(s, a) - H(s, pa)

D,(ſs, t), a) — H(t, wa A wa)

A(s, a) A D-([s, t), a) — H([s, t), wa A -wa.)

D.([s, t), a) A -H(t, wa) — Dr([s, t), a)

The traditional case of only pre- and postconditions is

easily obtained by selecting tha as tautology.

2.6 Composition operators for propositional

fluents

The standard propositional operators such as - and A

will be used for composing propositional fluents (prop

erly speaking; features). Composition is defined in a

Herbrand style, so composite fluents are only equal if

they have been equally formed. We have to specify

how such composite fluents behave in relation to each

of the predicates and functions that can take fluents

as arguments:

1. The behavior of composite fluents with respect to

the Holds predicate is defined by

H(s, p A p") — H(s, p) A H(s, p")

and similarly for the other operators.

2. Composite fluents are always occluded, so that

X(s, p A p’)

and similarly for the other operators. This means that

assumptions of continuity and persistence are only ap

plied to the level of elementary fluents.

3. The action test(p) for composite p must then again

be described with respect to how it relates to pred

icates and functions that take actions as arguments.

All that was said about test above continues to hold,

of course: it is always applicable, its duration is al

ways instantaneous, and it succeeds or fails depending

on whether p currently holds or not. No additional ax

iom is needed or appropriate for the special case where

p is composite.

2.7 Action composition operators

The definitions of procedural actions must sometimes

be constructed by composition of simpler actions. This

calls for the use of operators such as ; for the sequen

tial composition of actions, a conditional operator, and

an operator that composes actions representing succes

sive tries. Sequential composition is such that if the

first action fails, then the whole action has failed, oth

erwise it is up to the second action. Successive-try

composition, on the other hand, is defined so that if

the first action succeeds, then the whole actions has

succeeded; if the first action fails, then it is up to the

second action to succeed or fail.

These action composition operators are best described

in terms of their relationships with the derived predi

cates G, Ds, etc. This is as follows for ;

G(s, a1, a2) — G(s, a 1.) A
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(D, (s, a 1) — D, (s, a 1; a 2)) A

(Df({s,t}, a 1) — Dr([s, t), a 1, a2)) A

(Ds([s, t), a 1) — G(t, a2) A

(D, (t, ag) — Dr([s, t), a 1, a2)) A

(Dr([t, u), a2) — Dr([s, u), a 1: a 2)) A

(Ds (ſt, u), a2) - Ds([s, u), a 1, a2)))

Then, try(a1, a2) denotes successive-try composition:

G(s, try(a1, a2)) — G(s, a 1) A

(Ds([s, t), a 1) - Ds([s, t), try(a1, a2)) A

(Df([s, t), a 1) — G(t, a2) A

(D, (t, a2) — Dr([s, t), try(a1, a2)) A

(Df([t, u), a2) — Dr([s, u), try(a1, a2)) A

(Ds (ſt, u), a2) - Ds(ſs, u), try(a1, a2))))^

(D, (s, a 1) - G(s, a2) A

(D, (s, a2) — D, (s, try(a1, a2)) A

(Df([s, t), a2) — Dr([s, t), try(a1, a2)) A

(Ds([s, t), a2) — Ds([s, t), try(a1, a2))))

Notice that if one omits the case of D, , then the spec

ifications of ; and try are symmetrical.

Although these specifications are easy to follow, they

are not appropriate as axioms, since the operators G.

Ds etc are not in themselves the primary ones. The

Annex (see URL at the beginning of the article) con

tains an axiomatization that relates ; and try to inv,

app, fail, and test and from which the specifications

above can be inferred.

The action composition operators represent a kind of

“programming language” for procedural actions. Ac

tions which are defined in this way are however still

not goal-directed in the sense discussed in the initial

section. We shall proceed to goal-directed actions in

the next section.

Composition of actions of the form test(p) can be re

duced to propositional combinations, for example

D.([s, s], test(p); test(q)) —

Ds(ſs, s], test (p)) A Ds([s, s], test(q))

We choose to define composition of such actions in

terms of equality:

test(p); test(q) = test(p A q)

try(test (p), test(q)) = test(p V q)

The definitions of “if” and “while” are obtained in

similar manner, and are detailed in the Annex. (Note

that “if p then a else b” can not be expressed using the

operators defined so far).

The predicate Composite(a) is defined so that it is true

for actions a that are formed using the functions ;,

try, etc., except for the ones where all components

are of the form test(p) so that they are equal to non

composite actions by what has Just been said. It is

straight-forward to write out the axioms for the defi

nition of Composite.

3 Deliberated retry

We proceed now to the phenomenon of deliberated

retry, which is characteristic of high-level actions: if

something goes wrong, then try again, but before you

do that, consider carefully what different options are

available. The weighing of possible alternatives is

what differentiates deliberated retry from the prepro

grammed successive-try composition defined above.

3.1 Ontology

The goal-directed behavior that we wish to character

ize in the logic is as follows. At each point in time, the

robot is engaged in no, one, or more processes, each of

which is an instance of goal-directed behavior. Each

process goes on for an interval of time, then it ends

and once ended, the same process can not restart. At

each point in time within its duration, the process is

carrying out a plan, which is an action and in the gen

eral case a composite action, formed using the action

composition operators that were defined in section 2.7.

Each constituent action may succeed or fail, which also

defines the success or failure of the plan. If the cur

rent plan fails, then another plan is found, if possible,

for achieving the current goal. If the current plan suc

ceeds, then the current process succeeds. Therefore,

there is an implicit assumption that the choice of plans

and the definition of success of plans is such that the

success of the plan guarantees that the goal has been

achieved. If no applicable plan exists, then the process

fails.

The robot agent controls this process in the following

ways:

• The agent invokes a goal-directed process by stat

ing the formula H(s, inv(g)).

• The agent discontinues an on-going process by

stating the formula H(t, fail(g)).

• The agent discontinues an on-going action within

a process by stating the formula H(t, fail(a)).

• The agent selects the new plan to be used within

a process when a current plan has failed. This is

done by stating the formula H(s, in v(a)) where a

is often a composite action.

Notice that in all cases, the agent exercises its control

by making statements of the form H(t, p) where p has

the property of being true at singular points in time,

and false everywhere else. It is appropriate to think

about such fluents as sugnals.

It is assumed that the agent exercises these capabilities

correctly, so that e.g. it does not discontinue processes

that are not in course, it only selects plans that are

guaranteed to achieve the goal if successful, etc.

For simplicity, we assume here that each process is

linear in the sense that it is not able to spawn other,
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concurrent processes. This is in line with the fact that

no action composition operator for concurrent execu

tion was introduced in subsection 2.7.

Possible concurrent occurrences of the same action are

assumed to behave in line with the formalization in the

preceding sections. This means that if several concur

rent processes request the same action a to be invoked

at the same time, then this can be done, but only one

instance of the action is invoked. If that instance fails,

then the failure affects all the invoking processes On

the other hand, if a process invokes an action a at a

time where the same action is already in course in an

other, concurrent process, then the new invocation of

the action a falters (no new execution is initiated).

3.2 Additional formalism

Previous authors have sometimes used a modal op

erator for specifying goals. Here, we manage with a

simpler approach, essentially because we have not set

out to characterize goals, but only to characterize goal

directed behavior.

The basic idea has already been mentioned: We dis

tinguish actions of several levels. The lowest level of

action is the procedural one, the one which is imple

mented as a program or other routine behavior. Work

ing towards a goal is represented as a higher level ac

tion, often realized by performing several low-level ac

tions in succession.

Thanks to this approach, we only need to make some

simple additions to the background formalism that was

briefly reviewed above. We introduce a few specialized

predicates, besides the general-purpose predicates H,

D, and X. The new predicates are:

• Option(s’, g, s, a) which says that while perform

ing the high-level and goal-directed action q that

was invoked at time s', at time s the goal has

not yet been achieved, and the world is in a state

where the action a is executable, and where its

successful execution will achieve the goal.

• Realize(s, g, a) which says that at time s, the

standard way of performing the (high-level) ac

tion g is to initiate the (low-level) action a.

In implementation terms, the predicate Option encap

sulates the system's replanner: if the high-level action

g was invoked at time s', and one attempt to achieve

the goal has just failed at the present time s, then

Option(s’, g, s, a) shall be true for exactly those (com

posite) actions a that will take the robot the remaining

distance to the given goal. Similarly, Realize(s, g, a)

shall be true for at most one a for given s and g, namely

for that a which is the standard way of achieving goal

g from the state of the world at time s.

What if a proposed action or plan a is nondeterministic

and possibly achieves the goal, but is not guaranteed

to do so? In this case, one can always use a test (p)

as the last argument of Option, where p is the desired

goal condition. The action a test (p) will execute a,

and if it succeeds then it tests whether p is true and if

so it succeeds, otherwise the whole action fails.

It is assumed that these relations satisfy

Option(s’, g, s, a) — H(s, appſa))

Realize (s, g, a — Option(s, g, s, a |

Furthermore, if achieve(p) is the generic goal-directed

action having the property

Ds(ſs, t), achieve(p)) — H(t, p)

that is, the action succeeds when p has been achieved,

then

Option(s', achieve(p), s, a)

should be true for every a satisfying

Option(s', achieve (p), s, a) A D,([s, t), a) E H(t, p)

in the presence of the other axioms as specified in

section 4 below. The variable symbol a will be used

for low-level actions, and g for high-level actions, and

when explicitly or implicitly quantified they only range

over those respective subtypes. At present, these sub

types are kept distinct, but we foresee a generaliza

tion where actions may be decomposed successively

through several levels. The predicate D and the func

tions on actions (in v, app, succ) apply equally to high

level and low-level actions.

Finally, we need one more variant of the D predicate,

this one defined directly and not as an abbreviation.

The formula Dº([s, t), g) will express that the goal

directed action g was invoked at time s, that at time

t it has not yet succeeded, and that time t is a break

point in the sense that one of the attempts to achieve

the goal has just failed, and the robot is considering

what to do next. For given s and g where G(s, g) is

true, Di,([s, t), g) will be true for all t which are break

points during the process of trying to reach the goal

specified by g, and for no other t.

3.3 Axiomatization for the sequential case

The case of several concurrent processes has the par

ticular complication that a proposed invocation of a

step in a plan may falter because the same action is

presently in the midst of executing. One must then

decide whether to replan, or to wait until the action

becomes available and then perform it, or whether pos

sibly it is sufficient to use the state of the world at the

end of the present execution of the action. This choice

is problem-dependent, which contributes to the com

plexity of concurrency in this context.

In the purely sequential case these problems do not

occur, and we shall therefore treat them first; in this
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paper we limit our attention to them. The ontology de

scried above is characterzied by the following axioms,

in addition to those defined in earlier sections.

G1. G(s, g) — Dº,([s, s], g)

G2. Dº([s, t), g) A Waſ-Option(s, q, t, a)] —

(s = t → D., (s, g))^

(s < t — Dr([s, t), g))

G3. Dr.(ſs, t), g) A Option(s, g, t, a) —

Dr([s, t), g) V

Ba'[G(t, a') A Option(s, g, t, a') A

(D, (ſt, t'), a') — D,([s, t'], g)) A

(Df([t, t"], a') -> Db([s, t'], g))]

These axioms are organized as a kind of “engine” for

doing the goal-directed behavior, based on the notion

of breakpoints, that is, points where a plan has failed

and replanning has to take place. Axiom G1 says that

immediately when a goal-directed action has been in

voked, you are at a breakpoint for that action. Axiom

G2 says that if you are at a breakpoint and no plan is

available, then the process fails. Axiom G3 says that

if you are at a breakpoint and some plan is available,

then some plan (not necessarily the one mentioned in

the antecedent) is invoked. It further says that if the

selected plan succeeds, then the goal-directed action

succeeds, and if the invoked plan fails, then the pro

cess is at a new breakpoint where replanning has to

take place again.

Axiom G3 has an additional literal for the possiblity

that the goal-directed action fails. This literal is in

tended to cover the case that the robot decides to dis

continue the process exactly when it is at a breakpoint.

If the robot discontinues the goal while being within

the execution of a plan, we need instead the following

axiom:

G4. Df([s, t'], g) A Option(s, g, t, a) —

(D-(ſt, t'], a) — Dr([t, t'], a))

Note that this means that a success of a low level ac

tion can be redefined as failure by a high level action.

On the other hand, if the robot chooses to fail the on

going low-level action, the currently executing plan,

or some segment of the currently executing plan, then

the already defined axioms take care of it correctly.

3.4 Minimization of actions

The axioms that were specified in the previous sec

tion defined when certain actions and events must take

place, including both the invocation and the failure of

actions. They do not restrict the actions and events to

the minimally necessary actions or the only motivated

events, but presumably such minimization is intended.

It would be contrary to the concept of goal-directed

behavior to see the occurrence of unmotivated actions,

and it would not make ontological sense to see the fail

ure condition for actions trigger at arbitrary times and

without reasons.

As usual, there are two ways of eliminating models

containing unintended actions and events: by intro

ducing additional axioms, or by an explicit minimiza

tion policy on models. In the concurrent case, it turns

out to be quite difficult to eliminate all redundant ac

tions by explicit axioms. One can get some of the way.

For example, it is straightforward to write an axiom

saying that every invocation of an action must be ob

tained from a Option statement. It is also not very

difficult to write an axiom saying that if several alter

native plans are proposed in the same case of Option,

only one of them will be chosen. This appears to be

sufficient for the non-concurrent case.

Suppose, however, that we have two concurrent pro

cesses which happen to have concurrent breakpoints;

one of them considers plans a and b; the other one

considers plans a and c. We would then accept that

only plan a is selected, and possibly that plans b and

c are selected, but certainly not that a and b are se

lected since a can do the job alone. To make mat

ters worse, suppose we have three concurrent processes

with shared breakpoint; one of them considers a and

b, one considers b and c, and one considers a and c.

An axiomatization that deals correctly with these ob

struse cases is likely to become quite complex, and un

fortunately the complexity will largely be due to very

odd cases. At the same time, it seems that the model

preferential specification can be made quite simple and

concise: minimize {inv(a)}a chronologically.

A possible objection to such a principle might be that

chronological minimization of effort may be very short

sighted, and sometimes it is important to look ahead

and trade off current work against future comfort.

However, this misses the point, since such tradeoffs

can be done as appropriate in the replanning process

and in the choice between alternative plans. The point

made here is that once the plans have been selected in

the participating processes, one only invokes a minimal

set of actions at each point in time.

3.5 Characterizing the action processes

A complete cognitive robotics system needs to reason

about the effects of actions, so it needs access to action

laws (sometimes called action effect laws). In the con

text of a success/ failure distinction for actions, there

is also a need for rules that specify the conditions un

der which actions may fail or are bound to fail.

None of these considerations have been made in the

present article, because we shall use an approach where

the treatment of those other aspects are dealt with sep

arately and in a modular way. The present treatment
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can be limited to the question of the goal-directed be

havior as such.

In particular, a software module that makes interpre

tive use of the present set of axioms will output invo

cations of actions within plans; it will require several

kinds of inputs, including the information about the

success or failure of actions and plans, and informa

tion about the “moves” of the robot agent as defined

in section 3.1. All of this information can be commu

nicated as simple logic formulae.

Notice, in particular, that the module being described

here does not need to be involved at the beginning

and end of every elementary action in a plan; it is suf

ficient for it to be involved at the breakpoint where

replanning takes place. Notice also that the replan

ning process itself is encapsulated in the specification

of Option, which means that it is held open whether

replanning is to be done by an inference engine or by

some other process, for example an algorithmic pro

cess or lookup in a plan library. The only important

thing from our point of view is that the fourth argu

ment of the predicate Option can be determined when

the first three predicates are given, together with the

relation H, and that the relation Option satisfies the

criterium for producing correct plans. Naturally, if

Option is implemented by an inference based method

such as deduction or abduction, then it must make use

of action laws expressed in logic, as usual.

In summary, we have now showed how the invocation

of a goal-directed action can invoke one or more pro

cedural actions, and how the proper reactions to the

success or failure of the latter can be specified in logic.

The key notion in this formalisation is that it does not

explicitly prescribe the next action to be taken in a

particular failure situation; the forward deductive ma

chinery is able to derive a number of candidates. The

axioms in section 3.3 assure that exactly one of those

will be chosen, assuming of course that at least some

action is implied to be considered and that there is no

overriding command.

The success and failure of the procedural actions is

in turn defined on the level of continuous or hybrid

description. The previous article [Sandewall 1996] ad

dressed how to establish the deliberative-level descrip

tion of actions, including both the success case and the

failure case, as logical consequences of the hybrid-level

description.

4 Entailment methods

The previous sections have described a logical machin

ery for goaldirectedness that requires the use of the

following sets of axioms:

• The set S, consisting of the axioms S1 – S8 in

section 2.4, together with axioms characterizing

composite properties (section 2.6) and composite

actions (section 2.7 and annex).

• The set G, consisting of the axioms G 1 — G4 in

section 3.3, together with the two axioms in sec

tion 3.2.

• A set R of behavior rules, consisting of axioms

using the predicates Option and Realize for spec

ifying concrete behaviors.

However, it would not make sense to use them on a

stand alone basis. They are intended to define goal

directed behavior in a deliberative context, where the

following knowledge sources exist as well:

• A set E of action laws specifying the effects of

actions when they succeed

• A set A of applicability laws, specifying when ac

tions are applicable

• A flow O of observations, providing specific facts

at specific points in time.

• A flow D of decisions by the robotic agent of the

kinds specified in section 3.1.

If conventional logic were to be used, then it would be a

trivial matter to combine these knowledge sources: one

would merely take the union set of all the axioms, and

use them for the deductive machinery. In the present

setting, however, the matter is more complicated since

nonmonotonicity is involved. In particular, it is well

known that the action laws E need to be used in a

nonmonotonic context, if they are written in a reason

able way. We have also observed in an earlier paper

[Sandewall 1996) that the proper treatment of action

failure as a non-standard way of terminating actions

requires the use of another kind of nonmonotonicity,

and we have observed in subsection 3.4 of this arti

cle that minimization of actions calls for yet another

kind of nonmonotonicity, at least when concurrency is

involved. The question of how to combine the above

mentioned knowledge sources is therefore not at all ob

vious. The present section will provide an answer to

this important problem.

4.1. A model example

The general formulation of the problem at hand is the

following: given two or more logical knowledge sources,

where each of them specifies some aspect of the dy

namic behavior of a system, and where these aspects

are interdependent so that the changes imposed by one

knowledge source influences the continued development

described by the other(s), how are those knowledge

sources to be combined in the framework of nonmono

tonic logics? In order to address this question, we first

describe a very simple case where the approach can be

brought out clearly.
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Consider therefore a system where there are two multi

valued fluents a and b for discrete time, and two knowl

edge sources A and B. A specifies the value of a at

the next time-step depending on the values of a and

b at the previous time-step, and B specifies the new

value for b in the same way. Then, set up the logic so

that each interpretation is a mapping from timepoints

to corresponding values for a and b. In other words,

each interpretation is a possible history of the world.

Let M(A) be the set of all interpretations for arbitrary

assignments to b, and where each interpretation speci

fies the successive values for a according to its previous

value and the value at hand for b. Let M(B) be sim

ilar for the fluent b. Obviously, M (A) ſh M (B) is the

set of all histories of the world that develop according

to the joint information of the two knowledge sources.

Suppose further that A and B are such that they need

to be used in the context of a nonmonotonic logic.

For example, A may be characterized by inertia or

persistence, so that it is a set of rules specifying when

the value of the fluent changes; there is a background

assumption that if A does not specify any change, then

the fluent stays constant from one timepoint to the

next. It is well known that in this case, M (A) can be

conveniently written e.g. as Min(<a, Mod(A)) where

Mod(A) is the set of classical models of A, 3a is a

preference relation on models which prefers inertia in

the a component between models having the same b

component up to the timepoint of comparison, and

M in is an operator reducing a set of models to the

subset consisting of those members that are minimal

with respect to the ordering in the first argument.

Suppose similarly that the knowledge source B has

been written using the assumption of a normal value,

so that the value of b at any time shall be the normal

value unless a rule in B implies otherwise. This case

can be dealt with by an approach similar to the one

for A, except that another preference relation must be

used.

It is now straightforward to see that the two knowledge

sources, each having its own nonmonotonic entailment

method, can be combined and that the set of selected

models for the combination of A and B ought to be

Min(<a, Mod(A)) ſh Min(<5, Mod(B))

With this insight, we can return to the case at hand.

4.2 Entailment method for goal-directed

behavior: simple case

We restrict our attention to the case where the agent

only invokes goal-directed actions. It does not make an

explicit choice between options, that choice is modelled

as random (meaning that all choices are obtained as

models), and the agent also does not fail actions on

any level. Action failure is obtained as observations,

that is, from the world at hand. Generalization to the

case of more complex agent interactions appears to be

fairly straight-forward, and is planned to follow in a

later contribution.

Interpretations are constructed as

sixtuples (H, D, X, Do, Option, Realize) in the obvious

fashion. Furthermore, in each such interpretation, the

H component is partitioned into four parts,

H = H ord UH ºn UH fail U Happ

where H in contains value assignments for fluents of

the form inv(a), similarly for H fail and H app, and

H ord contains value assignments for all other fluents.

In line with the approach of the previous subsection,

we proceed as follows:

• One set of models is constructed by allowing H .

X, and Db to vary freely, except Happ, and using

the axiom sets S (characterizing invocation of ac

tions) and A (applicability of actions) for properly

constraining Happ and D.

• Another set of models is constructed by allowing

Hino, Happ, D, and Db to vary freely and using

the axiom set E (action laws) for obtaining proper

execution of actions and proper effects of actions

in all different cases of invocation that may arise.

This will constrain X, H ord, and H fail.

• Another set of models is constructed allowing free

variation of all components except H in, and Do,

and using the knowledge sources D, R, and G in

order to constrain Hino, DB, Option, and Realize.

• A final set of models is constructed as the classical

model set for the knowledge source O, that is, the

observations. It will only constrain Hord.

The intersection of the model sets obtained in these

four ways are clearly the desired ones, provided that

each of the participating sets is selected correctly. For

the first case, this is straight-forward. The second

case is one which has already been studied exten

sively, and a catalogue of different entallment methods

and their respective properties has been published in

[Sandewall 1994]. The third case is the one that needs

to be further considered here. The fourth case requires

no minimization of models, and is in that sense trivial.

But considered in this light, the solution to the selec

tion of model set with respect to Hino is also straight

forward: it must be merely a question of minimizing

H in chronologically. In other words, at each point in

time, only those actions are invoked whose invocation

is necessary due to the given axioms and the situa

tion at hand. Certainly there may be more than one

choice of action to be invoked, and this is represented

by obtaining several models.

The chronological minimization of H in, at a time

point t is of course done separately for different his

tories of H ord, Dr., etc. up to that time. It is in

tended that the proposed axioms shall characterize
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exactly the intended occurrences of DB for given H

etc, so no minimization of DB ought to be required.

The use of nochange axioms instead of chronological

minimization seems to be straightforward for the non

concurrent case but problematic for the concurrent

case, for the reasons that were discussed in subsection

3.4.

5 Discussion

5.1 Limitations of these results

The present treatment is incomplete in a number of

ways, in particular:

• We have not yet treated the case of more general

agent behavior, where the agent may discontinue

goals and specific actions being executed towards

the goals.

• We have not yet given complete treatment to the

case of concurrent actions, although the formalism

allows it and some parts of the present material

also allows for that case.

• One particular aspect of the question of concur

rent actions is that some of the axioms specified

above do not completely characterize what must

happen when the goal-directed process proposes

to invoke an action that is already in the midst of

executing in service of another goal.

• The formulation of a plausible underlying seman

tics, and a validation of the present approach with

respect to that semantics has not yet been under

taken. This also means that the axiomatization

proposed here is preliminary and is to be taken

as a first proposal which needs to be subjected to

additional “debugging”.

5.2 Conclusion

We have described a way of characterizing goal

directed robotic behavior by moderate extensions of

a current logic of actions and change. In particular,

our logical system is able to characterize the sequenc

ing and the choice of successive sub-actions which are

performed in order to achieve a given goal, and to in

fer the success or the failure of the overall goal from

the success or failure of the sub-actions. We have also

proposed a nonmonotonic entailment method for using

the axiomatisation of the present article in conjunction

with other, related knowledge sources.

We consider that work on these problems is a necessary

step on the way to designing intelligent robotic agents

what can be analyzed formally and for which one can

prove some of their properties in a systematic fashion.

6 Related work

The material presented in section 2 (Ds and Dr pred

icates and the definition of composite actions in that

context) has been presented in an earlier paper by our

selves [Sandewall1996). The same holds for the general

approach to logics with explicit time, which has been

systematically described in [Sandewall 1994]. The ap

proach to represent actions with extended duration by

an instantaneous invocation, an instantaneous termi

nation, and possible some additional, instantaneous

events within the course of the action, is also used in

the “new situation calculus" work of Levesque, Reiter

et al [Levesque et al. 1997].

A recent workshop article by De Giacomo, Reiter,

and Sout.chanski (Giacomo et al. 1998] describes an ap

proach to execution monitoring using the framework

of the previous article. The purpose of their system is

to take corrective action after the failure of one step

in a composite action (a “plan"), which is of course al

most identically the same topic as in our present work.

By comparison, their approach appears to be more

computation-oriented than ours: they describe recov

ery in procedural terms, and they do not define the

required entailment method. Apart from these differ

ences of emphasis, there are many similarities between

their approach and ours.

The work by Kabanza et al (Kabanza et al. 1997) has

also partly similar goals to the present ones, but dif

fers in the sense that they study safety and liveness

constraints, in the tradition of the theory of real-time

systems. This leads them to an approach based on

modal-temporal logic which is considerably more com

plex than the one proposed here. On the other hand,

they only consider the world in terms of discrete state

transition functions, and therefore they do not have

the grounding of actions (including action failure) in

terms of physical models. This connection is an im

portant aspect of our approach.

The contributions of Levesque, Reiter, et al and of Ka

banza are relatively recent ones. The topic addressed

here is also related to two strands of earlier research.

One is the work on architectures for rational agents,

in particular those contributions which attempted to

characterize the architecture in precise and formal

ways. Rao and Georgeff [Rao and Georgeff1992] have

developed an abstract architecture for rational agents

based on the concepts of belief, desire, and intention.

Their architecture is defined in terms of an abstract

interpreter and a formal language that is used for ex

pressing beliefs, intentions, etc. The language includes

a number of modal operators which lack a counterpart

in our system, such as a belief operator and a concept

of “inevitable”. It also uses some constructs that we

have inherited, in particular the distinction between

success and failure of an action. However, their sys

tem does not apply the concept of success and failure
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to the achievement of a goal, and in general it lacks the

additional expressiveness that is obtained by treating

goals as goal-directed actions.

One important success criterion for a logicist approach

to agent behavior is that it ought to be able to char

acterize those behaviors that have been implemented

and found useful in practical agent architectures. It

is therefore no coincidence that the ontology and the

agent behaviors in our approach shows many similar

ities with the one used in practical software archi

tectures for autonomous agents, such as the RAPs

(Reactive Action Packages) approach of Firby et al

[Firby et al. 1995). Tate's O-Plan2 system [Tate1994)

is an extensive architecture for plan-guided systems,

whose behavior is of course considerably more com

plex than has been modelled in our approach so far.

O-Plan2 is only described in terms of its computational

processes.

The other relevant strand of earlier work is in the

area of goal-directed and plan-based multi-agent sys

tems. In this case, the focus is on the modali

ties of knowledge and belief, and on communication

and knowledge acquisition actions. Physical actions

such as the robotic actions that we have discussed

here are barely present or not at all. In particular,

Shoham (Shoham 1993] has introduced a logical system

for agent-oriented programming, and Levesque et al

[Lespérance and others1995, Levesque1996] introduce

an alternative, logical approach to agent programming.

These approaches are more or less complementary to

ours in the sense that a complete system should in

clude both modal constructs (which they have and we

don't) and actions in the physical world as well as a

capability for reasoning about the achievement or non

achievement of goals.

A more extensive discussion of related work can be

found via the article's web page, which was referenced

in the head of the article.
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Abstract

This work is motivated by the existence of two

useful but quite different knowledge represen

tation formalisms, the situation calculus due to

McCarthy, and the logic CC of only knowing

due to Levesque. In this paper, we propose the

logic AOC, which combines both approaches in

a clean and natural way. We present a seman

tics for AOC which generalizes the semantics

of OC to account for actions, and a sound and

complete set of axioms for AOC which gener

alizes the Lin and Reiter foundational axioms of

the situation calculus to account for only know

ing. The logic is compatible with earlier work

on knowledge and action in that the solution to

the frame problem for knowledge proposed by

Scherl and Levesque becomes now a theorem

of AOC. We also demonstrate that the logic

avoids certain anomalies present in related work

by Lakemeyer. Finally we provide a mapping

from OC into AOC such that a sentence of OC

is valid iff its mapping is a theorem of AOC,

thus providing, for the first time, a complete ax

iomatic characterization of OC.

1 Introduction

This work is motivated by the existence of two useful but

quite different knowledge representation formalisms:

• the situation calculus [McC63) is a dialect of first or

der logic for representing and reasoning about the pre

conditions and effects of actions. A recent second

order refinement explored by Lin and Reiter [LR94]

has been shown to be useful for high-level robot and

agent control (LRL97], exploiting a simple solution to

the frame problem presented in [Rei'91].

Hector J. Levesque

Department of Computer Science

University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5S 3A6

hector(acs.toronto.edu

• the logic of only knowing CC [Lev90) is a quantified

modal logic for representing and reasoning about the

de dicto and de re knowledge' of an agent, and all that

that agent knows.” This language has been found use

ful for capturing autoepistemic reasoning [Moo&5b)

within a purely monotonic logic, as well as certain

forms of relevance [Lak95].

In this paper, we propose the logic AOC, which includes

in a clean and natural way both the situation calculus noted

above and an embedding of the logic of only knowing. The

amalgamation is carried out at both the semantic and the

syntactic levels. While the semantics naturally extends the

model theory of OC to account for actions, the axioms,

which are sound and complete for the semantics, can be

seen as a version of the foundational axioms of the situation

calculus proposed in [LR94), generalized to deal with the

much richer ontology required for only knowing.

The motivation for the amalgamation is perhaps best seen

in the following example. Suppose we have a robot that

knows nothing about the initial state of the environment,

but that there is a sensing action, reading a sonar, which

tells the robot when it is getting close to a wall. Then we

would like to prove the following:

1. in the situation that results from reading the sonar, the

robot knows whether the wall is close;

2. assuming the robot knows the sonar is working, it also

knows in the initial state that it will know whether the

wall is close after checking its sonar,

3. suppose the robot checks its sonar and discovers that

the wall is not close. If it now moves towards the wall,

it no longer knows whether or not the wall is close; if

'De dicto and de re knowledge refers to the distinction be

tween knowing that and knowing who [Kap71].

*Actually, it is belief that is dealt with in OC, but we will use

the two terms interchangeably, unless noted otherwise.
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it moves away from the wall instead, it continues to

know whether or not it is close.

These are all simple and reasonable properties involving

knowledge and action. Observe that to get them right,

it is necessary to reason about the effects of sensing ac

tions, knowledge about knowledge and action, and all that

is known. The latter is necessary, in particular, if an agent

wants to reason about its own ignorance without having

to be told explicitly what it does not know. Furthermore,

knowledge about ignorance plays an important role in guid

ing an agent's actions such as deciding whether it is neces

sary to use a sensor.

Ours is certainly not the first approach combining knowl

edge and action (see, for example, [Moo&5a, SL93,

Lak96]). In fact, AOC is compatible with this line of work

in that the solution to the frame problem for knowledge

proposed by Scherl and Levesque [SL93], which builds

on [Moo&5a], becomes a logical consequence of the ax

ioms. So far, only Lakemeyer [Lak96) has proposed an

amalgamation of only knowing and action in a quantified

logic.” However, he provides only a semantics, but no ax

ioms. In this paper we also point to certain anomalies in

his logic and demonstrate how they are avoided in ACC.

Finally we provide a mapping from OC into AOC such

that a sentence in OC is valid iff its mapping into AOC is

a logical consequence of the axioms. This provides, for the

first time, a complete axiomatic characterization of OC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2

and 3, we briefly review the situation calculus and the logic

OC, respectively. In Section 4, we present the new logic

AOC, both semantically and axiomatically. The proper

ties of knowledge and action are studied in more detail in

Section 5. Section 6 formalizes the robot example above.

In Section 7, we show an embedding of OC into AOC.

In Section 8, we compare our approach with the amalga

mation presented in [Lak96]. Section 9 presents a brief

summary and suggests areas of future work.

2 Situation Calculus

One increasingly popular language for representing and

reasoning about the preconditions and effects of actions

is the situation calculus [McC63]. We will only go over

the language briefly here noting the following features: all

terms in the language are one of three sorts, ordinary ob

jects, actions or situations; there is a special constant So

used to denote the initial situation, namely that situation

in which no actions have yet occurred; there is a distin

guished binary function symbol do where do(a, s) denotes

*In the context of modeling belief revision, [dVS94] provide

axioms for only knowing in the situation calculus, but these are

limited to the propositional case.

the successor situation to s resulting from performing the

action a, relations whose truth values vary from situation

to situation, are called relational fluents, and are denoted

by predicate symbols taking a situation term as their last

argument; similarly, functions varying across situations are

called functional fluents and are denoted analogously; fi

nally, there is a special predicate Poss(a, s) used to state

that action a is executable in situation s.

Within this language, we can formulate theories which de

scribe how the world changes as the result of the available

actions. One possibility is a basic action theory of the fol

lowing form [Rei'91]:

• Axioms describing the initial situation, So.

• Action precondition axioms, one for each primitive

action a, characterizing Poss(a, s).

• Successor state axioms, one for each fluent F, stating

under what conditions F(f, do(a, s)) holds as a func

tion of what holds in situation s. These take the place

of the so-called effect axioms, but also provide a solu

tion to the frame problem [Rei'91].

• Domain closure and unique names axioms for the

primitive actions.

• A collection of foundational, domain independent ax

ioms.

In [LR94] the following foundational axioms are consid

ered:"

1. Vsva.So # do(a, s).

2. Val, a2, 81, s2. do(a1, 81) = do(ag, 82) D

(a1 = az A si = 82).

3. VP, P(So) A ſysva.(P(s) D P(do(a, s)))) →

Vs P(s).

4. Vs. -(s 3 So).

5. Vs, s', a. (s 3 do(a, s') = (Poss(a, s') As sº s')),

where s 3 s' is an abbreviation for s 3 s' V s = s'.

The first three axioms serve to characterize the space of all

situations, making it isomorphic to the set of ground terms

of the form do(a1, . . . , do(an, So) . . .). The third of these

is a second-order induction axiom that ensures that there

are no situations other than those accessible using do from

S0. The final two axioms serve to characterize a < relation

between situations. Later, we will be introducing abbre

viations of various sorts into our representation language,

“In addition to the standard axioms of equality
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and we can in fact do so here, defining the 3 relation as an

abbreviation for a certain second-order formula:

s s'= VPſ... D P(s, s')]

where the ellipsis stands for the conjunction of

Va, s.Poss(a, s) D P(s, do(a, s))

Vs 1, s2, sg. P(s1, s2) A P(s2, sa) D P(s1, s2)

It is not hard to show that with this definition, the final two

axioms do not have to be postulated, and are in fact logical

theorems.

3 The Logic OC

The language of OC is a modal first-order dialect with

equality and function symbols plus a countably infinite set

of standard names V = {*0, *1, #2, ...} which will serve

as our universe of discourse. As discussed in more detail

in [Lev84], standard names allow interesting distinctions

between de dicto and de re beliefs (see below for an ex

ample). Terms and atomic formulas are defined as usual.

A term is called primitive if it consists of a function sym

bol followed by standard names as argument. Similarly a

formula is called primitive if it consists of a predicate sym

bol followed by standard names. Arbitrary formulas of OC

are constructed in the usual way from the atomic formulas,

equality, the connectives - and V, the quantifier v. and the

modal operators K and O, where Ko should be read as

“the agent knows o” and Oo as “the agent only knows o'.”

Sentences are formulas without free variables. A formula

is called objective if it does not contain any modal opera

tors. Vector notation will be used freely for sequences, for

example, Viſ for Vrl . . . Virk.

The semantics of OC is based on the familiar notion of a

world, which assigns meaning to the nonlogical symbols

of the language. OC makes the assumption that all worlds

have as their universe of discourse the same set which is

isomorphic to the standard names, that is, an individual is

identified with a unique name. A world is then completely

specified by providing the meaning of every primitive term

and formula:

Definition 3.1: A world w is a function from primitive

expressions into [0, 1} U.V., where wip] e {0,1} for prim

itive formulas p, and wſt) e.V for primitive terms t.

Given a world w, the denotation of an arbitrary ground term

t is defined recursively as

|m|a = n, where n is a standard name.

*Other logical connectives like A, D, and = and the quantifier

B are used freely and are defined in the usual way.

|f(t1,..., tr.)|w = wif (n1,..., nº)], where n = |t|w.

We often write |f|, instead of (Ital,..., |t|...).

While the truth of objective sentences is determined by a

single world w, the meaning of sentences of the form Ko.

and Oo is defined relative to a set of worlds e. Ko holds

if o is true in all worlds of e. Oo holds if Ko holds and,

in addition, every world that satisfies o is also a member

of e. This way e minimizes what is known besides a. e is

also called an epistemic state and a pair (e, w) is sometimes

referred to as a an OC model.

The semantic rules which determine the truth of a sentence

o at a given world w and epistemic state e (denoted as

e, w H o are defined as follows:

e, w H F(t) if w|F(i)] = 1 and i = |f|,

where F(t) is atomic.

|tille = t2u,

e, whº o

e, w H o or e, w H 3

e, w H of for all n e V.

for all w! e e, e, w' H a

for all w!, w' e e iffe, w" H a

e, w H ti = t2 iff

e, w H -o iff

e, w E o V 3 iff

e, w H Varo iff

e, w E Ko iff

e, w H Oo iff

A formula o is valid (Holo) iffe, w H o for all worlds w

and all sets of worlds e.” We sometimes write w E o if a

is an objective sentence.

Here we only briefly discuss the operators K and O. For a

detailed discussion of OC, we refer the reader to [Lev.90]

and [LL9x). K has the usual properties of the logic K45 or

weak S5 [HC68] whose characteristic axioms are:

K: K(o D 3) D (Ko D K3)

4: Ko D KKo.

5: -Ko D K-Ko

The Barcan formula (Var Ko D KViro) is also valid since

we are assuming a fixed universe of discourse [HC68].

While K is very well understood, this is less the case for O

except perhaps when O is applied to an objective sentence.

Consider an atomic sentence p. It is easy to see that the only

epistemic state e where Op is satisfied is e = {w w H p),

that is, the set of all worlds where p is true. It is the “iff”

in the semantic rule of O which has the effect of maximiz

ing e. As a result, the objective sentences known at e are

exactly the logical consequences of p, which captures the

idea that p is all that is known. Note that the meaning of O

crucially depends on e as well as on the complement of e.

In particular, for Oo to be true, a has to be known and all

worlds not in e have to falsify a. The story becomes much

more complicated with arbitrary formulas in the scope of

"Levesque used so-called maximal sets to define validity, a

complication we ignore here for simplicity.
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O. For example, as shown in [Lev%)], using O it is possi

ble to fully reconstruct and extend Moore's Autoepistemic

Logic [Moo&5b). However, in this paper we will not be

concerned with such issues, and all the examples used here

consider only knowing applied to objective sentences.

[Lev90] presents an axiomatization of OC, which is com

plete for the propositional case, but was recently shown to

be incomplete for the full first-order language [HL95]. An

interesting by-product of our work is that, by appealing to

second-order logic, a complete axiom system for OC ob

talnS.

To see the utility of O, consider an agent who knows the

standard name for the current temperature, which could be

a particular value on some temperature scale. If this is all

she knows then it should follow that she knows what the

temperature is and that she does not know what the baro

metric pressure is. In OC this can be expressed by the fol

lowing valid sentence, where n is a standard name and both

temperature and pressure are ordinary constants:

O(temperature = n.) D

Br K(temperature = r) A -Ey K(pressure = y).

Note that the implication would not go through if we re

placed O by K. knowing the temperature does not rule out

knowing the barometric pressure as well. We feel that be

ing able to derive facts about what is not known without

having to state them as premises is a useful feature of the

language that becomes even more important when reason

ing about knowledge and action.

4 The Logic AOC

There are two ways of understanding what is required to

amalgamate the situation calculus and the logic OC: we

can view it in terms of extensions to OC, and how the se

mantics there needs to be modified, or we can view it in

terms of extensions to the situation calculus, and how the

foundational axioms need to change. Our approach can be

seen as taking both views. We begin by proposing a seman

tics which extends that of OC by adding actions and apply

ing it to a slightly extended language of the situation calcu

lus to account for knowledge and standard names. We then

provide a small set of axioms which are sound and com

plete for the semantics and which, taken by themselves, can

be thought of as foundational axioms for an extended situ

ation calculus.

The language of AOC will be a dialect of the second-order

predicate calculus, like the situation calculus introduced in

Section 2. Again we have three sorts: ordinary objects, ac

tions and situations. The constant So, the function do, and

special predicate Poss(a, s) are exactly as before. We will

however require two new special predicates, SF(a, s) and

Ko(s), a new constant 0 of sort ordinary object, and a new

function symbol succ(ar), which maps ordinary objects to

ordinary objects. The set of (relational and functional) flu

ents as well as the set of action function symbols is assumed

to be finite.

For simplicity, we also make the following restrictions:

there are no constants or functions of the situation sort other

than So and do; action functions do not take situations as

arguments; all ordinary object functions other than 0 and

succ are fluents; and all predicates other than those men

tioned above are fluents. Finally, we assume that fluents

only have situation terms as arguments in the final position.

Recall that OC assumes a fixed countably infinite do

main of ordinary objects, isomorphic to the set of standard

names. We want to use standard names as objects in AOC

as well. However, in order to facilitate the axiomatization

later on, we will not represent them using infinitely many

distinct predicate calculus constants *0, *1, ..., but instead

construct them using 0 and succ. The idea is that 0 will

play the role of *0, succ(0) the role of *1, etc. (similar to

the way numerals are represented in number theory). As

before, we refer to the set of standard names (now ground

terms) as .V.

To deal with knowledge in AOC, the biggest change is that

we imagine that in addition to So and its successors, there

are an uncountable number of other initial and non-initial

situations considered as possible epistemic alternatives. To

state what is known in So, we use Ko. Informally, taking

So to be the situation counterpart to the given world w in

OC, Ko is the counterpart to the given epistemic state e

in OC. In other words, Ko (s) is intended to hold if s is

a situation considered by the agent in So to be possible.

How knowledge changes when performing an action a in

situation s is governed by SF(a, s) and Poss(a, s) and will

be discussed later in Section 5.

4.1 Semantics

Recall that in OC, there are worlds corresponding to all

possible interpretations of the predicate and function sym

bols (over the domain of standard names). Different ap

plications, of course, will use different subsets as part of

the given e, but the complement of e is still relevant be

cause of only knowing. We need the same in AOC with

respect to Ko, but more: we need to allow for all possible

interpretations of the predicate and function symbols after

all possible sequences of actions. That is, to ensure that it

is possible to know the initial value of a term or formula

without also necessarily knowing its value in successor sit

uations, it is necessary that there be initial situations that

agree on the values of all terms and formulas but that have
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successors that disagree on these values." Thus instead of

defining a world as a function from primitive expressions to

suitable values as we did in OC, we define a world in ACC

as a function from primitive expressions and sequences of

actions to these values. We then define a situation as a pair

consisting of a world and a sequence of actions.

Worlds and situations

More precisely, the standard names for objects, as al

ready mentioned, are ground terms involving just 0 and

succ; the standard names for actions are terms of the form

A(t1,...,tn) where A is an action function and each ti is a

standard name; there are no standard names for situations,

since there will be more situations than expressions in the

language. The primitive terms T are object terms of the

form f(t1,..., tm) where each ti is a standard name, and

f(r1, ..., rn, s) is a functional fluent. The primitive for

mulas P are atoms of the form F(t1,..., ta) where each ti

is a standard name, and F(a 1, ..., rn, s) is a relational flu

ent, or F is one of Poss or SF. Note that except for Poss and

SF, primitive expressions are all fluents with the situation

argument suppressed.

Let Act" be the set of all sequences of standard names for

actions including the empty sequence e.

Definition 4.1: An AOC world w is a function:

w: (P × Act") U (Tx Act") — (0, 1} U.V.

such that

wſp, d e {0,1} for all p e P.

w|t, à e V for all t e T.

Let VV denote the set of all AOC worlds.

Definition 4.2: An AOC situation is a pair (w, d), where

w E W and a € Act”. An initial situation is one where

ă = €.

Definition 4.3: An action model M is a pair (e, w), where

we W and e C W.

As in OC, w is taken to specify the actual world, and e

specifies the epistemic state as those worlds an agent has

not yet ruled out as being the actual one. As we will see

below, a situation term s will be interpreted semantically

as an AOC situation (w, d), consisting of a world and a

sequence of actions that have happened so far. A fluent

p(s) will be considered true if wip, d = 1.

Because situations cannot have standard names, to interpret

formulas with variables, we need to use variable maps. A

"In some applications this generality will not be required.

variable map v maps object, action, and situation variables

into standard names for objects and actions, and into AOC

situations, respectively. In addition, v assigns relations of

the appropriate type” to relational variables. For a given v,

vº denotes the variable map which is like v except that r is

mapped into o,

The meaning of terms

We write |-|Aſ, for the denotation of terms with respect to

an action model M = (e., w) and a variable map v. Then

|0|M.v. = 0;

|succ(t)|M., = succ(|t|M.,);

|f(t, t.) M., - w'[f(|t|M.), āj, where f(t, t.) is a

functional fluent, and |ts|M., - (w', d);

|A(t)|M., = A(flºw), where A(t) is an action term;

|Sol M., = (w, e);

|do(ta, ts)|M., - (w', d: a), where |ts|M., - (w', d),

and Ital M., = a,

|r|M., = v(r), where r is any variable, including

predicate variables.

Observe that in a model M = (e, w), the only way to refer

to a situation that does not use the given world w is to use

a situation variable.

The meaning of formulas

We write M. v H a to mean formula o comes out true in

action model M and variable map v.

M. v H F(t. t.) iff w'[F(|t|M.), ā] = 1, where

F(f. t.) is a relational fluent, and |t|M., = (w', d);

M. v H X(t) iff |f|M., e v(X), where X is a

relational variable;

M, v H Poss(ta, ts) iff w'[Poss(Ital M.,), ā] = 1,

where |t, M., - (w', d);

M. v H SF(ta, ts) iff w'[SF(Ital Mºv), d = 1,

where |ts|M., - (w', d);

M. v. H. Ko(ts) iff [ts].M., - (w', e) and w' € e.

M. v H ti = t2 iff |t|M., = |t|2|M.v.;

M, v H →o iff M, VHA of

M. v H a V 3 iff M, v H o or M, v H 3;

M, v H War.o. iff M, v H a for all o of the appro

priate sort (object, action, situation, relation).

*The type determines the arity and the sort of each argument

of the relations the variable ranges over. Since, in our examples,

the type will always be obvious from the context, we leave this

information implicit.
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For sentences a we sometimes write M H o instead of

M. v H a.

Validity is defined in the usual way as truth in all models,

that is, a formula o is valid in AOC (HAOL 6) iff for all

action models M = (e, w) and variable maps v, M. v H

CY.

4.2 An axiomatization

The first three axioms tell us that the set of objects is iso

morphic to the set V of standard object names. Indeed the

formulation resembles the usual second-order definition of

the natural numbers, that is, the following three axioms do

no more than give us domain closure and unique names ax

ioms for objects.

F1: Vir. succ(r) # 0

F2: Vir, y, succ(z) = succ(y) D r = y

F3: V.P. [P(O) A vir(P(r) D P(succ(r)))) →

Wr. P(r)

Next we need to say that the actions consist precisely of the

primitive actions and that they are all distinct. This can be

done in the usual way.

F4: Domain closure and unique names

axioms for actions.

Neither SF nor Poss need special axioms since their mean

ing is left completely user-defined. The only foundational

axiom concerning Ko is one saying that it only applies to

initial situations. To be precise, let

Init(s) = −3a, s.s' = do(a, s).

Then we have

F5: Init(So) A vs. Ko(s) D Init(s)

Finally we have the job of characterizing the set of situa

tions. As in the original dialect of the situation calculus, we

first want to say that any non-initial situation is the result

of applying do to an initial situation. We use variants of the

previous axioms:

F6: Val, a2, si, 82. do(a1, 81) = do(ag, 82) D

(a1 = az A si = 82).

F7: WP (Ws, s'. Init(s) As – s' D P(s")) →

Vs. P(s)

where we have

s — s'= VR(... D R(s, s')]

with the ellipsis standing for the conjunction of

Vs1. R(s1, si)

Va., sl. R(s1, do(a, s1))

Vs 1, s2, 83. R(s1, s2) A R(s2, s2) D R(s1, s2)

Then the only remaining job is to characterize the set of

initial situations. Looking back at the semantics of AOC,

recall that for a correct interpretation of only knowing, we

had to insist that there be an initial situation correspond

ing to any conceivable outcome of the fluents initially and

after any sequence of actions. Given the power of second

order logic, it is possible to precisely capture this property

axiomatically.”

To handle sequences of actions, we begin by introducing an

abbreviation C(s', s) intended to say that s' and s involve

the same sequence of actions from perhaps different initial

StateS.

C(s', s) = VR(... D R(s', s)]

where the ellipsis stands for the conjunction of

vs1, s2. Init(s1) A Init(s2) D R(s1, s2)

Va, s1, s2. R(s1, s2) D R(do(a, s1), do(a, s2)).

With this in place, we can use situations s where So - s as

a canonical way of talking about sequences of actions.

Suppose that our language contains relational fluents

F, ..., Fn." Then we can write our final axiom as:

F8: Vs. Init(s) = WQ[... D Q(s)]

where the ellipsis stands for

VP, ..., P.12, Bs'. Q(s') A Init(s") /\

Viſi, ..., ſn, t, u, a.

s' – t A So - u A C(t, u) D

F (f1, t) E P (f1, u) /\ . . . /\

Fn(fn, t) E Pn(fn, u) A

Poss(a, t) = P.11(a, u) A

SF(a, t) E Pn+2(a, u)

To see how this axiom works, imagine that n = 1, FI (r, s)

is a unary fluent, and ignore Poss and SF. Then, the set of

initial situations is the least set such that for every mapping

from sequences of actions (here represented by the u) to

sets of objects, there is an initial situation s' such that Fl

holds on exactly that set of objects in the situation tº that

results from doing those actions starting in s'.

"We are indebted to Fangzhen Lin who pointed this out to us.

"Recall that apart from the special predicates Ko, Poss and

SF, our language has only finitely many relational and functional

fluents. To make things simple, we omit functional fluents com

pletely from this axiom. They require functional variables in the

language.
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These are all the axioms we need, and we will refer to them

collectively as AX from now on, and we let AX H a stand

for “cy is logically implied by AX” in ordinary (second

order) logic.

It is not hard to show that the axioms are sound with respect

to the semantics of AOC. Moreover, action models are, in

a sense, the only models of the axioms. More precisely,

one can show that for any arbitrary Tarskian model I of

the axioms there is an action model M such that I and M

agree on all sentences. The key property is that the objects,

actions, and situations of an arbitrary model of AX are iso

morphic to the objects, actions, and situations, respectively,

of action models. With that we obtain the main result.

Theorem 4.4. For any o, Haoi o if AXE o."

Given this result one may wonder what the point of intro

ducing a non-standard semantics for AOC is in the first

place, that is, why not just use the axioms? Perhaps the

strongest argument in favor of the semantics is that it lends

independent support to the claim that the axioms are indeed

reasonable. The fact that the semantics generalizes that of

OC in a natural way adds further credence to that claim.

5 Knowledge and Action

Before going into details about the connection between

knowledge and action in AOC, a few words are in order

about how we should envisage using AOC to model a par

ticular domain of interest.

Instead of simply writing a basic action theory as presented

in Section 2 describing what holds in So and after perform

ing actions, the user must now worry about the other initial

situations.

Consider, for example, a precondition axiom for an action

A. In the ordinary situation calculus, the user would write

an axiom of the form

Vs. Poss(A, s) = pa (s).

where (pa is some formula does not mention Poss. The in

tent of the quantification (given the previous foundational

axioms) was for this to hold in So and all its successors.

But in AOC, the quantification over all situations is much

too strong. By virtue of F8 there will be initial situations

where Poss and (pa have different truth values, and so the

axiom as it stands is false! To achieve the desired effect,

the user should write instead

Vs'. So - s' D [Poss(A, s') = pa (s')].

"For reasons of space proofs are generally omitted and de

ferred to a longer version of this paper [LL98].

to ensure that the precondition applies to So and its succes

sors. It is then a separate step to assert that the precondition

is known, if desired. To do so, the user would write

Vs, s'. Ko(s) A s - s' D [Poss(A, s') = pa (s')].

This ensures that the axiom is considered to hold in any sit

uation initially considered possible and all of its successors.

Similar considerations apply to writing successor state ax

ioms. In general, we write initial state axioms, precondi

tion axioms, and successor state axioms all parameterized

by the initial situation we wish to consider, and only quan

tify over successors of that initial situation. We will see an

example shortly.

Given a specification of what is known in So, the predicates

SF and Poss are then used to characterize what is known in

successor situations. Note that the logic itself imposes no

constraints on either SF or Poss; it is up to the user in an

application to write appropriate axioms. For Poss, these

are the precondition axioms; for SF, the user must write

sensed fluent axioms, one for each action type, as discussed

in [Lev96). The idea is that SF(a, s) gives the condition

sensed by action a in situation s. So we might have, for

example,

SF(sonar, s) = (wdist(s) < 10)

as a way of saying that the sonar sensing action in situ

ation s tells the robot whether or not the distance to the

wall in s is less than 10 units. In case the action a has

no sensing component (as in simple physical actions, like

moving), the axiom should state that SF(a, s) is identically

TRUE. Having defined SF as a predicate, we essentially

confine ourselves to sensing truth values. If we want the

result of a sense action to be the value of a term such as a

sonar measuring the actual distance to the wall, we can do

so by simply redefining SF as a function and treating TRUE

and FALSE as special values returned by SF. To keep the

presentation simple, however, we ignore this issue here.

With these terms, we can now define K(s", s) as an abbre

viation for a formula that characterizes when a situation s'

is accessible from an arbitrary situations:”

K(s', s) = VR(... D R(s', s)]

where the ellipsis stands for the conjunction of

V81, s2. Init(s1) /\ Init(s2) /\ Ko(82) T) R(82, S1)

Va, s1, s2. R(s2, si) A (SF(a, s2) = SF(a, 81)) A

(Poss(a, s2) = Poss(a, 81)) D

R(do(a, s2), do(a, 81)).

*We could have defined K, as well as - and C, as a predicate

in the language as is usually done, but we have chosen not to

simply because we wanted to keep the formal apparatus as small

as possible.
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Space precludes a detailed analysis of this definition, ex

cept to claim that it satisfies the successor state axiom for a

predicate K proposed in [SL93) as a solution to the frame

problem for knowledge and later reformulated in [Lev96],

whose notation we follow here:

Theorem 5.1: The following is a theorem of AOC:

Wa, s, s'. Poss(a, s) D K(s', do(a, s)) =

Bs". s' = do(a, s”) A K (s", s) A Poss(a, s”)

A [SF(a, s) = SF(a, s”).

Given K, knowledge can then be defined in a way simi

lar to possible-world semantics [Krió3, Hiné2, Moo&5a] as

truth in all accessible situations. Similarly, only knowing

a sentence o at a situation s means that all and only those

situations with the same action history as s are accessible.

We denote the two forms of knowledge using the following

macros, where o may contain the special situation symbol

now. Let a"" refer to a with all occurrences of now re
s

placed by s. Then

Knows(o, s) = Vs'K(s', s) ~ o'"

OKnows(o, s) = Vs'C(s', s) D (K(s', s) = 0.").

For example, Knows(Broken(ar, now), So) stands for

Vs K(s, So) D Broken(ar, s) and should be read as “the

agent knows in So that r is (now) broken.”

6 An Example

We now turn to an example showing how knowing and only

knowing can be combined with actions in AOC.

Imagine a robot that lives in a 1-dimensional world, and

that can move towards or away from a fixed wall. The robot

also has a sonar sensor that tells it when it gets too close to

the wall, say, less than 10 units away. So we might imag

ine three actions, adv and rev which move the robot one

unit towards and away from the wall, and a sonar sensing

action. We have a single fluent, waist(s), which gives the

actual distance from the robot to the wall in situation s.

We begin by defining precondition axioms, sensed fluent

axioms and successor state axioms, all parameterized by

some initial situation s (as discussed in Section 5). Let

ALL(s) stand for the conjunction of these formulas:

Vs'.s - s' D Poss(adv, s') = waist(s) > 0

Vs'.s - s' D Poss(rev, s') = TRUE

Vs'.s - s' D Poss(sonar, s') = TRUE

Vs'.s – s' D SF(adv, s') = TRUE

Vs'.s – s' D SF(rev, s') = TRUE

Vs'.s - s' D SF(sonar, s') = Close(s")

Vs'.s – s' D

Va. waist(do(a, s')) = z =

a = adv/\ z = waist(s") – 1

V a = rev/\ z = waist(s") + 1

v z = waist(s) A a # adv A a # rev

The formula Close(s) in the above is an abbreviation:

Close(s) = waist(s) < 10.

Now we are ready to consider some specifics having to do

with what is true initially. Assume the robot is located ini

tially 6 units away from the wall in So. For simplicity, we

also assume that all of the axioms above are true in So, that

they are also known in So, and this is all that is known. So

let To be the conjunction of the axioms in AX and:

wdist(S0) = 6 A ALL(So) A OKnows(ALL(now), So)

With these in hand," we are ready to establish some prop

erties of the relationship between knowledge and action.

1. After reading its sonar sensor, the robot knows that it

is close to the wall:

To H Knows(Close, do(sonar, So))

The proof is as follows: Suppose M = To. Further

suppose that M, v H K (s, do(sonar, So)). By Theo

rem 5.1, we get that

M, v H =s'.s = do(sonar, s')

A Ko (s') A [Close(s) = Close(So)].

Since M H Close(So) and

M = Vs.Ko(s) D (wdist(do(sonar, s)) = waist(s))

by virtue of To, we get that M, v H Close(s). Thus,

we have that

M = Vs. K(s, do(sonar, So)) D Close(s).

2. Before reading its sensor, however, the robot does not

know if it is close to the wall:

To H −Knows(Close, So)

The proof is as follows: Suppose M H To. Let w'

be the element of W which is just like w except that

w"[wdist, ej = 10. Then, when v(s) = (w', e), we

have that M, v H -Close(s) and M, v H ALL(s).

From the latter and the fact that

M = Vs. Init(s) D (Ko(s) = ALL(s)),

it follows that M, v H Ko(s). Consequently,

M = -vs. K(s, So) D Close(s).

''Strictly speaking, we also need axioms for basic arithmetic

as needed by the example. For simplicity we ignore this compli

cation here.
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3. After reading its sensor and moving closer to the wall,

the robot continues to know that the wall is close:

To H Knows(Close, do(adv, do(Sonar, So)))

The proof is as follows: Suppose M H To. Further

suppose that M, v H K (s, do(adv, do(sonar, So))).

By Theorem 5.1, we get that

M. v H =s'.s = do(adv, do(sonar, s')) A Koſs')

A [Close(s') = Close(S0)].

Since M = Close(S0) and

M = Vs. Ko(s) D

(wdist(do(adv, do(sonar, s))) = waist(s) – 1)

by virtue of To, we get that M. v H Close(s). Thus,

we have that

M = vs. K(s, do(adv, do(sonar, So))) D

Close(s).

. After reading its sensor and moving away from the

wall, the robot is still close to the wall, but no longer

knows it:

To H Close(do(rev, do(sonar, So))) A

-Knows(Close, do(rev, do(sonar, So))).

The proof is as follows: Suppose M H To. To show

that M = Close(do(rev, do(sonar, So))), we need

only observe that because of To, we have that

M = waist(do(rev, do(sonar, So))) = 7.

To show that

M = -Knows(Close, do(rev, do(sonar, So))),

we begin by letting w' be the element of W this is

just like w except that w"[wdist, e = 9. Then, when

v(s) = (w', e), we have that M, v H Close(s), and so

because of To, we get that M. v. H. Ko(s). It follows

that

M. v H K (do(rev, do(sonar, s)),

do(rev, do(Sonar, So)))

and moreover, that

M, v H waist(do(rev, do(sonar, s))) = 10.

Thus, we have that

M. v H =s. K(s, do(rev, do(sonar, So)))/\

-Close(s).

5. As for knowledge of the future, we have that the robot

knows initially that after it reads its sonar, it will know

whether or not it is close to the wall:

To H Knows([Knows(Close, do(sonar, now)) V

Knows(-Close, do(sonar, now))], So)

The proof is as follows: Suppose M = To. Suppose

further that M, v H Ko (s). There are two cases to

consider: suppose that M. v H Close(s). Then, by an

argument similar to the one for (1) above, we get

M, v H Knows(Close, do(sonar, s));

if on the other hand, M., u = -Close(s), by a similar

argument we get that

M. v. H. Knows(-Close, do(sonar, s)).

Either way, we have that

M = vs. Ko(s) D [Knows(Close, do(sonar, s)) V

Knows(-Close, do(Sonar, s))]

6. As for knowledge of the past, we have for example

that after moving closer to the wall, the robot knows

that it was at least 1 unit away just before doing that

action:

To H Knows(Hs'[now = do(adv, s') A

wdist(s) > 0), do(adv, So))

The proof is as follows: Suppose M H To. Suppose

further that M, v = K(s, do(adv, So)). Then by The

orem 5.1, we have that

M. v H =s'.s = do(adv, s') A Ko(s') A Poss(s").

From To, we get that

M = vs. Ko(s) D [Poss(adv, s) = (wdist(s) > 0)).

Thus, M, v H =s'.s = do(adv, s') A (wdist(s) > 0).

So we have that

M = Vs. K(s, do(adv, So)) D

[Bs'. s = do(adv, s') A (wdist(s) > 0)).

7 Embedding OC in AOC

In this section we show that AOC is a faithful extension of

OC in the following sense. It is possible to translate every

sentence o of OC into a sentence aſs] of AOC, where s is

any situation, such that o is valid in OC iff oſso) is a log

ical consequence of the axioms. The following translation

is essentially the same as the one proposed in [Lak96].
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Definition 7.1: Given any term or formula @ in OC, the

corresponding term or formula Óſs] in AOC, where s is

any situation term, is defined as follows.

First, we let denote the obvious translation from the stan

dard names of OC into those of AOC involving 0 and succ.

For example, "3" = succ(succ(succ(O))).

r(s) = r if r is a variable

n(s) = n if n is a standard name

f(t1,..., tr.)[s] = f(t1 [s],..., to [s], s)

if f(t) is a term in OC

F(t1,..., tr.)[s] = F(t) [s], ... , toſs), s)

if P(t) is an atomic formula in OC

(t1 = t2)[s] = (tiſs] = t2(s)

(-o)[s] = -loſs

(a V 3)[s] = o(s) V 3ſs)

(Viro)[s] = Varoſs]

(Ko)[s] = Knows(oſnow), s)

(Oo)[s] = 0Knows(a (now), s)

For example, let o = OP(a) D -3.1 KP(r). Then

aſSo) = [vsC(s, So) D (K(s, So) = P(a(s), s))] D

–3r(VsK(s, So) D P(r, s)).

Note that we tacitly assume that for each predicate and

function symbol in othere is a corresponding fluent of the

same name in ACC. Since we are applying the transla

tion only to sentences, one at a time, there is no problem in

making this assumption"

The embedding of OC into AOC is established, roughly,

by proving that for every OC model M there is an “equiv

alent” action model M', and vice versa. Here “equivalent”

means that M satisfies o iff M' satisfies aſSo for any o

mentioning only fluents in AOC. We denote the set of all

fluents of AOC as J. (Note that Poss is not part of J.)

Let us consider informally how to construct, given an OC

model M = (e, w), an equivalent action model M' =

(e', w'). First, notice that the truth value of oſso) is de

termined by initial situations only. This means that, when

mapping M into M', we can simply ignore all actions and

non-initial situations. The mapping from M to M' then,

roughly, amounts to the following. Let E denote the com

plement of e. Then for each w” e e (E) make sure that e'

(e') contains all those AOC worlds w' whose initial situa

tions agree with w” on Jº. There is only one complication.

It may be the case that there are CC worlds widnd we such

that wi e e and wº e E and both agree on J". In this case

we need to split the AOC worlds whose initial situations

"There would be a problem if we were to apply the translation

to infinite sets of sentences, since AOC is restricted to finitely

many fluents, while CC is not. We will have a bit more to say

about how to deal with this mismatch at the end of this section.

agree with widnd we on J into two nonempty sets and as

sign them to e' and eſ, respectively. Such a split is always

possible and it can easily be arranged based on the truth

value of a predicate not occurring in J (such as Poss).

Similarly, one can also show the converse, namely that for

every action model M there is an equivalent OC model M’

such that M' satisfies o iff M satisfies aſ Sol.

This construction, together with the fact that validity in

AOC is completely characterized by the axioms AX (The

orem 4.4), then leads to the desired embedding of OC.

Theorem 7.2: Let Q be a sentence in OC. Then o is valid

in OC iſfoſso) is a logical consequence of AX.

This result then provides us, for the first time, with an ax

iomatic characterization of the valid sentences of OC.

The careful reader will have noticed that Axiom F8 needs

to vary depending on a, since F8 must mention explicitly

at least all those fluents occurring in o. In the full paper we

will show that it is possible to have a fixed axiom system

for all sentences of OC by encoding the infinitely many

predicate and function symbols of OC using only finitely

many fluents in ACC.

Apart from this technical issue, it should be noted that

the price of the axiomatization of OC is high in that we

need to appeal to second-order logic. Whether there is a

first-order axiom system for OC remains an open ques

tion. Note, however, that Halpern and Lakemeyer [HL95]

have recently shown that, even if one exists, it cannot be

recursive.” So chances are that we may have to settle for

second-order.

8 Comparison with Lakemeyer’s OCS:

As already mentioned, Lakemeyer [Lak96) has also pro

posed an amalgamation of only knowing and the situation

calculus. There are obvious differences between his logic

OCS and AOC. For one, OCS considers real knowledge

rather than belief, that is, whatever is believed in OCS is

also true in S0. For another, while OCS has a formal se

mantics, there is no axiomatization. In addition, there are

deeper differences as well, which give rise to anomalies

when reasoning about only knowing in OCS which are not

present in AOC.

To start with, only knowing in OCS does have reasonable

properties quite similar to AOL if it is confined to sen

tences of the form OKnows(a (now), ts), where a contains

*There is a trivial nonrecursive “axiom system", which is sim

ply the set of all valid sentences of OC. The interesting question,

of course, is whether there is a system with a finite set of axiom

schemas.
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no situation terms other than now and ts is a closed situa

tion term. Intuitively, here we are looking only at what is

known about one particular situation, which is very similar

to OC except that we can now ask queries about successor

situations as well.

Problems arise when we allow arbitrary sentences as argu

ments of only knowing in OCS, in particular those where

we talk about more than one situation as in precondition ax

ioms. The difficulty is that OCS models have, in a sense,

far fewer situations than there are in AOC. In particular,

in OCS there are only as many initial situations as there

are different valuations of the fluents (with the situation ar

gument suppressed). This means that any two distinct ini

tial situations in OCS must differ in the value of at least

one primitive expression. In other words, it is impossible

to represent within an OCS model two different courses

of events which have completely identical initial situations

and only diverge after some actions have been performed.

In addition, Poss is handled as a function from situations

and actions into [0, 1}, which further restricts the range of

possibilities. For example, there are OCS models where

no actions are possible anywhere.

Without going into any further detail of the formalism, let

us consider again the example of Section 6. It is possi

ble to construct an OCS model M such that M satisfies

ALL(So) A waist(S0) = 6, M does not satisfy ALL(s)

for any other initial situation s (for example, by choos

ing Poss(rev, s) to be false), and So is the only situa

tion epistemically accessible from So. Then M satisfies

OKnows(ALL(now), So) since So is the only initial sit

uation where ALL holds. In addition, M also satisfies

Knows(Close, So) since the distance to the wall is 6 at So

and there are no other epistemic alternatives. This is clearly

unintuitive since the robot has neither been told what its po

sition is nor has it read its sensors. Moreover, the problem

arises precisely because there are not enough situations. In

particular, there are no initial situations where ALL holds

and the distance to the wall is greater than 9.

We believe that AOC fixes the problems of OCS in just

the right way.

9 Conclusion

In summary, we have introduced the logic ACC which

amalgamates both the situation calculus and the logic of

only knowing OC. Besides a semantics we have provided

a sound and complete set of axioms. AOC is compatible

with earlier work on knowledge and action and improves

on a previous approach to only knowing in the situation

calculus. By way of examples we demonstrated that AOC

allows us to make distinctions which are intuitive and, as

far as we know, cannot be handled by other formalisms.

Finally, as a side-benefit we obtained a complete axiomati

zation of OC.

AOC should be understood as a specification of only

knowing within a theory of action. We do not expect AOC

to be implemented in its full generality. On the other hand,

note that the second-order situation calculus forms the ba

sis of the high-level control language GOLOG [LRL97],

which is used in real robots as in [BCF98]. We believe that

AOC has a role to play in future extensions of GOLOG.

Other future work includes extensions of AOC itself such

as a generalization to the multi-agent case.
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Abstract

Although the computational properties of the

Region Connection Calculus RCC-8 are well

studied, reasoning with RCC-8 entails several

representational problems. This includes the

problem of representing arbitrary spatial re

gions in a computational framework, leading

to the problem of generating a realization of

a consistent set of RCC-8 formulas. A fur

ther problem is that RCC-8 performs reason

ing about topological space, which does not

have a particular dimension. Most applica

tions of spatial reasoning, however, deal with

two- or three-dimensional space. Therefore,

a consistent set of RCC-8 formulas might not

be realizable within the desired dimension.

In this paper we address these problems and

develop a canonical model of RCC-8 which al

lows a simple representation of regions with

respect to a set of RCC-8 formulas, and, fur

ther, enables us to generate realizations in

any dimension d > 1, even when regions are

constrained to be (sets of) polytopes. For

three- and higher-dimensional space this can

also be done for internally connected regions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Region Connection Calculus (RCC) (Randell et

al. 1992) is a topological approach to qualitative spa

tial representation and reasoning (Cohn 1997) where

Spatial regions are regular subsets of a topological

space. Of particular interest for application purposes

is RCC-8, a sub-calculus of RCC that uses eight mu

tually exhaustive and pairwise disjoint base relations.

The computational properties of RCC-8 have been

studied thoroughly (Nebel 1995; Renz and Nebel 1997)

and efficient reasoning mechanisms were identified.

Despite this, there are still several problems with rep

resenting spatial regions within RCC-8. As the calculus

is based on topology, spatial regions might be arbitrary

subsets of a topological space which are not necessar

ily analytically describable; therefore, it appears to be

difficult to represent spatial regions in a computational

framework.

Another representational drawback of using RCC-8 is

that a topological space does not have a particular di

mension, whereas most applications of qualitative spa

tial reasoning deal only with two- or three-dimensional

space. It might be possible that a set of RCC-8 formu

las is consistent but not realizable within a particular

dimension. Lemon (1996) gave an example of a set

of spatial formulas which is realizable in three dimen

sional space but not in two dimensional space if regions

are internally connected. Lemon used this result to ar

gue that spatial logics like RCC are not an adequate

formalism for representing space.

A further problem, which also depends on the ability

to represent spatial regions, is finding a realization of

a consistent and realizable set of spatial formulas in a

particular dimension, instead of just knowing whether

the set is realizable or not.

In this paper, we will refer to these representational

topics. In order to represent arbitrary spatial regions,

it is necessary to have a canonical model of RCC-8,

i.e., a structure that allows to model any consistent

sentence of the calculus. Topological space is of course

a canonical model, but, as described above, this does

not seem to be very useful for representing regions.

Therefore, we will present a new canonical model of

RCC-8 that permits a simple representation of spatial

regions by reducing them to their necessary topological

features with respect to their spatial relations. Based

on this model, we will prove that for any consistent set

of spatial formulas there are realizations in any dimen

sion d > 1 when regions are allowed to be internally
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disconnected. This is still true even when regions are

constrained to be sets of polytopes. Actually, inter

nal connectedness of regions is not at all forced in the

RCC-theory, so RCC can still be seen as an adequate

representation formalism of space. We will also ar

gue that forcing internal connectedness of all regions

is too restrictive when dealing with spatial regions.

Nevertheless, we will prove that in three- and higher

dimensional space every consistent set of spatial for

mulas can always be realized with internally connected

regions. Using the new canonical model for represent

ing spatial regions, it becomes possible to determine

realizations of consistent sets of spatial formulas. We

will give algorithms for generating realizations of both

internally connected and disconnected regions.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In

Section 2 we introduce RCC-8 and some basic topolog

ical notions. Section 3 sketches the modal encoding of

RCC-8 and presents the new canonical model of RCC-8.

In Section 4 we give a topological interpretation of this

model which is used in Section 5 to prove the results

about realizations in particular dimensions. Section 6

describes how models of sets of spatial relations can

be determined and how realizations can be generated.

In Section 7 we will discuss our results.

2 QUALITATIVE SPATIAL

REPRESENTATION WITH RCC

RCC is a topological approach to qualitative spatial

representation and reasoning where spatial regions are

regular subsets of a topological space (Randell et al.

1992). Relationships between spatial regions are de

fined in terms of the relation C(r, s) which is true

if and only if the closure of region r is connected to

the closure of region s, i.e., if they share a common

point. Regions themselves do not have to be inter

nally connected, i.e., a region may consist of different

disconnected pieces. The domain of spatial variables

(denoted as X, Y, Z) is the whole topological space.

RCC-8 (Randell et al. 1992) uses a set of eight pairwise

disjoint and mutually exhaustive relations, called base

relations, denoted as DC, EC, PO, EQ, TPP, NTPP,

TPPT', and NTPPT', with the meaning of Discon

nected, Externally Connected, Partial Overlap, EQual,

Tangential Proper Part, Non-Tangential Proper Part,

and their converses. Examples for these relations are

shown in Figure 1.

Sometimes it is not known which of the eight base

relations holds between two regions, but it is pos

sible to exclude some of them. In order to rep

resent this, unions of base relations can be used.

9 & 6) @
DC(x, Y) ECCX, Y) TPP(x, Y) TPP-' (X, Y)

Po(x, y) EQ(x, Y) NTPP(x,Y) NTPP-' (X, Y)

Figure 1: Two-dimensional examples for the eight base

relations of RCC-8.

Since base relations are pairwise disjoint, this results

in 2° different relations. A spatial formula S(X, Y)

is a relation between two spatial variables, a spa

tial configuration is a set 6) of spatial formulas. 6

is consistent if it is possible to find a realization of

6), i.e., a model where every spatial variable is in

stantiated by a spatial region such that all relations

hold between the regions. A consistent instantia

tion of the spatial variables X, Y, Z will be denoted

as X, Y, Z, respectively. Computational properties of

reasoning with RCC-8 were studied in (Nebel 1995;

Renz and Nebel 1997).

As we will go further into topology, we will define some

common topological terms:

Definition 2.1 Let ll be a set, the universe. A topol

ogy on lſ is a family T of subsets of là, with

1. if O1, O2 e T, then O1 ſ) O2 e T,

2. if O, e T for i e I, then UO, e T,

3. (), Me T.

A topological space is a pair (ll, T). Every subset O C

lſ with O ET is open.

If the particular topology T on a set !! is not impor

tant, we say that l is a topological space.

Definition 2.2 Let M be a topological space, M C l'

be a subset of 14 and p e l’ſ be a point in 14.

• M is closed if lſ \ M is open.

• N C !! is said to be a neighborhood of p if there

is an open subset O C lſ such that p e O C N.

• p is said to be an interior point of M if there is

a neighborhood N of p contained in M. The set

of all interior points of M is called the interior of

M, denoted i(M).
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• p is said to be an exterior point of M if there is

a neighborhood N of p that contains no point of

M. The set of all eacterior points of M is called

the exterior of M, denoted e(M).

• p is said to be a boundary point of M if every

neighborhood N of p contains at least one point

in M and one point not in M. The set of all

boundary points of M is called the boundary of

M, denoted b(M).

• The closure of M is the smallest closed set which

contains M, i.e., M. U b(M).

• For any arbitrarily given point p e l’ſ, the family

of all neighborhoods of p in 14 is called the neigh

borhood system of p in l/.

A neighborhood system V has the property that every

finite intersection of members of M belongs to V.

It is possible to use any topological space which is a

model for the RCC axioms as specified in (Randell et

al. 1992). Gotts (1996) has shown that every regular

connected topological space is a model for the RCC

axioms (see also Section 7). So, whenever we refer to

a topological space in the remainder of the paper, we

mean a regular connected topological space.

3 MODAL ENCODING &

CANONICAL MODELS

After making a brief introduction to modal logic, we

will introduce the modal encoding of RCC-8 and a

canonical model for this encoding.

3.1 MODAL LOGIC & KRIPKE

SEMANTICS

Propositional modal logic (Fitting 1993; Chellas 1980)

extends classical propositional logic by additional

unary modal operators Di. A common semantic inter

pretation of modal formulas is the Kripke semantics

which is based on a Kripke frame f = (W, R) consist

ing of a set of worlds W and a set R of accessibility

relations between the worlds, where R C W x W for

every accessibility relation R e R. A different acces

sibility relation RE, e R is assigned to every modal

operator Di. If u, v E W, R E TR, and uRw holds, we

say that v is R-accessible from u or v is an R-successor

of u.

A Kripke model M = (W, R, T) uses an additional

valuation T that assigns each world and each propo

sitional atom a truth value {true, false). Using a

Kripke model, a modal formula can be interpreted with

S(X,Y)|Model Constraints|Entallment Constraints

DC =(XA Y) —X, −Y

EC -(IX A IY) -(XA Y), -X, −Y

PO - -(IX A IY), X → Y,

Y → X, -X, −Y

TPP X → Y X → IY, Y → X, -X, −Y

TPP-1 Y — X Y → IX, X → Y, -X, −Y

NTPP X → IY Y → X, -X, −Y

NTPP-1 Y — IX X → Y, -X, −Y

EQ | X → Y, Y → X —X, −Y

Table 1: Encoding of the base relations in modal logic

respect to the set of worlds, the accessibility relations,

and the valuation. For example, a propositional atom

a holds in a world w of the Kripke model M (written as

M, w H a) if and only if T(w, a) = true. An arbitrary

modal formula is interpreted according to its inductive

structure. A modal formula Dip, e.g., holds in a world

w of the Kripke model M, i.e., M, w H Dip, if and only

if p holds in all RE,-successors of w. M, w H-D, p if

and only if there is an RE,-successor of w where p does

not hold.

Different modal operators can be distinguished accord

ing to their different accessibility relations. In this

paper we are using a so-called S4-operator and an S5

operator. The accessibility relation of an S4-operator

is reflexive and transitive, the accessibility relation of

an S5-operator is reflexive, transitive, and euclidean.

3.2 MODAL ENCODING OF RCC8

The encoding of RCC-8 in propositional modal logic

was introduced by Bennett (1995) and extended in

(Renz and Nebel 1997). In both cases the encoding

is restricted to regular closed regions. The encoding

is based on a set of model and entailment constraints

for each base relation, where model constraints must

be true and entailment constraints must not be true.

Bennett encoded these constraints in modal logic by

transforming every spatial variable to a propositional

atom and introducing an S4-operator I which he inter

preted as an interior operator (Bennett 1995). In order

to distinguish between spatial variables and the corre

sponding propositional atoms we will write proposi

tional atoms as X, Y. Table 1 displays the constraints

for the eight base relations. In order to combine them

to a single modal formula, Bennett introduced an S5

operator" D, where Dø is written for every model con

straint p and -Dub for every entailment constraint iſ,

(Bennett 1995). All constraints of a single base rela

tion are then combined conjunctively to a single modal

"Bennett called this a strong S5-operator as all worlds

are RB-accessible from each other, i.e., RB = W × W.
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formula. In order to represent unions of base relations,

the modal formulas of the corresponding base relations

are combined disjunctively. In this way every spatial

formula S(X,Y) can be transformed to a modal for

mula mi (S(X,Y)). Additional constraints m2(X) are

necessary to guarantee that only regular closed regions

are used (Renz and Nebel 1997): every region must be

equivalent to the closure of its interior, and the com

plement of a region must be equivalent to its interior.

m2(X) = C(X → -I-IX) A D(−X → I-X).

So, any set of spatial formulas 6) can be written as a

single modal formula m(0)

m(0) = /\ mi(S(X,Y)) A

S(X,Y)ee

/\ m2(X),

Xe Reg(6)

where Reg(6)) is the set of spatial variables of 69.

3.3 A CANONICAL MODEL OF RCC8

The modal encoding of RCC-8 can be interpreted by

Kripke models. As the modal encoding of RCC-8 is

equivalent to a set of RCC-8 formulas (Bennett 1995),

a canonical model of RCC-8 is a structure that allows a

Kripke model for the modal encoding of any consistent

set of spatial formulas 69. In order to obtain a canon

ical model, we distinguish different levels of worlds of

W (Renz and Nebel 1997). A world w is of level 0 if

there is no world v # w with v RIw. A world w is of

level l if there is a world v of level l – 1 with vRIw and

there is no world u ž w of a level higher than l – 1

with uRIw. Based on this hierarchy of worlds, we will

define the canonical model of RCC-8.

Definition 3.1 An RCC-8-structure SRcos = (Ws,

{RE, RI), Ts) has the following properties:

1. Ws contains only worlds of level 0 and 1.

2. For every world u of level 0 there are exactly 2n

worlds v of level 1 with uRIv. These 2n + 1 worlds

form an RCC-8-cluster (see Figure 2).

3. For every world v of level 1 there is eractly one

world u of level 0 with u PIv.

4. For all worlds w, v e Ws: wrºiw and wrºbv.

SRCC8 contains RCC-8-clusters with all possible

valuations” with respect to R1. A set of RCC-8-clusters

M = (W, {RE, RI), t) C SRCcs is an RCC-8-model of

m(6) if M, w|H m(6) for a world we W. In a poly

nomial RCC-8-model the number of worlds is polyno

mially bounded by the number of regions n.

Figure 2: Three possible RCC-8-clusters of SRCCs.

Worlds are drawn as circles, the arrows indicate RI.

In (Renz and Nebel 1997) it was proven that if m(6))

is satisfiable, there is a polynomial RCC-8-model M

with M, w Hm(0) that uses O(n°) different worlds of

level 0 – one world of level 0 for every entailment con

straint. So the RCC-8-structure SRCC8 is a canonical

model” of the modal encoding of RCC-8. In order to

obtain a “topological” canonical model for the topo

logical calculus RCC-8, we give in the next section a

topological interpretation of RCC-8-models.

4 TOPOLOGICAL

INTERPRETATION OF THE

CANONICAL MODEL

The modal encoding of RCC-8 was obtained by intro

ducing a modal operator I corresponding to the topo

logical interior operator and transferring the topolog

ical properties and axioms to modal logic. Using the

intended interpretation of I as an interior operator,

it is unclear how the Kripke models we consider, es

pecially the accessibility relations RB and R1, can be

interpreted topologically. In this section we present a

way of topologically interpreting RCC-8-models such

that all parts of the models can be interpreted con

sistently on a topological level. The I-operator will

not be interpreted as an interior operator, but we will

prove that it suffices the intended interpretation.

Because I is an S4-operator and because of the addi

tional constraints m2(X), exactly one of the following

formulas is true for every world w of M and every

propositional atom X (see Figure 2).

1. M,w H IX

2. M, w|H I-X

3. M,w HX A-IX

*As the number of spatial variables is countable, the

number of RCC-8-clusters is also countable.

*The RCC-8-structure does not cover all possible Kripke

models of m(6). The goal of a canonical model is just to

provide a model for any consistent sentence of a calculus,

not to cover all possible models.
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Consider a particular world w. Then the set of all

spatial variables can be divided into three disjoint sets

of spatial variables according to which of the three

possible formulas is true in w. Let Tw, &c, and B,

be the sets where the first, the second, and the third

formula is true in w, respectively, i.e., M, w H IX A

I-YA (ZA-IZ) for all X e Tw, Ye 8, and Z e Buſ.

When looking at points in a topological space, for ev

ery region there are three different kinds of points: in

terior points, exterior points, and boundary points of

a region. If a point is interior or exterior point of a re

gion, there is a neighborhood of the point such that all

points of the neighborhood are also inside or outside

the region, respectively. If a point is boundary point

of a region, every neighborhood contains points inside

and points outside the region (see Definition 2.2).

There seems to be a correspondence between worlds

and points of a topological space, and between the ac

cessibility relation RI and topological neighborhoods.

In the following lemma we further investigate this cor

respondence by deriving topological constraints from

the modal formulas.

Lemma 4.1 Let X and Y be two spatial variables of

69. Depending on which sets Tw, &c, or B, they are

contained in for a world w, the following relations be

tween X and Y are impossible. This has some topo

logical consequences on possible instantiations X, Y:

X | Y | Impossible Relations | Consequences

Tº | Tu | DC, EC i(X) ſhi(Y) # 0

To 8, TPP, NTPP, EQ i(X) ſhe (Y) # 0

Tº B, DC, EC, TPP,

NTPP, EQ i(X) ſhb(Y) # 0

8w &w - -

£, B, TPPT', NTPPT', EQ e(x) n b(Y) # 0

B, B, DC, NTPP, NTPPT' b(x)n b(Y) # 04

Proof: Most entries in the table follow immediately

from the encoding of the relations in modal logic. The

only more difficult entry is the relation EC(X, Y) in

the third line of the table. This relation is not pos

sible because of the property D(Y → -I-IY) which

states that for any world w that satisfies Y there is a

world v with wrºiv that satisfies IY. As v also satis

fies IX, the model constraint of EC(X,Y) is violated,

so this relation is not possible. The topological conse

quences result from distinguishing the impossible from

the possible relations. D

“If PO(X,Y) holds, X and Y do not necessarily have

a common boundary point if one of them is not internally

connected. However, assuming b(X) ſhb(Y) # 0 in this case

does not contradict any spatial formula since RCC-8 is not

expressive enough to distinguish different kinds of partial

overlap.

It can be seen that when, e.g., IX and IY hold in a

world w, then X and Y must have a common interior.

So, there is a common interior point of X and Y where

w can be mapped to.

Theorem 4.2 Let 6) be a consistent set of spatial

formulas, m(0) be the modal encoding of 6, and

M = (W, {RE, RI), T) be an RCC-8-model of m(0).

Then there is a function p : W H !! that maps each

world w e W to a point p(w) e l’ſ and a function

N : W — 2" that assigns each world we W a neigh

borhood N(w) of p(w) such that p(w) is in the interior

of X if M, w H IX holds, p(w) is in the earterior of X

if M, w H I-X holds, p(w) is on the boundary of X if

M, w HXA-IX holds, and p(u) e N(w) if and only if

whiu holds.”

Proof: Let w be a world of W and Tw, &c, and

Bo be the corresponding sets of spatial variables. We

assume that there is a realization of 69 such that there

is at least one point in the topological space that is in

the interior of every X, in the exterior of every Y, and

on the boundary of every Z simultaneously (X e Tw,

Y e &n, Z e Buſ). It follows from Lemma 4.1 that

this is true for every pair of regions. As RCC-8 permits

only binary constraints between spatial variables and

regions are allowed to be internally disconnected, this

assumption holds. We further assume that p maps w

to one of these points.

Because of Definition 2.2, there must be neighbor

hoods Nx (w) and Ny(w) of p(w) for every X e Tu,

and every Ye 8, such that Nx (w) is in the interior

of X and Ny (w) is disjoint with Y. Also, for every

Z e B, every neighborhood Nz(w) of p(w) contains

points inside and outside Z. All these neighborhoods

are members of the neighborhood system of p(w), so

their intersection N(w) is also a neighborhood of p(w)

where all RI-successors of w can be mapped to. D

Using the above defined functions p and N, M, w H IX

can be interpreted as “there is a neighborhood N(w)

of p(w) such that all points of N(w) are in X”. This

obeys the intended interpretation of I as an interior

operator, as M, w H X means that p(w) is in X and

M, w H IX means that p(w) is in the interior of X.

The function N, as defined in Theorem 4.2, can be

replaced by any function N' : W — 2", with N'(w) C

N(w) for all w e W, if N'(w) is a member of the

neighborhood system of p(w). p has to be changed ac

cordingly. In particular, we will regard in the following

*The properties for Ra (p(u) e M if wrou holds and

p(w) e l/) can be omitted as we already defined N and p

such that only points of l are used.
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all neighborhoods as d-dimensional spheres.

In order to make the following argumentation easier,

a world mapped to an interior point of X is denoted

interior world of X, a world mapped to an exterior

point of X eacterior world of X, and a world mapped to

a boundary point of X boundary world of X. Accord

ingly, a region is called interior, exterior or bound

ary region of a world. In particular, a world w with

M, w H IX is an interior world of X, a world w with

M, w|H I-X is an exterior world of X, and a world w

with M,w|HX A-IX is a boundary world of X.

5 RCC8-MODELS AND THE

DIMENSION OF SPACE

In the previous section we have shown how the RCC-8

models introduced in Section 3 can be mapped to topo

logical space, but we still have no information about

the dimension of the topological space. In this sec

tion we investigate the influence of dimension on the

possibility to map the RCC-8-models to the topological

space, i.e., which dimension is required in order to find

a realization of a consistent set of spatial formulas ().

We will start with proving that for any RCC-8-model

there is a realization in two-dimensional space. It is

sufficient to prove this only for sets of base relations

as every realization of 6 uses only base relations." For

this proof it is important to keep in mind that regions

do not have to be internally connected, i.e., they might

consist of different disconnected pieces. It will turn out

that our proof leads to realizations in any dimension

d - 1. Finally, for three- and higher-dimensional space

we will prove that every consistent set 6) can also be

realized with internally connected regions.

For the following examination we restrict regions to

be sets of d-dimensional polytopes. Sets are required

since regions might consist of several disconnected

pieces where each piece is a single polytope. This

restriction will be lifted later and the results can be

generalized to arbitrary regular regions.

Let G be a consistent set of spatial formulas and M

be an RCC-8-model of m(0), the modal encoding of

6). Suppose that only two-dimensional regions are per

mitted, i.e., the topological space is a two-dimensional

plane 14. All worlds of M are mapped to points of l/

as specified in Theorem 4.2. The general intuition of

the proof is that every RCC-8-cluster, i.e., every world

of level 0 together with its R1-successors is mapped to

an independent neighborhood such that each neigh

°The relation EQ can be omitted as any pair of spatial

variables X and Y with EQ(X,Y) can be combined to a

single spatial variable.

Figure 3: Permutation P, of the R1-successors of a

world w. The solid line indicates the boundary of X,

the hashed region the interior of X.

borhood can be placed on an arbitrary but distinct

position on the plane. Each neighborhood will then be

extended to different closed sets that form the pieces

of the spatial regions. In the following we will study

the requirements neighborhoods have to meet in order

to guarantee two-dimensional realizations.

For every spatial variable Xi (1 < i < n) and ev

ery world w of level 0, we define a region vector

r" = (r. 1,..., rºn) that represents the affiliation

of the 2n R1-successors of w to X, i.e., rº, = 1 if

M, v, HX, and r", = 0 if M, w; W X, where v, is the

jth RI-successor of w. Since in the two-dimensional

case the neighborhood N(w) is a disc, we suppose that

the points p(vi) corresponding to the R1-successors v,

of w are clock-wisely ordered within the disc according

to j. If p(w) is a boundary point of Xi, some values of

r!" are 1 and some are 0. Otherwise all values of r!"

are either 1 (if p(w) is contained in Xi) or 0 (if p(w) is

not contained in Xi).

Lemma 5.1 If for every world w of level 0 there

is a permutation P, of the values of r!" such that

(r.p.(1), . . . ."p.(2n)) is a bitonic sequence for all

1 < i < n, then the neighborhoods N(w) can be placed

in a two-dimensional plane such that all spatial rela

tions are satisfied within the neighborhoods.

Proof: If r!" is a bitonic sequence, i.e., the values

of r!" are in a form 0°1ſ09 or 1°0'ſ 19 for e,f, g × 0,

and p(w) is a boundary point of Xi, then the map

pings of the worlds of level 1 corresponding to the val

ues of rº' can be separated into points inside Xi and

points outside Xi by at most two line segments meet

ing at p(w) (see Figure 3). These line segments can

be regarded as the part of the boundary of X, which is

inside N(w). So, neighborhoods can be separated in

an interior and an exterior part of a region by a one

dimensional boundary. Therefore all neighborhoods

can be placed in a two-dimensional plane. As the per
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mutation of the R1-successors has no influence on the

relations between the regions, all spatial relations be

tween the regions hold within the neighborhoods. D

Actually, a permutation as described in the previous

lemma is not necessary to guarantee two-dimensional

realizations. A region might look as shown on the left

of Figure 3, but in this case we restrict the shape and

the internal connection of the regions by the neigh

borhoods we are using which is not at all desirable.

However, a permutation as described in Lemma 5.1 is

necessary for one-dimensional realizations and realiza

tions with internally connected regions.

Since a permutation P, is only necessary for boundary

worlds, we will in the following regard only those par

ticular RCC-8-models M for which only those worlds

are boundary worlds of regions which are explicitly

forced to be boundary worlds of these regions by the

constraints. Therefore, we have to take a closer look

at which worlds are introduced as boundary worlds of

some regions by the entailment constraints, and which

worlds are forced to be boundary worlds of regions by

the constraints. As a world w of level 0 is forced to be a

boundary world of X if M, w|HX and M, v |y X hold

for a world v with whiv, we have to find out which of

the model and entailment constraints force M, w HX if

M, v |y X holds or force M, v |Z X if M, w HX holds.

Proposition 5.2 Boundary worlds are introduced

only by the following relations (see Table 1):

1. EC(X, Y): -D(-(X A Y)) introduces a boundary

world of X and Y because of D(-(IX A IY)).

2. TPP(X, Y): -D(X → IY) introduces a boundary

world of X and Y because of D(X → Y).

3. TPPT' (X, Y): -D(Y → IX) introduces a bound

ary world of X and Y because of D(Y → X).

Apart from the above worlds that are introduced as

boundary worlds of particular regions, worlds can also

be forced to be boundary worlds of other regions.

Proposition 5.3 A world w is forced to be a boundary

world of X only with the following constraints:

1. D(X → Y): If w is a boundary world of Y and

X is true in w, then w must also be a boundary

world of X.

2. D(Y → X): If w is a boundary world of Y and -X

is true in an RI-successor of w, then w must also

be a boundary world of X.

3. D(-(IX A IY)): If X and Y are true in w, then w

must be a boundary world of X and Y.

For the constraints D(X → Y) and D(Y → X), w

must already be a boundary world of some other re

gion, so w must be introduced by one of the relations

EC(X,Y), TPP(X,Y), or TPP (X, Y). If w is forced

to be a boundary world of X and Y with the con

straint D(-(IX A IY)), then X and Y must both be

true in w. This can only be forced when there is a

Zi e Reg(0) with TPP(Z1, X) and Z1 is true in w,

a Z2 e Reg(0) with TPP(Z2, Y) and Z2 is true in w,

and w is a boundary world of Z1 and Z2 introduced

by EC(Z1, Z2). So, in any case when a world is forced

to be a boundary world of some region it must already

be a boundary world of other regions introduced as

described in Proposition 5.2.

We will now have a look at how regions must be related

in order to force a world to be a boundary world of

these regions using the constraints of Proposition 5.3.

Suppose that w is a boundary world of X and Y in

troduced by either EC(X, Y) or TPP(X,Y).” We will

write X|Y in order to express that we can either use X

or Y but always the same. With one of the following

constraints it can be forced that w is also a boundary

world of Z # X, Y (v is an R1-successor of wy:

D(Z — (X|Y)) and M, w H Z (~, TPP(Z, X|Y))

D(-(IZA I(X|Y))) and M, w|H Z (~ EC(Z, X|Y))

D((X|Y) → Z) and M, v H –Z (~, TPPT'(Z, X|Y))

M, w|H Z is forced with the following constraint:

D(U → Z) and M, w HU (~, TPP(U, Z))

M, v H -Z is forced with the following constraints:

(~, TPP-"(U, Z))

(~, EC(U, Z))

D(Z — U) and M, v H -U

D(-(IZ AIU)) and M, v H U

When we compose these relations (written as oy , we

obtain the possible relations between U and X|Y.

R(U, Z) | S(Z, X|Y) | (RoS)(U, X|Y)

TPP TPP TPP, NTPP

TPP EC DC, EC

TPP-1 TPP-1 | TPP-1, NTPP-1

EC TPP-1 DC, EC

As w is a boundary world of X and Y, DC(U, X|Y)

and NTPP(U, X|Y) are not possible together with

M, w|H U, and NTPPT' (U, X|Y) is not possible to

gether with M, v H -U. In order to force M, w H U,

"We omit TPP-' (X, Y) as TPP-' (X,Y) = TPP(Y,X)

and the order is not important.
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there must be a sequence of spatial variables U, with

TPP(U1, U), TPP(U+1, U.), until there is a Um that

is equal to X or Y, so TPP(X,Z) or TPP(Y, Z) must

hold. In order to force M, v H -U, there must be a

sequence of spatial variables U, with TPPT'(U1, U),

TPPT" (U+1, U.), and EC(U, U3–1) and M, v H U,

must hold. In order to force M, v H U, there must

be a sequence of TPP-related spatial variables, as de

scribed above, until one of them is equal to X or Y,

so EC(Z, X) or EC(Z, Y) must hold. This results in

only three different possibilities of how w is forced to

be a boundary world of Z if w was introduced as a

boundary world of X and Y.

a. TPP(X,Y), TPP(X,Z), and TPP(Z, Y) hold.

b. EC(X, Y), TPP(X,Z), and EC(Z, Y) hold.

c. EC(X,Y), TPP(Y,Z) and EC(Z, X) hold.

As different spatial variables Z, Z, for which w

is forced to be a boundary world of, all have the

boundary world w in common, only the relations

EC, PO, TPP, or TPPT' can hold between them.

We have shown that only those worlds are boundary

worlds which are introduced as boundary worlds of

Some regions by the entailment constraints, and, fur

ther, that other regions are only forced to be boundary

regions of these worlds when they are related in a par

ticular way. This will be used in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4 Let M be an RCC-8-model. Then two

different types of RI-successors are sufficient for every

world w of level 0.

Proof: If w is not a boundary world of some region,

all R1-successors of w satisfy exactly the same formu

las as w. Otherwise, w is introduced as a boundary

world by either EC(X, Y) or TPP(X, Y) (see Propo

sition 5.2). Let w be forced to be a boundary world

of the spatial variables Z. For EC(X, Y), some of the

RI-successors of w satisfy X but not Y, and some sat

isfy Y but not X, the others neither satisfy X nor Y.

For all Z, with TPP(X,Z) and EC(Z, Y) and all Z,

with TPP(Y, Z}) and EC(Z, X), all Ri-successors of

w satisfy Z; if they satisfy X and satisfy Z; if they sat

isfy Y. So all RI-successors of w that satisfy X satisfy

the same formulas, and all R1-successors of w that sat

isfy Y satisfy the same formulas. For the R1-successors

v of w which do not satisfy X or Y, there are only two

requirements: if TPP(Zºº, ZE) holds then Zk must be

true in v whenever Zºº is true in v; if EC(Zk, Zºº) holds

then Zk and Zºº must not both be true in v. However,

there is no constraint that forces the existence of these

worlds, so it can be assumed that all R1-successors

x -1.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) shows a reduced RCC-8-cluster of the

reduced RCC-8-structure. (b) shows how a neighbor

hood can be placed in one-dimensional space. The two

brackets indicate a one-dimensional region X where the

neighborhood represents a boundary point of X.

of w satisfy either X or Y. As the respective worlds

all satisfy the same formulas, two different kinds of

R1-successors of the boundary world w introduced by

EC(X, Y) are sufficient.

For TPP(X, Y), all R1-successors of w that satisfy X

also satisfy Y, all R1-successors of w that do not sat

isfy Y also do not satisfy X, and some R1-successors of

w satisfy Y but not X. For all Z, with TPP(X,Z)

and TPP(Zi, Y), all Ri-successors of w satisfy Z,

if they satisfy X. For the R1-successors of w that

satisfy Y but not X, there is only one requirement,

namely, that Zk must be true whenever Zºº is true in

these worlds for any two spatial variables Zk, Zºº with

TPP(X,Z), TPP(Zºº, Y) and TPP(ZA, Zºº). How

ever, there is again no constraint that forces the ex

istence of these worlds, so it can be assumed that all

R1-successors of w satisfy X if they satisfy Y. D

Whether a boundary world w is introduced by

EC(X, Y) or by TPP(X, Y), in both cases two dif

ferent kinds of RI-successors are sufficient. Thus, by

grouping together the respective R1-successors for ev

ery world w of level 0 of M, we can always find a

permutation of the worlds of level 1 such that r" is a

bitonic sequence for all regions.

Instead of having 2n RI-successors for every world of

level 0 from which we know that they belong to only

two different types, it is sufficient two use only two

R1-successors for every world of level 0. This leads to

a very simple canonical model shown in Figure 4a. We

call this a reduced RCC-8-structure and the correspond

ing models reduced RCC-8-models. They are defined in

the same way as in Definition 3.1 except that we have

exactly two worlds of level 1 instead of 2n worlds.

We can now apply Lemma 5.1 and place all neigh

borhoods independently on the plane while all rela

tions between spatial regions hold within the neigh

borhoods. Thereby, neighborhoods corresponding to

non-boundary worlds are homogeneous in the sense

that all points within one of these neighborhoods have
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the same topological properties. Neighborhoods corre

sponding to a boundary world w consist of two homo

geneous parts corresponding to the two RI-successors

of w. These two parts are divided by the common

boundary of the boundary regions of w (see Figure 5a).

In order to obtain a realization, we have to find regions

such that the relations between them hold in the whole

plane and not just within the neighborhoods. Since re

gions do not have to be internally connected, it is pos

sible to compose every region out of pieces resulting

from the corresponding neighborhoods, i.e., for every

neighborhood a region is affiliated with, we generate a

piece of that region. As the neighborhoods are open

sets and regions as well as their pieces must be regular

closed sets, we have to close every neighborhood, i.e.,

find a closed set X" for every region X and every neigh

borhood N(w) with M, w HX such that all relations

hold between the regions composed of the pieces. As

all neighborhoods are independent of each other, we

only have to make sure that the relations of the differ

ent pieces corresponding to a single neighborhood do

not violate the relations of the compound regions. This

can be done independently for every neighborhood.

Consider a particular neighborhood N(w). If w is not

a boundary world, then only the relations PO, TPP,

NTPP, and their converse are possible between the re

gions affiliated with N(w), since they share N(w) as

their common interior. For closing the neighborhood

N(w), all pieces must fulfill the “part of" relations

whereas the PO relations cannot be violated as long

as the corresponding pieces have a common interior.

One possibility to fulfill the “part of" relations is using

a hierarchy He of the regions, where a region X is of

level He(X) = 1 if there is no region Y which is part

of X. A region X is of level He(X) = k if there is a

region Y of level He(Y) = k – 1 which is part of X

and if there is no region Z which is part of X and has

a higher level than He(Z) = k – 1.* The pieces of

all regions affiliated with N(w) must then be chosen

according to He, i.e., pieces of regions of the same

level are equal for this particular neighborhood and

are non-tangential proper part of all pieces of regions

of a higher level. We choose the single pieces to be

rectangles.

If w is a boundary world, the boundary regions of w

are only affiliated with one part of N(w) and their

pieces must share the common boundary. Therefore,

both parts of N(w) must be closed separately accord

*This corresponds to the finish time of depth-first search

for each vertex of a graph Ge where regions are vertices Ve

and “part of" relations are directed edges Ee, computable

in time O(Ve + Ee) (Cormen et al. 1990, p.477ff)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) shows the two-dimensional neighborhood

of a boundary world which is divided into two parts by

the common boundary of the boundary regions b, d, e,

and f. (b) shows a possible hierarchy He of regions.

In (c) the neighborhood is closed with respect to He.

ing to He (see Figure 5c). In the same way as for

two-dimensional space, neighborhoods can be placed

in any higher dimensional space and closed therein ac

cording to He. As the three points corresponding to

a world w of level 0 and its two RI-successors can al

ways be aligned, N(w) can also be placed on a line.

Thus, all neighborhoods can be placed independently

in a one-dimensional space and closed as intervals ac

cording to He (see Figure 4b).

Theorem 5.5 Every consistent set of spatial formu

las can be realized in any dimension d > 1 where re

gions are (sets of) d-dimensional polytopes.

So far all regions consist of as many pieces as there are

neighborhoods affiliated with them, i.e., O(n°) many

pieces for every region. We can further show that

for three- and higher-dimensional space all regions can

also be realized as internally connected. For this we

construct a d -- 1-dimensional realization of internally

connected regions by connecting all pieces of the same

regions of a d-dimensional realization of internally dis

connected regions.

Theorem 5.6 Every consistent set 6 of spatial for

mulas can be realized with internally connected regions

in any dimension d > 3 where regions are polytopes.

Proof: Suppose that 6 is consistent. With the fol

lowing construction we obtain a three-dimensional re

alization of internally connected regions starting from

a two-dimensional realization. (1a) Place all neighbor

hoods on a circle in the plane determined by the z- and

y-axes such that the common boundary of every neigh

borhood corresponding to a boundary world points to

the center of the circle, the z-axis (see Figure 6a). (1b)

Close all neighborhoods according to the hierarchy He

such that all pieces of regions are rectangles. (2a) Pro
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Construction of the three-dimensional re

alization. (a) placing the two-dimensional neighbor

hoods on a circle. (b) connecting the pieces of a re

gion on a particular level. (c) connecting the pipes of a

region (bold line) that contains the vertically and the

horizontally hashed regions.

ceed from this two-dimensional realization according

to He by first choosing pairwise distinct intervals on

the positive z-axis for every region with He = 1, i.e.,

for the regions that do not contain any other region.

(2b) Build a pipe parallel to the z-axis for every piece

of these regions starting from the plane (z=0) up to

the endpoint of the corresponding interval. (2C) Con

nect the pipes of the same region within the range

of the corresponding interval using pipes pointing to

the z-axis (see Figure 6b). (3) Next the regions with

He = 2 are connected, i.e., those regions that only

contain already connected regions. To do this, (3a)

choose intervals on the z-axis for these regions such

that the intervals contain all intervals of the contained

regions but do not overlap with any other interval.

(3b) Build a pipe for every piece up to the endpoint

of the corresponding interval with the largest z-value,

and (3c) connect the pipes of every region within the

range of all corresponding intervals (see Figure 6c). (4)

Repeat step 3. successively for every level of He until

all regions are connected. (5) Finally, close all neigh

borhoods on the negative z-axis according to He.

Obviously, with this construction all regions are inter

nally connected. Furthermore all internally connected

three-dimensional regions hold the same base rela

tions as the two-dimensional realizations from which

we started the construction. This is because all inter

vals on the z-axis are either contained in each other or

are distinct, they have no common boundary points.

All intervals corresponding to region X are contained

in the intervals of region Y if and only if NTPP(X,Y)

or TPP(X, Y). When two regions are disconnected

they remain disconnected as they are not affiliated

with the same neighborhoods. Two externally con

nected regions remain externally connected because

every neighborhood was placed on the circle such that

the common boundary points to its center. Therefore,

if two of these regions are both affiliated with the same

neighborhood, their pipes are externally connected

and the horizontal connection of the single pipes is

distinct. All other requirements of relations as, e.g., a

common boundary point are already met by the pipes.

With the same construction, a d -- 1-dimensional real

ization of internally connected regions can be obtained

from a d-dimensional realization of internally discon

nected regions. All constructions kept the polytopic

shape of the regions, so every region can be realized as

a (d-dimensional) polytope. D

The restriction of regions to be polytopes can immedi

ately be generalized to an arbitrary shape of regions.

6 APPLICABILITY OF THE

CANONICAL MODEL

In the previous sections we reported about the exis

tence of (reduced) RCC-8-models and how they can be

mapped to topological spaces of different dimensions.

In this section we study how RCC-8-models can be de

termined and how a realization can be generated from

them. As there is a (reduced) RCC-8-model M for ev

ery consistent set of spatial relations 69, and as it is

always possible to generate a realization of M, RCC-8

models are suitable for representing spatial regions

with respect to their relations. RCC-8-models repre

sent the characteristic points and information about

their neighborhoods of a possible realization.

6.1 DETERMINATION OF

RCC-8-MODELS

Given a set of spatial formulas 69, we have to find

a reduced RCC-8-model M for the modal encoding

of RCC-8 such that only those worlds are boundary

worlds of regions which are forced to be by the con

straints. The Kripke frame of M, i.e., the number

of worlds and their accessibility relations are already

known from the entailment constraints, but we have to

find a valuation for every world and every region. For

some worlds and some regions the valuation is already

given from the constraints, for some it can be inferred

using the constraints, for others it can be chosen. In

order to make the inference step as easy as possible, we

use the propositional encoding of RCC-8 with respect

to a Kripke frame where every world w and every spa

tial variable X is transformed to a propositional atom

Xu, which is true if and only if X holds in w (Renz

and Nebel 1997). The valuation of M can then be

obtained from the satisfying assignment of the propo

sitional formula. Even if the encoding of the reduced
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RCC-8-models is not a Horn formula,” unit-resolution

plus additional choices is sufficient for finding a satis

fying assignment. As all clauses of the propositional

encoding use worlds of the same RCC-8-cluster, the

inference step is independent for every cluster. From

Proposition 5.2 it is known which RCC-8-clusters con

tain a boundary world. Suppose that an RCC-8-cluster

contains a boundary world, then the valuation of the

two regions which introduced the boundary world can

be chosen in all worlds of the RCC-8-cluster according

to the relation of the two regions. The valuations of the

other regions are either determined by unit-resolution

or can be chosen according to their other valuations:

If the valuation of a particular region in some world

of the RCC-8-cluster is true, then the other valuations

are also chosen as true, otherwise all valuations are

chosen as false. If an RCC-8-cluster does not contain a

boundary world, all worlds of the RCC-8-cluster have

the same valuation. If the valuation of a region is

not determined by unit-resolution it is chosen as false.

With these choices a satisfying assignment is always

found, even though the propositional formula is not

Horn. As there are O(n”) worlds and n regions, there

are O(n°) clauses (Renz and Nebel 1997), so a reduced

RCC-8-model can be determined in time O(n°).

6.2 GENERATING A REALIZATION

Suppose we have given a reduced RCC-8-model of a

consistent set of RCC-8 formulas 6. We have to distin

guish the tasks of generating a realization of internally

connected and disconnected regions. A realization of

disconnected regions in d-dimensional space can be ob

tained by placing the O(n°) different neighborhoods in

the d-dimensional space and close each neighborhood

as specified in Section 5. For this, the hierarchy He of

regions must be known, which can be computed in time

O(n + Pe) where Pee O(n”) is the number of “part

of" relations in 6 (see Footnote 8). Let Ae e O(n) be

the maximal number of regions affiliated with a neigh

borhood, then the closure of a neighborhood can be

computed in time O(Ae).

Theorem 6.1 Given a reduced RCC-8 model of a set

of RCC-8 relations 6, a realization in d-dimensional

space (d 2 1) can be generated in time O(n°Ae) when

regions are allowed to be disconnected.

In order to generate a realization of internally con

nected regions we can use the construction of the proof

to Theorem 5.6. For every region we have to find the

*This is because of the constraint D(X → -I-IX) which

is transformed to A.ew,(−x, Vx, Vx.) in the notation

of (Renz and Nebel 1997).

corresponding intervals on the z-axis. The number of

intervals of a particular region X is equal to the num

ber of regions with He = 1 that are contained in X.

Let Ie e O(n) be the maximal number of regions with

He = 1 that are contained in a region.

Theorem 6.2 Given a reduced RCC-8 model of a set

of RCC-8 relations 6, a realization of internally con

nected regions in d-dimensional space (d 2 3) can be

generated in time O(n°Ae Ie).

If Pe e O(n°) is the maximal number of neighbor

hoods affiliated with a region, every region can be re

alized as a polytope with O(Pe Ie) vertices.

7 DISCUSSION & RELATED

WORK

There is some work on identifying canonical models for

the RCC axioms, i.e., determining what mathematical

structures fulfill all the RCC axioms, as, e.g., every

region has a non-tangential proper part (Randell et

al. 1992). Gotts (1996) found that every connected

and regular topological space is a model for the RCC

axioms. Stell and Worboys (1997) identified a whole

class of models base on Heyting structures. Both ap

proaches only describe models for the RCC axioms,

i.e., what kind of regions can be used at all. When ad

ditional constraints expressing relationships between

regions are added, these results do not say anything

about models anymore. " They are also by no means

constructive, as they do not provide a way of effectively

representing regions or generating realizations.

Previous approaches on dealing with dimension and

internal connectedness of regions tried to specify pred

icates and suitable axioms in order to restrict di

mension and connectedness of regions (Bennett 1996;

Gotts 1994). As all regions must have the same di

mension anyway, using our results it is not neces

sary to specify the dimension of regions explicitly if

internally disconnected regions are permitted. If in

ternally connected regions are required, these predi

cates only have an influence on the consistency of a

set of spatial relations in one- or two-dimensional ap

plications. In three- and higher-dimensional space all

regions may be either internally connected or discon

nected. Forcing internal connectedness of regions in

two-dimensional space leads to difficult computational

problems as there are no complete algorithms for deal

ing with this task. As Grigni et al. (1995) pointed out,

*Consider the hypothetical case of a set of spatial formu

las which is realizable in two- but not in one-dimensional

space. Then, a one-dimensional space is still a model of

the RCC axioms, but not of RCC-8.
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a well-known open problem in graph theory which is

NP-hard but not known to be in NP (Kratochvíl 1991;

Kratochvíl and Matoušek 1991) can be reduced to

the consistency problem for two-dimensional internally

connected regions.

It is certainly the better approach to have an addi

tional connectedness predicate than forcing all regions

to be internally connected which is done, e.g., by the

similar calculus of Egenhofer (1991), as there are many

applications where regions are in fact disconnected.

Within the area of geographical information systems,

e.g., which offer a great variety of possible applications,

many countries or other geographical entities are not

internally connected regions. In areas like computer

vision it is often dealt with two-dimensional projec

tions of the three-dimensional space where many con

nected objects are perceived as disconnected objects

due to occlusion. In robot navigation, maps are often

two-dimensional cuttings of a three-dimensional space.

With the result on realizations in one-dimensional

space it becomes possible now to use RCC-8 for tem

poral reasoning tasks, in particular when non-convex

intervals are allowed and the direction of the time is

not important, as, e.g., in some scheduling problems.

This is in contrast to previous approaches that used

temporal calculi for spatial reasoning (Guesgen 1989).

8 SUMMARY

We identified a canonical model of RCC-8 based on

Kripke semantics. In order to obtain a “topological”

canonical model, we gave a topological interpretation

of the Kripke models such that regions can be repre

sented by points in the topological space and infor

mation about the neighborhood of these points with

respect to the spatial relations holding between the

regions. Using this canonical model, we proved that

every consistent set of spatial formulas has a realiza

tion in any dimension when regions are not forced to

be internally connected, which is the case for regions

as used by RCC-8. Furthermore, we proved that for

three- and higher dimensional space there is always a

realization with internally connected regions. Further,

we give for the first time algorithms for generating real

izations of either internally connected or disconnected

regions. Future work includes analyzing the usage of

the canonical model for dealing with the special case

of two-dimensional internally connected regions as well

as analyzing the cognitive meaning of the canonical

model (Knauff et al. 1997).
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Undecidability of Plane Polygonal Mereotopology
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Abstract

This paper presents a mereotopological mo

del of polygonal regions of the Euclidean pla

ne and an undecidability proof of its first

order theory. Restricted to the primitive ope

rations the model is a Boolean algebra. Its

single primitive predicate defines simple poly

gons as the topologically simplest polygonal

regions. It turns out that both the relations

usually provided by mereotopologies and mo

re subtle topological relations are elementa

rily definable in the model. Using these rela

tions, Post's correspondence problem, known

as undecidable, can be reduced to the decisi

on problem of the model.

1 Introduction

Formalizing commonsense concepts of space has recei

ved much attention both in the philosophical literature

and in recent AI research. Mereotopological theories

as well as most calculi for spatial reasoning deal with

spatial regions, i.e. the parts of space occupied by

physical bodies, and their topological relations as in

tuitive concepts of our commonsense space. Whereas

mereotopologies are designed to axiomatize the over

all structure of regions in terms of topological relati

ons, the research aim of qualitative spatial reasoning

is the development of calculi to reason about regions

and their relations as efficiently as possible (a recent

survey is presented by Cohn [6]).

Mereotopologies are formal theories, mostly specified

in predicate logic, that describe general properties of

* The author's new address is: Institut für

Informatik, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Am

Flughafen 17, D-79110 Freiburg, Germany, email:

dornheim Ginformatik.uni-freiburg.de

spatial regions in terms of topological and mereologi

cal relations. A relation is called topological if it is

invariant under topological transformations, and me

reological if it can be defined entirely by the part-whole

relation. For an overview about mereology and mereo

topology, especially the ways of defining mereotopolo

gy using mereological and topological primitives, we

refer to [19] and [9]. The first approach in defining a

mereotopology is due to Whitehead [20]; some other

approaches are presented by Tarski [18], Randell et al.

[16] and Borgo et al. [4].

Most mereotopologies are defined axiomatically by ta

king as axioms propositions that are considered in

tuitive for regions and their relations. The overall

structure of these regions, together with their mereo

topological relations, forms the intended model, which

mereotopological theories are designed to axiomatize.

Thus, to capture an intended model entirely, mereo

topological theories are required to be complete. But

the main difficulty in searching for a complete mereo

topology is due to the fact that the intended model

of regions is not described precisely as a particular

model-theoretical structure. Rather than proving if

an intuitively defined axiom system is complete it is

a better method for such theoretical investigations to

define a mereotopology semantically with respect to

a particular model M representing the intended regi

ons and relations. When using first-order logic this

means that a mereotopology is defined as the elemen

tary theory Th(M) of M, i.e. the set of all sentences

of the elementary predicate language of M that hold

in M (we use “elementary” as a synonym for “first

order”). Then, the problem in finding a complete axio

matic mereotopology is proving whether Th(M) can

be axiomatized elementarily. So far, such questions on

semantics have gained only little attention in the lite

rature; some models for mereotopology are proposed

by Asher and Vieu [1] and by Pratt and Lemon [14].

These considerations are also important for spatial rea
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soning. Since the underlying semantics of many calculi

(e.g. [16], [2], [3]) are too weak to represent the inten

ded regions, these calculi are of limited use, though

they can be tractable [17]. Therefore, an appropriate

mereotopological model M can serve equally as a for

mal semantics for calculi for spatial reasoning, becau

se the statements on regions and relations, which are

computed, can be expressed adequately as sentences

of Th(M). Thus, it is of considerable interest to know

whether Th(M) is decidable. For complete elementary

theories like Th(M) decidability is equivalent to axio

matizability (see theorem 3 in section 3), such that

the decision problem of Th(M) is relevant both for

mereotopology and spatial reasoning.

In this paper we show that Th(M) is already unde

cidable for the simple mereotopological model M of

polygonal regions of the Euclidean plane. In section 2

we define M to consist of polygonal regions, some pri

mitive mereological operations and a single primitive

topological predicate, such that M turns out to be a

topological Boolean algebra. Section 3 shows first that

many topological relations are indeed definable in M,

which justifies M as a mereotopological model, and

second, using these definability results, that Th(M)

is undecidable by reducing Post's correspondence pro

blem to the decision problem of Th(M). Finally, sec

tion 4 offers some conclusions.

2 The Model M of Plane Polygonal

Regions

With the definition of the following mereotopological

model M we propose a simple and plausible semantics

for mereotopology of the plane. As usual, the Eucli

dean plane is represented by the two-dimensional real

vector space P.”, whose standard topology and geome

try we use to define certain subsets of Rº as regions.

We call M a mereotopological model if M satisfies the

following conditions:

1. The elements of the domain M of M must be

regular closed (or alternatively, regular open) to

represent the intended regions, conceptualized as

two-dimensional objects, adequately. As a conse

quence, they are all of the same dimensionality.

2. The primitive relations and functions of M must

be topological or mereological. This ensures that

Th(M) contains only propositions about the me

reotopological structure of M.

3. As we want Th(M) to include all elementary sen

tences about the usually considered topological

and mereological relations between regions, the

se relations, defined on M, must be elementarily

definable in M, i.e. expressible by formal relati

ons in the predicate language induced by M (the

precise definition is given in section 3).

4. All propositions of Th(M) must hold for the in

tended regions and their relations.

In the choice of primitives for M we follow some ap

proaches (e.g. [18], [9], [4], [14]) that distinguish clear

ly between mereological and topological notions by

using primitives of both kinds. So, we take opera

tions for building the sum, product and complement

(with respect to R*) as mereological primitives and a

single one-place relation as the topological primitive

of M. It is widely agreed that these operations for

regions should form a Boolean algebra [19]. Although

the null element is usually not allowed to represent a

region due to philosophical considerations, we include

it for technical convenience. It should be clear that

this does not restrict the validity of the results.

Our definition is now as follows. Let r* be the interior

and T the closure of a C R*. Then a C R.” is regular

closed if r = 1°. The set of all regular closed subsets

of R4 is denoted by RC(R*). The following operations

are usually defined on RC(R*) representing the mereo

logical sum, product and complement, respectively:

r + y = r Uy, r , y = (+ ſhy)”, -r := R*\r.

As is well known, the structure RC(P.”) :=

(RC(R*), +, +, −, 0, Rº) is a Boolean algebra [12]. With

regard to condition 1, we have to ensure that M, re

stricted to these operations, turns out as a subalgebra

of RC(R*). The elements of RC(R*) themselves appe

ar to be too general to represent the intended regions,

e.g. RC(R*) includes regions composed of infinitely

many separate regions. Therefore we define the do

main M of M to be a special proper subset of RC(P.”).

Let al.,..., an e R* and ſa;, as 11] be the line seg

ment between as and a 4-1. We call (a 1, a2] U . . . U

[an-1, anj, denoted by ſai, ..., anj, a polygonal line. If

a 1 = an the polygonal line is closed. If any point of

(a1, ..., an!\{a 1, ..., an} lies in exactly one line seg

ment ſa;, as 11] and any point of {a 1, ..., an} belongs

to at most two line segments, then we call the poly

gonal line simple. For simple closed polygonal lines

the well-known Jordan curve theorem holds [13].

Theorem 1 Let p be a simple closed polygonal line.

Then R* \p is a disjoint union of two open domains,

a bounded inner domain D; and an unbounded outer

domain D?, each of which has the boundary p. Mo

reover, the following properties are satisfied:
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1. Any two points a, b E D; are path-connected in

D!, i.e. there is a simple polygonal line q C D;

with endpoints a, b Eq. The same holds for D?.

2. Any simple polygonal line connecting a point of

D; with a point of D? intersects p. []

With the help of theorem 1 we first define the topolo

gically simplest elements of M.

Definition 1 Let p be a simple closed polygonal line.

Then D; is the simple polygon induced by p. With P

we denote the set of all simple polygons. []

Simple polygons are obviously in RC(R*), such that

the operations +, and — are declared for P.

Definition 2 A polygon is a finite sum of simple po

lygons, i.e. r1 + . . . -- arm with n > 1, ri E. P. The
n n

set M := {XC ri, -(XC ri) r1, ..., rn e P} U{0, Pº)
i = 1 i = 1

denotes the set of polygonal regions. []

Using some general propositions on polygons [5] we

can easily establish theorem 2.

Theorem 2 (M, +, +, −, 0, Rº) is a subalgebra of

TC(R”). D

This completes our construction of the mereological

part of M. Since topological relations are known not

to be definable in a pure Boolean algebra, we have

to include some topological primitive in M. For this,

we simply take the one-place relation P defined abo

ve, since P characterizes the simplest elements in M.

Finally, our model M of polygonal regions is defined

as:

Definition 3 M := (M, +, +, −, 0, Pº, P). []

3 Metamathematical Analysis of M

In this section we first show by some definability re

sults that M is indeed a mereotopological model (in

particular with regard to condition 3). Using these re

sults we are able to prove the undecidability of Th(M).

However, we first introduce the notions and notations

of predicate logic [8] we need for analyzing M.

A first-order predicate language L* is determined by

the set S of non-logical symbols. L^ contains all first

order expressions composed of the usual logical sym

bols and those of S. With Lå we denote the set of

all sentences of L’, i.e. expressions without any free

variables. An (elementary) theory T is a consistent

subset of Lå that is closed with respect to logical con

sequence. We say T is (elementary) ariomatizable, if

there is a recursive A C T from which any sentence

of T follows; in this case, A is an ariom system of T.

Moreover, T is called complete, if for any p e LÉ eit

her p e T or -2 e T holds. To say that p e Lê is a

logical consequence of A or is valid in a structure S we

use the notation A E p and S = p respectively. The

next theorem [8] is fundamental for our purpose.

Theorem 3 Let T be a theory. If T is ariomatizable,

then it is recursively enumerable. If T is complete,

then the following propositions are equivalent:

1. T is ariomatizable.

2. T is decidable.

3. T is recursively enumerable. D

The set of non-logical symbols induced by M is SM :=

{+,-,-, 0, 1, P}; the symbols are to be interpreted with

respect to M in the obvious manner, e.g. P. denotes

the relation P on M. Moreover, the elementary theory

of M is defined as Th(M) = {2 e Lä" | M H 2),

which is complete by definition.

We have to make precise what we mean by relati

ons elementarily definable in M. If p(x1, ...,xn) e.

L* and x1,...,xn are its free variables then M E

p(r1, ..., rn] means that p is true when interpreted

in M such that the variables xi refer to ri e M re

spectively. Then, R C M" is elementarily definable

in M if there is a p(x1,...,xn) e. L** such that

(r1, ..., rn) e M” iff M H p(r1, ..., rn] for any

r1, ..., rn E M. Furthermore, if p includes some defi

ned relation symbols we write again M = p instead of

extending SM and M. Since all defined relation sym

bols in p can be replaced equivalently by its defining

expressions of L^* this does not have any effect on

definability or decidability questions.

3.1 Elementarily Definable Relations in M

With the following propositions we present definability

results' first for relations sufficient for defining easily

the relations usually provided by mereotopological cal

culi. The other topological relations that are provably

definable in M are more subtle and used in section

3.2 to encode Post's correspondence problem. In the

remainder of this paper we shall abbreviate terms like

x : y by xy.

Clearly, C can be defined in M by the partial or

der < usually associated with a Boolean algebra by

'The detailed proofs of the propositions given in this

section are contained in [7].
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x < y =def x + y = y. Also trivially, the set of polyg

ons POL is definable in M, since polygons are exactly

the bounded non-null elements in M.

Proposition 1 Let POL g M and POL(x) e L* be

defined as:

POL := {z e M | r = XC r, with r, e P, n > 1),
i = 1

POL(x) =deſ x # 0A Hy(P(y) A x < y).

Then for all re M.

r e POL if M H POLIr]. []

The relations defined in proposition 2, 3 and 4 re

spectively are crucial in defining topological relations.

They distinguish fundamental cases of how the boun

daries of two simple polygons r and y are related that

share no common interior point. The first one, ECL,

is the set of all pairs of simple polygons that are ex

ternally connected at a simple non-closed polygonal

line. Second, ECP is the set of all pairs (r, y), such

that r and y are externally connected at a single point.

Figure 1 shows how ECP(r, y) defines ECP elementa

rily in M. The set of all pairs of disconnected simple

polygons is defined by DC.

Proposition 2 Let ECL g M* and ECL(x,y) e L”

be defined as:

ECL := {(r, y) e Pº | r ſhy is a simple non-closed

polygonal line ),

ECL(x,y) =deſ P(x) A P(y) Axy = 0 A P(x + y).

Then for all c, y E M :

(r, y) e ECL if M H ECLſr, y]. []

Proposition 3 Let ECP g M* and ECP(x,y) e

L** be defined as:

ECP := {(x, y) e P’ | r ſhy = {a} for some a e R*},

ECP(x, y) =deſ

P(x) A P(y) Axy = 0 A-P(x + y) A

Evžw(P(v) A P(w) A -P(v4 w). A

xv = 0 /\xw = 0 A yw = 0 A yw = 0 A vw = 0 A

P(x + v.) A P(x + wy A P(y 4-v) A P(y -- w A

P(x + v + y) A P(x + w -- y) A P(x + v + w A

P(y -- v + w A P(x + y + v + w!).

Then for all c, ye M :

(r, y) e ECP if M = ECP(r, y]. []

Proposition 4 Let DC g M* and DC(x, y) e L**

be defined as:

DC := {(r, y) e P” | r ſ y = 0},

º y

Figure 1: Simple polygons r, y, v, w used to define

ECP(x, y) in proposition 3

DC(x, y) =deſ P(x) A P(y) A xy = 0 A

-(Evžw(v < x A w ś y A ECP(v, w))).

Then for all r, y E M :

(r, y) e DC if M = DC[x, y]. []

It is obvious now that all the usual relations which

are provided by mereotopology and spatial reasoning

can be defined formally using ECL, ECP and DC. For

instance, the connection relation C(x,y), often taken

as the only primitive relation in mereotopological ap

proaches such as the RCC-theory [16], can be defined

by

C(x,y) =deſ Evºw(v < x A w 3 y A ECP(v, w)).

In accordance with the intended interpretation, M H

C[x, y] holds for polygonal regions r and y iff r and y

have a non-empty intersection. Another example of a

RCC-relation that can be easily defined using ECP is

TPP(x,y), the intended meaning of which is that x is a

tangential proper part of y:

TPP(x, y) =deſ x < y Ax # y A

Ev=w(v < x A w ś —y A ECP(v, w)).

Due to these facts, M proves to be a mereotopolo

gical model, in particular with regard to condition 3

(see section 2). The next propositions deal with more

special topological relations or general properties that

hold for these relations. They are established with the

purpose of preparing for the undecidability proof of

Th(M). Proposition 5 means that a simple polygon

y, which is contained in the union of simple polygons

r1, ..., zn each two of which have at most one point

in common, is already part of some ri.

Proposition 5 For all n > 1 let on e Lix. be

Vyvyi . . . Vxn(( /\ (DC(xi, xi) VECP(x,x))

ºleºzº).

A P(y) A y < x1 + . . . -- Xn)

=> (ys x1 V... V y < xn)).

Then for all n > 1: M = orn. D
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In definition 4 we introduce a relation that plays an

important role not only for encoding Post's correspon

dence problem but generally in describing relevant re

lations between spatial objects.

Definition 4 Let COM(x,y) e L* be defined as:

COM(x,y) =deſ P(x) A x < y A

Vz((P(z) A x < z A z < y) => x = z).

We call c e P a component of y e M if M =

COMſz, y]. []

Thus, a component r is a maximal simple polygon that

is part of y. By definition of M, a polygonal region

has at most finitely many different components. But it

need not be the case, of course, that a polygonal region

has any component at all (consider a simple polygon

with a hole inside). The role of components comes

up when considering a situation as described above: a

union of simple polygons, each two of which have at

most one point in common, can be separated entirely

into its components, namely the simple polygons it is

built of. This is what proposition 6 states, but since

this separation property already follows from a simple

subset TM of Th(M) we formulate proposition 6 more

generally.

Definition 5 Let q BA C lſº denote the ari

om system of ordinary Boolean algebra (see [12]).

Then T. c Th(M) is defined as (for on e Lä" see

proposition 5):

M := PBA U (on | n > 1) U {-P(0)}. D

Proposition 6 For all n > 1 let The Li- be

Vxi : . .VXn(( /\ (DC(xi, xi) VECP(x,x)) A P(x))
i,je {1,...,n},

izej

=> ( /\ COM(xi, x1 + . . . --xn) A

ie {1,...,n}

Vy(COM(y,x1 + . . . --xn)

=> (y = x1 V . . . V y = xn)))).

Then for all n > 1: Tºu H Ta. In particular, M H Ta.

[]

The next topological relation SDC is the set of all

sums of disconnected simple polygons. In propositi

on 7 z e SDC is characterized formally as a polygon

such that any simple polygon in r is contained in so

me component of r (uſ) and, additionally, any distinct

components of r are disconnected (12).

Proposition 7 Let SDC g M and SDC(x) e L**

be defined as:

SDC := {r e M * = ºr with ri e P, n > 1,

(rºjepc ſizj),

SDC(x) =deſ POL(x) A pſi (x) A piz(x)

with

pil (x) =defWy((P(y) A y < x) => Hz(ys z A COM(z,x))),

p2(x) =deſ Wvyw((COM(v, x) A COM(w,x))

=> (v = w V DC(v, w))).

Then for all re M ;

r e SDC if M = SDCſr]. D

The last relation SEQ defined in proposition 8 descri

bes a sequence of simple polygons, as shown in figure

2. (r1, r) e SEQ means that r = c 1+...+rn for some

simple polygons r1, ..., rn, each two of which either

intersect in a single point if their indices are neighbors

or are disconnected otherwise. This condition allows r

to be considered as a chain, because, by proposition 6,

a 1, ..., rn are all the components of z, thus represen

ting the distinct elements of the chain, whose endings

are r1 and rn. If a 1 is fixed as the first element then

a represents a sequence. In proposition 8 SEQ is ele

mentarily defined by the expression SEQ requiring first

that, similar to SDC, r is a polygon combined entirely

of its components each two of which intersect at most

in a single point and one of which is a 1, second that

any partition of the components into v1 and v2, and

hence r itself, is connected (v3), third that r1 is exter

nally connected to at most one component (v4), and

finally that any component is externally connected to

at most two distinct components (v5).

Figure 2: Representing a sequence by polygons:

(r1, r1 + . . . , rs) € SEQ

Proposition 8 Let SEQ g M* and SEQ(x1, x) e

L** be defined as:

SEQ :=
n

{(r1, r) e M* | r = XD 2, with zi e P, n > 1,
i = 1

. . y = ſ. ECP if|i – j| = 1
(ri, rj)e { pó fli jºi).

SEQ(x1,x)=deſ POL(x) A COM(x1, x) A

vi(x) A v2(x) A v3(x) A vs(x1, x) A vs(x)
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with

v1(x) =deſ Vy((P(y) A y < x) => Ez(ys z A COM(z,x))),

v2(x) =deſ VziVz2(COM(zi, x) A COM(z2, x)) =>

(zi F Z2 V ECP(zi, z2) V DC(z1, z2))),

v3(x) =deſ

WviVV2 ((v1 #0 A v.2 #0 A viv.2 = 0 A vi + v2 = x A

Vz(COM(z,x) => (z < vi V z < v2))) =>

Bz1322(COM(zi, x) A z1 < v1 A

COM(z2, x) /\ z2 < v2 A ECP(z1, z2))),

vs(x1, x) =deſ Vzivaz((COM(zi, x) A COM(z2, x) A

ECP(z1, x1) /\ ECP(z2, x1))

=> z = z2),

vs(x) =deſ

WzwziVzzVz3((COM(z,x) A COM(z,x) A COM(z2, x)

A COM(z3, x) A ECP(zi,z) A ECP(z2, z)

A ECP(z3, z))

=> (z = z2 V z1 = z:3 V z2 = z:3)).

Then for all r1, r € M:

(r1, r) e SEQ if M = SEQ(r1, r). []

To complete the preparation of the undecidability

proof presented in the next section proposition 9 en

sures the existence of polygons in M that enable the

encoding of Post's correspondence problem. For any

n there are simple polygons rij, i, je {1, ..., n}, that

are arranged like squares of an n x n chessboard, as

shown in figure 3. Then, the sentence &n in propositi

on 9 guarantees some topological relations to hold bet

ween these rij as well as between special sums Pij,k,l

of them, which are determined entirely by rij and a ki.

n1

q).

i,j,k,l

I

Figure 3: Simple polygons composed by squares of a

chessboard

Proposition 9 For all n > 1 let &n € Li- be

Ex11 : : - Exml=x12 . . . Exn2 . . . Exin . . . Exnn

( N xijxºi = 0 A/\P(xj) A /\ DC(xj, xk) A

ižkvjżl i,j Jºš.

A P(bijki) A /\ ECP(bijk, bºilii.º.º.)
tº k, i-K kaj <!,

j-31 k+13 k' al-Hl ºt'

A /\
13 kaj-1,

i' < k'aj'.<!',

k+13' al-Hl 31'

with bij,k,l –

xij-F(xi+1.1 + · · · + xk, 1) + · · · + (xi+1} + · · · + xki)

+ (xi,j41 + · · · + xkj+1) + · · · + (x1,i + · · · + xk).

Then for all n > 1: M = &n. []

DC(qPij,k,l, bij,k,l))

3.2 Undecidability of Th(M)

Using the propositions of the last section we are now

able to show Th(M) to be undecidable. Actually, we

prove a slightly stronger result. We define an axioma

tic fragment TM of Th(M) to consist of all properties

of M that are sufficient for encoding Post's correspon

dence problem. As we will see in theorem 4, any set

T of elementary sentences which is valid in M and

includes TM turns out to be undecidable.

Definition 6 Let TM C Th(M) be defined as

Twº := T.4 U ($n | n > 1)

= PBA U (-P(0)} U {orn, $n | n > 1). []

Post's correspondence problem (PCP) (restricted to

the alphabet {0, 1}) is defined as follows. A PCP

instance is given by a list (a 1, 31), ..., (om, 3m) of

pairs of non-empty strings over {0, 1}. This instan

ce has a solution if there is any sequence of integers

il, ..., is with 1 < ij < m, such that a, , . . . oi, -

£3, . . . .3, . Post's correspondence problem is then to

determine if a given PCP-instance has a solution. As

it is well-known, this problem is undecidable [11].

The key in proving any T C Lix. with TM C T C

Th(M) to be undecidable is to reduce Post's corre

spondence problem to the decision problem of T, that

is, to associate with any PCP-instance C a sentence

WC e Lj-, such that T = WC iff C has a solution.

The sentence WC is given in definition 7 using some

operations on strings. For any string 6 e {0,1}" |6|

denotes the length of 6, 6(i) denotes the ith symbol

in 6, if 1 < i < |6|, and 6(i,j] denotes the substring

6[i] §[i+1] . . . 6(j), if 1 < i < j < |6|.

Definition 7 Let A5(x,c, a, ai, z) e L** for any 6 e

{0,1}" be defined as

A6(x,c, a, a1, z) =def
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y4

Figure 4: Encoding a solution of a PCP-instance by polygons: in a) the a, are the light-grey colored and the ci

are the black colored simple polygons contained in al, in b) the ri and y, respectively are the dark-grey colored

simple polygons, and in c) the bj are the simple polygons marked by their borderlines.

Ev1 - - Bvlg]

(COM(vi, a) A . . . A COM(vist, a) A

ECP(vi, v2) A ECP(v2, vs.) A . . . A ECP(vis-1, vis)

/\ A v. # vj A

vić < a A Vö(COM(d, a) => (d 3 s V ds = 0).) A

SEQ(a1, s) A visis s) => v <s) A

zx = (vi + · · · + visi)x^

Qāſī)(vic) A . . . A Qaſs||(visc))

vic # 0 if Ö(i) = 1

vic = 0 if Öſi] = 0.

Let C = {(0.1, 31), ..., (on, 3...)}, foray, 3, e (0, 1}",

be an arbitrary PCP-instance. Then, Wo e Lä” is

defined as

with Qāſī](vic) - {

WC =deſ

BxBy=a+a13b3b13c

(SEQ(a1, a) A SEQ(b1, b) A SDC(x) ASDC(y) A

x < a.A y < a. A x < b A y < b Aa1 < bi A

X1(a, x, y) A X2(a, b, x, y) A X3 (x, y, a, ai, b, c))

with

A1(a, x, y) =def

Vz(COM(z, a) => (COM(zX,x) A COM(zy, y))),

X2(a, b, x, y) Faef

VziVz2((COM(zi, b) A COM(z2, b) A ECP(z1, z2)) =>

(Eviav2(COM(v1, a) A COM(v2, a) A vix < z1

A v2x < z2 AECP(v1, v2)) A

Hui Huz(COM(ul, a) A COM(u2, a) Auly s z1

A uzy sº z2 AECP(ul, u2)))),

X3 (x, y, a, a1, b, c) Faef

Vz(COM(z, b) =>

( V (Aa, (x,c, a, ai, z) A A6,(y, c, a, ai, z)))).
j=1,...,m

D

To illustrate how VC encodes in M the solvability of

a PCP-instance C, consider the case where C is given

by a 1 = 0, o 2 = 11, a3 = 01 and 31 = 01, 32 = 10,

93 = 1. Obviously, (1, 2, 3) is a solution of C, since

o 1 oz o.3 = 01101 = 31 (32 33. The fact that this is

a solution of C can be represented by polygons satisfy

ing certain topological relations, as shown in figure 4.

The string 01101 induced by the solution is represen

ted by polygon a = a1 + . . .--as together with polygon

c = cz + c2 + cº, shown in a), because a represents a

sequence whose ith element, represented by ai, is “1”

if c C ai, otherwise “0”. Since the polygons ri and y,

respectively are in a one-to-one correspondence to the

a;, as shown in b) by ri, y, C ai, the string 01101 is al

so represented both by polygon r = r 1+...+25 and by

polygon y = y +...+ys. This is what M H Alſa, r, y]

Ineans.

Figure c) includes all polygons that are involved in

encoding that (1,2,3) is a solution of C. This is due

to the fact that each by represents the jth index of

the solution: by includes exactly the parts of r and y

which represent the corresponding strings oi, and 3,

respectively. More formally, this can be expressed by

M = A3|r, y, a, a 1, b, c], where b is bi + ba + ba. For

instance, we have M H Aa,[r, c, a, a 1, ba], i.e. there

are distinct components v1 and v2 of a which represent

(by (v1, v2) e ECP and by the formula containing the

variable s) a subsequence of a of the same order. Since

v1 + v2 and b8 must contain the same components ri,

we get v1 = a4 and v2 = as. Thus v1 + v2 represents

the string a 3.

Finally, M = A2(a, b, c, y] ensures that the concaten

ation of the corresponding strings, i.e. o. 1 oz as and

3, 62 63, results in the same string, namely 01101.

Hence, b = b1 + b2 + ba encodes the whole solution

(1,2,3).

The polygons a, a 1, b, bi, r, y, c satisfy all properties

We requires to hold, thus M H Wo. In the follo
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wing lemma 1 we show in detail how to construct a

particular solution of a given PCP-instance by such

polygons.

Lemma 1 Let C = {(a 1, 31), ..., (orn, 3.n)} be a

PCP-instance. Then C has a solution if M = Wo.

Proof: Suppose M = Wo. By propositions 7 and 8 it

follows that some polygonal regions r, y, a, a 1, b, b1, ce

M exist satisfying (a1, a), (b1, b) e SEQ and r, y e

SDC. Thus, a 1 EP, a = a1+...+an, , na > 1 for some

a2, ..., and e P, and b1 EP, b = b + . . . -- bº, k > 1

for some b2, ..., by e P. ai, aj with i, j e {1, ..., na)

and bi, bj with i, je {1, ..., k} respectively satisfy the

condition

ECP if(ai, aj), (bi, bi) € { DC if |i – j| = 1 (1)

|i – j| > 1.

In particular, araj = 0 and bib; = 0 if i # j. From

proposition 6 we obtain that the ai are the only com

ponents of a, that is (z, a) E COM holds exactly for

every z e {a1, ..., an: }. Equally, b1, ..., by are exactly

the components of b.

Furthermore, z = z1 + . . . -- ra., nr P 1 for some

r1, ..., zn. E P and y = y + · · · + yn, , ny > 1 for

some y1,..., yn, E. P. ri, r, with i,j e {1, ..., nr}

and yi, yj with i, j e {1, ..., ny} respectively satisfy

the condition

(ri, r3), (y, yj) e DC if i # j (2)

with the consequence that r, r3 = 0 and y, yj = 0 if

i # j. Again by proposition 6, 2; and y are the only

components of r and y, respectively. In the following

steps we construct a solution of C.

1) We show the functions F. and F, defined as

Fr : {al, ...an.} — {r 1, ..

F. : (a1, ...an.} – {y1,...

... ºn.} Fr(a) := Cli J. ,

ºn,) Fy(ai) := di V

to be one-to-one mappings. For the remainder of the

proof we then define n := n, = na = ny.

This follows from M H Alſa, c, y). For any as there

exists exactly one ri such that agr = r. Thus, Fr is

indeed an overall defined function which maps different

a; to different z. From z c a and proposition 5 it

further follows for any ri that r, C as holds for some

a;. This implies ri = agr = F.(a;). So F., and

analogously Fy, turn out to be one-to-one functions.

2) We define the string t e {0, 1}" with length |t| = n

by -

rſ = { } { ...:a; c = 0.

T is the string that is induced by the special solution

of C we construct in the following.

3) Let Gr, Hr, Gy, Hy : {1, ..., k} – {1, ..., n} be

defined as:

Gr(i) := min{j | Fr (a;) C bi),

H+(i) := max{j | Fr (a;) C bi),

Gy(i) := min{j | Fy (a;) C bi),

Hy(i) := max{j | Fy(a;) C bi).

We show that for all i e {1, ..., k}, j e {1, ..., n}

a) G. (i) < j < Hr (i) iff Fr(a;) C b, .

b) Gy(i) < j < Hy(i) iff F, (a;) C b, .

c) T(Gr(i), Hz (i)] = o(i), T(G,(i), H, (i)] = 3 ()

for some lſi) e {1, ..., m}.

This can be proven from M E X3[r, y, a, a 1, b, c]. For

any bi there exists some je {1, ..., m} satisfying

M E Aa,[r, c, a, a 1, bi], (3)

M = A6,[y, c, a, a 1, bi].

In the following we consider only (3). The

v1,..., va, e M are pairwise distinct elements from

{a 1, ..., an}. Suppose va, = ar. Then we define

s := a1 + · · · + ar. From (3) we can conclude that

v1 C s.

In case of ſo, P 1 we get by (3) (va,[-1, va,) e ECP,

thus by (1) either va,[-1 = art 1 or va, -1 = ar-1.

Suppose vla, -1 = art 1. From (vla, -2, va,]-1) e

ECP and va,[-2 # va, it then follows vla,I-2 = art-2.

Concluding in the same way leads to v1 = artia,]-1,

which contradicts v1 C s. Therefore we obtain

tºlo;| F Glºr, "|o, I-1 F Clr – 1 , . . . , 1/1 = dr–|o., |+1.

Let q := r — loj| + 1 such that 1 < q > r < n. Then

we get by (3)

bir = (aq + · · · + ar) r = Fr (aq) + . . . -- Fr (ar). (4)

Thus, F. (a.e.) C bi for any q e {q, ..., r}. Conversely,

suppose Fr(ae) C bi for some e e {1, ..., n}. Since

Fr (a.e.) C r it follows from (4) that Fr (ae) = Fr (ap)

for some p with q > p < r. Because Fr is one-to-one

we get e = p. This means in fact that Gr(i) = q,

H.(i) = r and proposition a) holds.

Moreover, it follows from (3) that

Ø if

****{{: º

and thus, by definition of T, Tſq + e – 1] = 0.3(e) for

any ee {1, ..., |oj|}. This means

o;[e] = 1

o;[e] = 0

T[q, r) = Tſq] . . . Tſr] = 0.3(1] . . . o. iſ]o j|] = 0.3.
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Similarly we can show by M H Aa,[y, c, a, a 1, b) that

proposition b) and TIG,(i), Hy(i)] = 3; must hold.

Hence, proposition c) holds with l'i) := j.

4) We show that

d) Gr(1) = 1, Hr(k) = n,

Gr(i) = H, (i − 1) + 1 for i e {2, ..., k}

e) Gy(1) = 1, Hy(k) = n,

Gy (i) = H,(i − 1) + 1 for i e {2, ..., k}.

To show d) we first note that

This holds since by a) each two sets of the right-hand

side do not intersect. Conversely, we have for any i e

{1,..., n}. Fr(a) C r C b and thus, by proposition

5, Fr (a;) C by for some j e {1, ..., k}. With a) this

means i e {Gr(j), ..., H2(j)}.

Since a 1 C b1 we get by a) G. (1) < 1 < H.(1) and

thus G. (1) = 1. Assuming k > 1 we show G, (i) =

H., (i − 1) + 1 for i e {2, ..., k} by induction using

.M H X2(a, b, c, y].

Suppose i = 2. From M H A2ſa, b, c, y] and (1) it fol

lows that as a C b1 and at 4 C b2 for some components

as, at of a satisfying (a, , at) e ECP, i.e. s – t| = 1.

Then, by a),

1 = G, (1) < s 3 Hz (1) and Gr(2) sº t < H. (2)

from which s = H, (1) and t = s + 1 = G. (2) follows

by (5), that is Gr(2) = H, (1) + 1.

Suppose i e {2, ..., k – 1} and Gr(j) = H. (j - 1) + 1

to hold for all j with 2 < j < i. Again, we have

as a C bi and at a C biº-1 for some components as, at of

a satisfying (as, at) e ECP, i.e. |s – t| = 1, and

Gr(i) < s 3 Hz (i) and Gr(i+1) < t < Hr(i + 1).

Thus, by (5), either s = H, (i), t = s-- 1 = G, (i+1) or

s = G.(i), t = s – 1 = H, (i+1). Since from the latter

we can conclude H. (i + 1) = G, (i) – 1 = H, (i − 1),

which contradicts (5), Gr(i + 1) = H, (i) + 1 must

necessarily hold.

Finally, we get H.(k) = n from (5) and

U (G.(i), ..., H.(i)} = {1,...
i-1,...,k-1

, H., (k - 1)}.

The proof of e) is analogous.

5) Using propositions c), d) and e) we can now easily

show that (l(1), ..., lſk)) is a solution of C:

al(1) alſ?) ol(k) =

T[G, (1), H.(1)] T[G, (2), H.(2)] - - T(Gr(k), H.(k)]

= T –

T[G,ſl), H,(1) T(G,(2), H,(2)] . . . TIG,(k), H,(k))

= 3(1) 312) . . . .3(k).

[]

Conversely, lemma 2 shows that VC is already a con

sequence of TM provided that C has a solution.

Lemma 2 Let C = {(0.1, 31), ..., (on, 3.n)} be a sol

vable PCP-instance. Then, TM E VC holds.

Proof: Let (i1, ..., is ) be a solution of C. Let A =

(A, +*, *, -",0°, 14, P^) be an arbitrary model of

Tv. Then we have to show A E Vc. For this, let

<", POL", ECP", DC", COMA, SDC4 and SEQ4

be the relations defined on A by 3, POL, ECP, DC,

COM, SDC and SEQ, respectively, such that r <^ y

if A H (r, y] for any r, ye A, etc.

We define T := 0, . . . oi, = 3, . . . .3, e {0, 1}t and

n := |T|. From $2n e Tv it follows that there exist

elements dij e A, i, j e {1, ..., 2n}, satisfying the

following properties:

dij "dºi = 0° if (i,j) # (k, l),

dº e P^,

(d. 3, d. 1) e DC” if |i – k| > 2 or j – l 22,

q}; i.e. e P^,

(P. 38.1, Pºti,111.k.a.) e ECP",

(p.3.4.1, by jºu) e DC", if k + 1 < i', l + 1 < j'

where Pij,k,l is defined, if i < k and j < l, as

‘Pi,j,k,l = d. 3 +” XX-1, ;(d. 11, +* . . . 4-4 dºr)

+4 X -- x - - - -1(dir +* . . . --" dºr).

Next we define elements a, a 1, c, r, y, b, bi e A that va

lidate WC in A:

1. a = a +" . . . 4- an with as := P2–1.2–1.2.2,

2. c := c +* . . . 4-4 cm with

C; := d2.2 if T[i] F 1

' T \ 04 if F(i) = 0

3. * := + 1 +* . . . 4-4 r, with r = d2.1

4. y = y +* . . . 44 ya with y = d. 2;
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5. b := b +* . . . H-4 by with bj := Pef,g,h where

e = 2|ai, oi, Al-H 1,

f = 23, . . . 3, , |+ 1,

g = 2a: . . . . oi, l,

h = 23, . . . 3, .

1) We show that (a1, a) e SEQ". By definition of the

a; we get

ECP4 if

DC4 if

|i – j = 1

|i – j| > 1
(ai, aj) e{ (1)

and thus by A H Ta (see proposition 6) that a1, ..., an

are the only components of a, i.e. (z, a) e COM" is

satisfied exactly by each z e {a 1, ..., an}. Then, A H

vo[a] immediately follows. Clearly, a e POL", since

by 0.4 g P4 a # 0° and a 34 p1,1,2,.2m e P^. By (1)

and A H on (see proposition 5) we have A H viſa).

Again by (1) both A H vaſal, a] and A H us[a] hold.

To prove A H vaſa] suppose v1, v2 e A\{0*} satisfying

v1.4 v2 = 0°, vi +* v2 = a and for any as either

a. ** vi or a, sº v2. Assuming a s” v1 we define

q := max{ie N | a 1 <^ v1,..., a, “ v1}.

In case of n = 1 A E v3(a) holds trivially. Otherwise,

from the conditions given above it follows 1 < q × n

and thus, aq+1 <^ v2. Hence by (aq, an 11) e ECP4

we have indeed A H v3(a).

2) By similar arguments we can show (b1, b) e SEQ"

and r, ye SDC". Additionally, we have

ECP" if |i – j| = 1
(bi, bj)e { póa iſ ;-jsi (*)

and

(ri, ry), (y,y) e DC” if i # j. (3)

The b1, ..., be are the only components of b, a 1, ..., rn

the only components of r and y1,..., yn the only com

ponents of y.

3) Clearly, r <^ a, y <^ a, since ri, y, s” ar, and

a1 ~ * b1. To see that r <^ b, and analogously y <^ b,

let j e {1, ..., n} and p = min{q ||ai, . . . oi, 2

j}. Then, by definition of bp = pe, f,g,h, we obtain

d.11.1+*...+*d, i <* by and e-1 < 2.j <g, so that

rj = d23,1 <4 bp.

4) We have A H Alſa, r, y] since r *

!/j .4 ai = 0° respectively if j ż i, hence

ai = 0° and

a. * r = a, “r, - r and a, “ y = a, “ y = y; (4)

5) Next we show A H A2(a, b, c, y]. This holds trivially

if k = 1, since (zi,z1) e ECP4 implies 21.4 z + 0°.

Otherwise, we consider components by, by 11 of b such

that (bj, by 11) e ECP". Let i := |o, , , , o, . Then,

1 < i < n and, by (1), (a, all) e ECP". Using (4)

we obtain immediately from the definition of bj and

b; 11 that a, “ r = r <* by and all “r = r. 11 <^

b;11. Equally, a “ y <^ by and all 1* y <^ by 41 hold

with l = |3, . . . 3., |, which verifies A H Aaſa, b, c, y].

6) Finally, we prove A H A3|a, y, a, a 1, b, c). Let

by be a component of b. We only show that

A H Aa,[r, c, a, a 1, by] since the proof of A H

A3, [y, c, a, a 1, bj] is quite similar. For this, we defi

ne q := |ai, . . . ai, , | + 1 and r = |ai, . . . oi, l, such

that aq, ..., a, are pairwise distinct components of a

satisfying (aq, a 11),..., (ar-1, ar) e ECP".

Suppose that (a1, s) e SEQ", s sº a, a, sº s for

some s e A such that a, sº s or a, “ s = 0° for each

a;. Moreover, let al., , ..., al, denote all components of

a satisfying a s” s. Then we get by s = s." a

s = s.” (a1 +* . . . --" an)

s.” (
A. A

all + . . . –H al,)

A A

all -H . . . -- Oll, .

By (1) and A H T. al., , ..., al, are exactly the com

ponents of s. (a1, s) e SEQ" implies especially

a e {al, , ..., all) and A H vaſs] (see proposition 8).

Next we show {a 1, ..., at } = {al, , ..., ai, ), that is

s = a1 +* . . . --" at. From this we get by a s” s

immediately q > r < t, thus an “” s. Let p :=

max{i a 1,..., a, e {al, , ..., ai, ) }. If p = t we are

finished. Otherwise, if 1 < p < t , we define

vi := a +" . . . --" ar, v2 := XC Cli

ie {l 1,...,] . ) \{1,...,p}

such that v1, v2 # 0°, vi “ v2 = 0° and vi +* v2 =

al, --" . . . --" al, . Additionally, for any component

al, of s either ai, <^ vi or al, <^ v2 holds. From

A Eva[s] it follows that (21, z2) e ECP’ for some

zi e (a1, ..., ap} and z2 e (al, , ..., al.) \{a\,..., ap}.

Hence by (1), 21 = ap and 22 = ap+1. But this is a

contradiction to the definition of p, therefore p = t.

Because of the way by is defined rq, ..., a, are the only

r; with r, 4 by # 0°, hence by (4)

bj * r = r +* ... +” r, - (a +" . . .44 ar).” r.

The last property that remains to be shown is

A. - [h] =

*-**{f} { }

1

= 0° if a.,ſh] = 0
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for any he (1,..., |0,1}. This follows directly from

the definition of cq+h–1 = aq+h–1 *c and the fact that

Tſq + h — 1] F Tſai, - - ai, , + h] - ai,(h).

[]

Using lemma 1 and 2 we can easily establish our un

decidability result.

Theorem 4 Any T. g. Lix. with TM C T C Th(M)

is undecidable. In particular, Th(M) is undecidable.

Proof: Let T g Léº with TM C T C Th(M) and

C denote an arbitrary PCP-instance. We associate

effectively to C the SAM-sentence WC given in definition

7. Suppose T = Wo. Since T C Th(M) is equivalent

to M ET we immediately get M H Wo. Then, by

lemma 1, C has a solution. Conversely, if C has a

solution lemma 2 states that TM E VC, from which

T = Wo follows by TM C T. Thus, we have

T = WC iff C has a solution,

which implies the undecidablility of T. []

By theorem 3 we immediately get

Corollar Th(M) is neither elementarily ariomatiz

able nor recursively enumerable. D

4 Conclusions

We have presented a model M of polygonal regions

of the Euclidean plane. M turned out to be mereo

topological, i.e. the topological relations usually pro

vided by mereotopologies proved to be elementarily

definable in M. Thus, Th(M) includes all elementary

propositions on polygonal regions and their topologi

cal relations. Furthermore, we established the unde

cidability of Th(M) by reduction from Post's corres

pondence problem. For this, we identified a small axio

matic fragment TM of Th(M), such that any T with

Twº C T C Th(M) is undecidable. As a consequence,

Th(M) cannot be axiomatized in the first-order logic.

Let us finally discuss to what extent this result can be

applied to differently defined mereotopological models.

Obviously, the proof of theorem 4 works as well for

three-dimensional regions which are defined similarly

to the planar regions of M: replace the squares shown

in figure 4 with three-dimensional cubes arranged on

the same plane. Probably, the closest mereotopolo

gical model to M is proposed by Pratt, Lemon and

Schoop [14, 15). Its complete axiomatization is groun

ded on an infinitary rule of inference allowing proofs of

infinte length and is therefore without any consequence

for its decision problem (in contrast to the elementary

case). Although defined in a different way, its domain

also consists of polygonal regions. It differs from M

in the choice of taking “r is connected” as the primiti

ve topological relation. Since in both models polygons

are always finite sums of simple polygons we have re

ason to conjecture that our proof method applies as

well.

To encode Post's correspondence problem in the way

figure 4 shows it is crucial that finite sums of regions

are definable. So, what about mereotopological models

including sums of infinitely many regions 7 In this ca

se, finite sums can no longer be characterized by their

boundedness. A method of defining finite sums can be

obtained from Grzegorczyk's undecidability proof of

closure algebra, i.e. Boolean algebra extended by some

axioms for the predicate “r is closed” [10]. The main

idea is to interpret the arithmetic of natural numbers,

well-known as undecidable, by elementarily definable

sets of regions and relations between regions. In par

ticular, the natural number n is represented by the

class of all regions of the underlying space that consist

of exactly n components (then, equality between num

bers corresponds to equivalence between regions with

respect to the number of their components). To repre

sent the set of all natural numbers in closure algebra

Grzegorczyk defines a predicate which is satisfied on

ly by regions composed of finitely many components.

Consider the simple case of two disjoint regions r and

y each of which consists entirely of possibly infinitely

many components. Then, we can establish a one-to

one correspondence between their components iff there

exists a region such that each of its components con

tains exactly one component of r and one component

of y. r and y represent a natural number only if they

consist of finitely many components. In fact, this is

the case iff the set of components of r, minus one of

its components, cannot be in a one-to-one correspon

dence to the set of components of y. Thus, finite sums

of regions prove to be elementarily definable.

This way of defining finite sums of regions seems to

apply to most mereotopological models. We therefore

conjecture that Grzegorczyk's method or, alternative

ly, the method we use in theorem 4 for proving un

decidability works as well for these models. Thus, it

could be argued that the problem of first-order axio

matizations of spatial regions in terms of topological

relations yields in general a negative solution. Moreo

ver, Grzegorczyk's concept of encoding the arithmetic

of natural numbers can also be used to show the unde

cidability of Th(M) when modified in several ways. In

comparison to this, our method has the advantage of

being based upon few definability results for intuitive
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topological relations and few properties of polygonal

regions.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on three notions of in

dependence/dependence that relate formu

las and variables inside propositional logic:

conditional (variable-variable) independence,

formula-variable independence and a form of

dependence between sets of variables w.r.t.

a formula called definability. For each no

tion, definitions, various formal characteriza

tions, complexity results and some tractable

restrictions are exhibited. Close connections

to some notions of relevance recently intro

duced in the literature are pointed out as

well.

1 Introduction

When reasoning about knowledge represented in

propositional logic, it is often useful to identify some

particular relationships between several parts of the

knowledge base, or between some of the variables. The

first kind of relationship one may have in mind is in

dependence, which is particularly useful when reason

ing about belief change [11] [9], about action [19] or

causality. At the opposite side, one may be interested

in identifying dependence relations between variables

or formulas.

This paper aims at studying several forms of inde

pendence/dependence that are built-in inside propo

sitional logic (this contrasts with many works where

independence is extra-logical); we especially consider

these forms of independence from the point of view of

computational complexity.

After some formal preliminaries (Section 2), we start

with a simple form of formula-variable independence

(Section 3). A knowledge base X is viewed indepen

dent of a set X of variables whenever giving truth val

Pierre Marquis

CRIL/Université d’Artois

rue de l’Université, S.P. 16, 62307 Lens Cedex

France

e-mail: marquisQcril.univ-artois.fr

ues to variables of X cannot change the contents of XX.

Then we focus on conditional independence (Section

4). Conditional independence relates sets of variables

w.r.t. a knowledge base and possible contexts (rep

resented as assignments of variables). Intuitively, two

variables r and y are considered independent iff for

every possible context wa , knowing the truth value of

a does not enable deriving the truth value of y given

X and vice-versa. We first consider conditional inde

pendence as introduced in [5] [8], and we extend this

notion to two stronger forms of independence by en

abling incomplete knowledge about contexts to be han

dled. We show how these different notions of indepen

dence are interrelated. Some characterization results

are provided, the complexity of independence checking

is analyzed and some tractable restrictions are exhib

ited. The computational complexity of closely related

forms of (in)dependence, especially influenceability [4],

relevance [14][15], and causal independence [8] is also

investigated.

Then we turn to the opposite side and focus on a form

of dependence, called definability (Section 5). Intu

itively, given a knowledge base XX, a variable y can be

defined from a set X of variables iff the knowledge of

the truth values of the variables of X (whatever they

are) enables us to conclude about the truth value of

y. Several characterizations of defining and minimal

defining families are provided; we also show how defin

ability interacts with independence. Additionally, the

complexity of basis checking is studied in the general

case and some restricted cases where it is polynomial

are pointed out.

Finally, some applications of independence / depen

dence are briefly sketched (Section 6), before conclud

ing (Section 7).
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2 Formal Preliminaries

Let PS be a finite set of propositional variables.

PROPPs is the propositional language built up from

PS, the connectives and the Boolean constants true

and false in the usual way. For every X C PS,

PROPx denotes the sublanguage of PROPP's gener

ated from the variables of X, only. A literal of PROPx

is either a variable of X or the negation of a variable

of X. A clause 6 (resp. a term Y) of PROPx is a

(possibly empty) disjunction (resp. conjunction) of

literals of PROPx. A CNF (resp. a DNF) formula of

PROPx is a conjunction of clauses (resp. a disjunc

tion of terms) of PROPx.

From now on, X denotes a finite propositional knowl

edge base, i.e. a conjunctively interpreted finite set

of propositional formulas from PROPPs. Var(X) is

the set of propositional variables appearing in XX. Ele

ments of PS are denoted r, y etc. Subsets of PS are

denoted X, Y etc. In order to simplify notations, we

will assimilate every singleton X = {r} with its unique

element r. Full instantiations of variables of X C PS

are denoted by wx and their set is denoted Qx.

For every formula p and every variable r, pre-0 (resp.

qbre-1) is the formula obtained by replacing in P every

occurence of a by the constant false (resp. true).

Two formulas V and b are said equivalent modulo a

formula X iff X /\ W = XX /\ q .

The set of prime implicants modulo XX of a formula p

over PROPx, which will be denoted by PI; (b), is de

fined by PI; (b) = mar({PI(X = p) nPROPx}, E)

where PI(b) (= PIſ...(b)) denotes the set of prime

implicants of p.

Dually, IP3 (p) denotes the set of prime implicates of

q modulo XX over PROPx, i.e.,

IP3 (p) = min({IP(X = p) n PROPx}, E)

where IP(b) (= IP.(p)) denotes the set of prime

implicates of P. In both PI; (b) and IP3 (p), only

one representative per equivalence class is kept.

For instance, if X = {a V b, -a A c = e, d = e), then

Piſº(e) = {d, -a A c, -a A -b}, Piſº (e) -

{—a A c), P1’”(e) = 0, P1"*"(a v b) = {true},

I P(XX) = {a V b, a V-c V e, -d V e, d V -e, a V-c V d}.

The complexity results we give in this paper refer to

some complexity classes which deserve some recalls.

More about them can be found in Papadimitriou's

textbook [24]. We assume that the classes P, NP and

coMP are known to the reader. The following classes

will also be considered:

(i) BH2 (also known as DP) is the class of all languages

L such that L = L1 ſ L2, where L1 is in NP and L2

in coſ\P. The canonical BH2-complete problem is SAT

UNSAT: a pair of formulas (p, w) is in SAT-UNSAT iff p

is satisfiable and l is not.

(ii) S = NP" is the class of all languages recogniz

able in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing

machine using NP-oracles. Lastly, II; = colº.

3 Formula-variable independence

In this section, we investigate several forms of

formula-variable (in)dependence (FV (in)dependence

for short), starting with the simplest one.

Let X be a KB and X a finite subset of PS. The most

trivial form of formula-variable independence one can

have in mind is the following syntactical one.

Definition 1 (syntactical FV independence)

X is syntactically independent of X iff Var(X)ſ).X = 0.

When X is not syntactically independent of X, it is

said syntactically dependent of X.

This basic form of independence suffers from two im

portant drawbacks. On the one hand, it does not sat

isfy the principle of irrelevance of syntax: two equiv

alent formulas are not independent of the same vari

ables. On the other hand, it is too much demanding:

while it is the case that no variable XX is independent

of which has any influence on XX, the converse does not

hold in the general case. For instance, X = {a, b => b)

is syntactically dependent of b, but any information

about b does not convey anything new about XX. This

calls for a weaker but more robust notion of FV inde

pendence.

Definition 2 ((semantical) FV independence)

X is independent of X, noted X %, XX, iff there erists

a formula XX' s.t. XX' = XX and X is syntactically

independent of X. When X is not independent of X,

it is said dependent of X.

Thus, X is independent of X iff X can be made syn

tactically independent of X while preserving logical

equivalence. Accordingly, syntactical indepequence

implies independence, but the converse does not hold

in the general case. Thus, X = {a, b => b) is indepen

dent of b.

Clearly enough, FV independence exhibits the follow

ing metatheoretic properties:

Proposition 1

(1) If X = X', then (X / X iff X / X').

(2) If X / X and X’ C X, then X’ 7/- XX.
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(3) If X / Y and X / Y.', then X / –YX, X / YAY."

and X %. Y. V X.'.

Nevertheless, FV independence neither is monotonic

nor anti-monotonic w.r.t. expansion of X (strength

ening or weakening Y can easily make it no longer

independent of X). It is also not monotonic w.r.t. ex

pansion of X. Thus, while X = {a} is independent

of b, neither {a, b} nor {a V b) are independent of b.

Moreover, X is not independent of {a, b}.

Finally:

Proposition 2 X /- Y, iff Wre X, r ). Y.

Dually, when X is dependent of X, there exists an

a E X YX is dependent of which. The case where Y.

depends on every variable of X calls for a stronger

notion of FV dependence, called full FV dependence.

Definition 3 (full FV dependence) Y is fully de

pendent of X iff Y is dependent of every variable

a E X.

A particular case of full FV dependence that proves

useful is reached when X = Var(Y). In this situation,

Y is said simplified.

Definition 4 (simplified KB) S is simplified ºff Y.

is fully dependent of Var(Y).

For instance, Y = {a, b => b) is not simplified while

the equivalent KB XX' = {a} is simplified.

Simplified KBs do not incorporate any useless vari

able. Accordingly, simplifying a KB can prove helpful

for various reasoning tasks since it enables improving

its readibility while decreasing its size. As the next

proposition shows it, the notion of simplified KB ac

tually is the point where syntactical independence and

(semantical) independence coincide.

Proposition 3 X is simplified if the following equiv

alence holds: for every X C PS, SC is syntactically

independent of X iff X %. Y. holds.

Interestingly, every KB can be simplified in a truth

preserving way:

Proposition 4 For every XX, there erists a simplified

IVB NO" s.t. Y) = YE'.

The following result gives a constructive proof of the

previous proposition. It tells us that X remains un

changed when a variable Y is independent of which is

assigned a truth value:

Proposition 5 The nert four statements are equiva

lent:

(1) r A. Y.;

(2) Sre-O = Sr-1;

(3) X = Sr-o:

(4) YX = Sr-1.

On the previous example, we have XX, 0 = St. 1 = a.

Accordingly, X is independent of b.

Thanks to the proposition above, we can easily de

sign a greedy algorithm for simplifying KBs. This

algorithm consists in considering every variable x of

Var(Y) in a successive way, while replacing X by Sr., 0

whenever XX is independent of r. At the end, the re

sulting KB is simplified.

We now give several characterizations of FV indepen

dence, allowing us to relate it with some notions of

independence pointed out so far. 2. and 3. of Proposi

tion 6 below tell us that FV independence can be easily

read off from Y whenever X is given under the prime

implicants or the prime implicates normal form. For

KBs given under these normal forms, independence

comes down to syntactical independence.

Proposition 6 The neart four statements are equiva

lent:

(1) X %. Y.,

(2) PI(X) C PROPvar(s)\x;

(3) IP(S) C PROPvar(s)\x;

(4) S = forget (YX, X).

Stepping back to our running example, PI(X) =

IP(S) = {a} clearly is syntactically independent of

variable b.

Interestingly, this proposition shows our notion of FV

independence to coincide with Boutilier's notion of

non-influenceability; indeed, Proposition 4 from [4]

states that Y is influenceable iff there exists a prime

implicant of X which contains a variable from X,

where X is the set of so-called controllable variables.

It also shows FV independence to coincide with

Lakemeyer's notion of irrelevance of a formula to a

subject matter since Theorem 3 from [14] states that

X is relevant to X iff there exists a prime implicate

of X which contains a variable from X. Accordingly,

Proposition 6 gives rise to a new model-theoretic

characterization of influenceability and relevance. The

last characterization result 4 of Proposition 6 relates

FV independence to the forget operator introduced in

the more general framework of first-order logic by Lin

and Reiter [17]. forget (YX, X) is defined inductively

by:

forget (YX, W) = XX;
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forget (X, {r}) = (Sr, 0 V Sr. 1);

forget (YX, X U (r)) = forget (forget (X, Y), {r}).

forget(X, Y) is the most general consequence of Y,

that is independent of X, up to logical equivalence.

On our example, forget({a, b => b), {b}) = a.

Point 3. of Proposition 6 also allows us to give an

alternative characterization of the notion of strict rel

evance introduced by Lakemeyer in [15]. Indeed, a

formula X is said strictly relevant" to a subject matter

X iff there exists a prime implicate of Y, mentioning

a variable from X, and every prime implicate of X,

mentions only atoms from X. Accordingly, 3. shows

X strictly relevant to X iff X is dependent of X and

independent of Var(Y) \X.

We turn now into computational complexity is

sues. While syntactical FV dependence can be easily

checked in linear time in the size of the input, this is

far from being expected for FV dependence and full

FV dependence in the general case:

Proposition 7 (complexity of FV dependence)

FV DEPENDENCE and FULL FV DEPENDENCE are

NP-complete.

Using then Proposition 6, we get the following corol

lary:

Proposition 8

(1) Boutilier's influenceability is NP-complete.

2) Lakemeyer's relevance of a formula to a subject

matter is NP-complete.

We have also derived the following:

Proposition 9

(1) Lakemeyer's (15) strict relevance of a formula to a

subject matter is BH2-complete.

(2) Lakemeyer's [14] strict relevance of a formula to a

subject matter is II'-complete.

These complexity results improve Theorem 50 from

[15] which only points out the NP-hardness of irrele

vance and strict irrelevance (w.r.t. the definition given

in [15]).

Interestingly, the complexity of both decision problems

fall down to P whenever checking FV (in)dependence

becomes tractable. Apart from the case of syntactical

FV independence, some other restrictions on X makes

"As pointed out in [15], this notion differs from the one

given in [14], where X is said strictly relevant to X iff every

prime implicate of X contains a variable from X.

FV (in)dependence testable in polynomial time. Es

pecially, as a corollary of Proposition 5 we get:

Proposition 10 Whenever Y belongs to a class C of

formulas that is tractable for clausal query answering

and stable for variable instantiation (i.e. replacing in

X EC any variable by true or by false gives a formula

that still belongs to C) then FV (IN)depenDENCE is

in P.

In particular, when X is restricted to a renam

able Horn CNF formula or to binary clauses, FV

(IN)DEPENDENCE belongs to P. Theorem 51 from [15]

can be viewed as a restriction of the latter to the case

where X is Horn.

Additionally, when FV INDEPENDENCE is in P, the

simplification algorithm given above runs in time poly

nomial in the size of XX, i.e. the corresponding func

tion problem is in FP; the simplification task can be

achieved in a tractable way.

4 Conditional independence

In contrast to FV independence, conditional indepen

dence relates several sets of variables within a propo

sitional KB. Conditional independence has been first

introduced by Darwiche and Pearl [8] [6] as a logical

counterpart of probabilistic independence.

Definition 5 (conditional independence) [8]

Let X be a KB and X, Y, Z disjoint subsets of P.S. X

and Y are independent given Z w.r.t. X (denoted by

X ~3 Y) iff wax € Qx, Way E Qy, ww.z E Qz, the

consistency of both w x A w; A X and wy A wa A XX

implies the consistency of wx A wy A wa A XX.

Clearly enough, conditional independence given Z

w.r.t. X. satisfies the following properties [7]:

Proposition 11

(1) X -á Y ºff Y ~á X.

2) If X = X', then (X -á Y if X -á, Y).

(3) If X’ C X and Y' C Y and X -á Y, then

x -á Y’.

However, conditional independence neither is not sta

ble by contraction or by expansion of Z. For instance,

let Y = {−av-bvc, -avbvd, av-c, -avcvy, by-cvd}.

We have c ~! d but cº d (because of -a V c V d.

when a is true, learning -ic tells that d is true),

C %;" d and however c ~!” d (because a AbAY H c,

a A -b. A Y. Ed and -a A Y, E -c, i.e., full knowledge

about a and b breaks all links between c and d). Con

ditional independence is also not stable by weakening
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or strengthening XX in the general case. Thus, while

we have c >}, d, we also have c zºolºº d; while we

have c ~!” d, we also have c*…) d.

The two limit cases when Z is respectively empty or

equal to Var(X) \(X U Y), are of particular interest,

especially when investigating computational complex

ity.

Definition 6 (marginal independence) X and Y

are marginally independent w.r.t. X iff X ~% Y.

Definition 7 (ceteris paribus independence)

X and Y are ceteris paribus independent

w.r.t. X (denoted by X -gters parabus Y) iff

X Var(X)\(XUY) Y

~s -

As said in [8], X -á Y holds iff for any possible full in

formation about Z, the addition of information about

Y does not tell us anything new about X. This def

inition does not apply to contexts where the new in

formation that can be learned about Z may be incom

plete., i.e. the truth value of some variables of Z is not

available, or, more generally, many partial (and even

tually mutually exclusive) assignments of variables of

Z are possible. For instance, if Z represents a set of

possibly measurable variables, associated to a set of

sensors (one for each z e Z), it can be the case that

some measurements fail, i.e. the value of z is not al

ways available.

We are now going to strengthen Darwiche and Pearl's

conditional independence by taking account of incom

plete information about Z. We propose two defini

tions, whether the incomplete information about Z is

required to be conjunctive or not. Namely, X and

Y are strongly (resp. perfectly) independent given Z

w.r.t. X iff whichever conjunctive information (i.e. a

set of facts) (resp. whichever information, i.e. any

formula) we may learn about Z, then the addition of

information about Y does not enable telling anything

new about X.

Definition 8 (strong conditional independence)

X and Y are strongly independent given Z w.r.t. XX

(denoted X >3 Y) iff for any term ºz of PROPz,

the consistency of both w x A Yz A X and of wy A Yz AX

implies the consistency of wx A wy A Yz A XX.

Strong conditional independence has the same

metatheoretic properties as conditional independence,

plus the preservation by contraction of Z (which is a

trivial consequence of the definition).

Marginal strong conditional independence obviously

coincides with marginal conditional independence. Ce

terms partbus strong conditional independence is de

fined by imposing Z = Var(X) \(X UY) and denoted

by X - ceteris paribus Y

- ~y, -

Since the set of all possible choices for Yz corresponds

to the set of all partial assignments of the variables of

Z, we get:

Proposition 12

X >3 Y if X -á Y for every Z' c Z.

Obviously, X >3 Y entails X -á Y. The converse

generally does not hold since conditional independence

is not stable by contraction of Z. Indeed, for the pre

vious example, we have c ~gº) d but c 2;"| d since

C ~!” d does not hold.

As a corollary of Proposition 12, ceteris paribus strong

independence coincides with Lakemeyer's definition

[14] of irrelevance between two subject matters rela

tive to a knowledge base”.

The following results enable characterizing strongly

conditionally independent sets of variables. They both

express that X =% Y iff any set of simple facts (i.e.

literals) we may learn about Z. never enables deducing

a nontrivial disjunctive information involving both X

and Y.

Proposition 13 (consequence decomposability)

X &á Y iff for any term ºz of PROPz, and

Vºx e PROPx, Wºy e PROPy, Yz A X = py V py

implies Yz A X = py or Yz A X = py.

Proposition 14 X >3 Y if w8 e IP.”(S), 6

never includes both a variable of X and a variable of

Y.

Proposition 14 slightly generalizes Lakemeyer's Theo

rem 5 from [14] (we recover it when Z = V \(X UY)).

Note that there is no such nice characterization in

terms of prime implicates for (standard) conditional

independence.

As a consequence of Proposition 14, it is enough in

practice to consider strong conditional independence

of single variables:

Proposition 15

x sá Y ºff Wr ex vye Y, r sº"Yº"\") y.

This result is useful for the practical computation of

strong conditional independence relations. Note that

*We omit Lakemeyer's original definition of relevance

for the sake of brevity; it is enough to refer to Theorem

31 in [15] which states that X is relevant to Y w.r.t. X iff

there is a Z such as X % Y.
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there is no similar result for (standard) conditional in

dependence. Things become even simpler with ceteris

paribus strong independence, since Proposition 15

becomes: X sgters parabus Y iff Wr e X Vy e Y,

a: sgters parabus y (cf. Lemma 15 in [15]).

Interestingly, FV independence can be recovered from

strong conditional independence:

Proposition 16

Let new be a variable of PS \ Var(Y).

X / Y if X s...}^ new .XX tº new

This means that in any state of knowledge regarding

Var(X) \ X, knowing the truth values of variables in

X cannot help us knowing the truth value of new and

hence of XX. The converse, i.e., expressing strong condi

tional independence from FV independence, is possible

as well (see Proposition 17). However, the exhibited

transformation is not polynomial and thus will not be

helpful when investigating computational complexity.

According to Proposition 14, r. % y iff there is a

prime implicate 6 in IPſ.”(S) mentioning both r

and y. This is equivalent to say that there is a prime

implicant Y in Pić” (9) or in Plá"(=y), consis

tent with XX and mentioning r. The consistency con

dition is necessary; indeed, let us consider X = {c =>

a, d = b) and Z = (c,d); PI3"(b) = {c^ -a, d)

mentions a but nevertheless a s:" b holds; this is be

cause cA-a is not consistent with XX, or in other words,

c A -la is a prime implicant of X = b only because it

is a prime implicant of -XX. Thus, the set of prime

implicants of interest is Plá"() \ P140(+}(-x),

which corresponds exactly to set of minimal abductive

explanations of y w.r.t. XX, where the set of possible in

dividual hypotheses is the set of literals built up from

Z U (r) [10]. Equivalently, this set is the label of y

according to the ATMS literature (25]. This leads to

the following characterization:

ZU{r}

Proposition 17 Let Label: (y) be the disjunc

tion of all prime implicants Y in Plá"() s.t. Y A X

is consistent. Then a ~3 y iff both Label: “” (9) and

ZU{r}

Label3 (−y) are independent of ar.

In other words, aſ =3 y iff both r and -r are irrele

vant hypotheses for (minimally) explaining y and -y

(i.e. neither a nor -r does participate to any minimal

explanation of y and neither a nor -a does participate

to any minimal explanation of −y) [10].

This gives us an algorithm for computing strong

independence relations using a basic ATMS. Let

SIV:# (y) = {r e Var(Y) \{y} | r =% y}. A list

of variables L is initialized to Var(X) \{y}, and

each time a new environment of y (i.e. one of the

disjuncts of Labelá" ())) or of −y is computed,

then all variables appearing in it are removed from

L. Then, at any step, L contains SIV: (y) and the

algorithm reaches SIV: (y) when it ends up (this

shows a possible “anytime” use of this algorithm).

We now define our last notion of conditional indepen

dence, stronger than the two previous ones.

Definition 9 (perfect conditional independence)

X and Y are perfectly independent for Z w.r.t. XX

(denoted X =é Y) iff Vºz e PROPz, wax e Qx,

Way E Qy, the consistency of both wx A X /\ p2

and of wy A X /\ p? implies the consistency of

wx A wy A X. A 22.

X =% Y means that no significant relationship be

tween X and Y can be inferred when learning any

information, including disjunctive information, about

Z. This is expressed by the following result, similar to

Proposition 13:

Proposition 18

X >3 Y ºff Vºz e PROP2, Vºx e PROPx, Voye

PROPy, p2 AX, H py V py implies pz A X = 2x or

pz A X = py.

Clearly, X =% Y implies X ~% Y (the latter is

recovered when p2 is a term). The converse is

generally false, as shown by the following example:

X = {c = a, d => b), X = {a}, Y = {b}, Z = {c, d),

px = a, py = b, and pz = c V d. We have a ~% b;

nevertheless, we have p2 A X # a, p2 A X # b and

22 A S E a V b, which means that a #3 b.

In contrast to the two weaker forms of independence

discussed before, perfect independence is insensitive to

the granularity of the representation, in the following

sense: if Z is replaced by another set of variables Z'

s.t. Z and Z' define each other in X (see Section 5),

then perfect independence is preserved:

Proposition 19 If Z and Z' are subsets of PS s.t.

every z of Z (resp. Z") is equivalent modulo XX to a

formula of PROP2 (resp. PROPz), then (X =% Y

iff X >3' Y).

As an illustration, let Z = {n(orth), s(outh),

e(ast), w(est)} and Z' = {ne, nw, se, sw} where XX
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contains s ::= (se V sw), e <> (ne V se), etc. and

mutual exclusivity statements between me,nw,se and

sw (such as sw => -se, etc.). Z and Z' define each

other, because X, entails me « » (n Ae), etc. Let us now

add to X, the two formulas se = rain and sw = wind,

which imply s => (rain V wind). Then rain and wind

are strongly independent given Z' while they are not

given Z. In both cases, perfect independence between

rain and wind does not hold, because we may later

learn something about the theme “location” implying

a link between wind and rain. This example shows

that the lack of perfect independence between X and

Y corresponds intuitively to a potential dependence

given the theme corresponding to Z. Unfortunately,

it seems that perfect conditional independence does

not have any simple characterization in terms of

prime implicants/implicates.

We end up this section with computational complexity

issues. We start by investigating in depth the com

plexity of standard conditional independence. We dis

tinguish a number of restrictions on X, Y, Z and XX

which may lower the complexity level, namely: |X| = 1

and/or ||Y| = 1 (checking whether a variable is in

dependent from a variable / a set of variables), X U

Y = Var(Y) (twofold partition independence), Z = W

(marginal independence) and Z = Var(Y) \(X U Y.)

(ceteris parabus independence)”.

Proposition 20 (complexity of independence)

The results are synthesized on Table 1 (where V stands

for Var(X)).

The numerous results contained in Proposition 20 are

proved in the following order, which tries to minimize

the number of proofs: 1. CONDITIONAL INDEPEN

DENCE is in II? 2. MARGINAL INDEPENDENCE OF A

VARIABLE FROM A SET OF VARIABLES is II?-hard; 3.

CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF SINGLE VARIABLES

is II?-hard; 4. CETERIS PARIBUS INDEPENDENCE is

in coſ\P; 5. TWOFOLD PARTITION INDEPENDENCE is

coMP-hard; 6. MARGINAL VARIABLE INDEPENDENCE

is coBH2-complete.

Proposition 21 (strong independence) STRONG

CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE is II?-complete.

Strong conditional independence remains II?-complete

when X or Y is a singleton and when both are single

tons. As to ceteris paribus strong independence, it is

in II? but we do do not have a proof of completeness.

*Note that, for twofold partition independence, the dis

tinctions on Z are irrelevant; therefore, all three problems

of the last row of Table 1 are identical.

Note that the II?-completeness of STRONG CON

DITIONAL INDEPENDENCE coheres with the yº.

completeness of checking whether an individual hy

pothesis is relevant (for minimal explanation), as

shown in [10]. More interestingly, the abductive

characterization" (Proposition 15) of strong condi

tional independence enables taking advantage of some

restrictions (especially restricting X to a set of Horn

clauses) for which the computational complexity of

checking irrelevance for minimal explanation falls

down to the first level of the polynomial hierarchy,

carrying with it the complexity of strong conditional

independence. Considering DNF KBs is another re

striction that makes the complexity of STRONG CONDI

TIONAL INDEPENDENCE falling down to the first level

of the polynomial hierarchy. To be more precise, when

X is in DNF, we can easily prove that STRONG CON

DITIONAL INDEPENDENCE becomes coMP-complete.

4

Things are not very different with perfect conditional

independence.

Proposition 22 (perfect independence)

PERFECT CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE is II?.

complete.

Focusing on the aforementioned syntactic restrictions

leads exactly to the same results as for strong con

ditional independence, and the same lack of proof of

II?-completeness for the ceteris paribus case.

These results are significant for a number of related

problems such as relevance or causality (with applica

tions to model-based diagnosis [6]). In particular, we

identify the complexity of causal independence in sym

bolic causal networks (Darwiche and Pearl [8]). We

omit the full definition of causal independence because

it would need too much space (see [8]). In short, a

propositional knowledge base X is causally indepen

dent w.r.t. a causal structure g (being a directed

acyclic graph on a subset of Var(XX) where edges rep

resent direct causal relations) iff (i) X is satisfiable

and (ii) for any state S of the variables not concerned

by the causal structure, and for each variable v of G,

then v is independent of its non-effects given its direct

causes w.r.t. X A S, where the non-effects of v are the

"By the way, let us mention that [15] introduces a no

tion of relevance RXx:(X, p) of a formula p to a subject

matter X w.r.t. a KB XX that can be characterized as well

using abductive terms. Indeed, RXX (X, p) holds iff there

exists a minimal abductive explanation of P w.r.t. X that

contains some variable from X. Accordingly, RXx (X, b)

holds iff at least one literal built up from X is relevant

for minimally explaining P. The s?-completeness of this

additional form of relevance then comes from [10]. This

completes the complexity results given in [15].
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x -3 y any Z Z = W Z = V \(X U Y.)

any X,Y IIP-complete IIP-complete coMP-complete

X = {r} II; complete II; complete coMP-complete

or Y = {y}

X = {r} IIP-complete coBH2-complete | coſ\P-complete

and Y = {y}

X U Y = V | coMP-complete | coſ\P-complete coMP-complete

Table 1: complexity of conditional independence.

vertices in G which are neither parents nor descendents

of v.

Proposition 23

Darwiche and Pearl's CAUSAL INDEPENDENCE is IIP.

complete.

5 Definability

Let us now focus on a form of dependence between sets

of variables w.r.t. a KB, called definability. Definabil

ity is a strong form of dependence: while (condition

ally) dependent variables interact in some situations

wz, definability imposes that some variables are fixed

whenever some other variables are fixed as well.

Definition 10 (defining families, bases)

Let X, Y C PS and ye P.S.

• X defines y w.r.t. XX, denoted X [x, y, iff wax €

Qx, wx A X = y or w x A X, H −y.

• X defines Y w.r.t. Y. (denoted X Cs, Y) iff Wye

Y, Y Cy y.

• X defines minimally Y w.r.t. XX iff X [x: Y

and no proper subset of X does it.

• X is a basis for Y w.r.t. X iff X defines mini

mally Y w.r.t. XX and Y is consistent.

For instance, let b stand for “bissextile year”, and d4

(resp. d25, d100, d400) for “divisible by 4” (resp. by

25, 100, by 400). The knowledge base is

X = {d400 => b, d100 A →d400 = -b, d4 A →d100 =>

b, -d-4 = -b, d100 + (d4 A d25)}.

{d4, d100, d400} and {d4, d25, d400} are bases for b:

{d25, d100, d400} does not define b, because the joint

falsity of these three variables does not enable telling

whether b is true or false, since we do not know whether

d4 holds or not.

{b, d100, d400} defines d4, but not minimally, since

{b, d100) is a basis for d4; the latter also is a basis

for {d4, d100, d400}.

Clearly enough, definability satisfies the following

properties:

Proposition 24

(1) Cy is transitive.

(2) If X’ C X, then X [s, X'.

(3) If X Cy Y and X Cy Y', then X Cy YU Y’.

(4) If X Cy Y and XX' E XX, then X Cy Y.

Easy consequences of such properties are:

(5) X [s, X.

(6) If X Cy Y and X’ Cy Y', then X U X' Cy YUY'.

As a corollary of Beth's theorem [3] (stated in the

more general framework of first-order logic), we get

the equivalence between this implicit form of defin

ability and the following erplicit form: X (explicitly)

defines y w.r.t. X iff there exists a formula P. s.t.

Var(Py) C X and X = (ºpy {3 y); in this case, P, is

clearly unique up to equivalence modulo XX.

Going back to our example, we get the following ex

plicit definitions:

Y H (d.4 A (→d100 V d400)) = b,

Y E (d.4 A (-d25 V dº OO)) = b,

Y H (b V di O0) + d4;

Y H (d100 A b) → d400;

The following equivalent formulation is due to

Padoaſz3]. It is useful for looking for tractable re

strictions of definability.

Proposition 25 (Padoa's method) [23]

For any X and any X C PS, let rename(X, X) be the

formula obtained by replacing in X in a uniform way

every variable from Var(X) \ X by a new variable. If

y ºf X, then (X [x, y iff (X, A rename(X, X)) = (y &

rename(y, W))).

Clearly enough, whenever y does not belong to X,

checking definability comes down to a standard de

duction check. Since X [x, y trivially holds in the

remaining case (i.e. y E X), we can conclude that a

set membership test plus a deduction check are always

sufficient to decide definability.
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Interestingly, the previous notion of variable definabil

ity can be easily turned into a notion of formula defin

ability. Formally:

Definition 11 X defines V w.r.t. X (noted X [s,

V) iff Wax E Qx, wx Fs V or wx Fs — \ſ.

Defin(X,Y) = {\ | X defines V w.r.t. XX} is the

sublanguage implicitely defined by X w.r.t. XX.

Defin(X, Y) is the set of formulas V the truth values

of which are known whenever the truth values of vari

ables of X are known. Def in exhibits the following

metatheoretic properties:

Proposition 26

(1) If X Cs, Y, then Defin(Y,X) C Defin(X, Y).

(2) If p, the Defin(X, XX), then q ^ the Defin(X, Y),

q V iſ e Defin(X, Y), -ó e Defin(X, XX).

While formula definability extends variable definabil

ity (since every variable y can be also viewed as the

formula y), it can be recovered from it easily:

Proposition 27 Let new be a variable of PS \

Var(\V). X Ex. \ſſ iff X Exa(wº new) neu).

This proposition shows how an algorithm for check

ing variable definability can be used to decide formula

definability.

Definability can be used to discriminate variables

within a knowledge base in many ways, both as defin

ing as well as defined variables. The most important

ones are the variables which are necessary for defining

Y, i.e., those which belong to all bases for Y. Neces

sary variables will be called key variables by analogy

with the terminology used in the database commu

nity. When designing minimal tests, key variables

correspond to necessary tests, which will have to be

performed anyway (and thus, when building up con

ditional test plans, these necessary tests can be per

formed at once and in parallel without needing for any

outcome). When a key variable cannot be tested, the

set of hypotheses (diagnoses, etc.) cannot be fully dis

criminated. Computing key variables in a preliminary

step can also prove valuable for improving the compu

tation of the set of all bases for Y w.r.t. XX.

Definition 12

a is a key variable for Y w.r.t. X if and only if a.

belongs to all bases of Y w.r.t. XX.

Going back to our example, given that Var(XX) =

{b, d4, d25, d100, d400}, d4 and d400 are the only key

variables for b, d100 is not a key variable for b (because

{d4, d25, d400} defines b and does not contain d100).

The key variables for Var(Y) are d4 and d400. Lastly,

d25 is the unique key variable for d25, since d25 is the

unique basis for d25 w.r.t. XX. As this example illus

trates it, all the variables y of Y that cannot be defined

(except in a trivial way) in Y are key variables for Y.

Definition 13 y is undefinable in X iff for all X C

Var(Y), if X [x y, then y E X.

Now, since Y Cy Y trivially holds, it is easy to show

that:

Proposition 28 r is a key variable for Y w.r.t. X iff

a E Y and r is undefinable in XX.

Moreover, since [x, is a transitive relation, undefin

ability in X can be considered as a specific case of

non-definability.

Proposition 29 y is undefinable in X iff Var(X) \

{y} Zs y.

Undefinability in X also has the following characteri

zations that prove helpful for deriving algorithms for

deciding it.

Proposition 30 The next three statements are equiv

alent:

(1) y is undefinable in S;

(2) Sye-o A Sy-1 is satisfiable.

(3) There erists a prime implicant of X that does not

contain y nor -y.

Another way to simplify the search for defining fam

ilies for a given variable y is to take account of some

prior knowledge concerning independence. Intuitively,

a basis for y is expected not to contain variables inde

pendent of y (the notion of independence we need here

is the ceteris partbus one).

Proposition 31 If r-grºw y and X is a basis

for y, then y Z X.

The following remark is not especially helpful from a

computational perspective but shows a close connec

tion between the definitions of conditional indepen

dence and definability. Notice that, although the orig

inal definition of conditional independence between X

and Y w.r.t. Z requires X and Y to be disjoint, we

may wish to apply the definition in the case where X

and Y intersect. For X = Y, it leads to X ~3 X if and

only if Z [s, X, which proves that definability is cov

ered by (unrestricted) conditional independence. More

generally, X -á Y if Z [x, XnY and X\Y ~3 Y\X.

We now give the complexity of definability in the gen

eral case, as well as in some restricted cases.
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Proposition 32 (complexity of definability)

The results are synthesized on Table 2.

Since the transformation from formula definability to

variable definability given by Proposition 27 can be

achieved in polynomial time and since variable defin

ability is a restriction of formula definability, these

complexity results apply as well to formula definabil

1ty.

Some tractable restrictions can be derived from Propo

sition 25.

Proposition 33 Whenever Y belongs to a class C of

formulas that is tractable for clausal query answering

and stable for erpansion with partial renaming (i.e.

if X belongs to C and X is a set of variables, then

X A rename(X, X) belongs to C as well), then the four

above problems are in P.

Accordingly, when X is restricted to a renamable Horn

formula or a set of binary clauses, then BASIS CHECK

ING becomes tractable. This is also the case when XX

is in Disjunctive Normal Form.

Proposition 34 Whenever X is a DNF formula, then

all four definability problems are in P.

More interestingly, when X belongs to one of the above

classes, the function problem associated with BASIS

CHECKING is in FP, i.e. computing a basis for Y w.r.t.

X can be achieved in time polynomial in |XX| + ||Y|.

Additionally, when such tractable restrictions are con

sidered and X is a basis for Y w.r.t. XX, the truth

value of every variable y of Y can be computed in

time polynomial in |XX| + |X| for every X-world wy.

Indeed, when X is tractable for clausal query answer

ing, cheking whether X, H (w:x => y) holds can be

done in polynomial time and the truth value of this

test gives the truth value of y.

We have also derived the following related complexity

results:

Proposition 35

(1) Deciding whether y is undefinable in X is NP

complete.

(2) Deciding whether r is a key variable for Y w.r.t.

X is NP-complete.

6 Taking advantage of

independence/dependence

The main reason why the results presented in this pa

per are significant is that independence/dependence

(under its various forms) is central in knowledge rep

resentation and more generally in artificial intelligence

[1]. Due to space limitations, we present in the follow

ing only some of the possible uses of the notions of

independence/dependence discussed in the paper.

First, it is noticeable that in many works, the inde

pendence relation between propositional variables is

explicit (part of the input), while ours is implicit (de

rived from the input). Thus, computing independence

relations from a knowledge base can be seen as an up

stream task enabling us specifying the “core” (mini

mal) independence relation; this core independence re

lation can then be completed by specifying explicitely

some additional dependencies using knowledge about

the domain. Such an approach has been proposed in

[19], where the well-known possible models approach

update operator is recovered by using the above prin

ciple with a specific implicit dependence relation (now

elty, see [13] [18] for details). Using in a similar way

the various implicit dependence relations given in Sec

tions 3 and 4 should lead to a variety of belief update

operators. This topic is left for further research.

Definability also has many applications to knowledge

representation and reasoning. In a companion paper

[16], the practical computation of defining families is

investigated; we also introduce a closely related con

cept (however different), namely hypothesis discrimi

nation, and discuss its role in various fields such as

model-based diagnosis or decision under uncertainty.

Beyond independence and definability, there are other

types of relations between propositional variables

which are worth investigating. For instance, Boutilier

[4] defines the notions of controllability and influence

ability which are related to the notions of independence

and definability (characterizations by means of prime

implicates hold as well [4]). Influenceability, which ap

pears to be strongly connected to formula-variable in

dependence, is briefly evoked in Section 3. Complexity

results for controllability are given in [16].

7 Conclusion

This paper has brought some formal contributions to

the notion of logical independence, and has then de

fined and studied a new form of dependence, namely,

definability. As to independence, several notions have

been investigated. Some of which were already known

from the works of Lakemeyer, Darwiche and Pearl,

Boutilier, and others are new proposals. For each no

tion, characterizations results have been given – many

of which make use of prime implicants / implicates –

that helped us pointing out some connections with ab
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| definability | without minimality with minimality

without Y satisfiable coſ\P-complete BH2-complete

with X satisfiable
BH2-complete BH2-complete

Table 2: complexity of definability.

duction, especially with the works of Eiter and Gottlob

[10]. Moreover, the complexity of the different notions

encountered has been analyzed. As to definability, sev

eral characterization results have been provided and

complexity issues have been investigated.

Our results call for several remarks and further ques

tions. First, the complexity results established tend

to confirm that checking whether some (in)dependence

relation holds is generally very hard, except in some

restricted cases which are tractable. Formula-variable

independence, which could appear at a first glance as

an easy problem, is already coſ\P-complete. Condi

tional independence is even higher, since most prob

lems are located at the second level of the polynomial

hierarchy.

In this paper independence and definability notions

were induced directly from the (purely propositional)

knowledge base. Further work will explore the connec

tions not only with probabilistic independence but also

with notions based on qualitative uncertainty calculi

[26] [9] or on utility-theoretic notions, and also with

Bacchus and Grove’s [2] notions of preferential inde

pendence. Roughly speaking, in [2] a set of variables

X is preferentially independent of Y when one's pref

erence order among X-worlds does not depend on the

assignments of the variables of Y, which seems to have

some similarities with some of the notions studied in

this paper. Knowing that there is a growing interest

for the logical representation of preferences, it would

be worth studying whether logical independence rela

tions can be satisfactorily extended in order to take

account of such qualitative preferences.
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Abstract

Kowalski and Sergot's Event Calculus (EC)

is a simple temporal formalism that, given

a set of event occurrences, derives the max

imal validity intervals (MVIs) over which

properties initiated or terminated by these

events hold. It does so in polynomial time

with respect to the number of events. Ex

tensions of its query language with Boolean

connectives and operators from modal logic

have been shown to improve substantially its

scarce expressiveness, although at the cost

of an increase in computational complex

ity. However, significant sublanguages are

still tractable. In this paper, we further ex

tend EC queries by admitting arbitrary event

quantification. We demonstrate the added

expressive power by encoding a hardware di

agnosis problem in the resulting calculus. We

conduct a detailed complexity analysis of this

formalism and several sublanguages that re

strict the way modalities, connectives, and

quantifiers can be interleaved. We also de

scribe an implementation in the higher-order

logic programming language AProlog.

1 Introduction

The Event Calculus, abbreviated EC (9), is a sim

ple temporal formalism designed to model and reason

about scenarios characterized by a set of events, whose

occurrences have the effect of starting or terminating

the validity of determined properties. Given a possibly

incomplete description of when these events take place

and of the properties they affect, EC is able to de

termine the marimal validity intervals, or MVIs, over

which a property holds uninterruptedly. In practice,

since this formalism is usually implemented as a logic

Massimo Franceschet Angelo Montanari

Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica

Università di Udine

Via delle Scienze, 206 – 33100 Udine, Italy

{franzesc montana}@dimi.uniud.it

program, EC can also be used to check the truth of

MVIs and process boolean combinations of MVI veri

fication or computation requests. The range of queries

that can be expressed in this way is however too lim

ited for modeling realistic situations.

A systematic analysis of EC has recently been under

taken in order to gain a better understanding of this

calculus and determine ways of augmenting its expres

sive power. The keystone of this endeavor has been

the definition of an extendible formal specification of

the functionalities of this formalism [3]. This has had

the effects of establishing a semantic reference against

which to verify the correctness of implementations [4],

of casting EC as a model checking problem [5], and of

setting the ground for studying the complexity of this

problem, which was proved polynomial [2]. Extensions

of this model have been designed to accommodate con

structs intended to enhance the expressiveness of EC.

In particular, modal versions of EC [1], the interaction

between modalities and connectives [5], and precondi

tions [6] have all been investigated in this context.

In this paper, we continue this endeavor to enhance the

expressive power of EC by considering the possibility

of quantifying over events in queries, in conjunction

with boolean connectives and modal operators. We

also admit requests to check the relative order of two

events. We thoroughly analyze the representational

and computational features of the resulting formalism,

that we call QCMEC. We also consider two proper

sublanguages of it, EQCMEC, in which modalities are

applied to atomic formulas only, and CMEC, which

is quantifier-free. We show that QCMEC and its re

strictions can effectively be used to encode diagnosis

problems. Moreover, we provide an elegant implemen

tation in the higher-order logic programming language

XProlog [10] and prove its soundness and completeness.

As far as computational complexity is concerned, we

prove that model checking in CMEC, EQCMEC, and

QCMEC is PSPACE-complete. However, while solv
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ing an EQCMEC problem is exponential in the size of

the query, it has only polynomial cost in the number n

of events, thus making EQCMEC a viable formalism

for MVI verification or computation. Since in most re

alistic applications the size of databases (n) dominates

by several orders of magnitude the size of the query, n.

is asymptotically the parameter of interest.

The main contributions of this work are: (1) the exten

sion of a family of modal event calculi with quantifiers;

(2) permitting queries to mention ordering informa

tion; (3) the use of the higher-order features of modern

logic programming languages in temporal reasoning;

and (4) analyzing the complexity of model checking in

these extensions of EC.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we for

malize QCMEC and significant subcalculi. Section 3

exemplifies how this calculus can adequately model

certain hardware diagnosis problems. In Section 4,

we briefly introduce the logic programming language

XProlog, give an implementation of QCMEC in it and

prove the soundness and completeness of the resulting

program. We study the complexity of QCMEC and

its sublanguages in Section 5. We outline directions of

future work in Section 6.

2 Modal Event Calculi with Quantifiers

In this section, we first briefly recall the syntax and

semantics of a number of modal event calculi. We

invite the interested reader to consult [1, 3, 5, 8, 9]

for motivations, examples, properties, and technical

details. We then extend these basic definitions to give

a semantic foundation to refinements of these calculi

with quantifiers.

2.1 Event Calculus

The Event Calculus (EC) [9] and the extensions we

propose aim at modeling scenarios that consist of a

set of events, whose occurrences over time have the

effect of initiating or terminating the validity of prop

erties, some of which may be mutually exclusive. We

formalize the time-independent aspects of a situation

by means of an EC-structure [1], defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (EC-structure)

A structure for the Event Calculus (or EC-structure)

is a quintuple H = (E, P, [..), (), J., () such that:

• E = {e1, ..., en} and P = {p, , ..., p.m.) are finite

sets of events and properties, respectively.

• [.) : P → 2* and () : P → 2* are respectively the

initiating and terminating map of H. For every

property p e P, ſp) and (p) represent the set of

events that initiate and terminate p, respectively.

• j-, [C P × P is an irreflexive and symmetric re

lation, called the exclusivity relation, that models

eacclusivity among properties. []

The temporal aspect of EC is given by the order in

which events happen. Unlike the original presenta

tion [9], we focus our attention on situations where the

occurrence time of events is unknown and only assume

the availability of incomplete information about the

relative order in which they have happened. We how

ever require the temporal data to be consistent so that

an event cannot both precede and follow some other

event. Therefore, we formalize the time-dependent

aspect of a scenario modeled by EC by means of a

(strict) partial order, i.e. an irreflexive and transitive

relation, over the involved set of event occurrences.

We write W14 for the set of all partial orders over the

set of events E in an EC-structure ?l, use the letter

w to denote individual orderings, or knowledge states,

and write e1 <w e2 to indicate that el precedes e2 in

w. The set Wu of all knowledge states naturally be

comes a reflexive ordered set when considered together

with the usual subset relation C, which is indeed re

flexive, transitive and antisymmetric. An extension of

a knowledge state w is any element of Wu that con

tains w as a subset. We write Extn., (w) for the set of

all extensions of the ordering w in W14.

Given a structure H = (E, P, [..), (), J., [) and a

knowledge state w, EC permits inferring the maſcimal

validity intervals, or M.VIs, over which a property p

holds uninterruptedly. We represent an MVI for p as

p(ei, et), where ei and et are the events that respec

tively initiate and terminate the interval over which p

holds maximally. Consequently, we adopt as the query

language of EC the set Cu(EC) = {p(e1, e2) : pe

P and e1, e2 e E} of all such property-labeled inter

vals over H. We interpret the elements of Cú(EC)

as propositional letters and the task performed by EC

reduces to deciding which of these formulas are MVIs

in the current knowledge state w and which are not.

This is a model checking problem.

In order for p(e1, e2) to be an MVI relative to the event

ordering w, it must be the case that e1 <w e2. More

over, e1 and e2 must witness the validity of the prop

erty p at the ends of this interval by initiating and

terminating p, respectively. The maximality require

ment is caught by the negation of the meta-predicate

br(p, e1, e2, w) below, which expresses the fact that the

validity of an MVI must not be broken by any inter

rupting event. Any event e which is known to have

happened between e1 and e2 in w and that initiates
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or terminates a property that is either p itself or a

property exclusive with p interrupts the validity of

p(e1, e2) [4].

Definition 2.2 (Intended model of EC)

Let H = (E, P, [.), (), J., () be a EC-structure. The

intended EC-model of H is the propositional valua

tion via : Wii – 2°º (“”, where p(e1, e2) e vºt(w) if

and only if (i) e1 <w e2, (ii) ei e ſp), (iii) e2 e (p),

(iv) br(p, e1, e2, w) does not hold, where br(p, e1, e2, w)

abbreviates

there eacists an event e E E such that el <w e,

e Ku e2 and there eacists a property q e P such

that ee (q) or e e (q), and either p, q( or p = q. D

2.2 Modal EC with Connectives

The query language of the basic EC we just formalized

suffers from a remarkably low expressive power that

prevents its use for modelling any but the most trivial

applications. The expressiveness of this formalism is

drammatically augmented by admitting boolean con

nectives in queries. This allows inquiring about logical

combinations of basic MVI verification problems.

In our specific setting, where the ordering of event oc

currences is only partially specified, the set of MVIs

computed by EC is not stable with respect to the ac

quisition of new ordering information. Indeed, as we

move to an extension of the current knowledge state,

some MVIs might become invalid and new MVIs can

emerge [7]. Extending the query language of EC with

the modal logic operators D and <> leads to the possi

bility of enquiring about which MVIs will remain valid

in every extension of the current knowledge state, and

about which intervals might become MVIs in some ex

tension of it [1, 8]. Several ways of combining boolean

connectives and modalities, with different cost and ex

pressiveness, have been proposed [3,5].

In this paper, we also include a precedence test opera

tor, written <, which allows checking the relative order

of two events in the current knowledge state. In previ

ous work, this was awkwardly achieved either by aug

menting EC-structures with dedicated properties [5],

or by using preconditions [6]. A native precedence test

makes inquiring about the relative order of two events

independent from the underlying EC-structure.

Given an EC-structure ?!, the query language that

freely includes these three extensions is formally de

fined by the following grammar:

p ::= p(e1, e2) | ei < e2 || -p p1 A p2

| p V p2 | DQ | Qp.

We call this language Cu(CMEC) and CMEC the

relative extension of EC. In addition to the above op

erators, we admit implication as a derived connective,

where pli) p2 is classically defined as -ºpi V p3.

In order to formalize the semantics of the modalities

in CMEC, we must shift the focus from the current

knowledge state w to all knowledge states that are

reachable from w, i.e. Extºl (w). Since C is a reflexive

partial order, (Wii, C.) can be naturally viewed as a

finite, reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric modal

frame. If we consider this frame together with the

straightforward modal extension of the valuation vil

to an arbitrary knowledge state, we obtain a modal

model for CMEC. Connectives are handled as usual

and incorporating the precedence test is trivial.

Definition 2.3 (Intended model of CMEC)

Let H = (E, P, [.), (), J., [) be an EC-structure. The

intended CMEC-model of H is the modal model Tit =

(Wii, C, vii), where the propositional valuation via :

Whº – 2°" (*) is defined as in Definition 2.2. Given

w e Wii and p e Cu(CMEC), the truth of p at w

with respect to Tit, denoted by Tit, w H 'p, is defined

as follows:

Tit; w = p(e1, e2) if p(e1, e2) e vºlt (w);

Tit; w = el 3 e2 iff e1 <w e2;

Tit; w = -p iff Tu: w # p;

Th; w = p1 A po iff Tit; w = p, and Tu; w = 22:

Th; w = 21 V p2 iff Tui w F pi or Th; w = p2;

Th; w = Dºp iff for all w' € Extn., (w),

Tu, w' H p,

Th; w = <>p iff there is w' € Extºl (w) such

that Tu; w' H p. []

Notice that deciding the truth of a modal formula re

quires the exploration of all the extensions of the cur

rent knowledge state. Since there are exponentially

many, this raises the complexity of CMEC beyond

tractability [5]. This distressing fact is overcome in

the calculus ECMEC [4, 5], that restricts CMEC by

allowing D and Ó to enclose only atomic formulas of

the form e1 < e2 and p(e1, e2). To determine the truth

of atomic formulas prefixed by one modal operator, it

is possible to exploit necessary and sufficient local con

ditions over the given partial order, thus avoiding a

complete (and expensive) search of all the consistent

extensions of the given order [5]. Therefore, solving

modal queries in ECMEC has polynomial cost [5].

This is particularly appealing since numerous CMEC

formulas are logically equivalent to ECMEC-formulas.

The transformation proceeds by pushing the modali

ties inside the scope of the connectives. An ECMEC

formula cannot always be produced since D does not
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distribute over V, and dually Q cannot be pushed in

side a conjunction. We will now consider conditions

that permit overcoming this difficulty in situations of

interest.

Specifically, we consider EC-structures H = (E., P.

[.), (), J., () where every property is initiated and ter

minated by at most one event and there are no ex

clusive properties. We call this condition (+). An

atomic formula p(e1, e2) on H is an MVI relative to

the knowledge state we Wat if and only if e1 initiates

p, e2 terminate p and (e1, e2) belongs to w. Indeed,

condition (+) ensures us that there are no interrupting

events for p in (e1, e2) and thus we do not need to check

whether br(e1, p, e2, w) holds since this meta-predicate

will be trivially false. Condition (+) offers further op

portunities to push modalities inside the scope of con

nectives. We omit the proof of the following simple

proposition.

Proposition 2.4 (Consequences of (+))

Let H = (E, P, [..), (), J., [) be an EC-structure that

satisfies (+). Let p be a CMEC-formula. For p e

P and e1, e2 e E, let up (e1, e2) be either p(e1, e2) or

(e1 < e2). Then, for any we Wii such that el <w e2,

we have that:

i. w H D(up(e1, e2) V p) iff w H vp(e1, e2) V Dºp;

ii. w = <>(up (e1, e2) A p) iff w = up(e1, e2) A «»p. In

In particular, for p = false (resp. true), we have

that w = Dup(e1, e2) (resp. w = Qup(e1, e2)) iff

w = up (e1, e2).

2.3 Modal EC with Connectives and Quantifiers

We will now enrich CMEC with explicit universal and

existential event quantifiers that can be used freely in

a query. We call the resulting formalism QCMEC. In

deed, a logic programming implementation of CMEC

can emulate only restricted forms of existential quan

tification by means of unification, while universally

quantified queries are out of reach.

In order to accommodate quantifiers, we extend

the query language of an EC-structure H =

(E, P, [..), (), J., () in several respects. We first as

sume the existence of infinitely many event variables

that we denote ar, possibly subscripted. We write é

for a syntactic entity that is either an event in E or

an event variable. The query language of QCMEC,

denoted Clt (QCMEC), is the set of closed formulas

generated by the following grammar:

p ::= p(€1, €2) | 61 < 62 || -p p1 A p2

| p V p2 | Ep | <>p | Vir. p | Hac. p.

The notions of free and bound variables are defined

as usual and we identify formulas that differ only by

the name of their bound variables. We write ſe/r]p

for the substitution of an event e e E for every free

occurrence of the event variable r in the formula p.

Notice that this limited form of substitution cannot

lead to variable capture.

We now extend the notion of intended model to ac

commodate quantifiers.

Definition 2.5 (Intended model of QCMEC)

Let H = (E, P, [..), (), J., () be an EC-structure.

The intended QCMEC-model of H is the modal model

In – (W14, C, v1.1) defined as in Definition 2.3. Given

we Wii and a (closed) formula p e C1 (QCMEC),

the truth of p at w with respect to Tit, denoted as

Th; w = p, is defined as in Definition 2.3 with the

addition of the following two cases:

Th; w = War. p iff for all ee E, Tit, w H ſe/rp;

Th; w = Hr. p iff there eaſists e e E such that

Tit; w = e/r]p. []

The well-foundedness of this definition derives from

the observation that if War. p and Bac. p are closed for

mula, so is ſe/r]p for every event e e E.

A universal quantification over a finite domain can al

ways be expanded into a finite sequence of conjunc

tions. Similarly an existentially quantified formula is

equivalent to the disjunction of all its instances. The

following lemma, whose simple proof we omit, applies

these principles to QCMEC.

Lemma 2.6 (Unfolding quantifiers)

Let H = (E, P, [..), (), J., () be an EC-structure, with

E = {e1, ..., en). Then, for every we Wu,

i. Titº w H wr. p iff Tit; w = A ſe/r/p;

ii. Tui w H =r. p iff Tit, w H V. Iſeiſr|p.

This property hints at the possibility of compiling

a QCMEC query to a quantifier-free formula. Ob

serve however that this is possible only after an EC

structure has been specified. We will rely on the above

lemma in order to analyze the explicit complexity of

the formalism in Section 5. It is also possible to take

advantage of it in order to structure an implementation

of QCMEC into a preprocessor that expands quanti

fiers into exhaustive sets of conjunctions or disjunc

tions, and a CMEC checker that verifies the resulting

formula. We will however follow a more direct ap

proach in Section 4.

We conclude this section by defining a quantified vari
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ant of the previously introduced formalism ECMEC.

The calculus EQCMEC differs from QCMEC by im

posing that propositional connectives and quantifiers

be external to the scope of the modal operators.

3 Example

In this section, we consider a case study taken from

the domain of hardware fault diagnosis that shows

how an extension of EC with quantifiers, connectives

and modalities can be conveniently used to model real

world applications.

We focus our attention on the representation and infor

mation processing of fault symptoms that are spread

over periods of time and for which current expert sys

tem technology is particularly deficient [11]. Consider

the following example, which diagnoses a fault in a

computerized numerical control center for a produc

tion chain.

A possible cause for an undefined position of

the tool magazine is a faulty limit switch S.

This cause can however be ruled out if the

status registers R1 and R2 show the following

behavior in every session: from a situation in

which both registers contain the value 0, they

assume the value 1 in successive and disjoint

time intervals (first R1 and then R2), and

then return to 0. A session is a time interval

initiated when a special register C is set to 1

and terminated when C is reset to 0.

Figure 1 describes a possible sequence of transitions

for R1 and R2 within an individual session i. If every

recorded session has a similar pattern, the eventuality

of S being faulty can be excluded. In order to ver

ify this behavior, the contents of the registers must be

monitored over time. Typically, each value (0 or 1) of

a register persists for at least t time units. Measure

ments are made at fixed intervals (sampling periods),

asynchronously with the change of value of the regis

ters. In order to avoid losing register transitions, mea

surements must be made frequently enough, that is,

the sampling period must be less than t. However, it

may happen that transitions of different registers take

place between two consecutive measurements, making

it impossible to recover their relative order.

This situation is depicted in Figure 1, where dotted

lines indicate measurements. Moreover, we have given

names to the individual transitions of state of the dif

ferent registers. In this specific situation, the values

found at measurements mê, m; and m; allow us to

determine that C has acquired the value 1 and R1 has

successively been set during this interval (transitions

e; and ei, respectively). The contents of the registers

at measurement mº, let us infer that R, has been reset

(transition eº) and that the value of R2 has changed to

1 (transition e). We know that both eş and e, have

taken place after ei, but we have no information about

the relative order of these transitions. Finally, mº, and

m; acknowledge that R2 has successively been reset to

0 (ei), and the same has then happened to C (e;).

We will now give a formalization of this example and

use various modal event calculi to draw conclusions

about it. The situation relative to session i depicted

in Figure 1 can be represented by the EC-structure

'H' = (E', P, [..)", (..]", J., (), whose components are

defined as follows:

• E' = {e}, ei, e, e3, e, e.};

e P = {C, R, R2};

• (C) = {e}}, (R) = {e}}, (R) = {e}};
O &º (R1]" = {e}}, (R2]' = {ei};

We have encoded transitions as events with the same

name and denoted with R., (j = 1, 2) the property that

register R, has value 1, and similarly for C.

The ordering w of the transitions inferred from the

measurements corresponds to the transitive closure of

the following graph. e;

i * 2° S.
eo —- ei €4

S. 2"
€3

—-e:

Consider the formulas p’ = R (ei, ej) A (e; 3 eº)

A R2(e., ej). In order to verify that the switch S is

not faulty in session i, we must ensure that the reg

isters R1 and R2 display the expected behavior in all

refinements of the current knowledge state w. This

amounts to proving that the CMEC-formula Ep' is

true in w. If this is the case, there is no fault in ses

sion i, although other sessions might indicate that S is

dysfunctional. If we want to determine the existence

of at least one extension of w where the registers be

have as displayed in Figure 1, we must verify the truth

of Óp' in w. If this CMEC-formula is true, we cannot

be sure whether S is faulty or not.

Since Titº, w H op' and Thº; w # Do", a faulty be

havior of S in session i is possible but not certain.

Assume now that, unlike the actual situation depicted

in Figure 1, we extend w so that e, precedes eş, call wi

the resulting state. Then, Titº, wi # op', that is, the

evolution of the values in the registers hints at a fault.

Conversely, let us refine w so that e, precedes eş, and

call we the resulting knowledge state. Then, we can

infer Thº; wo H Dºp', and hence we can conclude that

the switch S is certainly not faulty.
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R, aſ Tle, .

C e6 e;

mö m; m; m; m; m; tºrne

Figure 1: Expected Register Behavior and Measurements during Session i.

The formulas we have used so far belong to the lan

guage of CMEC. This is unfortunate since model

checking is intractable in it. However, there exist

equivalent formulas in the language of ECMEC, that

can be checked in polynomial time. By the distribu

tivity D over A, Do" is equivalent to the ECMEC

formula:

* = DR1 (ei, ej) A. D(e. < e;) /\ DR2(e., e.)

Therefore, we can use ECMEC and up" to establish if

the switch S is fault-free or is possibly defective.

The best approximation of op' we can achieve is the

ECMEC-formula

x' = <>R1(ei, e.) A «»(e; 3 e.) A & R2(e', e.)

which, in general, is not equivalent to Óp'. How

ever, notice that the structure H satisfies condition (+)

(Section 2). Moreover, (ei, ej) and (e., eº) belong

to w, and thus, from Proposition 2.4, it follows that

Titi, w H x' if and only if The , w H ºp'. Therefore,

we can use ECMEC and x' to establish whether the

switch S is certainly faulty or is possibly correct.

Quantifiers allow extending this line of reasoning from

session i to all recorded sessions, enabling us to give a

faithful representation of the given rule for detecting

faults in register S. We achieve this by using quanti

fiers to abstract from the specific events appearing in

p' above. Consider the following QCMEC-formulas

$21 and %22:

o:(£) = To K al A R (r1, r2) A

a2 < a.3 A R2 (a:3, a 4) A ra 3 as

p1 = Varo. Wars. C(aro, Ts) D Earl. Harz. Erg. Brá. Do(F)

p2 = Viro. Vrš. C(ro, rā) D Earl. Harz. Bacă. Hrá. ©o (£)

where iſ stands for the list of variables (ro, r1, r2, r3,

T4, 25). Given a global EC-structure H, we can be

certain that the switch S is not faulty no matter how

the order of actual transitions differs from what was

inferred from the measurements if Tit; w = p1 holds.

On the other hand, the possibility that S behaves cor

rectly is left open if Tit, w H 'pº is valid. Both p1 and

p2 are in Chi(QCMEC). However, if we distribute

the modal operator over the boolean connectives in

p1 and p2, we obtain two formulas, say 'pſ and pº,

that are in the language of EQCMEC and thus can be

solved in a time that is polynomial in the number of

events (Section 5). It is possible to show that, for any

w' e Ext(w), Tit; w' H. p1 if and only if Tit; w' H pſ

and Tit, w' H 'pº if and only if Tu; w' H p.

4 Implementation

The Event Calculus [9] has traditionally been im

plemented in the logic programming language Pro

log [13]. Recent extensions to EC have instead

adopted AProlog [10] in order to achieve a declarative

yet simple encoding, necessary to formally establish

correctness issues [4]. In this section, we will rely again

on AProlog to obtain an elegant encoding of QCMEC

and to prove its correctness. Space reasons forbid dis

cussing the implementation of its subcalculi.

4.1 XProlog in a nutshell

Due to space limitations, we shall assume the reader to

be familiar with the logic programming language Pro

log [13]. We will instead illustrate some of the charac

teristic constructs of XProlog at an intuitive level. We

invite the interested reader to consult [10] for a more

complete discussion, and [4] for a presentation in the

context of the Event Calculus.

Differently from Prolog which is first-order, XProlog is

a higher-order language, which means that the terms

in this programming language are drawn from a simply
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typed X-calculus. More precisely, the syntax of terms

is given by the following grammar:

M := c | r | F | M. M., | r \ M

where c ranges over constants, a stands for a bound

variable and F denotes a logical variable (akin to

Prolog's variables). Identifiers beginning with a low

ercase and an uppercase letter stand for constants

and logical variables, respectively. Terms that differ

only by the name of their bound variables are con

sidered indistinguishable. “r \ M” is AProlog's syn

tax for X-abstraction, traditionally written Xr. M. In

this language, terms and atomic formulas are writ

ten in curried form (e.g. “before E1 E2” rather than

“before (E1, E2)”).

Every constant, bound variable and logical variable is

given a unique type A. Types are either user-defined

base types, or functional types of the form A1 -> A2. By

convention, the predefined base type o classifies formu

las. A base type a is declared as “kind a .”, and a con

stant c of type A is entered in AProlog as “type c A.”.

Syntax is provided for declaring infix symbols. Appli

cation and X-abstraction can be typed if their subex

pression satisfy certain constraints. AProlog will reject

every term that is not typable.

While first-order terms are equal solely to themselves,

the equational theory of higher-order languages identi

fies terms that can be rewritten to each other by means

of the 3-reduction rule: (a \ M) N = [N/r]M, where

the latter expression denotes the capture-avoiding sub

stitution of the term N for the bound variable r in

M. A consequence of this fact is that unification in

XProlog must perform 3-reduction on the fly in order

to equate terms or instantiate logical variables. A fur

ther difference from Prolog is that logical variables in

XProlog can stand for functions (i.e. expressions of the

form a \ M) and this must be taken into account when

unification is performed.

For our purposes, the language of formulas of AProlog

differs from Prolog for the availability of implication

and of an explicit existential quantifier in the body

of clauses. The goal D D, G, written “D => G" in

the concrete syntax of this language, is solved by re

solving the goal G after having assumed D as an ad

ditional program clause. The goal Bac. G is entered

as “sigma r \G". We will also take advantage of

negation-as-failure, denoted not. We will not rely di

rectly on the other powerful constructs offered by this

language. Other connectives are denoted as in Pro

log: “,” for conjunction, “;” for disjunction, “:-” for

implication with the arguments reversed. The only

predefined predicate we will use is the infix *-" that

unifies its arguments. Given a well-typed XProlog pro

gram P and a goal G, the fact that there is a derivation

of G from P, i.e. that G is solvable in P, is denoted

T H G. See [4, 10 for details.

XProlog offers also the possibility of organizing pro

grams into modules. A module m is declared as

“module m.” followed by the declarations and clauses

that define it. Modules can access other modules by

means of the accumulate declaration.

Finally, / starts a comment that extends to the end of

the line.

4.2 Implementation of QCMEC in XProlog

We will now give an implementation of QCMEC

in AProlog. The resulting module, called qcmec,

is displayed in Appendix A. The rule to diag

nose hardware faults and an example from Sec

tion 3 are included in Appendices B and C. This

code has been tested using the Terzo implementa

tion of X Prolog, version 1.0b, which is available from

http://www.cse. psu.edu/~dale/lProlog/.

We define a family of representation functions T-T that

relate the mathematical entities we have been using in

Section 2 to terms in AProlog. Specifically, we will need

to encode EC-structures, the associated orderings, and

the language of QCMEC. In the remainder of this

section, we will refer to a generic EC-structure H =

(E, P. [.), (), ]-, [).

We represent H by giving an encoding of the enti

ties that constitute it. We introduce the types event

and property so that every event in E (property

in P) is represented by a distinct constant of type

event (of type property). Event variables are rep

resented as XProlog variables of the relative type.

The initiation, termination and exclusivity relations,

and event occurrences (traditionally represented in

EC) are mapped to the predicate symbol initiates,

terminates, exclusive, and happens, respectively,

applied to the appropriate arguments. Declarations

for these constants can be found in Appendix A.

For implementation purposes, it is more convenient

to compute the relative ordering of two events on the

basis of fragmented data (a binary acyclic relation)

than to maintain this information as a strict order.

We rely on the binary predicate symbol beforeFact

to represent the edges of the binary acyclic relation.

We encapsule the clauses for the predicate before,

which implements its transitive closure, in the module

transClo. We do not show details for space reasons,

but a quadratic implementation can be found in [2].
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In order to encode the syntax of QCMEC, we define

the type mvi, intended to represent the formulas of

this language (as opposed to the formulas of AProlog,

that have type oy. The representation of formulas is

then relatively standard [4], except for quantifiers:

Tp(€1, €2)" = period Té17 ſp" Té2"

Té1 < 62T = Té17 precedes Tê2"

T-p" = neg ſp"

ſp1 A p2T = ſpl" and ſp2T

ſp1 V p2T = Tºp1" or ſp2T

ſp1 D p2" = "pl" implies "p2T

TD p" = must ſp"

Top" = may ſpº

TVr. p" = forAllevent (r \ ſp")

TEr. p" = forSomeEvent (r \"p")

Quantifiers differ from the other syntactic entities of

a language such as QCMEC by the fact that they

bind a variable in their argument (e.g. a' in Har. p).

Bound variables are then subject to implicit renam

ing to avoid conflicts and to substitution. Encod

ing binding constructs in traditional programming lan

guages such as Prolog is painful since these operations

must be explicitly programmed. AProlog and other

higher-order languages permit a much leaner emula

tion since A-abstraction (r \ M) is itself a binder and

their implementations come equipped with (efficient)

ways of handling it. The idea, known as higher-order

abstract syntaa! [10], is then to use XProlog's abstrac

tion mechanism as a universal binder. Binding con

structs in the object language are then expressed as

constants that take a X-abstracted term as their argu

ment (for example forSomeEvent is declared of type

(event -> mvi) -> mvi). Variable renaming hap

pens behind the scene, and substitution is delegated

to the meta-language as 3-reduction.

An example will shed some light on this technique.

Consider the formula p = Ear. p(r, e2), which repre

Sentation is

forSomeEvent (x (period x p e2))

where we have assumed that p and e2 are encoded

as the constants p and e2 of the appropriate type.

It is easy to convince oneself that this expression is

well-typed. In order to ascertain the truth of p, we

need to check whether p(e, e2) holds for successive

e E E until such an event is found. Automating

this implies that, given a candidate event el (rep

resented as e1), we need to substitute e1 for x in

Period x p e2. This can however be achieved by

Simply applying the argument of forSomeEvent to

e1. Indeed, (x \ (period x p e2)) el is equal to

Period el p e2, modulo 3-reduction. This technique

is used in clauses 12–13 in our implementation.

We represent the truth of a formula in QCMEC by

means of the predicate holds. Clauses 1 to 13 in Ap

pendix A implement the specification of this language

given in Section 2. More precisely, clauses 1 and 2 pro

vide a direct encoding of Definition 2.1, where clause

2 faithfully emulates the meta-predicate br. Clause

3 captures the meaning of the precedence construct,

while clauses 4 to 7 reduce the truth check for the

connectives of QCMEC to the derivability of the corre

sponding XProlog constructs. Notice that implication

is translated back to a combination of negation and

disjunction in clause 7. Clauses 8 to 11 implement

the semantics of the modalities as the recursive visit

of all the extensions of the current knowledge state;

further details can be found in [4]. Existential quanti

fiers are handled similarly to connectives in clause 12.

Although AProlog offers a form of universal quantifi

cation, we are forced to take a detour and express our

universal quantifiers as negations and existentials in

clause 13. A lengthy discussion of the logical reasons

behind this step can be found in [4].

4.3 Soundness and Completeness

The encoding we have chosen as an implementation of

QCMEC permits an easy proof of its faithfulness with

respect to the formal specification of this formalism.

Key factors in the feasibility of this endeavor are the

precise semantic definition of QCMEC given in Sec

tion 2, and the exploitation of the declarative features

of AProlog.

We only show the statement of our soundness and com

pleteness result since a fully worked out proof would

require a very detailed account of the semantics of

X Prolog, and is rather long, although simple. Space

constraints prevent us from doing so. The interested

reader can find the full development of a proof that

relies on the same techniques in [4].

Theorem 4.1 (Soundness and completeness of qcmec)

Let H = (E, P, [.), (), J., () be an EC-structure, o a

binary acyclic relation over E and p and formula in

Cit(QCMEC), then

qcmec, ſh", To" H holds p iff Thº; ot E p. m.

5 Complexity Analysis

This section is dedicated to studying the complexity

of the various modal event calculi presented in Sec

tion 2. We assume the reader familiar with computa

tional complexity theory [12]. Given an EC-structure
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?!, a knowledge state w e W14 and a formula p rel

ative to any of the modal event calculi presented in

Section 2, we want to characterize the complexity of

the problem of establishing whether T11: w = p is true,

which is an instance of the general problem of model

checking.

We model our analysis around the truth relations given

in Definitions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5. We measure the com

plexity of testing whether Tu, w H. p holds in terms

of the size n of the input structure (where n is the

number of recorded events) and the size k of the input

formula (without loss of generality, we sometimes in

terpret k as the number of atomic formulas occurring

in p).

The notion of cost we adopt is as follows: we assume

that verifying the truth of the propositions e e ſp) and

e e (p) costs O(1). Although possible in principle, it is

disadvantageous to maintain knowledge states as tran

sitive relations. We instead record an acyclic binary

relation o on events whose transitive closure of is w.

Verifying whether el <w e2 holds becomes a reacha

bility problem in o and it can be solved in quadratic

time O(n°) in the number n of events [2]. The cost of

solving the query el < e2 is therefore quadratic.

We begin our analysis from the plain Event Calculus.

Model checking in EC (Definition 2.2) is a polynomial

task and costs O(n°) [2, 5].

Theorem 5.1 (Cost of model checking in EC)

Model checking in EC has complerity O(n°).

We obtain the same bound if we allow property-labeled

intervals p(e1, e2), possibly prefixed with at most one

modal operator [5]. This bound does not change if we

consider precedence queries.

An ECMEC-formula is the boolean combination of a

number of atomic formulas, i.e. property-labeled in

tervals p(e1, e2) or precedence tests e1 < e2, possibly

prefixed with a modal operator.

Given an ECMEC-formula that contains k atomic for

mulas, checking it reduces to testing k atomic formu

las, possibly prefixed with a modal operator, each of

them is solved in O(n°). Thus, model checking in

ECMEC has polynomial complexity.

Theorem 5.2 (Cost of model checking in ECMEC)

Model checking in ECMEC has complexity O(kn"). In

Model checking in CMEC (Definition 2.3) involves an

exhaustive exploration of the extensions of the current

knowledge state, whose number is, in general, expo

nential in the number of events. This raises complexity

beyond tractability.

Theorem 5.3 (Cost of model checking in CMEC)

Model checking in CMEC is PSPACE-complete.

Proof. In order to prove that model checking in

CMEC is in PSPACE, we show that this problem

belongs to AP, that is, we define an alternating poly

nomial time algorithm that solves it.

Let p be a CMEC-formula and w a knowledge state. If

p = q ^ 3 (resp. p = 0 V 3), the algorithm enters in an

AND (resp. OR) state. It nondeterministically chooses

one among o and 3 and evaluates it in w. If p =

-(o A 3) (resp. p = -(a V 3)), the algorithm evaluates

-a V-3 (resp. -o A -3). If p = --o, the algorithm

verifies o. If p = Do (resp. p = Qo), the algorithm

enters in an AND (resp. OR) state. It determines all

the extensions of w and it nondeterministically chooses

one, say w'. Then, it evaluates o in w'. If p = -Do.

(resp. p = -K×o), the algorithm evaluates Q-o (resp.

D-o). If p = p(e1, e2) (resp. p = ~p(e1, e2)), the

algorithm accepts it if and only if all points (resp. at

least one point) from i to iv of Definition 2.2 hold

(resp. does not hold). Finally, if p = e1 < e2 (resp.

p = -(el 3 e2)), the algorithm accepts if and only if

e1 <w e2 (resp. ei žw e2).

It follows, from the definition of acceptance of alter

nating machines [12], that a CMEC-instance (H, p, w)

is accepted if and only if Int; w = p. Moreover, the

time needed is polynomial in the size of H and p.

Thus, model checking in CMEC in AP. Since AP

= PSPACE [12], it is in PSPACE.

In order to prove that the considered problem is

PSPACE-hard, we define a (polynomial) reduction

of QSAT [12] into CMEC.

Let G = Bri. Vaz. Br3. Vra. ... Qarn. F(r1, r2, ... rh),

with n > 1, be a quantified Boolean formula where

the quantifiers alternate, so that Q is 3 (V) if n is odd

(even).

We now define the EC-structure H = (E, P, [..), (),

]-, [) such that:

E = {er, e-z, : 1 < i < n};

P = {p, ; 1 < i < n};

pr.) = {er, ), (Pz.] - {e-z,}, for 1 s i S n;

-, -[= 0.

Moreover, let w = 0, and F be the formula obtained re

placing in F(r1, r2, ... arn) every occurrence of a vari

able ri with pr, (e., , e-z,).

Further, consider the following recursive definition of
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the CMEC-formula Fº:

©F k = n

Fk = oDF k = n – 1

©D(\lk 12 D F 12) 1 < k < n – 1

where

* = Aegiºn -(er, & e-z,) A -(e-z, ez,).

Observe that, if w H lik, then, for every i from k to n,

the events er, and e-z, are unordered. It is possible

to prove that, for p = FI, w H p if and only if G is

true.

In the following, we analyze the complexity of the

quantified calculi defined in Section 2. We begin

our analysis with the complexity of EQCMEC, i.e.

the quantified version of ECMEC. We have proved

that model checking in ECMEC is polynomial time

bounded (Theorem 5.2). However, the extension of

ECMEC with quantifiers arises complexity beyond

P. In particular, model checking in EQCMEC is

PSPACE-complete, as proved by the following the

Orem.

Theorem 5.4 (Cost of model checking in EQCMEC)

Model checking in EQCMEC is PSPACE-complete.

Proof. In order to prove that model checking in

EQCMEC is in PSPACE, we show that it belongs

to AP. In order to do so, we extend the alternating

polynomial time algorithm used in the proof of The

orem 5.3. If p = War. o. (resp. p = Hr. o.), the algo

rithm enters in an AND (resp. OR) state. It nonde

terministically chooses one event, say e, and evaluates

the formula obtained by replacing all occurrences of r

in o that are in the scope of the quantifier by e. If

p = -V.c. a (resp. p = −3r. o.), the algorithm evalu

ates Er. -o (resp. War. -o).

From the definition of acceptance of alternating ma

chines [12], it follows that an EQCMEC-instance

(H, p, w) is accepted if and only if Int; w = p. More

over, the time needed is polynomial in the size of H

and p. Thus, model checking in EQCMEC is in AP.

Since AP = PSPACE [12], it is in PSPACE.

In order to prove that the considered problem is

PSPACE-hard, we define a (polynomial) reduction

of QSAT [12] into EQCMEC.

Let G = Earl. War?. Eacá. Vara. - - - Qrn. F(r1, r2, - - - Tn),

with n > 1, be a quantified boolean formula where

the quantifiers alternate (so that Q is 3 (V) if n is odd

(even)).

We then define an EC-structure H = (E, P, [..), (),

]-, [) such that:

• E = {e1, e2,...en, e);

e P = {pi, p2, ... pn};

ſp;) = {ei} and (p;] = {e}, for 1 < i < n;

• J., [= 0

Moreover, let w = {(e1, e) : 1 < i < n}}, and

p = Earl. Varz. Erg. Vara. ... Qarn. F(a 1, a2, ... arn)

where F(r1, r2, ... ra) is obtained replacing ev

ery occurrence of a variable ri in the formula

F(r1, r2, ... ra) with p. (Ti, e). Notice that p is an

EQCMEC-formula. In particular, it has no modal op

erator. It is not difficult to see that w = p if and only

if G is true.

In the following, we characterize the explicit time com

plexity of model checking in EQCMEC. Since model

checking in EQCMEC is PSPACE-complete, we ex

pect an exponential bound.

We will exploit the unfolding lemma (2.6). This result

affirms that every formula involving one event quanti

fier at its top-level can be replaced with the conjunc

tion or disjunction of n instances of it, where n is the

number of events. If we have a nesting of q such quan

tifiers, we are led to solve n" instances. In general,

if we eliminate in this manner all event quantifiers in

a formula p of size k, we will produce a formula p'

without quantifiers, i.e. an ECMEC formula, of size

at most kn". Taking advantage of Theorem 5.2, we

get the following upper bound.

Theorem 5.5 (Upper bound for time complerity of

model checking in EQCMEC)

Model checking in EQCMEC has complerity

O(knkt3).

Practical applications using modal event calculi with

quantifiers are expected to model situations involving

a large number of events, while the size of the queries

will in general be limited. The hardware fault diagno

sis example in Section 3 falls into this category. In such

contexts, the fact that EQCMEC is polynomial in the

number of events is essential. At worst, the depen

dence of the exponent on k may lead to polynomials

of high degree.

Finally, we consider the calculus QCMEC. Since

EQCMEC is a linguistic fragment of QCMEC, model

checking in QCMEC is PSPACE-hard. Nevertheless,

it is possible to show that model checking in QCMEC

is polynomial space-bounded.
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Theorem 5.6 (Cost of model checking in QCMEC)

Model checking in QCMEC is PSPACE-complete.

Proof. To see that the considered problem is in

PSPACE, we exploit the polynomial alternating al

gorithm defined in the proof of Theorem 5.4 for

EQCMEC. It works correctly for QCMEC as well.

Since EQCMEC is a linguistic fragment of QCMEC

and EQCMEC is PSPACE-hard (Theorem 5.4),

model checking in QCMEC is PSPACE-hard.

In Section 4 we have transliterated the definition of

QCMEC and its subcalculi in the higher-order logic

programming language AProlog [10]. The directness

of the implementation allows checking easily that the

complexity of the implemented algorithms coincide

with the bounds proved in this section for the problems

they implement.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have extended a number of modal

event calculi [1, 5, 9 with the possibility of using quan

tifiers and precedence tests in queries. The net effect of

these combined additions has been a substantial gain

in expressiveness. The extra computational cost was

shown acceptable for queries of a reasonable size in

those subcalculi that are tractable without quantifiers.

We have implemented the resulting formalisms in the

higher-order logic programming language AProlog [10],

which we used to encode case studies from the area of

hardware and medical diagnosis.

We intend gaining a better understanding of the inter

actions among the various operators of our calculi, in

particular between quantifiers and modalities, in or

der to devise simplifications of costly queries and thus

better implementations. We also intend studying the

integration of preconditions [6].
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Abstract

We show that probabilistic deduction with

conditional constraints over basic events is

NP-hard. We then focus on the special case

of probabilistic deduction in conditional con

straint trees. We elaborate very efficient and

globally complete techniques for probabilis

tic deduction. More precisely, for exact con

ditional constraint trees, we present a local

approach to globally complete probabilistic

deduction, which runs in linear time in the

size of the conditional constraint trees. For

general conditional constraint trees, we show

that globally complete probabilistic deduc

tion can be done by solving global nonlinear

programs. We elaborate how these nonlin

ear programs can be transformed into equiv

alent linear programs, which are solvable in

polynomial time in the size of the conditional

constraint trees.

1 INTRODUCTION

Representing and reasoning with uncertain knowledge

has gained growing importance in the recent decades.

The literature contains many different formalisms and

methodologies for tackling uncertainty. Most of them

are directly or indirectly based on probability theory.

In this paper, we focus on probabilistic deduction with

conditional constraints (that is, interval restrictions

for conditional probabilities). The considered prob

abilistic deduction problems consist of a probabilistic

knowledge-base and a probabilistic query. We give a

classical example. As a probabilistic knowledge-base,

we may take the probabilistic knowledge that all os

triches are birds, that ostriches do not fly, that at least

95 per cent of all birds fly, and that not more than 10

per cent of all birds are ostriches. As a probabilistic

query, we may wonder about the entailed greatest

lower bound and the entailed least upper bound for

the rate of all birds that are ostriches. The solution to

this probabilistic deduction problem is 0 per cent for

the entailed greatest lower bound, and 5 per cent for

the entailed least upper bound.

There is a long controversy in the probabilistic com

munity about whether to solve this kind of probabilis

tic deduction problems in a global approach by linear

programming or in a local approach by the iterative

application of inference rules. The global approach

by linear programming (see, for example, [23], [13],

[10], [17], [16], [3], [22], and [20]) can be performed

within rich probabilistic languages capable of repre

senting many facets of probabilistic knowledge (see

especially [10]). Crucially, probabilistic deduction by

linear programming is globally complete, that is, it re

ally produces the requested tightest bounds entailed

by the whole probabilistic knowledge-base. However,

it generally runs in exponential time in the size of the

probabilistic deduction problems. Furthermore, it can

not provide any explanatory informations on how the

deduced results are obtained.

Mainly to overcome these deficiencies, researchers

started to work on local techniques based on inference

rules. The local approach (see, for example, [7], [9],

[2], [8], [28], [11], [15], and [18]) is generally performed

within more restricted probabilistic languages. The it

erative application of inference rules is very rarely and

only within very restricted languages globally com

plete (see [11] for an example of globally complete lo

cal probabilistic deduction in a very restricted frame

work). Whenever the languages become more expres

sive, the global completeness of local probabilistic de

duction cannot be guaranteed anymore. Local tech

niques are generally expected to be more efficient than

global ones. Moreover, they can elucidate the deduc

tion process by the sequence of applied inference rules.
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Probabilistic deduction with conditional constraints

over propositional events is immediately NP-hard,

since it is a generalization of the satisfiability problem

for probabilistic logic [23], which is known to be NP

complete from [13]. As a first crucial contribution of

this paper, we even show that probabilistic deduction

with conditional constraints over basic events (like in

the introductory example) is also NP-hard. It is sur

prising that this quite restricted class of probabilistic

deduction problems is still computationally so difficult.

Hence, it is unlikely that there is an algorithm that

efficiently solves all probabilistic deduction problems

with conditional constraints over basic events. How

ever, we can still hope that there are efficient special

case, average-case, or approximation algorithms.

In this paper, we focus on elaborating an efficient

special-case algorithm. We concentrate on probabilis

tic deduction in conditional constraint trees. It is an

interesting subclass of all probabilistic deduction prob

lems with conditional constraints over basic events.

Conditional constraint trees are undirected trees with

basic events as nodes and with bidirectional condi

tional constraints over basic events as edges between

the nodes. Like Bayesian networks, conditional con

straint trees represent a well-structured probabilistic

knowledge-base. However, differently from Bayesian

networks, they do not require any knowledge about

probabilistic independence.

For exact conditional constraint trees, we present func

tions for deducing tightest lower and upper bounds in

linear time in the size of the conditional constraint

trees. For general conditional constraint trees, we

show that greatest lower bounds can be deduced in

the same way, in linear time in the size of the con

ditional constraint trees. However, computing least

upper bounds turns out to be computationally more

difficult. It can be done by solving special nonlinear

programs. We show how these nonlinear programs can

be transformed into equivalent linear programs. Cru

cially, these linear programs have a number of variables

and of linear inequalities being linear and polynomial,

respectively, in the size of the conditional constraint

trees. Thus, our way of deducing least upper bounds

still runs in polynomial time in the size of the condi

tional constraint trees, since linear programming runs

in polynomial time in the size of the linear programs.

Another contribution of this paper is related to the

controversy about whether to perform probabilistic

deduction with conditional constraints by linear pro

gramming or by the iterative application of inference

rules. On the one hand, we provide a very efficient

technique for globally complete probabilistic deduction

in exact conditional constraint trees. However, on the

other hand, we also show that extending this local

technique to general conditional constraint trees al

ready results in solving global linear programs.

Previous work on similar deduction problems is rare

in the literature, the few existing does not provide any

or just very few results towards global completeness.

In [2], the rule of quantified syllogism and the general

ized Bayes' rule are applied to sets of bidirectional con

ditional constraints over basic events. This deduction

technique is generally not globally complete. In (27),

trees of bidirectional conditional constraints over basic

events are examined within the framework of deduc

tive database systems. A system of inference rules is

presented, which is globally complete only in deducing

lower bounds.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec

tion 2, we formulate the probabilistic deduction prob

lems considered in this work. Section 3 focuses on

complete probabilistic deduction in exact and general

conditional constraint trees. In Section 4, we summa

rize the main results of this work.

This paper is a revised extract of own work from [19],

which we extended by new results on the compu

tational complexity of probabilistic deduction with

conditional constraints over basic events. Moreover,

we improved significantly the probabilistic deduction

technique for general conditional constraint trees.

2 FORMULATING THE

DEDUCTION PROBLEMS

In this section, we introduce the syntactic and seman

tic notions related to probabilistic knowledge in gen

eral and to conditional constraint trees in particular.

2.1 PROBABILISTIC KNOWLEDGE

Before focusing on the details of conditional constraint

trees, we give a general introduction to the kind of

probabilistic knowledge considered in this work. We

deal with conditional constraints over propositional

events. They represent interval restrictions for condi

tional probabilities of propositional events. The formal

background introduced in this section is commonly ac

cepted in the literature (see, for example, [11] for other

work in the same spirit).

We assume a nonempty and finite set of basic events

B = {B1, B2, ..., B.,). The set of conjunctive events

CB is the closure of B under the Boolean operation /\.

We abbreviate the conjunctive event C A D by CD.

The set of propositional events GB is the closure of B
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under the Boolean operations A and −. We abbreviate

the propositional events G A H and -G by GH and G,

respectively. The true event Bi V-B, and the false

event B1 A →B1 are abbreviated by T and L, respec

tively. Conditional constraints are expressions of the

form (HIG)[ul, u2) with real numbers u1, u2 e [0,1]

and propositional events G and H. In (HIG)[ul, u2),

we call G the premise and H the conclusion.

To define probabilistic interpretations of propositional

events and of conditional constraints, we introduce

atomic events and the binary relation => between

atomic and propositional events. The set of atomic

events AB is defined by AB = {E1 E2 . . . En |E} = B;

or E. = B; for all i e (1:n)}. The atomic events of our

framework coincide with the more commonly known

possible worlds from probabilistic logic [23]. For all

atomic events A and all propositional events G, let

A => G iff AG is a propositional contradiction.

A probabilistic interpretation Pris a mapping from AB

to [0, 1] such that all Pr(A) with A e A8 sum up to 1.

Pr is extended in a well-defined way to propositional

events G by Pr(G) = XXae as a o Pr(A). Pris ex

tended to conditional constraints by:

Pr H (HIG)[ul, u2] iff

u1. Pr(G) < Pr(GH) < u2 Pr(G).

Note that Pr(G) = 0 entails Pre- (H|G)[ul, u2) (see,

for example, [14] and [11] for other work with the same

semantics of conditional probability statements).

The notions of models, satisfiability, and logical con

sequence for conditional constraints are defined in the

classical way. A probabilistic interpretation Pris

a model of a conditional constraint (HIG)[u], wº) iff

Pr H (HIG)[ul, u2]. Pris a model of a set of condi

tional constraints KB, denoted Pr[= KB, iff Pris a

model of all (HIG)[u], u2] e KB. KB is satisfiable iff

a model of KB exists. (H|G)[ul, u2) is a logical con

sequence of KB, denoted KB E (H|G)[u], u2), iff each

model of KB is also a model of (H|G)ſul, u2].

For a conditional constraint (HIG)[u], u2) and a set of

conditional constraints KB, let u denote the set of all

real numbers u e [0, 1] for which there exists a model

Pr of KB with u : Pr(G) = Pr(GH) and Pr(G) > 0.

Now, we easily verify that (HIG)[ul, u2) is a logical

consequence of KB iff u1 < inf u and u2 > sup u.

This observation yields a canonic notion of tight

ness for logical consequences of conditional con

straints. The conditional constraint (HIG)ſul, u2) is

a tight logical consequence of KB, denoted KB Flight

(H|G)[ul, u2), iff u1 = inf u and u2 = sup u.

The set u is a closed interval in the real numbers (see,

for example, [11] and [19]). Note that for u = 0, we

assume inf u = 1 and sup u = 0. Thus, we get u = 0

iff KB E (GIT)(0,0) iff KB Ftight (HIG)[1,0] iff

KB F (HIG)ſul, u2) for all ul, u2 e [0, 1].

Based on the just introduced notion of tightness, prob

abilistic deduction problems and their solutions are

more formally specified as follows.

A probabilistic knowledge-base (B, KB) consists of a set

of basic events B, and a set of conditional constraints

KB over 98 with ul suz for all (HIG)[u], u2] e KB.

A probabilistic query to a probabilistic knowledge-base

(B, KB) is an expression of the form B(F|E)[ri, r2]

with E, F e 98 and two different variables r1 and r2.

Its tight answer is the substitution a = {ri/ul, r2/u3}

with ul, u2 e [0,1] such that KB Flight (FE)[ul, u2).

A correct answer is a substitution a = {t1/ul, r2/u.2}

with u1, u2 € [0, 1] such that KB E (FE)[ul, u2).

Finally, we define the notions of soundness and of

completeness related to inference rules and to tech

niques for probabilistic deduction. An inference rule

KB F (HIG)[u], u2) is sound iff KB H (HIG)[u], u2),

where (HIG)[ul, u2) is a conditional constraint and KB

is a set of conditional constraints. It is sound and lo

cally complete iff KB Htight (HIG)[u], u2]. A tech

nique for probabilistic deduction is sound iff it com

putes a correct answer to any given probabilistic query.

It is sound and globally complete iff it computes the

tight answer to any given probabilistic query.

2.2 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

In the framework of conditional constraints over prop

ositional events, the problem of computing the tight

answer to a probabilistic query is NP-hard, since it

generalizes the satisfiability problem for probabilistic

logic, which is known to be NP-complete from [13].

Surprisingly, the problem of computing the tight an

swer to a probabilistic query remains NP-hard even if

we just use conditional constraints over basic events.

Theorem 2.1 The problem of computing the tight an

swer to a probabilistic query over basic events that is

directed to a probabilistic knowledge-base over basic

events is NP-hard.

Proof. The NP-complete problem of graph 3-color

ability [12] can be polynomially-reduced to the prob

lem of computing the tight answer to a probabilistic

query over basic events that is directed to a proba

bilistic knowledge-base over basic events. The proof

follows similar lines to the proof of NP-hardness of

2PSAT given in [13].
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Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. We construct a

probabilistic knowledge-base (B, KB) as follows. We

initialize (B, KB) with ({B}, 0). For each node v e V,

we increase B by the new basic events B, Bº, and

B. For each node v e V and for each i e {1,2,3},

we increase KB by (B.B.)[1, 1] and (B.B)[1/3, 1/3].

For each node v e V and for each i,j e {1,2,3} with

i < j, we increase KB by (B}|B)(0,0). For each edge

{u, v) e E and for each i e {1,2,3}, we increase KB

by (B.B.)[0,0]. Now, we show that (V, E) is 3-color

able iff {r1/1, r2/1} is the tight answer to the prob

abilistic query B(B|B)|r1, r2] to (B, KB), or equiva

lently, iff KB is satisfiable:

If (V, E) is 3-colorable, then there exists a mapping

cı from V to {1,2,3} with c1(u) # ci (v) for all edges

{u, v) e E. Thus, if T is a cyclic permutation of the

members in {1, 2, 3} and if c2, ca : V → {1,2,3} are de

fined by c2(v) = T(c1(v)) and c2(v) = T(c2(v)) for all

nodes v e V, then also cº(u) # cº (v) and ca(u) # ca (v)

for all edges {u, v) e E. For je {1,2,3}, let Aj e AB

such that Aj => B and Aj = B; iff c, (v) = i for all

nodes v e V and i e {1,2,3}. If Pr: As — [0, 1] is de

fined by Pr(A) = 1/3 for all A e {A1, A2, A3} and by

Pr(A) = 0 for all A e AB \{A1, A2, A3}, then Pris a

model of KB. Conversely, if there is a model Prof KB,

then there is an atomic event A € AB with Pr(A) > 0.

Thus, if c : V → {1,2,3} is defined by c(v) = i iff

A = B; for all nodes v e V, then c(u) # c(v) for all

edges {u, v) e E. Hence, (V, E) is 3-colorable. D

Hence, it is unlikely that there is an efficient algorithm

for computing the tight answer to all probabilistic

queries over basic events that are directed to any given

probabilistic knowledge-base over basic events. How

ever, there may be still efficient algorithms for solving

more specialized probabilistic deduction problems.

The rest of this work deals with probabilistic deduc

tion in conditional constraint trees. The next section

provides a motivating example, which gives evidence

of the practical importance of this kind of probabilistic

deduction problems.

2.3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

A senior student in mathematics describes his expe

rience about being successful at the university as fol

lows. The success of a student (su) is influenced by

how well-informed (wi) and how well-prepared (wp)

the student is. Well-informedness can be reached by

interviewing professors (pr] or by asking senior stu

dents (st). Being well-prepared is influenced by how

much time is invested in books (bo), exercises (ex),

and hobbies (ho). It is estimated that between 60 and

70 per cent of all well-informed students are success

ful, that more than 85 per cent of all successful stu

dents are well-informed, that more than 95 per cent

of all successful students are well-prepared, and that

more than 95 per cent of all well-prepared students are

successful. This probabilistic knowledge completed by

further probabilistic estimations is given by the prob

abilistic knowledge-base (B, KB) in Fig. 1. B is the set

of nodes {su, wi, wo, pr, St, bo, ex, ho}. KB is the least

set of conditional constraints containing (Y|X)[u], u2]

for each arrow from X to Y labeled with u1, u2.

st ho

95, 6.7 35.4 .35.4

.6.7 95.1 85.9

wi-TesuT=w.-->e,
S—T * ~ * ~ *

.85.1 .95, I .85.9

95.] 105.1 .95, 1 95, 1

pr bo

Figure 1: A Conditional Constraint Tree

Wondering, if it is useful for being successful at the

university to interview the professors, to study on

books, to spend the time on one's hobbies, or to

do both studying on books and spending the time

on one's hobbies, we get the probabilistic queries

H(supr][+1, t2), H(subo)|r1, r2], H(sulho)[æ1, a2], and

E(subo ho)|r1, a2) yielding the tight answers {1,1/0.00,

r2/1.00), {r1/0.90, a2/1.00), {a 1/0.30, a2/0.46%, and

{r1/0.71, a2/1.00), respectively. The deduced results

are quite intuitive, since studying on books has a pos

itive effect on the success of a student, while investing

time in hobbies is acting in a negative way.

Wondering, if successful students at the univer

sity interviewed their professors, if they studied

on books, if they spent their time with their

hobbies, or if they both studied on books and

spent their time with their hobbies, we get the

probabilistic queries H(pr|su)|r1, r2], H(bolsu)[æ1, a2],

B(holsu){x1, r2], and H(bo holsu)|z1, z2) yielding the

tight answers {a 1/0.00, a2/0.17}, {a 1/0.90, a2/1.00),

{rl/0.30, a2/0.45}, and {t1/0.25, 22/0.45}, respec

tively. Again, the results make sense, since the biggest

part of all successful students really studied, and just a

small part of them spent their time with their hobbies.

Note that in this example, probabilistic interpretations

of propositional events represent relative cardinalities

of sets of objects. That is, more generally, in proba

bilistic propositional logics, we do not have the differ

ence between probabilities on a set of possible worlds

and those on a domain, like in probabilistic first-order

logics (see, for example, [4] and [14]).
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2.4 CONDITIONAL CONSTRAINT TREES

We formally define conditional constraint trees and

queries to conditional constraint trees. We provide

some additional examples, which are subsequently

used as running examples.

A (general) conditional constraint tree is a probabilis

tic knowledge-base (B, KB) for which an undirected

tree (a singly connected undirected graph) (B, *) ex

ists such that KB contains exactly one pair of condi

tional constraints (BIA)[u], u2) and (A|B)[vi, v2) with

u1, v1 > 0 for each pair of adjacent nodes A and B.

A conditional constraint tree is eſtact iff u1 = u2 for

all (BIA)[ul, u2] e KB.

A query to a conditional constraint tree is a proba

bilistic query H(F|E)[æ1, a2] with conjunctive events

E, F that are disjoint in their basic events and such

that all paths from a basic event in E to a basic event

in F have at least one basic event in common. A query

B(F|E)[11, r2] to a conditional constraint tree is prem

ise-restricted iff E is a basic event. It is conclusion-re

stricted iff F is a basic event. It is complete iff EF

contains exactly the leaves of (B, 4+).

Fig. 2 shows two conditional constraint trees of which

the one on the left side is exact. B(GHIABEF)|r1, r2]

is a query, while H(AG|E|)|r1, r2) is not a query to

the conditional constraint trees of Fig. 2. Further

more, H(GHIA)|r1, r2) is a premise-restricted query,

B(C|EFGHI)[æ1, a2] a conclusion-restricted query, and

B(EFGHIA)|r1, r2] a premise-restricted complete que

ry to the conditional constraint trees of Fig. 2.

H 2) H

.85 95 .8.9 .9.1

.95 .85 9.1 8.9

*-i- A \*—P *-ri-1 \*—P

ſ ). .8, 9 t . .9.1
.55 95 .5.6 9.1

--~

.9.1

9.195 .3.4 8.9 .1.2

A F A

C

º

Figure 2: Two Conditional Constraint Trees

3 PROBABILISTIC DEDUCTION

The problem of computing the tight answer to a query

to a conditional constraint tree can be divided into

the subproblems of computing the tight answer to a

premise-restricted query and the tight answer to a

conclusion-restricted query.

For example, given the query 3(GHIABEF)|r1, r2] to

the conditional constraint trees in Fig. 2, we first com

pute the tight answer {y1/u 1, y2/u2} to the premise

restricted query H(ABEF|C)[y1, y2) and the tight an

swer {z/v1, z2/v2} to the conclusion-restricted query

H(C|ABEF)|z1, z2]. We then generate a new conditional

constraint tree by replacing the subtree over the nodes

A, B, C, E, and F by the new pair of conditional con

straints (ABEF"|C)[u], u2) and (C|'ABEF')[v], v2) over

the nodes 'ABEF" and C (in this new conditional con

straint tree, ABEF acts as a new basic event 'ABEF').

Finally, we just compute the tight answer to the

premise-restricted query B(GHI"ABEF')|r1, r2] to the

new conditional constraint tree.

In the sequel, we restrict the considerations of this

work to computing tight answers to premise-restricted

queries. This subproblem reveals the main key ideas

and the main theoretically interesting results of com

puting tight answers to queries. For more details

on computing tight answers to queries, the interested

reader may refer to our results in [19].

The problem of computing tight answers to premise

restricted queries can be reduced to the more special

ized problem of calculating tight answers to premise

restricted complete queries. More precisely, for each

premise-restricted query B(F|E)|r1, r2] to a condi

tional constraint tree (B, KB), an equivalent prem

ise-restricted complete query to a slightly transformed

conditional constraint tree is generated as follows (see

[19] for the correctness of this reduction):

In a first step, the conditional constraint tree is trans

formed by iteratively removing leaves not contained in

EF, until all leaves are in EF. In a second transforma

tion step, new basic events and new conditional con

straints are added to the conditional constraint tree.

For each non-leaf B contained in EF, B is increased

by a new leaf B', and KB is increased by the new pair

of conditional constraints (B"|B)[1, 1] and (B|B')[1, 1].

The query is then transformed by replacing all non

leaves in E and F by the corresponding new leaves.

Hence, without loss of generality, we can restrict the

subsequent considerations of this work to computing

tight answers to premise-restricted complete queries.

3.1 EXACT CONDITIONAL

CONSTRAINT TREES

In this section, let (B, KB) be an exact conditional

constraint tree. To compute the tight answer to the

premise-restricted complete query H(F|E)[æ1, r2], we
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start by defining a directed tree (that is, a directed

acyclic graph in which each node has exactly one par

ent, except for the root that does not have any):

A → B iff A 4+ B and A is closer to E than B.

The directed tree (B, +) is uniquely determined by the

conditional constraint tree and the premise-restricted

complete query. Fig. 3 shows (B, -º) for the premise

restricted complete query H(EFGHIA)|r1, r2] to the ex

act conditional constraint tree in Fig. 2, left side.

Figure 3: The Directed Tree (B, -})

The set of nodes B is partitioned into several strata.

The lowest stratum contains only nodes with no chil

dren in (B, +), the highest stratum contains the nodes

with no parents in (B, -º) (that is, exactly the node of

the premise E of the query). Fig. 3 also shows the

different strata in our example.

At each node of (B, +), we compute certain tight

est bounds that are logically entailed by KB. More

precisely, the tightest bounds at a node B are com

puted locally, by exploiting the tightest bounds that

have been previously computed at the children of B.

Hence, we iteratively compute the tightest bounds at

the nodes of each stratum, starting with the nodes of

the lowest stratum and terminating with the nodes of

the highest stratum. We distinguish three different

ways of computing tightest bounds at a node:

• initialization of a leaf (LEAF),

• chaining of an arrow and a subtree via a common

node (CHAINING),

• fusion of subtrees via a common node (FUSION).

Let us consider again the premise-restricted complete

query 3(EFGHIJA)[c1, r2] to the exact conditional con

straint tree in Fig. 2, left side. Fig. 4 illustrates the

three different ways of computing tightest bounds at

a node (the common nodes for CHAINING and FUSION

are filled black). Table 1 shows the greatest lower and

the least upper bounds that are computed at each

node B of each stratum st. More precisely, a 1 =

inf Pr(BC)/Pr(B), oz = sup Pr(BC)/Pr(B), 6, =

sup Pr(BC)/Pr(B), and Y2 = sup Pr(C)/Pr(B) sub

ject to Pri- KB and Pr(B) > 0 (in Table 1, we abbre

viate LEAF, CHAINING, and FUSION by LE, CH, and

FU, respectively). Table 1 also shows the requested

tight answer {z/0.02, r2/0.17}, which is given by the

tightest bounds computed at the premise A.

Initialization of a leaf:

Chaining of an arrow and a subtree:

Fusion of subtrees:

Figure 4: Local Computations in (B, +)
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Table 1: Locally Computed Tightest Bounds

St B C O. 1 O2 62 Y2

G G 1.0000 1,0000 00000 1,0000 (LE)

0 H H 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 (LE

| | 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 (LE

D G 0.8500 0.8500 0.0447 0.8947 (CH

1 D H 0.8500 0.8500 0.0447 0.8947 (CH

D | 0.8500 0.8500 0.0000 0.8500 (CH

D GH| 0.5500 0.8500 00000 0.8500 (FU

1 E E 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 (LE

F F 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 (LE

C GH| 0.4474 0.7605 0.0447 0.7605 (CH

2 C. E 0.9500 0.9500 0.0500 1,0000 (CH

C F 0.9500 0.9500 5.3833 6.3333 (CH

2 C EFGHI 0.3474 0.7605 0.0447 0.7605 (FU)

3 B EFGHI 0.1911 0.4183 0.0246 0.4183 (CH)

4 A EFGHI 0.0169 0.1722 0.0719 0.1722 (CH)

Note that computing the requested tight answer by the

classical linear programming approach would result in

solving two linear programs, each of them having 512

variables and 34 linear inequalities.

Finally, we focus on the technical details. We present

the functions P and P2, which compute the described

greatest lower and least upper bounds. For this pur

pose, we need the following preparative definitions.

Let P(BC, B) = u for all (C|B)[u, u} e KB.

A node B is a leaf if it does not have any children. For

all leaves B let B" = B. For all the other nodes B let

B! be the conjunction of all the children of B. For all

leaves C let L(C)= C. For all the other conjunctive

events C let L(C) be the conjunction of all the leaves

that are in C or that are descendants of a node in C.

In the sequel, let B be a node and let C = B". The

case C = B refers to the initialization of the leaf B,

the case C = B1 with a node B1 # B to the chaining

of the arrow B → B1 and a subtree via the common

node B1, and the case C = B, B2 ... By with k > 1

nodes B1, B2, ..., Bk to the fusion of k subtrees via

the common node B.

We now define the function Pi for the computation

of greatest lower bounds. Note that its existence is

already known from (27) in the framework of deductive

database systems. Let P (BL(C), B) = 0.1, where ol

in LEAF, CHAINING, and FUSION is given as follows:

LEAF (C = B):

O 1 = 1

CHAINING (C = B1):

oi = max(0, P(BC, B). (1 +*#H))

FUSION (C = B; Be... Be):

k

o 1 = max(0, 1 – k + XC P. (BL(B.), B))

i-1

To formulate that P. computes greatest lower bounds,

we need the following definitions. Let B(B, C) com

prise B, all nodes in C and all descendants of a node

in C. Let KB(B, C) be the set of all conditional con

straints of KB over B(B, C). Let Mo(B, C) be the set

of all models of KB(B, C) over B(B, C).

Now, the function P is sound and globally complete

with respect to B and C iff P. (BL(C), B) = a1 is

the infimum of Pr(BL(C)) / Pr(B) subject to Pre

Mo(B, C) and Pr(B) > 0. Thus, the next theorem

shows soundness and global completeness of Pi.

Theorem 3.1

a) on . Pr(B) < Pr(BL(C)) for all Pre Mo(B, C).

b) There erists Pre Mo(B, C) with Pr(B) > 0 and

of . Pr(B) = Pr(BL(C)).

Proof. The proof is given in full detail in [19]. []

Next, we present the function P. for computing least

upper bounds. Note that it has been unknown in the

literature so far if such a function exists. This function

P2 provides the crucial result that for exact conditional

constraint trees, there are local probabilistic deduction

techniques that are sound and globally complete. In

detail, let P(BL(C), B) = 0.2, P. (BL(C), B) = 32,

and P. (L(C), B)) = Y2, where ol, 32, and Y2 in LEAF,

CHAINING, and FUSION are given as follows:

LEAF (C = B):

(oz, 32, Y2) = (1,0,1)

CHAINING (C = B1):

o, = min(1, P(BC, B) tºº,

1 - P(BC, B) (1 – ºft#2),

P(BC, B) (1 + ºl))

3. – min(P(BC, B) (*#H-1),

P(BC, B) tº

* = P(BC, B) tº

FUSION (C = B, Be... Bº):

º P. (BL(B,), B)O2

82 = min. P. (BL(B.), B)
ie[1:k)
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^2 = min( min P. (L(B.), B)

ie(1:k)

...'", 9 (BL(B,), B)

P}(BL(B,), B)))

The function P2 is sound and globally complete with

respect to B and C iff oz., 32, and Y2 are the supre

mum of Pr(BL(C)) / Pr(B), Pr(BL(C)) / Pr(B), and

Pr(L(C)) / Pr(B), respectively, subject to Pre

Mo(B, C) and Pr(B) > 0. Hence, the following the

orem shows soundness and global completeness of P,

(actually, it shows even more to enable a proof by in

duction on the recursive definition of P2).

Theorem 3.2

a) Pr(BL(C)) < 0.2. Pr(B), Pr(BL(C)) < 3, . Pr(B),

and Pr(L(C)) < Y2 Pr(B) for all Pre Mo(B, C).

b) There erists Pre Mo(B, C) with Pr(B) > 0,

Pr(BL(C)) = 0.2. Pr(B), and Pr(L(C)) = y2 Pr(B).

c) There exists Pre Mo(B, C) with Pr(B) > 0,

Pr(BL(C)) = 3, . Pr(B), and Pr(L(C)) = 0, . Pr(B).

Proof. The proof is given in full detail in [19]. []

Note that Theorem 3.2 also shows that P. (L(B,), B) <

P.(BL(B.), B)+P(BL(B.), B) for all i e [1:k). Thus,

mini jetliklizj (P. (BL(B.), B)+P(BL(B), B)) in the

definition of Y2 in FUSION can be replaced by a2 + 32

for an increased efficiency in computing Y2 by exploit

ing the already computed values of 0.2 and 32.

Briefly, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the tight answer to

the premise-restricted complete query H(F|E)|r1, r2]

is {2,1/P (EL(E1), E), r2/P, (EL(Et), E)}.

The time complexity of computing the tight answer to

a premise-restricted complete query this way, by using

the functions P and P2, is analyzed in Section 3.3.

3.2 CONDITIONAL CONSTRAINT TREES

In this section, we focus on computing the tight an

swer to premise-restricted complete queries to general

conditional constraint trees. In the sequel, let (B, KB)

be a conditional constraint tree and let E(F|E)|r1, r2]

be a premise-restricted complete query.

We may think that our local deduction technique for

exact conditional constraint trees of the previous sec

tion can easily be generalized to conditional constraint

trees. In fact, this is true as far as the computation

of greatest lower bounds is concerned. However, the

computation of least upper bounds cannot be general

ized that easily from exact conditional constraint trees

to conditional constraint trees. More precisely, gener

alizing the computation of least upper bounds results

in Solving global nonlinear programs. These nonlinear

programs and our way to solve them are illustrated by

the following example.

Let the conditional constraint tree (B, KB) be given by

B={A, B, C, D) and KB= {(BIA)[ul, u2), (A|B)[v], v2],

(C|B)|r1, r2], (BIC)[y1, y2), (D|C)[ri , r2], (CID)[s] y 82]},

and let the premise-restricted complete query be de

fined by H(D|A)|z1, z2].

The requested least upper bound is the maximum of z

subject to u e ſul, u2), a e (a 1, a2], and the following

nonlinear inequalities in (1) to (5):

(1) 2 < 1

- tº – 111. 111:T2.

(2) 2 < 1 – u + # – # + #.

- 111 – tº T2 tº a 7"

(3) 2 < 1 – u + # – # + ºr

(4) 2 < u – ‘tº + +– – k+12 111 T2

- v1 tº 1 y1 U1 y1 tº 1 y181

(5) 2 < 1117.2

- v1 y1 s 1

We transform this nonlinear program into an equiv

alent linear program as follows. The maximum of z

subject to u e ſul, u2), a e [+1, a2], and the nonlinear

inequalities in (1) to (5) is equal to the maximum of

z subject to the following system of linear inequalities

over z and a B > 0 (B E B):

2 < TA

< 1=11. — —Al-. —el– .
2 S TA + U1 TB tº 1 y1 TC + v1 y1 s 1 JCD

< - £1 . —ll— . –Hei- .
2 S TA U1 JCB + tº 1 y1 TC + U1 y1 81 TD

< 11 . 1-91. –Hei- .
2 S v1 TB + tº 1 y1 acc + tº 1 y1 S1 TD

1

2. s tº 1 y181 JCD

1 < a. A s 1, u1 acA S are K u2 TA

T1 . TB S arc S arz TB, r1 arc S a D S T2 . Tc

More generally, least upper bounds to premise-restrict

ed complete queries to conditional constraint trees can

be expressed by similar nonlinear programs, which can

similarly be transformed into linear programs.

For example, let us consider the premise-restricted

complete query H(EFGHIA)|r1, r2] to the conditional

constraint tree in Fig. 2, right side. The requested

least upper bound is the maximum of a subject to the

system of linear inequalities in Fig. 5 (note that we

actually generated 72 linear inequalities of which 31

were trivially subsumed by others).

Thus, in this example, the requested least upper bound

is computed by solving a linear program that has 10

variables and 72 linear inequalities.
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T S 2A r & #rc + #re

a s TA + #te – #1c + #ro r < #rc + #rf

a s ra + #ze – #2 c + #TE a s #rd + #TE

a s TA + #18 – #1c + #rf a #1D + #re

a s TA + #re – #1D + #rg a s #1D + £f

a s TA + #ze – #1D + #th r < #re + #rf

a s TA + #18 – #1D + #r r < #re

a ra – re 4 re 4 #1E r & #TF

a s re + #rd r & #16

ac sº re + #TE a 3 #TH

a s re + #rf r & #r.

a s #~c + #1D

1 < a. A s 1

#EA s re s #ra, #re s to s #re

#ºc & rR < rc, #rc & re s re

#rc & ro & #tc, #rd & ré s #rd

#rd s rh & #1D, #rd s r. sº ºrd

Figure 5: The Generated Linear Inequalities

Note that computing the requested least upper bound

by the classical linear programming approach would

result in solving a linear program that has 512 vari

ables and 34 linear inequalities.

Let us now focus on the technical details. We subse

quently generalize the function P of Section 3.1 in a

straightforward way to compute greatest lower bounds

in conditional constraint trees. Moreover, we present

a linear program for computing the requested least up

per bound in conditional constraint trees.

Let P (BC, B) = ul for all (C|B)[ul, u2] e KB.

In the sequel, let B be a node and let C = B". Like

in Section 3.1, C = B, C = B1 with a node B1 # B,

and C = B1 Bg ... By with k > 1 nodes B1, B2, ..., Bk

refer to LEAF, CHAINING, and FUSION, respectively.

We define the generalized function Pi for computing

greatest lower bounds in conditional constraint trees.

Note that its existence is already known from [27] in

the framework of deductive database systems. Let

P. (BL(C), B) = a1, where on in LEAF, CHAINING,

and FUSION is given as follows:

LEAF (C = B):

o 1 = 1

CHAINING (C = B1):

on = max(0, P(BC, B) (1 + º-))

FUSION (C = B. Be... Be):

k

oi = max(0, 1 – k + XD Pi (BL(B.), B))
i-1

The function P is sound and globally complete with

respect to B and C iff P. (BL(C), B) = a1 is the infi

mum of Pr(BL(C))/Pr(B) subject to Pre Mo(B, C)

and Pr(B) > 0. Thus, the next theorem shows sound

ness and global completeness of P.

Theorem 3.3

a) on . Pr(B) < Pr(BL(C)) for all Pre Mo(B, C).

b) There erists Pre Mo(B, C) with Pr(B) > 0 and

o, . Pr(B) = Pr(BL(C)).

Proof. The claims follow from Theorem 3.1. D

Next, we concentrate on computing the requested least

upper bound. More precisely, we formulate a linear

program similar to the ones described in the two ex

amples. We do this by defining the function I over the

variables a B (B E B). Each admissible instantiation of

the variables corresponds to an exact conditional con

straint tree as instance of the considered conditional

constraint tree. Given such an admissible instantiation

of the variables, I now provides least upper bounds

for the corresponding exact conditional constraint tree.

Hence, to obtain least upper bounds for the conditional

constraint tree, we must maximize the value of I sub

ject to all admissible instantiations of the variables.

In detail, let I(BL(C), B) = az, I(BL(C), B) = 32,

and I(L(C), B)) = Y2, where ol, 32, and Y2 in LEAF,

CHAINING, and FUSION are given as follows:

LEAF (C = B):

(oz, 92, Y2) = (a, b,0, a B)

CHAINING (C = B1):

- In1n(acB; ###,
acC +

I

### #;CY2 1

I(CL(Ct),C

re-ro + -ā-ā; )

1- Pi (CB,C) I(CL(C"),C)
62 = min( ## to + -ā-āj-,

I(L(Ct),C )

#####!

– I(L(C"),C)

^2 = HºHaj

FUSION (C = B. Be... Be):

- - B.), BO.2 ºn 1(BL ), B)
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62 = min. I(BL(B.), B)
ieſ1:k]

^2 = min( min I(L(B.), B),

ié[1:k)

- I(BL(B.), B)+

...º.º.º.
I(BL(B,), B)))

It remains to specify the admissibility of an instanti

ation of the variables. This is done by the system of

linear inequalities J(E), which is defined as the least

set of linear inequalities over a B > 0 (B E B) that

contains 1 < a. E S 1 and u1 a B s TC K u2 a B for

all (C|B)[ul, u2] e KB with B → C (that is, B is the

parent of C). Note that J(E) is just related to the

final computation of the requested least upper bound.

We implicitly performed the variable transformation

described in the two examples. The next lemma shows

that this variable transformation is indeed correct for

conditional constraint trees.

Lemma 3.4

a) If a B (Be B) satisfies J(E), then for all condition

al constraints (C|B)[u], u2] e KB such that B – C,

there exists uce ſul, u2) with acc = uc a B.

b) Let ua e ſul, u2] for all (C|B)[ul, u2] e KB such

that B – C. There erists a B (B E B) with J(E) and

arc = uo a B for all nodes C with parent B.

Proof. a) For all nodes C with parent B, let uc be

defined by uc = to /a: B.

b) Let a E = 1, and for all nodes C with parent B, let

arc be defined by arc = uc a B. D

We are now ready to formulate an optimization prob

lem for computing the requested least upper bound.

Theorem 3.5 Let X2 be the maſtimum of a subject to

a 3 I(EL(ET), E) and J(E).

a) Pr(EL(Et)) < X, . Pr(E) for all Pre Mo(E, ET).

b) There erists Pre Mo(E, ET) with Pr(E) > 0 and

Pr(EL(Et)) = X, . Pr(E).

Proof. Let P(CB,C) = vi for all (BIC)(v1, v2] e KB

such that B – C. By Theorem 3.2, the requested

least upper bound is the maximum of a subject to

a 3 P.,(EL(ET), E) and P(BC, B) = uc e ſul, u2]

for all (C|B)[ul, u2] e KB such that B – C. By

Lemma 3.4, we can equivalently maximize a subject

to r < I(EL(ET), E) and J(E). D

We wonder how to solve the generated optimization

problem, since I(EL(E'), E) may still contain min

operations that cannot be tackled by linear program

ming. Given a technique for solving this optimization

problem, we are also interested in a rough idea on the

overall time complexity of computing the requested

least upper bound this way. Moreover, we are inter

ested in possible improvements to increase efficiency.

These topics are discussed in the following.

If I(EL(E'), E) does not contain any min-operations

at all, then the generated optimization problem is al

ready a linear program. Otherwise, it can easily be

transformed into a linear program. In a first transfor

mation step, all inner min-operations are eliminated.

This can easily be done due to the well-structuredness

of I(EL(E'), E). In a second step, the only remaining

outer min-operation is eliminated by introducing ex

actly one linear inequality for each contained operand.

In these linear inequalities, the operands of the outer

min-operation are upper bounds of ar.

To get a rough idea on the time complexity of comput

ing the requested least upper bound this way, we must

analyze the size of the generated linear programs. It is

given by the number of variables, the number of linear

inequalities in J(E), and the number of linear inequal

ities extracted from a 3 I(EL(ET), E). The latter

number is quite worrying, since Y2 seems to produce

many min-operands in FUSION. Moreover, Y2 contains

I(BL(B.), B) in FUSION, and oz contains I(L(CT), C)

in CHAINING. So, due to this crossed dependency, the

overall number of generated linear inequalities is likely

to ‘explode” for trees that branch very often.

In order to avoid these problems, we now introduce the

auxiliary function I' over the variables a B (B E B).

Let I'(BL(C), B) = o', I'(BL(C), B) = 3%, and

I'(L(C), B)) = Y, where of , 9%, and Y, in LEAF,

CHAINING, and FUSION are given as follows:

LEAF (C = B):

(oft, 3%, Y}) F (rB,0, a B)

CHAINING (C = B1):

- I'(CL(Ct),C

o, - min(rB, acc 4- P. (CB,C)

I'(CL(Ct),C

a; B – acc + #####2##4)

1–Pi (CB,C I'(CL(Ct),C

3 = +++ to + #

1 — I'(L(C"),C)

^2 = -RT. Haj

FUSION (C = B. Be... Be):

!, = in, I'(BL(B), Bo, = } (BL(B.), B)

! — - 1 /TE, -

6% = º,"(BLP), b)
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% = min(min. I'(L(B,), B),^2 minº, (L(B,), B)

- I'(BL(B.), B)+

..",
( ( ) )

I'(BL(B,), B)))

Note that in the definition of o', in CHAINING, we can

consider the cases C" = C and Cº. # C separately.

Since simply o!, = cc for C1 = C, we reduce the

number of generated linear inequalities this way.

The next lemma shows that the function I can be ex

pressed in terms of the auxiliary function I'.

Lemma 3.6 For all rB (Be B) that satisfy J(E):

o:2 = min(o', Y}), 32 = min(34, Y}), and Y2 = Y, .

Proof sketch. The claim can be proved by induction

on the recursive definition of I. C.

Briefly, by Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.5, and Lemma 3.6,

the tight answer to the premise-restricted complete

query H(F|E)[+1, r2) is {r1/P(EL(E'), E), r2/X2},

where X2 is given by the maximum of a subject to

a 3 I'(EL(E'), E), r < I'(L(ET), E), and J(E).

In our example, we get {r1/0.00, r2/0.27} as the tight

answer to the query B(EFGHIA)[r1, r2] to the condi

tional constraint tree in Fig. 2, right side.

The time complexity of this way of computing the re

quested greatest lower bound and especially the re

quested least upper bound is analyzed in Section 3.3.

3.3 COMPLEXITY

For exact conditional constraint trees, our approach to

compute the tight answer in several strata by the func

tions P and P. runs in time O(n), where n denotes the

number of nodes. This result is a consequence of the

following observations. The directed tree can be com

puted in time O(n). An initialization of a leaf with a

constant number of assignments is performed exactly

for each leaf of the directed tree, a chaining with a

constant number of arithmetic operations is performed

exactly for each arrow of the directed tree. Hence, ini

tializing all leaves and performing all chainings runs

in time O(n). A fusion is done for each branching of

the directed tree, using linear time in the number of

branches. Thus, all fusions together run in time O(n).

For general conditional constraint trees, the requested

greatest lower bound is analogously computed in time

O(n). The requested least upper bound is computed

in polynomial time in n. This result follows from the

fact that linear programming runs in polynomial time

in the size of the linear programs (see, for example, [24]

and (26). The size of the generated linear programs is

given by the number of variables and the number of lin

ear inequalities. The number of variables is n + 1. The

number of linear inequalities in J(E) is 2n. By induc

tion on the recursive definition of I', it can be shown

that the number of min-operands in o!, 3%, and Y:

is limited by |B(B, C)|*, |B(B, C), and B(B, C)|*, re

spectively. Hence, the number of linear inequalities ex

tracted from r < I'(EL(ET), E) and r < I'(L(Et), E)

is limited by |B(E, ET)|*+|B(E, Et)4 = n°4-n". Thus,

the overall number of generated linear inequalities l is

limited by l, = 2n + n” -- n°.

Note that lu is a very rough upper bound for l, in many

conditional constraint trees (especially in those that

branch very rarely), l is much lower than lu. For exam

ple, taking a complete binary tree with n = 127 nodes,

we get only l = 19964 compared to la = 260 161024.

In the example of Section 3.2 with n = 9 nodes, we get

only l = 72 compared to lu = 6660. Another example

is a tree that is degenerated to a chain of basic events.

In this case, we get l = 5n + 1, that is, the overall

number of generated linear inequalities is linear in n.

As a comparison, we shortly focus on the classical lin

ear programming approach to probabilistic deduction.

It runs in exponential time in n. In the special case

of computing tight answers to queries to exact and

to general conditional constraint trees, two linear pro

grams are to be solved, each of them having 2" vari

ables and 4m – 2 linear inequalities.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We showed that probabilistic deduction with condi

tional constraints over basic events is NP-hard. We

then presented very efficient and globally complete

techniques for probabilistic deduction in conditional

constraint trees. For exact conditional constraint

trees, greatest lower and least upper bounds are de

duced in linear time in the size of the conditional con

straint trees. For general conditional constraint trees,

greatest lower bounds are deduced in the same way,

in linear time in the size of the conditional constraint

trees. However, computing least upper bounds seems

to be computationally more difficult. It is done by

solving global nonlinear programs. We showed how

to transform these nonlinear programs into equivalent

linear programs, which are solvable in polynomial time

in the size of the conditional constraint trees.

Conditional constraint trees and the analyzed proba

bilistic deduction problems related to them seem to

be very interesting for many practical applications.

Like Bayesian networks, they represent well-structured
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probabilistic knowledge-bases, which have an intuitive

graphical representation. However, differently from

Bayesian networks, conditional constraint trees do not

require any probabilistic independence assumptions.

So, rather than being in competition with Bayesian

networks, conditional constraint trees are to be under

stood as a complement to Bayesian networks, useful

for applications in which well-structured independence

assumptions do not hold or are difficult to access.
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Abstract

Ectended abduction introduced by Inoue and

Sakama (1995) generalizes traditional abduc

tion in the sense that it can compute negative

eaplanations by removing hypotheses from

a nonmonotonic background theory, rather

than only adding them. Also, it has a

mechanism of computing anti-erplanations

to unexplain negative observations. Such ex

tended abduction not only enhances reason

ing ability of traditional abduction but has

useful applications to nonmonotonic theory

change. In this paper, we study the computa

tional aspect of extended abduction. Given a

background theory written in nonmonotonic

logic programming, we introduce its transac

tion program for computing extended abduc

tion. A transaction program is a set of non

deterministic production rules that specify

addition and deletion of abductive hypothe

ses. Abductive explanations are computed by

the fixpoint of a transaction program using a

bottom-up model generation procedure. In

the context of databases, a transaction pro

gram provides a declarative specification of

database update.

1 INTRODUCTION

Given a background knowledge base K and an obser

vation G, abduction computes an explanation E of G

satisfying

K U E H G

where K U E is consistent. This is the traditional

logical framework of abduction widely accepted in AI

(Poole, 1988). However, the above framework of ab

duction is not sufficient when the background knowl

edge base is nonmonotonic. For example, consider

the knowledge base written in nonmonotonic logic pro

Chiaki Sakama

Dept. Computer and Communication Sciences

Wakayama University

Sakaedani, Wakayama 640-8441, Japan

sakamaQsys. wakayama-u.ac.jp

gramming:

K : flies(r) — bird(r), not ab(r),

ab(r) — broken-wing(r),

bird(tweety) — ,

bird(opus) — ,

broken-wing(tweety) — .

If we observe that tweety flies, there is a good rea

son to assume that the wound has already healed.

Then, the fact broken-wing(tweety) must be removed

from the knowledge base to explain the observation

flies(tweety).

The traditional abduction cannot characterize such

a situation. That is, abduction introduces hypothe

ses to a knowledge base, but once they are included,

any hypothesis cannot be removed from the knowl

edge base. To cope with this problem, Inoue and

Sakama (1995) introduced the notion of “negative ex

planations”. Given a background knowledge base K

and an observation G, a set F of formulas is called a

negative explanation of G if

K \ FH G

where K\F is consistent. An explanation E satisfying

K U E H G is then called a positive explanation.

On the other hand, suppose that we later notice that

opus does not fly any more. Since flies(opus) is en

tailed by K, we now have to revise the knowledge

base to block the derivation of flies(opus) by assum

ing broken-wing(opus), for instance. This situation

is characterized by the notion of “anti-explanations”

which are used to unexplain observations (Inoue and

Sakama, 1995). Given a background knowledge base

K and an observation G, a set E of formulas is called

a (positive) anti-explanation of G if

K U E # G,

and a set F of formulas is called a negative anti

explanation of G if

K \F # G.
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These extensions of traditional abduction are use

ful when we consider nonmonotonic theories as back

ground knowledge bases. Firstly, the introduction of

negative explanations is natural, since it is often the

case that deletion of formulas introduces new formu

las in nonmonotonic reasoning. In fact, positive and

negative explanations play a complementary role in

accounting for an observation in nonmonotonic theo

ries. Secondly, the introduction of anti-explanations

is necessary when one wants to account for negative

observations. In this respect, traditional abduction is

concerned with explaining positive observations only.

Negative observations are often perceived in real-life

situations. For instance, many inductive concept learn

ing systems consider both positive and negative exam

ples to construct a hypothetical theory. In this sense,

the notion of anti-explanations plays a dual role to ex

planations. Thirdly, extended abduction not only en

hances reasoning ability of traditional abduction, but

is essential to theories of nonmonotonic theory change

and abductive theory revision (Inoue and Sakama,

1995). Useful applications of extended abduction thus

include view update in deductive databases, contra

diction removal as well as diagnosis and repair. For

example, model-based diagnosis (Reiter, 1987) con

structs a diagnostic hypothesis by identifying a mini

mal set of fault components A from the set of system

components COMP such that (i)

H = {Ab(c) c e A} U {-Ab(c) | c e COMP \A}

and (ii) H is consistent with the system description

and observations. Suppose that, after repairing some

components A' in A, we get new observations. Then,

H' = (H U E) \F

with E = {−Ab(c) c e A'} and F = {Ab(c) c e A'}

becomes a new diagnosis. Here, positive and negative

explanations are necessary at the same time. Recently,

Buccafurri et al. (1997) apply extended abduction to

formalize a system repair problem in the context of

model checking, which is a successful technique for the

verification of concurrent programs and protocols.

In this paper, we study the computational aspect of

extended abduction. We consider knowledge bases

written in normal logic programs, and introduce a

program transformation which produces a transac

tion program. A transaction program is a kind of

disjunctive logic program that specifies addition and

deletion of abductive hypotheses. Abductive expla

nations are computed by the fixpoint of the transac

tion program using bottom-up model generation pro

cedures like (Bry, 1990; Inoue and Sakama, 1996;

Aravindan and Baumgartner, 1997). The correctness

of the proposed method is shown for the class of acyclic

programs. In the context of databases, a transac

tion program provides a declarative specification of

database update. In a special case, a transaction pro

gram gives a revision program in the sense of Marek

and Truszczynski (1994).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we outline our extended abductive frame

work. In Section 3, we introduce a transformation of

abductive logic programs into transaction programs,

and present a fixpoint computation for extended ab

duction. Section 4 addresses comparisons with related

work, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 ABDUCTIVE FRAMEWORK

An abductive framework considered in this paper is

defined as follows.

A normal logic program (NLP) is a finite set of rules

of the form:

A0 4- A1, ..., Am, not Am+1, ..., not An (1)

(n > m > 0), where each A, is an atom and not de

notes negation as failure. The left-hand side of a rule

is the head, and the right-hand side is the body. We

allow a rule with an empty head, which is called an

integrity constraint. In this paper, the empty head of

any integrity constraint is represented by the special

atom L. A rule with an empty body (n = 0) is called

a fact. Each fact A – is identified with the atom A.

A program (rule, atom, term) is ground if it contains

no variable. An NLP P is acyclic if there is a level

mapping from the ground atoms of P to the natural

numbers, such that for any ground rule (1) from P,

the level of Ao is higher than the level of every A, (i =

1,..., n) (Apt and Bezem, 1991). P is Horn if no rule

in P contains negation as failure, that is, m = n holds

for every rule of the form (1) in P. P is definite if it

is a Horn program without integrity constraints.

The semantics of NLPs is given by the stable model

semantics (Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988). Given any

NLP P and a set M of ground atoms, the ground

Horn NLP P* is defined as follows: a rule

Ao ‘- A1, ..., Am

is in P^* if there is a ground rule of the form (1)

from P such that {Am+1, ..., An} ſh M = 0. Note

that P* is a possibly infinite set of not-free ground

rules. Then, P^* has the unique minimal model, i.e.,

the least model. If the least model of P* is identical

to M, M is called a stable model of P. A stable model

is consistent if it does not contain L, that is, it satisfies

every integrity constraint. An NLP is consistent if it

has a consistent stable model. For a consistent NLP

P and an atom L., P entails L (written P = L) if

L is included in every stable model of P; otherwise

P # L. Note that any acyclic program has a unique

stable model (Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988).
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An abductive logic program (ALP) is defined as a pair

(P, A), where P is an NLP and A is a set of atoms

called abducibles. Any instance A of an element from

A is also called an abducible and is written as A € A.

Without loss of generality, we assume that any rule (1)

having an abducible in its head (Ao e A) is always a

fact." An ALP (P, A) is acyclic (resp. Horn, ground)

if P is acyclic (resp. Horn, ground).

Definition 2.1 Let (P, A) be an ALP, and G a

ground atom. A pair (E, F) is an explanation (resp.

anti-explanation) of an observation G wrt (P, A) if

1. (PU E) \ F = G (resp. (PU E) \F # G),

2. (PU E) \ F is consistent, and

3. E. C.A and F C A.

For an (anti-)explanation (E, F), E is also called a

positive (anti-)erplanation if F = 0; F is called a neg

ative (anti-)eaplanation if E = 0; and (E, F) is called

a mired (anti-)erplanation if E # 0 and F# 0.

An (anti-)explanation (E, F) of G is minimal if for any

(anti-)explanation (E", F") of G, E' C E and F C F

imply E' = E and F = F.

In this paper, minimal explanations are of partic

ular interest, and (anti-)explanations mean minimal

(anti-)explanations unless stated otherwise. Note that

E ſh F = 0 holds for any minimal (anti-)explanation

(E, F).

Example 2.1 Consider the introductory program K

in Section 1. Let (K, A) be an ALP where A =

{ broken-wing(z)}. Then, G1 = flies(tweety) has

the explanation (E, F) = (0, {broken-wing(tweety)}),

while G2 = flies(opus) has the anti-explanation

({broken-wing(opus)}, 0).

3 COMPUTING EXTENDED

ABDUCTION

In this section, we provide a method of computing ex

tended abduction. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, programs

are assumed to be ground, and results are extended to

non-ground programs in Section 3.3.

3.1 TRANSACTION PROGRAM

We first introduce the notion of transaction programs,

which are obtained by transforming abductive logic

programs. This transformation is motivated to get

rules for what must be in the knowledge base and what

must be outside it for any observation to hold.

*If there is a rule A – T with an abducible A and a

non-empty body T, then A is made a non-abducible by

introducing a rule A — A' with a new abducible A'.

For any atom A, formulas in(A) and out(A) are called

T-literals (or literal for short). A transaction program

consists of productions of the form:

L → a 1 |... ok, (2)

where L is a literal and o, is a sequence of literals.”

Here, the vertical line “” is read “or” meaning a dis

junction, while a sequence means a conjunction of lit

erals. In a production of the form (2), the left-hand

side L is called the antecedent and the right-hand side

oi |... ok is called the consequent of the production.

Definition 3.1 Let (P, A) be a ground ALP. Then,

the transaction program TH of P (relative to A) is de

fined as follows.

1. Let H be a non-abducible atom (H g A) and

H 4– B1,

H – Bk,

be all rules in P with H in the head, where

B, – A1, ..., Am, , not C1, ..., not Cn,

(1 < i < k, m, 2 0, n > 0). Then, these rules

are transformed to the following productions:

Rin : in(H) — in(B1)|... in(BE), (3)

Rout : out(H) — out(B1),

: (4)

out(H) — out(BE),

where for i = 1,..., k, in(B.) and out(B.) are

defined as follows. If B, is empty, in(B.) = e,

otherwise in(B.) is:

in(A1),..., in(Am,), out(C1),..., out(Cn,).

If B, is empty, out(B.) = false; else out(B.) is:

outſA1)|... out(Am,)|in(C1)|... in(Cn,).

When H =l (integrity constrains), only Rout is

included in TH'.

2. When H – is in P for H e A (note in this case

that there is no rule with H in the head and with a

non-empty body by the assumption [footnote 1]),

it is transformed to

Rºn : in(H) → e,

and we define that Rout is empty.

*In non-ground transaction programs, productions may

contain equalities or inequalities in their antecedents or

consequents (see Definition 3.4).
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3. Let A be any atom that does not appear in the

head of any rule in P. For every such atom A,

introduce the production:

out(A) — e (5)

to tr. Moreover, when A is a non-abducible (A g

A), tR also includes:

in(A) → false. (6)

Each production generated in the first step specifies

abductive specifications such that to explain H, one

of B1, ..., Bk must be explained (3), while to unex

plain H, every B1, ..., Bk must be unexplained (4).

The meanings of in(B.) and out(B.) are obvious, that

is, introduction and removal of B, respectively, which

correspond to explaining/unexplaining B. When B, is

empty, there is nothing to be introduced and in(B.) =

E. Here, the empty string E is logically equivalent to

true and {e} U S is identical to S for any set S. On

the other hand, out(B.) = false means that removing

a non-abducible H with the empty body is impossi

ble. Note that, for integrity constraints, the removal

of L means satisfaction of all constraints. In the sec

ond step, when an abducible H is in P, nothing is

required to add H, while no further transaction is re

quested to remove H. In the third step, additional

productions (5) mean that the removal of A implies

no requirement if P has no rule with A in the head,

while productions (6) mean that the addition of A is

impossible.

Example 3.1 Let (P, A) be an ALP, where

P: p – q, not a,

p — b, not r,

q — not c,

r — d,

c –,

d —,

A : a, b, c, d.

Then, th becomes

in(p) → in(q), out(a) in(b), out(r),

out(p) → out(q) in(a),

outſp) → out(b)| in(r),

in(q) → out(c),

out(q) → in(c),

in(r) — in(d),

outſr) — out(d),

in(c) — e,

in(d) — e,

out(a) — e,

out(b) — e.

3.2 FIXPOINT COMPUTATION

For computing extended abduction, we consider fix

point computation of transaction programs. The Trp

firpoint operator which we define next is similar to

that given by Inoue and Sakama (1996) for disjunc

tive logic programs. The only difference between the

operator below and that in (Inoue and Sakama, 1996)

lies in the notion of marking. Since each production

can also be viewed as a rewriting rule, once a literal L

is rewritten it is marked as Lº. In this way, it is rec

ognized that the requirement of addition/deletion of

L has been translated into requests of another atoms'

addition/deletion.

Formally, for T-literals in(A) and out(A), formulas

in(A)+ and out(A)* are also called T-literals (or lit

erals for short). T-literals with the “*” symbol are

called marked literals, while other literals are un

marked. Given a transaction program TF, let B be

the set of ground T-literals in the language of thº, i.e.,

the Herbrand base. A transaction is a subset of B, i.e.,

an Herbrand interpretation. Each transaction specifies

which atoms should be added or deleted. A transac

tion S is coherent if for any atom A, S does not in

clude any pair of {in(A), out(A)}, {in(A)*, out(A)},

{in(A), out(A)*} and {in(A)*, out(A)*}.

A transaction S satisfies a T-literal L (written S H L),

where L is either in(A) or out(A), if either Le S or

L* E S holds. For a conjunction of literals, we also

write S = L1, ..., Ln if S = Li for every i = 1,..., n.

A transaction S satisfies a production (L – oi |...

ok) if S H L implies S Ho, for some i (1 s i < k).

Now, we define a mapping over sets of transactions.

For this purpose, two operations marking (+) and fil

tering (+) are defined as follows. For transactions I

and J,

I + J = (I \J) U {L* | Le In J},

I – J = {L e I | L & J and Lº g J}.

Intuitively, I*J denotes that each literal in J is marked

in I, and I – J means that a literal in I is re

moved from I if it is included in J in either marked

or unmarked form. Also, for a conjunction of literals

F = L1, ..., Ln, we denote the set of its conjuncts as

{F} = {L1,..., Ln).

Definition 3.2 Let tR be a ground transaction pro

gram, I a set of transactions. Then the mapping

Tºp : 2°" – 24” is defined as

Trp(I) = U{ Je Trp(I)|J is coherent }

IeI

where the mapping Tºp : 2° – 2*" is defined as fol

lows. For any transaction I, Trp(I) is equal to:
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( 0, if I H L for some production

(L — false) in P;

{ (I J) U (K - I) -

J = {L, R, e R} and K = UseR (o'},

K where R is the set of productions

of the form:

R; : (Li – F |... Fº,)

in P such that I H L, and that

{F}} – I # 0 for every j = 1,..., k,

\ and o' is one of F, ..., Fe, }, otherwise.

In particular, Trp(0) = 0.

The intuitive reading of Definition 3.2 is as follows.

If a transaction I does not satisfy a production with

false in the consequent, then I is pruned. Else, if

there is a production R, that is not satisfied by I (i.e.,

I satisfies the antecedent of R, but does not satisfy the

consequent of R, ), then I is expanded by adding each

single disjunct F, in the consequent for every such R,

so that R, is satisfied by I. In expanding I with o’s,

each antecedent of R, in I is marked, then only literals

in o' filtered by I are added. In the case that R, is

(L — e), L is simply marked and nothing is added

with this production.

The ordinal powers of Trp are defined as follows.

Trp t 0 - {0},

Trp t n + 1 - TrP(Trp t m),

Trp t LD - U.<. ſlogne. Trp t n,

where n is a successor ordinal and w is a limit ordinal.

The above definition means that at the limit ordinal

w the closure retains transactions which are persistent

in the preceding computation. That is, for any trans

action I in Trp f w, there is an ordinal o smaller than

w such that, for every n (o: < n < wy, I is included

in Trp 1 m. This closure definition is also used in (In

oue and Sakama, 1996) for computing minimal models

of disjunctive logic programs. By the result in (Inoue

and Sakama, 1996), Trp 1 w becomes a fixpoint.

Example 3.2 Consider the transaction program TF

in Example 3.1. Let TP** = TPU ( — in(p) }. Then,

the fixpoint closure of TP** becomes

Trp ºr f 1 = {{in(p)}},

Trp ºr 12 = {{in(p)+, in(q), out(a)},

{in(p)+, in(b), out(r)}},

Trp-tºp 13 = {{in(p)+, in(q)+, out(c), out(a)*},

{in(p)+, in(b), out(r)+, out(d)}},

Trp-p 14 = Trp tº 1 3.

Thus, TrP+p t (A) = TrP+p t 3.

Note that the above fixpoint computation constructs

minimal models in a bottom-up manner when pro

ductions are viewed as disjunctive clauses. Model

generation procedures such as SATCHMO, MGTP,

and Hyper-Tableaux used in (Bry, 1990; Inoue and

Sakama, 1996; Aravindan and Baumgartner, 1997) are

similar to this computation mechanism. They perform

hyperresolution to expand Herbrand interpretations

and case-splitting on non-unit hyperresolvents. When

a program is finite, function-free and range-restricted,”

closure computation by these procedures stops in a fi

nite step. For a ground transaction program, these

conditions are always satisfied.

We are ready to compute extended abduction from

the fixpoint of a transaction program. T-literals

in(A)/out(A) with A e A are called abducible literals.

For a transaction S, the set of unmarked abducible lit

erals in S is denoted as S*. For a set of transactions

I c 28, let

min”(I) = {S*| S e I and there is no S' e I

such that S" c S*}.

Let us denote a transaction program with an observa

tion G to be (un)explained as:

TP** = TPU (– in(G), — out(1)},

TPT" = TPU (→ out(G), — out(1)}.

Here, out(L) means that all integrity constraints

should be satisfied. When there is no integrity con

straint in P, (→ out(L)) is not added to trºt" and

TP-9. Also, we write

IN(S) = {A in(A) e S},

OUT(S) = {A out(A) e S}.

Definition 3.3 For an acyclic ALP (P, A) and a

ground observation G, abduction steps in P are in

ductively defined as follows.

1. G is explainable by (0,0) at 0-step if G e P.

G is explainable by ({G},0) at 0-step if G e A.

2. G is unexplainable by (0,0) at 0-step if P has no

ground rule from P with G in the head.

G is unexplainable by (0, {G}) at 0-step if G e P

and G e A.

3. G is explainable by (E, F) at (s + 1)-step if there

is a ground rule:

G — A1, ..., Am, not Am+1, ..., not An

from P such that (i) each A, (i = 1,...,m)

is explainable by (E., F) at li-step (l, s s)

and each A, (j = m, ...,n) is unexplainable

by, (E), F) at, ºstep (; , s), (ii) F.
Uli E, F = U- F, En F = 0, and (iii)

mar(li,..., lm, lm-1,..., la) = s.

*A program P is range-restricted if for every rule in P,

any variable appearing in the head has an occurrence in a

positive atom in the body.
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4. G is unexplainable by (E, F) at (s -- 1)-step if for

every ground rule re of the form:

G - A1, ..., Am..., not Am, 4-1,..., not An.

from P, (i) there is an atom Air (1 < is s nº)

such that Ali is unexplainable (when 1 < is sº

mk) or explainable (when my + 1 < is sº me)

by (Ek, Fe) at le-step (lk sº s), (ii) E = U. Ek,

F = U., F., En F = 0, and (iii) marr, le = s.

In particular, we say that G is (un)provable in P at

s-step for some s 3 w if G is (un)explainable by (0,0)

in P at s-step. Note that this definition of provability

(resp. unprovability) of G in P characterizes a posi

tive (resp. negative) conclusion about G in P under

the well-founded semantics (van Gelder et al., 1991).

Namely, G is true/false under the well-founded model

of Piff G is provable/unprovable in P. Since the well

founded model and the stable model coincide in acyclic

NLPs (van Gelder et al., 1991), it holds that: for an

acyclic NLP P, P = G (under the stable model se

mantics) iff G is provable in P at s-step.

Lemma 3.1 Let (P, A) be an acyclic ALP, G a

ground observation, and E, F e A. Suppose that

(PU E) \ F is consistent.

(i) If G is (un)explainable by (E, F) in P at s-step for

some s 3 w, then (E,F) is an (anti-)erplanation

of G wrt (P, A).

(ii) If (E, F) is a minimal (anti-)eaplanation of G wrt

(P, A), then G is (un)explainable by (E, F) in P

at 8-step for some s ‘w.

Proof: The proof of (i) is obvious by induction on

the abduction step in P.

(ii) Let (E, F) be a minimal explanation of G wrt

(P,A). Then, (PU E) \ F = G. By the discussion

above, G is provable in (PU E)\ F at s-step for some

s < w. In other words, G is explainable by (0,0) in

(PUE)\F at s-step. Then, G is explainable by (0, F)

in PU E at s-step, because (E, F) is a minimal expla

nation of G and hence no F C F satisfies that G is

explainable by (0, F") in PUE. Then, G is explainable

by (E, F) in P at s-step, because (E, F) is a minimal

explanation of G and hence no E' C E satisfies that

G is explainable by (E", F) in P.

The proof for a minimal anti-explanation can be shown

in a similar way. D

Theorem 3.2 Let (P, A) be a ground acyclic ALP,

and G a ground observation. Then,

(i) (E,F) is a minimal explanation of G wrt (P, A)

iff there is a transaction S e min”(Trp-ta f w.

such that E = IN(S) and F = OUT(S).

(ii) (E,F) is a minimal anti-explanation of G

wrt (P, A) if there is a transaction S e

min”(Trp-g f w such that E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(S).

Proof: We prove that G is (un)explainable by (E, F)

at S-step for some s 3 w iff there is a transaction S

in min” (Trp-ta f w) (or min’” (Trp-a f w)) such that

E = IN(S) and F = OUT(S). This is proved by in

duction on the abduction step s. Then, the results (i)

and (ii) follow by Lemma 3.1. Suppose first that s = 0.

(i) If G is explainable by (E, F) at 0-step, (E, F) is

either (0,0) or ({G}, 0). In the former case, G e P

holds, and then (in(G) → e) is in Tºtº. Hence,

minº (Trp-ta f w = {0}, E = IN(0) and F =

OUT(0). In the latter case, G E A holds, and then

{in(G)} e min”(Trp-ta f wy, E = IN({in(G)}) and

F = OUT({in(G)}).

(ii) If G is unexplainable by (E, F) at 0-step, (E, F)

is either (0,0) of (0, {G}). In the former case, P has

no rule with G in the head. Then, (out(G) → e) is

in Tºº", hence min”(Trp-a t w) = {0}, E = IN(0)

and F = OUT(0). In the latter case, G e P ſh A

holds. Then, {out(G)} e minº (Trp-a f w), E =

IN({out(G)}) and F = OUT({out(G)}).

Next suppose that the results hold for every step lºs s.

(i) Suppose that G is explainable by (E, F) at (s +

1)-step, where (E, F) is a minimal explanation of G.

Since P is acyclic, there is a ground rule

G - A1, ..., Am, not Am+1, ..., not An

in P such that (i) each A, (i = 1,...,m) is ex

plainable by (E., F.) at l;-step (l, s s) and each A;

(j = m, ..., n) is unexplainable by (E; , F) at l;-step

(l, <s), (ii) E = Uſ", E, F = U 1 F, and En F =

0. By the induction hypothesis, each (E., F.) is a min

imal explanation of A; iff Si e min”(Trp-A, f w)

such that E. = IN(S) and F = OUT(S.). Likewise,

each (E, F,) is a minimal anti-explanation of A; iff

S; e min”(Trp-A, 1 w) such that E, - IN(S) and

F = OUT(S,).

On the other hand, there is a production

in(G) — in(B1)|... in(Bi)

in th such that for some 1 < k < l, in(BE) is equal to

in(A1),..., in(Am), out(Am+1),..., out(An).

Let S = {in(G)+} U U 1 S. Here, En F = 0 implies

that S is coherent. Then, S e Trp-ta f w. Also,

the minimality of each (E., F.) implies the minimality

of Sº. Therefore, Sº e minº(Trp-ta f w) and E =

IN(S”) and F = OUT(S”).

(ii) Suppose that G is unexplainable by (E, F) at (s-
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1)-step, where (E, F) is a minimal anti-explanation of

G. Then, for every ground rule of the form

rk : (G - A1, ..., Am..., not Am, 4-1,..., not An.)

in P, there is an atom A, (1 < is s ne) such that

Ai, is unexplainable (when 1 < is s me) or explain

able (when me + 1 < is s nº) by (Ek, Fe) at lº

step (le s s), (ii) E = U, Ek, F = U., F., and

EſhF = 0. By the induction hypothesis, each (Es, Fº)

is a minimal anti-explanation of Air (1 < is s me) iff

Sº e minº (T. p-A, t w such that E = IN(S)

and F = OUT(Sk). Likewise, each (Es, Fe) is a

minimal explanation of Air (mk + 1 < is s nº) iff

See min” (T.era, f w such that E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(SA).

On the other hand, there are productions

(out(G) — out(B1)), ..., (out(G) – out(B.))

in thº, where each out(B.) is a disjunction of literals.

Then, these productions can be rewritten to one pro

duction with out(G) in the antecedent:

out(G) — out(B'1)|... out(B'w),

where each out(B';) is now a conjunction of literals

formed by collecting one disjunct from every disjunc

tion out(BE) for k = 1,..., u. Then, there is an

out(B'A) which contains either Sº e min” (T. e-A, f

w) (1 < i < me) or See minº(Tera, f w (mº 4-1 sº

j < ng) for every re. Let S = {out(G)+}U (out(B'h)}.

Here, En F = (U., E.) n (U., F.) = 0 implies

that S is coherent. Then, by the fixpoint construc

tion, S e Trp-a f w. Also, the minimality of

each (Ek, Fe) implies the minimality of Sº. Hence,

S” e min” (Trp-c 1 wy. By E = U., IN(S) and

F =U., OUT(S), E = IN(S*) and F = OUT(S").

To show the converse direction, put E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(S) for S e minº (Trp-ta f w (resp. S e

min”(Trp-g f w)). Then, we can show that G is

explainable (resp. unexplainable) by (E, F) at 8-step

by following the above proofs backward. D

Corollary 3.3 A ground observation G has no ez

planation (resp. anti-explanation) in a ground acyclic

ALP (P, A) if Trp-ta f w = 0 (resp. Trp-a f w = 0).

Example 3.3 In Example 3.2, min’” (Trp-ºp f w) =

{{out(c)}, {in(b), out(d)}}. Then, G = p has two

minimal explanations (E, F) = (0, {c}), ({b}, {d}).

When a program contains cycles, Theorem 3.2 does

not hold in general.

Example 3.4 Let P be the program

p – q,

q — p,

and A = 0. Then, p has no explanation. However,

in(p) → in(q),

in(q) → in(p)

are in TF, then Trp ºr f w = {{in(p)+, in(q)}} and

minº (Trp ºr f w = {0}, which does not imply the

absence of explanation.

However, the acyclicity is not a necessary condition for

Theorem 3.2.

Example 3.5 Let P be the program

g — p,

p — not q,

q – q,

and A = 0. Then, g has the explanation (E, F) =

(0,0). In this case, TP includes

in(g) → in(p),

in(p) → out(q),

out(q) → out(q).

Then, Trp-, f w = {{in(g)+, in(p)*, out(q)}}, and

min”(Trp-, f w = {0}, which corresponds to the

explanation.

3.3 NON-GROUND CASE

We extend results in previous subsections to non

ground programs. In this section, we consider a non

ground ALP (P, A) in which P is a covered NLP and

observations are ground. Here, (P, A) is called a cov

ered ALP if P is covered, that is, for every rule in P, all

variables in the body appear in the head (Subrahma

nian, 1987).” With this restriction, transactions in any

bottom-up computation are guaranteed to be always

ground. We also assume that for each predicate p, ev

ery atom with p is either abducible or non-abducible,

and call such a predicate an abducible predicate in the

former case. While we might consider a more gen

eral case using theories of predicate completion in logic

programming, such an extension is too technical and

is beyond the scope of this paper.

In the presence of variables in a program, we use

Clark's completion (Clark, 1978) for producing trans

action programs. Recall that Clark's completion is

defined as follows. Any rule

p(t1,...,tn) — B

in P, where ti, ...,tn are terms, is written in the form

p(t1,..., zn) — (Hy) (r1 = ti), ..., (2n = ta), B,

where r1, ..., an are new variables and y are the vari

ables in the original rule. Note here that when P is

“A covered program is also called a constrained program

in the literature, e.g., (Lavrač and Dzeroski, 1994).
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covered and each t, is ground, (Hy) need not be con

sidered. If there are k rules with the predicate p in the

head, they are written in the form

p(r1, ..., rn) 4- E1, B1,

- (7)

p(r1, - - - , rn) 4- Ek, Bk,

where E.'s are equalities and B, 's are original bodies.

Then, the definition for p is

p(r1, ..., rn) *— E1, Bl | ... Es, Bk.

Now, given an ALP (P, A), its transaction program is

defined like Definition 3.1 based on Clark's completion.

Definition 3.4 Let (P, A) be a covered ALP. The

transaction program TP of P (relative to A) is defined

as follows.

1. Let p be a non-abducible predicate and k > 0 for

rules (7). Then, for H = p(c1, ..., zn), rules (7)

are transformed to productions:

Rin : in(H) -> E1,in(B1) | - - - | Ek,in(Be), (8)

Rout : outſH), E1 —º outſB1),

: (9)

outſH), Ek — out(Be),

outſH), -E1, ..., -Ek — e, (10)

where for i = 1,..., k, in(B.) and out(B.) are

defined in the same way as Definition. 3.1. In

particular, if B is empty, then in(B) = e and

outſB;) = false. Also, -E = (x1 # ti) V ... V

(wn # ta) for E = (+1 = ti), ..., (2n = ta).

When H =L (integrity constrains), there are no

E.'s and only (9) in Rout is included in th:

2. Let p be an abducible predicate and k > 0 for

rules (7). In this case, every rule in (7) is in the

form p(t1,...,tn) — by the assumption.” Then,

for H = p(z1, ..., zn), rules (7) are transformed

to

Rin : in(H), El — e,

: (11)

in(H), Ek — e,

Rout : out(H), -E1, ..., -Ek — e. (12)

3. Let p be any predicate whose definition is empty,

i.e., k = 0 for rules (7). For every such predicate

p, introduce the production:

out(p(x1,..., zn)) → e (13)

to tr. Moreover, when p is a non-abducible pred

icate, thº also includes:

*Recall that any rule with an abducible in the head is

always a fact (see Section 2).

in(p(x1,..., zn)) → false. (14)

An essential difference from the ground case is that

transaction programs now contain equalities E.'s and

inequalities - E.'s. In a covered program with a ground

observation, we can regard each equality at = t or in

equality a # tº just as a literal to be evaluated for

comparison of terms: a = t is true (a # t is false)

if the terms currently instantiating a and t are liter

ally identical or they are unifiable; otherwise z = t

is false (a # t is true). (In)equalities in antecedents

of productions are thus evaluated for this checking af

ter T-literals in antecedents are instantiated. Then,

if a. and t are unifiable in an equality z = t in the

antecedent of some production (9), every occurrence

of t in T-literals in the consequent of the production

is substituted with the term currently instantiating z.

On the other hand, if a. and t are unifiable in a = t in

the consequent of (8), every occurrence of t in the same

disjunct of the consequent is substituted with the term

currently instantiating ar. Note that when an NLP P

is ground, Definition 3.4 reduces to Definition 3.1.

The mapping Trp in Definition 3.2 is also slightly ex

tended as follows. Variables in each production are

instantiated with a substitution a such that in(Ho)

or out(Ho) in the antecedent is contained in a trans

action I. Marking is performed upon an instantiated

literal in the antecedent of a production. Here, in ob

taining a substitution of in the Trp operator, it is suffi

cient to consider matching instead of full unification if

a given NLP is covered and an observation is ground.

Starting from a ground observation in(G) or out(G),

the fixpoint operator is repeatedly applied as long as

some transaction is changed. In this case, every trans

action I constructed in fixpoint computation contains

only ground literals. Model generation procedures in

troduced in Section 3.2 can be used in this case too,

since tº is range-restricted whenever P is constrained.

With this setting, fixpoint closures are defined in the

same manner as in the preceding section, and Trp f w

reaches the fixpoint. Then, results of Theorem 3.2

are directly extended to computing (anti-)explanations

from non-ground acyclic programs.

Theorem 3.4 Let (P, A) be a covered acyclic ALP,

and G a ground observation. Then,

(i) (E,F) is a minimal explanation of G wrt (P, A)

iff there is a transaction S e min”(Trp-ta f w)

such that E = IN(S) and F = OUT(S).

(ii) (E, F) is a minimal anti-explanation of G

wrt (P, A) iff there is a transaction S e

minº(Trp-a f w such that E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(S).

Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.2 can be lifted to the

non-ground case. D
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Example 3.6 Let (P, A) be an ALP, where

P: g(r) — p(r), not q(t),

q(a) –,

A : p(r), q(t).

Then, TR includes

in(g(y)) → (y = r), in(p(r)), out(q(x)),

out(g(y)), (y = r) — out(p(r)) in(q(x)),

outſp(r)) → e,

in(q(t)), (z = a) → e,

outſg(z)), (a # a) — e.

Let G1 = g(a) be an observation. By min”(Trp-tai f

w) = {{in(p(a)), out(q(a))}}, the minimal explanation

of G1 is ({p(a)}, {q(a)}).

Next, let G2 = g(b) be another (negative) observation.

Then, Trp-a2 f w includes {out(g(b))+, out(p(b))+}

and {out(g(b))+, in (q.(b))}, so minº (Trp-a2 f w =

{0}. Hence, (0,0) is the minimal anti-explanation of

G2.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 ABDUCTIVE PROCEDURE

The idea of computing abduction through transac

tion programs is close to that of computing abduction

through completion (Console et al., 1991; Konolige,

1992). Our approach is different from them in the fol

lowing points. First, our procedure is intended to com

pute positive, negative and mixed (anti-)explanations

in extended abduction, while (Console et al., 1991;

Konolige, 1992) compute positive explanations only.

In fact, productions Rout are newly introduced in

our transformation. Second, we generate a transac

tion program which declaratively specifies an abduc

tive procedure, while no such program is generated in

those work. In (Console et al., 1991), soundness and

completeness are guaranteed for hierarchical NLPs. In

our procedure, they are guaranteed for acyclic NLPs.

A fixpoint semantics of abductive logic programs is

also introduced in (Inoue and Sakama, 1996), but it

computes traditional abduction and does not compute

the extended one. However, we have shown in this

paper that a similar fixpoint operator can be used to

compute extended abduction. In fact, a transaction

program is a kind of disjunctive programs and fixpoint

computation can be realized by model generation pro

cedures used in (Bry, 1990; Inoue and Sakama, 1996;

Aravindan and Baumgartner, 1997).

4.2 DATABASE UPDATE

It is known that abduction is used for database up

date. In deductive databases, an update request on

an intensional fact is often translated into update on

extensional facts. Such database update is called view

update. More precisely, the view update problem is

presented as follows. A deductive database (or database

for short) is defined as a function-free consistent NLP.

Let D be a database and & a set of ground facts in

the language of D called extensional facts. Then, an

insertion of a ground fact A into D (resp. deletion of

A from D) is accomplished by an updated database

D' = (DUE) \F with E, F C &

satisfying the conditions:

1. D'H A (resp. D # A) where D' is consistent,

2. there is no database D" satisfying the condition 1

and D ~ D" C D ~ D', where D1 - D2 =

(D1 \D2) U (D2 \D1).

The first condition says that an updated database

accomplishes an insertion/deletion, while the second

condition presents that the update minimally changes

extensional facts stored in D.

Relating to abduction, an update request corresponds

to an observation and extensional facts correspond to

abducibles. Then, view update can be characterized

by extended abduction.

Lemma 4.1 (Inoue and Sakama, 1995) Given a

database D and a ground atom A, an updated database

D' accomplishes an insertion/deletion of A into/from

D if there is a minimal explanation/anti-explanation

(E, F) of A in D.

Using this lemma, the next results are obtained by

Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.2 Let D be a covered acyclic database,

and A a ground atom.

(i) An insertion of A into D is achieved by an

update (E, F) iff there is a transaction S e

min”(Trp-A f w} such that E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(S).

(ii) A deletion of A from D is achieved by an

update (E, F) if there is a transaction S e

minº(Trp-A f w) such that E = IN(S) and

F = OUT(S).

Thus, we can compute database update via fixpoint

computation of a transaction program.

Kakas and Mancarella (1990) characterize database

update through abduction, and use a top-down abduc

tive procedure for computing view update. In (Bry,

1990), abduction is translated into a disjunctive pro

gram and database update is realized by bottom-up

computation on a meta-program specifying an update

procedure. These procedures are based on traditional

abduction and do not produce transaction programs.
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In database update, Rossi and Naqvi (1989) use

Clark's completion to compute update in Horn

databases. Given an update request, it is transformed

to non-Horn formulas obtained by the only-if parts of

database clauses. The resulting formulas represent up

date on the original database. Such formulas are com

puted using an SLD-like top-down procedure, while

they do not generate transaction programs.

In (Grant et al., 1993), view update is translated into

a set of disjunctive facts. This translation is based

on expansion of an SLD-tree, and update is achieved

by inserting/deleting these disjunctive facts to/from

a database. In (Fernández et al., 1996), update is

achieved through construction of minimal models that

satisfy an update request. In these work, databases are

treated as ground programs possibly containing dis

junctive facts, but transaction programs are not pro

duced. Our transaction program specifies update by

disjunction but does not introduce disjunctions to a

database.

A transaction program is also viewed as a database

update language which declaratively specifies dynamic

changes in databases. Our program transformation

provides an automatic generation of update specifica

tion from the original program. The generated trans

action program is a kind of disjunctive program, and

non-determinism in database update is naturally ex

pressed using disjunctive productions. In this sense,

transaction programs provide a new application of

disjunctive logic programming. Note that several

database update languages exist (Abiteboul, 1988),

but few consider disjunctions in the language.

4.3 VIEW DELETION FROM DEFINITE

DATABASE

Recently, Aravindan and Baumgartner (1997) pro

posed a transformation of ground definite programs

into disjunctive programs to compute view deletion.

For definite programs, Rout in our transaction pro

grams is similar to their transformation, and can

be used to realize view deletion in computing anti

explanations. Like (Aravindan and Baumgartner,

1997), the correctness of our fixpoint computation is

guaranteed also for non-acyclic Horn programs.

Theorem 4.3 Let (P, A) be a ground Horn ALP,

and G a ground observation. Then, F is a minimal

negative anti-explanation of G wrt (P, A) iff there

is a transaction S e minº(Trp-g f w) such that

F = OUT(S).

Proof. By Lemma 4.1, a deletion of G is accom

plished iff there is a minimal anti-explanation (E, F)

of G wrt (P, A). Since P is Horn, negation as fail

ure does not appear and hence E = 0, that is, F is

a negative anti-explanation of G. Moreover, Rout in

Definition 3.1 consists of productions containing out

literals only. Since an update request is deletion of G,

only out-literals are concerned and Rin can be ignored

in the transaction program th’.

Now, let S be any transaction in Trp-g f w, and F =

OUT(S”). Also, let out(L) be any unmarked literal in

S. There are two cases for L:

1. L is an abducible and (L – ) e P.

In this case, L actually has to be removed from

P.

2. L is not an abducible.

In this case, L has a non-empty definition in P,

because otherwise, (out(L) — false) is in tº and

S is not included in the fixpoint. In this case, a

production of the form:

outſL) – out(A1) |... out(Am)

is in th’, and for some A, (1 s i < m), ei

ther out(A) or out(A)* is included in S. When

outſAs) e S, L's removal is accomplished by the

deletion of A. When out(A)+ e S, L's removal

has already been translated into either e when A;

has no definition, or otherwise a request of dele

tion of some other literals.

In the second case above, we can consider again the

above two cases for A;. If A, is an abducible (i.e.,

the first case above), L’s removal is successfully ac

complished. Otherwise, by recursively analyzing the

second case above, the chain eventually terminates as

L., L1(= A;), ..., Lk, where Lk is either an abducible

or identical to L, since the number of rules in P is

finite. If Lk is an abducible, we can utilize the def

inition of abduction steps in Definition 3.3, so that

L is unexplainable at k-step and Theorem 3.2 can be

applied as well. Else if LE = L, the program P is

not acyclic. In this case, Lk cannot be entailed from

P, and thus Lk can be unexplained and so can be L.

Therefore, out(L) for a non-abducible L can be re

moved from S by taking Sº, and hence F = OUT(S*)

is a negative anti-explanation of G. The minimality

of anti-explanations is also guaranteed by taking the

operation min” to the fixpoint.

The proof of the converse direction can also be shown

based on a similar argument as above. []

As (Aravindan and Baumgartner, 1997) pointed out,

a general contraction algorithm including view dele

tion for definite programs requires computation of (i)

all minimal positive explanations of the sentence to be

contracted wrt the background knowledge without ab

ducible facts, and then (ii) a (minimal) hitting set (Re

iter, 1987) for these explanations, which corresponds

to a (minimal) negative anti-explanation. Both Ar

avindan and Baumgartner's method and ours directly

compute such hitting sets without computing positive

explanations explicitly. In contrast to (Aravindan and
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Baumgartner, 1997), our transaction programs can be

applied to programs with negation as failure, and can

also be used to compute positive (negative, and mixed)

(anti-)explanations in extended abduction.

4.4 REVISION PROGRAM

Marek and Truszczynski (1994) define a language to

specify revision in knowledge bases. The meaning of

their revision programs is similar to the stable model

semantics for logic programming. They define a knowl

edge base (KB) as a set of propositional atoms. A (dis

junctive) revision program II consists of revision rules

of the form:

in(p1) |... in(pk) out(r1)|... out(ri)

4- in(q1), • * * * in(qm), out(81), - - - , out(sn), (15)

where each of pi, ri, qi, 8, is a propositional atom. Each

revision rule in II can be regarded as a clause in propo

sitional logic. Then, for each minimal model M of

II, a pair (I, O) where I = {a in(a) e M) and

O = {a out(a) e M) is called a necessary change

for II. Let DI (called an initial KB) and DR be two

KBs. The revision program IIDs |DI is obtained by:

1. deleting from II every rule of the form (15) such

that qi º DR for some 1 < i < m or sj e DR for

some 1 < j < n, and

2. deleting each inſa) such that a € D1 and each

out(a) such that a g DI from the body of every

remaining revision rule.

Let (I, O) be a necessary change for IIDs/D1. Then,

DR is called a II-justified revision of D1 if I ſh O = 0

and DR = (D1 UI) \O. It has been shown that a

II-justified revision always performs a minimal change

that is justified by the use of revision rules.

Although the direction of arrows of revision rules (−)

and that of productions (→) are opposite, they look

very similar in their syntax. In fact, a transaction

program is a context-free revision program, i.e., a dis

junctive revision program in which every revision rule

has only one literal in the body. While a production

of the form (2) may have a disjunctive normal form

formula in the consequent, it can be equivalently writ

ten in productions with a disjunction of literals in their

consequents (Inoue and Sakama, 1996), and hence cor

responds to multiple revision rules.

There are several differences between the framework

of (Marek and Truszczyński, 1994) and ours. First,

in revision programming, a KB contains no rules ex

cept facts, and there are no notion of abducibles. In

stead, a necessary change represents a whole change of

atoms included in the KB, and every atom in the lan

guage can be both inserted and deleted. Second, we

used the notion of marking to represent literals whose

transactions have been translated into another atoms'

requests, but this information should also be ignored.

This is because in revision programming every atom is

subject to change and view update is not considered.

Taking these differences into account, we can utilize

transaction programs in revision programming. As in

Section 4.2, a typical application of revision program

ming is database update. Recall that a database is

specified by an NLP P, which is divided into the in

tensional part (IDB) P. containing the rules with non

empty bodies in P, and the extensional part (EDB)

containing the facts in P. An initial KB DI is then

set to a stable model of P, which includes all facts in

EDB. A revision program II is constructed from P.

and an update request by transforming them to the

transaction program T.P.” or TP.7%. Then, a revised

KB DR is computed through the transaction program.

Notice that DR still satisfies IDB of P and minimally

changes EDB.

Example 4.1 Let P be the NLP:

p(r) — s(z), not q(z),

q(a) –,

s(a) 4–,

s(b) -.

Here, the first rule is transformed to the productions:

R : in(p(y)) → (y = r), in(s(z)), out(q(z)),

out(p(y)), (y = z) → out(s(r)) in(q(x)).

Set the initial KB to the stable model of P, i.e.,

D1 = {s(a), s(b), q(a), p(b)}.

Let us consider insertion of G = p(a), and put

II = RU ( — in(p(a))}.

Viewing II as a revision program, let

DR = {s(a), s(b), p(a), p(b)}.

Then, we obtain

IIDs |Di : in(s(a)), out(q(a)) –,

in(s(b)), out(q(b)) — ,

in(p(a)) –,

and the necessary change for IIDs/DI is (I, O) =

({p(a), s(a), s(b)}, {q(a), q(b)}). Hence,

DR = (D1 UI) \O

holds, and DR is a II-justified revision of Dr.

On the other hand, viewing II as a transaction pro

gram, S = {in(p(a))+, in(s(a)), out(q(a))} is included

in Tm f w. By ignoring marking in S, we obtain

(I", O') = ({p(a), s(a)}, {q(a)}). Hence,

D' = (D1 UI”) \O' = {s(a), s(b), p(a), p(b)},

which coincides with DR in this case.
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Note in the above example that if we do not ignore

marking, we get (IN(S), OUT(S)) = ({s(a)}, {q(a)}),

which is a smaller explanation of G. Furthermore, our

framework can treat extensional facts as abducibles,

thereby extends revision programming with view.

Hence, our transformation of P into TF provides a

method of generating a revision program from the orig

inal program P. In deductive databases, such a pro

gram P is constructed from IDB. In other application

domains, a program P can be any background knowl

edge base including causal relations, constraints, gen

eral laws and commonsense. As far as the authors

know, there have been no other methods to generate

revision programs automatically, and few discussion

has been done on how to get revision programs.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper presented a method of computing extended

abduction. An abductive logic program was trans

formed to a transaction program which declaratively

specifies non-determinism in abduction. Then abduc

tive explanations can be computed by the fixpoint of

a transaction program, which is sound and complete

for acyclic ALPs. In the context of databases, a trans

action program provides a declarative specification of

database update, and enables us to compute view up

date in a constructive manner. A transaction program

is a kind of disjunctive programs and fixpoint compu

tation is realized by model generation procedures.

This paper assumed acyclic and covered NLPs for pro

grams containing variables. Future work includes re

laxing these conditions and exploiting further applica

tions of extended abduction.
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Abstract

dlv is a knowledge representation

system, based on disjunctive logic

programming, which offers front

ends to several advanced KR for

malisms. The system has been de

veloped since one year at the Tech

nical University of Vienna in an on

going project funded by the Austrian

Science Funds. After a report on the

current state of the art in the im

plementation of dlv and of its ap

plication front-ends, the paper com

pares dlv with other knowledge rep

resentation systems. Both a quali

tative and a quantitative comparison

are carried out. The first compares

the representational power of the sys

tems (intended as the ability to rep

resent problems in a natural and sim

ple fashion). The latter compares the

performances of the systems. The dlv

system turns out to be very power
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ful from the knowledge representation

side and, on the other hand, quite

good also in computational power.

Keywords: Implemented KR&R

Systems: Reports, Comparisons,

Evaluations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The extension of logic programming by dis

junction and true negation has been pointed

out as a necessary requirement for knowledge

representation [16, 2]. This view has been con

firmed by results which prove that without dis

junction, the expressive capability of logic pro

gramming is limited such that relevant prob

lems can not be expressed [12, 7]. Moreover,

disjunction has been recognized as an impor

tant feature for a declarative KR language,

which allows to express knowledge in a simple

and natural way. For example, the rule
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genotype (P, T1) v genotype (P, T2) :

parent (C, P), heterozygot (C, T1, T2).

from a blood group knowledge base' may ex

press that the genotype of a parent P of a per

son C is either T1 or T2, if C is heterozygot

with types T1 and T2.

After a body of work on the theoretical foun

dations, more recently implementations of non

monotonic reasoning systems have been tack

led [19, 9, 1, 23]. The dlv system is an effort

in this vein, which aims at providing a KR tool

based on disjunctive logic programming (DLP)

under the stable model semantics [15, 16, 21]

and, for true negation, under the answer set Se

mantics [16]. The system supports front-ends

to KR applications, and can serve as a declar

ative knowledge programming language.

The general approach to the system has been

described in [13]. In this paper, we describe

the state of the art of the implementation and

present a quantitative and qualitative com

parison to similar KR systems. Our results

look promising and show that the current im

plementation is competitive among the fastest

systems. Moreover, by its supreme expressive

capability, d.lv embodies the most convenient

and powerful KR system among those consid

ered here.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system architecture is shown in Figure 1.

The internal system language is function-free

DLP with true negation [16] and integrity con

straints. The kernel is an efficient engine for

computing all or some stable models of a pro

gram. Various frontends, i.e. translators for

specific applications into the internal language,

have been developed on top of it (cf. Sec

tion 3). A Graphical User Interface (GUI) pro

vides convenient access to both the system and

its front-ends.

The heart of the system is the Query Proces

sor (QP). It controls the system execution

"Courtesy of Dietmar Seipel.

and – together with the integrated frontends

– it performs pre-processing of the input and

post-processing of the generated models, re

spectively. Upon startup, QP reads the (non

ground) program and passes it to the Rules

and Graphs Handler (RGH), which splits it

into subprograms. These subprograms are

then, together with facts from a database (Or

acle or Access files), submitted to the Intelli

gent Grounding Module, which efficiently gen

erates a subset of the grounded input program,

which has the same stable models, but is much

smaller in general. (For stratified programs,

for example, the Grounding already computes

the single stable model.)

QP then again invokes RGH, which gen

erates two partitionings into components of

the grounded program. They are used by

the Model Generator (MG) and the Model

Checker, and enable a modular program evalu

ation. This often yields a tremendous speedup.

Then, the heart of the computation is per

formed by the Model Generator and Model

Checker. Roughly, the Model Generator pro

duces some “candidates” stable models, whose

stability is verified by the Model Checker.

The generation of the stable models of a pro

gram LP relies on a monotonic operator WLP

[17] that extends to the disjunctive case the

well-founded operator of (26). It is defined in

terms of a proper notion of unfounded set. In

tuitively, an unfounded set for a disjunctive

program P w.r.t. an interpretation I is a set

of positive literals that definitely cannot be de

rived from P assuming the facts in I [17].

Briefly, the algorithm works as follows.

WEp(0) is first computed, which is contained

in every stable model. If Włp(0) is a to

tal model, it is returned as the unique stable

model. Otherwise, moving from Wip(0) to

wards the stable models, a conjunction of lit

erals (called possibly-true conjunction in [17]),

the truth of which allows to infer new atoms,

is assumed true. The computation proceeds by

iteratively applying the inflationary version of
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Figure 1: The System Architecture of dlv

the immediate consequence operator, until ei

ther a total model of LP is reached or two con

tradictory literals are generated. In the latter

case, backtracking is performed; in the former

case, the Model Checker is invoked.

The Model Checker (MC) verifies whether

the model at hand is a stable model. This task

is very hard in general, because checking the

stability of a model is well known to be co-NP

complete (cf. [12]). However, recent studies (3,

4, 17] unveiled that minimal model checking —

the hardest part of stable model checking—can

be efficiently performed for the relevant class of

head-cycle-free (HCF) programs [3].

The MC satisfies the above complexity

bounds. Indeed (a) it terminates in polyno

mial time on every HCF program; and (b) it al

ways runs in polynomial space and single expo

nential time. Moreover, even on general (non

HCF) programs, the MC limits the inefficient

part of the computation to the modules that

are not HCF (Note that it may well happen

that only a very small part of the program is

not HCF).

Finally, once a stable model has been found,

control is returned to QP, which performs post

processing and possibly invokes the MG to look

for further models.

More details on the basic algorithms im

plemented in the system can be found in

[17, 13, 10]. For space reasons, we can not de

scribe here ongoing refinements.

3 THE APPLICATION

FRONT-ENDS

3.1 THE NATIVE dilv INTERFACE

The native interface of the system offers the

full power of the internal language of dlv:

function-free disjunctive logic programs ex

tended by allowing both integrity constraints
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and true negation [16]. As will be evident

in Section 4, the presence of these constructs

makes our language well suited to easily repre

sent a wide range of problems in a natural and

highly declarative way.

A dlv rule has the following form:

Lk+1, .. - Lim,

not Ln+1, ..., not Ln

L1 V... V Lk : –

where 1 < k < m 3 m and each Li is a literal,

i.e., an atom a (t1,..., to) or its “classical”

negation -a (t1,..., to), a being the predicate

name of that atom, and each ti (1 sº i < 0)

being either a constant or a variable. The con

vention on names is the one of Prolog.

A constraint is like a rule with k = 0 and

n > 1. A dlv program P is a pair 3 R, C >,

where R is a set of dlv rules and C a set of con

straints. A stable model of P is any consistent

answer set of R [16] satisfying all constraints

in C.

3.2 BRAVE AND CAUTIOUS

REASONING

The frontends for brave and cautious reason

ing are an extension of the native interface de

scribed above. In addition to the program, the

user also specifies a query, which is essentially

the body of a rule followed by a question mark:

b1, ..., bm, not bin-El, ..., not bh 7

where each bi (1 < i < n) is a ground literal.

The brave reasoning frontend is invoked by

the -FB command line option. If the query Q

evaluates to true in at least one stable model

M, then the system replies: “Q is bravely true,

evidenced by M”, i.e., returns a stable model

that witnesses this fact; otherwise the answer

is “Q is bravely false”.

Similarly, the cautious frontend is invoked by

-FC, and the system answers “Q is cautiously

true” if and only if Q is true in all stable mod

els. In case of negative answer, we get: “Q is

cautiously false, evidenced by M”, where M is

a stable model witnessing the falsity of Q.

3.3 DIAGNOSIS FRONTENDS

dlv provides two kind of diagnosis frontends:

the abductive diagnosis frontend [20, 11], and

the Reiter's diagnosis frontend [22].

Our frontend for abductive diagnosis cur

rently supports three different modes: gen

eral diagnosis, where all diagnoses are com

puted, subset minimal diagnosis”, and single

failure diagnosis. These modes are invoked

by the command line options –FD, -FDmin and

-FDsingle, respectively.

The diagnostic theory obeys the syntax de

scribed in Section 3.1. Hypothesis (resp. ob

servations) are lists of atoms (resp. literals)

separated by a dot (...) and are stored in files

whose names carry the extension . hyp (resp.

. obs).

Basically, the diagnostic frontend works as

follows: After reading the input, disjunctive

rules for guessing possible diagnosis candidates

are generated from the hypotheses, while the

observations become constraints that forbid

the generation of inconsistent diagnoses. In the

case of subset minimal diagnosis, further rules

are added for pruning non-minimal solutions.

Finally, the grounding (and subsequently the

MG etc.) are invoked, and for each reported

stable model, the corresponding diagnosis is re

turned.

Example 1 (Network Diagnosis) Suppose

that machine a is online in the computer net

work below, but we observe it cannot reach

machine e. Which machines are offline? This

can be easily modelled as a diagnosis problem,

where the theory is

reaches(X, X) : — node(X), not of fline(X).

reaches(X,Z) : — reaches(X, Y),

connected(Y, Z),

not of fline(Z).

and the observations and hypotheses are re

spectively

not offline (a). not reaches (a, e).

*For positive non-disjunctive theories only.
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Figure 2: Computer network

and

offline (a). offline (b) . offline (c).

offline (d). offline (e).. offline (f).

The frontend for consistency-based diagno

sis as described by Reiter [22] works similarly.

The command line options are –FR, -FRmin and

-FRsingle, respectively.

3.4 FURTHER FRONTENDS

The system has a SQL3-frontend based on the

current working draft for the standard. It sup

ports recursive query processing such as the

bill-of-materials problem.

Other frontends are currently under way. We

have started work on a frontend for inheritance

reasoning based on the approach in [14]; a fron

tend for extended logic programs with prefer

ences as in [5] will be tackled in the near future.

4 COMPARISONS AND

BENCHMARKS

In this section, we compare div with two

prominent and effective recent systems for non

monotonic reasoning, DeReS (9) and Smodels

[19] on a diversified collection of benchmark

problems. Basically, we follow the method

ology for testing nonmonotonic systems sug

gested in TheoryBase [8].

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE

COMPARED KR SYSTEMS

Smodels [19] has been recently recognized as

the best system to compute stable models for

normal (i.e., non-disjunctive) logic programs

(25). Upon request, the system returns the sta

ble models of the input program. Smodels sup

ports a kind of brave reasoning by allowing the

user to specify a set of atoms that must belong

to every returned stable model. It is also pos

sible to specify a maximum number of desired

stable models. Thus, Smodels also supports

nondeterministic semantics: by selecting only

one stable model, we look for any nondeter

ministically chosen stable model of the given

program.

DeReS (9) is a KR system implementing clas

sical default logic. It supports several basic

reasoning tasks such as testing whether exten

sions exist, and finding one or all extensions.

If the input theory amounts to a logic pro

gram, DeReS computes its stable models and

supports queries on membership of an atom

in some or all stable models. DeReS handles

only propositional theories. Thus, no uniform

problem representation for varying background

facts is supported. A preliminary instantiation

is needed to emulate programs with variables.

4.2 ENCODING OF BENCHMARK

PROBLEMS

Next we present several problems, drawn from

different domains, for comparing the KR sys

tems. Some examples have been repeatedly

used for system evaluation. However, we also

present some novel benchmark problems which

are challenging for KR Systems.

Ancestor. Given the parent relationship

parent(-, -), find the genealogy tree of each per

son in the database.

This is a classical deductive database exam

ple, which has been used to compare the perfor

mances of several DDB systems. We consider

it to test the suitability of the systems for han
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dling DDB applications and double recursion.

For each system, the encoding looks like:

ancestor (X,Y) :- parent (X,Y).

ancestor (X,Y) :- ancestor (X, U),

ancestor (U, Y).

Graph 3-colorability. Given a graph, rep

resented by facts of the form node (-) and

edge (-, -), assign each node one of three colors

such that no two adjacent nodes have the same

color.

3-colorability is a classical NP-complete

problem, which has been used as a benchmark

problem for DeReS (19) and Smodels [9]. In

dlv, the problem can be encoded in a very easy

and natural way by means of disjunction and

constraints:

col(X, r) V col(X, g) V col(X, b) : — node (X).

:- edge (X,Y), col(X,C), col(Y,C).

The disjunctive rule nondeterministically

chooses a color for each node X in the graph;

the constraint enforces that the choices are le

gal.

In Smodels, the problem can be easily encoded

as well, but we cannot use either constraints or

disjunction, which must be simulated by un

stratified negation.

col(X, r) : — node(X), not col(X, g),

not col(X, b).

col(X, g) : — node(X), not col(X, r),

not col(X, b).

col(X, b) : — node(X), not col(X, g),

not col(X, r).

bad : — edge(X,Y), col(X, C),

col(Y, C), not bad.

Evidently, d.lv allows for a more elegant prob

lem representation.

The encoding used for DeReS is A., as de

scribed in [8]. For space reasons, we can not

list this encoding here.

Prime Implicants. Find the prime impli

cants of a propositional CNF formula p =

A-1 (dil V... V die,), where the dj are literals

over the variables r1, ..., a.m.

Recall that a prime implicant of p is a con

sistent conjunction I of literals such that I H ºp

and for no subformula I" of I we have I' H p.

As easily seen, a prime implicant exists if and

only if P is satisfiable. Thus, finding a prime

implicant of P subsumes the satisfiability prob

lem for p.

The representation in dlv is natural and sim

ple. Here, true negation in the language plays

a key role. we have a literal translation of p

into a dlv program P:

dil V... V dic, . dni V . . . Vidae,.

It is easy to see that the stable models of P (cf.

Section 3) correspond 1-1 to the prime impli

cants of P.

Smodels has no true negation nor disjunc

tion. We thus rewrite P to a normal logic

program as follows.First, each literal -a-, is re

placed by a new atom rº, and a constraint

bad : – xi, x', not bad.

is added, which enforces that no stable model

can contain both r, and r, for any 1 < i < m.

Then any disjunctive rule corresponding to the

i-th clause (1 < i < m)

dil V . . . V die, .

is replaced by ci non-disjunctive rules

du : - not dil, ..., not diſt–1),

not diſt+1), ..., not dic, .

where 1 < l sº ci.

For DeReS, the input theory for p has been

generated by taking the ground instance for

the Smodels program, which is then translated

into default rules using the translation which

maps a rule A : -B1, ..., Bn, not C1, ..., not C.

into the default Biº-ºn—ºtel-heek.

Strategic Companies. The strategic com

panies problem is from [7]; it is, to the best

of our knowledge, the only Xī’-complete KR
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problem from the business domain. No exper

imental results for any Xī’-complete KR prob

lems are known.

Briefly, a holding owns companies, each of

which produces some goods. Moreover, several

companies may have jointly control over an

other company. Now, some companies should

be sold, under the constraint that all goods can

be still produced, and that no company is sold

which would still be controlled by the holding

after the transaction. A company is strategic, if

it belongs to a strategic set, which is a minimal

set of companies satisfying these constraints.

Those sets are expressed by the following nat

ural program:

strategic (C1) v strategic (C2) :

produced_by (P, C1, C2).

strategic (C) :

controlled by (C,C1, C2, C3),

strategic (C1),

strategic (C2),

strategic (C3).

Here strategic(C) means that C is strate

gic, produced by(P, C1, C2) that product P

is produced by companies C1 and C2,

and controlled by(C, C1, C2, C3) that C is

jointly controlled by C1, C2 and C3; we have

adopted here from [7] that each product is

produced by at most two companies and each

company is jointly controlled by at most three

other companies.

The problem is to find out the set of all

strategic companies (i.e., under brave reason

ing, for which C the fact strategic(C) is

true).

Note that this problem can not be expressed

by a fixed normal logic program uniformly on

all collections of facts produced by(p, c1, c2)

and controlled by(c, c1, c2, c3) (unless NP =

X', an unlikely event). The only system ca

pable of this problem besides ours is DeReS,

provided that a default theory is constructed

ad hoc by instantiation for an instance.

For DeReS, we have translated the above div

program into a default theory based on the

translation tri [18] (which is appropriate for

our purposes). We have also tried a variant of

the translation which uses CWA defaults.

Smodels and similar systems can not express

Strategic Companies. They must use, by

current methods, ad hoc programs for partic

ular instances, which need in general exponen

tial time for construction.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of our experiments are displayed in

Figure 6. They were run on a SUN Ultra 1/143

under Solaris 2.5.1, using gec 2.7.2. The inputs

for Prime Implicants and Strategic Com

panies were randomly generated; all systems

received the same random input.

Since DeReS cannot handle non-ground the

ories, we generated ground theories using the

TheoryBase tool [8]. The time for this ground

ing is not included in the figures, as it is diffi

cult to assess. It is based on disk saving, which

takes on average about one minute total time

for larger theories, of which about 15% is CPU

time. Thus, the actual total time for DeReS is

higher.

For Ancestor, we used instances in which

the ancestor relation is as depicted in Figure 3.

The c-axis of the diagram in Figure 6 shows

the number n of people, while the y-axis shows

the total time. It appears that both dlv and

Smodels show a similar time behavior, but

Smodels has a steeper increase; for 250 people,

dlv is doing about 25% faster than Smodels.

Note that Ancestor is mainly a grounding and

forward chaining benchmark; as DeReS has no

variables, it is not considered here.

For Graph 3-Colorability, we have con

sidered two classes of graphs, namely ladder

graphs and simpler graphs (see Figure 4 and

Figure 5). The results (see Figure 6) show

that Smodels and dlv have a similar behav

ior, but the increase for dlv is slower; for lad

der graphs, it runs about 40% faster and for

simplex graphs, about 50% faster; moreover, it

scales up better to large graphs. DeReS is com
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Figure 4: Ladder Graph

parable to dlv, but could only handle instances

up to about 1100 nodes resp. 650 nodes in to

tal, while the system capacity was exceeded

on larger ones. If auxiliary files generated by

TheoryBase (whose purpose is not evident) are

removed, then DeReS is running considerably

slower on both problems.

For Prime Implicants, we have randomly

generated CNF formulas on n variables using

the system of Selman and Kautz [24], where

the ratio between the number of clauses and

the number of variables is 4.3 (these tend to

be hard SAT instances).

Here, Smodels has unbeatable performance

which nearly parallels the ac-axis. dlv has rea

sonable performance up to n = 25, but then

the time increases rapidly. (Note that we do

not have a smooth curve, since the instances

are random.) This may be explained by cur

rent weaknesses of dlv in backtracking in the

process of model generation. The implementa

tion of intelligent backtracking strategies and

modular evaluation is under way (and will be

*—e•–s—sº

Figure 5: Simplex Graph

completed soon), which will improve the per

formance significantly. Surprisingly, DeReS

has very long running time with steep increase,

which is not plotted here. We have no expla

nation for this.

For Strategic Companies, we have gener

ated two kinds of tests, each with instances for

n companies and 3n products.

For the first test, whose results are reported

in the left graph, we uniform randomly chose

the produced by and the controlled by re

lations, where each company is controlled by

a single joint consortium obeying the obvious

constraint that no company can control itself.

In the second test, reported in the right graph,

each company is controlled by one to five com

panies (Two consortia have to have at least one

member in common), where again the actual

number of companies is uniform randomly cho

sen. On average there are 1.5 controlled by

relations per company.

As mentioned above, Strategic Compa

nies is a problem which cannot be represented

in Smodels, and in DeReS only via preliminary

instantiation. The results for dlv are interest

ing. Up to roughly 50 companies, the evalu

ation in the first case is very fast, and then

the running time increases similar as in case of

Prime Implicants. In the second case per

formances are somewhat worse and it seems

that very hard instances can be met even with

fewer companies. We believe that further simi

lar tests may prove useful to better understand
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the complex nature of Xī-hard problems.

For DeReS, we observed very long running

times with steep increase, and only small in

stances could be handled. The results are not

included in the figure.

5 DISCUSSION AND

CONCLUSION

The encoding of benchmark problems in the

various KR systems, reported in the previous

section, highlights quite clearly that dlv is the

most powerful system from the perspective of

knowledge representation power.

All problems we considered are represented

in dlv in a simpler and more natural fash

ion than in the other systems. This result

confirms the usefulness of extending logic pro

gramming by disjunction, true negation and in

tegrity constraints. Roughly, disjunction and

integrity constraints allowed an elegant and

highly declarative encoding of 3-Colorability,

and true negation played a key role for the rep

resentation of Prime Implicants. Moreover,

the encoding of Strategic Companies was

possible only thanks to the presence of disjunc

tion (indeed, this problem can not be solved by

Smodels).

Even if dlv is young (the project started only

one year ago), and still misses some optimiza

tion techniques (that are currently under de

velopment), on average it compared positively

to the other systems also from the viewpoint of

efficiency. Indeed, d.lv showed the best perfor

mances on Ancestor and on 3–Coloring for

simplex graphs; it was evidently slower only in

the case of Prime Implicants (and, even in

this case, only compared to Smodels).

Importantly, d.lv was the only system able

to handle Strategic Companies. This exam

ple is important since it definitely requires the

use of disjunction in knowledge representation,

and can not be expressed without. Thus, the

experimental results that we obtained are also

interesting from the respect what running time

behaviors the need for disjunction as a mod

elling construct may invoke. As it appeared,

up to some realistic instance size, the problem

could be handled in reasonable time. This indi

cates that the expressive power of our dlv sys

tem is quite convenient: We may express the

problem on all possible inputs, without bother

ing about restrictions on the problem instance

under which we can write a program (like in

Smodels), while the actual running time on in

stances is still acceptable. Further experiments

in this direction will be taken.

The experiments show that DeReS can be

profitably used when it can exploit the encod

ing provided by TheoryBase. Indeed, on both

”3-coloring” examples (where we used the The

oryBase encoding for DeReS) the system was

comparable to dlv. However, without the The

oryBase encoding (that was not available on

Prime Implicants and Strategic Compa

nies) the system was very slow. Moreover,

even on 3–Coloring, it was not able handle

large instances.

In our opinion, this is because DeReS is

a propositional system and has been thought

to be used with TheoryBase. Smodels con

firmed to be a very solid implementation of

the stable model semantics for normal (non

disjunctive) programs. On Ancestor and both

3-Coloring its performances were comparable

to dlv (only slightly worse), and Smodels was

the most efficient system on Prime Impli

cants. The latter problem evidences that dlv

is not yet efficient on all domains and that the

ongoing work on modular evaluation and intel

ligent backtracking is definitely needed to make

the system very solid.

Currently, we are improving the system

along the lines of [10], in particular, the Model

Generator, which will boost the performance

on problems like Prime Implicant and prob

lems with unstratified negation. Another im

portant ongoing activity concerns the devel

opment of efficient data structures that will

support linear time implementation of our dis
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junctive operators. Moreover, we are working

also on linguistic extensions, adding weak con

straints to the system [6]. This will increase

the expressive power of the system beyond

Xi', which enables us to represent problems of

higher complexity (in particular, diagnostic ex

amples). Furthermore, these constraints allow

for a more natural problem representation in

many cases. In addition, we are pursuing the

development of further KR frontends, which

exploit dlv as a declarative knowledge repre

sentation system.

For up-to-date information and a download

of the system as well as some further ex

amples, please visit the project homepage at

http://www.dbai. tuwien.ac.at/proj/dlv/.
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Abstract

The paper presents a knowledge rep

resentation language, which extends

logic programming with disjunction,

inheritance and true negation. The

resulting language is called Dis

junctive Ordered Logic, TXOC for

short. A model-theoretic semantics

for TOC is given, and it is shown

to extend the stable model seman

tics of disjunctive logic programs. A

number of examples show the suit

ability of TOC for knowledge rep

resentation and commonsense rea

soning. In particular, the combina

tion of disjunction, inheritance and

true negation appears to be a pow

erful tool for the description of di

agnostic processes which are based

on stepwise refinements. The com

plexity and the expressiveness of the

language is carefully analyzed. The

analysis pays particular attention to

the relative power and complexity

of inheritance, negation and disjunc

tion; the results support in choosing

an appropriate fragment of the lan

guage that fits the needs in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a growing in

terest around the issues of knowledge repre

sentation (KR) and non-monotonic reasoning

(NMR). NMR tasks, in particular, have re

ceived a considerable deal of attention both

from the AI and the database community, as

the capability of performing non-monotonic

reasoning has been recognized to be a primary

building block of the future generation intel

ligent information systems.

A main issue in the knowledge representation

(KR) and non-monotonic reasoning (NMR)

areas is the problem of designing suitable

formalisms for expressing reasoning tasks.

Desiderata for these formalisms include good

naturalness, high expressive power, modular

ity, efficiency. As a result, many formalisms

have been proposed in the recent past for

NMR (e.g., [18, 19, 26, 23, 20), to name a

few).

In this paper we present Disjunctive Ordered

Logic, TXOC for short, an advanced logic

based formalism for knowledge representation

and reasoning. Syntactically, TXOC is an ex

tension of Datalog (28 (function-free definite
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Horn clauses) and includes the following con

structs: 1) Disjunction: disjuncts can appear

in TXOC clauses' heads allowing the user to

naturally express various forms of incomplete

knowledge [2]; 2) True negation: the user is

given the mean to explicitly state the falsity

of atoms (obviously, negation can be used also

in rules' bodies); 3) Modularization: Knowl

edge can be structured into components mak

ing the implementation of complex reasoning

tasks much easier; 4) Inheritance: Compo

nents can be organized into an inheritance

hierarchy encoding relative trustability; this

endows the language with a tool for naturally

expressing defeasible and multiagent knowl

edge.

TXOC can be seen either as an extension of

Disjunctive Datalog" [8, 17, 21] with mod

ularization and true negation (and inheri

tance), or as an extension of ordered logic

(OC) [15, 14, 16, 5 with disjunction. Thus,

TXOC features the advantages of both Dis

junctive Datalog" and OC: (i) the increased

expressive power and the possibility to han

dle incomplete information (w.r.t. OC) be

cause of disjunction and (ii) the enhanced

representation capabilities (w.r.t. Disjunc

tive Datalog") due to true negation, modu

larization and inheritance. In particular, the

combination of disjunction, inheritance, and

true negation makes the language well-suited

also to represent diagnostic processes based

on stepwise refinements, that cannot be natu

rally expressed either in Disjunctive Datalog."

or in OC.

The main contributions of this paper are

the following: 1) We formally define Dis

junctive Ordered Logic, providing a model

theoretic semantics based on the concept of

stable model. (Note that the definition of the

semantics for TPOC is much harder than for

OC, because of the the interactions of dis

junction with both true negation and inheri

tance in contradiction handling). 2) We prove

that Disjunctive Datalog" (under the stable

model semantics [10, 22, 8) can be regarded

as a fragment of TOC, as every Disjunctive

Datalog" program can be elegantly mapped

into an equivalent TOC program. 3) We pro

vide a number of examples on the use of TXOC

for knowledge representation and defeasible

reasoning. For instance, we show how TXOC

appears to be a powerful tool for the descrip

tion of diagnostic processes which are based

on stepwise refinements. 4) We carry out

a detailed analysis of the expressiveness and

complexity of reasoning in TXOC. The anal

ysis pays particular attention to the relative

power and complexity of inheritance, nega

tion and disjunction. An interesting result

in this course is that inheritance does not in

crease the complexity of the language whereas

it does increase its expressive power. For in

stance, brave reasoning for TOC(-) (i.e., the

fragment including true negation but without

inheritance and disjunction) is NP-complete,

but it does not express all NP problems (we

show that it cannot express even some simple

polynomial problems); if we allow also inher

itance, then the complexity is the same but

the expressive power increases to capture the

whole class NP. The results support in choos

ing an appropriate fragment of the language

that fits the needs in practice.

Related results on complexity and expressive

power of KR languages are reported in 8, 12,

6, 19, 25, 24]. Interesting works considering

priorities among rules appeared very recently

in 3, 11, 30].

2 THE TOC LANGUAGE

2.1 T)OC BY EXAMPLES

In this section we give an informal presen

tation of the main capabilities of TOC for

knowledge representation and nonmonotonic

reasoning. A TOC program is a partially or

dered set of components, each consisting of a

number of rules. These may have disjunctive

heads, possibly with negative literals. The

partial order can be interpreted as an inher

itance hierarchy among components, so that

rules flow down from upper to lower compo

nents. In case of conflicts, the more specific

rule, i.e., the one lower in the hierarchy, pro

vides more reliable information.
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r1 : left arm ok ( x ) 6–

c1 r2: right_arm ok (x) <–

r3: right_handed(x) {

r4: can write (x) {− right_handed(x), right_arm ok ( x)

r5: can write ( x ) 6– - right_handed(x), left arm_ok ( x )

c2 ró:- left arm ok (thomas) V - right_arm ok (thomas) -

r7 :- right_handed(thomas) <–

Figure 1: the program Phomas

Example 1 (modified from [2])) We want to

describe the following situation: (1) normally,

a person can use both his arms and is right

handed; moreover, a person can write if he

is right-handed (resp., left-handed) and his

right (resp., left) arm is unbroken; (2) we just

saw Thomas with one broken arm but do not

remember which; furthemore, we know that

Thomas is left-handed. The above knowledge

is encoded in the TXOC program Pºhomas of

Figure 1. Here, default knowledge (point 1

above) is represented in the higher compo

nent c1, whose rules express conditions that

normally hold. The exceptions to the default

knowledge are stated in the lowest compo

nent c2 (formally, we say that c2 < c, - see

Section 2.2). Clearly, knowledge described in

the higher component in the hierarchy flows

down into the lower one. Now, the ques

tion is: Can Thomas write or not? Note

that, since Thomas is left-handed (rule r.)

he can write if his left arm is unbroken (oth

erwise we don't know, see rule rs). Because of

the uncertainty deriving from our incomplete

knowledge about the state of Thomas's arms

(rule ré), we cannot answer the question def

initely. Rather, two possible answers can be

constructed: (a) “Thomas's right arm is bro

ken, and he can write,” and (b) “Thomas's

left arm is broken, and we don't know whether

he can write or not”. It will become appar

ent later in this paper that the stable model

semantics naturally represents the above sit

uation. Ó

Example 2 We next use TXOC to model an

actual reasoning process of a doctor that

has to formulate a diagnosis in presence of

a symptom called acute erordium cephalgia.

The TOC program that we are going to

present is incremental to simulate the step

wise refinement of the diagnostic process. In

particular, a new information acquired by the

doctor (e.g., by a test) causes the addition of

a new component (describing the new infor

mation) to the program. At first, the doc

tor considers all possible diagnostic hypothe

sis which are compatible with the given symp

tom. For the sake of simplicity, we confine

ourselves to consider only three of such hy

potesis, namely, 1) chephalgia due to a trauma

(denoted by T), 2) chephalgia due to an in

fectious disease (denoted by ID), 3) chephal

gia due to a tumor (denoted by Tu). Under

this simplification, the TXOC program mod

eling this first reasoning step is the program

To of Figure 2 whose stable models are M1 =

{chephalgia, T}, M2 = {chephalgia, ID} and

M3 = {chephalgia, Tu}. Each stable model

clearly represents a possible diagnosis. Now,

suppose that, on the basis of the case-history

of the patient, the doctor can exclude that

a trauma (hypothesis T) has occurred, i.e.,

-T is true. As a consequence, only hy

potesis 2 and 3 above (i.e., infectious dis

ease and tumor, respectively) still hold. The

TXOC program representing this new situ

ation is program P1 depicted in Figure 2

(here, a lower component has been added

to Po). Indeed, the stable models of Pi

are M4 = {chephalgia, ID, -T} and M5 =

{chephalgia, Tu, -T}, which capture the in

tended semantics of the program. As a fur
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Cephalgia 6–

Tu v ID v T 6– Cephalgia

Paralisys 6–

Tu 6– Paralisys

- Tu 6– - CAT

Figure 2: Program P of example 2

ther step, the doctor performs the neurolog

ical eſtamination. We suppose that a par

alisys of the oculomotor nerve is detected.

Then, the doctor assumes the existence of a

tumor, as paralysis could be caused by com

pression. The program modeling this rea

soning level is P2 (see 2) and is obtained

from P1 by adding a lower component con

sisting of the fact Paralisys —, that repre

sents the result of the neurological examina

tion, and the rule Tu – Paralisys, that ex

presses the conclusion to which the doctor is

induced. The stable model semantics for P2

is given by the unique stable model M6 =

{chephalgia, Tu, -T, Paralisys}, which cor

rectly captures the knowledge of the doc

tor corresponding to the current reasoning

step. Indeed, this knowledge can be sum

marized as follows: (a) there is no trauma

(and -T is true in Ms); (b) there is a tumor

whose existence has been infered by the pres

ence of a paralisys (and Tu and paralisys are

both in M6) and (c) no information on in

fectious disease ID is available (and neither

ID nor-ID are in Ms). The lack of a com

plete information induces the doctor to find

a further confirmation to the above conclu

sion. To this end, he executes the Comput

erized Axial Tomography (CAT). Surpris

ingly, the result of this test shows the ab

sence of the tumor. As a consequence, in

fectious disease becomes the only possible di

agnosys. Program P3 in Figure 2 models this

situation as its unique stable model is M7 =

{cephalgia, ID, -Tu, -T, paralisys, -CAT)

which represents the final diagnosys.o

Example 3 We want to describe the follow

ing situation: You are the organization chair

of a big conference. Rules for assigning con

ference speakers to hotels are the following:

(1) Invited speakers are assigned to hotels

in the set {a, b, c) on a non-deterministic ba

sis; non-invited speakers are assigned to ho

tels they prefer (as they are paying on their

own). (2) You know that some of your italian

invited speakers are not capable to speak En

glish, but you do not know exactly who they

are; therefore you decide not to assign italian

invited speakers with hotel a, where none of

the clerks can speak italian.

The above knowledge is represented by the

TXOC program of Figure 3. In particular,
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GoD - invited(X) 6–

Y

G assign(x,y) 6– ~ invited(x), prefer(x,y)

c1

assign(x,a) V assign(x,b) V assign(x,c) <- invited(x)

c2 - assign(x,a) <– invited(x), nationality(x,italy)

Figure 3: Program Photel

point 1. above is encoded in the upper com

ponent c1, whereas the constraint in point 2

above is encoded in the component c2. Note

that information regarding invited speakers,

hotel preferences, and nationalities, which are

not explicitly provided in Figure 3, are as

sumed to be encoded by a number of facts in

the component c2. Moreover, observe that

component co encodes the closed world as

sumption on the predicate invited, whereby

the negation occurring in the body of the first

rule of c1 realizes a negation by default.o

The above examples should have provided

hints about the naturalness of TOC in ex

pressing structured reasoning tasks. In par

ticular, we have shown how, by including

mechanisms for the direct description of ex

ception and defeasible reasoning, we have ob

tained a remarkable improvement in usability,

clarity and modeling capabilities of our lan

guage w.r.t. Disjunctive Datalog", without

increasing its computational complexity (see

Section 3).

2.2 SYNTAX OF TXOL PROGRAMS

A term is either a constant or a variable (note

that function symbols are not considered in

this paper). An atom is a(t1,...,tn), where

a is a predicate of arity n and ti, ..., to are

terms. A literal is either a positive literal p

or a negative literal - p, where p is an atom.

Two literals are complementary if they are of

the form p and -p, for some atom p. Given

a literal L, -.L denotes its complementary

literal. Accordingly, given a set A of literals,

→. A denotes the set {−.L | Le A}. A rule r is

a clause of the form H – B, where H (head

of the rule) is a disjunction Hi V. V Hn of lit

erals and B (body of the rule) is a conjunction

Bı A... A Brm of literals (note that negative lit

erals may occur in the head of a rule). Given

a rule r, we shall denote by H(r) and B(r)

the set of literals in the head and in the body

of r, respectively. A term, an atom, a literal

or a rule is ground if no variable appears in

it. Let (C, s) be a finite partially ordered set

of symbols, called identifiers. A component

is a pair (c, D(c)), where c e C and D(c), the

definition of c, is a finite set of rules. A TOC

program (on C) is a set of components, one

for each element of C. In the following we

shall denote by 3 the reflexive-reduction of 3

(i.e., a « b iff a sº b and a # b). Intuitively,

through the 3 relation we model the hierar

chical organization of the knowledge, where

lower components embody more trustable in

formation.

Example 4 Let C = {ci, c2}, with c2 <

c1, be a set of identifiers. A program on

C is P1 = {(c1, D(c1)), (c2, D(c2))}, where

D(c1) = {ri : -a –, r2 : -b –}, and

D(c2) = {ra : a V b –}.

2.3 STABLE MODEL SEMANTICS

OF TXOC

The Universe Up of P is the set of all con

stants appearing in the rules of the compo

*Note that, since < is a partial order, neither

< nor < can be ciclic.
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nents of P. The Base BP of P is the set of

all possible ground literals constructible from

the predicates appearing in the rules of P and

the constants occurring in Up (clearly, both

Up and BP are finite). Notice that, unlike

disjunctive Datalog", the Base of a TOC pro

gram contains also negative literals (as both

negative and positive literals are treated in a

uniform way).

Given a rule r occurring in a component of

T’, a ground instance of r is a rule obtained

from r by replacing every variable X in r by

o(X), where a is a mapping from the vari

ables occurring in r to the constants in Up.

We denote by ground(P) the (finite) multiset

of the ground instances of the rules occurring

in the components of P. We can define a func

tion compC)f from ground(P) onto the set C

of the identifiers, associating with a ground

instance T of r the (unique) component of r.

Two ground rules r1 and r2 are conflicting on

L if Le H(r.1) and -.Le H(r2). An inter

pretation I for a TOC progam P is a subset

of BP such that I ſh-l. I = 0. Given an inter

pretation I, a ground literal L is true (resp.,

false) in I if Le I (resp., L e -..I). A lit

eral L e BP which is neither true nor false

w.r.t. I is said to be undefined in I. The

head of a rule r is true in the interpretation

I if H(r) ſh I # 0; the body of r is true in I

if B(r) C I. A rule re ground(P) is satis

fied in I if its head is true in I or its body is

not true in I. Given a TOC program P, an

interpretation I C Bp is total if I U-.I = BP

(i.e., each literal is either true or false w.r.t.

I), otherwise is partial. Next we introduce the

concept of model. The notion of satisfiability

of a rule is not sufficient, as it does not take

into account the possible presence of explicit

contradictions. Hence, we have to introduce

the following preliminary definitions.

Definition 1 Let I be an interpretation. Let

r1 and r2 be two rules in ground(P). We say

that r1 defeates r2 on the literal L in I if:

1) r1 and r2 are conflicting rules on L, and

−.Le H(r.1), 2) compC)f(r2) < compC)f(r.1)

does not hold, and 3) →.L e I and B(r1) C I.

A rule re ground(P) is defeated in I, if for

each Le H(r), there exists r1 e ground(P)

such that r1 defeates r on L in I. o

Intuitively, defeating defines the possible ways

to solve conflicts deriving from the presence in

the program of contradictory pieces of infor

mation.

Example 5 Consider the program Pl, of Ex

ample 4. Here, we note that rule rà is conflict

ing with r1 on a and with r2 on b, and that ra

is more specific (in the inheritance hierarchy)

than both r1 and r2 (as c2 < c,1). Consider

now the interpretation I = {a, -b}. We have

the following: (i) ra defeats r1 on -a, and (ii)

rä does not defeat r2, as be I. o

Definition 2 Let I be an interpretation for

T. We say that I is a model for P if each rule

re ground(P) is satisfied or defeated in I. o

Example 6 The interpretation I = {a, -b}

is a model for the program P1 of Example

4. Indeed, r2 and r3 are satisfied and r1 is

defeated in I. o

Definition 3 Let I be an interpretation

for P. The reduction of P w.r.t. I

is P’ = {r e ground(P) | r

is not defeated in I and B(r) C I}. o

We note that the reduction of a program is

simply a set of ground rules. Given a set S of

ground rules, we denote by horn(S) the pos

itive disjunctive program (called the positive

version of S), obtained from S by consider

ing each negative literal -q(X) as a positive

one with predicate symbol −q. Moreover, we

denote by MM(horn(S)) the set of minimal

models [21] of the program horn(S).

Definition 4 Let M be a model for a TOC

program P. We say that M is a TOC stable

model (or simply "stable model”) of P, if M e

MM(hornſ") (i.e., M is a minimal model

of horn(P”)) o

Example 7 Consider the model M =

{a, -b} for the program Pi of example 4.

Now, the reduction of Pi w.r.t. M is PM =

{r2: -b —, r3 : a V b –} as r1 is defeated in
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M while rº and r3 are not. The positive ver

sion of P* has the following minimal models

[21]: {b, -b} and {a, -b}. Thus, M is a stable

model. Similarly, it can be shown that also

{−a, b} is a stable model of P1. o

3 EXPRESSIVE POWER

AND COMPLEXITY

3.1 PRELIMINARIES ON

EXPRESSIVE POWER

In the context of deductive databases, it is

customery to divide the predicate symbols

into two sets: EDB and IDB. Some of the

predicate symbols correspond to database re

lations (the eatensional (EDB) predicates),

and are not allowed to occur in rule heads; the

other predicate symbols are called intensional

(IDB) predicates. Actual database relations

are formed on a fixed countable domain U,

from which also possible constants in a T20 C

program are taken.

More formally, a TOC program P on a set

of identifiers C has associated a relational

database scheme D8p = {r r is an EDB

predicate symbol of P}; thus EDB predi

cate symbols are seen as relation symbols. A

database D on T8.p is a set of finite relations

on U, one for each r in T3p, denoted by D(r);

note that D can be seen as a first-order struc

ture whose universe consists of the constants

occurring in D (the active domain of D).”

The set of all databases on T3p is denoted

by Dp.

Given an identifier cb # C, we define the pro

gram PD on Cb = CU (ch} by adding to P

a new component (ch, D(cp)) where: D(c) =

{r(t) — |r e D8p A t e D(r)}, and for each

ce C, c < ct.

We will analyze the power of TOC and of

*We use here active domain semantics (cf. [1]),

rather than a setting in which a (finite) universe

of D is explicitly provided (9, 7, 29]. Note that

Fagin's Theorem and all other results to which we

refer remain valid in this (narrower) context; con

versely, the results of this paper can be extended

to that setting.

its syntactic restrictions, where negation (-),

disjunction (V), or inheritance (<) may be

disallowed. Given X C {-, V, 3}, we denote

by DOC(X) the fragment of TOC where the

constructs in ({-, V, 3} – X) are disallowed.

For simplicity, we will omit the braces. For

instance, TXOC[V] denotes the positive single

component (i.e., inheritance-free) TOC pro

grams, while DOCſ-, V, 3] coincides to full

T}().C.

Definition 5 A (bound TOC) query Q is a

pair (P, G), where P is a TOC program and

G is a ground literal (the query goal). Given

a database D in Dp, the answer of Q on D is

true if G belongs to some stable model of PD

(i.e., if G is in the union of the stable models

of PD) and false otherwise.”

Q = (P, G) is a DOC(X) query, where X C

{-, V, 3}, if P is a DOC(X) program.o

The constants occurring in PD, G define the

active domain of query Q = (P, G) on the

database D.

Observe that, in general, two queries (P, G)

and (P, -G) on the same database need not

give symmetric answers. That is, if e.g. (P, G)

answers yes for D, it may be possible that also

(P, -G) answers yes for D.

A bound query defines a Boolean C-generic

query of [1], i.e., a map from DP to

{true, false). As common, we focus in our

analysis of the expressive power of a query

language on generic queries, which are those

mappings whose result is invariant under re

naming the constants in D with constants

from U.

Definition 6 Let Q = (P, G) be a (constant

free) query. Then the database collection of Q,

denoted by &P(Q) is the set of all databases

D in Dp for which the answer of Q is true.

The eapressive power of TOC(X) (X C

{-, V, 3}), denoted &P(120C(X) is the

*We consider brave (also called possibility) se

mantics in this paper; however, complexity and

expressiviness of cautious (also called skeptical)

semantics can be easily derived from it.
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family of the database collections of all

TOC(X] queries, i.e.,

&YP(DocLX]) =

{&P(Q)|Q is a constant-free TOC(X) query}o

The expressive power of each language will be

related to database complexity classes, which

are as follows. Let C be a Turing machine

complexity class (e.g., P or NP), R be a re

lational database scheme, and D be a set of

databases on R.” Then, D is C-recognizable if

the problem of deciding whether De D for a

given database D on R is in C. The database

complerity class DB-C is the family of all

C-recognizable database collections. (For in

stance, DB-P is the family of all database col

lections that are recognizable in polynomial

time). If the expressive power of a given lan

guage coincides with some class DB-C, we say

that the language captures C.

3.2 RESULTS

For space limits, we include only some se

lected proofs, the list of all complexity and

expressiveness results is reported in Table 1

and discussed in Section 4.

3.2.1 General DOC Programs

Lemma 1 Let P be a ground TOC program,

and let M be an interpretation. Deciding

whether M is a stable model of P is in coMP.

Proof. We prove that the complementary

problem is in NP. The interpretation M is

not a stable model for Piff either 1) M is not

a model for P* or 2) it is a model for P” but

not minimal, that is, there exists a model I

for P” such that I c M. Both checking that

M is not a model for P^* and checking that a

guessed model I for P^* is a proper subset of

M are performed in polynomial time. Hence,

deciding whether M is not a stable model for

Tº lies in conP. o

Theorem 1 &P(DOCſ-, v, *) c DB-XX.

*As usual, adopting the data independence

principle, it is assumed that D generic, i.e., it

is closed under renamings of the constants in U.

Proof. We have to prove that for any

TOCſ-, V, 3] query Q = (P, G) recognizing

whether a database D is in &P(Q) is in Xi'.

D is in &P(Q) iff there exists a stable model

M of PD such that G e M. To check this,

we may guess an interpretation M of PD and

verify that: (i) M is a stable model of PD,

and (ii) G e M. From Lemma 1 (i) is done

by a single call to an NP oracle – this task is

equivalent to minimal model checking – (note

that, since Q is fixed, ground(PD) has size

polynomial in D, and can be constructed in

polynomial time), and (ii) is eleaſy polyno

mial. Hence, this problem is in XX. Conse

quently, Tºghiºg whether a database D is

in &A'P(Q) is in XX.o

To show that TXOC expresses all queries

in X; , we demonstrate that disjunctive

Datalog" (under stable model semantics) can

be simulated in TXOC. The result will follow

from known results on the expressiveness of

disjunctive Datalog" [8].

Given a disjunctive Datalog" program p,

we represent it as a two-level ordered pro

gram ord(p) called the ordered version of

q. ord(p) consists of two components, with

identifiers program and CWA, such that

program < CWA. The definition of program

is made of the rules in p, while the defi

nition of CWA contains a rule of the form

-q(X1, ..., Xn) for each predicate q appearing

in P, where n is the arity of q and X1, ..., Xn

are distinct variables (the above rule is called

the closed world assumption for q). The intu

ition behind such a representation is the fol

lowing: the higher component CWA corre

sponds to an explicit closed world declaration

establishing that a fact is false unless explic

itly contradicted.

Note that, by definition of ord(ſp), also EDB

predicates appear in rule heads' of the CWA

component. This can be easily avoided by

adding a rule a'(X) — aſX) for each EDB

predicate occuring in P, where a' is a new

predicate, and by replacing each occurrence

of a in p by a'. This way, CWA contains a

rule -q(X) –, for each IDB predicate q and

a rule -a/(X) –, for each EDB predicate a.

However, since the presence of EDB predi
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cates in CWA does not affect the correctness

of following results, for the sake of simplicity,

we do not consider the above transformation.

Given an interpretation M for a TOC pro

gram, we denote by Mt the set of all the

positive literals of M and by MT the set of

all negative literals in M.

Theorem 2 Let p be a disjunctive logic pro

gram and ord(ſ) its ordered version. A total

interpretation M is a stable model of p if and

only if M is a TOC stable model of ord(p)

Proof (Sketch) If-Part. Let M be a TOC

stable model of ord(qb). By definition, it is a

minimal model of horn(ord(p)*). We next

show that M is a minimal model of the GL

transform p" of p for M and thus it is a

stable model for q> |. It is easy to see that

M is a model for p^** (each rule of p" with

a true body is also present in ord(p)* be

cause it cannot be defeated). To show that M

is minimal for p", we proceed by contradic

tion, assuming that there exists a model M1

for p" such that M. c Mt. If so, we can

derive that the total interpretation M2, whose

positive part coincides with Mi', is a model

for horn(ord(p)*) and thus M is not mini

mal for horn(ord(b)") (a contradiction).

(Only-If Part). Let M be a stable model

of P. It is easy to see that M is a model

for hºrnſºrdſ”). To show minimality

(for horn(ord(qb)*)), by contradiction we

assume that there exists a model M1 for

horn(ord(ſp)*) such that M. c Mt. If

So, we can derive that the total interpreta

tion M2, whose positive part coincides with

MT, is a model for p" and thus M is not

minimal for p" (a contradiction). o

Example 8 Let p = {a V b –} be a dis

junctive logic program. Its stable models are

M1 = {a, -b} and M2 = {−a, b}. The ordered

version ord(p) of p is the TOC program Pl

of Example 4. We have seen in Example 7

that M1 and M2 are the stable models of Pi

too.

*Note that we represent total intepretations as

sets of literals also for disjunctive Datalog .

Observe that the CWA component is strictly

needed; in other words ord(s) cannot be the

identity function. Indeed, if take p as it is,

by looking at it as a single component TXOC

program, then it has stable models Mí = {a}

and M% = {b}. These models are semantically

different from M1 and M2. For instance, b is

false w.r.t. M1 while it is not false (in partic

ular, it is undefined) w.r.t. Mſ. o

Theorem 3 &P(H, V, º]) = DB-XX.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 and the

results in [8].

3.2.2 TOC(-)

From the simulation of Datalog" in TOC de

fined in Section 3.2.1, it follows easily that

TOCI-, V] captures NP. In this section we

prove that inheritance plays a crucial role in

the expressive power of TOC. Indeed, if we

disallow inheritance, then TOC(-) is not able

to express all NP properties (even if it can

express some of them).

Proposition 1 Let P be a TOC(-) program.

If the algorithm of Figure 4 outputs M on in

put P, then M is a stable model of P.

Proof. Let I be an output of the algorithm

of Figure 4 on input P. I is a model of P';

otherwise, unsat(P, I) would be non-empty.

Let J C I. Consider the first literal q ºf J

which has been included in I in the computa

tion of the algorithm of Figure 4 generating

I. The rule re unsat(P, I) which motivated

the introduction of q is neither satisfied nor

defeated w.r.t. J. Therefore, J is not a model

of P (and of 'P' also).o

Corollary 1 Every TOC(-) program has at

least one stable model.

Proof. The algorithm of Figure 4 produces

an output on every 120C-) program. There

fore, the statement follows from Proposition

1. Ó

Proposition 2 Let P be a TOC(-) program.

If M is a stable model of P, then there eacists
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Input: A TOC(-) program P.

Output: A stable model of P.

Notation: Given a program P and an interpretation I, unsat(P, I) denotes the set

of rules in ground(P) which are neither defeated nor satisfied w.r.t. I

(i.e., re unsat(P, I) iff: (a) B(r) C I, (b) H(r) ſh I = 0, and (c) r is not defeated w.r.t. I).

begin

I := 0;

while unsat(P, I) # 0 do

choose a rule r from unsat(P, I);

I := I UH(r);

endwhile;

output I;

end.

Figure 4: A Naive Algorithm for Computing Stable Models ofTOCſ

a computation of the algorithm of Figure 4

which outputs M on input P.

Theorem 4 Let P be a TOC(-) program and

D1 and D2 be two databases on T8.p such that

ground(PD, ) C ground(PD.). IfM is a sta

ble model for PD, then there eſtists a stable

model M2 for PD, such that M1 C M2.

Proof. P} C Tº. From Proposition 2,

there exists a run of the algorithm of Figure

4 which generates Mi on input PD, ." Take

the same choices on the run of the algorithm

on PD, . Then, whatever are the following

choices of the algorithm, the model generated

will certainly contain Mi (as the computation

is monotonic).o

Theorem 5 &P(DOC(-)) c DB-NP.

Proof. Let TX3p be containing a single unary

predicate r. We show next that the even

query, answering true on the instances of r

of even cardinality, cannot be expressed by

TOC[-]. By contradiction, suppose a query

Q = (P, G) expresses the even query and

let Di be a databases such that |D1 (r) is

*Even if PD, has two components, it is equiv

alent to the program where facts and rules are

included in a single component (as no contradic

tion may arise on database facts).

even (we denote by |X| the cardinality of set

X). Then, there exists a stable model M1

for PD, such that G e M1. Consider now

a database D2 such that D1 (r) C D2(r) and

|D2(r) = |D1 (r) + 1. Since the hypotheses

of Theorem 4 apply, the answer of Q on D2

is true too (contradiction).o

4 DISCUSSION AND

CONCLUSION

The results on the expressiveness and com

plexity of TOC are compactly represented in

Table 1. Each column of the table collects the

results for a specific fragment of TOC; for in

stance, TXOCI-, 3] refers to programs where

inheritance (<) and true negation (-) are al

lowed, but disjunction (V) is not. For com

plexity, each entry of a complexity class C

symbolizes C-completeness; ens. means that

the existence of a stable model is ensured,

and deciding the existence of stable model is

therefore trivial. For expressive power, = C

means that DB-C is captured (i.e., precisely

the database collections in C are expressible);

while, C C means that only a strict subset of

the database collections in DB-C are express

ible.

Full TOC (i.e., TOC(V, -, 3]) has a very high

expressive power, as it expresses exactly the
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Table 1: Expressiveness and complexity results on 120C

| |{}|{<}|{F}TE,3}T{V}T (V,E}|{V,E}|{V,E,3} ]

(a) Recognition and Eristence of stable models for propositional (ground) programs

Recognition P P P CONP CONP CONP CONP

Eristence enS. enS. enS. ens. enS. ens. X;

(b) Expressive Power and Data Complerity of Brave Reasoning for general programs

Erpr. Power C P C P C NP = NP c 2: c X | c. x: = X:

Data Compler. P P NP X} | X; X; X;

properties in DB-XX. Interestingly, reason

ing in TXOC is not harder than reasoning

in disjunctive Datalog" (they are both XX;

complete). Thus, we argue that the inclusion

of inheritance and true negation is highly de

sirable: it yields a remarkable gain as to the

clarity, modeling features, and overall usabil

ity of the language, and it does not imply any

overhead in computational complexity. (It

does cause a tangible increase of the expres

sive power; but, we argue that capturing X;

is sufficient for most applications.)

The analysis of the fragments of TOC high

lights the importance of coupling inheritance

and true negation. True negation alone

(120C[-]) augments the complexity of TPOC[]

up to NP; but it allows to express only a

strict subset of NP. If we add also inheri

tance, then the complexity remains the same;

but we increase the expressive power up to

capturing the whole class NP. We observe a

similar behaviour, one complexity level upper,

for TOCIV, -) and TOCV, -, 3].

In sum, the results of Section 3 prove the high

expressiveness of the 120C language. More

over, the examples provided in Section 2.1

show some cases where 120C can be prof

itably used for knowledge representation and

reasoning. Several important issues merit fur

ther investigation. First, we plan to con

trast our approach to other related languages

that have been presented in the literature

[4, 10, 13, 27], Theorem 2 is a first step in

this direction. Moreover, it is important to

characterize the properties of our semantics.

For instance, we would like to see whether the

semantic principles stated in [4] are satisfied

by our language. Finally, algorithms for the

evaluation of TXOC programs should be also

designed.
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Abstract

In many domains agents must be able to gen

erate plans even when faced with incomplete

knowledge of their environment. We pro

vide a model to capture the evolution of the

agent's knowledge as it engages in the activ

ities of planning (where the agent must at

tempt to infer the effects of hypothesized ac

tions) and execution (where the agent must

update its knowledge to reflect the actual ef

fects of actions). The effects (on the agent's

knowledge) of a planned sequence of actions

are very different from the effects of an exe

cuted sequence of actions, and one of the aims

of this work is to clarify this distinction. The

work is also aimed at providing a model that

is not only rigorous but can also be of use in

developing planning systems.

1 Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of how agents

who must operate in incompletely known environ

ments can generate and execute plans. In particular,

we examine the case where an agent has correct but

incomplete knowledge of its environment. A represen

tation scheme for incomplete knowledge is developed

that is specifically oriented towards the development

of actual planning systems. In particular, we focus

on representing and updating the kinds of incomplete

knowledge that would be useful to a planning agent

capable of sensing and manipulating its environment,

and we ensure that the representation can be used in a

straightforward manner in an actual planning system.

When planning, the agent must reason about the ef

fects of actions. When the agent has complete knowl

edge of its environment, there is no need to distin
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rpapetrick(Qlogos.uwaterloo.ca

guish between what the agent knows and what is true

in its environment. Hence, in classical planning sys

tems there is no explicit separation between the agent's

knowledge and facts about the world. For example,

when a STRIPS database is employed to model the

world state it is only implicit that the agent knows

the contents of the database.

When faced with incomplete knowledge, however, we

do require an explicit model of the agent's knowledge

and the manner in which this knowledge is affected

by the actions executed by the agent. In fact, for the

purposes of planning it is the action's effects on the

agent's knowledge that are most important: at plan

time the agent must know that the plan will achieve its

desired effects, and at execution time the agent must

have sufficient knowledge at every step of the plan to

execute it (Lev.96].

A major complication, when having to reason about

how actions affect the agent's knowledge, arises from

the fact that the plan time effects of such actions are

quite different from their execution time effects. For

example, say that the agent is operating in the UNIX

domain and that it is considering the action of listing

a directory. At plan time all that it will know is that

after the action it will know all of the files in the direc

tory: the actual identity of those files will not become

known until the action is actually executed.

In many domains generating plans that operate cor

rectly no matter how the world is configured is

impossible—such conditional plans [PS92, PG93] end

up being too large. Instead, the agent must often

commit by actually executing some actions so as to

avoid having to plan for contingencies that never oc

cur. However, execution also has its pitfalls, as exe

cuting an action might change the world in such a way

that the agent's ultimate goal becomes impossible to

achieve.

Understanding how to manage these tradeoffs so that
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we can effectively interleave planning and execution

remains an important open problem in the area. We

believe that our work makes a contribution to this

problem. In particular, our representation of ac

tions provides a clear separation between their plan

time and execution time effects. We can project the

agent's knowledge state through both planned actions

sequences and executed action sequences. This pro

vides useful information about the differences between

plan time and execution time and leads to a deeper

understanding of both plan time and execution time

effects. It also opens up a wider range of possibilities

for interleaving planning and execution.

The general approach we adopt is much like the tradi

tional STRIPs representation. In particular, we use a

collection of databases to represent the agent's knowl

edge. However, we provide a formal semantics for the

items in each database. We do this by translating

each of these items into formulas of a modal logic of

knowledge. Actions operate much like STRIPs actions

do: they modify the contents of the various databases.

Through examples we show that a useful range of ac

tions can be represented as update operations to these

databases.

Our approach allows us to project the agent's knowl

edge through a sequence of planned actions: we sim

ply apply the actions’ plan time effects to the agent's

initial knowledge state to produce a sequence of inter

mediate knowledge states. This means that a straight

forward forward chaining search could in principle be

used to generate plans. We can also project the agent's

knowledge state through sequences of action execu

tions, and this means that an plan execution module

can also be supported by our formalism.*.

In the rest of the paper we will present the method

we use for representing the agent's knowledge, discuss

how inferences can be made from this knowledge, and

briefly discuss how actions are represented and how

they update the agent's knowledge. Finally, we will

close with some simple examples that show how our

approach models the plan time and execution time ef

fects of various actions and plans. But first we discuss

some related work.

'Some work would have to be done to modify our ap

proach to support partial order planning or backwards

chaining planning. This should be possible as such plan

ning technologies were initially developed from “projec

tive” action semantics like ours. However, such approaches

are not a major interest of ours, as we are pessimistic about

their ultimate future. We are much more optimistic about

the future of forward chaining planners [BK96, McD96)

1.1 Related work

The general issue of planning with correct but incom

plete knowledge has received a great deal of attention

recently. There are many domains that can be usefully

modeled under this paradigm. For example, Etzioni,

Golden and Weld have been engaged in ongoing re

search into software agents that operate in the UNIX

and Internet environments (EGW97, GW96, EGW94,

GEWO4]. As they point out, these domains are rea

sonably approximated by the assumption of correct

but incomplete knowledge. The main feature of their

work has been to develop methods for providing such

agents with planning capabilities: exactly the issue we

address here. Their work, particularly their work on

locally closed worlds (EGW97] has been very influen

tial in our work.

There are two main differences between their work and

that presented here. First, much of their approach is

tied to the technology of partial order planning. We

feel that this often has the detrimental effect of making

the semantics of their representations and algorithms

much more difficult to understand. The projective se

mantics we use here gives a clearer separation between

the issues that involve the semantics of actions and

the agent's knowledge and the issues that involve the

implementation and semantics of partial order plan

ning. The second difference is that their work is in

timately tied to execution time effects. For example,

the algorithms they develop for reasoning about locally

closed world conditions (EGW97) assume that the ac

tions achieving such conditions have been executed.

This means that the planning system they construct

is forced to interleave planning and execution in an

inflexible manner. There is limited scope for alterna

tive ways of interleaving planning and execution, to

deal, e.g., with domains where executing actions can

produce irreversible changes.

As pointed out by Levesque, there are a number of

subtle issues involved in planning in the face of in

complete knowledge. In (Lev.96) Levesque provides a

formal specification of plan correctness in the face of

incomplete knowledge. He points out that plans have

knowledge preconditions, and that it must be known

at plan time that these conditions will be achieved at

execution time. Although Levesque's work provides

vital insights into the problem, his work does not di

rectly address the issue of generating plans. In partic

ular, his model of actions and knowledge is specified

in the situation calculus. Hence, to reason about the

effects of actions one would, in general, have to em

ploy full first-order inference. In our work we have

used some of Levesque's ideas about plan correctness,
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but have focused on more limited representations that

can be implemented more effectively in real planning

systems.

2 Representing the Agent’s

Knowledge

The first issue we address is that of representing the

agent's knowledge. As mentioned in the introduction

we are assuming that the agent has correct, albeit in

complete, information about its environment. This

kind of information is conveniently formalized using

a standard modal logic of knowledge (see [FHMV95)

for an introduction).

One of our aims, however, is to develop an approach

that can facilitate the development of effective plan

ning systems, and we do not know, at this time, how

to deal with a fully general logic of knowledge. Instead

we adopt a STRIPs like approach where by the agent's

knowledge is represented as a collection of databases

each of which maintains a particular type of knowl

edge. We formally characterize the agent's knowl

edge by providing a translation from the database con

tents to a set of logical formulas. Thus we utilize the

logic's semantics as the underlying semantics of our

representation.” We use DB to represent the agent's

databases, and KB to represent the set of logical for

mulas that characterize the agent's knowledge.

In brief, the standard modal logic of knowledge adds a

modal operator K to an ordinary first-order language,

extending the language's syntax by adding the rule:

if b is a formula then so is K(b). Semantically, the

language is interpreted over a collection of worlds W,

each of which is an ordinary first-order model. These

worlds are related to each other by an accessibility re

lation. In this case every world is accessible from every

other world. Any non-modal formula 4 is interpreted

to be true at a particular world w (written w = p) iff

it is true according to the standard rules for interpret

ing first-order formulas. A formula of the form K(4) is

interpreted to be true at w iff q is true at every world

accessible from w, which means that q must be true

at every world in W (since at every world all worlds

are accessible).

Intuitively, the agent's knowledge is being modeled by

the set W. The agent does not know which of the

worlds in W is the real world, and considers all of these

worlds to be possible versions of the way the real world

is configured. If it does not know whether or not q is

true, then there will be worlds in W where q is true and

*In essence we are simply restricting ourselves to a par

ticular subset of the logic.

worlds where q is false. Knowing 4 to be true means

that p is true in every world in W. Our assumption

that the agent's knowledge is correct is modeled by the

fact that the real world is a member of W. Thus, if

the agent knows p, q} is in fact true in the real world.

For convenience, we use the notation w” to represent

the real world. Furthermore, when we write a logical

formula we always interpret it at w”. Thus, a formula

like K (readable(kr.tex))^ writable(kr.tex) means that

the agent knows that file kr.tex is readable (and by the

semantics of K, kr.tex is in fact readable) and that it

is in fact writable (but this is not necessarily known

by the agent). A useful notation is Kwhe(d) which is

defined to be the formula K (4) V K (−4): either p or

its negation is known to hold.

2.1 Rigid Terms and Constant Domains of

Discourse

The agent's knowledge will include atomic facts about

various terms. For example, knowing that the file

kr.tex is readable might be represented by the atomic

formula K(readable(kr.tex)), where kr.tex is a term

of the language. We also allow functions. For exam

ple, the agent might know various function values like

K(size(kr. tex) = 1024), i.e., kr.tex is 1024 bytes in

length.

Terms composed from functions and constants, like

kr.tex, 1024, and size(kr.tex), pose potential problems

when dealing with knowledge. In particular, the terms

they generate may be rigid or non-rigid. Non-Rigid

terms are terms whose denotation varies from world

to world, while rigid terms have a fixed denotation

across worlds. For example, the agent might not know

the size of the file kr.tex, so the term size(kr.tex) may

have a different denotation (i.e., a different value) in

the different worlds the agent considers possible. On

the other hand a number like 1024 would have the same

denotation (i.e., the same meaning) in every world.

When terms can be of either type reasoning about facts

like readable(kr.tex) becomes more complex.” For ex

ample, it is not immediately obvious what it would

mean for the agent to know this fact if the term kr.tex

had potentially a different denotation in every world.

Since there does not seem to be a good reason to have

this level of generality, we impose the restriction that

all constants must be rigid. Thus, a term like kr.tex

will always denote the same object in every world.” On

*See Garson (Gar?7) for a good discussion of these is

Sules.

“There may be many files in the agent's environment

called kr.tex. In practice, we would have to use a distinct

constant for each file. For example, we could use a unique
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the other hand, we allow functions to generate non

rigid terms. Thus, a term like size (kr. tex) can denote

a different value in different worlds.

Formally, this means that for every constant c in the

language describing any particular planning domain,

the agent's knowledge (the set KB) includes the for

mula:

Bz.K(z = c). (1)

This says that there is a particular object in the real

world such that in every possible world the constant c

denotes that object.

We assume that numeric functions, like “--”, or nu

meric predicates like “3" have their standard inter

pretation in every world (hence they also are rigid).

Another complication that we wish to avoid are those

that arise when different worlds w can have different

domains of discourse.” So we restrict our semantics

to only consider models in which all worlds have an

identical domain of discourse.”

2.2 The Databases

We represent the agent's knowledge by a collection of

four databases, each of which is discussed below.

Kf: The first database is much like a standard

STRIPs database, except that both positive and nega

tive facts are allowed and we do not apply the closed

world assumption. In particular, Kf can include any

ground literal (atomic formula or negation of an atomic

formula). Kf is further restricted so that all the terms

that appear in any literal must be constants. So,

for example, an atomic formula like readable(..(dir)),

where the function “...” specifies the parent directory

of a direction file, cannot appear in Ky. To include

such information we would have to know the name of

dir's parent directory.

In addition to literals Kf can also contain specifica

tions of function values. In particular, formulas of the

form f(c1, ..., cm) = cn 41, where f is an n-ary func

tion and the ci are all constants. This formula speci

fies that f°s value on this particular set of arguments

is the constant cn 41. In effect, our restriction means

identifier for each file and have a function name that maps

this identifier to the file’s “common” name. The function

name may thus map many different files to the same com

mon name. However, for readability we will continue to use

common names in our examples, leaving it to the reader to

remember that all such names are intended to be unique.

*Again see [Gar?7) for a discussion.

"We have not found that this poses any practical prob

lems. In particular, this assumption does not mean that

we know the identity of all the objects in the real world.

that function values in Kſ are considered to be known

by the agent only if they can be “grounded” out as

constant values.

We specify what the contents of Kf means in terms

of the agent's knowledge by specifying that for every

formula £e K1, KB includes the formula:

K(£). (2)

Ku : The second database contains a collection of for

mulas every instance of which the agent either knows

or knows the negation. In particular, Kle can contain

any formula that is a conjunction of atomic formu

las. By adding simple ground atomic facts to Ku, we

can model the effects of sensing actions at plan time.

In particular, at plan time if the agent hypothesizes

executing a sensing action that senses some fact like

readable (kr. tex), all the agent will know is that after

sensing it will know whether or not this fact is true.

Only at execution time will there be a resolution of

this disjunction.

In a similar manner by adding formulas containing

variables to Ku, we can model the plan time effects of

actions that generate universal effects like local closed

world information (EGW97). For example, the UNIX

“ls dir” command yields local closed world informa

tion about the contents of directory dir. Yet at plan

time the agent will not know the actual contents of the

directory. The contents will only become known after

the ls action is executed.

We specify what the contents of Ku, means in terms

of the agent's knowledge by specifying that for every

formula @(£) e Ku (a conjunction of atomic formulas

in which the variables in it appear free), KB includes

the formula

Vä.K(4)(f)) v K(−4 (E)). (3)

Note that in the case where iſ is the empty set (i.e., f is

a conjunction of ground atomic formulas), this reduces

to the formula Kwhe(?).

Some predicates, e.g. numeric predicates like 3 and

equality =, have the same denotation in every world

in W. Such “rigid” predicates are considered to be

implicitly in Kw. For example, z > y and z = y

are implicit members of Kir. The inference algorithm

presented below has access to these implicit members

of Kır.

Ko: The third database is simply a specialized ver

sion of Kır designed to store information about various

function values the agent will come to know. In par

ticular, K, can contain any unnested function term.
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For example, f(z, a) would be a legal entry in K, but

f(g(a), c) would not be. Like Kle, the entries in K, can

be used to model sensing actions, except in this case

the sensors are returning constants (e.g., numbers) not

truth values. The value returned by the sensor will not

be known until execution time, but at plan time the

agent will know that such a value will become known.

For every formula f(£) e K, where £ is the set of

variables appearing in the term, KB includes the for

mula

Wii.3v.K(f(£) = v). (4)

Formulas of this type are a standard way of specifying

that the agent knows a function value, see, e.g., [SL93].

More general information about knowing function val

ues can be specified by entries in Kw. For exam

ple, if we will come to know the sizes of all the

files in a particular directory dir, we could place

in-dir(r, dir) A size(z) = y in Kw, where in-dir(r, y)

means that z is in directory y. This formula says that

for every file z that is in directory dir we know all val

ues of y such that size(z) = y. Of course since size is

a function there is only one such y.

LCW: The fourth database is a database of local

closed world information. The innovative concept of

locally closed worlds comes from the work of Etzioni

et al. (EGW97). LCW represents the execution time

analog of Kw, and basically asserts that the agent's Ky

database contains a complete list of all items satisfying

a particular conjunction of atomic formulas. In most

cases such a list can only be added to the Kf database

by actually executing an action.

LCW can contain formulas of exactly the same form

as Kw: conjunctions of atomic formulas. We spec

ify the semantics of the LCW database as follows.

Let {(i) = 0.1(3) A ... A or (£) be a conjunction

of atomic formulas in which the vector of variables

£ = (x1,..., zn) appear free. Say that d e LCW.”

Let C = {& : o, (£/ć) e Ky, 1 < i < k}. C is the set of

tuples of constants explicitly listed in Kf as satisfying

(b. For every such formula ºf € LCW, KB includes the

formula

wi. /\ -(z) = c. A... A 2, - ca) = K(-6(5/6)).
& EC

(5)

For example, if P(+) A Q(t, y) e LCW, and P(a),

P(c), Q(a,b) and Q(a,c) are all in Ky., (which means

that the pairs (a, b), and (a,c) are explicitly listed as

'Note that not every variable in £ need appear free in

every literal.

satisfying P(a) A Q(x, y) in Ky), then the formula

Va., y.-(z = a \ y = b) A -(z = a \ y = c)

= K (-(P(+) A Q(z,w),

is in KB. This formula says that the pairs (a,b) and

(a,c) are in fact the only pairs satisfying P(+)AQ(r, y).

Thus it entails, e.g., that K (-(P(b) A Q(b,c))).

This formula makes explicit the notion utilized by Et

zioni et al. that if we have local closed world informa

tion and we don't have an instance explicitly listed in

the database then we can conclude that the property

does not hold.

2.3 The semantics of LCW and Ku

We have provided a semantics for the LCW and Kir

databases by translating their contents to modal logic

formulas. In doing this we are using the well under

stood semantics of the modal logic to provide a final

grounding for the entries in these databases. It is use

ful to point out that when we convert entries in Kw

to formulas of the form Vä. K(p(£)) V K(−4 (£)) this

corresponds to the agent knowing that the set of satis

fying instances of f(£) is invariant across worlds. That

is, a tuple of constants & satisfies 4 (£/č) in the real

world if and only if it satisfies the formula in every

world the agent considers possible.

The presence of such a formula in Ku does not mean,

however, that the agent knows the truth value of

{(£/ć), since the action that will resolve this has not

yet been executed. When the formula is in LCW the

action has already been executed and all of the satisfy

ing instances of 4 have been added to the agent's Kſ

database by the action. Hence, the agent will know

the truth value of p(£/ć) for every &. Thus a typical

action specification will include a plan time addition

to Ku, and an execution time addition to LCW.

The concept of locally closed worlds as a generalization

of the closed world assumption is due to Etzioni et al.

who develop the concept in detail in [EGW97). In

our approach, however, we have carefully separated

local closed world information into plan time effects

and execution time effects. The inference algorithm

developed in [EGW97) is an execution time algorithm

that requires the actions executed to actually add all

of the satisfying instances to the Kf database. At plan

time the satisfying instances are not yet known, yet we

still want to perform “local closed world” reasoning at

plan time. Our approach gives us that ability.
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2.4 The Knowledge State

Given a particular set of these four databases, i.e., a

particular DB, the agent's knowledge state is defined

by the set of formulas in KB as specified by the for

mulas 1-5 above. In particular, the agent's knowledge

state is characterized by the set of models (in which

every possible world has the same domain of discourse)

that satisfy all of the formulas in KB.

It can be shown that subject to obvious consistency

requirements any DB specifies a consistent KB.

Theorem 2.1 Let DB be any set of these four

databases subject to the two conditions

1. there is no atomic formula o with both o and -o

in Ky and

2. no function f(c1, ..., cm) is specified to have two

distinct values in Ky.

Then the KB corresponding to DB is consistent. That

is, KB has a model.

Proof: In general KB will have many models. We

show how an arbitrary model can be constructed.

First, we let the domain of discourse be the set of

all constants appearing in DB. Then we construct a

single first-order model w by starting with the set of

ground literals (and function values) contained in Ky.

Then we add to Kf a set of negative facts sufficient

to satisfy all of the formulas arising from LCW. Let

Væ. /\eec -(zi = c1 A... A 2n = cn) => K(-6(£/ć))

be a formula in KB arising from a formula @ e LCW.

For every & # C we pick a conjunct of p(£/ć), o, (£/č),

that is not in Ky: one such conjunct must exist by the

definition of C. In fact, more than one such conjunct

may exist, in which case we make an arbitrary choice.

We add -o,(2/6) to Ky, thus satisfying that negative

instance of ºb. We do this for every negative instance

of every 4 e LCW.

Note that since no positive facts are added to Ky, our

additions do not affect what we can infer from LCW.

(The sets C of satisfying instances do not change.)

Hence, the addition of negative facts to Ky in order to

satisfy a formula @ e LCW will not affect the addi

tions required to satisfy any other formula @' e LCW.

Clearly, the resulting set of facts in Kf continues to

satisfy the above two conditions, and thus this set of

facts has at least one first-order model. We pick an

arbitrary model, w. Finally, we build a model for the

modal logic by setting the collection of models W to

be simply the set {w}. It is not difficult to see that

this set of worlds W satisfies any formula of the form

Vä.K(4 (£)) V K(−4 (£)) that could arise from entries

in Ku and Ko. In

Corollary 2.2 If actions are specified as additions

and deletions to these databases and these updates

maintain the obvious consistency conditions, then no

sequence of actions can give rise to an inconsistent

KB.

Intuitively, this theorem says that our representational

formalism remains much like the classical STRIPS rep

resentation. In STRIPS any database is logically consis

tent and any sequence of actions maintains this con

sistency. This is true for our representation as well

(except we must outlaw obvious inconsistencies). Like

STRIPS this has both positive and negative features.

On the positive side, a user of our representation need

not worry about “breaking” the representation by gen

erating an inconsistent state. On the negative side, the

onus is on the user to build an accurate domain model.

As with STRIPs the user must ensure that the KB rep

resented by the databases makes sense in the domain

being modeled, and that the actions update KB in an

sensible manner. For example, as with STRIPs, if there

are state constraints (e.g., the agent can’t be carrying

an object and have its hands empty at the same time),

then the user must ensure that the databases repre

senting the initial world satisfies those constraints and

that the actions properly update the databases so as

to maintain those constraints.

3 Inference from DB

From its collection of databases the agent can infer

various things. An inference procedure is sound if

whenever it infers a formula @ from DB we have that

KB = f; the procedure is complete if KB = 4 im

plies that q can be inferred by the procedure from

DB. Unfortunately, complete inference is impractical,

as the set of things that follow from KB includes all

logical truths (this is the famous problem of logical

omniscience [Hin'75]).

Fortunately planning applications typically do not re

quire particularly complex reasoning. The major re

quirement is usually to decide whether or not an

atomic formula is true or false at a particular point

in a plan. When dealing with incomplete knowledge

the requirements become more complex, e.g., we may

need to determine whether or not the agent will Kwhe

some fact at a particular point in a plan. In Table 1

we present a simple procedure for answering queries

about atomic formulas from the databases.
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Procedure IA(6)

Inputs: Either a ground atomic formula containing the terms (t1,..., tr.), or a single term. The terms in 6 can

contain functions but no variables.

Output: T, F, W, or U subject to the conditions: (1) T implies KB = K(s), (2) F implies KB E K(-e), (3)

W implies KB = Kwheſe) (know whether) when E is a formula and KB = Ez.K(z = 8) when E is a term, and

(4) U implies the algorithm is unable to conclude anything about 6.

1.

2.

Simplify all terms by replacing each tº in E by Eval.T(t,).

If E is the term t and either (1) t is a constant or (2) there exists a tº € K, and a substitution 8 such that

t’6 = t, then return(W). Else return(U).

If e is of the form ti = t2, then if these two terms are syntactically identical return(T). Else if ti and t2

are both constants then return(F). Else return(U).

. If E e Ky, then return(T).

. If -e e Ky, then return(F).

-

If there exists a 4 (£) = 0.1(3) A ... A or (£) e LCW and a ground instance of 4, f(£/ä), such that (1) a

are constants appearing in Kf, (2) oi (f/d) = € for some i, and (3) IA(oj (£/ā)) = T for all j # i, then

return(F).

If there exists a 4 (£) = 0.1(3) A ... A or (4) e Ku and a ground instance of p, q}(£/a), such that (1) a are

either constants appearing in Kf or terms tº appearing in 6 for which IA(t) = W , (2) or, (£/a) = € for

some i, and (3) IA (oj (£/ā)) = T for all j # i, then return(W).

8. Else return U.

Procedure EvalT(t)

Inputs: A variable free term.

Output: tº the simplest term known to be equal to t.

1. If t is a constant then returnſt).

2. If t = f(t1,..., tº) and f(Eval.T(t), ..., EvalT(t)) = c e Ky or we can compute that f

on these arguments is equal to c (e.g., when f is an arithmetic function) then return(c), else

return(f(EvalT(t), ..., Eval.T(t))).

Table 1: Inference Algorithm

This algorithm can be shown to be sound. Its complex

ity is dominated by the search for ground instances

of q(£) in steps 4 and 5. Potentially the number of

ground instances of p(£) can be exponential in the

number of variables in E. However, we do not feel that

this will be an issue in practice.

As an example of the operation of IA consider the

query IA (size(kr.tex) > 1000) when size(kr.tex) e K,

is the only entry in any of the databases. In this

case IA will return W. Intuitively, since the agent

will come to know the value of size(kr.tex) it will

also come to know whether or not that size is larger

than 1000. First IA tries to reduce the function

term size(kr.tex), but no reduction is known as this

term is not in Ky. There are no entries in LCW

so the algorithm progresses to step 7. The predi

cate × is rigid and thus q = z > y is an implicit

entry in Kır (see discussion of Kw above). Since

size(kr.tex) e Kº, IA (size (kr.tex)) = W and the

ground substitution {z = size (kr.tex), y = 1000} sat

isfies condition (1). Under this substitution condition

(2) is satisfied and (3) is trivially satisfied as 4 has no

other conjunctions.

4 Representing Actions

The previous sections have provided a mechanism for

representing an agent's knowledge state in a STRIPS

like manner as a collection of databases. We have

also provided a mechanism for answering some simple
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º

*

ºsº

queries from these databases. In this section we show

how we can model actions in a very STRIPS like man

ner as well. In particular, the preconditions of actions

involve testing the contents of the various databases,

and the action effects bottom out on a set of adds and

deletes to the databases. This means that starting

at some initial configuration of the agent's knowledge

state we can decide what actions can be applied and

we can compute what the agent's new knowledge state

will be after the action has been applied.

A major theme throughout the paper has been the

separation between plan time and run time. This sep

aration is maintained in our action descriptions. Every

action has a specified set of plan time effects and a set

of run time effects. Both plan time and run time ef

fects are encoded as database updates. This means

that we can compute the plan time effects of a se

quence of actions or track their execution time effects

in the same formalism. This will be illustrated by the

examples presented in Section 5, but first we specify

more formally the representation of actions.

Actions are specified by four components: the param

eters, the preconditions, the plan time effects, and the

run time effects.

The action’s parameters. This is simply a set of

variables that can be bound to produce a particular

instance of the action.

The action’s precondition. Since it is the agent

that is executing or planning the actions a decision

on whether or not an action can be executed must

be based on the agent's knowledge state: the agent

has no direct access to the state of its environment.

To this end it is possible to develop a query language

for querying the status of its databases. However, to

keep things simple we will specify preconditions to be a

conjunctive set of primitive queries. All queries in the

set must evaluate to true to satisfy the precondition.

The primitive queries all utilize the above inference

algorithm and they are listed below. In this listing of

is any ground atomic formula, and t is any variable

free term.

. K(o), true iff IA(Q) returns T.

. K(-o), true iff IA(o) returns F.

. Kº (o), true iff IA(o) returns W, T, or F.

. K, (t), true iff IA(t) returns W.

. The negation of any of the above four queries.

The action’s plan time effects. These are specified

by a list of condition effect statements of the form

C => E. Each condition C is a conjunctive set of

primitive queries, and each effect E is a set of additions

or deletions to the four databases.

The action’s run time effects. We assume a sim

ple interface between the planner and the execution

module. In particular, when an action instance is ex

ecuted the name of that action is passed to the execu

tion module along with a list of “run-time” variables

(GW96). The execution module binds the run-time

variables with information it obtains while executing

the action.* The execution module may generate a

sequence of bindings for the run-time variables. The

effects of the action are specified using a list of condi

tion effect statements, C => E, as before. For run-time

effects, however, C and E may contain any of the run

time variables. Furthermore, C may contain tests on

the run-time variables. If C => E contains a run-time

variable then this condition effect statement will be

evaluated once for every distinct binding of the run

time variables generated by the execution module. On

the other hand, when C => E has no runtime variables

it is only executed once.

Additions and deletions to the four databases are spec

ified by formulas like add(K; size(kr.tex) = 33000),

which adds this function value to the Kf database.

We assume that add and delete have been configured

so as to maintain the obvious consistency conditions

mentioned in Theorem 2.1. For example, when we add

the function value to Kf we delete any previous func

tion values.

5 Examples

Our first example is that of opening a safe, due orig

inally (we believe) to Moore [Moo&5). There are two

actions available: readComb and dialComb. Formal

descriptions of these actions are given in Table 2. We

consider two different plans to see if they achieve the

goal of opening the safe.

Consider the situation where the agent’s initial knowl

edge state I is described by K = {haveComb(safe)},

i.e., the object “safe” has a combination lock.

The agent might try dialing a random combina

tion on the safe, for instance, taking the ac

tion dialComb(safe, 15-42-7). In I it is easy to

see that IA (haveComb(safe)) = T. Furthermore,

IA(15–42-7) = W since “15-42-7" is a constant (step 2

of the algorithm) and all constants are known. Hence

*The run-time variables are positional just as in a pro

cedure call. The user has to know what information is re

turned by the execution module at each position in order

to properly specify the action.
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Command Precondition Effects

readComb(z) K(haveComb(r))

exec(

Plan Time:

add(Kr, comboſz))

Run Time:

delete(K, comboſz)), add(K1, comboſz) = "val)

readComb(r), 'val)

dialComb(z,w) TK(haveComb(z)),

K, (y)

exec|

Plan Time:

K(y = comboſz)) => add(Ky., (open(z)))

Run Time:

dialComb(z), 'safeopen)

safeopen = True =>

add(Kt., (open(z))), add(Kt., (y = comboſz)))

Table 2: Open S

the agent knows at plan time that the action's precon

ditions are satisfied.

Since the action's preconditions are satisfied, the ac

tion can be simulated” on I to yield an updated DB,

I’. In this case however I’ = I since the action has

no plan time effects on I. dialComb has a conditional

plan time effect, but in this case IA cannot deduce the

condition K(y = comboſsafe)) from I and so the effect

add(Ky, open(safe)) is not activated. Intuitively, the

agent does not know if dialing a random combination

will cause the safe to open.

When we execute the action from the initial state I,

however, we get a different set of effects. The com

bination 15–42-7 is passed to the execution module

along with the run time variable 'safeopen (this is

the exec(dialComb(z, y), 'safeopen) component of the

action where z is bound to safe and y is bound to

15-42-7). The execution module will set safeopen to

True or False dependent on whether or not the ac

tion succeeded in opening the safe. At run time, if

!safeopen is set to True by the execution module, the

action's conditional effect will be activated resulting

in both open(safe) and comboſsafe) = 15-42-7 being

added to K, to create a new state I’. Intuitively, if the

safe opens the agent comes to know it and also comes

to know that the combination dialed was in fact the

right combination. So we see that the act of dialing

a arbitrary combination does not allow the agent to

conclude at plan time that the safe will be opened.

However, at run time the agent may in fact be lucky

and cause the safe to open.

Now consider the action sequence readComb(safe) fol

lowed by dialComb(safe, comboſsafe)), again from ini

tial state I. The precondition to the first action,

*We use the term “simulated” when talking about pro

jecting the action's effects at plan time, and “executed”

when talking about projecting the action's effects at run

time.

afe Domain Actions

readComb(safe), is satisfied in I. At plan time this

action updates I by adding comboſsafe) to Ke. In

tuitively, this action will cause the agent to come to

know the combination of the safe. Let the updated

state be I’.

In I’, K(haveComb(safe)) holds as this fact was not

deleted from Ky. Furthermore, K, (comboſsafe)) also

holds as this term was added to Ke by the previous ac

tion. Thus, we can conclude that the preconditions of

the second action dialComb(safe, comboſsafe)) hold in

I’. When we simulate the action in I" we must deter

mine if the conditional of dialComb's plan time effect

holds in I". For this action instance the conditional

is K(comboſsafe) = comboſsafe)). I' has nothing in

it to allow the inference algorithm to simplify these

terms, but the algorithm is still able to return T as

the two terms are syntactically identical (step 3 of the

IA algorithm). Hence, open(safe) is added to the Kf

database of I’. Intuitively, the agent knows at plan

time that these two actions will open the safe, even

though it does not currently know what combination

will be dialed.

At run time, readComb(safe) has the effect of deter

mining what the actual value of the combination is.

The execution module binds this value to the run time

variable ! wal. Suppose that this value is 15-42–7. Then

combo(safe) = 15-42-7 will be added to Kſ. In ad

dition, the term combo(safe) is deleted from K..”

These changes will be made to the initial state I to

yield a new state I’. Now dialComb(safe, comboſsafe))

is executed in I". Prior to passing information to

the execution module we must reduce all terms to

their simplest form using the EvalT algorithm. This

means that the run time call to the execution module

will be exec(dialComb(safe, 15-42-7), 'safeopen): the

second argument of the action comboſsafe) will have

been reduced to 15-42-7 by the function value added

*This deletion is not strictly necessary. It “cleans up”

Ke by removing redundant information.
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Command TEffects

drink PIan Time:

add(Kf, hydrated)

Plan Time:

K(hydrated) = add(Ky., -infected)

K(-hydrated) => add(Kf, dead)

-K, (hydrated) = delete(Kſ, -dead)
Run Time:

exec(medicate, 'alive)

!alive = False => add(Kf, dead)

!alive = True => add(Kf, -infected)

stain Plan Time:

add(Kr, blue), add(Kw, infected)

Run Time:

exec(stain, 'stainblue)

delete(Kw, blue), delete(Kn, infected)

!stainblue = True => add(Ky., blue), add(Kf, infected)

!stainblue = False => add(Kf, -blue), add(Kſ, -infected)

medicate

Table 3: Medical Domain Actions

by the previous action. This reduction is important,

and is the reason we need a Ke (y) precondition on

the dialComb action: the execution module cannot be

expected to take complex terms whose value is un

known as arguments. If the execution module is suc

cessful it will return True in the run time variable

!safeopen, which will cause open(safe) to be added to

K; in I". The other addition is redundant as the value

of comboſsafe) is already in I".

Our second example is due to Smith and Weld. Three

actions are available: drink, medicate, and stain. The

goal is to cure a patients’ infection, without killing

them. drink has the effect of hydrating the patient.

medicate has the ability to cure the infection, but only

if the patient is hydrated. Otherwise, it kills the pa

tient. stain can be used to test if the patient is infected:

the stain becomes blue if the patient is infected. These

actions are described in Table 3. None of these actions

have preconditions that need to be satisfied, so we are

only concerned with their effects.

Suppose that the agent's initial knowledge state is de

scribed by K = {-dead}. One possible plan is the

action sequence drink followed by medicate. drink has

the plan time effect that the agent knows that the pa

tient is hydrated. The second action, medicate, has

a conditional plan time effect. Since the agent knows

hydrated, it will also come to know -infected. Fur

thermore, K(hydrated) implies Ku (hydrated) so the

third conditional is not activated. Hence, neither of

these actions removes -dead from Kf, so the agent

also knows the patient will be alive after these two ac

tions. Thus, the agent is able to construct to plan that

it knows will achieve its goals. Furthermore, it knows

this at plan time.

Another possible plan is to perform the action

medicate without first hydrating. Since initially the

agent does not have any knowledge about hydration

the third conditional effect is activated and the agent

loses its knowledge that the patient is not dead. So

at plan time the agent can conclude that the medicate

action has an unknown effect on dead and hence that

this plan is not safe.

Finally consider the plan stain followed by the con

ditional action if K(infected) then drink followed by

medicate. The action stain has the plan time effect

of adding infected to Kw. In other words, the agent

knows at plan time that after executing stain it will ei

ther be in a state where it knows infected or it knows

-infected. It is not difficult to extend the planner

so that at plan time it can add a conditional branch

for any fact in Kw, like infected. Along one of the

branches it adds infected to Ky, assuming infected to

be true, and along the other it adds -infected to K,

assuming infected to be false. It then proceeds to com

plete the plan along both branches ensuring that all

branches achieve the goal. At execution time the Ku,

fact that conditions any branch will be resolved and

the plan executor will know which branch to take.

In this example, after the stain action one branch will

start in a state where K = {-dead, infected}. In this

state it is not difficult to see that the actions drink then

medicate achieve the agent's goal. The other branch

starts in a state where K = {-dead, -infected}. No

additional actions are needed along this branch to

achieve the agent's goal.

So we see that the agent is able to determine at plan

time that the above conditional plan achieves its goal.
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Command Precondition Effects

ls -alz K(readable(z)) Plan Time:

add(Kr, in-dir(r, z))

.# in-dir(r, : A readable(r))

add(Kº, in-dir(z, z) A size(z) = y)
Run Time:

exec(ls -alz, file, 'readable, size)

add(Ky., in-dir('file, z))

!readable => add(Kſ, readable(file))

add(Ky, size(file) = |size)

add(LCW, in-dir(r, z))

#. in-dir(z,: A readable(z))

add(LCW, in-dir(r, z) A size(z) = y)

gzip c K(readable(r)) TPlan Time:

delete(Kr, size(r))

Run Time:

exec(gzip c)

delete(Kſ, size(r)), delete(Kr, size(r))

Table 4: UNIX Domain Actions

At run time when the stain action is executed, the ex

ecution module determines if the colour of the stain

is blue and binds the result to the run time vari

able stainblue. The truth value of this variable will

then determine whether or not infected or -infected

is added to Kſ. In either case, the plan executor will

have sufficient information to correctly execute the rest

of the conditional plan (cf. (Lev.96).

Notice that at plan time the agent is able to guaran

tee that the goal of curing the infection is achieved,

by considering the possible consequences of the first

action and planning appropriately. But, it is not until

run time that the actual branch of the plan to execute

in order to achieve the goal (either medicating or doing

nothing) becomes known.

We close the paper with a final example taken the

UNIX domain. The actions used in the example are

given in Table 4.” This example uses a mechanism

for posting exceptions to Ku, and LCW information:

specifying particular instances for which a Ku, or LCW

formula no longer holds. This mechanism will be ex

plained in full in a later paper.

Say that in the real world we have readable (1.ps),

readable(2.ps), readable(old), in-dir(1.ps, old),

size(1.ps) = 10,000, and in-dir(2.ps, new). The

following conditional plan is intended to achieve

the goal “If the file 1.ps is in directory old and

readable then compress it, and if 2.ps is in directory

old and readable compress it:” (1) Is -al old; (2) if

in-dir(1.ps, old) and readable(1.ps) execute gzip 1.ps;

(3) if in-dir(2.ps, old) and readable(2.ps) execute

"We have simplified these UNIX actions somewhat for

ease of presentation.

gzip 2.ps.

Say that the agent's initial knowledge state is K =

{readable(1.ps), readable (2.ps), readable(old)}, with

all of the other databases empty. Using the above

action specifications we can project this conditional

plan forward to determine what the agent's knowledge

state would be at the various steps of the plan.

From the initial state we can conclude that the pre

conditions of ls -al old hold. Simulating this ac

tion we generate the new knowledge state where

Kw = {in-dir(r, old), in-dir(z, old) A readable(z),

in-dir(r, old) A size(z) = y}, and everything else is

unaffected. From this knowledge state we have that

Ku (in-dir(1.ps, old)), and K (readable(1.ps)). This

entails that we know whether the branch condition of

step 2 at this point in the plan, and hence the branch

is legitimate.

Along the false branch we can conclude that

K(-(in-dir(1.ps, old)) and K(readable(1.ps)), which

is sufficient to show that the first goal is achieved on

this branch. Along the true branch, Ky still contains

readable(1.ps) which is sufficient to conclude that the

preconditions of gzip 1.ps hold.

After simulating this action we obtain a new Ku,

in which the entry in-dir(z, old) A size(z) = y has

been replaced by the entry in-dir(r, old) A size(z) =

y A (2 # 1.ps) to reflect the fact that we no longer

know the value of size(1.ps). The mechanism that

handles this update is part of an extension we have

developed to deal with exceptions to K, (and LCW)

facts. This mechanism recognizes that the delete spec

ified by gzip , delete(Kr, size(1.ps)), should not mean

the simple removal of this item from the Ke database
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(in this case it is not even present in Kr). Rather,

in this situation Ku, allows us to conclude that we

know this value, and so we must also update Kw. The

mechanism we have developed posts exceptions to Kir

and LCW facts. This allows us to update such facts

without loosing excessive amounts of information (cf.

(EGW97).

The third step of the plan can be simulated in a similar

manner to show that both of its branches also succeed

in achieving the second goal (irrespective of the branch

we took for step 2).

Turning now to execution time, the effects of the first

and second steps of the plan are fairly straightfor

ward. It is the third step that is interesting. At this

stage of execution we would have executed the true

branch of step 2 and would have K = {readable(1.ps),

readable(2.ps), readable(old), in-dir(1.ps, old)}. At

execution time a size fact for 1.ps would have been

added by step 1, but deleted by the execution of gzip .

There are no facts in Kf about the file 2.ps as it was

not found to be in the listed directory, but we will

have that in-dir(r, old) e LCW. Now the inference al

gorithm can infer that K (-(in-dir(2.ps, old)), and the

execution module can correctly realize that it should

execute the false (null) branch of step 3's conditional.
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Abstract

The Simple Temporal Network formalism

permits significant flexibility in specifying the

occurrence time of events in temporal plans.

However, to retain this flexibility during ex

ecution, there is a need to propagate the ac

tual execution times of past events so that

the occurrence windows of future events are

adjusted appropriately. Unfortunately, this

may run afoul of tight real-time control re

quirements that dictate extreme efficiency.

The performance may be improved by re

stricting the propagation. However, a fast,

locally propagating, execution controller may

incorrectly execute a consistent plan. To re

solve this dilemma, we identify a class of dis

patchable networks that are guaranteed to ex

ecute correctly under local propagation. We

show that every consistent temporal plan can

be reformulated as an equivalent dispatch

able network, and we present an algorithm

that constructs such a network. Moreover,

the constructed network is shown to have a

minimum number of edges among all such

networks. This algorithm will be flown on an

autonomous spacecraft as part of the Deep

Space 1 Remote Agent experiment.

1 Introduction

When designing and implementing control systems op

erating in a physical world it is important to correctly

deal with the metric nature of time. For example,

deadlines are typically upper bounds on the value of

the occurrence time of certain events (e.g., end of a

task). The control system can guarantee a correct exe

cution only if specified time constraints are satisfied for

any possible execution. We are interested in the class

Paul Morris

Caelum Research.

NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035

pmorris'Qptolemy.arc.nasa.gov

Ioannis Tsamardinos

Intelligent Systems Program

University of Pittsburgh
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tsamard@cs.pitt.edu

of high-level control architectures that distinguish be

tween a deliberative layer, or planner, and a reactive

layer, or erecutive [10, 1, 13, 6, 11, 9, 2].

This paper is concerned with the properties that must

be satisfied by temporally flexible plans in order to be

correctly executed by a simplified, fast execution algo

rithm. The speed of an execution algorithm is central

to ensuring that a plan can be robustly executed in

real-time, a condition of crucial importance in mis

sion critical applications such as autonomous space

craft operations [10] and avionics control systems [3].

Unlike fixed time schedules, temporally flexible plans

allow an executive to seamlessly adjust to delays and

fluctuations of task durations. However, the cost of

this flexibility is that the executive must constantly

adjust the plan during execution by performing some

amount of constraint propagation. The time spent do

ing this propagation adds to the total time needed to

start or end any task in the plan. The latter time is

equivalent to the intrinsic time uncertainty on the ex

act time of occurrence of any event in the plan (7,8].

The more precise we want the execution of a plan to

be, the less propagation an execution algorithm should

perform. In this paper, we precisely define fast execu

tion by giving a simple controller algorithm and we

describe dispatchability, a formal property that iden

tifies whether a plan is amenable to fast execution or

not. We also discuss how a non-dispatchable plan can

be transformed in polynomial time into a dispatchable

plan, and we show that the resulting plan has the de

sirable property of being minimal in the number of

edges among all dispatchable plans.

2 Dispatching Executions

The type of plan that we are interested in is a tem

poral plan, i.e., a partial order of tasks with metric

time information. We refer to the start and end times

of a task as two separate events or timepoints. A
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plan satisfies the following conditions: (1) for each

task, the start and end events must be separated by

a non-negative duration [d, D]; (2) additional separa

tion constraints [s, S] may be specified between the

start and/or the end of any two tasks. A temporal

bound-constraint [b, B] (either duration or separation)

from an event A to an event B constrains the pos

sible values of the times of occurrence of A and B,

TA and TB respectively, such that b > TB – TA sº

B. We assume that the plan contains no disjunctive

bound-constraints between two events, i.e., the graph

of events and bound-constraints is a Simple Tempo

ral Network (STN) in the sense of Dechter, Meiri and

Pearl [5]. Without loss of generality, we also assume

that the STN graph is connected.

We concentrate on the process through which the ex

ecutive selects individual events and executes them,

i.e., assigns to them a specific time of occurrence that

is consistent with the overall plan. It has been estab

lished [5] that finding the ranges of execution times

for each event, the event's time bounds, is equivalent

to solving two single-source shortest-path problems [4]

on a simple transformation of the STN graph. Fur

thermore, if the STN is consistent, then for each event

A it is possible to arbitrarily pick a time TA within

its time bounds and find corresponding times for the

other events such that the set of occurrence times for

all events satisfies the plan constraints. This suggests

a “naive” execution algorithm that iteratively: (1) Se

lects an event such that the current time is within

the event's time bound and the event is enabled, i.e.,

all events that must directly precede it in the STN

have been executed; (2) assigns the current time to

the event; and (3) propagates the consequences of “col

lapsing” the event's time bounds to every other time

bound. The iteration continues until all events have

been executed.

There are two problems with the naive execution al

gorithm. The first is that precisely estimating the

propagation cost for a general STN is difficult and

may require considering the possible propagations in a

large number of possible execution conditions. With

out such analysis, the best we can do is to give a bound

that depends on the total size of the plan; more pre

cisely the bound corresponds to running the Dijkstra

algorithm' twice on the graph. The complexity of this

propagation is O(e-Hn log n), where e is the total num

ber of edges and n the total number of nodes in the

STN. A second, more serious problem is that select

ing events on the sole basis of time bound information

*Since the STN is guaranteed to remain consistent, it

is possible to avoid using the more costly Bellman-Ford

Moore algorithm.

Figure 2: Distance Graph.

and precedence enablement may lead to incorrect ex

ecutions. Consider the example network in Figure 1.

Intuitively this network corresponds to two tasks BD

and CD of fixed durations, respectively 1 and 2 time

units, that synchronize at the end (event D) and must

start within 10 time units of a time origin (event A).

Figure 2 shows the corresponding distance graph [5],

suitable for shortest-path propagation. If we assume

that event A always occurs at time 0, events B and C

will initially obtain time bounds (1,10) and (0,9) re

spectively. (Recall from [5] that the lower bound for a

node is computed as the negation of the shortest-path

distance from the node to the time origin, while the

upper bound is simply the shortest-path distance from

the origin to the node.) Suppose now that the current

time is 5, but tasks BD and CD have not yet started.

Since the time bounds of both B and C contain time 5,

the naive execution algorithm may very well select for

execution event B only to discover after propagation

that event C should have started at time 4 in order for

the plan to execute consistently. Thus, the naive ap

proach does not guarantee correct execution of a plan

under all execution conditions.

The problem with the plan in Figure 1 is that there

is an implicit synchronization constraint that requires

C to be executed exactly 1 time unit before B. When

the execution reaches B and C, this implicit constraint

can only be detected by increasing the lower bound of

waiting events to the current time, and propagating,

before considering which event to select. Although this

fixes the consistency problem, it does not improve the

real-time performance. Indeed, it makes it worse since
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TIME DISPATCHING ALGORITHM:

1. Let

A = {start-time_point}

current_time = 0

S = {}

2. Arbitrarily pick a time point TP in A such

that current—time belongs to TP's time bound;

3. Set TP's execution time to current_time and add

TP to S;

4. Propagate the time of execution

to its IMMEDIATE NEIGHBORS in the distance

graph;

5. Put in A all time points TPx such that all

negative edges starting from TPx have a

destination that is already in S;

6. Wait until current_time has advanced to

some time between

min(lower-bound (TP)

and

min(upper-bound (TP) : TP in A}

7. Go to 2 until every time point is in S.

: TP in A}

Figure 3: The Dispatching Execution Controller.

we may now have to propagate the new lower bound

from several waiting events rather than from a single

selected event.

On the other hand, to fix the performance problem,

we would like to restrict the execution algorithm to

use a local propagation that, on the basis of the execu

tion time of an event, adjusts only the time bounds of

the neighboring events. However, this makes the con

sistency problem worse. To see this, note that with

the plan in Figure 1, even if C is executed first, local

propagation would allow B to be executed more than

one time unit after C, which also violates the implicit

constraint.

Notwithstanding these considerations, there are many

networks that are successfully executed by using the

naive execution algorithm. This continues to be true

even when the propagation is restricted to be local. In

fact, as we will see, every consistent STN is equivalent

to such a network.

Figure 3 shows a detailed local propagation algorithm

that we call the dispatching eacecution controller. Note

that the flexible wait in step 6 provides some room for

responding to unmodeled external contingencies. This

can include unexpected events (in contrast to work

that deals with anticipated uncontrollable events [12]).

Step 5 is a precise formulation of the enablement re

quirement that prevents execution of a node until all

its enabling nodes have first been executed. Note that

with this formulation a deadlock situation cannot oc

cur, since in a consistent distance graph there are no

negative cycles. An execution carried out by the dis

patching execution controller is called a dispatching

eacecution. An STN is said to be dispatchable if it is al

ways correctly executed by the dispatching execution

controller.

The propagation time needed to execute a dispatch

able plan is easy to estimate, and varies directly with

b, the maximum number of edges that can enter or exit

an event in the associated distance graph.

In this paper, it is shown that every consistent STN

can be reformulated as an equivalent dispatchable net

work. This is achieved by (1) constructing the all-pairs

shortest path network (which is shown to be dispatch

able), and (2) eliminating unneeded edges to obtain an

equivalent dispatchable network of minimum size.

3 Finding dispatchable networks

We will use the following notation with respect to dis

tance graphs. Given a timepoint X, the expression

Tx denotes its execution time with respect to some

schedule or execution. If X and Y are two timepoints,

XY denotes an edge from X to Y, and b(X, Y) is its

distance or length. (The edge XY represents the con

straint Ty – Tx < b(X, Y).) We write |XY| to denote

the distance along a shortest path from X to Y, or oo

if no path exists. (Note that |XY| may be negative

in distance graphs.) The proofs of the theorems (and

supporting lemmas) are contained in the Appendix.

The first result is useful for simplifying the local prop

agation required in a dispatching execution. Recall [5]

that in an STN distance graph, the upper bounds of

timepoints are propagated in the forward direction of

edges, whereas lower bounds are transmitted in the

reverse direction.

Theorem 1 In a dispatching eacecution, upper-bound

propagations along negative edges, and lower-bound

propagations along non-negative edges, are both inef

fectual, i.e., they do not affect the course of the eacecu

tion.

Note that theorem 1 shows that, in a dispatching ex

ecution, the upper and lower-bound propagations can

be confined to disjoint sets of edges.

In the remainder of the paper, unless stated to the

contrary, it is convenient to use the term execution to

mean dispatching execution.

We next investigate what is needed to obtain dispatch

able networks. Recall that any STN can be rewritten

as an All-Pairs shortest-path network (called the d

graph in [5]). We have the following.

Theorem 2 Every All-Pairs shortest-path network is

dispatchable.

Although the All-Pairs network is dispatchable, it has

Some obvious disadvantages. In particular, the prop
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agation at each node requires time proportional to n,

the number of nodes, in every case. Fortunately, we

can do better. Relying on Theorem 2, we will adopt

the following strategy. Given an arbitrary STN, we

first construct the equivalent All-Pairs network. Then

we strip out unneeded edges, the goal being to end up

with an equivalent dispatchable network of manage

able size. Although it is possible to construct exam

ples where there are no unneeded edges, experiments

show that, typically, a minimal dispatchable network is

found that is of size comparable to that of the original

network.

To make this work, we need some means of identify

ing unneeded edges. Formally, an edge is unneeded if

its removal does not admit any new executions. In

tuitively, this condition is satisfied if its propagations

are always superseded by those of some other edge.

By Theorem 1, the only cases we need to consider are

forward propagations along non-negative edges, which

may affect upper-bounds, and backward propagations

along negative edges, which may affect lower-bounds.

Recall that for an edge XY, the expression Tx +

b(X,Y) constitutes the upper-bound value propagated

forward from X to Y, while Ty – b(X,Y) is the lower

bound value propagated backwards from Y to X.

This leads to the following definition.

Definition 1 (a) Consider two edges AC and BC with

the same destination C, and suppose the lengths of both

are non-negative. We say BC upper-dominates AC if

in every consistent erecution, TB + b(B, C) < TA +

b(A, C).

(b) Consider two edges AC and AB with the same

source A, and suppose the lengths of both are negative.

We say AB lower-dominates AC if in every consistent

execution, TB — b(A, B) > To — b(A, C)

(c) Finally, we say an edge E1 dominates an edge E2 if

either E1 upper-dominates E2 or E1 lower-dominates

E2.

The following results pertain to graphs that satisfy the

triangle inequality. Note that these include the All

Pairs graph and subgraphs derived from it by removing

edges.

The next theorem provides a characterization of the

dominance relation that is more easily checked by an

algorithm.

Theorem 3 (Triangle Rule) Consider a consistent

STN where the associated distance graph satisfies the

triangle inequality.

(1) A non-negative edge AC is upper-dominated by

another non-negative edge BC if and only if |AB| +

|BC| = |AC].

(2) A negative edge AC is lower-dominated by another

negative edge AB if and only if |AB| + |BC| = |AC].

We next consider the removal of edges. We are inter

ested in knowing whether this allows a new execution

that deviates or differs from those that were possible

before the removal. We will say an edge is unneeded if

its removal does not produce a new dispatching execu

tion. In this case, removing the edge will not introduce

an incorrect execution that did not exist before.

The following result confirms our interest in the dom

inance relation.

Theorem 4 (Filtering Theorem) An edge in a

dispatchable network that satisfies the triangle inequal

ity is unneeded if and only if it is dominated by some

other edge.

Theorems 3 and 4 together allow us to remove an edge

AC from the All-Pairs shortest-path network if there

is another node B such that |AB| + |BC| = |AC], and

either both AC and |AB| are negative, or both |AC

and |BC| are non-negative. In the former case, AC

is lower-dominated by AB, while in the latter, it is

upper-dominated by BC.

Notice that since the removal of a dominated edge

leaves the set of executions unchanged, it does not

interfere with the dominance relation between other

pairs of edges. This suggests a potential for multiple

removals, where the triangle rule conditions can con

veniently be checked in the fixed All-Pairs network.

However, some interaction is still possible where edges

dominate each other; obviously, only one may be re

moved on account of the other (although they may

both be removed if dominated by a third edge). To

see how edge removals may be combined, we consider

further properties of the dominance relation.

Theorem 5 The dominance relation is reflerive and

transitive.

A binary relation that is reflexive and transitive is

called a preorder. It is well-known that a preorder

< induces an equivalence relation =, defined by r = y

if r < y and y < a. Moreover, the equivalence classes

are partially ordered by the sº relation.

In the case of the dominance relation, the induced

equivalence classes will be useful in formulating a mul

tiple removal strategy, as discussed in the next section.
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Goº) Goº

*]º
Goº

Goº

Figure 4: Domination Partial Order.

4 Minimality of filtered network

From the properties of the DOMINATES relations (Defi

nition 1) we see that an all-pair shortest path network

can give rise to a number of “minimal” dispatchable

networks, where minimality means that the filtered

network has a minimal number of edges. (Not to be

confused with the “tightness” minimality property de

fined in [5].) We now wish to show that all of these

have the same number of edges.

An example of a partial order structure induced by

DOMINATES is shown in Figure 4.

Each set DOMi corresponds to an equivalence class

for the DOMINATES relation. All links in such a class

dominate each other symmetrically. The link from one

equivalence class to another ( e.g., from DOM3 and

DOM5) represents the fact that any node in the first

class dominates all of the nodes in the second class.

This property follows straightforwardly from the tran

sitivity of the DOMINATES relation. A minimal number

of globally dominating edges can be obtained by pick

ing one bound per each “source” DOMj equivalence

class (in the case in Figure 4, DOM1 and DOM2).

Since this selection can be done arbitrarily for each

“source” DOMi, in general there is a potentially very

large number of different minimal dispatchable net

works obtainable from an all-pair shortest path net

work. However, from the point of view of the execu

tion controller, all of the networks are equivalent, and

they all have the same number of edges, so generating

any one of them is sufficient.

5 Edge filtering algorithm

In this section we describe an algorithm that gener

ates one of the minimal networks. First we describe

the algorithm and then we prove its correctness and

procedure MARK-EDGES-FOR-ELIMINATION

begin

for each pair of intersecting edges

do begin

if both dominate each other

then

if neither is marked

then

Pick one arbitrarily

and mark it

else

Do nothing

else if one dominates the other

then

Mark the dominated edge

end

end

Figure 5: Minimal dispatch filtering algorithm.

minimality.

Input: A consistent all-pair shortest path graph

< N, b(, .) > where N is a set of time points with car

dinality n and b(, .) is a total function N × N → *

such that b(X,Y) is the length of the shortest path

link from X to Y.

Output: A consistent minimal dispatchable network

< N, b'(., .) >, where b'(, .) is a restriction of b(, .) to

a subset of N × N.

The central routine in the algorithm is shown in fig

ure 5. The routine visits edges in the network, marking

some of them for elimination. A subsequent routine

deletes the marked edges. The dominance relations

can be established by applying the Triangle Rule of

Theorem 3.

In the marking algorithm, two edges intersect if they

either have the same source or the same destination.

As a matter of implementation, all the pairs of inter

secting edges can be conveniently visited by iterating

over each set of three vertices or triangle and consid

ering the edges between them.

It remains only to show that, with respect to the dom

inance partial order, as depicted in Figure 4, the appli

cation of the marking algorithm will mark all edges in

the “non-source” equivalence classes (ones that have a

predecessor class), and will eliminate all but one edge

in the “source” equivalence classes.

First, consider an edge belonging to a “non-source”

equivalence class DOMi. Eventually, it will be tested

against an edge in an equivalence class DOMj that
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precedes DOMi, and at that time it will be marked

for elimination.

Next we treat the case of a “source” equivalence class

DOMk. Consider the last time that the marking algo

rithm is applied to a pair of edges in DOMk that are

both unmarked. Only one of the two edges will sur

vive. The one that survives will survive until the end,

since all other applications of the marking algorithm

to pairs of edges in DOMk will necessarily involve at

least one marked edge, which will prevent any addi

tional marking from occurring. Furthermore, there

must be exactly one edge left. Suppose to the con

trary that there are at least two survivors E1 and E2

in DOMk. At some point the algorithm would have

considered E1 and E2 as a pair, and if both were un

marked, it would have marked one of them. Thus,

both could not have survived. It follows that only one

edge per source equivalence class will survive after the

termination of the algorithm.

Observe that when two unmarked edges dominate each

other, there is a choice of which to eliminate. Thus,

there are many equivalent minimal graphs that could

be produced by the algorithm. Notice, however, they

all contain exactly one edge from each of the “source”

equivalence classes, and so they all have the same num

ber of edges. This shows the algorithm is “best pos

sible,” in the sense that it produces a graph with a

globally minimum number of edges.

6 Example and Experimental results

Continuing the example started with Figure 1, Fig

ure 6 represents the fully connected distance graph ob

tained after application of the all-pairs shortest-path

propagation. (Note that the BA and AC distances

have decreased from the edge values in the original

distance graph due to alternate, shorter paths.) After

the application of the filtering algorithm described in

section 5 we obtain the minimal dispatchable graph in

figure 7. Notice that the final STN contains one less

time-bound edge than the starting network in figure 1.

The algorithm described in Section 5 already has a

practical application. It is being used in the New Mil

lennium Remote Agent [10], a control architecture that

will operate autonomously the Deep Space 1 (DS1)

spacecraft in a 6 day experiment scheduled for October

1998. Table 1 summarizes the experimental results on

the three plans that will be nominally generated and

executed during the experiment.

All the results refer to distance graphs like those in fig

ure 2, figure 6 and figure 7. The results show that the

minimal dispatchable network is significantly smaller

Figure 6: All Pairs Graph.

9 G)=(3)

Figure 7: Final Filtered Graph.

than the all-pairs dispatchable network, having be

tween 5% and 7% the number of edges of the all-pairs

network. They also show that the size of the minimal

dispatchable network is smaller than the original plans

generated by the on-board planner, having between

40% and 70% the edges of the original plan. Notice

that even if the original plan were dispatchable, the

minimal plans improve the real-time guarantee (pro

portional to the maximum number of branching edges

at a node) between 1.5 and 2.2 times with respect to

the original plan.

A Proofs

Lemma 1 Given any consistent schedule for any

STN, there is a dispatching erecution that realizes the

schedule.

Proof: First we show that the enablement restric

tion does not exclude any consistent schedules. To

see this, note that for any link X → Y, we have

Ty — Tx < b(X, Y), and so Ty 3 Tx if b(X, Y) is

negative. Second, note that the restriction to local

propagation is actually more lenient in terms of nar
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Table 1: Minimal Dispatchability For DS1 Plans

nodes original | All-Pair | minimal original minimal

edges edges edges max. branch max. branch

PLAN-1 56 390 3080 156 18 11

PLAN-2 39 144 1482 102 14 9

PLAN-3 66 424 4290 192 26 12

rowing the time bounds, so all consistent choices for

execution time remain. D

In light of lemma 1, we may use the terms “consistent

schedule” and “consistent execution” interchangeably

in the subsequent proofs.

For the next result, recall that in STN propagation,

the upper bounds of timepoints are propagated in the

forward direction of edges, whereas lower bounds are

transmitted in the reverse direction.

Theorem 1 In a dispatching erecution, upper-bound

propagations along negative edges, and lower-bound

propagations along non-negative edges, are both inef

fectual, i.e., they do not affect the course of the eacecu

tion.

Proof: First we remark that a propagation to an al

ready executed node is always ineffectual, since it can

not narrow the bounds further. Note also that such

a propagation cannot generate an inconsistency, since

the constraint has already been enforced by a prior

propagation in the reverse direction. Now consider an

upper-bound propagation along an edge X → Y that

has a negative length. Because of the enablement con

dition, Y must have been executed before X. Thus,

by the remark above, the propagation is ineffectual.

Next consider a lower-bound propagation along a re

verse edge X – Y that has non-negative length w. If

Y has been executed before X, then we are done by

the earlier remark. Otherwise, Y must occur at or af

ter X. In that case, the edge constraint requires that

Tx —Ty 3 w, which can be rewritten as Ty P. TX – w.

Since Y is not occurring before X anyway, this bound

does not constrain Y, and is subsumed by the actual

execution time of Y. D

In the remainder of the proofs, it is convenient to use

the term eacecution to mean dispatching erecution.

Theorem 2 Every All-Pairs shortest-path network is

dispatchable.

Proof: First we show that a full-propagating execu

tion controller that respects the enablement conditions

cannot generate an inconsistency. The theory of Sim

ple Temporal Networks [5] guarantees that any locally

consistent assignment can be extended to a global one.

This means that (full) propagation during execution

will not reduce any timepoint's bounds to the empty

set. Thus, the only possibility for incorrect execution

is if a pending unexecuted timepoint X is forced into

the past by a propagation. For this to happen, there

must be a shortest path of negative distance from some

currently executing timepoint Y to X. In this case, be

cause of the All-Pairs property, there will be a single

edge from Y to X that has a negative length. But then

the enablement condition would have forced X to be

executed before Y, giving a contradiction.

Next, we observe that local propagation in the

All-Pairs shortest-path network simulates full

propagation. It follows that the dispatching execution

controller will not generate an inconsistency. Thus

the All-Pairs network is dispatchable. D

Lemma 2 Let A and B be timepoints in a consistent

STN. Then in all consistent schedules, TB – TA S

|AB|. Moreover, if |AB| is finite, there is at least

one consistent schedule where TB – TA = |AB|. If

|AB| is infinite, there are consistent schedules in which

TB – TA is arbitrarily large.

Proof: The first part is immediate upon summing

the inequalities for each edge in a shortest path. To

see the second part, consider adding a link from B

to A with length –|AB|. The network must still be

consistent, since the shortest cycle through the edge

BA has length –|AB| + |AB| = 0. Thus, there is

at least one consistent schedule for the new network.

This satisfies TA – TB 3 –|AB| Combining this with

the inequality of the first part gives TB – TA = |AB|.

The result then follows, since this is also a consistent

schedule for the original network. A similar method

works for the infinite case by adding a negative link

whose absolute value is arbitrarily large. D

Theorem 3 Consider a consistent STN where the as

sociated distance graph satisfies the triangle inequality.

(1) A non-negative edge AC is upper-dominated by

another non-negative edge BC if and only if |AB| +
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|BC| = |AC].

(2) A negative edge AC is lower-dominated by another

negative edge AB if and only if |AB| + |BC| = |AC).

Proof: First consider edges AC and BC in (1). Sup

pose |AB|+|BC| = |AC). By the first part of lemma 2,

in any consistent schedule, we have TB – TA 3 |AB|.

It follows that TB + |BC| < TA + |AB| + |BC|,

Thus, TB + |BC| < TA + |AC by our hypothe

sis. We can deduce from the triangle inequality that

|BC| = b(B, C) and |AC| = b(A, C), so BC upper

dominates AC. Conversely, suppose that BC upper

dominates AC. Then in every consistent schedule,

TB + |BC| < TA + |AC]. If |AB| + |BC| # |AC),

the only option allowed by the triangle inequality is

|AC < |AB|+|BC|. Combining the inequalities yields

that TB –TA « |AB| in every consistent schedule. But

this contradicts the second part of lemma 2 if |AB|

is finite. In the infinite case, we can choose some

finite value K such that |AC| < K + |BC|. Then

TB – TA 3 K, which also contradicts lemma 2.

Now consider edges AC and AB in (2). Suppose again

|AB| + |BC| = |AC). The first part of lemma 2

gives us To – TB 3 |BC|. Thus, To + |AB| <

TB + |AB| + |BC| = TB + |AC). This can be rewrit

ten as TB – |AB| > To – |AC], and the result follows

using the triangle inequality on |AB| and |AC). Con

versely, if AB lower-dominates AC, then TB – |AB| >

To — |AC in every consistent schedule. Suppose

|AC < |AB| + |BC|. Then To – Th & C « |BC|

for some C in every consistent schedule, again contra

dicting lemma 2. Thus, AC = |AB| + |BC|, D

For the following lemma, a trace of an execution or

partial execution is a sequence So, S1, ... where S, is

the set of events that are executed at time i. A devia

tion occurs in a partial execution after an edge removal

when the trace is no longer a prefix of any of the traces

before the edge removal. This may happen either be

cause of the addition or omission of an event in the

trace.

Lemma 3 Suppose the removal of an edge AC from

a dispatchable network produces a new, deviant eace

cution. If AC is a negative edge, then the earliest

time at which the eacecution deviates is when A is eſt

ecuted. Otherwise it is when C fails to be erecuted

within b(A, C) time units after A. In either case, the

AC constraint is violated.

Proof: The following terminology will be useful. The

background state of any time-point during an exe

cution refers to its current time-bounds and enable

ment/execution status.

Consider first the case where AC is a negative edge.

Then AC is an enablement edge for A. Let T be the

time of first deviation in the schedule. Note that T

cannot occur before A is executed, since before then

the only differences in the background states of the

timepoints are in the more lenient enablement status

and lower bound of A, which only allow it to be exe

cuted sooner.

Now suppose the AC constraint is not violated. Then

C must have been executed before A, and after C and

A are executed, the background state of every time

point will mirror that before the removal of AC. In

that case, the execution will not deviate at or after

the execution of A. Thus, the AC constraint must

be violated. It follows that T cannot occur after A

is executed, and so it must occur precisely when A is

executed, and either C was not executed before A, or

A occurs too soon after C.

The case where AC is non-negative is similar. Again

let T be the time of first deviation. Note that be

fore A is executed, the background state of every node

(including A, since propagations from C to A are inef

fectual) is the same as before the edge removal. Thus,

T cannot occur before A is executed. After A is exe

cuted, the only difference in the background states is

in the upper bound of C, which may be larger than

before the edge removal. Again, if the AC constraint

is satisfied, the execution will not deviate. Thus, the

AC constraint must be violated, and the deviation oc

curs when C fails to execute within the allotted time

after A. D.

Theorem 4 An edge in a dispatchable network that

satisfies the triangle inequality is unneeded (in the

sense that its removal does not alter the set of eace

cutions) if and only if it is dominated by some other

edge.

Proof: Suppose an edge AC is dominated by another

edge. We will show the set of dispatching executions is

unaltered after the dominated edge is removed. Con

sider first the easier case where a negative edge AC is

lower-dominated by another negative edge A.B. Sup

pose that after AC is removed, there is a new, de

viant execution. By lemma 3, the deviation first occurs

when A is executed. Note that B is still an enablement

condition for A (AB was not removed), so B is exe

cuted before A. Since TB —b(A, B) > TA—b(A, C), the

propagation from B to A subsumes that from C to A

by the time A is executed. This implies the execution

time of A does not deviate, which is a contradiction.

Next consider the situation where a non-negative edge

AC is upper-dominated by another non-negative edge
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BC. Suppose that after AC is removed, there is a new,

deviant execution. By lemma 3, AC is violated in the

deviant execution, so A must be executed before C,

and the deviation occurs |AC time units after A when

C fails to be executed. (By the triangle inequality

b(A, C) = |AC|.) By theorem 3, AC = |AB| + |BC|.

Since |BC| > 0, it follows that AC 2 |AB|. Thus, B

must be executed before the deviation occurs. Then

by the dominance condition, the propagation from B

to C subsumes that from A to C, implying that C does

not deviate.

Conversely, suppose an edge AC is not dominated.

Consider first the case in which AC is non-negative.

By theorem 3, for any node B we have either BC

is negative or |AB| + |BC| > |AC). In the former

case, any propagation from B to C is ineffectual by

theorem 1. With respect to the latter cases, con

sider a propagation of distances bounds with A as the

source. The upper bounds for each node will then

form a consistent schedule. This shows that there is

some execution in which TB = TA + |AB| for every

B such that |AB| + |BC| > |AC]. It follows that

TB + |BC| > TA + |AC in this execution, for every

such B. This means that if the edge AC is removed,

the execution can be modified to delay the execution

time of C until more than |AC time units after A,

which is a deviation. Thus, AC is needed. The proof

when AC is negative is similar. D

Theorem 5 The dominance relation is reflerive and

transitive.

Proof: Reflexivity is immediate from the definitions.

Transitivity follows from the fact that only dominances

with edges of the same sign can be chained. D
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Abstract

Imagine a robot that is executing a program

on-line, and, insofar as it is reasonable to do

so, it wishes to continue with this on-line

program execution, no matter what exoge

nous events occur in the world. Eacecution

monitoring is the robot's process of observ

ing the world for discrepancies between the

actual world and its internal representation

of it, and recovering from such discrepancies.

We provide a situation calculus-based ac

count of such on-line program executions,

with monitoring. This account relies on a

specification for a single-step interpreter, for

the logic programming language Golog. The

theory is supported by an implementation

that is illustrated by a standard blocks world

in which a robot is executing a Golog pro

gram to build a suitable tower. The moni

tor makes use of a simple kind of planner for

recovering from malicious exogenous actions

performed by another agent. After perform

ing the sequence of actions generated by the

recovery procedure, the robot eliminates the

discrepancy and resumes executing its tower

building program.

We also indicate how, within the formalism,

one can formulate various correctness prop

erties for monitored systems.

1 Introduction and motivation.

Imagine a robot that is executing a program on-line,

and, insofar as it is reasonable to do so, it wishes to

continue with this on-line program execution, no mat

ter what exogenous events occur in the world. An ex

ample of this setting, which we treat in this paper, is

a robot executing a program to build certain towers

of blocks in an environment inhabited by a (some

times) malicious agent who might arbitrarily move

*Author names are alphabetical.
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Toronto, M5S 3G4, Canada

reiter(0cs. toronto. edu

Mikhail Sout.chanski
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some block when the robot is not looking. The robot

is equipped with sensors, so it can observe when the

world fails to conform to its internal representation of

what the world would be like in the absence of ma

licious agents. What could the robot do when it ob

serves such a discrepancy between the actual world

and its model of the world? There are (at least) three

possibilities:

1. It can give up trying to complete the execution of

its program.

2. It can call on its programmer to give it a more so

phisticated program, one that anticipates all pos

sible discrepancies between the actual world and

its internal model, and that additionally instructs

it what to do to recover from such failures.

3. It can have available to it a repertoire of gen

eral failure recovery methods, and invoke these

as needed. One such recovery technique involves

planning; whenever it detects a discrepancy, the

robot computes a plan that, when executed, will

restore the state of the world to what it would

have been had the exogenous action not occurred.

Then it executes the plan, after which it resumes

execution of its program.

Erecution monitoring is the robot's process of observ

ing the world for discrepancies between “physical re

ality”, and its “mental reality”, and recovering from

such perceived discrepancies. The approach to execu

tion monitoring that we take in this paper is option 3

above. While option 2 certainly is valuable and impor

tant, we believe that it will be difficult to write pro

grams that take into account all possible exceptional

cases. It will be easier (especially for inexperienced

programmers) to write simple programs in a language

like Golog, and have a sophisticated execution monitor

(written by a different, presumably more experienced

programmer) keep the robot on track in its actual ex

ecution of its program.

In general, we have the following picture: The robot is

executing a program on-line. By this, we mean that it

is physically performing actions in sequence, as these
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are specified by the program." After each execution of

a primitive action or of a program test action, the exe

cution monitor observes whether an exogenous action

has occurred. If so, the monitor determines whether

the exogenous action can affect the successful outcome

of its on-line execution. If not, it simply continues with

this execution. Otherwise, there is a serious discrep

ancy between what the robot sensed and its internal

world model. Because this discrepancy will interfere

with the further execution of the robot's program, the

monitor needs to determine corrective action in the

form of another program that the robot should con

tinue executing on-line instead of its original program.

So we will understand an execution monitor as a mech

anism that gets output from sensors, compares sensor

measurements with its internal model and, if neces

sary, produces a new program whose on-line execution

will make things right again.

Our purpose in this paper is to provide a situation

calculus-based account of such on-line program execu

tions, with monitoring. To illustrate the theory and

implementation, we consider a standard blocks world

as an environment in which a robot is executing a

Golog program to build a suitable tower. The mon

itor makes use of a simple kind of planner for recov

ering from malicious exogenous actions performed by

another agent. After the robot performs the sequence

of actions generated by the recovery procedure, the

discrepancy is eliminated and the robot can resume

building its goal tower.

2 The Situation Calculus and Golog

The version of the situation calculus that we use here

has been described in [18], [22], and elsewhere. The

situation calculus is a second order language specifi

cally designed for representing dynamically changing

worlds. All changes to the world are the result of

named actions. A possible world history, which is sim

ply a sequence of actions, is represented by a first order

term called a situation. The constant So is used to de

note the initial situation, namely the empty history.

Non-empty histories are constructed using a distin

guished binary function symbol do; do(o, s) denotes

the successor situation to s resulting from performing

the action o. Actions may be parameterized. For ex

ample, put(a!, y) might stand for the action of putting

object a on object y, in which case do(put(A, B), s)

denotes that situation resulting from placing A on B

when the history is s. In the situation calculus, ac

tions are denoted by first order terms, and situations

(world histories) are also first order terms. For exam

ple, do(putdown(A), do(walk(L), do(pickup(A), So)))

is the situation denoting the world history consisting

"We allow nondeterministic programs, so that, even by

itself, this idea of an on-line execution of a program is

problematic. See Section 3 below.

of the sequence of actions [pickup(A), walk(L), put

down(A)). Notice that the sequence of actions in a his

tory, in the order in which they occur, is obtained from

a situation term by reading off the actions from right

to left.

Relations whose truth values vary from situation to

situation are called relational fluents. They are de

noted by predicate symbols taking a situation term as

their last argument. Similarly, functions whose values

vary from situation to situation are called functional

fluents, and are denoted by function symbols taking

a situation term as their last argument. For exam

ple, isCarrying(robot, p, s), meaning that a robot is

carrying package p in situation s, is a relational flu

ent; location (robot, s), denoting the location of robot

in situation s, is a functional fluent. For simplicity, we

shall not treat functional fluents in this paper.

To axiomatize the primitive actions and fluents of a

domain of application, one must provide the following

axioms:

1. Action precondition axioms, one for each primi

tive action A(i), having the syntactic form

Poss(A(£), s) = IIA (£, s),

where IIA (f, s) is a formula with free variables

among f, s, and whose only situation term is s.

Action precondition axioms characterize (via the

formula IIA (f, s)) the conditions under which it

is possible to execute action A(i) in situation s.

In addition to these, one must provide suitable

unique names axioms for actions.

2. Successor state axioms, one for each fluent F, hav

ing the syntactic form

F(£, do(a, s)) = PF(f, a, s),

where p F(£, a, s) is a formula with free variables

among if, a, s, and whose only situation term is

s. Successor state axioms embody the solution to

the frame problem of Reiter [21].

3. Axioms describing the initial situation – what is

true initially, before any actions have occurred.

This is any finite set of sentences that mention

only the situation term So, or that are situation

independent.

2.1 Golog

The “traditional” approach to high-level robotic con

trol is to provide suitable goals, derive plans for achiev

ing these goals, then have the robot execute these

plans. Planning, however, is known to be compu

tationally intractable in general, and in any case, is

out of the question for deriving complex behaviors in

volving many hundreds, and possibly thousands of ac

tions. The perspective being pursued by the Cogni

tive Robotics Group at the University of Toronto is

to reduce the reliance on planning for eliciting inter
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esting robot behaviors, and instead provide the robot

with programs written in a suitable high-level language

[16], in our case, Golog or ConGolog. As presented in

[17] and extended in [8], Golog is a logic-programming

language whose primitive actions are those of a back

ground domain theory. Typically Golog programs are

intended to be executed off-line, and then the sequence

of actions returned by this off-line computation is ex

ecuted on-line. Here we consider a variant of Golog

that is intended to be executed entirely on-line [9]. It

includes the following constructs:

nil, empty program

(l, primitive action

q,7, test the truth of condition (p

(61; 62), sequence

(61 | 62), nondeterministic choice of two

actions

Tv.ó, nondeterministic choice of argument

to an action

6°, nondeterministic iteration

proc P(U) 8 end, procedure with formal

parameters J and body B.

In contrast to straight line or partially ordered plans

a Golog program can be arbitrary complex, includ

ing loops, recursive procedures and nondeterministic

choice.

Example 2.1 The following is a blocks world Golog

program that nondeterministically builds a tower of

blocks spelling “paris” or “rome”. In turn, the proce

dure for building a Rome tower nondeterministically

determines a block with the letter “e” that is clear

and on the table, then nondeterministically selects a

block with letter “m” and moves it onto the “e” block,

etc. There is a similar procedure for makeParis; nei

ther procedure has any parameters.

proc tower makeParis makeRome endProc.

proc makeRome

T bo.[e(bo) A ontable(bo) A clear(bo)]?;

T b1.m(b1)?; move(b1, bo);

T b2.0(b2)?; move(b2, bi);

T b3.r(b3)? ; move(b3, b2)

endProc

proc makeParis

T bo.{s(bo) A ontable(bo) A clear(bo)]?;

T b1.i(b1)?; move(b1, bo);

T b2.T(b2)?; move(b2, bi);

T b3.a(ba)? ; move(b3, b2)

T bì.p(b4)?; move(b4, ba)

endProc

As in [8], we associate to programs a transition seman

tics, i.e. a semantics based on single steps of program

execution. Informally, this semantics declares that as

a program proceeds, a program counter moves from

the very beginning of the program along its interme

diate states. A configuration is a pair consisting of a

program state (the part of the original program that

is left to perform) and a situation.

To specify this semantics, we introduce two predicates

Trans and Final.

• Trans(6, 8, 6', s'), given a program 6 and a situa

tion s, tells us which is a possible next step in the

computation, returning the resulting situation s'

and the program 6' that remains to be executed.

In other words, Trans(6, s, 6', s') denotes a transi

tion relation between configurations.

• Final(6, s) tells us whether a configuration (6, s)

can be considered final, that is whether the com

putation is completed (no program remains to

be executed). We have Final(nil, s), but also

Final(6°, s) since 6° requires 0 or more repetitions

of 6 and so it is possible not to execute 6 at all,

completing the program immediately.

Trans

The predicate Trans is characterized by the following

axioms:

1. Empty program:

Trans(nil, s, 6', s') = False

2. Primitive actions:

Trans(a, s, 6', s') = Poss(a, s) A 6' = nil

A s' = do(a, s)

3. Test actions.”

Trans(p?, s, 6', s') = p(s) A 6' = nil A s'=s

4. Sequence:

Trans(61; 62, s, 6', s') = Hºy. Trans(61, s, Y, s') A

6' = y; 62 V Final(61, s) A Trans(62, s, 6', s')

5. Nondeterministic choice:

Trans(61 | 62, s, 6', s') =

Trans(61, s, 6', s') V Trans(62, s, 6', s')

6. Pick:

Trans(Tv.6, s, 6', s') = Br. Trans(6., s, 6', s') *

7. Iteration:

Trans(5*, s, 6', s') = Bºy. Trans(3, s, Y, s')^6' = y; 6"

*We write q to denote a term representing a situation

calculus formula with suppressed situational argument and

q[s] to denote the formula with the restored argument. We

assume any standard way of encoding first-order situation

calculus formulas.

*Here, 6. is the program resulting from substituting it

for v uniformly in 6.
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The assertions above characterize when a configura

tion (6, s) can evolve (in a single step) to a configura

tion (6', s'). Intuitively they can be read as follows:

1. (nil, s) cannot evolve to any configuration.

2. (a, s) evolves to (nil, do(a, s)), provided it is pos

sible to execute a in s. Notice that after having

performed a, nothing remains to be performed.

3. (ſp?, s) evolves to (nil, s), provided that diſs] holds.

Otherwise, it cannot proceed. Notice that in any

case the situation remains unchanged.

4. (61; 62, s) can evolve to (6%; 62, s'), provided that

(61, s) can evolve to (6', s'). Otherwise, it can

evolve to (6%, s'), provided that (61, s) is a final

configuration and (62, s) can evolve to (6%, s').

5. (61|62, s) can evolve to (6', s'), provided that ei

ther (61, s) or (62, s) can do so.

6. (Tv.ó, s) can evolve to (6', s'), provided that there

exists an a such that (6;, s) can evolve to (6', s').

7. (6°, s) can evolve to (6'; 6°, s') provided that (6, s)

can evolve to (6', s'). Observe that (6°, s) can

also not evolve at all, because (6°, s) is final by

definition (see below).

To simplify the discussion, we have omitted axioms

for procedures. These can be found in the extended

version of [8].

Final

The predicate Final is characterized by the following

axioms:

1. Empty program:

Final(nil, s) = True

2. Primitive action:

Final(a, s) = False

3. Test action:

Final(ſp?, s) = False

4. Sequence:

Final(61; 62, s) = Final(61, s) A Final(62, s)

5. Nondeterministic choice:

Final(61 | 62, s) = Final(61, s) V Final(62, s)

6. Pick:

Final(Tv.ó, s) = Br. Final(6., s)

7. Iteration:

Final(6°, s) = True

Trans" and Do

The possible configurations that can be reached by a

program 6 starting in a situation s are those obtained

by following repeatedly the transition relation denoted

by Trans starting from (6, s), i.e. those in the reflexive

transitive closure of the transition relation. Such a

relation, denoted by Trans", is defined as the (second

order) situation calculus formula:

Trans" (6, s, 6', s') = vTſ... D T(3, s, 6', s')]

where ... stands for the conjunction of the universal

closure of the following two sentences:

T(ó, s, 6, s)

Trans(6, s, 6", s”) A T(6", s”, 6', s') → T(ó, s, 6', s')

Using Trans" and Final we can give a new definition

of the Do relation of [17] as:

Do(3, s, s') = Bó'. Trans" (6, s, 6', s') A Final(6', s').

In other words, Doſó, s, s') holds iff it is possible to

repeatedly single-step the program 6, obtaining a pro

gram 6' and a situation s' such that 6' can legally

terminate in s'.

3. On vs. Off-Line Golog Interpreters

Before describing our approach to execution monitor

ing, we must first distinguish carefully between on

line and off-line Golog interpreters.” The relation

Do(Y, s, s') means that s' is a terminating situation

resulting from an execution of program Y beginning

with situation s. This relation has a natural Prolog

implementation in terms of the one-step interpreter

trans:

offline (Prog, S0, Sf) :- final (Prog, S0), SO = Sf ;

trans (Prog, S0, Prog1, S1),

offline (Prog1, S1,Sf).

A Brave On-Line Interpreter

The difference between on- and off-line interpretation

of a Golog program is that the former must select a

first action from its program, commit to it (or, in the

physical world, do it), then repeat with the rest of the

program. The following is such an interpreter:

online (Prog, S0, Sf) :- final (Prog, SO), SO = Sf ;

trans (Prog, S0, Prog1, S1), /* Select a first

action of Prog. */

!, /* Commit to this action. */

online (Prog1, S1, Sf).

“An on-line interpreter based on Trans and Final was

originally proposed in [9] to give an account of Golog/Con

Golog programs with sensing actions. Here we make use

of a simplified on-line interpreter that does not deal with

sensing actions, but is suitable for coupling with an execu

tion monitor.
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The on and off-line interpreters differ only in the lat

ter's use of the Prolog cut (!) to prevent backtracking

to trans to select an alternative first action of Prog.”

The effect is to commit to the first action selected by

trans. We need this because a robot cannot undo any

actions that it has actually performed in the physical

world. It is this commitment that qualifies the clause

to be understood as on-line interpreter. We refer to it

as brave because it may well reach a dead-end, even if

the program it is interpreting has a terminating situ

ation.

A Cautious On-Line Interpreter

To avoid the possibility of following dead-end paths,

one can define a cautious on-line interpreter as follows:

:- final (Prog, SO), SO = Sf ;

/* Select a first

action of Prog. */

/* Make sure the rest

of Prog terminates. */

!, /* Commit to this action. */

online (Prog1, S1, Sf).

online (Prog, S0, Sf)

trans (Prog, S0, Prog1, S1),

offline (Prog1, S1, S2),

This is much more cautious than its brave counter

part; it commits to a first action only if that action is

guaranteed to lead to a successful off-line termination

of the program. Provided this program has a termi

nating situation, a cautious on-line interpreter never

reaches a dead-end.

A cautious on-line interpreter appeals to the off

line execution of the robot's program (in the process

of guaranteeing that after committing to a program

action, the remainder of the program terminates).

Therefore, this requirement precludes cautious inter

pretation of robot programs that appeal to sensing

actions [15], since such actions cannot be performed

off-line." Because the brave interpreter never looks

ahead, it is suitable for programs with sense actions.

The price it pays for this is a greater risk of following

dead-end paths.

Committing to an action is an intrinsically procedural

notion, and so it is highly desirable, in any logical ap

proach to modeling dynamical systems, to very tightly

delimit where in the theory and implementation this

nonlogical notion appears. In our case, we can point

to the Prolog cut operator in the above on-line in

terpreters as the exact point at which the procedural

notion of commitment is realized.

The above interpreters are implemented in Prolog, and

are lifted directly from Final, Trans, and Do intro

duced above. Such interpreters require that the do

main specific action precondition and successor state

*Keep in mind that Golog programs may be

nondeterministic.

*However, one could imagine a cautious interpreter that

verifies off-line that the program terminates for all possible

outcomes of its sensing actions. Even better, perhaps the

programmer has already proved this.

axioms, and axioms about the initial situation, be ex

pressible as Prolog clauses. Therefore, our implemen

tation inherits Prolog’s Closed World Assumption, but

this is a limitation of the implementation, not the gen

eral theory. The full version of the cautious on-line

interpreter can be found in [10].

4 Execution Monitoring of Golog

Programs

In this section we give a situation calculus specifica

tion for the behavior of a Golog program under the

influence of an execution monitor. We first provide

a very general framework, without committing to any

particular details of the monitor. Then we describe

one specific monitor that forms the basis for the im

plementation of Section 5 below.

4.1 The General Framework

Here we discuss how on-line interpretation of Golog

programs can be combined with a monitor. We imag

ine that after executing a primitive action or evaluat

ing a test condition, a robot compares its mental world

model with reality. We assume that all discrepancies

between the robot's mental world and reality are the

result of exogenous actions, and moreover, that the

robot observes all such actions." It will be the ex

ecution monitor that observes whether an exogenous

action has changed the values of one or several flu

ents and, if necessary, recovers from this unanticipated

event. This cycle of on-line interpreting, sensing and

recovering (if necessary) repeats until the program ter

minates.

Just as we specified a semantics, via Trans, for Golog

programs in Section 2.1, we want now to specify such

"A similar idealization about the observability of all ex

ogenous events is a common assumption in discrete event

control theory (e.g. [20, 6). On the face of it, this idealiza

tion seems dubious in practice. One can argue convincingly

that agents never observe action occurrences – Fido ate the

sandwich – only their effects – The sandwich is no longer

on the table. One can reconcile both points of view by sup

posing that instead of directly sensing exogenous actions,

the robot can sense only the truth values of certain fluents.

One can then introduce a set of new fictitious actions, one

for each such fluent, whose effects are to alter their cor

responding fluents’ truth values. The robot can compute,

from its successor state axioms, what fluents hold in its

mental world. Now, when the robot observes the values of

some its fluents in the physical world, it compares them

with their values in its mental world; all discrepancies, if

any, can be determined directly. Then, it can determine

which fictitious actions must have “occurred” to account

for the observed discrepancies between the physical world

and the robot's mental world. It is these (inferred) ficti

tious actions that assume the role of the observable exoge

nous actions mentioned above.
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a semantics for Golog programs with execution mon

itoring. Our definition will parallel that of Section

2.1. This closed-loop system (online interpreter and

execution monitor) is characterized formally by a new

predicate symbol TransEM (6, s, 6', s'), describing a

one-step transition consisting of a single Trans step of

program interpretation, followed by a process, called

Monitor, of execution monitoring. The role of the ex

ecution monitor is to get new sensory input in the form

of an exogenous action and (if necessary) to generate

a program to counter-balance any perceived discrep

ancy. As a result of all this, the system passes from

configuration (6, s) to configuration (6', s') specified as

follows:

TransEM (6, s, 6', s') = 36", s”.Trans(6, s, 6", s”) A

Monitor(6", s”, 6', s').

This is a brave version of TransEM.

counterpart is:

TransEM (6, s, 6', s') = Bó", s”.Trans(6, s, 6", s”) A

Bs".Doſó", s”, s”) A Monitor(6", s”, 6', s').

Its cautious

The possible configurations that can be reached by

a program Ó from a situation s with execution mon

itoring are those obtained by repeatedly following

TransEM transitions, i.e. those in the reflexive tran

sitive closure of this relation.

As we did for implementing on-line Golog interpreters

(Section 3), we can now describe brave and cautious

versions of on-line Golog interpreters with execution

monitoring.

Brave On-Line Execution Monitor

onlineEM (Prog,S0, Sf) :- final (Prog, S0), SO

trans (Prog, S0, Prog1, S1),

!,

monitor (Prog1, S1, Prog2, S2), ',

onlineEM (Prog2, S2, Sf).

Sf ;

Cautious On-Line Execution Monitor

onlineEM (Prog, S0, Sf) :- final (Prog, S0), S0

trans (Prog, S0, Prog1, S1),

offline (Progl, S1, S),

i

monitor (Prog1, S1, Prog2, S2), 1,

onlineEM(Prog2, S2,Sf).

Sf ;

Next, we focus on the monitor. Let eaco be an exoge

nous event, which might be as simple as a primitive

action, or as complex as an arbitrary Golog program.

We specify the behavior of our generic monitor by:

Monitor(6, s, 6', s') = Hero. Do(ero, s, s') A

|- Relevant (6, s, s') A 6' = 6 V (1)

Relevant(6, s, s') A Recover(6, s, s', 6')].

Here, Relevant(6, s, s') is a predicate that specifies

whether the discrepancy between s and s' is relevant

in the current state 6 of the program. If this discrep

ancy does not matter --Relevant(6, s, s') – then the

execution monitor takes no action – 6' = 6. Other

wise, the monitor should recover from the exogenous

action. The predicate Recover(6, s, s', 6') provides for

this by determining a new program, 6', whose execu

tion in situation s' is intended to achieve an outcome

equivalent (in a sense left open for the moment) to that

of program 6, had the exogenous event not occurred.

A wide range of monitors can be achieved by defining

Relevant and Recover in different ways. In the next

section we elaborate on one such choice, one that will

form the basis of the implementation of Section 5.

4.2 A Specific Monitor

Now we develop a simple realization of the above

general framework, by fixing on particular predicates

Relevant and Recover.

We begin by assuming that for each application do

main a programmer provides:

1. The specification of all primitive actions (robot's

and exogenous) and their effects, together with

an axiomatization of the initial situation, as de

scribed in Section 2.

2. A Golog program that may or may not take into

account exogenous actions occurring when the

robot executes the program. We shall assume that

this program has a particular form, one that takes

into account the programmer's goal in writing it.

Specifically, we assume that along with her pro

gram, the programmer provides a first order sen

tence describing the program's goal, or what pro

grammers call a program postcondition. We as

sume further that this postcondition is postfixed

to the program. In other words, if Ó is the original

program, and goal is its postcondition, then the

program we shall be dealing with in this paper will

be 6; goal?. This may seem a useless thing to do

whenever 6 is known to satisfy its postconditions,

but as we shall see below, our approach to execu

tion monitoring will change 6, and we shall need

a guarantee that whenever the modified program

terminates, it does so in a situation satisfying the

original postcondition.

Next, We take Relevant(6, s, s')

to be −3s"Do(6, s', s”), so that the definition (1) of

Monitor becomes:

Monitor(6, s, 6', s') = Hero. Do(eaco, s, s') A

[Bs"Do(6, s', s”) A 6' = 5 v

−3s"Do(6, s', s”) A Recover(6, s, s', 6')].

Monitor checks for the existence of an exogenous pro

gram, determines the situation s' reached by this pro

gram, and if the monitored program 6 terminates off

line, the monitor returns 6, else it invokes a recovery

mechanism to determine a new program 6'. Therefore,

Monitor appeals to Recover only as a last resort; it
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prefers to let the monitored program keep control, so

long as this is guaranteed to terminate off-line in a

situation where the program's goal holds. (Remem

ber that this goal has been postfixed to the original

program, as described in 2 above.)

It only remains to specify the

predicate Recover(6, s, s', Ö') that is true whenever 6

is the current state of the program being monitored, s

is the situation prior to the occurrence of the exoge

nous program, s' is the situation after the exogenous

event, and 6' is a new program to be executed on-line

in place of 6, beginning in situation s'. We adopt the

following specifications of Recover; it forms the basis

of the implementation to be described later:

Recover(6, s, s', 6’) =

Bp.straightLineProg(p) A

Bs".Do(p; 6, s', s”) A 6' = p ; 6 A

[Vp', s”.straight LineProg(p')^Do(p'; 6, s', s”) D

length(p) < length(p')].

Here, the recovery mechanism is conceptually quite

simple; it determines a shortest straight-line program

p such that, when prefixed onto the program 6, yields

a program that terminates off-line. This is quite easy

to implement; in its simplest form, simply generate all

length one prefixes, test whether they yield a terminat

ing off-line computation, then all length two prefixes,

etc, until one succeeds, or some complexity bound

is exceeded.* Notice that here we are appealing to

the assumption 2 above that all monitored programs

are postfixed with their goal conditions. We need

something like this because the recovery mechanism

changes the program being monitored, by adding a

prefix to it. The resulting program may well termi

nate, but in doing so, it may behave in ways unin

tended by the programmer. But so long as the goal

condition has been postfixed to the original program,

all terminating executions of the altered program will

still satisfy the programmer's intentions.

One disadvantage of the above recovery mechanism is

that it will not recognize instances of exogenous events

that happen to help in achieving the goal condition.

In the extreme case of this, an exogenous event might

create a situation that actually satisfies the goal. The

above recovery procedure, being blind to such possi

bilities, will unthinkingly modify the current program

state by prefixing to it a suitable plan, and execute

the result, despite the fact that in reality, it is already

where it wants to be. In effect, the recovery procedure

has a built-in assumption that all exogenous events,

if not neutral with respect to achieving the goal, are

malicious.

*One can imagine much more sophisticated realizations

of this simple idea that make use of the actions performed

by eaco, but we do not pursue this topic here.

5 An Implementation

The above theory of execution monitoring is supported

by an implementation, in Prolog, that we demonstrate

here for the blocks world program of Example 2.1.

We use the cautious on-line monitor of Section 4.1,

and a straightforward implementation of Monitor and

straight LineProg(p). The Prolog code is provided in

[10].

5.1 A Blocks World Example

In this section, the blocks world is axiomatized with

successor state and action precondition axioms. We

use the following function and predicate constants.

Actions

• move(r, y): Move block a onto block y, provided

both are clear.

• moveToTable(r): Move block aſ onto the table,

provided aſ is clear and is not on the table.

Fluents

• On(r, y, s): Block r is on block y, in situation s.

• Clear(r, s): Block a has no other blocks on top

of it, in situation s.

• Ontable(z, s): Block r is on the table in s.

Other predicate constants

The predicates R(b), O(b), M.(b), E(b), P(b), A(b),

I(b), S(b) are true when their arguments are blocks

with the corresponding letters on them.

Successor state axioms

On(ac, y, do(a, s)) = a = move(r, y) V On(T., y, s)^

a # moveToTable(r) A →(Hz)a = move(a,z).

Ontable(r, do(a, s)) = a = moveToTable(r)W

Ontable(z, s) A -(Hy)a = move(aſ, y).

Clear(r, do(a, s)) = (Ey, z).[a = move(y,z)\/

a = moveToTable(y))] A On(y, r, s)V

Clear(r, s) A -(Hw)a = move(w, ay.

Action precondition axioms

Poss(move(r, y), s) = Clear(r, s)/\

Clear(y, s) A a # y.

Poss(moveToTable(r), s) = Clear(r, s)A

-Ontable(z, s).

Unique names axioms for actions

move(aſ, y) # moveToTable(r)

move(r, y) = move(aſ', y') D 1 = a-' A y = y'

moveToTable(z) = moveToTable(r') D 1 = a-'
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In our example, the initial situation is such that all

blocks are on the table and clear (see Figure 1). There

is no block with the letter “p”, but there are several

blocks with letters for spelling “aris” and “rome”, as

well as blocks with letters “n” and “f” (which are irrel

evant to building a tower spelling “rome” or “paris”).

Figure 1: Part of the initial situation.

The program goal is:

Goal(s) = Spells Paris(s) V Spells Rome(s),

SpellsRome(s) = (Hbo, bi, b2, ba).

R(b3) /\ O(b2) /\ M(b1) /\ E(bo) A

Ontable(bo, s) A On(b1, bo, s) A

On(b2, bl, s) A On(b3, b2, s) A Clear(b3, s).

Spells Paris(s) = (Hbo, bi, b2, ba, ba).

P(b) A A(b3) A R(b2) A I(b1) A S(b0) A

Ontable(bo, s) A On(b1, bo, s) A On(b2, bi, s) A

On(b3, b2, s) A On(bá, bá, s) A clear(b4, s).

r1

O2

m1

e2

Figure 2: A goal arrangement of blocks.

Figure 2 represents an arrangement of blocks that sat

isfies the program goal.

An implementation, in Eclipse Prolog, is provided in

[10].

5.2 An Execution Trace

The original procedure tower is very simple and was

not designed to respond to external disturbances of

any kind. However, as the trace demonstrates, the ex

ecution monitor is able to produce fairly Sophisticated

behavior in response to unforeseen exogenous events.

In Golog, tests do not change the situation, but all

other primitive actions do. Each time the program

performs a primitive action or evaluates a test, an ex

ogenous program may occur. In the example below,

any sequence of actions that is possible in the current

situation can be performed by an external agent. This

"We selected this arrangement intentionally to illustrate

the difference between cautious and brave interpreters.

is realized in the implementation by interactively ask

ing the user to provide exogenous events after each

elementary program operation (test or primitive ac

tion).

The following is an annotated trace of the first several

steps of our implementation for this blocks world set

ting. We use this font for the actual output of the

program and italics for states of the Golog program

tower of Example 2.1. The symbol “:” in the Prolog

implementation of the interpreter corresponds to se

quential composition “;” in Golog and Prolog's term

“pi” corresponds to T in Golog, etc.

[eclipse] onlineEM ( (tower : 7 (goal)), so, S).

Program state = (nil: pi (b1, 7 (m(b1))

pi (b2, 7 (o (b2)) : move (b2, b1)

move (b3, b2))))) : 7 (goal)

Current situation: so

: move (b1, e1):

: pi (b3, 7 (r (b3)) :

The cautious interpreter first tried to execute

makeParis off-line. This failed because there is no

“p” block. It then proceeded with makeRome.” Ac

cording to the implementation of a cautious on-line

interpreter (see section 3), Trans does the first step of

makeRome:

T bo.[e(bo) A ontable(bo) A clear(bo)]?;

by determining that the block el will be the base of a

goal tower. The remainder of the program (the “pro

gram state” in the output above) is the following:

nil ;

T bì.m(b1)?; move(b1, e1);

T b2.0(b2)?; move(b2, bi);

T b3.r(b3)?; move(b3, b2); (goal)?

where nil results after the first step (see axioms of

Trans for Tv.6 and p?).

>Enter: an exogenous program or noDp if none occurs.

move (n,m1) : move (f, n) : move (i2, o&).

No recovery necessary. Proceeding with the next

step of program.

Program state = (nil : move (m2, e1) :

pi (b2, 7 (o (b2)) : move (b2, m2) :

pi (b3, 7 (r(b3)) : move (b3, b2)))) : ? (goal)

Current situation: do (move (i2, os), do (move (f, n),

do (move (n, m1), so)))

The first exogenous program covered blocks m1, m and

o6 (see Fig. 3), but the remaining program

nil ;

move(m2, e1); V

*A brave interpreter would have eventually failed, with

out even trying makeRome.
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T b2.0(b2)?; move(b2, m2);

T b3.r(b3)?; move(b3, b2); ?(goal)

can still be successfully completed because there re

main enough uncovered blocks of the right kind to

construct “rome”, so it continues.

>Enter: an exogenous program or noCp if none occurs.

move (i1, ol) : move (r2, oz).

Start recovering. . .

moveToTable (r2)

: move (m2, e1) : pi (b2, 7 (o (b2))

move (b2, m2) : pi (b3, 7 (r (b3))

move (b3, b2)))) : 7 (goal)

New program =

(nil

Current situation: do (move (r2, oz), do (move (i1, ol),

do (move (i2, os), do (move (f, n),

do (move (n,m1), s())))))

After the second exogenous program move (i1, ol)

move (r2, o2), all three blocks with letter “o” are cov

ered (see Figure 4).

Because it is not possible to move blocks ol, oº, og

(by the precondition axiom for move(ac, y)), the re

maining program cannot be completed. Hence, the

Monitor gives control to Recover that, with the

help of the planner straightLineProg(p), determines

a shortest corrective sequence p of actions (namely

moveToTable (r2)) in order to allow the program to

resume, and prefixes this action to the previous pro

gram state:

moveToTable(r2); nil :

move(m2, e1);

T b2.0(b2)?; move(b2, m2);

T b3.r(b3)?; move(b3, b2); ?(goal)

From this point on, the on-line evaluation continues

by doing one step of the new program. If after that,

no exogenous disturbances occur during the next two

steps of the execution of this new program, it will reach

the following program state:

nil;

move(o2, m2);

T b3.r(b3)?; move(b3, oz); ?(goal)

(2)

12 n w

e1r1 r2 O1||O2||O3||m 1 e2 - - - -

Figure 3: The first exogenous disturbance occurred

when the program was ready to move m2 on top of e1.

r2

O2

il

O1

i2 In !

O3 m1 e1r1 m2 e2

Figure 4: The second exogenous disturbance.

r2

r1

il ||al || i2|| n m2

O1||O2|| O3||m 1 e1||e2 - - - -

Figure 5: The pile of blocks covers the block oz.

Let assume that at this point a third exogenous pro

gram occurs (see Figure 5):

>Enter: an exogenous program or noop if none occurs.

move (a1, o2) : move (r1, al) : move (r2, r1).

Start recovering. . .

New program = (moveToTable (r2)

moveToTable (r.1) : moveToTable (a1)) :

(nil : move (o2, m2) : pi (b3, 7 (r (b3))

move (b3, oz))) : 7 (goal)

Program state = (nil : moveToTable (r.1)

moveToTable (a1)) : (nil : move (oz, m2) :

pi (b3, 7 (r (b3)) : move (b3, oz))) : 7 (goal)

Current situation: do (moveToTable (r2),

do (move (r2, r1), do (move (r1, al.),

do (move (a1, .oz.), do (move (m2, e1),

do (moveToTable (r2), do (move (r2, oz),

do (move (i1, ol), do (move (i2, os),

do (move (f, n), do (move (n, m1), so)))))))))))

The recovery procedure determined that the se

quence of three corrective actions moveToTable (r2),

moveToTable (r1), moveToTable (a1) will lead to a

situation where the program (2) can be resumed, and

moreover, this is a shortest such correction. If no other

exogenous actions happen, the program will eventu

ally successfully terminate, having built a tower for

6 Correctness Properties for

Execution Monitors

With definitions for TransEM and Monitor, as in

Section 4.1, it becomes possible to formulate, and ulti

mately prove, various correctness properties for execu

tion monitors. These properties are intended to cap

ture suitable concepts of controllability following the
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intuition behind similar concepts introduced for dis

crete event systems [20]. Informally, controllability is

the property that characterizes a closed-loop system

(a Golog program coupled with the execution moni

tor): this is the ability of a monitored program to be

have correctly even if exogenous actions occur during

the robot's execution of the program. There are many

possible definitions, with varying degrees of generality,

of what counts as correct behavior of a monitored sys

tem. We focus here on various correctness properties

one might want to prove of the monitor.

Recall that the general execution monitor, as speci

fied by (1), is the relation Monitor(6, s, s', 6'), mean

ing that whenever 6 is the state of monitored program

in situation s, and s' is a situation resulting from an

exogenous event occurrence at s, then the on-line ex

ecution should resume in s' with the new program 6'.

Then, by analogy with Floyd-Hoare style correctness

and termination properties, we can formulate a variety

of verification tasks, some examples of which we now

describe. These are parameterized by two predicates:

1. P(s), a desirable property that a terminating sit

uation s must satisfy. For example, P might de

scribe a postcondition of the program being mon

itored.

2. Q(6, s, s'), a relationship between the current pro

gram state 6 and s, the current situation, and s',

the situation resulting from an exogenous event

occurring in s. For example, Q might express that

6 terminates off-line when executed in s and also

when executed in s'.

Weak Termination and Correctness

(V6, s, s').Q(6, s, s') D

Monitor(6, s, s', 6') D (Bs"). Do(6', s', s”) A P(s").

The task here is to verify that, under condition Q,

whenever Monitor determines a new program with

which to resume the system computation after an ex

ogenous event occurrence, that program has a termi

nating (off-line) computation resulting in a final situ

ation in which P holds.

Strong Termination and Correctness

(V6, s, s').Q(6, s, s') D (36'). Monitor(6, s, s', 6') A

(Bs"). Do(6', s', s”) A P(s"),

Under condition Q, Monitor always determines a new

program with which to resume the system computa

tion after an exogenous event occurrence, and that pro

gram has a terminating (off-line) computation result

ing in a final situation in which P holds.

Even Stronger Termination and Correctness

(V6, s, s').Q(6, s, s') D

(36'). Monitor(6, s, s', 6') A (Bs"). Do(6', s', s”) A

(ws"). Do(6', s', s”) D P(s").

Here, the correctness property is that under condition

Q, Monitor always determines a new program that

terminates off-line, and all these terminating situations

satisfy P.

It is also possible to formulate various correctness

properties for the entire monitored system, for exam

ple, the weak property that provided the monitored

program terminates, then it does so in a desirable sit

uation:

(V6, s, s'). TransEM" (6, s, nil, s') → P(s"),

where TransEM" is

TransE.M.

the transitive closure of

Other variations on the above themes are possible, but

our purpose here is not to pursue these issues in depth,

but simply to point out that correctness properties for

monitored systems are easily formulated within our

framework. Moreover, because this framework is en

tirely within the situation calculus, such correctness

proofs can be constructed totally within a classical

logic.

7 Discussion

There are several systems designed to interleave mon

itoring with plan execution: PLANEX [7], IPEM [1],

ROGUE [13], SPEEDY [3]. We differ from these and

similar proposals, first by the formal neatness of our

approach, secondly by the fact that ours is a story

for monitoring arbitrary programs, not simply straight

line or partially ordered plans. Moreover, we do not

assume that the monitored plan is generated automati

cally from scratch, but rather that it has been provided

by a programmer.

In a sequence of papers (25, 26, 27] Schoppers pro

poses and defends the idea of “universal plans”, which

“address the tension between reasoned behavior and

timely response by caching reactions for classes of pos

sible situations”. From our point of view, the notion

of a universal plan is closely related to the notion of

controllable languages developed for discrete event sys

tems control [20]. There, a language (a set of linear

plans) is controllable iff the effects of all possible un

controllable events do not lead outside the set of plans

that this language contains. In other words, just as

for Schoppers, all required system reactions to pos

sible contingencies are compiled into the controllable

language. Our framework is different, but complemen

tary; it favors the on-line generation of appropriate

reactions to exogenous events, as opposed to precom

piling them into the Golog program. ConColog (8, 9.

is a much richer version of Golog that supports con

currency, prioritized interrupts and exogenous actions.

Reactive behaviors are easily representable by Con

Golog's interrupt mechanism, so that a combination of

reactive behaviors with “deliberative” execution moni

toring is possible. This would allow one to experiment

with different mixtures of execution monitoring and
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reactivity, with the advantage of preserving the uni

fying formal framework of the situation calculus, but

this remains an open research problem.

The theory of embedded planning [29, 12, 30 intro

duces notions of planning with failure and has motiva

tions very similar to ours. The authors propose several

formal languages that, like Golog, include constructs

for sequence, conditionals, loops and recursion. The

emphasis is on reactive programs, but their proposal

does provide for replanning during execution.

Several authors rely on formal theories of actions for

the purposes of characterizing appropriate notions of

action failures (2,24], but they do not consider execu

tion monitoring per se.

Perhaps the most sophisticated existing plan execution

monitor is the XFRM system of Beetz and McDermott

[4, 5). This provides for the continual modification of

robot plans (programs) during their execution, using a

rich collection of failure models and plan repair strate

gies. Nothing in our proposal so far can rival the func

tionality of the XFRM system. The primary objective

of our approach is to provide compact, declarative rep

resentations for the entire process of execution, mon

itoring and recovery from failure, and this paper has

presented our framework for this research program. It

remains to see whether the logical purity of our ap

proach will pay off with clear, analyzable specifications

that lead to implementations rivaling that of XFRM.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a very general, situation calculus

based account of execution monitoring for high-level

robot programs, and illustrated the theory with an im

plementation (in simulation mode) of a specific mon

itor. The approach has the advantage of being com

pletely formal, and therefore is suitable for formulat

ing, and ultimately proving, correctness properties for

monitored systems.

Plans for ongoing and future work include the follow

ing issues:

1. Draw closer parallels with the concept of con

trollable systems in discrete event control theory

[20, 6, 14].

2. Explore realizations of execution monitors differ

ent than that presented in Section 4.2 (28].

3. Investigate techniques for proving correctness

properties of various monitors and monitored sys

temS.

4. Investigate the concept of execution monitoring

for non-terminating Golog programs [11].

5. Extend these ideas to temporal domains, for ex

ample, monitoring robot control programs written

in sequential, temporal Golog [23].

6. Implement these ideas on the Cognitive Robotics

Group's RWI B21 autonomous robot at the Uni

versity of Toronto.
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Abstract

Several well-known prioritized methods for

inconsistency-tolerant reasoning are based on the

Selection of one or several consistent subbases, and a

formula is nontrivially inferred from the original

inconsistent knowledge base if and only if this

formula is a classical consequence of all the selected

subbases. This paper unifies these methods in the

framework of a symbolic set-valued label calculus

based on a general partial preordering between sets,

satisfying prescribed properties of cancellation and

compatibility with inclusion that make it similar to

a comparative probability. A prescribed label is

assigned to each formula of the inconsistent

possibly stratified knowledge base. Then we show

how to turn a prioritized, or penalty-labelled

inconsistent knowledge base into a "semantically

equivalent" one (in the sense of the preservation of a

partial ordering of interpretations) where

inconsistency-tolerant inference can be computed

using resolution-based refutation in the style of

possibilistic logic. This equivalent labelled

knowledge-base is obtained by a symmetric and

associative syntactic combination of labelled

formulas. The combination can thus process one

formula after the other in an incremental fashion.

This technique obviates the need for explicit

enumeration and recalculation of maximal consistent

subbases.

1. INTRODUCTION

In practice, knowledge bases are sometimes

inconsistent, due to the presence of rules having

exceptions, or because the available knowledge comes

from several, not necessarily agreeing sources. One way

of tackling inconsistency is to use the so-called coherence

approaches [Nebel, 1991; Benferhat, et al., 1995a] which

can be characterized by the two following steps: i) give up

Some formulas of the inconsistent knowledge base K in

order to restore its consistency; this operation results into

H. Prade A. Satriotti P. Smets

IRIDIA, Université Libre de Bruxelles

50 av. F. Roosevelt

B-1050 Bruxelles, Belgium

{psmets, asaffio) @ulb.ac.be

one or several consistent subbases of K, and ii) use

classical entailment on these consistent subbases to

defining plausible conclusions from the knowledge base

K. We can distinguish between two classes of coherence

theories: coherence theories based on the choice of one

consistent subbase (not necessarily maximal), and

coherence theories based on the selection of several

maximal consistent subbases. When priorities attached to

pieces of knowledge are available, the task of coping with

inconsistency is simplified, because priorities give

information about how to solve conflicts. The importance

of priority in information systems has been first pointed

out in [Fagin et al., 1983]. Examples of prioritized

coherence approaches which select one consistent subbase

are the possibilistic logic approach [Dubois et al., 1994],

Williams' approach to belief revision [Williams, 1996].

Examples of approaches which use several consistent

subbases are Rescher's notion of acceptable subbases

|Rescher, 1976), Brewka's preferred sub-theories [Brewka,

1989), the lexicographical system [Benferhat et al., 1993],

[Lehmann, 1995). From a minimal change point of view,

the second class seems more satisfactory since it keeps as

many formulas as possible while the first class selects

one consistent subbase which is often not maximal.

However, from a pragmatic point of view, the first class

based on a direct use of priorities is very interesting since

its computational complexity is close to the one of

classical logic, while selecting several maximal consistent

subbases is computationally very heavy; see [Nebel

1994]. A part of the computational difficulties of the

second class are often due to the fact that we take into

account all the beliefs of a knowledge base K and

compute the set of maximally consistent subsets of K

although some beliefs are not used in inferences. For

instance, consider the knowledge base composed of three

formulas K={0, -o, ſī) where all the beliefs are assumed

to be equally reliable. This knowledge base is inconsistent

and admits two maximally consistent subsets A={0, B}

and B={-0, 3}. We can easily check that for any formula

\ſ, we have both Al-Uſ and B- \, iff B-\y. This means

that we can ignore the two beliefs {o, -o) without
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changing the set of plausible consequences of K in the

sense of maximal consistent Subbases inference.

This paper pursues an investigation of inconsistent

tolerant reasoning started in [Benferhat et al., 1993] by

proposing two new contributions. First, it offers a general

framework to inconsistency-tolerant reasoning in

prioritized knowledge bases that encompasses several

well-known systems, like Brewka's preferred sub-theories

or the lexicographical approach. Moreover, it presents a

new way to address inconsistency-tolerant reasoning,

viewing it as a data fusion problem aiming at merging

the individual beliefs in the knowledge base. More

precisely, we view each belief in the knowledge base K as

a one-formula labelled knowledge base provided by some

source. We propose to merge these one-formula labelled

knowledge bases into a new labelled knowledge base

(possibly containing some additional formulas having

new levels). It generalizes to abstract labels a combination

technique recently introduced in the possibilistic logic

setting [Benferhat et al. 1997]. We show that this

syntactic combination of labelled knowledge bases offers a

method for tackling inconsistency. Namely, given a

prioritized inconsistent knowledge K, we construct a

labelled knowledge base C(K) such that any plausible

conclusion inferred from K using some existing

inconsistency-tolerant consequence relation, is also a

labelled conclusion from C(K) in the sense of a partially

ordered version of possibilistic logic, and conversely. It is

also shown that the same approach can also encompass

inference in a penalty logic where the formulas are not

simply prioritized, but are associated with a cost to pay if

the formulas are not satisfied. We first introduce a general

notion of labelled knowledge bases.

2. LABELLED KNOWLEDGE BASES

AND PREFERENTIAL ENTAILMENT

In this paper, we only consider a finite propositional

language. The symbol H represents the classical

consequence relation, Greek letters O.,ſ},... represent

formulas. We denote by Q the set of all classical

interpretations, and T denotes tautology. In the following,

the symbol K denotes a prioritized knowledge base, where

priorities are labels (as it is presented in this section), or a

simple ranking between beliefs (see Section 3.1.), or also

positive integer numbers associated to beliefs (see Section

3.1.).

Consider labelled knowledge bases having the following

form: K={(bi: Ij)} where Ii is a non-empty set called the

label of formula (bi. Intuitively, the label II encodes

information about the sources which provide the formulas

(beliefs) (bi. More precisely the pair (bi: Ii) means that at

least one of the sources in Ii has provide the belief pi. In

the following, we denote by Š-(s1,...,sn} a finite set of

sources. A label II associated to bi can be a subset of

sources or a subset of values attached to the involved

sources. Some knowledge about the relative reliability of

groups of sources is supposed to be known under the form

of a preference relation on 25:

Definition 1: A preference relation on 2% is said to be

a C-preference relation, denoted sg, if it satisfies the

following conditions: Let I, J, McS,

A 1. ‘g is reflexive and transitive;

A2. Ig J implies I <3 J,

(where g denotes strict inclusion) and

A3. If I, J, M are disjoint subsets then :

I U J sg I U M => J sg M,

where : I.<g.J means that Isg] but not JsSI.

We define the equivalence relation I=SJ as IsSJ and JsSI.

The equivalence relation should not be confused with the

incomparability relation defined by if neither IsSJ nor

Jsg I hold. Thus, ss is a kind of partially ordered

qualitative probability [Lehmann, 1996), where all non

empty events have a "non-null" probability value due to

A2.

Given a family 3 of subsets of $, we define its maximal

elements in the usual way: Max(3, K9)={I; Bilje 3 such
that Iksij}. The minimum operator Min can be defined

in a similar way. For the sake of simplicity, we simply

write Max(3) instead of Max(3, ss). When Max(3) is

singleton {I}, then sometimes we write Max(3) = I.

In the following, we consider problems defined by pairs

(K, Ö) (the available data), where K is a labelled

knowledge base K={(0; : Ii)} and C is a set of constraints

on 2°, encoding some partial information about the

preference order sg. All labels Ii in K are different and

are singletons. The sg relation partially defined by C then

has to be closed with respect to axioms A1-A3 above.

Our aim is to deal with the inconsistencies of K, using

the relation sg. Roughly speaking, the relation <S helps

selecting a subset of K to be removed in order to recover

the consistency of K. I&SJ means that, in order to restore

the consistency of K, we prefer to remove the set of

beliefs supported by the sources in I rather than to remove

the set of beliefs supported by the sources in J. In this

way, the condition A2 becomes very natural since it

corresponds to the idea of minimal change : only a

smaller subset necessary to restore the consistency of K

should be removed. Condition A3 simply means that only

the beliefs which differ between J and M should be taken

into account to distinguish between J and M. Al-A3 are

general requirements for SS.

The 39 partial order can also be read as expressing a

negligibility relation. More specifically, if we assume

that the sources of information in § can make mistakes

(exceptions), then we can read I <3 J as saying that the
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likelihood that some of the sources in J is wrong is

negligible with respect to the likelihood that some source

in I is wrong. Axioms A2 and A3 then have a natural

reading: A2 says that labels that need more sources are

less likely to be wrong; and A3 says that uniformly

adding new sources does not modify the relative reliability

of labels.

Note that from Al-A3 we get: (A2) Ic] implies Isg].

We also have for any Izſ), I-9 Š and Ø ºg I.

Definition 2: Let C be a set of constraints on 2° of

the form I-J or Is). A closure of C is the smallest

relation, denoted by sg, on 28 satisfying Al-A3 and

containing C.

Proposition 1: When C is consistent with the axioms

Al-A3 then the closure of C is always unique.

Proof (sketch):

Indeed, let RC={(I,J); Isſe C or I-Je (, ) and RC={(I, J);

Ic]}. Now, complete RCURC by considering R =

{(IU M, JUM); VI, J, M disjoint subsets, (I,J)e

RCURC}. Finally, take the transitive closure of R. This

is the closure of C in the sense of Definition 2. Note that

the consistency of C with the axioms A1-A3 should be

checked at each step of the completion process.

In the following, we assume that C is always consistent

with the axioms A1-A3.

Example 1 (continued):

Let C={{s2.s3}<{s1}, {s2}<{s3}, {s}}<(s2}, {s1}<{s4}}.

The closure <g of C is pictured in the following figure

(reflexivity and transitivity are not represented for clarity

reason):

{s1.s 2,S3, S4}

{s 1,s 2,s3} (S1,s2, S4}=3|{s1,S3, S4}

{s 1,s3} =9 {s1, s2) {s1, s.4}

{s 1} (s.2,S3, S4}

(s2.s3} (s2.s 4} = 3 (s3, sa)

| |
(s2}=3(s3} {s 4}

{}

Figure 1

For instance, (s2, S3, S4} <S {s1, S4} is obtained by

applying A3 to (s2, S3 } <g {s1} which is in C. m.

From a labelled knowledge base K and the ordering sg,

two preferential nonmonotonic entailment relations,

denoted by HLK and H.K.K, can be defined in the spirit

of Shoham (1988). We denote:

AK(0) ={Ii I (bi: Ii)e K and (0–-bi}

the set of labels of formulas falsified by (0.

Consider two nonmonotonic entailment relations based on

exploiting the sets AK(0). Given AK(Go), define first the

set of sources LK(()) which claim that () is impossible,

namely:

LK(0) = \'le Ak(0) Ii,

LK(0) is called the label of (). Moreover, we can also

select in AK (()) the greatest labels in the sense of the

relation sg:

KK(0) = Max (AK(())).

KK (()) is the set of non-dominated (i.e., the most

important) labels of formula in K falsifying (0.

Clearly, the closer LK(0) to being minimal according to

<g, the more preferred is 0. The same applies with

KK(0) provided that we lift the preference relation sg to

subsets of labels. More formally:

Definition 3: • An interpretation () is said to be L

preferred to Go' if LK(q)) <S LK(Go'), and similarly

• An interpretation () is said to be k-preferred to Go' if

VIe KK(Go'), HJe KK(0), such that J &S I.

Definition 4: An interpretation () is said to be an L

preferred (resp. K-preferred) model of a formula () iff (OHô

and #0'Eq, such that Go' is L-preferred (resp. K-preferred)

to ().

Then, the entailment is defined in the following way:

Definition 5: o HL.K B (resp. o. Hk.k B) iff each L

preferred (resp. K-preferred) model of O. in the sense of the

label-driven partial ordering <g satisfies [.

The entailment HLK will be called "labelled inference",

while H k.k will be called K-semantic consequence. The

k–semantics generalizes the semantic basis of

possibilistic logic [Dubois et al., 1994), System Z+

[Goldszmidt, and Pearl, 1991] (based on Spohn's calculus

[1988]) and goes back to [Rescher, 1976].

Example 1 (continued):

Let K = {(a : {s1}), (-avb : {s?}),

(-tav-b: {s.5}), (-aac: {S4})}, and

C={{s2.s3}<{s1}, {s2}<{s3}, {s3}<{s2}, {s1}<{S4}}.

Let; Q = { 00:-aa-ba-c, Go! :-aa-bac,

(02 : -aaba-c, Gog : -aabac, 04: aa-ba-ic,

05: aa-bac, 06: aaba-c, (07: aabac),

be the set of all interpretations. We have:

A(Q)0)=A(02)={{s1},{s4}}, A(Q)=A(03)={{s1}},
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A(Q)4)=A(Q5)={{s2},{S4}}, A(Q)6)=A(Q)7)={{s3},{s4}}.

Then we get:

LK(0)0)=LK(02)={s1, s4}, LK(0)})=LK(03)={s1},

LK(0)4)=LK(05)={S2, S4}, LK(0)6)=LK(07)={s3,S4},

and using Figure 1, we get:

KK(0)0)=KK(02)=Max {{s1},{S4}} = {S4}

KK(0)|)=KK(03)={s1},

KK(04)=KK(05)=Max {{s?},{s4}} = {s1}

KK(0)6)=KK(0)7)=Max {{s}},{s4}} = {s1}

The two following figures summarize the relationships

between elements of Q using respectively the function L

and K.

L(01)=8 L(03)

L(604) =3 L(05) =8 L(06) =9 L(07)

|

L(too)=8 L(Goz)

Figure 2

k(q)1)=3 k(003)

k(00) = 8 x(02) = 8 x(04) = 8 x(05) = 8 x(06) = 8 k(07)

Figure 3

Note that we have: THL.K -a a c and T H& K -a a c,

but -ba-c FL.K a while -ba-c = k.k.a.

3. ENCODING

THEORIES

COHERENCE

In this section we show that some of the well-known

coherence theories mentioned in the introduction can be

recovered using the labelled inference described above by

adding some specific conditions. First, we recall these

well-known inference proposals.

3.1. Reminder on coherence theories

Brewka's preferred sub-theories [Brewka, 1989) and the

lexicographical inference [Benferhat et al., 1993]

[Lehmann, 1995] deal with layered inconsistent

knowledge bases of the form K=S1U... USn, such that

formulas in Si have the same level of priority (or

certainty) and are more reliable than the ones in Si where

j<i. Formulas of Sn are the most important beliefs and

those in S1 are the least important ones. We denote

subbases by capital letters A,B,...also represented in a

stratified way, namely A=A10...UAn where Vj=1,n, A

c Sj. There exist two criteria for defining such preferred

subbases of K: set-inclusion, or cardinality [Benferhat et

al., 1993].

Definition 6: A consistent subbase A=Al U...UAn is

an inclusion-preferred subbase of K iff there is no

consistent subbase B = Blu...UBn of K such that:

His n, where Aig Bi and for j >i, Bj= Aj.

Definition 7: A consistent subbase A=A 1U... UAn is

a cardinality preferred subbase (also called

lexicographically preferred subbase) of Kiff there is no

consistent subbase B=B1 U... UB n such that: His n,

where Bil: Ail and for j > i, IB| = |Ajl where Al is the

cardinality of A.

Selecting a subset of the set of maximally consistent

subbases of K using a cardinality criterion is of interest in

diagnostic problems for instance [De Kleer, 1990].

In penalty logic [Pinkas and Loui, 1992], [Dupin et al.,

1994] each piece of information () is associated with the

penalty cie N, read as the price to pay if b is not satisfied.

Let K = {(Öici)/ i=1,n} be a penalty knowledge base.

Definition 8: A consistent subbase A of K is a

penalty preferred subbase of Kiff there is no consistent

subbase B of K such that: X. (c. | (Öi ci)e K-A} <Xe

| (ºjci)e K-B}.

Definition 9: A formula () is said to be a Incl

consequence (resp.Lex-consequence and Penalty

consequence) of K in the context 0, denoted by OH-Incl.K

© (resp.o-lex.K ( and O.H pen,K Ö), iff it is entailed

classically from each inclusion-preferred subbase of K

(resp. cardinality-preferred and penalty preferred) which is

consistent with O.

Remark: If summations are changed into maximum in

Definition 8, the ci's turned into certainty degrees valued

in [0,1] and reversing the inequality, Definition 9 yields

possibilistic logic [Dubois et al., 1994]. This paper

exploits the parallel with possibilistic logic, especially in

Section 4.2., when defining the syntactic inference

machinery on the knowledge base obtained after the

combination step.

3.2. Capturing coherence theories by

means of labelled entailment

In this section, given a stratified knowledge base

K=S1U...USn or a penalty knowledge base K={(0i ci)

/i=1,...,n}, we construct a labelled knowledge base K' and

a preference ordering ss such that: O'Hz.KB iff O.H.L.K'ſ?

where xe (pen; lex; incl}.

First consider the lexicographic system. Let us give the

transformation. The labelled knowledge base associated to

K=SIU...USn is defined by Klex = {(Öij : sij)} where

©ij be the j-th belief (according to an arbitrary numbering)
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in the i-th layer Si. The set of sources is defined by: Ś =

$10829...USn such that Ši-[si]...silsi) where Sil is

the number of beliefs in Si. Now, let us define the

preference relation <g as follows:

i) for i=1,n and for any j,k=1,...,ISil,

{Sij} =S (sik},

ii) For i=2,n, and for j=1,...,ISil,

Uk=1,i-1 Sk <S (sij}.

Of course, ss should be completed with the properties

Al-A3. In particular, from A2 we get (sim}<s (sik) for

i>j. Intuitively, the second constraint means that to

restore the consistency of K, we prefer to remove all the

beliefs having a rank strictly lower than i rather than

removing one belief of rank i.

Proposition 2: OFlex.KB iff o-L.K.,B.

The proof is given in the appendix.

The encoding of preferred sub-theories is very similar

to the lexicographic one. We define Kincl and $ in the

same way and the preference relation <g is defined by

means of condition ii) above, only, as follows:

• For i=2,n, and for j=1,...,ISil,

Uk=1,i-1 Sk <3 (sij}.

Note that for j+k we do not specify the relationships

between (sij} and (sik}, they remain incomparable (and

not equivalent as in the lexicographic case).

Proposition 3: o Hincl.K Biff o HL Kine, 3.

The encoding of penalty logic is straightforward. Let

K={(Öi ci)/ i=1,n} be a penalty knowledge base. The

labelled knowledge base is: KPen-(((bi: {ci}} where (bi is

the i-th belief (according to an arbitrary enumeration) in

K. The set of sources is $={s1,...,sn}, and the relation

<s is defined as follows: I <3 Jiff Xiei cis Xie ej.

Proposition 4: O HDen.K Biff o HLKr., 3.

4. COMPILING INCONSISTENT

LABELLED KNOWLEDGE BASES

The coherence approaches have two major drawbacks

when coping with inconsistencies:

• Computing the set of preferred consistent subsets of K

exploits all the beliefs of a knowledge base K even if

Some beliefs are not useful to make inferences. An

extreme case (which is of course non-realistic) is described

by the following situation. Let us assume that the set of

propositional symbols in the language is {p,...,pn}. Let

K=S 1U... USn be a stratified knowledge base where

Si- {-\pi, pi}. Then we can easily check that there are

exactly 2" cardinality preferred subbases (resp. inclusion

preferred). However, we can also check that only

tautologies are lex-consequences of K (resp. Incl

consequences). We will see later (Example 2) that by

using our syntactic combination, we simply get one

labelled formula (L: I), from which only tautologies can

be considered as plausible conclusions.

• When computing preferred sub-bases incrementally, it

is not possible to forget the removed beliefs because they

can reappear later, as shown on this example: let

K=S 1 US2U S3U S4 such that S4={O }, S3–{6},

S2={-öA$) and S1={3, -Év-8}. We can easily check that

there are only two cardinality preferred sub-bases which

are A={0}U{6}U{-|3v-6} and B={o}U{6}U{3}. Now if

a new belief{-6A-B} is entered in S4 then we only get

one preferred sub-base A={0,-6A-ſ}}U {-6Ağ)U

{-|3v-6} which cannot be recovered from the two

previously preferred subbases.

In this section, we propose an alternative way for

implementing the coherence theories using a syntactic

combination, which avoids the two previous limitations.

This can be described in two steps:

• The first step consists in viewing the problem of

inconsistencies as a data fusion problem. More precisely,

we view each belief (bi : Ii) of K as a one-formula

knowledge base Ki-(((bi:Ij)} provided by some source.

Then, we merge these one-formula knowledge bases Ki

using a binary combination operator 9. This operation is

mainly the qualitative counterpart of the ones proposed in

(Boldrin and Sossai, 1995) and (Benferhat et al., 1997).

The result of merging these knowledge bases is a new

knowledge base that we denote by C(K). This new

knowledge base C(K), called the compilation of K,

should be semantically equivalent in the sense that:

o HL.K B iff o Hkt (k) 3

To obtain this equivalence, it is enough that the

following equality holds:

Voe Q, Kt (k)(0) = LK(0).

We shall check that KC (K)(0) is always a singleton.

This first step is then summarized by the following

figure:
()

—-tºo

!

|
o HL.K B iff o Hk,t(K) B

Figure 4
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• The second step consists in applying a syntactic

efficient inference H k which is complete and sound with

the K-semantics, namely:

C(K)0{(0 : $)} =k B iff O. H.K.C(K) B.

O is a new certain fact, therefore it is labelled with the

highest rank, namely $.

We will show that the syntactic entailment H k is in fact

based on selecting a single consistent subset of C(K) U

{(0 : 3)}, and making a classical inference step from this

subbase. The entailment H k coincides with the

possibilistic logic inference when the relation sg is

complete. Noticeably, the selected subbase remains unique

even if the relation sg is not complete.

These two steps are described in the two following

sections.

4.1. Compiling K

In this section, we propose to compile the inconsistent

knowledge base into a new semantically equivalent one,

denoted C(K). This is obtained by applying an

associative binary combination operator, denoted by 0, to

one-formula knowledge bases Ki- ( (pi} (with (bie K).

C(K) will be obtained by applying the combination

operator 0 iteratively. C(K) should be such that:

V(De Q,

LK(0) = KC(K)(0)

= Max{Ipſ (ºp: Ip)e tºk) and Q=-ºp},

where its maximum is unique.

By convention if ſo satisfies all the beliefs in C(K) then

KC(K)(0)=0. Such C(K) is not unique, we only exhibit

a simple one.

Let us first consider the simple case where K contains

two beliefs K={(0 : I), (\g : J)}. Let us exhibit what is the

labelled knowledge base corresponding to the

combination of two one-formula labelled knowledge

bases K = {(0 : I)} and K2={(\y : J)}.

Definition 10: The combination of K1 and K2 is the

three labelled formulas:

K1 0 K2 = {(0 : I), (\g : J), (Övuſ: IUJ)}.

If C (K) = K, 1 O K2, then the

equivalence o HL.K Biff O. H.K.C(K) B is satisfied.

Proof: This can be easily checked. Indeed, there are four

different cases to consider:

• If (OHOAU, then KK1 0 K2(0) = 0 =LK(0).

• If (OFOA-\!ſ then: KK 1 0 K2(CO)= J = LK(0)

Proposition 5:

• By symmetry; If (OH-0auſ then:

KK1 0 K2(CO) = I = LK(0)

• If Go Er () and () He uſ then this implies that Go Fróvuſ.

Hence using A2:

KK1 0 K2(0) = Max{I, J., IUJ}= IUJ = LK(0). In

For instance if K1={(0: {1})}; K2={(B: {2})} then K10

K2 = {(0: {1}), (3: {2}), (ovſ : {1, 2})}. In the penalty

case if K1 = {(0, a)} and K2 = {(3, b)} where a and b are

positive numbers, then K1 0 K2 = {(o: {a}), (3: {b}),

(ovſ : {a, b})} that will be semantically equivalent to K

= {(0, a), (3, b), (OVſ, a-b)}.

Note that the combination step creates from (0 : I), (\g :

J) a third formula (Övuſ : IUJ) with I-91UJ and JºgIUJ

(from A2). This expresses a reinforcement. This is

intuitively satisfying since even if b and uſ conflict, Övy

is a minimal basis of agreement between the sources.

Moreover, even if b and Uſ are consistent, it may happen

that () conflicts with an input fact O.; then using () v \ſ

may yield a conclusion which would not be possible from

(q) : I), (\g : J) only in the case when J391 (using the K

Semantics).

The previous transformation has characterized the

combination of two labelled knowledge bases containing

exactly one formula. Let us generalize to the case where

K contains n beliefs. This is carried out using the

following proposition. Let K = {(bi : Ii)/ i=1,n} be a

labelled knowledge base. Let Ki- ( (bi: Ii)} be n one

formula labelled knowledge bases. Let us assume that K'

is the result of combining the first j21 one-formula

knowledge bases Ki-1j, and K" is the result of

combining the remaining (n-j) knowledge bases Ki-jº-1,n,

Namely we assume that:

Lui-1}K(0) = xk:(0);

Lui-ji in Ki") = KK"((0)

Clearly, we have:

LK(0) = *Ji- jK;(0) U *~i=jri in K(0).

Definition 11: Let K'v K" = {(Ökvym :Ikuim) I for

(Ök : Ik)e K' and (\ſm : Im)e K"} be the Cartesian union

of K' and K". Then, we define the syntactic combination

of K' and K" as equal to:

K' 0 K." = K' U K" U (K'vK").

If C (K) = K' 0 K." then the

equivalence o HL.K Biff o Hkt (k) B is satisfied.

Proposition 6:

The proof is given in the appendix.

Proposition 7: The syntactic combination 0 is

commutative and associative, namely:

i) K1 0 K2 = K2 0 K 1.

ii) (Ki 0 K2) 0 K3 = K1 0 (K2 0 K3).
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The previous proposition is important, since it means

that it does not matter the order in which we combine the

one-formula labelled knowledge bases, and that we can

build C(K) by merging single formulas one after the

other.

Definition 12: The compilation of K is defined by:

C(K) = K1 0 K2 9...9 Kn-1 0 Kn.

Corollary: Let C(K) the labelled knowledge base given

by the previous definition. Then:

VG), Kt (K)(0) = LK(0)

In order to reduce the set of added beliefs in the syntactic

combination, the following definitions and propositions

are useful:

Definition 13: A labelled formula (d : I)e K is said to

be subsumed by K iff Filter(K,(0:I))— where

Filter(K,(0:I))={v / (uſ : J) e K-((0 : I)) and I <3 J}.

Proposition 8: Let (0 : I)e K be subsumed. Then K

and K – {(0 : I)} are equivalent, i.e., they induce the

same K-ranking on Q, namely:

Voe Q, KK(0) = KK-((0 : I)}(0).

Proposition 9: The two labelled knowledge bases K

and K – {(T : I)}, where T denotes tautology, are

equivalent, i.e., they induce the same K-ranking on Q.

Proposition 10: Let (0.1 : Il) e K and (02:12)e K

such that Il =912. Let K' be a new labelled knowledge

base constructed from K by replacing the two formulas by

the unique labelled formula (b1a(52: I1). Then K' and K

induce the same K-ranking on Q.

On the basis of the previous propositions, we can

estimate the size of the set of added formulas when

combining two labelled knowledge bases K1 and K2 (i.e.,

the size of K1 vK2). The two following steps must be

achieved before the combination:

. For each labelled knowledge base Ki-1,2, remove

the subsumed beliefs;

. In each labelled knowledge base Ki-1,2, put

formulas having the same rank in a unique formula (take

their conjunction);

The knowledge bases resulting from the two above steps

are denoted by K'l and K2.

Proposition 11: Let n =l{Ii / (Öi : Ii)e K'1 1 and

m=|{Ij / (bj: Ij)e K'2} . Then combining K1 and K2

leads to add to K1 and K2 at most n°m beliefs.

In the extreme cases, we add n°m beliefs but this number

is not always reached especially when the concatenation of

K1 and K2 is highly inconsistent.

Example 1 (continued):

Let K={(a : {s1}), (-avb: {s?}), (-av-b: {s}}), (-aac:

{s4})}, and C ={{s2.s3}<{s1}, {s2}<(s3}, {s3}<{s2},

{s1}<{S4}}.

Let K1 ={(a : {s1})}, K2 ={(-avb: {s?})}

K3 ={(-av-b: {s}})}, K4 ={(-aac: {s4})}

We have:

K1 0 K2 = K1 U K2 U {(T : {s1, s2})}

= K1 U K2 (using Proposition 9)

K1 0 K2 0 K3

= K1UK2UK3 U {(T: {s1, s2})} U {(T: {s?, s2})}

= K1UK2UK3 (using Proposition 9)

finally:

C(K) = K1UK2UK3UK4U{(avc : {s1, s4})}U

{(-avb : {sz, S4})} U {(-tav-b: {s.5, S4})}

= {(a : {s1}), (avc : {s1, S4})},

(→avb : {s?, SA}), (-av-b: {s3, S4}).

(using Proposition 8, since (-avb : {s?}), (-av-b: {s3})

and (-aac: {S4}) are subsumed).

It is easy to check that : LK(0) = KC(K)(0).

Indeed, we have:

KC(K)(Q0)=KC (K)(CO2)=Max {{s1}, {s1,S4}}= {s1, S4}

KC(K)(01)=KC (K)(Q3)={s1},

KC(K)(094)=KC (K)(05) =Max {{s2}, {s2.s3}} = {s2, s4}

KC(K)(06)=KC (K)(07)

=Max {{s}},{s4}, {s.5, S4}} = {s1, S4} -

Example 2

Let us assume that the set of propositional symbols in the

language is {p,...,pn}. Let K=S1U...USn be a stratified

knowledge base where Si-(-\pi, pi}.

The labelled knowledge base associated to K is:

K' = Ui-1,n ((pi: {Sil)), (-pi: {Si2}),

Let ‘g the proposed ordering associated to K'in order to

recover the lexicographical system.

It is easy to check that:

C(K') = {(L: Ui-1,n (sil) }

This can be shown by noticing that combining two

beliefs of each level together leads to have:

{(pi: {s1})} 0 ((-pi: (siz})}

={(pi: {sil) } U {(-pi: {s12}) U { (T: [si], Si2})

={(L: {sil) } (using Prop. 9)
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and noticing that for any izj, we have:

{(pi:{s1}} 9 {(-pi:{s;2})} 0 ((pj:{s1})} 9 {(-p}{s;2})}

={(l: (sil) } U ((L: {s1}} U ((l: (sil, sji)}

= {(L: (sil, sil))

4.2. Syntactic entailment

Until now, we have achieved the first step of our approach

to inconsistency handling, namely, the transformation of

the original knowledge base K by syntactic combination

into t(K). It has resulted in introducing new formulas

with "intermediary" levels. In this section, we propose to

applying a syntactic inference H k which is complete and

sound with respect to the K-semantics, namely:

C(K)0{(0 : 6)} -k ſ iff O. H.K.D (K) 3.

Let [lt (k) = {I (): I)et (K) U {(0 : $)}} be the set

of labels appearing in C(K) U {(0 : 3)}. To define the

syntactic inference H k, we will distinguish two cases,

depending if the preference relation s3 defined in Ilt(K)

is complete (i.e., VI,Jºſ C(K), we have either Iss J or

J Kg I), or not (i.e., it may exist incomparable elements

in Ilt (k)).

4.2.1. Case of a complete pre-ordering

When “g defined in Il C (K) is complete then the

entailment HK is efficient. In fact, when SS is complete,

the entailment H k coincides with the possibilistic logic

entailment (Dubois et al., 1994). The entailment H k is

performed by means of a labelled version of the resolution

principle, a counterpart of the possibilistic resolution

principle (Dubois et al., 1994):

(3 v Y: I)

(-3 v 8: J)

(Yv 6: Min(I,J))

When I=SJ then Min(I,J) is arbitrary either I or J (this

has no incidence on the inference), as it is justified by the

following proposition:

Proposition 12: Let (0.1 : Il) e L (K) and I1=SI2. Let

K’ be a new labelled knowledge base constructed from

C(K) by replacing the formula (b1 : II) by the labelled

formula (0.1 : I.2). Then K' and C(K) induce the same k
ranking on Q. r

Building the entailment on the resolution principle

suggests that only formulas under the clausal form can be

used. The following proposition shows that K-semantics

is not sensitive to putting labelled formulas under their

clausal form:

Proposition 13: Let (0 : I)e C(K). Let {c1,...,Cn} be

the clausal form of p (i.e., all c1's are clauses and that

()=c 1 a... acn). Let K' be the labelled knowledge base

obtained from C(K) by replacing () : I) by the set of

labelled formulas [(c1 : I),...,(cn : I)}. Then C(K) and

K' are equivalent, i.e., they induce the same K-ranking on

Q, namely VoeQ, KC(K)(0) = KK (0).

To check if a given formula () can be considered as a

plausible consequence of £(K) and a completely certain

information o, denoted by C(K)0{(0 : $)}– k (), we

proceed by refutation as in classical logical logic:

• First we compute Inc(C(K)\! {(0 : $)}) = Max {I

C(K) J{(0 : $)} + k (L: I)} the inconsistency level of

C(K)\,{(0 : $)} which is the greatest label associated to

the empty clause obtained by successive applications of

the above resolution principle;

• Next, we again compute Inc(C(K)0{(0 : Ś)0 {(-0 :

$)}) when we add to C(K)J ((O. : $)} the assumption that

() is completely false. Then we have:

C(K)0{(0 : Ś)}-k () iff

Inc(C(K)\,{(0:5)}) <g Inc(C(K)u [(o:S)O((-):$)}).

In possibilistic logic, this inference method is as efficient

as classical logic refutation by resolution, and can be

implemented in the form of an A*-like algorithm (Dubois

et al., 1987). The inference needs at most log2(n)

satisfiability checks where n is the number of equivalent

classes in Ilt(K) induced by s.3 ("n" in the worst case is

equal to Il C(K)|).

We can easily check that the syntactic entailment H k can

be encoded in classical logic via a thresholding step:

C(K)\,{(0 : $)}-k b iff BC H b,

where BC is:

BC = {\y (uſ : I) e KU{(0 : $)} and

Inc(KU{(0 : $)}) <g I }.

This means, for instance, that once the resulting

knowledge base C(K) from a stratified inconsistent K has

been computed, this way of handling inconsistencies leads

to a coherence approach where only one consistent subbase

of C(K) is selected to perform inference, applying

possibilistic logic when sg is a complete pre-ordering.

More important is the fact that this inference method is

sound and complete with respect to K-semantics (Dubois et

al., 1987). Namely:

o HL.K Biff o Hk,C(K) B iff C(K)\,{(0 : Ś)}-k (b.
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Hence our approach supplies a theorem proving technique

for lexicographic inconsistent-tolerant inference and

penalty logic, whose efficiency is similar to classical

logic. It also supplies a theorem prover for an

infinitesimal version of Shafer's [Shafer, 1976] evidence

theory, since the latter is equivalent to penalty logic. This

equivalence can be shown as follows: let K={(pici)/ie I}

be a penalty knowledge base. We take an arbitrary

infinitesimal 6 and let, for each (bi ci)e K, we associate

a simple support function mi defined by: mi(bi)=1- Sci,

mi(Q)=6°, mi(elsewhere)=0. From these mi's we build a

combined mass assignment may by Dempster's rule, i.e.,

me = P(milie I}. Then we can check that or pen.K B

iff 0–K.C (Kpen) Biff lims—,0Bel(310)=1. See [Benferhat

et al., 1995b), [Dupin et al., 1994] for more details.

Example 1 (continued)

Let K={(a : {s1}), (→avb: {sp}), (-av-b: {s}}), (-aac:

{s4})}, and C ={{s2.s3}<{s1}, {s2}<{s3}, {s3}<{s2},

{s1}<{S4}}. We recall that:

C(K) = {(a : {s1}), (avc : {s1, sa})},

(→avb : {s?, S4}), (→av-b : {s.5, S4})}

We are looking for the plausible consequences of C(K)

and (0–-ba-c: $). We first add the two clauses (-b:

S) and (-c: S) to C(K).

We have:

| C(K) = {5, {s1}, {s1, S4}, {S2, S4}, (s3, S4}}.

Note that “s defined on lit (K)) is complete, as it is

illustrated by the following figure:

{s1,s2,S3, S4)

{s1, s4}

{s2.s3} = {S3, S4}

|
{s 1}

Figure 5

Let us compute the consistent subbase BC by first

computing Inc(C(K)0 {(0 : $)}). The following

derivation gives the optimal label associated to L.

(~b : 3) (~avb:{s2.sq}) (~ : 3) (avc:{s1,sq})

(-a : {s2.s4}) (a : {s1,s4})

(1:{s2.sq})

Figure 6

We can check that {s}, s|3} is the highest rank associated

to the empty set. Finally, the consistent subbase is:

BC = {-ba-c, avc),

and we can easily check that:

VB, C(K) U (-ba-c: Ś) —k B iff BC – B. m.

4.2.2. Case of a non-complete pre-ordering

When the preference relation sg is not complete then

computing Inc(C(K)\,{(0 : Ś)}) is more tricky. In this

section, we briefly describe how the previous machinery

can be extended, and the complete description of this

machinery in the case of partial ordering is left for further

research. First, Inc(C(K)0(0 : $)}) is generally a set of

labels and not only a label.

To extend the previous machinery to the case of partial

ordering, we first transform each belief (q) : I) into a

formula (b: {I}). Namely, in this section a label is not a

subset of S, but a family of subsets of $. Indeed, when

performing resolution, Min(I,J) is in general a family of

subsets of S. We will denote %, 3,... as families of

subsets of S. The resolution principle given above is

extended simply in the following way:

(3 v Y. 34)

(–3 v 6: 38)

(Y v 6: Min(3% U3)

We call an inconsistent environment a family of subsets of

$ associated to the empty clause and obtained from

C(K)0{(0 : {S})} using the above resolution principle.

Then, we define BC as follows: a belief () is in BC if ():

{I})e C(K)u {(0 : {S})} and for each inconsistent

environment &, and for each Je Min(3%), I ~g J.

Example:

Let K={(a : {s1}), (b: {s1}), (-av-b: (s3})}, and C =2).

The closure of C is simply the one induced by the axioms

A 1-A3. Note that the inference HL.K recovers in fact

Rescher and Manor's (1970) universal inference, or

equivalently Hncl,K where there is no stratification.

Let us compute C(K). We have:

{(a:{s1})} 0 ((b:{s2})} = {(a:{s1}),(b:{s2}),(avb:{s1, s2})}

{(a:{s1})} 0 ((b:{s2})} 0 ((-av-b: {s}})}

= {(a:{s1}),(b:{s2}),(avb:{s1, s2}), (-av-b: {s3}),

(T: {s1, s2}), (T: {s?,s3}), (T: {s1, s2.s3})}

={(a:{s1}),(b:{s2}),(avb:{s1, s2}), (-lav-b: {s3})}.

We have:

|lt(K)) = {8, (s1}, {s2}, (s3}, {s1, s2}}.
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Note that sº defined on Il C(K)) is not complete as it is

explained by the following figure:

{s1,s2,S3 }

|S
{s 1s2} (s3}

/N
{s 1} (s2}

Figure 7

Let us check what are the plausible consequences of C(K)

(we assume that we have no additional information, i.e.,

O-T). We can easily check that in C(K) we only have

one inconsistent environment with label 5%:

&= {{s1}, {sp}, {s3}}.

Therefore:

BC = {avc).

5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS

Several classical, prioritized methods for inconsistency

tolerant reasoning, based on the selection of one or several

consistent subbases have been unified in the framework of

a label calculus based on a general partial preordering

between sets satisfying prescribed properties of

compatibility with inclusion and cancellation. Thus, the

approach takes place among the labelled deductive systems

(Gabbay, 1991). The originality of this approach lies in

the fact that different kinds of preference relations on

subbases (among which inclusion-based and cardinality

based ones) are viewed as special case of a more general

preordering of subbases, defined by means of constraints

extended by rationality properties. It is noticeable that the

cancellation property I U J 3 I U K => J & K for

pairwise disjoint sets is the one of comparative

probabilities [Fishburn, 1986], although we remain in the

symbolic framework. Moreover such kind of orderings

also appear as natural subjective comparative probabilities

in qualitative decision theory [Dubois et al., 1997]. We

have shown how to turn a prioritized, or penalty-labelled

knowledge base into a semantically equivalent one where

inconsistency-tolerant inference can be obtained using

resolution-based refutation in the style of possibilistic

logic. This equivalent knowledge-base is obtained by a

symmetric and associative syntactic combination that can

process one formula after the other in an incremental

fashion.

Reasoning and acting in the face of inconsistent

information is a pressing need for applications involving

agents (both software or physical) which must operate in

dynamic and partly unknown environments. These

systems must be able to cope with the occurrence of

unexpected contingencies. Consider for instance a robot

operating in an unmodified real-world environment. Due

to the inevitable limitations of the prior information and

of the sensing apparatus, the robot must rely on uncertain

and tentative information about the environment in order

to plan its actions. This information may later be

contradicted by the new data acquired by the sensors; for

example, a corridor may be blocked by an obstacle, and

the robot must try an alternative route. The usual

approach to cope with unexpected contingencies is to

generate plans which explicitly account for the possibility

that this or that assumptions turn out to be wrong, for

instance, a plan may incorporate a monitor to check that

corridors are not blocked. This approach has the drawback

that all possible causes for failure must be known in

advance. Non-monotonic systems based on prioritized

knowledge-bases may offer an alternative way to cope

with these situations: the agent is prepared to the

possibility of having an inconsistent set of beliefs, and

can reason from it to derive an appropriate reaction,

without having to explicitly list each cause of

inconsistency and each repairing action. (In a sense, this

list is replaced by a preference order between the defaults

used in the reasoning process.) Prioritized systems,

however, tend to be computationally expensive: the

compilation technique presented in this work may help in

reducing complexity when the queries to the knowledge

base are more frequent than the modifications done --

which is usually the case for the coarse-grained

environment models used by robot's planners.

Although our proposal simplifies the problem of

computing inconsistency tolerant inference by avoiding an

explicit enumeration of maximal consistent subsets, some

difficulties remain because the intrinsic complexity of

inconsistency-tolerant inference has been shifted

elsewhere. This technique is actually a kind of "knowledge

compilation" (similarly to the computation of prime

implicants of a knowledge base, or ATMS labels) where

an increase of spatial complexity is compensated by a

gain in temporal complexity especially when the

inconsistent knowledge base is used repeatedly with

different queries. Moreover, the inference procedure may

require as a subproblem the computation of minimal or

maximal elements in a poset, each time a resolution step

is taken. The case is simpler with penalty logic or

lexicographic inference that reduce to a plain possibilistic

logic-like machinery. Lastly, the process of putting the

labelled knowledge base in some standard format may be

computationally expensive. A future work will consist in

defining methods to reduce the size of C(K) which can be

large in the worst case (even if subsumption is used and

redundancies are eliminated). Of course C(K) can be

computed once for all, and the incrementality of

combination efficiently copes with the dynamics of the

knowledge base.

Another future work is to see if our approach can cover

argument-based reasoning techniques such as the ones of

Benferhat et al. [1993; 1995a], Fox et al. [1992] or

Amgoud et al. [1996), Cayrol [1995] which are not

coherence-based in the sense of this paper.
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Appendix : (Proofs of technical propositions)

Proposition 2: OFlex,KB iff off-L.K.,B.

Proof:

Let KLex = {(bij : (sij})} be the labelled knowledge base

associated to a stratified knowledge base K=S1U...USn.

Let SS the proposed ordering associated to KLex in order

to recover the lexicographic system. Let us show that:

oHlex.KB iff oft-L.K.,ſ}.

It is enough to show that : LKLe,(0) < LKle,(0') iff

f(0) is lex-preferred to f(0) (and for simplicity we say ()

is lex-preferred to Go'), where: f(0) is the set of formulas

in K satisfied by G). We recall that:

LKle,(0)=\)K=1,n A(Q);k)

where A(Q), k) is the set of labels of the formulas in Sk

falsified by G). We can easily state that () is lex-preferred

to Go' iff Vj>i; IA(Q); j)|=|A(Q)'; j); and IA(Q); i)|<|A(Q)'; i)l.

Consider the “if” part of our thesis. Assume that () is lex

preferred to Go'. Then;

LKle,(0) = \/k=1,n A(Q);k)

= [\)K=1,i-1 A(Q);k)] U A(Q);i) U [Uk=i-1,n A(Q);k)]

=3 [Uk=1,i-1 A(Q);k)] U A(Q);i) U [Uk=i-1,n A(Q)';k)]

(since A(Q)';k)=SA(Q);k) for k>i)

<3 [A(Q)';i) – A(Q);i)] U A(Q);i) U [Uk=it-1,n A(Q);k)]

Indeed, from the constraints on labels in the

lexicographical case we have:

Uk=1,i-1 Sk <3 (sij}

=> Uk=1,i-1 A(0,i) <S (sij}

[using A2 noticing that Uk=1,i-1 Sk - Uk=1,i-1 A(0,i)]

=> Uk=1,i-1 A(Q);i) <3 [A(Q)';i)-A(Q);i)]

(since A(Q)';i)-A(Q);i) contains at least one element of

level i, if more than one element we use A2)

Now using the facts that A(Q); i) < |A(Q)'; i) and that

(sij }=${sik} for k+j, we can easily check that:

A(Q)';i) =9 A(Q);i) U X

such that XcA(Q)';i) and X^A(Q);i)=0. Indeed, this can

be obtained in the following way: for any element sip

which is in A(Q); i) but not in A(Q)'; i), we take an

element sir of A(Q)'; i) but not in A(Q); i), and replace this

element sir by Sip in A(Q)'; i).

Hence:

Lki.e.,(0)3((A(0,i) J X)-A(0,i)]UA(Q);i)OIUk=i-1,n

A(Q)';k)]

= LKI.,(0) <3 A(Q)'i) J (Uk=it-1 m A(0:k)]

= Lki.e.,(0) <3 (Uk=1,i-1 A(o';k)] UA(Q)';i) U

[\Jk=it-1,n A(Q)';k)] (using A2 and A1)

El LKle,(0) <S LKle,(0)

For proving the converse, assume that LKL.,(0) <3

LKL.,(0) and suppose that () is not lex-preferred to 0.

We distinguish two cases:

• ()' is not lex-preferred to Q) either; and hence () and (0.

falsifies exactly the same number of rules in each Si; but

this means that LKI.,(0)=$ LKI.,(0); which contradicts

our hypothesis; or

• Go' is lex-preferred to ſo; but then; using if part of the

proof; LKI.,(0) <S LKL.,(0); which again contradicts

the hypothesis. Hence () must be lex-preferred to ſo'. m.

Proposition 6: If C(K) = K' 0 K." then the equivalence

o HL.K Biff o Hkt (k) B is satisfied.

Proof:

We need to show that:V (De Q, LK(0)=KK' 0 K."(Q)).

Consider the four possible cases:

• if () is a model of K' and K" (hence trivially Go is also

a model of K'vK") then LK(0)=0. This also means that:

KK'(q)=0, KK”(0)=0, KK'vK"(0)=0. Therefore, We

have: KK'o K”(0)=Max{KK'(q)),KK"(()), KK'vK"(0)}

=0=LK(0).

• if () is a model of K' (hence trivially () is also a model

of K'vK") but not of K" then LK(0)=LU-jºinK (o).

Moreover, in this case: KK (0)=0, KK'vK” (0)=0.

Hence we have:

KK'o K"((0) = Max{KK'(q)), KK"(Go), KK'vK"(0)}

= KK”(CD)

- Lui-ji in K(0) (by assumption) = LK(0).

• if () is a model of K" but not of K' then the thesis

holds as in the previous case.

• The last case is when () is neither a model of K' nor of

K", then let :

M=Max{Ik/(Ök; Ik)e K', 0}. Ok}, and

N=Max{Im/.(ºm: Im)e K", oº m).

Note that M and N are unique. we have :

Kkok"(0) = Max{M, N,

Max{IKUIm/(bºvum;Ikulm)e K'vK", O'Hôkvym}}

due the fact that

Ikulm: Ik and

IkVIm > Im,

we get:

Kkok"(0) = Max{ Ipſ(bp: Ip)e K'o K" and 0.4% ºp)

=Max{IKUIm / (Ökvum;Ikulm)e K'vK", 0% (ºvum)

= MU N = LK(Q)). In
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Abstract

The merits of representing scientific theories

in formal logic are well-known. Expressing a

scientific theory in formal logic explicates the

theory as a whole, and the logic provides for

mal criteria for evaluating the theory, such as

soundness and consistency. On the one hand,

these criteria correspond to natural questions

to be asked about the theory: is the theory

contradiction-free? (is the theory logically

consistent?) is the theoretical argumenta

tion valid? (can a theorem be soundly de

rived from the premises?) and other such

questions. On the other hand, testing for

these criteria amounts to making many spe

cific proof attempts or model searches: re

spectively, does the theory have a model? can

we find a proof of a particular theorem? As a

result, testing for these criteria quickly defies

manual processing. Fortunately, automated

reasoning provides some valuable tools for

this endeavor. This paper discusses the use of

first-order logic and existing automated rea

soning tools for formal theory building, and

illustrates this with a case study of a social

science theory, Hage's axiomatic theory of or

ganizations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The theory building methodology outlined in this pa

per is by no means a new one. The use of formal logic

to represent scientific theories dates, at least, back to

the logical positivists (Ayer 1959). What is novel in

our approach is the extensive use of automated rea

soning tools. One of the reasons for the demise of

positivism was the inability to put philosophy into

practice. The formalization of scientific theories re

quires a huge amount of tedious calculations that ex

ceed manual processing capabilities. The use of com

putational tools allows us to transcend these limita

tions, and bring much of the positivist philosophy to

life.

It is part of the research plan at the Applied Logic Lab

oratory (ALL) to revive formal theory building in the

social sciences by using formal logics and by taking ad

vantage of the available computational support. Social

scientists usually agree that theories should be logical,

but they rarely address the issue, eschewing the diffi

culties of investigating the logical structure of ‘discur

sive theories' (theories expressed in natural language,

the standard representation in the social sciences).

Rather than engaging ourselves in abstract, philosoph

ical deliberations,' we focus on applied case studies.

That is, we ‘formalize’ actual social science theories

by rationally reconstructing them and expressing them

in logical form. The resulting formalizations are then

tested using logical criteria, a task greatly facilitated

by the availability of computational tools.

In Section 2 we will explain the value of formalization

in the explication of scientific theories and the role

tools from automated reasoning can play in this pro

cess. In Section 3 we present a case study that shows

how this can be applied in the social sciences, and we

end in Section 4 by summarizing our experiences and

drawing conclusions.

2 FORMAL THEORY BUILDING

The principal reason for formalizing scientific theories

is to clarify and explicate them. Until a scientific the

ory is expressed in a formal and unambiguous manner,

*See for example Adorno et al. (1969) for interesting

arguments in favor of, and against the use of formal logic

in the social sciences.
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it remains open to many interpretations. Provided

they can interpret the formalism, a formal exposition

of a scientific theory allows readers to understand the

theory, to distinguish between alternative readings, to

gauge its boundaries, and to compare it with alterna

tives (Suppes 1968).

We use the classical, axiomatic-deductive notion of a

theory. The premises of a theory consist of univer

sal statements (universal laws or empirical generaliza

tions, possibly supplemented with definitions). The

theory itself is the deductive closure of the set of

premises (Tarski 1956). Theoretical explanations and

predictions correspond to deductions from the set of

premises (Popper 1959).

We prefer to use this strict notion of a theory over

more liberal ones.” The reason for this is simple: our

main interest is the justification of theories, and we

are therefore interested in strict criteria that can be

objectively evaluated. This position has clear limita

tions; many other aspects of theory building require

creativity and insight (activities with which logic is

rarely associated). Especially the discovery of theories

requires different methods than formal logic and de

duction. Most of the research in the social sciences is

directed at empirical surveys, and the main theme of

all methodology textbooks is how to perform such em

pirical research. Our efforts do not replace, but rather

complement this empirical research. As soon as a (ten

tative version of) a theory is formulated, we have some

powerful tools for evaluating it. There are several logi

cal criteria available for evaluating a theory formalized

in a logical language, such as the consistency of the

theory or soundness of a derivation.

Many of these logical criteria correspond to natural

questions which we would like to ask about a scientific

theory:

Is the theory contradiction-free? In logical

terms, is the theory logically consistent? An inconsis

tent theory has an empty domain: empirically testing

an inconsistent theory is futile. If we can construct a

model of the premise set then the theory is logically

consistent. One may want to include the (spelled-out)

theorems, but as long as these are soundly derivable

from the premises they cannot make the theory incon

sistent.

To establish that a theory is inconsistent, we use a

complementary approach: showing that it leads to an

*Although this conception of theory is mainly inspired

by theories in mathematics and physics, it is applicable to

all empirical sciences, including the social sciences (Rudner

1966; Popper 1969).

absurdity. An inconsistent theory is a trivial theory,

in the sense that any statement (and its negation) is

derivable from it. If we can derive a contradiction from

some subset of the premises, the theory is inconsistent.

Is the argumentation of the theory valid? Can

a given theorem be soundly derived from the premises?

If we can prove a given theorem from the premises, the

argumentation is sound. That is, if we consider cases

in which the premises hold, then the theorem must also

hold (i.e., the theorem is a prediction). Conversely, if

we consider cases in which the theorem holds, then the

premises give an explanation for the theorem (there

may be other explanations, although these must satisfy

the same soundness criterion).

For proving the fallaciousness of an argument we use a

complementary approach: looking for a counterexam

ple. If we can construct a model in which the premises

hold but the conjecture does not hold, we have refuted

the conjecture. Many scientific theories have, when

taken in a literal sense, fallacious argumentation. The

severity of such a flaw depends on the following two

questions:

(a) What unstated background knowledge is

necessary? In any exposition of a theory, a certain

amount of background must be “taken for granted’,

that is to say, it is assumed to be indisputable as com

mon knowledge. But such information must be ex

plicitly added to a formalization. For example, the

author of a theory which describes how properties of

organizations vary over time will hardly find it neces

sary to explicitly state that the before relation between

time-points is transitive and anti-symmetric, but this

axiom may be necessary to formally derive some of

the conclusions of the theory. In this case, counterex

amples to such a theorem are ‘non-intended' models.

For example, a counterexample might be a model in

which time-points ti < t 2 < t 3 < t 1 (a model with

a circular notion of time, whereas time is conceived as

linear). Finding this counterexample will immediate

reveal the cause, in this case a missing axiom on the

before relation.

(b) What assumptions has the author neglected

to make? In contrast to the common knowledge of

the previous point, occasionally the formalization of a

theory reveals a genuine hiatus in the theory. This may

have been due to an oversight by the author or per

haps a failure to consider all possible configurations

of his/her assumptions. It can also occur that the

author expresses him/herself somewhat infelicitously.

In this case, counterexamples cannot be as easily dis
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carded: we have to deal with a genuine counterex

ample. This may necessitate either strengthening the

premises, weakening the conjecture, or even discard

ing the conjecture altogether. Examining the coun

terexample(s) provides useful information for deciding

between options for refining the theory.

Is the theory falsifiable? Are the theorems logi

cally contingent? If no state of affairs can possibly

falsify a theory, then it is a waste of time to empirically

test the theory. Falsifiability is an essential property of

a scientific theory (Popper 1959). If we can construct

a model (disregarding all premises) where a theorem

of the theory is false, then this theorem is falsifiable.

If we can prove a theorem from an empty premise set,

the theorem is not falsifiable. A theory that contains

at least one falsifiable theorem (and therefore at least

one falsifiable premise) is falsifiable.

If we can also construct a model in which the theorem

holds (which is always the case for soundly derivable

theorems in a consistent theory), then this theorem is

satisfiable too. A theorem that is both satisfiable and

falsifiable, is contingent: the validity of the theorem

is strictly determined by the premises—it is neither a

tautology nor a contradiction.

What is the domain that the theory describes?

What do the models of the theory look like? A model

generator can be used to provide candidate models for

exploration. This gives insight into the domain which

the theory describes.

In practice, testing for logical criteria requires many

derivations involving large sets of formulas. In this

endeavor, automated reasoning provides some invalu

able tools. At ALL we use the following:

Automated theorem provers are programs de

signed for finding proofs of conjectures. For the

case study of this paper, we used OTTER (Mc

Cune 1994b), a resolution-style theorem prover

for first-order logic with equality. This theorem

prover can find inconsistencies in the set of input

formulas. Its principal use is to construct refu

tation proofs of conjectures, by feeding it a (con

sistent) premise set together with the negation of

a conjecture. If the program derives an inconsis

tency, then we have, in fact, proved the conjecture

(because the conjecture must hold in all models

of the premises).

Automated model generators are programs that

can enumerate the finite (small) models of a the

ory. For the case study of this paper, we used

MACE (McCune 1994a), a model generator for

first-order logic with equality, based on a Davis

Putnam procedure for propositional satisfiability

testing. This model generator can find small mod

els of the set of input formulas (for example to

prove the consistency of the theory). It can also

be used to find counterexamples to a conjecture,

by feeding it a premise set together with the nega

tion of the conjecture.

There are many other automated theorem provers and

model generators available. We choose here to use

OTTER and MACE because they are companion pro

grams that can read the same input format. This is a

great advantage for our work, since we want to switch

between theorem proving and model generation, de

pending on which type of tool is most suitable for the

specific proof/disproof attempt at hand. In the next

section, we will explain the use of these tools for formal

theory building in detail.

3 A SOCIAL SCIENCE CASE

STUDY

Several case studies of formalization using automated

reasoning support tools have been performed. These

case studies include the following social science the

ories: Mintzberg's Contingency Theory (Glorie et al.

1990), Thompson's Organizations in Action (Kamps

and Pólos 1998), and Hannan and Freeman's Orga

nizational Ecology including their theory of organiza

tional inertia (Péli et al. 1994), life history strate

gies (Péli and Masuch 1997), niche width (Bruggeman

1997; Péli 1997), and age dependence fragment (Han

nan 1997).” These and most other social science the

ories are stated in natural language. As a result, the

main obstacle for formalizing such a discursive the

ory is their rational reconstruction: interpreting the

text, singling out important concepts, distinguishing

assumptions and theorems from other parts of the text,

and reconstructing the argumentation. This motived

our choice for the theory we want to formalize as a

case study in this paper: Hage (1965) An Ariomatic

Theory of Organizations. Although this is not a formal

theory in the sense that it uses natural language exclu

sively, it is an axiomatic theory in which axioms and

theorems are clearly outlined.* This greatly facilitates

*Some fragments of the resulting formalizations are in

cluded in the TPTP (Thousands of Problems for Theorem

Provers) Problem Library (Sutcliffe et al. 1994).

*Note that this is an exceptional case; only few social

scientists state carefully formulated propositions, and even

fewer authors attempt to make their underlying assump

tions explicit. It is also possible to reconstruct less explicit
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the rational reconstruction of the theory, and allows

us to focus on the actual formalization of the theory

and the role automated reasoning tools can play in this

process.

3.1 HAGE’S AXIOMATIC THEORY OF

ORGANIZATIONS

Hage's axiomatic theory of organizations postulates

seven axioms based on the theoretical writing of We

ber, Barnard, and Thompson and predicts 21 derived

theorems. The theory concerns interrelations between

eight organizational variables: complerity, centraliza

tion, formalization, stratification, adaptiveness, pro

duction, efficiency, and job satisfaction. Hage (1965,

p.293) lists two indicators' for each of the eight vari

ables:

Complexity Number of occupational specialties.

Level of training required.

Centralization Proportion of jobs that participate

in decision making. Number of areas in which

decisions are made by decision makers.

Formalization Proportion of jobs that are codified.

Range of variation allowed within jobs.

Stratification Differences in income and prestige

among jobs. Rate of mobility between low- and

high-ranking jobs.

Adaptiveness Number of new programs a year.

Number of new techniques a year.

Production Number of units produced per year.

Rate of increase in units produced per year.

Efficiency Cost per unit of output per year. Amount

of idle resources per year.

Job satisfaction Satisfaction with working condi

tions. Rate of turnover in job occupants per year.

The first four variables are organizational means, and

the second four variables are organizational ends.

Hage (1965) postulates seven axioms that interrelate

the eight organizational variables. According to Hage,

there are 21 theorems derivable from these seven natu

ral language axioms. Table 1 reprints the 7 axioms and

21 corollaries used in (Hage 1965, p.300). We will re

construct Hage's theory by formalizing it in first-order

logic.

theories, especially if the original authors can be consulted.

A case in point is (Péli and Masuch 1997).

3.2 A FIRST FORMALIZATION

We represent the eight organizational variables by

unary functions, i.e., comp(r), cent(r), form(a),

stra(r), adap(a), prod(r), effi(r), and jobs(a) respec

tively. For example, ‘cent(O1)' denotes the centraliza

tion of organization O1. In this way, we can represent

the fact that the centralization of O1 is higher than

that of O2 by ‘cent(O1) > cent(O2)' (using a strict

ordering ‘P’). Now, the fact that the higher the cen

tralization, the higher the production (A.1) can be rep

resented by:

Va., y | cent(r) < cent(y) → prod(a) < prod(y)}

Table 2 contains a first-order formalization of the ax

Table 2: The Formal Assumptions.

F.1 Vir, y | cent(r) + cent(y) → prod(r) < prod(y) )

F.2 Vir, y [form(a) < form(y) – effi(r) < effi (y) )

F.3 Va., y | cent(a) « cent(y) → form(a) < form(y) )

F.4 Vr, y [stra(r) < stra(y) → jobs(r) > jobs(y) )

F.5 Vr, y [stra(r) < stra(y) → prod(r) < prod(y)}

F.6 Va., y [stra(r) < stra(y) → adap(p) > adap(y)]

F.7 Vr, y | comp(r) < comp(y) → cent(r) > cent(y) )

ioms in Table 1. We can verify the consistency of the

theory by attempting to generate a model of it. MACE

can generate a model of F.1 through F.7 using domain

size 2 (see Table 3). It is easy to verify that the as

Table 3: A Model Of Assumptions F.1 Through F.7.

cent prod form effi stra jobs adap comp

O1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

O2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

sumptions hold in this model: F.1—F.3 hold vacuously,

F.4–F.6 hold, and F.7 holds again vacuously. Conse

quently, theory F.1–F.7 is consistent.” In fact, MACE

can derive 5398 models on a domain of size 2.

But what about theorems? Hage (1965) derives 21

theorems “... by applying the simple rules of the syl

logism” (p.299) to the seven axioms. We use OTTER

to test whether the theorems can be soundly derived

from the axioms F.1 through F.7. For example, C.2

*One can argue that theories consisting solely of uni

versally quantified conditional statements are by definition

consistent, since one can construct numerous models in

which none of the conditions is satisfied, making all ax

ioms vacuously true. Nevertheless, it is comforting that we

can construct a less trivial model of the theory.
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Table 1: The Assumptions (A.1-A.7) And Derived Theorems (C.1—C.21).

A.1 The higher the centralization, the higher the production.

A.2 The higher the formalization, the higher the efficiency.

A.3 The higher the centralization, the higher the formalization.

A.4 The higher the stratification, the lower job satisfaction.

A.5 The higher the stratification, the higher the production.

A.6 The higher the stratification, the lower the adaptiveness.

A.7 The higher the complexity, the lower the centralization.

C.1 The higher the formalization, the higher the production.

C.2 The higher the centralization, the higher the efficiency.

C.3 The lower the job satisfaction, the higher the production.

C.4 The lower the job satisfaction, the lower the adaptiveness.

C.5 The higher the production, the lower the adaptiveness.

C.6 The higher the complexity, the lower the production.

C.7 The higher the complexity, the lower the formalization.

C.8 The higher the production, the higher the efficiency.

C.9 The higher the stratification, the higher the formalization.

C.10 The higher the efficiency, the lower the complexity.

C.11 The higher the centralization, the lower job satisfaction.

C. 12 The higher the centralization, the lower the adaptiveness.

C.13 The higher the stratification, the lower the complexity.

C.14 The higher the complexity, the higher job satisfaction.

C.15 The lower the complexity, the lower the adaptiveness.

C.16 The higher the stratification, the higher the efficiency.

C.17 The higher the efficiency, the lower job satisfaction.

C.18 The higher the efficiency, the lower the adaptiveness.

C.19 The higher the centralization, the higher the stratification.

C.20 The higher the formalization, the lower job satisfaction.

C.21 The higher the formalization, the lower the adaptiveness.
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states that the higher the centralization, the higher the

efficiency. A formal version of the second theorem

would read:

Va., y | cent(r) < cent(y) → effi(r) < effi(y)}

This theorem, T.2, is derivable from axiom F.3 and

F.2 using the input-file:

set (auto).

formula-list (usable).

7. F. 1

all x y (form (x) <form (y) -> effi (x) <effi (y)).

7. F. 3

all x y (cent (x) <cent (y) -> form(x) <form(y)).

% negation of T. 2

- ( all x y (cent (x) <cent (y) -> effi (x) <effi (y)) ).

end_of_list.

OTTER’s resolution-style proofs require the theorem

to be negated in the input-file. If now the theorem (in

its original form) is indeed derivable, we will have a

contradiction (by reductio ad absurdum).

Surprisingly, we can only derive a small fraction of the

claimed theorems, namely the three theorems T.2, T.6,

and T.7 in Table 4."

Table 4: Theorems Derivable From F.1 Through F.7.

T.2 va, y | cent(at) 3 cent(y) → effiſa:) - effi(y)}

T.6 War, y | comp(r) < comp(y) → prod(a) > prod(y)}

T.7 Vr, y | comp(r) < comp(y) → form(a) > form(y) )

Why are we unable to derive the other theorems? Let

us examine in detail one of Hage's theorems that we

cannot derive. The first theorem discussed in the text

is the higher the centralization, the higher the stratifi

cation (C.19), supposedly derivable using A.1 and A.5

(p.299/300). In our formal set-up this theorem, T.19,

would read:

Va., y | cent(at) 3 cent(y) → stra(r) < stra(y)}

OTTER cannot derive this theorem (neither from F.1

and F.5, nor from the total set of axioms). Since we fail

to prove this conjecture, we can attempt to disprove

it.

We use the automated model generator to look for

counterexamples, that is, models in which the axioms

hold, but the conjecture is falsified. Using MACE we

can construct counterexamples to T.19 using input-file

(w.l.o.g., we use only F.1 and F.5):

“The converse of T.10, Vr, y | comp(r) < comp(y) →

effi(z) > effi(y)}, is also derivable.

set (auto).

formula_list (usable).

7. F. 1

all x y (cent (x) <cent (y) -> prod(x) <prod(y)).

7. F. 5

all x y (stra(x) <stra (y) -> prod(x) <prod(y)).

% negation of T. 19

- ( all x y (cent (x) <cent (y) -> stra (x) <stra (y)) ).

end_of_list.

Note that both OTTER (when trying to prove a con

jecture) and MACE (when trying to disprove it) use

exactly the same input-file!

After running MACE using a domain size 2 (for exam

ple -n2 –p -m10) we find the four counterexamples of

Table 5. In the counterexamples, F.1 is satisfied, F.5

Table 5: Counterexamples To T.19.

cent prod stra

O1 0 0 0

O2 1 1 0

O1 0 0 1

O2 1 1 1

On 1 1 0

O2 0 0 0

O1 1 1 1

O2 0 0 1

holds vacuously, but the claimed theorem, T.19, is fal

sified. This proves that the claimed theorem is not

derivable. Is the claimed theorem a false conjecture?

Or has something gone wrong when we translated the

natural language axioms into first-order logic?

3.3 A SECOND FORMALIZATION

From a logical perspective, three options present them

selves:

1. Discard the intended theorem as a false conjec

ture.

2. Rescue the intended theorem by weakening it suf

ficiently such that it becomes derivable.

3. Rescue the intended theorem by qualifying these

models as an unintended one, and strengthening

the premises such that these models are excluded.

Option 1 basically means that we stick to the for

malization F.1 through F.7 and limit the explanatory

power of the theory from 21 ‘theorems' to just the

three theorems T.2, T.6, and T.7. This seems like an

outcome we would like to avoid.

For option 2 we need to transform the counterexam

ples to T.19 into examples, i.e., we have to weaken
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the intended theorem such that it does hold for the

counterexamples. Let us analyze the counterexamples

more precisely. They have the following form (let Oa

denote Ol in the first two models and O2 in the second

two):

cent(O.) < cent(O.) A

prod(Oa) < prod(Ob) A

stra(Oa) = stra(OH)

An obvious way to implement option 2 is to formal

ize the intended theorem as the weaker the higher the

centralization, the higher or equal the stratification:

Vir, y | cent(r) < cent(y) → stra(z) s stra(y)

This weaker version of the theorem holds in the mod

els of Table 5, turning the former counterexamples into

examples. Now, we make a second attempt at prov

ing this (weaker version of the) theorem using OTTER.

Note that, although we have dealt with the (type of)

counterexamples in Table 5, this gives no guarantee

that there are no other counterexamples. There turns

out to be none, because OTTER can prove the weaker

version of T.19.”

This same strategy also works for T.10 and T.13, but

not for the remaining other 15 claimed theorems. Con

sider for example the first conjecture, T.1:

Va., y [form(a) < form(y) → prod(a) < prod(y)}

MACE generates 12 counterexamples (cardinality 2,

w.l.o.g. using only F.1 and F.3), two of which are

listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Counterexamples To T.1.

cent form prod

O1 0 0 1

O2 0 1 0

O1 0 0 0

O2 0 1 0

These counterexamples have the following forms:

• form(O1) < form(O2) A prod(O1) > prod(O2)

• form(O1) < form(O2) A prod(O1) = prod(O2)

Moreover, there are also models (of F.1 and F.3) in

which the theorem does hold (note that these are no

counterexamples but examples). These have the form:

'OTTER requires an axiom expressing that the ordering

is strict, for example vac, y - a 3 y A y < a. ]. In MACE

the order “3" is build-in.

• form(O1) < form (O2) A prod(O1) < prod(O2)

There is no relation between the variables of formal

ization and production: a weaker version of T.1 that

holds in all these models, will be a tautology. Pursu

ing option 2 gives us three additional theorems, i.e.,

the weaker versions of T.10, T.13 and T.19. Although

this doubles the explanatory power of the theory, it

remains somewhat doubtful that Hage did overlook

counterexamples to the remaining 15 of his 21 theo

reins.

It may be more reasonable to assume that these coun

terexamples were not among the models that Hage in

tended for his theory (option 3). Based on our analysis

above, a way to exclude the models that are counterex

amples to T.19 is to add the axiom that a higher pro

duction will imply a higher stratification (the converse

of F.5):

Vir, y [prod(r) < prod(y) → stra(r) < stra(y)}

After adding this axiom, the models of Table 5 are no

longer models of the (modified) theory, making these

counterexamples disappear. This is confirmed by OT

TER which can now prove the theorem T.19.

One way to view this revision is as adding an axiom

to the premise set, but there's another way to view

it. We can combine both F.5 and its converse to form

F.5', a revised formalization of axiom A.5:

Va., y [stra(ºr) 3 stra(y) → prod(r) < prod(y)}

As a result, we have reformalized the natural language

axiom the higher the stratification, the higher the pro

duction by interpreting it as a bi-implication. This

interpretation can be justified considering the ambi

guity of the natural language axioms.

This strategy works for all the theorems in (Hage 1965)

that were not derivable from F.1 through F.7, causing

similar revisions to the other axioms.” Table 7 con

tains the revised first-order formalization of the ax

ioms. Now that we have interpreted all of Hage's ax

ioms as bi-implications we can, using OTTER, derive

the all the corollaries that are mentioned in Table 1.

Not only can we derive the conditional version of the

corollaries, but we can also derive the 21 correspond

ing bi-implications. For example, OTTER can derive

*The converse of F.1 (because of T.1, 8-9, 13, 16), F.2

(T,10, 17, 19), F.3 (T.10, 17-18, 20-21), F.4 (T.3-4), F.5

(T.5, 11-12, 14-15, 17-21), and F.7 (T.10, 13) are necessary

for the derivation of theorems. The converse of F.6 is not!

We decide to include the converse of F.6 in order to give

similar interpretations of all natural language axioms.
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Table 7: The Revised Formal Assumptions.

F.1' War, y | cent(z) < cent(y) → prod(r) < prod(y)}

F.2' War, y | form(r) < form(y) – effi(r) < effi(y)}

F.3' War, y | cent(r) < cent(y) → form(a) < form(y) )

F.4' War, y [stra(r) < stra(y) → jobs(a) > jobs(y)}

F.5' War, y [stra(r) < stra(y) → prod(r) < prod(y)

F.6' Wr, y [stra(r) < stra(y) → adap(T) > adap(y)}

F.7' War, y | comp(r) < comp(y) → cent(r) > cent(y) )

T. 19':

Va., y | cent(r) < cent(y) → stra(r) < stra(y)}

Also the theorems, formulated in the same way as the

axioms, can be interpreted as bi-implications. This re

sult provides some confidence for the interpretation in

Table 7 (and for the choice to regard the counterex

amples as non-intended models of the theory).”

Using F.1' through F.5', MACE generates 258 mod

els on a domain of size 2 (one of which is shown in

Table 8). Consequently, the revised formalization is

Table 8: A Model Of Assumptions F.1' Through F.7'.

cent prod form effi stra jobs adap comp

O1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

O2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

still a consistent theory. Inspecting this model, we

can confirm that the theorems are satisfiable; for ex

ample, it is a model of theorem T. 19'. We can also

check whether theorems are falsifiable by constructing

a model in which the theorem does not hold (disre

garding the premises). For example, the models in

Table 5 still prove that theorem T.19' is falsifiable.

Note that these models are necessarily no longer mod

els of the revised axioms, otherwise they would still be

counterexamples to the theorem. Since T.19' is both

satisfiable and falsifiable, the theorem is contingent—

it is neither a tautology nor a contradiction.

We can explore the theory’s domain by examining its

models. Interestingly, in 256 of the 258 models of F.1'

through F.5' with cardinality 2, all axioms hold vacu

ously (because each function is equal for both elements

of the domain). For each of the eight functions there

"Jerry Hage later confirmed that the axioms and the

orems should indeed be interpreted as biconditionals, and

mentioned that he explicitly included the words “and vice

versa” in later references to the theory. Note that without

adding the converse of F.6 the theorems T.4-5, 12, 15, 18,

21 can only be derived as conditionals.

are 2 options to be equal, both zero or both one, giving

256 (= 2*) models. As soon as one of the functions is

unequal, all functions are unequal. This results in a

model as depicted in Table 8 (and the isomorphic copy

with O1 and O2 interchanged being the remaining last

model).

If one interprets the 0 as “low” and the 1 as ‘high'

then this model represents to the “two ideal types' of

organization that are discussed on (Hage 1965, p.304

307). One ‘ideal type' is an ‘organic model’ that has

high complexity, low centralization, low formalization,

low stratification, high adaptiveness, low production,

low efficiency, and high job satisfaction (correspond

ing to O1 in the model of Table 8). This organiza

tion type emphasizes adaptiveness. The other ‘ideal

type' is a ‘mechanistic model’. This opposite of the

‘organic model' has low complexity, high centraliza

tion, high formalization, high stratification, low adap

tiveness, high production, high efficiency, and low job

satisfaction (corresponding to O2 in the model of Ta

ble 8). This organization type emphasizes production.

3.4 SUMMARIZING

In order to derive the claimed theorems, we had to

interpret the natural language assumptions as logical

bi-implications. On the one hand, this rescues the the

ory: the intended theorems are soundly derivable, the

theorems are contingent (both satisfiable and falsifi

able), and the theory is consistent. On the other hand,

this trivializes the theory: now all eight functions be

come indistinguishable.” In short, one has to con

clude that the axioms of (Hage 1965) are too strong.

Nevertheless, the attempt that Hage undertook, i.e., to

construct a general, axiomatic theory of organizations,

remains an important enterprise. Any effort to formu

late some of the basic axioms of organization theory,

should take Hage's attempt into account.

A critical analysis of Hage's theory is unfair without

noting the incomparability of his and our positions.

Science has progressed significantly since the sixties:

much more is known about formal logics and about

their application; automated reasoning tools are oper

ational and are valuable research assistants; and also

the social sciences have advanced, e.g., empirical data

have become available. This has led to renewed inter

est in building axiomatic, formal theories in the social

sciences.

"From a strictly formal point of view, one would need a

trichotomy axiom for each of the eight functions to ensure

that values for each function are comparable. For example,

Vr, y | cent(c) 3 cent(y) V cent(r) = cent(y) V cent(z) >

cent(y)}.
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Table 9: Theoretical Criteria And Automated Reasoning Tools.

CRITERION THEOREM PROVER MODEL GENERATOR

Consistency X

Inconsistency X

Soundness X

Unsoundness x

Falsifiability X

Unfalsifiability X

Contingency X

Noncontingency X

Domain X

4 CONCLUSIONS AND

DISCUSSION

In this paper we outlined a theory building method

ology that is based on the use of standard first-order

logic, and of existing automated reasoning tools. The

logic provides us with a number of criteria that can

be tested for using computational tools, such as con

sistency, soundness, falsifiability, and contingency (see

Table 9). In principle, each criterion can be tested for

by both theorem proving and model generation strate

gies, for example, a theorem is also sound if it holds

in all models of the premise set, or a theory is consis

tent if the deductive closure of the premise set does

not contain a contradiction. In practice, the use of

automated theorem provers and model generators is

complementary: generating all models or the complete

deductive closure of a premise set is impossible. A the

orem prover is suitable for proving the inconsistency of

the theory, or the soundness of a derivation (requiring

only a single proof), and a model generator can prove

the consistency of the theory, or the unsoundness of a

conjecture (requiring only a single model). In short,

much is to be gained by using the right tool for the spe

cific proof/disproof attempt at hand, and even more

than just computational differences. Consider, for ex

ample, a situation in which the prover fails to prove a

conjecture. Determining what caused this failure typ

ically requires a thorough examination of the search

traces—an arduous, time-consuming activity. If the

model generator can construct a counterexample to

the conjecture, it will become apparent immediately

why the proof attempt failed.

As always, there are principal and practical limita

tions to use of automated reasoning tools: first-order

logic is not decidable (although it is semi-decidable:

it may detect a consequent eventually); current au

tomated model generators can only find finite mod

els (even only very small ones, cardinalities beyond

a dozen seem impractical); and the common practi

cal limitations such as memory, CPU, time. However,

none of the proofs and models searches for the case

study in Section 3 requires more than five seconds.

Admittedly, this case study concerns a relatively sim

ple theory fragment. Larger theories have been for

malized in some of the other case studies (for example

(Péli and Masuch 1997) where proofs required up to

30 minutes). Current implementations of automated

theorem provers, including OTTER, are very powerful.

Automated model generators are of recent incarna

tion, and are yet far less sophisticated. MACE chokes

on deeply nested terms or clauses with many literals

(beyond 10 distinct terms). We might end up in a

situation in which we cannot prove a conjecture, nor

find small counterexamples to it (for example, when all

counterexamples have infinite cardinality). Still, cur

rent automated model generators are powerful enough

to have solved several open problems in (finite) math

ematics (Slaney 1994).

We started this paper by referring to the positivist her

itage that we share—the logical analysis for evaluating

and justifying scientific theories. However, the use of

the tools goes beyond a rigid, final justification of the

ories. We use them extensively during the process of

formalization. As a result, we also enter the context

of discovery: during the formalization process, we will

repeatedly refine the (formal) theory. This makes our

methodology more in line with more recent philosophy

of science, in particular with (Lakatos 1976). Lakatos

gives a logical analysis of the development of theories

over time, with which the case study of section 3 shows

remarkable resemblance (especially his classroom dia

logue attempting to prove the polyhedron conjecture).

In our experience, the tools are especially useful during

the process of formalizing a theory—intermediate ver

sions of a theory under construction are more likely

to contain logical flaws. When formalizing a larger

theory, a short lapse of attention may result in an in
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consistent theory. Proving consistency by generating

a model can be a fast and easy safeguard against such

an unfortunate event. Moreover, on many occasions

(especially in the social sciences), theorems cannot be

derived because some background knowledge is miss

ing. The need for such an assumption can become

clear immediately by examining the counterexamples.

It is often difficult to find such non-intended models by

hand, because they conflict with our common sense.
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Abstract

This work proposes an axiomatic characteri

zation of merging operators. It underlines the

differences between arbitration operators and

majority operators. A representation theo

rem is stated showing that each merging op

erator corresponds to a family of partial pre

orders on interpretations. Examples of oper

ators are given. They show the consistency of

the axiomatic characterization. A new merg

ing operator AGMar is provided. It is proved

that it is actually an arbitration operator.

1 Introduction

In a growing number of applications, we face con

flicting information coming from several sources. The

problem is to reach a coherent piece of information

from these contradicting ones. A lot of different merg

ing methods have already been given [BI84, LMa,

BKM91, BKMS92, Sub%4]. Instead of giving one par

ticular merging method we propose, in this paper, a

characterization of such methods following the ratio

nality of the postulates they satisfy. We shall call

merging operators those methods that obey a mini

mal set of rational merging postulates. Then we shall

investigate two subclasses of merging operators: arbi

tration operators and majority operators.

Merging operators are useful in a lot of applications: to

find a coherent information in a distributed database

system, to solve a conflict between several people or

several agents, to find an answer in a decision-making

committee, to take a decision when information given

by some captors is contradictory, etc.

This work is related to the AGM (Alchourrón,

Gårdenfors, Makinson) framework of revision theory

[AGM85, Gár&8, KM91]. Revision is the process of

according a knowledge base in the view of a new ev

idence. One basic assumption of revision is that the

new information is more reliable that the knowledge

base, but it is not always the case. We can distinguish

3 cases:

• The new piece of information is more reliable than

the knowledge base: it is the assumption made in

the revision theory so we can revise our knowledge

base by the new piece of information.

• The new piece of information is less reliable than

the knowledge base: a drastic point of view could

be to ignore this unreliable piece of information

but if we want to be more constructive we can

take this piece of information into account if it is

consistent with the knowledge base and ignore it

only if it is inconsistent with our belief. Another

interesting way would be to reverse the revision,

i.e. to revise the new piece of information by the

knowledge base.

• The new piece of information is as reliable as the

knowledge base: here we can't give the preference

to one of the two items of knowledge, so we have

to find something else. This is the aim of merging

operators.

The intuitive difference between arbitration and ma

jority operators is that arbitration operators reach a

consensus between the protagonists’ views by trying

to satisfy as much as possible all the protagonists,

whereas majority operators elect, in a sense, the result

of the merging by taking the majority into account. In

other words arbitration operators try to minimize indi

vidual dissatisfaction, whereas majority operators try

to minimize global dissatisfaction. One of our main

concerns in this work is to state these intuitions in a

formal way.

Some operators quite close to merging operators have
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already been formally studied. Revesz defined in

[Rev.93, Rev.97 model-fitting operators which can be

considered as a generalization of revision for multi

ple knowledge bases. Revesz also defined arbitration

operators from model-fitting operators. We make a

criticism about Revesz's postulates: they do not dis

tinguish between majority and arbitration.

Liberatore and Schaerf have proposed postulates to

characterize arbitration (LS95, LS98). Their definition

has a strong connection with revision operators, but

the major drawback, in our opinion, is that those oper

ators arbitrate only two knowledge bases. Furthermore

they select some interpretations in the two knowledge

bases as the result of the arbitration. We consider that

we can't ignore interpretations which do not belong to

these knowledge bases, consider the following example:

Example 1 Suppose that we want to speculate on

the stock exchange. We ask two financial experts

about four shares A,B,C,D. We denote 1 if the share

rises and 0 if it falls (we suppose that its value can't

be stable). These agents have the same expert level

and so they are both equally reliable. The first one

says that all the shares will rise: p1 = {(1,1,1,1)},

the second one thinks that all the shares will fall:

p2 = {(0,0,0,0)}. The Liberatore and Schaerf

operators will arbitrate these opinions and give the

following result: R = {(0,0,0,0), (1,1,1,1)}. So

it means that either p1 is totally wrong or it's

p2 who is completely mistaken. But intuitively,

if the two experts are equally reliable, there is no

reason to think that one of them has failed more

than the other: they both have to be at the same

“distance” of the truth. So they are certainly both

wrong on two shares and the result has to be: R =

{(0,0,1,1), (0, 1,0,1), (0,1,1,0), (1,0,0,1), (1,0,1,0),

(1,1,0,0)}. So two of the shares will rise and two will

fall but we don’t know which ones.

In our opinion Liberatore and Schaerf's operators have

to be seen as selection operators and have to be used

in applications which require the result be one of the

possibilities given by the protagonists. For example,

if the result of the arbitration is a medical treatment,

we can't “merge” several therapies and so we have to

use Liberatore and Schaerf operators. Liberatore and

Schaerf's operators take, in a sense, the interpreta

tion as unit of change, we propose to take the proposi

tional variable as such a unit, as Dalal says in [Dal&8]:

“Change in truth value of a single symbol can be con

sidered as the smallest unit of change”, we want to

apply this to arbitration.

Lin and Mendelzon proposed a theory merging by ma

jority operator [LMa, Lingö which solves conflicts be

tween knowledge bases by taking the majority into ac

count. Their theory merging operators are what we

call majority operators.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we give

some definitions and state some notations. In section

3 we propose postulates for merging operators, major

ity operators and arbitration operators and we study

the relationships between some of the postulates. In

section 4 we give a model-theoretic characterization of

those operators. In section 5 we give some examples of

merging operators, especially we show that an opera

tor, called AgMar, is an arbitration operator. Finally,

in section 6 we give some conclusions and discuss open

problems.

2 Preliminaries

We consider a propositional language C over a finite

alphabet P of propositional letters. An interpretation

is a function from P to {0, 1}. The set of all the in

terpretations is denoted W. An interpretation I is a

model of a formula if and only if it makes it true in

the usual classical truth functional way. Let p be a

formula, Mod(e) denote the set of models of p. And

let M be a set of interpretations, form(M) denote a

formula which set of models is M. When M = {I} we

will use the notation form(I) for reading convenience.

A knowledge base K is a finite set of propositional

formulae which can be seen as the formula p which is

the conjunction of the formulae of K. By abuse, we

will use K to denote the formula ºp. We will note KI

a knowledge base the sole model is I.

Let K1,..., Kn be n knowledge bases (not necessarily

different). We call knowledge set the multi-set E con

sisting of thosen knowledge bases: E = {K1,..., Kn).

We note A E the conjunction of the knowledge bases

of E, i.e. A E = K1A. . . A Kn. The union of multi-sets

will be noted L.

Remark 2 Since an inconsistent knowledge base

gives no information for the merging process, we'll

suppose in the rest of the paper that the knowledge

bases are consistent.

K will denote the set of consistent knowledge bases

and 8 will denote the set of non empty finite multi

sets with elements in K.

Let's denote S the set of sets of interpretations without

the empty set, i.e. S = P(W) \{0}; and let's denote

M the set of finite non empty multi-sets with elements

in S. Elements of S and M will be denoted by the

letters S and M respectively with possibly subscripts.
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So a typical element M € M will be of the shape

{S1, ..., Sn). Let M = {S1, ... , Sn}, we define ſ] M

in the usual way: I e ſ M iff VS, e M I e S.

Definition 3 A knowledge set E is consistent if and

only if A E is consistent. We will use Mod(E) to de

note Mod(AE).

Definition 4 Let E1, E2 be two knowledge sets. El

and E2 are equivalent, noted El 4+ E2, iff there ea:

ists a bijection f from E1 = {K}, ... , K.) to E2 =

{K}, ... , K*] such that H f(K) - K.

Note that the relation — is an equivalence relation

on knowledge sets. As usual, we denote by 8/4+ the

quotient of 8 by the relation — . Thus the function

* : 8/4+ → M., defined by 1([{K1,..., Kn)], ,) =

{Mod(K1), ..., Mod(Kn)} is a bijection. By abuse we

will write w(E) instead of 1([E], ,).

A pre-order over W is a reflexive and transitive relation

on W. Let ‘ be a pre-order over W, we define « as

follows: I < J iff I < J and J X I. And ~ as I ~ J

iff I < J and J & I. Let I be an interpretation, we

wrote I e min(3) iff #J e W. s.t. J & I.

By abuse if R is in K (respectively in S) then R will

denote also the multi-set {R} which is in 8 (resp. in

M). For a positive integer n we will denote R" the

multi-set {R, ..., R}. Thus R* = R L. . . L. R.
S-v- N-V

n n

An operator A will be a function mapping knowledge

sets into knowledge bases. In the rest of the paper we

will distinguish between operator and merging oper

ator: the former when no special properties are sat

isfied the later to indicate that the operator satisfies

the postulates of definition 5. Let K, E and A be a

knowledge base, a knowledge set and an operator re

spectively. We define the sequence (A"(E, K)), si by

the following:

A*(E, K) = A(EL K)

and A^* = A(A"(E, K) L K)

3 Postulates

In this section, we are going to propose a characteriza

tion of merging operators, i.e. we give a minimal set of

properties an operator has to satisfy in order to have a

rational behaviour concerning the merging. Let E be a

knowledge set, and let A be an operator which assigns

to each knowledge set E a knowledge base A(E).

Definition 5 A is a merging operator if and only if

it satisfies the following postulates:

(A1) A(E) is consistent

(A2) If E is consistent, then A(E) = AE

(A3) If E1 - E3, then H A(E1) - A(E2)

(A4) If K A K' is not consistent, then A(K U K') P. K.

(A5) A(E)^ A(E2) H A(El LJ E3)

(A6). If A(E1) A A(E2) is consistent, then

A(E L E2) H A(E)^ A(E2)

These six postulates are the basic properties a merg

ing operator has to satisfy, the intuitive meaning of

the postulates is easy to understand: we always want

to extract a piece of information from the knowledge

set, what is forced by (A1) (Notice that, as assumed

in remark 2, all the knowledge bases of the knowledge

set are consistent). If all the knowledge bases agree

on some alternatives, (A2) assures that the result of

the merging will be the conjunction of the knowledge

bases. (A3) states that the operator A obeys a prin

ciple of irrelevance of syntax, i.e. if two knowledge

sets are equivalent in the sense of definition 4, then

the two knowledge bases resulting from the merging

will be logically equivalent. (A4) is the fairness postu

lates, the point is that when we merge two knowledge

bases, merging operators must not give preference to

one of them. We will see (theorem 11) that (A4) is the

clue for distinguishing arbitration operators from ma

jority operators. (A5) expresses the following idea: if a

group E1 compromises on a set of alternatives which I

belongs to, and another group E2 compromises on an

another set of alternatives which contains I, so I has to

be in the chosen alternatives if we join the two groups.

(A5) and (A6) together state that if you could find

two subgroups which agree on at least one alternative,

then the result of the global arbitration will be exactly

those alternatives the two groups agree on. The pos

tulates (A5) and (A6) have been given in [Rev.97) by

Revesz for weighted model fitting operators.

Observation 6 By definition, merging operators are

commutative, i.e. the result of a merging does not de

pend on any order of elements of the knowledge set.

Let's now turn our attention to the difference between

majority and arbitration operators. We give here a

postulate that renders the behaviour of majority op

erators, that is to say that if an opinion has a large

audience, then it will be the opinion of the group:

(M7) VK Bn A (EL K") H K

Thus we define majority operators by the following:
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Definition 7 A merging operator is a majority oper

ator if it satisfies (M.7).

Besides, arbitration operators are those operators

which are, in a large extent, majority insensitive. We

first give a postulate which seems to be a good char

acterization of arbitration operator:

(A7') VK Vn A (E L K") = A(EL K)

This postulate states that the result of an arbitra

tion is fully independent from the frequency of dif

ferent views. Unfortunately the set of postulates

{A1, ..., A6, A7'} is not consistent. The proof of this

result has been pointed out by P. Liberatore (personal

communication):

Theorem 8 There is no merging operator satisfying

(A7').

Proof: Let E = {K, –K} and E2 = {K} be two

knowledge sets. By (A7') we have that A(El L. E3) =

A(E1). By (A4) we have also that A(E1) P. K.

and A(E1) P -K. Furthermore by (A2) we deduce

A(E2) = K. So A(E1) A A(E2) is consistent and by

(A6) we have A(E L E2) H A(E)^ A(E2), it can be

rewritten as A(E1) H A(E1) A K. Then A(E1) H K,

which contradicts (A4).

Thus if we want to have a postulate expressing major

ity insensitivity while being consistent with (A1 – A6)

we must weaken (A7'). We propose the following al

ternative:

(A7) VK' BK K' P. K. Vn A(K'LK") = A(K'UK)

(A7) states that, to a large extent, the result of the

arbitration is independent from the frequency of the

different views.

And we define arbitration operator in the following

way:

Definition 9 A merging operator is an arbitration

operator if it satisfies (A7).

Now we investigate some relations between the postu

lates.

Theorem 10 If an operator satisfies (A1), then it

can't satisfy both (A7') and (M7).

Proof: From (A7') and (M7) we deduce that for any

arbitrary E

V K A (EL K) H K (+)

Take K' such that K A K'H L. Now putting E = K',

by (*), we have A(K'L K) H. K. In a symmetrical way

we have A(K L K') H K' so A(KL K') H K A K' and

then A(K L K') H L which contradicts (A1).

A merging operator can’t be an arbitration operator

and a majority operator, more precisely we have the

following:

Theorem 11 If an operator satisfies (A4), then it

can't satisfy both (A7) and (M.7).

Proof: From (A7) and (M7) we deduce easily

VK' 3K K' P. K. A (K' U K) H. K. Let's choose

K’ = Ki = form(I), then BK K P K A (K1 L K) H

K. But Ki Pº K is equivalent to Kı A K H L and so

by (A4) we have that A(K1 L K)} K. Contradiction.

So, although it seems very weak, the fairness postu

late (A4) play a very important role, since it allows

us to differentiate arbitration operators and majority

Operators.

In addition to these basic postulates we can find vari

ous other properties, we investigate some of them be

low.

An interesting property for a merging operator is the

following which we call the iteration property:

(Ait.) En A." (E, K) H K

The intuitive idea is that, since the merging operators

give, in a sense, the average knowledge of a knowledge

set, if we always take the result of a merging and it

erate with the same knowledge base, we have to reach

this knowledge base after enough iterations. But, even

if it seems to be a reasonable requirement, we don’t

know if all merging operators obey (Ait.), more ex

actly we suspect that those operators satisfying (Ait.)

are topological operators, i.e. operators defined from

a distance.

Now let's turn our attention to the two properties

of associativity and monotony. We claim that they

are not desirable for merging operators and we show

that merging operators do not satisfy any of them.

First let's give a formal definition of associativity and

monotony:

(Ass) A(El L A(E2)) - A(El L E2)

Associativity seems to be an interesting property since

it would allow sub-merging within the knowledge set.

So merging could be implemented more easily and

more efficiently.
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(Mon) If K H Kł, ..

Kn) H A(K; L ... L. K.)

., Kn. H K, then A(K1 L...L

The monotony property expresses that if a knowledge

set E1 is “stronger” than a knowledge set E2, then the

merging of El has to be logically stronger than the

merging of E2.

Theorem 12 If an operator satisfies (A2) and (A4),

then it doesn't satisfy (Mon).

Proof: Let I, J be two different interpretations. Let

Ki = K} = form(I), K2 = form(J), and K =

form (I,J), so we have Ki H K and K2 H. K. From

(A2) A(K; L K.) = form(I) and from (A4) A(Ki U

K2) P. form(I). So we have A(K1UK2) P. A(KfUK.).

So it is clear that monotony is not satisfied by merging

operators, it is not exactly the same with associativity,

we show that it is not satisfied by majority operators

and that it is not compatible with the iteration prop

erty:

Theorem 13 If an operator satisfies (A2) (A4) and

(M7), then it can't satisfy (Ass).

Proof: Let's take K1 and KJ two different complete

formulae, by (M.7) we have that Bn A (Ki UK?) H Kj.

By (Ass) we have that A(KILK}) = A(KILA(K?)).

But by (A2) we have A(K}) = KJ. So we obtain that

A(KI L KJ) H. K.J. What contradicts (A4).

Theorem 14 If an operator satisfies (A2) and (A4),

then it can't satisfy both (Ait.) and (Ass).

Proof: (Ait.) Bn A" (E, K) H K, but by (Ass) we

find that A*(E, K) = A(E L K") = A(EL A(K”))

and by (A2) we have that A(ELA(K”)) = A(EUK).

So we have that A(EL K) H K, what, taking E = K'

with K' A K H L, contradicts (A4). |

So, if we want some additional property for a merg

ing operator, we have to choose between iteration and

associativity. We claim that iteration is a desirable

property for merging operators, so associativity is not.

4 Semantical characterizations

In this section we give a model-theoretic characteriza

tion of merging operators first in terms of functions on

sets of interpretations and then in terms of family of

orders. More exactly we show that each merging oper

ator corresponds to a function from multi-sets of sets

of interpretations to sets of interpretations and then

we show that each merging operator corresponds to a

family of partial pre-orders on interpretations. The

semantical characterization of the merging operators

in terms of pre-orders is very close to the axiomatic

characterization. This is due to the fact that we

can't have a definition of the pre-order as subtle as

in the case of belief revision. But this semantical

characterization is very useful in the proofs and is

a starting point for generalizing merging operators

(e.g. when one considers the set of alternatives as a

parameter).

First we define what is a merging function:

Definition 15 A function 6 : M → S is said to be

a merging function if the following properties hold for

any M, M1, M2 e M and S, S' E S:

1. If I e ſ M, then I e 6(M)

2. If ſ M #0 and I g ſl M, then I g 6(M)

3. If Sn S = 0, then 6(SUS) g S

4. If I e 6(M1) and I e 6(M2), then I e 6(M1LM2)

5. If 6(M1) ſh 6(M2) # 0 and I g 6(M1), then I g

6(Mi L M2)

A majority merging function is a merging function that

satisfies the following:

6. VM e M VS e S Bn 6(M L S^) c S

A fair merging function is a merging function that sat

isfies the following:

7. VS' e S BS e SS' g S Vn 6(S"LS") = 6(S'LS)

It is easy to see, via the bijection v of section 2 that

the properties 1 – 5 are the semantical counterparts of

postulates (A1 – A6) (notice that postulate (A1) cor

responds to the fact 0 % S), property 6 corresponds to

postulate (M.7) and property 7 corresponds to postu

late (A7). More precisely we have the following repre

sentation theorem which proof is straightforward:

Theorem 16 An operator A is a merging operator (it

satisfies (A1-A6)) if and only if there exists a merging

function 6 : M → S such that

Mod(A(E)) = 6(n(E)).

Furthermore A is a majority merging operator iff 6 is

a majority merging function; and A is an arbitration

operator iff 6 is a fair merging function.
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As in the AGM framework for revision, we can suppose

the existence of some relation which intuitively repre

sents how credible each interpretation is for some given

knowledge set. We will see that there is a close rela

tionship between merging function and these relations

on knowledge sets. First we define what a syncretic

assignment is:

Definition 17 A syncretic assignment is an assign

ment which maps each knowledge set E to a pre-order

<E over interpretations such that for any E, E1, E2 €

8 and for any K, K'e K:

1. If I e Mod(E) and Je Mod(E), then I ~ E J

2. If I e Mod(E) and J g Mod(E), then I <E J

3. If El 4+ E2, then sº E =<E,

4 . If Mod(K)ſ. Mod(K’) = 0, then min(<kuk.) /

Mod(K)

5. If I e min(3E) and I e min(<E.), then I e

min(SELE.)

6. If min(se,) ſh min(3E.) # 0 and I g min(3E),

then I # min(sE,LE.)

A majority syncretic assignment is a syncretic assign

ment which satisfies the following:

7. VE e & VK e K. Bn min(<Euk.) C Mod(K)

A fair syncretic assignment is a syncretic assignment

which satisfies the following:

8. WK' BK if Mod(K') g Mod(K),

Vn min(skukn) = min(skuk)

then

If we have an assignment that maps each knowledge

set E to a pre-order < E on W, then we can define a

function 6 : M → S by the following: let M e M

and let E e 8 be such that v(E) = M, put

6(M) = min(<E) (1)

If the assignment satisfies property 3 above then 6 is

well defined.

Conversely, if we have a function 6 : M → S we can

define a corresponding family of relations on interpre

tations as VE E &

<E= [6(7(E)) × (W \ 6(n(E)))] U {{I, I} \ I e W} (2)

It is easy to show that if we have a (majority, fair) syn

Cretic assignment, then the merging function obtained

by equation 1 is a (majority, fair) merging function.

Conversely, if we have a (majority, fair) merging func

tion, then the family of relations obtained by equation

2 is a (majority, fair) syncretic assignment. This ob

servation together with theorem 16 gives us straight

forwardly the following:

Theorem 18 An operator is a merging operator (re

spectively majority merging operator or arbitration op

erator) if and only if there eacists a syncretic assign

ment (respectively majority syncretic assignment or

fair syncretic assignment) that maps each knowledge

set E to a pre-order <E such that

Mod(A(E)) = min(<E).

As pointed out by D. Makinson (personal communi

cation), this definition of merging operators from such

assignments can be compared to the framework of so

cial choice theory (Kel78, Arró3]. The aim of social

choice theory is to aggregate individual choices into

a social choice, i.e. to find, for a given set of agents

(corresponding to our knowledge sets) with individual

preference relations, a social preference relation which

reflects the preferences of the set of agents. This allows

the definition of a welfare function selecting from a set

of alternatives those that best fit the social preference

relation.

5 Some merging operators

In this section we show the consistency of our merging

postulates by giving three examples of operators. The

first one is not a merging operator but it illustrates an

approach to arbitration operators. The second one is

a majority merging operator and the last one is a true

arbitration operator.

For the following operators we will use the Dalal's dis

tance [Dal&8 to calculate the distance between two

interpretations: let I, J be interpretations, dist(I,J)

is the number of propositional letters the two interpre

tations differ.

We also define the distance between an interpretation

and a knowledge base as the minimum distance be

tween this interpretation and the models of the knowl

edge base, that is:

dist(I, p) = Jeºlo) dist(I,J)

Finally we define the distance between two knowledge

bases by the following:

dist(p, p’) = min dist(I,J)

1e Mod(d) JéMod(e)
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Table 1: Distances

p1 p2 p3 distMax dists distc Max

(0,0,0) 1 1 3 3 5 (3,1,1)

(0,0,1) 0 0 2 2 2 (2,0,0)

(0,1,0) 2 0 2 2 4 (2,2,2)

(0,1,1) 1 1 1 1 3 (1,1,1)

(1,0,0) 0 2 2 2 4 (2,2,0)

(1,0,1) 0 1 1 1 2 (1,1,0)

(1,1,0) 1 1 1 1 3 (1,1,1)

(1,1,1) 1 2 0 2 3 (2,1,0)

The first operator we consider is the AMaz operator.

It comes from an example of model fitting operator

given by Revesz in [Rev.97]. It is close to the minimax

rule used in decision theory (Sav71]. The idea is to find

the closest information to the overall knowledge set.

Therefore it seems to be a good arbitration operator.

But, as we will see, it doesn’t satisfy all the postulates.

Definition 19 Let p be a knowledge base and E be a

knowledge set:

dist Mar (I, E) = max dist(I, p)
ºpe E

So, we define the following order:

I <}* J iſ distma,(I, E) < dist Ma, (J, E)

and Mod(Amaz (E)) = min(<}*)

The second operator we consider is the Ax; operator.

This is a majority merging operator as we will see be

low. Lin and Mendelzon give it as an example of what

they called operators of theory merging by majority in

[LMaj. Independently Revesz gives it as an example

of weighted model fitting in [Rev.93]. The X operator

comes from a natural idea: the distance between an

interpretation and a knowledge set is the sum of the

distances between this interpretation and the knowl

edge bases of the knowledge set.

Definition 20 Let E be a knowledge set and let I be

an interpretation we put:

dists (I, E) = XC dist(1,2)
ºpe E

I <}, Jiff dists (I, E) < dists (J, E)

and Mod(A2(E)) = min(<})

Next we present a new merging operator: AGMar

(stands for Generalized Max). The operator AG.Mar

is an arbitration operator and is a refinement of the

A Maz operator.

Definition 21 Let E be a knowledge set.

E = {p, , ... , pn}. For each interpretation I we

build the list (d; ... d) of distances between this in

terpretation and the n knowledge bases in E, i.e.

d; = dist(I, py). Let Li be the list obtained from

(d; ... d) by sorting it in descending order. Define

distaMar (I, E) = L1. Let ster be the learicographical

order between sequences of integers. Now we put:

Suppose

I s?” J iſ distama. (I, E) <le, distama, (J, E)

and Mod(Aama, (E)) = min(<?”)

We will illustrate the behaviour of these three opera

tors on the database class example given by Revesz in

[Revo3]:

Example 22 Consider a database class with three

students: E = {p1, p.2, p3}. The teacher can teach

SQL, Datalog and O2. He asks his students in turn to

choose what to teach to satisfy the class best. The first

student wants to learn SQL or O2: p1 = (SVO)^-D.

The second wants to learn Datalog or O2 but not both:

p2 = (-SADA-O) v (-SA-DAO). The third wants

to learn the three languages: p3 = (SADA O). Con

sidering the propositional letters S, D and O in that

order we have: Mod(p1) = {(1,0,0), (0,0,1), (1,0,1)},

Mod(p2) - {(0, 1,0), (0, 0, 1)}, Mod(p3) = {(1, 1, 1)}.

Table 1 contains all distances relevant to computa

tions in order to calculate Amar (E), A2(E) and

AGMax (E).

As the min in the column of dist Mar is 1 we have

Mod(AMar (E)) = {(0, 1, 1), (1,0,1), (1,1,0)}, thus

the teacher has to teach two of the three languages to
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best satisfy the class when the criterion to solve con

flicts is A Mar. Similarly as the min in the column of

dists, is 2 we have Mod(Ax; (E)) = {(0,0,1), (1,0,1)},

thus the teacher has to teach both SQL and O2 or

O2 alone to best fit the class when the criterion to

solve conflicts is Axx. Finally as the min in the column

of distag,... is (1,1,0) we have Mod(A&Mar (E)) =

{(1,0,1)}, thus the teacher has to teach SQL and O2

to best satisfy the class when the criterion to solve

conflicts is AG Mar.

As we can expect the result of the merging highly de

pends on the operator we choose. Note in particular

that the AMar operator has selected interpretations

that satisfy as much as possible each student, whereas

the Ax, operator has selected interpretations that sat

isfy the majority of students. Notice also that in this

example the AGMar operator selects the interpreta

tion chosen by both AMar and Ax, operators, showing

its good behaviour.

We will see now the logical properties of these three

Operators.

We first show that AMar is not a merging operator.

Theorem 23 AMar satisfies postulates (A1 – A5),

(A7') and (Ait.) but it doesn't satisfy (A6).

Proof: The proof of (A1 – A3) and (A5) is straight

forward. To prove that (A4) is satisfied suppose

KA K' H. L. We consider two cases: dist(K, K') = 1

or dist(K, K') > 1 If dist(K, K') = 1 then BI e

Mod(K), BJ e Mod(K') such that dist(I,J) = 1, so

as dist(I,J) is minimum I e Mod(A(K L K')) and

J e Mod(A(K L K')), so A(K L K') / K. Other

wise dist(K, K') > 1, and then BI e Mod(K), BJ e

Mod(K') VI'e Mod(K), VJ'e Mod(K') dist(I,J) <

dist(I", J') and dist(I,J) > 1. But it is easy to see

that if dist(I,J) = a > 1 then there exists Le W

such that dist(L, I) < a. and dist(L, J) < a., so

dist Mar (L, K L K') < a. Therefore L <!". I so I ?

Mod(A(K L K')), so A(K L K') / K. (A7') is satis

fi dist(I. p) = ist(I. p).ed because adºk, ist (I, p) cººk dist(I, p). So

A(E L K") = A(E, K). As (A7') is satisfied, (A7) is

satisfied. In order to show that (A6) is not satisfied

consider the example 22 and observe that if we take

E1 = {{pl} and E2 = {22, 23}, then A(E)^ A(E2) -

form({(1,0,1)}) is consistent, and A(E L E2) =

form({(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0)}), SO A(El L E2) }%

A(E1) A A(E2).

It remains to show that (Ait.) holds. First, by induc

tion on dist(K, K') we prove that

En such that Aſia, (K", K) H K (+)

If dist(K, K') = 0 the proof is straightfor

ward. Suppose dist(K, K’) = 1. Then BI e

Mod(K) 3.J e Mod(K') dist(I,J) = 1. So I e

Amar (K, K') and then, by (A2), Aiza, (K’, K) =

AMar(A Mar(K’, K), K) - AMar (K’, K) A K. So

Aïta, (K", K) H. K. Suppose that dist(K, K') > 1.

Put a = dist(K’, K), i.e. BI e Mod(K) BJ e

Mod(K') dist(I,J) = a. Let aſ2 be the integer part

of the quotient of a by 2. Since I and J disagree on

a letters, we can find an interpretation I' such that I'

agrees with I on the letters on which I and J agree,

and I" agrees with J on aſ2 letters on which I and

J disagree and I" agrees with I for the a/2 remain

ing letters if a is even and for the a/2 + 1 remaining

letters if a is odd. So we have dist(I', K) < a./2 and

dist(I", K') < a./2 if a is even or dist(I", K') < a./2 + 1

if a is odd.

If a is even then dist Mar (I’, {K, K'}) < a./2, so if J'e

Mod(AMar(K, K')) then dist Mar (J', {K, K'}) < aſ2.

So we have that if dist(K, K') = a with a > 1 then

dist(K, AMar (K, K')) < aſ2. By induction hypothe

sis there exists n such that Aºra,(A Mar(K, K'), K) H

K that is A.(K’, K) H K. The case where a is

odd is similar. Now (Ait.) follows from (*) by putting

K' = A(EL K).

The operator Ax is a majority merging operator as

stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 24 Ax; satisfies postulates (A1-A6), (M.7)

and (Ait.).

Proof: We will prove that the assignment E – 3

is a majority syncretic assignment. Then by theorem

18 we conclude that Ay, satisfies (A1 – A6) and (M7).

Let's verify the conditions of a majority syncretic as

signment:

1. If I e Mod(E) and J e Mod(E), then

disty,(I, E) = 0 and disty;(J, E) = 0, so I ~ E. J.

2. If I e Mod(E) and J & Mod(E), then

disty (I, E) = 0 and disty (J, E) > 0, so I <E J.

3. Straightforward.

4. Suppose K. A K' H. L., so dist(K, K') > 0.

So BI e Mod(K), BJ e Mod(K') VI' e

Mod(K), VJ'e Mod(K') dist(I,J) < dist(I", J')

and dist(I,J) = a > 1. It is easy to see that

a = min{dists(L, K L K'): Le W} thus I e

Mod(A(K L K')) and Je Mod(A(K L K')), so

A(K L K') / K.

5. If I e min(se, ) and I e min(se,

), then VJ disty (I, E1) < dists.(J, E1) and
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disty (I, E2) < dists.(J, E2). So VJ disty,(I, E1)+

disty (I, E2) < disty (J, E1) + disty (J, E2). By

definition of dists, is easy to see that for any

L., E, E", disty (L, E L E') = disty (L, E) +

disty (L, E"). Then VJ disty,(I, E L E2) <

dists (J, E, LI E3). So I e min(SEue,).

6. If min(<E,) ſh min(<E.) # 0, then BJ s.t. J e

min(sE, ) and J E min(se,). Suppose I g

min(se, ), then disty (J, E1) < disty (I, E1) and

disty (J, E2) < disty (I, E2). So disty (J, E1) +

disty (J, E2) < disty (I, E1) + disty (I, E2). Then

disty (J, E, L E2) < disty (I, E. L. E2). Then

I % min(S.E.L.E.).

7. We have to find a n such that min(<EUkn) C

Mod(K). Consider r = mºdist:(I, E), i.e. a.

is the distance of the furthest interpretation from

E. We choose n = a + 1, it is easy to see that

if I e Mod(K) then disty,(I, E L K") < n. And

if I g Mod(K) then disty (I, E L K") > n. So if

I e min(3EUkn) then I e Mod(K).

Now we prove that (Ait.) holds. We want to show that

En A; (K’, K) H. K. Let a be the distance between

K and K". Take I e Mod(K) and J e Mod(K')

such that dist(I,J) = a. It is easy to see that a =

min{disty (L, K L K'): Le W} thus I e Mod(A(KL

K')) and then Ax(Ax(K' L K), K) H. K. Therefore

En A; (K’, K) H. K. And with K' = Ax(EL K) we

have an A; (E, K) H K. |

Now, we will state some lemmas in order to prove that

AGMax has desirable properties.

Definition 25 Let L1 and L2 be two lists of n num

bers sorted in descending order. We define L1 G) L2 the

list obtained by sorting in descending order the con

catenation of L1 with L2.

Lemma 26 Let L1, LA, L2, Lº be 4 lists of integers

sorted in descending order. If L1 ster LA and L2 <ler

L; then L1 G) L2 <lez LA G) L}.

Proof: Suppose that L1 < Li and L2 < L. It is

easy to see that the two following inequalities hold:

L1 G) L2 <ler LA 3) L2 and L2 @ LA Sier L; G) Lí. So

by transitivity L1 @ L2 ster LA G) L4. |

Lemma 27 Let L1, LM, L2, Lº be 4 lists of integers

sorted in descending order. If L1 <ler Li and L2 <lez

L; then L1 G) L2 <ler Li (3) L}.

Proof. With the assumptions it is easy to see that

L1 G) L2 <ler L G) L2 and L2 @ LA <ler L; G) Lí. We

conclude by transitivity of ster.

The operator AGMar is a true arbitration operator as

showed in the following theorem.

Theorem 28 The operator AGMar satisfies postu

lates (A1 - A6) and (Ait.). Furthermore AGMar satis

fies (A7) iff card(P) > 1. But it doesn't satisfy (A7').

Proof. In order to show that GM air satisfies (A1 –

A7) we use the representation theorem and we show

that the assignment E →*}” is a fair syncretic as

signment.

1. If I e Mod(E) and J e Mod(E), then WK, e.

E I e Mod(K) and J e Mod(K), then LI

(0, ...,0) and LJ = (0, ...,0), so I ~E J.

-

2. If I e Mod(E) and J Z Mod(E), then LI

(0, ...,0) and LJ # (0, ...,0), so I <e J.

3. If E → E2, then is obvious that se, =<E,.

4. This property is proved in a similar way as (A4)

for AMar (theorem 23).

5. If I e min(se, ) and I e min(se,), then VJ e

W Lý šte, Lj, and Lft. 31., Lº. So, by

lemma 26, we have v.J L;” <!., Ljº.

Then I e min(sE,LE,).

6. If min(3E) ſh min(3E,) # 0 and I g min(<E),

let J E min(<e,) n min(<e,), so Lj <le, Lý

and L}. Sier L}, and by lemma 27 follows

L}* <le, Líº". Then I g min(<eue.).

7. Consider a knowledge base K'. We will show

that if there are 2 or more propositional vari

ables then there exists a K s.t. K' } K and

Vn min(skruk") = min(skuk). We consider

2 cases, first if card(Mod(K')) > 1 then let

I e Mod(K'), we choose K = form(I). So,

by condition 1 and 2, min(skruk) = {I} and

Vn min(skukn) = {I}. Hence Vn min(skuk.

) = min(skruk). Second, if card(Mod(K')) = 1,

let Mod(K') = {J}, we choose K = form(I)

s.t. dist(I,J) = 2, this is possible because there

are at least two propositional variables. So there

exists I" s.t. dist(I", I) = 1 and dist(I", J) =

1. So min(Skruk") F {I, dist(I", I) -

1 and dist(I', J) = 1} otherwise if BJ' such

that dist(J', K) = 0 then dist(J', K') > 2

or if dist(J', K’) = 0 then dist(J', K) > 2,

and so Li, < LJ. . So Vn min(skuk.) =

{I' : dist(I", I) = 1 and dist(I', J) = 1}. Then

Vn min(skukn) = min(skruk). Conversely

suppose that P = {p}. Put K' = p. Then the

only consistent K (up to logical equivalence) such
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Table 2: Summary Table

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A7' M7 Ait

Maar V V V V - V V - V

XX V V V V y – - V V

GMair y V V V V V - - V

that K' 7 K is K = −p but AgMar (K' U K")

–p for any n > 2 whereas A&Mar (K' L. K.)

—p V p.

To show that AG Max doesn't satisfy (A7) consider the

following example: Suppose that P = {p, q} and that

K’ = −p A -q and K = −p A q. It is easy to see that

AG.Mar(KL K") = ~p whereas A&Mar(K' U K") =

—p A q for any n > 2.

Finally the proof that the postulate (Ait.) holds for

AgMar goes exactly the same way that for A Mar (the

orem 23). |

Actually GMair operator is a refinement of the Mar

operator. More precisely we have the following obser

vation the proof of which is straightforward:

Observation 29 A&Mar (E) H AMar (E).

We end this section referring the reader to table 2

which sums up the properties of operators defined

above. It is filled using the results of this section to

gether with some results of section 3. The symbol

v (respectively –) in a square means that the corre

sponding operator satisfies (resp. does not satisfy) the

corresponding postulate.

6 Conclusion and future work

We have proposed in this paper a set of postulates

that a rational merging operator has to satisfy. We

have made a distinction between arbitration operators

striving to minimize individual dissatisfaction and ma

jority operators striving to minimize global dissatis

faction. The fairness postulate is the key postulate in

this distinction. We have shown that our characteri

zation is equivalent to a family of pre-orders on inter

pretations. We show the consistency of the axiomatic

characterization by giving examples of operators. In

Particular, we have proposed a new rational merging

Operator called AgMar and shown that it is an arbi

tration operator.

Actually, in a committee, all the protagonists do not

have the same weight on the final decision and so one

needs to weight each knowledge base to reflect this.

The idea behind weights is that the higher weight

a knowledge base has, the more important it is. If

the knowledge bases reflect the view of several people,

weights could represent, for example, the cardinality

of each group. We want to characterize logically the

use of this weights. Majority operators are close to this

idea of weighted operators since they allow to take car

dinalities into account. But a more subtle treatment

of weights in merging is still to do, in particular the

notion of weighted arbitration operators is missing.

In this work the result of a merging is a subset of the

set of all interpretations but a lot of systems have to

conform to a set of integrity constraints, for that rea

son it is interesting to be able to merge some knowl

edge sets in the presence of these constraints (LMb).

And so one has to restrain the result of the merging to

be a subset of the set of allowed interpretations. Sup

pose that these integrity constraints are denoted by the

knowledge base IC. If we consider a weighted rational

merging, a way to incorporate integrity constraints is

to add IC to E with a weight “infinity”. Thus we

would ensure that the interpretations selected were

models of IC. Intuitively, it amounts to consider a

person in the committee whose view is unquestionable

and therefore one has to choose among the alternatives

given by that person.

But the best way to include integrity constraints seems

to be to select the minimal models in the models of the

IC base rather than in W. Intuitively, we restrict the

choices of interpretations to those which satisfy IC. It

is in a sense what Revesz called model fitting operators

[RevoT).

In that paper we use only the Dalal's distance to define

the distance between two interpretations, it would be

interesting to study operators defined with other dis

tances, in particular distances which give partial or

ders.

Notice also that the three merging operators defined

in the paper are based on the Dalal's distance. But

if one chooses an other distance between interpreta

tions and keeps the same definitions, then one obtains

other merging operators. So, more exactly, we have
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defined in this paper three families of merging opera

tors, function of the definition of the distance between

interpretations. It would be interesting to find what

the minimum conditions on that distance are to ensure

that the operators satisfy the axiomatic characteriza

tion.

Two other points of interest are to study merg

ing operators which are not defined from a distance

and to study syntactic definition of merging operators.
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Abstract

The representation of terminological knowl

edge may naturally lead to terminological

cycles. In addition to descriptive seman

tics, the meaning of cyclic terminologies can

also be captured by fixed-point semantics,

namely, greatest and least fixed-point seman

tics. To gain a more profound understand

ing of these semantics and to obtain infer

ence algorithms as well as complexity re

sults for inconsistency, subsumption, and re

lated inference tasks, this paper provides au

tomata theoretic characterizations of these

semantics. More precisely, the already ex

isting results for J. Co are extended to the

language A.C.V., which additionally allows

for primitive negation and number-restric

tions. Unlike J Co, the language A.C.V. al

lows to express inconsistent concepts, which

makes non-trivial extensions of the charac

terizations and algorithms necessary. Nev

ertheless, the complexity of reasoning does

not increase when going from J Co to ACNſ.

This distinguishes AC.V from the very ex

pressive languages with fixed-point operators

proposed in the literature. It will be shown,

however, that cyclic AC.V-terminologies are

expressive enough to capture schemas in cer

tain semantic data models.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cyclic terminologies were first investigated by B. Nebel

(Nebel, 1987, Nebel, 1990a, Nebel, 1990b), who has in

*oduced fixed-point semantics (namely, greatest and

*st fixed-point semantics) in addition to descrip

tive Semantics to capture the meaning of such ter

*inologies. Which of the semantics should be pref

ered depends on the particular representation problem

at hand. Furthermore, Nebel has shown—by prov

ing the finite model property—that for the language

AC.V., which allows for concept conjunction, (univer

sal) value-restriction, primitive negation, and unquali

fied number-restrictions, subsumption w.r.t. cyclic ter

minologies and the descriptive semantics is decidable.

In order to gain a more profound understanding of all

three semantics as well as more feasible decision al

gorithm and complexity results for subsumption, F.

Baader (Baader, 1996b) has proposed automata the

oretic characterizations of the three semantics for the

Small representation language JF Co, which allows for

concept conjunction and (universal) value-restrictions.

Following this approach, B. Nebel (Nebel, 1991) has

given an automata theoretic characterization of equiv

alence of concepts w.r.t. cyclic J. Co-terminologies. Al

though (Nebel, 1991) introduces the semantics for

AC.V., the technical results are restricted to the sub

language JF Co.

Since J Co is not expressive enough for most practi

cal representation problems, in this paper the results

for J. Co are extended to the language A.C.V. Gen

eralizing the results from J. Co to AC.V is not triv

ial due to inconsistent concepts, which are express

ible in AC.V., but not in J Co. Technically, this

fact is dealt with by introducing the notion of so

called etcluding words. The new complexity results

presented in this paper are summarized in Table 1

for all three semantics both for general (i.e., pos

sibly cyclic) and weak-acyclic terminologies (allow

ing only for e-cycles) where ‘PSp' denotes PSPACE

completeness and ‘NP’ NP-completeness. The com

plexity upper bounds are proved by deriving decision

algorithms from the automata theoretic characteriza

tions of inconsistency and subsumption presented in

this work. The complexity lower bounds are (more or

less straightforward) consequences of known complex

ity results for J. Co-terminologies and schemas.
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Table 1: Complexity Results for AC.V-Terminologies

descriptive gfp lfp

Subsumption
general PSp PSp PSp

Inconsistency
general PSp PSp PSp

Inconsistency NP NP NP

(weak-)acyclic

Terminological cycles in much more expressive exten

sions of J. Co have been investigated in (Schild, 1994)

and (Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1994). K. Schild has ex

tended the language ACC by the fixed-point operators

of the p-calculus to pl.ACC, and has shown—among

other results—that pl.ACC is more expressive than

general ACC-terminologies." Moreover, the language

pl.ACC has been extended in (Giacomo and Lenzerini,

1994) by (qualified) number-restrictions to ACCQu.

Thus, the language ACCQu contains AC.V. Con

sistency as well as subsumption for ACCQſu-concepts

is EXPTIME-complete, whereas these problems are

merely PSPACE-complete for AC.V. (see Table 1).

This justifies to consider the restricted case sepa

rately since it is likely that implemented decision al

gorithms for PSPACE-complete problems are easier to

optimize than those for EXPTIME-complete problems

(Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996). For both ACCQu

and AC.V., the important inference problems can be

decided with the help of finite automata. However, the

automata for ACCQp are of exponential size and they

are tree automata reflecting certain semantic struc

tures, while the automata for AC.V are finite automata

on words that are merely syntactic variants of ACV

terminologies.

Cycles can increase the complexity of inference prob

lems or may even lead to undecidability. For in

stance, subsumption for general J. Co-terminologies

which allow for feature agreements is undecidable

(Nebel, 1991), whereas this problem is decidable for

acyclic terminologies.” In this paper, we exhibit an

other instance of this phenomenon: It is shown that

inconsistency w.r.t. acyclic AC.V-terminologies is NP

complete, whereas it is PSPACE-complete for general

AC.V-terminologies (see Table 1).

Nevertheless, the literature points out the need for

cyclic definitions of concepts (see, e.g., (MacGregor,

*To ensure the existence of least and greatest fixed-point

models, recursively defined concepts must occur positively

in their definition.

*One can use the technique described in (Ait-Kaci,

1984) to obtain this result (see also (Hollunder and Nutt,

1990)).

1992; Buchheit et al., 1994; Calvanese, 1996)). For

instance, description logics can be used to describe

schemas in many semantic and object-oriented data

models (see, e.g., (Borgida, 1995; Bergamaschi and

Sartori, 1992; Calvanese et al., 1994)). These schemas

are often cyclic; e.g., the Boss of an Employee is a

Manager who is himself an Employee. Unlike termi

nologies, which consist of concept definitions, schemas

state only necessary (rather than necessary and suffi

cient) conditions for concepts. In this paper, however,

it is shown that the important inference problems for

so-called (cyclic) SCdis-schemas, which where intro

duced in (Buchheit et al., 1994), can be reduced to cor

responding problems for (cyclic) AC.V-terminologies.

Hence, the decision algorithms for terminologies pre

sented below can be used to decide inference problems

for schemas. This yields new proofs for the complex

ity upper bounds for such schemas, and moreover, for

a more expressive schema language since it allows for

arbitrary number-restrictions. Conversely, existing re

sults for complexity lower bounds of schemas can be

used to derive complexity results for terminologies.

In the next section we introduce some basic definitions

and state simple properties. In section 3 we charac

terize the three semantics. The subsequent sections

contain characterizations of inconsistency as well as

subsumption for all three semantics. Within these sec

tions the results for the greatest fixed-point semantics

are presented in detail; the extensions required by the

descriptive and least fixed-point semantics are briefly

described.

2 BASIC DEFINITIONS

The basic syntactic elements of a concept language are

concepts and roles. Let A denote an atomic concept,

i.e., a concept name, as well as C, D arbitrary con

cepts, R a role name, and n a non-negative integer.

Then ACN-concepts are formed by means of the fol

lowing syntax rules:

C, D — A |-|A || C T D |VR.C (> n R) (< n R)

A (general) AC.V-terminology T consists of a finite

set of concept definitions A = C where A denotes

an atomic concept and C an A.C.V-concept. In ad

dition, it is required that for every atomic concept A

in T there is at most one concept definition with left

hand side A. We call atomic concepts appearing on

the left-hand side of some concept definition in T de

fined, otherwise primitive. For an ACN-terminology

T only primitive negation is allowed, i.e., if -A is a

sub-concept in T, then A must be primitive.

A terminology is cyclic if there exists at least one
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atomic concept which (directly or indirectly) occurs in

its own definition. Formally, cycles are defined as fol

lows: Let A denote a defined concept and B an atomic

concept. We say that A directly uses B if B occurs on

the right-hand side of the concept definition A = C

in T. Now let uses denote the transitive closure of di

rectly uses. Then a terminology T is cyclic if there is

a defined concept in T that uses itself, otherwise T is

called acyclic.

The following is an example (taken from (Nebel, 1991))

of a cyclic AC.V-terminology consisting of only one

concept definition:

Mammalſ (> 2 parents) ſl

(< 2 parents) ſl Vparents.Human

T : Human =

Here, Human is a defined concept, Mammal a primitive

concept, and parents a role. Intuitively, this terminol

ogy defines human beings as those mammals having

exactly two parents all of whom are human beings.

In order to define the semantics of AC.V-terminologies

formally, we-similarly to the first-order predicate

logic—have to introduce the notion “interpretation”.

An interpretation I consists of a domain dom(I) and

a mapping assigning a subset C" of dom(I) (the er

tension of C) to every atomic concept C as well as

a binary relation R' over dom(I) (the extension of

R) to every atomic role R. This interpretation is ex

tended to AC.V-concepts as defined in Table 2 where

R" (d) := {e e dom(I) (d, e) e R'} denotes the set

of R-successors of d in I. For convenience we write

Table 2: Semantics of AC.V-Concepts

| Syntax | Semantics |

—A dom(I) \A'

C T D CI ſn DI

VR.C | {d e dom(I); R' (d) C C''}

(< n R) |{d e dom(I);|R' (d)|<n}

(> n R) |{de dom(I);|R' (d) > n)

VW.C instead of VR1.VR2 . . . VRA.C., n > 0, where W

denotes the word R1 . . . Rn. According to this abbre

viation, let W’ be the composition R; o . . . o R', of

the relations R}, 1 < i < n. For the empty word, s'

denotes the identity relation. As for an atomic role,

W’ (d) denotes the set of W-successors of d in I.

An interpretation I is a model of a terminology T iff

A* = C" for all concept definitions A = C in T. The

descriptive semantics of T is defined by the set of all

models I of T.

In presence of cyclic dependencies the descriptive se

mantics does not capture the intuitive meaning of a

terminology in any case. Therefore, the meaning of

cyclic terminologies is also specified by so-called fixed

point semantics, which have been introduced by B.

Nebel (Nebel, 1991). In order to define these seman

tics, we divide the interpretation I of the terminol

ogy T into the primitive interpretation J and the in

terpretation of the defined concepts of T (Human in

the example). The primitive interpretation determines

the extensions of the primitive concepts and roles in

T (Mammal and role in the example). For acyclic

terminologies the primitive interpretation J of T can

uniquely be extended to a model I of T, i.e., the exten

sions of the defined concepts in T are uniquely deter

mined by J and T. However, in the presence of cyclic

dependencies there may exist several possible exten

sions of the primitive interpretation J to a model I

of T. In such a model the extensions of the defined

concepts are fixed-points of the following mapping:

Definition 1.

Let T be a terminology consisting of the con

cept definitions A1 = D1, ..., An = Dn, and

let J be a primitive interpretation. The mapping

T; ; (24”(9))” – (24”(9))” is defined as follows:

Let A e (2”(*))" be a tuple, namely, a tuple of ex

tensions of the defined concepts, and I the interpreta

tion given by J and A. Then Ty(A) = (D},..., D.).

K»

Note, that for ACV the mapping TJ is monotonic

where the tuples are ordered componentwise by set in

clusion. Thus, for every ACN-terminology T and ev

ery primitive interpretation J there is always a unique

greatest and least fixed-point of T.J. Furthermore, it is

not hard to see that if I is a model of T with primitive

interpretation J, then the tuple of the extensions of

the defined concepts in T is a fixed-point of Ty, i.e., I

is specified by J and a fixed-point of T.J.

Now, we are equipped to define the fixed-point seman

tics mentioned above. The lſp-semantics allows only

those models of T as admissible models which come

from a primitive interpretation J and the least fixed

point of the mapping TJ (lfp-models); analogously, the

gfp-semantics allows only those models of T as admis

sible models which come from a primitive interpreta

tion J and the greatest fixed-point of the mapping TJ

(gfp-models). For more information on these semantics

see, e.g., (Nebel, 1991; Baader, 1996b; Baader, 1990;

Küsters, 1997).

Let A, B be atomic concepts in the terminology

T. The concept A is inconsistent w.r.t. T (T-incon

sistent) and w.r.t. the descriptive semantics (lfp-, gfp
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Semantics) iff in every model (lfp-, gfp-model) of T the

extension of A is empty. The concept A is subsumed

by B w.r.t. T and the descriptive semantics (lfp-, gfp

semantics) iff for all models (lfp-, gfp-models) I of T

we have: A' C B'. In this case, we write A CT B

(A Eliot B, A Caſpºt B).

Since AC.V allows for number-restrictions, primitive

negation can be dispensed with using the technique

proposed in (Baader, 1996a): The concepts -P and

P in a terminology can be replaced by (< 0 RP) and

(> 1 RP), respectively, for a new role name Rp. By

this substitution one can reduce inconsistency and sub

sumption of concepts for AC.V-terminologies to J. C.V

terminologies, that do not allow for primitive negation.

Without loss of generality, we therefore restrict our at

tention to J. C.V in the sequel.

In order to characterize the three semantics we first

have to normalize the terminology T and then asso

ciate a semi-automaton to the normalized terminol

ogy: T is called normalized if every right-hand side

of a concept definition is a finite conjunction of con

cepts of the form VW.C. where W is a finite word over

the role names in T and C is an atomic concept or a

number-restriction. A semi-automaton is defined by a

finite alphabet X, a finite set of states Q, and a finite

set E C Q x XX* x Q of word-transitions.

Now, the (non-deterministic) semi-automaton AT =

(X, Q, E) of the normalized J C.V-terminology T is de

fined as follows: The alphabet X of AT consists of the

role names occurring in T; the atomic concepts and

number-restrictions of T are the states q e Q of AT; a

concept definition A = WW1.Ai ſi. . . ſ. WWE.A. gives

rise to k word-transitions, where the transition from A

to A, is labeled with the word W. (for more details see

(Baader, 1996b; Küsters, 1997; Nebel, 1990b)). Note

that in a semi-automaton, word-transitions can easily

be eliminated by replacing each of these transitions by

a sequence of new introduced transitions (labeled with

letters) using new states. Therefore, if needed, AT is

(w.l.o.g.) supposed to be a semi-automaton without

word-transitions, i.e., E C Q X (X U (s}) x Q. For

the terminology of the example we obtain the semi

automaton AT shown in Figure 1 where M = Mammal,

H = Human, and p = parents.

Let A be an atomic concept and C an atomic con

cept or a number-restriction. Then LA, (A, C) (resp.

L(A, C) if the relationship to AT is clear from the con

text) denotes the set of words (over the role names in

T) that are labels of paths from A to C in A.T. We

also have to consider infinite words, i.e., elements of

XX*. The set UAr (A) (resp. U(A)) denotes the set of

(finite and infinite) words which are labels of infinite

(3) G)

Figure 1: The Semi-Automaton AT

paths in AT starting from A. Note that since AT al

lows for 8-transitions, U(A) may contain finite words.

For L. C. Y." and R E XX the set L. R is defined as

{W. R. We L} where “” denotes concatenation of

words; furthermore L. R. := {We X" | W. Re L}.

In order to characterize inconsistency and subsump

tion, the notion of “requiring” is very useful. This

notion is quite similar to the notion “active chain

of roles” introduced in (Calvanese, 1996). Due to

number-restrictions, atomic concepts can “require”

chains of role successors which have to start from every

instance of such a concept.

Definition 2 (require).

Let T be an J. C.V-terminology, At the correspond

ing semi-automaton, and A an atomic concept in T.

Furthermore, let W = R1 . . . R, denote a finite word

and V = R1 . . . Rºn a prefix of W, i.e., m × n. The

word W is required by A starting from V iff for all

i, m sº i < n, there are numbers kill × 1 such

that VRn 11 . . . R. E L(A, (> kill R,+1)). For infi

nite words this notion is defined analogously. If V = 3

we say “W is required by A" instead of “W is required

by A starting from e”. K»

It is easy to see that if an instance of A in defini

tion 2 has a V-successor w.r.t. a model I of T, then

it must also have a W-successor. Using this obser

vation it follows that every instance of Human in the

example has an infinite chain of ancestors: Because of

parents' e L(Human, (> 2 parents)) for all j > 0, every

word parents' is required by Human.

In the following, we need two more definitions. For a

semi-automaton AT, a set F of AT-states, and a role

R, we define the sets:

e-closure(F) := {q' there is a state q e F and

a (possibly empty) path from q to

q' in AT labeled with E),

neart. (F, R) := e-closure({q' there is a state

q e <-closure(F) and a transition

from q to q' with label R in AT)).

Before characterizing inconsistency and subsumption,

a closer look at the semantics themselves is needed.
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3 CHARACTERIZING THE

SEMANTICS

The automata theoretic characterizations of the three

semantics for J. C.V are easy extensions of the results

for J. Co. We just have to add conditions for number

restrictions which are analogous to the conditions for

primitive concepts. The characterization for the gfp

Semantics is as follows:

Theorem 3 (gfp-semantics).

Let T be an J. C.V-terminology, At the corresponding

semi-automaton, I a gfp-model of T, and A an atomic

concept occurring in T. For every de dom(I) we have

de A' iff the following property holds:

For all C that are either a primitive concept

or a number-restriction, and for all words W e

LA, (A, C) it holds that d e (VW.C)'. []

For lſp- and descriptive semantics an additional condi

tion must be satisfied, which, however, coincides with

the one for J. Co (Baader, 1996b).

Descriptive semantics: For the descriptive seman

tics, relationships between defined concepts also have

to be taken into account. In order to characterize

the descriptive semantics formally, we must introduce

some more notions: As already mentioned, for a model

I of T (with primitive interpretation J) the tuple of

extensions of the defined concepts is a fixed-point of

T.J. We can describe this fixed-point as greatest fixed

point A-gfp(TJ) of TJ that is less or equal a tuple A.

Since TJ is monotonic, it can be shown that such a

fixed-point exists if Ty(A) C A (see (Baader, 1996b;

Küsters, 1997) for details). Using this observation, it is

easy to see that for every model I with primitive inter

pretation J there is a tuple A such that A-gfp(TJ) ex

ists and I consists of J and A-gfp(TJ). We refer to the

extension of a defined concept B in A by (A)nder(B).

Now let I be a model of T defined by J and A-gfp(TJ).

With this notation, Theorem 3 is extended by the fol

lowing condition, which additionally must be satisfied

(Küsters, 1997):

For all defined concepts B and all We L(A, B) it

holds Wł(d) C (4)inder(B).

Lfp-semantics: For the lfp-semantics there is an ad

ditional condition to be satisfied as well. This condi

tion intuitively prohibits infinite role chains starting

from de A'. Formally, Theorem 3 is extended by the

following condition:

For all infinite paths of the form

A, W1, C1, W2, C2, ... and all individuals di, d2,

da, ... e dom(I) there is an n > 1 such that

(dm−1, da) # W.; where do = d.

The characterizations provide a more intuitive way to

understand and to compare the different semantics.

This can make the decision easier which of the seman

tics to prefer in a given representation task. Further

more, we can employ these descriptions to characterize

and decide inconsistency and subsumption.

4 CHARACTERIZING

INCONSISTENCY

In J Co, inconsistent concepts only occur for lſp

semantics. Due to conflicting number restrictions, in

consistent J. C.V-concepts may also occur for the gfp

and descriptive semantics.

Before formulating the characterization of inconsis

tency, we introduce the notion “eacclusion set”, which

will become important in the construction of decision

procedures both for inconsistency and for subsump

tion. Intuitively, an exclusion set describes a set of

AT-states that require words leading to conflicting

number-restrictions.

Definition 4 (exclusion set).

Let T be an J. C.V-terminology and AT = (X, Q, E)

the corresponding semi-automaton without word

transitions. The set Fo C Q is called etclusion set

w.r.t. -AT iff there is a word R1 . . . Rn e XX* and, for

all i, 1 < i < n, numbers mi > 1, and l P r such

that for F. := neart. (F-1, Ri), 1 < i < n, the follow

ing holds: (> m, R.) E F-1 for all 1 < i < n and

(> l R), (< r R) e Fn. K»

Now we are ready to formulate

Theorem 5 (inconsistency).

Let T be an J. C.V-terminology, At the corresponding

semi-automaton (without word-transitions), and A an

atomic concept in T. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

1. A is T-inconsistent w.r.t. gfp-semantics.

2. There is a word We XX" that is required by A, and

there are conflicting number-restrictions (> l R)

and (< r R), l - r, with W e L(A, (> l R)) ſh

L(A, (s r R)).

3. E-closure({A}) is an exclusion set. D
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Proof sketch of Theorem 5 (for details see

(Küsters, 1997)); It is easy to see that statement 2, im

plies inconsistency of A. Furthermore, proving equiv

alence of 2. and 3. is straightforward. The non-trivial

part of the proof is to show that statement 2. is nec

essary for inconsistency. We show that, if statement

2. does not hold, then it is possible to define a canon

ical gfp-model I of T in which the extension of A is

non-empty. More precise, I is a finite branching tree

model of T and the root do of this tree is contained

in A'. In order to construct the primitive interpre

tation J of I, one first satisfies the P-restrictions re

quired by A. Then, if 2. does not hold, it can be

shown that the s-restrictions stated for A are not vi

olated. To satisfy the P-restrictions required by A,

we enumerate the (finite) words required by A, where

the enumeration is ordered by the length of the words

(E, parents, parents parents, ... in the example). Start

ing from do the tree is inductively extended according

to the required words of the enumeration (in the ex

ample this leads to a binary tree since for every indi

vidual two parents are required by Human). Formally,

the canonical model is defined as follows:

Definition 6 (canonical gfp-model).

Let T be an ºf C.V-terminology, AT = (X, Q, E) the

corresponding semi-automaton, and A an atomic con

cept in T. The primitive canonical interpretation

J = JCA, do) for A and the individual do is defined

as follows:

Let Wo, W1, W2, W3, ... be the infinite (w.o.l.g.; the

finite case can be dealt with analogously) enumeration

of the words required by A such that W, # W, for

all i # j, and i < j, implies W. s |W;|. Note that

if one word is required by A, then all prefixes of this

word are also required. Consequently, Wo = E and

|W, 3 |W,+1 | implies ||Will | = |W, 4-1. We define J

inductively:

Jo; dom(Jo) := {do); R* := 0 for all roles R in T;

the extensions of the primitive concepts are not defined

here, they will be defined for J.

Ji-i-1: For Wi+1 there is exactly one j < i + 1 and one

role R in T such that W,+1 = W. R. Let m > 1 be

maximal such that W, e L(A, (> m R)), i.e., there

is no m' > m with W.; e L(A, (> m' R)) (m ex

ists since Will is required by A, and T contains

only a finite number of number-restrictions). Let

Kılı - {d,..., d.} := W." (do) (where r > 0) be

the set of Wi-successors of do in J. Furthermore,

let ei,...,e},...,eſ,..., e, be (r. m) new individu

als. We extend Ji to J, 11 by

dom(Jil 1) := dom(J) J{e}, - - - sehº - - -

r r -

ef, . . .eſ.};

S** := S', for all roles S # R and Rºti :=

R*U{(de, ef) |1 < k <r, 1 < 1 < m}.

Now, J is defined as follows:

dom(J) := Uso dom(J); Sº := Uso S' for all roles

S in T; for all primitive concepts P and individuals

de dom(J) let: de P' iff there exists a word We X"

such that We L(A, P) and de W*(d0).

The canonical qſp-model I = I (A, do) for A and do is

defined as the gfp-model of J(A, do) and T, i.e., I is

defined by the primitive interpretation J(A, do) and

the greatest fixed-point of TJUAdo). KX

Now, the following Propositions (Küsters, 1997) com

pletes the proof of Theorem 5.

Proposition 7.

If statement 2, in Theorem 5 does not hold, then do €

A" where I = I(A, do). D

In general, for a given set of states it is a non-trivial

problem to decide whether a given set of states is

an exclusion set. The complexity of this problem is

due to the fact that role successors can be required.

It is not hard to specify a PSPACE-algorithm decid

ing the property of being an exclusion set. Thus, by

Theorem 5 inconsistency is decidable using polynomial

space (see (Küsters, 1997) for details). In (Calvanese,

1996), it has been shown that consistency of concepts

w.r.t. AC-schemas (see section 6) and descriptive se

mantics is PSPACE-complete. Using Theorem 17 this

shows

Proposition 8.

Inconsistency in general AC.V-terminologies with re

spect to gfp-semantics is PSPACE-complete. []

Descriptive semantics: Every gfp-model of a termi

nology is also a model with respect to the descrip

tive semantics. Furthermore, the extensions of de

fined concepts w.r.t. g;p-semantics are maximal. Thus,

an atomic concept A is inconsistent w.r.t. the gfp

semantics iff it is inconsistent w.r.t. the descriptive

semantics. Consequently, Theorem 5 also holds for

the descriptive semantics and inconsistency for the de

scriptive semantics is PSPACE-complete.

Lfp-semantics: Theorem 5 does not hold for the lfp

semantics due to the effect of infinite role chains. For

lfp-semantics, inconsistency of A is equivalent to the

disjunction of statement 2. in Theorem 5 and the fol

lowing condition:

There is a (finite or infinite) word W required

by A in U(A).
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Definition 4 has to be adjusted accordingly, i.e., ad

ditionally to what is stated in this definition, Fo is

also an exclusion set if there is an infinite chain of sets

F. := nearte (F-1, Ri), R, G XX, and numbers mi > 1,

i > 1, such that (> m, R.) E F-1 for all i > 1, or

if there is a finite chain Fo, ..., F., of sets satisfying

analogous conditions where, in addition, Fn contains

an atomic concept C in an e-cycle, i.e., there is a non

empty path in AT from C to C labeled with E.

As for the other two semantics, one can con

struct a PSPACE-algorithm that tests whether a

set of states is an exclusion set. Thus, inconsis

tency w.r.t. lfp-semantics is decidable using polyno

mial space (see (Küsters, 1997) for details). Un

like gfp-semantics, PSPACE-completeness of inconsis

tency for lſp-semantics is not an immediate conse

quence of PSPACE-completeness of inconsistency of

concepts in AC-Schemas w.r.t. descriptive semantics

(Calvanese, 1996). The proof of this complexity re

sult for AC-schemas is by reducing the validity of an

(arbitrary) quantified Boolean formulae q to consis

tency of an atomic concept C, w.r.t. a cyclic AC

schema S. The problem is that Sº may require in

finite chains starting from C, although q is valid,

i.e., C. may be inconsistent w.r.t. lfp-semantics al

though q is valid. Fortunately, one can avoid such

infinite chains in S, such that C, is consistent in S.

w.r.t. descriptive semantics (or even gfp-semantics) iff

C., is consistent in S, w.r.t. lfp-semantics. This pro

vides us with PSPACE-completeness of inconsistency

in general AC.V-terminologies w.r.t. lfp-semantics (see

(Küsters, 1997) for details).

Finally, we consider weak-acyclic” ACV-terminologies

and sketch the proof of

Proposition 9.

Consistency for concepts in weak-acyclic AC.V

terminologies is NP-complete with respect to the gfp-,

lfp-, and descriptive semantics. []

We only consider gfp- and descriptive semantics. If

T is a weak-acyclic AC.V-terminology, then the prop

erty of being an exclusion set is decidable by an NP

algorithm since for the sets F, as defined in Definition 4

one can show that Fn+1 = 0, where n denotes the num

ber of states in AT. From the proof in (Buchheit et al.,

1994), which verifies NP-completeness of validity of

SCdis-schemas, it follows that consistency of concepts

with respect to S Cais-schemas is NP-complete as well.

Now, since consistency w.r.t. SCdis-schemas can be re

*A terminology T is weak-acyclic if W 4 LA, (A, A) for

all non-empty finite words W and all atomic concepts A of

T.

duced to consistency w.r.t. AC.V-terminologies (The

orem 17), this provides us with the complexity lower

bounds stated in the above Proposition (see (Küsters,

1997) for details).

5 CHARACTERIZING

SUBSUMPTION

For the language J. Co., subsumption has been char

acterized in (Baader, 1996b) via inclusion of regular

languages. With respect to gſp-semantics this charac

terization is as follows:

iff LAT (B, P) C LAT (A, P) for (1)

all primitive concepts P in T.

A Eoſp.T B

Due to conflicting number restrictions, the right-hand

side of this equivalence is not necessary for A to be sub

sumed by B w.r.t. J C.V-terminologies: The atomic

concept A may be “excluded” by a word that is con

tained in LAr (B, P), but not in LAr (A, P). Intu

itively, the words W excluding A are exactly those

words such that A Cafe.T (VW.L)." To simplify the

formal definition of the notion “exclusion” we may

(without loss of generality) assume that an ºf C.V

terminology contains no sº-restrictions of the form

(< 0 R) since such a term can be substituted by W.R.L.

In the following we consider only terminologies with

out (< 0 R) and call them J. C.V"-terminologies.

Definition 10 (exclusion).

Let T be an J. C.V"-terminology, AT = (X, Q, E) the

corresponding semi-automaton, and A an atomic con

cept in T. The word We XX" eccludes A iff there exist

a prefix V e XX* of W, a word V’e XX" as well as con

flicting number-restrictions (> l R), (< r R), l X r,

such that VV' e L(A, (> l R)) ſh L(A, (< r R)) and

VV' is required by A starting from V. Let EA denote

the set of words excluding A (A-excluding words). Q

It is easy to see that if a word W excludes a concept A,

every individual that has a W-successor cannot be an

instance of A, i.e., A Caſp.T (VW.L). In the following

example, the concept A is excluded by the word RS,

and we will formally show that no instance of A has

RS-successors:

Let T be the J. C.V"-terminology with corresponding

automaton AT given in Figure 2. Furthermore, let I

be a gfp-model of T and d an individual with d e A'.

Assume ee (RS)' (d). Since RS e LA, (A, (> 1 Q)),

there must be a Q-successor f of e. Further, since

“The symbol L denotes the empty concept, which is

equivalent to, e.g., (> 2 R) ſi (31 R).
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Figure 2: A Terminology Defined by Its Automaton

RSQ e L.A., (A, (> 3 S)) ſh LA, (A, (< 2 S)), the char

acterization of the gfp-semantics yields the contradic

tion: fe (> 3 S)" and fe (< 2S)’. Thus, d cannot

have an RS-successor.

This proves that A Caſpºt (VRS.L), and thus,

A Caſp.T (VRS.P). Consequently, A Caſp.T. B. Be

cause of L.A. (B, P) Z L.A., (A, P), the example shows

that due to excluding words (RS in the example) the

right-hand side of (1) is not necessary for subsumption

w.r.t. J C.V.".

Using EA, we are able to characterize subsumption

w.r.t. J C.V"-terminologies and the gfp-semantics as

follows:

Theorem 11 (subsumption).

Let T be an J. C.V"-terminology, AT the corresponding

semi-automaton, and A, B atomic concepts occurring

in T. Then we have: A Coſpºt Biff

1. L(B, P) C L(A, P)UEA for all primitive concepts

P in T;

2. L(B, (> l R)) C U, >, L(A, (> r R)) UEA for all

>-restrictions of the form (> l R) in T where l -

0; and

3. L(B, (< l R)) C U-21 L(A, (< r R)) U (EA RT")

for all s-restrictions of the form (< l R) in T. D

Proof sketch of Theorem 11 (for details see

(Küsters, 1997)). Using that W e EA implies

A Caſp.T. V.W.L and that W e (EA RT") implies

A Cafe.T. V.W.(< 0 R) (thus, A Caſp.T. V.W.(< l R) for

all l 2 0), the if direction of the claim is easy to show.

The non-trivial part of the proof is the only—if direc

tion. The idea is as follows: If one of the inclusions

does not hold, then we define an extended canonical

gfp-model I such that do e A' \ B'. For this pur

pose, the canonical model for A and do is extended:

If an inclusion is invalid because of the word W, i.e.,

this word is contained in the left-hand side but not

in the right-hand side of the inclusion relation, the

tree of the canonical model with root do is extended

such that there is a path in the tree starting at do la

beled with W. If W violates the inclusion relation of a

<-restriction (< l R), then the path with label W ad

ditionally has to be extended by (l − 1) R-successors;

more precisely by (l-H 1) minus the already existing R

successors. Finally, this tree must be completed such

that the condition formulated in Theorem 3 is satisfied

w.r.t. A and do. Note that, because of the extension

of the canonical model, these conditions initially need

not be satisfied. Formally, the extended model is de

fined as follows:

Definition 12 (extended canonical gfp-model).

Let T be an J. C.V"-terminology, At the correspond

ing semi-automaton, A an atomic concept in T, W a

word in XX", r e N and R e XX. For r = 0 we de

note the eartended primitive canonical interpretation

by J" = JCA, do, W); for r > 0 it is denoted by

J" = JCA, do, W, R, r). Let U1, U2, U3, ... be an enu

meration of all words in XX" where U, # U, for i # j

and |U| < |U}| for all i < j. Let J = J(A, do) be

the primitive canonical interpretation (introduced in

Definition 6) and I = I (A, do) the corresponding gfp

model of T. We define J’ inductively as follows:

Jo: If W is required by A, then there is an individual

di e dom(J) such that di e W’ (do) (see above). If

(r–|R' (d1)|) > 0, then let k = r –|R'(d) else k :=

0. Let fi, ..., fº be new, pairwise distinct individuals.

We define:

dom(J) = dom(J) J (fi,..., fº); S’ – Sº for all

roles S # R; R* = R' U ((di, f.) | 1 < i < k}.

If W is not required by A, then there is a prefix U of

W of maximal length which is required by A. Con

sequently, there is a di e dom(J) such that doU'di.

Furthermore, since W is not required by A, there is a

V e XX", V = R. . . . Rn, n > 1, where W = UV. Let

k := r, and d2, d3, ..., d. 11, fi, ..., f: be new, pair

wise distinct individuals. We define:

dom(J) : - dom(J) Ü {d}, ..., d. 11, fis. . . . fe);

S’ := S' U ((d., d. 11) || 1 < i < n, S =

R.) U {(d. 11, f.) | 1 < i < k, S = R} for all roles

S in T.

The extensions of the primitive concepts are defined

only for J'.

{11: We define M C dom(J) x X x (N \{0}) by

(g, S. m) e M if g e U., (d0), Uli e L(A, (2 m S)),

m > 1, m maximal with this property (i.e., there is

no m' > m, such that U+1 e L(A, (> m'S))), and

|S*(g) < m. Let (gi, Si, m1),..., (g., S., m.) denote

the triples in M, s > 0. Intuitively, M contains a

triple (g, S, m) if for g in the corresponding tree to J.
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additionally (m-|S*(g)|) S-successors must be added

in order to satisfy the conditions for the P-restrictions

in Theorem 3 w.r.t. do and A.

For this purpose, let l; := |S}(0). (note that

l; 3 m,) for all 1 < j < s and D :=

{9},...,g., -i, , . . . , 97, ...,g:... t.) a set of new, pair

wise distinct individuals. We define:

dom(J., 1) = dom(J) J D Sºtº -

Sº U Ulºz, s—s, {(0.9). (0.9%, ,)) for
all roles S in T.

Now the extended primitive canonical interpretation

J" is defined as follows:

dom(J) = Uew dom(J): S^ = Uew Sº, for all

roles S in T; for all primitive concepts P and individ

uals d let de P' if there is a V’e L(A, P) such that

de V"(do).

The eaſtended canonical qfp-models I(A, do, W) and

I(A, do, W, R, r) are the gfp-models of T and J' =

J(A, do, W) and J' = JCA, do, W, R, r), respectively.

Ö

Now, if one of the inclusions in Theorem 11, 1. or

2. is violated by W, i.e., W is contained in the left

hand side but not in the right-hand side, then it can

be shown that do e A" \B" where I':= I(A, do, W).

Furthermore, if in 3. the inclusion for the 3-restriction

(< l R) is violated by W, then it can be shown that

do e A" \B" where I' := I(A, do, W, R, l + 1). Since

the proof that I' is the appropriate counter model for

the subsumption of A and B is lengthy and technical,

it is omitted here (see (Küsters, 1997) for details).

The inclusions in Theorem 11 can be decided by a

decision procedure for inclusions of regular languages

known from automata theory. Due to lack of space,

we restrict our attention to the inclusions for primitive

concepts.

In automata theory, the inclusion L1 C L2 of two

regular languages is usually reduced to the emptiness

problem of the finite automaton corresponding to the

language L1 n L2. It is known that this problem can

be decided using space polynomial in the size of the

automata A1, A2 corresponding to L1 and L2, respec

tively. Such an algorithm must cope with the comple

ment Lº of L2, and therefore, simulates the powerset

automaton of L2, which may be exponential in the size

Of A2.

In order to apply this technique from automata theory,

we have to show that the language EA is regular:

Definition 13 (reaching an exclusion set).

Let T be an J. C.V"-terminology and AT the cor

responding semi-automaton without word-transitions.

There is an erclusion set reachable by a word W. E XX*

starting from the atomic concept A if there is a prefix

V of W such that neart, (A, W) is an exclusion set. Ó

Now, EA can be described as follows (Küsters, 1997):

Lemma 14.

Let T be an J. C.V"-terminology, At the corresponding

semi-automaton without word-transitions, and A an

atomic concept in T. Then the following holds:

EA = {We XX* an exclusion set is reachable by

W starting from A}. D

Using this lemma, one can construct a finite automa

ton B corresponding to EA (Küsters, 1997). Roughly

speaking, this automaton is an extension of the pow

erset automaton of AT where the exclusion sets are

certain states in B. This shows that EA is regular.

Furthermore, L(B, P) C L(A, P) UEA can be decided

in space polynomial in the size of AT since the pow

erset automaton of AT, which is used to cope with

L(A, P) UEA, can be simulated (see (Küsters, 1997)

for details and for the inclusions in 2. and 3. of Theo

rem 11).

PSPACE-completeness of subsumption in general

J. Co-terminologies (Baader, 1996b) implies

Proposition 15.

Subsumption in general AC.V-terminologies with re

spect to gfp-semantics is PSPACE-complete. []

Descriptive semantics: For the descriptive seman

tics, the notion “exclusion” is specified as in Definition

10. However, Theorem 11 has to be extended by the

following additional condition:

4. For all defined concepts C in T and all

infinite paths of the form B, Uo, C, U1, C,

U2, C, ... there is a k > 0 such that Uo . . . Uk e

L(A, C) U E.A.

Apart from the union with EA on the right-hand side

of the element relationship, this condition coincides

with the one for J. Co in (Baader, 1996b) (for J. Co the

set EA is empty).

Based on the power-set automata and the exclusion

sets of AT one can decide condition 4. using poly

nomial space (Küsters, 1997). For J. Co-terminologies

and the descriptive semantics PSPACE-completeness

of subsumption is still an open problem. However,

PSPACE-completeness of inconsistency for the de

scriptive semantics in ACN-terminologies provides us
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with PSPACE-completeness of subsumption in ACN

terminologies w.r.t. descriptive semantics since incon

sistency can be reduced to subsumption.

Lfp-semantics: Similar to the notion “exclusion set”

we have to extend the notion “exclusion” for lſp

semantics due to the special treatment necessary for

infinite role chains. Beside the condition for exclusion

given in Definition 10, for the lſp-semantics a word

We XX" also excludes the atomic concept A if

there is a (finite or infinite) word X e U(A)

as well as a word V e XX" which is prefix of W

and X such that X is required by A starting

from V.

In addition, the notion of “exclusion” must be ex

tended to infinite words W e XX*: W eaccludes A if

there is a finite prefix of W which excludes A or if

W e U(A). As for the other two semantics, we refer

to the set of finite A-excluding words by E.A. More

over, the set of finite and infinite A-excluding words is

denoted EA... Now, for the lfp-semantics Theorem 11

is extended by the following condition:

4. U(B) C U(A) UEA...

Again, based on the power-set automata and the

exclusion sets of AT one can decide this condition

using polynomial space (Küsters, 1997). Further

more, PSPACE-completeness of subsumption for J. Co

terminologies with respect to lſp-semantics implies

PSPACE-completeness of subsumption even for AC.V

terminologies.

6 SCW-SCHEMAS AND

ACW-TERMINOLOGIES

In (Buchheit et al., 1994), terminologies are divided

into a schema and a view part. The schema merely

restricts the number of admissible models of a termi

nology. Therefore, the meaning of schemas is captured

by descriptive semantics. In the view part of a termi

nology, concepts are defined with the help of schema

concepts. For this reason, fixed-point semantics is used

for this part.

Knowledge and database engineers are interested

in validity of schemas as well as subsumption

w.r.t. schemas. In (Buchheit et al., 1994), SCdis

schemas have been introduced, which can express

constraints frequently occurring in the static part of

object-oriented database schemas. Furthermore, a

special PSPACE-decision algorithm has been devel

oped for deciding (local) validity of these schemas. In

(Küsters, 1997), it is shown that inconsistency, valid

ity, and subsumption for SC.V-schemas (and hence, for

SCdis-schemas) can be reduced to corresponding prob

lems for AC.V-terminologies. As mentioned above,

this allows us to prove some hardness results for ACN

terminologies.

In the following, we have a closer look at this reduction

by showing how to construct a terminology Ts from a

given schema S and by considering the relationship be

tween Ts and S w.r.t. inconsistency and subsumption.

First, however, we must introduce schemas formally.

An SC.V-schema S consists of a finite set of concept

inclusions, which define necessary conditions for con

cepts, and role inclusions, which define (simple) nec

essary conditions for roles. To be more precise, let

A, B be atomic concepts, R a role name, and n a

non-negative integer. Concept inclusions are of the

form A C C where C denotes a concept of the form

B | –B | VR.B (> n R) (< n R), and role inclu

sions are of the form R C A x B. An atomic con

cept A with at least one concept inclusion of the form

A C C in S is called defined, and otherwise primi

tive. Analogously, we refer to defined and primitive

roles. Note that here we allow for primitive negation

only, i.e., for concept inclusions A C -B where B is

primitive. Using so-called AC.V-schemas, which allow

for arbitrary ACV-concepts (rather than “flat” AC.V

concepts) on the right-hand side of a concept inclusion,

does not increase the expressive power (Küsters, 1997).

Furthermore, SCdis-schemas introduced in (Buchheit

et al., 1994) coincide with S.C.V-schemas (w.r.t. ex

pressive power) apart from the fact that they only al

low for number restrictions of the form (< 1 R) and

(> 1 R). Finally, AC-schemas correspond to SCdis

schemas in which role inclusions are not allowed.

An interpretation I is a model of S if all concept in

clusions A C C and all role inclusions R C A X B

in S are satisfied, i.e., A' C C' and R' c A' x B'. A

concept A is consistent w.r.t. S if there is a model I

of S with A' # 0. A schema S is locally valid if every

atomic concept in S is consistent. We call a schema S

valid if there is a model I with A' # 0 for every atomic

concept A in S. The following fact (Buchheit et al.,

1994; Küsters, 1997) can be used to reduce validity of

schemas to consistency of terminologies:

An SC.V-schema (SCais-schema) is valid iff (2)

it is locally valid.

Now, we derive an ACN-terminology Ts from an

SC.V-schema S such that Ts behaves like S w.r.t. Con

sistency and subsumption. Before defining Ts, we

transform S into a schema S' that does not contain

role inclusions. Role inclusions only have to be taken
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into account if role successors are required, otherwise

they can be dispensed with. The formal definition of

S' is as follows:

The schema S' contains all concept inclusions of S

of the form A C B, A C -B, A C VR.B, and

A C (< n R). For every A C (> n R) e S, n >

1, we distinguish two cases: (a) R is not de

fined in S; (b) R is defined in S. In case (a),

A C (> n R) is contained in S". In case (b),

S' contains A C (> n R) ſi V.R.C2 ſi C for every

R C C, x C2 € S. The schema S' contains no other

inclusions than these, in particular, no role inclusions.

Definition 16 (the terminology Ts).

Let S be an S.C.V-schema and S" as defined above.

For every defined concept A in S a concept definition

for A in Ts is constructed as follows:

Let A C C1, ..., A C Cn be all concept inclusions

for the defined concept A in S'. Let A be a new (prim

itive) concept. Then the concept definition for A in Ts

is of the form A = A T Ci ſi. . . T Cn. K»

Obviously, one can compute Ts in time linear in the

size of S. The relationship between S and Ts is de

scribed by the following theorem (Küsters, 1997):

Theorem 17.

Let S be an S.C.V-schema and Ts the corresponding

AC.V-terminology. For all atomic concepts A and B

in S we have:

• A is S-consistent iff A is Ts-consistent w.r.t. de

scriptive semantics (iff A is Ts-consistent

w.r.t. gfp-semantics).

• A Cs Biff A CT's B (iff A Caſpºts B). []

Consequently using the complexity results presented

in section 4 and 5, consistency—and with (2) also (lo

cal) validity—as well as subsumption w.r.t. descriptive

and gfp-semantics of SC.V- and AC.V-schemas are de

cidable using polynomial space. This result not only

extends results for complexity upper bounds of SCdis

schemas to S.C.V-schemas, but also uses well-known

results and techniques from automata theory, rather

than defining special graphs as in (Buchheit et al.,

1994). Furthermore, it clarifies the relationship be

tween schemas and terminologies for the considered

languages: ACV-terminologies are at least as expres

sive as S.C.V-schemas w.r.t. the important inference

problems. Finally, it should be noted that the com

plexity of subsumption w.r.t. schemas is only due to

testing consistency of concepts (Buchheit et al., 1994).

Hence, disallowing concept forming operators that en

able the definition of inconsistent concepts (number

restrictions and primitive negation) makes reasoning

tractable, whereas for J. Co-terminologies subsumption

is already PSPACE-complete (w.r.t. fixed-point se

mantics).

7 CONCLUSION

Cyclic terminologies are a natural way to describe the

terminological knowledge of a problem domain. Unlike

the case of first-order predicate logic, the transitive clo

sure of relations is expressible using the gfp-semantics.

Furthermore, as already pointed out, cyclic definitions

occur frequently, e.g., in constraints for semantic and

object-oriented data models. The previous section has

shown that general AC.V-terminologies are expressive

enough to capture important parts of such constraints.

Neither the descriptive nor the fixed-point semantics

capture the intuition of a cyclic terminology in any

case (see, e.g., (Nebel, 1990a; Baader, 1996b; Küsters,

1997)). Therefore, it is crucial to gain a more pro

found understanding of the intuition of these seman

tics, in order to make decision easier which semantics

is to prefer in the representation task at hand. For

this reason, automata theoretic characterizations have

been provided for the three semantics with respect to

general J C.V-terminologies. The characterizations of

the three semantics themselves are easy extensions of

the characterizations for J. Co-terminologies (Baader,

1996b).

Using this automata theoretic descriptions, we have

also proved characterizations of the important in

ference problems inconsistency and subsumption for

J. C.V where non-trivial extensions in comparison with

J. Co-terminologies are necessary. Moreover, these de

scriptions have been used to derive decision algorithms

and complexity results for inconsistency and subsump

tion.

Finally, we have shown that the important inference

problems for S.C.V- and SCdis-schemas can be reduced

to corresponding problems for terminologies. This re

duction provides us with automata theoretic decision

algorithms for these problems, and it clarifies the ex

pressive power of the considered schemas and termi

nologies; in addition, it extends the results for SCdis

schemas (Buchheit et al., 1994) to S.C.V-schemas,

which allow for arbitrary number-restrictions.

Future work will extend the characterizations pre

sented here in order to derive decision algorithms for

consistency and instance w.r.t. knowledge bases con

sisting of cyclic terminologies and A-Botes. Further

more, it has turned out that the automata-theoretic

characterizations can be used to handle inference prob
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lems like computing the least common subsumer of

concepts (LCS) and the most specific concept of indi

viduals (MSC). Cyclic terminologies are necessary in

this context since w.r.t. A-Boxes with role cycles the

MSC of an individual may not be describable in terms

of acyclic terminologies.
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Abstract

The paper considers the standard concept de

scription language ACC augmented with var

ious kinds of modal operators which can be

applied to concepts and axioms. The main

aim is to develop methods of proving decid

ability of the satisfiability problem for this

language and apply them to description log

ics with most important temporal and epis

temic operators, thereby obtaining satisfia

bility checking algorithms for these logics.

We deal with the possible world semantics

under the constant domain assumption and

show that the expanding and varying domain

assumptions are reducible to it. Models with

both finite and arbitrary constant domains

are investigated. We begin by considering

description logics with only one modal op

erator and then prove a general transfer the

orem which makes it possible to lift the ob

tained results to many systems of polymodal

description logic.

1 INTRODUCTION

Description (or terminological) logics have been de

veloped and used' as a formalism for representing

knowledge about static application domains. Having

stemmed from real working systems like KL-ONE and

its successors, they proved to be a successful compro

mise between expressibility and effectiveness.

In a description logic system, the knowledge of an ap

plication domain is represented in the form of con

ceptual and assertional axioms. The former introduce

'See e.g. (Brachman and Schmolze 1985), (Borgida et

al. 1989), (Baader and Hollunder 1991), and (Donini et al.

1996) for more references.

Michael Zakharyaschev

Institute of Applied Mathematics

Russian Academy of Sciences

Miusskaya Square 4

125047 Moscow, Russia

e-mail: m2@spp.keldysh.ru

the relevant terminology—complex concepts defined

in terms of atomic ones and binary relations (roles)

between objects with the help of certain construc

tors. And the latter describe facts about some con

crete objects in the domain in terms of concept and

role instances. Although the existing description lan

guages provide a wide choice of constructors (see e.g.

Baader et al., 1990, Donini et al., 1996), usually they

are intended to represent only static knowledge and

are not able to express various dynamic aspects such

as time-dependence, beliefs of different agents, obliga

tions, etc., which are regarded to be important ingre

dients in modeling intelligent agents.

For example, in every standard description language

we can define a concept “good car” as, say, a car with

an airconditioner:

good car = car A Hpart.airconditioner. (1)

However, we have no means to represent the subtler

knowledge that only John believes (1) to be the case,

while Mary does not think so:

[John believes)(1) A -[Mary believes)(1).

Nor can we express the fact that (1) holds now but in

future the notion of a good car may change (since, for

instance, all cars will have airconditioners):

(1) A (eventually)-(1).

A way to bridge this gap seems to be quite clear. One

can simply combine a description language with a suit

able modal language treating belief, temporal, deontic

or some other intensional operators. But one has to

be careful, for such a combination may ruin the bal

ance between expressibility and effectiveness, as it hap

pened with too powerful pure description languages

(see e.g. Schmidt-Schauſ, 1989 or Patel-Schneider,

1989).
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There is a number of parameters that determine the

design of a modal extension of a given description lan

guage.

(I) First, modal operators can be applied to differ

ent kinds of well-formed expressions of the description

language.

One can apply them only to conceptual and assertional

axioms thereby forming new axioms of the form:

[John believes](good car =

car A =part.airconditioner),

[Mary believes] (eventually) (John is rich).

Modal operators can be applied to concepts in order

to form new ones:

[John believes] expensive

(i.e., the concept of all objects John believes to be

expensive) or

human being A Bchild.[Mary believes]

(eventually) good student

(i.e., the concept of all human beings with a child

which Mary believes to be eventually a good student).

By allowing applications of modal operators to both

concepts and axioms we obtain expressions of the form

[John believes](good car = [Mary believes] good car)

(i.e., John believes that a car is good if and only if

Mary thinks so).

Finally, one can supplement the options above with

modal operators applicable to roles. For example, us

ing the temporal operator (always (in future) and the

role loves, we can form the new role [always] loves

(which is understood as a relation between objects r

and y that holds if and only if r will always love y) to

Say

John : Eſalways] loves.woman

(i.e., John will always love the very same woman (but

perhaps not only her), which is not the same as John :

(always]=loves.woman).

(II) All these languages are interpreted with the help

of the possible world semantics in which the accessi

bility relations between worlds treat the modal oper

ators,” and the worlds themselves consist of domains

T

*E.g. [agent A believes] p is regarded to be true in a

World w iff p is true in all the worlds agent A considers to

be possible in w or, in other words, accessible from w via

the relation interpreting agent A's beliefs.

in which the concepts, role names and object names of

the description component are interpreted.

The properties of the modal operators are determined

by the conditions we impose on the corresponding ac

cessibility relations. For example, by imposing no con

dition at all we obtain what is known as the minimal

normal modal logic K–although of definite theoret

ical interest, it does not have the properties required

to model operators like [agent A knows], (eventually),

etc. Transitivity of the accessibility relation for agent

A's knowledge means what is called the positive intro

spection (A knows what he knows), Euclideannes cor

responds to the negative introspection (A knows what

he does not know), reflexivity reflects that only true

facts are known to A (for more information and further

references consult e.g. Halpern and Moses, 1992). In

the temporal case, depending on the application do

main we may assume time to be linear and discrete

(i.e., the usual strict ordering of the natural numbers),

or branching, or dense, etc. (see van Benthem, 1996).

(III) Another important parameter is the number of

modal operators we need in our language and, re

spectively, the number of the corresponding accessi

bility relations. If we deal with multi-agent epistemic

logic then every agent A gives rise to the operator

[agent A believes]. If we also want to capture the

development of beliefs in time, we should add the cor

responding temporal operator. Note that certain com

binations of “harmless” modalities may result in a logic

of extremely high complexity (see e.g. Spaan, 1993).

(IV) When connecting worlds—that is ordinary mod

els of the pure description language—by accessibility

relations, we are facing the problem of connecting their

objects. Depending on the particular application, we

may assume worlds to have arbitrary domains (the

varying domain assumption), or we may assume that

the domain of a world accessible from a world w con

tains the domain of w (the earpanding domain assump

tion), or that all the worlds share the same domain

(the constant domain assumption). Consider, for in

stance, the following axioms:

-[agent A knows](unicorn = 1),

([agent A knows]-unicorn) = T.

The former means that agent A does not know that

unicorns do not exist, while according to the latter, for

every existing object, A knows that it is not a unicorn.

Such a situation can be modeled under the expanding

domain assumption, but these two formulas cannot be

simultaneously satisfied in a model with constant do

IIlalIlS.
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(V) Following (Calvanese 1996), one can distinguish

between models with finite and infinite domains. In

many applications of pure description logics finite do

mains are preferable: after all the real world a knowl

edge base is talking about is finite. (For instance, when

the domain consists of employees of a company then

certainly we should assume it to be finite.) However,

if we are dealing with time and temporal operators,

it is natural to assume that with time passing poten

tially infinitely many different objects may appear in

the application domain of the knowledge base. Note

that the finite domain assumption does not mean that

models are finite.

(VI) Finally, one should take into account the differ

ence between rigid and non-rigid designators. In our

context, the former are the object names interpreted

by the same objects in every world in the model under

consideration, while the latter are those whose inter

pretation is not fixed. Again the choice between these

depends on the application domain: if the knowledge

base is talking about employees of a company then the

name John Smith should probably denote the same

person no matter what world we consider, while Pres

ident of the company may refer to different persons in

different worlds. For a more detailed discussion con

sult e.g. (Fitting 1993) or (Kripke 1980).

The following kinds of description modal logics have

been studied in the literature. Laux (1994) con

structed a multi-agent logic of belief in which the be

lief operators apply only to axioms, the accessibility

relations are transitive, serial and Euclidean, domains

are constant and of arbitrary size, and designators are

rigid. Schild (1993) introduced description logics with

temporal operators applicable only to concepts and in

terpreted in models with linear and branching discrete

unbounded time under the constant domain assump

tion and rigid designators. Baader and Laux (1995)

consider a language in which modal operators can be

applied to both axioms and concepts; they are inter

preted in models with arbitrary accessibility relations

under the expanding domain assumption. Baader and

Ohlbach (1995) use modal operators as role construc

tors, but exclude object names and assertions from the

language.

The languages of Schild (1993) and Laux (1994)

present no serious technical difficulties: the satisfia

bility problem for both of them is reducible to the

satisfiability problem in the well-known propositional

modal logic (in the former case this was observed by

Schild himself and the latter is treated by Theorem 7

below). On the other hand, the unrestricted use of

modal operators to form new roles may lead to unde

cidable logics even under very natural conditions for

the other parameters, as was proved by Baader and

Ohlbach (1995).

The language of Baader and Laux (1995) appears to

be sufficiently expressive and yet manageable. How

ever, it was analyzed only in the abstract case of

K-type modalities. More interesting for applications

are modal operators with explicit temporal or epis

temic interpretations to which the decision procedure

of Baader and Laux is not extended. Besides, their

technique works only under the expanding domain as

sumption. In general, the case of constant domains

turns out to be much harder. First, there are descrip

tion logics lacking the finite model property under the

constant domain assumption but enjoying it if expand

ing domains are allowed (see Remark 10 below). And

second, one can actually reduce the case of expanding

or varying domains to that of constant domains (see

Theorem 6).

Baader and Laux (1995) did not consider specially

models with finite domains. Actually, in their case

there is no need to distinguish between the variants

of finite and infinite domains: as will be shown below,

the sets of formulas satisfiable in models with arbitrary

accessibility relations are the same no matter which of

the two variants is adopted. However, these sets be

come different if we consider linear temporal models or

models whose accessibility relations are reflexive and

transitive (see Theorem 9). A similar situation arises

in pure description logic when one extends the expres

sive power in such a way that the resultant logic does

not have the finite model property (see e.g. De Gi

acomo and Lenzerini, 1994). In this case the set of

formulas satisfiable in finite domains does not coin

cide with the set of formulas satisfiable in arbitrary

domains.

The aim of this paper is to develop methods of prov

ing decidability of the satisfiability problem for the

description language with modal operators and apply

them to most important systems. We will consider

modal description logics with the following parame

terS.

1. The modal operators can be applied to concepts

and axioms, but not to roles.

2. The language is interpreted in models with the ac

cessibility relations satisfying most conditions of

the standard nomenclature for the belief and tem

poral operators (in modal logic they correspond to

the systems K, S5, KD45, S4, S.4.3, GL, Gl.3 and

the tense logic of discrete linear unbounded time).

3. We begin by considering description logics with
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only one modal operator and then prove a gen

eral transfer theorem which makes it possible to

lift the obtained results to many systems of poly

modal description logic.

4. We adopt the constant domain assumption and

show that the varying domain assumption as

well as the expanding domain assumption are re

ducible to it.

5. Both finite and arbitrary constant domains are

considered.

6. Designators are assumed to be rigid.

(The standard way of proving decidability in modal

logic by using a variant of the filtration technique does

not work for the logics under consideration. First, the

filtration of worlds often conflicts with the constant

domain assumption (which is not the case when ex

panding domains are allowed). And second, not all

our logics enjoy the finite model property.)

Although our underlying description language is the

standard ACC, the obtained results can be extended

to languages with more expressive power, for instance,

to ACC enriched with number restrictions or transitive

reflexive closure. The proof of this claim as well as

various other proofs are omitted and can be found in

the full paper. -

2 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

Definition 1 (alphabet) The primitive symbols of

the modal concept description language ACCM are:

- concept names: Co, C1, ...;

– role names: Ro, R1, ...;

- object names: ao, a 1, ...;

- the booleans (say, A, -, T), modal operators

©0, Ö1, ..., and the relativized existential quantifier

ER, for every role name R.

Other standard logical connectives are defined in the

usual way. For instance, C → D is an abbreviation for

-(CA-D), L for -T, and D, for -o,-.

Definition 2 (concept) Concepts are defined induc

tively as follows: all concept names as well as T are

(atomic) concepts, and if C, D are concepts, R is a

role name, and <>, a modal operator in our language

then C A D, -C, Ö,C, BR.C are concepts.

Definition 3 (formula) Let C and D be concepts, R

a role name and a, b object names. Then expressions

of the form C = D, aRb, a C are (atomic) formulas.

If p and b are formulas then so are 3, p., -p, and pºll.

Note that in the definition above we did not impose

any restriction on the form of conceptual and asser

tional axioms. (Baader and Laux (1995) consider, for

instance, only atomic formulas prefixed by sequences

of modal operators.) This will have no affect on our

decidability results as far as we do not touch on the

complexity of the decision algorithms.

By ma(p), the modal depth of a formula p, we mean

the length of the longest chain of nested modal oper

ators in p (including those in the concepts occurring

in p); Dº"p is the conjunction of all distinct formu

las which are obtained by prefixing to p a sequence

of 3 m operators Do, D1, ... (in arbitrary order). For

instance,

D**2 = 2 A Do? A D12 A... A DoD, 2 A Di Doº A...

Denote by conſp, rolſp and obp the sets of all concepts,

role names and object names occurring in p, respec

tively; subp is the set of all subformulas in p.

We remind the reader that models of a pure modal

language are based on Kripke frames, structures of the

form 3 = (W, 30, 31, ...) in which each 3, is a binary

(accessibility) relation on the set of worlds W. What

is going on inside the worlds is of no importance. Mod

els of ACCM are also constructed on Kripke frames;

however, in this case their worlds are models of ACC.

Definition 4 (model) A model of ACCM based on

a frame 3 = (W, 30, 31, ...) is a pair 9)l = (§, I) in

which I is a function associating with each we W a

Structure

I(w) = (Aſº Rºº.cº...!". - ...) *

where A") is a non-empty set of objects, the domain

of w, R!” are binary relations on A"), cº) sub

sets of A"), and aſ" are objects in A") such that

aſº F a!"), for any v, we W.

One can distinguish between three types of models:

those with constant, earpanding, and varying domains.

In models with constant domains A") = A"), for

all v, w e W. In models with expanding domains

A") C A") whenever v <!, w, for some i. And mod

els with varying domains are just arbitrary models.

Definition 5 (satisfaction) For a model 9) = (§, I)

and a world w in it, the value C") of a concept C

in w and the truth-relation (9)t, w) E p (or simply

w = p, if 9]t is understood) are defined inductively in

the following way:
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1. Tſ(u) = A1(w) and Cl(w) = cº), for C = C, ;

2. (CAD)/(w) = Cſ(u)n Diſu);

3. (-C)/(w) = A1(w) – C1(w);

4. re (Ö,C)/(") iff Bvtsi w re C'('');

5. re (BR.C)/(*) iſfaye Cºw) rR!"y.

6, w H C = Diff Cl(*) = Dſ(*);

7. w E a C iff aſ (*) e CIG”);

8, w H a R,b iff aſt") R!"b" (”);

9. w H Qip iff Ev D-i w v H 'p;

10. w = p A iſ, iff w H p and w H wº,

11. w = -p iff w # p.

A formula p is satisfiable in a class of models M if

there is a model 9) e M and a world w in 9Ji such

that w = p.

In this paper our main concern is to find out whether

there exist algorithms for checking satisfiability of for

mulas in several important classes of models. Other

standard inference problems (concept satisfiability,

subsumption, instance checking, consistency) are re

ducible to the satisfiability problem. The entailment

problem can also be reduced to it, at least for the

classes of models considered below: this is clear for

the local consequence—T =A4 p iff (9)t, w) E T =>

(9)t, w) — p, for every 9ſ e M and every world w in

90t—in this case T =M p iff -(AT — p) is not sat

isfiable in M. For the global consequence—T EX4 p

iff 9J H T => 0), H p, for every 9ſ e M–we have

T Exi p iff -(AD A D A T — p) is not satisfiable in

M when models in M are transitive, and the class

of all models is treated similarly to Theorem 3.57 of

(Chagrov and Zakharyaschev 1997).

With every class C of Kripke frames (the number of ac

cessibility relations in which corresponds to the num

ber of modal operators in ACCM) we associate the

classes M(C), M*(C), and M"(C) of all models of

ACCM based on frames in C and having constant, ex

panding and varying domains, respectively; M fin (C)

will denote the class of models based on frames in C

and having constant finite domains. The set of formu

las satisfiable in a class of models M will be denoted

by SatM.

We will use special names for certain classes of frames

with one accessibility relation. Namely,

• K will stand for the class of all frames (with arbi

trary accessibility relations),

• GC for the class of transitive frames without in

finite ascending chains (in other words, transitive

Noetherian frames),

• GC.3 for the class of transitive Noetherian frames

which are linear (i.e., u <! v V v <! u v u = v),

• S5 will stand for the class of frames with the uni

versal relations, i.e., u <|w for all u and v (this class

is often regarded to be a good model for explicit

knowledge),

• S4 for the class of frames with transitive reflexive

relations (i.e., quasi-ordered frames),

• S4.3 for the class of linear quasi-ordered frames,

• KTX45 will stand for the class of transitive, serial

(Vuiv u <! v) and Euclidean (u 3 v/\u <!w — v 3 wy

frames (this class is often regarded to be a good

model for explicit beliefs that are not necessarily

true), and

• N for the frame (N, <), where N is the set of nat

ural numbers.

By Kn (GC, etc.) we denote the classes of frames with

n arbitrary (respectively, n transitive Noetherian, etc.)

accessibility relations.

Our strategy is to consider first the unimodal case

(n = 1) and then lift the obtained results to the poly

modal one by proving a general transfer theorem for

independent joins of logics.

Let us start, however, with two simple observations.

First, it turns out that the satisfiability problem for

models with expanding and varying domains can be

reduced to the satisfiability problem for models with

constant domains. To show this, we introduce a con

cept ex the intended meaning of which is to contain

in each world precisely those objects that are assumed

to exist (under the expanding or varying domain as

sumption) in this world. By relativizing all concepts

and formulas to the concept ex, one can simulate vary

ing and expanding domains using constant ones.

Theorem 6 If SatM(C) is decidable, C a class of

frames, then SatM*(C) and SatM"(C) are also de

cidable.

Proof Given a formula p, let ex be a concept name

which does not occur in p. By induction on the con

struction of a concept C we define its relativization
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C.J. ex:

C; lex = C, A ex, C, a concept name,

(CAD) lex = (CJ ex) A (D|ex),

(-C) lex = ex A →(CJex),

(BR.C) lex = ex A =R.(Clex),

(Ö;C) lex = ex A Q,(C lex).

The relativization of p is defined inductively as follows:

(a Rb)|ex = aRb A (a : ex) A (b : ex),

(a : C) lex = a (C lex),

(C = D)Jex = ((CJ ex) = (D|ex)),

(-p) lex = -(plex),

(p A b) lex = (plex) A (tº lex),

(<>, p) lex = <>, (plex).

Suppose now that 3 = (W, 30, ...) is a frame and

m = ma(p). Then p is satisfiable in a model based on

3 and having varying domains iff the formula

p' = plex A Dº"(-(ex = 1.) A

is satisfiable in a model based on 3 and having constant

domains. Indeed, assuming that p is satisfied in a

model 9)] = (§, I) with varying domains and that

I(w) = (Aſº Rºº.cº......",...)

for w e W, we construct a model 91 = (§, J) with

constant domains by defining J(w) as

(UA", R!",...,C}",...,
weW

ex/(*), a!"), ...),

where ex"(*) = A'(*). It is readily checked by in

duction that for any tº € subp and any w E W,

(9)t, w) E iſ, iff (9t, w) = | |ex. Thus p' is satisfied in

9t.

Conversely, suppose p' is satisfied in a world v in a

model 91 = (§, J) with constant domains and that

J(u)=(A.R.",..., c.",...ex",0ſ",...),

for we W. Consider the model 9) = (§, I) in which

I(w) = (e.” Rºº,..., c.",....",...),

where R!") and C." are the restrictions of Rſ."

and cº"to ex"), respectively, for every w accessi

ble from v by 3 m steps”, and I(w) = JCw) for all the

*I.e., v. A. v. A., . . . A va–1 Alva for some n < m and

Some i, j, ..., k, l.

other worlds win & . Since (9t, v) = Ds"-(ex = 1),

the domains of worlds in 907 are not empty. One

can show by induction that for every up e subp,

(Øt, v) = p J. ex iff (9)t, v) = p (here we use the fact,

well-known in modal logic, that the truth-value of p in

v depends only on the worlds accessible by 3 m steps

from v).

The case of expanding domains is considered analo

gously by adding to p' under DS" one more conjunct

(ex → DS'ex) = T. Cl

Theorem 6 gives us grounds for restricting attention

only to models with constant domains. So in the re

maining part of the paper we adopt the constant do

main assumption.

Our second observation concerns the satisfiability

problem for the set ACCM of formulas in ACCM which

contain no concepts of the form <>;C. By extending

the technique of Finger and Gabbay (1992) to modal

description logics in which modal operators apply only

to formulas one can prove the following:

Theorem 7 If the modal logic characterized by a class

of frames C is decidable, then the sets of formulas in

ACCA, that are satisfiable in the classes M(C) and

Mfin (C) coincide and the satisfiability problem for

them is decidable.

Note also that this restricted language does not feel

any difference between constant and non-constant do

mains.

From now on till Section 6 we will be considering the

concept description language ACCM with only one

modal operator Q (and its dual D).

3 LOGICS WITHOUT THE FINITE

MODEL PROPERTY

In pure modal logic, the classes of frames introduced in

Section 2 determine decidable logics, which is usually

established by proving their finite model property (see

e.g. Chagrov and Zakharyaschev, 1997). However,

this way of proving decidability does not go through

for all corresponding modal description logics.

Definition 8 (FMP) Say that the set SatM(C), C

a class of frames, has the finite model property (FMP,

for short) if every formula in SatM(C) is satisfiable

in a finite model in M(C). SatM(C) has the bounded

FMP (BMP, for short) if there is an effective function

f : N → N such that every formula p in Sat.M(C) is

satisfiable in a model from M(C) with at most f(p)
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worlds and objects, p the length (say, the number of

symbols) of p.

It should be clear that if SatM(C) has BMP and the

set of finite frames in C is recursive then there ia an

algorithm deciding whether a given formula is satis

fiable in M(C). If Sat.M(C) has FMP then clearly

SatM(C) = Sat.M fin (C). But the converse does not

hold in general as follows from the existence of pure

modal logics without FMP.

Theorem 9 For any class C e {S4, S.4.3, V, G.C.3),

SatM(C) 2 SatM ſin(C).

Proof For a formula up, let D** = | A Duº and let

p1 be the conjunction of the following formulas:

a : C, Dt ((C → DC) = T),

Dt (BR.-C = T), Lt((-C – 6C) = T).

One can readily check that p1 is satisfied in the models

((N, <), I) and ((N, <), I) in which, for every n e N,

I(n) = (N, R", C", a”),

where R" = N × N C" = {0, ..., n}, a” = 0. It is

not hard to see, however, that p1 cannot be satisfied

in any model based on (N, <) or on a frame in S4 and

having a finite domain. It follows that SatM(C) 2

SatM fin (C), for C e {S4, S.4.3, V}.

Now take p3 to be the conjunction of the following

three formulas:

<>(CA -óC) = T, []((C → E.R.-C) = T),

D((C → -ER.óC) = T).

It is readily checked that p2 is true at the root of the

model ((W, 3), I) in which W = {0, 1,..., w), i < j iff

i > j, for i, j e W (so the frame (W, 3) is transitive,

linear and Noetherian), and for every n e W,

10)=(NR",cº),

where C") = {n}, for n < w, C' ('') = 0, and

OR")1R")2R/(").... However, p2 is not satisfiable

in any transitive linear Noetherian model with a finite

domain. Cl

Remark 10 It is of interest to note that (i) p2 is

satisfied in a non-linear Noetherian model with only

three worlds and two objects (see Theorem 24), (ii)

Sat.M" (GC.3) has FMP (only two worlds are enough

to satisfy p2 under the expanding domain assump

tion), and (iii) Sat.M fin (G.C.3) has BMP (see The

orem 25).

4 DECIDABILITY WITHOUT BMP

Our aim in this section is to present an algorithm for

checking satisfiability in models based on (N, <). Let

us fix an arbitrary formula p.

Definition 11 (quasivorld) A quasiuſorld for p is a

structure of the form

m = (X, R.', ... , CŞ', . . . . (Ó Do)", ... , alº', ...),

where X is a finite set, R C X x X for every

R, e role, C." C X for every concept name C, in p,

(Ó D.)" C X for every & D, e comp, and alº e X for

every at € obp. The value C" of a concept C e comp

in to is computed as in Definition 5, but with item 4 re

placed by the following: C" = (Ó D.)", for C = < D.

Now consider a structure

m = (v1,..., toºltuki 1, ..., not), (2)

in which moi, 1 < i < l, are quasivorlds for p with

domains Xi. Define a function h : N → {1, ..., l}

by taking h(i) = i for 1 < i < l and h(l − m) =

k + 1 + modi-k(m – 1), for m > 0; that is h returns

the sequence 1, ..., k, k + 1, ..., l, k + 1, ..., l, ....

Definition 12 (run) A run in m is any sequence r =

r1, r2, ... such that r, e Xi,(i) and, for every concept

©C E comp and every i < w,

(a) r, e (CC)"nº) iff r, e C"G) for some j > i.

The ith element of a run r will be denoted by r(i),

the quasivorld tonſ) by ru(i) and its domain by X(i)

(thus r(i) e X(i)). Any two elements r = r(t) and

y = r(i + 1) of a run r satisfy the following condition:

wóC e comp (re (ÖC)") +

y € Croſi-1) U (oC)*(i+1)).

A pair a € X(i), y e X (i + 1) satisfying it will be

called suitable.

Definition 13 (quasimodel) A structure m of the

form (2) is a quasimodel for p if the following condi

tions hold:

(b) for every a e obp, ra = a!"), a”, ... is a run in

m;

(c) for every i < w and every a e X(i), there is a run

r in m such that r(i) = r.

Example 14 The structure m = ( m) in which

to – (X, Rº, C", (oc)", (o-C)", a”),
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where X = {r, y, z), R" = X x X, C" = {r},

(QC)" = X, (<>-C)" = {z}, and a' = r is a quasi

model for the formula p1 constructed in the proof of

Theorem 9. The sequences

T1 = T, T, T, T, T, . . . , T2 = y, T, T, T, T, . . . ;

T3 = 2, 1/, T, T, T, . . . , T4 = 2, 2, 1/, T, T, . . .

are runs in m, while r = 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, ... is not a run

because z e (CC)") but 2 g C") for any i < w.

It is worth noting that given a structure of the form

(2), we can effectively decide whether it is a quasi

model for p. For we have the following:

Lemma 15 A structure (m. 1, ..., toºltuk 11, ..., tol),

in which all no, are quasivorlds for p, is a quasimodel

for p iff

(i) for every i < l and every ye X(i + 1) there erists

a € X (i) such that the pair r, y is suitable; in partic

wlar, for any a € obp, every pair of adjacent elements

in the sequence a "(*), ..., a"t") is suitable;

(ii) for every i < l and every ro € X (i) there is

n 3 k + |comp (l − k) |X| | | | . . . . . |X||

and there are objects r, e X (i + j), for j = 1,..., n,

such that

VOC e cong (ro e (CC)") =>

Bm e {1,..., n} r_m e C"), (3)

with every pair r; , r, 11, for 0 < j < n, being suitable;

in particular, for every a € obp and every i < l,

voC e comp (a"(*) e (ÖC)"(*) =>

am & I - ka"(**) e C*(*")).

Proof (<=) To construct a run through ro, e X (m),

m 3 w, we first take objects ar; e X (i), for i < m, such

that every pair of adjacent elements in the sequence

a 1, ..., rn, is suitable—this can be done by (i). Then

using (ii) we select a sequence rn, ..., Tm Ln such that

every pair of adjacent elements in it is suitable and

rm e (ÖC)"(*) only if rol, e C"("*") for some i <

n. After that we select by (ii) such a sequence starting

from rm in e X(m + n), and so on. It is readily seen

that the resulting sequence r1, ..., rn, ...

is a run in m.

(=>) That (i) holds follows immediately from (b), (c)

and the definition of a run. To prove (ii), notice first

that since some run in m comes through to e X(i),

• Tm+n, . . .

there is a sequence rj e X (i+j), j = 1,..., n, satisfy

ing (3) and containing only suitable pairs ry, r, 11. So

the problem is to bound n by the constant mentioned

in the formulation of the lemma. And this can be done

by deleting certain redundant segments from the se

quence aro, ..., an using the obvious fact that to reach

r; from ri, k + 1 < i < j < n, (via suitable pairs of ob

jects) one needs not more than (l-k)|, |X| 1 ||. . . . . |X||

elements. Cl

The truth-relation to (i) = p in a quasimodel m is com

puted in the same way as in Definition 5, but with item

9 replaced by the following: mo (i) = <>W, iff to (j) = }

for some j > i.

Given a quasimodel m for p of the form (2), we can

construct a standard model 9)] = ((N, <), I) in the

following way. Its domain A consists of all runs in m

and, for every n e N,

I(n) = (A.R.",....C.",...,r.,...),

where rR"r' iſ r(n)R"r'(n), and r e C") iſ

r(n) e C.'(n). By a straightforward induction one can

show that for all C e comp, up e subp, n e N and r €

A, we have re C'(") iff r(n) e C"), and m = | iff

to(n) = 1 (condition (a) ensures that r e (Ó D)") iff

r(n) e (Ó D)"") and condition (c) guarantees that r e

(ER,.D)/(") iff r(n) e (BR,.D)"(*)). Thus, a formula

p is satisfiable in M(M) whenever p is satisfiable in

some quasimodel for 'p.

To prove the converse, for a model 9)l = ((N, <), I)

satisfying p and having a domain A, we construct a

quasimodel representing 90i modulo p.

Definition 16 (types) The type of an object aſ in a

world w of 9). (relative to p) is the set

t;"(r) = {C e comp : a e C")}.

The type of w in 9). (relative to p) is the triple

T*(w) = ({t}(r): re A},

{v} e subp: w H ph. {(a, t) : tº (a"), a e obe)).

We will omit the superscript 9.J. and write simply tº (a)

and T(w) if understood.

Every model contains at most 21* objects of pair

wise distinct types in every world and at most

(p) = 22”.2°u'el. lobal. 2"

worlds having pairwise distinct types.
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With every world i in 9), we associate the quasivorld

to - (X, Rº', ... , CŞ",..., (o Do)", ..., ao, ...),

where Xi contains the objects a e obp from A* and

also one representative z º. obp from each class [r]; -

{y e A : t:(r) = t (y)}, if such z exists (so |X| <

b(p) = 2* + lobel), a Rº’y if either one of r, y is

not in obp and r'R'"y for some r'e [aſ], y' e [y],

or ar, y E obp and rR!"y, r e C" iſ re cº, and

T € (oD,)". iff r e (oD,)/().

Consider the structure m = (m 1,..., norms 11, ..., rol)

in which each mo, is the quasivorld associated with the

world i in 90t, 1 < i < l, k is the minimal number such

that T(k + 1) occurs infinitely often in the sequence

T(k + 1), T(k+2), ..., and l is the minimal number

such that T(k + 1) = T(l − 1) and the following con

ditions (d) and (e) hold:

(d) VOC e comp Va e obp (a e (CC)" - «» Bi e

{k+2,..., l} a e C"),

(e) for every tº 11 e XE11 there are reli e X, Li,

i = 2, ..., l – k, such that every pair relj, are 1311

is suitable and

V&C e comp (rs11 e (ÖC)"+ +

Bi e {k + 2, ..., l} ar, e C").

By Lemma 15, m is a quasimodel for 'p. Indeed, (i)

follows from the fact that every pair a e [y], r' e

[y]+1, for y e A, is suitable. And to show (ii) it

suffices to take n = 21 – k – i and the sequence

Ti e Xi, ..., ri e Xi, till e XE11, ..., a 21 e X.

such that every pair of adjacent elements in

a'i, ..., ri, ril 1 is suitable and at 11, ..., r21 satisfies

(e). It is easily checked by induction that m satisfies

$2.

We show now that by deleting some quasivorlds from

m one can construct a quasimodel satisfying p and

containing not more than some effectively computed

number of quasivorlds.

In the “linear” part ml, ..., mok of m we delete all the

quasivorlds to 11, ..., mo, such that T(i) = T(j), for

i < j < k. By Lemma 15, the resulting structure is

again a quasimodel satisfying p. Thus we may assume

that T(i) # T(j) whenever 1 < i ž j < k, and so

k < f(p).

Let us consider now the “cyclic” part to 11, ..., mol.

For every r e XE11, fix a sequences, = rs1-2, ..., ri

“Without loss of generality we may assume a'") = a.

satisfying (e) (for r =

a"**2,..

a € obp we take s.r =

., a”) and put s, (i) = r., i e {k + 2, ..., l}.

There are at most 9(p) sequences s, satisfying (e).

For each of them, say sº, we mark (at most conp)

numbers m, ..., m' in the set {k + 2, ..., l} such that

s, (n) e C", for some n e {m, ..., m'}, whenever

a € (QC)"**'. Let m i < . . . . m.n be all marked

numbers for all a e XE11. We will keep the quasi

worlds to kill, mom, , ..., nom, in our quasimodel. (Note

that n < |compl. 2(p).) And if for i e {k + 2, ..., l} –

{m1,..., mn} there is j > isuch that T(i) = T(j) and

{i, i + 1, ..., j-1} ^{k + 1, m1, ...,m,n} = 0

then we delete all the quasivorlds m, ..., m, 1 from

m. The number of the remaining quasivorlds in the

“cyclic” part does not exceed compl. 2(p) < f(p). Us

ing Lemma 15 one can readily see that the resulting

structure is a quasimodel satisfying p.

Thus a formula p is satisfiable in M(M) iff it is sat

isfiable in a quasimodel for p of some effectively com

putable size. And the latter condition is effectively

checked with the help of Lemma 15. Using simi

lar (though technically more sophisticated) methods

one can construct satisfiability checking algorithms for

M(S4), M.(S4.3) and M(GC.3). Thus we obtain

Theorem 17 The satisfiability problem for M(M),

M(S4), M.(S4.3) and M(GC.3) is decidable.

5 PROVING BMP

As we shall see in this section, all the sets SatM(C), for

C e {K, KD45, S5, GC}, have BMP. In principle, one

can prove this by filtrating worlds through some suit

able sets of formulas and duplicating certain objects

in the filtrated worlds to comply with the constant do

main assumption. It turns out, however, that actually

the same result can be achieved by using the method

of quasimodels we started developing above.

By quasimodels in this section we will mean certain

frames of the form

m = (Q, 3) (4)

in which Q is a set of quasivorlds for some formula

p and <! a binary relation on Q. To give a precise

definition we again require a notion of a run in m.

Definition 18 (run) A run in m = (Q, 3) is a set

r which contains precisely one object from the do

main Xie of each quasivorld mo e Q–let us denote

this object by r(m)—and, for every r(u) and every

©C e comp, we have r(u) e (ÖC)" iff there is

r(b) e C" for some p D u.
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Definition 19 (quasimodel) A quasimodel for a

formula p is a frame m of the form (4) such that

(f) for every a e obp, ra = {a" : to e Q} is a run in

m;

(g) every object in every quasiworld in m belongs to

Some run in m.

The truth-relation (m, m) H b is defined similarly to

Definition 5. Given a quasimodel m = (Q, 3) for p,

construct a standard model 9) = (m, I) by taking for

each no e Q

I(m) = (A.R.",....C.",...,'",...),

where A is the set of all runs in m, rR!"), iff

r(to)R’r'(to), re C") iſ r(to) e C", and aſ") =

ra, (m). It is readily checked by induction that for

all C e conſp, w) e subp, no e Q and r € 4, we

have r e C") iff r(m) e C", and (9)t, to) H- p iff

(m, m) H p.

SatM(K): It is well known from modal logic (see e.g.

Chagrov and Zakharyaschev, 1997) that every satisfi

able purely modal formula p can be satisfied in a fi

nite intransitive tree of depth sº md(p) and branch

ing 3 |subpl. We remind the reader that a frame

3 = (W, 3) is called a tree if (i) & is rooted, i.e., there

is wo e W (a root of 3) such that wo 3" w for every

we W, where 3’ is the transitive and reflexive closure

of 1, and (ii) for every we W, the set {ve W : v3" w}

is finite and linearly ordered by 3". The depth of a tree

is the length of its longest branch. A tree & = (W, 3)

is intransitive if every world v in 3, save its root, has

precisely one predecessor, i.e., |{u e W : u <! v} = 1,

and the root wo is irreflexive, i.e., -wo 3wo (in fact, all

worlds in an intransitive frame are irreflexive). Using

the standard technique of modal logic one can prove

the following

Lemma 20 Every p e SatM(K) is satisfiable in a

model based on an intransitive tree of depth sº ma(p).

Thus, to establish BMP of SatM(K) it remains to

show that trees of finite branching are enough to sat

isfy all formulas in SatM(K) and to estimate the de

gree of branching.

Suppose a formula p is satisfied in a model 9)t = (3, I)

based on an intransitive tree 3 = (W, 3) of depth ‘

ma(p) (but possibly with infinitely many branches).

As in Section 4, with every world we W we associate

the quasivorld

to = (Xie, Rº', ..., CŞ', ... , (<> Do)", ..., aft', ...)

for p. (The associated quasivorlds will be denoted by

the Gothic letters corresponding to the Roman letters

denoting the worlds in 3.) Let m = (Q, -) be the

quasimodel for p in which Q = {to : we W} and u → 0

iff u qv. We are going to select (by induction) a subtree

m' = (Q', -') of m which is also a quasimodel for p and

whose degree of branching is sº consp b(p) + |subpl.

The root of m' is the root of m. Assume now that

we have already selected a quasivorld u for Q' and

are looking for its successors. Consider an arbitrary

object t e X, and all the concepts & D, e comp, for

i = 1,..., n, such that a € (Q Di)". By condition

(g), there is a run r in m containing a and such that

r(u,) e Dº" for some u, X- p; if a = a, a e obp, we use

(f) instead of (g). Then we add ui, for i = 1,..., n, to

the quasimodel under construction as successors of p

and in the same manner consider the other objects in

Ye. Also, for every <>W, e subp such that p = <>W, we

add to our quasimodel one successor of u in which iſ is

true. Clearly, the total number of the added successors

does not exceed compl. p(p) +|subp. To conclude the

construction, we denote by Q' the set of all selected

quasivorlds and define —" to be the restriction of -

to Q. It is matter of routine to check that m' is a

quasimodel satisfying p and

md(p)

|Q| < XD (compl. 2(2) +|subpl)".
n=0

As a result we obtain the following

Theorem 21 SatM(K) has BMP and is decidable.

SatM(S5): Let 0) = (3, I) be a model based on

a frame 3 = (W, W x W) and satisfying p. In each

class [w] = {v: T(w) = T(v)} we select 9(p) distinct

representatives (if the number of worlds in [w] is less

than 5(p) then we select all of them) and consider the

structure m = (Q, Q x Q) in which Q consists of the

quasivorlds associated with those representatives (so

|Q| < f(p) b(p)). It is easily seen that m is a quasi

model satisfying p. Thus we have

Theorem 22 SatM(S5) has BMP and is decidable.

SatM(KT)45): A frame in KT45 is a non-degenerate

cluster (i.e., a frame in S5) possibly having one ir

reflexive predecessor (which in this case is the root of

the frame). So, given a model 9) based on such a

frame and satisfying p, we build a quasimodel m for

p by taking the quasivorld associated with the root

of Øſt, if any (then it will be the irreflexive root of m),

and the quasimodel for the cluster of 901 constructed

in precisely the same way as in the case of SatM(S5).

This yields us
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Theorem 23 SatM(KD45) has BMP and is decid

able.

This technique can be also adopted to prove

Theorem 24 Sat.M(GC) has BMP and is decidable.

We close this section with a decidability result under

the finite constant domain assumption.

Theorem 25 Let C be any of the following classes of

frames: (i) all transitive frames, (ii) all transitive re

fleſtive frames, (iii) all transitive linear frames, (iv) all

transitive Noetherian linear frames, (v) any class of

linear quasiorders. Then Sat.M fin (C) has BMP and

is decidable. In particular decidable is Sat.M fin (C) for

any C e {K, S5, S4, KT45, G.C.3, V} or C C S4.3.

The proof of this result is different from those delivered

above and can be found in the full paper.

6 POLYMODAL DESCRIPTION

LOGIC'S

In order to extend the results obtained in the previ

ous section to polymodal description logics, we show

that the decidability of satisfiability is preserved un

der fusions of frame classes. More precisely, for classes

C1 and C2 of frames of the form (W1, 31, ... , 3,m) and

(W2, 3,m_1,... , 3,...), respectively, the fusion C1 & C2 of

C1 and C2 consists of all frames (W, 31... , 3,...) such

that (W, 31, ... , 3,m) e C1, (W, 3,m=1,... , 3,...) e C2.

For example, S5,111 = S5, & S51, for any n > 1. By

extending the technique of Kracht and Wolter (1991)

developed for pure modal logics (see also (Fine and

Schurz 1996), (Gabbay 1996), (Wolter 1997)), one can

prove the following:

Theorem 26 For any two classes of frames C1, C2,

(i) if Sat.M(C.) is decidable, for i = 1, 2, then

Sat.M(C1 & C2) is decidable;

(ii) if Sat.M fin (C) is decidable, for i = 1, 2, then

Sat.M fin (C1 & C2) is decidable;

(iii) if SatM fin (C) = SatM(C), for i = 1, 2, then

Sat.M fin (C1 & C2) = Sat.M(C1 (X) C2).

For a proof we refer to the full paper. As a consequence

we obtain

Theorem 27 There eacists a satisfiability checking al

gorithm for each of the following classes of models:

M(Kn), M.(KD45m), M.(S5m), M(GCM), M.(S4n),

where n > 1.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown the decidability of the sat

isfiability problem for most of the standard systems of

epistemic and temporal description logics. It would be

of interest, however, to analyze a number of more com

plex systems. For instance, in epistemic logic we did

not touch on the common knowledge operator which

is interpreted by the transitive and reflexive closure of

the union of the accessibility relations for the individ

ual agents. In the temporal case we studied only the

simplest models with the operator “eventually”. How

ever, many applications require more expressive sets of

modal operators (like “Next”, “Until", “in the past”,

etc.). For those more complex systems first decidabil

ity results were obtained recently by the authors.

This paper provides rather general methods of estab

lishing decidability of modal description logics. It does

not analyze specific systems and the corresponding de

cision algorithms in detail. But this will certainly be

necessary in order to make modal description logics

applicable. An important task is to develop reason

ably efficient algorithms for checking satisfiability and

to determine the complexity of the satisfiability prob

lem.

Our decision algorithms can treat models with vary

ing, expanding and constant domains. But they are

oriented to rigid designators, and it is not clear how

to extend the algorithms to cover non-rigid ones.

Also we would like to draw attention to some inter

esting mathematical problems concerning modal de

scription logics. For instance, what is the connection

between the decidability (or the finite model property)

of the pure modal logic determined by a class of frames

C and the decidability of SatM(C)? How does the de

cidability depend on the cardinality of domains?
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Abstract

We present a graph-based KR model issued from

Sowa's conceptual graphs but studied and devel

oped with a specific approach. Formal objects

are kinds of labelled graphs, which may be sim

ple graphs or nested graphs. The fundamental

notion for doing reasonings, called projection (or

subsumption), is a kind of labelled graph mor

phism. Thus, we propose a graphical KR model,

where “graphical " is used in the sense of [Sch91],

i.e. a model that “uses graph-theoretic notions

in an essential and nontrivial way”. Indeed, mor

phism, which is the fundamental notion for any

structure, is at the core of our theory. We define

two first order logic semantics, which correspond

to different intuitive semantics, and prove in both

cases that projection is sound and complete with

respect to deduction.

1 Introduction

Different kinds of labelled graphs have long been used

for representing knowledge. In artificial intelligence,

they have been investigated under the name of seman

tic networks (see for instance [Leh92] for an overview

of recent research in this domain). [Sow?6] proposed a

model of this family, named conceptual graphs (CGs),

which was developed in [Sow84]. The formal aspects

of this model have two mathematical bases: logic and

graph theory. Emphasizing one or the other leads to

different research lines.

The former, a continuation of Peirce's work on exis

tential graphs [Rob92], investigates CGs as a diagram

matic system of logic (for instance (Sow'94) [vab94).

The later develops CG as a graphical knowledge repre

sentation model, where “graphical” is used in the sense

of Sch91], i.e. a model that “uses graph-theoretic no

tions in an essential and nontrivial way” (for instance

[LE91] [CM92). Our work is concerned with this sec

ond viewpoint.

The basic notion is that of a simple conceptual graph

(SG). A SG is a labelled bipartite graph where nodes

of one class represent entities, nodes of the other class

represent relations between these entities, and the la

bels (which are partially ordered) represent types and

referents. The fundamental operation, called “projec

tion”, is a morphism between SGs. Projection induces

a structural subsumption relation. SGs are provided

with a semantics in first order logic (FOL), classically

called P. Projection has been proven to be sound with

respect to deduction (Sow84]. We proved that it is also

complete, when SGs are in a “normal” form (CM92].

In this paper, we provide another FOL semantics, for

which completeness holds without any restriction. We

also present nested conceptual graphs (NGs), which are

generalizations of SGs: in NGs, concept nodes may

express complex information represented by NGs. We

study NGs from a graphical viewpoint. More specifi

cally:

• a NG is a combinatorial object recursively defined

from SGs;

• the main notion, projection, is a morphism be

tween NGs, from which a subsumption relation is

defined;

• the NG model is provided with two logical seman

tics in FOL, which extend those for SGs. Sound

ness and completeness results are given for both

Cases.

NGs come from several applications in which the SG

model proved to be inconvenient for expressing the

knowledge involved. Let us give one example of an

application we are currently involved in. In this ap

plication, NGs are used to represent and simulate the
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required behavior of human agents in case of emer

gency situations, for instance a fire in a chemical

plant [BBV97). This behavior is described by NGs

which represent situations, pre-conditions and post

conditions of actions to be performed, each of these

elements being themselves described by NGs. Knowl

edge is structured by hierarchical levels and reasonings

must respect these levels.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, basic

definitions and results on SGs are provided. In section

3, co-reference links are added to SGs and we propose

a new logical semantics, which is compared to P. We

prove that projection is sound and complete w.r.t. this

semantics. The model is then extended to NGs with

co-reference links (section 4). Two logical semantics

for NGs are developed, for which projection is proven

to be sound and complete (sections 5 and 6). Section

7 is devoted to related works.

2 Basic Notions on Conceptual

Graphs

In this section, we present main features about SGs.

For a more detailed presentation see (Sow84) and

(CM92]. Let us first specify some notations. Any par

tial order or preorder (reflexive and transitive but not

necessarily antisymmetric relation) is denoted by 3 or

>. F is the logical consequence symbol in FOL.

Basic ontological knowledge is encoded in a struc

ture we call a support. We consider here a sim

plified version of a support with 3 components, say

S = (To, TR, I). To and TR are type sets, respec

tively a set of concept types and a set of relation types,

partially ordered by an A-Kind-Of relation. Relation

types may have any arity greater or equal to 1, and

two comparable relation types must have the same ar

ity. I is a set of individual markers. All supports also

possess a generic marker denoted by *. The following

partial order is defined on the set of markers IU (+}: *

is the greatest element and elements of I are pairwise

noncomparable.

Asserted facts are encoded by SGs. SGs are also used

for representing ontological knowledge (such as type

definitions) or other kinds of knowledge such as rules

or prototypes, but we will not cover these aspects here.

A SG related to a support S, is a labelled bipartite

graph G = (R, C, E, l). R and C are the node sets,

respectively relation node set and concept node set.

E is the set of edges. Edges incident on a relation

node are totally ordered, they are numbered from 1

to the degree of the relation node. The ith neighbor

of a relation r is denoted by Gi(r). Each node has

2 I 1 - 2

Stick:* location Billboard:*

1

2

Announcement:*

This graph may represent the information

“Peter sticks an announcement on a billboard”.

Figure 1: A simple graph

a label given by the mapping l. A concept node c is

labelled by a couple (type(c), ref(c)), where type(c),

the type of c, belongs to To, and ref(c), the referent

of c, either belongs to I — then c is said to be an

individual concept node — or is the generic marker

* — then c is said to be a generic concept node. A

relation node r is labelled by a relation type, type(r),

and the number of edges incident on r is equal to the

arity of type(r). Figure 1 gives an example of a SG.

SGs are given a semantics in FOL, denoted by P

(Sow84]. Given a support S, a constant is assigned

to each individual marker and an n-adic (resp. unary)

predicate is assigned to each n-adic relation (resp. con

cept) type. For simplicity, we consider that each con

stant or predicate has the same name as the associ

ated element of the support. To S is assigned a set

of formulas, P(S), which corresponds to the interpre

tation of the partial orderings of TR and Tc. For all

types t1 and t2 such that ti > tº, one has the formula

Væ1...rp (t2(21, ..., re) → ti (r1, ..., re)), where p = 1

for concept types, and p is otherwise the arity of the

relation. P maps any graph G on S into a formula

q}(G) in the following way. First assign to each con

cept node c a term which is a variable if c is generic,

and otherwise the constant corresponding to ref(c).

Two distinct generic nodes receive distinct variables.

Then assign an atom to each node of G: the atom te(e)

to a concept c where to stands for the type of c and

e is the term associated to c, the atom tr(e1, ..., ep)

to a relation r where tr stands for the type of r and

e; is the term associated to the ith neighbor of r. Fi

nally, the conjunction of these atoms is made and the

obtained formula is existentially closed. E.g. let us

consider the graph G of Figure 1. We call c1, c2, ca, ca

the concept nodes of respective types Person, Stick,

Announcement, Billboard and assign the variable y,

to the generic concept node ci for i = 2, 3, 4. The for

mula associated to G is

©(G) - By2yay4(Person(Peter) A

Stick(y2) A Announcement(y3) A Billboard(ya) A
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agent(y2, Peter) A object(y2, y2) A location(y2, y1)).

Several graph operations are defined on SGs for do

ing reasonings. Our work is based on the projec

tion operation (Sow84]. A projection from a SG

G = (RG, Co., Eg, lo) to a SG H = (RH, CH, E.H., l'H)

is a mapping II from Ro to RH and from Co. to CH

which

1. preserves adjacency and order on edges: V re e

E6 II(r)II(c) e EH and if c = G, (r) then

II(c) = H, (II(r))

2. may decrease labels: War e Ro U Co.

lo (T) > lit (II(r)).

The partial order on relation labels is that of TR. The

partial order on concept labels is the product of the

partial order on Tc and the partial order on I U {+}.

Note that projection is generally not a one-to-one map

ping (II(G) is generally not isomorphic to G). See for

instance Figure 2: G and H project onto K.

Projection can also be defined as a graph (homo-) mor

phism. Let us recall that a graph morphism from a

graph G to a graph H is a mapping f from G node set

to H node set which preserves adjacency, i.e. if acy is

an edge of G then f(r)f(y) is an edge of H. When G

and H are labelled, morphism may satisfy additional

constraints on labels. Projection is a labelled bipartite

graph morphism.

Projection defines a subsumption relation on SGs:

G > H (G subsumes H) if there is a projection from

G to H. This relation is a preorder, but not an or

der. Subsumption checking is an NP-complete prob

lem (CM92]. It becomes polynomial when G is a tree

[Mugg5 (or more generally when G has a bounded

treewidth). Also note that there is a “strong” equiva

lence between the subsumption checking problem and

the constraint satisfaction problem [Dec92], allowing

direct transfer of efficient algorithms from one prob

lem to the other [MC96].

Projection is sound and complete with respect to

FOL, i.e.: given two SGs G and H defined on S,

if G subsumes H then p(S), p(H) = P(G) (sound

ness (Sow84); conversely, if H is in normal form and

‘P(S), p(H) = P(G) then G subsumes H (complete

ness (CM92). A SG is said to be in normal form if

each individual marker appears at most once in con

cept node labels. A SG G can be put into normal form

by identifying all concept nodes having the same in

dividual referent, provided that types of these nodes

possess a greatest lower bound (which is the type of

the obtained node). This simple transformation pro

duces a SG – called the normal form of G – whose

‘P(G) = t (b) A t(a) A tſa) A r(b, a) A s(b, a).

‘P(H) = t (b) A tob) A t(a) A r(b, a) A s(b, a).

q}(G) and P(H) are equivalent, while G and H are

noncomparable by projection. K is the normal form of G

and H. G and H project into K.

Figure 2: Normal Form

logical semantics is trivially equivalent to that of G.

See Figure 2.

Let add that there are strong links between conjunc

tive query containment in databases and projection.

Indeed, it is straightforward to represent any posi

tive and non recursive conjunctive query q by a sim

ple graph G, in such a way that, given two queries

q and q', q' contains q if and only if there is a pro

jection from G, to Gº!. In this transformation, the

obtained support for SGs is very simple, since all

types are noncomparable. More precisely, let us con

sider a positive and non recursive conjunctive query

q = ans(u) — ri (uſ), ... rh (un), n > 1, where, given

R a set of relation names and dom a set of constants,

r1 ... ra belong to R, ans is not in R, u and u1 ... un

are tuples of terms (variables or constants of dom),

and each variable of u occurs at least once in u1 ... un.

We follow here the notations of [AHV95). Now, let

S = (To, TR, I) be a support built as follows. To

is restricted to a single type. TR is in bijection with

R U Ans, where Ans = {ans;| i > 1) and i stands

for the arity of ans. I is in bijection with dom. El

ements of TR are noncomparable. Then a (normal)

simple graph G, = (R, , C, E, la) can be assigned to

q as follows. R, is a set of (n+1) nodes labelled by

r1, ..., rn, ans. C., is in bijection with the set of

terms occurring in u1, ..., un. And if t is the ith ar

gument of r, (or ans), then the concept node assigned

to t is the ith neighbor of the relation node assigned

to r, (or ans). Then, one can immediately check that,

given two queries, q and q', there is a homomorphism

from q to q' if and only if there is a projection from

Gº to G4'.

Moreover, it can be proven that the homomorphism

theorem ([AHV95), 6.2.3) is equivalent to the sound

ness and completeness theorem for projection be

tween (normal) SGs (CM92], the minimization the
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orem (AHV95), 6.2.6) is equivalent to the theorem

about irredundant SGs (CM92], and the complexity

theorem for query decision problems (AHV95), 6.2.10)

is equivalent to the complexity theorem for SGs deci

sion problems (CM92]. See (SCM98 for more details

about these equivalences.

3 Co-reference links and another FOL

semantics

According to the semantics P, merging several individ

ual concept nodes having the same referent (i.e. rep

resenting the same entity) does not change the mean

ing of the graph. However, in some applications, it

may be useful to represent the same entity with differ

ent concept nodes corresponding to different aspects

or viewpoints on this entity. For instance, suppose

G represents the organization of a company. G con

tains three subgraphs, which respectively represent the

structures of the staff, the joint production committee

and the football team. Some persons appear in more

than one of these three structures, but we do not wish

to identify the concept nodes representing the same

person, which would have the effect of mixing and de

stroying the three structures. When a specified indi

vidual is represented by several nodes, the individual

marker suffices for expressing that these nodes repre

sent the same entity. But in the case of an unspeci

fied entity represented by several generic nodes (e.g. a

person identified by his/her different functions in the

company) an additional structure, called a co-reference

link, is needed.

A SG with co-reference links (in short SG”) is a

graph G = (R, C, E, l, co-ref), where co-ref is an

equivalence relation on the set of G generic concept

nodes (the co-reference relation).The intuitive seman

tics of co-ref is “represents the same entity as”. Any

basic SG G = (R, C, E, l) may be written in the form

G = (R, C, E, l, co-ref) where co-ref is restricted to

the identity relation. The co-ref relation is naturally

extended to an equivalence relation co-ident on the

set C of all concept nodes of G (the co-identity rela

tion). Every equivalence class for the co-identity re

lation is a set of concept nodes representing the same

entity which are either co-referent generic nodes (in

that case they are explicitly linked by a co-reference

link in a graphical representation of G) or individual

nodes having the same referent: VC, c'e C,

co-ident(c,c') iff (co-ref (c,c') or ref(c) = ref(c') e I)

The definitions and results on SGs are modified as

follows by the introduction of co-reference links. A

projection from a SG”! G = (Ra, Co., Ea, la, co

refoº) to a SG” H = (RH, CH, EH, lii, co-refit)

is a projection II from the SG (Ra, Co, Eg, lo) to

the SG (RH, CH, EH, lii) that preserves co-identity,

i.e. V c, c' e Co. if co-refo (c,c') then co

identiſ (II(c), TI(c')). ºp may be extended to SG"“ſs

by associating the same variable to co-referent generic

concept nodes. A SG”! G is in normal form iff the

co-identity relation on Co. is the identity one (i.e. iff

it contains no co-reference links and each individual

marker appears at most once in concept node labels).

A SG” is put into normal form by identifying its

co-identical nodes. In order to translate the whole

information encoded in a graph, we introduce another

FOL semantics, called V. In this semantics, two terms

are assigned to a concept node c. The first term (ea)

represents the co-identity class C of c as in p (it is

a constant if c is an individual node, otherwise it is

the variable associated with C). The second term (ec)

is a variable, which represents the node itself. All

these variables are pairwise distinct. V(S) is defined

as P(S), except that predicates associated with con

cept types become binary. W(G) is defined as follows.

Assign the atom t(es, ec) to each concept node c and

the atom tr(ee, , ..., ec.) to each relation node r of G,

where c, is the ith neighbor of r. W(G) is the exis

tential closure of the conjunction of these atoms. E.g.

the formula associated to the graph G of Figure 2 is

V(G) - Bria:34.3(t(b, JCl )/\t(a, T2)/\t(a, ar3)/\r(r1 * T2)^

s(4:1, 4:3)). With the graph G of Figure 1, we assign

the variable y, to the co-reference class restricted to

the generic concept node c. for i = 2, 3, 4 (as G does

not contain any co-reference link) and the variable ar;

to the concept node ci for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We obtain

V(G) = Hyg ... yºri ... TA (Person(Peter, a 1) A

Stick(y2, a 2) /\ Announcement(y3, T3) /\

Billboard(y1, a 4) A agent(r2, r1) A object(T2, a 3) A

location (T2, a 4)).

Projection is sound and complete with respect to this

semantics without any restriction. E.g. consider the

graphs of Figure 2. V(G) and V(H) are noncompara

ble by deduction and are both deducible from V(K).

Theorem 1 Let G and H be two SG"“ſs.

G subsumes H iff W(S), V(H) = U(G).

Proof: the proof is similar to that with the seman

tics P. However we give it here since the complete

proof with p is available in French only (MC96]. For

any formula F, let C(F) denote the clausal form of

F. C(V(H)) is the set of atomic clauses obtained

from V(H) atoms by substituting Skolem constants

to the variables of V(H). Let p be this substitution.

C(-V(G)) contains a unique clause whose litterals are
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the negations of W(G) atoms. The Herbrand Universe

UH of the formula V(S) A V(H) A →W (G) is the set

of constants appearing in C(V(H)) or in V (G). A s

substitution from G to H (s standing for subsuming)

is a substitution a of the variables of W(G) by UH

constants such that for any atom t(e1, ..., en) of V(G),

there is a t' such that t' < t and a (t'(e1, ..., en)) is

an atom of C(V(H)). Theorem 1 immediately follows

from Lemmas 1 and 2. D

Lemma 1: W(S), V(H) = U(G) if there is a s

substitution from G to H.

Proof: let C = C(V(S) A V(H) A –V(G)).

V(S), W(H) = U(G) if C is unsatisfiable. If there is

a s-substitution from G to H then the empty clause

can be obtained from C by the resolution method, so

C is unsatisfiable. Conversely, let us suppose that C

is unsatisfiable. Let v be the Herbrand interpretation

defined by: for any predicate t of arity n and for all

constants a1, ..., an of UH, v(t)(a1, ..., an) is true iff

there is a t' < t such that t' (a1, ..., an) is an atom

of C(V(H)). v is a model of C(V(S) A V(H)). Then

v is not a model of C(-V(G)), which provides a s

substitution from G to H. C.

Lemma 2: G subsumes H iff there is a s-substitution

from G to H.

Proof: let us suppose that G subsumes H. Let II

be a projection from G to H. For any variable r of

V(G), let c be the concept node of G such that r = ec

(resp. ea) and let a (r) be the UH constant p(en(•))

(resp. p(eHºſ)). For any atom tſel, ..., en) of V(G),

let s be the node of G associated to this atom. The

atom of C(V(H)) associated to II(s) is in the form

o (t"(e1, ..., en)), with t < t. a. is a s-substitution from

G to H.

Conversely, let us suppose that there is a s-substitution

a from G to H. For any node s of G, let tſei,..., en)

be the atom of W(G) associated to s and let II(s)

be a node of H associated to an atom in the form

o (t"(e1, ..., en)), with t < t. II fullfills condition 2

of the projection definition. As for condition 1, if

c = Gi(r) then a(ec) = p(eII(c)) = p(eH,(II(r))), then

II(c) = H(II(r)). Note that with the semantics ®,

we only have o (ea) = p(eI)) - p(eHIHFW), then

II(c) = H, (II(r)) and we need the normality condition

to ensure that II(c) = H, (II(r)). II is a projection

from G to H. []

2

Person:Peter agent Y-H stick H(location Billboard

—

2 l

agent Gº)

1 2

l --

Write object Announcement::

Fºr HGº)—ſsiſ
1

[ºf HG)

(* and ** are omitted)

Figure 3: A nested graph

4 Nested Graphs

In this section, we define nested graphs (without co

reference links first) and projection between nested

graphs.

Let us consider the graph of Figure 1. Suppose one

wants to add two pieces of information about the an

nouncement. First, “Peter wrote this announcement”,

second “this announcement says that Peter is selling

a bicycle”. Let us assume that these pieces of infor

mation are considered to be of different levels, the first

one being an eaſternal information about the announce

ment, and the second one an internal information. If

one wants to keep this difference in the representation,

then in the former the announcement node is a black

bor which is joined to the Peter node via a node rep

resenting a writing, and the latter information can be

put inside the announcement node. This last informa

tion can be obtained by zooming on the announcement

node which in this case becomes a glass bor (Figure

3). It can also be said that the information nested

in a node is pertinent within the context represented

by this node. This information is called a (partial)

description of the node.

Note that a description is not a type definition. First, a

description applies to a specific concept node, whereas

a graph defining a type applies to all concept nodes of

this type. Second, a type definition provides a char

acterization of a type, i.e. it describes necessary and

sufficient conditions for any individual to belong to the

type, whereas a description is only a partial informa

tion about an individual. Two co-identical nodes may

have different descriptions, even in the same context.

NGs are defined by structural induction as follows.

1. A basic NG is obtained from a SG by adding to the

label of each concept node c, a third field, denoted
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Desc(c), equal to ++ (++ can be considered as the

empty description, and a trivial bijection exists

between basic NGs and SGs);

2. Let G be a basic NG, let c1, cº, ..., cº be concept

nodes of G, and let G1, G2, ..., Gº be NGs. The

graph obtained by substituting Gi to the descrip

tion ++ of c, for i = 1, ..., k is a NG.

It is important to note (for following definitions of

A(G) and UCG) that if a SG or a NG H is used several

times in the construction of a NG G, we consider that

several copies of H (and not several times the graph

H itself) are used in the construction of G.

Any NG G has an associated syntactic tree A(G)

whose nodes are SGs appearing in the construction of

G. More precisely, A(G) is a rooted tree which can be

defined by structural induction as follows, with R(G)

denoting the root of A(G): if G is the basic NG ob

tained from the SG G' then A(G) is restricted to the

node G"; if G is the NG obtained from the basic NG

H, concept nodes cl, c2, ..., cº, and NGs H1, ..., Hk,

then A(G) is built from A(H1), ..., A(HE) by adding

R(H) as the root and edges (R(H), c.) R(H,) leading

from the node c, of H to the root of A(Hi). Note that

for any NG G, (J, c)K is an edge of A(G) iff J and K

are nodes of A(G), c is a concept node of J and K is

the root of the tree associated to the description graph

of c (i.e. K = R(Desc(c))).

A NG can be denoted by G = (R, C, E, l) where R,

C and E are respectively relation, concept, and edge

sets of the SG R(G)”, l is a labelling function of R and

C such that Vre R, lſr) e TR and Vc e C, 10c) =

(type(c), ref (c), Desc(c)) with type(c) e Tc, ref (c) =

+ or ref (c) e I, Desc(c) = ++ or Desc(c) is a NG. A

complet concept node is a node with a nonempty (i.e.

different from **) Desc. The set of complex nodes of

G is denoted by D(G).

We distinguish the set Co. of concept nodes of a NG

G from the set UCG of concept nodes appearing in

G, i.e. the set of concept nodes of all SGs used in

the construction of G. The set UCG is defined by

induction on the depth of G (the depth of G is that

of the rooted tree A(G), i.e. the maximum length of

a path in A(G)). A projection from a NG G to a

NG H is defined by induction on the depth of G. A

projection from a NG G = (RG, Co, Eg, la) to a

NG H = (RH, CH, EH, lii) is a family of mappings

'More precisely, R, C and E may be identified to rela

tion, concept, and edge sets of the SG R(G) respectively,

as long as the description field in the concept node labels

is not concerned.

II = IIo, IIc, ...

satisfies:

IIc., with D(G) = {ci ... ce), which

1. IIo is a projection from the SG R(G) to the SG

R(H),

2. Vc, E D(G), IIo(c) e D(H) and IIc, is a projec

tion from Desc(c.) to Desc(II0(c)).

A projection II from a NG G to a NG H naturally

induces a mapping (also noted II for simplicity) from

UCo. to UCH defined by induction on the depth of G.

For any c in UCG, if c is in Co. then II(c) is equal to

IIo (c) and otherwise II(c) is equal to IIc, (c), where c,

is the node of D(G) such that c is in UCDese(c.).

This notion of a projection can be formulated in

terms of the rooted trees associated to NGs. Let

A1 = (X1, U1) and A2 = (X2, U2) be two rooted

trees of SGs with respective roots R1 and R2. An

A-projection from A1 to A2 is a family of mappings

p = 20, p8, ... pk, , with XI = {K1 ... Kp}, which

satisfies:

1. po is a mapping from Xi to X2 such that poſſè1) =

R2,

2. VK e X1, ‘pk is a projection from K to po (K),

3. V(J, c)K € U1, (poſ.J), p.j (c)) po(K) e U2.

For all NGs G and H, there is a projection from G

to H iff there is an A-projection from A(G) to A(H)

[Simgób].

As in SGs, several individual concept nodes with the

same marker may appear in a NG, and it may be use

ful to express that several generic concept nodes rep

resent the same entity. Note that such nodes may be

identified if they appear in the same SG of A(G) but

not otherwise. Thus, the extension from SGs to NGs

makes co-reference links necessary even in applications

where the possibility of identifying nodes represent

ing the same entity made co-reference links useless in

SGs. A NG with co-reference links (in short NG”)

is a graph G = (R, C, E, l, co-ref), where co-ref is

an equivalence relation on the set of generic concept

nodes appearing in G. The co-ref relation is extended

to an equivalence relation co-ident on the set UCG of

concept nodes appearing in G as in the SG” model.

A projection II from a NG”! G to a NGrºſ H must

preserve co-identity: V c, c' e UCG if co-refa (c,c')

then co-identH (II(c), II(c')).

Projection checking between two nested graphs, with

or without co-reference links, is an NP-complete prob

lem. For NGs (i.e. without co-reference links) the

complexity of this problem is polynomially related to

the complexity of projection checking for the class of

simple graphs which make up the NGs. For instance,
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it is polynomial when these graphs are trees.

5 The Semantics (p

In order to extend p to NG”!'s, we add one argu

ment to each predicate, called the context argu

ment. Thus, a binary predicate is associated to each

concept type, and a (n+1)-adic predicate is associated

to each n-adic relation type. For instance, if a (resp.

y, z) is the variable assigned to the generic concept

node of type Announcement (resp. Sell, Bicycle),

then the interpretation of the atom obj(r, y, z) is: the

bicycle, z is the object of the sale y in the contert

of the announcement ar. With S is associated the

set P(S) of formulas V2Viri ... rp (t2(z, r1, ..., rp) →

tl (z, T1, ..., ap)), where ti and t2 are types such that

tl 2 tº and p is the arity of ti and t2 in the seman

tics p for SGs. For any NG”! G, let r(G) be the

number of equivalence classes of the relation co-refo.

Assign r(G) distinct variables yi, ..., y, (a) to the co

refoº classes. For any node K of A(G), if K contains

generic nodes then the variables of p(K) are some of

the variables yi, ..., y, (G). A formula P'(t, G') is as

sociated with any term t and any subgraph G' of G

(i.e. NG”! G' either equal to G or to the description

graph of a concept node appearing in G). P'(t, G") is

the formula associated to G' when G' is in the context

represented by the term t, or more specifically, when

G' is the description graph of a concept node associ

ated to the term t. P'(t, G') is defined by induction

on the depth of G'. For any node K of A(G), p'(t, K.)

denotes the conjunction of the atoms obtained from

those of p(K) by adding the first argument t; for any

concept node c of K, ea denotes the term assigned to

c in p(K) (which is in fact the term assigned to the

co-identity class C of c).

‘P'(t, G') = P'(t, R(G'))^ (Ace p(g)'P'(ez, Desc(c)))

The formula

*(G) F. By ...yr(G)?'(ao, G)

is associated to any NG”! G defined on the support S,

where a0 is a constant representing the general context

induced by the support S, so that the same constant

a0 is used for all NG"ºſs defined on the support S.

E.g. the formula associated to the graph G of Figure

3 is

q}(G) - By2...yāy-ys(Person(ao, Peter) A

Stick(ao, y2) /\ Announcement(ao, y2) /\

Billboard(ao, y1) A Write(ao, yā) /\

agent(ao, y2, Peter) /\ object(ao, y2, y2) /\

location(ao, y2, y1) /\ agent(ao, ys, Peter) A

object(ao, ys, ya) A p'(y3, Desc(c3))),

where ca is the concept node of type Announcement

and

G2 ſt a

H2 t : a

Figure 4: Counterexamples to the completeness result

in NGrºſs with ‘p

q'(y3, Desc(c3)) - Person(ys, Peter) A

Sell(ys, y?) A Bicycle(y3, ys) A agent(y3, yì, Peter) A

object(ys, yì, ys).

‘p (G) may also be defined from A(G).

‘P(G) = By ...yr (G) (Ak node of A(G) P'(tk, K))

where tr = ao if K = R(G) and otherwise let (J, c)K

be the edge of A(G) into K, tR = ea.

The normality notion and the soundness and complete

ness result extend to NG”! s. Let us first consider

two counterexamples to the completeness result (pre

sented in Figure 4). P(G1) = t(ao, a) A r(ao, a, a)

and ‘p(H1) = t(ao, a) /\ t(ao, a) /\ r(ao, a, a). q(G1)

and P(H1) are equivalent formulas, but there does not

exist a projection from G1 to H1. The trouble here

is that H is not a SG” in normal form. P(G2) =

t(ao, a)/\t(a, a) At(a,a) and P(H2) = t(ao, a)/\t(a,a).

The trouble here is that there are two co-identical con

cept nodes appearing in H2 such that one is a complex

node and the other is not.

These remarks give some intuition for extending nor

mality to NGrºſs. Let G be a NG”! and G' and H'

be two SGrºſs nodes of A(G) (resp. two NG”!'s sub

graphs of G). An exact projection from G' to H' is

a projection from G' to H' mapping each generic node

c of Caº (resp. UCo.) to a generic node of CH (resp.

UCH,) co-referent to c in G. G' and H' are exactly

equivalent iff there is an exact projection from G' to

H' and from H' to G'. A NG”! G is in normal form

iff

1. every node of A(G) is a SG” in normal form,

2. for all co-identical concept nodes c and c' appearing

in two distinct nodes of A(G), if c is a complex node

then c' is a complex node and R(Desc(c')) is exactly

equivalent to R(Desc(c)).

Note that for all co-identical complex nodes c and

c' appearing a NG”! G in normal form, not only

the SGrºſs R(Desc(c)) and R(Desc(c')) are exactly

equivalent, but also the whole NG"'s Desc(c) and

Desc(c'). However, putting a NG”! G into normal
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form (i.e. transforming G into a NG”! G' in normal

form such that P(G) = P(G')) is not always possible.

E.g. consider the graph H2 of Figure 4. If H' were

a NG”! in normal form such that P(H2) = P(H')

then P(H') would contain the atom t(a,a), then any

concept node of UCH, with referent a would have a

concept node with referent a in its description graph,

and there would be an infinite chain in A(H'), which

is impossible. The definition of normality may be

weakened into that of k-normality in such a way that

any NG”! G may be put into k-normal form for any

k > depth(G). The level in G of a node c of UCG is

the level in A(G) of the node K of A(G) containing

c (i.e. the number of edges of the path in A(G) from

R(G) to K). A NG”! G is in k-normal form iff

1. every node of A(G) is a SG” in normal form,

2. for all co-identical concept nodes c and c' appearing

in two distinct nodes of A(G) such that c is a com

plex node, if the level of c' in G is less than k then

c' is a complex node and if c' is a complex node then

R(Desc(c')) is exactly equivalent to R(Desc(c)).

Note that if G is in normal form then G is in k-normal

form for any natural integer k.

Theorem 2 Let G and H be two NG”! s and let k be

an integer such that k > depth(G).

If G subsumes H then p(S), p(H) = p(G). If H is

in k-normal form and p(S), p(H) = p(G) then G

subsumes H.

Sketch of proof: (the detailed proof may be found

in [Sim86b). Note that Lemmas 1 and 2 are true

for NG”!'s instead of SG"'s and the semantics ® in

stead of V (provided that in Lemma 2 H is in nor

mal form). And Lemma 1 is true for NG”!'s instead

of SG”!'s. Let us suppose that G subsumes H. Let

p = po, prl ... pk, be an A-projection from G to K.

From Lemma 2, for any node K of A(G), there is a

S-substitution a k from K to poſk). Let G be the sub

stitution of the variabes of P(G) obtained from the

a K. We prove that o is a s-substitution from G to H

and conclude with Lemma 1.

Conversely, let us suppose that H is in k-normal form

with k > depth (G) and p(S), p(H) = P(G). From

Lemma 1, there is a s-substitution a from G to H.

We construct an A-projection p from A(G) to A(H).

We define poſk) and prº for any node K of A(G) by

induction on the level l of K in A(G). For l = 0,

* is R(G). The atoms of P(G) (resp C(p(H))) as

*śhed to the nodes of R(G) (resp. R(H)) are those

With ao as first argument. Then the restriction of a

º!he variables of P(R(G)) is a s-substitution from

R(G) to R(H). From Lemma 2, there is a projection

IIo from R(G) to R(H). We define poſfºſC)) = R(H)

and pra) = IIo. Suppose p is defined up to level l.

Let (J., c)K be an edge of A(G) with K at level l + 1.

Let el be the first argument of the atoms of P(G) as

signed to the nodes of K. Any atom of C(p(H)) with

a (e1) as first argument is associated with a node of

a SGrºſ K' of A(H), with K' = R(Desc(c')) and c'

is co-identical to pj (c). Then, as H is in k-normal

form and level H (py (c)) = levelo (c) < depth(G) < k,

p; (c) is a complex node and K" is exactly equivalent

to R(Desc(pj (c))). From Lemma 3 below, the restric

tion of a to the variables of p(K) is a s-substitution

from K to R(Desc(ºpj (c))). From Lemma 2, there is

a projection IIk from K to R(Desc(pj (c))). We de

fine poſk) = R(Desc(pj (c))) and pH = II k. p is an

A-projection from A(G) to A(H), then G subsumes H

[]

Lemma 3: For any NG”! H, for all eractly equiv

alent nodes K and K' of A(H) and for any atom

t(a1, ..., an), there is t < t such that t' (a1, ..., an) is

an atom of C(p(H)) assigned to a node of K iff there

is t < t such that t' (a1, ..., an) is an atom of C(p(H))

assigned to a node of K'.

Proof: the result follows from the fact that if s is

a node of K associated to the atom t'(a1, ..., an) of

C(p(H)) and II is an exact projection from K to K',

then the atom of C(p(H)) associated to the node II(s)

of K' is in the form t” (a1, ..., an), with tº st'. D

Any NG”! G may be put into k-normal form for

any k > depth(G) as follows. A rooted tree As of

SG"“ſs is built level by level from its root to level k.

Its root is a copy of R(G). If J is a node of Ak at

level l 3 k, and if c is a concept node of J (c is a

copy of a node c' of UCG) and if there is at least one

complex node co-identical to c' in G, then add the

edge (J, c)K to Ak, where K is a copy of the union

of the SG”!'s R(Desc(c")) for any complex node c”

co-identical to c' in G. Two generic nodes appearing

in nodes of Ak are co-referent iff they are copies of

co-referent nodes of UCG. Let G be the NGreſ such

that A(G) is obtained from Ak by putting each node

of Ak into normal form (when identifying several co

identical concept nodes, only one of the subtrees issued

from these nodes is kept, as these subtrees are exact

copies of each other in Ak). G, is in k-normal form

and P(G) = p(G). G, is called the k-normal form of

G. E.g. the 2-normal form of the graph H2 of Figure 4

is H2 and its 3-normal form is G2.

The semantics ® is unable to express not only that

an entity is represented by several concept nodes in

a node of A(G), but also that several concept nodes

representing the same entity have different descrip

tions. P may be pertinent in applications in which
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the meaning of a graph is not changed when identify

ing co-identical concept nodes of a SG” or replacing

the description of co-identical concept nodes by the

union of their descriptions (in particular it is the case

for applications where graphs are naturally in normal

form). But in some applications, each concept node

has a specific situation in its SG” and a specific de

scription; identifying these nodes or mixing their de

scriptions would lead to a loss of information. For

instance, let c and c' be two concept nodes appear

ing in a NG”! G and representing a given lake, c

appears in the context of a biological study and its

description contains biological information about the

lake: animals and plants living in the lake. c' appears

in the context of a touristic study and its description

contains touristic information about the lake: possi

bilities of bathing, sailing or walking at the lake. The

formulas P(G), p(H), and p(K) are equivalent, where

H is obtained from G by exchanging the description

graphs of c and c' and K is the k-normal form of G

and H, with k = mar(depth(G), depth(H)), in which

the description of c and c' is the union of the biological

and touristic descriptions. Such an equivalence is ob

viously undesirable. The semantics W is better suited

for these applications.

6 The Semantics Uſ

The semantics V is extended from SGrºſs to NG"ºſs

in the same way as the semantics p, except that the

context argument is the variable ec assigned to the

concept node c representing the context instead of the

term ea. Thus a description is specific to a concept

node rather than to a co-identity class. A context ar

gument is added to each predicate (concept type predi

cates become 3-adic). For any NG”! G and any node

K of A(G), let nc(K) be the number of K concept

nodes. Assign r(G) variables yi, ..., y, (G) to the r(G)

co-refa classes and, for any node K of A(G), assign

nc(K) variables rſ, ..., rººk) to K concept nodes.

All variables y, and r; are distinct. The variables of

V(K) are ríº, ..., ****) and, if K contains generic

nodes, some of the variables y1, ..., yrſa). V'(t, G')

is defined by induction on the depth of G". For any

node K of A(G), V'(t, K) denotes the conjunction of

the atoms obtained from those of V(K) by adding the

first argument t; for any concept node c of K, ec de

notes the variable associated to c in V(K)

W(t.G)==r"...r.ſ.l.,

(V'(t, R(G'))^ (Ace p(g) V'(ec, Desc(c))))

The formula

V(G) = Hyl...y, (a)V'(ao, G)

is associated to any NG”! G defined on the support

S.

E.g. the formula associated to the graph G of Figure

3 is

V(G) = By2...yāy-ys(Bri....c5 (Person(ao, Peter, r1) A

Stick(ao, y2, T2) A Announcement(ao, yā, T3) A

Billboard(ao, y1, a 4) /\ Write(ao, ys, T5) A

agent(ao, T2, r1) A object(ao, r2, r3) A

location(ao, T2, a 4) A agent(ao, T5, r1) A

object(ao, rs, T3) A W'(r3, Desc(c3)))),

with

V'(r3, Desc(c3)) = Brötz rs(Person(r3, Peter, re) A

Sell(r3, yì, r*) A Bicycle(r3, ys, rs) A

agent(r3, rz, a 6) A object(r3, 27, Ts)).

W(G) may be defined from A(G) as the existential

closure of the conjunction of the formulas V'(tR, K),

where K denotes a node of A(G), tR = ao if K = R(G)

and otherwise tk = ec, with (J, c)K is the edge of

A(G) into K.

Projection is sound and complete with respect to W.

Theorem 3 Let G and H be two NG"“ſs.

G subsumes H iff W(S), W(H) = V(G).

Sketch of proof: A detailed proof is given in

[Sim86a), similar to that of Theorem 2 concerning P.

A more intuitive one is given here, which would not

be available for p, as the SG” Simple(H) defined

below is not in normal form. Let So be the support

obtained from S by adding the individual marker ao,

a greatest concept type T (if it does not already exist)

and a binary relation type teontext (context relation).

For any NG”! G on S, let Go be the NG”! on So

restricted to a concept node labelled (T, a0, G) and

let Simple(G) be the SG"*ſ on So obtained from the

union of the nodes of A(Go) by adding for each edge

(J., c)K of A(Go) ne(K) relation nodes of type teontext

which relate c to each concept node of K. It can be

shown that (1) G subsumes H iff Simple(G) subsumes

Simple(H) (as both propositions are equivalent to the

existence of an A-projection from A(G) to A(H)) and

(2) V(S), V(H) H V(G) iff W(So), W(Simple(H)) H

V(Simple(G)) (as any s-substitution from G to H is

a s-substitution from Simple(G) to Simple(H) and

conversely). We conclude with the soundness and com

pleteness result on SG”s. D

7 Related works

In the conceptual graph domain, several kinds of CGs

with complex nodes have been used (CM97). Most

of them follow the formalism proposed by [Sow94].

Briefly, a specific relation type called description and

a special concept type called Graph are introduced.
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Concept nodes of type Graph may have a graph as ref

erent. Adding an internal information D to a concept

node c of a CG G is done by creating another concept

node c' of type Graph and referent D, with c' and c

related via a description relation. The mapping q for

SGs is extended by introducing a special binary predi

cate descr-associated to the description relation –

whose first argument is a term and second argument

is a formula. P(G) contains the atom descr(e, P(D)),

where e is the term associated to c. This logical se

mantics is similar to the logical semantics of context

of [McC93], [Guh91], with descrplaying the same role

as the ist predicate. [GW96) defines nested concep

tual graphs where concept labels have three fields like

ours. But these kinds of nested graphs include neither

non-trivial graph-theoretic operations (such as projec

tion) for reasoning purposes, nor FOL logical seman

tics. Another logical semantics for nested graphs, but

without co-reference links, is given in (PMC95). A spe

cific logical language is proposed, where formulas do

not belong to classical FOL, and a Gentzen system is

defined, which is sound and complete for projection.

At first glance, there is some likeness between NGs and

partitioned networks [Hen?9]. But these two models

actually only share a very general notion of grouping.

NGs have been introduced for representing hierarchical

knowledge and for doing reasonings respecting the lev

els. In partitioned networks, “the central idea of par

tioning is to allow groups of nodes and arcs to be bun

dled together into units called spaces, which are fun

damental entities in partioned networks, on the same

level as nodes and arcs. [...] Nodes and arcs of different

spaces may be linked. [...] Every node and every arc of

a network belongs to one or more space” (Hen?9]. This

quotation points out at least three important differ

ences. First, in NGs, a nested graph is not on the same

level as nodes or arcs. Second, nodes of different NGs

cannot be individualy linked (unless by a co-reference

link). Third, nested CGs cannot overlap. Thus, from

a descriptive viewpoint, partioned networks are much

more general than NGs. However, as far as we know,

partioned networks are not provided with a morphism

notion for doing reasonings.

There are possible links between the NG model and

contextual reasoning, although contextual reasoning is

not our goal here. Indeed, we developed the NG model

for representing knowledge structured by hierarchical

levels and doing reasonings which respect these levels.

However, NGs may be used for representing a very

particular case of contexts (the set of contexts is tree

structured, contextual formulas are restricted to exis

tential positive conjunctive FOL formulas). But none

of the logical semantics proposed in this paper seem

to be close to one of the logical formalizations of con

textual reasoning (e.g. [McC93], [Guh91], [Buv96).

However, more in-depth comparisons will now have to

be done.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, a graph-based model for hierarchical

structured knowledge, “nested graphs”, is presented.

Projection — a labelled nested graph morphism — is

the main reasoning tool. The model is given two FOL

semantics, which correspond to different intuitive se

mantics. Projection proved to be sound and complete

with respect to deduction in both cases.

We are developing a workbench, called CoGITo, for

building knowledge-based applications, in which every

piece of knowledge is described by nested graphs (see

[Haeg5 (CCC+97) for a previous version based on sim

ple graphs). This workbench forms the skeleton of a

modelisation language for an industrial application we

are currently involved in [BBV97].
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Abstract

In the AAAI-97 paper by McCain and

Turner, the frame problem is solved using

a nonmonotonic causal logic. In this note

we show how their method can be adapted

to the language of the situation calculus.

The “causal situation calculus" is applied to

action domains involving ramifications and

nondeterminism, and related to the causal

formalization of actions proposed by Lin.

1 Introduction

In this note, a nonmonotonic causal logic is used for

describing actions in the situation calculus. This logic

was defined for the propositional case in [McCain and

Turner, 1997) on the basis of earlier work by several

authors, including (Geffner, 1990], [Lin, 1995) and [Mc

Cain and Turner, 1995). In [Lifschitz, 1997), it is ex

tended to languages with variables. It is closely re

lated to special cases of “general purpose” nonmono

tonic formalisms such as logic programming, default

logic and circumscription (Turner, 1998), and appears

to be particularly well suited for the task of describing

the effects of actions.

In [McCain and Turner, 1997), values of fluents are

represented by propositional atoms indexed by time.

For instance, the atom Closed5 would express that the

fluent Closed holds at time 5. Actions are treated in

a similar way: the atom Close5 would express that

the action Close was performed between time instants

5 and 6. Action descriptions in [Lifschitz, 1997) fol

low the same pattern, except that when variables are

available in the language, a fluent can be represented

by a predicate symbol that takes time as the argu

ment, or as one of several arguments. We can express,

for instance, that the action of moving an object a to

a location l was performed between times t and t + 1

by the atomic formula Move(r, l, t).

This “time-based” representation is different from the

situation calculus approach (McCarthy and Hayes,

1969], which represents actions by terms and would

use an expression like Result (Move (r, l), s) to denote

the situation that results from moving a to location l in

situation s. Advantages and disadvantages of the on

tology and syntax of the situation calculus have been

the subject of many debates in the knowledge repre

sentation community. It is clear that at least in simple

cases the language of the situation calculus is very at

tractive.

The purpose of this note is to show that the version of

the nonmonotonic causal logic presented in [Lifschitz,

1997) is applicable in the framework of the situation

calculus as well, that the elegant solution to the frame

problem proposed in [McCain and Turner, 1997) can

be easily expressed in the language of the situation

calculus, and that the process of “literal completion”

described in these papers may allow us to translate

this solution into first-order logic.

To facilitate the comparison of the causal version of the

situation calculus with earlier work, we apply it here

to a formalization of the blocks world which is similar

to the one presented in [Lifschitz, 1991]. This formal

ization involves actions with indirect effects. Then we

discuss an enhancement of the basic example in which

the effects of actions can be nondeterministic.

The description of the blocks world used in [Lifschitz,

1991) is outlined in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we

turn this description into a causal theory and show

how this theory can be converted into a set of first

order axioms. The relationship between our method

and Lin's is discussed in Section 5. The enhancement

in which nondeterministic actions are included is pre

sented in Section 6.

To make this paper self-contained, we reproduce the

definition of the semantics of causal theories from [Liſ

schitz, 1997] in Appendix A. Appendix B contains

proofs of theorems.
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2 Indirect Effects of Moving a Block

We will describe the locations of blocks using the fluent

expressions

On (a, y)

(block a is on block y) and

On T(w)

(block r is on the table), which will be declared “in

ertial,” that is, subject to the commonsense law of

inertia. Fluent expressions of the form

Clear(r)

will be characterized by relating them to On, and they

will not be inertial.

The effect of placing a block r on top of block y is

described in [Lifschitz, 1991] by the axiom."

Poss (Move (ac, y), s) 1

D Holds(On(r, y), Result (Move (r, y), s)). (1)

On the other hand, a block cannot be in two places at

OilCe:

Holds(On (w, y), s) A Holds (On(z, z), s) D y = z,

-(Holds(On (r, y), s) A Holds(On T(a), s)).

(2)

In view of this fact, moving a block may have an “indi

rect” effect on an inertial fluent: performing the action

Move(r, y) will make On(a, z) false if z is the current

location of r and y # 2, and it will make On T(w) false

if r is currently on the table.

The presence of indirect effects makes the frame prob

lem more difficult. (This aspect of the frame problem

is known as the "ramification problem.") In [Lifschitz,

1991], this difficulty is addressed using circumscription

in the style of [Baker, 1991]. The logical machinery

that is employed there is rather complicated. It in

cludes a second-order formulation of the existence of

situation axioms and conjoining three circumscriptions

with carefully selected lists of varied constants. In this

note we show that the same goal can be achieved more

easily if the effects of moving a block are described by

causal rules.

3 A Causal Theory of the Blocks

World

In causal logic, we distinguish between the claim that

a proposition is true and the stronger claim that there

ls a Cause for it to be true.

- 'The action of putting a block on the table is not part

of this formalization, but it can be easily added.

Consider a language of classical logic, possibly many

sorted or higher-order. A causal rule is an expression

of the form

F – G (3)

where F and G are formulas of this language, called

the head and the body of the rule. Intuitively, (3)

expresses that F has a cause if G is true, or that G

provides a “causal explanation” for F. If the body G

of (3) is the logical constant True, we drop it and write

the rule as F — . A formula F is identified with the

rule

False — — F. (4)

A causal theory is defined by

• a finite set of nonlogical constants” of the under

lying language, called the explainable symbols of

the theory, and

• a finite set of causal rules.

The semantics of causal theories is defined in [Lifschitz,

1997) by a translation into classical logic; a causal the

ory is viewed as shorthand for the sentence obtained

as the result of this translation. In particular, a model

of a causal theory T is a model of its translation, in

the sense of classical logic; a theorem of T is a sen

tence that is logically entailed by the translation of

T. The definition of the translation is reproduced in

Appendix A. Its main feature is that it can be writ

ten as the conjunction of the universal closures of the

implications

G -) F (5)

for all rules (3) of the theory plus an additional con

junctive term. (This term makes the translation non

monotonic, just like the minimality condition in the

definition of circumscription.) In this sense, a causal

rule (3) is stronger than the corresponding implica

tion (5).

We will define now a causal theory of the blocks world,

CBW. The explainable symbols of the theory are the

predicate constants Holds and Inertial.

Formula (1) is replaced in CBW by the rule

Holds(On (r, y), Result(Move(w, y), s)) (6)

*— Poss(Move (r, y), s).

Thus instead of postulating merely that the fluent

On(r, y) holds after performing Move (ºr, y), we say

that there is a cause for this fluent to hold.

*A nonlogical constant is a function constant or a pred

icate constant (other than equality).
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Formula (2) is replaced by the rules saying that, wher

ever a block is located, there is a cause for it not to be

anywhere else:

- Holds(On (c., z), s) – Holds (On (r, y), s) A y # 2,

-Holds(On T(w), s) — Holds(On (r, y), s),

-Holds (On (a, y), s) – Holds(On T(w), s).

(7)

The predicate constant Inertial is characterized by the

rules

Inertial(On (r, y)) — ,

Inertial(On T(r)) — , (8)

- Inertual(f) — – Inertial(f).

The last rule says that if a fluent is not inertial

then there is a cause for this. Proposition 1 from

|Lifschitz, 1997) shows that including this rule has the

same effect as circumscribing Inertial.

In accordance with a proposal from [McCain and

Turner, 1997], the commonsense law of inertia is un

derstood as the assertion that if an inertial fluent does

not change its value after an action is executed then

there is a cause for this:

Holds (f, Result (a, s)) – Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A Holds(f, s)

A Holds(f, Result (a, s)),

- Holds(f, Result (a, s)) – Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A- Holds (f, s)

A-Holds(f, Result (a, s)).

(9)

Rules (6), (7) and (9) provide causal explanations for

the truth values of Holds(f, s) only when f is inertial

and s is the result of performing an action. In all other

cases, we postulate that, whatever the truth value of

Holds(f, s) is, there is a cause for this:

Holds (f, s) – Holds(f, s) A – Inertial(f),

- Holds (f, s) — -Holds(f, s) A – Inertial(f),

Holds (f, s) — Holds(f, s) A -East (Poss (a, sī)

As = Result (a, si)),

- Holds(f, s) – -Holds(f, s) A -East (Poss (a, s1)

As = Result (a, s1)).

(10)

In addition to these causal rules, we need a few pos

tulates that are expressed by formulas. (Recall that a

formula can be viewed as a causal rule (4) whose head

is the logical constant False.) One of these formulas

tells us when the action Move(w, y) is executable:

Poss(Move (a, y), s) = Holds(Clear(r), s)

AHolds(Clear(y), s) (11)

^2 + y,

We include also the definition of Clear in terms of On:

Holds(Clear(r), s) = −3y Holds (On(y,z), s). (12)

The remaining postulates express the unique name as

sumption. The terms On (r, y), On T(r) and Clear(r)

represent distinct fluents:

On (r1, y1) = On(r2, y2) D + 1 = 22 A yi = y2,

On T(z) = On T(y) D 1 = y,

Clear(r) = Clear(y) D r = y,

On(r, y) # On T(z),

On(r, y) # Clear(2),

On T(w) # Clear(y).

(13)

The terms Move (r, y) represent distinct actions:

Move (r1, y1) = Move(r2, y2) D +1 = 22 A yi = y2.

(14)

A situation contains complete information about its

past:

Result (a1, S1) = Result (a 2, s2) D ai = az A si = S2.

(15)

This is the end of the list of rules of CBW.

4 Simplifying CBW

According to the semantics of causal theories, CBW

is shorthand for a sentence of classical logic that in

cludes second-order quantifiers. The process of literal

completion allows us to rewrite this sentence in first

order logic:

Proposition 1. CBW is equivalent to the conjunc

tion of the universal closures of formulas (1), (2),

(11)-(15),

Inertial(f) --

==rif – on, ºvartſ - ontº). "

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A-Holds(f, s) A Holds(f, Result (a, s)) (17)

D Bay f = On (a, y) A a = Move (a y)

and

Inertial(f) A Poss(a, s)

A Holds(f, s) A - Holds (f, Result (a, s))

D Bay:[f = On(r, x) A Holds(On (t, y), Result (a, s))

^y # 2.]

VHryſf = On T(1) A Holds (On(x, y), Result(a, s))]

VHay[f = On (r, y) A Holds(On T(1), Result(a, s))].

(18)

Formula (16) is an explicit definition of Inertial. For

mula (17) is an explanation closure axiom in the sense

of Schubert, 1990) and [Reiter, 1991]: it tells us under

what condition a fluent f can change its value from

false to true after executing an action. It says that,
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for an inertial fluent, this can only happen if the flu

ent has the form On (r, y), and if the action that has

been executed is Move (r, y).

Formula (18) can be viewed as a second explanation

closure axiom—it tells us under what condition f can

change its value from true to false. But it does this in a

somewhat indirect way, without actually saying which

action has been executed. We can be more explicit: an

inertial fluent can change its value from true to false

after executing an action only if

• the fluent has the form On (r, y), and the action

consisted in placing r on top of a block other than

y, OT

• the fluent has the form On T(w), and the action

consisted in placing a on top of a block.

The following corollary to Proposition 1 shows that

this is indeed an equivalent reformulation of (18):

Corollary. CB W is equivalent to the conjunction of

the universal closures of formulas (1), (2), (11)–(17)

and

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A Holds(f, s) A - Holds(f, Result (a, s))

D Bay: [f = On(r, y) A a = Move (r. 2) A y + cj

VEry|f = On T(1) A a = Move (r, y)).

(19)

5 Comparison with Lin’s Method

Lin (1995) expresses the basic distinction between be

ing true and having a cause without introducing a spe

cialized nonmonotonic formalism. Instead, he extends

the situation calculus language by the new predicate

Caused, and applies circumscription to minimize this

predicate. In this section, we define a Lin-style formal

ization of the blocks world and relate it to the causal

theory CB W.

The predicate Caused has three arguments: a fluent

f, a truth value v, and a situation s in which there is

a cause for f to have the value v. It is convenient to

replace Caused by two binary predicates correspond

ing to the two possible values of v: Caused" (f, s) will

express that there is a cause for f to be true in the

situation s, and Caused T (f, s) will express that there

is a cause for f to be false.

The formulas corresponding to rules (6) and (7) in this

formalism are

Poss(Move (a, y), s)

D Caused" (On (t, y), Result(Move (a, y), s))

(20)

and

Holds(On (c., y), s) A y # 2 D Caused" (On(r, z), s),

Holds(On (r, y), s) D Caused" (On T(r), s),

Holds(On T(w), s) D Caused" (On (r, y), s).

(21)

The predicate Inertial is described by the axioms

Inertial(On (a, y)), (22)

Inertial(On T(z)).

By LBW we denote the parallel circumscription of

Caused", Caused and Inertial in the conjunction of

the universal closures of (20)-(22).

To make the result of this circumscription useful for

determining the values of fluents, we need to relate

the new predicates Caused" and Caused to Holds

by the axioms

Caused" (f, s) D Holds(f, s), (23)

CausedT (f, s) D → Holds(f, s),

and to add an axiom expressing the commonsense law

of inertia:

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A-Caused" (f, Result(a, s))

A-CausedT (f, Result (a, s))

D (Holds (f, Result (a, s)) = Holds (f, s)).

(24)

Alternatively, inertia can be stated in the explanation

closure format:

Inertual (f) A Poss (a, s)

A-Holds(f, s) A Holds (f, Result (a, s))

D Caused" (f, Result(a, s)),

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A Holds(f, s) A -Holds(f, Result (a, s))

D CausedT (f, Result (a, s)).

(25)

It is easy to see that the equivalence between (24) and

the conjunction of the formulas (25) is a propositional

consequence of (23).

The relationship between this formalization of the

blocks world and the causal theory CBW presented

in Section 3 is described in the following proposition:

Proposition 2. The conjunction of LBW with the

universal closures of (11)-(15), (23) and (25) is equiv

alent to the conjunction of CBW with the universal

closures of

Caused" (f, s)

= Hays' [Poss (Move (a:, y), s') A f = On(r, y)

As = Result (Move (r, y), s')]

(26)
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and

Caused (f, s)

= Bry:If = On (1, 2) A Holds (On (r, y), s)

^y # 2.] (27)

VHay[f = On T(1) A Holds (On(r, y), s)]

VHay[f = On(w, y) A Holds(On T(w), s)].

Thus the Lin-style causal formalization of the blocks

world is equivalent to the definitional (and conse

quently conservative) extension of CBW obtained by

adding the definitions (26), (27) of Caused" and

Caused T.

The two formalizations are also similar in that trans

forming each of them into an equivalent first-order the

ory is accomplished by a completion process.

On the other hand, these formalizations differ from

each other in their approach to inertia. Formula (24),

similar to the formalization of the commonsense law of

inertia in [Lin, 1995), treats it monotonically: this for

mula is included as an additional constraint on top of

a circumscriptive formalization of causality. By drop

ping (24) from the list of axioms we would make the

theory weaker. Rules (9), which express inertia in

CBW and are inspired by [McCain and Turner, 1997),

operate nonmonotonically. By dropping them from

the list of rules we would make the theory stronger

it would become inconsistent.

6 Nondeterministic Actions

Imagine that a block can be damaged when it is moved

to a new location. The effect of the action Move(a , y)

on the new fluent Damaged(r) is nondeterministic: if

this fluent is false in a situation s then in the new sit

uation Result(Move (r, y), s) it may become true, but

it may also remain false.

To express that a block is always damaged when it is

moved to a new location, we would write the rule

Holds(Damaged(r), Result(Move(r, y), s))

*— Poss(Move(r, y), s)),

similar to rule (6). In accordance with the approach

to nondeterministic actions proposed in [McCain and

Turner, 1997], to express that a block may be damaged

after performing this action, we append a copy of the

head of this rule to the body as another conjunctive

term:

Holds(Damaged(r), Result(Move(a, y), s))

4- Poss (Move (r, y), s)

^Holds(Damaged(+), Result (Move(r, y), s)).

(28)

Rule (28) says that if a damaged after performing the

action then there is a cause for this. The head of the

rule is asserted here to be a causally justified possibil

ity.

The enhancement CBW' of the theory CBW from

Section 3 in which we can talk about damaged blocks

is obtained by adding rule (28), the rule

Inertial(Damaged (r)) — (29)

and the unique name axioms

Damaged(r) = Damaged (y) D r = y

Damaged (r) # On(y,z),

Damaged(r) # OnT(y),

Damaged (a) # Clear(y).

(30)

Proposition 3. CBW' is equivalent to the conjunc

tion of the universal closures of formulas (1), (2),

(11)-(15), (18), (30),

Inertial(f)

= Bry(f = On(r, y)) V Ha (f = OnT(z))

VBr(f = Damaged(r))

(31)

and

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A-Holds(f, s) A Holds (f, Result(a, s))

D Bryſf = On(r, y) A a = Move(r, y)]

VEryſf = Damaged(r) A a = Move(r, y)).

(32)

The last formula differs from the explanation closure

condition (17) by the presence of the disjunctive term

that describes how a block can be damaged. This is the

main difference between the characterization of CBW

in Proposition 1 and the characterization of CBW' in

Proposition 3.

7 Future Work

The examples presented above show how the causal

situation calculus handles ramifications and nondeter

minism. Otherwise, the expressive possibilities of this

formalism remain unexplored. One particularly inter

esting issue is the treatment of qualification constraints

in the sense of [Lin and Reiter, 1994].

Methodologies for representing actions can be com

pared in a precise and general way by proving em

bedding theorems, such as the results presented in

[Kartha, 1993]. Our plans for future work include re

lating the causal situation calculus to the action lan

guage C from (Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998).
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Appendix A: Semantics of Causal

Theories

In the definition of the semantics of causal theories

below, we use the substitution of variables for the ex

plainable symbols in a formula. In connection with

this, it is convenient to denote formulas by expres

sions like F(E), where E is the list of all explainable

symbols. Then, for any tuple e of variables that is

similar” to E, the result of replacing all occurrences

of the constants E in F(E) by the variables e can be

denoted by F(e).

Consider a causal theory T with the explainable sym

bols E and the causal rules

F. (E. r") — G,(E,r') (i = 1,...),

where r" is the list of all free variables of the i-th rule.

Take a tuple e of new variables similar to E. By T" (e)

we denote the formula

/\va'(G,(E,r) D F (e...")).

Note that the occurrences of explainable symbols in

the heads are replaced here by variables, and the oc

currences in the bodies are not. According to the se

mantics of causal theories, T is shorthand for the sen

tence

Ve(T" (e) = e = E). (33)

(The expression e = E stands for the conjunction of

the equalities between the members of e and the cor

responding members of E.)

Intuitively, the condition T” (e) expresses that the pos

sible values e of the explainable symbols E are “ex

plained” by the rules of T. Sentence (33) says that

the actual values of these symbols are the only ones

that are explained by the rules of T.

Formula (33) can be equivalently written as

T" (E) A we(T" (e) D e = E). (34)

In this expression, the term Tº (E) is the conjunction

of the universal closures of the implications

G,(E, r*) D F (E,r')

*The similarity condition means that (i) e has the same

length as E, (ii) if the k-th member of E is a function

constant then the k-th member of e is a function variable

of the same type, and (iii) if the k-th member of E is a

Predicate constant then the k-th member of e is a predicate

variable of the same type.

corresponding to the rules of T. The second conjunc

tive term of (34) is what makes a causal rule stronger

than the corresponding implication, and what makes

the formalism nonmonotonic.

Appendix B: Proofs of Theorems

B. 1 Literal Completion

As defined in [Lifschitz, 1997), a causal theory T is

definite if every explainable symbol of T is a predicate

constant, and the head of every rule of T

• is a literal that does not contain explainable sym

bols in argument positions, or

• contains no explainable symbols.

It is clear that CBW is definite.

The process of “literal completion” described in [Mc

Cain and Turner, 1997) for the propositional case

and generalized in [Lifschitz, 1997], turns any definite

causal theory into an equivalent set of sentences of clas

sical logic, called its completion sentences. If the heads

and the bodies of all rules of the theory are first-order

formulas, as in CB W, then the completion sentences

are first-order also. Applying literal completion is all

that needs to be done to eliminate the second-order

quantifiers from the sentence representing CB W.

Literal completion is similar to the process of comple

tion familiar from logic programming ([Clark, 1978),

[Lloyd and Topor, 1984). Its main new feature is that

the “completed definition” of an explainable predicate

constant P consists of two equivalences, one “positive”

and one “negative.” Positive completion sentences are

obtained from the rules whose heads are positive lit

erals in exactly the same way as in [Lloyd and Topor,

1984]. Negative completion sentences are generated in

a similar way from the rules whose heads are nega

tive literals. In addition, for every rule F – G whose

head F does not contain explainable symbols, there is

a corresponding completion sentence, which is simply

the universal closure of G D F.

In application to CB W, the literal completion proce

dure generates

(i) the positive completion sentence for Holds,

(ii) the negative completion sentence for Holds,

(iii) the positive completion sentence for Inertial,

(iv) the negative completion sentence for Inertial,

)(v the completion sentences corresponding to formu

las (11)-(15).
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We will consider all these sentences beginning with the

easiest, those in group (V). The completion sentence

for a rule of form (4) is the universal closure of

-F D False,

which is equivalent to the universal closure of F. Con

sequently, sentences (v) are equivalent to the universal

closures of (11)-(15).

Sentence (iii) is generated by completing the first two

of rules (8). It is equivalent to the universal closure

of (16). Sentence (iv) is generated in the same way

from the third of rules (8):

v f(-Inertial(f) = −lnertial (f)).

It is logically valid, and thus can be dropped from the

conjunction of (i)-(v).

Sentence (i) is generated from rule (6), the first of rules

(9), and the first and third of rules (10). It is equivalent

to the universal closure of

Holds(f, s) =

Erys, [f = On(r, y) A s = Result (Move (c., y), si)

A Poss (Move (r, y), si)]

VEas; (s = Result (a, s1) A Inertial(f)

A Poss (a, s1) A Holds(f, s 1) A Holds (f, s)]

V[Holds (f, s) A – Inertial (f)]

V[Holds (f, s) A -East (Poss (a, si)

As = Result (a, s1))}.

(35)

Sentence (ii) is generated from rules (7), the second of

rules (9), and the second and fourth of rules (10). It

is equivalent to the universal closure of

- Holds(f, s) =

Bry: [f = On (r, x) A Holds(On (r, y), s) A y + 2}

VBry|f = On T(w) A Holds (On (r, y), s)]

VBry|f = On(r, y) A Holds(On T(r), s)]

VHasi [s = Result (a, sī) A Inertial(ſ)

A Poss (a, si) A - Holds(f, si) A - Holds(f, s)]

VI- Holds(f, s) A – Inertial(f)]

VI- Holds(f, s) A -East (Poss (a, si)

As = Result (a, s1))}.

(36)

Thus CBW is equivalent to the conjunction of the uni

versal closures of formulas (11)–(16), (35) and (36).

B.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Proposition 1. CB W is equivalent to the conjunc

tion of the universal closures of formulas (1), (2) and

(11)–(19).

Each of the equivalences (35) and (36) can be written

as the conjunction of two implications—left-to-right

and right-to-left. We will denote these implications by

(35)2, (35)", (36)2 and (36)-.

By VF we denote the universal closure of a formula F.

We say that formulas F and G are universally equiv

alent if v F is logically equivalent to VG. We say that

formulas F and G are universally equivalent in the

presence of a formula H if v FA W H is logically equiv

alent to VGA v H, and similarly for several formulas

H1, H2, ....

In view of the assertion stated at the end of Sec

tion B.1, Proposition 1 will be proved if we establish

the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. (35) is universally equivalent to (1).

Lemma 2. (36) is universally equivalent to (2).

Lemma 3. In the presence of (15), formula (35)P is

universally equivalent to (17).

Lemma 4. In the presence of (15), formula (36)” is

universally equivalent to (18).

Proof of Lemma 1. The antecedent of (35) is the

disjunction of four formulas, so that (35) can be writ

ten as the conjunction of four implications. The first

of them is

Hays [f = On (a, y) A s = Result(Move (r, y), s1)

A Poss(Move (r, y), si)

D Holds(f, s),

which is universally equivalent to (1). The other three

implications are tautological.

The proof of Lemma 2 is similar.

Proof of Lemma 3. (35)P is equivalent to

Holds (f, s)

D Bays, [f = On(r, y) A s = Result(Move (r, y), si)

APoss(Move (r, y), si)

VHasl (s = Result(a, s!) A Inertial(f)

A Poss(a, s1) A Holds (f, s1)]

V-Inertial(f)

V-Basi (Poss(a, s1) A s = Result(a, s1))

which is universally equivalent to

Holds(f, s) A Inertial(ſ)

A Poss (a, s1) A s = Result (a, si)

D Bays. If = On(r, y)

As = Result (Move (r, y), sl)

A Poss(Move (r, y), si)]

VHasl (s = Result (a, s1) A Poss(a, su)

A Holds(f, s )].
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In the presence of (15), this is universally equivalent

to

Holds (f, s) A Inertial(f)

A Poss (a, si) A s = Result (a, si)

D Bay f = On (r, y) A a = Move (r, y)

A Poss (Move (r, y), si)

V[Poss(a, sī) A Holds (f, s )]

and consequently to

Holds(f, s) A Inertial(f)

A Poss (a, si) A s = Result (a, s )

D Eryſf = On (r, y) A a = Move (ºr, y)]

V Holds (f, s ).

This formula is universally equivalent to

Holds (f, Result (a, si))^ Inertial (f) A Poss (a, si)

D Eryſſ = On (r, y) A a = Move (+, y)) v Holds (f, si)

and consequently to (17).

Proof of Lemma 4 (36)P is equivalent to

- Holds(f, s)

D Ery:[f = On(1, 2) A Holds (On (r, y), s) A y # 2.

VHay[f = On T(w) A Holds(On (a, y), s)

VHry|f = On(r, y) A Holds(On T(w), s)

VHasiſs = Result (a, sl) A linertial(ſ)

A Poss(a, sī) A - Holds(f, s );

V- Inertial(ſ)

V-Has, (Poss (a, s1) A s = Result (a, sī))

which is universally equivalent to

- Holds(f, s) A Inertial(f) A Poss (a, su)

As = Result (a, sī)

D 3ryz If = On (r, x) A Holds(On (r, y), s) A y + 2)

VHay[f = On T(w) A Holds(On(r, y), s)]

VHay[f = On(a, y) A Holds(On T(w), s)]

VHasiſs = Result (a, si) A Poss (a, si)

A- Holds(f, s )].

In the presence of (15), this is universally equivalent

to

- Holds(f, s) A Inertial(f) A Poss (a, sī)

As = Result (a, s1)

D Bay:[f = On(r, x) A Holds(On (1, y), s) A y + 2}

VBry|f = On T(w) A Holds(On (r, y), s)]

VBryſf = On(r, y) A Holds(On T(w), s)]

V[Poss(a, s1) A - Holds(f, s1)]

and consequently to

Holds (f, s 1) A - Holds(f, s)

^ Inertial(f) A Poss (a, sī) A s = Result (a, s1))

D Hayzíf = On (1, 2) A Holds(On (r, y), s) A

VHay[f = On T(w) A Holds(On (a, y), s)]

VHay[f = On(r, y) A Holds(On T(r), s)).

y # 2]

This is universally equivalent to (18).

B.3 Proof of Corollary to Proposition 1

Corollary. CBW is equivalent to the conjunction of

the universal closures of formulas (1), (2), (11)–(17)

and (19).

It is sufficient to establish the following lemma:

Lemma 5. The universal closures of (1), (2)

and (11)–(17) entail the formulas

Poss(a, s) A Holds(On (r, z), s) A y # 2

D (Holds(On (r, y), Result (a, s)) = a = Move(r, y))],

(37)

Poss(a, s) A Holds(On T(w), s)

D [Holds (On(x, y), Result (a, s)) = a
– OUe ( J’ !/) )]

and

Poss(a, s) A Holds(On (r, y), s) (39)

D - Holds(OnT(r), Result (a, s)).

Indeed, the only difference between the statements of

Propositions 1 and of the corollary is that (18) is re

placed in the latter by (19). By Lemma 5, (18) can be

equivalently rewritten as

Inertial(f) A Poss (a, s)

A Holds(f, s) A - Holds(f, Result (a, s))

D Bryzſf = On (1, 2) A a = Move (r, y) A y # 2]

VHryſf = On T(w) A a = Move(r, y))

V False

which is equivalent to (19).

Proof of Lemma 5. Formula (37) can be written as

the conjunction of two, with the equivalence replaced

by the implication left-to-right and by the implication

right-to-left. We will denote these formulas by (37) P

and (37)". Similarly, (38) can be divided into two

parts (38)|P and (38)".

Both (37)" and (38)" are entailed by (1). From (16)

and (17),

Poss(a, s) A -Holds (On(r, y), s)

A Holds(On (r, y), Result (a, s))

D Erly [On(r, y) = On (r1, y1) A a = Move (a 1, y1)]

and

Poss(a, s) A - Holds (On T(r), s)

A Holds(On T(r), Result (a, s))

D Ha 1/1(On T(a) = On(a 1, y1) A a = Move (a 1, y1)].

Then, by (13),

Poss (a, s) A - Holds(On(r, y), s)

A Holds(On(r, y), Result (a, s)) (40)

D a = Move (r, y))
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and

-[Poss(a, s) A -Holds(On T(w), s) 41

Aioidsſonſ). Result(a, s))] (*)

Both (37) P and (38)|P are immediate from (2)

and (40); (39) is equivalent to (41).

B.4 Proof of Proposition 2

Proposition 2. The conjunction of LBW with the

universal closures of (11)-(15), (23) and (25) is equiv

alent to the conjunction of CBW with the universal

closures of (26) and (27).

The circumscription LBW is characterized by the fol

lowing lemma, proved below:

Lemma 6. LBW is equivalent to the conjunction of

the universal closures of (16), (26) and (27).

On the other hand, by Proposition 1, CBW is equiv

alent to the conjunction of the universal closures of

formulas (1), (2) and (11)–(18). In view of these two

facts, we only need to show that, in the presence of

the “common axioms” (11)–(16), (26) and (27), the

conjunction of (23) and (25) is universally equivalent

to the conjunction of (1), (2), (17) and (18). It is easy

to check that in the presence of the common axioms

• the first of formulas (23) is universally equivalent

to (1),

• the second of formulas (23) is universally equiva

lent to (2),

• the first of formulas (25) is universally equivalent

to (17), and

• the second of formulas (25) is universally equiva

lent to (18).

Proof of Lemma 6. Recall that LBW is the paral

lel circumscription of Caused", Caused and Inertial

in the conjunction of the universal closures of formu

las (20)-(22). All occurrences of these predicate con

stants in (20)-(22) are positive. According to Proposi

tion 7.1.1 from [Lifschitz, 1994), it follows that LBW is

equivalent to the conjunction of the circumscriptions of

each of the three constants in the same sentence. Each

of these circumscriptions can be computed using the

completion method (see [Lifschitz, 1994), Section 3.1),

and the result of the computation is represented by

formulas (16), (26) and (27).

B.5 Proof of Proposition 3

Proposition 3. CBW' is equivalent to the conjunc

tion of the universal closures of formulas (1), (2),

(11)-(15), (18), and (30)–(32).

As discussed in Section B.1, literal completion turns

CBW into the equivalent set of sentences (i)–(v). Let

us consider how this result is affected by the presence

of the additional postulates (28)–(30).

Group (v) includes now the universal closures of for

mulas (11)-(15) and (30). Sentence (iii) includes a new

disjunctive term corresponding to rule (29); it is equiv

alent to (31). Sentence (iv) is the same logically valid

formula as before. Sentence (i) includes a new disjunc

tive term corresponding to rule (28). It is equivalent

to the following modification of (35):

Holds(f, s) =

Baysi [f = On(r, y) A s = Result (Move(r, y), si)

APoss(Move (r, y), si)]

VHays, [f = Damaged (c)

As = Result (Move (r, y), s1)

APoss(Move (c., y), s1)

^Holds(Damaged (c), Result(Move (r, y), si))]

VHasl (s = Result(a, sī) A Inertial(f)

^Poss(a, si) A Holds(f, s1) A Holds(f, s)]

V[Holds(f, s) A – Inertial(f)]

V[Holds(f, s) A -Easi (Poss(a, s1)

As = Result(a, sī))].

(42)

Finally, sentence (ii) is the same before, and it is equiv

alent to the universal closure of (36).

Consequently CBW' is equivalent to the conjunction

of the universal closures of formulas (11)–(15), (30),

(31), (36) and (42).

The assertion of Proposition 3 follows from this fact in

view of Lemmas 2 and 4 and the following two asser

tions, characterizing the two halves of the equivalence

(42):

Lemma 7. (42) is universally equivalent to (1).

Lemma 8. In the presence of (15), formula (42)P is

universally equivalent to (32).

Proof of Lemma 7. Similar to the proof of Lemma l;

(42) - can be written as the conjunction of five impli

cations, and the implication containing Damaged is

logically valid.

Proof of Lemma 8. The proof is similar to the proof

of Lemma 3. After the first two simplification steps,
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we get:

Holds (f, s) A Inertial(f)

A Poss (a, s1) A s = Result (a, s )

D Brysi [f = On (r, y)

As = Result (Move (r, y), si)

A Poss(Move (r, y), si)]

VHrysi (f = Damaged (a)

As = Result(Move (a , y), si)

A Poss (Move (r, y), sl)

^ Holds (Damaged (+), Result(Move (r, y), sl))]

VEast (s = Result (a, si) A Poss (a, si)

A Holds (f, s )].

In the presence of (15), this is universally equivalent

to

Holds (f, s) A Inertial(f)

APoss (a, s1) A s = Result (a, sī)

D Bry|f = On(r, y) A a = Move (r, y)

A Poss(Move (ºr, y), s1)]

VBry|f = Damaged (r)

Aa = Move (r, y)

A Poss(Move (t, y), s1)

A Holds(Damaged (+), Result(Move (r, y), sl))]

V[Poss (a, si) A Holds (f, s )]

and consequently to

Holds(f, s) A Inertial(f)

A Poss(a, s1) A s = Result (a, si)

D =ry[f = On(r, y) A a = Move (r, y)]

VEryſf = Damaged(+) A a = Move (r, y))

V Holds(f, s 1).

This formula is universally equivalent to

Holds (f, Result (a, su)) A Inertial(f) A Poss (a, si)

D Eryſf = On(r, y) A a = Move (r, y)]

VHry|f = Damaged(a) A a = Move (r, y))

VHolds(f, s )

and consequently to (32).
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Abstract

We extend the ontology and foundational ax

ioms of the sequential situation calculus to in

clude time. When combined with a view of ac

tions with durations as processes that are initi

ated and terminated by instantaneous actions,

this explicit representation of time yields a very

rich account of interleaving concurrency in the

situation calculus. Based upon this axiomatiza

tion, we extend the semantics and interpreter for

the situation calculus-based programming lan

guage GOLOG to the temporal domain, and il

lustrate the resulting increased functionality of

the language via a GOLOG program describing

the temporal behaviour of a coffee delivery robot.

Among other features, this program illustrates

how, in the GOLOG framework, one can repre

sent concurrent processes with explicit time.

1 Introduction

The situation calculus [15] has long been the formal

ism of choice in artificial intelligence for theoretical

investigations of properties of actions (e.g. [12, 1,4]),

but until recently, it has not been taken seriously as a

specification or implementation language for practical

problems in dynamic world modeling. Exceptions to

this are the situation calculus-based programming lan

guages GOLOG and CONGOLOG [11, 2], and some of

their applications to planning [10, 20), robotics [7, 5, 3]

and agent programming (8, 6). The perspective be

ing pursued by the Cognitive Robotics Group at the

University of Toronto is to reduce the “traditional”

reliance on planning for eliciting interesting robot be

haviors, and instead provide the robot with programs

written in a suitable high-level language [9], in our

case, GOLOG or CONGOLOG. Such programming

languages must be very expressive, providing a range

of primitives for describing agent behaviors in com

plex worlds, for example, sensing actions, time, inter

agent communication, beliefs, goals, intentions, etc.

Moreover, because of their complexity, they must do

So in a semantically clear way. As indicated above,

our approach to the design of such languages has been

through the situation calculus.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the function

ality of these languages by endowing them with the

ability to represent time explicitly. Specifically, we

extend the ontology and foundational axioms of the

sequential situation calculus of [19] to include time.

By pursuing an idea first proposed for the situation

calculus by Pinto [17] and Ternovskaia [24], we show

how one can view actions with durations as processes

that are initiated and terminated by instantaneous ac

tions. This conceptual shift, when coupled with an ex

plicit representation for time, provides a rich account

of interleaving concurrency in the situation calculus.

Based upon the axioms for the sequential, temporal

situation calculus, we next extend the semantics and

interpreter for the situation calculus-based program

ming language GOLOG to the temporal domain. Fi

nally, we illustrate the resulting increased functional

ity of the language with a GOLOG program describ

ing the temporal behavior of a coffee delivery robot.

Among other features, this program illustrates how,

in the GOLOG framework, one can straightforwardly

represent concurrent processes with explicit time.

2 The Situation Calculus

The situation calculus is a second order language

specifically designed for representing dynamically

changing worlds. All changes to the world are the re

sult of named actions. A possible world history, which

is simply a sequence of actions, is represented by a first

order term called a situation. The constant So is used

to denote the initial situation, namely the empty his

tory. Non-empty histories are constructed using a dis

tinguished binary function symbol do; do(o, s) denotes

the successor situation to s resulting from performing

the action o. Actions may be parameterized. For ex

ample, put(t, y) might stand for the action of putting

object a on object y, in which case do(put(A, B), s)

denotes that situation resulting from placing A on B

when the history is s. In the situation calculus, ac
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tions are denoted by first order terms, and situations

(world histories) are also first order terms. For exam

ple, do(putdown(A), do(walk(L), do(pickup(A), So)))

is the situation denoting the world history consisting

of the sequence of actions [pickup(A), walk(L), put

down(A)]. Notice that the sequence of actions in a his

tory, in the order in which they occur, is obtained from

a situation term by reading off the actions from right

to left.

Relations whose truth values vary from situation to

situation are called relational fluents. They are de

noted by predicate symbols taking a situation term as

their last argument. Similarly, functions whose values

vary from situation to situation are called functional

fluents, and are denoted by function symbols taking

a situation term as their last argument. For exam

ple, isCarrying(robot, p, s), meaning that a robot is

carrying package p in situation s, is a relational flu

ent; location(robot, s), denoting the location of robot

in situation s, is a functional fluent.

To characterize the domain of situations, various foun

dational axioms have been proposed for the situation

calculus [22, 13, 18]. The following set of axioms mod

ifies these earlier proposals, and appears to be the sim

plest appropriate formulation of foundational axioms

for the situation calculus [19]:

(VP). P(So) A (Va., s)[P(s) D P(do(a, s))]

D (Vs) P(s), (1)

do(a, s) = do(a', s') D a = a' A s = s',' (2)

—is [. So, (3)

s C do(a, s') = s E s'. (4)

The first is a second order induction axiom. The next

is a unique names axiom for situations. The last two

axioms define an ordering relation C on situations.

(Here, s C s' is an abbreviation for s C s' V s = s'.)

The intuitive reading of a situation is as a finite se

quence of actions, in which case s C s' means that

situation s' can be obtained from s by adding a finite

number of actions onto s. Here, So is a distinguished

constant symbol of the language of the situation cal

culus, denoting the initial situation.”

"In what follows, lower case Roman characters will de

note variables in formulas. Moreover, free variables will

always be implicitly universally prenex quantified.

*Notice that in the situation calculus, the constant

So is just like NIL in the programming language LISP,

and do acts like cons. Situations are simply lists of

primitive actions. For example, the situation term

do(C, do(B, do(A, So))) is simply an alternative syntax for

the LISP list (CBA) (= cons(C, cons(B, cons(A, NIL)))).

To obtain the action history corresponding to this term,

namely the performance of action A, followed by B, fol

lowed by C, read this list from right to left. Therefore,

when situation terms are read from right to left, the rela

tions C s' means that situation s is a proper subhistory of

the situation s'. The induction axiom (1) simply provides

According to these axioms, a situation is a finite se

quence of actions. There are no constraints on the ac

tions entering into such a sequence, so that it may not

be possible to actually execute these actions one after

the other. Frequently, we shall be interested only in

erecutable situations, namely, those action sequences

in which it is actually possible to perform the actions

one after the other. To characterize such situations,

we rely on the distinguished predicate symbol Poss

of the language of the situation calculus. Intuitively,

Poss(a, s) means that it is possible to perform the ac

tion a in situation s. In specifying a domain of appli

cation, one would include axioms characterizing Poss

for each primitive action of the domain. Now we can

introduce the abbreviation:

, def f

S < S' = S [s' A (5)

(Va, s”).s C do(a, s”) C s' D Poss(a, s”).

So s 3 s' means that s is an initial subsequence of s',

and all the actions of s' following those of s can be

executed one after the other. In particular, So 3 s

means that every action in s is possible, so they can

all be executed in sequence. To captures formally this

intuitive concept of the executable situations, we in

troduce the abbreviation:

erecutable(s) deſ So K s V So = s.

In addition to the above domain independent axioms,

one must specify other axioms when formalizing an

application domain (details in [11]):

• Action precondition arioms, one for each primitive

action, characterizing the relation Poss.

• Successor state arioms, one for each fluent. These

capture the causal laws of the domain, together

with a solution to the frame problem [21]. The

solution to the frame problem embodied in these

axioms applies only when all the primitive ac

tions of the application domain are deterministic.

Moreover, [21] does not treat state constraints,

and therefore, does not address the ramification

or qualification problems.”

• Unique names axioms for the primitive actions.

• Axioms describing the initial situation – what is

true initially, before any actions have occurred.

This is any finite set of sentences mentioning no

situation term, or only the situation term So.

3 GOLOG

GOLOG [11] is a situation calculus-based logic pro

gramming language for defining complex actions us

induction for lists: If the empty list has property P and if,

whenever list s has property P so does cons(a, s), then all

lists have property P.

*But see [13, 16, 17] for possible ways to do this, while

preserving the successor state axiom approach.
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ing a repertoire of user specified primitive actions.

GOLOG provides the usual kinds of imperative pro

gramming language control structures as well as three

flavours of nondeterministic choice:

1. Sequence: a ; 3. Do action o, followed by action

£3.

2. Test actions: p? Test the truth value of expression

p in the current situation.

While loops: while p do o endWhile.

Conditionals: if p then a else 3.

Nondeterministic action choice: a ||3. Do o or 3.

Nondeterministic choice of arguments: (T r)0.

Nondeterministically pick a value for ac, and for

that value of a., do the action o.

7. Nondeterministic repetition: a*. Do o a nonde

terministic number of times.

8. Procedures, including recursion.

:

The semantics of GOLOG programs is defined by

macro-expansion, using a ternary relation Do (see [11]

for a full description). Do is defined inductively on the

structure of its first argument as follows:

Primitive actions:

Do(a, s, s') deſ Poss(a, s) A s' = do(a, s). (6)

Test actions:

Do(b?, s, s') deſ Øſs] A s = s/.

Here, q is a test expression of our programming lan

guage; it stands for a situation calculus formula, but

with all situation arguments suppressed. (p(s) denotes

the situation calculus formula obtained by restoring

situation variable s to all fluent names mentioned in

©.

Sequence:

Do(3,562, s,s')* (as'). Do(3, s,s') a Do(3, sº, s).

Nondeterministic choice of two actions:

Do(61 | 62, s, s') deſ Do(61, s, s') V Do(62, s, s').

Nondeterministic choice of action arguments:

Do((Tr) 6(a), s, s') deſ (Br) Do(6(r), s, s').

Conditionals:

if p then o else 6* p? ; a || -p?; 3.

Similar (but more complicated) definitions are given

for iteration and procedures.

Do(program, s, s') is an abbreviation for a situation

calculus formula whose intuitive reading is that s'

is one of the situations reached from s by executing

program. This means that to execute program, one

must prove, using the situation calculus axiomatiza

tion of some background domain, the situation calcu

lus formula (Es)Do(program, So, s). Any binding for

s obtained by a constructive proof of this sentence is

an execution trace of program.

In [11] a GOLOG interpreter was given, written in

Prolog. We present a variant of this here because

we shall be suitably modifying it to accommodate

time, and because we shall be presenting an exam

ple of a corresponding temporal GOLOG program.

A Golog Interpreter in Prolog

:- op (950, xfy, [:]). /* Sequence. */

:- op (950, xfy, [#]). /* Nondeterministic action

choice. */

:- op (800, xfy, [&]). /* Conjunction */

:- op (850, xfy, [v]). /* Disjunction */

:- op (870, xfy, [=>]). /* Implication */

:- op (880, xfy, [K=>]). /* Equivalence */

do (E1 : E2, S, S1) :- do (E1,S,S2), do (E2, S2, S1).

do (? (P), S,S) :- holds (P,S).

do (E1 # E2, S, S1) :- do (E1,S, S1) ; do (E2, S, S1).

do (if (P, E1, E2), S, S1) :

do (? (P) : E1 # 7 (–P) : E2, S, S1).

do (star (E), S, S1) :- S1 = S ; do (E : star (E), S, S1).

do (while (P, E), S, S1):

do (star (? (P) : E) : 7 (–P), S, S1).

do (pi (V, E), S, S1) :- sub (W,-, E, E1), do (E1, S, S1).

do (E,S,S1) :- proc (E,E1), do (E1, S, S1).

do (E,S, do (E,S)) :- primitive-action (E), poss (E,S).

/* sub (Name,New, T1, T2): T2 is T1 with Name

replaced by New. */

sub (X1,X2,T1,T2) :- var(T1), T2 = T1.

sub (X1,X2, T1,T2) :- not var(T1), T1 = X1, T2 = X2.

sub (X1,X2, T1,T2) :- not T1 = X1, T1 = . . [F] L1],

sub_list (X1,X2, L1, L2), T2 = . . [F] L2].

sub-list (X1,X2, [], []).

sub_list (X1,X2, [T1 |L1], [T2|L2]) :

sub (X1,X2, T1, T2), sub-list (X1,X2, L1, L2).

/* The holds predicate implements the Lloyd-Topor

transformations on test conditions. */

holds (P & Q,S)

holds (P v Q,S)

holds (P => Q,S)

:- holds (P,S), holds (Q, S).

:- holds (P,S); holds (Q,S).

:- holds (-P v Q,S).

holds (P K=> Q,S) :- holds ((P => Q) & (Q => P),S).

holds (-(–P),S) :- holds (P,S).

holds (- (P & Q),S) :- holds (-P v -Q,S).

holds (- (P v Q),S) :- holds (-P & –Q,S).

holds (- (P => Q),S) :- holds (-(-P v Q),S).

holds (- (P K=> Q),S) :

holds (-((P => Q) & (Q => P)),S).

holds (-all (W,P),S) :- holds (some (W,-P),S).

/* Negation by failure */

holds (-some (W, P),S) :- not holds (some (W, P),S).

holds (-P,S) :- isAtom (P), not holds (P,S).

holds (all (W, P),S) :- holds (-some (W,-P),S).

holds (some (W, P),S) :- sub (W, -, P, P1), holds (P1,S).

/* The following clause treats the holds predicate

for all atoms, including Prolog system
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predicates. For this to work properly, the

GOLOG programmer must provide, for all atoms

taking a situation argument, a clause giving

the result of restoring its suppressed

situation argument, for example:

restoresitArg(ontable (X), S, ontable (X, S)). */

holds (A, S) :- restoresitArg (A, S, F), F ;

not restoresitArg (A, S, F), isAtom(A), A.

isAtom(A)

A

A

:- not (A = -W ; A = (W1 & W2) ;

(W1 => W2) ; A = (W1 <=> W2) ;

(W1 v W2) ; A = some (X,W) ; A = all (X,W)).

restoresitArg (poss (A), S, poss (A, S)).

º

It is possible to prove the soundness of this interpreter,

with respect to the above semantics, when the usual

Prolog closed world assumption is made about the ini

tial database, namely, that complete information is

available about the initial situation. Therefore, this in

terpreter is only suitable for applications in which this

closed world assumption holds." The holds predicate

in this interpreter evaluates test conditions of GOLOG

programs. Since such test conditions can be arbitrary

first order formulas, the holds predicate first converts

them to Prolog executable form using the Lloyd-Topor

transformations [14].

4 Interleaving Concurrency in the

Situation Calculus

The possibility of concurrent execution of ac

tions leads to many difficult formal and concep

tual problems, quite independently of the underly

ing knowledge representation language. For exam

ple, what can one mean by the concurrent action

{walk(A, B), chewGum}” Intuitively, both actions

have durations. By this concurrent action, do we mean

that both actions have the same duration? That the

time segment occupied by one is entirely contained

in that occupied by the other? That their time seg

ments merely overlap? What if there are three actions

and the first overlaps the second, the second over

laps the third, but the first and third do not over

lap; do they all occur concurrently? A representa

tional device in the situation calculus for overcoming

these problems is to conceive of such actions as pro

cesses, represented by relational fluents, and to intro

duce durationless (instantaneous) actions that initi

ate and terminate these processes [17, 24]. For ex

ample, instead of the monolithic action representa

tion walk(a, v), we might have instantaneous actions

startWalk(ºr, y) and endWalk(a:, ly), and the process

of walking from a to y, represented by the relational

“Of course, the general theory of GOLOG does not suf

fer from this restriction, only the specific implementation

given above.

fluent walking(r, y, s). startWalk(r, y) causes the flu

ent walking to become true, endWalk(r, y) causes

it to become false. Similarly, we might represent

the chewGum action by the pair of instantaneous ac

tions startChewGum and endChewGum, and the re

lational fluent chewingGum(s). It is straightforward

to represent these fluents and instantaneous actions in

the situation calculus. For example, here are the ac

tion precondition and successor state axioms for the

walking action:

Poss(startWalk(r, y), s) =

-(Hu, v)walking(u, v, s) A location(s) = r,

Poss(endWalk(r, y), s) = walking(r, y, s),

walking(r, y, do(a, s)) = a = startWalk(r, y) V

walking(r, y, s) A a # endWalk(r, y),

location (do(a, s)) = y = (Br)a = endWalk(r, y) V

location(s) = y A -(Hr, y')a = endWalk(r, y').

With this device of instantaneous start and end ac

tions in hand, we can represent arbitrarily complex

concurrency. For example,

do(endWalk(A, B), do(endChewGum,

do(startChewGum, do(startWalk(A, B), So)))),

in which the gum-chewing process is initiated after

the walking process, and terminated before the end

of the walking process. Or, we can have the gum

chewing start before the walking, and terminate before

the walking ends:

do(endWalk(A, B), do(endChewGum,

do(startWalk(A, B), do(startChewGum, So)))).

In other words, we can represent any overlapping oc

currences of the walking and chewing gum processes,

eaccept for eract co-occurrences of any of the instan

taneous initiating and terminating actions. For many

applications, this is sufficient. The great advantage is

that this style of interleaved concurrency can be repre

sented in the “classical” sequential situation calculus,

and no new extensions of the theory are necessary.

However, as yet, we have no explicit representation for

time; the axioms for the situation calculus capture a

purely qualitative notion of time. Sequential action oc

currence is the only temporal concept represented by

the axioms; an action occurs before or after another. It

may occur one millisecond or one year before its suc

cessor; the axioms are neutral on this question. So a

situation do(An, do(An-1,..., do(A1, So) . . )) must be

understood as a world history in which, after a non

deterministic period of time, A1 occurs, then, after a

nondeterministic period of time, A2 occurs, etc. If,

for example, this action sequence was the result of a

GOLOG robot program execution, then the robot's ac

tion execution system would make the decision about

the exact times at which these actions would be per

formed sequentially in the physical world, but the ax

ioms, being silent on action occurrence times, con
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tribute nothing to this decision. Our objective now

is to show how to incorporate time into the situation

calculus, after which one can specify axiomatically and

via GOLOG programs the times at which actions are

to OCCur.

5 The Sequential, Temporal Situation

Calculus

Now, we add an explicit representation for time to the

sequential situation calculus of Section 2. This will al

low us to specify the exact times, or a range of times,

at which actions in a world history occur. For the rea

sons indicated in the previous section, we consider only

instantaneous actions. We want to represent the fact

that a given such action occurs at a particular time.

Recall that in the situation calculus, actions are de

noted by first order terms, like start_meeting(Susan)

or bounce(ball, wall). Our proposal for adding a time

dimension to the situation calculus is to provide a new

temporal argument to all instantaneous actions, de

noting the time at which that action occurs. Thus,

bounce(ball, wall, 7.3) might be the instantaneous ac

tion of ball bouncing against wall at time 7.3.

We now extend the foundational axioms for the se

quential situation calculus of Section 2 to accommo

date time. We retain these axioms, and add only

one new axiom. Also, the definition of executable

situation requires modification. We begin by in

troducing a function symbol time: time(a) denotes

the time of occurrence of action a. This means

that in any application involving a particular action

A(£, t), we shall need an axiom telling us the time

of the action A: time(A(£, t)) = t, for example,

time(start_meeting(person, t)) = t. Next, it will be

convenient to have a function start: start(s) denotes

the start time of situation s. This requires the axiom:

start(do(a, s)) = time(a). (7)

We do not define the start time of So; this is arbitrary,

and may (or may not) be specified to be any num

ber, depending on the application. Notice also that

we imagine temporal variables to range over the reals,

although nothing prevents them from ranging over the

integers, rationals, or anything else on which a binary

relation < is defined. In this connection, we do not

provide axioms for the reals (or integers), but rely in

stead on the standard interpretation of the reals and

their operations (addition, multiplication, etc) and re

lations (<, s, etc).

Next we reconsider the relation < on situations. Intu

itively, s sº s' means that one can get to s' from s by a

sequence of possible actions. Consider the situation

do(bounce(B, W, 4), do(start_meeting(Susan, 6), So)),

in which the time of the second action precedes that of

the first. Intuitively, we do not want to consider such

an action sequence executable, and we amend our def

inition (5) for < accordingly:

s & sº s = s. A

(Wa, s”).s C do(a, s”) C s' D (8)

Poss(a, s”) A start(s") < time(a).

Now, s 3 s' means that one can get to s' from s by a se

quence of possible actions, and moreover, the times of

those action occurrences must be nondecreasing. We

are here overloading the predicate 3 it is used to order

situations as well as numbers in the temporal domain.

Its meaning will always be clear from context.

Finally, notice that the constraint start(s") < time(a)

in abbreviation (8) permits executable action se

quences in which the time of an action may be the

same as the time of a preceding action. For example,

do(end lunch(Bill, 4),

do(start_meeting(Susan, 4), So))

might be a perfectly good executable situation, which

is defined by a sequence of two actions, each of

which has the same occurrence time, but one of

which (start_meeting(Susan, 4)) “occurs before” the

other (end lunch(Bill, 4)). This means that we pro

vide for concurrent execution of instantaneous ac

tions, but unlike the true concurrency treated in [23],

we are here giving an interleaving account of con

currency. There are many reasons for allowing two

or more interleaved actions to have the same occur

rence times. One is we can often give an interleav

ing account of action co-occurrences without intro

ducing the more complex formal machinery of [23].

Another is that often an action occurrence serves as

an enabling condition for the simultaneous occurrence

of another action. For example, cutting a weighted

string at time t enables the action start Falling(t).

Both actions occur at the same time, but conceptu

ally, the falling event happens “immediately after”

the cutting. Accordingly, we want to treat the sit

uation do(startFalling(t), do(cutString(t), So)) as an

executable situation.

There are many advantages to using interleaving in

stead of true concurrency, whenever this is possible.

For example, the precondition interaction problem [17]

cannot arise in this case, neither can the possibility

of infinitely many action co-occurrences [23]. More

over, as we shall see with the example to follow, the

combination of instantaneous actions, explicit repre

sentation of time, and an interleaving account of con

currency provides for a very rich, yet formally simple

representation language for processes that overlap in

temporally complex ways.

(1) - (4) and (7) are the foundational axioms for the

sequential, temporal situation calculus. The develop

ment given above of these foundational axioms has

many similarities to that given by Reiter in [23] for

the concurrent, temporal situation calculus. The prin

cipal difference is that [23] treats true concurrency,
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where concurrent actions are sets of primitive instanta

neous actions. It is possible to obtain the foundational

axioms for the sequential, temporal situation calcu

lus from those of [23] by requiring that all concurrent

actions be singleton sets, and identifying the primi

tive action A with the “concurrent” action {A}, but

the above approach, where we started from scratch,

seemed to us conceptually more attractive.

6 Sequential, Temporal GOLOG

With the above axioms for the sequential, temporal

situation calculus in hand, it is easy to modify the

GOLOG semantics and interpreter to accommodate

time. Semantically, we need only change the definition

of the Do macro for primitive actions (6) to:

Do(a, s, s')":ſ

Poss(a, s) A start(s) < time(a) A s' = do(a, s).

Everything else about the definition of Do remains

the same. One can prove that with this modification,

whenever a sequential temporal GOLOG program ter

minates, it does so in an executable situation according

to the revised definition (8) for executable situations.

To suitably modify the GOLOG interpreter of Section

3, replace the clause

do (E., S, do (E, s)):- primitive-action (E),

poss (E,S).

by

do (E,S, do (E,S)) :- primitive-action (E),

poss (E,S), start (S, T1),

time (E,T2), T1 <= T2.

Finally, because we have introduced a new predicate,

start, taking a situation argument, we must also aug

ment the earlier GOLOG interpreter with the clause:

start (do (A, S), T) :- time (A,T).

We can now write sequential, temporal GOLOG pro

grams. However, to execute such programs, the

GOLOG interpreter must have a temporal reasoning

component. It must, for example, be able to infer that

T = T, when given that T s T, A Tº sº T. While

such a special purpose temporal theorem prover could

be written and included in the GOLOG interpreter, we

prefer to rely on a logic programming language with

a built-in constraint solving capability. Specifically,

we appeal to the ECRC Common Logic Programming

System ECLIPSE 3.5.2; this provides a built-in Sim

plex algorithm for solving linear equations and in

equalities over the reals. So we shall assume that our

GOLOG program makes use of linear temporal rela

tions like 2 + T + T2 = 5 and 3 + T2 – 5 sº 2 + T3,

and rely on ECLIPSE to perform the temporal rea

soning for us. ECLIPSE provides a special syntax for

those relations over the reals for which it provides a

built-in theorem prover. These are: $ =, $ 3-, $ P=,

$ >, $ 3-, $ 3, with the obvious meanings. So, in

ECLIPSE, the above modification of the GOLOG in

terpreter to include time is:

do (E., S, do (E,S)) :- primitive-action (E),

poss (E,S), start (S,T1),

time (E,T2), T1 $3- T2.

All other clauses of the earlier interpreter as given in

Section 3 will work correctly under ECLIPSE.

6.1 Example: A Coffee Delivery Robot

Here, we describe a robot whose task is to deliver coffee

in an office environment. The robot is given a schedule

of every employee's preferred coffee periods, as well as

information about the times it takes to travel between

various locations in the office. The robot can carry

just one cup of coffee at a time, and there is a central

coffee machine from which it gets the coffee. Its task

is to schedule coffee deliveries such that, if possible,

everyone gets coffee during his/her preferred time pe

riods. For simplicity, we assume that both the actions

of picking up a cup of coffee, and giving it to someone

are instantaneous. We represent the action of going

from one location to another, which intuitively does

have a duration, by a process and a pair of instanta

neous start and end actions, as described in Section 4.

Primitive actions:

• pickupCoffee(t). The robot picks up a cup of

coffee from the coffee machine at time t.

• giveCoffee(p, t). The robot gives a cup of coffee

to p at time t.

• startGo(loci, locº, t). The robot starts to go from

location loci to locº at time t.

• endGo(loci, locz, t). The robot ends its process of

going from location loci to loco at time t.

Fluents:

• robot Location(s). A functional fluent denoting

the robot's location in situation s.

• hasCoffee(person, s). person has coffee in s.

• going(loci, locz, s). In situation s, the robot is

going from loci to locz.

• holdingCoffee(s). In situation s, the robot is

holding a cup of coffee.

Situation Independent Predicates and Func

tions

• wantsCoffee(person, ti, t2). person wants to re

ceive coffee at some point in the time period

{t1, t2).

• office(person). Denotes the office of person.

• travelTime(loci, locº). Denotes the amount of

time that the robot takes to travel between loci

and locz.

• C.M. Constant denoting coffee machine's loca

tion.
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• Sue, Mary, Bill, Joe. Constants denoting peo

ple.

Action Precondition Axioms:

Poss(pickupCoffee(t), s) = −holdingCoffee(s) A

robotLocation(s) = CM,

Poss(giveCoffee(person, t), s) = holdingCoffee(s) A

robot Location(s) = office(person),

Poss(startGo(loci, locz, t), s) = -(Bl, l')going(l, l', s) A

loci ż locz A robotLocation(s) = loci,

Poss(endôo(loci, locº, t), s) = going(loci, locº, s).

Successor State Axioms

hasCoffee(person, do(a, s)) =

(Bt)a = giveCoffee(person, t) V

hasCoffee(person, s),

robot Location(do(a, s)) = loc =

(Bt, loc')a = endGo(loc', loc, t) V

robot Location(s) = loc A

-(Ht, loc', loc")a = endGo(loc', loc", t),

going(l, l', do(a, s)) = (Bt)a = startGo(l, l', t) V

going(l, l', s) A -(Bt)a = endGo(l, l', t),

holdingCoffee(do(a, s)) = (Bt)a = pickupCoffee(t) V

holdingCoffee(s)/\

-(Eperson, t)a = giveCoffee(person, t).

Initial Situation

Unique names axioms stating that the following terms

are pairwise unequal:

Sue, Mary, Bill, Joe, CM, office(Sue),

office(Mary), office(Bill), office(Joe).

Initial Fluent values:

robotLocation(S0) = CM, start(So) = 0,

-(3p)hasCoffee(p, So), -holdingCoffee(So),

-(Hl, l')going(l, l', So).

Coffee delivery preferences. The following expresses

that (Sue, 140,160), ..., (Joe,90, 100) are all, and

only, the tuples in the wantsCoffee relation.

wantsCoffee(p, ti, t2) =

p = Sue A ti = 140A tº = 160 V

p = Mary Ati = 130A tº = 170 V

p = Bill Ati = 100 A tº = 110 V

p = Joe Atl = 90A tº = 100.

Robot travel times:

travelTime(CM, office(Sue)) = 15,

travelTime(CM, office(Mary)) = 10,

travelTime(CM, office(Bill)) = 8,

travelTime(CM, office(Joe)) = 10.

travelTime(l, l') = travelTime(l', l),

travelTime(l, l) = 0.

Action Occurrence Times:

time(pickupCoffee(t)) = t,

time(giveCoffee(person, t)) = t,

time(startGoſloci, loco, t)) = t,

time(endCo(loci, locº, t)) = t.

GOLOG Procedures

proc deliverCoffee(t) % Beginning at time t

% the robot serves coffee to everyone,

% if possible. Else the program fails.

now < t? :

{{(Vp, t', t').wantsCoffee(p, t', t') - hasCoffee(p)]?

if robotLocation = CM then deliverOneCoffee(t)

else goto(CM, t); deliverOneCoffee(now)
end.If} p

endProc

The above procedure introduces a functional fluent

now(s), which is identical to the fluent start(s).

We use it instead of start because it has a certain

mnemonic value, but, like start, it denotes the current

time.

proc deliverOneCoffee(t) 9% Assuming the robot

% is at the coffee machine,

% it delivers one cup of coffee.

(Tp, ti, t2, wait)[{wantsCoffee(p, ti, t2) A

—hasCoffee(p) A wait 20 A

tl 3 t + wait +

travelTime(CM, office(p))

s tº }?;

pickupCoffee(t + wait);

goto(office(p), now);

giveCoffee(p, now);

deliverCoffee(now)]

endProc

% Beginning at time t the

% robot goes to loc.

goBetween(robotLocation, loc,

travelTime(robotLocation, loc), t)

proc gotoſloc, t)

endProc

proc gobetween(loc.1, loc2, A, t) % Beginning at

% time t the robot goes from loc1 to loc2,

% taking A time units for the transition.

startGo(loc1, loc2, t); endGo(loc1, loc2, t + A)

endProc

The following sequential temporal GOLOG program

implements the above specification.

Sequential Temporal GOLOG Program for a

Coffee Delivery Robot

/* GOLOG Procedures +/

proc (deliverCoffee (T),

7 (some (t, now (t) & t $K= T)) :

(? (all (p, all (t1, all (t2,wantsCoffee (p,tl, t2) =>

hascoffee (p)))))

#

pi(rloc, 7 (robotlocation (rloc)) :

if (rloc = cm,
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/* THEN +/

deliverDneCoffee (T),

/* ELSE */

goto (cm,T) : pi (t, 7 (now (t))

deliverDneCoffee (t)))))).

proc (deliver0neCoffee (T),

pi (p, pi (t1, pi (t2, pi (wait, pi (travTime,

7 (wantsCoffee (p, ti, t2) & –hasCoffee (p) &

wait $X= 0 &

travelTime (cm, office (p), travTime) &

t1 $3 T + wait + travTime & T + wait +

travTime $3- t?)

pi (t, 7 (t $= T + wait) : pickupCoffee (t))

pi (t, 7 (now (t)) : goto (office (p), t))

pi (t, 7 (now (t)) : giveCoffee (p,t)) :

pi (t, 7 (now (t)) : deliverCoffee (t)))))))).

proc (goto (L, T),

pi (rloc, 7 (robotLocation (rloc))

pi (deltat, 7 (travelTime (rloc, L, deltat))

goBetween (rloc, L, deltat, T)))).

proc (goBetween (Loc1, Loc2, Delta,T),

startGo (Loc1, Loc2,T)

pi (t, 7 (t $= T + Delta) : endgo (Loc1,Loc2, t))).

/* Preconditions for Primitive Actions */

poss (pickupCoffee (T), S) :- not holdingCoffee (S),

robotLocation (cm,S).

poss (giveCoffee (Person,T),S) :- holdingCoffee (S),

robotlocation (office (Person), S).

poss (startGo (Loc1, Loc2,T),S) :- not going (L, LL, S),

not Loc1 = Loc2, robotlocation (Loc1, S).

poss (endgo (Loc1, Loc2, T), S) :- going (Loc1, Loc2,S).

/* Successor State Axioms “ſ

hasCoffee (Person, do (A, S)) :

A = giveCoffee (Person, T) ; hasCoffee (Person,S).

robotlocation (Loc, do (A, S)) :- A=endGo (Loc1, Loc, T)

robotlocation (Loc, S), not A=endGo (Loc2, Loc3, T).

going (Loc1, Loc2, do (A, S)) :- A=startGo (Loc1, Loc2,T)

going (Loc1, Loc2,S), not A = endGo (Loc1, Loc2,T).

holdingCoffee (do (A,S)) :- A = pickupCoffee (T) ;

holdingCoffee (S), not A = giveCoffee (Person,T).

/* Initial Situation */

robotlocation (cm, so). start (so,0).

wantsCoffee (sue, 140, 160).

wantsCoffee (bill, 100, 110).

wantsCoffee (joe,90,100).

wantsCoffee (mary, 130, 170).

travelTimeO (cm, office (sue), 15).

travelTimeO (cm, office (mary), 10).

travelTime,00cm, office (bill),8).

travelTimeO (cm, office (joe), 10).

travelTime (L,L, 0).

travelTime (L1, L2, T) :- travelTimeO(L1, L2, T) ;

travelTime0 (L2, L1,T).

/* Action occurrence time is its last argument. */

time (pickupCoffee (T), T).

time (endCo (Loc1, Loc2, T), T).

time (giveCoffee (Person,T),T).

time (startGo (Loc1, Loc2,T),T).

/* Restore situation arguments to fluents. */

restoresitArg (robotLocation (Rloc), S,

robot Location (Rloc, S)).

restoresitArg (hasCoffee (Person), S,

hasCoffee (Person,S)).

restoresitArg (going (Loc1, Loc2), S,

going (Loc1, Loc2,S)).

restoresit Arg (holdingCoffee, S,

holdingCoffee (S)).

/* Primitive Action Declarations */

primitive-action (pickupCoffee (T)).

primitive-action (giveCoffee (Person,T)).

primitive-action (startGo (Loc1, Loc2,T)).

primitive-action (endóo (Loc1, Loc2,T)).

/* Fix on a solution to the temporal

constraints. */

chooseTimes (s()).

chooseTimes (do (A, S)) :- chooseTimes (S),

time (A,T), rmin (T).

/* "now" is a synonym for "start". */

now (S, T) :- start (S,T).

restoresitArg (now (T), S, now (S,T)).

A problem with our constraint logic programming ap

proach to coffee delivery is that the execution of the

GOLOG call do(deliverCoffee (1), s(),S) will not,

in general, result in a fully instantiated sequence of ac

tions S. The actions in that sequence will not have their

occurrence times uniquely determined; rather, these

occurrence times will consist of all feasible solutions

to the system of constraints generated by the program

execution. So, to get a fixed schedule of coffee delivery,

we must determine one or more of these feasible solu

tions. The relation chooseTimes (S) in the above pro

gram does just that. Beginning with the first action in

the situation history, S, chooseTimes determines the

time of that action (which, in general, will be a Prolog

variable since the ECLIPSE constraint solver will not

have determined a unique value for that action's OC

currence time). It then minimizes (via rmin (T)) that

time, relative to the current set of temporal constraints

generated by executing the coffee delivery program.

Then, having fixed the occurrence time of the first ac

tion, it repeats with the second action, etc. In this
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s
-

way, chooseTimes selects a particular solution to the

linear temporal constraints generated by the program,

thereby producing one of many possible schedules for

the robot. Of course, there is nothing special about

chooseTimes; any method for obtaining one or more

solutions to the constraints would do just as well.

The following is the output obtained from this pro

gram under the temporal GOLOG interpreter of Sec

tion 6. We use the relation chooseTimes (S) to select

a solution to the temporal constraints.

[eclipse 2] : do (deliverCoffee (1), so,S),

chooseTimes (S).

S = do (giveCoffee (mary, 165), do (endgo (cm,

office (mary), 165), do (startGo (cm, office (mary), 155),

do (pickupCoffee (155), do (endgo (office (sue), cm, 155),

do (startGo (office (sue), cm, 140), do (giveCoffee (

sue, 140),do (endCo (cm, office (sue), 140), do (startGo (

cm, office (sue), 125), do (pickupCoffee (125), do (

endGo (office (bill), cm, 116), do (startGo (office (bill),

cm, 108), do (giveCoffee (bill, 108), do (endgo (cm,

office (bill), 108), do (startGo (cm, office (bill), 100),

do (pickupCoffee (100), do (endgo (office (joe), cm, 100),

do (startGo (office (joe), cm,90), do (giveCoffee (joe,

90), do (endgo (cm, office (joe),90), do (startGo (cm,

office (joe),80), do (pickupCoffee (80), so))))))))))

)))))))))))) More? (;)

As is usual with GOLOG applications, the above com

putation would be done off line; as yet, the robot has

not performed any physical actions in the world. To

have it physically deliver coffee, the action sequence

in the above execution trace would be passed to the

robot's primitive execution module.

6.2 A Singing Robot

To simplify the exposition, we did not endow the above

program with any interleaving execution of processes,

as described in Section 4. This would, however, be

easy to do. Suppose we wanted our robot to sing a

song, but only while it is in transit between locations.

Introduce two instantaneous actions startSing(t) and

endSing(t), and a process fluent singing(s), with ac

tion precondition and successor state axioms:

Poss(startSing(t), s) = -singing(s).

Poss(endSing(t), s) = singing(s),

singing(do(a, s)) = (Bt)a = startSing(t) V

singing(s) A -(Bt)a = endSing(t).

Then the following version of the GOLOG procedure

goBetween turns the robot into a singing waiter:

proc goPetween(loc.1, loc2, A, t)

startGo(loc1, loc2, t);

startSing(t); endSing(t + A);

endGo(loc.1, loc2, t + A)

endProc

This provides a temporal, interleaving account of the

concurrent execution of two processes: singing and

moving between locations.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have extended the ontology and foundational ax

ioms of the sequential situation calculus to include

time, and showed how one can view actions with du

rations as processes that are initiated and terminated

by instantaneous actions. This conceptual shift, when

coupled with an explicit representation for time, pro

vides a rich account of interleaving concurrency in the

situation calculus. Based upon the axioms for the se

quential, temporal situation calculus, we extended the

semantics and interpreter for the situation calculus

based programming language GOLOG to the temporal

domain. Finally, we illustrated the resulting increased

functionality of the language with a GOLOG program

describing the temporal behavior of a coffee delivery

robot, including the concurrent processes of delivering

coffee while singing a song.

CONGOLOG (2) is a much richer language than

GOLOG, that includes facilities for interleaving con

current execution, prioritized interrupts and exoge

nous actions. Augmenting CONGOLOG with a tem

poral component is a straightforward exercise, and can

be done by changing its semantics and implementation

in a manner exactly parallel to the approach of Section

6 for GOLOG.

Ongoing work along the lines of this paper includes

controlling an RWI B21 autonomous robot to perform

temporal scheduling tasks in an office environment. In

this setting, it would be unrealistic to expect the robot

to execute a schedule like that returned by our coffee

delivery program. Frequently, it will be impossible to

meet the exact times in such a schedule, for example,

if the robot is unexpectedly delayed in traveling to the

coffee machine. One approach we are exploring is to

have the robot monitor its own execution, using the

situation calculus-based execution monitor of [3], re

computing what remains of the schedule after it has

determined (by sensing its internal clock) the actual

occurrence times of its actions. We do not instanti

ate a schedule's action occurrence times (as we did

using chooseTimes (S)), but leave these free, subject

to the constraints generated by the GOLOG program.

Whenever the robot physically performs an action, it

senses the action's actual occurrence time, adds this to

the constraints, then computes a remaining schedule,

or fails if no continuing schedule can be found.
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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the implemen

tation of Prediction Theories. Rather than

developing and then attempting to imple

ment a proof theory, it aims instead to imple

ment their model theory by building compu

tational counterparts of their relevant mod

els. Prediction Theories are outlined and ex

amples involving inertia, qualifications, ram

ifications and concurrency are given. The

basic model-building algorithm is then pre

sented and its completeness and correctness

is proved. Several extensions to this algo

rithm are then outlined. Finally, the perfor

mance of the algorithms is analysed.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the implementation

of Prediction Theories (PTs) (Bell, 1997). PTs

were developed to represent predictive common sense

causal reasoning. In particular they provide a model

theoretic means of representing inertia, ramifications,

qualifications, simultaneity, and non-determinism.

Rather than developing and then attempting to im

plement a proof theory for PTs, this paper aims to

implement their model theory, by showing how to con

struct the computational counterparts of the relevant

models of a given PT. This results in a direct, ap

propriate and efficient implementation. It also pro

vides a detailed example of the model-based theory

of pragmatic reasoning outlined in (Bell, 1995). The

work reported here represents a significant extension

of the earlier example of the model-building implemen

tation of the extension of Shoham's Causal Theories

(Shoham, 1988; Bell, 1991; Bell, 1996). In particular,

in (Bell, 1996) syntactic constraints ensure that there

is a unique model of a given theory. Thus even reason

ably simple cases of common sense causal reasoning—

such as the combination of inertia and qualifications

or inertia and context-dependent ramifications—could

not be represented. Consequently, given uniqueness,

the model-building task is relatively straightforward.

By contrast, PTs can be used to represent complex

examples of common sense causal reasoning, and the

problem of developing a model-building algorithm is

correspondingly difficult.

In order to make the paper self contained, an overview

of PTS is given in the next section and examples in

volving inertia, qualifications, ramifications and con

currency are given. Model building is then discussed

in Section 3. The basic model-building algorithm is

given and its completeness and correctness is proved.

Several extensions to the algorithm are then outlined.

Finally, the performance of the algorithms is analysed.

The full version of this paper, including proofs, is avail

able on the web (White et al., 1997).

2 Prediction Theories

PTs are expressed in the Temporal Calculus (TC). TC

is so called because it combines features of temporal

logic with features analogous to those of the Situation

Calculus. TC is a many sorted, higher order, tempo

ral, nonmonotonic extension of Kleene's strong three

valued language (Kleene, 1952). A concise account of

the relevant features of TC is now given.

Kleene introduced the third truth value undefined in

order to be able to describe computations which may

not, in principle, terminate. The language can also

be given an epistemic, resource bounded, interpreta

tion. Typically we have incomplete, or partial, infor

mation and our reasoning resources are limited. Con
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sequently we cannot, as the classical ideal suggests, de

termine the truth or falsity of every sentence. Rather,

we concentrate our efforts on attempting to establish

the truth or falsity of those sentences that we con

sider relevant and ignore – treat as undefined – the

truth values of the rest. Accordingly, a sentence can

be true (established by the reasoner(s) as being true),

false (established by the reasoner(s) as being false) or

undefined (ignored by the reasoner(s) as irrelevant, or

unestablishable within the reasoner(s) resource limi

tations). Appropriately, the truth conditions of the

logical constants yield a Boolean truth value wher

ever possible. For example, -ºp is true if q is false,

false if p is true, and undefined otherwise. Similarly,

q A tº is true if both q, and up are both true, false if

either is false, and undefined otherwise. Disjunction,

V, and material implication, D, can be defined in the

usual way. The language is then readily extended to

the first-order case. Atomic sentences are interpreted

using partial functions. Thus an atomic sentence, a

Kleene atom, r(ul, ..., un) may be true, false or un

defined in a model. A universally quantified sentence

Wvd) is then true if every instance of p is true, false if

one instance is false, and is undefined otherwise. The

existential quantifier, E, is defined in the usual way.

As it stands, Kleene's logic is appropriate for repre

senting monotonic reasoning with partial information.

In order to be able to represent nonmonotonic reason

ing, an undefined operator, ?, is added. Informally 70

states that the truth value of p is undefined; that is,

that neither the truth nor the falsity of p is established.

Thus 2q, should be true if q is undefined, and false oth

erwise. This operator can be used to define weak affir

mation, weak negation, and defined operators, making

it possible to express meta-level distinctions such as

“p is not false” and “p is not true”, and consequently

nonmonotonic inference rules, in the object language:

oq) deſ 24 V (p “p is not false”,

• * 70 V →q) “p is not true”,

ld ºf –?d “p is not undefined”.

Similar extensions to Kleene's language, starting with

the weak negation operator, are discussed in (Doherty,

1996).

A drawback with Kleene's semantics is that the defined

Operator D does not provide a satisfactory account of

conditionality. In particular, if p is true and up is un

defined, then Ó D iſ is undefined, rather than false.

Moreover, in keeping with the resource-bounded inter

pretation, it is desirable to have a conditional which

is true if the antecedent is not true, regardless of the

truth value of the consequent. A conditional of this

kind can be thought of as expressing a constraint which

must be met if the antecedent is true, but which can

otherwise be ignored. It can be defined as follows:

Ø —, , *

where the sentence →• b makes the classical claim that

q is true; that is, it is true if p is, and is false otherwise.

The new conditional is itself classically valued. It is

false if the antecedent is true and the consequent is not,

and true otherwise. Kleene added his own classical

operator. The sentence (p = | states that up and iſ are

equivalent; that is, that they always have the same

truth value. The sentence is true if this is the case

and is false otherwise. This operator can be defined as

follows:

-eq) D -eup

0 = | * (--) A --v) v (-og A-ow) v (20 Aºû)

where the sentence -oºp makes the classical claim that

q is false.

In order to represent time, an explicit temporal in

dex is added to each atomic formula of the underly

ing language, to each Kleene atom; thus time is not

reified, rather it is introduced as a separate sort and

a predicative approach is adopted. For example the

ordinary atom r(ul, ..., un)(t) states that the Kleene

literal r(ul, ..., un) is true at the time point t. The

temporal precedence operator, 3, allows comparison

of time points, thus t < t states that the time point t

temporally precedes the time point t'. The semantics

for time are as in standard temporal logic. Models now

include a temporal frame (T, RT) where RT C T x T.

Intuitively T is the set of time points and (T, RT) rep

resents the flow of time. For convenience in this paper

we will assume that time is discrete and linear. The

truth value of Kleene literals may now vary from time

point to time point.

As recommended by Galton (Galton, 1991) and as

practised in the Situation Calculus, the difference in

aspect between facts and events is signified. Accord

ingly, (primitive) events are introduced as a third sort.

In order to gain comparable expressivity with the Situ

ation Calculus, Kleene literals, Kleene atoms and their

negations, are added as a fourth sort. This higher

order quantification over literals is convenient, and

can easily be replaced by treating Kleene literals as

particulars and using a Holds predicate; as is done

with fluents in the Situation Calculus. The final ex

tension is a set of higher-order relations of the form

hr(e1, ..., en, A1, ... , Am)(t); where n + m > 0, the ei

are event terms, and the A, are Kleene literals. For

example, a sentence of the form Occ(e)(t) states that
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a token of an event of type e occurs at t. Three fur

ther higher-order relations, Aff, Qual and CAff, will

be introduced in the sequel.

The relevant formal semantics of TC are now out

lined. A model of TC is a structure (D, 8, T, RT, JP, R,

}{R, V), where: T is the set of domain objects, 8 is the

set of primitive events, (T, RT) is a (discrete, linear)

temporal frame, J interprets the functions for each

sort, R is a (possibly partial) function which interprets

relations at each time point, HTR is a (possibly par

tial) function which interprets higher-order relations

at each time point, and V interprets the ground terms

of each sort.

The interpretation of terms is straightforward. If M

is a model with term interpretation function V and g

is a variable assignment for M, then the term evalu

ation function V, interprets ordinary, event, and tem

poral terms in the usual way, while literal variables

are assigned literals, and literals are “interpreted” as

themselves.

The truth and falsity conditions of sentences are then

defined by means of the intermediary notions of satis

faction and violation.

Definition 2.1. Let M = (D, 8, T, RT, JP, R, HR, V)

be a TC-model, g be a variable assignment for M, and

Ó be a TC-formula. Then g satisfies (p in M (written

M, g = (p) or violates (p in M (written M, g =| (b)

according to the clauses in Table 1.

A formula () is true in a model M (written M H (b)

if M, g = q for all variable assignments g. A formula

q is false in M (written M = (b) if M, g = q for all

variable assignments g. We write M # p if it is not

the case that M = p, and M #| q if it is not the

case that M = (b. M is said to be a model of a set

of sentences () (written M H 6)), if M H (p for all

Ó e ().

A formula is said to be monotonic (at the level of evalu

ation (van Benthem, 1984)) if its satisfaction, or viola

tion, is unaffected by an increase in information, other

wise the formula is said to be nonmonotonic. Formally,

for models M and M' let M = M' mean that M' is

at least as defined as M: that is, M and M' agree ex

cept perhaps that the functions R and HTR of M may

be less defined than the corresponding functions R'

and HTR' of M'; that is, R' agrees with R whenever

Tº is defined, and similarly for HR' and HTR. Then a

formula @ is monotonic if, for any assignment g and

models M and M' such that M = M', if M, g = (p

then M', g = q and if M, g = q then M', g = (p. For

example, any formula which does not contain the 7 op

erator is monotonic,while a formula of the form eX(t)

is nonmonotonic; as, for given g and M - M', it may

be satisfied in M and violated in M'.

Prediction Theories (PTs) are expressed in TC. Their

definition is in part semantic as it refers to the earliest

and latest time points at which rules are evaluated;

see e.g. (Bell, 1996). For present purposes the details

are not essential, so an informal outline is given. PTs

may contain boundary conditions, prediction rules, and

domain rules.

Boundary conditions are monotonic unconditional sen

tences which state facts and the occurrence of events;

for example (5) below.

Domain rules are monotonic conditionals or bicondi

tionals which are temporally undirected; for any in

stance of a domain rule, the evaluation of the an

tecedent and the consequent starts at the same time

point and is completed at the same time point. Do

main rules are used for a variety of purposes; for ex

ample, to state domain constraints, (7), and ramifica

tions, (12).

Prediction rules are conditionals whose antecedents

contain nonmonotonic formulas and which are tempo

rally forwards-directed; for any instance of a prediction

rule, the evaluation of the antecedent is completed at

a time point which temporally precedes the earliest

time point at which the evaluation of consequent is

completed. Prediction rules are used to represent in

ertia and change.

In order to represent inertia, the Aff predicate is in

troduced. Intuitively, for Kleene literal X and time

point t, Aff (X)(t) states that the truth value of X is

affected at t; that is, that there is reason to doubt that

the truth value of A persists beyond t. A generic iner

tia rule can then be stated (as is customary, universal

quantification is omitted):

X(t) A • Aff (A)(t) → X(t + 1) (1)

Thus, if X is true at t and it is not true that X is

affected at t, then X remains true at t + 1. The in

tention is to use this rule from left to right only in

order to reason forwards in time from instances of its

antecedent to instances of its consequent. Typically

also we want to be able to infer the second conjunct of

each instance nonmonotonically; whenever it is consis

tent to do so. Thus, on the intended interpretation of

the inertia rule, Kleene literals, and consequently the

formulas composed of them, persist by default.

In order to represent change, the Qual predicate is

introduced. Intuitively, Qual(e)(t) states that event

e is qualified at time t; that is, that there is reason

to doubt that e will succeed if e occurs at t. Then
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M, g = t < t! iff

M, g = t < t! iff

M, g = (u = u')(t) iff

M, g = (u = u')(t) iff

M, g Fr(ul, ..., un)(t) iff

M, g = r(ul, ..., un)(t) iff

M, g H hr(e1, ..., en, Al, ... , Am)(t) iff

M, g = hr(e1, ... , en, A1, ..., \m)(t) iff

M, g = −1, iff

M,g = -\! iff

M, g = ?) iff

M, g = ?!, iff

M, g = 1 A X iff

M, g = | A X iff

M, g = Wvil, iff

M, g = Wvy, iff

(V,(t), V, (t')) e R+

(V,(t), V, (t')) ºf R+

V’,(u) is V, (u')

V,(u) is not V., (u')

T(r, V., (t))(V, (uſ), ..., V., (un)) = true

T(r, V., (t))(V, (uſ),..., V., (un)) = false

}{R(hr, V., (t))(V, (e1), ..., V,(en),

V,(A1), ... , V., (Am)) = true

}{R(hr, V., (t))(V, (e1), ..., V., (en),

V, (A1), ... , V., (Am)) = false

M, g = }

M, g = 1,

neither M, g = 1 nor M, g = }

either M, g H w or M, g = }

M, g = 1 and M, g = X

M, g = iſ or M, g = x

M. g' F W for all g' such that g & g’

M. g' = for some g' such that g & g’

Table 1: Semantics for the Temporal Calculus

a generic change rule can be stated as follows (again

omitting the quantification):

Preſe)(t)/\ Occ(e)(t) A • Qual(e)(t) →

Post(e)(t + 1) (2)

Thus if event e occurs at t and the normal precondi

tions of e, Preſe)(t), are true at t and e is not qual

ified at t, then infer that the normal postconditions

of e, Post(e)(t), are true at t +1; that is, that e suc

ceeds at t. Once again, the intention is to use this rule

from left to right only in order to reason forwards in

time from instances of its antecedent to instances of

its consequent. Typically also we want to be able to

infer the second conjunct of each instance nonmono

tonically; whenever it is consistent to do so. Thus, on

the intended interpretation of the change rule, events

succeed by default if their normal preconditions are

true. The success of an action can thus be defined as:

Succ(e)(t) = Preſe)(t)/\ Occ(e)(t) A • Qual(e)(t) (3)

In order to represent context-dependent ramifications,

we introduce the binary relation CAff on events and

literals. Intuitively CAff(e, X)(t) states that the oc

currence of e conditionally affects X at t. Rules can

then be added stating the conditions under which this

relation holds; thus in Example 2.6, rule (13) states

that if an agent is holding an object and the agent

moves, then the location of the object is conditionally

affected. The example then illustrates how rules of

this kind are used in combination with the following

generic conditional affects rule:

A(t) A Succ(e)(t) A CAff (e, X)(t) — Aff (X)(t) (4)

The intended interpretation of PTs is enforced by their

pragmatics. The definition is based on the partiality

of TC. The relevant models are among those in which

information (what is defined/established) is minimised

chronologically. The effect is that prediction rules are

interpreted from left to right only, and the appropri

ate nonmonotonic inferences are generated. However,

simple chronological minimisation is insufficient as it

does not resolve possible conflicts between (instances

of) the inertia rule and the change rule. When there is

such a conflict, it seems that the (instance of the) pre

diction rule should take precedence. This corresponds

to the intuition that, other things being equal, if an

event occurs and it can succeed (that is, if its normal

preconditions are true), then it will succeed. In order

to capture this principle, simple chronological minimi

sation is refined to prioritised chronological minimisa

tion. The minimisation is still chronological. However

in order to give preference to potential change, qual

ifications (reasons why an event may not succeed as

expected) are minimised in preference to affectations

(reasons why a fact should not persist) at each time

point. The following abbreviations are useful. Let M

be a TC model with term interpretation function V.
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Then for any time point ti

MR/t={X(t')|V(t') < t and M H !X(t')},

MA/t={Aff (A)(t')|V(t') < t and M = 'Aff (A)(t')},

Mo/t- {Occ(e)(t')|V(t') < t and M H !Occ(e)(t')},

Mo/t- {Qual(e)(t')|V(t') < t and M = 'Qual(e)(t')}.

Thus MR/t is the set of all Kleene literals which are

defined (which are either true or false) in M up to t,

and similarly MA/t, Mo/t, and Mo/t are respectively

the sets of all Aff, Occ and Qual literals which are

defined in M up to t.

Definition 2.2. Let M and M' be TC-models which

differ at most on the interpretation of Kleene literals

and the Occ, Aff and Qual predicates. Then M is pri

oritised chronologically less defined than M' (written

M -pela M') if there erists a time point t such that:

• MR/t C Mk/t and Mo/t C Mø/t, or

• MR/t C Mk/t and Mo/t C Mø/t, or

• MR/t C Mk/t, Mo/t C Mø/t and

Moſt C M9/t, or

• MR/t C Mk/t, Mo/t C M9/t, Mo/t C M9/t

and MA/t C M'A/t.

Definition 2.3. A model M is a prioritised chrono

logically least defined model (a p.c.l.d. model) of p

if M H (p and there is no other model M" such that

M' H (p and M'-pola M. A PT6 predicts a sentence

q), written 6 Frcia q), if p is true in all p. c.l.d. models

of 6.

Example 2.4. By way of illustration we give an ex

ample of a simple multi-agent scenario and then extend

it. There are three locations, L1, L2 and L3 and two

agents Stan, S, and Ollie, O. Initially, at time 0, Stan

is at L1, L2 is clear and Ollie is at L3:

At(S, L1)(0) A At(O, L3)(0) (5)

L1 # L2 # L3 #S # O (6)

The boundary conditions are stated in (5), while (6)

is a unique names axiom (as names are temporally

invariant, reference to time is omitted and -(L1 =

L2)(t) is abbreviated to L1 # L2, etc.). We also have

the following domain constraint:

At(z, ll)(t) All # 12 → -At(z, lz)(t) (7)

Rule (7) states a metaphysical ramification (that

nothing can be in two distinct locations at the same

time). Change occurs as a result of a successful move

action. This has the following explicit precondition

and postcondition:

PreſMove(a:, ll, l2))(t) = At(z, ll)(t) (8)

Post(Move(r, l 1, l2))(t) = At(z, l2)(t) (9)

To begin with we show that everything works out

well if at time 0 Stan moves to L2 and Ollie stays

where he is. Let 0 = {(1), (2), (5), ..., (9)} U

{Occ(Move(S, L1, L2))(0)}. Then 0 Hepata

At(S, L2)(1) A -At(S, L1)(1) A At(O, L3)(1). As

prioritised chronological minimisation gives preference

to potential change, ? Qual(Move(aſ, ll, l2))(0) is true

in all p.c.l.d. models of 6, so the action succeeds as

intended.

Example 2.5. In order to illustrate qualifications we

assume that at time 0 Ollie also attempts to move to

L2. We want to represent the fact that the two si

multaneous move actions conflict, with the result that

each cancels the effects that the other would have had

had it occurred independently (Gelfond et al., 1991).

In order to do so we add the following rule:

Occ(Move(r, ll, l.2)(t)/\ a # y →

Qual(Occ(Move(y, ll, l2))(t) (10)

Thus a move action is qualified if another agent at

tempts to move to the same location simultaneously.

Let 0 = 0 U [(10), Occ(Move(O, L3, L2)(0)}. Then,

as required, nothing changes: 6' Fencia X(0) = X(1).

Example 2.6. In order to illustrate conditional, or

context-dependent, ramifications we incorporate the

ice-cream example (Baker, 1991). This time Stan is

holding an ice cream when he moves from L1 to L2,

and we should conclude that the ice cream is at L2 as a

result. We thus add the following boundary conditions

and ramification rule:

pcla

Holding(S, I)(0) A At(I, L1)(0) (11)

Holding(z, y)(t)/\ At(z, l)(t) → At(y, l)(t) (12)

However this is insufficient as there are unintended

models of 6 U {(11), (12)} in which the ice cream re

mains at L1 after the move. These result from the

unintended contrapositive reading of (12). In order to

block this use of the rule we need to represent the fact

that the move action changes the position of the ice

cream if Stan is holding it when the move occurs. In

order to do so we use the CAff predicate:

Holding(r, y)(t) →

CAff (Move(r, ll, l2), At(y, ll))(t) A

)CAff (Move(r, l 1, 12), —At(y, 12))(t) (13)
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Thus (13) states that if an agent is holding an ob

ject when the agent moves then the position of the

object is conditionally affected. Let ()" = 0 U

{(3), (4), (11), (12), (13)}. Then, as required, e." He, a

At(S, L2)(1) A At(I, L2)(1).

3 Model Building

We will be describing an algorithm for building models

of these theories. We shall build them in temporal

order: given a model “up to time t”, we shall compute

the -pold-minimal extensions of it to time t + 1. The

relevant sense of a model “up to time tº is given by

Definition 3.1. Given a model M of a prediction the

ory, the time bounded model M/t is

M/t * {X(t') e M t' < t U

{Occ(e)(t') e M t' < t U

{Qual(e)(t') e M t' < t U

{Aff (A)(t') e M t' < t ).

Our theories will be collections of rules of the form BU

DU{(1), (2)}, where B is a set of boundary conditions

and D is a set of domain rules; our only prediction

rules are thus the generic rules (1) and (2).

The basic intuition behind the algorithm is as follows.

Suppose, for the moment, we are in a situation with

no qualified actions. Fix a model M/t and consider

extensions of it to a a model M/(t + 1). There are a

couple of fairly trivial ways in which might be able to

make M/(t + 1) smaller (i.e. lower in the -pold-order).

Suppose firstly that M/(t+1) contains propositions of

the form Aff (X)(t), but where M/(t+1) – {Aff (A)(t)}

is still a model; then we can simply remove Aff (A)(t)

and get a smaller model. Suppose, also, that there is a

literal A(t+1) in M/(t+1) which is not entailed by the

union of the boundary conditions, the domain rules,

and the literals carried across by inertia from M/t. We

can then find a smaller model M'/(t + 1), essentially

by carrying the same literals across by inertia, but

removing X(t + 1).

We now consider models in which we have applied the

above two steps as much as we can (these are called

reduced models). The dominant contribution to the

“size” (i.e. the position in the -paid-order) of such a

model will be the set M 4/t; if we have two extensions

M and M', and we know that MA/t c M'A/t, then

automatically M -pola M'. So we should be trying to

minimise MA/t. However, as MA/t gets smaller, then

- because our models satisfy (1) – the set of Kleene

literals at t + 1 which are carried over from M/t by

inertia gets larger. So one approach to minimising

MA/t would be to try to find the largest consistent

set of such literals, and then assign to it a suitable

set MA/t to get a model. This is basically what our

algorithm does: we have to do some work to show that

it does, in fact, produce minimal models, and that it

finds all of them that there are to be found, but this

is the basic idea of it.

Initially we will make several restrictions on the the

ories that we can handle, and then indicate how they

can be removed. Firstly, we will confine ourselves to

theories without any CAff rules or Qual predicates;

and, secondly, we will confine ourselves to theories

whose domain rules and boundary conditions are es

sentially Horn.

Definition 3.2. A collection of domain rules and

boundary conditions is essentially Horn if none of the

boundary conditions is eacistentially quantified or dis

junctive or nonmonotonic, and none of the conse

quents of the domain rules is eristentially quantified

or disjunctive or nonmonotonic.

These restrictions can all be removed. CAff rules can

be handled by quite small changes in the algorithm,

although the proof of correctness becomes somewhat

more complicated. The same remarks apply to Qual

predicates. Finally, we can deal with theories that are

not essentially Horn, again by changing the algorithm

slightly, but at a grievous cost in its tractability.

3.1 The Example

Running Example 1. In order to illuminate the def

initions, we will use a running example. The theory

is given in Table 2. There are n blocks, bi, ..., bn,

which are initially (t = 0) stacked up on location li;

the agent a is initially at lo. At time 0 the agent a

picks up the block bl; the only action postcondition

is Holding(a,b1)(1). The theory has n + 1 minimal

models at t = 1, given in Table 3. (These are, of

course, not the full models, but enough propositions

are given to specify the relevant model.) Mn is the

intended model: the agent stays fixed, and all of the

blocks move to where the agent is, i.e. lo. Mo is the

model in which none of the blocks move, but the agent

moves to where the blocks are; in the other models Mi

exactly i blocks (b1, ... , bi) move to lo, and we have

-On(b. 11, b)(1).

3.2 Preliminary Reductions

First some definitions. We will, in all this, be starting

with a fixed model M/t, and we will be constructing

extensions M/(t + 1) of it.
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Domain Rules

On(r, b)(t) A block(b) A block(b") A b # b'

At(z, l)(t)

On(r, l)(t) A loc(l) A loc(l") Al # l'

At(r, l)(t) A loc(l) A loc(l") Al # l'

(

On(r, b)(t) A block(b) A loc(l)

On(r, l)(t) A block(b) A loc(l)

At(a, l)(t)/\ agent(a) A loc(l)

-On(a, l)(t)/\ agent(a) A loc(l)

On(a, l)(t)/\ agent(a) A loc(

-At(a, l)(t) A agent(a) A loc(

On(b, l)(t) A block(b) A loc(

-At(b, l)(t) A block(b) A loc(

Holding(a,a)(t) A At(a, l)(

Holding(a,a)(

Handempty.(a)(t) A block(b)

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

t

t

)

)

)

)

)

)

loc(l)

-On(r., l')(t)

-At(r, l')(t)

-On(r, b')(t)

-On(a:, l)(t)

-On(r, b)(t)

On(a, l)(t)

-At(a, l)(t)

At(a, l)(t)

-On(a, l)(t)

At(b, l)(t)

-On(b, l)(t)

At(z, l)(t)

-Handempty.(a)(t)

-Holding(a,b)(t)

Boundary Conditions

On(b1, li)(0) A On(b2, b)(0) A ... A On(bn, bn_1)(0)/\

Handempty.(a)(0) A At(a, lo)(0)

Action Postcondition

Holding(a,b1)(1)

Table 2: The Theory for The Running Example

Mo | At(a, li) On(b2, bi), . . . . On(bn, bm-1) At(b1, li), . . . , At(b,a, li)

M1 At(a, lo) -On(b2, bi), On(b3, b2), . . . , On(bn, bn-1) At(b1, lo), At(b2, li), . . . , At(b,a, li)

M2 At(a, lo) On(b2, bi), -On(b3, b2), . . . , On(bn, bn-1) . . . At(b2, lo), At(b3, li), . . . , At(b,a, li)

Mn-1 || At(a, lo) || On(b2, bi), . . . . On(bn–2, bn-1), -On(bn, bm-1) | At(b1, lo), . . . , At(bn-1, lo), At(b,a, li)

Mr. At(a, lo) On(b2, bi), . . . , On(bn, bn-1) At(b1, lo), . . . , At(b,a, lo)

Table 3: Models of the Theory at t = 1
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= 0,

{Holding(a,b1)(1)},

= {Holding(a,b1)(1),

-Handempty.(a)(1)},

{Holding(a,b1)(1),

-Handempty.(a)(1), At(a, lo)(1),

On(a, lo)(1), -At(a, li)(1),

-On(a, li)(1), At(b1, lo)(1),

-At(bi, li)(1), -On(b1, li)(1)}.

;
-

{At(a, lo)(1)} =

Table 4: The (º) Operator in the Running Example

Definition 3.3. Let B be the smallest set of literals

which satisfy the boundary conditions at t + 1. Let 'P

be the postconditions of all actions e such that M/t F

Succ(e)(t). For a set Y of literals with latest time point

t-H 1, let Y be the smallest such set containing YUBU72

and closed under the domain rules.

Running Example 2. The effects of the () operator

in the example are shown in Table 4.

Definition 3.4. For a given model M/(t + 1), let

o, (M) = {Aff (A)(t) | A(t) e M, X(t + 1) # M),

and let M*/(t + 1) be M with the subset {Aff (X)(t) |

Aff (X)(t) e M) replaced by or (M).

Proposition 3.5. If M/(t + 1) is a model of the the

ory, then so is M*, and M*=pcid M.

Running Example 3. We start with the set

{At(a, lo)(1)} of Running Example 2. Consider a

model M/1 containing our given M/0 and whose

literals at 1 are {At(a, lo)(1)}. Because all such

models satisfy the generic inertia rule, any such M/1

must contain the following propositions:

{Aff (-Holding(a,b1))(0), Aff (Handempty.(a))(0)

Aff (At(b1, li)(0), Aff (−At(b1, lo))(0),

Aff (On(bi , li )) (0),

Aff (At(b2, li))(0), Aff (−At(b2, lo))(0)

Aff (On(b2, bl.))(0), Aff (-On(b2, lo))(0)

}

However, it may contain more: it may contain proposi

tions such as Aff (At(a, lo))(0), which are not required

by the generic inertia rule. For any model M, or (M)

is the set of affected literals at t required by the generic

inertia rule; the operation replaces the set of affected

literals in M by this minimal set.

Definition 3.6. If M is a model, let tº (M) = {\(t +

1) e M | A(t) e M), and let Mº be M with {A(t +

1)|X(t + 1) e M} replaced by vſ M).

Proposition 3.7. If M is a model, M* is also a

model, and M*-pela M.

Running Example 4. Consider, again, models con

taining At(a, lo)(1). All of them must contain

{At(a, lo)(1)}, but some of them may contain more; for

example, we can add Holding(a, b2)(1) and, provided

we add the rest of {At(a, lo)(1), Holding(a, b2)(1)}, we

will still have a model. However, Holding(a, b2)(1) is

warranted neither by inertia nor by the action post

conditions nor the domain rules. In our example,

to(M) = {At(a, lo)(1)}.

If we want to search for minimal models, then, we can

restrict our attention to models with M = M* and

M = M'. We call such models reduced (or, strictly

speaking, reduced at t, but t is fixed and often sup

pressed).

3.3 The Fundamental Correspondence

Lemma 3.8. If M is a model, then ot(M) =

{Aff (A)(t) | A(t) e M, X(t + 1) # ut(M)}.

We can now establish the fundamental

Proposition 3.9. If M and N are reduced models

with M/t = N/t, then M/(t + 1) -pola N/(t + 1) iff

t(N) C vſ M).

So we are now reduced to searching over sets ut(M),

for models M. We want to know when a set of literals

at t + 1 is an ut(M), for a reduced model M/(t + 1).

We start by defining a suitable closure operation:

Proposition 3.10. Let a be a set of literals at t + 1.

Then the set

T(a) = a ſh {X(t + 1)|X(t) e M/t}

is the smallest ut(M) containing a , for any M/(t + 1)

ertending M/t.

Corollary 3.11. The sets ut(M) are those subsets of

{X(t + 1) | A(t) e M/t} which are consistent and fired

under the mapping a Hº T(a).

We thus have

Proposition 3.12. The -pold-minimal extensions of

M/t to M/(t + 1) correspond to subsets a of {A(t +

1) | A(t) e M/t} which are fired by T and such that,

for any X(t) e M/t with X(t + 1) # a , a U (A(t + 1)}

is inconsistent.

Running Example 5. Consider the model – N, say

– corresponding to {At(a, lo)(1)}. N is far from -pcid

minimal, since we have N-pold M1, N-pold M2, ... ,
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Figure 1: Number of Basic Augmentations for the Running Example

N -pold Mn. Correspondingly, 1(N) = {At(a, lo)(1)}

is small; by contrast, uſM1) is

{At(a, lo)(1), -At(a, li)(1), On(a, lo)(1),

-On(a, li)(1), -On(b1, b2)(1), -On(b2, ba)(1),

}

and, since we have M1 -pcid N, we have u(N) 9 1(M1).

3.4 The Algorithm

We therefore want to find suitable subsets of {\(t +

1)|X(t) e M/t}. We first define

Definition 3.13. Let a C {X(t + 1) | A(t) e M/t} be

fired under T. A basic augmentation of o is a set of

the form T(a U (X(t+1)}) for some X with A(t) e M/t,

X(t + 1) # 0.

An easy reformulation of the above results is:

Corollary 3.14. If a C {X(t + 1) | X(t) e M/t} is

fired under T, then it corresponds to a -pold-minimal

model iff it has no basic augmentations.

Running Example 6. Consider Our model

N of Running Example 5, corresponding to

{At(a, lo)(1)}. Basic augmentations will corre

spond to sets such as {At(a, lo)(1), On(b2, bi)(1)},

{At(a, lo)(1), -On(b2, ba)(1)}, and so on. Con

sider the model N which corresponds to

{At(a, lo)(1), On(b2, b)(1)}.

{At(a, lo)(1), On(b2, b1)(1), On(b3, b2)(1)}

corresponds to a basic augmentation of N, since it is

still consistent, but

{At(a, lo)(1), On(b2, bi)(1), At(b3, li)(1)}

does not, because it is inconsistent.

The algorithm, then, is as follows.

Definition 3.15. Given a model M/t and a theory,

we start with T(0) and, recursively, replace the set we

have with one of its basic augmentations: when we find

a set with no basic augmentations, we return that.

Proposition 3.16. The above algorithm terminates;

it is correct – the sets it returns are of the form

tº (M/(t + 1)), for -pold-minimal models M/(t + 1) –

and it is complete – it will find any minimal eartension

using a suitable sequence of basic augmentations.

3.5 Extensions

We aim to remove unwanted models by rules of the

form A → CAff(e, A)(t), for suitable antecedents

A. Here CAff(e, A)(t) is true whenever Occ(e)(t) →

Aff (X)(t) is true. We can handle theories with CAff

predicates in much the same way. The above algo

rithm has used, as a search space, the power set of
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{X(t + 1)|X(t) e M/t}. If we have CAff predicates, we

proceed as follows.

Definition 3.17. Let CA be the set of literals

{X(t + 1) CAff(e, X)(t) is the conclusion of a

CAff rule with its premises

true in M/t and where

M = Succ(e)(t)}

Given this as the search space, we need to adjust the

definitions of ot(M) and ut(M) to

Definition 3.18. For a given model M of a theory

with CAff literals, let

o, (M) = {Aff (A)(t) | A(t) e M, A(t + 1) # M} U

{Aff (A)(t) | A(t + 1) e CA},

tº (M) = {\(t + 1) e M | X(t) e M} – CA

With these modifications, everything works as before.

We can, by a similar redefinition, modify the algorithm

to theories with a Qual predicate. We must define a

new function on models, namely

Definition 3.19. If M/(t + 1) is a model, then we

define

Kı (M/t + 1) = {Qual(e)(t) |

M/t F Preſe)(t) A Occ(e)(t),

M/(t + 1) # Post(e)(t + 1)}

We then define a new reduction operation on models,

M/(t + 1) — M*/(t + 1), which replaces the set of

actions qualified at t in M by K. (M/(t + 1)). We prove

again that Mº is a model, and that M*=pcid M.

We now show, as above, that we can represent the

search space as a set of pairs (0, 1), where o is the set

of actions which succeed at t and u is the set tt (M).

The ordering is lexicographic. We can now define an

algorithm: we first search on cº, finding a maximal set

of actions the conjunction of whose postconditions is

consistent together with the boundary conditions and

domain rules. Having found such a maximal o, we

carry out the usual search for a maximal t as above,

starting with the union of the postconditions of the

actions in O. We can again prove correctness, termi

nation, and completeness.

A rather more far-reaching modification is necessary

if we have a theory which is not essentially Horn. In

this case, we cannot use a closure operator for ensuring

that the domain rules are satisfied. What we can do,

however, is to use a suitable relation: we say a Ry,

where r and y are sets of literals at t + 1, whenever

y contains r, satisfies the domain rules and boundary

conditions, and is minimal among such subsets. We

can define an algorithm using this relation. The major

change lies in the definition of a basic augmentation:

Definition 3.20. Let a C {X(t+1)|X(t) e M/t} sat

isfy the domain rules and contain the boundary condi

tions at t+1 and the postconditions of all actions which

succeed at t. A basic augmentation of a is a set y such

that (a U (X(t + 1)}) Ry for some A with A(t) e M/t,

\(t + 1) # 0.

With this redefinition, we again have an algorithm for

which we can prove termination, completeness and cor

rectness. However, it is much less tractable, because

the relation R must be computed by a nondeterminis

tic search.

3.6 Performance

3.6.1 Worst Case

Let us consider first a worst case analysis of the algo

rithm. We will evaluate this in terms of the size of the

model at ti

Definition 3.21. For a model M, MI, the increase

in the size of M at t, is

|M/t| – |M/(t–1)|.

Furthermore, let K be the maximal size of a consistent

set of literals at t, closed under the domain rules and

the boundary conditions.

The execution of the algorithm is a series of basic aug

mentations, starting with T(0); each basic augmenta

tion must strictly increase the size of the model con

structed. We terminate when there are no more ba

sic augmentations to be found. Now T(0) must be

nonempty (otherwise the problem is essentially triv

ial; M/(t – 1) is simply copied over to M/t, and

any sequence of basic augmentations will accomplish

this). So the maximal number of basic augmentations

is (|M|.) — 1. Suppose that, after k basic augmen

tations, we have succeeded in finding a partial model

Nk, and let T(NE) = XX. In searching for basic aug

mentations, we look at elements of M/(t–1) which

have not been carried over by inertia: there are at

most |M||1–1 – k of these. We might be unlucky, and

have to look at all but one of these before we find one

that gives a consistent extension: so we will have to

investigate |M|| 1 – k – 1 of them before we add the

appropriate one. So for each of these, we will have to

show inconsistency: this may involve adding K-LNE!

propositions. So at the worst case we may have to
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add (|M||1–1 – k – 1)(K! – ||Nº|) propositions before

we find the correct one to add. If a k is the number

of propositions added in the kºth basic augmentation

itself, the total number of propositions added in the

course of finding and constructing that augmentation

comes out to be (|M||1–1 – k – 1)(Kr – ||Nº|| + ok).

Summing over k, we get

Sºlo (IM|| 1 – k – 1)(K. – ||Nº|+ ox)

propositions in all, if there are, in all, ki basic aug

mentations. Now ki and the size of the cy; are re

lated, because we have |M|t = Siloa, +|T(0)|; since

(|M|| 1 – k – 1) is usually greater than 1, the above ex

pression is largest when ki is largest – i.e. [M]t – T(0)|

– and all of the or are equal to 1. In this case,

|Nº| = T(0) + k, and we are looking at the case where

T(0) = 1. So the worst case complexity is, on this

estimate,

S.", "(IML-1 – k-1)(K. – 1 – k+1).

Now in practical cases, Mi-1, Mt and K, will all

be bounded by some constant L, say, and the above

estimate will be cubic in L.

3.7 Performance in Practice

In practice, however, both the average number of lit

erals tried before a basic augmentation is found, and

the average time needed to construct a basic augmen

tation, are small and bounded. We rarely have to try

more than two literals before finding a basic augmen

tation, and quite often we find one immediately.

It is convenient to express this as follows. Suppose that

we have construct a model M, and that M-T(0) = K,

say; in the course of constructing the model, we will

have successfully added K literals to it. Suppose also

that, in the course of failed attempts to find basic

augmentations, we add K' propositions; these proposi

tions are, as it were, wasted. We define the wastage ra

tio to be K'/K. We find empirically that the wastage

ratio is bounded, and, in fact, in all cases less than 2;

this compares favourably with the worst case complex

ity analysis, for which the wastage ration would have

increased quadratically with the size of the model.

This is shown in Figure 1. We applied the algorithm

repeatedly to the scenario considered in the running

example, with 5 blocks. The selection of literals for

generating basic augmentations was randomised, and

for each run we generated all of the models by re

applying the procedure to a consistent starting set of

literals which was not contained in any of the mod

els discovered so far. This biases the results some

what, because certain models (and, in particular, the

intended model) always tend to occur quite late in the

sequence of models discovered, however we might try

to randomise it. Because of this, the search procedure

for these models starts off with quite a large initial set,

since we have to make it quite large in order to make

sure it is not contained in any of the models so far; and

because of this unfair advantage, search for these mod

els always seems to be unreasonably efficient (in fact,

when we search for models late on in the sequence,

most of the computational effort goes into finding a

starting set which is consistent and not contained in

any of the models so far, a task which can be expo

nential in the number of models already discovered).

In practice we would cut down the number of models

using CAff predicates, so this sort of behaviour would

not arise.
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Abstract

Relational Bayesian networks extend standard

Bayesian networks by integrating some of the

expressive power of first-order logic into the

Bayesian network paradigm. As in the case of the

related technique of knowledge based model con

struction, so far, decidable semantics only have

been provided for finite stochastic domains. In

this paper we extend the semantics of relational

Bayesian networks, so that they also define prob

ability distributions over countably infinite struc

tures. Using a technique remeniscent of quan

tifier elimination methods in model theory, we

show that probabilistic queries about these distri

butions are decidable.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bayesian networks (Pearl 1988) currently are the most pop

ular and successful framework for representing and rea

soning with probabilistic information. In their basic form,

Bayesian networks define a probability distribution over the

set of possible values of a finite set of random variables

X1, ..., Xn, each variable having a finite range of possible

values.

Semantically, Bayesian networks describe attributes of in

dividual random events or random objects, e.g. the symp

toms and diseases of a random patient, or state variables

describing a robot and its environment. For many applica

tions the restriction to a fixed number of finite range random

variables is a severe limitation. One of the approaches to

go beyond these limits is the technique of knowledge based

model construction (Wellman, Breese & Goldman 1992,

Breese 1992, Haddawy 1994, Ngo & Haddawy 1995),

where the number of variables is adjusted on a case-by-case

basis. The basic idea here is to model the probabilistic do

main not by a Bayesian network directly, but to use a knowl

edge base containing probabilistic rules that are used as a

blueprint for the construction of Bayesian networks tailored

to each specific inference task.

A simple example of a rule that such a knowledge base

might contain is

fever(v) *flu(r), (1)

with the intended meaning: if v suffers from the flu, then

v will have fever with probability 0.8. A knowledge

base containing such rules, and ground atoms fluſthomas),

fever(sylvia), ..., gives rise to a standard Bayesian network

over binary random variables representing all ground atoms

relevant for the processing of a specific query.

When all the rules in the knowledge base only contain a sin

gle variable (as in (1)), then this rule-based approach only

amounts to a notational variant of standard Bayesian net

works, because information about one object mentioned in

the knowledge base will not influence our inferences for

another. Probabilistic knowledge bases gain their edge in

expressive power over Bayesian networks by the ability to

also define rules involving two or more variables, and n-ary

relation symbols:

infects(u, v) 96. sick(u) A contact(u, v). (2)

A rule like (2) no longer merely describes the attributes

of single random objects or events, but specifies rela

tions between multiple random objects/events. A knowl

edge base with rules of this form, and ground atoms in

fects(thomas,sylvia), sick(thomas),... again can be used to

generate a Bayesian network over ground atoms. Size and

structure of this network now will depend on the number of

constants appearing in the knowledge base. No single stan

dard Bayesian network with a fixed number of finite-range

random variables can be defined that supports the same

inferences as can be drawn from a rule base with multi

variable rules.
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In (Jaeger 1997) it was argued that the frameworks for

knowledge based model construction proposed so far suf

fered from two deficiencies: first, they lack in expressive

ness, second, the semantic clarity of the Bayesian network

paradigm is lost, because the declarative character of the

rules makes it hard to distill their meaning into a single

probability distribution.

The issue of expressiveness was discussed at some length in

(Jaeger 1997). The issue of semantic transparency it may be

worthwhile to here elaborate on somewhat more. One of the

main advantages of the Bayesian network paradigm is that it

provides the user with a firm framework for how to describe

a probability distribution: he or she is asked to specify the

underlying directed acyclic graph, and the conditional prob

ability tables for all nodes. Providing the required informa

tion then guarantees the user that one, and only one, prob

ability distribution is being defined. Moreover, following

this procedure gives the user a fairly well-understood con

trol over the distribution he or she is defining. Probabilistic

rules, like (1) or (2), on the other hand, only impose certain

constraints on the probability distribution described. These

constraints, hopefully, have a fairly intuitive meaning for

the user, but will require a substantial overhead of seman

tic definitions and conventions in order to be given an ex

act interpretation. Breese (1992), for instance, gives the se

mantics ofhis knowledge bases indirectly by defining a pro

cedure that, given a knowledge base and a specific query,

constructs a Bayesian network in which the probability of

the query is determined. Ngo and Haddawy (1995) pro

vide declarative semantics for their representation formal

ism. However, a knowledge base in their language only de

fines a unique distribution if certain consistency and com

pleteness conditions are satisfied. It is not clear that it is

decidable whether these conditions are fulfilled, so that, in

general, it may be impossible for the user to tell whether a

knowledge base has semantics at all.

Relational Bayesian networks (RBNs) were proposed in

(Jaeger 1997) as an alternative approach for the specifica

tion of probability distributions on relations between sev

eral random objects. Apart from providing additional ex

pressiveness, RBNs recapture the semantic transparency af

forded by the Bayesian network paradigm of probabilistic

model construction (but see section 5 for a qualification).

In the present paper we are going to explore another advan

tage of RBNs: their semantics can be extended to define

probability distributions for infinite domains of random ob

jects, and queries for these distributions are still decidable.

The framework of Ngo and Haddawy (1995) also is defined

for infinite domains. Specifically, their distributions are de

fined for Herbrand universes as domains, which are infi

nite if the underlying first-order vocabulary contains at least

one constant and one function symbol. Herbrand universes

have a richer internal structure than the infinite domains for

which the central results of the present paper are obtained.

A result given in section 5 indicates why this structure on

the domain might lead to inherent undecidability of Ngo

and Haddawy's approach.

2 FINITE DOMAINS

2.1 THE BASIC FRAMEWORK

In this section we review the basic definitions introduced

in (Jaeger 1997), extending them, where necessary, to deal

with the case of infinite domains treated in the subsequent

sections.

The purpose of an RBN is to define a probability distribu

tion that models random attributes and random relations in

a domain of objects or events. For the time being, assume

that this domain D = {di,..., da} is finite. A proba

bilistic model for a set of relations S = {r1, ..., re) on

this domain then consists of a probability distribution on

the set of S-structures (a.k.a. models) with domain D, de

noted ModD(S). Relations in S can be of any arity. The

arity of ri is denoted |r, . For a single relation ri, the set

Modd (ri) of possible ri-structures comprises just the set of

possible interpretations I(r) C D* of r, in D. Hence,

Modd (r) can be identified with the powerset of D!".

Moreover, an S-structure. / E ModD (S) is given by a tu

ple (I (r.1), ..., I (rk)) of interpretations, so that ModD(S)

can be identified with the Cartesian product

Modp(S) - Modd (r.1) X . . . X Modd(rk). (3)

Thus, a probability distribution on Modd (S) can be de

fined in the form of a joint distribution for the individ

ual ModD(r). Viewing each ModD (ri) as a random vari

able, such a joint distribution can be defined following

the Bayesian network paradigm: specify a directed acyclic

graph with a node for each ri, and at ri define the condi

tional probability of each possible interpretation of ri, given

the instantiation of the parent nodes of ri.

Assume that a directed acyclic graph has been given. For

the node ri denote by Pa(r) = {r}, , ..., ry, } the set of

parent nodes of ri in the graph. Also, denote by . / =

(I(rji), ..., I (rj, )) some given Pa(r)-structure, which,

in Bayesian network terminology, is just an instantiation of

the parent nodes of ri. For nodes without parents we inter

pret. 4, simply as the given domain D. Following our pro

gram for defining a distribution on Modp(S), we then have

to define the conditional probability

P(I(r) |.4%) (4)

for every I (ri) e ModD (ri) and -/ e Modd (Pa(r)).

Given some finite D, both ModD(r) and ModD (Paſri))
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are finite, so that, in principle, all probabilities (4) could

be explicitly listed in a huge conditional probability table.

This, of course, is infeasible due to the size of such a ta

ble. More importantly, however, we aim for a generic def

inition that does not refer to a specific domain. To obtain

such a generic definition, we define a schematic specifica

tion of conditional probabilities (4) that work “tuple by tu

ple”, i.e. that determines for each de D", the conditional

probability

P(de I (r.) | .4). (5)

Subsequently, we put

P(I(r) |-4) := II P(de I(r) |.4%)

de I (r.)

II (1 - P(de I(r) |-4)). (6)

dºg I (r. )

Conditional probabilities (5) we define by probability for

mulas, which are the key components of RBNs. To moti

vate the following definitions, consider a very simple ex

ample. Suppose we have the relation symbols contact(u, v)

and sick(u), and want to model random structures in which

the predicate sick depends on contact. Specifically, assume

that for each person a, and for each b # a, contact(a,b)

is understood to be a possible cause for sick(a) – each in

stance contact(a,b) causing sick(a) with probability 0.1,

independently for different b. Then the overall probabil

ity of sick(a), given complete information about contact,

would be computed by combining probability values 0.1 by

noisy-or for all instances contact(a,b):

P(sick(a) || I(contact)) = n-o (0.1contact(a,b) b # a).

The expression on the right hand side of this equation is

an (informal) example of a probability formula. Key in

gredients of probability formulas are combinationfunctions

(such as noisy-or) that are applied to multisets.

Definition 2.1 A countable multiset over [0, 1] is a map

ping A : [0, 1] → {0,1,2,...} U {w}, where A(q) > 0

for at most countably many q e [0, 1]. For countable mul

tisets A, B we say that A is a subset of B (A C B), iff

A(q) < B(q) for all q. The supremum of a chain (A:)ie.

(A, C A; for i < j} of multisets is the multiset with

A(q) = sup(A, (q) i e w}. The multiset A is called

finite, iff A(q) # w for all q, and A(q) > 0 for only finitely

many q.

For the present section only finite multisets are needed. We

use the following notations to describe specific multisets: if

qi e [0, 1] for i from some countable index set I, then {q,

i e I) denotes the multiset A with A(q) = |{i q = q. }|.

Still more concretely, {q : X1, ..., qin : Ām) denotes

the multiset A with A(q) = As, A(q) = 0 for q g

{q1,..., qm}.

Definition 2.2 A combination function is any function hat

maps finite multiset over [0,1] into [0,1]. A combination

function comb is defined for countable multisets, iff for ev

ery countable multiset A, and all chains (A)ie., (A:)ie.

of finite multisets with A = sup:{A, i e w} =

sup {A} i e w}, we have sup(comb(A) | i e w} =

sup {comb(A)| : E w} =: comb(A).

Interesting examples of combination functions are

noisy-or: n-oſa, i e I} := 1 - II, e1(1 – a )

maximum : max{a, i e I} := max{a, i e I}

rºlean : mean {a, i e I} := Hi XXei di

It is easy to see that whenever comb is monotonically in

creasing (decreasing), i.e. A C B implies comb(A) >

(>).comb(B), then comb is defined for countable multisets.

Thus, noisy-or and max are defined for countable multisets.

The mean, on the other hand, is not.

We need to introduce some notational conventions: logi

cal variables (as opposed to random variables) are denoted

throughout by letters u, v, w, z. Tuples (v1,..., vi) of vari

ables are represented by a single letter v in bold face. The

length of the tuple v is denoted |v |. We also interpret v

loosely as the set of variables it contains, so that expressions

like u E v., or w C v make sense. An equality constraint

for v is a logical formula c(v) that is a boolean combination

of equality expressions v = v;.

Definition 2.3 The class of probability formulas over the

relational vocabulary S is inductively defined as follows.

(i) (Constants) Each rational number q e [0, 1] is a proba

bility formula.

(ii) (Indicator functions) For every n-ary symbol re S,

and every n-tuple v of variables, r(v) is a probability

formula.

(iii) (Convex combinations) When F1, F2, F3 are probabil

ity formulas, then so is F1 F.2 + (1 – F1) F3.

(iv) (Combination functions) When F1, ..., F. are prob

ability formulas, comb is any combination function,

v,w are tuples of variables, and c(v, w) is an equal

ity constraint, then comb{F1,..., F. w; c(v, w)} is

a probability formula.

A probability formula F(v) over S maps |v |-tuples d from

the domain of a finite S-structure .4%into [0,1], according to

the following definition.

Definition 2.4 Let F(v) be a probability formula over S,

D a finite domain, 4 e Modd(S), and d e D'". We

inductively define the value F(d)[.../].
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(i) if F = q then F(d)[../] = q.

(ii) if F = r(v) then F(d)[4] = 1 if -4. E r(d), and

F(d)[../] = 0 else.

(iii) if F = FIF2 + (1 – Fl) F3 then F(d)[.../] =

Fi(d)ſ. 4.) F2(d)[.../] + (1 – F1(d)[.4]) F3(d)[. A].

(iv) if F = comb{F1, ..., F. w; c(v, w)} then

F(d)[-º] = comb.A, where A is the multiset

that for q e [0, 1] has

|{(i, d) |i e {1,...,k}, d e D'";

./ E c(d, d'), q = F(d, d’)[../]}|.

A(q) =

If F only contains combination functions that are defined

for countable multisets, then definition 2.4 also extends to

countably infinite D. The following example illustrates

case (iv) in the above definition.

Example 2.5 Let

F(v) = comb{0.3r(v), 0.7s(v, w) w; w # v}. (7)

Let ~/ be an {r,s}-structure with domain D =

{di,..., ds}; let the interpretation of r in .4% be

{di,..., d4}, and let {(d.1, d7), (d1,ds)} be that part

of the interpretation of s in .4 that has di in the first

component. To evaluate F(d1)[.../] we proceed as fol

lows. First, we generate a list of all elements w of the

domain that satisfy the constraint w # di. The result is

d2, ..., ds. For each tuple (d.1, d"), d' E {dz, ..., ds}, we

compute 0.3r(v)[di, d'][. 4) and 0.7s(v, w)[di, d'][-º].

The notation r(v)[di, d'], s(v, w)[di, d'], rather than

r(d1), S(d.1, d"), here is used to emphasize that according

to definition 2.4 we count each substitution of a tuple

(d, d’) for the variables (v, w) in the F separately, no

matter whether F, actually contains the variables for

which different values are substituted. The results of these

recursive evaluations are 0.3 for the first formula, and 0 for

the second, when d' E {dz, ..., d6), and 0.3, respectively

0.7, for d’e {dz, ds}. Here, the multiset A in (iv) thus is

{0.3 : 7,0: 5, 0.7 : 2}. Applying comb to A then yields

the result F(d1)[4].

The following lemma contains a very useful result on the

expressiveness of probability formulas. The simple proof

can be found in (Jaeger 1997).

Lemma 2.6 Let Ö(v) be a first-order formula in the rela

tional vocabulary S. Then there exists a probability formula

Fe(v) in S, that uses max as the only combination function,

s.t. for every finite S-structure .4, and every d e Dº".

Fe(d) = 1 iff.4 H 5(d), and Fe(d) = 0 else.

(a)

Figure 1: A relational Bayesian network and a typical struc

ture

Definition 2.7 A relational Bayesian network for the (re

lational) vocabulary S is given by a directed acyclic graph

containing one node for every r € S. The node for an n-ary

re S is labeled with a probability formula Fr(v1,..., vn)

over the symbols in Pa(r).

Given an RBN N and a finite domain D, we define the

conditional probability P3 (I(r) | .4%) by substituting

F., (d)[.4] for P(d e I(r) | .4%) in (6). This finally

leads to the definition of the semantics of an RBN.

Definition 2.8 Let N be a relational Bayesian network

over S, D a finite domain. N defines a probability measure

P} on ModD(S) by

k

P}(I(r),..., I(r)) := II P}(I(r) |-4). (8)
i = 1

We conclude this section with a very small example that we

will refer to later on.

Example 2.9 Let S = {r1, r2, r3}, where r1 and r3 are

unary, r2 is binary. An RBN N over S is defined via the

graph in figure 1 (a), and the probability formulas

F., (v) = 0.4

Fr,(v, w) = 0.2r1(v)r1(w)

Fr., (v) = n-o (0.3rz (v, w) w; w # v}

Figure 1 (b) shows one representative S-strucutre -/ over

a domain D of 15 elements. The interpretation of r1 in./

is delimited in the figure by a dashed line, that of r3 by a

dotted line, and that of r2 is represented by arrows. The

probability of .4% is computed according to (8) by comput

ing the three factors P} (I(r) |-4) (i = 1,2,3), where

./3 is the {rx}-reduct of 4, .42 is the {r1}-reduct, and

./1 is just D. For each d, (i = 1,..., 15) in D we have

F., (d)[4] = 0.4, so that according to (6), Pã (I(r)

./1) = 0.4°. 0.6°. The value of F., (d., d)[42] is 0.2

when i, je {10, ..., 15}, and 0 when at least one of i or j is

not in {10, ..., 15}. Thus, På (I(r2) |-42) = 0.2°.0.8°.

The value of F., (d)[.43) is 1–0.7", where k, is the num

ber of elements d, # d, with r2(di, d;). Thus, we get
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Fr., (d)[.43] = 0 for i = 1,..., 9, 11, 12, Fr., (d)ſ. (Z3] =

1–0.7" for i = 10, 14, 15, and F., (d.)[../3] = 1–0.7° for

i = 13, obtaining P} (I(r3)|.43) = 0.3°.0.7'. (1–0.7°).

Multiplying the three factors then yields Pº ( /).

2.2 RECURSIVE NETWORKS

In the distributions P} defined via (6) and (8) strong inde

pendence assumptions hold: given the interpretation. //, of

the parent relations of ri, the events r, (d) and r, (d) are

independent for d # d'. As discussed in (Jaeger 1997),

this is a serious limitation on what kind of probability dis

tributions we are able to define with RBNs. Examples men

tioned there of interesting types of relations that require a

dependency of r-atoms are symmetric relations (r(d, e) de

pends on r(e., d)), functional relations (r(d, e) depends on

r(d, e') for all e' # e. exactly one of these atoms must be

true), and temporal relations (r(t, d) depends on r(t–1, d)).

On closer examination it turns out, though, that the assess

ment given in (Jaeger 1997) of the expressiveness of RBNs

with respect to such dependencies is somewhat too pes

simistic. While it is true that using an RBN with only one

node r, we cannot define a distribution P; on Modd (r)

with, e.g., Pä (r(d, e)) = 1/2, P3 (r(d, e) + r(e., d)) = 1

for all d, e, we can define such a distribution by a network

containing a second binary relation symbols, and the two

probability formulas

F. (v, w) := q

Fr(v, w) := (1 – s(v, w))(1 — s(w, v))

where q is such that (1 – q)* = 1/2. In a similar man

ner, some forms of functional relations can be modeled with

RBNs. Still, there are limits to what can be achieved within

the framework presented so far. Temporal relations, for ex

ample, remain outside its scope.

To increase the expressiveness of RBNs, in (Jaeger 1997)

recursive RBNs were defined. In a recursive RBN, proba

bility formulas F.(v) are allowed to contain indicator func

tions of the form r(w) in addition to the indicator functions

s(w) withs e Paſr). The set of tuplese for which the eval

uation of F. (d) requires the truth value of r(e) now must be

restricted in a way that makes the definition of F. (d) well

founded. For this purpose, we require that the domain D is

equipped with suitable fixed relations or functions that en

able us to define a well-founded partial order on D"). Typi

cal examples of such fixed relations and functions are a total

order < on D, or a successor functions. For the purpose of

the present paper, we can limit ourselves to the case where

D comes equipped with a built-in successor function (on fi

nite domains D we take a successor functions to be unde

fined on the “last” element of D). The set

r-Pa(d):= {e | F. (d) depends on r(e)}

now can be restricted by generalizing the equality con

straints in probability formulas to constraints involving s.

Here is an example of a probability formula that uses, this

generalization of the syntax to define a temporal kind of re

lation:

Fr (t, v) :=

mastſ – r(t', v)), r(t', v) |t'; s(t') = t ). (9)

For (d, e) e D* here r-Pa((d, e)) = {(st' (d), e)} = 0

if d is the “first” element of D). Given the truth value of

r(s-' (d), e), the value of F. (d, e) is 1/2 if r(s" (d), e) is

false, and 1 if r(s" (d), e) is true. We can think of r as

a temporal property of e that becomes true at time d with

probability 1/2 if not true already, and then remains true

(because we have not introduced any machinery for deal

ing with multi-sorted domains, here the elements of D have

to double as time points and as objects to which we ascribe

property r).

As was shown in (Jaeger 1997), given a recursive proba

bility formula F, (v) we can effectively compute a formula

r-paſ v, w) overs, such that for all d, e E Divl:

e e r-Pa(d) iff (D, s) E r-pa(d, e). (10)

A recursive RBN now defines a probability distribution on

Modp(S) iff for all re S the relation

e -ºr d := e E r-Pa(d) (11)

is well-founded. The resulting distribution P; then still

is explicitly defined by (6) and (8); only the terms P(d €

I(r) | .4) in (6) have to be replaced by

P(de I (r.) | .4%, I (ri-Paſd))),

where I(ri-Paſd)) represents an interpretation of ri re

stricted to ri-Paſd).

Given a recursive network N, and a finite domain (D, s)

it can be effectively decided whether the relations -r are

well-founded, and if so, probabilities P}(r(d)) can be

computed. Thus, the difference between recursive and non

recursive RBNs, for finite domains is of computational

complexity, but not of a fundamental nature. In section 5

it will be shown that on infinite domains this changes dras

tically.

3 INFINITE DOMAINS: SEMANTICS

Even if the actual domains of random objects we encounter

in the real world usually are finite, infinite domains are im

portant for at least two reasons: they can afford conceptual

simplicity, and they can be seen as the limiting case for large

finite domains.
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Conceptual simplicity is a reason for turning to infinite do

mains in cases where the actual (finite) domain is very large,

and does not admit of a manageable description by a finite

model. As an example, consider a model for a person's fam

ily tree. Even though the whole ancestry of that person, in

fact, is finite, when we try to construct a formal model we

will most likely end up with certain specifications – such

as that everybody has two parents, and no one is ancestor

of oneself – that only are satisfiable over an infinite domain

of individuals. Hence, an infinite domain here would be a

natural basis for, say, a probabilistic model of the propaga

tion of genetic traits. In a similar vein, probabilistic models

of language, for example as defined by stochastic context

free grammars (see e.g. (Pynadath & Wellman 1996)), are

defined on an idealized domain of infinitely many possible

words and sentences, even though the collection of all sen

tences ever uttered is finite.

A somewhat different use for infinite domains is given when

the existing finite domain admits of an adequate, manage

able model, but the domain is large and difficult to deter

mine exactly (cf. Bacchus et al. (1997)). An example of

such an “open” domain is the set of all people that a given

patient had contact with throughout his life. Here we may

very well be able to specify suitable models for every do

main D of finite size n by some generic description. Not

knowing the appropriate n, however, rather than experi

menting with arbitrarily chosen numbers, we may regard

the limiting case of an infinite domain as the canonical ap

proximation to the unknown domain. This, of course, only

makes sense when we can apply the model we have de

signed for finite domains to an infinite domain as well, and

when the properties of the model in the infinite case reflect

the limiting behavior of large finite models.

Thus, there is an essential difference between the use of

infinite models as conceptual idealizations, and as limit

ing cases: in the first use it is not expected that the infinite

model in any way reflects properties of specific finite mod

els. Inferences we draw in the infinite model we can accept

without further ado for what they are: statements that are

true in the infinite structure that we study for its own sake.

In the second use, on the other hand, results inferred from

the infinite model only are relevant in conjunction with the

knowledge that (approximately) the same results will hold

in all sufficiently large finite models.

In this and the following sections we show how to extend

the semantics and inference techniques for RBNs to infinite

domains. This makes RBNs available as probabilisticmod

els for infinite structures in their first use. In a companion

paper (Jaeger 1998) the problem is studied of when these in

finite models can be seen as the limiting case of finite mod

els, and a certain subclass of RBNs is identified that define

infinite models suitable for employment in the second type

of application.

Given an RBN N, and a countably infinite domain D, we

need to define the probability distribution På induced by

N on Modp(S). This definition will essentially follow the

same pattern as in the case of finite domains. The main task

is to substitute suitable continuous concepts where the dis

crete ones used in the finite case no longer work. In the

following, only an overview of the construction of P} is

given, leaving out several standard measure theoretic ar

guments needed to fully justify the construction. It should

be pointed out, however, that some of these arguments cru

cially depend on the countability of D, so that our construc

tion does not carry over to uncountable D.

For simplicity, it is assumed throughout that D = w =

{1,2,...}, and that Paſri) C S := {r 1, ..., ri-1} holds

in N for all i. When interpreted over D = w, each node

r; in N has the set of possible values Mod. (r;), which can

be identified with the powersetw!", and hence is uncount

able. Specifically, the whole space Mod. (S) is uncount

able, and therefore needs to be equipped with a 0-algebra

of measurable subsets before probability measures on that

space can be defined. For our purpose a suitable or-algebra

Qls is canonically defined as follows.

For 1 < i < k let (8, contain all subsets E C Mod. (ri) of

the form

E = E((d); (d)A) :=

{../e Mod. (r) || 4 H riſd;), 4 H -r (d.);

j = 1, ..., l, h - 1,..., m},

where l, me w, and dj, d, e w!"". Let QI, be the a

algebra generated by (8;. Define 21s to be the product o

algebra 2, 3, ... & 21, , .

It is no longer possible to define conditional probabilities

P(I(r) .4) “pointwise” for each I(r) e Mod. (ri) and

./ e Mod. (Paſri)), because any specific I(r) or.4 typ

ically will have probability 0. Instead, we have to replace

the definition of P(I(r) | . /) in (6) by a definition of

transition probabilities K. (.4%, A) from .4 to measurable

subsets A € 21, , . Functions K (-, -) that represent such tran

sition probabilities are known as stochastic kernels (see e.g.

(Jacobs 1978)).

It is sufficient to define the values K. (.4, A) for A = E e

(8,. In analogy to (6), for E = E((dy); , (d)A) e 8, we

would like to define

K;(.4%, E) :=

l m

II F., (d)(4) II(1 – F.,(d.)[4]) (12)
j = 1 h:1

It can be shown that (12) defines a stochastic kernel from

Mod. (Paſri)) to Mod. (ri), provided that F., only con
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tains combination functions satisfying a certain measurabil

ity condition. We do not go into the details here, and only

note that virtually every combination function of practical

interest will satisfy this condition. We call a probability for

mula admissible, if it only contains combination functions

satisfying the measurability condition. Similarly, an RBN

is called admissible, if it only contains admissible probabil

ity formulas.

When via (12) stochastic kernels K1, ..., Kk have been de

fined, in analogy to (8), a probability measure P. on 21s is

defined by

P.X (A) =

ſ ſº ſlaſh….)K (hºn-ºal.).
... K2 (I1, d.12) K1 (d.11), (13)

where A e 21s, 1A is the indicator function' of A, and the

I, are integration variables ranging over Mod. (ri).

4 INFINITE DOMAINS: INFERENCE

In this section the main technical results are derived: it is

shown that queries for the probability distributions P. are

decidable.

We first give an outline of the argument by an informal

derivation of the probability Pº (r3(d)) for the network N

from example 2.9, and an arbitrary d e w. We try to deter

mine P. (r3(d)) by reasoning about the form of structures

-4 e Mod. (S) that are “typical” according to P.X. First,

we consider the expected interpretation of r1: since each

d € w has a positive probability both of belonging to r1,

and of not belonging to r1, and since membership in r1 is

determined independently for distinct d, we know by prob

abilistic 0-1 laws that with probability 1.4% will contain in

finitely many elements both within and outside r1.

Next, we consider the expected interpretation of r2. For

each given element d with r1(d), and each d" with r1(d")

there is a positive probability that r2(d, d") holds. Since

this is independent for different d', and because, according

to our first result, there are infinitely many candidates d',

by the same 0-1 laws as above, we know that with prob

ability 1 there will exist infinitely many d" with rz (d, d').

Since there are only countably many different d, this even

means that with probability 1 for every d with r1(d) there

will exist infinitely many d" with r2(d, d'). For d with

-ri (d), on the other hand, with probability 1 there exist no

d" with rz (d, d'). Thus, in a typical structure .4 we have

Fr., (d)[-º] = 0 for d with -r (d), and F., (d)[.4] = 1 for

d with r1(d). Hence, for an arbitrary d e w: Pº (r3(d)) =

P'(r1(d)) = 0.4.

'In the usual measure-theoretic sense, not as appearing in def

inition 2.3.

4.1 ALMOST SURE PROPERTIES

In the above derivation we have reasoned that with proba

bility 1 structures. & E Mod. (S) will possess certain struc

tural properties. Our first step in developing a general and

rigorous method for computing probabilities in P. will be

to provide a well-defined class of such structural proper

ties in terms of syntactic characterizations. This is done in

definition 4.1 We then, in theorem 4.5, show that each of

these structural properties is either satisfied by almost ev

ery structure in Mod. (S), or by almost none. Theorem 4.5

allows us to ignore for the computation of probabilities in

Pº all those structures that do not possess the canonical

structural properties. This, in conjunction with the fact that

in canonical structures -/ the functions F., (...)[-º] have a

very regular behavior (lemma 4.2), allows us to develop an

effective decision procedure for P. in section 4.2.

The following definition introduces (variants of) concepts

that are commonly used in finite model theory: types and

extension axioms. Intuitively, an S-type T(v1,..., vk) is

a formula that gives an explicit, complete description of an

S-structure of size k.

Definition 4.1 Let S be a relational vocabulary. An S-type

in the variables v = vo, ..., vk is a maximal consistent con

junction T(v) of atomic and negated atomic formulas over

S in the variables v. A type T(v) is called proper if it con

tains all the formulas v, # v; (vi, vi e v, i # j). A type

a (v, w) extends the type T(v), written T C or, if every con

junct of T is a conjunct in o.

Let T C or be proper types. The sentence

Wv(T(v) → -3wa (v, w)). (14)

is called a no-extension axiom for T, or. The set of all sen

tences

Wv(T(v) → 32"wa (v, w)) (ne w. (15)

we call an w—extension axiom, and denote it by the (non

first-order) formula Wv(T(v) — B"' wor(v, w)) (the quan

tifier B" thus is to be read as “there exist infinitely many").

An extension theory is a consistent set bext of no-extension

and w-extension axioms, s.t. for every pair of proper types

T(v) C a (v, w), PEx contains (14) or (15).

The no-extension axiom (14) is in fact logically equivalent

to the simpler sentence -3vuo (v, w). To enable a more

uniform treatment of the two types of axioms, we here use

the syntactically more complicated form (14).

Lemma 4.2 Let F(v1,..., va) be an admissible probabil

ity formula over S. Let Pest be an extension theory for S.

Let ~/ e Mod. (S) with .4 E PExt. Let d, d e w!" so

that. 4 H T(d)AT(d') for some type T. Then F(d)[-º] =

F(d')[../].
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The lemma is proved using a standard model-theoretic

back-and-forth argument, which shows that under the given

assumptions there is an automorphism of...// that maps d to

d'. This means that d and d' satisfy the same first-order for

mulas in . /. The first-order theory of d in./uniquely de

termines the value F(d)[. A].

The following definition and lemma are merely technical

tools that allow us to take somewhat more information

about extensions out of an extension theory, than we explic

itly put in.

Definition 4.3 Let w = (wl, ..., wº). Let T(v) C

o (v, w) be types. A generalized extension axiom is a for

mula of the form

Wv(T(v) → Qwa (v, w))

where Q e {−3, B='', 3*}. The meaning of B+" is

to be read as “there exists exactly one tuple”, that of

B” as “there exist infinitely many tuples”. Specif

ically, B*wl wºo (v, wi., w?) already is true when

H="wl Hºwza (v, wi, wa) holds.

For the formulation of the lemma, and also for subsequent

use, we introduce the notation w C v as shorthand for the

formula ^wew Vºev w = v.

Lemma 4.4 Let best be an S-extension theory. Let T(v) C

o:(v, w) be S-types. Then

q'ext E Wv(T(v) → Qwa (v, w)), (16)

for either Q = −3, Q = B+", or Q = B". The case Q =

Hº' holds exactly when a (v, w) E w E v.

The proof of the lemma is fairly straightforward by reduc

ing the generalized extension axiom to several no-extension

and w=extension axioms in the sense of definition 4.1. The

following is the main theorem in this section.

Theorem 4.5 Let N be an admissible relational Bayesian

network over S. For each i = 1,..., k then there exists an

extension theory pè, (S) for S, with P. (p. (S)) = 1.

Proof: We proceed by induction on i = 1,..., k. The

base case i = 1 is a simpler variation of the induc

tion step, and is here omitted. Thus, let i > 1, and as

sume that P. (b. (S_1)) = 1 for some extension theory

*ē,(S-1). In the following, for an S-1-structure. 4, and

an Si-theory p, we write K (-4, b) for K(-4, R), where

R := {I(r) C w!" ||(-4, I(r)) = p).

To prove the theorem for i, we show that there exists

an extension theory På (S), such that for every 4 F

*ě (S-1)

K(.4, p. (S)) = 1. (17)

To prove (17) it is sufficient to show that for every pair

T(v) C or (v, w) of proper S-types we have

K(-4, Wv(T(v) → Qwa (v, w))) = 1 (18)

for Q = −3, or Q = Hº. Since there are only countably

many such pairs T, or, from (18) we obtain (17) by letting

‘pi. (S) be the collection of all extension axioms for which

(18) holds.

To show (18), we first partition T(v) and a (v, w) into two,

respectively four, conjuncts:

T(v) = r^*-* (v) A r" (v)

E +*-* (v) A r" (v)

Acrº-1 tº (v, w) A a"" (v, w)

or(v, w)

where Tº-' (v) contains all conjuncts of T(v) that are

Si–1-literals (including the (in-)equality formulas), T" (v)

contains all ri-literals of T(v), a *-*(v, w) contains all

S-1-literals of a (v, w) that contain the variable w, and

o” (v, w) contains all ri-literals of a (v, w) containing w.

We now consider the slightly strengthened axiom

x(Q):= Wv(rº- (v) →

Quº-" (v, u) agº (v, u) "

(Qe {−3, H°)), which is equivalent to the finite collection

of extension axioms obtained by replacing Tº- (v) with

T*-* (v) A r" (v) in (19) for all possible choices of r" (v).

Hence, when we show

K(-4, x(Q)) = 1 (20)

for Q = −3, or Q = B", we have shown (18) for the same

Q and all T(v) D Tº-1 (v).

To show (20), first consider the case that

./ H Wv(r^*-* (v) → -3va”- “(v, w)). (21)

In this case (20) holds with Q = −3, and we are done. If,

in particular, -/ H −3vrº-" (v), then (20) holds for both

Q = −3 and Q = 3".

If (21) does not hold, then because .4 = Pń(S,-1),

./ H Bºvrº- (v) (22)

(by lemma 4.4), and

./ E Wu(T^*-* (v) → 3’ (a^*-*(v, w)). (23)

Now consider a fixed tuple d with .4 H tº-' (d). By

(23) there exist e1, e2,... e D s.t. -/ H orº-1" (d, ej)

for i e w. In the conjunction o’”(d, ei) let fi, ..., f, be

the n-tuples over (d, e.) s.t. r.(f) appears in a ""(d, e.),
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and gi, .... g. be the tuples for which -r, (gh) appears in

a""" (d, ej). Then

K ( //, or” (d, ej)) =

k l

II F., (f)./] [I(1 – F.,(g)) /) = p. (24)
j = 1 h= 1

By lemma 4.2, p is independent of the actual choice of d

and ei, as long as , 4 E Tº-' (d) A crº- "(d, ej).

Again, we now distinguishtwo cases. First assume that p =

0. Then

K(:/Z, -5u (a^*-*(d, w) A a"" (d, w))

1 – XXK ( / o'"(d, e.)) = 1. (25)
i Ew

Now assume p > 0. Then

K(.43° w(a^*-*(d, w) A a"" (d, w))) =

K ( /, ſh;21 U.S.; a"" (d, ej)) = 1. (26)

The last identity in (26) follows from the Borel–Cantelli

lemma, using that for i # jo" (d, e,) and a"" (d, ej)

are independent in Qlr, with respect to K ( / ) (because

o”(d, ei) and a"" (d, ej) do not share any common ri

atom).

By our observation following (24), whether (25) or (26)

holds for d does not depend on the particular choice of d,

as long as .4 H tº-' (d). Taking the conjunction over the

countably many d, we can finally say:

K ( /Z, X (–3)) = 1 (if p = 0 in (24)), or

K(./Z, x(3*) = 1 (if p > 0 in (24)).

[]

The following lemma is closely related to the fact that in the

preceding proof the question of whether to include X(-3) or

X(E") into the extension theory for S, was essentially re

duced to the question of whether p in (24) is positive. We

now make this reduction somewhat more explicit, by show

ing that we can “decide" P. via computation of certain

probabilities.

Lemma 4.6 Let N, P.,(S) be as in theorem 4.5. Let

T(v) C C (v, w) be S-types. Let d, e C w be arbitrary

tuples with d =| v |, |e | = |w|, and such that d satis

fies the equality constraints in T(v), and (d, e) satisfies the

equality constraints in a (v, w). For

A(Q) := Wv(T(v) → Qwa (v, w)) (Q e {−3, B=', B*})

we then have

(a) tº E A(H=") iff a (v, w) Ew [ v;

(b) pº, E A(–3) iff P. (T(d)) = 0 or PX (a (d, e)) = 0;

(c) på, E A(3*) iff P. (T(d)) = 0 or P. (a (d, e)) > 0.

Proof: Part (a) is already covered by lemma 4.4. For parts

(b) and (c) first observe that Pã.,(S) = X(-3)^ A(3*)

iff bà, (S) = −5uT(v). By symmetry, we have that

P. (T(d)) = P. (T(d")) for all of the countably many tu

ples d' that satisfy the equality constraints in T(v). With

P. (Evr(v)) = P. (Ua r(d)) we thus get P. (T(d)) = 0

iff P. (–Eur(v)) = 1 iff Pº, (S) = −3vr(v).

By analogous symmetry and countability arguments we

get Pº (a (d, e)) > 0 iff Pº (-3wwa (v, w)) = 0

iff PX (A(–3)) = 0 iff PX (A(3*)) = 1 iff

dº, (S) = A(3*). D

4.2 COMPUTING THE PROBABILITIES

We now show how the insights gained in the preceding sec

tion into the structure that, according to PN, an infinite

structure . // will almost certainly have enable us to com

pute probabilities in PX. The central insight is provided

by lemma 4.2. According to that lemma, when we evaluate

F., (d)ſ. A for some canonical .4, we only need to know

the S-type of d. This means that we can in effect replace

F., by a fundamentally simpler formula F.:

Theorem 4.7 Let N be an admissible relational Bayesian

network over S = {r 1, ..., re) with Pa(r) C

{r1, ..., ri-1} (i = 1,..., k). There exists a relational

Bayesian network N' over S with the following properties

(i) Pa(r) C {r 1, ..., ri-1} in N’.

(ii) Every probability formula F: in N* is of the form

qi Ti (v)

F. (v) = . (27)

qm Tºm (v)

with q, e [0, 1] (h = 1,..., m), and the Th(v) are a

complete list of the Pa(r)-types of v.

(iii) PX’ = P.X.

Given N, the network N' can be computed effectively.

The salient feature of the probability formulas F: is that

they are essentially combination function free (even though,

in proper syntax, the distinction by cases in (27) would by

encoded by some “benign” combination functions). Specif

ically, the formula F., (v) does not contain any variables w
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other than v. In that sense, theorem 4.7 can be understood

as a kind of quantifier elimination result, that allows us to

get rid of the quantification over w by combination func

tions comb{- w; -). In practical terms, this means that

the probability of a statement ºp (d) can be computed with

out considering any elements other than d. This is spelled

out in the following corollary, which is of central interest in

itself, and also plays an important role in the proof of the

theorem.

Corollary 4.8 Let N be an admissible relational Bayesian

network. Let q (d) be a boolean expression over ground S

atoms. The probability PX (0(d)) then is computable.

Proof: First observe that the computation of Pº () (d)) can

be reduced to finitely many computations of probabilities

P. (a (d)) for S-types a (v). The S-type a (v) can be writ

ten as a conjunction A}_1a, (v) of S-types ai. For d' C d

let or, (d') be the S-type of d' implied by a (d). Then

P.X (a (d)) =

- k

II II
i=1 {d'Calla, (d)|=r, (d')}

II (1-F,(d)ſo-(d).
{d'Calla, (d)|= -r, (d')}

k

II P'(o,(d)|o,-1(d)) =
i= 1

F., (d)(a,-1(d')].

The terms F., (d)(a, -1(d)], here stand for F., (d)[.../

for an arbitrary 4 E Pº, A a 1(d). Using the network

N" we can determine q, = F., (d)(a, -1(d)] by looking

up the Pa(r)-type Th that is implied by ori_1. D

Proof of theorem 4.7: We show how to effectively con

struct probability formulas F: over (r1, ..., ri-1} such

that for all ºf E P.(S-1), and all d e w!" we get

F., (d)(.4] = F.(d)[4]. (28)

With theorem 4.5 it then follows that the network N* de

fined by the probability formulas F., defines the same dis

tribution as the original network N.

For the construction of F. assume that FF, ..., F. , al

ready have been constructed (the base case F , again, is a

simpler variation of the induction step, and is here omitted).

We define F., by induction on the structure of F.,.

The first three cases – F., being a constant, an indicator

function, or a convex combination are quite straightfor

ward. We therefore turn directly to the case F., (v) =

comb{F(v, w) w; c(v, w)} (to simplify matters slightly,

we here only consider the case of a single probability for

mula within the combination function. The extension to the

general case is straightforward). By induction hypothesis,

we can assume that F(v, w) is in the form (27) with values

p1, ..., pi for types a 1(v, w), ..., oi (v, w) in some vocab

ulary S. C. S.-1. We now define Pa(r;) to be the smallest

subset ofS-1 that contains S', and for which Pē, provides

a complete set of extension axioms. In concrete terms, this

is S, for j := max{h rh e S').

Now, let Th (v) be a Pa(ri)—type. We need to find the value

qh such that

qh = Fr, (d)[.4) (29)

for all 4 H PE, and d e wººl with 4 H T(d). By

lemma 4.2 we know that qh only depends on Th, but not on d

or. 4 (note that, while F., is an Sº-probability formula, we

really do need to fix the Pa(ri)[D S"]-type of d in order to

insure this invariance, because P., usually will not include

an extension theory for S').

The first case to be considered for the computation of qh

is whether på, E -āvt, (v). In that case an arbitrarily

chosen value for qi, will satisfy (29). By lemma 4.6, we

can determine whether på, E -Hvii, (v) by computing

P. (Th (d)) for some test tuple d. This probability is de

termined by the subnetwork Ni–1 containing all the S-1

nodes. By induction hypothesis (for the outer induction on

the network structure), Nº. 1 already has been constructed,

so that by corollary 4.8, P. (Th (d)) can be computed. If

P. (Th (d)) = 0, we set, e.g., qi, i= 0, and are done with

Th.

If P’ (Ti, (d)) > 0 we continue as follows. By definition,

qh = Fr. (d)[.../] = comb A for

A = {F(d, e) | e, c(d, e)}

(with d and vſ/ as in (29)). Thus, we need to determine A.

We do this by computing for each Pa(r)-type p(v, w) the

contribution of those elements e to A that satisfy .4 H

p(d, e). Since d was assumed to be of type Th., we only

need to consider types p that extend Th. Also, because of

the restriction to e with c(d, e), only types p(v, w) with

p(v, w) E c(v, w) are relevant (note that either p(v, w) H

c(v, w), or p(v, w) E -ic(v, w)). There is at most one

such type poſt, w) with poſt, w) H w C v. For that

type, there exists exactly one eo with poſd, eo), and po con

tributes a single copy of F(d, eo)[...ſ/] to A. The value of

F(d, eo)[../] is given in our representation of F" by p, cor

responding to the S'-type a (v, w) = poſt, w). St.

For p # w [ v, by lemma 4.6, we have that -4 E

-Ewp(d, w) iff P (p(d, e)) = 0, and .4 E Hºwp(d, w)

iff P (p(d, e)) > 0 for any test tuple e. As above, the

probabilities on the right hand sides of these equivalences

can be computed in the already constructed network Nº. 1.

If P (p(d, e)) > 0, the type p contributes to A w copies

of the value p, assigned by F to arguments of type pi St.

If P (p(d, e)) = 0, the type p does not contribute to A.
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After performing these computations for all rele

vant types p, we obtain a representation of A of the

form A = {ph, A1, ..., Ph. Am). where the

ph, e {p1, ..., pl.), and A; e {1, w) with Aj = 1 for at

most one j. Finally, we compute qh := comb A D

If we apply the transformation here described to our net

work from example 2.9, the probability formulas of r1 and

r2 remain essentially unchanged. In the construction of

F., (v) we will first obtain the new parent-set Pa(r3) =

{r1, r2}. The values q; in the representation (27) are com

puted as q} = 1 for {r1, r2}-types T, (v) with T, (v) H

r1(v), and q} = 0 for T, (v) H →r1(v). This means that

in an additional step we can simplify F., to

fº ={\ },
This illustrates that the transformation N – N* not

only replaces probability formulas, but in the process also

changes the underlying network structure.

5 Infinite Domains: Recursive Networks

We now turn to the question of what part of the results of

sections 3 and 4 carry over to recursive RBNs. As might

be expected, in the case D = w introduction of recursion

causes much more fundamental problems than was the case

for finite domains.

The first problem we are faced with is the existence of se

mantics for a recursive RBN. Recall that we identified as

one main advantage of (non-recursive) RBNs their seman

tic clarity, particularly the fact that simply adhering to the

syntactic rules for the construction of an RBN guarantees

the user that exactly one distribution P} will be defined.

This is true both for finite and infinite D. Turning to recur

sive RBNs, in section 2.2 we found that for finite domains

the existence of semantics no longer is guaranteed, but that

a decision procedure for the well-definedness of P; ex

ists in checking the well-foundedness of the relations –,

defined by formulas r-pa(v, w). One can show that in the

case D = (w, s) well-foundedness of -ºr on w!" still en

ables us to define P. (though the construction is more com

plicated than the one in section 3). It is unclear, however,

that it is possible, in general, to decide whether a given for

mula r-pa(v, w) defines a well-founded relation —, on wlrl.

While the problem of decidability of well-foundedness of

-ºr is still open, the following theorem tells us that even

in the (unlikely) event of a positive solution, not too much

would be gained, because the problem of ultimate interest,

computation of probabilities, will still be unsolvable.

Theorem 5.1 There does not exist an algorithm that, given

a recursive RBN N over S with defined semantics P. as

input, enumerates all probabilities P. (r(d)) for r = S,

de wºrl.

The theorem can be paraphrased as: there does not exist a

sound and complete proof system for recursive RBNs with

well-defined semantics over infinite domains.

Proof: We reduce the validity problem of first-order sen

tences in arithmetic to the computation of probabilities

P. (r(d)). In order to fit into our relational framework,

we here code sentences in arithmetic by using a relational

vocabulary with unary relation symbols ro, r1 (rather than

constant symbols 0,1), and ternary relation symbols rºl, r.

(rather than binary function symbols +, ). The standard

model .4 for the vocabulary Sar := {ro, r1, r1, r.) then is

w with I (ro) = {0}, I (r.1) = {1}, I (r.1) = {(d, e, f) |

d -- e = f}, and I (r.) = {(d, e, f) |d e = f).

Given an Sar-sentence d, we construct a network No con

taining a unary relation re, so that P* is defined, and

P. (re(1)) = 1 iff.” E 0. The non-enumerability of P."

then follows from the non-enumerability of the theory of .4%

Nº is constructed as follows. We first define a network Nar

over Sar that assigns probability 1 to ~4. This is achieved by

the probability formulas

Fro(v) = 1 – max{1 w; s(w) = v)

1 (ro(w) A v = 2).V

rt (v, sº *(w), st'(z))

0 else

F., (v, w, z) =

and similar formulas for F., and Fr. Here a somewhat

loose syntax has been used for F., . It is quite straight

forward, though, to transform it into a probability formula

proper. The dependency relations —, , and -r, are well

founded, and P.” (~%) = 1, as desired.

Given the Sar-sentence (), according to lemma 2.6, we can

define a (non-recursive) probability formula Fe(v), so that

for all d e w; Fe(d)[.4°) = 1 iff.4°E ºp; Fe(d)[./] = 0

else. Adding a node re labeled with F, to the network Nar

yields a network Na that, if .4° E b, places probability I

on the re-extension .4% of .4 with .A. H. Wvre(v), and if

./ E -o, places probability 1 on the re-extension .432

of..., with.”. Eve-re(r). Hence, P’ (re(1) = 1 if

./E (p. []

While theorem 5.1 is formulated as a result for recursive

RBNs, arguments similar to the one used in its proof clearly

could be applied to other probabilistic representation sys

tems for distributions over infinite, structured domains.

Particularly systems like that of Ngo and Haddawy (1995)

that use Herbrand universes as underlying domains (which

in the special case of a single constant and a single unary

function symbol is essentially the same as (w, s)), provide
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a potential basis for carrying out the same argument. Ex

act results along these lines, however, first require a more

detailed analysis of the first-order reasoning capabilities

within these systems, particularly of the question whether

they give rise to analogues of our lemma 2.6.

6 RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION

Apart from the work by Ngo and Haddawy (1995) already

mentioned, examples of previously proposed probabilis

tic representation and inference systems over infinite do

mains include work on probabilistic context free gram

mars (Pynadath & Wellman 1996) and stochastic programs

(Koller, McAllester & Pfeffer 1997). In both these frame

works, distributions are defined over richly structured do

mains (labeled trees, essentially). These works differ in

their semantic intent somewhat from the one of Ngo and

Haddawy, and the one presented here: they, like standard

Bayesian networks, are models of attributes of randomly

sampled individuals, only that individuals now come from

an infinite domain of distinguishable objects. This is to be

contrasted with our objective of modeling random relations

between multiple objects (taken from a uniform domain).

On a sufficiently high level of abstraction, of course, this

distinction is not very strict, since in our approach we can

also view a relation between elements of the domain as an

attribute of a randomly sampled complete structure.

For none of the frameworks mentioned here, decision pro

cedures for general, complex queries have been given (in

the particular rich system of Koller et al. (1997) it is more

over clear that none can exist). Main objective of the

present paper has been to show that in the case of RBNs

such a decision procedure exists. This was achieved by

showing that infinite random structures, as generated by

an RBN, with probability one will possess certain struc

tural properties, and that therefore every distribution de

fined over w by a network N can also be defined by a net

work N' of a particularly simple form. The main, non

trivial, component of inference from N for domain w is the

transformation of N to N*. Once N has been determined,

computation of P.” ()(d)) for some query oſd) proceeds

without any reference to the underlying domain.
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Abstract

The need to reason with imprecise probabil

ities arises in a wealth of situations rang

ing from pooling of knowledge from multi

ple experts to abstraction-based probabilistic

planning. Researchers have typically repre

sented imprecise probabilities using intervals

and have developed a wide array of differ

ent techniques to suit their particular require

ments. In this paper we provide an analysis

of Some of the central issues in representing

and reasoning with interval probabilities. At

the focus of our analysis is the probability

cross-product operator and its interval gen

eralization, the co-operator. We perform an

extensive study of these operators relative to

manipulation of sets of probability distribut

tions. This study provides insight into the

Sources of the strengths and weaknesses of

various approaches to handling probability

intervals. We demonstrate the application of

Our results to the problems of inference in in

terval Bayesian networks and projection and

evaluation of abstract probabilistic plans.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years the use of imprecise probabilities has

found application in a wealth of areas. Imprecise prob

abilities can be used to facilitate elicitation when the

available domain knowledge is insufficient to specify

exact probabilities [10, 22], or when eliciting knowl

edge from multiple experts [20]. They may result from

the abstraction of more detailed probabilistic models

|2, 13], and are useful in studying sensitivity and ro

bustness in probabilistic inference, e.g. in Bayesian

networks [4]. The use of imprecise probabilities is even

advocated as an alternative representation of belief

by researchers who do not feel comfortable with the

paradigm of Strict Bayesianism which requires exact

probabilistic models [19, 18, 27].

While several methods exist to represent imprecise

probabilities, representation using intervals is the most

commonly used approach. Researchers working on the

problems mentioned in the previous paragraph have

developed a number of techniques for handling prob

ability intervals. But to date we lack a uniform and

comprehensive study of the central issues concerning

representation and manipulation of probability inter

vals. In this paper, we make the first steps towards

such a study. Our approach originates from the ob

servation that the probability cross-product operator

lies in the hearts of numerous computations such as

probabilistic plan projection, expected utility compu

tation, and Bayesian network propagation. We present

an interval generalization of this operator, called the

cc-operator', and provide a throrough analysis of some

key properties of the co-operator relative to manipu

lation of sets of probability distributions. We then

show how the co-operator can be substituted for the

probability cross-product to produce interval versions

of plan projection and Bayesian network propagation

algorithms. Our Bayesian network propagation algo

rithm is based on Dechter’s Bucket Elimination algo

rithm [6]. We draw upon our theoretical analysis of the

co-operator to produce efficient versions of these gen

eralized algorithms. Our approach rests on the well

developed area of finite convex geometry. Thus our

results are applicable to problems with discrete finite

probability distributions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start

Section 2 with a quick review of several convex geomet

ric concepts most relevant to our analysis. We then de

* “cc” stands for “convex combination”. It was origi

nally called affine-operator in [13]. We adopt this new term

in accordance with standard convex geometry terminology.
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fine and analyze the co-operator. In Section 3 we define

the concept of co-trees, which are data structures that

have co-operators as basic building blocks. These data

structures, in particular their interval and probability

versions, icc-trees and pcc-trees, will be used through

out our analysis. In Section 4, we present the theo

retical foundations of an abstraction-based probabilis

tic planner, DRIPS [14], where the co-operator plays a

fundamental role. In Section 5, we use the concept

of icc-trees to develope an interval version of Dechter's

Bucket Elimination algorithm for propagation in inter

val Bayesian networks. For both plan projection and

Bayesian network propogation, the probability bounds

computed by our algorithms are correct but not tight.

We suggest an explanation for the difficulty of comput

ing tight probabilistic bounds in the above problems.

In Section 6, we return to analyzing the co-operator. In

particular, we investigate pCC-trees as a new approach

to represent convex sets of probability distributions.

We show that the class of pcc-trees is identical to the

class of polytope-like sets of probability distributions,

and that in a special case, Dempster-Shafer belief func

tions, when viewed as lower envelopes of sets of proba

bility distributions, can be represented by 2-level pcc

trees in at least two different ways. In Section 7, we

address the issue of evidential updating with poc-trees.

The in-depth study of the co-operator provides an in

sightful explanation of why updating with pcc-trees in

general and with belief functions in particular is diffi

cult. The latter issue has been a subject of extensive

study, and our analysis adds a new perspective to it.

2 PROBABILITY

CROSS-PRODUCT AND THE

CC-OPERATOR

We start with a brief introduction of some basic con

cepts of convex geometry. For more details, see [11].

The d-dimension Euclidean Space is the d-dimension

vector space R" equipped with the inner product (),

which is defined for any pair of points r, y e R"

as: (ar, y) = XX- ariyi. A conver combination of

the points r1, ..., rn e R" is a linear combination

A1 T1 + · · · + \na:n, where A, 2 0, i = 1,..., n, and

A1 + . . . -- An = 1. The coefficients X, are called conver
cc.

coefficients, and the sum is denoted by XD. This sum

is also called the probability cross-product of 2 vectors

whose components are A, and ri. For any set K C R*,

the conver hull of K, denoted by conv(K), is the set

of all convex combinations of the points from K. A

set K C R" is said to be conver if K = conv(K). A

mapping 4 from a convex set K C R* to R* is said to

be a conver mapping if it preserves convex combina
cc cc

tions, i.e. p(X) : 1 \, r) = XD: 1X, b(T,), for all points

aci e K and convex coefficients Xi. A convex map

ping always maps convex sets into convex sets. The

convex hull of a finite set of points is called a poly

tope. Given a polytope K, the smallest set of points

whose convex hull is equal K is called the set of ver

tices of the polytope. The polytope whose vertices are

the points (1,0,...,0), (0, 1,...,0), ..., (0,0,..., 1) is

exactly the set S of all probability distributions over

a sample space Q of cardinality d and is called the

probability simple+. For example, the probability dis

tribution P over the sample space Q = {s1, s2, ..., sa)

corresponds to the point (P(sl), P(s2), ..., P(sa)) in

S.

We now define the generalized version of the probabil

ity cross-product, the co-operator. In the rest of the

paper, an interval is implicitly understood as a closed

subinterval of [0, 1].

Definition 1 The co-operator & defined by an inter

val vector X = (A1, ..., An) is the function that maps

a vector uſ = (wi, ..., wa) of sets of points in R* to

the set X & iſ that consists of all points of the form

- cc

A&T = YE!' . Airi, where A, E Ai, r, e w, i = 1,..., n.
- cc

We sometimes write A & W as XD 1A, w, . In the

case when w; are also intervals, we call this sum the

icc-operator sum (letter “i” stands for “interval”) and

icc

denote it by XC.

The co-operator sum Å & iſ is a special case of the

Minkowski sum, a familiar notion in convex geometry.

The difference between the two sums is that the coef

ficients A, in the Minkowski sum are arbitrary. Below

are a few properties of the co-operator, which consti

tute the basis of our framework.

Fact 1 Any probability distribution P e S can

be eapressed as a co-operator sum as P =

(P(sl), ..., P(sa)) & (s1, ..., sa), where si represents

the ith verter of the probability simple+.

Fact 2 If w; are sets of probability distributions, then

A & W is also a set of probability distributions. In other

words, & is closed on 2S.

Fact 3 If each of the intervals Ai is the entire interval

[0, 1], we denote A & iſ as cc(ſ), or cc(wi, ..., wh). If

K is a polytope with vertices {r 1, ..., rn), then K =

conv({t1,..., rn)) = cc((+1},..., {an}).

Fact 4 The co-operator and convex mappings com

mute. Specifically, suppose that K C R." is a conver
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set and g : K — Rº is a conver mapping. For any

H C K, defined p(H) as p(H) = {d}(r)|r e H}. Then

*(X) :- Aw) =XX: Aº(w).

The co-operator has the following important property,

which was first formulated in [13]. For a proof, see

[12].

Theorem 1 The co-operator and convex hull opera

tor commute. Specifically:

cc cc

CO771) ( Yº…) - XX: 1A, conv(w).

3 CC-TREES, ICC-TREES,

PCC-TREES

In this section we introduce the concept of co-trees

and its special cases: icc-trees and pcc-trees. These

trees can be viewed as data structures that encode,

among other things, sets of real numbers and sets of

probability distributions.

A cc-tree is a rooted, annotated tree where the

branches are annotated with intervals and the nodes

are annotated with sets of points in R", with the con

straint that for any internal (i.e. non-leaf) node N

with children {C1, ..., Cº.), the set T(N) that anno

tates N is the result of applying the co-operator de

fined by the intervals A, that annotate the branches

(N, C.) to the sets D(C) that annotate the children
cc

C.: T(N) = XD 1A,T)(C). Thus, a co-tree is com

pletely defined by specifying the sets of points associ

ated with the leaves and the intervals associated with

the branches. Intuitively, this tree encodes the set of

points obtained by applying the co-operator from the

leaves up toward the root.

Co-trees whose leaves are annotated with intervals are

called icc-trees. Figure 1 depicts an example of an icc

tree. We now discuss the evaluation of the icc-operator

icc

sum XD 1A;wi, where A, C (0 1] and wi C R are

closed intervals. Note that the set of convex sets of real

numbers is exactly the set of intervals. It then follows

directly from Theorem 1 (cc-operator and convex hull

icc

operator commute) that XD Aw, is also an interval.

We show that it is a closed interval by showing how the

lower and upper bounds are explicitly obtained. Due

to symmetry, we will consider only the upper bound.

Obviously, the upper bound must be achieved by max
cc.

imizing XD # 1 Aiu, where Ai e A, and us are upper

Figure 1: Example of an icc-tree.

bounds of wi. This is a special case of the continuous

knapsack problem: to pack materials from n different

categories into a unit size knapsack, where material

from category number i has value u, and weight re

striction A, (meaning that the weight must be in the

interval Ai). The objective is to maximize the total

value, which can be achieved using a greedy approach

as follows. We first sort the values ui in descending

order, breaking ties arbitrarily. Then proceeding in

this order, we try to put into the knapsack as much

material of the current category as possible, subjected

to two constraints: 1) the weight must be in the con

straint interval A, and 2) The sum of the already as

signed weights must be at most one minus the sum

of the lower bounds of the remaining constraint inter

vals. The first restriction is explicitly mandatory from

the description of the problem, while the second one

ensures that the lower bound condition will be satis

fied in the future *. We illustrate this idea through an

example.

acc

Example 1 Let us compute XX}_i Aw, where A1 =

[.2 .4), A2 = [.2 .3), A3 = [.4 .5], wi = [0 5], w =

[2.43], w = [1.6 3.5]. Thus u1 = 5, u2 = 3, ug = 3.5.

First, we assign weight to material number 1, which is

computed as min{4, 1 - .2 – 4} = 4. The remaining

weight is thus 1 – 4 = 6. We then assign weight to

material number 3: min{.5, 6 – .2} = 4. And finally,

the weight assigned to the last material is 1 – 4 – 4 =

.2, and thus total value is 4 x 5 + 4 × 3.5 + .2 × 3 = 4.

tec

The lower bound is 1.12. Thus XX}_i Aw, = (1.124].

This icc-sum is represented in Figure 1 by the tree of

depth 1 that contains the root and its 3 children.

Remark 1 The completity of the above algorithm to

compute icc-operator sum is dominated by the sorting

of the material values, which is O(n log n).

*Tessem (25) called this step reinforcement, and the

analogous step in computing the lower bound annihilation.
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convſa, , ..., a, ] convi P..... P. )

Figure 2: Examples of pcc-trees: (a) The face conv(A)

of the probability simplex where A = {a1, ..., as } C

Q; (b) A polytope-like set of distributions with ver

tices {P, ..., P. }; (c) A Dempster-Shafer belief func

tion Bel with mass function m and focal elements

{A1, ..., Ak} represented as a 2-level pcc-tree.

Of our particular interest are co-trees whose leaves are

annotated with the vertices of the probability simplex

(or more precisely, sets which contain a single element

that is a vertex of the probability simplex). Such trees

encode sets of probability distributions and will be

called pcc-trees (the “p” letter stands for “probabil

ity”).

Figure 2 depicts several pcc-trees. Suppose that A =

{a1, ..., as } C Q is a set of vertices of the probabil

ity simplex S. The pcc-tree in Figure 2.a represents

conv(A), which is called a face of the polytope S. The

pcc-tree in Figure 2.b represents a polytope-like sets

of probability distributions, which is a polytope with

vertices P. E. S. The pcc-tree in Figure 2.c represents

a Dempster-Shafer belief function viewed as the lower

envelope of a set of probability distributions. This

DCC-tree will be discussed later in Section 6.

4 ABSTRACTION-BASED

PROBABILISTIC PLANNING

In the framework of decision-theoretic planning, un

Certainty in the state of the world and in the effects

of actions are represented with probabilities, and the

Planner's goals, as well as tradeoffs among them, are

*Presented with utilities. Given this representation,

the objective is to find an optimal plan or policy, where

°Ptimality is defined as maximizing expected utility.

In most of the existing decision-theoretic planning ap

Pºaches, the world is represented with a probabil

A(s) A(s)

: .4 5. - (**):

* = y.

*—es tº " - tº

Hº-e A(s) Hºi-e A(s)

—**—e A(s) -**—e A(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Example of (a) a concrete action and (b) an

abstract action.

ity distribution over the state space, and actions are

represented as stochastic mappings among the states

[15, 5, 1, 26]. Given this framing of the problem, all

probabilistic and decision-theoretic planners face the

burden of computational complexity in seeking an op

timal or near-optimal solution. One popular way to

address this problem is to use abstraction techniques

to guide the search through the plan space and to re

duce the cost of plan evaluation. This concept has

been applied in Markov process-based planning [1] as

well as less structured approaches [15].

In the framework of DRIPS, the planning problem is

formalized as the problem of searching for the opti

mal plan through the space of candidate plans, each of

which is a sequence of actions. The planner is armed

with the capability of understanding and evaluating

abstract plans constructed from abstract actions. An

abstract action is defined as a mapping from a proba

bility distribution over the state space to a set of prob

ability distributions over the state space, and is viewed

as a sound abstraction of several concrete actions. By

evaluating abstract plans, the planner is able to eval

uate and eliminate a set of suboptimal plans without

explicitly evaluating each member of that set. Herein

lies the computational efficiency of DRIPS.

We now present the underlying theoretical framework

of DRIPS, where the co-operator and the derived co

trees play fundamental roles.

4.1 PROBABILISTIC ACTIONS AND

PLANS

A probabilistic action A is defined as a function A :

Q – S that maps a state s e Q of the world to a

probability distribution A(s) over possible states of

the world. For example, the action in Figure 3.a maps

state 81 to the probability distribution A(s)) that as

signs s1 the probability of .4 and sº the probability of

.6, and maps states s? and sº to some other distribu
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tions A(s2), A(s3) over Q = {s1, s2, sa). The distribu

tions A(s), s e Q are called the branches of action A.

This function A is then extended to a function that

maps a probability distribution P e S to a probabil

ity distribution A(P) = EP[A(s)) = XD sea P(s)A(s),

which is essentially the probability cross-product of the

distribution P and the action A.

A probabilistic plan pl is a finite sequence of proba

bilistic actions: ple {A1, ..., An}. Given an ini

tial world wini e S that is a probability distribu

tion over the state space Q, the projection of plon

wini is the process of determining the final world

wfinal = pl(wini) = An (. . . Ai (wini). ...) e S.

A utility function is a function u : Q — R that assigns

to each state of the world a real number that indicates

the desirability of that state. The expected utility of
cc

a plan pl is defined as Eu(pl.) = XD seawfinal(s) u(s),

where w final = pl(wini). It is convenient to extend the

definition of the utility function u to u : S → R, where
cc

u(P) = EP[u(s)] = XC sea P(s) u(s), WP e S. Now,

the expected utility of a plan pl; executed on an initial

world wins can be written as u(wfinal) = u(pl.(wini)).

A plan pl is optimal if it has the maximum expected

utility among all candidate plans.

Probabilistic actions and utility functions, as functions

that have S as their domains, have the following im

portant property.

Theorem 2 Probabilistic actions, probabilistic plans,

and utility functions are conver mappings and thus

commute with the co-operator (Fact 4).

Proof: Note that both probabilistic actions and util

ity functions are first defined as functions over Q, and

then extended by means of expectation to functions

over S. Let q : R* D S → R* be any function de
cc.

fined and extended in the same way, i.e. p(P) = XC

seq P(s)(b(s), WP e S. We show that p is a convex

mapping as follows:

o(XX" AP) = Y. (Yºr) (s)}(s)

X sea ( Yºano) (p(s)

XD: 1X, XD sea P(s)0(s)

XD: 1X0(P).

A, (s). P : A (ss) ----

... . . . . . 4.3.2.
... . . . . .” ---------------

(a) Legend: O S. e S, e S,

gy*

Figure 4: Illustration of (a) projecting and (b) evalu

ating probabilistic plans.

Thus, probabilistic actions and utility functions are

convex mappings. It is easy to see that compositions of

convex mappings are also convex mappings, and hence

probabilistic plans are also convex mappings. C

Figure 4 illustrates the implications of Theorem 2

on the process of projecting and evaluating proba

bilistic plans. Consider projecting a 2-action plan

pl = {A1, A2} on the initial world wins = P. The state

space Q consists of three elements {s1, s2, s2}. The

initial world is represented by a poc-tree with three

leaves s, and three branches P(s) (Fact 1). In Fig

ure 4.a, this is the pcc-tree with root (a) and nodes of

depth 1. Now consider the world after executing ac

tion A1, namely A1(P). Since A1 commutes with the

cc-operator defined by P, A1(P) can be represented

by the pcc-tree with root (a) and nodes of depth 1

and 2. We in effect obtained this tree (A1(P)) by re

placing the leaves s, of the pcc-tree P by distributions

A1 (si). Similarly, we can obtain the pcc-tree repre

senting A2(A1(P)) by replacing the leaves si of the

pcc-tree A1(P) with A2(s). This poc-tree is the whole

tree of depth 3 in Figure 4.a. To compute the expected

utility of pl; which is u(A2(A1(P))), we can replace the

leaves s, of the pcc-tree representing A2(A1(P)) with

u(si) (due to the fact that utility function commute

with the co-operator) and then evaluate the obtained

icc-tree (Figure 4.b).

4.2 ABSTRACT ACTIONS AND PLANS

From now on, we will call probabilistic actions concrete

actions. We generalize concrete actions into abstract

actions, according to [13], by allowing the probabilities
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to be interval-values instead of point-values, and the

resulting worlds to be sets of states instead of states.

This definition is best understood through an example

(see Figure 3.b). An abstract action is interpreted as

a set of concrete actions each of which is obtained by

instantiation, a process that replaces the probability

intervals with consistent probability numbers, and sets

of states with consistent states. The consistency condi

tion for probability numbers means that they must be

in the corresponding intervals, and obey the axioms

of probability. The consistency conditions for states

means that they must be in the corresponding sets.

For example, the concrete action A in Figure 3.a is an

instantiation of the abstract action A in Figure 3.b.

We denote the instantiation relationship as A E A.

The semantics of an abstract action A is that it is a

function A : S → 2° that maps a probability dis

tribution P e S to a set of probability distributions

{A(P)|A e A}.

An abstract plan pl is a sequence of actions, among

which some actions may be abstract actions. An

instantiation plan pl of an abstract plan pl is ob

tained by replacing each abstract action in pl with

one of its instantiated actions. We denote this rela

tionship as ple pl. The projection of an abstract

plan pl on an initial world wini is the process of de

termining the final world w;inal, which is defined as:

wfinal = {pl(wini)|ple pl}. The expected utility of

an abstract plan pl is defined as the u(pl.(wini)) =

{u(pl.(wini))|ple pl}.

These notions of abstract actions and plans are intro

duced in [13] to model sound abstraction, the central

concept of DRIPS. An abstract action A is called a

sound abstraction of n concrete actions A1, ..., An if

for any initial world wini e S, we have A,(wini) e

A(wini), i = 1,..., n. For example, the abstract action

A in Figure 3.b is a sound abstraction of the action

A in Figure 3.a. The use of abstraction allows DRIPS

to evaluate a set of concrete plans, represented as a

single abstract plan, in a single step, rather than hav

ing to evaluate each of the concrete plans in that set

individually. This can substantially reduce the time

complexity of finding optimal plans, as demonstrated

by a number of toy examples as well as successful real

world applications of DRIPS [14].

Evaluating an abstract plan for this purpose amounts

to determining the infimum and the supremum of the

set u(pl{wini)) C R, which are exactly the endpoints

of the interval conv(u(pl.(wini))). We call this the eſt

pected utility interval of pl. This interval can be ap

proximately computed with the help of the next theo

rem [13], which is a generalization of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 Abstract actions and abstract plans

semi-commute with the co-operator. Specifically, if A

is an abstract action or an abstract plan, then

A(XX" Aw) g XX-1A,A(w).

As a consequence of the above theorem, if the initial

world win, is a set of probability distributions ° that
cc

can be written as wins = XD Aswi, w; C S, then the ex

pected utility interval of an abstract plan pl, projected

on wini can be approximated as:

u(conv(pl(wini)))

= u(conv(pl( XD Aiwi)))

C u(conv( X. A, pl(w)))

(pl semi-commutes w/ cc-op)

conv(u(pl.(wini)))

= XD Auſconv(pl(w)))

(conv & u commute w/cc-op),

where the first equality is due to the fact that util

ity functions and convex hull operator also commute,

i.e. conv(u(K)) = u(conv(K)) for all K. C. S. These

equalities illustrate the idea of switching from prob

ability numbers to probability intervals, in the con

text of projecting and evaluating abstract plans, by

replacing the probability cross-product with the co

operator. The interesting interplay among abstract

actions/plans, utility functions, convex hull, and the

cc-operator plays a key role in projecting and evaluat

ing abstract probabilistic plans in the DRIPS planner.

This important property allows the process of evalu

ating abstract plans to be performed in two steps. In

the first step, we project each branch of each action

in the plan on each branch of the current world, ex

panding a pec-tree in the process (a world is now a

set of probability distributions represented by a poc

tree). In the second step, we compute the expected

utility interval of the plan by replacing the leaves of

the final pcc-tree with their utility values and evaluat

ing the resulting icc-tree. The reader is refered to [13]

for a more thorough discussion of various projection

algorithms for DRIPS.

The next theorem states that the convex hull of pro

jecting an abstract action/plan on a world can be com

“We use the term “world” to describe the state of affairs

after projecting several abstract actions. Since abstract ac

tions are mappings that return sets of probability distribu

tions, a world now can be a set of probability distributions.
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puted by projecting on the convex hull of that world.

This result is heavily utilized by DRIPS, since it is often

convenient to approximate a set of probability distri

butions by its convex hull.

Theorem 4 Suppose w C S, and A is an abstract

action or an abstract plan. Then conv(A(w)) =

conv(A(conv(w))).

Proof: The “C.” relation is obvious, so we only need

to prove the “D” relation, which amounts to prov

ing that A(conv(w)) C conv(A(w)). An element of
cc

A(conv(w)) must have the form A(XX: 1 \, P), where

A e A and P. e. w. Since concrete actions/plans com

mute with the co-operator, this co-sum can be writ
cc

ten as XD # 1 A, A(P), which is clearly an element of

conv(A(w)). D

5 INTERVAL BAYESIAN

NETWORKS

In this section we demostrate how the co-operator can

be used to make inference in interval Bayesian net

works.

A Bayesian Network is a pair consisting of a directed

acyclic graph, and a collection of probability tables

associated with the nodes. Each node of the graph

represents a random variable, and its associated proba

bility table specifies the conditional probability of that

node given its parents. A Bayesian network represents

a joint probability distribution over the random vari

ables corresponding to the nodes, and this distribu

tion is obtained by multiplying the conditional prob

ability tables. Figure 5.a depicts a 4-node Bayesian

network N, where the conditional probabilities to be

specified are P(X), P(Y|X), P(Z|X), and P(TY, Z)

(for example, P(ya) = 4, and P(y|r) = .6).

This Bayesian network represents the joint probabil

ity distribution P over {X, Y, Z, T}: P(X, Y, Z, T) =

P(X)P(Y|X)P(Z|X)P(TY, Z)).

Interval Bayesian networks (IBN) [10, 25, 8) are a gen

eralization of Bayesian networks where we allow the

probabilities to be interval-values. An IBN represents

a set of Bayesian networks, each of which is obtained

from the IBN by instantiation, a process that replaces

each interval probability with a consistent point prob

ability, where consistency means that the points must

be in their corresponding intervals, and obey the ax

ioms of probability. Figure 5.b depicts a 4-node inter

val Bayesian network N where P(y\r) = [.3 .5) and

P(Va.) = [.5.7]. The regular Bayesian network in Fig

ure 5.a (N) is an instantiation of N. We denote the

P(y1) = 4

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Examples: (a) a Bayesian network and (b)

an interval Bayesian network.

instantiation relationship by Ne N.

Given such an IBN N, the answer to any probabilis

tic query is defined to be an interval whose endpoints

are the infimum and supremum of that query, rang

ing over all Bayesian network instantiations of N.

For example, in the IBN in Figure 5.b, we might

be interested in computing P(t), which is defined as

|inf weN PN(t) supwen PN(t)].

Dechter [6] showed that most of Bayesian network al

gorithms for updating probabilities, finding the most

probable explanation, finding the maximum a poste

riori hypothesis, and computing maximum expected

utility, can be cast into a unifying algorithm schema

called bucket elimination. We now present an interval

version of this schema and that computes the bounds

for the probability of any node in an IBN. In this sec

tion we consider the case when there is no evidence

in the IBN. The problem of answering probabilistic

queries in IBNs with evidence will be studied in the

Section 7 where we discuss evidential updating with

poc-trees.

The main idea of this algorithm can be best under

stood through an example. Suppose that in the IBN

N in Figure 5.b, we are interested in computing the

probability bounds for the random variable T taking

on some value t. Suppose that P is the joint distribu

tion represented by a BN instantiation N of N. Note

that P(t) can be written as

P(t) = XL P(x,y,z,t)
X,Y,Z

= XC P(x)P(Y|X)P(ZLX)P(t|Y,Z).
X,Y,Z

Our goal is to factorize this last sum into a series of
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probability cross-products, which can be generalized

into a series of co-operators. For example, we have

that:

P(t) XC P(x)P(Y|X)P(ZLX)P(t|Y,Z)
X,Y,Z

This factorization corresponds exactly to what we get

by applying the bucket elimination algorithm to the

ordering {X, Y, Z, T} of the random variables. From

the fact that P(X) e P(X), XX P(X) = 1, we can see

that this formula can be generalized into a co-operator

sum. Now, given that X is fixed at some value ar, we

have that P(Y|r) e P(Y|r), XX, P(Y|r) = 1, which

means that we can generalized the inside sum into a

co-operator sum. It is obvious that all of the remain

ing sums in this formula can be generalized into co

operator sums. Thus we have:

P(t) XC P(x)P(Y|X)P(ZLX)p(Y,Z)
X,Y,Z

XCP(x)YCP(Y|X)Y P(z,x)p(y,z)
X Y Z

icc icc icc

€

The algorithm for the general case is the follow

ing. Suppose that we are interested in computing the

bounds of the probability P(X) for some node X in an

IBN N. Let {X1,X2,..., Xn) be any topological (or

ancestral) ordering of the random variables of N, and

X = Xk. Let Ti, i = 1,..., k denote the set of parents

of node Xi. Then, the bounds of P(X* = rs) can be

approximated as:

+

P(rk) XD P(X1, ..., X-1, re)

X1,...,X*-1

k

XC II P(x,t)
X1,...,X k-1 i-1

tec icc icc

XX, P(X) XX,P(Xºlº) X x, ...

icc

XX.- P(XR-1|TF_1)P(a.k Tº).

C

Note that the bounds for P(rk) obtained by this algo

rithm are correct, but not tight. The same can be said

XCP(x)YCP(Y|X)YD P(ZLX) P(ty,z).
X Y Z

XX P(x) XD, P(Y|X) XD 2P(Z1x)p(y,z).

of the algorithm suggested in Theorem 3 for projecting

and evaluating abstract plans. What's more, the two

problems (of evaluating abstract plans and answering

IBN quesries) look eerily similar, and a closer look at

the two problems reveals that the latter is in fact a

special case of the former: answering an IBN query

can be viewed as an instance of abstract plan evalua

tion with suitable choices of worlds and actions. The

precision loss of the algorithm for evaluating abstract

plans is due to the fact that although the icc-operator

sum – when applied only once – yields exact results,

computations of globally related icc-operators are per

formed locally and independently. (An analogue of this

loss occurs when we approximate the maximization

of the sum of correlated individuals by summing the

maximization of the individuals.) This is the precision

tradeoff we have to make if we are to avoid having to

resort to computationally more costly techniques such

as linear programming. Experiments with the DRIPS

planner show that the ico-tree approximation produces

sufficiently tight bounds in order to eliminate large

classes of suboptimal plans.

6 PCC-TREES AS A

REPRESENTATION FOR SETS

OF DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we investigate poc-trees as data struc

tures that encode sets of probability distributions. We

first show that the class of pcc-trees is exactly the class

of polytope-like sets of probability distributions, and

discuss the complexity of switching between these two

representations. We then show that Dempster-Shafer

belief functions, when interpreted as lower envelopes

of sets of distributions, can be represented by 2-level

pcc-trees in at least two different ways.

6.1 PCC-TREES AND POLYTOPE-LIKE

SETS OF DISTRIBUTIONS

One of the first question we need to answer when intro

ducing pcc-trees is: “What kind of sets of probability

distributions do pcc-trees encode?”. It follows from

Theorem 1 (the co-operator and convex hull operator

commute) that any pec-tree is equal to its convex hull

and thus encodes a convex set of probability distribu

tions. Also recall that Figure 2.b demonstrates that

any polytope-like set of probability distributions can

be represented by a 2-level poc-tree where the nodes

at level 1 are the vertices of the polytope (this poc

tree has a total of at most 1 + n + na nodes, where

n is the number of the vertices of the polytope, and

d = |Q|). Our next result states that the converse is
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also true: the co-operator is closed on the set of poly

topes, and thus any poc-tree represents a polytope-like

set of probability distributions. In other words, the

class of pcc-trees is precisely the class of polytope-like

sets of probability distributions.

Theorem 5 If w, C R" are polytopes, then K = Å &

wi = XX: 1A, wi is also a polytope.

Proof: We need the following auxiliary lemma, which

is a standard result in convex geometry. (See, for ex

ample [11].)

Lemma 1 Suppose that K C R* is a conver set and

V C K is a finite set of points in K such that for any

point u e R*, there is a point v e V such that (v, u)=

max, ek (r, u). Then K = conv(V), or, equivalently,

K is a polytope whose vertices are contained in V.

Now consider any point u e R". The set of real num

bers that are inner products of u with the elements
cc

of K can be written as (u, K) = (u, XD 1A, w;) =
acc

XD # 1 A (u, w;). (In the case when K, w; C S, we can

view the set K as a set of probability distributions, u

as a utility function, and (u, K) as the expected utility

interval of an abstract plan whose final world is K.)

It is easy to see that in order to compute the bounds

of the interval (u, w;), we only have to minimize and

maximize (u, r) over the finite set of vertices of the

polytope wi. From this and the fact that the weights

Xi (chosen by the greedy knapsack algorithm for evalu

ating icc-operator sum, see Section 3) are chosen based

only on the order of the values of the material (there

are n!, i.e. finite number of possible orders), it follows

that there are a finite set of points in K that satisfies

the condition of the auxiliary Lemma. D

It is not an easy task to determine the vertices of a

polytope represented by a poc-tree. It is however pos

sible to estimate the number of vertices of a polytope

represented as a pcc-tree. We have found that the

number of vertices of a polytope represented as a poc

tree with n nodes is asymptotically bounded above by

O((2e"/*)"). The proof of this result is rather involved

and is omitted here. We can obtain a very rough upper

bound using the following argument. Denote by v(K)

the number of vertices of a polytope K. Denote by

TCC(n) the set of polytopes representable by pec-trees

of at most n nodes, and v(n) = supkepcc.(n) v(K).
cc

Now assume that K = XD （"I Aiwi, 2 s m s m is

a polytope represented by a poc-tree with (n + 1)

nodes, where w; are also polytopes. Since wi are

polytopes representable with poc-trees of at most n

(in fact n – 1, since m > 2) nodes, we have that

v(wi) sº v(n). The proof of Theorem 5 implies that

v(K) < m!(v(n))” < n!(v(n))". Since K was chosen

arbitrarily, we have that v(n + 1) < n!(v(n))”.

Although the recursive upper bound obtained above is

clearly very loose, it has an implication that there are

polytopes (with sufficiently large number of vertices)

that require pcc-trees with arbitrarily large number of

nodes to represent them. Another implication of this

bound is the following theorem.

Theorem 6 For all positive integers n, PCC(n) is a

strict subset of PCC(n + 2).

Proof: Let K e PCC(n) and v(K) = v(n). Such K

exists since v(n) < oo. We will construct from K a

polytope K' representable by a poc-tree with n + 2

nodes which does not belong to PCC(n).

Fix a point s e S – K (such a point must exist unless

K is the entire probability simplex). Let I = [0,1/2],

J = [1/2 1], and K’ = (I,J) & ({s}, K). Also

set K(s, 1/2) = {1/2(s + æ)|r e K}. It is easy

to verify that 1) K' = conv(K(s, 1/2) UK) and 2)

v(conv(K(s, 1/2) UK)) > v(K), which establish the

theorem. D

6.2. PCC-TREES AND

DEMPSTER-SHAFER BELIEF

FUNCTIONS

In this subsection we show that any Dempster-Shafer

belief function [7,21], when viewed as a lower envelope

of a set of probability distributions, can be represented

by a 2-level poc-tree, using its corresponding mass as

signment function. We first need some preliminaries

to formulate this result.

Let Q be a finite set “. A function Bel : 2° — [0,1]

is called a belief function if Bel(0) = 0, Bel(Q) = 1,

Bel(A) < Bel(B) whenever A C B, and for all A, C

Q, i = 1,..., k:

Bel (U a) > XD

0+ 1 C {1,...,k}

(–1)!'" Bel (ſ a) -

ié I

The corresponding mass assignment function * m :

2” – [0, 1] of a belief function Bel is ob

tained by the Möbius transformation as m(A) =

XXa-A(–1)*-* Bel(B), VA c Q. It is well-known

that XD aco m(A) = 1. The subsets A C Q that are as

signed positive masses (m(A) > 0) are called the focal

“Q is often called frame of discerment.

*Also called basic probability assignment.
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elements of the belief function Bel. A belief function

Bel can also be viewed as the lower envelope of a set

of probability distributions consistent with it, where

a probability distribution P is consistent with Bel if

Bel(A) < XX.e., P(s), VA C Q.

Kyburg [17] showed that the set of probability dis

tributions consistent with a belief function is closed

and convex. Our next theorem [13] asserts some

thing stronger: this set is a polytope-like set of prob

ability distributions, which is equal to the weighted

sum of the faces of the probability simplex, with faces

conv(A), A C Q weighted with m(A). A proof of this

theorem can be found in [12].

cC

Theorem 7 Bel = XD m(A)conv(A). Here both

sides are interpreted as sets of probability distributions

(See Figure 2. c for an example).

7 EVIDENTIAL UPDATING WITH

PCC-TREES

Theorem 5 raises a natural question: If the class of

pcc-trees is identical to the class of polytope-like sets

of probability distributions, why shoud not we just use

well-known methods of representing polytopes such as

vertex-listing, or linear programming? Given a pec

tree, we can in principle either determine the vertices

of the polytope it represents, or establish a system

of linear inequalities that characterizes this polytope.

In the abstraction-based probabilistic planning frame

work described in Section 4, neither of these two ap

proaches appears to be very efficient. For example,

if we represent uncertainty of the world by the list

of vertices of a polytope, we need to compute this

list after each action projection, which is a non-trivial

task. Similarly, it seems no less difficult to determine a

system of linear inequalities that characterizes uncer

tainty of the world after each action projection. Us

ing pcc-trees, the plan projection process reduces to

a simple tree-spanning process, and the plan evalu

ation (expected utility computation) process reduces

to a simple ice-tree evaluation process. Furthermore,

the co-operator and poc-trees have a number of prop

erties that are particularly useful for the purpose of

abstracting actions and plans ([13], Lemma 1-4).

However, in the context of evidential updating, the

pcc-tree representation turns out to be less suitable

than its vertex-listing and linear programming coun

terparts. We investigate the reasons of this limitation

of pcc-trees in this section.

The Bayesian approach to dealing with uncertainty in

volves representing the uncertain information with a

prior probability distribution P(.), and updating it

with an observed evidence E to obtain a posterior

probability distribution P(.|E), which is defined as

P(r, E) = P(r, E)/P(E). Following [9], we view an

evidence E as a function, called evidential function

that maps probability functions to probability func

tions: E : P → E(P) = P(.|E). For probability func

tions P where P(E) = 0, E(P) is undefined. In this

paper we consider only certain (also called hard) evi

dence E that is a subset of the sample space: E C Q.

The Bayesian paradigm is often challenged due to the

its requirement that a single prior probability distribu

tion be specified, even when little statistical informa

tion is available. The cautious Bayesian approach ad

dresses this issue by taking into consideration a (usu

ally convex) set K of prior probability distributions,

and updating each member P e K of this set with the

observed evidence E to obtain E(K) = {E(P)|P e

K, P(E) > 0}. This evidential updating approach is

refered to as conver conditionalization [19, 17].

Convex conditionalization for various representations

of convex sets of probability distributions has been a

subject of extensive study. White (28 studied the case

where both the prior set of distributions and the (un

certain, also called soft) evidence are characterized by

systems of linear inequalities. Snow [23] showed that

in the case where the evidence is a single uniformly

positive distribution, White's method of conditioning

yields exact results.

Convex conditionalization has also been studied in the

case where the set K of prior distributions is a set of

distributions consistent with a Dempster-Shafer belief

function Bel. Fagin and Halpern [9] showed that the

lower and upper envelopes of E(Bel) correspond to a

pair of belief (denoted Bel(.|E)) and plausibility func

tions. Jaffray [16] showed that E(Bel) in general is a

strict subset of the set of distributions consistent with

the new belief function Bel(..[E). This result means

that the belief function representation loses informa

tion in the updating process. Chrisman [3] showed

that this loss of information is especially troublesome

when pieces of evidence are to be updated incremen

tally, since different orders of pieces of evidence pro

duce different results (which are also different from

the result obtained when updating all the pieces of

evidence in a single step). By using Dempster condi

tioning bounds in conjunct with the convex condition

ing bounds, Chrisman was able to develope an exact

conditioning procedure for 2-monotone lower proba

bilities, the class of which contains the class of belief

functions [3].

We now investigate the problem of convex conditioning
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cc.

on pcc-trees. Suppose that K = XD 1A, w, is a pec

trees where w; are also pcc-trees that are subtrees of

K. Suppose that E C Q is hard evidence. We are
cc

interested in determining E(K) = E(XX: 1A, w;). We

start out by studying this problem in special cases of

pcc-trees.

In the case when K = conv(A), A C Q is a face of the

probability simplex (Figure 2.a), then clearly E(K) =

E(conv(A)) = conv(E ſh A). In the more general case

when K = conv{P, ..., P. } is a polytope-like sets of

probability distributions with vertices P, it can be

shown that E(K) is also a polytope whose vertices

are contained in the set {E(P)|i = 1,..., k}{22, 24].

Below we provide a proof of this statement that is

similar to the proof given in [24], since it is highly

instructive in our upcoming analysis.

Theorem 8

E(conv{P\,..., P. }) = conv(E(P), ..., E(P.)}).

Proof. Like most arguments involving convex com

binations, here we need to consider only the case

of k = 2. The case when either P (E) = 0 or

P; (E) = 0 is easy to check, so we suppose that

P. (E) > 0, P. (E) > 0. An element of the left-hand

side has the form E(o P + (1 – 0)P2), a e (0 1],

while an element of the right-hand side has the form

6E(P) + (1 – 3)E(P2), 3 e [0,1]. The set equality is

established if we can construct a one-to-one mapping

from any a € [0,1] to a 3 e [0,1] such that E(o P +(1–

o)P2) = 3E(P) + (1 – 3)E(P.). It is easy to check

that the mapping 3 = aſſo + (1 – 0P,(E)/P(E)]

satisfies these requirements. []

An immediate observation from the above proof of

Theorem 8 is that the evidential function E does not

preserve convex combinations and thus is not a convex

mapping". As one would suspect, this non-convexity

of the evidential function causes difficulty in updating

pcc-trees, since the evidential function does not com

mute with the co-operator.

An example that illustrates this point is the case of up

dating belief functions. Recall that a belief function

Bel with its corresponding mass assignment function

m and focal elements A1, ..., A. can be written as

Bel = XX* im(A)conv(A.) (see Theorem 7 and Fig

ure 2.c). If the evidential function E had commuted

with the co-operator, we would have obtained

"Further investigation based on geometric arguements

shows that this phenomenon occurs because of the normal

ization step of updating, when the probabilities P(r, E) are

normalized by dividing by P(E) so that they sum up to 1.

E(Bel) - E( X: mºna)
- cc * I m(A)|E(conv(A))

- * I m(A)conv(A. n E),

which is identical to Bel (B E, the result of combin

ing the belief function Bel with the evidence E using

Dempster's rule of combination. This is impossible

since it is well-known that the bounds obtained using

Dempster's rule in general are strictly narrower than

the bounds obtained using convex conditionalization

(7,9).

The difficulty of evidential updating with pcc-trees

translates into the difficulty of answering probabilis

tic queries in interval Bayesian networks that have ev

idence. A straightforward attempt to extend the al

gorithm described in Section 5 to IBNs with evidence

involves maintaining two different representations of

polytope-like sets of probability distributions: with a

pcc-tree and with a list of the polytope's vertices. We

can use the second representation to incorporate evi

dence according to Theorem 8, and use the first rep

resentation to compute the bounds for probabilistic

queries. Effective realization of this idea requires effi

cient algorithms for alternating between the two rep

resentations. We leave this as an issue for future re

search.
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Abstract

The paper improves a previously proposed

axiomatic setting for qualitative decision under

uncertainty in the von Neumann and

Morgenstern' style, where only ordinal scales are

required for assessing uncertainty and utility.

Two qualitative criteria are axiomatized in a finite

setting: a pessimistic one and an optimistic one,

respectively obeying an uncertainty aversion

axiom and an uncertainty-attraction axiom. These

criteria generalize the well-known maximin and

maximax criteria, making them more realistic.

They are suited to one-shot decisions. They are

not based on the notion of mean value, but take

the form of medians. Elements for a qualitative

case-based decision methodology are also

proposed, with pessimistic and optimistic

evaluations formally similar to the expressions

which cope with uncertainty, up to modifying

factors which cope with the lack of normalization

of similarity evaluations.

1 INTRODUCTION

In decision problems, given a (finite) set of situations S

and a (finite) set of consequences X, a decision d is

represented by a function d: S → X, often called an act,

and the preference relation among consequences is

modelled by a utility function u: X → U, where U is a

preference scale, usually a numerical scale. Uncertainty in

decision problems may appear in different stages. For

instance, it may occur that:

• the acts are precisely defined, but we do not know

what the real situation is,

* the real situation is known, but the consequences of

decisions are not precisely known, or even partially

specified.

Classical approaches to decision making under uncertainty

assume that uncertainty is represented by probability

distributions. For instance, if a probability distribution P

on the set of situations (also called probabilistic lottery) is

Henri Prade Adriana Zapico

IRIT CNRS IIIA CSIC,

Université Paul Sabatier, Campus UAB

31062 Toulouse France 08.193 Bellaterra, Spain

assumed to be known, and a numerical utility u: X → R

is assigned to consequences, then decisions d: S → X can

be ranked according to the expected value of the random

variable uod with respect to P. Namely, decision d' is at

least as good as d, denoted d E d', iff E(d)s E(d'), where

the utility function E is defined as E(d) =

Xse S P(s) u(d(s)), and it is proved to preserve the natural

combination operation of probabilistic lotteries defined by

convex linear combination. This approach corresponds to

the well-known Expected Utility Theory (EUT) for which

Von Neumann and Morgenstern [20] and Savage [23]

provided nice axiomatic frameworks.

One of the problems of EUT is that it needs numerical

probabilities for each state and numerical utilities for all

possible consequences. Sometimes this assumption is too

strong if there is only incomplete or poor available

information. In these cases a more qualitative approach is

needed. Moreover EUT is especially tailored for repeated

decisions whose results accumulate additively. This is the

underlying meaning of the averaging nature of expected

utility. However in the case of one-shot decisions or

decisions whose individual results do not compensate each

other, EUT does not yield a convincing criterion for rank

ordering decisions. This situation of non-additivity

naturally occurs with qualitative information about the

worth of consequences.

The classical axiomatic frameworks of utility theory have

actually been questioned rather early, challenging some of

the postulates leading to the expected utility criterion.

Noticeably, Allais [1] and later Ellsberg [14] laid bare the

existence of cases where a systematic violation of the

expected utility criterion could be observed. Some of these

violations were due to a cautious attitude of decision

makers. More recently Gilboa [15] and Schmeidler [24]

have advocated and axiomatized lower and upper

expectations expressed by Choquet integrals attached to

non-additive numerical set-functions (corresponding to a

family of probability measures) as a formal approach to

utility that accounts for Ellsberg paradox (see also [22]).

One of these generalized expected utility criteria (the lower

expectation) is also a numerical generalization of the

cautious Wald criterion for decision under ignorance. The

latter suggests that a decision be evaluated by the value of

its worst possible consequence. Choquet integrals,
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especially the lower expectations, are mild versions of

Wald criterion. The pessimistic (resp. optimistic) criterion

proposed here can again be viewed as a refinement of Wald

criterion (resp. the maximax criterion), but the utility

functions are qualitative, hence reject the notion of

averaging put forward by the classical theory, and also

sanctioned by Choquet integrals.

Steps to qualitative decision theory have been investigated

in various directions by AI researchers recently. Some

approaches are based on an all-or-nothing notions of

utility and/or plausibility (e.g., Bonet and Geffner [4],

Brafman and Tennenholtz [5]). The latter clearly advocates

Wald cautious criterion. Others use integer-valued

functions (e.g., Pearl [21], Tan and Pearl [27]). Boutilier

[3] suggests to focus on the states with maximum

plausibility only, a policy examined by Dubois et al. [8]

and that leads to debatable decisions.

Our approach, already outlined by Dubois and Prade in

| | | ], is based on an axiomatic framework that is a

qualitative counterpart to Von Neumann and

Morgenstern's Expected Utility Theory. In this approach,

both preferences on consequences and uncertainty are

graded on ordinal scales (i.e., scales equipped with the

maximum, minimum and an order-reversing operation)

that are commensurate. This qualitative decision theory

appears as the natural decision theory related to Possibility

Theory. This paper improves the previous axiomatics and

representation results of [11]. Moreover, we propose two

axiomatic frameworks that enable preferences on

possibilistic "lotteries" to be represented by pessimistic

and optimistic qualitative utilities respectively, defined,

one as the necessity and the other as the possibility of a

fuzzy event (32,10], a particular type of the so-called

Sugeno integrals [26].

After this Introduction, in the following section we

describe the possibilistic framework for representing

uncertainty and preference. We introduce the proposed

qualitative utilities and explain their meaning on the basis

of an example. Section 3 summarises Dubois and Prade's

proposal and compares it to the standard Von Neumann

Morgenstern utility framework. In Sections 4 and 5 we

present our improved axiomatics with their corresponding

representation theorems for pessimistic and optimistic

Decision Maker's behaviours. Section 6 discusses the

application of the decision model for case-based decision.

2 POSSIBILITY THEORY AND

QUALITATIVE UTILITY

A possibility distribution II on a (finite) set of possible

worlds or states S is a mapping from S to a bounded,

linearly ordered valuation set (V, 3). This ordered set can

be anything, but it may be exemplified by the unit

interval [0,1], equipped by the maximum and the

minimum operation, and an order-reversing map that is

denoted nV, such that nv (0) = 1 and nV(1) = 0. So, a

possibility distribution is not necessarily numerical. In

the numerical setting, when V = [0, 1], function nV is

generally taken as 1 - (-). When V is finite, we continue

to denote 0 and 1 the top and bottom of V. The referential

set S represents a set of "states of affairs"or possible

worlds, each state being an unambiguous description of a

cluster of situations, at a certain level of granularity.

Possibility is often understood in terms of plausibility.

However possibility distributions can represent preference

as well and then possibility means "feasibility".

2.1 Qualitative possibility theory

A possibility distribution describes knowledge about the

unknown value taken by one or several attributes used to

describe states of affairs. For instance it may refer to the

age of a man, the size of a building, the temperature of a

room, etc. Here it will refer to the ill-known consequence

of a decision. A possibility distribution represents a state

of knowledge (about the state of affairs) distinguishing

what is plausible from what is less plausible, what is the

normal course of things from what is not, what is

surprizing from what is expected. The function ſt: S → V

represents a flexible restriction on the actual state of

affairs, with the following conventions:

T(s) = 0 means that states is rejected as impossible;

T(s) = 1 means that s is totally possible (= plausible).

Distinct states may simultaneously have a degree of

possibility equal to 1. Flexibility in this description is

modelled by letting ſt(s) between 0 and 1 for some states

s. The quantity ſt(s) thus represents the degree of

possibility of the state s, some states being more possible

than others. Clearly, if S is the complete range of states,

at least one of the elements of S should be fully possible,

so that Bs, T(s) = 1 (normalization). In this paper we

consider mostly normalized possibility distributions

(except in the last section). Strictly speaking a possibility

distribution can be viewed as the generalized characteristic

function of a fuzzy set [31]. The fundamental point made

by Zadeh [32] is the following: as set-characteristic

functions can be used to express equipossibility, fuzzy set

membership functions are the basis of gradual possibility.

A possibility distribution It is said to be at least as

specific as another ſt' if and only if for each state of affairs

s: It(s) < It'(s) (Yager [30]). Then, T is at least as

restrictive and informative as ſt'. In the possibilistic

framework extreme forms of partial knowledge can be

captured, namely

• complete knowledge: for some S0, T(S0) = 1 and ſt(s) =

0, V S + so (only state S0 is possible)

• complete ignorance: T(s) = 1, Vs (all states in S are

possible).

To each possibility distribution It, we can associate its

comparative counterpart, a complete preorder denoted by

21, defined by s 2n s' if and only if ſt(s) > T(s), which

induces a well-ordered partition [25] (E1, ..., En} of S,

that is, [E], ..., En} is a partition of S such that Vs e

Ei, Vs e E; T(s) 2 ſt(s) iff is j (for 1 s i, j < n).

By convention E1 represents the most normal states of
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fact. Thus, a possibility distribution partitions S into

classes of equally possible states.

In the following, subsets are denoted A, B, C, ... . A

denotes the complement of A. Given a simple query of the

form "does the actual state belong to A2", where A is a

prescribed subset of situations, the response to the query

can be obtained by computing the partial belief induced on

A by the knowledge encoded by the possibility distributon

T, noticeably to what extent:

– A is consistent with It, with degree

TI(A) = supse A T(s),

– A is certainly implied by It, with degree

N(A) = ny(II(A)) = infs2 A ny(II(s)).

TI(A) is called the degree of possibility of A, and defined

by assuming that, if it is only known that A occurs, then

the most plausible situation compatible with A is the one

that takes place. It expresses a level of unsurprizingness.

The basic axiom of possibility measures is TI(AUB) =

max(TI(A), TI(B)). It is justified by the assumption of

jumping to the most plausible situation. By convention,

TI(Q)) = 0.

N(A) is called degree of necessity of A. N(A) > 0 × 0

means that the most plausible situation where A is false

is rather impossible, i.e., not possible to a level greater

than nV(0). Necessity measures satisfy an axiom dual of

the one of possibility measures, namely N(A n B) =

min(N(A), N(B)). This decomposability axiom, as well as

the above maxitivity axiom, presupposes a finite setting

in order to be characteristic. Otherwise the axiom must

hold for infinite families of sets.

Set-functions II and N are respectively called possibility

and necessity measures [10], and can provide simple

ordinal representations of graded belief that are fully

compatible with preferential representations of uncertainty

very common in nonmonotonic reasoning [2]. Their

particular character lies in their ordinal nature, i.e., the

valuation set V is used only to rank-order the various

possible situations in S, in terms of their compatibility

with the normal course of things as encoded by the

possibility distribution T. As said above, a systematic

assumption in possibility theory is that the actual

situation is normal, i.e., it is any s such that ſt(s) is

maximal given other known constraints. It justifies the

evaluation TI(A), and contrasts with the probabilistic

evaluation of the likelihood of events. Moreover N(A) > 0

means that A holds in all the most normal situations.

Since the assumption of normality is always made,

N(A) >0 thus means that A is an accepted belief, i.e., one

may act as if A were true. This assumption is always a

default one and can be revised if further pieces of evidence

contradict it.

2.2 Possibilistic utility

Let us stress two distinct understandings of a possibility

distribution. A possibility distribution may encode

imprecise knowledge about a situation, as in the previous

Section. In that case, no choice is at stake, that is, the

actual situation is what it is, and Tt encodes plausible

guesses about it. However, possibility distributions can

also express which are the states in which an agent would

like to be, under the form of a flexible constraint on the

state space. In this case possibility is interpreted in terms

of graded preference or subjective feasibility. A possibility

distribution is then similar to a utility function, or, better,

a value function, but it may range on a qualitative

valuation set (see also [7] for a detailed discussion of the

preference view of possibility theory in the setting of

constraint satisfaction).

In the general case, decisions are made in an uncertain

environment. In the Savage framework, the consequence

of a decision depends on the state of the world in which it

takes place. If S is a set of states and X a set of possible

consequences, the decision-maker has some knowledge of

the actual state and some preference on the consequences

of his decision. It makes sense, if information is

qualitative, to represent the incomplete knowledge on the

state by a possibility distribution it on S with values in a

plausibility scale V and the decision-maker's preference on

X by means of another possibility distribution u with

values on a (ordinal) preference scale U. The utility of a

decision d whose consequence in each state s is x = d(s) e

X, can be evaluated by combining the plausibilities ſt(s)

and the utilities u(x) in a suitable way.

Notice that if we have a possibility distribution Tt on the

set of situations S, then every decision d: S → X induces

a corresponding possibility distribution Tö on the set of

consequences defined as Tºd(x) = max{T(s) | d(s) = x ),

assuming max Q = 0. So, in this framework, to rank

decisions amounts to ranking possibility distributions in

the set of normal possibility distributions on X over V,

denoted Pi(X). Therefore, we shall be interested in

preference relations and utility functions defined on Pi(X)

rather than in S.

In this framework, Dubois and Prade [11] propose to use

two kinds of qualitative utility functions to rank order

possibility distributions (or possibilistic lotteries, if you

like). The basic underlying idea is the following one. A

qualitative utility function u: X → U on the consequences

can be regarded as specifying a preference profile: the

greater is u(x), the more preferred is the consequence x. On

the other hand a possibility distribution T: X → V

specifies which consequences are plausible: the greater

T(x), the more plausible is the consequence x. Therefore, a

pessimistic (or conservative) criterion is to look for those

T's which, to some extent, make all the bad consequences

hardly plausible. On the contrary, an optimistic criterion

is to look for those It's that, also to some extent, make at

least one of the good consequences highly plausible.

However, to define such criteria an assumption of

commensurateness between the plausibility scale V and

the preference scale U has to be made. For the moment,

what we basically need is an order preserving mapping

h: V → U such that h(1) = 1 and h(0) = 0. Then the
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following pessimistic and optimistic qualitative utilities

can be defined respectively:

QU"(t) = minxex max(nu(It'(x)), u(x)) (1)

QU"(t) = maxxex min(It'(x), u(x)) (2)

where It"(x) = h(ft(x)) and nu : U → U is the order

reversing involution on U. The optimistic criterion has

been first proposed by Yager [29] and the pessimistic

criterion by Whalen (28]. One can easily notice that

QUT(It) and QUt(II) are nothing but the necessity and

possibility measures of the fuzzy set F, with U-valued

membership function plp = u, with respect to the

distribution it" [10.32), namely QUT (t) = N*(F) and

QU"(t) = TItº (F). They respectively account for a degree

of inclusionhip (of It" into F) and a degree of intersection.

When the uncertainty representation It" is all or nothing

(It"(X) = {0, 1}), QUT and QU" turn out to yield the well

known maxim in and maximax decision criteria,

respectively. QUT generalizes the max-min Wald criterion

in the absence of probabilistic knowledge since if ſt” is

the characteristic function of a crisp set A:

QUTCT) = Nitº (F) = minxe A u(x),

that is, the worst consequence compatible with It" is used

to assess the utility of the decision underlying It”.

Similarly, the optimistic criterion would come down to

computing QU"(T) = maxxe A u(x) (criteria used in [5]).

Our extensions of these criteria neglect the implausible

consequences of the decision, and are either pessimistic

and optimistic on the remaining consequences, the

threshold between plausibility and implausibility

depending on the decision and on the commensurateness

mapping.

It is interesting to consider the form of the qualitative

utilities on simple possibility distributions on X called

qualitative binary lotteries T = (A/x, pl/y) defined as

follows,

(A/x, [1/y)(x) = x,

(A/x, pl/y)(y) = [1,

(A/x, pl/y)(z) = 0 for z = x, z + y,

where x, y e X, A, pu e V such that max(A, pl.) = 1. They

correspond to a binary act which produces x if some event

occurs, and y otherwise. Assume u(x) > u(y). Then it is

easy to check that, denoting n = nu o h,

QUTCT) = min(max(n(A), u(x)), max(n(p), u(y)))

= min(u(x), max(n(pl), u(y)))

Indeed if A = 1 then the result is obvious. If not then pl =

1 and QUT(T) = min(max(n(A), u(x)), u(y)) = u(y) =

min(uſ X), max(n(pl), u(y))) since u(x) > u(y). This form

of the pessimistic utility is easy to understand: if the

agent is sure enough that x obtains (N({x}) = n(p) > u(x))

then the utility of the decision that gives x or y is u(x). If

the agent has too little knowledge (max (N({x}), N({y}) <

u(y)) he is cautious and the utility is u(y), the worst case.

Of course the same happens if the agent is at least

somewhat certain that y obtains. If the agent's certainty

that x obtains is positive but not extreme, the utility

reflects the certainty level and is equal to n(pu). Note that

the utility of the binary qualitative lottery is the median of

{u(x), n(pl), u(y)}, thus contrasting with expected utility,

which is a mean.

Similarly, the optimistic utility of the binary act takes the

simplified form:

QU"(T) = max(min(h(A), u(x)), u(y))

and can be interpreted similarly, but here the utility is u(x)

as soon as the agent believes that obtaining x is possible

enough (ſI({x}) = h(A) > u(x)).

Example: Consider the omelette example of Savage

([23], pages 13 to 15). The problem is how to make a six

egg omelette from a five-egg one. The new egg can be

fresh of rotten. There are three feasible acts: break the egg

in the omelette (BIO); break it apart in a cup (BAC); or

throw it away (TA). Assume that utilities and degrees of

necessity belong to the same totally ordered scale, here

{0, a, b, c, d, 1 }, where 0 < a < b < c < dº 1, equipped

with its order-reversing map n. The set of 6 consequences

is given in Table 1. Grades between parentheses indicate

an arbitrary encoding of the utility ordering of

consequences. The reader can easily check that he/she

agrees with this ordering. Only two states (Fresh F,

Rotten R) are present, so that we deal with binary acts.

The pessimistic utilities of the three acts in the egg

example are then given as a function of states F and R:

Table 1: States, acts and consequences in Savage's omelette example

STATES

ACTS

fresh egg (F) rotten egg (R)

break the egg in the omelette (BIO) a 6 egg omelette (1) nothing to eat (0)

break it apart in a cup (BAC) a 6 egg omelette, a cup to wash (d) a 5 egg omelette, a cup to wash (b)

throw it away (TA) a 5 egg omelette, one spoiled egg (a) a 5 egg omelette (c)
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Table 2: Qualitative utilities in Savage's omelette example

N(F) N(R) QUT(BIO) | QUT(BAC) QUT(TA) Best acts

=

| () | d d BIO

d, c, b () N(F) N(F) d BIO or BAC

d () d b d BAC

() 0, a () d BAC

() b () b b BAC or TA

() 2 c () b C TA

QUT(BIO) = min(1, max(N(F), 0)) = N(F)

QUT(BAC) = min(d, max(N(F), b))

QUTCTA) = min(max(N(R), a), c)

where N(F)=1-II(R), N(R)=1-II(F) and min(N(F), N(R)) =

0. Table 2 exhibits the best acts as a function of the

decision-maker's knowledge about the egg. The model

recommends act BAC in case of relative ignorance on the

egg state, that is when max(N(F), N(R)) is not high

enough (less than b). In practice, it is advisable to act

cautiously, and to break the egg in a spare cup in case of

serious doubt. It sounds like a more realistic advice than

the one prescribed on the basis of the most likely state

(like in [3]). Indeed, in the latter case, in spite of R (resp.

F) being slightly certain, the chosen act is TA (resp.

BIO), whose results may be not so good. In case of

ignorance Boutilier's strategy gives no advice since the

utility vectors (1, 0) for BIO, (d, b) for BAC and (a,c) for

TA are incomparable. Results would be unchanged if

"nothing to eat" had a non-zero utility strictly less than a.

3 THE VON NEUMANN

MORGENSTERN FRAMEWORK

FOR UTILITY

Let us recall the axiomatic framework of Von Neumann

and Morgenstern utility. Let X denote a set (of

consequences). It is assumed that an objective probability

distribution P on the state space S is known. Each act d

carries over to X as a set of uncertain consequences called

a lottery: {Pd(x) = P(d−}(x)). xe X}. [P(X) denotes the set

of lotteries (Pd, de X*} that is equivalent to the set of

probability distributions on X. The set of lotteries is

closed under convex mixing:

P, Q e [P(X) => (P, o, Q) = O.P + (1 – O.)O e P (X)

The problem is to numerically represent a prescribed

ordering of lotteries given by an agent. One of the

possible axiom systems for the Von Neumann and

Morgenstern type utility is:

VNMI: P(X) is equipped with a complete preordering

Structure >=

VNM2: Independence (~ denotes indifference)

P - Q => v o e [0,1], (P. O., R) - (Q, o, R)

VNM3: Convexity

P - Q = P -- (P, o, Q) > Q, if o e (0,1)

VNM4: Continuity

P - Q - R = Ho: Q - (P, o, R)

Reduction of lotteries

((P, o, Q), 3, Q) - (P, 0.3, Q)

The theorem below gives foundations to expected utility:

VNM5:

Theorem (Von Neumann - Morgenstern). There exists a

function u: P(X) → R such that P = Q = u(P) 2 u(Q)

and u(P, Q, Q) = 0.u(P) + (1–0)-u(Q). Moreover u is

unique up to a linear transformation.

We now provide similar foundations for qualitative utility

theory using possibility theory and qualitative scales.

Recall that V will denote a finite linear plausibility scale

where inf(V) = 0, sup(V) = 1 and Pi(X) denotes the set of

consistent (normal) possibility distributions on X (now

assumed to be finite) over V, i.e., Pi(X) = {t: X → V | 3

x e X : Itſx) = | }. For the sake of simplicity, we shall

use x for denoting both an element belonging to X and the

possibility distribution Itx on X such that Itx(x) = 1 and

Itx(z) = 0 for z + x. In general, we shall also denote by A

both a subset A c X and the possibility distribution TA

on X such that TA(x) = 1 if x e A and TA(x) = 0

otherwise. With this convention, we can consider X as

included in Pi(X).

We already introduced qualitative binary lotteries (Ä/x,

|1/y). More generally using the notation (A 1/x 1, ...,

Ap/xp), with Xie V and maxi(xi) = 1, any consistent

pºli, distribution it on X can be seen as a multiple

consequence qualitative lottery taking Ai = T(xi). Note

that the term lottery is not really appropriate here since

(7.1/x1,..., Ap/xp) represents the qualitative description of

an epistemic state, and the agent is now supposed to

compare such epistemic states.

The so-called Possibilistic mixture (similar to a

compound lottery, see [9]) is an operation defined on

Pi(X) which combines two possibility distributions It!

and T2 into a new one, denoted (A/T 1, u/T2), with
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X, Li e V and max(A, L1) = 1, and it is defined as:

(A/T 1, 1/ft2)(x) = max(min(A, It 1(x)), min(P1, T2(x))).

We shall build a finite linearly ordered scale of preference

(or utility) U, with sup(U) = 1 and inf(U) = 0 for

representing the ordering of epistemic states and a utility

function u: X → U that assigns to each consequence of X

a preference level of U and that extends to epistemic

StateS.

The following axioms were proposed in [11] for a

"rational" preference relation E on Pi(X) to be represented

by a (pessimistic) qualitative utility (caution: T ~ T'

means ſt' E II and Tt E ſt'):

• Ax1: E is a complete pre-order (i.e., E is reflexive,

transitive and complete).

• Ax2: If A is a crisp subset of X then there is x e A

such that x ~ A.

• Ax3 (uncertainty aversion):

TI s TI'-> T' E TI .

• Ax4 (independence):

It 1 - It? => (A/T 1, 1/ft) - (A/T2, pl/ſt).

• Ax5 (reduction of lotteries):

(A/x, L/(0/x, Bly)) - (max(A, min(P1, 0))/x, min (H, B)/y).

• Ax6 (continuity):

It'ſ It => = A e V such that ſt' -- (1/ſt, A/X).

Axiom Axl makes it possible to represent utility on a

totally ordered scale and is the same as VNM1 . Axioms

Ax4, Ax5 and Ax6 are counterparts of axioms VNM2,

VNM5, VNM4. Axiom Ax5 reduces higher order lotteries

to standard ones in the style of possibilistic mixtures (see

Figure 1 below).

max (X, min(P1, 0)) min(u, 3)

Figure 1: Possibilistic Mixture

The uncertainty aversion axiom states that the less

informative is T, the more uncertain is the consequence:

so, the worst epistemic state is total ignorance. So this

axiom expresses an aversion for a lack of information. It

plays the same role as the convexity axiom VNM3.

Continuity says that if ſt' is less preferred than It, It' is

preferentially equivalent to having some uncertainty about

TI.

Ax2 violated by expected utility, suggests that contrary to

it, the pessimistic utility is not based on the idea of

average and repeated decisions, but makes sense for one

shot decisions. Ax2 expresses that when the agent

believes that the state lies in A and decision is put to

work, then the state will be some x in A, and the benefit

of the decision will indeed be the one in state x. It comes

down to rejecting the notion of mean value. In fact lottery

A is then equivalent to the worst consequence in A.

An interesting property of the preference relation E is, due

to Axl, Ax2 and Ax3, that the extremal elements of (X,

E) are maximal and minimal elements of (Pi(X), E) as

well.

Lemma 1. If E verifies axioms Ax1, Ax2 and Ax3, and

x and X are a minimal, and a maximal element of X,

respectively, then the following equivalences holds: x ~

(1/X, 1/x) → X. Moreover x and X are the minimal and

maximal elements of Pi(X) respectively.

Proof. Let us prove first the equivalences x ~ X -- (1/X,

1/x). Axl guarantees that x and X exist. By the

uncertainty aversion axiom, it is clear that X is a minimal

element of Pi(X), so it is X Ex. But by Ax2 there exists

x0 e X such that x0 - X, but since x is minimal, x =

x0, and thus it must be x ~ X. Furthermore, on Pi(X) we

have x < (1/X, 1/x) < X (specificity pointwise ordering),

and again by Ax3, X E (1/X, 1/x) = x, and thus x ~ X >

(1/X, 1/x).

On the other hand, for any It e Pi(X), since it is

normalised, there exists x such that T(x) = 1. So, we have

x < T and therefore T E x, but since X is maximal in X,

it is x G X, and thus T. E X. D

Another interesting formulation of the continuity of the

preference ordering is the following one:

• Ax6". For all it e Pi(X) there exists A e V such that

It – (1/X, WX)

where X and x are a maximal and a minimal element of X

w.r.t. E respectively, which will be very useful later.

Indeed, it can be proved that, in the context of the rest of

the axioms, axiom Ax6 is equivalent to Ax6".

Proof. - ) Suppose Ax6* holds and let It, ſt' be such

that ſt' E. T. We have two cases:

(i) It' -- T. Then it' -- (1/ſt , 0/X).

(ii) It'E II. By hypothesis there exists A, A' e V such that

It - (1/X, A/x) and ſt' -- (1/X, W/x), since ſt' E it we have

that (1/X, W/x) E (1/X, A/x), and by Ax3 it is A">A.

Now, taking into account that X → x, the independence

axiom and reducing lotteries we obtain that (1/ſt, A/X) -

(1/(1/X, A/x), A'ſ X) = (1/X, max(A', 'A)/x). Since A">A,

max(A', A) = A', and then (1/X, max(\", \)/x) = (1/X,

A/x) - T'. Therefore Ax6 also holds.

→) Suppose now that Ax6 holds. For any It, we have that

It E X. Then, by hypothesis, there exists A such that It -

(1/X, A/X), and thus It - (1/X, A/x). This proves that

Ax6* also holds. D

4 REPRESENTATION OF QUALITA

TIVE UTILITIES

We propose next an improved set of axioms that

characterise pessimistic qualitative utilities, and the
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corresponding axiomatics for the optimistic criterion,

providing new proofs for their representation theorems.

Actually, the set of axioms introduced in Section 3 is not

minimal. The axiom on reduction of lotteries (Ax5) is

unnecessary if we take the definition of possibilistic

lotteries for granted. Namely, it is easy to show that the

equality (in the sense of possibility distributions)

(A/x, pl/(0/x, Bly)) = (max(x, min(P1, 0))/x, min(u, 3) /y)

always holds (the same remark applies to the VNM

axiomatics (VNM4) if the notion of probabilistic mixture

is acknowledged, see Herstein and Milnor [17]). On the

other hand, Axiom Ax2 is also redundant since it follows

from the rest of the axioms.

Lemma 2. Axioms Axl, Ax4 and Ax6 imply axiom

Ax2.

Proof. Suppose that A = {x1, x2} with x1 E x2, by Ax6

we have that there exists A s.t. x 1 - (1/x2, A/X), and

applying Axl, Ax4 we obtain A = (1/x 1, 1/x2) -

(1/(1/x2, A/X), 1/x2) = (1/x2, A/X) - x 1. The case when

A has n elements is an easy generalisation. []

The above discussion has led us to propose this new set of

axioms:

• A1". E is a total pre-order.

× - - - t t

• A2" (uncertainty aversion): if T s T'-> T' C T .

• A3" (independence):

It |^ T2 => (A/T 1, 1/T) - (A/T2, [1/T).

• A4". For all it e Pi(X) there exists A e V such that

ſt- (1/X, WX), where X and x are a maximal and

a minimal element of X w.r.t. E respectively.

Next we show that the preference ordering on Pi(X)

induced by our qualitative pessimistic utility satisfies the

above set of axioms. Let u: X → U be a preference

function such that u-' (1) # (2) + u-'(0), and let h; V → U

be an order preserving function relating both scales V and

U such that h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1 and assume that h is onto.

In practice, if h is not onto we can make it onto by adding

elements to V, thus refining the uncertainty scale, and

mapping them to elements outside h(V) in such a way

that the ordering is preserved. For any Te Pi(X), consider

again the qualitative utility QUT (T) = minx e X

max(nu(It'(x)), u(x)) where It'(x) = h(ft(x)). Notice that

QUT, restricted to X, coincides with the utility function u,

i.e., QUT(x) = u(x), for all x e X.

X T V

Ul n Sº

'*'SN.
n U

Figure 2: Diagram of the different mappings

Let us introduce the order-reversing mapping n: V → U

defined as n(A) = nu(h(A)). It verifies n(0) = 1, n(1) = 0.

Actually, since nu- is the identity in U, the mapping h

can also be defined from n, namely h(A) = nu(n(A)). See

Fig. 2. Using n instead of h, the qualitative utility may be

equivalently expressed as:

QUT (T) = minxe X max(n(T(x)), u(x)). (3)

It is interesting to notice that QUT preserves the

possibilistic mixture in the sense that QUT((A/T 1, 1/ft2))

= min{max(n(A), QUT(ſt 1)), max(n(u), QUT(T2))}. This is

again the median of three terms: QUT(ſt 1), QUT(T2) and

min(n(A), n(pl)), where max(x,y1) = 1. It behaves like the

classical EUT, changing median by weighted mean, as

shown above for the Von Neumann - Morgenstern model.

Lemma 3. Let Ku be the preference ordering on Pi(X)

induced by QUT, i.e. It su ſt' iff QUT(t)s QUTOſt'). Then

<u verifies axioms A1*, A2*, A3* and A4*.

Proof. Axioms A1* and A2* are easily verified and A3* is

a consequence of the fact that QU preserves the

possibilistic mixture. Thus we only check axiom A4*.

We have to prove that v It e Pi(X), there exists A such

that QUT(It) = QUT((1/X , A/x)), where X, x are a

maximal and a minimal element of X w.r.t. Su. Since we

are assuming u"(1) # (2) + u'(0), it must be the case that

u(x) = 0 and u(X) = 1 and thus, by the possibilistic

mixture preservation by QU- we have that QUTC(1/X ,

A/x)) = min{max(n(1), QUT(X)), max(n(A), QUTOx))} =

n(A). Since h is onto, n is onto as well and it is u(X) c U

= n(V); therefore, for any A e nº' (QU-(t)) we have that

QUT(T) = n(A) = QUT((1/X, Mx)). []

Now we can show that the preference orderings on

epistemic states satisfying the axioms proposed can

always be represented by a pessimistic qualitative utility

of the type of QUT.

Representation Theorem 1. (Pessimistic Utility) A

preference relation E on Pi(X) satisfies axioms A1*, A2*,

A3* and A4* if, and only if, there exist

(i) a linearly ordered utility scale U with inf(U) = 0 and

sup(U) = 1,

(ii) a preference function u: X → U such that u"(1) +

Øz u'(0), and

(iii) an onto order reversing function n: V → U such

that n(0) = 1 and n(1) = 0,

in such a way that ſt' E T iff ſt' <u T, where Su is the

ordering in Pi(X) induced by the qualitative utility QUT

defined as QUTCT) = minxe X max(n(T(x)), u(x)).

Proof. The "if" part corresponds to the preceeding Lemma.

As for the "only if" part, we structure the proof in the

following three steps. In step (I) we define the utility scale

U and an order reversing (and surjective) function n from

V to U. In step (II) we define a function QUT: Pi(X) → U

representing E, i.e. such that QUT(It) s QUTCT') iff T. E

It'. Finally in step (III) we prove that QUT(T) = minxe X

max(n(ſt(x)), u(x)), where u: X → U is the restriction of

QUT on X. Now we develop these steps.
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º

I) First of all, notice that E stratifies Pi(X) in a linearly

ordered set of classes of equivalently preferred distributions

(It'e [It] iff it - It'). The number of classes is just the

number of levels needed to rank order the set of

distributions. Therefore we take as utility scale U the

quotient set Pi(X)/~ together with the natural (linear)

order [It] s [It'] iff T G ſt'. Denote by 1 and 0 the

maximum and minimum elements of Pi(X)/~, i.e., of U.

By Lemma 1, if X and x are a maximal and minimal

elements of (X, E) respectively, then clearly [X] = 1 and

[X] = 0. Denote by TA the possibility distribution

corresponding to the qualitative lottery (1/X, A/x) and

define the order reversing function n: V → U as n(A) =

[TM].

Observe that, since (1/X, 1/x) = x, n(1) = [(1/X, 1/x)] =

[x] = 0 and n(0) = [(1/X, 0/x)] = [X] = 1. We verify now

that n actually reverses the order. Let A & A', then It). <

TA', so using A2* we have It). E TA, then by definition

[It)"] sº [It A] i.e., n(A') < n(A). Observe that, by

construction, n is onto, indeed, for any ſte Pi(X), A4*

guarantees that there exists X s.t. TA-II, so n(x) = [It].

II) So far we have determined U and n. Now we define the

qualitative function QUT on Pi(X) in two steps.

(i) First define QUT(1/X, A/x) = n(A). It is easy to check

that It). E II). iff QUT(TA) < QUT(T)). Indeed, TX E

It)" iff [tº] sº [It'A'] iff n(A) < n(A') iff QUT(TA) < QUT

(It)"). So, restricted to lotteries of type T \, QUT

represents E.

(ii) We extend QUT to any lottery as follows. Since for

any It, A4* guarantees that H M such that it - (1/X, A/x),

we define QUT (It) = n(A). Notice that QUT is well

defined: suppose there exists u + A such that it - (1/X,

H/x). But since (1/X, ſu/x) - (1/X, A/x) then [TX] = [ſtul,

so n(A) = n(p). Finally it is easy to check that ğ.

represents E. This is due to the fact that any It is

equivalent to some TA, and by (i) QUT represents E over

the TA's.

III) Now we define u: X → U as uſix) = QUT(ſty). Notice

that u(X) = 1 and u(x) = 0, and thus, u'(1) + 0 + u'(0).

It remains to prove that QUT(T) = minxe X max(n(T(x)),

u(x)). To verify this we will prove the following

equalities:

• QUT(1/x, A/y) = min(uſ X), max(n(A), u(y))). Indeed, A4*

guarantees that H H such that x ~ (1/X, 1/x ) and 3 Y

such that y - (1/X, Y/x) —remember that QUT(x) = u(x)

= n(p) and QUT(y) = u(y) = n(Y)—, so using A3+, we

have (1/x, A/y) - (1/(1/X, H / x ), A/(1/X, Y/x)), and

reducing lotteries we obtain (1/x, X/y) - (max(1, A)/X,

max(|1, min(A, Y))/x )) = (1/X , max(|1, min(A, y))/x).

Therefore, QUT(1/x, A/y) = n(max(|1, min(A, y))) =

min(n(pl), max(n(A), n(Y))) = min(u(x), max (n(A),

u(y))).

• QUT(max(ſt 1, t2)) = min(QUT(ſt 1), QUT(T2)). By A4*,

3 p such that It! ~ (1/X, puſX) and H Y such that It 2 -

(1/X, Y/x). Then, using A3*, we have: max(ſt 1, T2) =

(1/ſt 1, 1/1(2) - (1/(1/X, H/x), 1/(1/X, Y/x)), i.e., max(ſt 1,

It?) -- (1/X, max(u, Y)/x)). Therefore, QUTCmax(t1, t2))

= n(max(|1, Y)) = min(n(pl), n(Y)) = min(QUT(ſt 1), QUT

(T(2)). More generally, we will have QUTOmaxi = 1.p Iti) =

mini-lip QUTCT).

• QUTCT) = mini-p max(n(T(xi)), u(xi)). As It is

normalised there exists xje X such that It(xj) = 1.

Without loss of generality assume j = 1. Then let Iti =

(1/x 1, TC(xi) /xi). Since T = maxi-lp Ti, we have:

QUTG)=QU (max=lpiti) = mini-pour(r)=

= mini-lp {min(u(x1), max (n(I(xi),u(xi))} =

= mini-, p max(n(T(xi)), u(xi)).

This ends the proof of the theorem. []

Now if we move to an optimistic preference criterium, we

have to change the uncertainty aversion axiom A2° by a

uncertainty-prone postulate

• A2*: if t < T' then T. E. It'

and to adequately modify the continuity axiom A4* into

• A4*: for all It e Pi(X), there exists A e V such that

It - (A/X , 1/x), where X and x are a maximal

and a minimal element of (X, E).

In an analogous way to the pessimistic case, one could

equivalently use the axiom

• Ax6" (continuity):

T' E t => = A e V such that It - (1/ſt', A/X)

instead of A4*. We omit here further details and just state

that the set of axioms A1*, A2*, A3* and A4t faithfully

characterise the preference orderings induced by an

optimistic qualitative utility, which is dual to the

pessimistic one.

Representation Theorem 2. (Optimistic Utility). A

preference relation (Pi(X), E) satisfies axioms A1*, A2*,

A3* and A4*, if and only if there exist

(i) a linearly ordered utility scale U, with inf(U) = 0,

sup(U) = 1,

(ii) a preference function u: X → U such that u"(1) +

Øz u'(0), and

(iii) an onto order preserving function h: V → U such

that h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1,

in such a way that it holds: It'ſ: It iff ſt' <!u It, where qu

is the ordering on Pi(X) induced by the qualitative utility

QU"(T) = maxxex min(h(T(x)), u(x)).

Proof. The proof is very analogous to the one for

pessimistic utility and we only sketch the proof for the

"only if" part. For the same reasons as before we choose

U = Pi(X)/~. Again, if x and X denote a minimal and a

maximal element of (X, E) respectively, [X] and [x] will

be the 1 and 0 of U. We define h; V → U as h(A) = [(A/X,

1/x)]. Observe that h(1) = [1/X, 1/x)] = [X] = 1, and h(0)

= [(0/X , 1/x)] = [x] = 0. Moreover, due to the

uncertainty-prone axiom it is easy to check that h is order

| Note that T(x1)=1, so u(x1) = max(u(x1), n(ſt(x1)).
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preserving. From that we only sketch the main steps of

the proof:

• Define QU+(Ä/X, 1/x) = h(A).

Verify that if It). E TA, then QU"(TA) < QUt(t)').

Extend QU+ for any It, due to axiom A4*.

Define u(x) = QUt(ſty).

Verify that QUt(1/x, X/y) =

= max(u(x), min(h(A), u(y))).

• Verify that QUt(max(t1, t2)) =

= max(QUt(ſt 1), QUt(ſt2)).

• Verify that QU"(T) = maxxex min(h(T(x)), u(x)).

• Verify that ‘ju agrees with E.

In practice QU" is a very optimistic index which can be

used for refining the ordering given by QUT. Finally, we

would like to stress that the qualitative utility functions

QUT and QUt are indeed "utility" functions in Pi(X) in

the sense that they preserve the preference ordering and the

"natural operation" of possibilistic mixture (PM) used to

combine possibilistic lotteries or distributions. Indeed, let

qbmax = {(C, 3) e VXV max(0, 3) = |}. If we consider

the possibilistic mixture operation PM as the mapping

PM; Pi(X) × Pi(X) x q>max → Pi(X)

defined by PM(It, It': o, 3) = (0/ſt, 3/It'), then

QU-(PM(I, It', o, B)) = UM-(QU-(It), QU-(It'): o, B),

where UM is the corresponding mixture in the preference

scale U, UM: U x U × QDmax → U, defined by

UM (1, 1'; Y, 6) = min(max(n(Y), 1), max(n(6), L')). (4)

That is to say, QUT is a morphism between the structure

of possibilistic lotteries and the structure of the qualitative

preference scale. For the optimistic qualitative utility we

have analogous results: QU" preserves the order and the

mixture operation with respect to the operation UM": U x

UX QPmax → U, defined as

UM*(u, L'; Y, Ö) = max(min(h(Y), pl.), min(h(6), H')), (5)

in the sense that it holds

QU+(PM(I, It', o, 3)) = UM*(QU+(t), QU+(t'), o, B).

5 GENERALIZATION TO MAX-T

POSSIBILISTIC MIXTURES

The possibilistic mixture operation considered so far to

combine possibilistic lotteries is a max-min combination:

(O /T 1, 3/T 2) = max(min(0.., T 1), min(3, T2)).

Possibilistic mixtures, definable as consensus functions

on L-decomposable measures, L being a t-conorm

operation”, have been studied in [9]. It is shown there that

for possibility measures, i.e., max-decomposable

measures, an admissible class of mixture operations is

obtained by defining

*A measure g: 2X → V is L-decomposable if g(AUB) =

g(A)lg(B) when AnB = 0, where L is a non-decreasing,

associative and commutative binary operation on V, with

v10 = V and v Ll = 1 for all v e V.

MT(ſt, It'; 0, 3) = max(0.TT, BTIt') (6)

where T is a t-norm operation" and max(0.3) = 1. A

particular case is thus to take T = min. In order to

encompass this extended kind of possibilistic mixture

operations in the qualitative decision model we have

considered the modified axiom set AXT = {A1*,A2*,

A3*T, A4*T}, where

e A3*r (independence):

ſt 1 - It? = MTOſt 1, ſt; or, 3) - MT(ſt 2, it; o, 3)

e A4"r: For all ſte Pi(X) there exists A e V such that

T - MT(X, X; 1, A), where X and x are a maxi

mal and a minimal element of X with respect to

E respectively.

Now, the reduction of lotteries follows the next rule:

M.T (MT(T 1, T2: A1, A2), MT(ſt 1, T2; H 1, 12),0, 3) =

= MTOT 1, T2, max(OTA], [3Tu 1), max(0.TA2, 3Tu2)).

It is not difficult to verify that we may obtain results for

this axiomatic system that are very analogous to the

results obtained in the previous section. The resulting

extension of the qualitative utility QUT turns out to be the

following expresion:

GQUT(t) = minxiex nºt(xi) T Ai), (7)

where n(Ai)= u(xi), the order reversing mapping n:V → U

being as usual, but further verifying a coherence condition

w.r.t. T: n(A) = n(\u) = n(0..TA) = n(0..TH), for all o, A,

pu e V. This condition guarantees the correctness of the

above definition. Notice that either when T = min (then

(7) retrieves (3)) or when n is injective this condition is

satisfied. For the preference orderings induced by these

generalized qualitative utilities we have a representation

theorem like in the previous section.

Representation Theorem. A preference relation E on

Pi(X), equipped with the mixture operation MT, satisfies

the axiom set AXT if and only if there exist

(i) a linearly ordered preference scale U with inf(U) = 0

and sup(U) = 1,

(ii) a preference function u: X → U such that u"(1) +

Øz u'(0),

an onto order reversing function n: V → U such

that n(0) = 1, n(1) = 0, satisfying n(A) = n(p) =>

n(OTA)=n(OTH), V. O.A.pl e V,

(iii)

in such a way that it holds: T'E It iff ſt' <u II,

where sº u is the ordering in Pi(X) induced by the

qualitative utility GQUT defined as follows: GQUTCT) =

minxiex nºt(xi) T Ai), where n(A)= u(xi).

An analogous result for an optimistic behaviour may be

obtained as well. The corresponding utility function is

then, denoting h(Ai)= u(xi):

*A t-norm operation T on V is a non-decreasing, associative

and commutative binary operation on V, verifying viſ0 = 0

and viſ I = V for all v e V.
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GQU*(t) = maxxiex h(IGY) T Ai)

N.B. Suppose that V = {2-", n e IN } = U, and h is

identity. Then choosing the t-norm T as product, it is

possible to connect the utility function GQU*(T) to the

integer-valued utility of Pearl [21] and to classical utility

theory via infinitesimals. Namely, if u(x) = e^*, u(y) =

eTJ, i and j being relative integers, and 8 being an

infinitesimal quantity, consider the probabilistic lottery P

= (y, e", x). Then the classical utility U(P) is:

U(P) = (1 – en) u(x) + en-u(y) = emin(-i, n - j).

Consider the order-equivalent quantity 2-min(-i, n -j). Let

u'(x) = 2, u'(y) = 2), ſt(x) = 1, ſt(y) = 2-". Then the

infinitesimal utility U(P), or equivalently the Pearl-like

integer-valued utility min(–i, n -j), can be represented by

GQUt(t) = max (TCX) T u'(x), R(y) T u'(y)).

6 CASE-BASED DECISION

The decision model under uncertainty described so far

relies on a possibilistic representation of the uncertainty

concerning belief states. Such a representation can be

made explicit for instance if (uncertain) generic knowledge

and information is available under the form of a

possibilistic knowledge base [12].

Suppose now we have only partial information about the

possible consequences of decisions by having stored the

performance of decisions taken in different past situations

as a set M of triples (situation, decision, consequence).

Let us mention that, in such a framework, Gilboa and

Schmeidler [16] have recently proposed a case-based

decision model where the decision-maker, in face of a new

situation s(), is supposed to choose a decision d which

maximizes a counterpart of classical expected utility,

namely

UsoMºd)= Xsdx)e M S (SOs) u(x) (8)

where S is a non-negative function which estimates the

similarity of situations and u provides a numerical utility

for each consequence x. However, we cannot assume

X(s.dx)e M S (SOs) = 1, for any SO, which differs from

the situation in classical utility theory. Gilboa and

Schmeidler provide an axiomatic derivation of this U

maximization, within a formal model.

It is possible, and probably more realistic to present the

omelette story of Section 2 as a case-based decision

problem. The memory consists of descriptions of eggs

broken in the past by the agent, the decisions made about

those eggs (BAC, BIO, TA), and the outcomes (one of the

six ones in Table 1). Descriptions are in terms of

attributes describing for instance the colour, the smell, the

weight of the egg, etc. The decision made about a new egg

for a new omelette can be based on the resemblance

between the present egg and the past ones. If the the egg

looks fresh (= is similar to the descriptions of past fresh

eggs) then BIO, if the the egg looks rotten then TA, if

the egg is only mildly fresh but not clearly rotten, or it is

a new type of egg not encountered in the past then for

instance BAC.

The approach we propose here is to estimate to what

extent a consequence x can be considered plausible, in a

current situation S0 after taking a decision d, in terms of

what extent the current situation s() is similar to

situations in which x was experienced after taking the

decision d. This amounts to assume, for each case (s, d, x)

in a memory M, a principle stating that "The more

similar is so to s, the more possible x is a consequence

for so". This kind of guiding meta-rule has been recently

considered in [6] for case-based reasoning. According to

that principle, given a memory of cases" M, if a

similarity relation is available in the set of situations

S: Six S → V*, the following possibility distribution

Idso: X → V on the set of consequences can be assumed

Idsø(x) = max{S(S0, s) (s, d, x) e M ), (9)

where, by convention, we take max 0 = 0. Then, given a

utility function on the set of consequences u: X → U, the

utility 'U' iso(d) of decision d can be estimated, in a

conservative way, as 'U' so(d) = QU-(Idso), i.e.

'U' so(d) = minxex max(n(Idsø(x)), u(x)) (10)

= min(s.dx)e M max(n(S(S0, s)), u(x)),

where again n: V → U is an order reversing mapping such

that n(0) = 1 and n(1) = 0. For the sake of simplicity we

asume that the scales V and U are the same and the

mapping n is just the involution on U. Maximizing this

utility corresponds to look for decisions which for similar

situations always gave good results. As already

mentioned, QU-(Idso) expresses a degree of inclusion, in

this case, the degree of inclusion of the fuzzy set of

situations which are similar to s0 and where decision d

was experienced, into the fuzzy set of situations where

decision d led to good results. Indeed:

• ‘U’so(d) = 1 if {s (s, d, x) e M. S(s.s0) > 0) c

{s (s, d, x) e M, u(x) = 1 }

• ‘U’so(d) = 0 as soon as Hs such that S(s.s0) = 1,

(s, d, x) e M and u(x) = 0.

Actually, 'U' so(d) is a rather drastic criterium since it

requires that in all the situations similar to so, d led in

good results. For instance, all past eggs similar to the

present one were broken in the omelette and turned out to

be fresh. A more "optimistic" behaviour consists in

selecting decisions which led to a good result in at least

one situation similar to s0, by using the dual criteria

‘U’so(d) - QU"(Idso), i.e.

‘U’so(d) = maxxex min(h(Idsø(x)), u(x)) (11)

= max(s.dx)e M min(h(S(S0, s)), u(x)).

See [6] for a different derivation of similar expressions of

4 we may assume that cases are deterministic, i.e., if (s, d, x),

§: d, x') e M, then x=x", as in [16], but it is not compulsory.

Here it is assumed that S is reflexive, i.e., $(s, s) = 1, and

symmetric, i.e. S(s, s') = S(s', s).
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'U' so(d) and ‘Utso(d). Thus ‘Utso(d) is maximal as soon

as there exists a case corresponding to a situation

completely similar to s0 where d led to an excellent result.

For instance, you break the egg in the omelette if you

remember at least one fresh egg similar to the one you

hold. The pessimistic and optimistic decision rules differ

from the Gilboa-Schmeidler rule in that they do not

assume that results obtained with past eggs accumulate

and, particularly, compensate. Using Gilboa-Schmeidler

rule, a few bad experiences with a certain kind of egg very

similar to the current one can be fully counterbalanced by

sufficiently many half-fresh eggs of similar appearance.

The pessimistic criterion suggests mistrusting these eggs

and the optimistic one only partially tolerates them.

We have, however, to be very cautious if we want to

apply this qualitative decision model: nothing prevents the

distributions Rd.so from being non-normalized. And this

may have undesirable consequences, such as the fact that

the pessimistic utility 'U' iso(d) may be higher than the

optimistic utility ‘U "soſd). Indeed when

(12)

it means that decision d has been never experienced on a

situation completely similar to s0. In particular when

{s (s, d, x) e M, S(s.s0) > 0} = 0, we have ‘U so(d) = 1

which is not satisfactory. In order to remedy this problem,

we propose to modify our previous definition and let

‘U’so(d) = QUTCRJso), where

QUTCIdso) = min(height(Td,so), QU"(It'd.so) (13)

where It'ds is a renormalized" version of Tdso. Notice

that when height(Td,so) = 1, the original expression is

retrieved. The ioni'km. (13) is that our willingness

to apply decision d in so is upper bounded by the

existence of situations completely similar to s0 where

decision d was experienced. Moreover Id, so is

renormalized in order to obtain a meaningful degree of

inclusion. Thus, (13) corresponds to the expression of the

compound condition "there exist situations similar to s0

where decision d was used and the situations which are the

most similar to so are among the situations where

decision d led to good results". Note that the similarity is

no longer estimated in an absolute manner, but in a

relative way, hence the normalization.

height(Rd.so)= max(s.dx)= M S (SSO) < 1,

Clearly, it would be also natural that the optimistic

evaluation be all the greater as the decision d was never

applied to situations similar to s0 in the past (indeed in

this case, the optimistic decision-maker is prone to

experiencing new decisions on new situations he never

met). This leads to define ‘U’so(d) - QU"(Id.so), where

QU"(Idso)= max(n(height(Rdso)), QU"(It'dso)) (14)

Again, when height(ſtd.so) = 1 we recover the original

definition. Using the modified definitions, the inequality

6 The renormalized distribution is defined as It'dso(x) -

Rd.s003) for x * x0 and it d.s030) = 1, where x0 is such that

Rd.s0030) = max{Idsø(x) |x e X}.

'U' so(d) s ‘U’so(d) is then preserved.

Notice that by ranking decisions by means of QUTCT) =

min(height(ſt), QU-(It”)) we extend the reference decision

set in Section 4 from the set of normalized possibility

distributions Pi(X) into the set Piº(X) of non necessarily

normalized distributions on the set of consequences X. By

doing that, the axiom set presented in Section 3 for the

pessimistic utility is no longer sound. For instance the

uncertainty aversion axiom A2" does not hold for the

preference ordering induced by QUT. Actually, this

ordering results from the combination of the orderings

induced by the first component of QUTCT) (i.e., height(t))

and by the second component (i.e., QU-(It”)), which act in

opposite directions. The axiomatization of the preference

ordering induced by utility functions of type QUT can be

achieved by adding a supplementary axiom specifically

coping with subnormalized possibility distributions,

namely

• A5": Vit, 3 Å, such that it - (1/ It", A/x),

where ſt” is the renormalized version of T defined in

footnote 6. The value A is the transform of the height(II)

via the order-reversing map on V. What it says is that

subnormal possibility distributions are viewed as normal

ones tainted with a level of uncertainty all the greater as

height(It) is small.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper offers an improved axiomatic justification of

qualitative graded extensions of the celebrated maximin

and maximax criteria for decision making under

incomplete information, based on possibility theory, in

the Von Neumann Morgenstern style. The only other very

recent work that tries to generalize these criteria on the

basis of Von Neumann - Morgenstern setting is by

Lehmann [19], using infinitesimals.

The next step is to study the foundations of qualitative

decision in a dynamic setting, taking conditioning into

account. Namely how is qualitative utility revised upon

learning that some event occurred that restricts the set of

possible consequences. This problem has some connection

with the one of subnormal possibility distributions.

However it seems to be more naturally addressed in a

Savage-like setting, where preference is directly defined on

acts, than in the one of Von Neumann - Morgenstern,

where the uncertainty theory is taken for granted.

Lehmann [18] gives some interesting insight into

conditional preference when the sure thing principle is not

assumed from the start. Some work is going on towards

the counterpart of Savage approach (in a static setting so

far) for the qualitative decision theory proposed in this

paper, partly based on a modification of the sure-thing

principle (see [13] for preliminary results), and that might

be pursued along this line.
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Abstract

This paper presents a technique for encoding

the representation of a constrained planning

problem through the generation of an equi

valent unconstrained planning problem. In

many real situations the initial state/goals

characterization of a planning problem is not

satisfactory, this motivates the notion of a

constrained planning problem, i.e. a plan

ning problem for which the user specifies ad

ditional constraints on the problem solution

in order to: give a limit to the length of the

solution plan, use or avoid specific action in

stances, use particular strategies in adding

steps or precedence constraints to the plan,

reach some intermediate states. A common

way to implement constrained planning is

modifying the existing planner in order to

take into account of the user additional con

straints. In this paper we present a plan

ner independent approach, which operates on

the problem and constraints representation

instead of modifying the planning algorithm.

A planning constraint description language

(PCDL) is therefore introduced. It is shown

that a significant subset of PCDL can be en

coded by modifying (domain preprocessing

phase) the planning domain and goals. The

original problem can then be solved by sub

mitting the modified problem to the plan

ner. The solutions to the modified problem

defined by the new domain correspond (solu

tion postprocessing phase) to the solutions of

the original constrained problem. A signific

ant result is that domain preprocessing phase

has a linear time/space cost in the domain

and additional constraints dimensions, and

the solution postprocessing phase has also

linear cost on the solution length. A the

oretical consequence of the equivalence res

ult is that representation of constraints and

strategies does not require a planning model

which is more powerful than an ordinary par

tial order planning.

1 Introduction

Planning problems have been widely characterized in

terms of end goals or goals of attainment: end goals

are specified by stating the conditions that should hold

in the final state, after the execution of the plan [8].

Often solution plans that simply achieve end goals are

unsatisfactory since real user have more complex goals.

Examples of these non end goals or extended goals are:

goals of maintaining (or preventing from) some condi

tions throughout plan execution (e.g. the power must

be maintained on); goals of having sequence of activ

ities in the plan (e.g. I want a plan for calling the

bank prior to returning home); more complex attain

ment goals, such as requiring one or more intermedi

ate states to be reached (e.g. a roundtrip goal from

Florence to Rome requires the intermediate attain

ment goal of being in Florence); goal of having tem

poral precedences among activities or attainment goals

(e.g. be in Florence, then go to restaurant); goals of

having certain codesignation constraints among activ

ities (e.g. I want to come back from Florence with

the same car I used to go there). In addition the user

can require that the final plan verifies some strategies

or efficiency criteria. The solution should be reached

using (or avoiding) certain domain operators (i.e. I

want to take a plane but I do not want to build one)

or the plan must verify conditions on plan length (e.g.

prefer shorter plans), actions duration, plan cost or

plan utility (e.g. obtain a solution that verify a min

imum/maximum interval of duration/cost/utility).

The problem of specifying non end goals and build
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ing solution plans for them has been faced by different

planning models based on languages able to express

properties of sequences of state or events. In hierarch

ical task planning (HTN) [13], it is possible to specify

activities goals (do goals) and decompositions (per

form goals), while other models allow complex spe

cification of activities (for instance see [17], [11], [9]).

UCPOP [18] allows the user to specify some other

kinds of planning constraints, like axioms and safety

constraints. An axiom is a domain law, i.e. an implic

ation between facts, like “if a block A is on a block

B, then B is above A”. A safety constraint is a re

quirement that a given condition must not made true

during the whole plan, like “don’t close the door”, al

though this condition is allowed to be true from the

initial state, i.e. in our example the door can even be

closed from the beginning, the important is that none

must close it.

Unfortunately the implementations are scarce for some

models, some other models sacrifice generality for ef

ficiency (i.e. in the case of HTN) or have a different

focus (i.e. interaction-coordination versus planning in

multiagent models).

Our work uses a different approach by representing the

extended goals inside the classical model, and consid

ering all the non end goals as constraints on the final

plan.

This point of view is rather different to other uses of

constraints in planning, as in Tate [17], where plans are

seen as constrained objects, or in Stefik [16], whose

planning system, MOLGEN, is mainly based on the

activity of constraints posting.

The main contribution of our work is showing that

planning with constraints described in PCL-1, a lan

guage for defining planning constraints which will be

introduced later, is equivalent to ordinary planning

through a domain transformation. This result shows

that instead of building up a new planning algorithm

for solving a constrained problem, we can embed the

problem constraints within a classical domain: from

the constrained problem domain an equivalent clas

sical problem domain is generated which contains only

end goals.

The advantage is that the equivalent problem can be

solved by a classical planner, making also possible to

exploit the efficiency of certain recent fast implementa

tions for the classical model (GRAPHPLAN [4], SAT

PLAN [10] etc.). Moreover since the approach is not

bound to a particular planner implementation, new

kind of constraints can be added without any modific

ation in the planning algorithm.

In order to force the search space to produce plans

which verifies the extended constraints, some dummy

elements are introduced into the domain (i.e. dummy

operators, initial facts and goals) and since the equival

ent problem and its solutions will contain these dummy

elements, dummy operators are to be removed in or

der to produce a solution to the original constrained

problem through a solution decoding phase.

A remarkable result is that constraint coding and equi

valent solution decoding are very efficient, being their

complexity linear in time and space.

In the following section we introduce a planning con

straint description language (PCDL) for specifying ex

tended constraints.

In section 3 we characterize a significant subset of

PCDL which can be embedded in classical domain. In

section 4 the encoding rules are introduced. Expressiv

ity, implementation issues and a discussion about effi

ciency of encoding/decoding phases conclude the pa

per.

2 Reference Planning Model and the

constraints formalism PCDL

We shall refer to a very general planning formalism

by which we describe a planning problem and its solu

tions.

A problem P is a triple (T, A, g), where T is the de

scription of the initial states, G is the goals set and A

is the operators set.

An operator is characterized by a name, the lists of

parameters, preconditions and effects.

A partial plan for a given problem P = (1, A, G), is a

triple (S, T, B) where S is the set of plan steps, that

is instances of operators in A. An instance is defined

by a name of an existing operator a of A and a list of

parameters, obtained by renaming the parameters of

a with new names.

T is partial temporal order relation on the plan steps

in S, B is the codesignation/non codesignation relation

on the variables present in the plan steps.

A solution II is a partial plan (S, T, B) such that it

satisfies the goals achievement constraint, that is

the goals have to be true in the final situation, and

the executability constraint, that is each step s in S

has to be executable (i.e. its preconditions are true)

in the situation before its execution.

We extend the classical planning model by allowing

the user to specify some planning constraints described
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with a reference language, called PCDL (for Planning

Constraints Description Language).

A constrained planning problem P' is a quadruple

(T, A, G, C), where 1, 9 and A have the same mean

ing as in the unconstrained case, and C is a PCDL

constraint.

A solution II for a constrained problem P is a partial

plan such that II solves the unconstrained version of

T'' and satisfies C.

A constraint in PCDL is formulated by means of a

formula, which can be either an atomic formula or a

combination of formulas obtained using the following

logical connectives and quantifiers: (Ws)(), (Bs)0, p A

ºp', p V ºb', p D ºp', -ó, #(s: p) < n, #(s: @) > n.

The quantifiers are meant to vary over the plan steps,

n is an integer and b, p' are formulae.

#(s: b) < n is true if and only if the number of steps

s for which ºf holds does not exceed n and the meaning

of #(s: p) > n is similar.

An atomic formula can be one of these predicates: s =

s', s - s', trueAfter(s, p), t = t', t e t' where s and

s' are plan steps, - is the precedence relation between

steps, o is an operator, p is a proposition and t and t'

are terms.

We will use the usual notation s # s' for -(s = s')

t # t' for -(t = t').

The predicate true.After(s, p) is true if and only if p is

true after the execution of step s.

The terms are: name(s),

precond(s), effects(s).

Given a step s, the function name(s) returns the

name of the operator of which s is an instance, and

value(s,v) returns the value bound to the variable v

of s.

value(s,v), parms(s),

parms(s), precond(s) and effects(s) return respectively

the set of parameters, preconditions and effects of s.

PCDL is rich enough to express many useful con

straints.

For instance a presence constraint, i.e. a given action

a is to be used, like “use the action fly-to, i.e. fly at

least once”, can be expressed as

(Hs)(name(s) = fly-to)

A safety constraint, i.e. some condition p must be true

through the plan, like “do not close the door”, can be

expressed as

-(Hs)(door-closed e effects(s))

A precedence constraint, i.e. some action a is to be

executed before some other action b, like “knock the

door before opening the door”, can be expressed as

(Vs)(name(s) = open-door D

(Hs')(name(s) = knock-door As' – s))

3 A Significant Subset of PCDL

We now restrict our investigations on a significant sub

set of the constraints for each of them we provide a se

mantics based on PCDL. All these constraints, as we

will see later, have the nice feature that they can be

compiled within the classical planning model.

The whole language formed by the following con

straints, possibly combined by conjunction, will be

called PCL-1.

3.1 Presence Constraints

The simplest forms of presence constraints are

AT-MOST-ONCE(a) and AT-LEAST-ONCE(a).

They mean that at most (least) one instance of the

operator a can be present in S. The latter will be

called eristence constraint, the former non duplicity

constraint.

Their formulations in PCDL are

AT-MOST-ONCE(a) = (Vs)(ws')((name(s) = a A

name(s) = a) D s = s')

and

AT-LEAST-ONCE(a) = (Hs)(name(s) = a).

The conjunction of both the previous constraints is the

uniqueness constraint EXACTLY-ONCE(a) which

requires the presence of a unique instance of a.

The constraints AT-LEAST-ONCE and AT-MOST

ONCE can be generalized in many ways. The most

immediate are AT-LEAST-TIMES(m, a) and AT

MOST-TIMES(m, a), where n is an integer and a is

any operator.

Their semantics is a straightforward extension of the

previous constraints:

AT-MOST-TIMES(m, a) = (#(s: name(s) = a) < n)

and

AT-LEAST-TIMES(m, a) = (#(s: name(s) = a) > n)
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Another generalization are given by AT-LEAST

ONCE(A) and AT-MOST-ONCE(A), where A is

a subset of the whole operators set.

Their semantics is simple: s verifies this constraint if it

contains at most (at least) one instance of one operator

belonging to A, that is

AT-MOST-ONCE(A) = (Vs)(Ws')((name(s) e AA

name(s) e A) D s = s')

and

AT-LEAST-ONCE(A) = (Bs)(name(s) e A).

There exist many ways to combine both possibilities

(n instances and m operators), but only few of them

are really interesting.

The couple of contraints AT-LEAST

AMONG(n, A) and AT-MOST-AMONG(n, A)

mean that s has to contain at least (at most) n

instances of operators belonging to A, taking into

account of multiple instances of the same operator.

In PCDL they are

AT-MOST-AMONG(n, A) = (#(s: name(s) e A) < n)

and

AT-LEAST-AMONG(n, A) = (#(s: name(s) e A) > n)

A very useful constraints is AT-MOST-AMONG

when A coincides with the set of all operators.

In this way it is possible to express that any solution

must not have more than n steps, that is the user can

select an upper bound to the plan length.

A particular generalization of these constraints is ob

tained by allowing to give a different integral weigth

to each operator.

Weigths could be interpreted as actions costs, utility

or durations and the upper (lower) bound n would

be the maximum/minimum plan cost-utility-duration

allowed.

Another combination is the constraint ONE-OF(A),

where A is always a subset of the operators set.

This constraint is satisfied by s if and only if s has only

instances of only one operator taken from A. In other

word ONE-OF expresses a sort of mutual exclusivity

on a set of operators: if one of them is used as a plan

step, no other operator can be instanciated any more.

In PCDL ONE-OF(A) would be expressed as

ONE-OF(A) = (Hs)(name(s) e A) D

(ws')(name(s) = name(s) v-name(s) e A)

If the user wants to express a stronger mutual

exclusion, extended also to the instances of the

same operator, then he or she must use AT-MOST

AMONG(1, A).

3.2 Absence Constraints

An absence constraint EXCLUDE(a) means that a

particular operator a must not be present in the solu

tion. In PCDL it is

EXCLUDE(a) = -(Hs)(name(s) = a)

3.3 Order Constraints

The order constraints are BEFORE(a,b) and its op

posite AFTER(a,b). They impose that each instance

of a has to be executed before (after) each instance of

b.

In PCDL, for instance, BEFORE would be described

aS

BEFORE(a,b) = (Vs)(Ws')((name(s) = a A

name(s) = b) D s - s').

3.4 Achievement Constraints

The achievement constraint ACHIEVE(p), where p

is a proposition, states that at some time the condition

p must be achieved.

In PCDL it would be rendered as

ACHIEVE(p) = (Bs)(pe effects(s)).

Since the simple request for achieving a given condition

could be easily satisfied by specifying a final goal, it

makes sense only to use this kind of constraints in

conjunction with order constraints.

We therefore allow to add a unique label to each

ACHIEVE constraint, making possible to express an

order relation among the time instants in which the

conditions are to be achieved. These order constraints

are defined by using BEFORE (or AFTER) between

the labels attached to the corresponding ACHIEVE

constraints.

For instance “be in Rome, then be in Florence” would

be stated by the constraints

L1:ACHIEVE(be-in-Rome)

L2:ACHIEVE(be-in-Florence)

BEFORE(L1,L2)

The equivalent constraint in PCDL would be

(Bs)(Hs')(true.After (s, be-in-Rome) A

trueAfter(s', be-in-Florence) A s - s')

º2.

1.

-
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In this way it is possible to define, by means a planning

constraint, a construct equivalent to the achieve tasks

present in HTN planning [13].

In a very similar way it would be also possible to

provide a construct similar to the do task present in

HTN planning [13], leading to the possibility of defin

ing a complete task network, exactly as in [2].

3.5 Codesignation Constraints

A codesignation constraint is CODES(r. : a, y : b),

where a, b are operators, r is a parameter of a and y is

a parameter of b. It means that the parameters r and

y must be bound to the same value.

In PCDL it would be rendered as

(Vs)(ws')(name(s) = a A name(s) = b

', y))D value(s, r) = value(s', y)

The opposite is the non codesignation constraint

NON-CODES(r : a, y : b), where a, b, r, y are like

the previous constraint. It means that the parameters

r and y must be bound to the different value.

3.6 Conditional Constraints

In this class, constraints are active only when a certain

condition is true.

We have the conditional presence constraints

NEED-AFTER(a,b) and its opposite NEED

BEFORE(a, b). They means that if an instance s of

operator a is present then there must exist an instance

s' of operator b such that s precedes (follows) s'. In

terms of PCDL they are expressed as

NEED-AFTER(a,b) = (Vs)(name(s) = a D

(Hs')(name(s) = b As – s'))

and as

NEED-BEFORE(a,b) = (Vs)(name(s) = a D

(Hs')(name(s) = b A s' – s))

Another kind of conditional constraint is the triggered

action IF(p, a). It states that when p becomes true,

then a has to be executed.

In PCDL this constraint is

IF(p, a) = (Vs)(trueAfter (s, p) D

(Bs')(name(s) = a A s - s'))

4 Compiling constraints in the domain

In this section we will show how it is possible to find an

appropriate trasformation to be applied in the domain

such that the new planning problem has only solutions

which respect the desired constraints.

In other words with these transformations we are able

to restate a problem inglobing the additional con

straints within the domain itself.

A precompilation phase producing a new uncon

strained planning problem from a given constrained

problem is defined using the methods described above.

These techniques add some dummy facts to the initial

states and/or the goals and/or the preconditions or

effects of some existing operators. They can sometimes

add some new dummy operators to the domain.

The presence of dummy items causes the solution plan

to be sometimes expressed in a language richer than

the original planning language. Hence a postcompil

ation phase is needed to translate the solution in the

old language, i.e. by deleting dummy operators.

In the following we expose for each type of constraints

defined in the previous section its own method of com

pilation. We suppose to be able to generate dummy

items by means of a system function like Common

Lisp GENSYM, we are therefore guaranteed that these

symbols will be new (not already present in the do

main) and it will be not used any more for the com

pilation of other constraints.

Each method will be described in terms of what it

adds to the domain, which will always be denoted by

an initial state 1, a set of user goals 9 and a set of

operator A.

The presence constraint AT-LEAST-ONCE(a)

is translated by inserting a new dummy goal ua into

the user goals G and adding it to the effects of a.

Since every solutions must satisfies the goal ua, which

is asserted only by a, the presence of an instance of a

is guaranteed.

Dually, the presence constraint AT-MOST

ONCE(a) is translated by inserting a new dummy

fact ua into the initial state 1 and adding it to the

preconditions of a, while its negated form -ua is

added to the effects of a.

It is easy to see that no more than one instance s of a

can exist in the plan, since s deletes the precondition

of a and there are no other step which can reassert
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it. It is worth noting that this constraint does not

require that any instance of a will ever exist.

The compilation of the constraint EXACTLY

ONCE(a), as a conjunction of both the previous

constraints, can be obtained using the additivity

principle, which will be stated later. However this is

more concise way to compile it: the same dummy fact

ua is added to the initial state and the preconditions

of a, while -ua is added to its effects and to the goals

9.

The constraint AT-LEAST-TIMES(n, a) is com

piled by iterating (in some way) the compilation of

the constraint AT-MOST-ONCE, that is by creating

a new dummy fact ua, adding the n dummy facts

ua (1), ..., ua(n) to the goals and the generic ua (r) to

the effects of a.

Satisfying n different goal ua (1), ..., ua(n) requires

at least n instances of a (which is the only operator

asserting ua (r)), therefore the constraint is automat

ically verified.

The constraint AT-MOST-TIMES(n, a) is trans

lated in a very similar way by creating a new dummy

fact ua, adding the n dummy facts ua (1), ..., ua(n)

to I, the generic fact ua (r) to the preconditions of a

and -ua(r) to the effects. -

The translation of AT-MOST-ONCE(A) and

AT-LEAST-ONCE(A) does not present any differ

ence with respect to the related previous constraints:

the same appropriate transformation has to performed

to every operator belonging to A.

AT-LEAST-AMONG and AT-MOST-AMONG

are translated in a very similar way with respect to

AT-LEAST-TIMES and AT-MOST-TIMES.

The possibility of adding an integral weight w to

an operator a is handled by adding w different

preconditions and/or effects un(r) (or its negation) to

01.

The constraint ONE-OF(A), where A =

{a 1, ..., am), is compiled by creating a new

dummy fact oA, inserting in 1 the m dummy

facts oA(1), ..., oA(m), adding to preconditions of

each operator a, the new fact

/\oa(j)
jżi

and finally adding the fact -oA(i) to the effects of a;.

When there is no instance of any operator belonging

to A, then potentially any of them can be added,

but as one of these operators a; is selected then the

presence of instances of any other operator aj is

forbidden, because a, negates a precondition of a;

(which cannot be re-asserted), while it is still possible

to have other instances of the same operator ai.

The translation of a BEFORE constraint is ac

complished by creating a new dummy fact pab, by

adding it to 1 and to the preconditions of b, and by

adding its negation to the effects of b.

A constraint NEED-BEFORE(a,b) is compiled

by adding a dummy fact nab to the preconditions of a

and to the effects of b.

NEED-AFTER(a,b) is compiled by creating a

new fact nab, by adding it to 1, to 9 and to the effects

of b, and by adding -nab to the effects of a.

A constraint ACHIEVE(p) is compiled by adding to

the domain a new operator ap, whose preconditions

are only p and effects are empty.

This operator is then modified as if there was an impli

cit uniqueness constraint in order to guarantee to ex

ecute it once. Its execution would require the achieve

ment of the desired condition p.

Possible order relations among other achieve con

straints must be handled in the same way as a

BEFORE constraint.

The constraints CODES(2 : a, y : b) and NON

CODES(r. : a, y : b) are translated in this way:

two new predicates ea and eb are created, ea(r)

is added to the effects of a, et,(y) is added to the

effects of b, then a new operator EQ is created with

preconditions ea (r) A et,(y) A z = y (for CODES)

or ea(r) A et,(y) A r # y (for NON-CODES) and no

effects.

A special conditions must be added in order to execute

the EQ (which imposes the required constraint) only

when a and b are both present in the plan.

This is equivalent to a composite NEED-AFTER(a/\

b, OP) and can be accomplished with two other new

dummy facts pa and pb, their conjunction is added to

1, their disjunction is added to 9, a will negate pa and

b will negate pb.

It is worth noticing that this compilation is possible

only when the planner allows for disjunctive goals and

preconditions.

7

s
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The compilation of the constraint IF(p, a) is somehow

complex. The simplest case is when p is atomic. The

constraint is translated by creating a new dummy

fact u, adding it to 1 and G, and modifying those

operators o which have p among their effects. Each

o takes as a new effect -u. Finally u is added to the

effect of operator a.

If some operator adds a fact q which unifies with p,

then the new effect -u must be conditioned to the

most general unificant between p and q. For instance

if p is at(Rome) and o has an effect at(X) then the new

conditional effect WHEN X=Rome THEN -u should

be added.

When p is a disjunction of several propositions, then

the obvious relation

IF(p V p", a) = IF(p, a) A IF(p', a)

holds, therefore the additivity principle can be used to

compile the constraint.

A slightly more difficult situation appears when p is

a conjunction of several propositions. For instance if

p = p1 A p2 then u1 and u2 have to be created, their

conjunction added to 1 and to the effects of a and their

disjunction has to included in G.

The modification of the operators should change in

this way: if an operator o has effect p1 then add a

new effect -u1, while -uz concerns to those operators

which add p2.

Finally the EXCLUDE constraint can be translated

by trivially deleting the corresponding operators or

by adding to them a non existing precondition.

4.1 Compiling conjunctive constraints

When the user expresses a conjunction of constraints,

that is constraints which must be achieved at the same

time, it is possible to use a technique of compilation

that we called additivity principle.

It states that if a constraint C is expressable as a con

junction of several constraints C1, ..., Cn (which must

obviously not be in contradiction) then C is compiled

by sequentially compiling (in some order) each single

constraint C.

In a more formal way if we denote by compile the func

tion that given a problem P and a constraint C re

turns the new problem P' following the rules described

through the previous section, then

compile(P, C1 A C2 ... A Cn) = compile(compileſ

... compile(P, C1), C2), ..., Cn)

This principle can be justified by observing that each

method of translation makes no hypothesis on the

problem P it has to modify: it just sees which is the

kind of the constraint C is to be translated and applies

some fixed rule to P. Therefore P can be also the res

ult of a previous compilation of another constraint.

For what it concerns disjunction, it is fairly clear that

it is impossible to compile in a disjunctive way, i.e.

there is no simple way to obtain the compilation of a

constraint like EXCLUDE(a) V BEFORE(a,b), start

ing from the compilations of the single disjuncts.

Therefore disjunction, when possible, has to be

handled in a separate way, depending on the basic con

straints.

5 Expressivity, complexity and

implementation issues

The above described procedure COMPILE thus trans

forms a constrained planning problem 'P' into an un

constrained version P, embedding C in the domain.

An obvious translation function w from the space of

plans of P into the space of plans of 'P' is needed in

order to express a solution of P in the same language

as the solutions of 'P', because for translating some

constraints a dummy operator is added.

Therefore w simply neglects these dummy operators to

the domain of P'.

In the following we will denote by 3 PX and < P' >

respectively the space of solution for P and 'P' showing

that these two set are equivalent.

Since each method of compilation produces an uncon

strained problem whose solutions are forced to respect

the constraints and solve P' in the ordinary meaning,

it is easy to see that for any solution s of P, w(s) solves

the original constrained problem P', that is

Vs e.g. PS w(s) e.g. 'P' >

On the other hand, for each solution s' of 'P' it is

possible to construct an equivalent solutions of P, by

reverting, in some way, the effect of w, i.e. by adding

the required dummy items to s'. Therefore we get that

f

Vs' e.g. P’ > 3s e.g. P × w(s) = s

Combining these two properties we obtain that &

T' > is equivalent to < PX modulo w, i.e.

< P’ >= {w(s): s eº P ×}.
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These features have a strong impact in expressivity.

Since it is clear that also a usual unconstrained plan

ning problem can be stated in PCL-1 we can conclude

that our PCL-1 planning model has the same express

ive power as the ordinary planning model.

Our concept of same expressivity power is similar to

Baader's [1] expressivity language definition, used also

in [7] for showing that HTN planning is more express

ive than ordinary planning.

This result is also strongly related to the proof of equi

valence between TN and ordinary planning (see [2]);

moreover a TN problem planning, as we have seen be

fore, can be stated in terms of PCL-1, therefore TN

planning is also equivalent to planning with PCL-1.

The expressivity equivalence moreover shows that

some particular kind of constraints, like plan length,

actions costs, mutual exclusion relations, which are

usually thought as strategy rules, can be embedded

directly in the domain.

The equivalence result does not mean the constraints

are useless, because even if it is possible to encode

directly them in the domain, the user surely prefers to

describe constraints separately from the domain and

to use a preprocessor that performs the encoding.

From the efficiency point of view it should be noted

that the amount of dummy items added to the do

main is, for each method of compilation, linear in

the number and dimension of constraints. Also the

times needed to the precompilation and postcompila

tion phases are linear according the size of their input

data.

We tried our approach by implementing a preprocessor

for the target planner UCPOP [18]. It takes a con

strained planning problem expressed in PCL-1 adap

ted to action/fact description of UCPOP and pro

duces its equivalent unconstrained version, which can

be solved by UCPOP.

The main feature of the precompilation method is that

we are able to solve a constrained problem without the

necessity of writing a constrained planner, but by just

using an existing ordinary planner.
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Abstract

The initiative in STRIPS planning has recently

been taken by work on propositional satisfiabil

ity. Best current planners, like Graphplan, and

earlier planners originating in the partial-order or

refinement planning community have proved in

many cases to be inferior to general-purpose sat

isfiability algorithms in solving planning prob

lems. However, no explanation of the success of

programs like Walksat or relsat in planning has

been offered. In this paper we discuss a simple

planning algorithm that reconstructs the planner

in the background of the SAT/CSP approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many of the recent interesting results in AI planning did not

originate in traditional planning research, but in work on

algorithms for checking the satisfiability of propositional

formulae. STRIPS planning problems have been used as

benchmarks to test SAT algorithms based on greedy local

search [Kautz and Selman, 1992; Kautz and Selman, 1996),

and new developments [Bayardo, Jr. and Schrag, 1997)

of the well-known Davis-Putnam procedure. As a con

tribution to planning research, these SAT algorithms have

proved to be in many cases orders of magnitude faster plan

ners [Kautz and Selman, 1996) than algorithms specifically

designed for planning, thereby pointing out the possibility

of dramatic improvements and new interesting lines of re

search.

Planning by satisfiability was first investigated by Kautz

and Selman [1992) by means of a stochastic search algo

rithm. In this approach, problem instances are translated to

sets of propositional formulae that include frame axioms,

formulae describing the effects the operators have, and

facts that hold in the initial and goal state. The satisfiability

algorithm finds an assignment of truth-values to the propo

sitions, and a plan is obtained from the propositions that

correspond to operator applications. Interestingly, there are

several ways to express the frame axioms and to make the

set of formulae more concise, which has led to a thread

of research on the quantitative properties of different en

codings [Kautz and Selman, 1996; Kautz et al., 1996;

Ernst et al., 1997].

Parallel to advances in solving satisfiability problems by

stochastic search, improvements to the well-known Davis

Putnam procedure [Davis et al., 1962] have been discov

ered. State-of-the-art implementations include Crawford's

[1996) tableau and Freeman's [1995] Posit. Techniques

that have made it possible to solve planning problems of the

same difficulty with the Davis-Putnam procedure as with

Walksat [Kautz and Selman, 1996] include lookback tech

niques from constraint satisfaction research [Bayardo, Jr.

and Schrag, 1997) and heuristics based on unit resolution

[Li and Anbulagan, 1997].

In this paper, we directly apply techniques from satisfiabil

ity algorithms to STRIPS planning, bypassing the route via

translations to SAT. This paper, however, is not about sat

isfiability testing, as the algorithm we present can be and

should be completely understood in terms of planning per

se. It is important to devise this algorithm for several rea

sons. The functioning of SAT algorithms when they are

solving planning problems has not been analyzed in earlier

research, which has kept the reason for the success of these

algorithms from being widely known. For example, the

role of various details of problem encodings, like the use of

invariants, has been given only a quantitative explanation as

a factor that improves the runtimes of SAT algorithms. Fur

thermore, it is important to identify the boundary between

satisfiability testing and planning. We believe that there

are a lot of techniques that can improve the performance

of planning algorithms, but that are not likely to be discov

ered by research on propositional satisfiability. To find the

boundary between the two fields and to identify lines of re

search relevant to planning, it is necessary to understand

what a SAT algorithm is able to do when it is trying to find
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a plan.

2 WORKINGS OF A SAT-BASED

PLANNER

In this section we illustrate what takes place when satisfi

ability algorithms like the Davis-Putnam procedure solve

a planning problem represented as propositional formu

lae. The representation of planning as satisfiability prob

lems [Kautz and Selman, 1992; Kautz et al., 1996] consists

of the frame axioms, axioms describing the preconditions

and effects of operators, and formulae describing the initial

state and the goal. We take as an example the axiomatiza

tion from [Kautz et al., 1996] with explanatory frame ax

ioms [Haas, 1987; Schubert, 1990) and parallel operations.

For a fluent l that can be made true by operators ol, ..., on ,

explanatory frame axioms are

(If A l't') → (of v . . . vol.) (1)

where t e {0, ..., f) is an integer referring to a point

of time and f is the plan length. An operator applica

tion implies its preconditions and postconditions, that is, if

the preconditions of o are li, ..., lm and the postconditions

lſ, ..., l', then we have the axiom

o' → (l; A . . . A l'. A lºt." A . . . A lºt"). (2)

Fluents l1, ..., lm true at the initial state are encoded sim

ply as the unit clauses lº', ..., lº, and the goal fluents

g1, ..., gm as the unit clauses gſ, - - - 9%. Finally, there

are axioms that prevent the simultaneous application of op

erators that are mutually dependent.

Most of the inferences in the Davis-Putnam procedure

when it is solving a planning problem are based on unit

resolution and unit subsumption. From a unit clause o' the

preconditions at t and postconditions at t + 1 are obtained.

An important pattern of inference is started by unit clauses

-o'. First, clauses from axioms in Eq. 2 are deleted by

unit subsumption. Second, and more importantly, unit res

olution together with frame axioms (Eq. 1) may force the

truth-value of a fluent to persist across a step of time or

to force the application of an operator. If -o' was the last

literal in the consequent we have l' v Tºtº, that is, if the

fluent l is false at t then it is false also at t + 1. Depending

on the presence of ſº or lºt", this may yield lºtſ or l'. If

o' was next to the last literal in the consequent and we al

ready had l' and l't', unit resolution forces the application

of the remaining operator o' at t. Similarly, a unit clause

representing a fluent together with a frame axiom 1 may

propagate its truth-value one step backward or forward or

force an operator application.

The above inference patterns are very powerful in making

forward inferences from the initial state. As the initial state

in STRIPS planning determines the truth-values of all flu

ents, unit resolution directly lets us conclude which opera

tors are not applicable at time 0 because their preconditions

are false. For many fluents this-like shown above – allows

to infer their persistence, which in turn yields the inappli

cability of other operators at time 1, and so on.

After unit simplifications, the Davis-Putnam procedure

does a case analysis on a literall, in one case adding l to the

clause set and in the otherl, in both cases enabling further

inferences by unit simplifications.

The algorithms by Kautz and Selman [1992; 1996) based

on greedy local search work quite unlike the Davis-Putnam

procedure. These algorithms start from a randomly chosen

truth-assignment that is repeatedly modified by reversing

truth-values of literals so that more clauses are satisfied.

However, flips roughly corresponding to unit simplifica

tions are likely to be made by Walksat as they increase the

number of satisfied clauses.

3 THE ALGORITHM

In this section we give a new algorithm for STRIPS plan

ning. The algorithm is similar in structure to the Davis

Putnam procedure for propositional satisfiability. Each re

cursive call consists of applying a set of efficient inference

rules, followed by a case analysis. The main procedure of

the algorithm, given in Figure 3 uses a plan length as a pa

rameter, and it is iteratively called for all plan lengths start

ing from 0 until a solution is found. Currently we employ

no method for detecting insolvability, so the planner runs

forever on problem instances that have no solution. The

proofs of soundness and completeness of the algorithm are

straightforward.

A distinguishing characteristic of the algorithm is that –

unlike most earlier planning algorithms – the search does

not start from the goal state and proceed towards the initial

state. Instead, operator applications at any points of time

may be chosen for the case analysis that makes the search

tree branch. In one of the subtrees the operator is applied,

and in the other it is not. This is in strong contrast with

Graphplan [Blum and Furst, 1995] that generates a branch

for every minimal set of operators that produces the cur

rent subgoal, and with algorithms like SNLP (McAllester

and Rosenblitt, 1991] that branch on possible ways of ex

tending a partially ordered plan so that a threat is removed

or an operation in the incomplete plan has its precondition

fulfilled.

An inference technique from satisfiability testing we have

found useful is failed literal detection, proposed by Free

man [1995] and investigated by Li and Anbulagan [1997].

We discuss it in the section on invariants where we show

that it enables backward inferences from the goal state.



procedure plan()

allocate space for local arrays op' and prop';

if applyrules() then return false; end if

if op[to] = Unknown for no to then return true; end if

failedLiteralDetection:

foreach operator o and time t such that opſt,o] = Unknown do

op' := op; prop' := prop;

op[t,o] := True;

if applyrules() then (* Contradiction was derived. *)

op := op'; prop = prop';

op[to] := False;

if applyrules() then return false;

else

if score for opprop improves the previous best score

then tl := t ol := o; pl.:= 1; end if

op := op'; prop := prop';

op[to] := False;

if applyrules() then (* Contradiction was derived. *)

op := op'; prop = prop';

op[t,o] := True;

applyrules();

else

if score for opprop improves the previous best score

then tl = tº ol := o, pl.:= 0; end if

op := op'; prop := prop';

end if

end if

end foreach

if operator applications were derived

then goto failedLiteralDetection end if,

op' := op; prop' := prop,

if p1 = 1 then op|tl,ol] := True else op[t],ol] = False; end if

if plan() then return true; end if

op:= op'; prop := prop';

if p1 = 1 then op[t 1,01] := False else op[t],ol] := True; end if

return plan();

end

Figure 1: The planning algorithm

This technique is also the basis for selecting an operator

for branching. Failed literal detection proceeds by attempt

ing to derive literals by proof-by-contradiction: assume the

literal is true, and if contradiction can be derived by unit

simplifications, conclude the negation of the literal, other

wise estimate the usefulness of branching on the literal in

terms of the number of short clauses it yielded. In our case,

we assume that a certain operator is or is not applied at a

certain moment of time, and for branching we select the op

erator (in)application that reduces the number of unknown

Operation applications and proposition values most.

The main procedure of the algorithm is given in Figure 3.

Before calling it, the elements of arrays op and prop are

initialized to Unknown, prop [0, pl. for all p is assigned

the truth-value of proposition p in the initial state, and sim

ilarly for prop [len, pl. and the goal state, where len

is the plan length currently considered. If the procedure

returns true, a plan can be read from the array op.

The function applyrules performs the following infer
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ences and returns true if a contradiction was detected, that

is, an assignment of True to an element of op or prop that

had value False was attempted, or vice versa.

1. If operator o is assigned true at t, then make the pre

conditions of o true at t and the postconditions true at

t -- 1.

2. If all operators with l in the postcondition are assigned

false at t, then do the following. If l is false at t then

make l false at t + 1. If l is true at t + 1 then make l

true at t.

3. If operator o is assigned true at t, assign false at t to

all operators that make the precondition of o false, and

assign false at t to all operators the precondition of

which is made false by o.

The second rule encodes the assumption that only oper

ations change the value of propositions. The third rule

makes the planner a partial-order planner: operators that

can be executed in any order without affecting the outcome

may be executed simultaneously.

Additional rules are used for speeding up inferences – espe

cially to reduce the need for failed literal detection which

is expensive – even though they are not required for the

correctness of the algorithm. For example, if a proposi

tion changes truth-value at time t and all but one operator

making the change have been chosen to be not applied, the

remaining operator has to be applied. And if the precon

dition is false at t or a postcondition is false at t + 1, then

the operator is not applied at t. It is easy to verify that

these inferences correspond to the ones sanctioned by unit

resolution in planners based on SAT, for example with the

encoding in [Kautz et al., 1996) with parallel operations

and explanatory frame axioms.

Note that like the Davis-Putnam procedure, as long as case

analysis is not needed, the algorithm runs in polynomial

time.

As an alternative to doing failed literal detection and

branching on operator applications, it is also possible to

do it on propositions, or both operator applications and

propositions. What is the best alternative depends on the

properties of the class of planning problems to be solved.

Doing failed literal detection on both operator applications

and propositions of course prunes the search space at least

as much as the other alternatives, but it is more expensive.

4 INVARIANTS

The basic algorithm given in the previous section sanctions

most of the desired inferences from the initial state. For

example in the blocks world domain, if there is a stack of n
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blocks on top of block A, we can infer that after n moves A

is still in its initial position. We would like to make similar

inferences starting from the goal state. For example, if A

is on top of B and B is on top of C at time t, then B is

on top of C at t — 1. To make this inference, we need to

show that it is not possible to move B on top of C at t — 1.

This inference uses failed literal detection. Assume that B

is moved on top of C at t — 1. The precondition of this

operation is that B and C are clear at t — 1. The moving of

A on B cannot be done in parallel with the move of B on

C because the former makes the precondition of the latter

false. Hence A cannot be moved on B at t — 1. Therefore

A is on B at t — 1. But then B cannot be clear at t – 1,

which contradicts the precondition of moving B on C.

What is missing in the algorithm in the previous section is

the last step that whenever A is on B, B cannot be clear.

This is a fact that is not explicit in the facts that A is on B

and B is on C. The goal state and many intermediate states

are incomplete in that they do not specify the truth-values

of all propositions. To extend the state descriptions we need

invariants derived from the operators and the initial state".

In the above example the relevant invariant says that either

B is not clear or A is not on B. Most of the work on SAT

based planning has used this kind of invariants to speed up

plan search [Kautz and Selman, 1992; Kautz and Selman,

1996). Invariants (usually incompletely) characterize the

set of states reachable from the initial state.

The invariants used in the algorithm consist of 2-literal

clauses, which is the relevant form of invariants in most of

the benchmark domains, like the blocks world, the rocket

domain, and the logistics domain. In the blocks world

the only invariants that cannot be represented as 2-literal

clauses are those that state that the on relation is acyclic

and if a block is not clear then some block has to be on top

of it. Invariants are incorporated in the algorithm as the fol

lowing rule: if l V m is an invariant and l becomes False at

t, then make m True at t.

4.1 COMPUTATION OF INVARIANTS

We have devised an algorithm for computing 2-literal in

variants. Its structure is similar to the invariant algorithms

in computer-aided verification [Bensalem et al., 1996]. The

algorithm starts with a candidate invariant Q', consisting of

all the 2-literal clauses true in the initial state, and weaken

ing it repeatedly by removing clauses that are made false

by an operator application. This is formalized as the com

putation of fixpoints of monotonic functions Ro. The def

inition of Ro for a set of operators O = {01, ..., on) is as

'The mutual exclusion relations on literals in Graphplan

[Blum and Furst, 1995] are a superset of the 2-literal invariants.

follows.

Ro(V) = Fol (F., (. . . F., (V) . . ))

V, if V Up E L, and otherwise

Fºre) (V) = {a V be V|-a £ e or be U (V, p, e),

-b # e or a e U (V, p, e)}

U(V, p, e) = {le LIV Up E l}\{lle e Ue

The function F, takes a set of clauses, and deletes the ones

the truth of which the operator o does not preserve. The

function U performs an update. It computes the set of lit

erals U (V, p, e) that are true in all states that result from

changing the literals in e true in states that satisfy V and p,

where V is a set of 2-literal clauses. Because Ro is mono

tonic and the universe is finite, there is a fixpoint of Ro

that is obtained by a finite number n > 0 of iterations as

R}(V) = R.," (Vo). Here V6 = {a v bla e I, be L}

consists of the 2-literal clauses true in the initial state I and

L is the set of all literals.

The algorithm does not compute all 2-literal invariants.

This is because a 2-literal representation Rø(VO) of a sub

set of reachable states is not accurate (s = Rø(V) does

not guarantee that s is reachable), and F., considers appli

cations of o in unreachable states that result in unreachable

states where some 2-literal invariants are violated. In many

problem domains, for example in the ones mentioned in

this paper, this does not happen.

Lemma 4.1 For any set of operators O = {01, ..., on},

the functions F., and consequently the function Ro, are

monotonic.

Lemma 4.2 Let p and e be sets of literals, V be a set of

2-literal clauses, s be a model such that s = V Up, and

s' a model obtained from s by setting the literals in e true.

Then s' E U (V, p, e).

Lemma 4.3 For all states s and sets of 2-literal clauses

V such that s = V and s' is a successor of s (under the

application of an operator in O), s' H Ro(V).

Proof. Now s = p and s' = s.) {lle e) Ue for some op

erator (p, e). Let a V b be any member of Ro(V). Because

Ro(V) C V and s = V, s = a V b. Assume -a ge

and -b # e. Clearly s' E a V b. So assume -a € e or

-be e. Because of symmetry it suffices to consider the

case -la e e. Because a V be Ro (V), for all (p', e') e O

such that V Up' # L, be U (V, p", e'). This holds also for

p' = p, e' = e. By Lemma 4.2 s' E U (V, p, e), and hence

s' H. b. Therefore s' E RoſY). D

Theorem 4.4 Let V be a fixpoint of Ro such that V C

Vo. For all states s reachable from the initial state I with

applications of operators in O, s = V.
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O 123456 0.12345

at R2,JFK T FFFFF loadR1R2JFK FFFFF

atR1JFK T FFFFF loadR1R2London FFF FF

inR1R2 F F F loadR1 R2 Paris FFFFFF

atR2London FF T FF loadR2R1JFK FFFFF

atR1 London FF T FF loadR2R1London FFF FF

atR2Paris FFFFF. T loadR2R1 Paris FFFFFF

atR1 Paris FFFFF. T unloadR1R2JFK FFFFFF

inR2R1 F. F. F. unloadR1R2London FF FFF

fuelR1 TT FF unloadR1R2 Paris FFFFF

conn.JFKLondon TTTTTTT unloadR2R1JFK FFFFFF

conn.JPKParis FFFFFFF unloadR2R1London FF FFF

connlondon.JFK FFFFFFF unloadR2R1 Paris FFFFF

connlondonParis TTTTTTT moveR1JFKLondon F. FFFF

conneari suFK FFFFFFF moveR1.JFKParis FFFFFF

connearisLondon FFFFFFF moveF1LondonJFK FFFFFF

fuelR2 TT Fr moveR1 LondonParis FFFF F

InoveF1 ParisJFK FFFFFF

moveR1ParisLondon FFFFFF

mover2.JFKLondon F. FFFF

moveR2JFKParis FFFFFF

moveR2LondonJFK FFFFFF

moveR2LondonParis FFFF F

moveR2ParisJFK FFFFFF

mover2 ParisLondon FFFFFF

Figure 2: An intermediate stage in finding a plan

Proof. Because by Lemma 4.1 Ro is monotonic, there is a

fixpoint V of Ro such that V C Vo. Because s is reach

able from I, there is a finite sequence of , o, ..., om of op

erators in O and states so, s1, ..., sm such that I = 80,

s = sm and si is obtained from si_1 by the applica

tion of oi. Because I E V6, by repeated applications of

Lemma 4.3 s, E Roſwo) for all i e {0, ..., m}. Be

cause V C Roſwo), s, E V for all i e {0, ..., m}. Hence

s = sm. F V. D

The contents of planning graphs in GraphPlan resemble the

intermediate stages in the computation of invariants in our

algorithm.

5 AN EXAMPLE

Figure 5 illustrates the solution of a problem from the

rocket domain of [Blum and Furst, 1995]. Initially two

rockets are at JFK. In the goal state the rockets are in Paris.

Flights are possible only from JFK to London and from

London to Paris. The algorithm detects the inexistence of

plans of lengths 1 to 5 without search only by using the

easy polynomial-time inferences. For plan length 6, when

the algorithm has reached its first branching point, the state

and the known operations are as shown in Figure 5. The re

maining possibilities represent the two possible plans, load

one of the rockets into the other, fly to London (consuming

the fuel from the rocket), unload, load the rocket with no

fuel into the one with fuel, fly to Paris, and unload again.

Once the planner decides (arbitrarily) to try to load R1 into

R2 at JFK at time 0, the rest of the operations are forced and

no contradictions are obtained: R2 has to be flown to Lon

don, R1 has to be unloaded from R2, R2 has to be loaded

into R1, R1 has to be flown to Paris, and finally R2 has

to be unloaded from R1. On the same problem Graphplan

generates a search tree with several nodes, because it does

not infer anything from the goal state.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

RELATED WORK

We have implemented the algorithm in C, and evaluated

it on a number of examples. Tables 1 and 2 lists the run

times (in seconds) of our planner (the R column), Blum and

Furst's Graphplan [1995), and the satisfiability programs

Walksat [Kautz and Selman, 1996], satz (Li and Anbula

gan, 1997), and relsat [Bayardo, Jr. and Schrag, 1997] on a

number of benchmark problems from [Kautz and Selman,

1996). All the SAT programs were run with problem en

codings devised by Kautz and Selman. We ran the bench

marks using Li and Anbulagan's satz as they do not give

runtimes for these benchmarks in their paper. The runs on

satz and on our planner were on a Sun Ultra 2 worksta

tion. Kautz and Selman ran Graphplan and Walksat on SGI

Challenger, and Bayardo and Schrag ran their program on

SPARC-10. Blank means that we found no runtime in the

papers mentioned. Whenever a runtime was reported for

several SAT encodings, we give here the lowest time. For

our runs we give the total time taken by our planner, and in

parentheses the time taken by the last stage, that is, the time

it takes to find a shortest plan if it is known what the length

of this plan is. The times in parentheses for the satisfiabil

ity algorithms are for the last stage as given in the respec

tive papers. The times for identifying lengths of shortest

plans are not given in the satisfiability papers presumably

because the algorithms by Kautz and Selman – who started

the work on planning by satisfiability – are not capable of

determining the inexistence of plans of certain length, that

is the unsatisfiability of a set of clauses, with certainty.

The runtimes of our program for the blocks world problems

are worse than those by the satisfiability algorithms. Unlike

in the other benchmarks, the constraints on the candidate

plans at the last stages are very loose, and our reliance on

inferences based on failed literal detection does not pay off.

The solution of these benchmarks heavily relies on good

branching heuristics, which in the case of the satisfiability

algorithms are more successful. The more compact encod

ing of these problems by Kautz and Selman is not the cause

of this difference. For example satz generates a search tree

with only 6 choice nodes for bv-large.c. If we hardwire our

program to make the same choices, the solution is found

immediately without search. The parallel versions of these

blocks world problems are more constrained and solutions

are found quickly, for example, solving bw-large.d even

with standard parallelism without post-serializability [Di

mopoulos et al., 1997] takes 100 seconds. The number of

*** --
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Table 1: Runtimes of some benchmark problems

| problem R BF95 KS96

rocket.ext.a 3.8 (1.4) 520 (0.1)

rocket.ext.b 2.7 (0.6) 2337 (0.2)

bw-large.b 74.1 (33.0) 27115 (22)

bw-large.c 7144 (2350) > 10 h (564)

bw-large.d > 10 h > 10 h (937)

logistics.a 2.2 (1.4) 6743 (2,7)

logistics.b 914 (1.9) 2893 (1.6)

logistics.c 871.2 (3.7) > 10 h (1.9)

Table 2: Runtimes of some benchmark problems

[problem R_LA97 BS97

rocket.ext.a 3.8 (1.4) (0.07)

rocket.ext.b 2.7 (0.6) (0.06)

bw-large.b 74.1 (33.0) (0.3)

bw-large.c 7144 (2350) (1.6) (11.9)

bw-large.d > 10 h (218.9) (813.3)

logistics.a 2.2 (1.4) (4.2) (4.1)

logistics.b 914 (1.9) (0.8) (16.6)

logistics.c 871.2 (3.7) (324.2) (90.3)

choice nodes in the search tree is 5.

Table 4 lists runtimes on a number of benchmarks from Di

mopoulos et al. [1997]. Dimopoulos et al. encode planning

problems as nonmonotonic propositional logic programs,

and find plans by using a program (smodels [Niemelä and

Simons, 1996]) that computes the stable models of these

programs. The runtimes for Graphplan are by Dimopoulos

et al. and all runs by them were on Sparc Ultra. The times

in the DNK97 column are for finding a shortest plan when

the length of that plan is given as input. This corresponds

to the time in our column in parentheses. Like above, our

time outside the parentheses is the total runtime. The run

Table 3: Sizes of the search trees

problem choice nodes plan

total last failed length ops

rocketext.a 31 7 3 7 34

rocketext.b 26 4 0 7 30

bw-large.b 2 2 0 18 18

bw-large.c 1573 789 785 28 28

bw-large.d

logistics.a 14 13 0 11 54

logistics.b 438 25 1 13 47

logistics.c || 3119 22 1 13 65

Table 4: Runtimes of some benchmark problems

| problem R BF95 DNK97.

bw-large.c 5.9 (5.5) 1830 (190)

bw-large.d 20.4 (19.7) 219600 (157)

bw-large.e 30.4 (29.3) (365)

logistics.a 0.2 (0.1) 6743

logistics.b 1.2 (0.2) 2893

logistics.c 2.7 (0.3) > 10 h (18)

train.a 22.7 (21.3) (647)

train.b 100.1 (96.2) (1261)

train.c 685.0 (109.2) (5989)

Table 5: Sizes of the search trees

problem choice nodes plan

total last failed length ops

bw-large.c 8 8 () 6 21

bw-large.d 10 10 0 6 32

bw-large.e 10 10 0 7 37

logistics.a 13 13 0 7 68

logistics.b 30 21 0 8 56

logistics.c 39 18 0 8 68

train.a 54 54 45 8 39

train.b 53 53 43 7 34

train.c 410 65 52 8 42

times in Tables 1 and 2 are not directly comparable to the

those in Table 4. The blocks world runtimes are for a par

allel encoding, and further, in all the benchmarks, it is not

required that parallel operations can be executed in all pos

sible orders, but that there is at least one order in which

they can be executed [Dimopoulos et al., 1997). For ex

ample loading or unloading a truck can be performed in

parallel with moving it. With this relaxation shortest plans

are shorter, the constraints on possible plans are tighter, and

search space gets pruned dramatically. Graphplan runtimes

are with standard parallelism.

Our runtimes do not include the expansion of operator

schemata to sets of propositional operators nor the com

putation of invariants. These computations take between

a second and a minute (bw-large.e) for the problems men

tioned. The program performing this is written in Standard

ML. An efficient implementation in C would run much

faster. Our runtimes include, unlike the runtimes for sat

isfiability algorithms, a preprocessing stage a major part

of which includes the precomputation of pairs of operators

that interfere and therefore cannot be applied in parallel.

Tables 3 and 5 list statistics on the sizes of search trees and

solutions with our algorithm. The first column is the total

number of choice nodes in the search trees, that is, nodes
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that correspond to case analyses on operations or proposi

tions. The second column is the number of choice nodes at

the last stage, and the third column is the number of failed

choices at the last stage (at earlier stages all choices fail.)

The third column being zero (or small in comparison to the

second column) indicates that the heuristics based on failed

literal detection was successful in choosing choice points

for case analysis. The fourth column gives the length of the

plan found, and the fifth the number of operations in the

plan. Plan lengths for the other planning and satisfiability

algorithms are the same except with the sequential version

of blocks worlds problems, where our plans are twice the

length of plans obtained with the satisfiability algorithms.

This difference is due to the encoding by Kautz and Sel

man's, that perform a pickup and a putdown operation at

the same point of time. The numbers of operations for dif

ferent algorithms in many cases differ, as the solutions usu

ally are not unique.

An interesting observation is that the solution of many of

the problems requires hardly any search. For example on

the parallel version of by-large.e the algorithm detects the

inexistence of plans of length 6 and below simply on the ba

sis of what can be inferred from the initial and goal states”.

All this computation is polynomial time on the size of the

planning problem. On plans of length 7 the search tree con

tains 10 choice nodes, all of which have only one child, that

is, the choice was successful. On train.b, on the other hand,

finding the plan involves search through several dozens of

nodes, but all the failed branches are of height 1, that is,

a wrong operator is chosen for application but the error is

Soon detected by failed literal detection without generating

more nodes to the search tree. Search trees of this structure

are of polynomial size, and therefore represent polynomial

time computation.

Graphplan [Blum and Furst, 1995) is the state-of-the-art

STRIPS planner. The main differences between Graphplan

and the rest of the work discussed here are that Graphplan

is based on backward search from the goal state, and that

the mutual exclusion relations that serve the same purpose

as invariants are only used for abandoning subgoals not

reachable from the initial state, and not for making infer

ences about the state of affairs at a particular moment of

time. These differences seem to be the decisive factor that

on many benchmarks makes Graphplan fare worse than the

other programs. Note that the information in Graphplan's

planning graph until “leveling off” [Blum and Furst, 1995]

'S Stronger than the 2-literal invariants. However, most of

this information is inferred by unit simplifications in SAT

algorithms and the inference rules in our algorithm. Graph

plan employs memoization to avoid repeatedly making the

2

- Also Kautz and Selman's satplan [1996] sometimes finds out

during problem instance generation that there is no solution of a

*ain length, simply by unit resolution and unit subsumption.

same mistakes, but this does not give an advantage over the

rest of the approaches that do not have memoization (ex

cluding relsat) on the kind of problems considered here.

7 CONCLUSIONS

An important research topic is the identification of better

heuristics in choosing branching operators. Our current im

plementation simply chooses the operator (in)application

that maximizes the number of propositions or operators that

are assigned a truth-value. This is roughly what satz does,

with the exception that we have nothing that corresponds to

counting the number of short clauses, that is, no estimation

on the possibilities to use the polynomial time inferences

at the next steps is done. In many cases when the con

straints imposed by the initial and goal states are not very

tight our heuristic chooses an operation that is able to force

the longest sequence of (nonsensical) operations which of

ten does not contribute to bridging the gap between the ini

tial state and the goal. Interestingly, when using the algo

rithm to find a long solution to a problem that has a short

solution, this behavior often very quickly and successfully

produces the desired result.

In addition to improved branching heuristics, there are

prospects of speeding up the algorithm by a more aggres

sive use of invariants. In addition to 2-literal invariants,

some problem domains would benefit from n-literal invari

ants for n > 3. Our invariant algorithm can easily be gen

eralized to the n > 3 case, but it is not clear how it can

be made efficient. Also, our algorithm does not take ad

vantage of the fact that usually the set of ground operators

is highly structured, and it is often possible to compute the

invariants more efficiently directly from a schematic rep

resentation of the operators. The representation of a set of

candidate invariants in the description of our invariant algo

rithm consumes a lot of memory (our implementation uses

a slightly better representation), and therefore a more con

cise representation should be used instead, for example one

based on binary decision diagrams [Bryant, 1992].
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Abstract

This paper follows on previous papers which

presented and evaluated various decision pro

cedures for modal logics. It confirms pre

vious experimental results in showing that

SAT based decision procedures, i.e., the pro

cedures built on top of decision procedures

for propositional satisfiability, are more ef

ficient than tableau based decision proce

dures. It also confirms previous evidence of

an easy-hard-easy pattern in the satisfiabil

ity curve for modal K. Finally, it provides

further experimental results, suggesting that

SAT based decision procedures are also more

efficient than the decision procedures based

on Ohlbach's translation method. Our re

sults contradict some of the results presented

in previous papers.

1 INTRODUCTION

Until recently, the decision procedures for modal log

ics which could be found in the literature were either

tableau based (see, e.g., [Kripke, 1959; Fitting, 1983;

Massacci, 1994), or based on Ohlbach's translation

method (Ohlbach, 1991]. Only few of these procedures

were implemented, and even less were thoroughly

tested and comparatively evaluated. Giunchiglia and

Sebastiani (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a) changed

this situation in three ways. First, they proposed a

novel approach where a decision procedure for modal

logics, called KSAT, is defined in terms of a SAT deci

sion procedure. To emphasize this fact, they called the

resulting class of procedures, SAT based. Second, they

*We call “tableau based” any system that implements

Smullyan's tableau calculus as defined in [Smullyan, 1968].

Thus, in our terminology, KRIS (Hollunder et al., 1990;

Baader et al., 1994] and LWB (Heuerding et al., 1996] are

tableau based systems, whence KSAT (Giunchiglia and Se

bastiani,j TA (Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a) and

also FACT (Horrocks, 1997) are not.

DISA, Università di Trento.

Armando Tacchella

DIST, V.le Causa 13

16145 Genova, Italy

Roberto Sebastiani

IRST, 38050 Povo,

Trento, Italy

provided a new test methodology which naturally ex

tends the fixed-clause-length test method, a very pop

ular test method for SAT [Mitchell et al., 1992; Buro

and Buning, 1992). Third, they built a straightforward

LISP implementation of KSAT, called KSATLISP from

now on, and tested it against the tableau system KRIS

|Hollunder et al., 1990; Baader et al., 1994]. These lat

ter results are reported in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani,

1996c).

Following on this work, Horrocks presented FACT,

a system which further enhances KSAT's ideas by

introducing several other optimizations (e.g. back

jumping). According to [Horrocks, 1997), the LISP

implementation of FACT further enhances KSATLISP

performances. Hustadt and Schmidt, instead, make

in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a; Hustadt and Schmidt,

1997b) a very detailed and critical analysis of the work

in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a, Giunchiglia

and Sebastiani, 1996c). They start by improving on

Giunchiglia and Sebastiani's test methodology, thus

avoiding possible situations where this method can

generate trivial problems. Then, they challenge the

following three claims made by Giunchiglia and Se

bastiani in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996cl (as

Hustadt and Schmidt quote them in [Hustadt and

Schmidt, 1997a):

1. KSAT outperforms by orders of magnitude the

previous state-of-the-art decision procedures.

2. All SAT based modal decision procedures are in

trinsically bound to be more efficient than tableau

based decision procedures.

3. There is partial evidence of an easy-hard-easy pat

tern on randomly generated modal logic formulas

independent of all the parameters of evaluation

considered.

Finally, they propose TA, a system based on Ohlbach's

translation method, which is implemented by appro

priately calling Flotter and the first order theorem

prover SPAss (Weidenbach et al., 1996). Their analysis

suggests that TA has better computational behavior

than KSATLISP.
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The goal of this paper is to provide further experi

mental results and use them to shed some light on the

previous analysis, which, as hinted above, is contra

dictory in some parts. Thus, in Section 2 we describe

KSATC, a C++ implementation of KSAT built start

ing from a pre-existing state-of-the-art SAT decision

procedure. The goal of this section is twofold. First,

it shows how the methodology and ideas introduced

in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a; Giunchiglia and

Sebastiani, 1996c) allows us, in practice, to develop

decision procedures for modal logics starting from ex

isting implementations of SAT decision procedures.

Given the fact that this latter domain has received

much more attention and it is far more developed,

we consider this an important result. To build an ef

ficient SAT procedure from scratch requires a lot of

man power. Second, a comparison of KSATLISP and

KSATC allows us to get an idea of how much we can

gain by working on the implementation. * Then, in

Section 3 we describe a first set of tests which allows

us to confirm the three claims of ours listed above and

challenged by Hustadt and Schmidt. These tests also

suggest that KSATC and (contrarily to what reported

in Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a; Hustadt and Schmidt,

1997b) even KSATLISP are faster than TA. Finally, in

Section 4 we focus on KSATC and TA. These tests

confirm and make more evident the superior compu

tational properties of KSATC over T.A.

2 KsatC

We use the same conventions as (Giunchiglia and Se

bastiani, 1996c; Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b). A

modal atom is a wff of the form Dub, and an atom is

either a modal atom or a propositional letter. An as

signment is a partial function from the set of atoms to

{True, False). In this paper, all the assignments have

a finite domain. This allows us to identify an assign

ment pu as the conjunction of the atoms true in pu and

of the negations of the atoms false in pu. The idea is to

see a modal wſſ as a propositional wff in its top-level

atoms, so that p corresponds to a standard assignment

in propositional logic.

KSAT is a correct and complete decision procedure

for satisfiability in the modal logic K (K-satisfiability

from now on) presented and analyzed in detail

in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a, Giunchiglia and

Sebastiani, 1996c). A high-level description of KSAT is

reported in Figure 2. For any modal wff p, KSAT(p)

returns True if p is K-satisfiable and False other

wise. This is accomplished by calling KSATW (p,0).

*To this extent, it must be pointed out that the im

plementation of KSATC is very similar in spirit to that

of Ksatlisp. (See Section 2 for the details.) We believe

that the behavior of KSATC could be further improved by

adding new heuristics, e.g., those implemented in FACT

[Horrocks, 1997].

KSATW is a variant of the Davis-Putnam-Longemann

Loveland SAT procedure [Davis and Putnam, 1960;

Davis et al., 1962) (DPLL from now on). The funda

mental difference with DPLL is that, whenever an as

signment p satisfying ‘p has been found (“base” case),

KSATW invokes KSATA(p) instead of returning True.

Basically, KSATW is used to generate a complete set of

assignments for p.” Then, the K-consistency of each

assignment generated by KSATW is checked by KSATA,

and this is done by recursively calling KSAT. These

procedures recurse until we get to an assignment with

no modal atoms.

KSATC is a C++ implementation of KSAT. KSATC

is implemented on top of Böhm's C implementation of

DPLL (called DPLL from now on), the winner of a 1992

SAT competition [Buro and Buning, 1992].” DPLL has

served as the basis for the implementation of KSATw.

The basic features of KSATW inherited from DPLL are:

• efficient data structures for literal assignment and

wff (partial) evaluation. In DPLL (and hence in

KSATw) literals are assigned and unassigned dy

namically inside a wff simply by moving pointers

(that is, without copying the wff in the stack at

each recursive call (!)) in time proportional to the

number of their occurrences.

• smart splitting heuristics. Similarly to other

state-of-the-art satisfiability checkers (see, e.g.,

(Crawford and Auton, 1993) DPLL splits on

the literal occurring most often in the shortest

clauses.”

KSATW has been obtained from DPLL by performing

the following steps:

• The code implementing the pure literal rule has

been ruled out." With the pure literal rule, the

set of assignments generated by KSATW might be

incomplete, so that KSATC might conclude that

the input wff is not satisfiable even if this is actu

ally the case;

• Whenever an assignment pi satisfying p is found,

KSATW invokes KSATA(p) (instead of printing

out the assignment);

*We say that a set S of assignments is complete for a

wff q}, if p is logically equivalent to the disjunction of the

assignments in S.

“The code of DPLL and a report about this competi

tion are available at the http address

http://www.informatik.uni-koeln. de

/ls-juenger/staff/boehm.html.

*By contrast, in KSATLISP a copy of the wſſ is passed

at each DPLL recursive call; literals are assigned by recur

sively descending the whole wſf, splitting happens on atoms

(and not on literals), and KSATLISP chooses the atom oc

curring most often.

*According to the pure literal rule, if a literal l occurs

in p while -l does not, l is assigned to True [Davis and

Putnam, 1960).

S.º,º".
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function KSAT(p)

return KSATW (p, T);

function KSATW (p, pu)

if p = T

then return KSATA(pl.);

if p = F

then return False;

if {a unit clause (l) occurs in p)

then return KSATW (assign(l, p), p. A l);

if not KSATA (11)

then return False;

l := choose-literal (p);

return KSATW (assign(l, p), p. A l)

KSATW (assign(-ll, p), p. A -l);

function KSATA(A. Do, AA, -D6, a n)

for any conjunct “-D3," do

if not KSAT(A, o, A-3;)

then return False;

return True;

/* base */

/* backtrack */

/* unit */

/* early pruning (optional) */

/* split */

or

Figure 1: The structure of KSAT.

• Many of the global variables have been made lo

cal to the procedures where they are used: this is

necessary to avoid interferences between two calls

KSATw (p,0) and KSATw(p',0). Analogously for

the static variables.

The (optional) step of early pruning has been in

cluded in DPLL (see Figure 2). This step is not

mandatory. However, as discussed in (Giunchiglia

and Sebastiani, 1996a), early pruning may detect

early inconsistencies in the partial assignment so

far built and therefore greatly prune the search

space.

KSATw is interfaced with the rest of the procedure

by means of a global look-up table (LUT) which as

sociates a propositional literal B, (resp. -B) to each

distinct modal literal Dºp; (resp. -Dºpi) occurring in p.

Each row in LUT is a pair (B, p:) (resp. (-B, -p;)),

where p is the propositional wff obtained from p,

by recursively substituting each atom Dºp; with the

corresponding B;. When invoked on the input wif

p, KSATC initializes LUT and passes p" to KSAT.

Each time it is invoked on a propositional assignment

u (which represents A, Do, AA, -D6, a m), KSATA

retrieves from LUT the CNF wſfs corresponding to

the literals in pu, it merges them and invokes KSAT on

the resulting CNF wſs Aso, A-3;'s. Notice that each

retrieval requires only constant time.

3 MORE TESTING OF THREE

EARLIER CLAIMS

Our goal in this section is to confirm the three claims

listed in the introduction, first made in (Giunchiglia

and Sebastiani, 1996c) and then challenged by Hustadt

and Schmidt.

3.1 THE EVALUATION STRATEGY

We compare five systems, namely: KRIS, KSATLISP,

KSATC, KSATLISP(UNSORTED), and TA.” KRIS is a

tableau based system implemented in LISP [Hollun

der et al., 1990; Baader et al., 1994]. Both KSATC and

KSATLISPpre-sort input wſfs before the main routine is

invoked for the first time. This allows for renaming the

permutations of a modal atom (e.g., D(A1 VA2) and

"TA is available at http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/ in

Thustadt/mdp/. In particular, we used TA version 1.2,

SPAss/Flotter version 0.55. KRIs, KSATLISP, KSATC,

the random wſſ generator and detailed instructions about

how to reproduce all the tests presented are available

at ftp://ftp.mrg. dist. unige.it/ in pub/mrg-systems.

(As the following makes clear, KSATLISP(UNSORTED) is

KSATLISP with a heuristic turned off).
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D(A2 VA1)) with the same propositional letter. This

step, if not performed, may dramatically affect the per

formance of the algorithm (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani,

1996a). KSATLISP(UNSORTED) is KSATLISP with sort

ing disabled. We test KSATLISP(UNSORTED)(which,

we know a priori, is much slower than KSATLISP) in

order to reproduce the tests in [Hustadt and Schmidt,

1997a; Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997b). In fact, as they

explicitly state in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a)|page

21], Hustadt and Schmidt test KSATLISP with sorting

disabled (that is, what in this paper we call KSATLISP

(UNSORTED)).

To test these systems, we use the test methodol

ogy described in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a;

Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996c) with the improve

ments suggested in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a).”

These improvements solve the problem — highlighted

in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a) – that, for some

choices of the parameters' values, the generated wſfs

can be trivial or can be significantly simplified by

a simple preprocessing step (like that, for instance,

which can be optionally activated in both KSATC and

KSATLISP). As a matter of fact, the samples that we

used throughout our experimental analisys are highly

insensitive to preprocessing (i.e. simplifying). We ver

ified this property by running the built-in simplifier of

KSATC on every sample of the PS1 test, and then com

paring the original sample vs. the simplified one. The

result is that there is little or no difference between

them.

We can briefly overview our testing methodology as

follows. We consider problem sets, i.e., sets of ran

domly generated 3CNFK wſfs. A 3CNFK w£f is a con

junction of 3CNFK clauses, where each clause is a dis

junctions of three literals. Modal atoms are restricted

to have the form DC, where C is a 3CNFK clause.

A 3CNFK wif is randomly generated according to the

following parameters: (i) the modal depth d, (ii) the

number of clauses L.; (iii) the number of propositional

variables N.; (iv) the probability p with which an atom

occurring in a clause of depth > 0 is purely proposi

tional. Following [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a), we

fix p = 0 and modify the generator to avoid multiple

occurrences of the same propositional atom inside one

clause.

A problem set is thus characterized by a fixed N and

d: we let L vary in such a way to empirically cover

the “100% satisfiable – 100% unsatisfiable” transition.

Then, for each tuple of the four values in a problem

set, we randomly generate 100 3CNFK w£fs. These

wffs are given in input to the procedure under test.

Satisfiability percentages and median CPU times are

plotted against the number of clauses L. For practical

reasons, a timeout mechanism stops the execution on

one problem after 1000 seconds of CPU. A 1000 sec

*The features and advantages of this methodology are

described in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996a).

onds median time thus means that more than 50% of

the total number of samples has exceeded the timeout.

3.2 RESULTS

We start with the problem set PS1 (called PS12

in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a) characterized by

d = 1 and N = 4. Figure 2 reports the median CPU

time for the five systems (left) and the median number

of DPLL calls (right) for KSATLISP and KSATC. For

KSATLISP and KSATC, the CPU time does not include

the time needed for wſſ sorting. However, this over

head is negligible when compared to the time spent

in the decision process. For TA, we consider only the

time that SPASS takes to solve the problem. We do not

take into account the time to convert modal formulas

into first order formulas and the time used by FLOT

TER to perform the conversion to conjunctive normal

form. We also plot the percentage of satisfiable wſfs to

get a rough estimation of where the cross-over point

of 50% of satisfiable wifs occurs.

Consider first Figure 2 left.” Notice the logarithmic

scale on the vertical axis. As a first remark, observe

the dramatic effect that disabling the sorting of the

input formula has on the computational behavior of

SAT-based procedures: the gap between KSATLISP

(UNSORTED) and KSATLISP grows up to more than 2

orders of magnitude (e.g., for L = 80). The perfor

mance gap between KSATLISP and TA is more than

1 order of magnitude for L → 60. The orders of

magnitude become 2 if we consider KSATC instead of

KSATLISP. Running TA on highly constrained formu

las (L = 140, 180,200), we observed that the median

CPU time on 100 samples is always higher than 40

seconds, so we have still no evidence that TA run

time decreases when formulas become trivially unsat

isfiable. If we consider KRIS, the gap with KSATLISP

and KSATC reaches about 4 and 5 orders of magni

tude respectively for L = 28. For L = 36 no wif is

solved by KRIS within the timeout. * These results

support Claim 1 that KSAT outperforms the other cur

rent state-of-the-art decision procedures. With respect

to (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b) we have further

evidence coming from the comparison with TA. These

results also show that the arguments against our em

pirical analysis in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996c)

*The tests in Figure 2 have been performed on

a Pentium 200MHz MMX, 64MBRam workstation on Linux

Red-Hat 2.0.30. SPASS and KSATC are compiled by gcc

2.7.2.1, option -02. KRIS and KSATLisp/KsATLisp

(UNSORTED) are compiled by allegro cl 4.3 and gcl. 2.2

respectively.

"For each value of L the test is stopped if more that

50% samples exceed the timeout (i.e., the median value is

greater than 1000 seconds). This saves a lot of testing time.

Therefore, “no wif is solved within the timeout” means that

the first 50%+1 samples all exceeded the timeout, while the

others have not been tested.
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CPU TIME COMPARISON – PS1 (N-4, d-1. ºp-o)

to'

10'

: o

6d

• OF CLAUSES (L)

DPLL CALLS - PS1 (N-4, d-1. *p-0)

T

l -

60 too 120O 20 40 60

• OF CLAUSES (L)

Figure 2: Left: KRIS, TA, KSATLISP(UNSORTED) KSATLISP and KSATC median CPU time, 100 samples/point.

Right: KSATLISP and KSATC median search space size, 100 samples/point. Background: satisfiability percent

age.

given in [Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a; Hustadt and

Schmidt, 1997b) are wrong. Even fixing the testing

methodology, there is still evidence supporting Claim

1. The different results obtained in [Hustadt and

Schmidt, 1997a; Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997b) are sim

ply due to the fact that Hustadt and Schmidt tested

KSATLISP(UNSORTED) and not KSATLISP, clearly un

derestimating the effects of this choice.

Consider now Claim 2 that SAT based decision proce

dures are intrinsically bound to be more efficient than

tableau based decision procedures. In (Giunchiglia and

Sebastiani, 1996c), (and, more in detail, in (Giunchiglia

and Sebastiani, 1996b) this strong claim was sup

ported by some empirical results and also by a theoret

ical analysis. We have discussed the empirical results

in the above paragraph. For what concerns the the

oretical analysis given in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani,

1996c; Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b), we still sup

port it. The argument goes as follows. We start from

the observation that SAT deciders are intrinsically su

perior to propositional tableaux, for

a) they don’t generate redundant assignments, and8

(b) they prune branches as soon as they violate one

propositional constraint.

Then, it is sufficient to notice that, as (Giunchiglia and

Sebastiani, 1996c; Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b)

show, this performance gap propagates and expands

with the modal depth of the formulas.

Finally, consider Claim 3 about the existence of easy

hard-easy patterns. From a theoretical point of view,

it is shown in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b) that

these patterns are a consequence of property (b) above.

From an empirical point of view, consider Figure 2,

right. This figure reports the size of the search space

for both KSATLISP and KSATC. It is easy to notice

the existence of easy-hard-easy peaks centered about

the 50% satisfiable point. This issue will be further

discussed in Section 4.

4 KsatC VS. TA

Consider now the three problem sets PS2 (d = 1, N =

4), PS3 (d = 1, N = 5) and PS4 (d = 1, N = 6). PS2

and PS4 reproduce the two experiments presented in

[Hustadt and Schmidt, 1997a), with a slight change in

the testing methodology. In particular, the improved

test methodology presented in [Hustadt and Schmidt,

1997a) and described in Section 3 is not yet optimal,

as it may be the case that multiple occurrences of the

same modal atom DC (or different permutations of

DC) occur in clauses of depth > 0. For instance, the

modal clause D(A1 VA2 VA3) V-D(A1 VA3 V A2) be

comes a tautology after sorting. To avoid this, we have

introduced a further slight improvement in the wſſ gen

erator: pre-sort all modal atoms and avoid multiple

occurrences of (sorted) modal atoms inside clauses. It

is clear that there is no point in trying to simplify these

samples.

The results of PS2, PS3, PS4 are described in Figure

3.” In all figures, the horizontal axis represents the

number of clauses L., and each point represent the me

dian value out of 100 values. The three columns cor

*All the tests of Figure 3 have been performed with the

same machine, operating system and compilers as those in

Figure 2.
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Figure 3: First row: TA versus KSATC on PS2, PS3, PS4. Second row: KSATC size of search space. Background: º

satisfiability percentages (100% satisfiable at end-scale). º,

sº

respond to PS2, PS3 and PS4 respectively. In the first 22.9 seconds. TA keeps exceeding the timeout for all

row we compare TA and KSATC CPU times, in loga- the successive values. After L = 125 and 162 respec

rithmic scale. In the second row we plot the KSATC tively, nowff is solved by TA within the timeout.

global number of recursive DPLL calls, i.e., the size It i - rtant t tice th litative diff
of the space effectively searched by KSATC, in linear b tºi.ºgº.º ... g. thº: ºr

scale. The dotted plots in the background represent . ne i. b: #. k W º e º, S ---

the percentages of satisfiable formulas, in linear scale, “..."...”.” area, the KSATU curves ae: *

- - crease with L. In fact the size of the space searched
with 100% satisfiable at end scale.

(bottom row) tends to zero whenever L approaches s

An eye-catching observation to the first row shows that the “100% unsatisfiable” area. (Giunchiglia and Sebas- ~.

KSATC performs better than TA in all the three tests. tiani, 1996b) showed that this feature is a consequence ~

For PS2, the gap between TA and KSATC is of 2 (al- of the ability of a procedure to detect constraint vi- ſ:

most 3) orders of magnitude for L = 68 (i.e. at the

cross-over point of 50% of satisfiable wſfs) and goes up

till 4 orders of magnitude at the right end side of the

horizontal axis. For PS3 and PS4, TA median values

exceed the timeout for L = 85 and 102 respectively,

while the corresponding values of KSATC are 2.0 and

olations as soon as they occur: the more constrained

the formula is, the more likely a branch violates a con

straint, the higher the search tree is pruned. Roughly

speaking, this matches the general intuition that over

constrainedness makes unsatisfiability more evident,

and thus easier to detect

sº%
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Figure 4: The percentile graphs for KSATC (left column) and TA (right column) on PS2 (top row), PS3 (middle

row) and PS4 (bottom row).
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(see [Williams and Hogg, 1994) for a fine-grained anal

sis of this point.) Similarly to tableau based systems

Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b), TA does not seem

capable to take full advantage of over-constrainedness

of the input wffs. For instance, in the extreme right

points of some plots, TA is not able to solve one

single instance within the timeout, while these in

stances are easy or even trivial to solve for KSATC.

To support this consideration we generated a sample

L = 200, N = 5, d = 1 and tested TA without time

limits. TA came out with a response after 9534 sec

onds (more than two hours and a half) while KSATC

took 0.88 seconds of CPU.

It is also worth noticing that the plots support the ev

idence of a phase transition phenomenon - i.e., steep

satisfiability transition plots and easy-hard-easy hard

ness patterns whose peaks are located about the 50%

satisfiability point – for K-satisfiability. This confirms

the analogous results in (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani,

1996c; Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b).

All the above considerations are confirmed by the Q%

percentile graphs in Figure 4. Formally, the Q%

percentile of a set S of values is the value V such

that Q% of the values in S are smaller or equal to

V. The median value of a set thus corresponds to

the 50% percentile of the set. Figure 4 reports the

50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% percentile curves

for KSATC (left column) and TA (right column) on

PS2 (top row), PS3 (middle row) and PS4 (bottom

row). All the Q%-percentile plotted curves show that

KSATC performs better than TA (notice the different

end of scale used on the vertical axis for KSATC and

TA), except for those points in PS4 on which both

KSATC and TA exceed the time limit. However, on

the basis of the respective values of the surrounding

points, we may conjecture that even for these points

KSATC values are less than the respective TA values.

Interestingly, for PS2, there does not seem to be much

difference between the 50%-percentile and the 90%

percentile curves for TA. On PS2, TA 100%-percentile

curve seems to present an easy-hard-easy pattern, but

this is the only curve where this seems to happen.

To extend our comparison, we have further tested TA

and KSATC on the class of wffs {p} }d=1,2,... presented

in [Halpern and Moses, 1992). These are K-satisfiable

wffs, with depth d and 2d + 1 propositional letters.

This test is interesting as every Kripke structure sat

isfying off has at least 2*** – 1 distinct states, while

leśl is O(d°). From the results in [Halpern and Moses,

1992) We can reasonally assume a minimum exponen

tial growth factor of 2* in time for any ordinary algo

rithm based on Kripke semantics. We have run TA

ºd KSATC on these formulas, for increasing values of

Figure 5 presents the resulting CPU times. ** TA

“The test in Figure 5 have been performed on a SUN

CPUTIME COMPARISON – HALPERN & MOSESWFFs

T T T I

:

6 8

depth

Figure 5: TA and KSATC CPU times for the class of

p; formulas.

and KSATC CPU times grow approximately as (5.0)*

and (2.3)*, respectively, exceeding the 1000 seconds

limit for d = 7 (1032.35 seconds) and d = 14 (1616.87

seconds), respectively. This confirms the performance

gap highlighted above. On the same test, on the

same machine, KRIS and KSATLISP grow approxima

tively as (12.7)" and (2.6)*, respectively. They exceed

the 1000 seconds limit for d = 7 (5085 seconds) and

d = 11 (2541.28 seconds) respectively, as reported in

(Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996c).

5 CONCLUSION

Our analysis in this paper suggests that SAT based

decision procedures have superior behavior than deci

sion procedures based on the translation method. In

previous papers we have presented results, confirmed

by the results in this paper, which suggest that SAT

based decision procedures are also more efficient than

tableau based decision procedures. So far we have re

stricted ourselves to few basic modal logics (e.g., K,

S5). An interesting open problem is whether these

(substantial) computational advantages will also ex

ist in other modal logics which are more “interesting”

from an applicational point of view, e.g., CTL, LTL,

Dynamic Logics.
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Abstract

Description Logics form a family of formalisms

closely related to semantic networks but with the

distinguishing characteristic that the semantics of

the concept description language is formally de

fined, so that the subsumption relationship be

tween two concept descriptions can be computed

by a suitable algorithm. Description Logics have

proved useful in a range of applications but their

wider acceptance has been hindered by their lim

ited expressiveness and the intractability of their

subsumption algorithms. This paper addresses

both these issues by describing a sound and com

plete tableaux subsumption testing algorithm for

a relatively expressive Description Logic which,

in spite of the logic's worst case complexity, has

been shown to perform well in realistic applica

tl OnS.

1 INTRODUCTION

Description Logics (DLs) form a family of formalisms

which have grown out of knowledge representation tech

niques using frames and semantic networks; their dis

tinguishing characteristic is a formally defined semantics

which enables the subsumption (kind-of) relationship to be

computed by a suitable algorithm (Woods and Schmolze

1992). DL based knowledge representation systems have

proved useful in a range of applications (Berman et al.

1994; Guha and Lenat 1994; Goble et al. 1996; Levy and

Rousset 1996; Küssner 1997), but their wider acceptance

has been hindered by their limited expressiveness (Doyle

and Patil 1991; MacGregor 1991) and the intractability of

their subsumption algorithms (Heinsohn et al. 1994; Speel

et al. 1995).' This paper addresses both these issues by

'A desire/requirement for sound and complete reasoning is as

sumed, but see (Borgida 1992) for a discussion of this issue.

describing a tableaux subsumption testing algorithm for a

relatively expressive DL which, in spite of the logic's worst

case complexity, has been shown to perform well in realis

tic applications.

A particularly promising application domain for DLS is in

the growth area of ontological engineering—the design,

construction and maintenance of large conceptual schemas

or ontologies (Mays et al. 1996; Horrocks et al. 1996; Rec

tor and Horrocks 1997). An example of such an application

is the European GALEN project, which aims to promote the

sharing and re-use of medical data by building a large med

ical terminology ontology which can be used by application

designers as a flexible and extensible classification schema

(Rector et al. 1993). However design studies at the outset of

the project identified expressive requirements which were

satisfied by few if any implemented DL systems (Nowlan

1993), in particular the ability to reason about transitive

part-whole, causal and compositional relations (called roles

in DLs) (Rector et al. 1997). The importance of reasoning

with transitive roles has long been recognised (Hors 1994;

Padgham and Lambrix 1994; Artale et al. 1996), and has

been identified as a requirement in other application do

mains, particularly those concerned with complex physi

cally composed objects, e.g., engineering (Sattler 1995).

The work presented here was motivated by the desire to

provide a sound, complete and empirically tractable algo

rithm for a DL with the expressive power required by these

kinds of application. The logic developed for this purpose

was ACCH ht, an extension of the well known ACC DL

(Schmidt-Schauſ and Smolka 1991). ACC supports con

cept descriptions using the standard logical connectives,

plus existential and universal role restrictions, but only us

ing simple primitive roles. ACCH nº augments ACC with

transitively closed primitive roles and role inclusion ax

ioms, the combination of which enables a hierarchy of tran

sitive and non-transitive roles to be defined—a fundamen

tal requirement of the GALEN project—and allows reason

ing with respect to general terminologies (see Section 5), a

feature which is also required by some applications (Levy
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and Rousset 1996). A tableaux satisfiability testing algo

rithm for ACC}{R+ will be presented, along with a proof

of its soundness and completeness, and an extension to the

algorithm which supports reasoning with attributes (func

tional/feature roles) will also be described. A highly opti

mised implementation of this algorithm forms the basis for

a terminological classifier, FaCT, which has been devel

oped to demonstrate the feasibility of using the algorithm

for subsumption reasoning in realistic applications.

2 TRANSITIVE ROLES

Extensions to ACC which support some form of transitive

roles include C1 Q (Giacomo and Lenzerini 1996), TSC

(Schild 1991), ACC1 (Baader 1990), ACCR1 and ACCH

(Sattler 1996). Of these, CIQ, TSC and ACC1 all support

role expressions with transitive or transitive reflexive oper

ators, and from correspondence to propositional dynamic

logics their satisfiability problems are known to be EXP

TIME-complete (Schild 1991). The ACCR4 and ACCH,

DLs support transitive roles without providing a general

transitive closure operator, and were investigated in the

hope that a more restricted form of transitive role might

lead to a satisfiability problem in a lower complexity class

(Sattler 1996).

ACCR+ augments ACC with transitively closed primitive

roles: an ACCR+ terminology may include axioms of

the form R e R+, where R is a role name and R+ is

the set of transitive roles names in the terminology. In

(Sattler 1996) an algorithm for deciding the satisfiability

of ACCR+ concept expressions is presented along with a

proof of its soundness and completeness. It is also demon

strated that the complexity of the ACCR+ satisfiability

problem is PSPACE-complete, the same as for ACC (Donini

et al. 1995). ACCH, extends ACCH+ by associating each

non-transitive role R with its transitive orbit. The transitive

orbit of a role R, denoted Rº, is a transitive role which sub

sumes R, and could be defined by the axioms R* e R1

and R C Rºº. The interpretation of Rº is therefore a su

perset of the interpretation of the transitive closure of R,

i.e., (R+)* D (R*)*. Unfortunately, the complexity of

the ACCi satisfiability problem is also shown to be EXP

TIME-complete.

ACC}{R4 generalises ACCH by supporting transitively

closed primitive roles and arbitrary role inclusion axioms

of the form R C S. As it is more general than ACCP, but

still less expressive than DLs such as ACC+ which support

the transitive closure role forming operator, the ACCH R+

satisfiability problem is clearly also EXPTIME-complete.

However, the tableaux satisfiability testing algorithm for

ACCH R+ is much simpler than for ACC+:

1. It is simpler to detect cycles in the tableaux con

struction which could lead to non-termination. Cycle

detection (blocking) involves comparing sets of con

cepts, and this is complicated in ACC+ by the need

to deal with concepts containing role expressions. It

can be shown, for example, that identifying equivalent

role expressions is itself a PSPACE-complete problem

(Baader 1990).

2. It is simpler to deal with cycles once they have been

detected, because in the ACCH R+ algorithm all cy

cles lead to a valid cyclical model. In the ACC+ algo

rithm, on the other hand, it is necessary to differentiate

between cycles which lead to a valid cyclical model

(good cycles) and those which do not (bad cycles).

ACCH R4 is sufficiently expressive to be useful in a range

of applications, but the simplicity of its satisfiability testing

algorithm means that it is easy to implement and amenable

to a wide range of optimisation techniques.

3 THE ACCHR, DESCRIPTION LOGIC

In this section a tableaux algorithm for testing the satisfi

ability of ACCH R4 concept expressions will be described

and a proof of its soundness and completeness presented.

The algorithm and proof are extensions of those described

for ACCR+ (Sattler 1996).

3.1 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

ACCH R+ is the DL obtained by augmenting ACC with

transitively closed primitive roles and primitive role intro

duction axioms. An ACC}{R+ terminology consists of a

finite set of axioms of the form C C D | C = D | R C

S | R e R+, where C and D are concept expressions,

R and S are role names and R+ is the set of transitive

role names. ACCH R+ concept expressions are of the form

CN | T | L |-C | C T D | CUD | BR.C | WRC, where

CN is a concept name, C and D are concept expressions

and R is a role name.

A standard Tarski style model theoretic semantics is used

to interpret concept expressions and to justify subsumption

inferences (Baader et al. 1991). The meaning of concepts

and roles is given by an interpretation 1 which is a pair

(A+, 4), where A* is the domain (a set) and * is an inter

pretation function. The interpretation function maps each

concept name CN to a subset of A* and each role to to

a set valued function (or equivalently a binary relation):

R* : A* – 2* (R* c A+ x A*). The semantics of an

ACCH R4 concept expression is derived from the seman

tics of its components as shown in Figure 1. The semantics

of ACC}{R+ axioms is given in Figure 2.

To simplify the description of the algorithm, it will be as
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Syntax Semantics

CN cN* c \,:

T A1

+ W

—C A1 – C1

C. T. CI n DI

C. L. D | C1 U D1

ER.C |{d e A* | R* (d) n C++ 0}

WRC | {d e A* | R7 (d) c C*}

Figure 1: Semantics of ACCH R4 Concept Expressions

Syntax Semantics

C E D CCI c. DT

C = D | C+ = D+

R E S R* c S4

R e R1 || Rº = (RF)*

Figure 2: Semantics of ACCH R+ Axioms

sumed that R+ and the [ relation have been defined by

an ACCH R1 terminology T, so that R+ = {R | R e

R+ is an axiom in T}, and for two roles R and S, R C S

iff R C S is an axiom in T or there is a role R' such that

R C R' is an axiom in T and R' C S. Without loss of

generality, it will also be assumed that the concept expres

sion is in negation normal form, so that negations are ap

plied only to concept names, and that the terminology does

not contain any concept axioms (i.e., axioms of the form

C C D or C = D), so that all concept names are atomic

primitives.” Arbitrary concept expressions can be trans

formed into negation normal form using a combination of

DeMorgan's laws and the identities -3R.C = WR.-C and

-VR.C = B.R.-C. How the algorithm can be used to test

satisfiability w.r.t. a general terminology will be described

in Section 5.

Like other tableaux algorithms, the ACCH R+ algorithm

tries to prove the satisfiability of a concept expression D

by demonstrating a model of D–an interpretation 1 =

(A*, *) such that D* # W. The model is represented by

a tree whose nodes correspond to individuals in the model,

each node being labelled with a set of ACCH R+-concepts.

When testing the satisfiability of an ACCH ht-concept D,

these sets are restricted to subsets of sub(D), where sub(D)

is the closure of the subexpressions of D defined as fol

lows:

1. if D is an atomic primitive concept or its negation,

then sub(D) = {D}

*An atomic primitive is a concept name CN for which there is

no definition in T: all that is known about CN is that CN’ c A*.

2. if D is of the form HRC or WRC, then sub(D) =

{D} U sub(C)

3. if D is of the form C ſiCº or C. LC2, then sub(D) =

{D} U sub(C1) Usub(C2)

The soundness and completeness of the algorithm will be

proved by showing that a concept has a model iff it has a

tableau, and that the algorithm constructs a tableau for a

concept iff one exists.

Definition 1 If D is an ACCH ht-concept and Rp is the

set of role names occurring in D, a tableau T for D is de

fined to be a triple (S., C., 8) such that: S is a set of in

dividuals, c : S → 2*) maps each individual to a

set of concept expressions which is a subset of sub(D),

& : R D → 2*** maps each role name occurring in D

to a set of pairs of individuals, and there is some individual

se S such that De C(s). For all se S it holds that:

1. L ºf C(s), and if C E £(s), then -C # £(s)

if C T C2 € C(s), then Ci e C(s) and C2 € C(s)

if C L C2 e C(s), then Ci e C(s) or C2 e C(s)

if V.R.C e C(s) and (s,t) e 8(R), then Ce C(t)

if HR.C E £(s), then there is some t e S s.t. (s,t) e

8(R) and C e C(t)

6. if v R.C e C(s), (s,t) e &(S), S e R+ and S C R,

then V.S.C e £(t)

7. if R C S then 8(R) C &(S)

Lemma 1 An ACCH R4-concept D is satisfiable iff there

exists a tableau for D.

Proof: For the if direction, if T = (S, C., 8) is a tableau

for D, a model T = (A*, *) of D can be defined as:

A* = S

CN* {s | CN e C(s)}

for all concept names CN in sub(D)

8(R)+ if R e R+

8(R) U U.S* otherwise
SC R.

R1

where 8(R)* denotes the transitive closure of Č(R).

By induction on the structure of concepts it can be shown

that T is well defined and that D* # W. For concepts of

the form –C, C1 TC2, C1 L C2 and BR.C, the correctness

of their interpretations follows directly from Definition 1

and the semantics of ACC}{n+ concept expressions given

in Figure 1 above:
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1. For concepts of the form -C, if -C e £(s), then

C # £(s), so s e A* – C+ and -C is correctly

interpreted.

2. For concepts of the form C T C2, if C T Cº e C(s),

then Ci e C(s) and Cº e C(s), so se C# ſh C# and

C1 ſi C2 is correctly interpreted.

3. For concepts of the form C L C2, if C L C2 e C(s),

then Ci e C(s) or Cº e C(s), so se C# U C# and

C1 L C2 is correctly interpreted.

4. For concepts of the form HR.C., if BR.C e C(s), then

there is some t E S such that (s,t) E &(R) and C E

£(t), so se {de A* | R* (d) n (* # W} and ER.C.

is correctly interpreted.

For concepts of the form v R.C., the correctness of their

interpretations follows from Definition 1, and the semantics

of ACCH R+ concept expressions and axioms:

1. if WRC e C(s) and (s,t) E &(R), then Ce C(t)

2. if v R.C e £(s), (s,t) # 8(R) and (s,t) e R*,

then there exists a path (s, u1), ..., (un, t) s.t. n > 1,

{(s, u1),..., (un, t)} C & (S), S E R1 and S C R.

From property 6 of Definition 1, VSC e ſ (us) for

all 1 < i < n, and from property 4 of Definition 1,

C E £(t)

so se {d e A* | R* (d) C C*} and V.R.C is correctly

interpreted.

Finally, from Definition 1, there is some individuals e S

such that De C(s), so se D* and D* + W.

For the converse, if T = (A*, *) is a model of D, then a

tableau T = (S. C., 8) for D can be defined as:

S = A*

8(R) = R*

C(s) = {C e sub(D)|s e C*}

It only remains to demonstrate that T is a tableau for D:

1. T satisfies properties 1–5 in Definition 1 as a direct

consequence of the semantics of the -C, C1 ſi C2,

C1 L C2, VR.C and H.R.C concept expressions.

2. If d e (VRC)*, (d, e) e S4, S e R1 and S L R,

then e e (VSC)* unless there is some f such that

(e, f) e S4 and f { Cº. However, if (d, e) e S*,

(e, f) e S4, S e R1 and S L R, then from

the semantics of role axioms given in Figure 2, S E

R+ → (d, f) e S4, S E R → (d, f) e R* and

d # (VR.C)*. T therefore satisfies property 6 in Def

inition 1.

3. T satisfies property 7 in Definition 1 as a direct conse

quence of the Semantics of role inclusion axioms given

in Figure 2. -

3.2 CONSTRUCTING AN ACCH ºr TABLEAU

The algorithm builds a tree where each node r of the tree is

labelled with a set C(r) C sub(D) and may, in addition, be

marked satisfiable. The tree is expanded either by extend

ing ſ (r) for some leaf node r or by adding new leaf nodes.

For a node r, C(ar) is said to contain a clash if L G [.(r)

or, for some concept C, {C, -C} C £(r). [.(r) is called

a pre-tableau if it is clash-free and contains no unexpanded

conjunction or disjunction concepts. Note that W is a pre

tableau.

Edges of the tree are either labelled L or labelled R for

some role name R occurring in sub(D). Edges labelled L.

are added when expanding Ci L C2 concepts in C (a), and

are the mechanism whereby the algorithm searches possi

ble alternative expansions. Edges labelled with a role name

R are added when expanding H.R.C. terms in C(ar), and cor

respond to relationships between pairs of individuals.

A node y is called an R-successor of a node r if there is

an edge (r, y) labelled R; y is called a L-successor of r if

there is a path, consisting of L-labelled edges, from a to y.

A node r is an ancestor of a node y if there is a path from

a to y regardless of the labelling of the edges. Note that

both the L-successor and ancestor relations are reflexive as

nodes are connected to themselves by the empty path.

The algorithm initialises a tree T to contain a single node

ro, called the root node, with ſ (ro) = {D}. T is then

expanded by repeatedly applying the rules from Figure 3

until either the root node is marked satisfiable or none of

the rules is applicable. Note that the second condition in

each rule prevents multiple applications of the rule to the

same concept expression(s), while blocking is performed

by part b of the 3-rule.

If the algorithm constructs a tree in which the root node is

marked satisfiable, then it returns satisfiable; from this tree

a tableau for D can trivially be constructed. If the algorithm

terminates without marking the root node satisfiable, then

it returns unsatisfiable.

3.3 SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS

From Lemma 1, the soundness and completeness of the

algorithm can be demonstrated by proving that, for an

ACCH ht-concept D, it always terminates and that it re

turns satisfiable iff there exists a tableau for D.

Lemma 2 For each ACCH R+-concept D, the tableau

construction terminates.

º5 *.

£1.

*_

*_

*** -
º

y &

*º

sº*...
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ſi-rule: if 1.

2. {C1, C2} Z £(a)

L-rule: if 1.

2. (C1, C2} ſh C(a) = W

C(y)

C (2)

C(r) U {C}}

£(r) U {C2}

B-rule: if 1.

2. r is a leaf of T

then for each HR.C e ſ (r) do:

SAT-rule: if 1.

form ER.C.

marked satisfiable

2. r is not marked satisfiable

then mark a satisfiable

r is a leaf of T, C(r) is clash-free, C1 ſiCº e ſ (r)

then C(r) — C(r) U {C1, C2}

r is a leaf of T, C(r) is clash-free, C L C2 € C(r)

then create two L-successors y, z of r with:

£(r) is a pre-tableau, there is a concept of the form HR.C in £(r)

a. (R, +- {C} U {D | VS.De C(r) and R C S}

U {VS.D | V P. De C(r), S e R1, S C P and R C S}

b. if for some ancestor w of r, (R., C C (w)

then create an R-successor y of r with C(y) = 0

c. otherwise create an R-successor y of r with C(y) = (R

r is a node of T, and either:

a. [.(r) is a pre-tableau containing no concepts of the

b. [.(r) is a pre-tableau which has successors,

and all successors of r are marked satisfiable

c. [.(r) is not a pre-tableau and some L-successor of r is

Figure 3: Tableaux Expansion Rules for ACCH R4.

Proof: Let m = |sub(D)|. As nodes are labelled with

subsets of sub(D), C(r)| < m for all nodes r. For any

node a the ſi-rule can therefore be applied at most m times.

The size of any sub-trees is also limited by m: the L-rule

can also be applied at most m times along a L-labelled path

and the B-rule can be applied at most 2" times along any

path before there must be some ancestory s.t. (R., C C(y)

for any R.

Lemma 3 For an ACC}{R+-concept D, there exists a tab

leau for Diff the tableau construction returns satisfiable.

Proof: For the if direction (the algorithm returns satisfi

able), let T be the tree constructed by the tableaux algo

rithm for D. A tableau T = (S, C., 8) can be defined with:

S = {r | r is a node in T, r is marked sat

isfiable and C(r) is a non-empty pre

tableau.}

&(R) = {(r, y) e S X S | either y is a L

successor of an R-successor of r: or r

has an R-successor z with £(z) = 0,

y is an ancestor of r and (R, C C(y);

or for some role S, (r, y) e &(S) and

S C R}

and it can be shown that T is a tableau for D:

1. D e £(r) for the root ro of T and for all L

successors of ro. As ro is marked satisfiable one of

these must be a non-empty pre-tableau marked satisfi

able, so De C(s) for some se S.

2. Properties 1–3 of Definition 1 are satisfied because

each æ E S is a pre-tableau.

3. Property 4 in Definition 1 is satisfied because {C

VR.C e £(r)} C (R, and £R. C. C(y) for all y with

(r, y) e &(R).
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4. Property 5 in Definition l is satisfied by the H-rule

which, for all re S, creates for each HR.C e £(r) a

new R-successor y with either:

(a) C E [.. (y) or

(b) [.(y) = 0, C E (R., and (R. C. ſ. (3) for some

ancestor 2 of r.

5. Property 6 in Definition l is satisfied because {VS.C

VR.C e ſ (r), S e R1 and S [ R} C (s, and

(sr C C(y) for all y with (r, y) e & (S).

6. Property 7 in Definition 1 is satisfied because (r, y) e

&(S) for all (r, y) e 8(R) and R C S.

For the converse (the algorithm returns unsatisfiable), it can

be shown by induction on h(r), the height of the sub-tree

below r, that if r is not marked satisfiable then the concept

X = Tice E(r)C is not satisfiable:

1. If h (r) = 0 (a is a leaf) and r is not marked sat

isfiable, then C (r) contains a clash and X is clearly

unsatisfiable.

2. If h(r) > 0, £(r) is not a pre-tableau and r is not

marked satisfiable, then none of its L-successors is

marked satisfiable; hence C L C2 e £(r) and nei

ther y with C(y) = C(r) U {C} nor z with £(z) =

£(r) U {C2} is marked satisfiable. It follows by in

duction that X is not satisfiable.

3. If h (a) > 0, ſ. (a) is a pre-tableau and r is not marked

satisfiable, then there is some R-successor of a which

is not marked satisfiable and it follows by induction,

and the semantics of value restriction concept expres

sions (VR.C), that X is not satisfiable.

4 EXTENDING ACCH ºr WITH

ATTRIBUTES

ACCH R4 can be extended with limited support for at

tributes (functional/feature roles) to give ACC}{f R+. Un

like ACCJF (Hollunder and Nutt 1990), ACC}{f R+ does

not include support for attribute value map concept form

ing operators, but it only requires a minor extension to the

ACCH R4 algorithm.

ACCHfºr extends the syntax of ACCH R+ by allowing

axioms of the form A € F to appear in terminologies,

where A is a role name and F is the set of functional

role names, or attributes. As well as being correct for

ACCH R+ concept expressions, an ACCHfºr interpreta

tion 1 = (A*, *) must satisfy the additional condition

that, for all A e F, A* is a single valued partial function,

A* : dom A* — A*.

The H-rule in the ACC}{R+ tree construction algorithm can

be extended to deal with attributes in ACC}{fºr. Expres

sions of the form HR.C., where R is a role, are dealt with

exactly as before, but expressions of the form H.A.C., where

A is an attribute, require special treatment. The extended

rule treats attributes in a similar way to roles: H.A.C expres

sions in the label of a pre-tableau node a will lead to the

creation of new A-successor nodes y, and labelled edges

(r, y). However, it may group together multiple H.A.C.

expressions in r's label to create a single A-successor y,

labeling the edge (r, y) with a set of attribute names A.

Multiple H.A.C expressions must be grouped together

when, in the model represented by the tree, the A* (r) are

constrained to be the same individual, for example when

there are multiple H.A.C expressions containing the same

attribute A. The interaction between attributes and the role

hierarchy means that for two expressions H.A.C. E £(r)

and B.B.C., e C(t), where A and B are attributes, A* (v)

and B+ (r) are also constrained to be the same individ

ual when A C B (because A+ C B+) or B E A (be

cause B+ C A*). We will say that an attribute B is

directly-constrained by an attribute A in C (r) if (B.A.C E

C(r) and A C B) or (BB.C e C(r) and B C A), and we

will say that an attribute B is constrained by an attribute A

in C(r) if B is directly-constrained by A in C(a) or if, for

some attribute A', A' is directly-constrained by A in £(r)

and B is constrained by A' in £(r). For an attribute B and

a node r, the set of attributes which are constrained by B

in C(r) will be denoted Apr, where Abr = {A e F | A

is constrained by B in C(t)}. The extended 3-rule for

ACCHfºr is shown in Figure 4.

5 GENERAL TERMINOLOGIES

The algorithm described in Section 3 tests the satisfiability

of a concept expression D w.r.t. a terminology which does

not contain concept axioms, but it can also be used to test

satisfiability w.r.t. an arbitrary terminology T. IfT is a re

stricted terminology, one which contains only acyclic con

cept definitions,” this can be achieved simply by unfolding

D—using the definitions in T to expand concept names in

D until they are all atomic primitives. The ACC}{f R+ al

gorithm can, however, also be used to test the satisfiability

of a concept expression with respect to a general terminol

ogy, one which may contain both cycles and general con

cept inclusion axioms (GCIs). A GCI is an axiom of the

form C C D where C is an arbitrary concept expression.

"A concept definition is an axiom of the form CN C C or

CN = C, where CN is a concept name which appears only once

on the left hand side of such an axiom. Concept definitions are

acyclic if C does not refer to CN, either directly or indirectly.

Concepts defined by an axiom of the form CN C C are called

primitive while those defined by an axiom of the form CN = C

are called non-primitive.
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if 1. ſ. (r) is a pre-tableau, there is a concept of the form HR.C in C(r)

2. a. is a leaf of T

then for each HR.C e £(r) where R ºf F do:

a. (R, + [C} U {D VS. De C(r) and R C S}

U {VS.D | VP.De C(r), S e R1, S C P and R C S}

b. if for some ancestor w of r, (R., C C (w)

then create an R-successor y of a with C(y) = W

c. otherwise create an R-successor y of r with C(y) = (R.

and for each H.A.D E £(r) where A e F do:

a. if for some A-successor y of r, A € A then do nothing.

b. otherwise

i. A := AAF

ii. (Ar = Ubea ({C | 3B.C e £(r)} U

{C | VSC e £(r) and B C S} U

{VSC | VPC e £(r), Se R1, S C P and B C S})

iii. if for some ancestor w of r, (Ar C C(w)

then create an A-successor y of r with C(y) = W

iv. otherwise create an A-successor y of r with C(y) = (4,

Figure 4: Extended 3-rule for ACCHfºr

An axiom C = D is equivalent to two GCIS, C C D and

D C C, so we can, without loss of generality, restrict our

attention to GCIs.

A procedure called internalisation (Baader 1990) can be

used to test the satisfiability of a concept expression D

with respect to a terminology T containing an arbitrary

set of GCIs {A1 C B1, ..., An C B, ). Internalisa

tion works by testing the satisfiability of D T M T.VD.M.,

where JM is a concept expression formed from the GCIs,

JM = (B1 L -A1) ſ. . . . T (B., L -An), and U is a spe

cially defined transitive role which subsumes all the other

roles which occur in T. The properties of U ensure that,

in any model constructed by the tableaux algorithm, every

individual satisfies M, and thus satisfies each of the GCIs

in T.

Assuming descriptive rather than fixed point semantics

(Nebel 1990), terminological cycles can easily be dealt

with by treating all concept axioms as GCIs (Buchheit et al.

1993). However, this method is highly inefficient because

reasoning with GCIs introduces large numbers of disjunc

tions and is thus very costly. Terminological cycles can

be dealt with in a much more efficient manner by using

lazy unfolding: using the definitions in T to expand con

cept names in D, but only as required by the progress of

the tableau expansion (Baader et al. 1992).

When building a tree T, lazy unfolding ensures that if the

terminology T contains a primitive definition axiom CN C

C, then for any node r in T, CN e £(r) => C e £(a).

Therefore, in the model represented by T, CN* C C4 and

the axiom is satisfied. If C refers either directly or indi

rectly to CN, termination of the tree construction algorithm

is still guaranteed because of blocking—most implemented

DLs are unable to deal with terminological cycles because

they have no blocking mechanism and could not guarantee

termination.

Lazy unfolding also takes care of non-primitive definition

axioms CN = C e T, provided that C can be unfolded

so that it contains only primitive concepts, as any primi

tive interpretation (an assignment of values to the interpre

tations of primitive concepts) will lead, via the semantics,

to an interpretation for CN such that CN* = C+. How

ever, if C cannot be unfolded so that it contains only prim

itive concepts, then it cannot be guaranteed that a model

constructed by the algorithm satisfies T. For example, if

T = {CN, C T, CN2 = -CN2}, then T is obviously

unsatisfiable (it only has a model with an empty domain).

Testing the satisfiability of CNI would, however, cause

the algorithm to build a tree representing a model where

A* = {r} and CNí = {r}.

This problem can be dealt with by checking each defini

tion axiom CN = C e T, and if C cannot be unfolded

until it contains only primitive concepts, then transform

ing the axiom into a primitive definition CN C C and a

GCI C C CN. The axiom CN2 = −CN2 from the above

example would thus be converted into the primitive defini

tion CN, L –CN, and the GCI-CN, C CN2. The GCI

would lead to CN2 being added to every node label, and

the unfolding of CN2 would then add -CN2, causing an

immediate clash.
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6 THE FacT SYSTEM

The FaCT system is a terminological classifier (TBox)

which has been developed as a testbed for a highly opti

mised implementation of the ACCHfºr satisfiability test

ing algorithm, and to evaluate its empirical tractability.

FaCT reasons about concept, role and attribute descrip

tions, and maintains a concept hierarchy based on the sub

sumption relation. The algorithm is used for subsumption

testing in the usual way: C subsumes D iff D ſl-C is

not satisfiable. Correspondences between modal and de

scription logics (Schild 1991) mean that FaCT can also be

used as a theorem prover for the propositional modal logics

Kim), KTºm), K4 m) and S4 m).

6.1 OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES

A naive implementation of the algorithm would be of lim

ited value in realistic applications: when trying to classify

the GALEN medical terminology ontology, for example,

single satisfiability problems were encountered which the

unoptimised algorithm had failed to solve after 100 hours

of CPU time. To improve the performance of the algorithm,

a range of optimisations have been employed (Horrocks

1997). These include:

• Lexical normalisation and encoding of concept

expressions—a technique which takes the hierarchi

cal structure of terminologies to its logical conclusion

by lexically normalising and encoding all concept ex

pressions and, recursively, their sub-expressions. In

this form, concept expressions consist only of (possi

bly negated) concept names, conjunctions (C1 ſi... ſ.

Cn) and value restrictions (VR.C): expressions of

the form ER.C are transformed into -(VR.-C) and

expressions of the form (C. L. . . . L. C.) are trans

formed into -(-C1 ſi . . . ſl-C.,). In addition, the

sub-expressions forming conjunctions are sorted and

any duplicates eliminated. The normalisation process

also identifies and simplifies sub-expressions which

are obviously satisfiable (e.g., W.R.T.) or obviously

unsatisfiable (e.g., (C ſi -C ſi . . .)), replacing them

with T or L respectively: in extreme cases (when the

whole expression simplifies to T or L) the need for a

tableau expansion can be completely eliminated.

The encoding process gives a unique identifier to

each lexically distinct concept expressions which, in

conjunction with lazy unfolding and the retention of

unfolded identifiers, facilitates early clash detection

when an identifier and its negation occur in the same

node label (Baader et al. 1992).

• Absorption—a technique which eliminates GCIs from

a terminology by absorbing them into primitive con

cept definition axioms. For example, if a terminology

contains the axiom P C C and the GCI Pſi D, E D2,

the GCI can be eliminated from the terminology by

absorbing it into the axiom to give P C C T (D2 L

–D1).

Although absorption adds a disjunction to the primi

tive concept definition axiom, it is much more efficient

than reasoning w.r.t. the GCI, which would require the

disjunction D2 L -(PTT D1) to be added to the label

of every node. In effect, absorption restricts the ap

plication of this disjunction to nodes where it is really

required.

Semantic branching—a search technique adapted

from the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland proce

dure (DPL) commonly use to solve propositional sat

isfiability (SAT) problems (Davis et al. 1962). Seman

tic branching works by selecting a concept C from one

of the unexpanded disjunctions in the label of a node r

and searching £(r) U {C} and £(r) U {-C}. Wasted

search is avoided because the two branches are strictly

disjoint. For example, if {CL, D, CL E} C £(r) and

C(T) U {C} is found to be unsatisfiable, then -C is

added to C (r) and a second, possibly costly, evalua

tion of the unsatisfiability of £(r) U {C} is avoided.

A similar technique is also used in the KSAT modal

K(n) (equivalently ACC (Schild 1991)) satisfiability

testing algorithm (Giunchiglia and Sebastiani 1996).

Dependency directed backtracking—a technique

adapted from constraint satisfiability problem solving

(Baker 1995) which addresses the problem of thrash

ing (large amounts of unproductive backtracking

search) caused by inherent unsatisfiability concealed

in sub-problems. Backjumping labels concept

expressions with a dependency set indicating the

branch points on which they depend. When a clash

is discovered, the dependency sets can be used to

identify the most recent branch point where exploring

the other branch might alleviate the cause of the clash.

The algorithm can then jump back over intervening

branch points without exploring alternative branches.

A similar technique was used in the HARP theorem

prover (Oppacher and Suen 1988).

Caching and re-using partial models—a technique

which takes advantage of the repetitive structure of the

satisfiability problems generated during terminologi

cal classification by using cached partial tableaux to

demonstrate “obvious” satisfiability. For example, the

satisfiability of the concept expression C T - D (and

thus the non-subsumption C Z D) can be demon

strated by showing that tableaux for C and -D joined

at their root nodes result in a valid tableau for CT-D.
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6.2 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

The performance of the FaCT system has been evaluated

using a variety of empirical testing procedures (Horrocks

1997). When assessing the results of these tests it is im

portant to note the the current system is an experimen

tal prototype written in Common Lisp, and that very lit

tle consideration has been given to low-level efficiency is

sues. The tests have been performed using Allegro CL 4.3

(compiled) on a Sun SPARCstation 20/61 equipped with a

60MHz superSPARC processor, a 1Mbyte off-chip cache

and 128Mbytes of RAM. The FacT system and test KBS

are available from the author's home page.

To demonstrate the feasibility of using FacT with a large,

realistic KB, it has been used to classify an ACCHfºr

KB representing the GALEN medical terminology ontol

ogy. The KB used in the tests (which has since been ex

tend as part of the ongoing GALEN project) contains 2,740

concepts, 699 of which are non-primitive, 413 roles, 26 of

which are transitive, and 1,214 GCIs. Using the optimised

algorithm, FaCT is able to classify the KB in K-379s of

CPU time, performing a total of 122,695 subsumption tests

at an average of 0.003s per test. FaCT's performance con

trasts with that of the KRIS system (Baader and Hollunder

1991) which had only classified a small proportion (~ 10%)

of a simplified version of the KB (with cycles and transitive

roles eliminated) after 100 hours of CPU time.

FaCT also performs well as a modal logic theorem prover:

Table 1 compares FacT with CRACK (Bresciani et al.

1995), KSAT and KRIS using a suite of benchmark for

mulae for modal K (Heuerding and Schwendimann 1996).

The tests use 9 classes of formula (k_branch, k-dº, etc.) in

both provable (p) and non-provable (n) forms." For each

type of formula, 21 examples of exponentially increasing

difficulty are provided, and the table shows the number of

the largest formula which each system was able to solve

within 100 seconds of CPU time (21 indicates that the hard

est problem was solved in less than 100s).

FaCT significantly outperformed all the other systems, and

in many cases also exhibited a completely different quali

tative performance. For example, with k-dum_p formulae

(see Figure 5) the other systems all showed an exponen

tial increase in solution times with increasing formula size,

whereas the times taken by FaCT increased very little for

larger formulae (and FaCT was already 2,000 times faster

for the largest formula solved by another system).

‘Note that a formula is proved by demonstrating the unsatisfi

ability of its negation.

Table 1: Modal K Theorem Proving

FaCT Crack || KSAT Kris

Test p | n | p | n | p | n | p n

k_branch 6 || 4 || 2 || | 8 || 8 3 || 3

k_d-4 21 8 2 || 3 8 || 5 8 || 6

k_dum 2|| || 2 | 3 || 2 || || 1 || || 2 || || 15 21

k_grz 21 || 2 | | || 2 || || 17 || 2 || || 13 21

k_lin 21 || 2 | 5 || 2 || 21 3 6 9

k-path 7 || 6 2 || 6 4 || 8 3 || 1 |

k-ph 6 || 7 2 || 3 5 5 4 || 5

k-poly 21 || 2 || || 2 || || 2 || || || 3 || || 2 || || 1 || 21

k_t-4p 21 || 2 | l 1 || || 0 || || 8 7 5

100 T r -TH T
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Figure 5: Solution Times for k dump Formulae

7 DISCUSSION

This paper describes a sound and complete satisfiability

testing algorithm for a relatively expressive DL, one which

can reason with respect to a general terminology and a

primitive hierarchy of transitive and non-transitive roles. In

contrast to most other theoretical presentations, a practical

system which uses an (optimised) implementation of the al

gorithm is also described. The FaCT system has been used

to investigate the practicability of using the algorithm for

subsumption reasoning, and results so far suggest that in

spite of the logic's worst-case intractability the algorithm

can provide acceptable performance in realistic applica

tions. FacT has also been shown to perform well when

used as a propositional modal logic theorem prover, and

detailed results from these experiments will be the subject

of a future paper.

Although the “nice” properties of transitive roles, as op

posed to a transitive closure operator (see Section 2), made

it simple to implement and optimise the algorithm, many

of the techniques investigated could be used with other
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tableaux satisfiability testing algorithms, and should be

come standard in future tableaux based DL implementa

tions. Normalisation, encoding and absorption can, for ex

ample, be performed as pre-processing steps, and could be

used with any DL regardless of its subsumption testing al

gorithm, although integrating normalisation and encoding

with the classifier is preferable in order to avoid the over

head of classifying new concepts generated by the encod

ing process. The results obtained with FacT suggest that

some of the very expressive DLS for which tableaux algo

rithms are now available may also be usable in realistic ap

plications, and work is already underway to produce an op

timised implementation of such an algorithm.
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How to Tailor Representations to Different Requirements

Abstract only

Katharina Morik

Universität Dortmund

Fachbereich Informatik, LS VIII

D-44221 Dortmund, Germany

morikékirmes. informatik. uni-dortmund. de

The dream of a general purpose knowledge representation language has long been abandoned. How

ever, most work on tailoring representation formalisms to particular needs has investigated deductive

inference. The focus has been on inferential services for problem solving, e.g. classification or planning.

The needs of the end user, be it a system (e.g., a natural language system or a robot) or a human user,

determine the requirements for efficiency and expressiveness. If we focus on the knowledge engineer,

additional requirements come into play: inspectability and revisability are major concerns in the process

of knowledge acquisition. However, the underlying inference is still deductive. But the requirements on

a knowledge representation formalism change when inductive inference is considered. A representation

formalism with less expressive power may be harder to learn than a one with a higher expressive power.

This means that complexity results for deductive reasoning cannot easily be transferred to inductive

reasoning. Moreover, we frequently we encounter conflicting requirements for learning and problem

solving. In this situation, asking for a representation that fulfils the requirements for both deductive

and inductive inference, is akin to asking for a general purpose language. Instead, we design families

of representations, where each family member is well suited for a particular set of requirements, and

implement transformations between the representations.

In this talk, I discuss the representation family of Horn logic. Several restrictions of Horn logic have

been investigated that ease learning. Three case studies illustrate how to tailor admissible languages.

The first case study from a robotics application shows how a representation that is well suited for

learning is transformed into an efficient deductive reasoner. The second case study exploits learning in

order to enhance the understandibility and inspectability of a knowledge base under construction by

a knowledge engineer. The third case study presents a tool that generates mappings from a relational

database scheme to a Horn logic signature. Such mappings allow learning to take place directly from a

relational database.
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Hector Levesque

Dept. of Computer Science

University of Toronto

Toronto, Ont. M5S 3H5, Canada
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We propose a definition of goal achievability: given a basic action theory describing an initial state of

the world and some primitive actions available to a robot, including some actions which return sensing

information, what goals can be achieved by the robot? The main technical result is a proof that a simple

robot programming language is universal, in that any effectively achievable goal can be achieved by

getting the robot to execute one of these robot programs. Among other things, this justifies a previous

specification of the planning problem in the presence of sensing. This is joint work with Fangzhen Lin.
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Description Logics and their Applications

Abstract only
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Description Logics are logics for representing and reasoning about classes of objects and their rela

tionships. They can be seen as successors of frame systems and semantic networks, and have been

investigated for more than a decade from different points of view, in particular, expressive power and

computational complexity of reasoning. In the talk, I first review the research done in the past years

in Description Logics. Then I discuss the relationships with other formalisms, such as modal logics,

database models, and object-oriented languages. Finally, I describe how Description Logics have been

applied in several fields, including software engineering, configuration management, databases, and

information systems.
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Themes at the Co-Located Workshops

Lin Padgham

RMIT

Department of Computer Science

GPO Box 2476V

Melbourne 3001, Australia

linpaocs. rmit.edu.au

For KR'98 it was decided to attempt to co-locate meet

ings of a number of more specialised but established re

search communities, whose members were likely to also

have an interest in KR. The Description Logics Work

shop had been successfully co-located with KR'96 and

there appeared to be benefits for all involved.

Co-locating a number of KR-related workshops is ex

pected to facilitate interchange between specialised re

search communities with resulting cross-fertilisation of

ideas. It is often at the interface between research com

munities that new and fruitful ideas arise.

The panel “Themes at the co-located workshops” will

attempt to identify current trends within each special

ist area that are related to the more general KR area,

or that are common across a number of the specialist

area.S.

Co-locating with KR'98 are the following events:

• Nonmonotonic Reasoning Workshop (NMR)

May 30 - June 1, 1998. Contact person: Ger

hard Brewka (brewka.Ginformatik.uni-leipzig.de),

chairs: Gerhard Brewka and Ilkka Niemelae, hon

orary chair: Ray Reiter.

The aim of the workshop is to bring together

active researchers interested in the area of non

monotonic reasoning to discuss current research,

results, and problems of both a theoretical and

practical nature. This time the workshop consists

of plenary sessions and specialized workshops on

the following topics:

— Formal Aspects and Applications of Non

monotonic Reasoning (Co-chairs: Jim Del

grande, Mirek Truszczynski)

— Computational Aspects of Nonmonotonic

Reasoning (Co-chairs: Ilkka Niemel, Torsten

Schaub)

– Logic Programming (Co-chairs: Juergen Dix,

Jorge Lobo)

- Action and Causality (Co-chairs: Vladimir

Lifschitz, Hector Geffner)

– Belief Revision (Co-chairs: Hans Rott, Mary

Anne Williams)

A preliminary list of invited speakers includes Bob

Kowalski, Isaac Levi, John McCarthy, Dan Roth

and Erik Sandewall.

Workshop on Validation & Verification of

Knowledge-Based Systems (V&V’98)

June 1, 1998. Contact person: Frank van Harme

len (frankhôcs.vu.nl).

The European V&V community has traditionally

met at workshops during the European AI Con

ferences (ECAI). The purpose of the change of

venue to co-location with KR'98 is to encourage

exchange of ideas between researchers in the field

of knowledge-representation with those concen

trating on V&V of KBS specifically. There are

obvious connections between the two fields, and

papers on topics focussing on this connection are

especially solicited. related to

Workshop on Knowledge Representation for In

teractive Multimedia Systems (KRIMS

II)

June 1, 1998. Contact persons: George

Wouros (georgev Qath.aegean.gr), Paolo Petta

(paolo@ai.univie.ac.at).

The target audience of KRIMS-II includes re

searchers in the areas of collaborative systems,

personal assistants, intelligent multimedia presen

tation systems, adaptive interfaces, multimedia

information retrieval, and intelligent integration

of information.

Major topics to be addressed include:
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– knowledge representation schemes for multi

media information repositories

– supporting interactivity in content determi

nation and/or communication of information.

– knowledge representation for interactive mul

timedia information content determination,

integration, co-ordination and presentation.

– methodologies and systems for construction

and maintenance of knowledge bases for in

teractive multimedia systems.

– methodologies and systems for construction

and maintenance of interactive multimedia

DBMS.

• International Description Logics Workshop

(DL’98)

June 6 - June 8, 1998. Contact person: Enrico

Franconi (franconi'Qirst.itc.it).

The 1998 International Workshop on Description

Logics (DL’98) continues the tradition of inter

national workshops devoted to discussing devel

opments and applications of knowledge represen

tation formalisms based on Description Logics.

Topics include Foundations of Description Log

ics, Extensions of Description Logics, Integration

of Description Logics with other formalisms and

Use of Description Logics in applications.

• Conference on Formal Ontology in Information

Systems (FOIS’98)

June 6 - June 8, 1998. Contact person: Nicola

Guarino (guarino Gladseb.pd.cnr.it).

Research on ontology is becoming increasingly

widespread in the computer science community.

Its importance has been recognized in fields as

diverse as qualitative modelling of physical sys

tems, natural language processing, knowledge en

gineering, information integration, database de

sign, geographic information science, and intelli

gent information access. The conference will have

a strongly interdisciplinary character. Expected

participants include computer science practition

ers as well as linguists, logicians, and philoso

phers. Although the primary focus of the confer

ence is on theoretical issues, methodological pro

posals as well as concrete applications from a well

founded theoretical perspective will be discussed.

Most of these events represent an established group

that have held previous well-attended meetings. Some

Communities have been meeting regularly over a large

number of years, whereas others are relatively new,

responding to newly arising research areas.

Having several meetings that one wants to attend lo

cated together makes it more likely that a researcher is

able to attend both meetings. From the point of view

of a workshop, organisers may well be able to attract

new contributors to the research community as partic

ipants wish to attend KR. From the point of view of

KR, more people may be able to arrange travel fund

ing due to having a paper at a workshop, and will also

attend KR. Co-locating the events above will hopefully

facilitate attendance of a larger number of interested

people and thus enrich all of the communities.

*
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